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PREFACE

This book is meant to replace both Animal Commu-

nication: Techniques of Study and Results of Research, pub-

lished by Indiana University Press in 1968, and its

companion volume, Approaches to Animal Communica-

tion, published by Moutonin 1969.All but one of the

chapters are wholly new, and the organization of the

contents has been substantially altered: a section on

theoretical issues was added, while the one on inter-

disciplinary implications and applications was re-

moved; and the section on communicative

mechanisms was almost doubled. Perhaps mostsig-

nificantly—sincethis, in some manner,reflects the im-

mense accretion of knowledge in this field—the

section on communication in selected groups was ex-

panded from nine chapters to twenty-five; for in-

stance, whereas all the alloprimates could still be

covered in one overview eight years ago,in this book

the subject is barely coveredin five separate chapters.

In addition to contributing chapter9 to this book,

Jack P. Hailman wrote a full-sized monographon vi-

sual communication, which,in view of the importance

of the topic and the excellence of his conspectus,1s

being published simultaneously by Indiana University

Press, underthetitle Optical Signals: Animal Communica-

tion and Light.
In designing this volume, I received valuable

counsel from Edward O. Wilson, whose personalre-

view of many aspects of animal communication, in

chapters 8-10 of his Sociobiology, is one of the more

1X

remarkable features of that monumental creation. I

wish to thank May Lee, myeditorial assistant for this

project, for her devoted collaboration and for the two

indexes with which this book concludes.

I have chosen to dedicate How Animals Communicate

to Heini Hediger, who served as the director of the

Zurich Zoo from 1954 until his recent retirement and

wasdirector of the Basel Zoofor ten years beforethat.

Happily, he now continuesto teach animal psychology

and biology at Zurich University. Professor Hediger’s

work—embodied in numberless books andarticles,

both scientific and popular—is incomparablysensitive

and subtle; his immense knowledgeofthe basic princi-

ples of animal communication, and particularly ofthe

rules for two-way traffic between man and the multi-

tude of speechless creatures, has been a modelofsci-

entific imagination applied to subjects of great human

import for generations of his readers during forty-

three productive years. His writings have been an in-

spiration to me from the beginning of my excursion

into zoosemiotics, the more so since Hediger was the

first student of animal behavior, in modern times, to

appreciate the intimate relations of ethology and

semiotics, and howthefindings of each discipline can

and must enrich the results of the other.

Bloomington, Indiana THOMAS A. SEBEOK

November1, 1976
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Chapter I

THE PHYLOGENY OF LANGUAGE

Philip Lieberman

Since Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species

(1859), the study of hominid evolution has been

based on two lines of complementary research:

the comparative study of living species that we

believe manifest certain aspects of the behavior

of earlier hominids; and the inferences that we

can make from theartifacts that have been found

in association with extinct fossil hominids, as

well as the direct examination of these fossils.

The anatomyof extinct fossils is relevant to the

study of their behavior becauseit is evident that

certain aspects of behavior are predicated on the

presence of particular anatomical specializa-

tions. Upright bipedal locomotion,for example,

is not possible without certain specialized

anatomical features that are present in modern

Homo sapiens.
The study of the behavior of living nonhu-

manspecies is essential to our understanding of

the function of “human” anatomical specializa-

tions. Electromyographic studies of chimpan-

zees and gorillas, for example, show that these

animals, wholack the specialized pelvic and lim-

bic anatomy of Homosapiens, can stand upright

only for short periods of time and with the ex-

penditure of great muscular effort. In contrast,

humanscan stand upright or walk at a moderate

pace with very little muscular effort (Basmajian
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and Tuttle, in press). Comparative studiesofliv-

ing nonhuman primates can serve as “‘experi-

ments” that enable us to assess the function of

particular anatomical specializations in Homo

sapiens. All animals are, in effect, living “experi-

mental preparations.” Appropriate experiments

can relate particular aspects of the morphology

of different species to the behaviorof these spe-

cies.
Wecan project the relevance of the anatomi-

cal specializations that relate to upright posture

to the study of human evolution when we note

that the skeletal remains of particular extinct

hominidsalso appearto be functionally adapted

for upright posture and bipedal locomotion. The
fossil remains of Australopithecus africanus, for ex-

ample, showthatthese early hominids, who lived

from one to four million years ago, also pos-

sessed the behavioral attribute of bipedal loco-

motion and upright posture (Campbell, 1966;

Pilbeam, 1972). We can thus infer that these

anatomical specializations were retained by the

Darwinian process of natural selection because

upright posture and bipedal locomotion werese-

lective advantages to these early hominids.
The anatomical specializations that are nec-

essary conditions for upright posture have a

biologic ‘‘cost.’’ The changein the pelvic area
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vis-a-vis animals wholack upright posture makes
childbirth moredifficult. The advantages of up-
right posture and bipedal locomotion must have
outweighed the increased mortality in childbirth
for these specializations to have been retained
and elaborated overa periodofmillions ofyears.
The presence ofstoneartifacts like the rounded
stones that have been foundin association with
Australopithecine fossils (Leakey, 1971) thus
take on a newsignificance when weconsider the
probable presence of upright posture and
bipedal locomotion in Australopithecine culture.
The stone “‘balls” may have served as projectiles
in hunting small animals. The selective advan-
tage of upright posture would have been en-
hanced if Australopithecines used projectiles.
Theuse of projectiles in itself would not appear
to be very significant if we again did notrefer to
the results of comparative studies on living non-
human hominoids. Although living apes do, in
fact, hurl stones and branches, they usually can-
nothit particular targets. Instead they ineffectu-
ally hurl things about in some general direction
(Beck, in press; van Lawick-Goodall, 1973). All
humanscan learn to hit targets regularly with
projectiles. Small children learn to do so without
any special instruction. It is a human attribute.

Theability to hit things with projectiles is not
very interesting until we compare human behay-
ior with thatofliving related species. The human
“quality” of being able to hit targets must in-
volve the presence of certain innately deter-
mined neural mechanisms and pathways that
enable us to acquire this ability readily. The
stone projectiles that have been foundin associa-
tion with Australopithecine fossil remains indi-
cate that these early hominids probably hadthis
ability. It would have madeupright posture an
asset by freeing the handsfor throwing. The en-
tire behavioral and physiologic complex—up-
right posture, stone throwing, hunting, pelvic
and limbic anatomy, neural mechanisms coordi-
nating the motions of the arms and hands with

Some Theoretical Issues

vision, etc.—thus can be viewed as an interde-
pendent evolutionary pattern. It started with
hominidslike Ramapithecus (Pilbeam, 1972), who
may have lacked upright posture and who might
have hurled projectiles in some general direc-
tion, butit ultimately resulted in the evolution of
hominidslike the Australopithecines. Theinitial
conditionsfor this evolutionary process can be

Humanlanguageis at present a unique qual-
ity of Homo sapiens. However,like the unique hu-
man quality of stone throwing, it too must be the
result of a gradual evolutionary process. We can
profitably apply the same comparative tech-
niques toward an understandingofits evolution.
In fact, there already are a numberofstudiesthat
beareitherdirectly or indirectly on the evolution
of languagein general and ofhuman language in
particular. The claim is often made that human
languagehas absolutely nothing in commonwith
the communications of animals (Lenneberg,
1967). Human language is supposedly disjoint
with the communications of animals. It is sup-
posedly “referential,’’ while animal communica-
tions are “‘emotive.”’ In fact, there are no studies
that demonstrate that the communicationsofan-
imals are simply emotive. At best, there are tenu-
ous arguments that claim that the neural
embodiment of human language involves corti-
cal-to-cortical pathways, which are present only
in the humanbrain, whereas the communicative
signals of animals supposedly involve cortical-
subcortical pathways. Cortical-cortical pathways
are supposedly involved in referential thought,
while cortical-subcortical pathways are suppos-
edly involved in the expression of emotions.
These claims cannot be supported by the
findings of modern neuroanatomy. The “refer-
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ential” activity of the human brain probably in-

volves manycortical-subcortical pathways. Nor 1s

there any substantivebasis for assigning the ex-

pression of emotion exclusively to cortical-sub-

cortical pathways.

The supposed uniqueness of human lan-

guage seems to meto be an echo ofthe tradi-

tional Cartesian view. Many ethological, be-

havioral, and linguistic studies of the communi-

cations of animals that are otherwise faultless are

limited by their unquestioning acceptanceofthis

Cartesian premise. The tendencyis to draw neg-

ative conclusions concerningthe linguistic abil-

ity of nonhuman animals, even though these

conclusions are not supported by the data.

Green (1973), for example, in an acoustic analy-

sis of some of the vocalizations of nonhuman

primates, uses spectrographic data that show

that a number of these vocalizations form a

‘‘sraded”’ series along what appear to be the

acoustical dimensions of amplitude and funda-

mental frequency. Green concludesthat the vo-

calizations are ‘‘graded”’ rather than “‘discrete.”’

Nonhuman primate vocalizations, supposedly,

are thus not “‘linguistic” signals, like the human

soundstranscribed by the symbols /b/, /p/, /a/,

etc.

However, the method that Green uses,if ap-

plied to human speech, would demonstrate that

the discrete human phonetic elements /b/ and

/p/ were also graded, nonlinguistic signals. The

acoustic basis of the distinction between the En-

glish sounds /b/ and /p/rests in the delay be-

tween the sound generated when the speaker’s

lips are openedandthestart of phonatory vocal

cord activity. If phonation starts within 20 msec

after the speaker’s lips open, the soundis per-

ceived as a /b/. If the delay exceeds 20 msec,the

sound is perceived as a /p/ (Lisker and Abram-

son, 1964). Humanspeakers, particularly young

human speakers (Preston and Port, 1972), pro-

duce many /b/ sounds with phonation delays

ranging over the 0-20 msecinterval that defines

these sounds. They also produce many /p/

sounds in which phonation delays vary from 20

to over 130 msec.If these sounds were examined

using the samecriteria that have been applied to

the analysis of chimpanzee vocalizations, the dis-

crete, categorical responses of humanlisteners

to these sounds would not be apparent.

The basis of the discrete, categorical nature

of these speech sounds appears to be the pres-

ence of an innately determined auditory mecha-

nism—a neural ‘‘feature detector,” which 1s even

manifested in the behavior of four-week-old hu-

man infants (Eimas and Corbitt, 1973). The

sounds /b/ and /p/, in other words,are discrete

signals because human perception makes them

discrete. Acoustic analysis, in itself, cannot re-

veal the presence of the neural mechanism that

is the basis of the discrete nature of these speech

sounds. We cannot assumethat the primate vo-

calizations discussed by Green or in other ac-

counts of primate communication are not

discrete signaling units until we perform the ap-

propriate perceptual experiments.

Wereally know very little about the commu-

nications andthepossible “‘language”’ of various

animals. Linguists have been rather anthropo-

centric whenthey attemptto limit the term “‘lan-

guage” to human language. It would make as

muchsenseto limit the term ‘“‘swimming”’ to hu-
man swimming. The details of the way a human
swims are different from the way a dog swims,

but the end result is similar. Both animals move

through water. The communication system of a

dog is probably simpler than that of a human,

but there may be commonelements, and we can

perhaps gain some insights into the nature of
human language by studying the simpler, canid

system.
We might want to restrict the term “‘lan-

guage’”’ to a special class of communicationsys-

tems, but we really cannotlimit the term to the

language of present-day Homo sapiens without

makingtheclassificative function of the term un-
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profitably restrictive. The phonetic abilities of
some fossil hominids like the classic Neander-
thals, who inhabited parts of Europe and Asia
about 70,000 years ago, would have precluded
their speaking any of the languages of modern
Flomo sapiens. However, the stone artifacts that
have been foundin association with these fossils
and the evidenceof their cultural tradition make
it evident that some form of language must have
been a feature of Neanderthal society (Lieber-
man, 1975). The language of these advanced
hominids would not have been a human lan-
guageifwerestrict the term “human” to modern
Homo sapiens. However, there is no reason to be-
lieve that Neanderthal hominids could not have
transmitted new, previously unanticipated infor-
mation among themselves. Thus, the opera-
tional definition of language (Lieberman, 1973)
is a communication system that permits the
transmission of new information. This definition
obviously would not fit the limited codes that
simple animals like frogs appear to use. How-
ever, 1t would admit manypossible languages
that mightdiffer substantially from the language
of present-day Homo sapiens.

Defining languagein termsofthe properties
of humanlanguageis fruitless because we do not
know whatthey really are. Even if we knew the
complete inventory of properties that character-
ize human language we probably would not want
to limit the term “‘language”’ to communication
systems that hadall of these properties. For ex-
ample, it would be unreasonableto state that a
language that hadall of the attributes of human
languages exceptrelative clauses really was not
a language. The operational definition of lan-
guage is functional rather than taxonomic.Itis
a productive definition insofar as it encourages
questions about whatanimals can do with their
communication systemsandtherelation of these
particular systems to human languageandto the
intermediate levels of language that probably
were associated with early hominids.

Some Theoretical Issues

Neural Feature Detectors

As I notedearlier, the perception of human
speech appearsto involve the presence of neural
mechanisms that are sensitive to particular
acoustic events. In recent years a numberofelec-
trophysiological and behavioral studies have
demonstratedthatvarious animals have auditory
detectors that are “tuned”to signals that are of
Interest to them. Wollberg and Newman (1972),
for example, recorded the electrical activity of
single cells in the auditory cortex ofawake Squir-
rel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus) during the presen-
tation of recorded monkey vocalizations and
other acoustic signals. They presented eleven
calls, representing the majorclasses of this spe-
cies’ vocal repertoire, as well as a variety of
acoustic signals designedto explorethe total au-
ditory range of these animals. Extracellular unit
discharges were recorded from 213 neurons in
the superior temporal gyrus of the monkeys.
Morethan 80 percentof the neurons responded
to the tape-recorded vocalizations. Some cells
respondedto manyofthe calls that had complex
acoustic properties. Other cells, however, re-
sponded to only a few calls. One cell responded
with a high probability only to one specific sig-
nal, the “isolation peep” call of the monkey.

The experimental techniques that are neces-
sary in these electrophysiological studies de-
mand great care and great patience. Micro-
electrodes that can isolate the electrical signal
from a single neuron mustbe prepared and accu-
rately positioned, the electrical signals must be
amplified and recorded, and, most important,
the experimenters must present the animal with
a set of acoustic signals that explore the range of
sounds it would encounter in its naturalstate.
Demonstrating the presence of neural mecha-
nisms matched to the constraints of the sound-
producing systems of particular animals is
therefore a difficult undertaking. The sound-
producingpossibilities and behavioral responses
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of most “higher” animals make comprehensive

statements on the relationship between percep-

tion and production difficult. We can only ex-

plore part of the total system of signaling and

behavior. ‘“‘Simpler’’ animals, however, are uSse-

ful in this respect since we can see the whole

pattern of the animal’s behavior.

The behavioral experiments of Capranica

(1965) and the electrophysiological experiments

of Frishkopf and Goldstein (1963), for example,

demonstrate that the auditory system ofthe bull-

frog (Rana catesbeiana) has single units that are

matchedto the formant frequencies of the spe-

cies-specific matingcall. Bullfrogs are amongthe

simplest living animals that produce sound by

meansofa laryngeal source and a supralaryngeal

vocal tract. The latter consists of a mouth,a pha-

rynx, and a vocal sac that opensinto the floor of

the mouth in the male. Vocalizations are pro-

duced in the same manneras in primates. The

vocal cords of the larynx open andcloserapidly,

emitting puffs of air into the supralaryngeal vocal

tract, which acts as an acoustic filter. Frogs can

make a number of different sounds (Bogert,

1960), including matingcalls, release calls, terri-

torial calls that serve as warnings to intruding

frogs, rain calls, distress calls, and warningcalls.
Thedifferent calls have distinct acoustic proper-

ties.
The matingcall of the bullfrog consists of a

series of croaks. The duration of each croak var-
ies from 0.6 to 1.5 sec, and the interval between

each croak varies from 0.5 to 1.0 sec. The funda-
mental frequency of the bullfrog croak is about
100 Hz. The formant frequencies of the croak
are about 200 Hz and 1,400 Hz. Capranica gen-

erated synthetic frog croaks by meansofa fixed,
POVO speech synthesizer (Stevenset al., 1955)

that was designed to produce human vowels but
that serves equally well for the synthesis of bull-
frog croaks. In a behavioral experiment, Ca-

pranica showed that bullfrogs responded to
synthesized croaks so long as the croaks had en-

ergy concentrationsat either or both of the for-

mant frequencies. The presence of acoustic en-

ergy at other frequenciesinhibited the bullfrogs’

responses (which consisted ofjoining in a croak

chorus).

Frishkopf and Goldstein (1963), in their elec-

trophysiologic study of the bullfrog’s auditory

system, found twotypes of auditory units. ‘They

foundcells in units in the eighth cranial nerve of

the anesthetized bullfrog that had maximum sen-

sitivity to frequencies between 1,000 and 2,000

Hz. They found other units that had maximum

sensitivity for frequencies between 200 Hz and

700 Hz. The units that respondedto the lower

frequency range, however, were inhibited by ap-

propriate acoustic signals. Maximum response

occurred whenthe two units respondedto pulse

trains at rates of 50 and 100 pulsespersec, with

energy concentrationsat or near the formantfre-

quencies of bullfrog mating calls. Adding acous-

tic energy betweenthe two formantfrequencies,

at 500 Hz, inhibited the responses of the low-

frequency single units.
The electrophysiologic, behavioral, and a-

coustic data all complement each other. Bull-
frogs have auditory mechanismsthat are struc-

tured specifically to respond to the bullfrog
mating call. They do not simply respond to any
sort of acoustic signal as thoughit were a mating
call, but respond to particular calls that can be
made only by male bullfrogs; and they have
neural mechanismsstructured in terms of the
species-specific constraints of the bullfrog
sound-producing mechanism.

Plasticity and the Evolution of Human
Speech

Frogs are rather simple animals but they have
nonetheless evolved different species-specific
calls. Of the thirty-four species whose mating
calls failed to elicit responses from Rana cates-
beina, some were closely related, others more
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distantly related. It is obvious that natural selec-
tion has produced changesin the matingcalls of
Anuran species. The neural mechanismsfor the

the auditory system. They apparently are not
very plastic, since Capranica was not able to
modify the bullfrogs’ responses over the course
of an eighteen-monthinterval. Despite this lack
of plasticity, frogs have evolved differentcalls in
the course of their evolutionary development.

Primates have more flexible andplastic neu-
ral mechanismsfor the perception oftheir vocal-
izations. Recent electrophysiological data (Miller
et al., 1972) show that primates like rhesus mon-
key (Macaca mulatta) will develop neural detec-
tors that identify signals important to the animal.
Receptors in the auditory cortex responsive to a
200 Hz sine wave were discovered after the ani-
mals weretrained bytheclassic methodsof con-
ditioning to respond behaviorally to this acoustic
signal. These neural detectors could not be
found in the auditory cortex of untrained ani-
mals. The auditory system of these primates thus
appears to be plastic. Receptive neural devices
can be formed to respondto acoustic signals that
the animal finds useful.These results are in ac-
cord with behavioral experiments involving hu-
man subjects in which “categorical” responsesto
arbitrary acoustic signals can be produced by
means of operant conditioning techniques
(Lane, 1965). They are also in accord with the
results of classic conditioning experiments like
those reported by Pavlov. The dogs learned to
identify and respond decisively to the sound of
a bell, which is an unnatural sound for a dog.
The dog obviously had to learn to identify the
bell.

The first hominid “languages” probably
evolved from communication systems that re-
sembled those of present-day apes. The social
interactions of chimpanzees are marked by ex-
changes of facial and bodily gestures as well as

Some Theoretical Issues

vocalizations (van Lawick-Goodall, 1973). The
recent successfulefforts establishing “‘linguistic”’
communications between humans and chimpan-
zees by meansofeither visual symbols or sign
language (Gardner and Gardner, 1969: Fouts,
1973; Premack, 1972) show that apes have the
cognitive foundationsfor analytic thought. They
also use tools, make tools, and engage in cooper-
ative behavior (for example, hunting). All these
activities have beenidentified asfactors that may
have placed a selective advantage on the evolu-
tion of enhanced linguistic ability (Washburn,
1968; Hill, 1972).

It is obviously impossible to determine di-
rectly what types of feature detectors may have
existed in the brains of extinct hominids. We can,
however, get someinsightsinto the general evo-
lutionary process that developed the phonetic
level of hominid language by taking note ofthe
evolution of the speech-producing anatomy. The
“match”’ that exists between the constraints of
speech production and speech perception in
modern humans (Lieberman, 1970) as well as
comparative data on otherliving species make
this procedure reasonable. An extinct hominid
could obviously not make use of a phonetic con-
trast that could not be produced bythe species.
The reader may still wonder precisely whatin-
sights we may gain on the general question ofthe
evolution of language even if we can determine
some of the phonetic constraints on the lan-
guagesofearlier, now extinct hominids. The an-
swer is that certain sounds that occur in the
languages of present-day humans have impor-
tant functional attributes. The presence or ab-
sence of these sounds can tell us something
about the general level of linguistic ability in an
extinct hominid species. I shall return to this
topic, which involves the physiology of speech,
after discussing someofthe data that are avail-
able at present.
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The Phonetic Ability of Neanderthal

Hominids

Neanderthal hominidslike those represented

by the “classic” La Chapelle-aux-Saints and La

Ferrasie fossils lived until comparatively recent

times. They form

a

class offossils that differ sig-

nificantly, using quantitative statistical methods

(Howells, 1970, in press), from other fossil

hominid populations and from modern Homo

sapiens. Neanderthal hominids were not primi-

tive in the sense that they lacked culture. They

produced complex stonetools and had

a

cultural

tradition that has left traces of burial rituals and

care for the infirm and aged. The data that form

the basis of our inferences regarding Neander-

thal culture consist of stone and bonetools,

traces of fire sites, burial sites, and skeletal mate-

rial that have survived between 40,000 and per-

haps 100,000 years.

However, nothing remains of the soft tissue

of the supralaryngeal vocal tract or the larynx.

How can we then make any inferences about

phonetic ability? Fortunately we can reconstruct

the supralaryngeal vocal tract that is typical of

these extinct fossils, making use of the methods

first proposed by Darwin concerningthe “‘affini-
ties of extinct species to each other,andto living
forms” (1859:329) and his observations with re-

gard to embryology (1859:439-49). The basis

for the reconstruction of the supralaryngeal vo-

cal tract of Neanderthal hominids (Lieberman

and Crelin, 1971) is the similarity between the

skulls of the fossils and of newborn Homo sapiens,
i.e., newborn modern man. At first this might
seem implausible. How can an adult fossil skull
that has massive supraorbital brow ridges, a
huge massive mandible, and a generally progna-
thous aspect be compared with that ofanewborn
human? The answeris that certain aspects of the

skeletal morphology of newborn human and
Neanderthal skulls are similar, even though

other aspects are not. Theclaim is not that new-

born humansarelittle Neanderthalers, but that

the two share certain skeletal features. Vicek

(1970), in his comparative study of the develop-

ment of skeletal morphology in Neanderthalin-

fants and children, independently arrived at

similar conclusions.

There are a great many Neanderthal fossil

skulls including those of infants and children,

two to fourteen years old at the time of death.

Vicek was therefore able to study the ontogeny

of Neanderthal skull developmentin relation to

that of modern man. He concludes:

Certain primitive traits that are presentin theskele-

tons of Neanderthal forms occur again in different

periods of the foetal life of contemporary man with

different degreesofintensity. Thus we can observe the
development and the presence of many morphologi-

cal characteristics typical of the Neanderthal skeleton
in the skeleton of contemporary manin the course of
his ontogenetic development. [1970:150]

In Fig. 1 sketches of the skulls of adult and

newborn Homo sapiens and the La Chapelle-aux-

Saints fossil are presented. The La Chapelle-

 

Fig. 1. A. Newborn humanskull.
B. Neanderthal skull.

C. Adult humanskull.

aux-Saints fossil is probably somewhere between
45,000 and 100,000 years old. The exact dating

is not important since Neanderthalian fossils, for
example, all those discussed in connection with

Vicek’s study, persisted throughout this period.
(The skulls in Fig. 1 have all been drawn to the
same approximatesize.) Note the basic similarity
between the newborn humanskull and the Nean-
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derthal skull. The newborn human and

_

the
young Neanderthal skulls of Vicek’s study are
very similar. The older skulls in Vlcek’s study
and the adult La Chapelle skull are even more
similar in important features to the newborn hu-
man skull than the newborn humanis to the
adult human skull. The newborn human and
Neanderthal skulls are relatively more elongated
from front to back andrelatively more flattened
from top to bottom than that of adult Homo sapi-
ens. ‘The squamouspart of the temporal boneis
similar in newborn human andall Neanderthal
skulls. A long list of similar anatomical features
could be presented, but weare really only con-
cerned with skeletal featuresthat are directly rel-
evant to the reconstruction of the supralaryngeal
vocal tract of Neanderthal man.

Wehaveto think in terms of the functional
anatomyofthe vocaltract. If we were to ignore
the functional aspects of skeletal morphology we
could beled astray, for example, by the fact that
the mastoid process is absent in newborn hu-
mansandrelatively small in the La Chapelle fos-
sil, adding to their similarity to the skull of the
adult Homo sapiens in Fig. 1. The mastoid pro-
cess, however, plays no role in the reconstruc-
tion of the supralaryngeal vocaltract.

Mostof the unsuccessful attempts at deduc-
ing the presenceor absence of speech from skel-
etal structures were based on comparative
studies that did not properly assess the func-
tional roles of particular features. Vallois (1961)
reviews many of these attempts, which were
hamperedby the absence of both a quantitative
acoustic theory of speech production and suit-
able anatomical comparisons with living pri-
mates that lack the physical basis for human
speech. The absence of prominentgenial tuber-
cles in certain fossil mandibles, for example, was
taken as an absolute sign of the absence of
speech, but genial tubercles are sometimes ab-
sent in normal adult humans who speak nor-
mally. They play a part in attaching the

Some Theoretical Issues

geniohyoid muscle to the mandible, but they are
not in themselves crucial features. Indeed the
notion of looking for crucial, isolated morpho-
logical features is not particularly useful. It is
necessary to explore the complete relationship
of the skeletal structure of the skull and mandi-
ble to the supralaryngeal vocal tract.

Fig. 2 showslateral views of the skull, verte-
bral column, and larynx of newborn and adult
Homosapiens and the reconstructed La Chapelle-
aux-Saints fossil. The Neanderthalskull is placed
on top of an erect cervical vertebral column in-
stead of on one sloping forward, as depicted by
Boule (1911-13). This is in agreement with

 

Fig. 2. A. Newborn humanskull.
B. Reconstructed La Chapelle-aux-Saints

fossil.
C. Adult humanskull.

Straus and Cave (1957), who determinedthat the
La Chapelle-aux-Saints fossil had suffered from
arthritis, but this condition could not have
affected his supralaryngeal vocal tract. Severe ar-
thritis at advanced ageshasvirtually no effect on
speech in modern man. (The La Chapelle-aux-
Saints fossil was probably about forty years old
at the time of his death.)

Since the second, third, and fourth cervical

vertebrae were missing, they were reconstructed
to conform with those of adult Homo sapiens. In
addition, the spinous processes of the lowercer-
vical vertebrae shownfor the adult humanin Fig.
2 are curved slightly upwards. They come from
a normalvertebral column and were purposely
chosen to showthat the La Chapelle-aux-Saints
vertebrae were notnecessarily pongid in form,as
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Boule (1911-13) claimed. Crelin’s reconstruc-

tion (Lieberman and Crelin, 1971) is, in fact,

purposely weighted toward making the La Cha-

pelle-aux-Saints fossil more like modern man

than like an ape. In all cases of doubt, the La

Chapelle-aux-Saints supralaryngeal vocal tract

reconstruction was modeledon that of the mod-

ern humanvocal tract. Thus any conclusionsthat

we will draw concerning limits on Neanderthal

phonetic ability are conservative.

Note that the geniohyoid muscle in adult

Homo sapiens runs downandbackfrom the hyoid

symphysis of the mandible. This is necessarily

the case because the hyoid boneis positioned

well below the mandible in adult Homo sapiens.
The two anterior portions of the digastric mus-
cle, which are not shownin Fig. 2, also run down

and back from the mandible for the samereason.
Whenthe facets into which these muscles are
inserted at the symphysis of the mandible are
examined,it is evident that the facets are likewise

inclined to minimize the shear forces for these
muscles. Shear forces always pose a greater
problem than do tensile forces in all mechanical
systems since the shear strength of most materi-
als is substantially smaller than the tensile
strength. A stick of blackboard chalk, for exam-
ple, has great tensile strength. It cannot be
pulled apart easily if you pull on it lengthwise.
However, it has an exceedingly small shear
strength, and you can snap it apart with two
fingers. The human chin appears to be a conse-
quenceofthe inclination ofthe facets of the mus-
cles that run down and back to the hyoid. The
outwardinclination of the chin in some human
populations reflects the inclination of the infe-
rior (inside) plane of the mandible at the symph-
ysis. Muscles are essentially “glued”’ to their
facets. In this light, tubercles and fossae may be
simply regarded as adaptions that increase the
strength of the muscle-to-bone bondbyincreas-
ing the ‘“‘glued”’ surface area. Their presence or
absence is not very critical (DuBrul and Reed,

1960) since the inclination and form ofthe digas-

tric and geniohyoidfacets is the primary element

in increasing the functional strength of the mus-

cle-to-bone bond by minimizingshearforces. As

Bernard Campbell (1966:2) succinctly notes,

‘‘Muscles leave marks wherethey are attached to

bones, and from such marks weassess the form

and size of the muscles.”’
You caneasily feel the inclination ofthe infe-

rior surface of the symphysis of your mandible.

Whereas the chin is more prominent in some
adult humansthanin others, the inferior surface

of the mandibular symphysis is always arranged
to accommodate muscles that run down and back
to a low hyoid position. As DuBrul (1958:42)

correctly notes, the human mandibleis unique,

‘The whole lower border of the jaw has swung
from a pose leaning inward to oneflaring out-
ward.” An examination ofthe collection of skulls
at the Musée de l’Hommein Parisindicated that
this is true regardless of race andsexforall nor-
mal adult humans. Whenthe corresponding fea-
tures are examined in newborn Homosapiens, it is
evident that the nearly horizontal inclination of
the facets of the geniohyoid and digastric mus-
cles is a concomitantfeature of the high position
of the hyoid bone (Negus, 1929; Crelin, 1969;
Wind, 1970). These muscles are nearly horizon-

tal with respect to the symphysis of the mandible
in newborn Homo sapiens, and the facets there-

fore are nearly horizontal to minimize shear
forces. Newborn Homosapiens thus lacks a chin
because the inferior surface of the symphysis of
the mandible is not inclined to accommodate
muscles that run down and back. When the man-
dible of the La Chapelle-aux-Saints fossil is ex-
amined, it is evident that the facets of these
muscles resemble those ofnewborn Homosapiens.
The inclination of the styloid process away from
the vertical plane is also a concomitant and coor-
dinated aspect of the skeletal complex that sup-
ports a high hyoid position in newborn Homo
sapiens and in the La Chapelle-aux-Saints fossil.
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Enough of the base of the La Chapelle-aux-
Saints styloid process remains to determineits
original approximatesize andlocation.

The skeletal features that support the mus-
cles of the supralaryngeal vocal tract and mandi-
ble are all similar in the Neanderthal fossil and
newborn Homo sapiens. When the bases of the
skulls of newborn and adult Homo sapiens and the
La Chapelle-aux-Saints fossil are examined,itis
again apparent that the newborn Homosapiens
and thefossil forms have many commonfeatures
that differ from adult Homo sapiens. Thesediffer-
ences are all consistent with the morphology of
the supralaryngeal airways of newborn Homo
sapiens, in which the pharynx and the pharyngeal
constrictor muscles lie behind the openingofthe
larynx. In Fig. 3 casts of the supralaryngeal vocal
tracts of newborn Homo sapiens, the Neanderthal
reconstruction, and adult Homo sapiens are
shown. The details of the reconstruction as well
as the general motivating constraints are dis-
cussed in Lieberman (1975) and in less detail in
Lieberman and Crelin (1971) and Lieberman
(1973).

Whatare the phonetic consequenceswith re-
spect to human speech of the reconstructed
Neanderthal supralaryngeal vocal tract? Under-
standing the anatomical basis of human speech
requires that we briefly review the source-filter
theory of speech production (Chiba and
Kajiyama, 1958; Fant, 1960). Human speech 1s

the result of a source.or sources of acoustic en-
ergy filtered by the supralaryngeal vocal tract.
For voiced sounds, that is, sounds like the En-

glish vowels, the source of energyis the periodic
puffs of air that pass through the larynx as the
vocal cords rapidly open and shut. The rate at
whichthe vocal cords open and close determines
the fundamental frequency of phonation. Acous-
tic energy is present at the fundamental fre-
quency and at higher harmonics. The
fundamental frequency of phonation can vary
about 80 Hzfor adult males to about 500 Hz for

 
Fig. 3. Casts of the nasal, oral, pharyngeal, and

laryngeal cavities of (1) newborn Homo sapiens, (2)
adult chimpanzee, (3) La Chapelle-aux-Saints recon-
struction, and (4) adult Homo sapiens. (After Lieber-
manetal., 1972.)

children and some adult females. Significant
acoustic energy is present in the harmonics of
fundamental frequencytoat least 3,000 Hz. The

fundamental frequency of phonation is, within
wide limits, under the control ot the speaker,
whocan producecontrolled variations by chang-
ing either the pulmonaryair pressureorthe ten-
sion of the laryngeal muscles (Lieberman, 1967).
Linguistically significant information can be
transmitted by meansof these variationsin fun-

damental frequency,as, for example, in Chinese,

where they are used to differentiate words.
The main source of phonetic differentiation

in human language, however,arises from the dy-
namic properties of the supralaryngeal vocal
tract, which acts as an acoustic filter. The length

and shape of the supralaryngeal vocal tract de-
termines the frequencies at which maximum en-
ergy will be transmitted from the laryngeal
source to the air adjacent to the speaker’slips.
They are known as formant frequencies. A
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speaker can vary the formant frequencies by

changing the length and shapeofhis supralaryn-

geal vocal tract. He can, for example, drastically

alter the shape of the airway formedbythe pos-

terior margin of his tongue bodyin his pharynx.

Hecan raise or lower the upper boundaryofhis

tonguein his oral cavity. He can raise or lower

his larynx andretract or extend his lips. He can

open or close his nasal cavity to the rest of the

supralaryngeal vocal tract by loweringorraising

his velum. The speakercan,in short, continually

vary the formant frequencies generated by his
supralaryngeal vocal tract. The acoustic proper-
ties that differentiate the vowels [a] and[i], for

example, are determined solely by the differ-
ences in shape and length that the supralaryn-
geal vocal tract assumes when these vowels are
articulated. The situation 1s analogousto a pipe
organ, wherethe length and type (open or closed
end) of pipe determine the musical quality of
each note. The damped resonances of the hu-
man supralaryngeal vocaltract are, in effect, the
formant frequencies. The length and shape
(more precisely the cross-sectional area as a
function of distance from the laryngeal source)
determine the formant frequencies.

The situation 1s similar for unvoiced sounds.
Here the vocal cords do not open andcloseat a
rapid rate to release quasiperiodic puffs ofair,
but the source of acoustic energy is the turbu-
lence generated by air rushing through a con-
striction in the vocal tract. The vocal tract still
acts as an acoustic filter but the acoustic source
may notbe atthe level of the larynx; for example,
in the sound[s] the sourceis the turbulence gen-
erated near the speaker’s teeth.

Computer Modeling

The supralaryngeal vocal tract’s filtering
properties are completely specified by its shape
and size, 1.e., its cross-sectional area function.

Wecan therefore determine the constraints that

a particular vocal tract will impose on the pho-

netic repertoire independently of the possible

limitations of such things as muscular ability or

the properties of the larynx. We could, for exam-

ple, make models of possible vocal tract shapes

by pounding and forming brass tubes with cut-

ters and brazing torches. We could record the

actual formant frequencies that correspondedto

particular shapes by exciting the tubes with an
artificial larynx or a reed. We could thusdeter-

minethe constraints that the supralaryngeal vo-
cal tract of a Neanderthal fossil placed on the
phonetic repertoire independently of the possi-
ble further limitations imposed by the extinct
hominid’s control or lack of control. The only
difficulty that would obtain would be in making
sure that we had explored thefull range ofvocal-
tract shapes. The acoustic properties of the brass
models would closely approximatethe filtering
properties of the vocal tract shapes they repre-
sented. This modeling technique was actually
once the principal means of phonetic analysis.
The technology of the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries was adequate for the fabri-
cation of brass tubes with complex shapes and
for making mechanical models. The speech syn-
thesizers devised by Kratzenstein (1780) and von
Kempelin (1791) (whose famoustalking machine
was one of the wonders of the time) generated
acoustic signals by exciting tubes by means of
mechanical reeds. The method employed by
Lieberman and Crelin (1971) and Liebermanet
al. (1972) simply makes use of the technology of
the third quarter of the twentieth century.

Wecould, if we wished, continue to use me-

chanical models to assess the constraints of the
supralaryngeal vocal tract on an animal’s pho-
netic repertoire. We could determine the range
of possible supralaryngeal vocal tract shapes by
dissecting living animals that had similar vocal
tracts, makingcasts of the air passages, and tak-
ing note of the musculature, soft tissue, and
effects of the contraction of particular muscles.
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We could enhance our knowledge by making
cineradiographsofthe animal during episodes of
phonation,respiration, and swallowing. It would
then be possible, though somewhattedious, to

Some Theoretical Issues

Fig. 4. A. Area functionsof the supralaryngeal vo-
cal tract of Neanderthal reconstruction modeled on
computer. Thearea function from 0 to 2 cm is derived
from Fant (1960) and represents the distance from the
vocal folds to the openingofthe larynx into the pha-
rynx. Curve | is the unperturbedtract. Curves 2, 3,
and 4 represent functions directed toward a ‘‘best
match”’ to the humanvowel /i/. Curves 5-8 are func-
tions directed toward a best match to /a/, while curves
9-13 are directed toward /u/. (After Lieberman and
Crelin, 1971.)

make models of possible supralaryngeal vocal-
tract configurations. The models could even be
madeofplastic materials that approximated the
acoustic properties of flesh. If they were excited
by meansof a rapid, quasiperiodic series of puffs
of air (i.e., an artificial larynx), we would be able

to hear the actual soundsthata particular vocal
tract configuration produced. If we systemat-
ically made models that covered the range of
possible vocal-tract configurations we could de-
termine the constraints imposed by supralaryn-
geal vocal-tract morphology on_ phonetic
repertoire independently of the further possible
constraints of the extinct hominids’ muscular or
neural control, dialect, or habits. We would, of

course, be restricted to continuant sounds, L.e.,

those that were not transient or interrupted,

since we could not rapidly change the shape of
our vocal tract model. We could, however, gen-

eralize our results to consonant-vowelsyllables,

like the sounds [bI] and [dz], since we could

model the articulatory configurations that occur
at specified intervals of time when these sounds
are produced.

In Fig. 4, area functions that could be gener-
ated by a Neanderthal vocal tract are plotted.
These area functions were entered into a com-
puter program (Henke, 1966) that essentially
represents the supralaryngeal vocal tract by a
series of contiguous cylindrical sections, each of

fixed area. Each section can be described by a

characteristic impedance and a complex propa-
gation constant, both ofwhich are known quanti-
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Fig. 4. B. Formant frequencies calculated by computer program for Neanderthal reconstruction.

ties for cylindrical tubes (Beranek, 1954). Junc- ries. The computer program calculated the three
tions betweensectionssatisfy the constraints of lowest formant frequenciesfor anyarea function
continuity ofair pressure and conservation of air specified. This arrangement madeit possible to
flow. In other words, the air pressure must be a enter many area functions in a comparatively
continuous function, and air particles can nei- short time.
ther disappearnorbecreated at section bounda- A number of area functions were sketched
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into the computer,usingits light pen and oscillo-
scope input system. The area functions plotted
in Fig. 4 were directed toward producing the
‘best’? Neanderthal approximations to the hu-
man vowels[i], [u], and [a]. The frequency scales
and labeled loops are taken from the Peterson
and Barney (1952) study of vowel production by
adult men, adult women, and older children
speaking American English. It is apparent that
the reconstructed Neanderthalvocal tract cannot
produce the vowels [i], [u], or [a]. Consonants
like the dental andbilabial [d], [t], [s], [b], and [p]
and other vowels would be phonetic possibilities
for the Neanderthal vocaltract, but velar conso-
nants like [g] and [k] would not (Lieberman and
Crelin, 1971).

Reconstruction and modeling of the su-
pralaryngeal vocaltract of Australopitechs africanus
show similar phonetic restrictions (Lieberman,
1973, 1975). In contrast, the reconstructed vocal
tract of the Es Skhul V fossil is essentially mod-
ern in character and would notrestrict the pho-
netic ability of this hominid. These recon-
structionsare all the work of EdmundS.Crelin.
His results are in accord with the independent
univariate and multivariate analyses of Howells
(1970, and in press), which demonstrate that Es
Skhul V falls within the same class as modern
humans, whereas certain measurements of the

La Chapelle-aux-Saints fossil vary four to five
standard deviations from those ofmodernskulls.

The Physiology of Human Speech

Since the time of Johannes Miiller (1848),
whoinitiated the modernstudyofthe physiology
of speech,it has been apparent that some sounds
have a more central status than others. The vow-
els [i], [uJ], and [a] appear to occurin all human
languages. Troubetzkoy (1969) notes that a lan-
guage may have other vowels but that it always
has one or moreof these. Recent functional,1.e.,

physiologic, analyses ofhuman speech show that

these vowels really are more useful speech sig-
nals than other vowels. Stevens (1972), for ex-
ample, showsthat these vowels are acoustically
stable. A speaker can make comparatively large
articulatory errors in the production of these
sounds without changing their acoustic charac-
ter. The constricted part of the supralaryngeal
vocal tract can, for example, vary over a two-
centimeter range without perceptibly changing
these vowels’ formant frequencies. The formant
frequency patterns that define these vowels are,
moreover, maximally distinct from all other vow-
els. The formantfrequencies are centered for [al],
maximally high for[i], and maximally lowfor[ul].
In effect, these three vowels arethe “‘best’’ possi-
ble vowel sounds for vocal communication.

Natural selection would act to retain muta-
tions that allowed these signals to be produced
only if enhanced vocal communication were an
advantage. The specialized anatomythat allows
hominids like modern Homosapiens and Es Skhul
V (who1s functionally modern) to produce these
soundsis less suited for breathing, swallowing,
and chewing than the vocal tract anatomy of
Neanderthal and Australopithecine hominids
and nonhuman primates. The human su-
pralaryngeal airway, in which the pharynxis part
of the direct path from the lungs, allows the
tongue bodyto be shifted up, down,and back to

form the abrupt discontinuities in the su-
pralaryngeal area function that are necessary to
produce vowels like [a], [i], and [uJ]. Other pri-
mates, wholack this anatomical complex, essen-

tially have a “single’’ tube vocal tract, formed
simply by the oral cavity, and the larynx and pha-
rynx open independently into the oral cavity.
This arrangement offers less resistance to air
flow and allowsrespiration to go on when the
oral cavity is full of fluid; the epiglottis can seal
the oral cavity from the nasal-laryngeal pathway.
In modern Homosapiens the pharynx serves both
as part of the air pathway and as part of the
pathwayfor the ingestion of food. The adult hu-
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man epiglottis cannot seal the oral cavity, and

food lodgedin the pharynx can blocktheair flow

to the lungs. The only function for which the

human supralaryngeal vocal tract is better

adapted is speech production (Lieberman and

Crelin, 1971; Lieberman et al., 1972; Negus,

1929; Kirchner, 1970; Lieberman, 1973, 1975).

Speech communication must have existed in

late hominid forms like Neanderthal man. The

mutationsthat yield enhanced phonetic ability in

modern Homo sapiens would not have been re-

tained unless vocal communication was already

an established phonetic mode oflanguage. How-

ever, there is an additional physiologic factor,

whichis related to the encoded nature of human

speech, that would haveresulted in strongselec-
tional pressures for the retention of the muta-

tions that allowed the vowels[a], [i], and [u] to be

produced.

Speech Encoding and Decoding

Modern human speech communication
achieves a high rate of speed by a process of
speech encoding and a complementary process
of speech decoding. Phonetic distinctions that
differentiate meaningful words, e.g., the sounds
symbolized by[b], [z], and [t] in the wordbat, are
transmitted, identified, and stored at a rate of

20-30 segmentspersec. It is obvious that human
listeners cannot transmit and identify these
sounddistinctions as separate entities. Thefast-
est rate at which soundscanbe identified is about
7-9 segments per sec (Liberman, 1970). Sounds
transmitted at a rate of 20 per sec mergeinto an
undifferentiable “tone.” That is why high-
fidelity amplifiers and loudspeakers generally
have an advertised lower frequency limit of 20
Hz. The human auditory system simply cannot
temporally resolve auditory events that occurat
a rate of 20 per sec. (The humanvisual system,
incidentally, cannot workanyfastereither. A mo-
tion picture projector presents individual still
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frames at rates in excess of 16 frames persec.)

Thelinguist’s traditional conception of phonetic

elements as a set of “beads on a string”’ clearly

is not correct at the acoustic level. How,then,1s

speech transmitted and perceived?

The answerto this question comes from work

that was originally directed at making a reading

machinefor the blind. The machinewasto iden-

tify alphabetic characters in printed texts and

convert them into sounds that a blind person

could listen to. It was not too difficult to devise

a print-reading device, although that was notre-

ally necessary if the machine’s use wasto bein1-

tially restricted to the “reading” of new books

and publications. At somestage in the prepara-

tion of a publication a machine with a keyboard
is used. The talking machine could be connected

to the keyboard so that it produced a different
sound, or combination of sounds,for each type-

writer or linotype key. The sequence of sounds
could then be tape-recorded, and blind people
could thenlisten to the recordingsafter the tapes
were perhaps slowed downandedited to elimi-
nate pauses and errors. A numberofdifferent
systems were developed, but all of them were
useless becausethe tapes had to be slowed down
to rates about one-tenth that of normal human

speech. Theblind “‘readers’’ would forget what
a sentence was aboutbefore they heard its end.
It did not matter what sorts of sounds were con-
nected to the typewriter keys. They all were
equally bad. The basic rate of transmission and
the inherent difficulty of these systems were
about the same as listening to the traditional
dots and dashes of the telegrapher’s Morse
Code. The systems would work, but they were
very, very slow, and the listeners had to expend
most of their attention simply keeping track of
the message.

The obvioussolution to this problem seemed
to rest in making machinesthat would “glue”’ the
phonetic elements of speech together to make
words. There seemedto be no inherent problem
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if the linguists’ traditional beads ona string were
isolated, collected, and then appropriately
strung together. The medium oftape recording
seemedto bethe solution. Carefully pronounced
test words could be recorded, and the phonetic
elements of these words could then beisolated
by cutting up the magnetic tape (preferably by
segmenting the tape with the electronic equiva-
lent of a pair of scissors). The speaker, for exam-
ple, would record a list of words that included
pet, bat, cat, hat, etc. The experimenters would
then theoretically be able to isolate the sounds
[p], [b], [h], [k], [e], [a], which would then be
stored in a machinethat could put them together
in different patterns to form new words,for ex-
ample, get and pat. Thelist of possible permuta-
tions would, of course, increase as_ the
vocabulary of isolated stored phonetic elements
increased. Systems of this sort were imple-
mented at great expense and with enormous
efforts (Peterson et al., 1958). They surprisingly
produced speech that wasscarcely intelligible.
Despite many attempts to improvethe technique
by changing the methodsusedin isolating the
phonetic elements, the system proved to be com-
pletely useless.

Thoughthesestudiesfailed to produce a use-
ful reading machine, they demonstrated that

phonetic elements could not be regarded as
beads on a string. It was, in fact, impossible to
isolate a consonantlike [b] or [t] without also
hearing the vowels that either preceded orfol-
lowed it. It is in fact impossible to produce a stop
consonantlike [p] or [b] without pronouncing a
vowel. The smallest segment of speech that can
be pronouncedis thesyllable. If you try to say
the sound[b] you will discoverthatit is impossi-
ble. You can say[bi], [bu], [bU], [ba], [bI], [bz],
[bIt], [bId], etc., but you cannot producean iso-
lated [b]. The results of the past twenty years of
research on the perception of speech by humans
demonstrate that individual soundslike [b], []],
and [d] are encoded, that is, ‘squashed to-

gether”into a single unit when we produce the
syllable-sized unit [bIt] (the phonetic transcrip-
tion of the English word dit). A human speaker
in producing this syllable starts with his su-
pralaryngeal vocal tract, i.e., his tongue, lips,
velum,etc., in the positions characteristic of [b].
However, he does not maintain this articulatory
configuration but instead moveshis articulators
towardthe positions that would beattained if he
were instructed to maintain an isolated, steady
[I]. He never reaches these positions, however,
becausehestarts toward the articulatory config-
uration characteristic of [t] before he ever
reaches the “‘steady state’ (isolated and sus-
tained) vowel [I]. The articulatory gestures that
would be characteristic of each isolated sound
are neverattained. Instead, the articulatory ges-
tures are melded together into a composite,
characteristic of the syllable.

The soundpattern that results from this en-
coding processis an indivisible composite. Just
as there is no way of separating with absolute
certainty the [b] articulatory gestures from the[I]
gestures (you cannottell exactly when the [b]
ends andthe[I] begins), there is no way of sepa-
rating the acoustic cues that are generated by
these articulatory maneuvers. The isolated
soundshave a psychological status as motor con-
trol or “programming” instructions for the
speech-production apparatus. The sound pat-
tern that results is a composite, and the acoustic
cues for the initial and final consonants are
largely transmitted as modulations imposed on
the vowel. Theprocessis, in effect, a time-com-

pressing system. The acoustic cues that charac-
terize the initial and final consonants are
transmitted in the timeslot that would have been
necessary to transmit a single,isolated [I] vowel.

The humanbrain decodes,thatis, ‘“unscram-
bles”’ the acoustic signal in termsofthe articula-
tory maneuvers that were put together to
generatethe syllable. The individual consonants
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[b] and [t], though they have no independent

acoustic status, are perceived as discrete entities.

The process of humanspeech perceptioninher-

ently requires knowledge of the acoustic conse-

quences of the possible range of human

supralaryngeal vocal tract speech articulation

and thesize of the supralaryngeal vocaltract that

produced the speech signal that is being de-

coded. A numberof independentstudies (Lade-

foged and Broadbent, 1957: Rand, 1971;

Nearey, 1975) have demonstrated that a human

listener will interpret an identical acoustic stimu-

lus as a different speech sound, e.g., the same

acoustic signal may be “‘heard”’ as a token of the

vowel[I], [e], or [e]. The listener will perceive

the soundasan[I] if he thinks the vocal tract he

is listeningto is large. If he thinks the vocal tract

is small, he might perceive the same acoustic

signal as a token of the vowel [e].
Listeners can arrive at an estimate ofthe size

of the vocaltract in several ways. They can listen
to a stretch of speech and take note of the aver-

age range of formant frequencies. Larger and
longer vocal tracts will tend to produce lower

formant frequencies. A listener, however, can es-

timate the size of a vocal tract almostinstantly if
he knows what sound the speaker intended to
make. The vowels [i], [u], and [a] have special

acoustic properties that make them especially
suited for this “‘vocal tract size calibrating”’ func-
tion (Lieberman, 1973, 1975). The formantfre-

quency patterns that define vowels like [i] are
“determinate,” and listeners (or computer pro-
grams) can makeuse ofthese vowels to calibrate
vowel perception (Nearey, 1975; Gerstman,

1967).
The absence of vowels like [i], [uJ, and [a] in

the phonetic repertoire ofAustralopithecine and
Neanderthal hominids1s thus significant. Sounds
that are inherently optimum signals for vocal
communication and thatfacilitate fully encoded,
rapid speech are absent. However, this defi-
ciency cannot betaken as an indication either of

the absence of vocal communication or of the

total absence of encoding in the speechof these

earlier hominids. The vocal-tract anatomy of

present-day apes, for example, though it

presentslimits on the total phonetic repertoires

of these animals, can produce many of the sound

contrasts that convey meaningful information in

humanspeech,i.e., the “phonetic features” that

occur in human languages (Lieberman, 1973,

1975). Our knowledge of the vocal communica-

tion of living apes is rudimentary. We know vir-

tually nothing aboutthe perceptual factors that

maystructure their vocal communication, nor do

we really have sufficient data that relate particu-

lar behavioral situations with the total vocal and

gestural communicative output ofliving apes.
The speech-producing anatomy of apes can be
viewedas a factor that inherently sets an upper
limit on the phonetic repertoires of these ani-
mals. It, however, would allow the production of

at least the following phonetic features.
I shall start by discussing phonetic features

that involve the laryngeal source. As Negus
(1929) observed, as we ascend the phylogenetic
scale in terrestrial animals, there is a continual

elaboration of the larynx, whichreflects, in part,

adaptions for phonation. Studies like that of
Kelemen (1948), which have attempted to show

that chimpanzees cannottalk because of laryn-
geal deficiencies, are not correct. Kelemen shows
that the chimpanzee’s larynxis different from the
larynx ofa normal adult human male andwill not
produce the same range of fundamental fre-
quencies; and, moreover, the spectrum ofits
glottal source will be different from that of a
normal adult human male. The chimpanzee’s
voice thus would sound “harsh’—to a human
listener! However, humanlisteners do notreally

count with regard to chimpanzees! Chimpanzees
and other hominoids and New and Old World
monkeys probably could producethefollowing
phonetic features by making use oflaryngeal and
subglottal articulatory maneuvers.
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VOICED VERSUS UNVOICED

The supralaryngeal vocal tract could be ex-
cited either by the quasi-periodic excitation of
the larynx or by meansof noise generated by air
turbulence. Air turbulence will occur whenever
the flow of air exceedsa critical value at any point
in the vocal tract. During phonation the vocal
cords are adducted, i.e., moved together and
closed or nearly closed, and the flow ofair
through the larynx is relatively low. In humans,
turbulent noise generally does not occur during
the production ofvoiced vowels, i.e., vowels pro-
duced with normal phonation.In the production
of a soundlike [s], the vocal cords are in a more
open position. The resulting air flow is much
higher (Klatt et al., 1968), and noiseis generated
at the ‘“‘dental’’ constriction orifice. It is clear that
nonhumanprimatescan produce soundsthat are
either voiced or unvoiced (Lieberman, 1975).

HIGH FUNDAMENTAL VERSUS NORMAL

FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY

Several studies (Van den Berg, 1960; Atkin-

son, 1973) have shown that the human larynx
can be adjusted so that phonation occursin the
falsetto register, in which the fundamentalfre-
quency of phonationis higher than in the normal
register. The mode of operation of the larynx is
actually somewhat different in these two regis-
ters (Van den Berg, 1960; Lieberman, 1967).
The spectrum of the glottal source also changes
in falsetto, and comparatively little energy oc-
curs at higher frequency harmonicsof the funda-
mental. The larynges of nonhuman primates
inherently should be capable of producing this
distinction (Negus, 1929; Wind, 1970).

LOW FUNDAMENTAL VERSUS NORMAL

FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY

The human larynx likewise may be adjusted
to phonate at a low fundamental frequency. This
lower register, termed “‘fry,”’ produces very low
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fundamental frequencies (Hollien etal., 1966),
which are very irregular (Lieberman, 1963).

DYNAMIC FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
VARIATIONS

Virtually all human languages make use of
dynamic variations in the temporal pattern of
fundamental frequency (Lieberman, 1967). In
languages like Chinese, dynamic tone patterns,
1.€., rapid changes in fundamental frequency,
differentiate words. The spectrograms of chim-
panzee and gorilla vocalizations often show fun-
damental frequency variations that could serve
as the basis of phonetic features based on dy-
namic fundamental frequencyvariations (Lieber-
man, 1968). Vocalizations could be differen-
tiated by means of rising or falling patterns
or combinations of rising and falling contours
with high or low fundamental frequencies.

STRIDENT LARYNGEAL OUTPUT

The high fundamental frequency cries mixed
with breathy, 1.e., noise excitation that can be
observed in the spectrograms and oscillograms
of the vocalizations of nonhuman primates and
newborn humans,constitute a phonetic feature
(Lieberman, 1975). Speakers of American En-
glish sometimes make useof this phonetic fea-
ture to convey emotional qualities. It does not
have a strictly “linguistic” role in American En-
glish, since it is not used to convey different
words, but that is not a crucial objection to our
noting the possible use of this sound contrast as
a phonetic feature. Many sound contrasts that
serve as phonetic features in other languages are
not used in English.

PHONATION ONSET

The anatomicalbasis of the phonetic feature
of Phonation Onsetrests in the independentna-
ture of the laryngeal source and the supralaryn-
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geal vocaltract. All primates thus can, in princi-

ple, make use of this sound contrast, which

differentiates soundslike [b] and [p], as a pho-

netic feature.

STOP

Phonation Onset obviously involvesarticula-

tory maneuversin the supralaryngeal vocaltract,

which must be occluded to produce soundslike

the English ‘“‘stops”’ [p] and [b]. All primatesin-

herently can do so to produce the phonetic fea-

ture Stop.

CONSONANTAL“PLACE OF ARTICULATION”

The point at which the supralaryngeal vocal

tract can be occluded can vary. All primates can

close their vocal tracts by moving their lips to-
gether. Thus a bilabial point of articulation is a
possibility for all primates. A dental point of oc-
clusion or constriction is effected in adult Homo
sapiens by moving the tongue up toward the hard
palate, and cineradiographic studies of the swal-
lowing movements of newborn Homo sapiens
(Truby, Bosma, and Lind, 1965) indicate that a

dental point ofarticulation is a possibility forall
primates. In all primates the supralaryngeal vo-
cal tract can also be occludedatthe level of the
glottis, i.e., at the level of the vocal cords. This

follows from oneofthe surviving, basic, vegeta-

tive functions of the larynx, which can close to
protect the lungs from the intrusion of foreign
material. A glottal point of articulation is thus a
possibility for all primates.

A chimpanzee,therefore, has the speech-pro-
ducing anatomythat would, with the proper muscu-
lar controls, be sufficient to allow the production
of the English sounds[b], [p], [t], [d], the glottal
stop [?], as well as prevoiced dental and bilabial
stops like those that occur in Spanish. Glottal
stops normally are not used to differentiate
words in English, though they occur in many
English dialects; they are used more extensively

in many other languages, e.g., Danish. It is im-

portantto note that the phonetic feature of con-

sonantal point of articulation is a multivalued

feature and that we are simply discussing the

upper boundsset by the gross anatomy ofpri-

mates. An animal would haveto possess the neu-

ral and muscular control necessary to position

the tongue against the palate during speechat a

precise momentifthe dental pointofarticulation

wereto berealized.

CONTINUANT VERSUS INTERRUPTED

Sounds maybedifferentiated either by being
prolonged withoutinterruptionsor by being1n-
terrupted. This phonetic feature can be effected
either by direct modulation control of the laryn-
geal muscles to start and stop phonation or by
occluding the supralaryngeal vocal tract.

FORMANT FREQUENCY RAISING

All primates can shorten the length oftheir
supralaryngeal vocal tracts. They can shortenit
at its “‘front’”’ end by flaring and/orpulling their
lips back, and adult Homo sapiens can shortenit at
its “back” end by pulling the larynx upward as
much as 20 mm during the course of a single
word (Perkell, 1969). The mobility of the larynx
is comparatively restricted in newborn Homosapi-
ens (Truby, Bosma, and Lind, 1965; Negus,

1929) and in nonhumanprimates (Negus, 1949).
The reduction in laryngeal mobility follows both
from the position of the larynx with respect to
the supralaryngeal vocal tract and from thefact
that the hyoid boneis very close to the thyroid
cartilage (Negus, 1929). The reduction in laryn-
geal mobility in forms other than adult humans
can be observedin radiographic pictures of both
speech and swallowing (Negus, 1929; Truby,
Bosma, and Lind, 1965). During swallowing, for
example, the larynx moves upward and forward
in adult humans, whereasit only moves forward
in newborn humans.
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The acoustic consequencesofshortening the
supralaryngeal vocal tract—irrespective of the
articulatory maneuversthat effect the shortening
—is a rising formant frequency pattern.

FORMANT FREQUENCY LOWERING

All primates can also lengthen their su-
pralaryngealvocal tracts by protrudingtheir lips
or by movingtheir larynges downwardorback-
ward. Adult Homo spaiens again has more free-
dom in this regard since the human larynx has
greater mobility. Closing the lips to produce a
smaller orifice at the mouth has the same acous-
tic effect as increasing the length of the su-
pralaryngeal vocal tract (Stevens and House,
1955; Fant, 1960). All these articulatory maneu-
vers generate a falling formant frequencypat-
tern. In human speech formanttransitions are
the normal case. They mayberarerin the acous-
tic signals of nonhuman primates.

ORAL VERSUS NONORAL

Nonhuman primates can produce cries in
which their oral cavities are closed by the epi-
glottis while the nose remains open.

AIR SAC VARIATIONS

Some nonhuman primates, e.g., howling
monkey, have large air sacs above their vocal
cords that can act as variable acoustic filters as
their volume changes. The vocalizations of pri-
mates with these air sacs have not yet been sub-
jected to quantitative acoustic analysis. Their
calls, however, appear to be differentiated by
modulations introduced by theair sacs.

The Uniqueness of Speech Encoding

Although the speech of modern Homosapiens
is fully encoded, the vocal communications of

any animalthat can produce formanttransitions
could be partially encoded. Since even early fos-
sil hominids like Australopithecus africanus had su-
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pralaryngeal vocaltracts that were equivalentto
those of modern apes, partial speech encoding
may have existed at a very early period of homi-
nid evolution. It is even possible that the com-
munications of living nonhuman primates are
partially encoded. The acoustic basis of speech
encodingrests in the fact that the pattern offor-
mant frequency variation of the supralaryngeal
vocal tract must inherently involve transitions.
The shape of the supralaryngeal vocal tract can-
not changeinstantaneously. If a speakerutters a
syllable that starts with the consonant[b] and
ends with the vowel[z], his vocal tract mustfirst
produce the shape necessary for [b] and then
gradually move toward the [z] shape. Formant
transitions thus haveto occurin the [a] segment
that reflects the initial [b] configuration. The
transitions would be quite different if the initial
consonant werea [d].

The nonhuman supralaryngeal vocal tract
can, in fact, produce consonantslike [b] and [d].
Simple encodingcould beestablished using only
bilabial and dental consonantcontrasts. The for-
manttransitions wouldeitherall berisingin fre-
quencyin the base of[de]orfalling in frequency
for [bz]. It probably would be quite difficult, if
not impossible, to sort the various intermediate
vowels contrasts that are possible with the non-
humanvocaltract, but a simple encoding system
could be built up usingrisingandfalling formant
transitions imposed on a general, unspecified
vowel [V]. The resulting language would have
only one vowel(a claim that has sometimes been
made for the supposed ancestral language of
Homo sapiens: Kuipers, 1960). The process of
speech encoding and decodingandthe elabora-
tion of the vowelrepertoire could build on vocal-
tract normalization schemes that made use of
soundslike [s] and could provide a listener or a
digital computer program with information
aboutthesize of the speaker’s vocal tract. Vocal-
tract normalizing information could also be
derived by listening to a fairly long stretch of
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speech and then computing the average formant

frequency range. The process would be slower

than simply hearing a token of[i] or [u], but it

would be possible. There might have been a

gradual path toward more and more encoding

for all hominid populations as social structure

and technology became more complex. If this

were true, the preadaption of the bent pharyn-

geal-oral supralaryngeal vocal tract in some

hominid populations would have provided an

enormousselective advantage.

Conclusion

The differences between human speech and

human language and the communication sys-

tems of other animals may notbe qualitative. It

is difficult to think of any aspect ofhuman behav-

ior that is really unique. Although language1s

seemingly a unique aspect of human behavior,

qualitatively different from the communication

system of any otherliving animal, the difference

may be only a quantitative phenomenon. Quall-

tative behavioral differences can bethe result of
quantitative structural differences. Both an elec-
tronic desk calculator and a large general-pur-

pose digital computer may be constructed using
similar circuits and memory devices. However,
the distinctions between the problems that can
be solved using one device or the other will be
qualitative as well as quantitative.

The differences between human and animal
communication are more obvious because the
intermediate stages of hominid evolution are no
longer alive. It is possible that there are some
qualitative differences, insofar as no otherliving

species can presently make use of encoded
acoustic signals. However, we have not exam-
ined the possible “‘speech”’ system of any other
living animal sufficiently to demonstrate the ab-
sence of encoding. Quantitative acoustic analysis
is still in its infancy, and we havestill to develop
a physiologic, 1.e., functional, theory that ex-
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plains the nature of human speech and human

language. The study of the communications of

species other than modern Homosapiensis just as

importantfor the insights we may gaininto the

nature of human languageandits evolution as

for our understandingofspecific systemsofani-

mal communication.
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Chapter 2

EXPANDING HORIZONS IN ANIMAL
COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR

Donald R. Griffin

During the past thirty years we have been
repeatedly surprised by discoveries about animal
behavior, especially in the area of orientation
and communication. The behavioristic tradition
ofJacques Loeb (1964), John B. Watson (1929),
and C. Lloyd Morgan (1894) had not prepared
us for the possibilities that grew in this period
from hesitant speculations to well-accepted
facts. (For concise reviewsof the historical back-
ground for current ideas about animal and hu-
man behavior see Klein, 1970, and Klopfer and

Hailman, 1967.) Outstanding examples ofeye-
opening discoveries about orientation behavior
are: (1) The orientation of birds by meansof the
sun orstars with at least approximate compensa-
tion for the apparent motionsof these heavenly
bodies across the sky (Matthews, 1968; Emlen,

1975). (2) The ability of bats and two species of
cave-dwelling birds to orient rapid and agile
flight through darkness by echolocation, includ-
ing the ability of insectivorous bats to intercept
flying insects by echolocation (Griffin, 1958;

Griffin, Webster, and Michael, 1960; Simmons,

Howell, and Suga, 1975). (3) The evolution in
several different groups of insects of specialized
auditory organs that warn them of approaching
bats in time for successful evasive maneuvers
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(Roeder, 1970). (4) The orientation of certain
electric fishes by sensing with their lateral line
receptors changesin theelectric fields produced
by their own electric organs or by bioelectric
potentials from other animals (Lissmann, 1958;
Lissmann and Machin, 1958; Kalmiyn, 1971; Bul-
lock, 1973). (5) The ability of honeybees and
many other invertebrate animals to orient them-
selves by the polarization patternsofthe blue sky
(von Frisch, 1950, 1967).

Comparable surprises have come from re-
search on the communication behavior of ani-
mals. These were reviewed in Animal Com-
munication (1968), and other chapters of the
present volume bring the whole subject up to
date. Of all these new discoveries about animal
communication the two mostimpressive andsig-
nificant are the “dance language” of honeybees
(von Frisch, 1923, 1946, 1967, 1972, 1974), dis-
cussed along with the communication behavior
of otherinsects in the chapter by Hélldobler, and
the recent experiments on gestural communica-
tion with chimpanzees, reviewed in the chapter
by Fouts. This improved understanding of com-
munication amonganimals has profound impli-
cationsthatcall into question someof ourbasic
assumptions about the relationship between
men and animals. This chapterwill discuss some
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of these implications and advancetentative sug-

gestions for their future analysis.

The waggle dances of honeybees are coded

gestures used most commonly tosignalthe loca-

tion of a food source, but they are also used

underspecial conditions to convey information

about the location of other things required by

the mutually interdependentcolony ofbees. The

dances specify not only quantitatively the dis-

tance and direction butalso qualitatively the de-

sirability of what a scout bee has located. The

degree of desirability may reflect the sugar con-

centration of the nectar, or, as discussed below,

other desiderata.It is not adequately appreciated

that these communicative dancesare not always

exhibited in rigid fashion. Whenfoodis plentiful

the returning foragers often do not danceatall.

‘Odors are always important in recruiting the

worker bees to newly available food sources: the

odors of nectar and pollen and other odors from

the area where food was gathered that are car-

ried back by the dancing bee, as well as scents

secreted by special glandsthat are often used to
mark food sources. These odorsalways help to
direct recruits to the exact location of new food
sources, and often they appearto be sufficient.

Soundsorvibrationsare also involved,at least in

conveying the arousal level of the dancing bee.
Independent searching by individual foragers
also seems to be adequate under many condi-
tions when food is plentiful. Thus the dance
communication system 1s called into play primar-
ily when a colonyofbeesis in great need of food
or somethingelse.

It is important to recognize, as many readers
of von Frisch’s early writings did not, that the
system is not rigidly linked to onekind of mate-
rial needed by the colony. The same signaling
system is used for such different things as nectar,
pollen, water, and resinous exudations from

plants (propolis) that are used to repair portions
of the honeycomb. But most significant ofall,
scout bees from a swarm that has moved outside

its former cavity use the same codedgestures to

convey to other bees the locations of cavities

suitable to serve as future locations for the entire

colony (Lindauer, 1955). As in othersituations

where the dances are employed,the response of

potential recruits varies with the vigor and inten-

sity of the dance. Scout bees that have found a

relatively poor cavity dance with reduced inten-

sity and sometimesalso pay attention to other,

more vigorous dances. They may be strongly

enoughinfluencedto fly out to the cavity whose

location has been indicated by the moreintense

dance of another scout, and after visiting this

cavity may dance in a pattern and with an inten-

sity indicating both its location andits quality.

Thus the same bee can alternate within a short

period of time between acting as a transmitter
and a receiver of information, using the same

gestural code.
The discovery of such complex communica-

tion behavior would have been surprising

enough among mammals, but to find it in an
insect wastruly revolutionary.It is one thing for
one of our closest phylogenetic relatives to share
some of our basic patterns of communication
behavior and be able to learn others, but bees

are as distantly related to mammals as anyani-
mal; our closest commonancestorslived at least

500 million years ago. The use of symbolic com-
munication by insects thus implies that flexible
communication behavioris not restricted to any
one phylogenetic group of animals. This discov-
ery was such a surprising onethat, as von Frisch
(1972) so succinctly put the matter, “No good

scientist should believe such a thing on first hear-
ing.’ Many wereskepticalat first, but convinced
themselves by repeating von Frisch’s basic ob-
servations that the properties of the waggle
dances were indeed closely correlated with the
location of a food source.

Someyears later Wenner (1971) and hiscol-

leagues (Wells and Wenner, 1973) raised a more

serious question—whether the evidence pre-
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sented by von Frisch andhis colleagues is suffi-
client to demonstrate the communication ofin-
formation about distance and direction. They
contendthat site-specific odors account for the
results of von Frisch’s experiments and that bees
simply convey to one another these odors, for
which the recruits then search. They concede
that the dance patterns are correlated with the
distance and direction of the food source but
interpretthis as a sort ofaccidental epiphenome-
non. This of course leaves them in the embar-
rassing position ofhaving no explanationatall to
offer for this remarkable coincidence. Thesecrit-
ics also underemphasize the fact that manyyears
previously von Frisch had described extensive
experiments showingthat odorsare of great im-
portancein recruiting bees to new food sources.
Indeed, Wenner set up a sort of straw man by
implyingthatvon Frisch claimed that bees always
dance orthat they locate food only by informa-
tion conveyed through the dances. Wilson
(1971) is clearly correct that “the basic thrust of
the criticism was wrong,”’ and Michener (1974)
concurs, even though he had previously been
swayed by Wenner’scriticisms. Yet the publica-
tion of Wenner’s views has had the constructive
effect of stimulating new and improved experi-
ments that have established even moresolidly
that von Frisch wascorrect in his original inter-
pretations of the dances. Gould (1974, 1975,
1976) has recently developed a new experimen-
tal technique by which hecan cause dancing bees
to signal a different location from the actual
feeding place from which they have just re-
turned. Theresult is that mostrecruits fly to the
place indicated by the dances rather than the
actual feeding place from which the dancerhas
carried back odors.

The intensity of the skepticism expressed by
Wennerand his colleagues, and probably felt by
many others,is related to the fact that the dance
communication system of honeybees edges em-
barrassingly close to humanlanguagein its sym-

bolism and flexibility. Many writers have ob-
jected to von Frisch’s use of the term language
for what can be moreconservatively described as
communication behavior. But the important
pointis not one of semantic detail but rather the
basic philosophical question of what distin-
guishes human language from the communica-
tion behavior of animals. The prevailing view
expressed by manylinguists, philosophers, and
even biologists is that human languageis the pri-
mary, qualitative difference in kind that distin-
guishes human beings from animals (Anshen,
1957; Dobzhansky, 1967; Simpson, 1964; Thass-
Thienemann, 1968). Indeed manyphilosophers
base their fundamental definitions of humanity
on very definite assertions (of a negative sort)
about the communication behavior of animals
(Adler, 1967). |

Perhaps the most thoughtful of these philo-
sophical discussions has been provided by Ben-
nett (1964), who argues with charmingerudition
that bees are notrational, although he concedes
that their dance communication has many at-
tributes of language. In discussing what imagi-
nary bees would haveto do in orderto satisfy his
criteria of rationality, Bennett requires convinc-
ing evidencethat they know whattheyare doing.
Since his discussion seems to be based on the
evidence presentedby von Frisch up to 1950, he
does notconsiderthe implications of Lindauer’s
discovery that swarmingbees exchangeinforma-
tion about potential locations for a new colony.
Bennett and others place much weight on the
lack of any evidence that the dance communica-
tion system is used by one beeto denya state-
ment made by another. But the exchanges of
information between scoutbeesreturningto the
swarm from more orless suitable cavities could
be interpretedin terms of assertions and denials.
Von Frisch and Lindauer have thus provided
data that are critically important for the argu-
ments of such philosophers as Bennett, but not
sufficiently complete or detailed to answer the
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questions they have raised. This means, for one

thing, that whatever students of animal commu-

nication have learned,or can learn in the future,

about communication behavior in other species

is directly relevant to major fundamental ques-

tions about linguistics and philosophy.

There is, of course, no question about the

enormousdifference in complexity, subtlety, and

versatility that separates human speech, to say

nothing of written language, from anything

known or even speculatively suggested in the

communication behavior of other species. Butit

has seemed of fundamental importance to many

scholars and philosophersto insist on a “radical

difference in kind”’ in the terminology, for exam-

ple, of Adler (1967), rather than a quantitative

difference in degree of elaboration. Hockett and

Altmann (1968), Thorpe (1972), and others have

struggled to formulate objective criteria by

which human language can be qualitatively dis-
tinguished from animal communication. Butthis

task has becomeincreasingly difficult as more
and moreis learned about the communication

behavior of honeybees, chimpanzees, and other

animals.
These considerations force us to face

squarely the question of behavioral and even
mental continuity between animals and men.
Hardly anyone doubts the historical fact of bio-
logical evolution. Continuity is a fundamental
assumption underlyingthe use of animals as sur-
rogates for studies of anatomy,physiology, bio-
chemistry, and many types of behavior—
investigations that are expected to throw some
light on comparable phenomenain ourownspe-
cies. For example, it would be folly to draw any
conclusions about human learning from studies
of rats or pigeons if one believed that human
learning wasradically different in kind from that
found in other animals. But when questions of
language and communication behavior are un-
der consideration, even hard-nosed behaviorists

often seem to believe in a lack of continuity or
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perhaps a radical difference in kind that sepa-

rates human language from the communication

behavior of other species.

Close examination ofmostassertionsthat hu-

man languagediffers radically in kind from ani-

mal communication shows that this belief is

based largely if not entirely on the assumption

that human beings use language with conscious

intent to convey information while animals are

mechanical systems responding to stimuli but

lacking any awareness of what they are doing.

Similar assumptions, notlimited to communica-

tion behavior, are thoughtfully stated by Dobz-

hansky (1969) and Eccles (1969). Recognition

that this is a key assumption raises the question:

On what dowebaseour opinions aboutthe men-

tal experiences or consciousness of other ani-
mals? The conventional position is either that

animals have no mental experiences or, more
cautiously, that we have no way of gathering in-
formation about the mental experiences of ani-
mals if these exist, and hence that the entire
question lies outside the proper concerns of
science. In either case the evidenceis essentially
negative, and logically it supports only an agnos-
tic position. Lacking convincing evidence pro or
con, we simply do not know what mental experi-
ences animals may have.

While subjective experiences are vivid to
each ofus individually, all the deepest reflection
and most thoughtful eloquence of philosophers
have not sufficed to provide methods by which
such experiences can be studied except through
introspection and verbal reporting. This has
heretofore made it appear outof the question to
discover anything about mental experiencesthat
animals might have, since it has been taken for
granted that a language or communication sys-
tem adequatefor any sort of introspective report
was impossible. Furthermore the behavioristic
climate of opinion that banished even consider-
ation of human mental experiences from psy-
chology, together with faith in Occam’s razor
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and Morgan’s canon, has been so influential
since the 1920s that behavioral
highly uncomfortable at the
mental states or subjective qualities in animals.
Whensuch notions intrude into our scientific
discourse, as they do remarkably often, we feel
sheepish. And when wefind ourselves, in spite of
these inhibitions, using such wordsasfear, pain,
pleasure, or the like we attempt to shield our
reductionist egos behind a respectability blanket
of quotation marks.

Yet as Fouts (1973, 1975) has pointed out,
our gut feeling of species superiority has
suffered a series of intellectual setbacks begin-
ning with the Copernican and Darwinian revolu-
tions, the second havinga far morebasic impact
than the first. Moreover, when evidenceis pre-
sented that some other species has achieved a
previously proposedcriterion for distinguishing
human language, the list of such criteria is
lengthened to exclude the threatening inter-
loper. There is an obvious danger here that our
attempts to buttress our anthropomorphicfeel-
ings of superiority will lead us into indefensibly
circular reasoning.

If we examinethe background ofour current
viewpoint, it is clear that it stems from critical
reaction roughly seventy years ago to an earlier
tendency to ascribe human feelings to a wide
variety of animals on the basis of anecdotal re-
ports. This behavioristic reaction has served our
science well, but so much has now been learned
about animal behavior, and especially aboutori-
entation and communication,that it is perhaps
time to reexamine this basic viewpoint and in-
quire whether what was once healthy and disci-
plined restraint may not now be limiting our
perspectives and causing us to overlook impor-
tant opportunities for further advances. There
has been a tendency for what was originally an
essentially agnostic position about mental expe-
riences in animals to drift into a de facto denial
that mental states or consciousnessexist outside
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scientists arenow follow the example of Holloway (1974) and
very thought of quote Daniel Yankelovich (“Smith,”’ 1972),

“The first step is to measure whatever can easily
be measured. This is okay as far asit goes. The
second step is to disregard that which can’t be
measured or give it an arbitrary quantitative
value. This is artificial and misleading. The third
step is to presume that what can’t be measured
easily isn’t very important. Thisis blindness. The
fourth step is to say that what can’t be easily
measured really doesn’t exist. This is suicide.”

Suppose that the discoveries of von Frisch
about honeybee communication orthose of the
Gardners and Fouts about gestural communica-
tion with chimpanzees had been knownin, Say,
1910? Would Loeb, Watson, and others have
taken such an adamantstand against considering
animal behavior in terms more complex than
reflexes, tropisms, and the like? The history of
von Frisch’s studies of the honeybee dances may
also be considered in this light. In the early
1920s he noticed that under certain circum-
stances round dances occurred when heoffered
sugar solution in dishes, while waggle dances
were exhibited by bees carrying pollen. Only
twenty years later did he discover the far more
significant correlation of dance pattern with dis-
tance and direction. Might not the dance com-
munication of bees have been discovered in the
1920s if complex communication amonginsects
had not been so utterly unthinkable?

The lack of any conceivable meansof obtain-
ing introspective reports from animals has al-
ways seemed to place hopelessly beyond our
reach anyfruitful study of the existence or nature
of consciousintention in other species. But re-
cent discoveries of versatile communication be-
havior in animals have changedthesituation by
opening upthe possibility of investigating the
fundamental question of mental continuity be-
tween animals and men.Forit is now thinkable
that communication with animals might eventu-
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ally be developed to the pointthatit could be

used to obtain from them simple but neverthe-

less significant introspective reports, if, contrary

to prevailing opinion, they have mental experi-

ences and are capable of conscious intentions

(Griffin, 1976a, 1976b).

Indeed the two-way communication between

investigators and chimpanzeeshas already pro-

gressed a small butsignificant step in this direc-

tion. Questions have been asked by Gardner and

Gardner (1971) and others about short-term de-

sires such as wanting to go out for a walk or

wanting a particular type of food. And questions

of this sort have been clearly answered by the

chimpanzees. It may be objected that all such

behavior can also be described in terms of

stimuli and responses, but the same can be said

of all human communication. The reason we

tend to rejecta strictly stimulus-response expla-

nation of our own behavioris that we are con-

vinced of our own consciousintentions. Mostof

us acceptthe existence of mental experience and

conscious intention in our fellow human beings

even though our only source of information

about them comesthrough the imperfect chan-

nel of introspective verbal reporting. A similar

channelis now potentially available to us for the

samebasic purpose,at least with chimpanzees.It

is even possible that suitable methodscan in time

be developed to achieve two-way communication

with other species. Models, mirror images, and

tape recordings canelicit elements of communi-

cation behavior. But more versatile models will

be needed to carry out significant two-way ex-

change of messages sufficient to ask questions

and obtain introspective answers.

To manyreadersthese suggestions will seem

farfetched or even outrageous. One objection

that can be anticipated with confidence is the

exaggeration of the mere suggestion that ani-

mals may have any conscious awareness and in-

tentionsatall, into a sort of straw-man assertion

that they can equal the richnessandversatility of

humanthinking. But the question I am raising1s

a much more limited one: Do animals have any

sort of mental awareness of probable future

events, and do they make conscious choices with

the intent to producecertain results? The tradi-

tional view is that animals have no such mental

experiencesorthat if they do we can never hope

to gather significant and meaningful information

about them. I am simply suggesting that the re-

cent developments discussed above open the

way to asking animals direct questions about

their mental experiences and intentions. If suc-

cessful, this would bring the whole question

within the reach of experimental testing. While

new anddifficult techniqueswill have to be per-

fected, it seems reasonable to hopefor signifi-

cant successif the problem can beattacked with

experimental ingenuity comparable, for exam-

ple, to that devoted in recent years to studies of

learning. Once such experiments begin toyield

consistent results we can begin to inquire how

extensive and elaborate the mental experiences

and intentions of animals may be.At this stage

there might even begin to emerge,for the first

time, a true science of comparative psychology.
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Chapter 3

CELLULAR COMMUNICATION

Anthony Robertson

Introduction

While I suspect that intercellular communica-

tion by propagated signals may be common in

developing systems, there is no hard evidence

exceptfor the cellular slime molds, whose phylo-

genetic position is ambiguous. Indeed,it is diffh-

cult to avoid the feeling that the slime molds

represent a cul-de-sac in evolution. Nonetheless,

their developmentis intriguing in its own right,

and thereis good precedentfor the usefulness of

understanding thoroughly a process in a simple

organism, even though it appears exceptional.

There is fortunately no doubt that slime molds

are Eucaryotes and that the majority of species

possess a multicellular stage in their develop-
mental cycle!

With this apology I shall devote the bulk of
myarticle to the development of Dictyostelium dis-

coideum and in particular to an analysis of inter-
cellular communication duringits development.

At the end I shall try to putthis analysis into the
wider context of intercellular communication in
developing embryos.

D. discoideum was discovered by Raper (1935),

and his description of its morphogenesis and of
experiments he performed is a classic paper

Copyright © 1977 by Anthony Robertson.
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(Raper, 1940). In the intervening years the pop-

ularity of D. discoideum has grown dramatically.

While it was possible for Bonner (1967) to refer

to all published work on D.discoideum in his book,

that would now be beyondthe scope of any one

author. Early work was concentrated on descrip-

tions and investigations of morphology and

differentiation at or above the cellular level.

More recent publications show a heavybiasto-

ward biochemistry and the molecular biology of

differentiation. Extensive reviews have been
published by Shaffer (1962), Bonner (1967),

Ashworth (1971), Robertson and Cohen (1972),

Newell (1971), Sussman and Sussman (1969),

Wright (1973), and Olive (1975), amongothers.

The single most provocative discovery was
the probable identification of cyclic adenosine
monophosphate (c-AMP) as the “Acrasin’’ or
chemotactic attractant for aggregation in D. dis-
coideum (Konyn et al., 1968).

Life Cycle of D. discoideum

D. discoideum amoebae hatch from elliptical
spores about 6u long, which germinate in moist
places in the soil and on decaying vegetation
(Cotter and Raper, 1966, 1968a, 1968b). The

amoebaefeed on bacteria and other microorgan-
isms, whichthey find by chemotaxis (Potts, 1902;
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Bonner,et al., 1970). Recently strains that will
grow axenically have been produced. As long as
food is available they divide about every four
hours, somewhatless frequently in axenic media.
Whenthe food is exhausted the amoebae enter
a period of differentiation called interphase
(Bonner, 1963), which lasts for nine hours (Ge-
risch, 1968; Cohen and Robertson, 1972). Dur-
ing interphase the amoebae develop the
competences that are required for aggregation,
includingthe ability to respond to an extracellu-
lar signal, which is probably cyclic adenosine
monophosphate (c-aMp) by chemotaxis (Konijn
et al., 1968); the ability to relay a pulsatile signal
of c-AMPp whenstimulated by a suprathreshold
extracellular c-AMP concentration (Robertson,
Drage, and Cohen, 1972); the ability to form
EDTA stable intercellular contacts (DeHaan,
1959); and the ability, for a small proportion of
the cells, to release periodic pulses of c-AMP au-
tonomously (Cohen and Robertson, 1972). De-
velopmentof each of these competences must
involve changes in manycellular properties, in
particular in the cell membrane. Such changes
are being investigated by many workers (see Ne-
well, 1971, for a review).

At the end of interphase some amoebae be-
gin to release pulses of c-AMP autonomously.
Their neighbors are competent to respond to
autonomoussignals by chemotaxis and bysignal
relaying. Each signal can travel only a limited
distance because its amplitude is reduced by
both diffusion and theaction of an extracellular
phosphodiesterase (PDE) (Chang, 1968). Just as
there is a threshold concentration for signal
relaying, thereis also a critical density of amoe-
bae below which a signal cannot be propagated
(Cohen and Robertson, 1971a). This density
correspondsto a distance of approximately 70y
between amoeba centers. After receiving a sig-
nal, an amoeba becomesrefractory to further
stimulation (Shaffer, 1957; Gerisch, 1968; Co-
hen and Robertson, 1971a). The refractory pe-
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riod is a functionofage, decreasing from about
nine or ten minutesatthe beginning of aggrega-
tion to approximately two minutes within four
hours. Therefractory period ensuresthat signals
propagate unisensally from a center and that a
territorial boundarywill form between neighbor-
ing centers as colliding signals annihilate each
other. These properties of the system lead to the
outward propagation of periodic waves of c-AMP
concentration from centers, marked by inward
waves of cell movement (Gerisch, 1968; Cohen
and Robertson, 197la, 1971b: Robertson,
1974).

Because eachcell relays the signal, amoebae
outside a center tend to move toward their near-
est central neighbors, forming streamsradiating
from the center (Shaffer, 1957; Cohen and Rob-
ertson, 1972; Nanjundiah, 1973). An early ag-
gregate therefore consists of a central mass of
cells with randomly branching streams leading
away from it. Duringthelater stages of aggrega-
tion the central cell mass develops a nipple-
shapedtip (Raper, 1940; Robertson, 1972). Cells
within the tip remain there during the rest of
morphogenesis (Takeuchi, 1969; Farnsworth,
1973). In late aggregation,cells in the aggregate
secrete a mucopolysaccaride slime, whichis liq-
uid at the highest, most central region of the
aggregate, but hardens as it flows downward
(Shaffer, 1965). As cells arestill entering the ag-
gregate within streams, andastheslimeis liquid
only at the center, pressure in the center can be
relieved only by the erection ofa cylindrical col-
umn, bearing the tip and covered in slime. It
grows until it becomes unstable andfalls over to
form the slug, or migrating pseudoplasmodium.
Cells within the slug are joined by antero-post-
erlor contacts and by lateral membraneinter-
digitations. They migrate as a unit within the
slime sheath, which remainsstationary with re-
spect to the substrate and collapses behind the
slug. Raper showed that the tip controls slug
migration (Raper, 1940) and that extra tips
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grafted ontotheside ofa slug will take over cells

posteriorto the graft site. He concluded that the

tips acted as though they were organizers, con-

trolling cell movementand defining the develop-

mental axis of the slug.

The distance that the slug migrates depends

on environmental conditions (Raper, 1940;

Newell, Telser, and Sussman, 1969). At the end

of migration the cell mass rounds up androtates

so that the tip again movesto the top. At this

stage the cells in the anterior third of the slug

have become‘‘pre-stalk”’ cells, showinghistolog-

ical and biochemical changes, while those in

the posterior two thirds are “pre-spore”’ cells,

again with a characteristic histology (Bonner,

Chiquoine, and Kolderie, 1955; Gregg, 1965;

Gregg and Badman, 1970; Hohl and Hamamoto,

1969; Maeda and Takeuchi, 1969) that has been

developing since late aggregation. Their axial

organization is retained on rotation of the cell

mass. The tip is therefore on top of a mass of
pre-stalk cells, which is on top of the pre-spore

cells. Formation of the fruiting body ensues.

Raper and Fennell (1952) have described this
processin greatdetail. A tube ofcellulose fibrils

is formed with its top at the base of the up.It
extends downward until it makes contact with a
group ofcells at the base of the cell mass which

will form the base-plate of the mature fruiting
body.

At this stage the outer cells in the up are
organized radially, like a columnar epithelium,

andit has been suggestedthatthestalk cellulose

is secreted from their central faces (Bonner,

1967). Pre-stalk cells, which moveinside thecel-

lulose tube, vacuolate and increase in volume in

addition to producing cellulose walls. This
differentiation may be triggered by enclosure in
the cellulose tube (Farnsworth, 1973). Cells are

continually addedto the top ofthe stalk, and the
cellulose fibrils are continually laid downat the

top of the cellulose cylinder. The stalk, there-

fore, elongates until the stock of pre-stalk cells1s
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exhausted. We have noticed that the tip of the

fruiting body showsperiodicjerks, while elonga-

tion of the stalk itself by vacuolation ofcells

within it is Continuous (Robertson, 1972). The

period of tip jerks is between six and seven

minutes, andits distribution is similar to that of

signal periods from autonomouscells in early

aggregation (Durston, 1974). We have therefore

speculated that cell movement to the top of the

stalk is periodic and under the control of the

samesignaling system thatis responsible forcell

movement during aggregation and during slug

migration which also shows a periodic compo-

nent althoughitis less well defined (Robertson

and Cohen, 1972).

Tip Function

This description of the life cycle of D. dis-
coideum showsthat there is good reasonto as-

sume that the tip retains a special role

throughout. Rubin and Robertson (Robertsonet
al., 1972; Rubin and Robertson, 1975) therefore

repeated Raper’s grafting experiments and fur-

ther madegrafts of tips from all developmental
stages intoall other stages. Theyalso assayed tip
function by grafting tips into fields of amoebae
at different stages of interphase. Their experi-
ments showedthattips from all stages have qual-
itatively similar properties. The signal a tip
supplies is apparently not a function ofits devel-
opmental age, but the responseit evokes1s char-

acteristic of the recipient structure. Tip function
remains constant until all tip cells have been
used up in the processof fruiting body forma-
tion. The presence of a tip in a pseudoplas-

modiuminhibits further tip formation. Removal
of a tip leads to the determination of a new tp
within forty four minutes and its visible emer-
gence within about an hourand a half, confirm-
ing Farnsworth’s observation for the conus
(Farnsworth, 1973) and Bonner’s film (Bonner,

1959). Other pseudoplasmodial portions cannot
replicate tip function until, as in the case ofslug
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midportions, tip function reappears when,after
a significant delay, the midportion regulates to
produceits owntip. Thesignal from a tip corre-
spondsinall respects to a continuous c-AMP sig-
nal.

The tip controls morphogenetic movement
at all stages in the D. discoideum life cycle from
late aggregation onward. Thetip definesthe di-
rection of the developmental axis and controls a
held of cells. It is able to do this by steadily se-
creting an attractant, presumably c-amp, at con-
centrations above the threshold for signal
relaying (Rubin and Robertson, unpublishedre-
sults; Durston, 1974). This feature ofits signal,
fundamentalto the tip’s role as an organizer,
allowsit to “take over” and dominate centers of
any type whosesignals are initiated by autono-
mouscells or pulsing microelectrodes. Finally, a
new tip or organizer can be produced by a
regulative process whena tip is removed. A fur-
ther implied, but not explicitly demonstrated,
role of the tip is the control of differentiation.
Regulation following tip renewal involves regu-
lation of the proportions of pre-stalk and pre-
spore cells (Raper, 1940; Bonner, 1967:
Robertson, 1972). It is possible that the tip sup-
plies positional information (Wolpert, 1969) by
way of the gradient of signal, probably c-amp,
that it produces.

Thusthe tip, like the autonomouscell in early
aggregation, is the center of communication in
the developing organism.

This rather formal description ofthelife cy-
cle emphasizes the importanceofthe early stages
of development during interphase.It is during
this period that the amoebae undergo

a

se-
quence of differentiations, expressed finally as
the ability to communicate byintercellularsig-
naling, and leadinginevitably to aggregation and
later morphogenesis. We have therefore exam-
ined interphasein greatdetail in order to gain a
suitable background for biochemical and genetic
studies of differentiation.

exactly and thefirst roughly.
At the beginning of interphase amoebae are

relatively insensitive to c-AMp, but within four
hoursall cells can respond chemotactically to a
c-AMPsignal providedit exceeds a threshold con-
centration of about 10-9 M. Thisis only a rough
estimate, as all the amoebae begin to secrete an
extracellular phosphodiesterase at the beginning
of interphase and we havenotyet taken the en-
zymeactivity into account in our measurements.
Its effect is to give artificially high threshold mea-
surements, so 10-9 M maybetaken as an upper
limit. We made the measurements by observing
the area of attraction toward a microelectrode
that was releasing pulses of c-ampinto fields of
amoebae going through interphase on an agar
surface. The relaying threshold was measured by
the same technique;it is approximately 10-8 M,
whichis significantly greater than the chemotac-
tic threshold.

The technique was also used to measure the
fraction ofcells, X9(t)g in a population capable
of relaying a c-AMPsignal. This measurementis
more complicated.Ascells in a given population
differentiate, more and more becomecapable of
relaying. However, a relayed signal cannot be
propagated until the density of competentcells
exceedsa critical value because the signal has a
finite range. Thus the time at whichrelayingis
first observed is a function ofinitial cell density.
Measuringthis time for a rangeofdensities gives
the crude rate of emergenceofthe relaying com-
petence. However,critical densityis itself a func-
tion of initial cell density and time, through the
density and time dependenceof PDE activity as
PDE is continuously secreted by the amoebae.
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Thusa correction to the raw data must be made

to take accountof the reduction of signal by in-

creasing PDEactivities. This has been done ele-

gantly by Gingle (1976), who mixed populations

of wild-type amoebae with cells of D1, a non-

relaying mutant. D1 has the same PDE activity of

the wild-type, but never contributes to the popu-

lation of relaying-competent cells. Using such

mixtures, Gingle obtained not only a corrected

X(t) curve butalso the time and density depen-

dence of pbE secretion. Xo(t) itself is only time

dependent;there is no evidenceforits enhance-

mentby cellular interaction.

Very different results were obtained for X3(¢),

the proportion of cells, as a function of time,

capable of signaling autonomously. For one

thing, as was well known,only a few cells ever

show this competence (Sussman and Ennis,

1959; Konijn and Raper, 1961). The technique

for measuring X3(¢) was to observethe initiation

time for signaling in small populations of amoe-

bae. X3(¢) begins to increase from zero between

seven and eight hours from the beginningofin-

terphase,andsaturatesat different levels, which

depend on both cell density and cell number,

implying a cellular interaction for the develop-

ment of this competence, at least for relatively

long times. The most importantresults are that

no morethan onepercentof cells ever become

autonomousand that no cells, as far as we can

judge, become autonomousunless they areal-

ready capable of relaying signals. In normalpop-

ulations, aggregation begins at about nine hours

because thefirst autonomouscells release sig-
nals into a field that is capable of relaying.It is
only by theartificial confinement of small popu-

lations that we can follow the differentiation of

autonomy beyondthe tenth or eleventh hours,

when cellular interactions become apparent.

These interactions thus may represent an adap-

tation allowing efficient aggregation in sparse

populationsofcells that have been starved for a
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long time, but they are not important undernor-

mal circumstances.

To repeat, interphaseis a period ofdifferen-

tiation during which the four competences es-

sential for normal aggregation emerge (Cohen

and Robertson, 1972):

(1) Theability to respondto a suprathreshold

extracellular concentration of c-AamMp by chemo-

taxis toward a c-AMP source, (2) the ability to

relay a pulsatile signal of c-amp whenstimulated

by a suprathreshold extracellular concentration

of c-Amp higherthan that for chemotaxis,(3) the

ability to release periodic pulses of c-AMP auton-

omously, and (4) the ability to form EDTAstable

polar intercellular contacts. Thefirst three com-

petences provide the basis for morphogenetic

movementand its control during aggregation.

Knowledge of the rates at which these compe-

tences appear during interphase is essential.

Withoutit, biochemical and genetic studies of

differentiation for aggregation are severely ham-

pered (Cohen and Robertson, 1972), as are

mathematical analyses of wave propagation and
aggregation. This analysis now allows a much

more detailed understanding of cellular behav-

ior during the aggregation process, in particular

wave propagation and the behavior of centers.

Wave Propagation

THE SIGNALING RANGE

The cellular event basic to the control of

morphogenetic movement during aggregation
and to the communication between cells in D.

discoideum is the release of a burst of c-AMP mole-
cules into the aqueous film surrounding each
amoebae on, e.g., agar. The c-AMP molecules

diffuse into the agar and, concurrently, become
converted into linear amp by phosphodiesterase
(PDE), both boundto the plasma membrane and

released into the agar. We have worked out the
resulting somewhat complicated mathematical



the agar (Cohen and Robertson, 1971a). The
important points to note at present are that
C(r, t) has a maximum value C,,(r) and thatC,,(r)
is a monotonically decreasing function of dis-
tance, as sketchedin Fig. 1 ofCohen and Robert-
son (197 1a). Thusat distances larger than R, the
signaling range (Cohen and Robertson, 1972),
the value of C/r, t) never rises above C* the
thresholdfor the stimulation of signal relaying.

Cr(R) = C*

Because Cr, ¢) depends on amoeba density N
and on timeinto interphase through the action
of the PDE, so does R. Determination of R vs. N
can lead in principle to determination of the PDE
activity both in membrane-bound and in free
form.

HIGH-DENSITY FIELDS

The significance of R is that an amoeba can-
not stimulate another amoebaat a greater sepa-
ration to relay its signal. R imposesa scale of
distance on the mean amoebaseparation.In the
high-density case, when there are many amoebae
within the range ofa single signal, on average,
1.e., when

7wR*N>>1, (1)

the field of amoebae maybe regarded as a con-
tinuous mediumfor the propagationofsignaling
waves.

After ten hours, when Xo(t) has reached
unity, the field is a sensitive medium (Robertson
and Cohen, 1972; Robertson, 1972; Durston,
1973), in a condition to propagate wavesin re-
sponse to any suprathreshold signal of external
origin. Suchsensitive media are well understood
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ants (Zaikin and Zhabotinsky, 1970; Winfree,
1972), multivibrator networks, and models of
neural networks are knownto besensitive media.
Wave propagation in such media is well under-
stood (Krinskii, 1968; Goodwin and Cohen,
1969; Winfree, 1972). It follows the eikonal
equation, but in addition possesses a Huygens
construction without a superposition principle.
Becauseofthe existence of the refractory period,
the boundary conditions are absorbing for
propagationinto a boundary. The eikonal equa-
tion admits the propagation of kinks in wave
fronts. However, there are no shadows, as occur
in geometric optics, because of the Huygenscon-
struction, and beams spread out to fill the me-
dium.

A point source producescircular wavefronts
propagating at a velocity, v, dependentoncell
density and culture age. Spiral propagation oc-
curs (Winfree, 1972, 1973) with the inner end of
the most stable spiral describing

a

circle of pe-
rimeter v7Tp, with v the propagation speed and
Tr the refractory period.

Whatfurther remainsto be understoodis the
propagation speed v. We have constructed a the-
ory of v that relates it to the parameters of the
signaling system: the numberofc-amp molecules
released, n; the diffusion coefficient of c-AMP in
agar or water, D; the threshold concentration for
signal relaying, C*; the delay time betweensig-
naling and receiving a suprathresholdsignal, Tp ;
and the free and membrane-boundppEactivity.
Wehave measuredD, and Tp can be obtained by
other measurements (see below). The density
dependenceof v can therefore in principle give
values for n/C* and the PDE activities.

LOW-DENSITY FIELDS

For low-density fields condition (1) does not
apply. The field is patchy, density fluctuations
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are important, and the continuum treatmentcan

no longer be used. The range ofa signal1s en-

hanced by cooperative effects within a wave

front. That is, when several amoebae in a wave

front signal together, the concentration pro-

duced near one of the signaling amoebae is

larger than that producedby anindividual amoe-

ba alone.As the density is reduced, however, the

randomness of the amoeba distribution breaks

up the regular wave fronts so that cooperative

effects are reduced. Theyare also reduced bythe

increasing separation of amoebae. Thus, as

showndirectly by R. P. Futrelle (unpublished) in

computersimulations, simultaneoussignaling by

several amoebae does not have any significant

quantitative effect on wave propagation at low

densities. Under those circumstances, wave

propagation can be considered a percolation

process on a random medium (Shante and Kirk-

patrick, 1971; Cohen and Robertson, 1972).

Long-range propagation of signals cannot be

sustained by thefield unless the amoeba density

exceeds a critical density N* given by

a7 R(N*)2N* = 4.5. (2)

For N less than N*, signal propagation is re-
stricted within isolated clusters of amoebae, the

mean size of which falls rapidly with decreasing
density. The criterion (2) for N* derives from
percolation theory (Shante and Kirkpatrick,
1971) and is only approximately applicable to
our problem. However,the form of equation(2)
should remain correct, the only change being in
the numerical value of the right-handside, which
should decrease. Futrelle’s simulations show
that the decrease should be small, so I shall ig-
nore it here.

The current best estimate of N* from the
literature (Konyn and Raper, 1961) and from

our Own measurements is about 2.5X104¢cm~,

which yields a value of 70u for R (Gingle and
Robertson, 1976).

For densities just above N*, wave propaga-

tion is restricted to narrow channels within the

field. Indeed, some portions of these channels

degenerateto strings ofindividual cells each one

signaling only the next cell along thestring as

propagation proceeds. It is possible to identify

signaling cells visually because they round up

during the delay period between signaling and

being signaled (Drage and Robertson, unpub-

lished). The delay time, 7p, and the signaling

range, R(N), can thus be measureddirectly. Pre-

liminary values of 15 sec and 70are consistent

with earlier results.

Propagation along strings occurs whenever

the numberofsensitive cells just exceeds the

critical density NV*. This happens during inter-

phase when Xo9(t)N becomes greater than N*.

Identification of the onset of the capability of

long-range wave propagation during interphase

thus permits determination of X9(t), R(N), and

Tp. Similarly, the refractory period, 7p, has a
fairly broad distribution of values at the time

aggregation normally starts. Thus if a pulse is
followed by anotherat an interval within the dis-

tribution of 7p such that the density of cells is
again just above N*, propagation along strings

occurs. This permits the determination of the
probability distribution of 7p, R(N), and Tp.

Such experiments are under way.

Pacemakers

In the preceding section, I have sketched the
properties of a field of amoebae as a continuum
or discrete sensitive medium. Without a source
of cyclic AMP to initiate wave propagation, how-
ever, wave propagation simply does not occur in
such a medium. This is observed in small-drop
experiments (Raman, Hashimoto, Cohen, and

Robertson, 1976). For example, a certain per-

centage of drops containing a small enough
number of amoebae does not aggregate even
though the density is well above N*. Sources of
c-AMP can be external, e.g., a microelectrode
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(Robertson, Drage, and Cohen, 1972), an auton-
omouscell, or a more complex entity consisting
of a group ofcells. We call entities of this sort,
which elicit a periodic response from the field,
pacemakers. Durston (1973, 1974) has made a
detailed study of natural pacemakers in D. dis-
coideum.

He finds two geometries for wave propaga-
tion away from pacemakers, concentric and spi-
ral. The latter have been observed to be single or
double. Spiral to concentric switches, correlated
with the emergence of the tip, have been ob-
served.

Histograms were constructed for the inter-
vals between successive waves for all waves ob-
served, for various geometries, and for various
stages ofthe life cycle. Time coursesofintervals
were determinedfor individual centers.

Durston’s observations and analyses taken
together with other observations and theoretical
analyses suggested the following conclusions:

Autonomouscells contain an autonomous
oscillator having a fairly sharply defined five-
minuteperiod, which is independentof develop-
mental age. This oscillator is linked to the c-AMP
release mechanism but is independentofit.
Differentiation into autonomy could therefore
take place in two ways. First, the oscillator could
be presentin all cells, e.g., a metabolic oscillator
such as the glycolytic oscillator in yeast, and only
the link need be constructed. Second, both the
oscillator and the link must be constructed.

The refractory period decreases from about
nine minutesat the onset of wave propagation to
about two minutesafter several hours. Initially,
the refractory period is broadly distributed; the
width ofits distribution decreases markedly with
time.

This rather broadinitial probability distribu-
tion of values of refractory period meansthat the
held is then spatially heterogeneous with regard
to refractivity. Consequently, spirals are initiated
in an otherwise homogeneousfield at local max-
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ima ofrefractivity by waves propagating from
autonomouscells.

Finally, tips are steady sources of c-AMP.

Communication Systems in the Cellular
Slime Molds

I have described a communication system
that controls aggregation in the cellular slime
mold D. discoideum. A small fraction of the cells

(mostlikely c-amp) autonomously with a period
of aboutfive minutes. Essentially all the cells are
competent to relay a suprathreshold c-Ampsig-
nal. After releasing a signalitself a cell is refrac-
tory to further c-AMPsignals for a period ofabout
nine minutes, decreasing to two minutes, de-
pending on developmental history. Cells re-
spond chemotactically to a c-AMP signal above
another threshold lower than the relaying
threshold by a movementstep toward the signal
source. The step duration, about 100 seconds,
substantially exceeds the duration ofthe signal
itself. We have visual evidence from time-lapse
films that the movementstep is preceded by an
approximately fifteen-second interval during
which the cell tends to become hemispherical
and all movementceases, even the weak random
movements common between successive move-
ment steps. The agreement between the dura-
tion offifteen-second period ofstationarity and
rounding with that of the delay period between
signaling and being signaled (Cohen and Rob-
ertson, 1971a) as well as its preceding the move-
ment step suggest that the two are coincident.
This, in turn, implies a complementarity be-
tween morphogenetic movementandsecretion
in D. discoideum cells (Robertson, 1974).

Such a complementarity exists in all species
of cellular slime molds for which the information
is available. Before discussing the pointfurther,
however, reference should be made to Table 1,
in whicha classification of some ofthe cellular
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slime molds according to the knownfeatures of

their aggregation control system,i.e., their inter-

cellular communication system is presented (Co-

hen and Robertson, 1972). The various species

are classified according to two main characteris-

tics: whether they possess founder cells, 1.e.,

source cells specialized and morphologically dis-

tinct from the remainingcells in the field, which

act as centers of aggregation; and whetheral-

most every cell in the field is a local source of

acrasin (aggregative signal). The cells can be

steady local sources, as in D. lacteum, or periodi-

cally relaying, as in D. discoideum, and thisis in-

dicated in a third column.

What is remarkable is that the foundercells

are hemispherical in shape and do not move

(Bonner, 1967: plate 2), precisely as for D. dis-

coideum cells during the stage tentatively identi-

fied as the period between signaling and being

signaled. It thus appears that in all cases where

there is information, cells have similar mor-

phologies and remain stationary while signaling.

This suggests that foundercells in P. violaceum

and P. pallidum are steady sourcesof acrasin and

that the observed periodicity in their signal

propagation derives from the refractory period

of the field. Experiments to test this possibility

are under way.
It can be seen from Table | that the diversity

of known communication systems presentin the

cellular slime molds derives from only three bi-

nary choices: founder cells or no foundercells,

local signal sourcesin thefield or no local signal

sources, steady local sources or pulsatile local

relaying. These observations have considerable

relevance to evolutionary and genetic questions.

Discussion

Whathas this very detailed analysis of a de-
velopmental control system in one rather ob-
scure organism to tell us about the control of

development in general and intercellular com-
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Table 1

Communication systems ofsome

cellular slime molds.
re

Founder Local signal Periodic

Species cell production relaying

a

D. minutum + - -

D. Lacteum — + _

P. violaceum + + +

P. pallidum + + +

D. rosarium ? + +

D. purpureum — + +

D. mucoroides — + +

D. discoideum _ + +

 

munication in particular?It is intriguing toreal-

ize how many phenomenathat are considered

typical in multicellular development imply the

existence of control systems that depend on in-

tercellular communication. For example, regula-

tion is a feature of all Metazoan embryos; by

regulation, we mean the production of form in-

dependent of linear dimension,as is seen when
normal tadpoles develop from the separated

blastomeres of an amphibian embryo.I havere-
viewed many similar examples; see Robertson

and Cohen (1972), Wolpert (1969) for a sum-

maryof the various theories that have been ad-

duced to accountfor regulative processes. Here
it is enough to say that both reliable develop-
mentand regulationitself imply that cellular be-
havior in embryos may be subject to control by

intercellular communication. While it is known

that there are anatomical bases for such commu-

nication, nothing is known about how informa-

tion is passed from cell to cell or what molecular

species are involved.
In the slime molds we have a beautiful system

in whichtherole of intercellular communication

is clear and in which the molecule used 1s known.
Further, the control of pseudoplasmodial mor-

phogenesis depends on the tip, which is suspi-
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ciously like an “organizer.” If the analogy
between slime mold tips and Metazoan organiz-
ers can be sustained, we have a unique opportu-
nity to investigate organizeraction at every level
of function, from the multicellular down, ulti-
mately, to the control of gene expression. The
most promising feature of the slime mold con-
trol system is that it can be subjected toa classi-
cal genetical analysis because mutations that
disrupt the control system are not necessarily
lethal. It is hard to imagine that analogous muta-
tions would beeither easy to obtain and study or
relatively benign in, say, a chick embryo. Thus,
if it is ever possible to analyze a control system
in a vertebrateit is unlikely that classical genetics
will be useful. Therefore, the more we can learn
aboutthe function of developmental control sys-
temsin simple organismsandthepatternsofcell
behavior to be expected from different kinds of
intercellular communication,the easierit will be
to classify cell behavior in Metazoan embryos
and to guessthe kindsofintercellular interaction
on which they depend. The subject has become
more exciting with our recent work which has
shownevidencefor an almostidentical signaling
system controlling cell movement in the early
chick embryo (Robertson and Gingle, unpub-
lished results).
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Chapter 4

THE EVOLUTION OF COMMUNICATION

Peter Marler

Some Primordia for Communication

It is not easy to draw a firm line between
stimuli produced by animals that are truly com-

municative andothersthatare not. The difficulty
arises in part because so manycasesfall on the
borderline, having someof the attributes that we

require for communication while lacking others.
Oneelementary requirementis illustrated by the
observation that telling a man to jump off a
bridgeis an act of communication, while pushing
him is not (Cherry, 1966). The point hereis not
just that the use of force is hardly communicative
in the fullest sense, but also that communicative

behaviors are specialized for their function.
There are many examples of stimuli passing

from one organism to another that qualify as
specialized signals. Illustrations are by no means
restricted to interactions between members of
the same species. For example, many animal
secretionsare highly specialized for the chemical
repulsion of predators (Eisner, 1970). Some are

generalized irritants that cause pain when a
predator touches them. Others are “for all in-
tents and purposes natural imitations of histo-
logical fixatives, as for instance the spray of a
whip scorpion, which contains 84% acetic acid”’
(Eisner, 1970). Insects subject to predation may
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produce remarkably pure and concentrated
secretions of such compoundsasaliphatic acids,
aldehydes, aromatics, quinones, and terpenes.

The repellent effects on predators such as mice
and toads are obvious, and sufficient to inculcate

future avoidance of the prey. The specialization
of secretions for such functionsis clear, yet we
mayhesitate to label them as signals for commu-
nication in the fullest sense.

Clearly signal specialization can emerge in
interactions between distantly related organ-
isms. Plants have long been knownto produce an
enormousvariety of chemicals, some shed into

the environment, others retained within tissues

of the plant. While some chemicals are involved
in basic metabolic processes, many were long
regarded as no morethan excretory by-products.
We nowrealize that many are specialized for
functions in the realm of what we can begin to
think of as “‘chemical ecology’ (Whittaker,
1970).

Someplants secrete compoundsthat hinder
the germination, growth, and survival of other

plants. Leaves, fruits, and twigs of walnuttrees,

for example, produce hydroxyjuglone, whichis
carried from the leaves in raindrops to bere-
leased in the soil in the oxidized form juglone.
This compound has the effect of inhibiting
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growth ofseedlings of manyotherplant species,
hence the sparseness of undergrowth underwal-
nut trees. Another example of “allelopathic”
compoundsare the volatile terpenes produced
by sagebrush andsalvia in California chaparral.
Theytoo are said to discourage growth ofother
plants. Some chemical plant products, poisons,
or unpleasantflavors are designed to discourage
phytophagous predators. Such defenses may be
aimed at vertebrate and invertebrate animals,
and even at fungi and bacteria, the classical ex-
ample being, of course, penicillin, evolved by a
fungus as protection against bacteria.

Perhaps the mostintricate case of chemical
interchange between species was discovered by
Browerin butterflies. Birds find monarch butter-
flies distasteful, and similar mimic butterflies
gain vicarious protection as a result. Brower
demonstrated that the protective agent, a cardiac
glycocide, derives originally from milkweed, the
food plant of the monarch larvae. Immuneto the
poison, they sequesterit andpassit in turn to the
imago in concentrations large enough to cause
vomiting in a bluejay that eats the butterfly
(Brower and Glazier, 1975).

Ironically, compounds probably evolved by
plants originally for defense may eventually
become key stimuli by which highly specialized
phytophagousinsectslocate particular species as
food for themselves andtheir larvae. In factit
seems to be the rule more than the exception
that food plant location by insects depends on
such idiosyncratic chemical characteristics of a
host plant and not on a moredirect perception
of its nutritive characteristics (Dethier, 1970).
Here wesee specialization on the sensory side of
the system, with insect chemical receptors espe-
cially tuned to compoundsidentifying their host
plant.

Williams (1970) has discovered whatis per-
haps the ultimate in specialized chemical plant
defense. Unsuccessful attemptsto raise mothlar-
vae to maturity in the laboratory were traced to
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a particular kind of hand towel paper. A com-
pound eventually isolated from paper derived
mainly from pulp of the balsam fir (Abies bal-
samea) proved to be a close replica of an insect
growth hormone, withdrawal of which is neces-
sary for metamorphosis from larva to adult—
presumably evolved bythetree for its own chem-
ical defense against plant-eating insects.
“Presentindicationsare that certain plants and
moreparticularly the ferns and evergreen trees
have gonein for an incredibly sophisticated self-
defense against insect control that we are just
beginning to comprehend”’ (Williams, 1970).

This brief review of chemical stimulus ex-
changes between plants and animals demon-
strates the widespread evolution of highly
specialized stimuli, exchanged even betweendis-
tantly related organisms. Onecriterion for social
communicationis surely satisfied—that there be
evidence of evolutionary specialization of stimu-
lus production and design for evoking particular
responses from some other organism—but oth-
ers are not. In particular, communication in the
fullest sense implies evolutionary specialization
of a mutualistic, cooperative nature lacking in
the cases cited.

Communication as a Mutualistic

Phenomenon

The richest elaboration of systems of social
communication should be expected in intra-
specific relationships, especially where trendsto-
wardincreasinginterindividual cooperation con-
verge with the emergence of social groupings
consisting of close kin. However, a close genetic
relationship is not a prerequisite for the mutual-
istic evolution of systems ofcommunication. The
point is made by further consideration ofrela-
tionships betweenplants and animals, on a more
cooperative plane than those just considered.
The relationship between plants and those ani-
mals that pollinate their flowers or dispersetheir
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fruits, with gain to both,is a cooperative under-

taking.
The dispersal of manyfruits is aided by their

bright coloration, serving as a signal that the

dispersing animals can detectat a distance. ‘The

adaptation of flowers to animal pollinators 1s

ramified endlessly. Flower design and coloration

are often well matched to the visual physiology

of particular pollinators. Hummingbird-pol-

linated flowers are often red, a colorattractive to

those birds (Grant and Grant, 1968) but less so

to bees. Thus, blue and yellow are more com-

mon in bee-pollinated flowers. Many bee-pol-

linated flowers are ornamented with ultraviolet

designs, invisible to us thoughit 1s the color to
which the bee’s eye is mostsensitive. The pat-

terns serve to lead bees to pollen and nectar,
rewarding them with food while pollinating the
flower. Manyinsect-pollinators are also attracted
to flowersby their scent. Scent is less common in
flowers pollinated by the relatively anosmic
birds. However, bats have a keen sense of smell,

and flowers specialized for pollination by them
often have a strong musky odor (Baker, 1963).

While there is extensive convergence in the
design of flowers pollinated by the sameclasses
of pollinators, there are counter-selection pres-
sures for species-specific flower characteristics.
This results from competition between flowering
plants for the favors of pollinators that are in
demand. Diversity in flower design encourages
specialization in particular pollinating species,
sometimes proceeding so far that plant and in-
sect assume complete mutual interdependence.
Alternatively, specific flower appearance and
odor may encourage individual pollinators to
persist in visiting one flowertype for a period of
time, whether a season or an hourof the day.
This trend toward diversity in the flowersof ani-
mal-pollinated plants is evident in the use of
flower features in botanical taxonomy. Theclas-
sification of plants pollinated by birds or bees
leans more heavily on the flowers than does the
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taxonomyofwind- or water-pollinated species—

the latter depending more on vegetative charac-

teristics.
Plants may encourage specialization ofa par-

ticular pollinator by evolving a floral structure

that excludes other pollinators, insuring in re-

turn for pollination a guaranteed food supply for

the particular symbiont. Adaptationsto different

pollinators occur even within closely related

plants such as the phlox family (Grant and Grant,

1965).
All of these interspecific relationships are

mutualistic in the sense that cooperative adapta-

tions have been evolved in both partners, an-
other step toward communication in thefullest
sense. We should distinguish another kind of
species relation in which one1s essentially para-
sitic on the communication system of the other.
The orchid family is rich in species, with intense
competition for pollinators. Perhaps more than
any otherplant family, orchids have gone to ex-
cess in encouraging specializing by particular
pollinators. Their flowers maydiffer not only in
structure but also in odor, knowntoattract par-
ticular species of bees (Dodson, 1970). Some

that are pollinated only by males of certain bee
species mimic the female beein flower structure,
inducingpollination by the attemptsofthe insect
to mate with the flower. Someof the flowers go
so far as to mimic not only female appearance
but also odor, varying with the species of the bee
(Kullenberg, 1956).

Some of the insects that live parasitically
within the colonies of social insects go to remark-
able lengths in mimicking signaling behaviors of
the host (Hélldobler, 1967, 1970). Perhaps the
most remarkable example of parasitization, by
one insect (in this case a predator) on the com-
munication system of another has been discov-
ered in fireflies, some of which prey on other
fireflies (Lloyd, 1975). Females of one species,
Photunis versicolor, attract males of other species
to their death by mimickingtheflash responses
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of the prey’s own female. They are even able to
vary their flash patterns accordingto the species
of the prey. Commenting on the efficiency of the
process, Lloyd notes that a female seldom an-
swers more than ten males withoutcatching at
least one of them.

Genetics of Social Cooperation

Imagine a hypothetical “kinship” series of
animal interactions ranging from distant rela-
tives at one extremeto verycloserelatives at the
other. At one endarerelationships betweendis-
tinct and distant species. Next comesinterplay
between related species, then conspecific butin-
terracial interactions. Relationships between a
single population of a species will follow, then
those within family or kinship groupings, with
the other extreme represented by within-group
interactions of social insects such as honeybees,
where most membersofa society are sisters.

The more similar two animals are to each
other, the more likely they are to depend on
similar resources—to have similar hiding and
nesting places, to obtain similar foods in the
same waysat the same times. Since genetic simi-
larity implies sharing of morphological, physio-
logical, and behavioral characteristics, the
hypothetical series indicated above manifests a
trend toward increasing competition, though not
necessarily toward increasing competitiveness,
in the senseofactive interference of oneindivid-
ual’s resource exploitation by another. A close
genetic resemblance also has other implications
for social evolution.

The properfocusfor theories of social evolu-
tion 1s not on individual animals but on geno-
types. If an animalis living together with close
genetic relatives, then natural selection will tend
to minimize aggressive interference with them
despite their dependence onvirtually identical
resources and their potentially potent competi-
tive relationship. Here then is a countertrend to
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the effect of competition, exerting an opposite
influence on thelikelihood of cooperative rela-
tionships emerging. At somepoint alongthekin-
ship series the trends are likely to achieve a kind
of balance, varying with circumstances, but nev-
ertheless tending to hover arounda level that
will be characteristic of a species, and perhaps
different from onespecies to another, depending
upon the degree of intraspecific genetic diver-
sity. In a genetically homogeneousspecies coop-
erative relationships are likely to prevail in all
intraspecific relationships. In a speciesthatis ge-
netically more heterogeneous, the balance is
more likely to be found with smaller social
groupings, perhapsatthelevel ofa social group
or family.

Communicative behavior will be of para-
mount importancein achieving and modulating
cooperative relationships. Thus, the genetic
makeupofa typical social groupis likely to bear
on the degree of elaboration that the communi-
cation system of a species exhibits. The most
advanced accomplishmentsshould evolve in ani-
mals whose societies are so constructed that
groups of very close genetic relatives live to-
gether in social contact. Where then should we
look but amongthe social insects, where entire
colonies may be composed of the children of a
single mother, as in the honeybee (Wilson,
1971)? We should notbe surprised in hindsight
that one of the most remarkable examples of
social communication was discovered by von
Frisch (1967) in the dancing behavior of the
honeybee. Remarkable for the precise correla-
tions between circumstances of food found and
various characteristics of the dance, conclusive

proof of its communicative significance, inde-
pendentof olfactory characteristics of the food
source and its environs (Wenner, 1971), was ob-
tained only recently. By ingenious experimenta-
tion Gould (1974) was able to modify the dance
in such a wayas to send foragers in newdirec-
tions where none had been before, thus estab-
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lishing that they can be guided by the dance

alone.
It is hard to know whereto look amongverte-

brates for comparable examples, for so little is

knownaboutthe genetic structure of their popu-

lations in nature. Theorizing aboutthe origins of

vertebrate social behavior is seriously hindered

as a result. There are suggestions that some

vertebrates, such as house mice and someother

rodents, live in quite inbred social groupings

(Selander and Yang, 1969; Anderson, 1970).

There is evidence that troops of wild baboons

with adjacent home ranges are somewhatsepa-

rated genetically (Buettner-Janusch, 1963,

1965). However, we need data on speciesdiffer-

ences in genetic composition before theorizing

can advancesignificantly.

Given the importance ofkin groupingsin the

evolution of social communication and otheras-

pects of social cooperation,it would be advanta-

geous for populations to evolve means of

discriminating kin from others, of refraining

from interaction with non-kin, or even ofrepell-

ing them aggressively from the social group.

For species such as primates that are born

into a close-knit group in which everyone knows

everyoneelse and that grow up withinit, discrim-

ination of strangers is a step toward discrimina-

tion of kin from non-kin.It is surely more than

coincidental that strange conspecific individuals

provide the strongest stimuli for aggressive

repulsion in a variety of species (e.g., Bernstein,

1964; Southwick, 1967, 1970; Rosenblum etal.,

1968; Scruton and Herbert, 1972; Marler 1976).

A more complex vehicle for discriminating
kin from othersis provided by learneddialects in
bird song (Marler and Mundinger, 1971). Sev-
eral attempts have been made to explain their
functional significance, such as the theory that

population markers encourage birds to settle
and mate with membersof the birthplace popu-
lation, perhaps perpetuating local physiological
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races (e.g., Marler and Tamura, 1962; Not-

tebohm, 1969, 1975; Nottebohm and Not-

tebohm, in press; Nottebohm and Selander,

1972). Learned bird songdialects may also favor

kinship groupingsas a step in social evolution.

There is evidence that both male and female

white-crowned sparrows are more sensitive to

the dialect they learned in youth and that a dia-

lect boundary does indeed block gene flow to

some extent (Baker, 1974, 1975; Marler, 1970b;

Milligan and Verner, 1971). Playback studies

with recorded bird songsalso reveal a tendency

for strangers’ songs to evoke moreintenseattack

and repulsion than the familiar songs of immedi-

ate neighbors (e.g., Falls, 1969; Kroodsma,

1976).
Assumingthat youngbirdsare proneto settle

near their birthplace, repulsion of birds with

strange songs mayalso favorthe integrity oflo-
cal kinship groupings. One may hypothesize that

the cooperative interactions between neighbors

that are thus favored increase efficiency of the
local population in competition with others, and
in turn contributes to the increased fitnessofits
members. The same may be true of primate
troops. It is conceivable that a significant amount
of social behavior is directly or indirectly con-
cerned with the genetic structuring of local pop-
ulations. Only long-term studies of the genetics
of natural vertebrate populations can test the
validity of this proposition.

Choosing a Sensory Modality for
Communication

Dependingon thebiology of the species, sig-
nals of one animal mayhelp others to reproduce
effectively, to avoid predation, to get more efh-
ciently to food and water, or simply to find their
way about in their environment. By controlling
the pattern of individual interactions, and ten-
dencies of animals to cluster or disperse depend-
ing on whatthey are doing, communication will
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also serve the particular societal structure of the
species.

Spacing is a critical issue. Imagine the re-
quirementsfora signal thataids in Spacing apart
adjacent social groups. Efficient exchange re-
quires signaling over a distance with a stimulus
that a respondentcan localize in space. The pos-
sibilities will depend in part on the particular
sensory modality chosen—whethervisual, audi-
tory, chemical, or even electrical. The phylogen-
etic history of species will involve many such
evolutionary choices, made within limits set by
the basic sensory and motor endowment. The
nature of the environmentwill play a role. For
forest birds or monkeys that require signals to
maintain intergroup spacing, auditory signals
are appropriate. Auditory exchangeis less hin-
dered by obstacles than is vision, and soundfre-
quencies and temporal coding of auditory
signals offer many features on which distinctive
categories may be based. Playback of recorded
vocalizations of the African mangabey Cercocebus
atrogularis has shownthat one of them,the dis-
tinctively patterned ““Whoop-gobble,” does in-
deed play a role in mutual avoidance of adjacent
groups (Waser, 1975). The “Whoop-gobble”’
provides for identification of both species and
individual, as well as remarkably accurate locali-
zation of the caller, as Waser has been able to

demonstrate under field conditions.
For communication within a monkey troop

rather than between groups, the odds seem to
shift in favor of vision as the best medium for
diurnal signaling, though soundsserve as well.
In a crowd,visual signals are easier to locate than

sounds;it is hard for an animal with any but the
most primitive visual receptors to avoid locat-
ing the source of a visual stimulus in the very
process of perceiving it (Marler and Hamilton,
1966).

The elaborate spatial coding that is readily
achieved with visual stimuli as a result of their

inherentdirectionality and separability is harder
to envision with sounds. Simultaneous signaling
is possible with several independent varying ex-
pressions of face and body, and perhaps with
independentelements within an area such as the
face, and humanethologists and anthropologists
are beginningto explore the nature and commu-
nicative role of such visual signals (Eibl-Eibles-
feldt, 1970; Ekman, 1973).

Vision obviously has limited value in dim
light or at night, except for special cases such as
fireflies, which provide their own light source
(Lloyd, 1966). In the many organisms that are
active in the dark or that lack well-developed
directional eyes, chemical signals are more im-
portant. The lack of dependence on ambient
light is not the only advantage. Chemicalsignals
have a durability that sounds lack. Durable visual
signals are rare in animals, exceptfor trails, rub-
bing posts, nests, andthelike, although our own
species makes extensive use of them.

The potential control of rates of fading,
which addsan important dimension to chemical
signal diversity, is another reason for the choice
of a chemical signal when animals require dura-
ble signals. There is an abundantliterature on
animal marking behavior, by which chemical
secretions placed on some other animal or on
objects in the environmentcontinueto betrans-
mitted in the absence of the original marking
individual (Ralls, 1971; Eisenberg and Kleiman,
1972). Chemical secretions on an animal’s own
body may have a profound impact onits social
interactions with others. An aggression-eliciting
pheromone is produced by male mice whose
testes are actively producing androgens, radi-
cally changingtheir valenceas stimuli for aggres-
sion in other mice (Lee and Brake, 1971; Lee and

Griffo, 1973; Mugford and Nowell, 1971). The
remarkable energetic efficiency of chemical com-
munication is also relevant. It has been calcu-
lated that a receptor cell on the male silkworm
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moth’s antenna requires only one molecule of

the female sex substance, bondecal, for her pres-

ence to be detected (Schneider, 1965; Wilson,

1971).
Whenit comes to location of chemical sig-

nals, however, there are problems. It is one thing

for a male to detect a female’s presence and an-

other to locate her. As long as the intervening

mediumisstill, whetherit is air or water, location

of the source of a chemicalsignal is only possible

by reference to the diffusion gradient. At more

than a meteror so from the source the gradient

is so gradual that orientation is difficult. With a

moving medium it is much easier, and animals

using olfactory signals over a distance make use

of such movement. Release of a female moth’s

sexual attractant may be delayed until there 1s a

breeze blowing of a certain speed, not strong

enough to generate excessive turbulence, but

strong enough to carry the scent downwind

(Kettlewell, 1946). As the searching male moves

upwind, backing when heloses her, he can get

close enough to switch to otherstrategies.

Thus, each sensory modality has drawbacks

and advantages. Forcertain fish there is still an-

other choice, electrical signaling, originally dis-

covered to be a system of object location and
general orientation to the environment (Liss-
mann, 1958). Morerecently it has been shown to

sustain a system of social communication (Hop-

kins, 1972, 1974) permitting electric fish to iden-

tify species, sex, and age of a partner and also
providing some information about its motiva-
tional state.

When communicants are close to one an-
other or in contact, other sensory modalities

such as touch and taste become available for
communication, with distinctive properties of
their own. Perhapsfor the reason thatit requires
contact, touch often seemsto assumespecial so-
cial functions. Violent tactile contact may cause
pain and social disruption. Gentle touching, on

o1

the other hand, especially as manifest in social

grooming, recurs repeatedly among animals in

situations whereit can promote peaceful contact

and at the same time reducethe likelihood of

social violence (Sparks, 1964, 1967; Morris,

1971; Simpson, 1973).

Are Animal Signals Arbitrary?

The words in our languageare arbitrary in

two senses. Most words are semantically arbi-

trary, bearing no resemblanceto their symbolic

referent, other than in onomatopoeia. The word

food does not resemble anything we eat. Thus,

there is no obstacle other than inertia to the ex-

change of meaning of two wordsin the course of

cultural evolution. Words exhibit another kind

of arbitrariness in that there is nothingintrinsic

to the process by which a word conveys informa-
tion about food. Our speech does not require a
word to have any particular acoustical proper-
ties, even those affecting locatability, for exam-
ple.

Semantically, many animal signals are also
arbitrary. The grunting sound by which chim-
panzees announce discovery of a choice meal
and readiness to share it has no morphological
relationship to its referent—perhapsa cluster of
ripe palm fruits.

African vervet monkeys havea repertoire of
distinct alarm calls for different types of preda-
tors (Struhsaker, 1967). While someof the asso-

ciations are rather general, others are specific
enoughto invite the speculation that they have
wordlike properties. In particular, of the three
that announce danger from (1) a venomous

snake crossing the territory, (2) an eagle over-
head, and (3) an approaching leopard, each
evokes a different response functionally appro-
priate to the particular threat. Such calls have no
iconic resemblance to the predators they sym-
bolize. In this sense many thoughnotall animal
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signals are semantically arbitrary (cf. Altmann,
1967).

Nevertheless, animal signals often possess
physical characteristics that make them uniquely
suited for the particular function they serve.
Thus the exchange of meaning between words
that we can easily imagine taking place in the
evolution of speech patterns is often less likely
with animal signals. In this sense the physical
structure of many animalsignalsis far from arbi-
trary.

Somesounds require transmission over con-
siderable distances, while others operate at close
range, and their loudness varies accordingly.
Among forest monkeys of East Africa, sounds
males use to space troops apart are louder than
those used within the group for coordinating
foraging movements (Marler, 1973). The trans-
mission distances of different soundfrequencies
vary with different habitat structure, and thereis
some evidence that male birds compose their
songs of soundsthattravel farthest in their habit-
ual environments (Morton, 1975: Chappuis,
1971). Woodland bird songs, often consisting of
medium-pitched pure tones, probably illustrate
such adaptations.

Whales provide whatis perhaps the mostre-
markable case of adjustmentofvocal behavior to
long-distance transmission. By using very low-
pitched sounds, barely audible to our ears, and
placing themselves at an intermediate depth in
the ocean, in the so-called ‘‘deep sound chan-
nel,’’ humpback whales are thoughtto be able to
hear each othercalling over distances measured
in hundreds of miles. Because of the refraction
of sounds by the thermocline near the ocean’s
surface and by compression layers deep in the
ocean, sound wavesare trappedwithin the chan-
nel, retaining much more of their energy than
they would if they impinged on the surface or
floor of the ocean (Payne and McVay, 1971;
Payne and Webb,1971).

The physical structure of the animal signalsis

related to their function in many ways. The im-
portance of soundlocalization has already been
indicated, and manybird signals are designed to
provide an abundanceofcuesthat permitlocali-
zation by companions to be accomplished
quickly and accurately. Other soundsare struc-
tured to minimizethe clues available for localiza-
tion, still serving to spread alarm to companions,
while giving only a minimum oflocalization cues
to a predator (Marler, 1955). By experimenting
in the laboratory with owls trained to strike at
sounds, Konishi (1973) could demonstrate that
sounds like the hawk alarm calls of small birds
are hard for an owlto locate.

The chemical signals of insects illustrate
other kinds of adaptation to signal transmission.
The molecular properties of pheromonesoften
correspond nicely with functional requirements
(Wilson, 1970). Using

a

ratio ofthe emission rate
in molecules perunit time in relation to the be-
havioral threshold concentration as a frame of
reference, a low ratio of the formerto thelatter
indicates a slowly emitted signal with a very small
‘‘active space”’—a three-dimensional volumeen-
closing the space wherethe threshold level for
behavioral response is exceeded by the phero-
moneconcentration. Such characteristics would
fit well with a substanceto be usedin trail mark-
ing, by fire ants for example (Wilson, 1970). For
a pheromonedesignedto transmit alarm differ-
ent characteristics would be appropriate, with a
larger active space and a more rapid diffusion
rate, a prediction that can also be verified. The
largest active spaceis foundin the sex attractants
of female moths, required to function overdis-
tances muchgreater than would be appropriate
for communicating danger.

One could continue recounting examples of
adaptationsof signal structure to function. This
review 1s not intended to be exhaustive, only to
establish the point that in this rather special
sense the structure of many animalsignals is by
no meansarbitrary.
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The Triggering of Signal Production

In spite of the logical difference in the sym-

bolic or semantic significance of an alarm call

and a sexualcall, one with an external referent,

the other without, the production of both must

be associated with particular physiological states

of the signaling animal, one externally triggered,

the other generated endogenously. The process

of symbolization would beeasier to grasp if we

knew more aboutthe natureof these physiologi-

cal states and the waythey are engendered.If the

soliciting female bird is signaling about physio-

logical events that preface ovulation, such events

are largely endogenousandcyclic in nature,ar-

guing against the need to invoke an immediate

trigger from the environment that one could
then think of the solicitation call as symbolizing.
The same mightbesaid of other signals such as
the beggingcall of a nestling bird. Whilethiscall
may betriggered by approach of a parent, it of-
ten occurs without external provocation, as the
nestling becomes hungry. The same duality 1s
found in the singing of many birds, sometimes
externally triggered but often starting without
any precipitating event in the environment.

This distinction between signals that are ex-
ternally and internally triggered, at first sight
rather basic, may be less radical than it seems.
Consideran alarm signal, usually triggered by an
environmental event. One might be tempted to
think that the role of internal physiology in its
production is minimal. However, a bird thatis
alert or nervousis morelikely to give alarm when
danger threatens than onethat is sleepy or re-
laxed. Thus, the physiologicalstate at the time of
confrontation with a predator cannot be ignored
if we are to understandthe process of alarm call
production.Similarly the response evoked by an
alarm signal in anotherbird will vary according
to its state of arousal at different times orits

previous learning experiences.
One may carry this line of thinking further
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and suggest that no reaction ofan organism to an

external stimulus can be understood withouttak-

ing its current physiological state into account.

Somestimuli evoke similar reactions across an

array of physiological states so broad that one1s

tempted to ignore the significance of internal

events. But these are cases where the particular

reaction has high biological priority, so that the

necessary physiological machinery must be in

readiness much ofthe time. One mayassert that

the properwayto think of a// stumulus-response

relationships is as interactions between the or-

ganism andits environment (Marler and Hamil-

ton, 1966). While the environment may provide
a trigger responsible for orientation and timing
of a reaction, the particular structure of the re-
sponse,its coordination,its internal timing, and

often even its orientation and intensity can be
understood onlyby referenceto the priorhistory
of the subject (cf. Bullock, 1961). The respon-

siveness of an animal at the timeof a particular
stimulus event is the result of convergence of a
multitude of past events reflecting the previous
experience the individual, its genotype, and the
particular pattern of environmental interaction
experienced up to the instant of stimulus con-
frontation.

According to this view, physiological consid-
erations are as importantin the interpretation of
a signaling action that has an external trigger as
they are with internally triggered signals. One
can also assert the converse,that signals endoge-

nously triggered should not be thought of as
completely independent of the external world.
They are independentonly in the sense that no
immediate outside trigger is detectable. The
precipitating endogenouseventin thesignaler’s
physiology reflects a history of innumerable
prior environmental interactions, someclosely

related to the signal, others only remotely.
The sexual calling of a receptive female bird

may lack an immediate environmental trigger,
but it is nevertheless dependent on manyprior
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environmental interactions, some with only a
general bearing onthetiming ofovulation, such
as the requirements for normal growth,and oth-
ers with a specific bearing such as increasing day
length, social stimulation, and sensory feedback
from nest-building activities.

The conclusion may be drawnthatto speak of
a signaling act as being “internally”or “‘endoge-
nously”’ triggered implies no more than thatits
timing and structure are functions of prior
events in thehistoryofthe individual, their influ-
ence being conveyed to the present by physio-
logical means.

“Affective” Signaling: A Valid Category?

It is a commonly expressed viewthatthe sig-
naling behaviorofanimals is more susceptible to
control by the kind of physiological states known
in common parlance as “affective” or ‘‘emo-
tional.”’ The judgmentthat a state is emotional
can be based on a numberofdifferent interpreta-
tions. Recurring themesare that the states are
generalized, affecting many patterns of behavior;
that autonomic arousal is often involved; that
there is often some connotation of emergencyin
the tempo,intensity, and demeanorof the sig-
naling animal; that there is often strong
“momentum” to the behavior so that once
begun it tends to continue for a period oftime,
resisting rapid change;that it is involuntary, or
toward that end of a continuum with voluntary
actions; thatit is less susceptible to modification
by learning or consciouseffort; and that it can be
placed somewhere on a dimensionof pleasant-
ness to unpleasantness.

Human signaling behavior, or at any rate,
speech,is said to contrast with animal signaling
in that it is voluntary, detached from any neces-
sary linkage with pleasantness or unpleasant-
ness, readily modified by learning or conscious
decisions, not necessarily tied to autonomic
arousalor other generalized physiological states,
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not necessarily associated with behavioral emer-
gencies, and involved with physiological states
that can changevery rapidly.

The contrasts listed above, attemptinga brief
summary of a complex anddifficult subject (e.g.,
Arnold, 1970), undoubtedly point to a signifi-
cant difference between animal and human sig-
naling behavior. In most of the circumstances in
which animal signaling occurs, one detects ur-
gent and demandingfunctionsto be served, of-
ten involving emergencies for survival or
procreation. To the extent that physiological
states of emotion or affect are indeed distin-
guishable from other substrates for behavior,
they have surely evolved to organize actions and
responsivenessto stimulation in complex spatio-
temporal terms, serving a variety of functions
(e.g., Plutchik, 1970), not the least of which is to
avoid inefficientvacillation in the face of conflict-
ing environmental demands(cf. Pribram, 1970).
Their pervasive influence on our own behavioris
obvious, especially in social situations.

Firm resolution of this problem is difficult,
but it is worthwhile to consider whetherall ani-
mal signaling is as dominatedbyaffect as is sup-
posed. To take one example, we have already
considered the vervet monkey’s sound using
different alarm calls for different types of preda-
tor (Struhsaker, 1967). The calls do not inter-
grade, andit is not obviousthat they fall on a
continuum ofdiffering levels of arousal. To ex-
plain the vervet monkey’s complex alarm-signal-
ing behavior several different underlying
physiological states must be postulated, seem-
ingly morespecific in nature than the emotional
condition usually denoted as ‘“‘fearful.’’ How-
ever, these alarm calls do conform with another
common attribute of emotional behavior,
namely regular association with a complex of
other, more directly functional behaviors. Butit
is usually the case that an animal signaleris itself
engaged in the same functional behaviorthatis
being signaled about. Insofar as monkeysare not
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known to engage in relaxed discourse about

events in the distant past or future, there will be

few if any occasions whena signalis likely to be

dissociated from the other overt responses to a

situation. Indeed, a monkeyproneto suchreflec-

tive signaling in the presence of a predator

would probably not survive very long. Thus the

issue of signaling about events remote in time,

for which our speech seems more specialized

than animalsignaling, is much entwined with the

issue of freedom from affective physiological

control.
Onecircumstance in which such dissociation

can be detectedin animals is during play. Among

the diagnostic criteria for play behavior are sev-

eral that are reminiscentof distinctions between

human speech and animal sounds (Marler and

Hamilton, 1966). Separation of the behavior

from its normal emotional substrate 1s some-
times mentioned, and there is correspondingly

more freedom in switching from one pattern to
anotherorreversing social roles than in the adult
emotional version of the behavior. Duringplay,
signals are sometimes separated from the other
ongoing behaviors that normally accompany
them.Investigation of the distinctive physiologi-
cal characteristics of play may well throw light on
this distinction between affective and nonaffec-

tive signaling behavior.
One mayalso ask whether our speechisal-

together free from emotionalconstraints. Auto-
nomic arousal is a common accompaniment of
speaking behavior,as is evident from the use of
polygraphic lie detectors. Some psychoanalytic
practices rest on similar assumptions. One does
not need a galvanometer or an electrocardio-
graph to be convinced that speech uttered in
social circumstances often has strong emotional
components. Furthermore, some research on
the physiology ofhuman emotions seemsto con-
tradict the old notion that only a few simple
physiological dimensionsare involved. Twodis-
tinct components have been proposed, even for
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the most basic emotions (e.g., Schachter, 1970).

One componentincorporates manyofthe auto-

nomic and hedonic functions imputed to emo-

tion, andit is associated with the level of arousal;

the other “‘cognitive’’ component seemsto spec-

ify more precisely the particular emotion that

will be subjectively experienced. While the cog-

nitive is to someextentrestricted to a particular

emotion, the other may be shared by several

emotions. To the extent that this modelis indeed

a correct one for human emotions,it may also be

relevant to animals—at least the autonomic

physiology ofhigher vertebrates seemssimilarto

our own.
Thus, the distinction between generalized

and specific physiological substrates for signal-

ing behavior is not always clear. Whateverdis-
tinction we are groping for between speech and
animal signaling(andit is hard to be sure that we
are even askingthe right questions), it is my own
conviction that the underlying physiologyofsig-
naling will prove to be different in degree rather
than in kind between animals and ourselves. If
only to provoke somereappraisal, I would assert
that no firm proof has yet been advanced of any
fundamental differences between animals and
man in this regard.

Signal Variation: Discrete and Graded
Repertoires

That many patterns of animal behavior are
stereotyped, especially those with communica-
tive functions, is a deep-rooted notion in

ethology, as shown by the concept of“‘fixed ac-
tion patterns” (Lorenz, 1935, 1950; Schleidt,

1974). The stereotypy of someis indeed remark-
able. Variability of the strutting display of the
sage grouse 1s unusually low by some measures,
as are the claw-waving displays of fiddler crabs,
and some duck displays (Dane and Van der
Kloot, 1964; Hazlett, 1972; Wiley, 1973). Some

animal soundssuch ascertain bird songs and the
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loud calls of some adult male monkeys are also
highly stereotyped (Marler, 1973).

Presumably this unusually narrow range of
biological variation reflects some functional re-
quirement. Accurate identification of a signal at
a distance, without support by other cues and
under noisy conditions, must be easier with
stereotyped than with variable signals. However,
quantitative description has revealed that ex-
treme stereotypy is by no meansa generalrule.
While somesignals are almostfixed, others are
exceedingly variable, as some monkeycalls (e.g.,
Rowell, 1962, Rowell and Hinde, 1962; Green,
1975; Marler, 1965, 1970a; Marler and Tenaza,
chapter 36, this volume).

What interpretation can be placed onthis
variation in degrees of stereotypy? Should it be
viewed as a consequenceofpoor developmental
control, or can some communicative significance
be attributed to it? The problem that exists in
interpretingvariationin individual signals recurs
at the level of entire signal repertoires, some of
which are organized discretely, while others are
highly graded. Within the repertoire of the Afri-
can blue monkey, loudcalls of the adult male,
though superficially similar, proved to be cate-
gorically distinct (Marler, 1973). ‘“Growls” and
‘‘pulsed grunts” grade into one another, how-
ever, by a series of intermediates.

The sound repertoires of certain animals
contain few if any discrete soundtypesat all. The
most extreme cases studied thusfar are certain
primates, notably the red colobus (Marler,
1970a), rhesus, andJapanese macaques (Rowell,
1962; Green, 1975), the talapoin monkey (Gau-
tier, 1974), and the chimpanzee (Marler and
Tenaza, chapter 36). In these species a major
part, if notall, of the vocal repertoire consists of
a single graded acoustical system. The grading
may occurin several acoustical dimensions inde-
pendently, such as frequency, tonal structure,
and duration,each varying continuously, making
it unrealistic to subject the sounds to a strict
categorical classification.

Some Theoretical Issues

Even in discrete signals,fine variation in mor-
phology probably has communicative signifi-
cance. The “chip” alarm call of female blue
monkeys is discretely separate from other
sounds in the repertoire. Nevertheless variations
in intensity, frequency, morphology, and timing
have the potential for conveying information to
others, although presumably animalswill be less
sensitive to within-category variations than to
variations between categories. The extent of
within-category variation may differ from one
signal to another in the same repertoire. The
pointis illustrated by vocalizations of the black
and white colobus (Marler, 1969, 1972). The
roaring of the male probably serves functions
similar to the male loud calls of the blue monkey,
namely the maintenance ofterritorial spacing
and the rallying of group members.It is dis-
cretely separate from, for example, a system of
squeak-screams used by adults and juveniles.
Unlike roaring, where variability in structure and
timing occurs but within limits, squeaks and
screams vary along a numberofdimensions.It is
notable that they are used primarily for commu-
nication within the troop, whereas roaring in-
cludes an inter-troop function. Similarly the
growl-pulsed grunt continuum of the blue mon-
key functions at close range within the troop,
while that part of the repertoire especially con-
cerned with distance communication, whether
within or between troops, tendsto fall into dis-
continuous, discrete categories.

If a species living in denseforest is socially
organizedin territorial groups, with a significant
part of the vocal repertoire addressed to prob-
lems of intertroop communication, signaling
musttake place over appreciable distances in en-
vironments noisy from wind and soundsofin-
sects, birds, and other primates. There must be

strong selection pressures in such circumstances
in orderfor a discrete type of signal organization
to operate as the most efficient means of un-
equivocal conveyance of information to an adja-
cent troop. Any potential that graded signals
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might otherwise have for communication of

more refined information over such long dis-

tances would surely belost by signal degradation

and masking. Pressures for specific distinctive-

ness would also favor discrete acoustical mor-

phology and patterns of delivery.

Within the troop circumstancesdiffer. Signal-

ingis likely to occur over a shorter range. Even

in a forest full of obstacles communicants in the

same troop can often see as well as hear one

another, and visual signals emitted in tandem

with sounds may aid communicants in detecting

and identifying the subtleties of graded signal-

ing.
This'line of argumentcan be broughtto bear

on those species that show excessive emphasis

on signal gradingin their vocal repertoire. In the

absence ofterritoriality, greater group size, and

more complex troop organization resulting from

the presence of several adult males, we see a shift

in emphasis toward intratroop communication,

and a corresponding increase in the degree of

grading of vocal repertoires. Far from represent-
ing disorderly erratic variation, as though from

poor developmental control or relaxation of the
relationship between vocal morphology on the
one hand and ongoing behaviors and their physi-
ological substrates on the other, this variation is
in fact highly ordered, as demonstrated in both
theJapanese macaque andthe WestAfricantala-
poin monkey (Gautier, 1974; Green, 1975).
There can be no doubt that the graded reper-
toire of the Japanese macaquehasthe potential
for conveying subtle and complex information
about the circumstances of sound production.
Further workis required to establish whether or
not these variants are respondedto differently.

It is intriguing that the constellation of be-
havioral and ecological traits that, with some ex-
ceptions, tends to characterize those primates
with a graded repertoire—large, nonterritorial,
multi-male groups with a tendency to move on
the forest floor and to invade open country—is
consistent with speculations about the probable
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ecology and social organization of early man

(Washburn, 1961; Campbell, 1972). Notably the

list of primates with a predominately graded vo-

cal system includesthe chimpanzee, the closest

of all other surviving primates to human ancestry

in its behavior, social organization, and tempera-

ment, as well as its tool preparation and use and

its habit of hunting and eating mammalian prey

(van Lawick-Goodall, 1971; Teleki, 1973). It is

all the more intriguing to note that sound spec-

trographic descriptions of the structure of

speech reveal that many adjacent speech sounds

do in fact grade into one anotherintheir acousti-

cal morphologyalthough they are heard asdis-

cretely distinct (e.g., Lisker and Abramson,

1964).

Specific Distinctiveness of Animal Signals

Behavior can be as revealing as external mor-
phology in the diagnosis of difficult species, as
every naturalist knows. However, the application
of behavior to taxonomyis not easy. While their
behavior maydiffer in some respects, species can
be exceedingly similar in others. In trying to
understand why somesignals are so much more
specifically distinct than others,it is importantto
rememberthat species do not live alone but in
communities that include manyother organisms.
While it is an advantage for a species to possess
‘private’ signals for functions most efficiently
performed in interaction with conspecific ani-
mals, as with reproduction and often with ag-
gression, the kind of “privacy” achieved by a
high degree of signal species-specificity can also
be a disadvantage. Alarm calls are often similar
in groups of species living together. In both
birds and monkeysinterspecific communication
has been found to occur frequently (Marler,
1957, 1973). Interspecies similarities in the calls
used can only facilitate such interchange, thus
serving a definite function. By contrast, the

songs of male birds and the loudcalls of male
forest monkeys, serving reproductive isolation
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and spacingapart of conspecific troops, are spe-
cifically distinct from those of cohabiting rela-
tives. The point serves as a reminder that the
characteristics of the community in which a spe-
cies lives may bear on its communication system.
Thus, the resemblance in male songs and ag-
gressive display calls of certain cohabiting bird
species makes sense when one appreciates the
possibility ofspecial cases ofinterspecies compe-
tition as an influence on communication system
design (Marler, 1960; Cody, 1973).

The Experimental Value of Modified or
Synthetic Signals

Although few zoological studies of animal
communication have gonefartherthansignalde-
scription, some investigations point the way to
moreanalytical approaches. Once the functional
role of a communication signal has been estab-
lished, it is desirable to establish which compo-
nents of the signal are necessary for a given
response and which are redundant. Having an-
swered this for one context, one must explore
others becauseitis likely that a different subset
of components assumessignificancein othersit-
uations, with other recipients, which has proved
to be the case with bird song(e.g., Falls, 1969;
Emlen, 1972). The ideal approach to such prob-
lems is to synthesize signals artificially so that
their structure can be changed systematically in
one direction or another, along natural or un-
natural lines of variation, to establish the limits

of effectiveness in different situations. The ap-
proach hasproved fruitful in studies of speech
perception (e.g., Libermanetal., 1967) and may

workas well in studies ofanimal communication.
An illustration is provided by Hopkins’

(1972, 1974) studies of communication in elec-
tric fish in Guyana. In one often species living
together, Sternopygus, he found the discharge
pattern to be distinctly different from those of
otherfish present, the pulse repetition frequency

being unique. Male and female frequencies were
found to differ consistently, and, by working in
the field during the rains whenthe fish breed, he
found males embarking on courtship as the elec-
tric signals of an approaching female Sternopygus
became detectable. Having hypothesized that
the frequency difference was fundamental, he
synthesized songs in which the only remaining
naturalproperty was the frequency,carried bya
sine wave. Males courted the electrodes as long
as the frequencyfell within normalfemale range.
If it was too low, approaching that of male Ster-
nopygus, or too high and approachingthe range
of another species, Eigenmannia, the courtship
ceased. Thus, although the electric discharges
have other distinctive properties such as pulse
shape, frequency seemsto be the key property in
this case (Hopkins, 1974).

The croaking of a bullfrog is another synthe-
sizable animal signal. Capranica (1965, 1966)
foundthat male frogs in a terrarium would read-
ily croak in reply to recordings of their species,
but not to sounds ofthirty-three other frogs.
Choosing to concentrate on the spectral struc-
ture and wave-form periodicity of the croaking,
Capranica experimented with many synthetic
calls. He demonstrated three key frequencychar-
acteristics that an optimalcall must satisfy. Two
spectral peaks are needed for maximum respon-
siveness, one around 200 Hz and anotherat
1,400 Hz. A sound with energy in only one of
these regions is less than optimal in evoking a
male bullfrog’s response. In addition the call
should have a minimal amountofenergyin the
mid-frequency region, around 500 to 600 Hz.
The optimum periodicity in the temporal wave-
form should be around 100 per second. A mat-
ing call with all of these spectral and temporal
features will evoke the greatest response from
another male bullfrog.

Rigorous definition of the significant stimu-
lus parameters prepares the way for exploring
the physiological mechanisms underlying such
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specific responsiveness (Capranica and Ingle, in

press). A fascinating correspondence is found

with the pattern of sensitivity of the peripheral

receptor systems in the bullfrog’s auditory sys-

tem. Detection of the mating call seems to in-

volve excitation of both the amphibian and the

basilar papilli of the inner ear. The low-fre-

quency peak around 200 Hzseemstobethe one

that best excites the complex sensory units tuned

to this part of the spectrum in the amphibian

papilla. The high-frequency peak, around 1,400

Hz,excites the simple units of the basilar papilla.

The further requirement that the optimalcall

should lack energy in the mid-frequency region,

around 500-600 Hz, was identified with the inhi-

bition of the low-frequency complex units of the

amphibian papilla by soundsof this frequency.

The maximumresponseofboth simple and com-

plex units to pulsed stimuli was obtained with a

periodicity of 100 pulses per second, thus ex-

plaining the temporal wave-form of the optimal

bullfrog call.
The bullfrog’s detection of the speciescall 1s

a direct reflection of the response characteristics

of the amphibian andbasilar papilli of his ear.

Carrying this approachto study of sensory mech-

anisms in other frog species with different pat-
terns of calling has revealed species differences

in the sensitivity of these same sensory units.

Thus, species differences in the peripheral

stimulusfiltering properties of the ear go far to
explain the species-specificity of their calling be-
havior. As Capranica and Ingle indicate, such
species differences in the sensitivity of hearing

are less obviousin the peripheral auditory orga-
nization of birds and mammals, probably be-
cause their biology requires the detection of a
greater variety of sounds from the environment
than the biology of frogs does.

The general functions required of sense or-
ganswill have an inevitable influence on the type
of physiological stimulus filtering evolved to
meet the requirements for specific stimulus re-
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sponsiveness. If such functions are simple and

restricted, dominated by someparticular func-

tion such as seeking out the opposite sex, then

highly specific responsiveness can be imposedat

the level of the receptors. Where moreversatile

sense organs are required, then more complex

solutions to the physiological problem of stimu-

lus filtering must be found (Marler, 1961).

AnimalSignals as Predictors

The question of how animal signals came to

have survival value for members of a species can

be approachedin different ways. One1s to as-

sumethat a signal from animal A helps animal B

to “‘anticipate’’ or “‘predict”’ future events. As a

simpleillustration, an alarm call given by a bird

that sees a hawk permits other birds within ear-

shot to behave as thoughthey wereanticipating

or predicting a future approach of the predator,

so they also rush for cover. If this reaction

evoked bythe signal has someregular and exclu-
sive relationship to a particular environmental
situation or referent—a hunting predatorin this
case—one maythink of the signal as serving as
a “sign” or “symbol” for it. The food call of
chimpanzees, known as “rough grunting”’
(Marler and Tenaza, chapter 36, this volume),

can be interpreted similarly. Other chimpanzees
that hear it approach quickly, eager to partake of
a preferred food, as though thecall serves as a

symbolforit.
Such a semantic interpretation by an animal

seems appropriate when production ofthe signal
is contingent upon a particular environmental
situation or object that serves as an external ref-
erent. However, many animalsignals are pro-
duced in circumstances where no external
referents exist, such as those signals associated
with agonistic behavior or copulation. Re-
sponses to such signals seem better interpreted
on thebasis of a prediction of how the signaling
animalis likely to react on approach of the re-
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spondent.If the utterance of a sexualsolicitation
call by a female bird triggers full courtship in a
responding male, it seems more appropriate to
interprethis actions as based not on someexter-
nal circumstance she is signaling about but
rather on heranticipated or predicted response
to his approach—assumingthatthe solicitation
call is unique to the period of female sexual
receptivity.

Selection of a Subset of Respondents
by a Signal

When a respondentreceives a given signal
from a distance, its behavior may change in a
specific, qualitative fashion. But often the first
response that an observer can detect is no more
than a change inits spatial relationship to the
signaler. Thus, two signals that may eventually
elicit very different responses—attack or copula-
tion, for example—mayfirst elicit an identical
response, namely approach to the signaler.
Sometimes a keen ethological eye detects other
behaviors that permit a morespecific prediction
of the final response; an aggressive approach
might be distinguishable from a sexual one for
example. Such additional cues are often lacking,
however, which makesthe specific end point of
a sequenceinitiated by signal-elicited approach
difficult to predict. It may become predictable
only later in the sequence,after further stimuli
have been received. The culmination of an ag-
gressive approach, for example, can vary widely,
depending on further stimuli exchanged be-
tween sender andreceiver.

‘Thus, while it is sometimesuseful to speak of
sexual signals, aggressive signals, alarm signals,
and so on,it is often difficult to distinguish the
responsés that such categories of signals do in
fact elicit. Both aggressive and alarm signals may
elicit withdrawal of a respondent in somecir-
cumstances. In spite of the difficulties it is in-
triguing to consider approachingtheanalysis of

Some Theoretical Issues

signal function bya classification of the types of
behavior that are evoked (Marler, 1967).

If a respondent withdraws in response to a
signal, we usually classify this withdrawal as a
form of escape behavior, our confidencein this
Judgmentincreasingifwe see signs ofautonomic
arousal and excitement. Locomotion maybefol-
lowed by tense immobility in a place of conceal-
ment. It remains as something of a paradoxthat
the active and inactive phases of withdrawal are
classified in the same behavioral category. Nev-
ertheless, the number of respondent behaviors
that succeed withdrawal from

a

signaleris rela-
tively small.

By contrast, approach to a signaler can be
followed by manypossible types of respondent
behavior, including genital contact; suckling,
nursing, and other parent-young behaviors; food
sharing, exchange, or stealing; competition for
resting or breeding sites, or sharing of them;
attack on the signaler or on anotheranimal close
by, such as a predator; or a variety ofsocial activi-
ties such as standing close, sleeping together,
grooming, and so on. We can exclude activities
like foraging that may continue irrespective of
changesin relative spacing of signaler and re-
spondent. It is implicit in much ofour thinking
that the alternative response selected by the re-
ceiver of the signalis specified by that samesig-
nal that elicited the initial approach. In fact it
seemslikely that the specification is often partly
or largely a function of further signals received
during the approachorafterit.

If the first response to manysignals is ap-
proach with other signals responsible for further
specification, one might question what advan-
tage a species gains from having manydifferent
signal types for long-distance signaling. Would
not onesignaltype sufficeto elicit the approach?
However, we must bear in mind that not all who
hear a given signal will respond by approaching
—this is obvious if one thinks of an infantsignal-
ing for its motheror a female soliciting for copu-
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lation. Diverse signals arestill required to specify

the appropriate class of respondent. The need

for such diversity stems directly from the many

different communicatory roles that individuals

may play in a society, such roles being by no

meansinterchangeable.

Thethrust of this discussion is that somesig-

nals function not so muchto imposea qualitative

change on the behavior of respondents but

rather to select a particular class of respondents

that may be already predisposed to perform the

responsein question. A female monkey whohas

recently given birth will have a different set of

response predispositions than an adult male en-

gaged in consortship behavior. This fact greatly

complicates the experimental analysis of com-

municative behavior, requiring exploration of

the presence or absence of responsesto signal

in all possible classes of recipients, some re-

sponding, others not, someinclined to respond

in one mode, others differently. One may imag-

ine the appropriate respondent being specified

along several dimensions,including species, sex,

age class, dominancestatus, individuality, and

recent social history. The specification might

also be made indirectly, addressing potential re-

spondents that find themselves in a particular

environmental context, as when vervet monkey

alarm calls elicit different responses from ani-

mals out in the open andothers already deep in

cover. The specification might also be madeac-
cordingto a transitory physiological state—e.g.,

a food signal evoking a response from hungry

animals but not from satiated ones.

Naturalselectionis likely to favor contrasting

trends in the evolution of signals functioning to
select different classes of respondent. Wherere-
striction to members of the same speciesis fa-
vored there will be a strong tendency for
emphasis on species-specificity. The converse

will be true whenthefacilitation of interspecific
communication conveys some advantage, the

specification of appropriate respondents being

6]

broadened to cover several species. The simi-

larity of alarm calls across species of birds and

monkeys has been interpreted in this way

(Marler, 1957, 1973). If specification of a partic-

ular class of respondentsis facilitated by use of

a signal that shares attributes with signals used

by that class, then we can see how thespecifica-

tion ofsex, individual, or age class of respondent

may becomereflected in the type of signal used

for this function.

In the course of this brief discussion of re-

spondentspecification, we have concentrated on

signals evoking approach from a distance. As the

distance between signaler and respondent

shrinks, the specification of alternate response

patternsis likely to narrow. At closer range some

of the difficulties of communication are eased,

with less chance of error in identifying signals.

The opportunity to receive compoundsignaling

through several sensory modalities is increased.

Andifproblemsof speciesor individualspecific-

ity have been resolved earlier in the sequence,

less emphasis is neededat closer range, and the

release from stringent demands for species-
specificity may permit further exploitation of
other signal characteristics. I have argued in an
earlier section that the increased exploitation of
signals that are highly gradedin structure rather
than discrete is favored in such circumstances.

Signal Development: Genetic Control
and Learning

Modifiability through learning, for which our
speech has such rich potential, is sometimes
thought to play no significantrole in animalsig-
naling behavior, and in someinterpretationsin-
nateness becomescoupled with the presumption
ofan emotionalbasis. Genetic programsfor neu-
ral outflow from the central nervous system to
the signaling equipment have been reported in
some organisms, the moststriking example com-

ing from the development of calling songs in
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crickets. In an elegant series of experiments
Bentley and Hoy (1972) have shownthat hybrid
male crickets produce songs distinctly different
from either parental song in a pattern that is
directly attributable to genetic factors, Even

females to be more responsive to the calling
song of their hybrid sibling males than to the
song ofeither parental species (Hoy, 1974), rais-
ing the question whether sensory mechanisms
may not be involved in the motor development
as well. However, there is no evidence that sen-
sory controlin insect song development goes so
far as to permit modification through learning.

Birds, like humans,rely heavily on communi-
cation by soundsin maintainingthe structure of
their societies. Many songbirds learn their song
(Marler and Mundinger, 1971) and at least some
other vocalizationsin their repertoires as a mat-
ter of course (Mundinger, 1970; Marler and
Mundinger, 1975). Much has been learned in
recent years about the nature andsignificance of
vocal learning processesin birds.

Onerevealing approachhasbeenstudyofthe
effects of deafening a bird surgically early in life
upon its vocal development. A dove or chicken
deafened soonafter birth vocalizes at the normal
time, and analysis of the soundsreveals a normal
morphology (Konishi, 1963; Nottebohm and
Nottebohm, 1971). Thus, a dove or chicken
needs noaccess to an external model to develop
normalvocalizations. Nor does such a bird need
to hear its own voice in order to generate the
normal vocal repertoire.

A contrast is struck with the song sparrow.
Taken from the nest and reared as a group in
acoustical isolation, young males ofthis species
develop normal song, notwithstanding

_

its
greater complexity as compared with dove and
chicken vocalizations. Like them, male song
sparrows have the ability to generate the
complex motor output of singing without the
prerequisite of an external model, even

though abnormalities are sometimes apparent
(Kroodsma,in press). However,if a young male
song sparrowis deafenedearly in youth, his sub-
sequentsinging, unlike that of doves and chick-
ens, will be highly abnormal. All of the fine
morphologyis lost, and instead there is a burst
ofabout twosecondsofvery noisy, erratic pulsed
soundswith a ratherinsectlike quality. The song
sparrow musthearits own voice if normal devel-
opment1s to occur (Mulligan, 1966).

Yet another condition is illustrated by the
white-crowned sparrow. Here a young male
taken from the nest andrearedin isolation in a
soundproof chamberwill develop a highly ab-
normal song. Although this songis outside the
set of normal patterns for the species, certain
qualities of the species’ typical songpersist. Play-
back of a recording of normal song to a young
male at a certain phase oflife, between ten and
fifty days of age in this species, results in the
subsequent production of a close copy of the
external model presented (Marler, 1970b). If a
male white-crowned sparrowis deafenedearly in
youth, the song he then developsis rather like
that of a deafened song sparrow.It is much more
abnormal than that of an intact male reared in
social isolation. Almost all species-specific char-
acteristics are lost, including those few that are
sull retained by an intact isolated male (Konishi,
1965). When deafened, both song sparrow and
white-crowned sparrow males behave as though
their songs were reducedto the lowest common
denominator,perhapsthe basic output from the
passive syringeal apparatus with air flowing
through it. This interpretation is reinforced by
the similarity of songs of early deafened white-
crowned sparrows, song sparrows, and another
relative, the Oregonjunco (Konishi, 1964), three
species whose normal songs are highly diver-
gent. The inference is drawnthat hearingis sig-
nificant in the divergent pathways normally
taken by song developmentin these three spe-
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cies, not only for hearing external models but

also for hearing their own voices.

The discovery that species differences in

sparrow songs seem to originate with sensory

mechanismsrather than with motor onesled to

speculation aboutthe existence of auditory tem-

plates. Visualizedas lying in the neural pathways

for auditory processing, embodying information

about the structure of vocal sounds, and having

the capacity to guide vocal development, they

appear to have a more dominant influence on

vocal developmentthan structure of the sound-

producing equipmentor the characteristics of

hearing in general, although they too can have

an effect (Konishi, 1970). Accordingto this view,

the young male beginning to sing strikes a

progressively closer match between his vocal

output andthe dictates of the auditory template.

The transitions he goes through from subsong,

to plastic song, andfinally to full song are consis-

tent with this interpretation. Species are thought

to differ in the competence of the auditory tem-

plate to guide song developmentin a fully nor-

mal fashion. In the song sparrow the template

seems more or less adequate to guide normal

development. However, in the white-crowned

sparrow the template of a naive male is less ade-

quate, although it may well stl be sufficient to

focus the male’s attention on an appropriate

class of external models, thus explaining the

finding that a male will reject inappropriate mod-

els while he is learning. While the selectivity of
learning might depend on a different mecha-

nism, it seems economical to assumethat the

same one producesbotheffects. We presumably

see in the songofan intact socially-isolated male

white-crownedsparrowa picture of whatthe un-
improved template of a naive bird embodies.

Given access to an appropriate external

model during the critical period, the template
becomes more highly specified, eventually em-

bodyingall of the instructions necessary for nor-

mal singing, including the characteristics of the
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particulardialect to which the male was exposed.

Note that this learning precedes singing by a

hundred days or more, permitting Konishi

(1965) to deafen males both before and after

learning, but before singing. The outcome was

the same, the very elementary songofthe trained

and then deafened bird revealing no trace of the

auditory learning that had already taken place.

Thus, hearing is still required for the informa-

tion incorporatedin the improved template to be

translated into motoractivity. One mayalso pos-

tulate the existence of a similar sensory mecha-

nism in the female white-crowned sparrow, who

doesn’t normally sing but who is responsive to

the male songat the timeofsexualpairing (Milli-

gan and Verner, 1971). Konishi (1965) demon-

strated that a female inducedto sing by injection

with androgensis in possession of the samein-

formation about song as the male. Not only will

she sing, but, if exposed to normal song during

early life, she will sing the particular dialect to

which she was exposed.
While we can conceptualize song templates

as single functional mechanisms, they may in-
volve several physiological components that

serve together as stimulusfilters. Components

that are modifiable through experience might be
separate from components that underlie the se-
lective perception of a naive, untrained male.
The two sets might operatein series or in paral-
lel, with control shifting from one to the other
after training. There may bespecies differences
in the nature, number, and modeof couplingof

templates. As with other ‘feature detectors,”
one should be prepared for the likelihood that
similar behavioral ends may be achieved by
different physiological mechanisms.

Mostintriguing ofall is the possibility that a
similar mechanism might underlie the learned
development of speech. The studies of Eimas
and his colleagues (1971, in press) have shown
that some normal perceptual processing of
speech sounds occurs in infants as young as a
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month of age, long before they have begun to
speak or even to babble. This result suggests that
human infants may possess auditory templates
for certain speech sounds. Although they may

Auditory templates for certain speech sounds
could serve a child well in more than one respect.
They would focus an infant’s attention on an
appropriate class of external stimuli for social
responsiveness, muchas the auditory templates
of the white-crowned sparrowrestrict respon-
siveness to members of its own species when
they are living in a community where many oth-
ers are present. Auditory templates could also
provide an orderly frame of reference for the
infant’s developing responsivenessto the speech
of others, drawing attention to the particular
subset of speech properties that retain valence
into adulthood (Mattingly, 1972). The templates
would become both modified and multiplied as
a result of experience gainedin the very process
of aiding the infant’s perception and analysis of
the sounds of the language in which it partici-
pates. The numberofparallels between song
learning in birds and the acquisition ofspeech by
a child is striking. We maypressthe parallel fur-
ther and suggest that speech sound templates
also function in the development of speaking.
Improvements in a child’s babbling, as with a
bird’s subsong, perhaps reveal growing skill in
matching vocal output to auditory templates.
Possibly most remarkable is the discovery by
Nottebohm (1971, 1972) that the neural control
of somebird songsislateralized, with a tendency
for one side of the brain to assume dominant
control, an echo of the dominance of the left
hemisphere in the control of our speech.

There may in fact be a basic set of rules for
the organization of vocal learning to which any
species might be expected to conform if the de-

sign ofits societies depends on a series of com-
plex, learned traits. Though full exploitation of
the advantagesoflearning requires freedom, the
provision of too much latitude in the mor-
phology of signaling behavior would result in
patterns so divergent that communication would
be impeded andthestructure of a society dis-
rupted. Therein, perhaps,lies the survival value
of genetic predispositions that a species brings
to the task of vocal learning fromits past history,
interacting with environmental stimuli to extract
and abstract from those models presented by ex-
perienced adults from which it must derive the
normsfor its own social behavior. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that a child anda youngbird puttheir
capacities for vocal learningto entirely different
functions, the processes underlying learningstill
have many attributes in common (Marler,
1970c).

Animals with Language?

Though the process of learning to speakis
paralleled in manyrespects by avian vocal learn-
ing, it is obvious that birds lack language. A
search for primordia for this attribute of our
communication system, regarded by many as
uniquely human, would surely require investiga-
tion of monkeys and apes, which have so much
else in common with us. However, laboratory
and field study seems to confirm thattheir pat-
terns of vocal development are very different
from our own. Whereas children andbirds begin
to show an almostirrepressible tendency toward
vocal imitation at a certain age, no one has yet
discovered a comparable tendency in any other
mammal. In contrast with human children and
young songbirds, other primate youngare not
known to ‘‘babble.”’

It is true that when raised in a homelikechil-
dren are, and after much time and effort on the
part of both subject and experimenter, chimpan-
zees learned to utter a few words (Hayes and
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Hayes, 1952; Hayes and Nissen, 1971). But the

process of acquisition, requiring laborious step-

by-step assemblage of the necessary mouth

movements with rewardsat each stage, hadlittle

in commonwith the vocal imitation of bird and

child. Remarkable though chimpanzee Vicki's

breathy and unvoiced renditions of “cup,”

“papa,” and “mama” were, they served as fur-

ther confirmation of the gap between ape and

man.
It was temptingto infer that the chimpanzee’s

inability to imitate speechreflectsits lesser intel-

ligence. Lieberman (1968) and Lieberman, Cre-

lin, and Klatt (1972) analyzed the chimpanzee

vocal tract and concludedthat it would not be

capable of producing the full array of human

sounds; hencethefailure to imitate. However,if

an inappropriately structured vocal tract were

the only obstacle, chimpanzees would attempt

imitation, but the renditions would be imperfect,

as occurs with the abnormalbutstill intelligible

speech of persons suffering from laryngectomy

or cleft palate. But chimpanzees make no at-

temptat all. For an explanation one must look

rather to deficiencies in neural mechanismsthat

engender the predisposition for vocal learning.

The fact that no simple intelligence deficit

was responsible emerged from several remark-

able investigations setting out to teach chimpan-

zees language like communication systems that

did not require the imitation of sounds. Aware of

the extent to which chimpanzeesusetheir hands

in natural communication, Gardner and Gardner

(1971, 1975) and Fouts (1973) have used the

hand sign language of the deaf, American Sign

Language. With varioustraining techniques, in-

cluding shaping, guidance, and observational

learning, as well as imitation, they were able to

teach the young female chimpanzee Washoeto

perform eighty-five signs, each equivalent to a
word, in a three-year period. Included were

many nouns, such as flower, dog, and toothbrush,

adjectives such as ved and while, prepositions
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such as up and down, verbs such ashelp, hug, and

go. Many wordswereused in appropriate combi-

nations such as the invitation for a walk, You me

go out hurry, or the request Please gimme sweet drink.

The appropriateness of combinationsof actions

and objects indicates a grammarnotvery differ-

ent from that of young children in early two-

word sentences (Brown, 1970; Gardner and

Gardner, 1974). Recently another young chim-

panzee, Lana,has demonstrated similar prowess

with a languagelike system based on keyboard

signals to a computer, which talks back to her in

a similar fashion (Rumbaughetal., 1973).

The third chimpanzee, Sarah, accomplished

in the use of a languagelike system, was trained

by Premack (1971) to use colored plastic shapes

instead of words, these shapes serving aS sym-

bols for objects and actions. A blueplastic trian-

gle served as the symbol for apple. The one for

banana was ared square, and so on. Therelation

between symbolandreferent was noniconic, the

shape lacking any physical resemblance to the

object to which it referred. After Sarah was

trained to present the appropriate shapes when

she wanteda pieceoffruit, other nouns and then

verbs were introduced such as give, wash, and

insert, each performed by the experimenter when

Sarah presented the appropriate symbol.

Within her repertoire of about 130 words

were not only many nouns,verbs, and adjectives,

but also more complex constructions such as

same, and different, questions, and the conditional

if-then. A particular word order was required of

Sarah in arranging the symbols on a board.Pre-

mack aimed moreto test the conceptualabilities

of Sarah than to see whether she could use lan-

guage, reasoningthat in our ownspecies the one

is closely mirrored in the other.

Can one infer that Sarah thinks in the lan-

guage of these plastic shapes? Premacksays yes.
Onetest, he feels, is the ability “‘to generate the

meaning ofwordsin the absenceoftheir internal

representation.” Premack asked Sarah to per-
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form a feature analysis of an apple, using the
plastic words to nameits color and shape, the
presence or absenceofa stalk, and so on. Asked
to perform a similar analysis on the plastic word
for apple, the bluetriangle, she answered by de-
scribing an apple once more and notthe blue
shape. This test bears on

a

further point, Sarah’s
ability to consider somethingthatis notthereat
the moment—anillustration of the critical lan-
guage requirementof displacementin time.

The importance of appreciating the natural
motives of a subject in trying to understandits
use of languageis well illustrated by errors Sarah
made in the use of shapes for different fruits.
Required to present the appropriate shape for a
fruit before she wasallowedto eatit, she chose
the wrong wordsurprisingly often. In a moment
of inspiration Premack wondered whether Sarah
was asking for whatshe preferred rather than for
what was before her. An independentseries of
tests on herfruit preferences provided the expla-
nation. The word for bananaoffered when con-
fronted with an apple was not an error but an
attempt to get the experimenter to give her
something else, suggesting again that she truly
understood the symbolic significance of the
shapes.

The accomplishments of chimpanzees using
languagelike systems of signaling to converse
with an experimenterare surely the highest ani-
mal attainments demonstrated so far. Yet they
also raise a curious dilemma.Ifa chimpanzee can
indeed achieve some elementary competence
with language when provided with an appropri-
ate vehicle, why has this not been demonstrated
in nature? It may well be that our knowledge of
natural communication in animalsis in such in-
fancy that we can hardlyjudge whethersuchabil-
ities are demonstrated in nature or not.
However,it is also possible that the social orga-
nization and ecology of wild animals is so struc-
tured that they have little use for the special
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patterns of communication that our language
makespossible.

From a biological viewpoint, symbolic com-
munication is highly specialized, working most
efficiently with particular kinds of problems. For
manyof the uses to which animals can puttheir
signals—tlargely social in nature andtaking place
within groups in which membersare familiar
with one anotherovera long history of acquaint-
anceship—otherkindsofsignals can probably do
thejob better. Indeedit is conceivable that other
types of communication other than languagein
the purest sense play a much more important
role in our own biology than weareinclined to
acknowledge. Oneofthe benefits of a compara-
tive approach to human communication may be
a better appreciation of the rich potential of
affective signals in performingthe greatvariety
of functions that sustain the organization of a
complex society.
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Chapter 5

ONTOGENY OF COMMUNICATION

Gordon M. Burghardt

Ontogenyoverall! he noisily confided.
As paupers we are born and then mustdie.

The coalescing forces fight—
or might, or may, or it is conceivable—

And do we not converse?

A glimmering of tuned machinesthat signal
and receive,

while bits and pieces drift across the wind.
Howreciprocal is the dance with death?
Wanderfar, if you do wonder

Whatthe hell it’s all about.

nodrog

How doesan individual animal arrive at the
condition in which he or she initiates and re-

spondsappropriately to communicatorysignals?
How does the animal seemingly “‘understand”’

what is meant and “know” what to do? These

questions juxtapose ontogeny and communica-

tion, two central and controversial concerns in

the modern study ofbehavior. Since a theoretical

or empirical synthesis is not possible at the
present time, I will limit myself to discussing
some selected ideas and research on ontogeny
and communication and to introducing some of
the methods and concepts employed in their
study, while attempting to provide a framework

for organizing our knowledge and asking ques-
tions. The reader is encouraged to consult other
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statements that present overlapping treatments

with different emphases(e.g., Beer, 1971; Cand-

land, 1971; Hebb, 1972; Hess, 1973; Hinde,

1970, 1971b; Kuo, 1967; Lehrman and Rosen-

blatt, 1971; Schneirla, 1965).

The specific emphasis will be placed on

ethology because it provides the most compre-
hensive and adaptable approach for a holistic
treatment of communication, ontogeny, and

other important questions in animal behavior

(Tinbergen, 1963), while at the same time incor-

porating data from otherfields, including psy-

chology, physiology, and ecology (e.g., Hess,
1962; Hinde, 1970). Ethologists have devoted

mostoftheir efforts to species-characteristic be-
haviors andthe signals involved in communica-
tion.

Ontogeny

Accordingto the Oxford English Dictionary, on-
togeny is “the origin and developmentof the
individual being” and “‘the history or science of
the development of the individual being,” in-
cluding, but going beyond, embryology. In other
words,it is synonymouswith “development,” as

applied to organisms. In using the word,it is
clear that no presuppositions are made about the
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factors that influence the developmentoftheor-
ganism and, consequently, its behavior. To study
ontogeny meansto investigate the complex ante-
cedents and consequencesofthe interaction of
genetic, structural, physiological, and environ-
mental events from fertilization until death.

All social behavior involves communication
and takes place over time; any temporal process
can be viewed as involving some developmental
aspect. It would simplify our problem immensely
if we could limit ontogenetic processes to
changesthat occur overa relatively long (in the
life of the individual) time span. Yet imprinting
can occurin a few minutes; a single exposure to
tainted food can lead to long-term aversions by
rats, and a few seconds’ exposure to light can
synchronize metamorphosis in insects. Fleeting
events can have long-lasting effects and be im-
portantparts of normal ontogeny.Potentiallyall
processes (not just the obvious ones) that result
in behavior change can be seen as relevant to
ontogeny.

Most ethologists select birth or hatching as
the starting point for ontogenetic studies. A case
can be madethatthis is appropriate when deal-
ing with communicationsinceitis largely a post-
natal phenomenon. However, for answering
certain questionsit is essential to study embryos,
and stimulating prenatal studies dealing with
communication are being performed(e.g., Gott-
lieb, 1971a; Hess, 1973; Impekoven and Gold,
1973). Serious technical problems have hin-
dered rapid advances in this area and limited
most prenatal studies on communicationto audi-
tory signals in birds.

Communication

Definitions of communication usually ex-
clude phenomenathat should be encompassed
or include phenomena(such as most predator-
prey interactions) that are best excluded.It is
easy, then, to reach the position that no defini-

tion can really differentiate communication from
noncommunication or that ‘“‘We all know what
communication means.” If communicatory pro-
cesses have evolved from noncommunicatory
ones, then we should expect intergradations of
all sorts and an absolute distinction will be unat-
tainable. This position is unfortunate. Often ex-
amples at the borderline between accepted
distinctions lead to clarifications enhancing
understanding ofunequivocal examplesin either
category (e.g., living and nonliving, plant and
animal, classical and instrumental conditioning),
and this seems true of communication also.

Communicationis usually treated as synony-
mouswith social behavior. Ifwe accept ‘‘commu-
nication” as equivalent to ‘social behavior,”
then we do not need the term “‘communication.”’
However, ‘“‘communication”’ is used to refer not
so much to the behavior itself as to its signal
function, its information content, and its recep-
tion and interpretation by other organisms. Most
examples of communication are, however, in-
ferred from intraspecific social interactions and
take wondrously varied forms (Otte, 1974).

Elsewhere I have reviewed definitions of
communication and rejected most of them. A
general, but useful, characterization of commu-
nication is that it occurs when one organism
emits a stimulus that, when respondedto by an-
other organism, confers some advantage(or the
statistical probability of it) to the signaler orits
group (Burghardt, 1970b). While the emphasis
of this functional definition is based on thesig-
naler, it does not denythat “‘signalers” and “re-
ceivers” can have mutually evolved and
interfaced communicational systems, nor doesit
preclude the possibility that disparate mecha-
nisms maybeinvolved.

This view of communication seemstoisolate
the relevant aspects of communication (e.g.,
eliminating predatory encounters yet keeping
other interspecific ones) moreclearly than some
other recent formulations (Hinde, 1974: Wilson,
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1975). Understanding the diversity of communi-

cation systemsin animals entails a close analysis

of signal characteristics, habitat, and adaptive

value.

Questions about Ontogeny

Assuming the scientist has developed adequate
techniques of observation,his first task is to discover
which phenomenaorevents are related to which other
phenomenaandto ascertain the nature or form of
these relationships. This first stage may be described
as involving the discoveryof the low order empirical laws
holding among particular observed events. Playing impor-
tant roles in the accomplishment of this task, of
course, are the procedures or operations of experi-
mentation and measurement. [Spence, 1953:283]

Whatare the ontogenetic factors, processes,

or antecedent conditions shaping and altering

the diverse kinds of communication in animals
differing in almost every aspect: life span, speed
of development, sensory capacities, motorabili-

ties, ecological requirements, and complexity of

communication? Obviously the ontogenetic
mechanismswill differ a great deal. Not so obvi-

ous is the fact that psychologists and biologists
have too often opted for only one or a few mech-

anisms, usually mutually exclusive onesat that.
This seems to be due to the hope that most
differences are superficial, not “‘real.’’ Perhaps
the success of genetics and physiologyin eluci-
dating principles (e.g., in blood circulation) that
apply to entire orders, classes, and even phyla
keep fertilizing the hope of harvesting specific
yet widely applicable explanations. In relation to
behavior, this may be true someday, perhaps
never—butdefinitely not now.

The antecedents to communicatory acts must
be characterized and a majoraim ofthis chapter
is such a brief characterization. As a starting
point, a distinction between the species’ evolu-

tionary heritage and the individual’s environ-
ment and consequent experienceis usefulifit is

carefully and thoughtfully applied. Many words

have been used to summarize the variousaspects

of this supposed nature-nurture dichotomy:in-

nate, genetic, instinctive, unlearned, endoge-

nous, constitutional, phylogenetically adapted,

maturational, reflexive, stereotyped, and heredi-

tary on oneside; learned, experience, stimula-

tion, modification, environmental, variable,

conditioned, acquired, plastic, and emergent on

the other. Failure to recognize that the terms in

either group are not synonymous with one an-

other, and that these two sets do not refer to

necessarily mutually exclusive events, led to

loose and often needless arguments. Scientists
are now agreed that the behavior of any organ-

ism is a combined outcomeofits heredity, envi-
ronment, and sometimes active participation.

Where workers differ is on the relative emphasis
given one or the other, the questions asked, and
the methods and terminology employed (see
Burghardt, 1973; Gottlieb, 1973; Hebb, 1972;

Hinde, 1970; Lehrman, 1970; Lorenz, 1965;

Thorpe, 1974; and Whalen, 1971 for some con-

trasting views). Here wewill try to short-circuit
some of these issues by providing a framework
that does not contain, or even imply, an inherent

bias for either nature or nurture. The lack of

such a frameworkfor posing questionshasled to
manyimpatient workers’ verbally ostracizing the
entire issue of the causal analysis of ontogeny
from modern ethology. But this stance 1s unac-
ceptableifwe truly want to understand behavior
andits origins, regardless of whether we accept
Tinbergen’s (1963) characterization of the four

classes of problems in behavior (ontogeny plus
evolution, function, and causation) or Schneir-

la’s (1966:284) more extreme position that ““Be-

havioral ontogenesis is the backbone of
comparative psychology.”’

The living organism wesee, smell, and hear
is a phenotypethat results from a given consti-
tution (the genotype) developing in a given
environment. Anatomical, physiological, and
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behavioral characteristics of organisms are all
phenotypic characters. Now notethatthefirst set
of ‘nature’ terms above (‘‘innate”’et al.) tradi-
tionally refer to properties derived from the
genotype, while the second, or “nurture,” set
(“‘learning”’ et al.) refer to postfertilization envi-
ronmentaleffects on the phenotype.It is appar-
ent that the two sets of terms cannot be in
opposition with a sort of inverse relationship to
each other. Obviously all genotypes need an en-
vironmentand the environmentcan only act on
phenotypes containing a given genetic constitu-
tion. But we cannot stop, as some would,with an
“everything affects everything” view. It may, but
not equally, and this must be explained.

The nextstep, then,is to posit that any char-
acter (behaviororstructure) can bedifferentially
affected by given ranges of environmental (de-
velopmental) variation. Thatis, different pheno-
types can result from the same genotype.
Similarly, different genotypes can result in
phenotypes that are not readily discriminable
from one another. Many of the issues in on-
togeny revolve around the nature of the limits
set by different genotypes on phenotypes. Today
a rather “tight” genotype-phenotypecorrelation
would lead to labeling a behavior “genetically
fixed,” “environmentally stable,” or “innate,”
and a “‘loose”’ correlation would lead to the label
of “environmentally labile,” ‘‘learned,” or “‘ac-
quired.” But where to drawtheline in a continu-
ous gradation is a worry of many people (e.g.,
Marler, 1973). This issue could be handled if
determining the nature of the genotypic limits
wasstraightforward. But not only do methods of
accomplishingthis vary, but also researchers of-
ten take different levels or parameters of behav-
ior as their units of analysis and then generalize
to a broader functional unit. For example, Hess
(1973) and manyclassical ethologists view im-
printing in ducks andgeese as a highly special-
ized form ofinstinctive behavior, bearinglittle
resemblance to “learning” as studied by animal

Some Theoretical Issues

psychologists. Others stress the modifiability of
imprinting and the operational similarity of
some object acquisition aspects of imprinting to
traditional learning paradigms (e.g., Hinde,
1970). We can see the origin ofa labeling conflict
in this example. If oneis forced to label imprint-
ing as “innate”or “acquired,”it is obvious who
will put it where, albeit grudgingly today.

Mayr (1974) attemptsto solve the problem of
the genotype-phenotype link by classifying be-
havior as due to either “closed genetic pro-
grams,” in which “nothing can be inserted”
through experience, and ‘‘open genetic pro-
grams,’ whichallow for“additional input during
the life span of the owner.”’ While this terminol-
ogy has somevalue, being derived from molecu-
lar biology and information theory, it is
sometimesnotuseful at the level Mayr appliesit.
The open programs encompass too much, and
too large a functional unit is used. Thushecalls
imprinting an “open”’ system, a label that tends
to make uslose sight of species differences and
the initial visual and auditory preferences that
put constraints on even someofthe most “‘open’”’
aspects of imprinting involving species recogni-
tion.

As another example, consider food recogni-
tion in newborn snakes (Burghardt, 1970a).
Snakes of several colubrid genera (e.g., Thamno-
phis, Storeria) are born with the ability to recog-
nize and attack chemical stimuli from specific
types of animals, such as fish, earthworms,
leeches, and slugs, which represent species-
characteristic prey. Such responsesto prey cues
are stereotyped, show evolutionarily under-
standable differences andsimilarities across spe-
cies, are difficult to habituate, are seemingly
impervious to maternal prenatal experience
(Burghardt, 1971), and remain intact over pro-
longed postnatal stimulus and response depriva-
tion. These findings more than meetthecriteria
for a closed program advanced by Mayr. Yet
within several feedings on actual prey, the young
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snakes increase their relative preference for it,

while a single ‘“‘bad taste” or illness associated
with prey can dramatically decrease the food’s

palatability (Burghardt, et al., 1973). Even brief
exposure to prey odors without ingestion can

alter responses to prey! Is food recognition in

snakes innate or learned? Genetically fixed or

environmentally labile? Controlled by a closed
or open genetic program? Weseem to be in a
quandary.

The resolution may be simple. Let us formal-

ize what many workersare actually doing empiri-
cally, but discussing loosely. We need to inquire

as to which aspects of a behavior (e.g., topography,

patterning, stimulus control, duration) are determined by

which genetic or environmental influences. The relevant

phenotype is a parameter ofthe behavior, not necessarily

a functional or topographic unit, regardless of the level

at which it is defined. We must work to determine
the evolutionary antecedents of the behavior
repertoire of an individual and their relation to
the historical development of phenotypic ap-
pearance. We can apply this approach to the

question of whether differences in phenotypes
are associated with differences in genotype or
environment (Whalen, 1971). It is also compati-

ble with asking whetherthe behavioral “informa-

tion” contained in the organism (usually its
nervous system) originated in the genome (ge-
netic program or blueprint) or was acquired
through experience (Lorenz, 1965; Mayr, 1974;
Thorpe, 1974). Both populational and indivi-
dual approaches (Burghardt, 1973) can thus be
accommodated.

This “parameter of behavior’ approach
largely eliminates the need for arbitrary cutoff
points on the continuum between “tight” and
‘“‘loose”” genotype-phenotype correlations. It
also helps usrealize that there 1s no such thing
as ‘“‘learned behavior,’’ “‘innate behavior,’ and

so forth (Verplanck, 1955). These are merely

shorthand terms to refer to the origin of the

aspect of the behaviorin which weare interested.
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By this view,initial recognition of chemical cues
from species-characteristic prey in snakes seems
innate. Nothing is implied about the modifiabil-
ity of such recognition after birth. On the other
hand, we muststill retain the distinction between

inherited and environmentally based factors

shaping a behavior, which careful writers on be-
havior have notbeen able to avoid, regardless of
their verbal inventiveness and clever rhetoric.
Since the time of Darwin we have knownthat
phenotypic variation based on some inherited
processes is necessary for adaptiveness and evo-
lution.

The use of the term “parameter” here ex-
tends and makes more explicit the distinction
Lorenz (1965) wanted to make between “‘charac-

ter,’ on the one hand,and “organ” and “‘behav-

ior pattern,” on the other. However, he did not

define his usage with sufficient clarity to avoid
confusion. The “polythetic’” approach ad-
vocated by Jensen (1970) and derived from nu-
merical taxonomy is also compatible with this
view of using operational approaches to con-
front, rather than avoid,critical empiricalissues.

Species, Operations, and Outcomes

The development and use of instruments and ex-
perimental designsthat providefor the isolation, con-
trol, and systematic variation of the factors in the
situation under observation are an obvious require-
ment for the discovery of laws, especially when the
situation 1s one in which a large numberoffactors are
operating. [Spence, 1953:283]

Our formulation does notnecessitate that ex-
tremesin the tightnessor looseness of genotype-
phenotype correlations exist, nor doesit stress
their relative prevalence; but it does indicate
what to look for and how to interpret our
findings. Only if the evidence showsthatvirtually
all parameters of a response are “tight” or
‘‘loose’”’ can we generalize to the entire func-
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tional unit. To illustrate these two pointslet us
look at some experimental examples in a most
well-studied area, auditory communication.

Crickets (Gryllus, Acheta) produce sounds
through use of the forewing. This process,
termed “stridulation,” appears only in males.
One of the sounds they produceis a species-
characteristic call to attract females. Numerous
studies have established the following on-
togenetically important findings (references in
Alexander, 1968, unless otherwise noted: see
also Otte, this volume):

1. While external stimuli can trigger sing-
ing bouts, they can also occur without any known
external clue.

2. Different cricket species may havediffer-
ent but similar calls. Such differences seem to be
based largely on the numberof separate sound
pulses pertrill, the numberoftrills per phrase,
and the intervals between them. Females do not
get confused and readily recognize their own
species call.

3. Hybrid males are generally intermediate
between the parent species in call parameters.
Yet through backcrossing Bentley (1971) was
able to show that some aspects of the call could
be correlated to the presence or absence of a
specific sex-linked chromosome.

4. Exposing various stages of the develop-
ing cricket to foreign sounds, including calls
from related species, does notaffect the calls of
the male or the discrimination and preference
for conspecific calls by females.

5. Male crickets deafened either before
hearing their calls or as experienced adultsstill
stridulated normally.

6. Severing the wings or otherwisealtering
proprioceptive feedback had no effect on male
calls.

Such results indicate that in crickets the sing-
ing of males and the preference of females are

stable in spite of a wide variety of environmental
manipulations.If there are environmental events
that would alter the singing, they have not yet
been found. Wehave herea case ofa verytight
genotype-phenotype correlation, a nearly per-
fect example of Mayr’s (1974) closed genetic
program. Since virtually every aspect studied
seemsresistant to environmental modification,it
is valid to refer to auditory courtship communi-
cation in crickets as genetically fixed, environ-
mentally stable, or innate, but only as a
shorthand summaryofthe specific experimental
data. One might, however, make reasonable in-
ferences about results to be expected from ex-
periments using related species or alternative
manipulations.

Surprisingly, mammalian vocalizations have
been less well studied. However, a few examples
can be given (see Salzinger, 1973):

I. Squirrel monkey (Saimiri sciureus) infants
raised by surgically muted mothers and isolated
from all species-characteristic sounds evidenced
normal calls. Further, an infant deafened five
days after birth also showed the normal vocal
repertoire (Winteret al., 1973).

2. Salzinger and others have shown that
barking in dogs, meowing in cats, and calls in
monkeys can be broughtunderoperantcontro];
that is, the rate of vocalization can be modified
by reinforcement (reward) and conditioned to a
stimulus (suchas a light) that is present during
reinforcement. The form of the responses has
not been shownto vary, but both the rate and the
stimulus control are influenced by events occur-
ring throughoutthelife of the individual.

3. Sea lions (Zalophus californianus) were
conditioned to produce a “‘click”’ sound, never
given previously in captivity, in the presence of
a circular target (Schusterman and Feinstein,
1965). The sound was even used as a means of
determining auditory thresholds (Schusterman
et al., 1972).
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4. Great apes that have been hand-reared
from infancy have been taught to speak a few

words of human speech in the proper context.

Thus, in some mammals wefind a tight geno-

type-phenotypecorrelation in the form andpat-

tern of species-characteristic sounds, but less so

than with crickets, especially in relation to fre-
quency and stimulus control.

Let us now turn to birds. References for the
following summaryoffindings on birds can be
found in Marler and Mundinger (1971) and
Marler (1973):

1. Bird vocalizations can be dividedinto the
longer “‘songs,”’ occurring in territorial and mat-
ing behavior, especially by males, and the
shorter “calls,” used for alarm and flight. The

calls are minimally modified by social isolation or
cross-fostering with other species with different
repertoires. This is true of all or mostcalls of
eastern meadowlarks (Sternella magna), white-

throats (Sylvia communis), song sparrows (Melo-
spiza melodia), chaffinches (Fringilla coelebs), ring
doves (Streptopelia risoria), and domestic chick-

ens.
2. Rearing birds in complete auditoryisola-

tion led to some species’ developing normally
(chickens) and some abnormally (robins [7urdus

migratorius| and grosbeaks [Pheucticus melanoceph-
alus|: Konishi, 1965).

3. Doves and chickens deafened a day or
two after birth still vocalized normally at
maturity. This did not hold for robins and gros-
beaks (Konishi, 1965).

4. Ducklings devocalized in the egg and
hence unable to hear themselves still have nor-
mal preferences for maternal calls (Gottlieb,
197 1a).

5. Arizona juncos (Junco phaeonotus) reared
from fourto five days of age in individualisola-
tion develop a much simpler song than is nor-
mal. Hearing the adult conspecific song,

however, was not necessary for developing the
normal song, as young males reared with an age-
mate developed songs that were indistinguisha-

ble from those of wild adults. In the chafhinch
such joint experience only enhanced song com-

plexity, while still leaving it abnormal.
6. The chaffinch will not develop the spe-

cies-characteristic song unless it hears the adult
conspecific song. But if exposed to a call slightly

different from the normal song only a small
amount of imitation will occur. Further, if the

bird is exposed to both the normaland analien
song,it will selectively learn just the conspecific
song. Whenthechaffinch is old enough to sing
itself, at 300 days of age, its song is no longer
capable of being changed by such experience
and is virtually unmodifiable.

7. In the white-crowned sparrow (Zono-
trichia leucophrys) brief exposure to the species-
characteristic song for a three-week period (the
“sensitive period’) between the tenth and
fiftieth day of life was all that was needed for
normalsongat the later appropriate time. Later
experiencehadlittle effect (Marler, 1973). Expo-
sure to only an alien call led to songs resembling
those of social isolates.

8. Immelmann (1969), who deafenedestril-

did finches after the sensitive period, found that
male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata castanotis)
foster-reared by society finches (Lonchura stnata)
would later sing the foster parent song, even if
conspecific calls were given in the area during
the sensitive period. Hence the parental bond
can be of importance in focusing attention on
what1s to be learned.

9. Minor, but consistent, population differ-

ences in the songs of white-crowned sparrows
are due to exposureto thosevariants during the
sensitive period.

10. Somebirds(parrots, mynahs)readily im-
itate human words, calls of other animals, and

even whistles as adults—soundsthey presumably
neverheard earlier. In the case of whistling, the
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addition of food reward had no effect on the
speed or quality of imitation (Foss, 1964).

11. The frequency of sounds normally part
of the animal’s repertoire can be increased or
decreased through standard conditioning tech-
niques. Chirping in domestic chicks is a good
example (Lane, 1961).

In birds, in contrast to crickets and nonhu-
man mammals, a large variety of modifications
can be made in some species, but generally the
acquisition and modification of species-charac-
teristic sounds are possible only underspecial
circumstances or antecedent conditions. Bird vo-
calizations demonstrate the wide variety of ex-
perimental operationsthat may or maynotaffect
the outcome. This showsusthat a simple corre-
lation of a behavioral phenotype with genotype
or environment, while necessary,is not sufficient
to understand ontogeny.It does not distinguish
for us the myriad ways in which diverse geno-
typic and environmentalvariablesinteract, andit
fails to give us morethan guidepoststo the eluci-
dation of how behaviorarises in the development
of the individual.

A Modelof Life History

The genetic constitution of an organism re-
mains constant throughoutlife, sort of an indeli-
ble serial numberaffixed at the factory (somatic
mutations excepted). But from the moment egg
and sperm unite, a complex interaction begins
between the zygote’s genotype andthediverse
aspects ofits external and internal environment.
A dynamic system has begun, which will not end
until death. But the types of processes that occur
and theirrates differ across species and individu-
als. Observation of animals developing, either

prenatally or after birth, leads to descriptions of
characteristic modes and levels of anatomical,
neurological, and behavioral development.
Cross-sectional (comparison of animals at differ-

ent ages) and longitudinal (long-term studies on
individual animals) studies are necessary to es-
tablish adequate descriptions and correlations.
Moreloosely, references are made to stages or
plateaus of development such as are found in
embryological studies (e.g., blastula, type I
motlity) and in behavior studies (infant, juve-
nile). While thecriteria used for distinguishing
stages of behavioral ontogeny are often arbi-
trary, Inconsistent, and notat all sharp,scientists
often find them useful (e.g., Hinde, 1971a). The
remarkable incorporation of Piagetian thought
into all areas of child development seemspri-
marily due to Piaget’s codifying a plethora of
stages and substages (Etienne, 1973). These use-
ful, but often crude, classifications must remain
only descriptive until they are tied to specific
relationships.* The occurrenceofdiscrete events
is also important; hatching, birth, molting,
pupating, and metamorphosis.In addition, many
behaviors appear suddenly and seemingly “‘full
blown,” as is true of many fixed (modal) action
patterns and complexes of seasonal behaviors
like courtship or producing and caring for off-
spring. Prenatal studies are more often neuro-
logical or physiological, but that does not
eliminate their relevance to later communicatory
phenomena. A comprehensive but concise treat-
mentofthe well-studied prenatal behaviorof the
chicken (Oppenheim, 1974) is most useful in
demonstrating the unification of descriptive and
experimental approaches.

A vivid and accurate portrayal of ontogeny
can be elaborated from Waddington’s (1956)
epigenetic landscape, in which a marble rolling
downa hill with ridges and valleys represents the
zygote from the momentoffertilization (the top
of the hill) to the end oflife. The width, depth,

1. The proliferation of developmental stages parallels that
of “instincts” as carried out by McDougall’s more enthusias-
tic followers (see Bernard, 1924). Doubtless it will lead to a
corresponding, unwarranted discrediting of Piaget’s con-
structive aspects in years to come.
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and steepnessofthe terrain represent the speed
and plasticity of development, and the almost
level areas represent stages. Further, the mass,

size, and shape of the “marble’’ determineits
interactions with the environmental topography.
Using this model, we can appreciate that the nar-
rowerthe valleys and the higher the ridges the
more difficult it is for the marble to shift from
one developmentpattern (valley) to another.?

The ontogeny of animal vocalizations in differ-
ent species, we have seen, incorporates many

such widely varying “‘terrains.”’
Nowlet us consider thelife cycle of an indi-

vidual in relation to studying communication.
From the descriptive information aboutthe com-
municatory behavior of the adult of the species,
we should be able to find the moment when a
given aspectofbehavioris first shown in its com-
municatory context or is synthesized outofal-
ready extant elements. Wethen either focus our
attention on this first occurrence or move in two
directions—earlier (which usually means study-
ing different individuals of the same species) or
later (which often involves longitudinal observa-
tions). If we look earlier, we aim at uncovering
those antecedent conditionsthatled to the later
functional behavior (conditionsI shall call “‘pre-
requisites’). If we stay at the momentthe behav-
ior first occurred and the specific internal and
external stimuli involved, we are studying the
‘“corequisites.”” Much of the ethological sign
stimulus and “Innate Releasing Mechanism”
work is done at this point offirst occurrence. If
we look at what happens, or can happen,after

the behavioris in the animal’s repertoire, we are
dealing with change or modification. Here we
will deal not with the immediate causation or

2. W.S. Verplanck suggested to me the analogy ofa snow-
ball rolling down a snow coveredlandscape,rapidly increas-
ing in size and weight. Thus changesin the marble occur
which influence subsequent interaction with the environ-
ment. Taking this even further, large boulders and trees
could play the obviousrole of hazards.
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corequisite question butonly with points earlier

and later than thefirst occurrence. However, the

corequisites can be viewed as beingclosely re-
lated to the prerequisites.

Students on the ontogeny of communication,

then, look for the variables, prerequisites, or anteced-

ent conditions that lead to the expression of species-

characteristic communication in the indwidual at the
proper time andsituation (hereafter referred to as Ques-
tion Ofor origins) or are capable ofmodifying, altering,
or maintaining existing patterns of communication
(hereafter referred to as Question Mfor modification).
This distinction between origins (first occur-
rence) and modification is important because
processesinvolvedin the developmental shaping
ofbehavior may havelittle in commonwith those
subsequently altering such behavior, but are of-
ten confounded in discussions. Studying the
conditionsthat lead to the chaffinch’s singingits
species-characteristic song for the first time re-
lates to Question O. Attempts to condition the
frequency of chaffinch singingrelate to Question
M.

More on the Question of Origins:
Prolegomenon to Precursors

The fact that a behavior occurs at a certain
age does not mean weshould no longerbe con-
cerned with its topography or function.First,it
may notyet be in adult form. Longitudinal stud-
ies show that in jungle fowl (Gallus gallus)
fighting develops out of hopping, which gradu-
ally, from one week of age, becomes directed
toward other chicks and subsequently incorpo-
rates pecking and kicking (Kruiyt, 1964). Similar
processes of the phenotypic appearanceofritu-
alized behavior have been shownin thefacial
expressions of canids (Fox, 1969). Second, even

if the behavior is in its adult form and context,

various refinements may be seen over time.
Questions O and M,then,are specific to the age
and responseselected. Most studiesthat fall un-
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der Question M (modification) deal with chang-
ing the frequency, duration, or stimulus control
of a responsethatis alreadyin its adult form,as
in the barking of dogs (Salzinger, 1973).

The answering of Question O (origins) has
suffered most from confusion dealing with the
nature of the antecedent conditions leading to
the communicatory act. A modification and ex-
tension of Gottlieb’s (1973) discussion of “‘pre-
cursors” in behavioral embryologyis useful here
in characterizing the problems of postnatal as
well as prenatal origins (Burghardt, 1975). Re-
call the opening question ofthis chapter: ‘How
does an individual animalarrive at the condition
in which heorsheinitiates and responds appro-
priately to communicatory signals?”’

There is a grouping of precursors that influ-
ence the pace of ontogeny temporally or quanti-
tatively: that hasten, retard, or prevent the
development in the individual of its species-
characteristic patterns of behavior. Such retarda-
tion can take the extreme form of completely
abolishing certain abilities (“atrophy”). For in-
stance, raising an animal in the dark mayirre-
versibly destroy pattern perception. If the
species involvedis one in whichvisual cues play
an important role in mate selection, it is clear
that the animal may showdeficiencies or even be
an abject failure in courtship and the communi-
cation involved therein. Exposure to patterned
light is thus a ‘facilitative precursor’’ in this hy-
pothetical example and perhaps a maintenance
factor too. But such evidence doesnottell us why
the species comes to communicate in one way
and not another.It is the ‘determinative precur-
sors” that actually ‘“‘force or channel neurobe-
havioral development in one direction rather
than another” (Gottlieb, 1973:6). They are the
source of the ‘“‘adaptive information” contained
in the behavior(using the terminology of Lorenz
and Thorpe). With facilitative precursors all we
can say is that relatively nonspecific experience

or stimulation ofa certain kind is necessary (pre-
requisite) for certain abilities to develop and
manifest themselves at the appropriate time.
They are often likely to affect several behavior
patterns. Note that in the courtship example
both patterned light perception and courtship
behavior are involved, and that a given event
may have a determinative,facilitative, or mainte-
nance effect depending upon the aspect of be-
havior being considered. Bateson (1976)
discusses “‘specific” and ‘‘non-specific’’ determi-
nants, both inherited and environmental, which
may affect any given behavior pattern.

Gottlieb (1971a) demonstrated a somewhat
specific prenatal facilitative precursor. He estab-
lished that newly-hatched peking ducklings (Anas
platyrhynchos) selectively approach the species-
characteristic maternal call when simultaneously
presented with the maternalcall of related spe-
cies. Even prior to hatching the ducklingsselec-
tively respond to the maternal call, as
ingeniously measuredbybill clapping and heart
rate. But embryos that could hear the sounds
made by other embryos showed faster develop-
ment than sound-isolated embryos. Nonethe-
less, postnatal behavior was unchangedin spite
of the different history of occurrence. Ducklings
auditorily isolated and devocalizedin the egg,to
prevent an embryo from even hearing itself,
showeddecreased discriminationafter hatching;
but they couldstill discriminate between mallard
and wood duck maternal calls. However, at 48
hours discrimination between the mallard mater-
nal call and the more similar chicken maternal
call was seemingly abolished, although some im-
provement was noted later. Thus, we see that
Gottlieb’s analysis is an elegant example of what
seems beyond quarrel: ‘Exposure to normally
occurring stimulation helps to regulate the time
of appearance ofthe perfected response,as well
as the latency of the perfected response”’ (197 la:
134).

The dangerofconsidering behavior a unitary
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phenotype is made evident by the concept of

facilitative precursors.* For example, a child’s

tempertantrum is a complex sequence of behav-

ior that isall too perfect the first time it 1s per-

formed. Hebb claims that to call the behavior

instinctive or unlearned is wrong because “‘it is

not possible without the learning required for

the development of purposive behavior”

(1953:43). He also claimsthat the dramatic onset

of fear of strangers in a chimpanzeebaby“‘is not

learned: butit is definitely a productof learning,

in part, for it does not occur until the chimpan-
zee has learned to recognize his caretakers’”’

(ibid.). Such confusion and subsequentretreat to

the ‘“‘everything is everything” view are due to

the error of considering a behavioras a unitary
whole and not treating as separate questions

which aspects (topography, rate of occurrence,

etc.) are due to what. In the two examples above

the topography of movements is not determined
by the hypothesized prior learning, while the

elicitation of the behavior definitely seemsto be,
that is, the latter is facilitated by a certain type of
experience.

Facilitative precursors may either be neces-
sary (but insufficient) for the manifestation of a
behavior or, by their absence, cause deteriora-

tion of an already present (but yet undemon-
strated) capability. The latter process occurs in
cortical neuronsthat respondto specific types of
visual cues in cats (see Blakemore, 1973). The

indirect and subtle effects of many kindsofexpe-
rience may thus influence behavioral develop-
ment. Gross sensory and motorabilities, as well
as certain experiences, may obviously be prereq-
uisite for the manifestation of the complex and

3. Facilitative precursors as defined hereare similar to the
so-called nonspecific factors, used by some writers to dis-
credit “instinctivists”” by showingthat in theory and practice
some manipulation of organism or environment can abolish
or alter any and all “innate” responses. The problems in
distinguishing specific from nonspecific factors are almost
insurmountable, but may be ofheuristic value (see also Bate-
son, 1976).

specific behavior and perception involved in

communication.
Facilitative prerequisites based on sensory

stimulation in the embryo seem mucheasier to

demonstrate prenatally than determinative ones

based on stimulation (Gottlieb, 1973). Prena-

tally, genes and hormones have been shownto

be determinative. Postnatally, a variety of other

processes maybeat work(conditioning, imprint-

ing) but often it is not easily shownthat they are
determinative. This contrasts with the expressed

hopes of theorists such as Schneirla (1965) and

Moltz (1965) that the environmentis “actively

implicated in determining the very structure and

organization of each response system”’ (Moltz,

1965:44). In fact, most studies that have been

presented as disproving traditional conceptions
of innate behavior or instinct unfortunately do
no more than prove the necessity of certain

facilitative or maintenance precursors for nor-
mal behavioral ontogeny. Rarely do they treat
the essential question of determinative precur-
sors. Studies on Question M (modification) are

even less related to determinative factors. Classi1-
cal ethologists (e.g., Lorenz, 1965; Thorpe,
1974) and evolutionary theorists (e.g., Mayr,
1974) clearly view the determinative factors un-
derlying communication as being either ult-
mately genetic or shaped strongly by evolved
mechanisms. Too manyauthorslimit nongenetic
determinative precursors to “reinforcement
learning” or a similar unitary process (e.g., Daw-
kins, 1968). A summarizing diagram sets forth
the relationships developed here (Fig. 1).

Some Antecedents and Modifiers of

Communication

In the early stages of development of knowledgein
anyfield the scientist does not knowall of the variables
entering into a particular set of phenomena, and he
must, therefore, hypothesize or hazard guesses as to
what these unknown factors might be. [Spence,
1953:284]
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Fig. 1. An outline of the relations between geno-
type, phenotype, and the questions about antecedent
conditions responsible for a given communicatory
event. A typical but simplified ontogenetic sequenceis

It must be emphasized that the terms “‘fac-
tor,” “precursor,” or “variable” as applied to
processes affecting communication are crude
and oversimplified. Factors are often sets of
heterogeneous mechanisms that are only su-
perficially similar, while differences between the
various factors may themselves be superficial.
Here wewill discuss some of these antecedent
conditions.In actuality, any given act of commu-
nication can be affected by several of them. Most
can conceivably act as facilitative precursors, de-
terminative precursors, maintenancefactors, or

Maintenance and change

Increasing Age

incorporated into the diagram, which relates to the
following generation. Mating feeds back to the geno-
type, and parental care to the phenotype.

modifiers. Following is a catalogue of what seem
to be the most debated and studied typesofpre-
cursor and modifier.

GENOTYPE

Genetic differences are often associated with
differences in communicatory behavior and
hence survival and evolution, as in thecricket

examples. Manning (1971) and Gould (1974)
give excellent reviews of genetic mechanisms
affecting behavior, with many examples from the
social realm. But it must be rememberedthat any
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given aspect of adult behavior or structure is

usually dueto the action of several to many hun-

dreds of different genes (alleles). This contrasts

with the one- or two-gene models derived from

simple Mendelian heredity, with clear-cut domi-

nant and recessive factors. Similarly, a change in

one or a few genes mayaffect several characters

in the adult (pleiotropy). An especially pertinent

case familiar to cat fanciers is the Siamesecat, in

which a recessive gene yields individuals show-

ing both a specific pigmentation anda distinctive

vocalization with equal conspicuousness. Recent

studies (Benzer, 1973) with Drosophila demon-
strate that precise localization of behavior pat-

terns to specific mutations can be attained.
Genotypeis obviously prerequisite to the or-

ganism and henceto all communication, and in

this sense Ginsburg (1958:404)is correctin stat-
ing that “‘all aspects of an organism may be
thought of as 100 percent genetic but not 100
percent determined,” genetically determined

that is. But genotype is often a determinative
factor in, for example, courtship communica-

tion, which can differ greatly between closely re-
lated species (e.g., crickets, ranid frogs). Such
“isolating mechanisms” prevent similar species,
with overlapping ranges, from mating success-
fully. However, most genetic studies necessarily
focus on the often much less dramatic differ-
ences seen within or between populationsof the
same species. An exceptionis the discovery that
different strains of mice refract identical experi-
ences in opposite ways, becoming moreorless
aggressive, while still other strains are not
affected at all (Ginsburg, 1966). This example
also illustrates that genetic factors are prerequi-
site to and influence the modifiability ofbehavior
(“‘learning’’)—a standard,if only newly rediscov-
ered, point in many recent texts and symposia.
But how genotype affects modifiability of any be-
havior, least of all communication,is too rarely

studied.

DEPRIVATION OR AUGMENTATION

As an alternative to genetic experiments we

may find that animals reared in complete social

isolation (Kasper Hauser on deprivation experi-

ments) show the normal repertoiresof signaling

behaviors and can respond properly to signals

from conspecifics (Lorenz, 1965). These studies
show that whatever events in the ontogenyofthe

individual may be necessary for the origin of

these behaviors, they do not include commerce

with other members of the species. Of course,

abnormalrearing conditions are highly destruc-

tive where such normal experience is needed
(facilitative or determinative) for critical envi-

ronmental input. Rhesus monkeysare frequently

cited as cases in which social deprivation can
have an adverse effect on later social behavior
(Harlow and Harlow, 1965), but one should re-

memberthe magnitude of the abnormal condi-
tions necessary to produce such an effect. Even
in rhesus monkeys, however,isolation-rearedin-

dividuals recognize visual signals, such as threat
(Sackett, 1966). When communication is unim-

pairedin spite of postnatal social deprivation, we
can state that the determinative factor for infor-
mation containedin the display is probably ulti-
mately tied to the genotype and that its
manifestation (phenotype) is imperviousto cer-
tain kinds of experience. A distinction must be
made between the performance of the display
and the responseto the display. These may be
differentially affected by experience and depriva-
tion. The commonly used term “expression”
and the less-common companionterm “‘impres-
sion” also get at the distinction (Leyhausen,
1973).

Prenatal facilitative factors may be involved
but, as we have seen, evidence for experiential

prenatal determinative factors is sparse indeed.
As the bird examples show, the genetic variable
can be manifested in various ways, ranging from
a predisposition to learn the call exposed to in
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the nest (finch), through a predisposition to
learn only the

_

species-characteristic call
(chaffinch), or to a mainly genotypic determina-
tive factor that seemsvirtually impervioustoall
kinds of deprivation or augmented experienceas
well (chicken).

A final example will underline the importance
of distinguishing facilitative and determinative
precursors. In the oft-quoted controversy on
nest building in naive virgin rats (see review in
Burghardt, 1973), Riess (1954) argued,in effect,
that prior manipulatory experience was the
source of origin of the movementsinvolved, as
his rats reared without the opportunity to manip-
ulate objects did not build nests. Eibl-Eibes-
feldt’s (1961) elegant demolishing of Reiss’s
position by taking into account the homeenvi-
ronmentonly succeededin bringing out another
facilitative factor. Even if Eibl-Eibesfeldt’s condi-
tions had not led to nest building, we would still
not know howthe nest-building movements of
rats originate ontogenetically.

EMBRYOLOGICAL FACTORS

Caspari (1971) cites the importance of
differentiation. All the varied cells and structures
of the adult organism begin from fertilized egg
with one combinedset (from both parents) of
genetic instructions. Yet while early cells seem to
look the same,all the adult cells, regardless of
their differences, still contain the same genes
and therefore the same information. As Caspari
(1971:3) puts it: “How do cells which contain
the same genetic information assume a number
of different biochemical and morphological
States?”

In addition to differentiation, we also need to
be concerned with “morphogenesis”—how and
whydifferentiation occurs among groupsofcells
at different times and locations. Why does one
sensory system develop before another (Gott-
lieb, 1971b)? How does a leg form differently
from an arm? Althoughwewill not dwell on such

issues here,it 1s interesting to note that Caspari
claims that the biological principles underlying
differentiation and morphogenesisare sufficient
to explain the developmentof behavior (see also
McClearn and DeFries, 1973). Since most scien-
tists consider the essence of communication to
be behavior, the implication concerningthe on-
togeny ofcommunication is obvious. But such an
oversimplistic approach maylead to an ignoring
of the special complexities and diversities found
in the behavior of interacting organisms.

MATURATION

The question of origins often revolves
around the issue of maturation. Animals and
their behavior patterns change with age, and an
older individual often evidences behavior not
seen in the embryoor the neonate (newly born
or hatched animal). But controversial issues in-
volve the intervening steps between DNA and
behavior: the influences, sources of information
and variation, and reciprocal interactions that
are responsible for an observed changein behav-

lor. The phenotype changes, but the genotype
does not. Is behaviorthatis seen in older organ-
isms but not in the neonate, such as courtship,
due only to maturational processes of the ner-
vous system, physiology, and structure involving
growth,proliferation, migration, and differentia-
tion (Gottlieb, 1973)? If so, then the genotype-
phenotype correlation is high given a minimal
environment for survival. This phenomenon,
called ‘‘maturation,” is often posited as a factor
on the basis of deprivation experiments. Calling
in male crickets is as good an example as one
could want. But while maturation is undoubtedly
an important antecedent process in behavior,it

is clearly not the only one even in crickets, and
analyses then become snagged on conceptions
of ““experience”and “‘learning.”’ The “‘closed ge-
netic program”’ ofMayr (1974) closely resembles
maturation. Because of the biological value of
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rapid and unambiguousspecies recognition, he
concluded that communication behavior is much
more closed than behavior patterns involving
food or habitat, which involve ecological condi-
tions that are muchless stable and predictable
for the species than are the appearance and be-
havior of conspecifics.

FUNCTION

While the function-structure issue can relate
to broad evolutionary questions—such as
whethera distinctive wing patch arose before or
after the behavior of flashing that area of the
wing (e.g., as shown by mockingbirds), its spe-
cific current referent is in ontogeny. During
maturation, what facilitative or determinative

role for the later mature system is played by the
functioning of the immature system? Doesstruc-
ture lead function, or can function influence

structure even while maturation 1s taking place?
In our formulation, ‘‘mature system”’ refers to

the communicatory act (Fig. 1), but most of the
currentlively debate on this issue is played in the
embryological theater. There the issue deals
with the effects of use or disuse of musclesor
sensory stimulation on neurobehavioral devel-
opment(see papersin Gottlieb, ed., 1973) and is
the homology of the “‘nonspecific experience”’
issue in postnatal organisms.

The validity of the structure-function di-
chotomy seems meaningful to people on either
side of the issue. But is it? As soon as we move
out of the embryo, we have ample evidence that
environmental events can facilitate or determine
aspects of developing (maturing) systems, as in
imprinting. Rather than allude to an almost mys-
tical “function” (structure can similarly be un-
wisely invoked) we should instead isolate and
investigate the role of the various possible pre-
cursors. One would certainly expect to find a
range of genotype-phenotype correlations.
While the experimental evidence may be in
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doubtin a given case, use of the framework out-

lined here precludes broad function-structure
debates on inappropriatelevels.

HORMONES

Secretions of hormones can determine the
course of behavior development, most conspicu-
ously in sex-related behavior, but elsewhere as
well. Consequently, hormones may be determi-
native precursors. Many experiments have
shown that castration and/or supplemental in-
jections of either male or female hormones can
lead to major changesin sexually dimorphic be-
havior in many and diverse vertebrates (Young,
1965). Normally, phenotypic sex is virtually al-
ways the same as genetic sex, but experimental
work showsthat hormone manipulation is one of
the few known cases where a genetic determina-
tive precursor can be qualitatively overridden
(not just suppressed). The hormonal organizing
effect may be limited to a certain period in the
animal’slife.

SENSITIVE PERIODS

In a number of communicatory phenomena,

including classical imprinting, song learning,
and hormonalorganization, a limited time span
is Most importantin the establishment or modifi-
cation of certain modesof response or percep-
tion. These may be measuredin hours,asinfilial
imprinting in ducks; minutes, as in maternal im-

printing in goats; or weeks or months,as in sex-
ual imprinting or song learning. Sensitive
periods differ in their “criticality” and otherat-
tributes. Hess (1973) documents many examples
and presents a convenienttripartite classification
that helps to order the diversity. The examples
of bird song learning clearly show the impor-
tance of sensitive periods.

It is useful to recognize two broad functions
of sensitive periods. In one, the animal acquires
new information necessary or useful for survival
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(e.g., species-characteristic song). In the other,
experience during the sensitive period is neces-
sary for abilities already prepotent or matura-
tionally dependent to be expressed, perfected,
or maintained (e.g., sensory effects). These func-
tions can be combined, but often one or the
other predominates. In other words, sensitive
periods can be involved as both determinative
and facilitative precursors.

ASSOCIATION

Association or contiguity refers to the pair-
ing, or almost simultaneous occurrence,in time
and place of two events. Obviously manyof the
experiential precursors to communication in-
volve association, as in imprinting and song
learning. Psychologists, unfortunately, have
soughtto elucidate the mechanism ofassociation
by elaboration of a highly specialized, abstract,
and behaviorally impoverished procedure.Ifone
of the two events (e.g., food) elicits a certain
behavior (e.g., salivation) and the second (such
as sound) normally does not, the second may
begin to act as an effective stimulus even in the
absenceofthefirst. Such is the paradigm ofclas-
sical or respondent conditioning (Type I or Type
S).

While classical conditioning has assumed
great theoretical importance in psychology, it
has been considered much too narrowly, espe-

cially in relation to communication, and has
mainly been applied to the modification ofexist-
ing noncommunicatory processes. An exception
is the history of attempts over more than forty
years to condition the vocalizations of rats when
shocked with electricity, which is nicely reviewed
by David and Hubbard (1973). Successful condi-
tioningis related to the animal’s mobility and the
use of a variable inter-trial interval. Thus, far too

often, the ‘principles’ emerging from psycho-
logical research on conditioningareartifacts of
the particular events chosen for juxtaposition

and of the convenient species whose members
are studied. Whatelse can we say aboutthe his-
tory of attempts to demonstrate “‘conditioning”’
in embryos bythe rigid application of an arbi-
trary paradigm? Weknownowthatclassical con-
ditioning cannotoverride biological constraints
on whatstimuli can be associated with whatre-
sponses, and that close temporal contiguity of
ucs (unconditioned stimulus) and cs (condi-
tioned stimulus) is not always necessary (see
Hinde and Stevenson-Hinde, 1973; Seligman
and Hager, 1972). Principles based on prenatal
association have been invoked in ingenious (but
empirically unsupported) ways by Schneirla
(1965) in his approach-withdrawal theory of be-
havioral ontogeny.

REINFORCEMENT AND PUNISHMENT

Reinforcement(reward) refers to the presen-
tation or withdrawal of events (e.g., food or
shock, respectively) that lead to an increased fre-
quencyor probability of a response. Punishment
refers to the presentation to the animal of an
event (usually shock) that decreases responding.
The animal must first respond, then a conse-
quencefollows, which increases or decreases the
probability of its performing the behavior again
under the same orsimilar circumstances. Skin-
ner (1966) has drawn a parallel between rein-
forcement and natural selection, the former

directly altering behaviorpatterns, and thelatter
the genotype. As with the link between associa-
tion andclassical conditioning, reinforcementis

too often discussed only in the context ofinstru-
mental or operant conditioning, thus implying a
certain ubiquitous procedurefor studyingit. An-
other dangeris that all changes in behavior can
be attributed to the action of some reinforcer
somewhere. The recent views of Premack (1965)
are helpingusto realize that reinforcers are, in
fact, responses, and he thus broadenstheclassi-

cal ethologists’ view that the performance of
fixed (modal) action patterns is reinforcing.
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It is certainly true that rewards, such as food
or water, and punishment, suchaselectric shock,

can change the frequencyand situation-specific-
ity of behaviors, as the examples of chirping in
chicks and barkingin dogssuggest. Also, aggres-
sive behaviorin a male chicken can be eliminated
quickly if he is shocked each timeheattacks an-
other chicken (Radlow, Hale, and Smith, 1958),

while Thompson (1964) showed that the visual

imageof a rooster, in the form of a second ani-

mal or a mirror, would reinforce a key pecking
response in an operant situation. Thompson
(1966) also demonstrated parallels between

ethological ‘“‘releasers’” and operant ‘“‘rein-
forcers”’ in that the former can act as thelatter
in Siamesefighting fish (Betta splendens). Melvin
and Anson (1969) showed not only that male

fighting fish would greatly increase their fre-
quency of swimming through a narrow aperture
when reinforced with a mirror to which they
could display, but also that moderate electric

shock punishmentfacilitated rather than sup-
pressed the operant response. Such studies
bring homethefact that the organism and the
response need to be considered as important as
the reinforcer.

Butall such studies manipulate some aspects
of the performance of the behavior and only deal
with modification, usually with respect to fre-
quencyor stimulus control. They simply do not
face the problem of the ontogenetic and phylo-
genetic origin or “roots” of the behavior (Ques-
tion O). Some of the events that prove positively
or negatively reinforcing to the individual prove
to be both species-characteristic and response-
specific.

There are two ways in which reinforcement
may be involved as determinative precursors of
communication. The traditional way that com-
plex communication systems could be estab-
lished, compatible with a strict application of
reinforcementprinciples, is through “‘shaping.”’
Here successive approximations to the desired
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final behavior are rewarded until what appearsas
qualitatively new responses and/orstimulus con-
trol are shown. While this view is elegant, its

problemscan easily be summarized: There 1s no
direct evidence that this order of events occurs
with respect to the normal ontogeny of commu-
nication in any species except, perhaps,in lan-
guage in humans. A second and more recent
approachto origins can be found in the concept
of “‘autoshaping.”’ Rats and pigeons exposed to
stimuli and reinforcers noncontingently soon be-
gin to respond to the stimulus in the usual
“shaped” fashion (Hearst and Jenkins, 1974).

Self-reinforcement, however, may be an im-

portant factor in the ontogeny of communica-
tion. For instance, ducklings may quickly learn to
depress a pedal to self-imprint in response to a
flashing rotating light (Bateson and Reese,
1969), and song learning in somebirdsalso in-
volves the reward (or feedback) of hearing one-

self sing.
Dimond(1970) hasstayed close to traditional

operant conditioning while emphasizing the ac-
tion of reinforcement and other learning pro-
cesses in animal social interactions and the an-
swering of Question O. His premise is that
‘“‘much ofthe social behavior mustrelate to the
fact that one animal finds the presence of an-
other animal rewarding. Within this system must
surely lie the roots of gregariousness: aggrega-
tion, flock formation, and social grouping”
(1970:118). He then suggests a framework in-
volving reward systems of food, warmth, com-

fort, and shelter that interact with early
experience to form the appropriate associations.
Such processes may occur with mammals and
birds, but it is as difficult to rule out “unlearned”’

social attractions as to prove them. In newborn
snakes (Thamnophis, Storeria, Natrix) we now know

that species-specific aggregations occur immedi-
ately after birth in the absence of variables in-
volving food, warmth, or parental care

(Burghardt, in press).
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Dimondgoesontostate, ‘“‘Each animal learns
to communicate with others. The suggestion
arises that a sophisticated behavioral languageis
learnt from the earliest period of the neonate’s
existence ... each animalacts to the other as an
important communication source” (1970:118).
Dimondaccepts social contactasinitially reward-
ing becauseit allows the animalto learn the com-
munication system ofits species; he implies that
the social attractivenessis due to conditioning of
primary biological needs(e.g., a secondaryrein-
forcer). In fact, little ontogenetic work has actu-
ally been done on the role of such “social
learning.” A much-lauded study that concluded
that conditioning was a determinative factor in
regurgitation feeding of squabs by parent ring
doves (Lehrman, 1955) surprisingly omitted a
crucial ontogenetic variable—age of squab
(Klinghammerand Hess, 1964). Thus, while the
methods and precision of experimental psy-
chologywill be increasingly useful in the study of
communication, liberation from narrow, theo-

retically oriented approaches seemsessential if
learning psychologists are to make substantive
contributions.

HABITUATION

Habituation is considered the simplest and
mostbasic form of learning: unpunished learn-
ing not to respond. Consider the gaping re-
sponse of a youngbird to cues associated with
the arrival at the nest of a parent bringing food.
If one presents those cues (such as branch shak-
ing) often enough, the gaping response will
waneif food is not forthcoming (Prechtl, 1953).
Such habituation is very commonandcertainly
seems relevant to communicatory signals, such
as ‘‘shaping”’ through disuse. Some responses,
once habituated, stay that way while othersre-
cover quickly. Sensory and motorfactors need to
be controlled. Further, in some short term cases,

the opposite to habituation, sensitization, oc-

curs, in which previously ineffective stimuli
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become effective through

—

generalization.
Habituation can also be viewed as a broadcate-
gory, which includes extinction of conditioned
behavior.

As Denny and Ratner (1970) point out, it
seemseasier to habituate preliminary appetitive
behaviors (as in using a certain food-searching
behavior) than consummatory ones. Com-
municatory gestures and responses to them are
clearly subject to habituation. For instance,
threat displays of male Siamese fighting fish
habituate to live male fish as well as to mirror
images (Baenninger, 1966; Baenninger, Berg-
man, and Baenninger, 1969), although exposure
to a mirror can also act as a reinforcer in the
acquisition of a new response (Thompson,
1966). Unfortunately, there is little information
on habituation in actual social interactions, al-
thoughit is undoubtedly involved in changesin
intensity of courtship behavior or maternal care
occurring over time. But there are too many
other changes superimposed onanyhabituation
effect to tell a clear story. In the ontogeny of
communication it likewise seems clear that
habituation should playa role andit is similarly
unestablished.

OBSERVATIONAL LEARNING AND IMITATION

This process and the following two are con-
troversial, but only in the sense that the mecha-
nisms involved may or may not be basically
different from the foregoing three, which psy-
chologists have generally considered mostbasic.
They have been largely ignored by ethologists
and psychologists, but are included here to point
out areas where somenew thinking and methods
may offer insights about communication (see
also Griffin, this volume and 1976).

When a naive animal observes another en-
gaging in someactivity and later performs the
samebehaviorin the absence of the model, some

acquisition process is involved. Mainardi and
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Pasquali (1968) have demonstrated this occur-

rence in mice. Traditionally it has been called
imitation, with emphasis on problem solving:
The subject observes a trained animal choosing
the “right”’ stimulus or manipulatinga lock cor-
rectly to get at food. Unfortunately, while this
situation seems very common and obvious in
people, the evidence in animals with arbitrary
responses is controversial. One area of commu-
nication whereit has been clearly established is
in the vocal learning of songbirds discussedear-
lier. The fact that a white-crowned sparrow will
showthe song “‘dialect”’ it was exposed to during
rearing leads us to concludethatcertain “‘tradi-
tions” can be passed from oneindividualto an-
other through social interaction (Wickler, 1965).
This is especially true for responses to nonsocial
objects such as food. Galef (1976) has shownthat
adult rats experiencing a sublethal dose of poi-
son after eating highly palatable food can trans-
mit an aversion for this food to offspring who
have never experienced any illness because of
eating it. Here communicatory processes be-
tween parents and youngare important in modi-
fying food preferences in early ontogeny,
although classical imitation does not seem in-
volved. Imitation of unnatural gestures used in
sign language communication in chimpanzees
has been demonstrated (see Fouts, volume 2),

but the relevance to development of normal
communication has yet to be demonstrated.

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING AND PRACTICE

Mere repeated exposureto an array of highly
similar, but not identical, objects can lead to dis-

crimination without the operation of traditional
differential pairing or differential reinforcement.
Whenstudents begin to watch a social group of
animals, such as baboons, they want to mark
them individually for easy recognition. But that
type of aid soon becomes unnecessaryas subtle
differencesin size, proportion, natural markings,
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scars, and behavior become clear. While rein-

forcement through information feedback is also
involved, the case can be made that such rein-

forcement is not necessary (Hebb, 1972). Per-
ceptual learning differs from the nonspecific
facilitative precursors discussed earlier in thatit
does not refer to the experience necessary for
the developmentof sensoryabilities (e.g., acuity,
pattern, odor, tones) butto the use of these abili-
ties in making finer discriminations (cf. search
image; Krebs, 1973). Practice is the motoric

equivalent of perceptual learning.
Perceptual learning 1s of greater importance

in socially stratified animals than is usually rec-
ognized and could be the basis for individual
recognition. For instance, gull chicks quickly
learn to recognize subtle differencesin their own
parents’ calls. Indeed, exposureto thecalls pre-
natally leads to discrimination (Impekoven and
Gold, 1973). Clearly, an animal rearedin a social

group has ample opportunity for such percep-
tual learning. For example, as soon as a female
northern elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostns)
gives birth she emits a “warble’”’ vocalization,
which is answeredby distinctive sound by the
pup. Such duets can occur throughout the nurs-
ing period (Le Boeufet al., 1972). The phenom-
ena of “‘selective attention” (Chance andJolly,
1970) and “local enhancement” may facilitate
perceptuallearning and imitation by causing the
animalto be attracted to importantlearningsitu-
ations.

INSIGHT

A controversial legacy of the Gestalt psycholo-
gists, “insight” refers to the sudden apprehen-
sion of certain relationships that allows the
animal to do somethingit previously struggled
to accomplish rather unproductively. Chimps
abruptly learn to stack up boxes to acquire food
formerly out of reach (Kéhler, 1927). Less dra-
matic areall the related instancesof rapid learn-
ing after a period of poor responding.In fact,
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some psychologists arguethatall learning takes
place in discrete steps. Curiously, classical in-
sight shares several attributes with instinct in
that an integrated adaptive response is made
withoutprior specific experience. But the behav-
ior does seem purposeful because the animal
uses it to gain an immediate goal or reward,
while instinctive responses are performed for
their own sake andonly indirectly lead to adap-
tive results (e.g., ingestion of food, offspring).

The question is how much influence such in-
novative behavior has on communication and
ontogeny. On onelevelit probably has very little
effect. Even in mammals andbirdsit appears too
variable, infrequent, and unstable to be a basis
for the developmentof the ritualized communi-
cation involved in such fundamentalandcritical
duties as courtship, maternal-offspring interac-
tion, and defense. In developmental studiesit is

also difficult to separate insightful factors in-
volved in the transition from one stage to an-
other with that caused by “readiness” or
‘‘preparedness” due to maturation or prior ex-
perience, which may facilitate or even trigger
such sudden progress.

PLAY

In recent years many investigators have
turned to studyingthe rather poorly understood
phenomenajointly termedplay. Sinceit is gener-
ally found exclusively or primarily in infants and
juveniles it is clearly ontogenetically relevant.
Westill do not know whatplay is, but we know
it is important. But important for what? To de-
velop communication gestures and skills, say

some primate workers (Jolly, 1972; Mason,

1965), although several other functions of play
have been mentionedinthe literature, for exam-

ple, to develop predatory skills. A stimulating
symposium on play in mammals has recently
been published (Amer. Zool. 1974), and some
findings discussed there illustrate the problems
in determining the relations between ontogeny
and communication.

Animals reared in social isolation that, per-
force, do not play, often show deficiencies in the
patterning of later adult communicatory behav-
iors andin the “‘understanding”’ of the responses
of others. Such evidence has been used to argue
for the definitive importanceofplay in the later
behavior of adults. Aside from thefact that social
isolation deprives an animal of more than just
play experience, it is not possible to state from
the evidence whether play is a determinative
or merely a facilitative factor in later commun-
ication. Play may exert primarily a_ refining
influence in terms of response- and stimulus-
specificity, patterning, and so forth. Evidence for
the former would entail experiments suchasthis:
Foster-rear an animal in a family of a related
species with a different communicatory reper-
toire. If the foster animal later showscharacteris-
tics associated with the foster species, then to
that extent play may be determinative. Note,
however, the possible confusion with imitation
or observation. To separate the two mightentail
prevention of physical interaction. Bekoff’ re-
traction of earlier views on the necessity of play
(facilitative or determinative) to an animal ‘‘in
order to acquire species-typical social skills”
(1974:337) is a recognition ofthe difficulties in-
volved (see also Symons, 1974).

Detailed descriptive studies of the normal on-
togenyofplay are necessary priorto either spec-
ulation or gross experiments on the causal
significance of play to later behavior. Some de-
velopmental studies of note involving monkeys,
bears, canids, sea lions, ferrets, and meercats are

presented in the above mentioned symposium.

The Interaction of Several Precursors

If... the system understudy is a complex one in-
volving a relatively large combination of interacting
variables, the discovery of what the relevant factors
are and the nature of the relations holding between
them involves much more [theorizing]. . . . Theorizing
at this stage, then, consists primarily in guesses as to
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what the unknown relevant factors might be and
guesses as to the form the relations between them
might take. [Spence, 1953:284]

The organism should not be viewed as an
aggregation of precursors, but as a dynamicsys-
tem with a history, a history that influences, to
varying degrees, the individual’s future com-
merce with the world. While environmental
events in the ecological theater can havecritical
short-term individual as well as long-term evolu-
tionary effects, internal control system proper-
ties involving feedback, maturation,  self-
reinforcement, and other self-correcting effects
must not be ignored. There are three broad phe-
nomena, touched on throughout this chapter,
which explicitly involve several antecedents in a
determinative fashion and bringout, to varying
degrees, these self-adjusting mechanisms.

INSTINCT-CONDITIONING INTERCALATION

Early ethological theory held that much social
communication of animals was based on releas-
ers, fixed (modal) action patterns, and their re-
ciprocal interactions. A morphological structure
or behavior wasthe signal to a secondindividual,
who respondedwith a behaviorthat either acted
as a releaser or made prominent a structure
(such as a colored feather), that was the releaser.

Avery useful way ofviewing communication,this
scheme made terminology clear and compari-
sonsilluminating. The units ofanalysis were usu-
ally stereotyped, species-characteristic, and
largely based on genetic differences and similari-
ties. The signals, responses, and the code were
prematurely viewed as innately determined and
impervious to normal and even much abnormal
experience (Lorenz, 1937).

The ethologists who formulated this theory
in the 1930s and 1940s did not rule out learning
as an importantfactor. The use ofenvironmental
factors, however, was clearly influenced by the
conditioning approach then current in psy-
chology. The ethologists knew that any sequence

of behaviordid notexist as a unit but asa series
of apparently discrete parts. With the fixed (mo-
dal) action pattern (FAP) this is still controversial

(Moltz, 1965; Barlow, this volume). But experi-

ence was often needed for optimal performance
as indicated by the following evidence: (1) De-
prived animals would often perform the behav-
ioral units, but unrefined, or the arrangement
would be out of sequence, as in nest building in

virgin rats deprived of manipulatory experience
(Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1961). (2) Certain patterns

would be entirely absent. This is especially true
of orientation movements. For instance, social

play is important for polecats (Eibl-Eibesfeldt,
1970) to direct the neck bite properly in mating
and predation. (3) The releasers for social be-
havior could be directed normally to a small sub-
set of potentially effective stimul through
specific early experience (e.g., imprinting, which
will be discussed separately). (4) Some behavior

patterns dropped out with repeated stimulation
(habituation, discussed above).

Lorenz (1935) initially formulated the idea of
instinct-conditioning intercalation to handle
seemingly “blank”’ spaces in behavior sequences
that could be filled in through conditioning or
imprinting. Today, of course, we know that ex-

perience can have subtle effects and do more
than “‘fill in the blanks.’”’ Indeed, fixed (modal)
action patterns and releasers operate by diverse
mechanismsandvarygreatly in their parameters.
Studies tracing the developmentof specific be-
havior patterns are needed, and too few ofthese
exist (e.g., Kruijt, 1964; Williams, 1972). But we
do knowthat even specific aspects of a behavior
may be ontogenetically shaped through thein-
volvement of several precursors.

IMPRINTING

Imprinting is the process whereby an animal
attaches behavior to a subclass of potential
stimuli in a manner seemingly different from the
normalconditioning paradigm.Asoriginally de-
fined it was restricted to maternal and sexual
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objects (classical imprinting), but phenomena
possessing somesimilar operational characteris-
tics also seem involved in food choice, habitat
and nestsite selection, song learning and other
behaviors (Burghardt, 1973). Nonetheless, clas-
sical imprinting is not a unitary concept, and
even in birds the degree and mechanism of im-
printing varies enormously. Recent reviews of
imprintingare available and should be contacted
for a thoroughintroductionto this complexarea,
which has gathered more experimental attention
than any other problem in ethology(e.g., Hess,
1973; Sluckin, 1965, 1972; Bateson, 1971; Im-
melmann, 1972).

In classical imprinting the experiential deter-
minative effect concentrates entirely on the re-
leaser or perceptual side of behavior. When
ducks imprint,it is to the objectoffilial or sexual
behavior, not to the way the motor movements
are manifested, which seem largely due to matu-
ration.

Imprinting is important to communication
because the animal can respond with filial or
courtship behavior to signals emanating from
distinctly unnatural objects. On the other hand,
recent work indicates that imprinting is often
strongest to objects that possess or accentuate
some characteristic found in the natural parent
or mate. Imprinting,therefore, 1s a phenomenon
that combines several precursors, including
genotype, association, self-reinforcement, and

sensitive periods.

TEMPLATES

The classical notion of the Innate Releasing
Mechanism (IRM) arose from the idea of an in-

ternal schema that, when matched, released the

‘proper’ response. Today we knowthat aspects
of such releasers, and hence releasing mecha-
nisms or schemata, vary from tight to loose
genotype-phenotype correlations, from innate
to largely acquired, from rigid to easily modifia-

ble, or from genetically closed to genetically
open (e.g., Hailman, 1967; Schleidt, 1962).

Vocalizations, while often signals, are none-
theless motor responses of the signaler. The
findings on bird songs, summarizedearlier, al-
low us to see that several ontogenetic factors,
including genotype, sensitive periods, auditory
feedback, and conditioning, can be involved.
These findings led to the template concept, a
way of accountingfor diverse findings by a hypo-
thetical mechanism. A templateis

visualized as a mechanism or mechanismsresidingat
one or morelocations in the auditory pathway which
provide a modelto which the bird can match feedback
from its vocalizations. . . . In some species, such as the
song sparrow,an individual raised in completeisola-
tion from species members seems to possess a sufh-
ciently well-specified template so that it can generate
normal song, as long as the individual can hearit-
self. ... Howeverin other species, such as the white-
crowned sparrow or the chaffinch, the initial
specifications for the template are less complete.
[Marler and Mundinger, 1971:428-29]

While the template model seemsrestricted to
song learning, there is no reason why it cannot
be much more widespread factor in behavioral
development, as Marler (1973) himself postu-
lates. However,it will be difficult to uncover such

mechanismsin species that do not learn or per-
form such precise and relatively easily analyzed
behaviors as songs. A major problem with the
template idea is that it is the result of several
experimental operations, each leading to some-
what different results depending on the species,
age, soundsused, and so forth. The questionis

whether the template idea will actually allow us
to makepredictions orrestrain usat the level of
a summarizing conceptthatis tied closely to spe-
cific results.

Ontogeny as Town Meeting

This chapter has focused on the “how” of
ontogeny and the asking of questions about de-
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velopmental antecedents and modifiers of com-
munication. Given the complexity of issues and

data dealing with “how,” only some of which

could even be touchedonhere,it is not surpris-

ing that workers in development have rarely
stepped back to ask the broader question of

‘‘why?”’ A few such questions would be: ‘““Why do
some animals develop quickly and someslowly?”

‘Why are there differences in the genotype-
phenotype correlations?” “‘Whydo different as-
pects of behavior have different ontogenetic
histories in the same species?” ““Why do some
developmental processes show great variability
andotherslittle?” Such questions are most often
posed by evolutionary theorists and ecologists
and are answeredby consideringthe life history
of the organism in its ecological context. Many
post hoc, but reasonable, explanations can be

given, and have been given for years, with
greater or lesser amounts ofnaturalhistory data
to support them (e.g., Wilson, 1975). They

rarely deal with the exceptions or the detailed
nature of the adjustments of ontogenyto ecolog-
ical contingencies, and thusto natural selection

for ontogenetic patterns in subsequent genera-
tions. This is not the place to examine in any
depth the various generalizations that have been
formulated in the past and keep recurringin al-
most equally uncritical guises. These include
evolutionary “‘trends,”’ such as those from simple
to complex communication, rigid to variable
communication, and tight genotype-phenotype
correlations to loose correlations. What we need
are detailed studies of ontogeny in situations
where the adaptive significance of the various
aspects of communication and their ontogenetic
antecedents can be evaluated.

Genetic processes should not be viewed as
immuneto the experiences encountered by the
animal. Behavior that appears genetically speci-
fied may have evolved from behaviororiginally
shaped by specific experiences and learning.
This 1s not a disavowalof natural selection but a

key example ofit, the theoretical implications of
which do not seem to be commonly applied to
behavior and rarely, if ever, to communication.

Consider the phenomenonof“genetic assimila-
tion” (Haldane, 1959; Waddington, 1953) or

“threshold effect,” as reinterpreted by Mayr
(1963). The initial example involved a wing ab-
normality in fruit flies (Drosophila) but the pro-
cess will be emphasized here. A given environ-

mental input leads to the appearance of some
atypical characteristic. Breeding selectively from
such individuals (or relatives not showing the
trait) leads to more individuals’ responding to
the environmental input and eventually showing
the trait without the experienceatall. This may
almost seem like the inheritance of acquired
characteristics but it is not. The animals were
carrying the genotype that madethetrait possi-
ble, but it was masked by a rathertight genotype-
phenotype correlation. The unusual experience
was strong enoughto breakthestabilizing effect
in a rare individual and allow selection to operate
on it, eventually bringing together enough of the
relevant genesto enable the response to be more
easily manifested. It is possible that such pro-
cesses are involved in the evolution of complex
behavior, showing again the intricate relation-
ships of evolutionary and ecological factors in
the ontogeny of communication. Indeed a condi-
tioned stimulus in classical psychology may, by
this process, become an unconditioned stimulus.
The above exampleis one of manythat could be
given that suggest new directionsin the study of
antecedents to communication. But we can close
on an optimistic note, as the work on ontogeny
is constantly improving in quality, imagination,
diversity of approaches,andscientific status. In-
deed,of all the emphases of ethology, ontogeny
is the most interdisciplinary and multifaceted.

Conclusions

Wehave now looked at a variety of factors
involved in the ontogeny of communication.
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While the list is not comprehensive and while
more will undoubtedly be discovered in the near
future, their range should be apparent. Wecan
conclude, however, that processes that seem to
be involved in the shaping and topography of
communicatory behaviors and signaling systems
may develop quite differently than those that can
later modify such communication. Furthermore,
a crucial distinction has been made between on-
togenetic events that are often necessary but
only as facilitative precursors and thosethat are
responsible for the adaptive communication
properties, the determinative precursors. Any
classification has deficiencies; this one is no ex-
ception.

In communication, where we deal with social
processes often very subtly and precisely ad-
Justed with respectto the individualas well as to
conspecifics, where the consequences of error
and misunderstanding can be great, and where
commonality of a “language’”’ is both common
and necessary, we needto beparticularly careful
that we do notlet labels become explanations.
This truism is one that many scientists would
agree with when dealing with a dynamic system.
What are needed noware longitudinal studies
tracing the developmentof young animals(e.g.,
Kruyt, 1964; Williams, 1972). But we particu-
larly need longitudinal studies with a point.
Merely to describe the changesin behavioras an
animal progresses from oneageto anotheris an
important, although tedious, job; and methods,
problemsofclassification, and all the other diffi-

culties of behavioral research are obstacles that
lead to unfocused research making the wrong
compromises. But even theseare onlyfirst steps.
Specific behavior patterns need to be not only
followed but also experimentally manipulated in
the field and laboratory. Only then will we find
out the precise nature of the ontogenetic mecha-
nisms for any given type of communication.

Some Theoretical Issues
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Chapter 6

MODAL ACTION PATTERNS

George W. Barlow

A cornerstone of ethological theory is the be-
lef that behavior comesin discrete packets.It is
thoughtthat behavior can be segmentedin time
into actions that have a characteristic ‘“‘mor-
phology” such that each can be recognized and
therefore named. Theyare the ‘“‘natural’’ units of
behavior. Lorenz (e.g., 1950) spelled out the
central role they mustplay in any coherentthe-
ory of animal behavior.

Most quantitative investigations rely on such
segmentsofbehavior. Theyare particularly rele-
vantto the analysis of communication. However,
despite their obvious importance they have been
little studied. While investigators may recognize
somevariation, they generally acceptit as simply
part of the “‘slop” in the system.

In order to discuss the role of these seem-
ingly unitary events in communicationit is first
necessary to inquire into their fundamentalna-
ture. I will start with a consideration of the ap-
pearance of behavior that is recognizably
patterned, followed by a discussion of stimulus
control and the neurological basis of such behav-
ior. Then I will treat some aspects of develop-
mentas well as genetics before movingon to the
role of patterned movements in communication.

Before doing so I have to take up the trou-
blesome problem of terminology. The occur-
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rence of relatively discrete motor patterns has
long been recognized, for example, the bucking
of a horse or the bowing of a pigeon. Thereis
still no agreement, however, ona general term to
categorize such behavior. Amongthe early terms
that were used by Lorenz (reviewed by Baerends,
1957; Schleidt, 1974) are “Instinct,” “‘Instinctive
Action,” “Instinctive Movement,” and ‘‘Heredi-
tary Coordination.” At one point a group of
ethologists held a conference on terminology
and settled on ‘Fixed Action Pattern” (Thorpe,
1951). Tinbergen (1952) accepted that terminol-
ogy but later (1964) employed the more open
expression ‘““Typical Form.”’ Lorenz (1965) sub-
sequently resorted to further variants such as
“Fixed Motor Pattern” and later (1973) ‘‘Hered-
itary Motor Coordination” and “Innate Motor
Pattern.” Yet other terms emerge in thelitera-
ture, such as ‘“Species-Specific,” “‘Species-
Characteristic,” and “Species-Typical Behav-
ior.”’ Then there are simply “Motor Pattern” or
‘Behavior Pattern.” These are sometimes quali-
fied, as in ‘“‘Stereotyped Motor Pattern.” It is
small wonder,then,that individuals entering this

area are sometimesuncertain as to which term to
apply.

Labels such as “‘instinct,”’ “‘innate,”’ and ‘‘he-

reditary’’ should be avoided. As used here, they
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are not descriptive but rather are interpretive.
“Fixed Action Pattern”(FAP) is a particularly un-
fortunate construction, although currently it is
probably the most widely used term to refer ex-
plicitly to the kind of behavior under consider-
ation here. ‘Fixed’ denotes a degree of
stereotypy that is seldom seen. The concepthas
also been tied historically to a number of pre-
sumed properties (see below) that may or may
not apply.

In 1968 I proposed analternative term, ‘“Mo-
dal Action Pattern” (MAP), which gets around

both difficulties. It was put forth as a practical
substitute for Lorenz’s unitary concept of behav-
ior patterns, but without implicit presumptions
about causation and control. It emphasizes the
statistical aspect of patterning as opposed to the
fixed. I give it the following postulational defini-
tion:

(1) A Modal Action Pattern 1s a recognizable spati-
otemporalpattern of movementthat can therefore be
named and characterizedstatistically. (2) It usually
cannot be further subdivided into entirely indepen-
dently occurring subunits, although someof its com-
ponents may occur independently or in otherMaps.(3)
It is widely distributed in similar form throughout an
interbreeding population.

The definition stresses that the behavioris a
normalpartof the biology ofinterbreedingindi-
viduals and is not meant to include prevalent
humangestures that are obviously learned, such
as those expressed upon meeting or departing.
It allows for possible behavioral polymorphism
and for the influence of the environment. The
acronym MAPalso appeals to me more than FAP
—Ma~Prelatesnicely to the notion of a spatiotem-
poral map of behavior.

Because of the process of recognizing and
naming Maps,to facilitate quantitative analysis,
the trend has beento focusincreasingly on their
stereotypy to the exclusion of their other, more
interesting properties proposed by Lorenz (see

reviews in Baerends, 1957; Barlow, 1968; Lehr-

man, 1953; Moltz, 1965; Schleidt, 1974). Most

but notall of these are condensedhere: (1) The

behaviorpatterns are stereotyped in appearance.
(2) The pattern is produced by a functionally
organized networkin the central nervous system
(CNS). (3) Once triggered, the behavior runs to

completion without further environmental con-
trol, 1.e., without exteroceptive feedback. (4) The
behavior is spontaneous; its occurrence lowers

the probability that it will soon recur, andits
nonoccurrence increasesits probability so much
that the behavior may happen without apparent
stimulation. (5) The directional (taxic) compo-

nent accounts for much of the variation and 1s
not a part of the core CNS coordination. (6) The
behavioris heritable, its spatiotemporal pattern-
ing beinglittle affected by experience.

It is a tribute to Lorenz that he formulated
such clearly testable hypotheses about patterned
behavioral output. Yet even though these hy-
potheses were put forth some timeagowestill
do not know,in a generalsense, whether they are
broadly applicable, whether they apply to some
species but notto others, or, within a species, to

some behavior andnotto others. I would like to
incite behavioral investigators to reexamine
these hypotheses because they are important to
fully understanding the mechanisms underlying
communication.In the following therefore,I will
summarize the usually inadequate information
about these hypotheses. In doingso,I will play
downfindings on bird song; that informationwill
appear elsewhere in this book, and it does not
alter the conclusions reached here. First, how-

ever, a few words about the problem of delimit-
ing which kindsofbehaviorare to be considered.

Recognizing MAPS

The problem of recognizing Mapsis that of
deciding on the units. ““The search for the units
of behavior, their organization, and their empiri-
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cal validation,. . . constitutes the central problem
of behavioral analysis’ (Condon and Ogston,
1967). Most observers rely on their own percep-
tual capability to select out those units(e.g., Alt-
mann, 1965; Dawkins and Dawkins, 1974;
Hailman, 1967; Lorenz, 1955, 1973; Tinbergen,
1960). It is a reasonable way to proceed andis at
some point inevitable.

I shall not venture to prescribe just how one
extracts units of behavior, for I think that there
is no general answer andthat specific answers
are best dealt with bystatistical procedures. I
would like to mention, howeverbriefly, that the
difficulty lies in the complexity of motor output.
Postures or movements maybe graded, even in
passerine birds (Blurton-Jones, 1968), although
intermediates (Fig. 1) may be infrequent. The
components of Maps, often called “acts,” may
pop upin different Maps (Stokes, 1960), requir-
ing careful analysis and evaluation. Additionally,
MAPS may overlap in various complex ways (An-
drew, 1956; Barlow, 1962; Tinbergen, 1964).

An overriding consideration is that behav-
ioral outputis hierarchically arranged (DeLong,
1972; Hinde, 1953; Nelson, 1973; Tinbergen,
1950, 1951). An oversimplified view, but a help-
ful first approximation,is to think of neuromus-
cular effector groups organized into acts, which
are further arranged into MAPs. The MaAPs occur
in stochastic sequences, which, if they become

stereotyped, must be treated as units. At the

other extreme, acts may appear alone and thus
become simple Maps, that is, units of behavior.

These difficulties, and more that I might
mention, have been raised to bring out the im-

prudenceof operationally defining Maps. It may
never be advisable to constrain the concept. The
prudent approachis to seek the smallest distin-
guishable units of behavior, then to combine
those that co-vary closely (Altmann, 1965; Cane,

1961; Dingle, 1972). In this regard,thestatistical

procedures developed by numerical taxonomists
look promising (Sneath and Sokal, 1973). The
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Fig. 1. Numberoffilm frames(24 fps) in which the
black-headedgull (Larus ndibundus) wasin the oblique
or the forward postures, respectively, and transitions
between them. Theaction runs downthe page, en-
compassing three film sequences. (From Tinbergen,
1960.)

techniques of ethologists for analyzing se-
quences mayalso be of use here (see review in
Slater, 1973).

Analysis of MAPS

Therealization that Maps can be variable has
been slowly growing; Cullen (1966) and Hinde
(1966b) commentedbriefly on this as a general
phenomenon. Examplesin the earlier literature
were provided in the study ofwolves by Schenkel
(1948), fruit flies by Bastock and Manning (1955)
and Manning (1959), and primates by Hinde and
Rowell (1962) and Rowell and Hinde (1962). A
number of other papers have reported on the
variability of displays and vocalizations in birds
(Blurton-Jones, 1968; Hailman, 1967; Hinde,
1955-1956; Konishi, 1963; Stokes, 1960) and

even displays in crustaceans (Crane, 1966).

Yet the general attitude remained that Maps,
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especially if used in communication (displays),
are rigid in their performance. Thus when Dane

et al. (1959) published the first truly analytical
investigation ofdisplays, based onfilms of ducks,
their data were received as confirmation of the
fixity of displays. But the dispiays only seemed
invariable. The duration of each wasso brief that
the variance was of necessity small. By using the
coefficient of variation (CV), which is relative

variability, the displays could be shownto be not
only variable but variable in their variability. In
fact, their variability is of about the same order

as that for other biological systems (Barlow,
1968).

Since then a numberof quantitative studies
have appeared, and the use of CV is a growing
convention.In the analysis of MAPs mostinvestI-
gators have done the obvious and easy thing
first; they have simply measured duration. Con-
sequently we have a limited view ofwhat is meant
by the stereotypy.

Ourthinking about Maps1s further limited by
the choice of MaApPsfor analysis. Observers tend
to select the more stereotyped cases for study
(e.g., Bucholtz, 1970; Wiley, 1973) (see also Ta-

ble 2). Further, most of our examples have come
from birds (Schleidt, 1974).

It is too early to prescribe a standardstatisti-
cal methodology to characterize stereotypy. We
may not havethestatistical tools to deal with the
more complex multiparametric analyses of MAPs
(Schleidt, 1974). Nonetheless, some suggestions
are in order as to how to assess stereotypy in
simpler cases. Two basic procedures will be
mentioned here. Oneinvolves central-tendency
Statistics, the other information theory.

When the behavior can be measured on a
continuous-interval scale, as in the case of time

and amplitude,a central-tendencystatistic is ap-
propriate, such as the meanandits variance. The
coefficient of variation (CV) is derived by divid-
ing the standard deviation (SD) by the mean (ZX).

It is expressed as a percentage of the mean by
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multiplying by 100. As the stereotypy increases,
CV decreases.

When analyzing MAPs it 1s convenient to
speak of stereotypy rather than variability. CV
can be converted to statistic that I will call
stereotypy, SZ, which varies directly with the
“true” stereotypy of the behavior:

100
sv=

(i22) 4]
 

x

The value | is added to the denominatorto avoid

the awkwardsituation of infinite ST when CV

equals zero. The equation reduces to a more
convenient form:

__ *
~ SD + 01x

A few landmark values are given in Table 1 to
show the relationship between CV and ST.

ST

Table 1

Equivalent reference values for the coefficient
of variation (CV) and an index of

stereotypy (ST).

ST CV

100 0

50 1

25 3

10 9

5 19

2.5 39
1 99

0.99 100

The other approach is through the calcula-
tion of what has been called uncertainty, en-

tropy, or simply, H. It is appropriate when the
analysis producesdiscrete categories of counta-
ble elements. The use of H avoids the awkward-
ness of dealing with variancein a system that has
few components. A short-cut tabular method of
calculation has been given by Lloyd etal. (1968),
together with suggestions for the particular for-
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mula to employ. For behavioral studies, Bril-
louin’s formula seems the more appropriate:

—¢ ——_Ni__)
4 oN log (= oe n,!

wherethe constantc is a scaling factor to convert
from logarithm base 10 to a desired base such as
2 or e. Mis the total numberof occurrences, and
N\, No, etc., are the numbers in each category.
(For applications to behavior studies, see Att-
neave, 1959; Dingle, 1972; Moles, 1963.) Limita-
tions of the method have been spelled out by
Quastler (1958).

HT has at least two undesirable features. For
one, it is a measure of uncertainty or disorder
and is thus just another wayto estimate variabil-
ity. For another, the size of H depends on the
number of categories. The latter shortcoming
can be avoided by using another measure from
information theory, redundancy (#). In a gen-
eral sense redundancy can be equated to struc-
ture (Moles, 1963). It is calculated from

H

Rela
 ,

where Hyax 18 the maximum possible uncer-
tainty. Redundancy has been employed as a mea-
sure of stereotypy by Altmann (1965), Dingle
(1972), and Fentress (1972).

Another point needs making here aboutthe
analysis of stereotypy. The data should be sorted
out according to individuals. The data from a
number of individuals have sometimes been
lumped because the mean valueis of interest, as
in comparative studies. Often the data are
pooled becauseit is impossible to identify indi-
viduals (e.g., Marler, 1973). Yet Jenssen (1971)
estimated that 98 percent of the variation in a
population of iguanid lizards was between indi-
viduals, and therefore that only 2 percent was
intraindividual. Such large differences between
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individuals are typical but that is not always
the case. In the sage grouse (Centrocercus uro-
phasianus) (Fig. 2), for instance, there is little
difference between individuals in the temporal
stereotypy of strut displays (Wiley, 1973).

There are other sources of error and ofbias,
but time does not permit their exploration.
There are also other ways to explore the stereo-
typy of Maps,as in the analysis of phaserelation-
ships between different components. Keeping
this in mind,I will now review someofthelitera-
ture that deals with a variety of ways in which
patterned movement can be analyzed, such as
through duration and amplitude,cyclicity, inter-
relationship of parts, completeness, and the sep-
aration of directional and core components.

DURATION AND AMPLITUDE

The literature reveals that MAPs may vary
widely in their duration (Table 2). At one ex-
treme are the exceedingly longstatic displays, as
in the tail-spreading display of peacocks.

 
Fig. 2. A sage grouse at the “peak’’ of its strut

display, with the inflated vocal sacs thrown forward.
The face has sunk outof view, precludingvisual input
at that moment. (From Wiley, 1973.)
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Schleidt (1974) suggested that the bulk of Maps,

nonetheless, last somewhere between 0.1 and 10

sec, with mostlasting about 1.0 sec, which tends

to be borne out in Table 2. The table also indi-

cates that stereotypy is usually not great, ranging

from about2 to 8 (CV roughly 35 to 15 percent).

Only rarely doesit exceed 40 (CVless than about

1.5 percent). A note of caution, however: in most

cases the data were pooled from a number of

individuals, a procedure that produces higher

variances.
The stereotypy of Maps thuspresentsa fairly

wide range across species. Even within a species,

different MAPs can express noteworthy differ-

encesin stereotypy (Table 2). But then temporal

stereotypy is not a necessary condition for a MAP,

for static displays can be enormously variable in
duration.

When Mapsare examinedinternally, the little

evidence available suggests that different com-
ponents of the same MAP may showvarying de-
grees of temporal stereotypy. When chickens
drink or eat, for instance, the downstroke1s less

stereotyped than the up stroke (Dawkins and
Dawkins, 1973; Hutchinson and Taylor, 1962).

The feeding movementsofthe gastropod Urosal-
pinx cinerea follyensis are comparably simple, and
the different components are also differently
sterotyped (Carrickeret al., 1974).

Turningto displays, the masthead display of
the goldeneye duck (Bucephala clangula) may be
broken down into three main components that
are individually more stereotyped thanthetotal
duration of the display (Table 2). Variation ap-
parently arises in the coupling of the compo-
nents or in the interaction of their variations.
These data must be interpreted with some cau-
tion, however, because they were pooled from
several males (Dane et al., 1959), and there is

some evidence (Dane and Van der Kloot, 1965)

for behavioral polymorphism. In the barbary
dove (Streptopelia roseogrisea), however, the six
components of the bowing display are less
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stereotyped thanis the total timefor its perfor-

mance (Table 3). But like the goldeneye, the

main source of variation lies in internal pauses

(Davies, 1970).

Anotheraspect of internal variation was de-

tected in the pushup display of the lizard Anolis

anaeus (Fig. 3). The components ofthe display
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Fig. 3. The drawings of Anolis anaeus (bottom) de-

pict two heights ofpushing up andtwotypes ofdewlap
extension; the display to the left is called gorged
throat, that to the right, fan. The six panels above the
lizards show the progressive changesin height(solid
lines) and extension of the dewlap (dottedlines)in six
different displays. In the panel for bob,the three ele-
ments of the signature bob are labeled A, B, and C.
(After Stamps and Barlow, 1973.)



Table 2

Statistical parameters of the duration ofsome MAPs, and
in a few cases of the intervals between them.Fe

Duration of MAP(sec) Interval (sec)
Film

Species, MAP, and Speed
Location (fps) N x SD CV ST x SD CV ST ReferenceSnr

Fiddler crab, waving

 

Uca virens

Texas — 90 2.8 0.80 28.6 3.38 0.47 0.12 25.5 3.77 Salmon and Atsaides
Miss. 54 2.5 0.62 24.8 3.88 0.43 0.08 18.6 5.10 (1968)

U. longisignalis

Miss. — 80 5.6 1.50 26.8 3.60 4.41 2.80 63.5 1.55
Florida 38 3.7 1.00 27.0 3.57 4.70 3.20 68.1 1.45

U. pugnax

Daytona, Fla. — 42 2.3 0.31 13.5 6.91 1.40 0.70 50.0 1.96
St. Augustine, Fla. 93 2.1 0.52 24.8 3.88 1.70 1.90 111.8 0.89

Hermit crab

Clibanarius vittatus

Ambulatory rise — 19 0.31 0.11 35.5 2.74 Hazlett (197 2b)
Present cheliped 34 0.21 0.10 47.6 2.06
Extend cheliped 14 0.27 0.11 40.7 2.40

Lizards, pushup

Anolis nebulosist

minimum* 18 — 3.6 — — — Jenssen (1971)
‘‘central’’* 3.8 0.08 1.97 33.6
maximum * 2.2 0.18 7.95 11.2

Uta spp.

Pyramid L., Cal. 38-70 20 0.1 0.03 30.0 3.22 0.6 0.2 33.3 2.91 Ferguson (1971)
Victorville, Cal. 22 =60.3 0.07 23.3 4.11 0.8 0.2 25.0 3.85

San Diego,Cal. 18 0.7 0.09 12.9 7.21 1.2 0.4 33.3 2.91
Isla San Pedro Nolasco 25 0.8 0.10 12.5 7.41 1.3 0.3 23.1 4.15

Isla Santa Catalina 22 1.0 £0.90 90.0 1.10 1.3 0.3 23.1 4.15

Isla San Lorenzo Norte 25 1.0 0.08 80 11.1 0.9 0.2 22.2 4.31

Goldeneye duck

Masthead 24 13 4.8 2.50 52.1 1.88 Dane, Walcott, and

Up 0.21 0.03 14.3 6.54 Drury (1959)

Pause 0.13 0.02 15.9 6.10

Down 0.30 0.04 13.3 6.98

Without pause 0.65 0.05 7.69 11.5

Bowsprit 64 1.75 0.03 1.71 36.8

Simple head throw 66 1.29 0.08 6.20 13.9

Head flick 21 0.20 0.03 15.0 6.25

Dip (9) 39 =6©.1.79 0.75 41.9 2.33

Display drinking 31 2.02 0.11 0.05 94.8

Great cormorant, Wing waving

England 16 13 0.77 — 54. 1.8 Van Tets (1965)
Netherlands 15 O71 — 21. 4.5
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Table 2 (continued)

Duration of MAP(sec) Interval (sec)

Film
Species, MAP, and Speed |

Location (fps) N x SD CV ST x SD CV ST Reference

Head wagging

Northern gannet* 24 39 0.31 — 38. 2.6 Van Tets (1965)
Northern gannet* 21 0.37 — 26. 3.7
Red-footed booby* 16 9 2.5 — 25. 3.8

Wing bowing

Northern gannet* 24 29 1.1 1.3 118. 0.84 Van Tets (1965)

Head throwing

Red-footed booby* 16 21 1.4 0.4 40. 2.4 Van Tets (1965)

Sage grouse

Strut display *

Male D 18 26** 16+ — 3.3 23.2 154.9 29.6 19.1 4.98 Wiley (1973)
Male D 24 10** 1.7*+ — 1.1 47.6 252.9 86.4 34.2 2.84
Male A 18 16** 16+ — 1.7 37.0 170.0 25.6 15.1 6.21
Male A 24 17** 1.7 — 14 41.7 238.6 53.0 22.2 4.31

 

NOTE: N = number of MAPs measured, x = mean, SD = standard deviation, CV = coefficient of variation, ST =
stereotypy as defined in the text.

* Data from oneindividual.
**N slightly smaller for intervals.
+Estimated from bar diagram.

leading upto the terminal signature bobarerela-
tively variable. But the signature bobis so stereo-
typed in a given individual that any variation it
mighthavefalls below the minimum resolvable
difference, 0.02 sec, of film advancing at 24
frames per sec (Stamps and Barlow, 1973).

In comparison to the information on dura-
tion, that on amplitude or path movementis
truly meagerandhas proveddifficult and tedious
to obtain. Rather than studying the path of
movement, Hazlett (1972a) followed the change
in angle relative to the body, madeby the che-
lipeds andthefirst walking legs in a spider crab
(Microphrys bicornutus) (Fig. 4). The chelipeds and
legs were held at higher angles when displaying
than when feeding, and thefinal angle was also
more stereotyped when used in communication
than in the noncommunicatory movements in-
volved in feeding.

The study of temporal and spatial stereotypy
is in its infancy and promises fertile ground for
further research. There are large and unex-
plained differences in stereotypy between spe-
cles, within species, and within the Maps of
individuals themselves. We now have the tech-
nology to move on.

CYCLICITY

It is importantatleastinitially to removecy-
clicity, or spontaneity, from the realm of causa-
tion and to treat it at first as a problem of
description. This means working outthelikeli-
hood of occurrence of Maps.

Most investigators would think first here of
clearly repetitive, rhythmic Maps. Yet many de-
grees of intermediacy exist between these and
what seem to be arhythmic events. Turkeycalls
are given singly and do not seem to beperiodic.
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On a collapsed timescale, however,their calling

is Clearly rhythmic (Schleidt, 1964). Compress-
ing time,as in fast-motion filming, reveals rhyth-

micity in many kinds of behavior that normally
go undetected (see also Allison, 1971). In hu-
mans,this has been disclosed in religious cere-
monies andin the pacing of a newspaper vendor
(Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970).

There are two temporalaspects of repetitive
behavior, inter-and intrabout intervals. The

methodologyfor the analysis of one is applicable
to the othersince the one gradesinto the other.
It is easy, then, to visualize how the compression

of separate bits of behavior into bouts can lead
to the evolution of new Maps through rhythmic
repetition of simpler elements,as in lizards(e.g.,
Ferguson, 1971; Gorman, 1968) and fiddler

crabs (Crane, 1966, Salmon, 1967; Salmon and

Atsaides, 1968).

Table 3

The temporal stereotypy of components of
the bow display compared to that of the

display as a whole in the barbary dove
(Streptopela roseogrisea).

Number

Birds Displays CV ST

Bow(total) 5 33 6.91 12.64

Components

Up 5 33 15.78 5.96

Mid pause 3 24 35.02 2.78

Jump up 3 24 22.12 4,32

Top pause 5 33 47.94 2.04

Down 5 33 21.58 4.43

Bottom pause 5 33 18.05 5.25

NOTE: Thecoefficient of variation (CV) and stereotypy

(ST) are unweighted meansderived from data for individual

birds.

Source: After Davies, 1970: Table 6.

Theintervals between Maps, not surprisingly,

are generally more variable than the duration of

the Mapitself (Table 2). In the sage grouse, for
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Fig. 4. The two histogramsshow the frequency of
occurrence of the angle of the final position at which
the cheliped is held by spider crabs. The upperhisto-
gram portrays data from feeding crabs. The lower,
scattered data are from crabs in hostile interactions.

(After Hazlett, 1972a.)

example, the strut display has a high mean ST of
32 as opposedto 5.9 forinterstrut intervals. In-
tervals between drinks or food pecks are less
stereotyped in chickensthan are the durations of
drinking or pecking (Dawkins and Dawkins,
1973, 1974; Hutchinson and Taylor, 1962). The

same holdsfor the intervals between pushupdis-
plays in lizards (Ferguson, 1971).

INTERRELATION OF PARTS

The prevailing view has been that the compo-
nents of a MAP are linked, or coupled, in strict

sequential relationship (Hinde, 1966a). The or-

dering andpattern of overlap are held to be cen-

trally programmed and essentially invariant.
Qualitative observations suggest that this is a
good approximation for most MAPs. However,it
is not a rule.

Quite early Hinde (1955-1956) noted that

the internal ordering may vary in the display of

one finch species while not in another (the com-
ponents themselves were said to be variable in
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some species but, again, not in others). Hinde

then took a clearly statistical view of those dis-
plays that were variable: ‘‘display patterns can-
not always be considered as distinct entities—
rather the postures . . . refer to combinationsof
components which often occur.”’

Whetherthe sequential modelfits dependsin
part on the fineness of the elements chosen for
analysis. For example, in drinkingby chicks the
downward movementofthe headis usually taken
as one component, which is then followed by

drinking, which is then followed by raising the
head. Dawkins and Dawkins (1973, 1974), how-

ever, discovered that both the downward move-

mentand the upward recovery movement can be
broken into yet smaller elements depending on
whetherthe chicks pausein their paths. An anal-
ysis employing these finer elements produced
variable sequencing.

The succession of events in the pushupdis-
play of lizards seems stereotyped to the eye of an
untrained observer. The ordering of individual
components, however, can be shown to vary
(Stamps and Barlow, 1973). The linkage be-
tween movements of the dewlap,tail, tongue,
and bobbingof the head is also subject to varia-
tion (Ferguson, 1971; Gorman, 1968; Jenssen,

1971; Stamps and Barlow, 1973).

Unfortunately, there has been little attempt
to analyze quantitatively the internal sequencing
of maps. The use of H or R from information
theory would bea start, detailing the stereotypy
of sequencing.

COMPLETENESS

Under different names completeness has
long been recognized as a fundamental but ac-
countable source of variation (Barlow, 1968). To
illustrate completeness, consider a MAP consist-
ing of three components occurring in the se-
quence ABC. In incomplete expressions the
more terminal componentsdrop out, as in AB, or
simply 2.
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Schleidt (1974) has suggested a methodfor
quantifying completeness. The numberofacts in
each performance is divided by the mean num-
ber of acts that occur in that MapPrather than by
the maximum numberever observed. From re-

peated performances, the coefficient of variation
is calculated, from which we may derive ST. The

redundancy, R, of the different categories might
prove to be more appropriateto this type ofdata,
especially if the numberof variants is small.

The concept of completeness need not be
limited to MAPs with discrete components.It can
also be applied to graded movements,as in Gola-
ni’s (1973) analysis of the behavior of pairs of

jackals (Canis aureus). The graded movements

were divided into a numberofarbitrary steps. In
the same waythe graded “‘smile”’ ofprimates and
humans can be segmented for analysis (Van
Hooff, 1972).

TAXIC COMPONENT

In the traditional view the fundamental form
of a MAP is independentof environmentalinflu-
ence (reviewed by Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970; Hinde,

1966a). This view derived from the assumption
that there is a core coordination for MAPs pro-
vided by the CNS. MAPs are directed or steered,

whether toward one’s self, another animal, food,

nest, light, or whatever. The relation to external
objects is boundto vary, so the directing of the

MAP will be to that degree variable. This taxic
componenthas been regarded as a secondary or
overlying feature of Maps and hence separable
from them.

The core coordination and the steering com-
ponentcan often be sorted out (see examplesin
Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970). The classic case is that of
the greylag goose (Anser anser) retrieving an egg
displaced from its nest. The gooseplacesits bill
on the far side of the egg andthen pulls the egg
back under its breast. The lateral swinging
movementofthe headis a taxic component com-
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pensating for the tendency of the eccentric egg
to roll off the straight path (Lorenz and Tinber-
gen, 1939).

It is not always possible to makesucha clear
separation. Some Maps can be recognized only
by their orientation (Cullen, 1960). Many exam-
ples can be found in theritualized paths of loco-
motion, as in the display flights of birds such as
doves and hummingbirds, or in oceanic birds
such as terns (Cullen, 1960; see also van Tets,
1965). In fishes, a good example is provided by
display jumping (Fig. 5) in damselfishes (Holz-
berg, 1973). Stereotypy of interindividual orien-
tation 1s illustrated in the aggressive interactions
of the beautiful Asian fish Badis badis (Barlow,
1962) and the Arctic ground squirrel (Spermo-
philus undulatus: Watton and Keenleyside, 1974).
Orientation is commonlyritualized in reproduc-
tive behavior, as in the spawningof the Florida
Hagfish (Jordanella floridae: Mertz and Barlow,
1966).

 
Fig. 5. The path of Signalsprung (display jump-

ing) in a coral-reef damselfish (Dascyllus marginatus).
Eachfigure is separated by 1/16 sec. (From Holzberg,
1973.)

Some Theoretical Issues

In manycases, then, regularity of orientation
itself may be the key element that evolution has
exploited. Yet in most instancesthe basic coordi-
nation andthetaxis of the behavior can be sorted
out. Closer examination will doubtless reveal a
continuum of examples between thesepoles.

Stimulus Control

Originally MAPs were thoughtto be uniquein
relation to the stimulieliciting them. Oncetrig-
ger they were believed to be no longer subject to
external (exteroceptive) influence. That was not
taken to mean that proprioceptive feedback was
ruled out, although its role was seldom consid-
ered.

Two different conditions were confounded.
The first is that once a Map hasstarted further
input is not needed. Here the cnsis capable of
producing patterned output, once stimulated,
and without further guidance from theexterior.
Note that external modulation is thus not ruled
out if present and relevant.

The second condition is that once initiated
further inputis ignored. Evenif the externalsitu-
ation changessignificantly, the animal does not
alter the performance of the Map—it simply pro-
ceeds to completion.

Under either condition the effect of the
stimulus is only to orient and release the re-
sponse. Furthermore,the strength of stimulation
is held to play little or no role in the form of the
behavior itself. Thus any variation observed in
the form of the map should bedueto an internal
change in motivationalstate.

Another aspect of stimulus control is that
MAPs have beensaid to be set apart by virtue of
their causation. Each Map has commoncausal
factors that differ from those of other Maps.

IS FURTHER INPUT NEEDED?

Complex Maps maybe so independentofin-
put that they can be performedin the absence of
any apparent stimulation. This is the behavior
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Lorenz (1937) called ‘‘vacuum activity” to stress
the competenceofthe nervoussystem to execute
MAPswithout external guidance. While there are
many examplesof such behavior,it is difficult to
say that no relevant stimuli were present because
suboptimalstimuli maysuffice (Bastock, Morris,

and Moynihan, 1954). For the larger question,
however, this makeslittle difference. The point
is that external stimuli are normally overt and
conspicuous. Yet they may be so reduced that an
observer does not recognize them. They may
even be absent. The animal may, nonetheless,
still perform particular Maps.

It has been shownin a few cases that once a
MAP, or a series of Maps, has been triggered, the
stimulus can then be removedand the behavior
will still go on to completion. The classic exam-
ple is again that of the greylag goose (Lorenz and
Tinbergen, 1939). If the egg is removed after the |
retrieval movementhas beenstarted, the goose
will continue the movement as though the egg
werestill present. Other examplesare rare.Tin-
bergen (unpublished) has found a comparable
case in the courtship of a butterfly, the greyling
(Eumensis semele; for details of behavior see Tin-
bergen et al., 1942). A parallel case occurs in the
sexual behavior of the smooth newt(77iturus vul-
garis: Halliday, 1975).

These examples and those of vacuum behav-
ior indicate that many species have theability to
perform complex Maps, even sequencesof them,
without guidance from the object triggering
their performance. Nonetheless, this is also an
area that has beenlittle investigated. We need to
knowif MaPsare generally so independent. And
the question remains as to whether changesin
external stimulation can modify the course of the
performancein spite of the obvious motor capa-
bility.

ARE MAPS ALTERABLE?

The question here is whether the spatiotem-
poral pattern of a Map can change adaptively
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during its performance. Change, therefore, is
limited to a degree of variation ordinarily ob-
servable in the Map, not a fundamental restruc-
turing or a long-term change. The scanty
evidence suggests a spectrum ofalterability.

For many Maps, such as those used in non-
communicatoryactivites, it is clearly adaptive to
respond to change. The form of feeding behav-
ior employed bythe fish Badis badis in extracting
wormsvaries smoothly but radically depending
on the resistance met (G. W. Barlow, 1961). But
Badis badis feeds on a variety of prey and moves
rather slowly. Thus there is both the need and
the opportunity for exteroreceptive feedback.

In contrast, the feeding and drinking behav-
ior of granivorousbirdsis simple and quick, so
the upward and downward movements of the
head have considerable momentum; the behav-
ior 1s also more stereotyped (Hutchinson and
Taylor, 1962). Dawkins and Dawkins (1974)
tried to modify drinking in chicks by presenting
a variety ofaversive or disturbingstimuli. For the
most part, the MAP waslittle affectedif at all. But
unusually shallow water caused the bill to be
held in the water longer, a change the authors
attributedto the lack of stimulation the fully im-
mersed beak would ordinarily receive.

The dragonfly larva of Aeschna cyanea carries
out high-speed strikes at its prey. Bucholtz
(1970) reported thatthe strike could be stopped
even after the fast phase had been entered, but
she gave no substantiating data or details.

Alterability is a more contentious issue with
MAPsthat are clearly involved in communication.
This is especially true for signals performed at
high speed. It may be difficult for an animal to
alter such Mapsbecauseofinertia or momentum.
Since the behavioris brief, it may beeasiest for
the animalto finish it, and atlittle peril, rather
than to alter it. It may also be difficult to attend
to the stimulus while performing,particularlyif
the head movesrapidly.

There is suggestive evidence, nonetheless,
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that even brief rapid communicatory MAPs may
be disruptable. The signature bob of the lizard
Anolis anaeus is the most stereotyped component
of its pushup display. If a male is performing a
signature bob when another approaches,it com-
pletes the MAP before responding further
(Stamps and Barlow, 1973). Now Stamps(pers.
comm.) has done pilot experiments on tame
males. One male is perched on one hand. When
it Starts to signature boba rival male on herother
hand is suddenly broughtclose to the performer.
The displaying male usually completes the signa-
ture bob, but often it does break off the display.

The extent to which Maps are alterable,

within their normalscopeofvariation, is an open
question and onethat has not been muchasked.
Andit is notjust a matter of external stimulation,
for motivation also plays a role (e.g., grooming
in mice: Fentress, 1972). We need to know more
about the susceptibility of ongoing MapPsto ex-
ternal stimulation, and therelation to their brev-

ity, stereotypy, function, motivational state, and
so forth.

STRENGTH OF STIMULATION

While there is not much information, it is

becomingincreasingly clear that the differences
in the trigger, the releaser, may influence the
MAP. The problem has been neglected in part
because releasers have usually been considered
only in their essential features; that1s historically
understandable. The releaser concept brought
out important aspects of the appearance ofsig-
nals and the nature of perception. Nonetheless,
there has been a glossing overof relevantvaria-
tion in the stimulus, such as rate of approach,
proximity, size, and so forth.

A simple type of stimulus-dependentdiffer-
ence is one in which the performance will vary
according to whetherthe appropriate stimulus1s
present. This is not as self-evident as it might
seem when oneconsiders species that advertise,
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as do malefiddler crabs awaiting females(Fig.6).
The tempo of the claw-waving display is faster
when a female is present (Salmon, 1967), al-
though each wave takes about the same amount
of time (Table 4).

Therelative size of the mate in a cichlid fish
called the orange chromide (Etroplus maculatus)
influences the coupling between head quivering
and flickering of the pelvic fin (Barlow, 1968).
Size of matealso affects the frequency of perfor-
mance,1.e., the cyclicity, of a spectrum of MAPs

in this and in othercichlid fishes (Barlow, 1970;
Barlow and Green, 1970a, 1970b).

Proximity mayalter the very form of the Map.
Hazlett (1972b) foundthat the heightof the che-
liped display in a hermit crab (Pagurus longicarpus)
varies with the distanceto its mirror image (Fig.
7). Similarly, Stamps and Barlow (1973) pre-
sented a territorial male lizard (Anolis anaeus)

with a rival male at varying distances. Both the
components of the pushupdisplay andtheir in-
terrelations varied as a function ofdistance(e.g.,
Fig. 8).

The strength of stimulation canalsoalter the
sequence of MAPs employed in grooming behav-

RAPAX SPECIOSAPUGNAX

Fig. 6. Three consecutive stages, moving down
the page, of claw waving in males of four species of
fiddler crab (Uca). The bent arrow below each crab
traces the position of the claw through onecycle; cross
marksindicate jerk. In U. speciosa, arrow (a) describes
the claw’s path in response to females, arrow (b) that
toward intruding males. (From Salmon, 1967.)
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Table 4

The effect of the presence of a female on the speed of a claw-waving display of
males in two species offiddler crab.

 

Wave duration (sec)
Time (sec) to complete

5 wavesin a series

 

Presence

Species of N (dd) x SD CV ST x SD CV ST

Uca rapax - 12 5.6 1.9 52.78 1.86 25.2 69 27.38 3.52
+ 12 2.5 1.2 48.00 2.04 15.8 5.7 36.08 2.70

Uca speciosa _ 12 0.5 0.01* 2.00 33.33 7.9 0.4 5.06 16.49
+ 12 0.3 0.01* 3.33 23.08 4.6 0.8 17.39 5.44

 

NOTE: x = mean, SD = standard deviation, CV = coefficient of variation, and ST = stereotypy as defined
in the text.

*The variation was probably below that accurately resolvable by the rate of film advance, which was not
given; presumably it was between 16 and 24 fps.

Source: After Salmon, 1967.

ior." Typically a mouse starts with its face and
finishes by groomingits back. A mild irritant on
its back sets off an episode of grooming,yet the
mouse starts with its face. But when a strong
irritant is applied to the back the mouse then
groomsthe back first (Fentress, 1972). Thus if
the stimulation is strong enoughit overrides the
typical program.

COMMON CAUSAL FACTORS

This issue was exploredin detail by Russellet
al. (1954; see also Hinde, 1966a; Hinde and Ste-
venson, 1969). It was proposedthatall the com-
ponents of a Fixed Action Pattern depend on the
same causal factors. The idea is sound. If the
responseis unitary, its causation should be uni-

1. Itis difficult to apply a simple concept of Maps to groom-
ing becauseofits hierarchical organization. Thedistinction
between acts, MAPs, and sequences1s blurred. Each compo-
nentis to some degree independentwithinthe hierarchy. Yet
there is so much patterning and close temporallinkage of
componentsthat they can be arrangedinto higherlevels of
organization that are reasonably stereotyped albeit stochas-
tic. Furthermore,the choice of units of groominginfluences
one’s conception of its higher-order organization (M. W.
Woolridge, pers. comm.).

tary. This may hold for many maps.Butthereis
always the problem of the null hypothesis. One
hasto test all possible relevant stimuli to assure
that there are notdifferential effects on the com-
ponents (Barlow, 1968).

As seen, however, MAPs often are not as uni-
tary as was formerly believed. One should expect
differential effects, at least for the less-unitary
MAPS. In one instance this has been demon-
strated. The height of the pushup display and the
extent to which the dewlapis extended are sepa-
rately influenced in the fan bob display of the
lizard Anolis anaeus (Stamps and Barlow, 1973).
To a large extent, however, this display shares
causal factors.

Generalizations are probably premature be-
cause there is so little to go on. The general
impression that emerges, nonetheless, is that of
a continuum. Some Mapsare cleanly triggered
and relatively unitary, whereas others are to
varying degrees under stimulus control. The
original formulations were goodfirst approxima-
tions. They brought out provocative andtestable
propositions by focusing on the more extreme
cases. It is surprising that there has beensolittle
attempt to test them critically.
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various distances. Solid circles are for data from the
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Stamps and Barlow, 1973.)

Some Theoretical Issues

Neurological Basis of MAPs

Outof necessity this section will be short and
restricted primarily to a consideration of motor
output. Obviously other aspects are important,
such as sensory input and motivationalstates,
plus learning, but they cannot be considered
here. The proposition to be examinedis that the
spatiotemporal patterning of behavior, espe-
cially at the level of acts and Maps, 1s a conse-
quence of the functional organization of the
nervous system (see Konishi, 1966).

Mostofthe relevantliterature here deals with
locomotion. But since many displays have been

derived from locomotory behavior, and since
somedisplays are little more than ritualized lo-
comotion, the neurological basis of lomocotion

is germane. The general conclusion is fairly

clear. Locomotion is generated by central pat-

terning, which is modified by both propriocep-
tive and exteroceptive feedback (Healey, 1957;
Hinde, 1969; Hoyle, 1970; Wilson, 1966, 1967).

When one considers all motor output, a

range of relationships can be seen (Hinde,

1969). At one extreme, swallowing (deglutition)

and hind-leg scratching in mammals are ma-

chinelike in execution with almost no sensory

modulation (references in Fentress, 1972). And

Fentress (1972; see also Taubetal., 1973) con-

cluded that ‘“‘even complex movements in pri-

mates can be established and performed without

any proprioceptive feedback’; he noted, how-

ever, that caution is called for in this interpreta-

tion (see Evarts, 1971).

There must be reasons why some MAPs are

more dependent on peripheral modulation than

others. Hinde (in Fentress, 1972) conjectured

that those movements most involved in visual-

motor coordination should be most severely

handicappedbytheloss of external information.
Along similar lines, Konorski (1970) proposed

that these more disruptable actions, requiring

guidance,are morelikely to encounter novelori-
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entation. The obvious conclusion1s that whereit
is adaptive to incorporate sensory information
the system will have evolved to do so, and vice
versa.

At one timeit was thoughtthat the organiza-
tion of MAPs could beclarified through electrical
stimulation of the brain. Unfortunately, the re-
sults are contradictory and difficult to interpret.
Phillips and Youngren (1971), for example, con-
cluded that ““Complex ‘natural’ units of behavior
are scare and fragments thereof are much more
frequent.” They were able, however, to produce
sequences of aggressive behavior (see also
Delius, 1973). The situation appearsto be differ-
ent in invertebrates such as insects (e.g., Loher
and Huber, 1966) and gastropods (Willows,
1967). The CNs is more simply organized, and
some MAPs are found to be controlled by com-
mandfibers (Kennedy, 1971), ganglia, or central
“tapes” (Hoyle, 1970).

It may be, however, that the failure to evoke

coherent MAPs in the CNS of vertebrates stems
from a recent tendency to stimulate higher re-
gions. Stephen Glickman(pers. comm.) suspects
that the earlier workers had moresuccessin this
regard because they often stimulated lowerre-
gions of the CNS.

Even if diffusively structured, the organiza-
tion of MAPs in the CNS can range from complex
to simple. Brown (1969) madetheattractive and,
one hopes, testable point that the evolution of
stereotyped behavior can be achieved,oris per-
mitted, by simple neural nets. In contrast, vari-

ably adaptive behavior such as learning requires
a large brain with specialized areas and complex
circuitry. If so, this could accountfor the appar-
ent progression from predominantly stereo-
typed behavior amongthe invertebrates to the
progressively more graded and complex behav-
ior of vertebrates. (This “apparent” progression
could stand closer, morecritical examination.)

The general situation seems to be that the
CNS is functionally organized to producepat-
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terned output. All motor output depends to
some degree on central patterning. The orga-
nization is variously discrete to interwoven, and
the output can be modified both bysensory in-
formation and by motivational state. Thus the
mechanismsare present to produce a variety of
motor outputs, ranging from stereotyped MAPs
to smoothly graded and continuously modulated
movements.

The Role of Experience

The neurological evidenceindicates that MAPS
reflect their functional organization in the CNS.
That does not precludea role for experience in
that organization, however, particularly during
ontogeny. Nor doesit necessarily mean that once
the organization is established it cannot be fun-
damentally changed through experience. By a
fundamental reorganization I meana statistically
significant and persisting alteration of the spati-
otemporal pattern of a MAP.

Now,no biological system develops indepen-
dently of some type of experience,if experience
be so broadly construedas to include one’s own
bodily tissues (Barlow, 1974b) and a variety of
specific determinants (Bateson, 1974). It is
therefore futile to propose a strict dichotomy
between genetic and environmental factors
(Lehrman, 1970). For analysis, however, it is
convenient to disregard genetic variation and to
ask rather if and how differences in experience
might produce differences in MAPs.

The issue turns round the spatiotemporal
pattern ofMaps themselves, not the development
of associations between Mapsand stimuli. His-
torically there has been confusion on this point
(e.g., Moltz, 1965), even though thedistinction
has been clearly spelled out (Eibl-Eibesfeldt and
Wickler 1962; Marler and Hamilton, 1966; Tin-
bergen, 1960). The very basis of conditioning
dependson the unconditioned response,often a
MAP, forming somenewassociation with a stimu-
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lus other than its appropriate (unconditioned)
one.

The most open question in ethology is
whether experience contributes to the organiza-
tion of Maps, and if so, how? Thereislittle to go

on at present. There are abundantfragments in
behavioral studies. Unfortunately, most are
highly qualitative although interesting and
provocative. Lacking a guiding hypothesis, they
have seldom dealt with the internal structure of
a given MAP.

A readingoftheliterature on the ontogeny of
behavior disclosed that experience plays a lim-
ited role, confined largely to facilitating the de-
velopment of MAPs and to regulating their
frequency of occurrence, their association with

stimuli, and their integration into coherentse-
quences. In a few cases, animals have demon-

strated the ability to mimic whatare, for them,

novel MApPs. Imitation, however, seemsto be lim-

ited to primates (e.g., Gardner and Gardner,
1969; Hinde, 1970; van Lawick-Goodall, 1970),

toothed whales (Tayler and Saayman, 1973), and
to vocalizations in parrots and various other
birds (Thorpe, 1961; for a general review see

Davis, 1973).

Caged animals develop highly stereotyped,
often seemingly idiosyncratic, bits of behavior
(Holzapfel, 1939; Morris, 1964, 1966). But these

movements maynotbeso idiosyncratic. The pe-
culiar stereotyped activities of chimpanzees
raised without mothers, for instance, have a de-

gree of congruence, and they resemble stereo-
typed movementsseen in someinstitutionalized
humans. Such movements may be ‘‘a common
primate reaction to a variety of disturbances in
the environment” (Berkson and Mason, 1964).

This suggests that even seemingly individualistic
but patterned movementsare based onfunction-
ally integrated components inherent in the CNs.

That the basic coordination of a MAP can be
altered through experience remains scarcely
demonstrated. A possible instance is the loss of
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one componentofpeckingin chicksofthe laugh-
ing gull (Larus atricilla: Hailman, 1967). In most
cases the basic coordination seemsresistant to
fluctuations in the environment. Nonetheless,
environmentalinfluences may be subtle or more
indirect, or may comeearly, as in embryogenesis,
and therefore be undetected. The problem is
that little attempt has been madeto disprove the
hypothesis that the spatiotemporal pattern of
MAPSIs notaffected by experience.If the attempt
were made perhaps a different view would
emerge.

Genetics

The growth of behavior genetics overthelast
ten to fifteen years has been extraordinary
(Broadhurstet al., 1974, and Manning, 1975). It
is now indisputable that genetic differences can
produce phenotypicdifferences in behavior. Fur-
thermore, in the broad usage of population ge-
netics, behavior is heritable. As demonstrated

through the technique of quantitative genetics,
‘heritability, which is a measure of the genetic
variability accessible to selection, [is] relatively
high for most [behavioral] characters and com-
parable to those calculated for morphological
characters’”’ (Ewing and Manning, 1967). As the
field progresses, behavior is shown increasingly
to be the productof the well-knownandintricate
complexities of genetic determination. Thesein-
clude pleiotropy, epistatic and additive effects,
sex linkage, and the influence ofthe genetic envi-
ronment on the expression of given. alleles
(Dobzhansky, 1972; Manning 1975).

Mostof the analyses, however, have not dealt
with the structure of Maps. Investigators have
centered on such thingsas rate of defecation or
activity in an openfield, frequency of courtship
displays, susceptibility to audiogenic seizure,
and many more (Manning, 1975). Yet MAPs seem

especially well suited to the purposes of genetic
analysis (Ewing and Manning, 1967).
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Mapsappearto be polygenetically controlled
(Manning, 1975). As a consequence, phenotypic
variation between individuals is continuous.
Differences of one or a few genes produce such
small changesin the Mapsthat they frequently go
unnoticed (Franck, 1974). Thus qualitative

differences within interbreeding populationsare
rare. (Of course, qualitative differences are
merely large quantitative ones; it is a matter of
degree.)

One of the more importantsmall differences
that can be produced by mutation is that of
threshold of occurrence of the behavior. This is
illustrated by Manning’s (1959) observations on
two closely related species offruit fly (Drosophila
melanogaster and D. simulans) that differ in only a
few genes. They diverge in courtship behavior,
but morein degreethan in kind since they share
the same displays. But the two species favor
different displays. Manning contended that the
divergence is due to differences in thresholds of
the MAPs, perhapsas a consequence ofdifferent
levels of arousal.

The threshold model is attractive. It could
accountfor many differences that have arisen in
the evolution of Maps, as in the pushupdisplay
ofan iguanid lizard (Uta: Ferguson, 1971, 1973).
Franck (1974), however, warned that the thresh-
old model should not be too generally applied
‘‘becauseit misleadingly implies a fundamentally
uniform action of genes.”

The most convincing demonstration of the
genetic control of Maps comesfrom the study of
hybrids (see useful reviews by Franck, 1974;
Marler and Hamilton, 1966). The most produc-
tive approach isto cross twoclosely related spe-
cies that have distinguishable but homologous
MAPS. Differences in the F; phenotypes, com-
paredto the parents, can beattributed to genetic
differences because they can be replicated. They
can also be verified through classical genetic
methods such as producing Fy progeny and
backcrosses. These studies confirm that Mapsare
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under polygenic control. In most of these stud-
ies, unfortunately, behavioris assessed by simply
recording the presence or absence of the Map, or
the MaPsare described verbally with insufficient
attention to essential detail.

Generally the behavior of the hybrid is inter-
mediate, as is its morphology. However,the in-
termediacy is often less than perfect in that
hybrids tend to favor one parent or the other
(Davies, 1970; McGrathet al., 1972). Sometimes
hybrids show intermediacyin onetrait but ap-
parent dominancein another,as in the display of
a hybrid Anolis lizard (Gorman, 1969). If the spe-
cies are sufficiently unrelated, as in a duck X
goose cross (Poulson, 1950), the hybrid mayfail
to express many MAPsofits parent species. Of
more general interest, if the parent species are
quite but tolerably different, the behavior of the

hybrids is often a mosaic of that of its parents
rather than being intermediate (Buckley, 1969;
Hinde, 1956; Leyhausen, 1950; Lind and

Poulsen, 1963).

Uncoupling a Map from its taxis has been
seen in hybrid swordtail fish (Franck, 1970). Se-
quencing of Maps, too, can becomescrambledin
closely related species with homologousdisplays
(Lorenz, 1958; Ramsay, 1961; Sharpe andJohns-
gard, 1966).

The evidence, then, reveals that behavioral
traits are genetically determined in much the
same waythat morphological ones are. The ge-
netics of MAPs can be studied with the same
methodologyand is subject to the samelimita-
tions of interpretation with regard to environ-
mental interaction and analyses based on
differences.

Maps in Communication

So far I have seldom troubled to distinguish
between communicatory and noncommunica-
tory MAPs. That has allowed us to considerpat-
terned movement in general, to bring in all
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information available regardless of function. Af-
ter all, one of the classic examples of stereotyped
movementis that of the gooseretrievingits egg,
which is hardly a communicatory Map. Addition-
ally, it 1s often moot whether or when a MAP

serves In communication.
Grooming and nest building, as two exam-

ples, might not seem communicatory. Yet preen-
ing behind the wingsignals that copulation is
imminentin pigeons(pers. obs.). Wing preening
and other movementsinvolved in bodily mainte-
nance (Fig. 9) are an integral part of duck com-
munication (Lorenz, 1941; McKinney, 1965). In

penguins and other aquatic birds, a number of
comfort movements may transmit information
(Ainley, 1974). Allogrooming in primates has
also evolved a communicatory function (Hinde,
1966b).

Communication is held to occur when a MAP
performedby the sender changesthe probability
of subsequent behavior in a perceiver. Within
this broad definition there are some important
distinctions. If there is a communicatory system,
then, in the evolutionary sense, communication

should improve the fitness of both sender and
receiver (Klopfer and Hatch, 1968). The evolu-

tion of communication therefore requires a par-
allel progression ofthe signal and the perception
of it, whether within or between species.

This restriction, however, excludes informa-

tive interactions between predators and prey,
where evolution may be acting in a comparable
fashion on the spatiotemporal patterns of MAPs.
Many sedentary species, for example, have
evolved spectacular displays to put off their
predators (‘‘startle’’ displays of moths: Blest,
1957). There will be selection for those moths

performing the mosteffective Map, as well as for
those predators that are not so easily startled.
Likewise predators might evolve special move-
mentsor vocalizations that are more effective in
driving or luring and capturing prey. The roar-
ing of lions, if it confuses prey and facilitates
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~
Head shake

 Swimming shake

Fig. 9. Four different comfort movements in
ducks that are simple, conspicuous, and may bein-
volved in communication. (After McKinney, 1965.)

their capture, could be considered a ritualized

MAP. A numberoffish predators (Shallenberger
and Madden, 1973) and someturtles (Hediger,

1962) lure prey to them with stereotyped move-
ments that connote food. Such cases present
problems of signal detection, ambiguity, locali-
zation, and so on,that parallel those in mutualis-

tic systems of communication.
The discussion to follow is built around the

evolution of Maps, particularly as tools of com-
munication. Evolving into a signal often means
becoming stereotyped, and that will be the orga-
nizing theme. In somerespectsthis is an unfortu-
nate approach, though a reasonable and
convenient one. It emphasizes stereotypy at the
cost of other important aspects of MAPs 1n com-
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munication, and that is not my intent. In addi-

tion, it detracts from recognizing the gradation
extending from the more variable to the more
stereotyped signals.

I also sidestep a precise meaning of stereo-
typy. It is not easy to spell out exactly whatis
meant when a MAP,in its totality, 1s said to be

stereotyped. Many MAPsare stereotyped along
one dimension but variable along another. Or,
using the same parameter, say, duration, one

component may prove stereotyped and another
not. Thereis so far no satisfactory measureofall
aspects of stereotypy of a given Map. Noris the
problem of level in the hierarchy of behavior
easily resolvable, especially for MAps such as
those of complex groomingin rodents.

In the following I review first the problem of
producing patterned output by the neuromuscu-
lar apparatus. Then I touch briefly on these
properties of perception that feed back on that
output. Finally, I run through the various ways
stereotypy or variation might be favored, de-
pending on signal function and environment. I
avoid trying to explain the origin and derivation
of displays and the many types of changes that
are possibly involved. That area, the topic ofrit-
ualization, has been covered well and in detail

elsewhere, following the pioneering paper of
Daanje (1950; e.g., Blest, 1961; Cullen, 1966;

Hinde, 1959; Lorenz, 1958; Marler, 1959; Mor-
ris, 1957, 1966; Tinbergen, 1964).

MOTOR OUTPUT

Just about any regularly performed behavior
becomes stereotyped, whether it is clearly
learned or not. Thusreligious ceremonies of hu-
mansandthe play of animals becomesimplified
and hence stereotyped (Thorpe, 1966), as do
acts of “‘superstitious”’ or interim behaviorofan-
imals in Skinner boxes (Millenson, 1967; Stad-
don, 1975). This progression toward economical
output has beencalled the principle of least ac-
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tion (Wheeler, 1929), least effort (Tolman,

1932), or simply parsimony (Adams, 1931).

Spatiotemporal patterns of behavior charac-
terizing populations or higher taxa doubtless
become similarly parsimonious and therefore
efficient. Since there is usually one mostefficient
method,the individuals of a population will con-

verge on a particular method of performingthe
MAP. The capacity to develop such a stereotyped
MAPwill becomegenetically reinforced and com-
monto the gene pool. The neuralcircuits under-
lying such stereotyped motor behavior are
thought to be particularly susceptible to having
their eficiency improved throughnatural selec-
tion (Brown, 1969).

If such behavioris especially frequentit tends
to assume rhythmical repetition. Schleidt (1974)
suggested that this is morelikely if the behavior
has been derived from originally rhythmic activ-
ity such as locomotionorrespiration.It is prob-
ably also related to mechanical factors. Ap-
pendagesof a certain mass and proportion,for
example,will have an optimal period and ampli-
tude for a given behavioral task. If the behavior
needsto be repeated frequently it should assume
an efficient rhythmic pattern. A good exampleis
the fanningof eggsor larvae by a wide variety of
teleost fishes. In Badis badis fanningis a stereo-
typed rhythmic behavior; its parameters such as
tempo, bout length, and number of bouts are
organized into rhythmic bursts in order to pro-
pel fresh water to the eggs (Barlow, 1964).

Mechanical factors are important in ways
other than rhythmic repetition. Smooth, rela-
tively quick motionsare probably moreefficient
than slower, more erratic ones. Slowly per-
formed movements, with manystarts and stops,
require more work to overcome inertia and
momentum, respectively, and to hold the ap-
pendage or bodyin a particular position. Sheer
size must also be considered. The smaller spe-
cies or individuals are less restrained by mass
and inertia. They can have quicker, more dy-
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namic, and therefore more intricate movements

(Cullen, 1966; Hutchinson and Taylor, 1962;
Meyerriecks, 1960).

Irrespective of size, neuromusculareffectors
tend to be conservative. Most communicatory
MAPS have been derived from basic patterns of
coordination, such as locomotion, respiration,

feeding, elimination, and protective reflexes.
The basic coordination, especially of locomo-
tion, probably cannot endurethe large changes
that would be needed to produceradically differ-
ent MAPS. The forms of MaAPs are therefore lim-
ited to patterns similar to those of the more basic
activities. Departures are obviously possible, but
the nervous system haslittle scope for unique
MAPS,

New Maps are boundto shareeffector sys-
tems with more primary ones. They therefore
have the potential to interfere with them. Shar-
ing mayoccurquite far upstream. Consequently
a basic coordination may service several behav-
ioral tasks, so the same MAP may be employed to
different ends. Context then becomes necessary
in determining message and meaning (Smith,
1968, 1969).

Sharing of patterns of coordinationin threat,
attack, and predation is relatively common(AI-
brecht, 1966; Barlow, 1968; Blurton-Jones,

1968), although the Maps maybeto varying de-
grees distinguishable. A basic motor pattern may
be used even more widely. Neck biting in felids
is employed in the unrestrained biting ofprey, by
males when fighting with other males, by a male
toward the female during copulation, and by a

female when carrying kittens (Leyhausen, 1973).
Somedifferences, such as the force exerted, are

obvious, but differences in coordination are not

fundamental.
In summary, the nervous system of animals

favors stereotypy when faced with a familiartask.
Regularly performed behavior is parsimonious
and therefore stereotyped to some degree. The
nervous system gives priority to its more essen-
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tial patterns of coordination, which limits the ex-
tent to which secondary MAPs may differ from
them. It also reduces, thereby, the number of

displays that may be produced. Consequently
context often must supply the missing informa-
tion about the meaning of a MAP.

PERCEPTION

A consideration of the influence of percep-
tion automatically limits the discussion to MAPs
used in communication. Right off, we encounter
a chicken-and-egg argument. To becomea sig-
nal a MAP should evolve into a form that is best
perceived by the intendedrecipient. Conversely,
the recipient should be adapted to perceive key
MAPS. At the more general level, properties of
the receptors are probably the more fundamen-
tal. For finer tuning, both receptor and signal
must adaptto each other. Butif there were one
best signal for a receptor, in general, a number

of difficulties would arise. For one, a species

might have only one signal in that channel. For
another,closely related sympatric species would
converge on the samesignal or would be forced
to change their receptor systems. If that means
an alteration of spectral sensitivity, for instance,
it could leave the receptor less well adapted for
other essential behavioral tasks, such as detect-

ing items of food. Onesolution1s to alter tempo-
ral patterning and make the adjustment in the
receptor system farther upstream. Yet there
must be somelimit here. One predicts a compro-
mise in the more complex species, with the MAPs
being constrained by the motorsystem,although
with a substantial amount of adjustment to maxi-
mize detection by the receptor system.

There has seldom been any attempt to exam-
ine how the spatiotemporal pattern of MAPs is
related to perception. One exception 1s the work
of Magnus (1958) on thefritillary butterfly (Ar-
gynnis paphia). To reproduce, the male chases
females, who are of a particular size and colora-
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tion andbeat their wingsat a characteristic rate.
The faster the wings of a mechanical female beat
the stronger the response of the male, until the
rate exceeds the flicker-fusion frequency of the
male’s eyes. Then it stops responding.

Hailman (1967) followed the same logic
whentesting the pecking response of chicks of
the laughinggull. In contrast, the perceptual sys-
tem here is adapted to the map. Thechicks re-
sponded best to an intermediate speed of the
model of the parent’s head.

An indirect confirmation of signals’ being
adapted to receptor systemslies in the relation-
ship between threat and appeasementdisplays.
Darwin (1872) pointed out that they are anti-
thetical (see Marler, 1959; Barlow, 1962). What
needs emphasizinghere is the contrast between
them in relation to perception. Threat displays
involve conspicuous movements,increasein size

(hair, fins, or feathers, etc., extended), and ap-
proach. Some species also change color, con-
trasting with the background and sharpening
their profile. The receptor system is played to.

In the commonesttype of appeasementdis-
play the opposite occurs. The animal becomes
relatively if not absolutely motionless, small, and
seems to melt into the background.It fits itself
into the “blind spots” of the receptor system, so-
to speak, to minimize detection and thus the
evoking of attack.

As one might expect, there are appreciable
differences in visual filtering between such
phyletically and ecologically divergent animals
as frogs, rabbits, and cats. Nonetheless, a mod-
estly coherent theme emerges (Barlow et al.,
1972).Gone are arguments aboutcentral versus
peripheralfiltering of stimuli. There is a contin-
ual processoffiltering and coding,starting at the
retina and continuing oninto the brain. Different
“trigger features” are encoded (compressed) at
different anatomical levels ascending the optic
pathway. Salient attributes include dark-light
contrast, bars, slits, or edges, corners, ends, and
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orientation. These are all aspects of form. At-
tributes of motion, such as movementaway from
or toward the fovea, expansion, and so forth,

play a role butare less well understood.
Probably the most important general feature

of visual perception is the reduction of redun-
dancythatis inherentin the input(H.B. Barlow,
1961). The nervous system tends to respond to
change, as in ‘‘on,” “off,” and ‘on-off’ fibers.

This makes possible lateral inhibition and the
consequent significance of contours. It also
means that the nervous system, after a while,
ignores sustained input—it is neophilic.

Thus it is paradoxical that communicatory
behavior of animals, the output, is so often re-
dundant. Why should this be, if repetitious
stimulation is likely to be ignored?

Animals have a limited numberofsignals,
which they must therefore repeat often if com-
municationis at all frequent. Further, multichan-
nel redundancyis almost the rule. For example,
a displaying fish may posture and move, change
colors, and vocalize while giving off chemicals.It
is as thoughthe animalhaslittle to say butinsists
on beingheard,so it delivers basically the same
message repeatedly and throughdifferent chan-
nels.

As Bateson (1968) put it, redundancyexistsif
missing items can be guessed with greater than
random success. Redundancyin this senseis pat-
terning sufficient to permit part-for-whole com-
munication. This turns the issue around.If the
output is redundantit does not necessarily fol-
low that the intendedreceiveris observingall the
output. Indeed, animalsthat repetitiously broad-
cast—for instance, lek species—usually change
their behavior when they get feedback.

The receiver is faced with a continuous
stream of behaviorby others.It is also barraged
by sensory stimulation from the environmentas
a whole (H.B. Barlow, 1961). It has to pick out
the relevant signals (segments). Part-for-whole
communication becomes significant. To deal
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with the flow of behavior the receiver must prop-
erly segment it to decode it. Here it gets help
from the sender.

The sender breaks upits behaviorinto rela-
tively unitary pieces, whether for communication
or for other reasons that I have already dis-
cussed. It produces variously discrete MAPs.

If a MAP is to be attended to it must contrast
with other stimuli reaching the receiver. Now,
contrast can be a slippery concept (Andrew,
1964). Here I mean only that it must differ
sharply from the commonplace.Ifit differs, it is

to some degree novel and therefore detectable.
‘To assure that the pattern is recognized and de-
coded, once detected it mustbe stereotyped(re-
dundant) to conform to the code.

Communicatory MApPs should have sufficient
redundancy, therefore, to be extracted from the

continual stream of heterogeneous input. But if
the signal is highly redundant and inescapable,it
may be respondedto only initially, then ignored.
A method of “‘having one’s cake andeatingit’’ is
to regularize some parameters of the output,fa-
cilitating detection and recognition, while mak-
ing other parameters variable to maintain
attention. This can also be accomplished by
changingthe orderin which Mapsare presented,
that is, through variable sequencing.

MAPsthat have evolved into signals are com-
monly given in strings or sequences. Then they
often overlap broadly and to varying degrees.I
have no desire to explore herethe different mod-
els of sequence analysis (see Nelson, 1973;
Slater, 1973), but such models are germane to

the question of how complex Mapsare organized
and thus how they evolved.

Do animals first recognize redundant se-
quencesof mapsand learn to respondto them as
units? Through experience, humans can orga-
nize words or numbersinto “chunks”’ of increas-
ing length (Simon, 1974). Possibly animals do
something similar, as when shifting from hetero-
geneous summationto Gestalt perception during
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ontogeny. This ability has been reported by Hail-
man (1967) for laughing gull chicks (see also
Bower, 1966, for human infants).

‘The maximum numberof“‘pieces”’ per chunk
evidently remains about the same,aroundfive to

seven in humans (Simon, 1974). This implies an
upperlimit to the numberof units that can be
organized into a new one. By coalescing smaller
units into larger ones, however, greater com-
plexity can be processed. Hence more informa-
tion can be communicated in a given amount of
time.

In animals, chunks would be equivalent to
MAPS, or to groups of them,in a stream of behav-
ior. The number of components making up a
chunk in vertebrates mustberelatively low. The
few Markov chain analyses indicate, at best,

second- or third-order dependence (Altmann,
1965; Fentress, 1972), and often less (Nelson,

1964). If animals evolved displays from se-
quences one would expect no more than two to
four major components, and usually fewer, a
seemingly reasonable first approximation. The
displays of Anolis lizards are an excellent exam-
ple (Gorman, 1968).

The anatid ducks, however, provide the best

material here (Lorenz, 1941). Their displays are
ritualized, rapidly performed sequences of up to
three or four simpler acts. Differences between
species consist in the main of re-ordered acts or
the addition or loss of acts. ““The elementary
motor patterns are more widely spread among
the species than their combinations” (Lorenz,
1955).

In fact, McKinney (1961) suggested that in
some instances the sequences of MAPs, not just
coupled acts, have becomethe displays.If so, the
displays have movedupa level of organization in
our conceptual hierarchy. McKinney speculated
further that the highly stereotyped sequences of
some species represent an evolutionary advance
over the more “‘primitive’’ state, the relatively
variable sequencing observed in other ducks.
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This brief review ofhow the properties of the
perceptual system might guide the evolution of
MAPS as signals reveals how little is known in
spite of progressin recentyears. (A briefventure
into the literature on pattern recognition by ma-
chines wasoflittle help.) I feel the physiological
information is there to bridge the gap, to say
much more, but it has not been applied to this
particular problem. It would thus be useful if
physiologists were to pursue the question ofhow
animals should structure signals to “exploit” the
perceptual side of the system. What spatiotem-
poral patterns best lead to their detection, dis-
crimination between them, and continued

attention?

SIGNAL FUNCTION

This, the last major section, is a bit eclectic.

It is meant to identify those factors favoring
stereotypy or variability in MAPs serving as sig-
nals. It is often put that if a MAP is used in com-
munication it must be stereotyped (Barlow,
1968; Hazlett, 1972b). But this should not be
construed to mean simply that the more obvi-
ously a MAP is employed in communication the
moreit will be stereotyped. The inferenceis only
thatif there is a communication system involving
a sender and a receiver, they must have an

agreed-upon code. Therefore the signal must
have a recognizable pattern, and so it must be to
some degree stereotyped. But different needs
will set, through natural selection, different de-
grees of stereotypy.

Morris (1957) coined the term “typical inten-
sity” to characterize situations in which the need
dictates stereotypy.If it is all-important that only
one message be transmitted, then the MapP
should remain aboutthe sameovera wide range
of stimulation. In contrast is the system thatuti-
lizes an analog type of signal: The signal varies
with the strength of stimulation. Here there is
the potential to communicate more information.

12]

There is also more ambiguity becausethe signal
is likely to be continuously graded or divisible
into stepsthatdiffer little from the next one (see
Marler, 1959). In either case the receiver must be

able to distinguish small differencesin thesignal.
Working between these extremes, I will dis-

cuss the factors favoring stereotypy versus those
favoring more graded, hence variable, Maps.
This argumentis essentially an evolutionary one.
For coherence,I will bring in otherfactors bear-
ing on the adaptiveness and evolution of Maps.

Basic to all considerations is ecology—the
physical environment,interaction with otherani-
mals whether benign or predatory, and feeding
behavior. While recognizing the ultimate role of
bioenergetics, I will not attempt to develop the
nexus between the animal’s ecology and the con-
sequent form ofits displays. Suffice it to say,
however, that in spite of earlier views to the con-
trary displays are seldom truly arbitrary in form
(Andrew, 1956 ; Brown, 1963; Crook, 1964; Cul-
len, 1957; Gorman, 1968; Hinde, 1956; Tinber-
gen, 1964).

The course of an animal’s development
should also prove important. Alexander (1968)
noted that nonsocial insects, for example, seem

to fit all of Lorenz’s original criteria for instinc-
tive behavior, including highly stereotyped Maps.
Alexander interpreted this as an adaptation to
the environmentthat prevails during develop-
ment. First, no parents are present to exert their
influence. Second,there is misleading environ-
mental “noise” that must be overcome. Thus
their MAPs should beresistantto irrelevant envi-
ronmental stimulation and should not require
parental molding.

Nonetheless, I suspect that the extreme
stereotypy of arthropodsis just as muchattribut-
able to the limitationsof their simple central ner-
vous systems. Note that many lowervertebrates,
such as fishes, amphibians, and reptiles, experi-
ence a similar situation in ontogeny. While all
these vertebrates show clearly stereotyped Maps,
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they also perform graded, variable ones. Envi-
ronment during ontogeny is probably a signifi-
cant evolutionary factor in the development of
stereotypy, but it cannot be considered of over-
riding importance.

A general factor influencing the evolution of
stereotypy 1s noise. Interfering noise is usually
proportionalto the distance between sender and
receiver. Different environments have different
levels of noise so, for comparative purposes,
both distance and environment need consider-
ing. The rule is that at greater distances and/or
noise, signals are more redundantand individu-
ally stereotyped (Marler, 1965, 1968, 19773).
This enables part-for-whole communication, so
that the signal need notbe received either com-
pletely or continuously.

Conversely those species that maintain close
relationships tend to use signals that are more
graded and flexible. This appears to hold in a
variety of animals, such as primates (Marler,

1959, 1968, 1973), canids (Fox, 1970), and

cichlid fishes (Barlow, 1968). There is a danger
of oversimplification here, however.

Within species that associate closely, other
factors may drive them toward stereotyped sig-
nals. Cullen (1966) noted that in colonial sea
birds small territories necessarily heighten the
stereotypy of signals involved in the reduction of
attack. Another example is provided by hermit
crabs. A relatively social species that lives in high
population densities, and therefore has frequent
contact with other membersofits species, has
highly ritualized aggressive displays. Species that
live widely spaced are more aggressive and sim-
ply attack when they meet, rather than perform
ritualized displays (Hazlett, 1972b).

The difference lies in the relationship be-
tween the animals in close contact. If they are
members of a social group and are personally
known to oneanother,the signals will tend to be
graded. But if they do notlive in social groups
and are not likely to be known to one another,
then stereotypy will be favored.

Some Theoretical Issues

There are commonly differences within spe-
cies in stereotypy of MAPs, even within the same
signal category (Marler, 1968). These relation-
ships are easier to visualize if categories of be-
havior are first compared. Crane (1966) stated
that static threat displays of fiddler crabs are
more stereotyped than those utilized to attract
females. Hazlett (1972a) presented data to sup-
port just the opposite relationship in two other
species of crustaceans: MAPs used in threat were
found to vary more than those in mating behav-
ior. This is more in keeping with Marler’s (1959)
observations on chaffinches and with my experi-
ence with cichlids and otherteleost fishes. Such
divergent conclusions suggest that the problem
is one of secondaryrather than primarycorrela-
tions.

A universal factor is time. The briefer the
encounter the more stereotyped the signal is
likely to be, as in the mating oflek birds (Sibley,

1957). Wiley (1973) reemphasized the correla-
tion after analyzing the strut display of the sage
grouse, a lekking species.

The same conclusion derives from the stereo-
typy of sequencesof displays: Camouflaged spe-
cies of hermit crabs are secretive and expose
themselves only briefly duringinteractions; their
behavioris more stereotypedthan that of related
species that interact more frequently and openly
(Hazlett and Bossert, 1965). Similarly,if there is

great risk of being damaged, the encounter will
tend to bebrief; this may accountfor the stereo-
typy of behavioral sequences, and therefore re-
duction of ambiguity, in mantis shrimps(Dingle,
1972).

An important factor favoring brevity, hence
simplicity and stereotypy, 1s exposure to preda-
tion (Moynihan, 1970). It accounts for the quick-
ness of displays in the camouflaged hermit crabs.
This conclusion, however, is largely inferential

although it gets some support from observations
on comfort behavior by Adélie penguins(Pygosce-
lis adeliae). They are preyed upon by leopard
seals (Leo pardus) mostly in the surf line. Young
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penguinsbathejust beyondthe surf and are easy
prey. Experienced adults delay bathing untwell
beyond the surf. A most relevant factor hereis
that their bathing, unlike that of other waterfowl,
is broken into short bouts, thus reducing the

time they are continuously vulnerable (Ainley,
1974).

Frequency of display per se was mentioned
earlier as a factor favoring stereotypy. But I have
also maintained that Maps less frequently per-
formed must be more stereotyped. Both state-
ments are true with more information, and for

different reasons. Frequent behavior, whether or
not employed in communication,will be stereo-
typed for reasons of neuromuscular economy.
But if the Maps are performed very frequently
and in the service of close-up communication in
a social group, there mayeven be a tendencyfor
them to becomeless stereotyped (see below).

Rarely occurring signals, on the other hand,
must be stereotypedif the receiver is to detect
and recognize them without fail. The evidence
suggests that this is the case, as in seldom-emit-
ted warning calls of songbirds (Marler, 1957,
1961b). Since such signals must often of neces-
sity be decoded without benefit of much or any
previous experience,it is also essential that they
be relatively simple. Otherwise,it is difficult to
encode the signal in the genome (H.B.Barlow,
1961). Additionally, simple signals are learned
more quickly than complex ones.

The example of alarm calls brings into con-
sideration intra- as opposed to extraspecific
communication. Many passerine birds have
evolved two types of vocalizations that are simi-
lar in their essential features. One is an alarm
call. Its important featureis that it is difficult to
locate, minimizing detection of the sender by the
predator. In contrast, the other vocalization, the
mobbingcall, facilitates localization and brings
other birds to mob the “enemy.”’ The resem-
blance ofthesecalls across species is due largely
to convergence on the physical parameters of
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sounds that make them difficult or easyto locate,

respectively (Marler, 1957).
In addition, communication between species

favors selection for (1) a simple signal and (2)

extraspecific stereotypy. The elaborate threat
displays of surgeonfishes, for example, vary be-
tween the species andare largely exchanged be-
tween conspecific fish. Extraspecific aggression,
in contrast, is usually simple and similar across
species (Barlow, 1974a). Thus extraspecific com-

munication encouragesstereotypy.
Most of the foregoing has focused onfactors

increasing the stereotypy of Maps, although the
argument could have been developed the other
way around. For example, more time permits
signals that are more graded. In someinstances
it is easier to think about the advantagesofless-
ened stereotypy. This applies to the more social
animals thatlive in relatively stable groups.

Twofactors operate here, and both are func-

tions of time. First, prolonged association per-
mits the opportunity to learn finer distinctions
between signals. The receiver learns what fol-
lows what, and errors are corrected throughre-

inforcement. There is more opportunity for
signals to be graded orsimilar to one another.In
addition, context can play a greaterrole.

The secondfactoris the inherent tendencyof
the nervous system to filter out redundantinput
(H. B. Barlow, 1961). This is particularly critical
in the pairsituation. If the pair has a prolonged
courtship phase the probability is high that the
partners will habituate to one another. If each
partneris to stimulate the other’s reproductive
physiology to achieve sexual union, they must be
able to hold one another’s attention to effect
some degree of arousal.

Novelty, or variation, is importantin atten-
tion and responsiveness. The most celebrated
example is the Coolidge effect: When a malerat
is apparently no longerable to copulate with one
female it is presented with a new female, and
copulation again occurs (Dewsbury, 1973;
Fisher, 1962).
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It is possible to achieve, in motor output,
both pattern andvariation. The animalcan vary
the sequence of stereotyped maps. It can also
producevariation by overlapping Maps. Even the
MAP can be varied. For example, the orange
chromide can maintain a recognizable pattern of
quivering while varying the duration of bursts,
the coupling of head movementswith theflicker-
ing of the pelvic fins, orientation relative to the
mate, and the superposition of other Maps (Bar-
low, 1968). This is an antimonotonystrategy.It
was first suggested by Hartshorne (1958, 1973;
see also Nottebohm, 1972) for bird song and was
later applied to visually perceived Maps(Barlow,
1968).

I should like to digress here to return to the
theme of rhythmic behavior.It is relevant to the
problem ofmonotony. Mapsare so often derived
from the coordination of respiration or locomo-
tion that one expects them to be rhythmically
performed (Schleidt, 1974). The fanning move-
ments of parental fish, the wing waving ofcolo-
nial sea birds, and the pushupdisplays oflizards
are obvious examples of rhythmic behavior
derived from locomotion.

Given this, rhythmic displays are actually not
as frequent as one might expect. They should be
encountered most where redundancyis needed,
as In communication overa distance. This seems
to be the case. Examples can be obtained from
the claw-waving behavior of fiddler crabs, the
almost dancelike behavior of lek birds, and ad-

vertisement songs of manypasserinebirds.
Otherwise, selection should favor patterned

irregularity. A goodcaseis found in the compar-
ative study of pushup displays by iguanid lizards
of the genus Uta (Ferguson, 1971). In the course

of evolution the intervals between each pushup
have assumeddifferent lengths, as have the dis-

tances of the up-down excursions. Theresult1s
a syncopated progression rather than a rhythmic
repetition.

Some Theoretical Issues

Yet there are times when rhythmic behavior
is highly evocative and apparently essential to
the proper response. This is evident in the
arousal and synchronization of sexual behavior.
In cichlid fishes the variable courtship becomes
repetitive and highly redundant shortly before
spawning. The rhythmicaspects of copulation in
other animals hardly needs mention. This rever-
sal, the requiring of redundancy to evokea re-
sponse, 1s probably a “‘fail-safe’’ mechanism,
insuring that both sexes will synchronize their
ultimate reproductive act.

Returning to the main theme, care is needed

whenapplyingto all species the idea that a pro-
longed pair relationship will result in variable
behavior. Somespeciesthatlive in pairs actually
have infrequent and brief contact. Their interac-
tions are comparable to those of species that
come together only to achieve fertilization. In
manybirds the male and female share a territory
but they are only weakly bonded; personalrecog-
nition is minimal. If one is lost a new, strange

bird of the same sex may enter and becomethe
mate (Welty, 1963). One would predict rather

stereotyped behaviorin suchsituations, as com-
paredto paired species that move abouttogether
and show evidence of personal recognition.

It has been noted by a numberof authors
(e.g., Thorpe, 1961) that the variability of dis-

playsis related to individual recognition. Mostof
the research here has been on bird song (Not-
tebohm, 1972). Thorpe listed two main func-

tions of song: (1) It should be sufficiently
stereotyped to characterize the species. (2) It
should be variable enough for individual recog-
nition. Marler (196la, 1961b) suggested that

different aspects of the song serve these two
functions; Falls (1969) found some evidencefor

this (see also Hutchinson et al., 1968; Ingold,

1973).
It should be clear what is meant here. The

variation serving recognition 1s between individ-
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Fig. 10. The path of the head in the head bob
display of the chuckwalla. The top three (A) are from
one female, and the bottom two (B) are from one

male. (From Berry, 1974.)

uals, not within them. Thestereotypy of a MAP or

of a componentofit that is used in individual

recognition should be higherthan that shownfor

the group as a whole. Apparentlyit is. The varia-

tion of the means of temporalscoresof displays

of different individual Anolis is large, but it 1s

small within individual lizards (Jenssen, 1971).

In another lizard, the chuckwalla (Sauromalus

obesus obesus), the pattern of head bobbing iS er-

ratic and varies greatly between individuals (Fig.

10). However, “‘the first three to four seconds

of the display are unique for each chuckwalla”

and are essentially the same each time the dis-

play is given (Berry, 1974). Thus a portion ofthe

behavior communicates individuality, as Marler

(196la, 1961b) suggested for bird song.

Marler (1961b, 1968) developed the view that

when communicatory MAPs operate in the pres-

ence of a numberofsimilar signals they tend to

be more stereotyped, and there is evidence for

this in bird and primate vocalization. This 1s a

variation of the “‘noise’’ argumentthat was men-

tioned before. Marler had in mind closely related

species occurring together. Ambiguity here must

be avoided. “Key” signals should be executed

with more precision, matching the “‘lock”’ in the

perceptual apparatus of the receiver.

There is little evidence here for visual dis-

plays, and it does notclarify the issue. Isolated

island populations of an iguanid lizard, Uta, are

amongthe most- andtheleast-stereotyped pop-

ulations (Table 2). In another case, the pushup

displays of spinylizards (Sceloporus) show charac-

ter displacement where two species are sympa-

tric (Ferguson, 1973). The expectationis that the

displays should also be more stereotyped where

the species overlap. That seems to be true for

one species, but the opposite holdsfor the other.

Thus there is no substantiation of greater preci-

sion, better fitting of the key to the lock, when

visual signals are in competition. More studies

are certainly needed.
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This lock-and-key analogy is sometimes con-
fused with a more general argument about sig-
nals without regard to competition between
them. Oneshould distinguish between twoselec-
tive pressures. Oneis for detection of the signal
from the background, which I have covered
above. The otheris for discrimination between
comparably detectable signals. In some in-
stances the two factors work in concert, but in
manythey do not. In anyevent, they are separa-
ble for purposes of analysis and exposition.

The discrimination of the correct signal from
among others, as when closely related species
coexist, leads to the evolution either of more
complex or of more precise Maps (Schleidt,
1974). Greater complexity permits less precision
becauseit becomesincreasingly improbable that
competing signals will correspond as

_

they
become more complex. If the MAPs remainrela-
tively simple there is a good chance of resem-
blance between them because ofsimilar if not
identical pathways of derivation. The small
differences between them consequently should
be more precisely maintained to be recognizably
different.

Mostspecies probably move toward increas-
ing complexity when signal competition arises.
There should be many instances, however, of
isolated species with complex displays. They
may have existed formerly in sympatry with a
related species, or other considerations might be
involved. One would be the need for subtlersig-
naling in closed social groups.

Yet there must be an upper limit to com-
plexity. At some pointit becomes neurologically
too expensive to produce.It taxes the perceptual
capacity of the receiver as well (Moles, 1963).
Excessively complex acts of communication
would also become unduly long (Moynihan,
1970) and would therefore be costly in time and
energy. They might also becomeso conspicuous
and so preoccupying as to make the performer
vulnerable to predation. Hence displays should

Some Theoretical Issues

generally belimited in their complexity. Thereis
also reason to believe that the numberofdis-
plays themselves is limited (Marler, 1959).

Whenspeciessplit off from one another and
remain, or comein contact, the signals used in
reproductive behavior should differ. Thus for
each such Mapformerly in commonthere should
now be two. This phenomenonattains central
importance whenit is realized that animals have
a limited numberof ‘‘major” displays (Moyni-
han, 1970). When new ones evolve old ones
must be given up, whetherthroughalteration or
replacement. A methodological difficulty exists
here, however. While Moynihan (1970) gave
somecriteria for deciding which Maps are ‘“‘ma-
jor” displays, it is difficult to apply the criteria
uniformly.

Radically different estimates of the numberof
signals can be obtainedfor the same species. The
longer an investigator works with a species the
more signals he recognizes (Altmann, 1968;
Dane and Van der Kloot, 1965). And when a
speciesis observedin captivity, as opposedto in
the field, the numberof “major’’ displays is apt
to be underestimated (Moynihan, 1970).

Different observers can arrive at different
numbers, especially if they have different views
about what constitutes a unit of behavior. Alt-
mann (1968) comparedtheclassifications of vo-
cal signals for the howler monkey (Alouatta
palhata) contained in three different reports.
Twenty different vocalizations were listed. Thir-
teen were reported by him (1959), ten by Car-
penter (1934), and five by Collias and Southwick
(1952). Only two signals were commonto all
three classifications, four appeared in two of
them, and fourteen of the twenty were unique to
one classification or another. The number of
MAPs and vocalizations? reported for rhesus

2. In a strict sense vocalizations may be maps. In the
presentsense theyare.I treat them as separate here only for
convenience of exposition.
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monkeysalso varies drastically (Altmann, 1965,
1968; Hinde and Rowell, 1962; Rowell and

Hinde, 1962).
Doubtless primates present the greatest diff-

culties here, and better agreement could be had
in studies of lower vertebrates. While I have
madenotallies, I generally find good agreement
between the reports of different authors on the
behaviorof the same species ofteleost fish, mak-
ing allowance for differences in terminology.

Moynihan (1970) is doubtless correct in his
thesis that animals have relatively few “major”
displays, probably ranging from about 10 to 37,
as he says. Nonetheless there is room for argu-
ment about the precision of the estimates, as

noted. A quick histogram plot of his data dis-
closes that most animals have about 13 to 21
“major” displays with a mode around 19 to 21.
Using the same data, Wilson (1972) portrayed
the number of “major” displays in animal
groups, showing a progressive increase from
fishes (mean = 17), to birds (21), to mammals

(24).
Birdwhistell (1970) cataloged 50 to 60

“kines” for humanbeings.It is difficult to com-
pare these directly to number of “‘major’”’ dis-
plays in other animals because kines are
recombinedinto a vast numberofkinemorphs.If
comparably fine distinctions were made, most
animals would be foundto have many more kines
than displays. In fact, the communicatory acts of
rhesus monkeys, as judged by Altmann (1965),
are more comparable to kines or kinemorphs
than to displays. This might accountfor the large
discrepancy in numberof signals reported by
Hinde and Rowell (1962) and Rowell and Hinde
(1962), whose approach was more clearly etho-
logical in conception.

Closing Comments

I have made a number of points large and
small in this article but the main onesarethree.
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First, the highly patterned movementsthatI call
MAPSare of central importancein animal behav-
ior. They form thebasis ofalmost all quantitative
analyses, with ramifications extending into com-
munication, development, neurophysiology, ge-
netics, and the evolution of behavior. MAPs are

a direct readout of the central nervous system.
They have been valuable in understanding how
the cns works, and this should continue. But the

physiological counterpart of overt behavior can
never be observed directly in the nervoussys-
tem. Only by careful and appropriate quantifica-
tion of behavior can we expect to construct
models that will illuminate the working of the
CNS. The sameappliesto the analysis of commu-
nication. The very notion of quantification
means ultimately that one must deal with units.
That is whyit is so important to understand the
structure of MAPs. How stereotyped should they
be to be considered unitary? If significantly vari-
able, how can the variation best be quantified
and incorporated into a model?

This bringsusto the second point. In spite of
the importance of MAPs we are poorly informed
abouttheir basic anatomy. Most ofwhathas been
written about MPshas been based on presump-
tions because the Mapsare themselvessoeasily
recognized. Thereis need for careful description
of the infrastructure of MAps. Most of this work
will have to be done by meansoffilm analysis.
Electromyograms seem promising, though they
are limited by the restraints of the methodology
(e.g., Martin and Gans, 1972).

The third point is that we are almost as igno-
rant about the way MAPs act as stimuli. By the
same token,little is known about the ways stimuli
affect the performance of Maps. Both points are
important to understandingthe role of Maps in
communication. The scientific method, ofstat-
ing hypotheses and attempting to reject them,
needs more exercise here.

‘This is not the place to enterinto a discussion
of experimental procedures, but it should be
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mentioned that the favored methodology of
ethologists here has been the use of dummies,
fake animals. Thesestatic models, no matter how

useful in other situations (Leong, 1969), have
proved a disappointment in the study of Maps
and their effects (Cullen, 1972; Gorman, 1968).

Three other approaches suggest themselves.
Oneis to display motion picturesto the subjects.
I have discussed film playback with many etholo-
gists who have hadonlyfailures. A few investiga-
tors nonetheless, have had success(e.g.,Jenssen,

1970; Turnbough and Lloyd, 1973). The difh-

culty may bethatthe individualpicturesare per-
ceived by the subject as disconnected images
because the rate of advancelies belowits critical
fusion frequency (Jenssen, 1970).

Another technique is the use of animated
models or simulations of essential moving fea-
tures, as in the work of Magnus (1958), who pro-

duced a pattern resembling the beating wings of
a female butterfly. The two chief deterrents are
that only simple animals will respond to the mo-
tions of crude models, and models that convinc-

ingly mime MApPsare likely to be expensive
technological achievements. Even then, one has

no assurance they will work.
The third techniqueis electrical stimulation

of the brain. Ideally, the wired-up animal can be
forced to producea faithful example of the de-
sired MAP whenever a button is pressed. The
ideal is not readily achieved. There are several
reasons for this (Delius, 1973; Phillips and

Youngren, 1971). While this technique is not an
impossible one, its formidable difficulties ac-
count for its rare application to problems of
communication (see also Cullen, 1972).

Whatever technique is employed,it will not
be enough to deal with idealized Maps. We have
to push on, to explore the communicatory sig-
nificance of variation in performance,intermedi-
ate MAPS, superposition, and more.Ourthinking
must not be dominated by digital models. Per-
haps some Maps, the more graded ones,act as

Some Theoretical Issues

analog senders. And of course the context will
have to be brought in, for signals do not work in

vacuums.
In closing I must return to a philosophical

point. Is there any reality to MaPs or FAPs? I find
it impossible to give an operational definition
that 1s general enoughto meetall contingencies.
That which I have givenis postulational. It relies
on the animals showing a recognizablepattern of
behavior, without a precise definition of whatis
meant by recognizable. Moreover, there may
even be instances in which a population is poly-
morphic—a large portion showing one Map, the
other portion a different MAP.

The difficulty is that virtually all movements
performed by animals are to some degree pat-
terned. None are uniquely different from the
highly patterned movements seen in displays.
The concept of Maps directs attention to the
more highly patterned movements, movements
that are often derived from morebasic ones. The
conceptis therefore most easily applied to dis-
plays, MAPs that are adapted to serve in commu-
nication.

Obviously, however, there is a continuum. At
one extremeis patterned behavior,like locomo-
tion, which varies from moment to moment in

harmonywith the environment. At the other ex-
treme are precisely patterned movements that
are relatively independent of external modula-
tion and mayevenfit the Lorenziancriteria of the
Fixed Action Pattern. There is no boundary.

Yet the concept of MAP remainsuseful. Note
the parallel in arbitrarily dividing the age of an
organism into categories. When does a youth
becomean adult? Or whenis an adult old? When
is a motor pattern a MAP? When a movementhas
becomeritualized into a display it is clearly a
MAP. Where 1s the cutoff? I think it is too early
and perhapsinadvisable to try to delimit rigidly
the lowerlimit of Maps. I would rather live with
shades of grey and await future developments.
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Chapter 7

PHEROMONES

Harry H. Shorey

Modern man makes minimal use of chemical

communication with others of his own species.

Thus, he has little intuitive feel for the great

reliance placed on this communication mode by
much of the remainder of the animal kingdom.

Correspondingly, until recent years, man’s re-

search into the chemical communication systems

used by other animals has lagged behind re-

search into visual and sonic means of communi-

cation. However, during the past few decades,

advances in microanalytical chemistry, coupled
with an increasing recognition that man may
profit by controlling the chemical communica-
tion systems of certain animal species, has re-
sulted in a great expansion in our knowledge in
this previously neglected field.

The term ‘‘pheromone’”’ wascoined by Karl-
son and Liischer (1959), and slight modifications

in the definition were proposed by Kalmus
(1965). A pheromone1s a chemical or a mixture
of chemicals which is released to the exterior by
an organism and, which, upon reception by an-

other individual of the samespecies, stimulates
one or morespecific reactions. Althoughthis re-
view 1S restricted to a consideration of animals,

interorganism communication by pheromones
also occurs in manyspecies of plants.
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Wilson and Bossert (1963) and Wilson

(1963a) separated pheromonesinto two catego-
ries: Releaser pheromonesaredirect stimulators
of behavior, often involvinga classical stimulus-
response sequence that is mediated entirely by
the central nervous system; primer pheromones

induce relatively long-lasting physiological
changes, especially involving the endocrine and
reproductive systems. Primer pheromones, for
example, cause acceleration or inhibition of

maturation of the reproductive systems of many
vertebrate as well as invertebrate species. Be-
cause this chapter is concerned with communica-
tion systems in which a more immediate
responseto the chemical stimulus occurs, primer
pheromoneswill not be discussed.

Sometimes when an animalis exposed to a
pheromone, a stimulus-respone reflex is not
seen. In much of the communication of verte-
brates—as well as that of many invertebrates—
the pheromone maycausesubtlereffects. It may,
for example, sensitize the animal to other
stimuli, such as the sight of a nearby potential
mate. In otherinstances, the pheromone may be

used to identify the other individual or to assess
the physiological or social status of the other
individual, with no overt behavioral reaction re-

sulting atall.
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The Pheromone-Communication System

Three components that make up any commu-
nication system are: an emitterof the message,a
medium through which the messageis transmit-
ted, and a receiver of the message.

Pheromonesare often emitted from glands
that have becomespecialized through evolution-
ary processes for their communicative function.
The nature of the glands and their locations on
animals vary greatly amongspecies. Frequently,
specialized organs suchastufts of hair are asso-
ciated with the organs to enhancetransfer of the
pheromone moleculesinto the medium.In some
cases, specifically organized glands have not
been located, and the pheromone mayarise from
cuticular secretions or as a by-product of diges-
tive or excretory functions.

For animals that communicate over somedis-
tance, the medium for transmission of the phero-
mone1s air or water. In a static environment, the

chemical molecules spread from the release
point by simple diffusion, creating a concentra-
tion gradient. However, the medium is rarely
static. Air, especially, is almost continuously in
motion. This motion may be caused by a general
wind orby local convection currents attributable
to unequally heated surfaces. In a flowing me-
dium, the pheromone molecules are carried
away from the source in a downwind or down-
stream direction, forming an elongate plume.
The turbulence that is characteristic of moving
air causes the molecular density in a cross section
of the plume to be nonuniform. The plumeis
composed of filaments, with great discontinu-
ities between areas of high and low density. Tur-
bulence 1s a much more important factor than
molecular diffusion in determining the disper-
sion or dilution of the pheromone molecules as
the plume moves away from its source (Bossert
and Wilson, 1963).

In some types of communication, the phero-
monesare nottransmitted through the medium.
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Theyare retained onthe surfacesof the emitting
individuals and are perceived by direct contact
by otherindividuals.

Pheromones maybe perceived byeitherol-
factory or gustatory receptor mechanisms. Gus-
tatory receptors typically must come in contact
with the chemical source, and they usually re-
quire relatively high chemical concentrations for
stimulation. Gustatory receptors are usually
located in the oral cavity of terrestrial verte-
brates; they mayalso be located on variousexter-
nal portions of the bodies of fish and
invertebrates. Olfactory receptors are special-
ized for detecting the chemical at some distance
from its source and usually reactat relatively low
concentrations. Olfactory receptors of verte-
brates are found in a nasal cavity, and those of
invertebrates are typically located on external
structures, such as antennae. Aquatic animals
must be regarded as using olfaction, even
though the transmitting medium is water. The
olfactory receptorsoffish, for example, occurin
a distinct nasal cavity, through which a stream of
wateris circulated (Bardach and Todd, 1970).

Uses of Pheromones in Communication

Most reviewers have categorized phero-
mones according to their biological function
(Butler, 1970; Shorey, 1973; Wilson and Bossert,
1963; Wilson, 1968). The same general scheme

will be used here, with the following subsections
dealing with the use of pheromonesin (1) deter-
mining the identity of individual animals, of so-
cial groups of animals, or of the social or
physiological status of animals of the same spe-
cies; (2) stimulating aggregation; (3) stimulating
dispersion; (4) stimulating sexual behavior; and

(5) stimulating aggression. This type of catego-
rization is not completely satisfactory. A number
of behavioral activities involving pheromones
are associated with more than one of the above
categories. For instance, a pheromonethat stim-
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ulates approach (aggregation) of sexual partners
from a distance may then stimulate sexual behav-
ior reactionsat close range. Also, certain phero-

monesused in the markingofterritories or home
ranges orin the regulation of complexsocieties
do notfit the above schemedirectly. These com-
plexities will be considered later.

IDENTIFICATION

Individual animals of many species of mam-.
mals and fish can determinethe identity of other
members of the same species by their odors
(Bardach and Todd, 1970; Beauchamp, 1973;

Miiller-Schwarze, 1971; Mykytowycz, 1970).

Whether any invertebrates are capable of this
identification of individuals is doubtful; how-

ever, Linsenmair and Linsenmair (1971) noted
that males and females of the desert woodlouse,

terrestrial crustaceansthatpair forlife, drive off
from their burrowsall intruders of either sex
except their partners. The identification is ap-
parently based on pheromones.

An ability to identify individual animals on
the basis of pheromones alone infers that the
pheromoneofeach individual consists of a com-
plex blend of chemicals that differs in some way
from that of other individuals. Thereis consider-
able evidence that such complex blends do oc-
cur. The chemicals secreted by the anal, chin,

and inguinal glands of the rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus) vary both qualitatively and quantita-
tively from individual to individual (Goodrich
and Mykytowycz, 1972). The numberofdifferent
compoundsin the pheromoneblend maybevery
high; the castoreum gland of the beaver (Castor
canadensis) contains approximately fifty different
chemicals (Kingston, 1965).

Pheromones mayalso be usedto identify the
physiological or social status ofan individual and
the social group or colony to which that individ-
ual belongs. A semantic problem enters here;in
some cases, the pheromone maynotbe used for
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actual “‘identification’’ of these characteristics,

but may simply cause the release of appropriate
behaviorby the respondent, such as a copulatory
reaction by a male when exposed to a phero-
monereleased by a sexually receptive female.
Especially in the vertebrates, there 1s probably a
continuum between identification of the status of
an individual and stimulation of appropriate be-
havioral acts by the “identifying” animal.

An extensive use ofpheromones by mammals
in determining theidentity as well as the physio-
logical or social status of their species matesis
often inferred by the characteristic behavior dis-
played when two animals meet. A prominentpart
of this meeting behavioris the “‘sniffing”’ of cer-
tain portions of the body, especially the nasal,
anal, genital, and various glandular areas
(Schloeth, 1956).

Social insects, as well as many mammalian
and fish species, differentiate between members

of their ownsocial group or colony and those of
other social groups by odors (Mykytowycz, 1970;
Wilson, 1971). Characteristic behavior may be
displayed by the individual perceiving the odors;
these responseswill be discussedlater with refer-
ence to behavior associated with territoriality,
aggression, and marking of a homerange. Mech-
anisms mustexist for the establishment ofa com-
monodoron all membersof the colonyorsocial
group. In certain mammalian species, the ani-
mals in a social group—especially the dominant
males—mark otherindividuals within the group
with a pheromone. This method ofattaining a
common group odoris seen in the gliding pha-
langer (Petaurus breviceps papuanus: Schultze-Wes-
trum, 1965), the rabbit (Mykytowycz, 1965), and
the tree shrew (Tupaia belangeri: Martin, 1968).
Mutual scents of colony members in thesocial
insects may be acquired in a numberof ways,
including: secretions produced by the queen and
distributed throughout the colony; secretions
produced by the colony members themselves,
with each member having a common genetic
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complementprovided by the queen-mother; the
odor of the specific nest material in which the
colony 1s housed; and a commonodordueto the
specific food on which the colony has fed (Han-
gartner et al., 1970; Morse, 1972; Wilson,
1963b).

AGGREGATION

An aggregation pheromone causes one or
more responding individuals to become local-
ized near the source of pheromone emission.
General use of the term “‘attraction” to describe
the process by which aggregation is accom-
plished should probably be avoided. According
to the definition of Dethier et al. (1960), an at-
tractant causes oriented locomotory responses
toward the odorsource. In additionto attraction,
a numberof other behavioral mechanisms, oper-
ating singly or in conjunction with each other,
maybring about aggregation. For example,cer-
tain pheromones may inhibit locomotion and
thus reduce dispersal of animals away from the
vicinity of the odor source (Shorey, 1973).

Some pheromonesappearto have nobiologi-
cal function other than promoting aggregation.
In other cases, the same pheromonethat stimu-

lates the animals to aggregate then assumes an
additionalrole in stimulating appropriate behav-
ior, such as mating or aggression. This latter
group ofpheromoneswill be discussed here with
reference to their aggregative properties as well
as in later sections with reference to the stimula-
tion of the additional behavioral activities.

Mechanisms of Aggregation
Most of the research on the behavioral mech-

anisms used by animals that aggregate in re-
sponse to stimulatory odors has been conducted
on insects. The movement toward the odor
source may take place over tens, hundreds, or
even thousands of meters. Many of the claimsof
great distances are probably exaggerated. For
instance, if a male moth is marked and released
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at a great distance from a pheromone-emitting
female, there is no way of knowing whatpropor-
tion ofits flight to the pheromonesource might
consist of a random, appetitive locomotory be-
havior, not stimulated by the pheromone.

The flow and turbulence characteristics ofair
probably destroy any recognizable chemical con-
centration gradient within a few centimeters of
the source of the pheromone.Forthis reason,
most investigators are agreed that the guidance
mechanismsused by animals orienting toward an
odor source from relatively great distances can-
not be based simply on the following of an odor
gradient (Bossert and Wilson, 1963; Shorey,
1973). The guidance is probably accomplished
by a complex interaction of a numberof behav-
ioral mechanisms. One that has been demon-
strated for certain flying insects is anemotaxis
(wind steering), whereby the animal steers its
body axis upwind whenit is stimulated by an
appropriate odor (Farkas and Shorey, 1974;
Kennedy, 1939). An aquatic animal mayalso ori-
ent its body axis into the flowing current; in this
case, the phenomenon is called ‘“‘rheotaxis.”’
Considerable evidence indicates that the upwind
or upcurrentorientation is accomplished by the
animal’s steering its body axis so that the visual
field of the substratum over whichitis flying or
swimming unreels caudally, from frontto rear. If
the animal were proceeding at an angle to the
current, sideslippage would causethevisualfield
to appear to move at an angle relative to the
body axis; presumably, the animal would then
make corrective steering reactions that would
orientits body axis upcurrent. If the animalloses
the odorous current, it may make crosscurrent

casts (Traynier, 1968), which probably maximize
its likelihood of regaining the odorstimulation.

Another mechanism that might be used in
distance orientation to a pheromonesourceis
aerial odor-trail following (Farkas and Shorey, ©
1974). The cloud of molecules extending down-
current from the odor source often can be visual-

ized as forming a three-dimensionaltrail. Many
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species of flying insects exhibit lateral zigzag or
sinusoidal oscillations across the breadth of the
trail as they proceed toward the odor source.
‘Some experimental evidenceindicatesthat these
oscillations may be an important factor in en-
abling the flying insect to maintain contact with
the odorous trail. Perhaps appropriate turns,
back toward the centralaxis of the trail, are stim-

ulated when the insect senses that it is entering
a lower pheromonedensityas it diverges to the
right or left of the axis. This method for aerial
trail following, then, would be analogous to a
mechanism proposedfor animals that follow ter-
restrial trails (discussed below). Possibly the
phenomenonofaerial trail following, operating
to cause the animal to maintainitself within the
boundaries of the trail, interacts with anemo-
taxis, to orient each turn in an upcurrentdirec-
tion.

The progressively increasing odor concen-
tration encountered as an animal approaches a
pheromone source maystimulate other behav-
ioral reactionsthat result in the animal’s localiza-
tion near the source. The speed of forward
progress may be reduced, and ultimately loco-
motion maybe inhibited, as the animal encoun-
ters the higher concentrations (Bennett and
Borden, 1971; Farkas and Shorey, 1974; Wood,
1970). Also, the animal may becomesensitized
by the high concentrations to respond to other
environmental stimuli. For instance, a numberof
insect species, when flying in air containing a
high concentration of an aggregation phero-
mone, tend to approach andland on vertical ob-
jects such as the trunks of trees (references in
Farkas and Shorey, 1974). Presumably, this be-
havior is adaptive, because the pheromoneemit-
ter is likely to be located on such vertical object.

When the animalis very close to the phero-
monesource and in a well-defined chemicalcon-
centration gradient, chemotactic mechanisms
maysteer it toward the highest pheromone con-
centration. Males of many moth species, when
stimulated by the high pheromone concentra-
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tions found near receptive females, steer their
bodies first to one side and then to the other,
with wings vibrating. The air pulled by the vi-
brating wings, from front to rear and over the
antennae, probably gives good cues as to the
direction of the site of pheromone emission
(Schneider, 1964).

Finally, visual orientation to the body of the
pheromone emitter itself may be stimulated
when a maleinsect is exposed to a high concen-
tration of female pheromone (Daterman, 1972;
Shorey and Gaston, 1970; Traynier, 1968).

Terrestrial odortrails differ from aerial odor
trails in that the odor molecules do not emanate
from a single point source. Rather, the phero-
moneemitter deposits the chemicalas a series of
discrete spots or as a continuous streak as it
moves along the substratum. Such pheromone
trails are widely used in aggregation behavior.
Some examples, which will be discussed in later
sections, include the pheromonetrail deposited
by a snake crawling along the ground, by a
hoofed mammal through contact with the
ground during locomotory behavior, and by
workers of many ant species when they return to
their nest after finding food. Mechanismsofter-
restrial trail following have been beststudied in
ants. The following ants detect the small active
space caused bythe volatilization of the chemical
into the air abovethetrail. Some evidence indi-
cates that they maintain contact with thetrail as
they run along it by chemotactic mechanisms,
which tend to steer them towardthe central axis
of the trail whenever they diverge to one side
(Hangartner, 1967). Thus, the behavior ofants
(and of dogs) followingterrestrial odortrails is
frequently characterized by a zigzag progression
(Wilson, 1962; Wilson and Bossert, 1963).

Role ofAggregation Pheromones in Animal Behavior
As mentionedearlier, aggregationis typically

a precursor of further behavioral activities such
as aggression or mating. Those pheromonesthat
stimulate both aggregation as well as the further
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behavioral activities will be considered in later
sections. This section will be involved with
pheromones whose roles are essentially re-
stricted to causing aggregation, with further be-
havioral activities within the aggregations
apparently being caused primarily by other
stimull.

Cellular slime molds live as single-celled
amoebae,ingesting bacteria, during the feeding
phaseoftheir life cycle. After the food supplyis
exhausted, some of the amoebae of Dictyostelium
discoideum (the moststudied species) emit pulses

of a pheromoneidentified as cyclic 3,'5' adeno-
sine monophosphate (Konjjn et al., 1968). The
pheromone causes nearby amoebae to moveto-
ward the source and to emit pulses of the same
chemical. The aggregating amoebae form a mul-
ticellular organism, which rises above the sub-
stratum and differentiates into a stalk and an
apical fruiting body (Bonner, 1970).

Many animal species use pheromonesto lo-
cate their homeornestsite. Limpets (Mollusca)

of a numberofspecies have a specific area on a
rock to which they return after feeding expedi-
tions. Although not yet conclusive, considerable

evidence indicates that the hmpets find their
“homes” by following a pheromonetrail laid
down by them on the substratum during previ-
ous excursions. Similarly, a number of social
Hymenoptera (bees, ants, and wasps) recognize
their own nestsites and are stimulated to enter
the nest entrance by odorscharacteristic of their
specific colony (Butler et al., 1969; Hangartner

et al., 1970). The odor, which has sometimes

been referred to as ‘“‘hive atmosphere,” may

originate partly from pheromones produced by
the colony mates and partly from the general
odorof their food and nest material.

In some animal species that do not have a
permanent home orresting site, pheromones
may stimulate the formation of temporary aggre-
gations in which the individuals spend certain
times of the day or the year. Thus, pheromones
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promote aggregations of a numberofarthropod
species in sheltered places during their inactive
time of day (Friedlander, 1965; Levinson and
Bar Ilan, 1971). In certain coccinellid beetles
(Hodek, 1960) and snakes (Dundee and Miller,
1968; Noble and Clausen, 1936), pheromones

play a role in promoting aggregations prior to
the time of hibernation. Noble and Clausen
(1936) found that the commonbrownsnake fol-
lows the trails laid by previous snakes moving
toward hibernation sites in suitable cavities.
Oncein the cavities, a combination of visual and

pheromonal stimuli maintains cohesiveness of
the aggregations.

A numberof marine animals thatare sessile
as adults produce free-swimminglarvae. At the
properstate for settling, the larvae often give a
gregarious response to other members of their
species. Thus, a pheromonereleased by barna-
cles that are successfully colonizing a surface
causes larvae of their species to explore andset-
tle on the same surface (Crisp and Meadows,
1963).

Many aquatic animals move together in ag-
gregationscalled “schools.” The function of the
schools is not well understood; they might be of
benefit in locating suitable food sources, for mu-
tual protection, and in bringing together the
sexes prior to mating. Vision is apparently the
major sense involved in maintaining schools of
fish. However, schooling fish have also been

foundto respond to the odorofconspecifics; this
pheromone-induced aggregation may be a major
mechanism for maintaining schooling behavior
at night (Hemmings, 1966; Wrede, 1932).

Pheromones are characteristically used by
the workercaste of social insects (bees, ants, and

termites) to recruit colony mates to a supply of
food (Moser and Blum, 1963; Stuart, 1970; Wil-

son, 1962, 1963b). There are many variations in

the recruitment behavior; however, a typical se-

quence of events for manyantspecies1s as fol-
lows: If an antfinds a source of food too large to
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transport to the nest in one piece, it returns to
the nest while depositing a trail ofpheromone on
the ground. Otherantsin the nestare stimulated
to follow the trail. After arriving at the food
source, they carry piecesto the colony while also
depositing pheromoneonthe substratum. Thus,
the terrestrial trails are fortified as long as food
is available. If no food remains, the returning
ants deposit no pheromone, andthetrail fades

out through volatilization. Some trails are very
transitory; this is the case with the importedfire

ant, which mainly forages for small items of food
within a few meters of its nest (Wilson, 1962).

Otherantspecies have highly persistenttrails; an
example 1s the Texasleaf-cutting ant, which may
harvest leaves from plants hundreds of meters
from its nest for several months (Moser and

Blum, 1963).

Some ant species lay trails as they proceed
outwards, in search of food. These have been

called “exploratory trails” by Wilson (1963b)
and are typical ofarmy ants (genus Eciton). Army
ants are true nomads, without a permanentnest.

Their massive columns,either radiating from a
central area at which the colony is temporarily
bivouacked or during emigration of the entire
colony, are guided by pheromone deposited by
the individual workersas they proceed outwards.

Certain ants practice “slavery.” They raid the
nests of related species,kill or repel the workers,
and capture the pupae, which they transport
back to their nest. Slave-making ants of the For-
mica sanguinea groupdirecttheir raids to selected
nests of other species by odortrails. Oncein the
raided nest, the ants discharge large amounts of
pheromoneconsisting in part of decyl alcohol,
dodecyl alcohol, and tetradecyl alcohol. The
pheromoneattracts further raiders and at the
same time causes the defenders of the raided
nest to disperse (Regnier and Wilson, 1971).

Workers of a numberofstingless bee species,
especially in the genera Melipona and Trigona,
release from their mandibular glands large quan-
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tities of odor when they havelocated a suitable
source of food. The pheromoneattracts other
workers, which collect the food and transportit
to the nest (Lindauer and Kerr, 1960). Certain

species maketrails that are partly terrestrial and
partly aerial. A scout bee of 7rigona postica, after
having collected nectar or pollen, flies from the
flowers toward the nest, stopping at frequentin-
tervals and leaving at each spot an odor mark
from her mandibular glands. Recruited workers
follow the resulting odor path to the food
source. Another variation in stingless bee re-
cruitment behavioris found in Lestrimelitta limao,
a species that steals food from nests of other
stingless bees. Thefirst invading bees are almost
invariably killed, resulting in the liberation of
citral from their mandibular glands (Blum etal.,
1970). This pheromoneattracts large numbers
of additional invaders, whichraid the nest. Citral

also causes a complete disruption in the social
organization of the raided colony,with the resi-
dent bees often abandoningtheir nest.

A complex of pheromonessecreted by the
workers and the queen is used during swarming
behavior of the honeybee (Butler and Simpson,
1967; Morse and Boch, 1971). Swarming bees
usually form a cluster on a branch or some other
substrate at least once during their migration
from the parent hive to a new nestingsite. Ag-
gregation of the workers and the queenata clus-
tering site or at a new nestsite is stimulated by
a pheromoneemitted bythe scout beesthatlo-
cate that site. The swarming beesare also at-
tracted by a pheromonefrom the queen, 9-oxo-
trans-2-decenoic acid, which enables them to re-
locate her if they should lose her. Another
pheromone emitted by the queen, 9-hydroxy-
trans-2-decenoic acid, acts as a behavioral stabi-
lizer for the worker bees, causing them toalight
and group into a quiet cluster when nearher.

In manybeetle species, either one sex or the
other emits a pheromonethatcauses the aggre-
gation ofbeetles ofboth sexes. In mostcases, the
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biological function served by the aggregation
has not been determined (Abdullah, 1965; Le-
vinson and BarIlan, 1967). However, one might
infer that two major functions often served are
the enhancementofmating throughthe bringing
of beetles of both sexes into close proximity, and
the bringing of beetles to a suitable food source
detected by the pheromone-emitting individual.
Eisner and Kafatos (1962) assumethat the large
aggregationsof Lycus loripes beetles that occur in
response to a pheromone emitted by the males
confer a survival benefit. These beetles are dis-
tinctively colored and possess a chemical defense
mechanism against potential predators. A preda-
tor that has had a distasteful experience with one
individual in the aggregation would have re-
duced likelihood of attacking other individuals.

Aggregation of both sexes in response to a
pheromoneemitted by onesex is characteristic
of the ambrosia beetles and bark beetles (family
Scolytidae). These beetles are infrasocial, with
large numbers colonizing a suitable host tree.
The tree that is designated for colonization may
be dead, dying, weakened,or healthy, depending
on the species of beetle involved. Either males or
females, depending on the species, initially in-
vade a host tree. A pheromone,often consisting
of a medley of chemicals, is secreted by these
invaders, either whentheyfirst arrive at the tree
or after they have constructed an entry tunnel
through the bark and have commencedfeeding
on the phloem. This pheromone,often in associ-
ation with volatile chemicals from the treeitself,
causes the approach of others of both sexes.

Typically, the respondingbeetles of the same
sex as the initial invaders also establish entry
tunnels and release a pheromone. Beetles of the
other sex, upon arriving at the tree, may also

release a pheromoneandenter the tunnels con-
structed bythe initially invading sex. The beetles
mate within the tunnels, and their offspring es-
tablish feeding galleries under the bark. Changes
in the concentration and the blend of phero-
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mone chemicals released as the tree is progres-
sively attacked by more beetles may determine
the course of colonization, beingatfirst stimula-
tory and later inhibitory to aggregation. The
complex of chemicals released early in the colo-
nization process stimulates beetles to approach
from a distance andoften inhibits their tendency
toward further locomotionafter they land on the
tree (Bennett and Borden, 1971; Vité and Pit-
man, 1969; Wood, 1970).

Later in the colonization process, chemicals
may be released that cause beetles not to ap-
proach the tree or not to bearrested in their
locomotionif they should land on the tree. This
inhibition of aggregation is often seen whenre-
sponding beetles of the opposite sex from that of
the initial invadersenter the tunnels made by the
latter (Rudinsky et al., 1973; Vité and Renwick,
1971). Inhibition of further colonization also ap-
pears to be dueto the increasingly high concen-
tration of previously attractive chemicals
released by the aggregating beetles. Apparently,
the concentration often rises to a sufficiently
high level to stimulate beetles to orient visually
to other, nearby trees (Gara and Coster, 1968).
Thus, adjacenttrees are often colonized.

Only a few additional examples of phero-
mone-mediated aggregation behavior will be
given hereso asto indicate the great diversity of
biological functions that might be served by such
behavior. Workers of certain termite species lay
pheromonetrails from a point of disturbance,
such as a breach or an invaderin the nest, to
other places within the nest. Other termitesfol-
low the trail to the site of disturbance and then
display appropriate behavior depending on the
stimulus nature of the disturbanceitself (Stuart,
1967). Young larvae of snails of the genus
Crepidula aggregate in response to a pheromone
released by mature females. They attach to a
female and are induced, throughtheaction of a
primer pheromone produced byher,to trans-
form into males, which later inseminate her
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(Gould, 1952). Freshwater pulmonate snails

(Physa acuta) follow trails made by conspecifics

when they moveto the surface of the water to

replenish their air supplies (Wells and Buckley,

1972). A pheromone, 2-methoxy-5-ethylphenol,
is given off from the feces of migratory locusts.

The chemical serves both as an aggregation

pheromone, promoting gregarious behavior of

the immature locusts, and as a primer phero-

mone, inducing the physiological changes that

are characteristic of the migratory phaseofthis

species (Nolte et al., 1973).

DISPERSION

Pheromones that cause dispersion of con-
specifics can be subdivided into severalfairly dis-
tinct categories, dealing with maintenance of

optimal interindividual spacing, inhibition of
tendencies to aggregate, dispersion during times
of danger, and maintenance of the integrity of
territories.

Maintenance of Optimal Spacing
At particular times during the life cycle of

some animal species, pheromones are appar-

ently released byall the individuals and maintain
an optimal distance between them. Amoebae of
Dictyostelium discoideum were discussed earlier
with reference to their behavior of aggregating
after completion of feeding. Before the aggrega-
tion phase, the amoebae secrete a pheromone
that repels others of the species. The pheromone
thus causes the individual amoebae to remain
dispersed and to optimally utilize the available
food (Bonner, 1970). After the food has been

depleted and the amoebae have cometogether
into centers of aggregation, each center releases
a pheromone that further maintains optimal
spacing by inhibiting the formation of nearby
centers. As a fruiting mass rises on a stalk from
each center, above the substratum, the same

spacing pheromone controls the direction of
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growth of the stalk so that it is maximally dis-
placed from nearbystalks.

Mature larvae of a number of moth species

that infest grain, when they meet, deposit on the

substratum a pheromonefrom their mandibular

glands (Mudd and Corbet, 1973). The phero-

monecausesthe larvae to disperse, thereby in-

creasing the likelihood that they will reach an

area of low population density before they spin
their cocoons and pupate.

Female flour beetles, when at high popula-

tion densities, distribute themselves uniformly

throughout their food medium. A pheromone
secreted by the females themselves, as well as a

pheromonesecreted by their larvae, repels the
females (Naylor, 1965). The resulting spacingis
presumably adaptive, resulting in optimal colo-
nization of the environment.

Inhibition of Tendency to Aggregate
Adults of many insect species aggregate in

areas containing suitable food for their young.
The females of certain of these species, after

depositing their eggs in the food material, mark
the external surface of the material with a phero-
monethatinhibits other females from depositing
eggs in the same area. This behavior has been
seen in certain hymenopterousparasitesthat lay
their eggs in insects of other species (Rabb and
Bradley, 1970) and in the apple maggot fly,
which lays its eggs in various fruits (Prokopy,
1972).

When not receptive for mating, a female
ground beetle (Pterostichus lucublandus) normally

runs away from males. If pursued by a male, the
female discharges a blast of liquid toward him
from the tip of her abdomen. The male stops
running, makes cleaning movementsof his face
and antennae, becomes uncoordinated, and may

fall into a coma for several hours. Kirk and Du-
praz (1972) feel that this defensive behavior may
be used by the female while laying eggs. The
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male, which would eat the eggs ofthe species,is
immobilized until the female completes oviposi-
tion and coversthe entrance to the egg chamber.

Dispersion during Times of Danger
Pheromones released when an animal is

threatened with dangeror wheninjured are gen-
erally called “alarm pheromones.” For many
species, their primary role is the stimulation of
dispersion of conspecifics. For other species, the
alarm pheromone mayinduce aggregation plus
aggressive behavior; these responseswill be con-
sideredin a later section. Andforstill other spe-
cies, the alarm pheromone may induce either
dispersion or aggregation plus aggression, de-
pending on the environmental context in which
the animals perceive the pheromone.

Aquatic snails of nineteen species have been
found to exhibit escape reactions whentheyper-
ceive the juices of crushed conspecifics. The be-
havior usually consists of dropping from the
substratum to the bottom of the water, followed
by burrowing into the bottom material. How-
ever, certain air-breathing species react by crawl-
ing up out of the water (Snyder, 1967). Likewise,
sea urchins (Diadema antillarium) move rapidly
away from an area containing the juices of
crushed conspecifics; they often mounton their
ventral spines and ‘“‘race’”’ away for one or two
meters (Snyder and Snyder, 1970). Alarm reac-
tions are stimulated in a number of schooling
fish species by a pheromonethat is released
when the skin of a conspecific is injured. The
reactions are extremely variable, depending on
the species, and range from avoidance of the
area containing the pheromone anddispersal of
the school to an increase in the cohesiveness of
the school (Bardach and Todd, 1970; von Frisch,
1941). An increase in school cohesiveness might
at first seem maladaptive; however, Pitcher

(1973) indicates that certain predator fish are
less successful in attacking schools of fish than
individual prey.
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Pheromonesreleased by many animals when
they are threatened or attacked by an enemy
serve a dual function. They not only cause con-
specifics to disperse but also mayserve a defen-
sive function, deterring or repelling the
predator. Examples are seen in earthworms
(Ressler et al., 1968), a number of aphid species
(Bowers et al., 1972), the plant bug (Dysdercus
intermedius: Calam and Youdeowei, 1968), the
beetle Blaps sulcata (Kaufmann, 1966), and ants
of a numberof species.

Ant alarm pheromonesare highly variable in
their effect, depending on the species and the
location and behavioral activities of the ants
whenthey perceive the pheromone.Atthe nest,
the pheromonetypically triggers attraction and
attack behavior (considered later). However,
away from the nest, at the feeding place, ants
perceiving the pheromone typically disperse
(Maschwitz, 1966). Even at the nest, those spe-
cies that construct small or diffusely distributed
colonies often disperse (Wilson and Regnier,
1971).

Mammalian alarm pheromones mayalso be
highly variable in their effect, depending to a
large extent on the context in which they are
perceived and onthe previousexperiencesofthe
responders. However, repellency or dispersion
is one of the possible effects, as demonstrated by
the reactions of mice to the odor of stressed con-
specifics (Rottman and Snowdon, 1972).

Territories
Individuals of many vertebrate species band

together in social groupsthat occupyclearly de-
marked territories. Each territory is occupied
solely by a given group andis defended against
all entering foreign conspecifics. Occupiedterri-
tories may be designated by the occupiers by
meansof visual, sonic, or chemical cues. Chemi-

cal cues are especially used by the mammals,
which deposit odorous pheromonesecretions on
objects within the territory, especially near the
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borders of the territory. This scent marking
seems to be especially advantageous, because
ownership of the territory is advertised even
whenthe residents are absent (Jones and Nowell,
1973). Male mice deposit a pheromone from the
coagulating glands with the urine. Foreign males
are deterred from investigating the marked
areas; if an intruder enters a marked territory,
the pheromone reduces his aggressive tenden-
cies, thus tippingthescales in favor of a victory
by the resident and resulting in the ultimate
flight of the intruder (Jones and Nowell, 1973).

Similarterritorial behavioris seen in a numberof
other mammal species, including the rabbit
(Mykytowycz, 1968), the tree shrew (Martin,
1968), and the black-tailed deer (Miiller-

Schwarze, (Miiller-Schwarze, 1972).

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR

A group of diverse chemicals are collected
under the term “sex pheromones.” They are
producedbyeither males or females and stimu-
late one or more behavioral reactionsin the op-
posite sex. The reactions lead directly or
indirectly to mating. Theindirect reaction most
frequently observed is aggregation of the oppo-
site sex near the pheromone-emitting sex. After
the two sexes have cometogether, a variety of
other reactions involved with courtship or copu-
latory behavior may occur undertheinfluence of
sex pheromones. In some animal species, a

pheromone might stimulate only the aggrega-
tion reactions; and other, nonpheromonal
stimuli may be involved in stimulating close-
range courtship and copulatory responses. In
other species, pheromones might only be in-
volved in courtship and copulatory behavioraf-

_ter the sexes have been brought together in
responseto other stimuli. In still other species,
the same pheromonethatcauses the approach of
a mating partner then stimulates appropriate
close-range behavioral responsesas well.
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Aggregation Prior to Sexual Behavior
The role of pheromonesreleased by females

at or before the timeoftheir receptivity for mat-
ing in causing male aggregation has been docu-
mentedso frequently in the animal kingdom that
only a few representative exampleswill be given
here:

Phylum Protozoa
A ciliate (Rhabdostyla vernalis: Finley, 1952).

Phylum Aschelminthes
Rotifers (Gilbert, 1963), and a variety of free-
living, plant-parasitic, and animal-parasitic
nematodespecies (Greetet al., 1968; Salm and
Fried, 1973).

Phylum Arthropoda
A variety of species of crabs (Kittredgeetal.,
1971; Ryan, 1966), amphipods (Dahl etal.,
1970), copepods (Katona, 1973), spiders
(Dondale and Hegdekar, 1973), ticks (Berger,
1972), mites (Beavers and Hampton, 1971;
Coneet al., 1971), and a very large numberof

species of insects (see Jacobson, 1972, and
Shorey, 1973, for partial referencelists).

Phylum Chordata
Various species of amphibians (Cedrini,
1971), snakes (Noble, 1937), and fish
(Tavolga, 1956; Timms and Kleerekoper,

1972), and many species of mammals (Beau-
champ, 1973; Davies and Bellamy, 1972; Lind-
say, 1965; Schein and Hale, 1965).

Only a few examples of unusual pre-mating
aggregation behavior will be mentioned here.
Females of the spider Pardosa lapidicina secrete a
pheromoneintothesilken strand that they leave
on the substrate as they move about; males use
the pheromone-treated strands in locating the
females (Dondale and Hegdekar, 1973). The
queen honeybee mates sequentially with a num-
ber of drones while flying several meters above
the ground; therefore, the drones mustorientto
an aerial trail of pheromonethatis emitted from
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a moving source (Butler and Fairey, 1964). In the
solitary bee (Adrenaflavipes ), an odor characteris-
tic of the female’s nest site, rather than one re-
leased by the female directly, causes males to
search for females in that area (Butler, 1965). In
a numberoftermite species, after reproductives
of both sexes leave the nestin a dispersal flight,
tandem pairs, each consisting of a male and a
female, form on the ground. A male apparently
recognizes a female by her pheromoneandfol-
lows herclosely as she runsoff to a suitable area,
where they excavate a cell in the soil or wood
(Stuart, 1970). In some animals, including the

crab-hole mosquito (Downes, 1966) and certain
mites (Beavers and Hampton, 1971; Coneetal.,

1971) and crabs: (Kittredge et al., 1971; Ryan,
1966), the males are attracted to the vicinity of
the female before she molts into her reproduc-
tive state; they remain in attendance for some
time awaiting her emergence. In some crabs the
pheromonethat induces male aggregationis ap-
parently identical to the molting hormone,crus-
tecdysone(Kittredgeet al., 1971). The male crab
is stimulated to grasp the female with his chelae,

hold her, and carry her beneath his body for
some days before she molts, at which time copu-
lation occurs.

In a numberof animalspecies, the male re-
leases a pheromonethatattracts the female from
a distance. Examplesinclude:

Phylum Aschelminthes
Several nematode species (Bonnerand Etges,
1967; Salm and Fried, 1973).

Phylum Arthropoda
A large numberof insect species (see Jacob-
son, 1972, and Shorey, 1973, for partial refer-

ence list).

Phylum Chordata
Mammals: mice (Davies and Bellamy, 1972)
and rats (Carr et al., 1965).

Male bumble bees lay down scenttrails on
their mating flights. They fly around a circuit or
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loop, stoppingat various points and depositing
scent marks. A numberof drones fly around the
same circuit, continuously fortifying the scent
marks. The queen bumble bees are apparently
attracted to these scent paths and matewith the
drones flying along them (Lindauer and Kerr,
1960).

In the ant Camponotus herculeanus, a male-pro-
duced pheromonehasno aggregative properties
per se, although it results in aggregation of the
two sexes. The malestake off from the nest in a
swarming flight and then release from their man-
dibular glands a pheromonethat stimulates the
females to fly. Thus, the pheromone synchro-
nizes the timing offlight of the two sexes (HOll-
dobler and Maschwitz, 1965).

Both males and females of some animal spe-
cies emit pheromonesthatstimulate aggregation
of the opposite sex. Examples include:

Phylum Aschelminthes
Certain nematodes (Bonnerand Etges, 1967;
Salm and Fried, 1973).

Phylum Arthropoda
Certain plant bugs (Mitchell and Mau, 1971)

and beetles (August, 1971).

Phylum Chordata
Mammals: mice (Davies and Bellamy, 1972)

and rats (Carret al., 1965).

Courtship and Copulation
Often, the same pheromonethat stimulates

the approach of a male to a female from a dis-
tance then induceshis close-range courtship or
copulatory behavior. This dual function of the
pheromone is seen in such diverse groups as
rotifers (Gilbert, 1963), insects (Shorey, 1973,

and included references), fish (Losey, 1969;

Tavolga, 1956), and mammals (Lindsay, 1965;

Schein and Hale, 1965). Receptive females of

many mammalian species deposit the phero-
monewith their urine (Beauchamp,1973; Davies

and Bellamy, 1972; Schein and Hale, 1965). The
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urine marks notonly act as focal points for dis-

tance attraction of males butalso at close range

increase the intensity of courtship behaviorpat-

terns. In the gobiid fish Bathygobius soporator, a

pheromonesecreted by the female induces the

approach ofmales, a changein the males’ colora-

tion to the “courtship phase,” and courtship re-

actions composed of rapid fanning and gaping

movements (Tavolga, 1956).

Among a number of insect species, the

progression of behavioral steps involved in the

approach of a maleto the vicinity of the phero-

monesource andthe following stimulation of his

courtship and copulatory behavior are arranged

in a hierarchy, with each successive step requir-

ing a higher concentrationforits release than the

previous one (Bartell and Shorey, 1969;

Traynier, 1968). For example, Bartell and

Shorey (1969) found that the sequence of behav-

ior exhibited by a group of males of the light

brown apple moth that were stimulated by the
odor of extracted female pheromone included

antennal movements, whole-body movements,

initiation offlight, orientation toward the phero-
mone source, and a complex series ofactivities

near the source, including attempted copulation
with another male moth.A greater than 100,000-
fold increase in pheromone concentration was
required to elicit the final step (copulatory at-
tempts) as compared withthefirst step (antennal
movements). The concentration required to
elicit upwind orientation was intermediate.

In some cases, the female-produced phero-
mone apparently causes no aggregation behav-
ior, and the only evidentrole for the pheromone
is in the stimulation of courtship displays or di-
rect copulatory reactions. The only reported re-
sponse of males of the nematode Nematospiroides
dubius following stimulation by the female sex
pheromoneis a flaring of the copulatory opening
(Marchant, 1970). A male hermit crab, Pagurus
bernhardus, perceives the pheromone upon con-
tact with the exoskeleton of a receptive female.
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Hethen graspsthe rim of the female’s shell aper-

ture with his minor cheliped and pulls her

around for some hours or days, until she pre-

sumably arrives at the appropriate state for mat-

ing (Hazlett, 1970). In certain Diptera, including
the sheep blowfly (Bartell et al., 1969) and Dro-

sophila melanogaster (Shorey and Bartell, 1970),

the odorous female pheromone apparently low-

ers the threshold for visually guided courtship
behavior, which is directed toward a nearbyfly.

Additional pheromonestimulation, apparently

obtained through direct contact, releases the

copulatory behavior of the male flies. Male mos-
quitoes (Aedes spp.) are attracted by the sounds

produced by the vibrating wings of flying
females. The males are stimulated to copulate
whenthey perceive a pheromonethrough direct

contact with the females (Nyholt and Craig,
1971). Male tortoises (Geochelone spp.) also initi-
ate courtship or copulatory attempts following
pheromonestimulation (Auffenberg, 1965). As

with much pheromonebehavior,the stereotyped
behavioral response is often displayed when the
pheromonestimulus is presented in the wrong
context; male tortoises have been observed to

mount such inappropriate objects as a head of
lettuce over which a female had recently clam-
bered.

Although some male-produced pheromones
stimulate the approach of females from a dis-
tance, the primary role for most such phero-
mones is in courtship. The details of the
courtship behavior vary greatly from species to
species. In certain millipede (Haacker, 1971) and
cockroach (Barth and Lester, 1973) species, the
male displays his pheromone glands when a
female is nearby. The female is stimulated to
feed on the glandular secretions, thus causing
her to cease locomotion and to be positioned
properly so that the male can copulate with her.
In sometephritid fruit flies (Fletcher, 1969), as
well as in swine (Hafez et al., 1962), a complex

of chemical and sonic signals produced by the
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male causes the female to assume the mating
position. The female fruit flies assume a stance
with the reproduction segments extruded and
directed toward the pheromone source, while
pigs undergo an “immobilization reflex.’’ The
swine pheromoneconsists of a complex of 16-
unsaturated Cj9 steroids, some ofwhich are con-
centrated in the boar’s sweat glands andsalivary
glands (Gower, 1972). A practical use for these
chemicals has been found in animal breeding
practices. Two of the chemicals, 5a-androst-16-
en-3-one and 3a-hydroxy-5a-androst-16-ene,
have been incorporated in an aerosolthatis dis-
pensedat the female pigpriorto artificial insemi-
nation, causing her to assume the immobilization
reflex and thus be positioned properlyforartifi-
cial insemination (Melrose et al., 1971).

Unlike the well-known pheromonesoffemale
moths, which often attract males from consider-
able distances, the pheromones produced by
males of many moth andbutterfly species have
the subtle (to humans) function ofarrestinglo-
comotion of the female after the male has come
in close proximity to her (Barth, 1958). The
male-produced pheromones might also have a
role in lowering the threshold of the female for
accepting the male in copulation. Males of many
butterfly species follow the femalesin a visually
oriented aerial ‘‘dance.’’ While airborne, they
distribute their pheromoneoverthe female’s an-
tennae from specialized glandular areas, usually
located on the abdomenorwings. The femaleis
thus stimulated to alight, whereupon the male
may dispense more pheromoneoverher anten-
nae before attempting to copulate with her (My-
ers and Brower, 1969; Pliske and Eisner, 1969).
In many mothspecies, the males that have been
attracted to the vicinity of the female evert
brushlike scent-dispensing structures at the mo-
ment that they are about to attempt copulation
(Aplin and Birch, 1968; Clearwater, 1972). The
male moth pheromone,like that of butterflies,
apparently functions mainly as a locomotoryar-
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restant, inhibiting the normalflight response of
the female.

Physiological Influences
Animals do not usually produce sex phero-

monesat a constantlevel, noris their responsive-
ness to pheromonesat a constantlevel, during
their entire span ofadult life. Rather, physiologi-
cal mechanismsensure that the pheromone com-
munication system is operative at the ap-
propriate stage of sexual maturity. For example,
thereis a direct link in rats and mice between the
titre of estrogen in females and androgen in
males (signifying reproductive maturity) and the
attraction exerted by either sex for the opposite
one. Likewise, the responsiveness of male and
female rats or mice to the odor of sexually ma-
ture individuals of the opposite sex is linked to
these same gonadal hormones(Davies and Bel-
lamy, 1972; Caroom and Bronson, 1971).

Females of some insect species, exemplified
by cockroaches, have repeated reproductive cy-
cles analogous to those of mammals. Pheromone
productionin theseinsects has been found to be
underthe control of the juvenile hormone,pro-
ducedin the corporaallata glands. On the other
hand, hormonal control has not been implicated
in pheromone production by somespecies of
mothsthatare short-lived as adults and mate and
lay their eggs within thefirst few days of adultlife
(Barth and Lester, 1973).

An additional physiological mechanism often
controls the time of day at which pheromone
communication between the sexes takes place.
Most animals have their sexual activities com-
partmentalized into a time ofdaythat is charac-
teristic for a given species. In a numberofinsect
species, the timing of both the release of phero-
moneby one sex and the maximal responsive-
ness to the pheromoneby the opposite sex is
controlled by a circadian rhythm that is en-
trained by the animal’s previous exposureto the
alternating cycles of light and dark during each
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twenty-four-hour day (Sower et al., 1970:
Traynier, 1970).

Environmental Influences
Temperature, light intensity, wind velocity,

and the nature of the surrounding vegetation
play an importantrole in regulating pheromone
communication between males and females of
many animal species. Suboptimal levels of these
factors maylead to greatly reduced communica-
tion efficiency or even to the abolishment of
pheromone communication. A few examples,
based on insects, will be given below.

In quantitative studies of moth species that
mate atnight, it has been foundthata lightinten-
sity higher than that of full moonlight inhibits
the tendency of females to release their phero-
mone (Soweret al., 1972) and of males to re-
spond to the pheromone (Shorey and Gaston,
1964).

Windvelocity has multiple effects. Too low a
velocity may create conditions in which a stable
aerial trail of odor molecules cannot form, and
too high a velocity may impede upwindorienta-
tion by respondingflying insects. Thus, there are
distinct upper and lowerlimits for many species
within which successful communication can take
place (Shorey, 1974). Females of certain moth
Species apparently can detect whether the air
velocity is appropriate for pheromone communi-
cation. Females of the cabbage looper mothre-
duce their emission of pheromone when the
velocity approaches the lower and upperlimits
of zero and four meters per second, respectively
(Kaae and Shorey, 1972). The potential distance
over which pheromone communication can oc-
cur is also profoundly affected by air velocity.
The active space of the aerial pheromonetrail,
i.e., the volume within which the pheromone
molecular density is above the behavioral thresh-
old of the responder,is greatly reduced as the air
velocity is increased (Bossert and Wilson, 1963).
Using data concerningtherelease rate of phero-
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mone by females, the average dilution of the
pheromone molecules as they move downwind,
and the threshold of pheromone molecular con-
centration needed to stimulate male responses,
Soweret al. (1973) calculated that the theoretical
maximum pheromone-communication distance
for the cabbage looper moth is approximately
200 meters at a wind velocity of 0.3 meter per
second and 50 meters at a velocity of 3 meters
per second.

Someinsect species are relatively monopha-
gous, andit would appear adaptive for mating to
take place on the same host plantspeciesthatis
suitable for egg deposition and larval develop-
ment. Thus, in certain moth species, either the
females release their pheromoneonly when they
sense the odor of the appropriate host plant
(Riddiford, 1967) or male attraction to the
pheromoneis potentiated by the odorofthe ap-
propriate host plant (Brader-Breukel, 1969).

The spatial zone within which pheromone
communication takes place may be influenced by
the surrounding vegetation. For example, male
moths are often best attracted to female phero-
monesources that are located near the level of
the top of the vegetative surface, whether the
vegetation is cabbagesor forest trees (Kaae and
Shorey, 1973; Miller and McDougall, 1973); pre-
sumably,this is the elevation at which evolution-
ary selective processes have caused the malesto
search for female-produced odortrails.

Reproductive Isolation
Reproductive isolation amongclosely related

animal species is often achieved by mechanisms
that prevent individuals of one species from re-
sponding to the pre-mating communicationsig-
nals emitted by the opposite sex of another
species. The mechanisms mayberelated to the
specificity of the signal itself, with the context of
the message emitted causing appropriate re-
sponses by members of the opposite sex of the
same species only. Or, alternatively, an identical
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communication signal might be used by more
than one species, but the various species might
be isolated geographically or accordingto differ-
ent habitats or by different seasons or times of
day during which pre-mating communication oc-
curs. With regard to pheromones, these mecha-
nisms for maintenance of reproductive isolation
have been most studied in the moths, and the

following discussion will be restricted to this
group of animals.

The pheromones emitted by females of most
mothspecies attract only males of the same spe-
cies. There are, however, some exceptionsto this

statement (Barth, 1937; G6tz, 1951), in which

reproductive isolation mechanismsthat operate
at close range, after the male has beenattracted
to the vicinity of the wrong female, might be
expected to operate. Until recently, most investi-
gators believed that most female mothsattract
males of their own species only because of the
utilization of a unique species-specific chemical
in the pheromone communication of each spe-
cies. To a certain extent, this molecular specific-
ity hypothesis appears to be correct. Typically,
any minor modification in the molecular struc-
ture of a sex pheromoneresults in a greatloss of
biological activity (Gaston et al. 1972;

Schneider, 1967).
As more sex pheromonesare identified, it

becomesapparentthat an identical chemical may
often be producedbythe females of a numberof
different species. Various mechanismsare appar-
ently used by those species that “‘share’’ a com-
mon pheromone chemical to ensure the
responsiveness of males to females of their own
species only. One of these mechanisms is con-

centration specificity (Kaae et al., 1973a; Klun

and Robinson, 1972). For instance, females of

both the cabbage looper moth and thealfalfa
looper moth apparently produce cis-7-dodecenyl

acetate as their principal pheromone chemical.
Highrelease rates of this chemical, equivalent to
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those released byliving cabbage looper females,
attract primarily males of that species, while low
release rates, apparently equivalent to those re-
leased by living alfalfa looper females, attract
primarily males of that species.

For some closely related moth species, the
qualitative, as well as the quantitative, blend of

two or more chemicals constituting the phero-
moneofeach species ensuresspecies-specific re-
sponses. Females of more than one species may
produce an identical chemical, attractive to
malesofall the species involved; but the females
of each species may release additional chemicals
in a pheromoneblend. Some of the chemicals
may potentiate the activity of the blend for males
of the correct species, and others may cause an
inhibition of responsiveness of males of the re-
lated species (Comeau and Roelofs, 1973; Klun

et al., 1973). For a numberof species, the same
chemical both potentiates the activity for males
of the correct species and inhibits responsive-
ness of males of the incorrect species. Manyvari-
ations on this general theme are unfolding. In
somecases, no single chemical in a pheromone

blend will attract males when evaporatedinto the
environmentbyitself. The multiple components
of the blend are essential for biological activity,

and specificity might be obtained by the related
species’ utilizing different, characteristic propor-
tions of identical multiple components (Tamaki
et al., 1973).

As mentioned earlier, some related species

that are potentially cross-attractive may achieve
reproductive isolation throughspatial or tempo-
ral separation. For example, the circadian
rhythms of timing of pheromone emission by
females and of maximal pheromone-responsive-
ness by males are typically characteristic for a
given species and often cause communication to
be compartmentalized into a timeof day that is
different from that of a related species (Comeau

and Roelofs, 1973; Kaae et al., 1973b).
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STIMULATION OF AGGRESSION

Two general categories are recognized in

which the pheromone released by one animal

stimulates aggressive behavior by others of the

species: the aggression may be directed either

toward the pheromone-releasing animalitself or

toward an animal of anotherspeciesthat is desig-

nated in some way by the pheromone emitter.

Ageression Directed toward a Conspecific
Amongthe vertebrates, dominantindividuals

in a social hierarchy frequently react to the

pheromonereleased by subordinates by exhibit-

ing aggressive behavior. Likewise, membersof a
social group that defend a particular territory
maybe stimulated to attack intruders when they

detect a pheromoneemitted by the strange indi-
viduals.

Pheromone-induced aggression against con-
specifics has been best studied in mice, which
establish territories as well as social hierarchies.
The odorofa strange (to the social group) male
increases the aggressive behavior of other males
(Haug, 1971; Mackintosh and Grant, 1966). One

pheromoneis incorporatedin the urine, andits
production is under the control of androgen;
thus, castrated males receive less aggression
than do normalmalesor castrated males treated
with androgen (Lee and Brake, 1972). Mugford

and Nowell (1971) found that male mice also

produce an aggression-promoting pheromone
in the preputial glands; these glands apparently
secrete the material directly to the exterior.

The simulation of male aggression by the
odor of a strange male has been described for a
number of other mammalian species, including
guinea pigs (Beauchamp, 1973) and the rabbit
(Mykytowycz, 1968).

Although a pheromoneassociated with the
urine offemale mice inhibits aggression by males
(see below), the same or another urine-
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associated pheromoneincites other females to

respond aggressively to a strange female (Haug,

1972).
Pheromonesare used in aggressive encoun-

ters amongfish of certain species. The blind

goby lives in burrows made bythe shrimp Cal-

lianassa affinis (MacGinitie, 1939). A male and

female remain paired for life. They recognize

gobies invading their burrow by means of a

pheromone. Theresident male will fight to the

death with an invading male,as will the resident

female with an invading female. The yellow bull-

head exhibits an elaborate social behavior, estab-

lishing both territories and hierarchies withinits

territories (Bardach and Todd, 1970). The

pheromonefrom strangefish invariably elicits
an attack response from the occupierof a terri-
tory, and the pheromonefrom a subordinatefish
elicits attack from a more dominantfish within a
hierarchy.

Aggression against conspecifics is also stimu-
lated by pheromonesin certain social insect spe-
cies. Honeybee colonies typically contain a
single queen. If more than one queenIs present,
olfactory stimuli emanating from each of them
stimulate aggression by the others (Riedel,
1972). Ants generally defend their nest and the
area around it from conspecific ants of other
colonies. In Formica fusca, the stimulus evoking

aggression against foreign ants is believed to be
an odorthat is distinct for each colony (Wallis,
1963).

In somecases, the release of a pheromone

may constitute aggression rather than incite it.
Perception of a pheromone may in such cases
lead to intimidationofthe perceiving animal and
possibly stimulate it to flee. Thus, Ralls (1971)

observed that many mammals increasetheirfre-
quency of marking the environment with a
pheromone when they are intolerant of and
dominantto other members of the samespecies
and when they are likely to win if they attack.
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Such a situation occurs in connection with terri-
toriality, but it also occurs in other social situa-
tions. Especially frequent marking occurs when
there is reason to infer that the animal is moti-
vated to aggression. An example is the “stink
fights” that occur between males of the ring-
tailed lemur (Evans and Goy, 1968). Two males
in a tree, engaged in aggressive interaction, di-
rect pheromone odors toward each other from a
variety of sources. A pheromonesecreted by
wrist glands is rubbed ontothetail. The males
then wavetheir tails toward each other. In addi-
tion, a volatile pheromone is deposited on
branchesfrom the palms (palmar marking). First
one male palmar marksand thenthe other, with
pauses between. The more aggressive male
moves forward and the otherretreats. Also, the
more aggressive male palmar marks branches
that the other male has marked.It appearslikely
that the pheromonesignals interact with other
stimuli produced by the males in symbolizing
their state of aggressiveness.

The use of pheromones as an aggressive
stimulus and to advertise dominanceis probably
very common among mammals. The advertising
is often done even in the absenceof an antago-
nist, with the pheromonebeing deposited on ob-
jects in the environment from specialized skin
glands or from glandsassociated with urine or
feces. Circumstantial evidence for this role of
pheromonesis obtained from numerous mor-
phological and behavioral observations. The
largest glands and thehighest rates of secretion
of pheromones, as well as the highest frequen-
cies of marking objects with a pheromone,are
found in the dominantindividuals in social hier-
archies (Bronson and Marsden, 1973; Miiller-
Schwarze, 1972; Mykytowycz, 1968).

Finally, some additional comments are neces-
sary concerning the inhibition of aggression
among mammals. As mentionedearlier, the ag-
gressive tendencies ofanimals thatare foreign to
a territory or subordinate within a social hier-
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archy arelikely to be inhibited by the pheromone
of a territory occupier or a more dominantani-
mal, respectively. Also, animals that are familiar
with each other and that coexist within a society
are typically inhibited from aggression toward
one another, with males being especially inhib-
ited from exhibiting aggression toward females.
This inhibition has been most studied in mice,
where it has been found to be attributable, at
least in part, to pheromonesreleased bythevari-
ous individuals (Dixon and Mackintosh, 1971:
Haug, 1971; Mugford and Nowell, 1971).

Aggression Directed toward an Individual of
Another Species

Pheromonesthatare used toelicit aggressive
behavior of conspecifics toward an individual of
another species are commonly found in the so-
cial Hymenoptera. Sometimes the biological
function is the stimulation of colony mates to
attack a prey designated by the pheromoneorto
plunderthe colonyofanotherspecies. This func-
tion was considered earlier. In other cases the
pheromone,nowreferred to as an alarm phero-
mone,1s involved with defense of the nest and its
surroundings from attack by an enemy.

According to Maschwitz (1966), the glandsin
hymenopterous species that produce alarm
pheromonesare invariably associated with the
organs of defense. Thus, the pheromones are
secreted by various glandsthatoccurin the vicin-
ity of the mandibles orthe sting. In fact, a num-
ber of ant and bee species have multiple glands
that may secrete pheromonesseparately orsi-
multaneously to incite defensive behavior by
conspecifics.

The alarm pheromoneoften has a dual func-
tion, not only to attract colony mates and lower
their threshold for attack behavior butalso to act
as a poisonousorrepellent chemical that deters
the enemy (Bergstrém and Lofgqvist, 1973; Wil-
son and Bossert, 1963). The behavior stimulated
by alarm pheromones maybe arrangedin hier-
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archal sequence, with each behavioral step re-

quiring a higher concentration. Thus, Moseret

al. (1968) found that workers of the Texasleaf-

cutting ant, when exposedto a low concentration

of the pheromone 4-methyl-3-heptanone,raise

their heads and antennae. At higher concentra-

tions, they are stimulatedto follow the molecular

gradientto its source, andatstill higher concen-

trations to becomevery active and to opentheir

mandibles.
A honeybee workerthat is disturbed at the

hive releases an alarm pheromone,isopentyl ac-
etate, from its sting chamber. Other bees are
attracted by the pheromoneandarestimulated

to fly and to attack objects in the vicinity of the
hive (Boch and Shearer, 1965). The attack be-

havior is guided by visual cues from the enemy
(Maschwitz, 1966). Uponstinging the enemy, the
recruited bees release isopentyl acetate from
their sting glands and another pheromone, 2-
heptanone, from their mandibular glands
(Shearer and Boch, 1965). These pheromones

stimulate and direct the attack of additional bees
and are probably responsible for the phenome-
non well known to beekeepers that more than
one beewill often sting in the same spot.

FAMILIARIZATION WITH HOME RANGE

Mammals of many species deposit scent
marks from specialized skin glands or from
glands that are associated with urineor feces as
they move about within their territories. This
marking behavior is also seen in many species
that do not defend well-defined territories but
that have a home range within which they nor-
mally confine their activities. The precise role of
the marking behaviorhasbeenlittle studied. The
behavior may,in fact, serve a variety of interact-

ing functions, which are listed in the following
section. A number of investigators feel that a
very important function served by scent marking
in many species is the maintenance of the ani-
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mal’s familiarity with its home-range environ-

ment (Mykytowycz, 1970; Ralls, 1971). Thus,

many mammals become especially active in

marking objects with scent whenthey are dis-

placed into a strange environment (Goddard,

1967; Martin, 1968).

As well as ‘“‘reassuring”’ the animalthatit 1s in

a familiar environment, the pheromone scent

marks mayaid in orientingits activities in that

environmert (Goddard, 1967; Wynne-Edwards,

1962). Many mammals habitually follow the

samepathsas they moveaboutwithin their home
range (Wynne-Edwards, 1962); scent is depos-
ited along the trails, sometimes by glands on the
feet (as in ruminants: Bourliére, 1954) and some-

times by other methods. The black rhinoceros
follows fecal scent trails (Goddard, 1967). The

rhinos deposit feces in piles, which are located
randomly over the home range. Any one pile
may be used by a numberofindividuals. Before
defecating, they sniff the pile and may sweep it
with the anterior horn and shuffle throughit with
the feet. After defecating, they kick at the pile
with their hind feet. The odor is apparently dis-
tributed by the feet as the rhino moves through
its home range, creating a trail that can be fol-

lowed by others of the species.

COMPLEX SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

Manyof the behavioral activities of animals
that live in organized societies appearto be regu-
lated by pheromones. There have been fewcriti-
cal studies of this behavior. Mainly anecdotal
evidence indicates that, within mammalian soci-

eties, pheromonesoften relate information con-
cerning individual identity, group membership
identity, age, social status, sex, and reproductive

state. Also, pheromones often are part of a

stimulus complex associated with “‘greeting”’ be-
tween animals, submission, dominance, atten-

tion seeking, gregariousness, signaling ofdanger
or distress, trail following, territorial behavior,
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and identification of home range (Mykytowycz,
1970).

Likewise, many of the behavioral activities of
social insects appear to be regulated by phero-
mones. Someofthe more poorly understood be-
haviors are probably caused by the so-called
surface pheromones, which may be absorbed on
the body surfaces and be detected on contact or
at extremely close range. These pheromonesin-
clude the colony odors, the caste-recognition
scents, and the releasers of grooming and food
exchange (Wilson, 1971). The regulation ofin-
sect social organization is probably duein large
part to pheromones released by the queen.
Workers of a numberof species of bees, ants,
and wasps engage in “retinue” behavior. They
encircle the queen,lick her body, and touch her
with their antennae (Gary, 1970; Wilson, 1963b).
The workers apparently are stimulated to en-
gage in retinue behavior by pheromonesse-
creted by the queen, and through this behavior
they probably obtain from the queen the primer
pheromonesthat inhibit development of their
ovaries and control other aspects of their physi-
ology and behavior.

Evolution of Pheromone Communication

Pheromone communication must havearisen
very early during the evolution of primitive
plants and animals. Indeed, the chemicals used
for signaling between the cells of multicellular
animals—the hormonesand synaptic transmitter
substances—probably evolved from the chemi-
cals used for communication between individual
free-living cells (Haldane, 1954). After all, a mul-

ticellular organism is an aggregationofcells de-
signed to allow intercellular signaling, based
mainly on chemicals. Subsequent evolutionary
processes led to the elaboration of specialized
groups of cells constituting glands for the syn-
thesis and release of pheromones,as well as spe-
cialized sensory devices for the perception of
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pheromones; these developments enabled com-
munication between multicellular animals. The
course thatthis evolution hasfollowed mustvary
considerably amongdifferent animal groups.

Similarities between the chemicals used as
pheromonesand as hormonesby manyanimals
are striking. Terpenoid or steroid compounds
are used for these functionsby a great variety of
vertebrate and invertebrate species, with the
same chemical sometimeshaving both functions
in a given species. In various crab species, the
process of evolution of hormonal systems from
primitive pheromonal systems appears to have
reversed (Kittredge et al., 1971). The female
crabs release a sex pheromoneinto the water
shortly before they molt. Apparently, the molt-
ing hormone, crustecdysone, functions also as
the sex pheromone. Evolutionary processes
probably led to relatively minor modifications of
a preexisting hormonesystem tofulfil the phero-
mone communication function. These modifica-
tions included elaboration of a system for the
release of the chemicalinto the external environ-
ment and of an external system on the anten-
nules of the males for detection of the chemical.

Most pheromones have, perhaps, been
derived by natural selection from metabolites
that wereinitially produced for some other func-
tion. In mammals, the integumental glandsthat
originally supplied wax or mucusto the skin have
probably often been elaborated in this way to
produce pheromonesthat are used fora variety
of communication functions (Wynne-Edwards,
1962).

The aggregation pheromonesreleased by a
number of bark beetle species are remarkably
similar to the terpenoid resins of the host trees
that they attack (Hughes, 1973). The host ter-
penoids are in some casesattractive to the bee-
tles, and attraction to the host may have been the
only aggregative factor in primitive bark beetles.
It seems reasonable that various beetle species
later evolved mechanisms whereby metabolites
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of the host resins (thus, the resins modified

chemically within the insects) stimulated aggre-

gation of conspecifics. Similarly, Shorey et al.

(1969) noted that males of two speciesoffly that

congregate on certain food materials are stimu-
lated by the odor of the food to court and at-

tempt copulation with nearby flies. This
responseto a host odor mayrepresentthe primi-
tive situation. Later stages of evolution may have
resulted in metabolites of the food chemicals,

producedbytheinsects themselves, fulfilling the
sexual communication function. As pointed out
by Moore (1967), the animals could nowbeinde-
pendent of the original food or habitat odor.
Further evolution of the scent-producing and
receptor mechanisms would lead to the phero-
mones, often highly specific in terms of species
as well as in their biological effect, that are char-
acteristic of many animals today.
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Chapter 8

BIOLUMINESCENCE AND
COMMUNICATION

James E. Lloyd

Nature never makesexcellent things for mean or no
uses. John Locke

Light and Life—a catchy phrase of elegant
simplicity once used for a symposium title—ex-
presses a fundamentalrelationship ofthe natural
world. Responseto light, as well as ultimate eco-
nomic dependenceonit, is virtually a universal
characteristic of life. Organisms capture light
and make bigger molecules (photosynthesis),
locomoteorturn at rates dependentonits inten-
sity (orthokinesis, klinokinesis), grow or loco-
moteto and from it (phototropism, phototaxis),
swim with their backs towardit (dorsallight reac-
tion), go to sites withoutit (scototaxis), use it as
a compass (menotaxis) with or without time com-
pensation ultimately related to a twenty-four-
hour light rhythm. Animals begin and end, or
end and begin,daily activity byit; plants fold and
opentheir leaves and blossomsin responsetoIt;

and both do these things in an experimentalist’s
darkness by means of a temperature-independ-
ent engram ofthe light rhythm previously expe-
rienced (circadian rhythm). Insects and birds
begin developmental and reproductive cycles by
it, using it as a token stimulus (photoperiod,dia-
pause, migration). Life detects Light’s presence,
analyzesits spectral composition, respondsto its
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polarization,filters it, and with simple and com-
plex lenses (in trilobites even aspheric, aplanic
lenses; Shawver, 1974) focuses and forms images
on light-sensitive molecules and tissues ofits
own manufacture. Life generates Light and
shinesit in color and rhythm from a multitude of
lantern types for obscure, yet probably simple,
purposes. And the foregoing demonstrates that
Light and Life have also been responsible for the
generation ofa specialized scientific lexicon.

Few organismsin the world are not somehow
touched by light. Burrowing wormsof abyssal-
benthic ooze perhaps escape, but there are lu-
minescent deep-sea animals in waters overhead.
In the terrestrial environment subterraneanani-
mals, plants, and parts of plants live in darkness,
but fruiting bodies of fungi appearat the surface
and interact with organisms of the first world;
and firefly larvae and pupae, fungal mycelia, and
collembola shine light within the soil. Though
cave animals usually live in complete darkness,
so long as theystay in their caves, fungus gnats
m New Zealand caverns luminesce. Darkness
prevails in few places, and if organisms experi-
enceit at all, it is usually temporary. Even exis-
tence in the dark bole of a tree or in the gut or
womb of a mammalis ephemeral.

The energy spectrum of biological chemilu-
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minescence coincides generally with the action

spectra of photoreceptors, but it never includes

infrared or ultraviolet wavelengths. When emit-

ted in a well-lit environmentit will probably go

undetected, though in special circumstances it

perhaps can obliterate shadows and may be used

for concealment(see Hastings, 1971). But an or-

ganism that emits light in an environmentwith

low ambientlighting cannotvery well remain un-

seen.Given darkness and living light, biological

interaction of some sort is almost inevitable—

virtually every organism is tuned in. What hap-

pens to an organism as a consequenceofits own
light depends on the relationship its coinhabi-
tants have previously established with light. It
seems unlikely that light emission can be adap-
tively neutral,even ignoring its expense and the

relationship of energy budgets to differential
survival and reproduction. The acceptance of
adaptive neutrality for light emission in any or-
ganism precludes the conception of enticing new
hypotheses and new knowledge. I disagree in
particular and principle with the statementthat
“inasmuch asit 1s difficult to imagine any func-
tional significance of bioluminescence in bac-
teria or fungi, we probably can assume that
bioluminescencehasarisen as a fortuitous corre-
late of the cellular oxidative mechanism,persist-
ing in many animals, especially lower ones,
despite no obvious survival value” (Brown,
1973).

'- The occurrence of bioluminescence in the
living world is a tantalizing riddleinall its facets.
It appearsin bacteria, fungi, protozoans, balano-
glossids, polychaetes, oligochaetes, nudi-
branchs, snails, squids, bivalves, ostracods,

copepods, amphipods, shrimps, centipedes,col-
lembolans, beetles, brittle stars, tunicates, fishes,

and others (Harvey, 1952). Its presence or ab-

sence generally is of no value in phylogenetic
classification whether onedeliberates at the phy-
lum or species level. E. N. Harvey (1952) said it

best:
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It is apparent ... that no clear development of
luminosity along evolutionary lines is to be detected
but rather a cropping up of luminescence here and
there, as if a handful of dampsand hasbeencast over
the namesof various groupswritten on a blackboard,

with luminous species appearing wherever a mass of
sand struck. The Ctenophora have received the most
sand.It is possible that all members of this phylum are
luminous.... At the other extreme are very large
groups in which only a few luminous animals are
known, as in the gastropod and lamellibranch mol-
luscs.

An explanation for the scattered occurrence
of luminosity among contemporary organisms1s
perhaps found in an answer to the original
enigma—the nature of the beginnings of photo-
genic chemistry in living systems—and combines
modern chemistry and primordial ecology.

Originally it was speculated that the chemical
pathways of the luminescent reaction evolved in
the context of detoxification since it was known
that oxygen Is toxic to anaerobic organisms and
life was thought to have developed underessen-
tially anaerobic conditons(It was suggested that
early in the history oflife, oxygen, which in the
light reaction is combinedwith substrates gener-
ically known as luciferin, was poisonous and the
proto-organisms had to dispose of it. With the
evolution of aerobic metabolism the oxygen-
removinglight reaction was not completely lost
since it was intimately associated with the elec-
tron transport process_(McElroy and Seliger,
1962).(This hypothesis is appealing becauseit
accounts for the phylogenetically widespread
and presumably independent appearance of
bioluminescence, as well as the chemical simi-
larity, Butit assumesthat the partial pressure of
oxygen was negligible in the ancient atmo-
sphere, and it 1s now believed that oxygen levels
were significant (Urey effect). Seliger (1975)fhas

proposed a new andalternative hypothesis‘He
reasonsthatsince a steady-state, low level ofoxy-
gen was present during early evolutionit is un-
likely that oxygen would at some point become
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toxic and require complete removal. He suggests
that the enzymes of the light reaction (luci-
ferases) were secondarily, and muchlater in evo-
lution, derived from aerobic hydroxylases. The
hydroxylases came into special significance in
the “primitive soup” during a time of severe
molecular competition for the readily oxidizable
substrates, because they bestowed upon their
possessors a trophic advantage—they permitted
the breakdownof aromatic rings and long-chain
alkanes, thus makingit possible for the remain-
ing open-chain carbon fragments to be handled
with anaerobic enzyme systems. The critical
chemical step was the splitting of the stabile
C=C bond. The free energy derived from the
splitting of the double bond wassufficient to
leave the product in the excited state—this en-
ergy waslost to the organism, though ultimately
it became the energy of bioluminescence.| Hy-
droxylases have been retained, since the advent
of moreefficient oxidative pathways, for the me-
tabolism of inert molecules. When,in morere-
cent evolutionary history and after the evolution
of photoreceptors, some ecological advantage
resulted from the fortuitous occurrence of highly
fluorescent product molecules (i.e., molecules
whosereleased free energy from the decay of the
excited state was in the visible spectrum), selec-
tion acted upon thelight-emitting processes./

According to this alternative hypothésis,
“bioluminescence, rather than being a vestigial
process, 1s a ubiquitous phenomenon.It is the
result of metabolic oxidation ... yielding prod-
uct molecules in excited electronic states ...
[which] ... may fluoresceor, in the presence of
a suitable energy acceptor, sensitize the fluores-
cence of the latter ...” (Seliger, 1975).

It is important not only to explain the origin
of bioluminescence butto accountforits loss as
well. The adaptation of stem organisms of an-
tiquity explains the occurrence of comparable or
identical photochemistry among evolutionarily
divergent and distant taxa: recent adaptations
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explain the appearance oflightless species in
otherwise luminescent taxonomic groups. A
North Americanfirefly (Photinus indictus) is virtu-
ally indistinguishable from several luminescent
members ofits species complex, except forits
lack of a light organ. If, by reason ofits lost
lantern, this species were to be placed in

a

re-
lated genus of diurnalfireflies (Pyropyga) as it
once was, the explanation forthe detail of evolu-
tionary convergence with Photinus spp. that
would be required should be truly remarkable
and deal with morphologyofall its life stages
and its chemical composition. The features by
which this species is known to differ from its
nearest Photinus relatives all concern mating be-
havior and communication and could derive
from a single ecological factor—for example,
cold nights. If its progenitor populationslived in
bogs and marshes nearthe retreating Wiscon-
sian glacier, members of these (chronological)
populationsthat relied less and less on lumines-
cent signals (and nocturnal activity) and more
and more on pheromones(Lloyd, 1972) might
have been moresuccessful in reproducing. The
chill of twilights underthe influenceofthe great
ice mass could have been genetically lethal for
ectotherms dependenton flight for the function-
ing of their luminescent signals. The present
ecological and geographical occurrenceof these
fireflies is commensurate with this scheme.(It
can be conjecturedthata firefly of northern Eu-
rope has respondedto the sameecologicalfactor
in another way. In Phosphaenus hemipterus both
males and femalesare flightless. If flight ability
ceased to be of utility, yet luminescentsignals
were for somereasonstill operative, selection in
other contexts could have broken up the gene
complex required for wing development. P.
hemipterus is exceedingly rare, perhaps near ex-
tinction.) The lack of adult luminescence in
Photinus cook, the only other species in Photinus
(a genus of more than 240 species) known to be —
diurnal, appearsto be a recent adaptationto sig-
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nal-code competition amongits close relatives

(Lloyd, 1966:77).
To summarize,light is of significance in one

context or another to most organisms.It is my

belief that wherever bioluminescence occurs in

the kingdomsofliving things, it can be explained

on the basis of adaptation and naturalselection.

Although the adaptive significance of the funda-

ental chemistry that evolved in Precambrian

pools may not have centered on the release of

photic energy, the maintenance and develop-

mentof light-emitting behavior, when lumines-

cence did finally appear in species of divergent

lineages, depended onthe newrelationshipsthat

luminescent organisms had with other members

of their biotic community. The explanation for

the absence of luminescence in species whose

close relatives are light emitters 1s to be found in

geologically recent adaptations and mayrelate to
a numberoffactors in their ecosystems, physical

or biotic.>)
wet

Origins of Bioluminescent Communication

Independently, in a thousand and more phy-
letic lineages, individuals became luminescent.
(Thealternative explanationthatall luminescent
organisms trace their luminescent geneology
back in unbroken succession to a common lu-
minescent ancestor and that all contemporary
nonluminescent beings are descended from
photic dropouts is unreasonable.) Thealleles re-
quired for light production either were part of
the gene complex that Seliger and McElroy sug-
gested was put together long, long ago and
maintained until recently, or recently were for-

- tuitously added in somecontextother than light
production. How many genes constitute a “‘lu-
minescent package’’? How many genes might be
from the remote past, and how many werese-

lected in a pleiotropic contextXIn any eventit
was probably a substitution at a single locus that
finally turned each light on. Regardless of con-
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text or antiquity of origin, when the light came

on,it gave its bearers a new ecological status. Of

interest here are organisms whose Darwinian

fitnesses were improved bylight emission and

the reasonsfor that.

ENHANCEMENT OF REFLECTED LIGHT SIGNALS

BY MEANS OF LUMINESCENCE

Luminescence might simply have enhanced

visual signals that were already importantin be-

havioral interactions. If it appeared in or near

appropriate anatomicalsites, then the lumines-

cence might have emphasized, amplified, or

highlighted already-existing signals, such as pos-
tures, movements, gestures, areas of pale color,

or reflective surfaces, that had hitherto de-

pended entirely on reflected light for their efh-
cacy. This effect would be significant in poorlylit
habitats, and especially so in transitional ones
such as diurnal and nautical twilight zones. In
dark places thereis no reflected light to enhance,
and in well-lit ones bioluminescent amplification
seldom can bestow selective advantage. Twilight
zones combine essential elements—organisms
with well-developed photoreceptors and the
benefit from amplification ofreflected light. Per-
hapsthis partially accountsfor the facts that two-
thirds of the fish of the mesopelagic zone are
luminescent and that there are no luminous
freshwater forms.

The appealof this modelis that initially only
instructions for luminescence itself were re-
quired of the genome. Already present, regard-
less of whether the signal recipient was of the
sameor different species, were the visual organs,

data-processing neural circuits, appropriate
scanning or search patterns, “‘attention to de-
tail,”’ and all the other essential ecological, physi-

ological, and behavioral adaptations. :It is
obvious that the augmentation of visual signals
by luminescence might have ultimately permit-
ted an ecological shift into a nocturnalactivity
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period ora truly dark habitat and, when viewed
after the fact, can indeed be recognized asa tran-
sitional stage. _
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creasing the numberofchemoreceptorsand sen-
sitivity, and perhaps permitting stereo-detection
of molecules. Rivers (1886) found that Zarhipis

The light emitted by the fruiting bodies of males are attracted to females during daylight
several species of fungi is bright enough to be
seen at distances of several meters. Since a num-
ber of insects feed and oviposit on fungi it is
easily imagined that insects might use the lu-
minescence as a beacon. Furthermore, natural
selection might favor the maintenance of lu-
minescence in the fungus because the fungus
used the insects for somevital function, such as
transporting spores to other accumulations of
decomposing organic matter (Lloyd, 1974).
Such a mutualistic relationship, sans lumines-
cence, exists between stinkhorn fungi and green-
bottle flies in European woods. Thecapsoffresh
fruiting bodies of the fungus are covered with a
green black, shiny layer of spore slime. Theflies
orient to the color and the sheen of the cap, land
on it, and eat slime and spores. The slime is
dissolved by the saliva and digested in the gut.
The spores are later deposited in the feces
(Wickler, 1968:155). Consider for a moment a
nonluminescent fungus whose shiny white or
greenish white cap wasa signal to its insectan,
spore-carrying symbiont. Would notthefirst ap-
pearance of luminescencein the fruiting cap en-
hance its signal and make it operable when
reflected light was inadequate, such as after sun-
set or on the floor of a dark forest or cave en-
trance?

The light emitted by the larviform females of
glowworm beetles (Phengodidae) is bright and
can be seen for several meters, and it emanates
from several sources over the surfaces of the in-
sects. Females of the genus Zarhipis, from the

_western United States, are brightly luminescent.
Workers there concluded that the luminescence
is not associated with mating behavior and that
males use only pheromones for locating the
female. The antennae of male glowworm beetles
are feathery and large, presumably greatly in-

but that they fly only in temperate heat, from 9
A.M. to 4 P.M., so that in hot weather they do not
appear “until the sun is declining.” Tiemann
(1967) noted that earlier workers had “observed
that males will approach females during the day
in the humid coastal area. Although males were
not observed to approach females duringthe day
in the low relative humidities of the desert envi-
ronment, they did cometo the female at dusk.

.

.
males were attracted to the females within 10
minutes. . . the glow from the females was barely
visible in the twilight.” If males orientvisually at
close rangeto the pale-bandedfemales and per-
haps specifically to the pale-band pattern, lu-
minescence would,atits first occurrence, in the
low ambientlight of dusk, enhance the female’s
visual signals (Lloyd, 1971).’

There are many other potential examples of
this origin for luminescentsignals, but the ar-
ticulation of complete models depends on de-
tailed knowledge about the behavior of both
luminescent and nonluminescent members of
the taxon involved.It is inviting to speculatethat
the shimmers andreflections of the silvery and
iridescent bodies and bright-colored markings of
some fish, cephalopods, and crustaceans,all be-
ing organisms with well-developed eyes, predis-
posed membersofthese groupsfor a subsequent
evolution of luminescent signals through the
transitional stage of enhancementofreflected
signals. The ‘“brighter-than-life’ reflections
from the lateral lines of some fish, such as the
neontetra of homeaquaria, shine as thoughre-
inforced by luminescence. Other fish do have
lanterns distributed along their lateral lines.
Body undulations or other communicatively sig-
nificant body movements maybe highlighted, or
transmitted in their entirety in the case of lu-
minescence, by these optical phenomena. Lan-
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terns on otherfish outline the body, mark the

opercula and fins, or produce a (shimmery?)

glow overthelateral or ventral surface. Perhaps
circular light organs in the region of the analfin

(““egg mimics’) stimulate and direct the activity
of males during courtship andfertilization. Ta-
ble 1 lists various displays employed during mat-
ing and aggressive encounters in non-
luminescentfish, and suggests lantern positions
that would amplify them.

About one-third of the known species of
squid are luminescent. This may seem surprising
at first, but not when one considers the nature of

the skin of squidsin general. In their mantles are
pigment bodies (chromatophores) that can be
expanded and contracted by means of muscle
fibers. There are also reflectors or mirrors(irido-
phores, iridocytes), some of which lie above the
chromatophoresand somebelow. Color changes
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can be made rapidly and are underthe control of
the central nervous system. They sweep across

the bodywith “rapidity and variety morelike that
of an electric sign than an animal” (Lane,
1960:94). “It pulsated slowly, while the colors

came and wentoverits body in such a waythat
new adjectives will have to be coined adequately
to describe it—reds, blacks, browns, yellows,

rolling, surging, springing into vision as the pig-
mentspots contracted or expanded,a living,liq-
uid palette’ (Beebe, 1926). This would seem to

predispose squids for the incorporation of lu-
minescent amplification when chemical and eco-
logical opportunities occur.

Some peculiar patterns of photophore ar-
rangementfound onfish and squids maybefully
explicable only when the natures of the light-
analyzing mechanisms of the signal recipients
are completely understood. Counterparts of the

Table 1

Some behavioral displays known from nonluminescentfish and the light-organ positions
that could be significant if similar displays occur during mating, aggressive encounters, or

other interactions of luminescent fish.

 

Displays of Nonluminescent Fishes Luminescent Organ Position

 

Fish Viewed from Side:

display side of body; zig-zag figure; side-by-side swimming;

short, jerky motions; head-down position; raise and lower
fins; body quivering; resplendent with iridescent colors and
quivering with intense excitement; color contrasts; color

changes; show off colors; hues intensified; swim around the
female in circles; raise dorsal fin

Fish Viewed from Front:

flare gill covers; open jaws; depress floor of mouth; mouth-to-
mouth display; open mouth; quick breathing movements;
raising opercula to look like eyes; jaw gaping; mouth-to-
mouth throat displays

at bases of paired fins; on back; on sides; in pectoral region;

in front of eyes; on dorsal fin ray; along back from head to

near tail; along lateral line system; at caudal fin; photophores
usually lateral and ventral; tendency to form lines; over

whole body; on fins; orbital region; upper side of peduncle
(males); lower side of peduncle (females); on cheeks; on ven-
tral fins; on anal fin;

under eyes; spot on forehead; in front of eyes; in region of
gill opening; on esca (lure) of angler fish and held near mouth;
lines on jaws; on lip; on opercula; on pectoral fins; on tongue;
at edge of eyes; on barbel extending from lowerjaw;in post
orbital region; at margin of tongue; on cheek; on lower jaw

 

NOTE: Similar displays which also depended on reflected light, may have been used by the ancestors of lumines-
cent fishes when photophores and associated signaling behavior were first evolving. Luminescence could have amplified
weakreflected light in the mesopelagic zone of perpetual twilight, where presently two-thirds of the piscine inhabitants
have light.

Sources: Norman, 1947; Harvey, 1952; Marshall, 1966.
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opticalillusions of the humanvisual system are
to be expected, and somelantern arrangements
may be but abstractions of their phylogenetic
precursorsandtheir reflected-light analogues or
homologues.

RITUALIZATION—THE ACQUISITION OF
BIOLUMINESCENT SIGNALS FROM EMISSIONS
OF OTHER CONTEXTS

A number of different situations in which
emitters and receivers are involved must be dis-
tinguished. Of these (see next sectionforlisting
and discussion) I distinguish true communica-
tion or communicationsensu stricto on the basis of
the effects of natural selection: In communica-
tion s.s., selection has brought about (enhanced
and maintained) the emission and the mecha-
nismsofproduction andreceptionin thespecific
context of informationtransfer that is being con-
sidered (Lloyd, 1971; Otte, 1974). An emission
becomesritualized—thatis, adapted into a com-
municative context from another, stereotyped,
and exaggerated—when, upon its detection,
both the emitter and receiver benefit from the
subsequentaction the receiver makeson the ba-
sis of the information it derived from the emis-
sion.(Or, when viewed from anotherperspective,
when the emitter influences (manipulates) sub-
sequent and mutually beneficial actions of the
receiver.(In the following examplesit is specu-
lated that communicative signals have been
derived from emissionsthat wereoforiginalsig-
nificance to the emitters in the contextof illumi-
nation.|

Fireflies of some species emit characteristic
luminescence patterns when they land. In North
Americathis is most commonly seen amongfire-
flies of the genus Photuris (Lloyd, 1968), andit
occurs in Pieroptyx and Luciola species in New
Guinea and probably elsewhere (Lloyd, 1973a).
Among Photuris spp. the sole function of the
landing emissions seemsto be illumination, and
the use of such light is observed mainly in
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females. As a female approaches the ground her
flash rate increases until finally the flashes fuse
into a glow, which is discontinued only after
landing. With practice an observer can quickly
learn to recognize landinglights and will seldom
confuse them with male advertisementpatterns.
Females land in areas where dozensof patrol-
ling, advertising males are present, yet female
landing flasheselicit no visible response from
the males. The females are presumably not
receptive to male sexual advances and probably
have already mated. Landing flashes and glows
could becomeincorporatedinto

a

signaling sys-
tem if the females were sexually responsive:
males that approached landing luminescence
and emitted advertising flashes in the vicinity
would have improved mating success.

Females of Pteroptyx fireflies, the synchron-
ously flashing species of southeast Asia, emit
light as they approach swarm trees and land on
the foliage. These females are apparently un-
mated and uponentering the swarmsfind mates.
In one species, the 3-flicker pteroptyx (no. 22,
Lloyd, 1973a:1003), males sometimes pursue
femalesin aerial chases overthe foliage, bump or
upset the aerodynamics of the females, force
them to land, and land near them.A simple ex-
planation for the origin of this behavioris that
malesthat followed and landed near luminescing
females increased their chances of mating with
them. |

Althoughthe frequency of chases observed in
the Pteroptyx species studied so far does notindi-
cate that an aerial chase has becomea ritualized
and invariable part of their courtship, it has
becomeso in the courtship of a species in a re-
lated genus. In another New Guineafirefly, the
diamondbackluciola (Luciola obsoleta), males and
females perch in loose congregations, and each
emits a variety of sexually distinct luminescent
patterns. In late evening, about two hours after
sunset and the onset of flashing activity, when a
female takes flight she is pursued by flickering
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males. After traveling a few meters the female

lands or is forced to land by the darting and

bumpingtactics of a pursuing male, which lands

close by. Courtship then continues, additional

luminescent signals are exchanged, andfinally

mounting and copulation occur.

Another possible example of ritualization of

a noncommunicative emission concernslanding

flickers of males of Pteroptyx fireflies. Theseflick-

ers presumablyfunctionin illumination. Perched

males of the 3-flicker pteroptyx begin emitting

flickers when glowing femalesfly over them. The

flicker that they emit at this timeis different (in

phrasing and flicker frequency) from the one

used as an advertising pattern. A possible phy-

logeny for the evolution of the responseflicker

from a landingflicker is: (1) Males (of an ances-

tral population) emitted a flicker while landing.

Males emitted the flicker also when landing near

females that had answeredtheir advertisingflash

pattern. (2) The courted females approachedthe

landing malesby orienting to their landingflick-

ers. Males, approachingby foot or short hopping

flights, continued to use the landing flicker for

illumination. (3) Since females oriented to and/

or approachedthe landingflickers of males, se-

lection favored males that produced this flicker

after each female answer, as well as when it was

required for illumination during their locomo-

tion, and/or during the time they were in visual,

luminescent contact with females. (4) Perched

males flickered, with the landingflicker, in re-

sponse to the luminescence of approaching

females with which they had no priorinteraction,

as now occurs in the 3-flicker pteroptyx.

BIOLUMINESCENT SIGNALS FROM

BEHAVIORALLY SIGNIFICANT

ENVIRONMENTAL PHOTIC STIMULI

Many organisms have evolved specific, yet
poorly understood, positive responses to light.
Hence, the success of luminescent, lochetic’ fun-

1. From lochan, to ambush (Gr); Fulton, 1939.
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gus gnats (Fulton, 1939; Gatenby and Cotton,

1960), the popularity of light trapping among

insect fanciers, certain poaching and hunting

techniques, and the use of bright lights by ma-

rine biologists as well as anglers for attracting

specimensandprey. A variety of behavior is un-

doubtedly involved. Some moths mayuseceles-

tial light sources for bearings and thus maintain

straight flight over some distance; if they take

certain bearings on

a

streetlight they will fly a

spiral route into the light. Artificial lights may

activate neural circuits and behaviorthat evolved

in the context of surface seeking in aquatic ani-

mals, entrance seeking in cave animals, or in re-

lation to dawn andthe beginningofflight activity

in winged, diurnal organisms. If mates are

brought together by mutualattraction to some

form of natural illumination, then the advent of

luminescence could lead to bioluminescentsig-

naling. Luminescence in such cases might pro-

vide a concentrated light stimulus and focus the

attraction of one ofthe pair. With the paucity of

behavioral/ecological data on luminescent

forms this phenomenon remainsin the realm of

speculation, and I am unable to find a suggestive

example or to postulate one that is superior to

explanations along other lines. The surface

swarming of luminescent syllid worms such as

the Bermuda fireworm mighthave originated in
this manner, but the luminescent enhancement

of a previously existing signal (say bright and

dark bands of surface ripples as seen from be-
low) seems morelikely at present. Phototactic

responses of shed gametes mightpredispose an

organism to develop luminescentsignals in this

context.

Classification of Bioluminescent Emissions

and Interactions

The term ‘‘communication’’ has been used

loosely to include a numberof different kinds of

interactions (Sebeok, 1968; Otte, 1974). Still
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other relationships that organisms have with
components of their environments, that no one
would consider communication, involve similar
or identical sensory, neural, and behavioral at-
tributes and have importancein the evolution of
communication.I believe thatit is worthwhile to
list these phenomenaandtryto distinguish pre-
cisely amongthem. A classification that focuses
on adaptation andthatis based on the action of
natural selection is useful and relevant. Otte
(1974) used this approach in a discussion of
“communicative” interactions including mim-
icry, deceit, and intra- and interspecific signal-
ing. For each interaction he considered the
effects on each participant’s survival or reproduc-
tive success, and scoredit positive (+), negative
(-), or no effect (0). Others (e.g., Odum,
1959:226) had previously used this sort of nota-
tion when considering various kinds of ecologi-
cal interaction among organisms, but had
focused, with an evolutionarily aloofperspective,
on the consequences for population size. In the
classification presented here primary attentionis
paid to the long-term effects of selection on the
emitting attributes (and emission) ofthe emitter, and the
reception attributes of the receiver, in the specific context
under consideration. Attributes include sensory
and effector mechanisms with their underlying
neural circuits of emission analysis and produc-
tion. The effects on individuals considered by
Otte result in the population changes discussed
by Odum and the long-term changesin the emis-
sive-perceptive attributes of concern in this dis-
cussion; the mundaneinteractions of individual
organisms determine differential genetic sur-
vival and long-term evolutionary changes.

I. SIGNALS—COMMUNICATION SENSU

STRICTO (+/+)

The single category of interactions with
which most researchers working on communica-
tion are concerned involves a transmitter and a

receiver in separate individuals, and natural se-
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lection acts on the mechanismsofboth to facili-
tate and enhance the transmission-reception in
the given context (Table 2). This is the category
for which I reserve the term “‘communication”’
(Lloyd, 1971), since it best agrees with previous
expressions of selection-conscious workers and
vernacular usage.

Bioluminescent examples of this category
would include mating communication offireflies
(Lloyd, 1971), cuttlefish (Sepia: Girod, 1882), oc-
topods (Tremoctopus: Lane, 1960), fish (Nicol,
1969:391), and fireworms (Qdontosyllis enolpa:
Harvey, 1952); shoaling in fish and crustaceans
(Nicol, 1969:391); gamete orientation and at-
traction in sedentaryorsessile marine organisms
(hypothetical, occurrence unknown); emissions
that are involved in interactions of mutual bene-
fit between members of different species such
as fungi andinsects (discussed above); and warn-
ing lights in fireflies (undemonstrated) (Lloyd,
1971) and poisonous dinoflagellates (hypotheti-
cal).

II. SELF-SIGNALS—ILLUMINATION(+/+)

This category differs from the one above in
that the transmitter and receiver mechanisms, in
a given emission pathway,are in the sameindi-
vidual. Autocommunication can at least tenta-
tively be distinguished from other  intra-
individual information-transferring phenom-
ena, such as hormonesand neural feedback, by

the occurrence of the informationally significant
alterations of the carrier energy duringits pas-
sage between emitter and receiver mechanisms.
Taxa for which illumination lights, the biolu-
minescent analoguesof echolocation in bats and
active electroreception in fish (Bullock, 1973),
have been suggested arefireflies (Waller, 1685;
Lloyd, 1968), squids (Lane, 1960:72, 113), and
fish (Harvey, 1952:523).

Il. FALSE SIGNALS—AGGRESSIVE MIMICRY(+/-)

The exploitation of a receiver in which an
emission activates mechanisms that evolved
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and/or are maintained in the context of true

communication is but one of several kinds of

interactions in which thereceiver is exploited. A

false signal possesses those properties, and is

presented in those circumstancesthat enableit

to be sensed, neurally processed, and responded

to in amannerappropriateto truesignals. Selec-

tion acts upon the mechanisms of reception to

promote the discrimination offalse signals from

true ones.
Female fireflies of the genus Photuris mimic

the mating signals of females in the genera Photi-
nus, Pyractomena, Photuris, and Robopus, attract the

males of these species, seize them, and devour

them (Lloyd, 1965; Farnworth 1973). The

females of some species are able to mimic the
flashed responses of morethan onepreyspecies,

andindividual females switch appropriately from
one responseto another, dependingon the char-
acteristics of flash pattern they are answering.

Some males of the prey species respond to the
false signals in the same mannerthat they would
to true signals from their own females, and are
caught (Lloyd, 1975).

If the luminescent lures of female anglerfish
are also used in courtship for signaling to their
own tiny males (Harvey, 1952:529), if there is

great competition among malesfor mates, and if
species with similar signaling systems occurto-
gether, the occurrence of aggressive mimics
among them would not besurprising. However,
the attraction of other prey to the lure would not
involve false signals, but false clues as discussed
below.

IV. CUES—EMANATIONSOF INDIFFERENT

EMITTERS(0/+)

Organismsperceive and processstimuli from
sources that are themselves in no wayaffected by
the outcomeof the detection. Whether the ema-
nation 1s detectedis irrelevant to the emitter, and
the emitter may even be inanimate (a cow pie
that is used for food by scarab beetles), dead (a
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deceasedcatthatattracts staphylinid beetles that

prey upon carrion-feeding larvae), or living (a

leafy branch in a shaft of sunlight to which mat-

ing-swarmsofinsects are orienting). The biolog-

ical significance of cues to the receiver may be

that they are, after detection and neural process-

ing, translated as “of no significance (now).” In

other words, they can be disregarded. For exam-

ple, a shore bird lands beside a log that emits

stimuli that are translated as ‘‘a neutral object, a

possible perch, of no negative value (‘danger to

me’).’’ The detection by the receiver organism 1s

of biological significance to the receiver in that

context, and selection maintains and enhances

the reception mechanisms. It would be unadap-
tive for a shore bird to respond toall such logs

in the same mannerasto a crocodile!
Pteroptyx fireflies of southeast Asia gather in

trees, sometimes in great numbers. Males emit
their flashes in synchronywith nearby males, and
as a consequence, whenthere are enough males
so that continuity 1s maintained over an entire

tree, mass synchrony occurs. The flash rate is
characteristic of a species, and emerging adults
in the vicinity fly to trees that are pulsing with the
appropriate characteristics; a pulsingtree 1s like
a beacon. As flying fireflies approach a firefly-
tree from a distancethey will at first see only the
entire tree. At some point duringtheir approach
their compoundeyes will begin to resolve parts
of the tree, then small clusters of flashing males,

andfinally individual males. Only when individ-
ual males, each with its own “‘halo”’ of neighbors
with which it is interacting, are resolved by in-
coming females, are they finally in competition
for them. Selection is not maintaining the bea-
con effect in the beacon context; selection pro-
duces group synchrony because it favors
individuals that synchronize with their near
neighbors. Mass synchrony is a consequence
(effect) of natural selection and not a goal (in the

sense of Williams, 1966:9; Lloyd, 1973a, 1973c).

The emission of a treeful offireflies is therefore
a cue and not a signal. Each individual male,
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Emission-reception phenomena.nee
Designations Definitions

Emission Interaction Name Selection Sign
Name Type (example) Em Rm ClarificationEEESignal I Communication(firefly mating + + Em and Rm in different individuals;

flashes) sameor different species.
Self-Signal II Auto-Communication(illumination Em and Rm in sameindividual.

flashes and glows)
False Signal III Signal Mimicry (Photuris firefly Emission activates Rm belonging

aggressive mimicry) to signal context.
Cue IV Cuing (pulsating Pteroptyx firefly Emitter in inanimate or nonliving,

tree in SE Asia attracting addi- or organism whose Em notaf-
tionalfireflies) fected by selection in this context.

False Cue V Cue Mimicry (hiding-luminescence Emission activates Rm belonging
of pony fish) to cue context.

Clue VI Cluing (firefly mating flashes when Emission is from a living organism
detected and used for attack and is exploited by receiver organ-
orientation by predator) ism.

False Clue VII Clue Mimicry (autotomy of lumin- Emission activates Rm belonging
ous segment by polynoid annelid to clue context.
that diverts predator)

Noise VIII (moonlight interfering with firefly Emitter is nonliving or an organism
receiving a luminescentsignal) that is not affected bythis inter-

action.

False Noise IX Jamming (luminousdischarge of Emission activates Rm, or at some
squid that hides the squid; see level interferes with functioning, in
text) a mannerlike that of noise.

Ambiguous X (Cross-specific signaling, resulting Signal activates Rm belongingto
Signal in subsequent mating between anothersignal context, with mutual

fireflies of two sibling spp.) detrimentresulting.
Indifferent XI (Lightning flash striking dark- Intrinsic nature of emission of
Fazer adapted eyesoffirefly) abiotic or indifferent emitter causes

receiver dysfunction.

Fazer XII (Shark spotlighting prey) Intrinsic nature of emission causes

receiver dysfunction, permits ex-

ploitation.

Scanner XIII (landing luminescenceoffirefly Emission of self-signal striking an
falling on leafy vegetation) indifferent receiver.

Locator XIV (light of bottom-dwelling fish Emission of self-signal striking ex-
striking shellfish prey) ploitable receiver.

Quasi Signal XV (glow of single lantern of Phengodes Emission activates Rm belonging
female attracting tiny Phausis to signal context; emitter notaf-
male) fected by Rm.

Quasi Clue XVI (‘“*roggs, ... perhaps mistaking for Emission of indifferent emitter
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fireflies . . . take in live coals,”

observation of colonial naturalist

J. Banister; Ewan and Ewan

1970:296)

activates Rm mechanismsbelong-

ing to clue context.
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Table 2 (continued)
aS

Designations Definitions

. Selection Sign
Emission Interaction Name

—

Name Type (example) Em Rm Clarification

Oon65§,OEE

CV
"

Quasi Cue XVII (streetlight attracting certain insects 0 - Emission of indifferent emitter ac-

by activating their dawn responses) tivates Rm mechanisms belonging

to cue context.

Cipher XVIII (physiologist’s “fortuitous cor- 0 0 Emission from indifferent emitter

relate’—luminescencefalling on

a nonirritable, unresponsive,in-

edible, or solitary organism)

striking Rm with no effect, in-

fluence, or significance.

I

II—IiI—I—I—

NOTE: Emitters are living, dead, or inanimate; receivers are living organisms. Selection signs indicate positive (+),

negative (-), or no effect (0) on the mechanismsin the specific context being considered (see text). ‘““Em”’ indicates

emission mechanisms and “Rm” receiver mechanisms, in the sense of Williams (1966:9) when applicable; otherwise

they indicate emission and receiver mode.

within his own halo, is signaling. (A useful dis-

cussion ofunderlying genetic concepts and argu-

ments may be found in Williams’s [1966]

extremely valuable little book.)

V. FALSE CUES—MIMICRY OF CUES(+/-)

The exploitation of a receiver in which an

emission activates mechanisms that evolved

and/or are maintained in the context of cuing

(Table 1) has, like exploitation by false signals,

the plus-minuspolarity of selection signs. Selec-

tion on the emitter mechanismsfavors the en-

hancement of the deception; selection on the

receiver favors the discrimination of false cues

from their true cue models. In sequel to the

shore bird example, selection will favor those

behavioral and morphological traits of croco-

diles that promotetheir adjudication as logs by

the reception mechanismsofthe birds; and at the

same time, in the race of measure-countermeas-

ure, selection favors receiver mechanisms that

do not make the mistake of computing crocs as

a “something nothing.”
Hastings (1971) presented suggestive evi-

dence that ventral luminescence of the ponyfish

(Leiognathus equulus) simulates the shimmery

water surface above and makesit difficult for

predators below to detect; there are other

explanations and considerations (Nicol, 1969:

392). In the special terminology of protective

coloration literature (Robinson, 1969:229), this

would be a form of eucrypsis, and morespecifi-

cally homochromy.
Fireflies of some species pupate under-

ground or in dead, rotting logs. They are lu-

minescent and_ will, upon mechanical

stimulation, turn on their lights. These lights

may protect the fireflies by activating, in the po-

tential predators that come upon them, the

avoidance responses that normally keep the

predators from moving into daylight (where

desiccation or their own predators might over-

come them; Lloyd, 1973d).

Beebe’s (1926) description of prey capture by

myctophidfish suggests a false-cue context, with

the luminescence perhaps mimicking surface il-

lumination:‘‘Five separate times when I gotfish

quiet and wonted to a large aquarium, I saw

good-sized copepods and othercreatures come

within range of the ventral light, then turn and

swim closeto the fish, whereuponthe fish twisted

aroundandseized several of the small beings.”’
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VI. CLUES—EMISSIONS OF BETRAYAL (-/+)

Virtually every living thing is exploited by
some other organism. Exploiters perceive and
use emanations oftheir victims, at the least to
make contact with them. It seems reasonable to
use the term “clue” for such emissionssince in
detective fiction parlance a clue is evidence that
leads to the undoingofthe individual responsi-
ble for the clue’s production. An insectivorous
bird detects and computesvisual properties of a
caterpillar, then devoursthe insect. The cylindri-
cal form itself is an importantclue to the detec-
tion, as evidenced by the various ways it is
disguised by protective coloration (Cott, 1957).
On the other hand, emissions of predators, such
as the circular eye form (Cott, 1957), that reveal
their presence to quarry are also clues.

In the early evolution of flash communication
in fireflies oneselective agentthat brought about
the shortening of long glows, the simplest emis-
sion, into short pulses, could have been a visually
orienting predator that approached perched,
glowing individuals. Today wolf spiders prey
uponfireflies and seem to orientto their lights
(Lloyd, 1973b).

VI. FALSE CLUES—BAIT, BOGUS BONANZAS,
ENTRAPMENT (+/-)

The exploitation of a receiver in which an
emission activates mechanisms that evolved
and/or are maintained in the context of cluing
(Table 1) has, like exploitation by false signals
and false cues, the plus-minuspolarity of selec-
tion signs. False clues mimic clues. Selection on
emitters favors enhancement of the deception,
and on receivers favors its discrimination.

The luminescentlures of ceratoid and stoma-
toid fish may emit false clues by mimicking
worms or other prey (Marshall, 1966:176, 303:
Harvey, 1952:529). The autotomy of luminous
segments by marine annelids (Polynoe: Harvey,
1952:208) seemsto involve the use offalse clues.
Haswell’s quote (Harvey, 1952:209) saysit all:

Some Mechanisms of Communication

Whencertain species of Polynoe are irritated in the
dark a flash of [bioluminescent] light runs along the
scales, each being illuminated with a vividness which
makesit shine outlike a shield of light, a dark spot
near the centre representing the surface attachment
wherethe light-producing tissue would appear to be
absent. Theirritation communicatesitself from seg-
ment to segment, and if the stimulus be sufficiently
powerful, flashes of [bioluminescence] may run along
the whole series of elytra, one or more of which then
becomedetached, the animal meanwhile moving away
rapidly and leaving behindit the scale or scalesstil]
glowing with [bioluminescent] light. The species in
which the phenomenon of [bioluminescence] occurs
are species characterized bytherapidity of their move-
ments, and also by the readiness with which the scales
are parted with; andit seems notatall unlikely that the
[bioluminescence] may have a protective action, the
illuminated scales which are thrown off distracting the
attention ofthe assailantin the dark recesses which the
Polynoidae usually frequent.

VUI. NOISE—HINDRANCES FROM INDIFFERENT
EMITTERS (0/-)

Physical disturbances in the environmentof-
ten interfere with the ability of receivers to re-
ceive and process the significant energy
components that make up such phenomena as
signals, cues, andclues. In the simplest meaning
of ‘‘noise,”’ the physical disturbance is in the
same channel (sound,light, etc.) as the masked
significant energy, and the noise jams the sen-
sors by producing a backgroundof someinten-
sity.

Bright moonlight,as it shines on the vegeta-
tion wherefirefly females are perched, is a hin-
drance to males’ perceiving luminescent
responses of females. It probably also interferes
with females’ ability to detect flashes of males
against the night sky. Selection hascertainly re-
sulted in adaptations such asfilters, shades, or
screens that reduce the reception ofmoonlight—
that improvesignal-to-noise ratios. Selection has
brought about and maintains behavioral adapta-
tions that result in the elimination of the noisy
sun and moon—luminescent fireflies do their
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signaling after sunset and arefar less active on

moonlit nights.

IX. FALSE NOISE—EMITTERS WITH VESTED

INTEREST (+/-)

False noise is emitted by living organisms

that exploit or somehow place the receiver at a

disadvantage and benefit themselves. It contrasts

with noise in that the latter may be emitted by

living, nonliving, inanimate, or dead emitters—

in the case of noise, no advantage can or does

accrue to the emitter. With false noise the emis-

sion interferes with the functioning of the re-

ceiver because it, like noise, produces a

background energylevel that disrupts the recep-

tion of important (to the receiver) energy phe-

nomena.
Upontactile stimulation the squid Heteroteu-

this dispar discharges masses of mucus that

become brilliantly luminescent. It has been sug-

gested that this discharge may “‘baffle’’ pursuers

and that it would be “disconcerting” to preda-

tors (Lane, 1960:107, 112). The luminous dis-

charge may function in different modes of

predator defense. If the secretion maintains

cohesion and is mistaken for the body of the

squid, while the squid itself escapes, we have a
false clue. If the luminous cloud prevents the

squid’s detection becausethe resulting increased

background light level exceeds the intensity of
light clues (luminescent or reflected) that the

predator would use for attack orientation, the

luminous dischargeis a false noise.

X. AMBIGUOUS SIGNALS—MISTAKEN IDENTITY

WITH MUTUAL DETRIMENT (-/-)

In this interaction the receiver is negatively
affected because the emission that is received
mistakenly activates mechanismsthat belong to
anothersignaling context or species. In the sub-
sequent interactions the emitter 1s also harmed.

An importantclass of this category results in in-
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terspecific mating. Selection can be expected to

improve mating-signal discrimination as well as

to intensify existing but minorsignal differences

between species living in the same area and ac-

tive at the same time. Such interactions com-

monly occur when sibling species? come into

contact following (extrinsic) isolation that has

led to their speciation and probably had an im-

portant role in the developmentof the timing

differences found in mating signals of several

species of fireflies (Fig. 1).

XI. INDIFFERENT FAZERS—DYSFUNCTION CAUSED

BY INDIFFERENT EMITTERS(0/-)

The received energy of an emission, because

of its intensity or chemical properties, may cause

temporary or permanent impairmentoffunction

of receiver mechanisms. The response1s not an

evolved one—i.e., it is pathological. If the in-

teraction is of no consequence to the emitter,

selection will act only on the receiver. Bright rays
of a flashlight will occasionally cause a flying

firefly to become disoriented and spiral to the
ground, temporarily out of competition for a
mate. If an average male lives for but two eve-

ning flights, each thirty minutes long, and he
loses ten minutesof flight time, he realizes an

appreciable loss. Upon crashing to the ground,
if he gets caught by a predator or trapped in a
pool of waterorin a spider web,his loss is even
greater. Lightning flashes may have once
broughtaboutsimilar dysfunction, and selection

could already have resulted in, and presently
maintain, protective mechanisms for dealing
with brief, high-intensity light bursts.

XII. FAZERS—EXPLOITATIVE DYSFUNCTION (+/-)

The effect of this emission on the receiver1s

the same as in the abovecategory, but the emit-

2. Species that share an exclusive common ancestor and
are difficult to distinguish on “conventional” grounds be-
cause of their homologous and extensive similarities.
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ter is not indifferent to the effects upon the re-

ceiver—it causes them andcapitalizes on them.

The ventral surface of the dogfish shark (Sp-

nax niger) is covered withlight organs. C. F. Hick-

ling (1928, in Harvey, 1952:498) made the

following observations and speculations, the lat-

ter of which place this predatory “tactic” here:

When a luminescent specimenis held so that one’s

line of vision is perpendicularto the ventral surface of

the fish, the luminescence1s plainly visible. When the

fish is then rotated slightly to left or right aboutits

long axis, the light disappears. This observation seems

to offer some explanation of the function of the lu-

minescence of Spinax.
The complex lantern-like structure of each individ-

Fig. 1. Firefly signals. Fireflies within each section

are closely related. Their signals have diverged since

speciation, probably in many cases because of inap-

propriate matings. Horizontal axis = ume; vertical

lines mark one-secondintervals. Black symbols atleft

are male advertising flashes. Numbers indicate ap-

proximate length of intervals between consecutive

male advertisements (in sec). Common names have

been used for species not having latin binomens.

P. consanguineus group (eastern U.S.): The male

pattern in three species is composed of twoflashes,

and the differencesin their timingis critical and pre-

vents interbreeding. Female answers occur | sec

(black triangles) after the second flash of these pat-

terns. Two other species in the group have single

flashes and long female delays. The latter species may

have recently lost the second flash. If one presumes

the l-sec female delay to have been derived from a

commonancestor(it occurs in four of the six studied

species of the group), the position of the “lost” male

flash (hollow symbols with question mark) can be in-

ferred on the basis of the timing of the female answers.

The hypothetical ancestral signals are very muchlike

signals of extant species. Unique codes among the

species of this group may have been achieved by tim-

ing changes andflash losses.
P. ardens group (northeastern U.S.): Male adver-

tisement patterns vary within individualsas indicated

by solid and lined symbols. Note the mathematical

relationship between the two species with respect to

flash length, number, and period, and advertisement

period. Since speciation have these parameters

changed independently, or together as some basic
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ual organ seemsdesignedto throw out a parallel beam

of light, and to prevent scattering of the rays; the

arrangementofthe axesofall the organsparallel to

the median vertical axis of the fish, seems to aim at

precisely the effect described above, namely, that the

luminescence will only shine upon objects immedi-

ately beneath the ventral surface.

The mouth of Spinax is situated remarkably far be-

hindthetip of the snout, so that Spinax can obviously

only seize objects immediately beneath(in the relative

sense) its mouth. Butit is only when an object is imme-

diately below the ventral surface of the fish that the

light from the luminous organs flashes fully uponit.

One maytherefore suggest that the sudden flash of

light, at the momentofattack, may cause the prey of

Spinax to hesitate for just that fraction of a second in

which the mouth can make a successful snatch.

componentoftheir nervous systems was altered?

P. pennsylvanica group (northeastern U.S.): The

timingof the two patternsis similar butflash duration

and relative intensity differ.
Black luciola group (New Guinea): Theflicker fre-

quencyofthelittle black luciola is about half that of

its relative. Thefireflies of the L. pecularis group (New

Guinea) emit continuous(c) trains offlashes. Males of

the first two species give this pattern as they fly in

search of mates, and they are attracted to penlight

flashes that occur immediately after each of their

flashes. The feeble nature of alternate flashes in L.

huonensis suggests that these are being lost and that

originally the timing was morelike that of L. pecuhans.

The flashes of L. obsoleta have a similar period, but

they are even moreinteresting from another stand-

point: L. obsoleta’s signaling system is completely

different, and these flashes do not appearin courtship

until the male has reached the female and mounted

her. The stages of courtship that precede mounting

include aggregation of many individuals, sedentari-

ness with flickering and flashing unlike the mounting

(Cm) flashing pattern,aerial chases, and finally an int-

mate walking-luminescing interaction. If the c, pat-
tern is homologouswith theflash trainsofits relatives,

how and whencehavethe complexpreliminariesofL.

obsoleta gotten into the act?
P. pyralis group (Texas): The structure of the

flashes of males and females of both species are simi-
lar; it is the female response delay that preventsinter-
breeding. *Hollow symbols marked m indicate male
advertisement flashes; solid symbols are the female

answers.
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XIII, XIV. SCANNERS AND LOCATORS—SELF-
SIGNALS ONE WAY, CLUE PRECURSORS
(+/0,+/-)

In theself-signal category (II above) the emit-
ter and receiver mechanisms were in the same
individual. The two categories considered here
are identical with the self-signal during the out-
ward leg of its propagation. In Manysituations
the objects that are impinged uponare not really
receivers—they have no receiver mechanisms
and they merely intercept passing emissions
(scanners, +/0). The locator (+/—-) emission is a
scannerthat has been incorporated into a prey-
tracking system andis ofsignificance to both
emitter and “receiver.” It is important to con-
sider these two categories, even though they do
not involve true receivers, because of their evo-
lutionary relationship to emissions and interac-
tions that are of interest. A scanner becomes a
locator—bats usedtheircries for orientation be-
fore they used them for tracking prey—andthe
selective pressure that a locator exerts on prey
can lead to the development of receiver mecha-
nismsin the prey. For example, a portion of the
moth body that originally reflected the locator
back to the bat ultimately became a detector
(tympanum)in the moth. Whenthelocator emis-
sion began to be detected and used by members
of moth populations, it ceased to be solely a lo-
cator, but part of it also became a clue and
balanced the selection signs—i.e., locator
+/- versus clue —/+—of the bat-moth interac-
tion.

It is common among somemarine organisms
suchas squids, deep-seafishes, and shrimps (Eu-
phausiidae) to have photophores around,on, or
in the eyes, and it has been suggested that these
function in illumination. The eye lanterns of
some squids andfishes shine into the eyes (Har-
vey, 1952:287; Lane, 1960:73). It would beinter-
esting to knowif the latter actually shine upon
photosensitive tissue, or if they are instead re-
flected from a tapetum that somehow aims or
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focusesthelight rays and permits accurate range
or direction-finding of nearbyprey.

XV-XVIII. QUASI EMISSIONS AND CIPHERS
(O/-; 0/0)

Additional categories are theoretically plausi-
ble, if not always empirically identifiable. Quasi
emissionsare ofno significance to emitters (0/-)
in the contexts being focused upon. They inap-
propriately activate receiver mechanismsthat be-
long to a diversity of contexts. Stray emissions
could be mistaken for signals, clues, or cues (Ta-
ble 1), and receivers could react to them as
though they were the real thing.

For example, I once observed a male Photuris

emit a flashing pattern that resembled that of
congener females, and he attracted two more
males. When the decoyed males arrived the spl-
der seized them and subsequently ate them too.
The consequences of the emission wereirrele-
vant to the first captive and unfortunate for the
respondents that mistakenly accepted quasi sig-
nals as signals. As a second example, consider
the plight of the tiny male ofthe reticulate firefly
(Phausis reticulata) that was attracted to the glow
of a single lantern of the gigantic, relatively
speaking,larviform female of the plumose glow-
worm beetle (Phengodes plumosa: McDermott,
1958:15). The activated neural circuits of both
individuals in this case were appropriate to a sig-
nal context. The male lost time and energy, but
apparently the female, hardly more than tickled
by the attentive male, merely continued to glow
and advertise, unaffected—another example of a
quasi signal (0/-).

COMBINATIONS

An emitter has simultaneous interactions of
different kinds with other organisms. The flash
of a femalefirefly given in response to the flash
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pattern of a male of her speciesis a signal, in that

context; to a female perched below in dense veg-

etation that mistakenly flashes an answerit is a

quasi signal; butif selection has favoredthissort

of response in females, because in a percentage

of such circumstancesthey get an opportunity to

get a mate that they otherwise would not have

seen or begun courtship with,it is a clue. ‘To an

immigrating femalefirefly that, as a consequence

of seeing the interaction, identified the locale as

a potential oviposition site, it would be a cue.

 
Fig. 2. Lycosa rabida eating Photuris sp. Lycosid spi-

ders are importantpredatorsoffireflies, and evidence
suggests that they seek grounded luminescingindivid-
uals. Predators behaving in this manner could have
brought about the evolution of the flash from the
glow. Theflashesof the firefly in the context in which
the spider was the receiver were clues; the firefly’s
“intended” receiver may have been itself (self-sig-
nals), a mate (signals), or prey (false signals).

18]

 
Fig. 3. Firefly melee. A grappling, struggling

group offourfireflies, including two agressive mimic
females and two prey males. Probably one female at-
tracted both males (false signals) and the second
female observed the interaction and attacked (clue?).

The wolf spider (Lycosa rabida) in Fig. 2 is
grasping and sucking on a Photumnsfirefly that it
probably located by cluing on the firefly’s illumi-
nation self-signals, predatory false signals, or
mating signals. The bunchof4 fireflies in Fig. 3
was composed of two Photuris males of one spe-
cies and a female of each of two other Photuns
species. I found this group by investigating
bright flares emitted by one of the males—the
flares are characteristic emissions (function un-

known) of these males when they are seized by
predators. I believe that one of the femalesat-
tracted both males by answering them with false
signals, and that the other female observed the

combination of emissions of a male and the

female and launched herattack.
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Male fireflies recognize courtship interac-
tions taking place between other individuals
(Lloyd, 1969, 1973c) and probably use the infor-
mation for exploitation. In such cases there are
two emitters, and both are essential for the re-
ceiver to obtain the information. In the case of
sexual interloping, it is the female response to
the other male that gives the interloper the es-
sential information for identifying what is hap-
pening; the male pattern that had been observed
wasbyitself not significant and wasstoredinfor-
mationat the time the female flash was emitted.
With respect to the voyeur male, to what catego-
ries do the emissions of the courting pair be-
long? The courting male’s pattern, when
received by the voyeur, is a clue when the out-
come of this is competition that diminisheshis
chances to copulate with the female. In some
species selection has resulted in reducing this
clue, and courting males greatly reduce the in-
tensity of their mating flashes when they ap-
proach answering females. The category or
identity of the flash of the courtedfemale that
reaches the voyeur male is unknownsince its
significance to the female is not understood. In
attracting a second maleeither she mightget the
opportunity to select the “‘better’’ male(i.e., the
one that would genetically bestow upon her sons
the better attributes with respect to mate compe-
tition) or she might decrease her chancesofget-
ting either male because of her longer exposure
to predators, getting knocked from herperch,or
losing contact with both males, as a consequence
of their fighting after both reached her. Until the
Statistical probabilities of these outcomes are
knownthe interactions cannotbeclassified.

Similar uncertainties are involved in cases of
the flare flashes of males captured by aggressive
mimic females or spiders. If in a significant per-
centage of the encounters these flashes attract
additional predators (and in a predator melee
the firefly sometimes escapes), the selection
signs for the prey-second-predator emissive-
receptive interaction will be different from what
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it would beif the flare flash were simply a conse-
quence of a poisonthathas a pathological effect
on flash physiology.

Interacting organisms can have different in-
teractions with each other simultaneously. The
echo-locating cry of a bat is a locator when it
strikes the body of the moth and the portion of
the bat’s emission that strikes the moth tym-
panum providesa clue for the moth.

EVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSHIPS

Quite obviously the interactions observedbe-
tween organismstoday have notalwaysexisted,
but got that way via various evolutionary routes.
Through mutual adaptation and unilateral ex-
ploitation and escape, interactions of one kind
have passed, through time, into others. The
fazer of the dogfish, before it became so in-
tensely bright or well aimed, may have func-
tioned in illumination of the  sea-bottom
(self-signal), or attracted prey (false cue?), or,
like the light of the ponyfish, have been usedfor
hiding (false cue). It has perhaps also become
involved in signaling systems. The false signals
of Photuris females were probably derived from
at least two sources, self-signals and their own
sexual signals. An expected evolutionary source
of false clues, such as thosetheself-fragmenting
polynoid worm scatters in its wake when at-
tacked, would be the clues their ancestors had
emitted, to their detriment, in earlier times. Cer-
tain signals that fireflies use in courtship may
have been adapted from illumination lumines-
cence (self-signals), but the origin offirefly lu-
minescent signaling, if the universality of larval
luminescence amongthe lampyrids can be used
as an indication, is obscured by our ignorance of
the present function of larval lights. The most
comprehensive statement that can be made
aboutthe origins and functions of biolumines-
cent emissionsis that nothing is known of most
of them,little is known of a few of them, and we
have not learned of the best of them.
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Chapter 9

GOMMUNICATION BY REFLECTED
LIGHT

Jack P. Hailman

Optical communication is found in many spe-
cies with well-developed vision and sociality, es-
pecially insects, crustaceans, cephalapods,fishes,
amphibians, reptiles, mammals, and birds. Al-
though a few animals generate their own light
(see chapter 8 of this volume), most signal by
modulating reflected sunlight. This short review
concentrates on

_

traditional concerns’ of
ethology: the origins andstructure ofsignals and
the dynamicsof the signaling process. A broader
and more speculative discussion of optical sig-
nals is available as a monograph (Hailman, in
press). To keep documentation short, examples
are drawnchiefly from studies subsequentto Se-
beok (1968), which may be used as an entry into
olderliterature.

There is no unambiguouswayfor the casual
observer to know that two animals are communi-
cating. I believe that certainty requires compari-
son of two situations: one in which a reputed
signal is given and anotheronein whichitis not,
other things being equal. Thenif the behavior of
the reputed receiverdiffers in the two situations,
one can state operationally that communication
occurred. In other words, communication is
shownbythe correlation between a differencein
the behavior of the reputed sender and there-
puted receiver. This chapter primarily considers
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conspecific animals sending signals to one an-
other: reciprocal social communication.

It is difficult to specify what constitutes a vis-
ual signal. Virtually anything about an animal
that can be perceived by another can be a signal:
slight tensing of muscles, an action performed
outofits usual sequence,or just normal, ongo-
ing behavior. Even when a behavioral pattern
obviously generates stimuli that affect another
animal’s behavior, one cannot be certain what
aspect of the stimulusis effective. Many visual
stimuli accompany the production of sound,
markingbyscent, or generationoftactile stimuli.
We humansareso visually oriented thatthe tail
slap of a fish may seem to bea visual signal until
we realize that the displacementwaveit causesis
readily detected by anotherfish’slateralline SyS-
tem. I refer for convenience to behavioral pat-
terns and morphological structures as signals,
althoughit is actually the stimuli they generate
that constitute the signal.

It is useful to discuss determinants ofvisual
communication underthe fourclasses of causes
and origins that apply generally to behavior
(Tinbergen, 1963; Hailman, 1967; Klopfer and
Hailman, 1967). One may ask how a behavioral
system worksin the immediatesenseofthe rela-
tions among external inputs, internal mecha-
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nisms, and behavioral outputs—the deter-
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behavior constantly challenges the ethologist.

minants of dynamic control. The control system of The lack implies either that the receiver 1s some-

a particular individual at a particular time ofits

life is structured by the past interactions of the

organism with its environment, keyed by the or-

ganism’s genetic endowment from its parents.

These ontogenetic origins may involve particular

experiences during development, orthe ultimate

control system may developrelatively similarly

regardless of experience and environment. In

turn, the genetic endowmentofindividuals in a

population is structured by natural selection act-

ing on phenotypic variation. Genes leading to

beneficial phenotypes are preserved and those

leading to other phenotypes are trimmed from

the population: the adaptive function of a behav-

ioral pattern depends on such natural selection.

Finally, the evolutionary history of selection act-

ing on the population also determines behavior,

since the phylogenetic origins impart a directional

impetusto evolutionary processes. One mustul-

timately understandall these behavioral deter-

minants—control, ontogeny, function, and

phylogeny—to understand communicative be-
havior.

Control of Visual Communication

A simplesortofreciprocal visual communica-

tion takes place as follows: Animal A sends a
signal to animal B, and then animal B performs

someact that constitutes a signal back to animal
A. Animal A then respondswith a secondsignal,

and so on, with each receiving and replying in
turn. It is the vogue to analyze animal communi-

cation as if that were the communicative interac-
tion, but there seemsto be notruly convincing

case of animal communication’s working in this
way.

There are relatively few signals that yield a
discrete and constant reply in the recipient. In-
deed, the general lack of strict correlation be-

tween stimulus and “response” in animal

how different at different times of receipt or that

the signal’s effect depends on external factors

apart from the signalitself. Both complications

usually apply, the first being subsumed under

“motivational” factors and the second underthe

“context” of communication (Smith, 1965,

1968). Therefore, recording the mere exchange

of signals between two animals yields an incom-

plete picture of communication.

Anothercriticism of the simplistic model of

communication was recently articulated by

Schleidt (1973), who points out that many sig-

nals have long-lasting, not merely immediate,

effects. One animal mayincessantly signal to an-

other to maintain somestate of readiness in the

recipient. There may be no obvious exchange of

signals even though important communication

transpires. When therecipient does deliver an
identifiable signal it may be produced bytheto-

tality of ongoing external and internal processes

—not merely in response to the other animal’s

immediately previous signal.
I skirt the difficulties in attemptingto provide

a complete framework for the communication

control and concentrateinstead onthevisualsig-
nal itself: what kind of signals are utilized by
animals and how aretheyto be descriptively clas-
sified?

EXTRINSIC AND INTRINSIC VISUAL SIGNALS

One maydivide visual signals into those that
have a physical existence apart from their crea-
tor, the sender(extrinsic signals), and those that

are part of the animalitself (intrinsic signals).
Bowerbirds decorate display structures called
bowers with brightly colored objects such as
flowerpetals (Marshall, 1954) (see Fig. 1). Many
physical objects created or rearranged by one
animal may serve as visual signals to another.
Tracks in snow or mud, nests or burrows, browse



 

Fig. 1. Examples of extrinsic visual signals. Left:
Bowerof a regent bowerbird (Sericulus chrysocephalus)
decorated internally with palm seeds; like other ave-
nue builders, this species paints the inside walls with
Juice of plants andits saliva, but other species have far
more elaborate display structures (after Marshall,
1954:plate 17). Right: A blackbuck (Antilope cervicapra)
creating a visual markofits territory by sweeping its
horns throughthe grass. (After Schmied, 1973:165.)

marksor other evidence of feedingall could act
as visual signals. Olfactory marking by dungor
by rubbing on the bark of trees is common in
mammals, but without experimentation onecan-
not knowif the visual componentofsuchsignals
is important. The blackbuck brushesits antlers
through grass as a form of visual place-marking
(Schmied, 1973) (Fig. 1), and red squirrels stack
spruce cones as visual marksoftheir territorial
boundaries (Kilham, 1954). Printed words such
as these constitute a complex form of extrinsic
visual signaling.

Moreextensively studied are the intrinsic or
behavioral visual signals used by animals: pos-
tures, gestures, and other aspects of behavior
that generate visual stimuli.

DIMENSIONS OF INTRINSIC VISUAL SIGNALS

Three primary dimensionsdescribe an intrin-
sic visual signal: the orientation of the signaling
animal or some part of it with respect to the
intendedreceiver; the shape, or configuration,of
the animal, whichis the relative orientation ofits
parts; and the movementpatternsof the animal
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or its parts. Some signals depend primarily on
one dimension, whereas others utilize various
combinations.

Mereorientation of one animalrelative to its
conspecifics constitutes an important visual sig-
nal in manyanimals (e.g., Scruton and Herbert,
1972; Figler, 1972; Stanley, 1971; Golani and
Mendelssohn, 1971; Dunham, 1966), as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Baylis (1974) notes that orienta-
tion of a cichlid fish with respect to the
environmentalso carries information, an exam-
ple of context, mentioned previously.

 
Fig. 2. Examples of orientational visual signals.

Left: A male jackal (Canis aureus) stays behind and
slightly to the side of a female during precopulatory
behavior (after Golani and Mendelssohn, 1971:Fig.
35). Right: Rose-breasted grosbeak (Pheucticus
ludovicianus) facing its opponent by turning the head
to the side in a resting posture. (After Dunham,
1966:164.)

Specific shapes or postures also act as visual
signals, even whenthereis no special orientation
of the signaling animal toward its conspecifics.
‘Thereare at least three mechanisms employed to
create bodily shapes: motor adjustments of
bodily parts such as appendagesin differentrela-
tions with one another (e.g., Tinbergen, 1959;
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Fig. 3. Examples of signal shapes. Lett: A wilde-
beest (Connochaetes taurinus) assumesthe “‘static-optic
advertising display” by postural adjustments of body
parts. (After Estes, 1969:313.) Right: A collared pec-
cary (Dicotyles tajacu) creates the “intense curiosity”
shape primarily through piloerection along its back.
(After Schweinsburg and Sowls, 1972:142.) A third
methodofcreating a specific shapeis inflation ofbody
parts with air.

Barash, 1973; Hall and Miller, 1968; R. R. Phil-

lips, 1971; Spinage, 1969; Fox, 1969); pilomotor

responses of fur and feathers (e.g., Fox, 1969;
McBrideet al., 1969; Rood, 1972; Kramer, 1969;

Schweinsburg and Sowls, 1972; Ewer, 1971;

Schmidt and van de Flierdt, 1973); and inflation

of structures with air (e.g., Evans, 1961; Carpen-
ter, 1963; Kahl, 1966); examples appearin Fig.

3. The wildebeest may hold the recordstatic pos-
ture: it stands in the “‘static-optic advertising”
shape for up to an hour (Estes, 1969).

Movementsthat occur without specific orien-
tation or body shape maybedifficult to recog-
nize as visual signals. There are two classes:
movements of the entire animal, such asincipi-
ent locomotion (Daanje, 1950; Andrew, 1956)
and other movements (e.g., Walter and Hamil-
ton, 1970; Figler, 1972; Saayman et al., 1973;
Rood, 1972); and movementsof part of an ani-
mal, such as its tail or an appendage (e.g.,
Smythe, 1970; Saayman et al., 1973; Spinage,
1969; Barash, 1973; Quanstrom, 1971; Cole and
Ward, 1969; LaFollette, 1971). Some examples
are shownin Fig.4.

  

Fig. 4. Examples of signal movements. Left:
“Rolling” by an Argentinian cavy (Galea musteloides)
creates a visual signal by gross body movements. (Af-
ter Rood, 1972). Right: “Tail flicking’ of the Richard-
son’s ground squirrel (Spermophilus richardsoni) creates
a visual signal by movementof a bodypart, in which
the tail is raised, lowered part way, movedin circle,
and then lowered to the ground. (After Quanstrom,
1971:647.)

Two of the three dimensions—orientation,

shape, and movement—are often used together
as elements of a unitary signal. Orientedstatic
postures are common (e.g., Andrew, 1957;

Estes, 1969; Steiner, 1971; Packard and Sanders,

1971; Wells and Wells, 1972; Frey and Miller,

1972; Dubost, 1971). Movement and shape are
less-commonly combined (e.g., Walther, 1964,

1969; Estes, 1969). The combination of orienta-
tion and movementwithout a body shape differ-
ent from normal is extremely common (e.g.,
Reese, 1962; Hazlett and Bossert, 1965; Hazlett

and Estabrook, 1974a, 1974b; Hunsaker, 1962;

Carpenter, 1963; Kiihme, 1961; Otte, 1972;
Markl, 1972; Rovner, 1968). Movementof part
of the body does, of course, alter the animal’s

shapeso that it becomesan empirical question as
to whether shapeis an importantpartofthesig-
nal. In other cases, the simple approach of one
animal toward another involves no special
shapes(e.g., Frey and Miller, 1972; Figler, 1972;
Saaymanet al., 1973; Sturm, 1973; Shank, 1972).
Examples of combinational signals of two di-
mensions are given in Fig. 5.

The majority of intrinsic visual signals proba-
bly combineall three dimensionsof orientation,
Shape, and movement. Many humanfacialsig-
nals are so composed,having orientation toward
the intended receiver, changes in the shape of
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Fig. 5. Examples of combinationalpairs ofsignal

elements. Top left: A male Mediterranean octopus
(Octopus vulgaris) assumesthe ‘‘sucker display” involv-
ing a special posture and orientation toward the
female, but no movement. (After Wells and Wells,
1972:300.) Top right: ‘‘Stotting” by a Thomson’s ga-
zelle (Gazella thomsont) involves a special posture and
movement, but no apparently specific orientation to-
ward the intended receiver. (After Walther,
1964:872.) Bottom: “Transverse approach’’ by the
piranha(Serrasalmus nattereri) involves oriented move-
ment toward the opponent without a change from
normal body shape. (After Markl, 1972:192.)

the mouth, eyes, or eyebrows, and dynamic
movements such as eyelash fluttering or laugh-
ing. Examplesof “‘three-dimensional”’ visualsig-
nals among animals are extremely common(e.g.,
van Lawick-Goodall, 1968; Andrew, 1963:

Bovet, 1972; Stamps and Barlow, 1973; Zumpe

and Michael, 1970; Lorenz, 1958); see Fig. 6.

In moststudies ofvisual signals all the above
types are described or implied. Examples come
from all kinds of animals from cephalopods and
arthropodstofish, birds, and mammals(e.g., van

Rhijn, 1973; McBride et al., 1969; Kramer, 1969;

Myrberg, 1972; Packard and Sanders, 1971;
Ewer, 1971; Hall and Miller, 1968; Dingle and
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Caldwell, 1969; Gibson, 1968: Ewing and Evans,
1973; Spivak, 1971; Potts, 1973: R. E. Phillips,
1972; Wells and Wells, 1972: Kleiman and Eis-
enberg, 1973; Albrecht, 1969; Kahl, 1972: Wink-
ler, 1972; Franck, 1968: Simpson, 1968; Tinber-
gen, 1953, 1959; Hinde, 1955/6; Andrew, 1957,
1963).

MORPHOLOGICAL ELEMENTS OF INTRINSIC

VISUAL SIGNALS

Darwin (1871) observed that many animals
possess elaborate morphological elements that
are prominently displayed before conspecifics.
Indeed, the ethological concept of a ‘“‘display”’
stems directly from such phenomena. Theele-
ments may bestructural shapes or specializa-
tions of the light-reflecting surface. These
elements are so well known that only a few re-
marks are necessary.

 
Fig. 6. Examples of visual signals combining

shape, orientation, and movement simultaneously.
Left: Male chimpanzee(Pan troglodytes) ‘“‘brandishing a
stick prior to throwing it towards his mirror image.”
(After van Lawick-Goodall, 1968:240.) Right: The
“fan” display of an anole lizard (Anolis aeneus), in
which the legs are extended such that the head is
raised, the dewlap is extended down,and the posture
is displayed laterally to a conspecific. (After Stamps
and Barlow, 1973:69.)
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Structural elements, which alter the animal’s

shape, include those used for other functions as

well as those that appear specialized for signal-

ing. The former include horns and antlers of

many ungulates, structures that intrigued Dar-

win and have recently been reviewed by Geist

(1966). Used physically in fighting, especially

among males during the breeding season,these

weapons(Fig. 7) are also used asvisual signals.

Someelaborate plumagesof birds, on the other
hand, seem not to be used exceptfor visual dis-
play. Wattles, crests, and other elements, al-

though also possessing certain special surface
structures for reflection, impart quite different
shapes to various birds. Other such signals in-
clude extendible throat pouchesin lizards(e.g.,
Crews, 1975), swordtails on fish (e.g., Hemens,

 
Fig. 7. Examples of structural elements sec-

ondarily elaborated for visual signaling. Top: Teeth
and facial warts of a suid pig (Phacechoerus), showing
structures greatly elaborated for visual display. (After
Geist, 1966:194.) Bottom: Horns in the bovid sheep
(Ovis dalh) on left and antelope (Antelope) on right,
elaborated in different ways for visual display. (After
Geist, 1966:203.)
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1966; Franck and Hendricks, 1973) and eartufts

on certain cats (e.g., Kleiman and Eisenberg,

1973); examples are shownin Fig.8.

 
Fig. 8. Examples of structural elements evolved

primarily for visual signaling. Top: The swordlike tail
of the swordtail (Xiphophorus helleri), used in various
displays. (After Hemens, 1966:293.) Bottom:Eartufts
of the caracal (Felis caracal), cited by Kleiman and Ei-
senberg (1973:646) as enhancing the ‘‘ear-flipping”’
signal. (Drawn from a photograph.)

Surface elements thatreflect light in particu-
lar ways are divisible along two dimensions: the
kind of stimulustheycreate and therelative per-
manenceof the particular reflection. Theseele-
ments may create specific brightness contrasts,
colors, shapes, or orientations of shapes(Fig. 9).

Surface elements mayalso beclassified ac-
cording to their relative permanence along a
continuum: permanentcoloration, such as that
of the zebra’s stripes or the cardinal’s red feath-
ers (also see Noble, 1936); labile coloration of
seasonalorrelatively long duration, such as the

starling’s yellow beak during the breeding sea-
son (see also Marler, 1955; N. G. Smith, 1966);
and modulated coloration that can be changed
within the course of a single day, sometimes
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Fig. 9. Examples ofhow coloration encodesvisual

information. Top left: Contrast polarity is opposite in
the male hooded warbler (Wilsonia citrina), which has
a yellow mask on a black head, and the male yellow-
throat (Geothlypis trichas), which is a warbler with a
black mask on the yellow head. Top right: Differences
in shape are evident in the white facial spot of the
common(Bucephala clangula) and Barrow’s goldeneye
(B. islandica) male ducks. Bottom left: Differences in
orientation of similar color markingsare evidentin the
American green-winged teal (Anas crecca carolinensis),
which has a vertical white stripe, and the European
commonteal (4.c. crecca), in which the white stripeis
horizontal. Bottom right: Even when patterns of
coloration are similar the coloritself may differ, as in
these three species of orioles (Jcterus), from top: the
yellow Scott’s (J. parisorum), orange Baltimore (J. g.
galbula), and russet orchard oriole (J. spurius). The

communicative functionsofcoloration patternsin this
figure have not been studied experimentally.

within seconds, such as blushing in humans and
color changesin the octopus (Packard and Sand-
ers, 1971). Cephalopodsare particularly adeptat
rapid color changes (see also Wells and Wells,
1972; Warren et al., 1974), but bony fish may
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hold the record for both rapidity anddiversity of
modulated colors (e.g., Frey and Miller, 1972;
Figler, 1972; Wickler, 1969; Myrberg, 1972;
Markl, 1972; Sale, 1971; Gibson, 1968: Ewing
and Evans, 1973; Machemer, 1970; Hamilton
and Peterman, 1971; Keenleyside, 1972; Al-
brecht, 1969; Apfelbach and Leong, 1970;
Noakes and Barlow, 1973). Some examples of
colorations of varying permanence are illus-
trated in Fig. 10. Baylis (1974) provides an ex-

Fig. 10. Examples of relative permanenceofsig-
nal coloration. Top left: The commonflicker (Colapies
auratus) has many permanent plumage markingsthat
may be visual signals. The female (left) lacks the
male’s moustache mark, which is black in someparts
of the species’ range and redin others. Noble (1936)
showed the moustache markto bea critical visual sig-
nal in sex recognition. Top right: The Kumlien’s gull
(Larus glaucoides kumlient) possesses a red eye-ring and
red beak-spot, both of which are dull during the non-

breeding season but intensify in color during breed-
ing. N. G. Smith (1966) showedthat eye-ring color1s
a visual signal in courtship and species recognition,
and several studies have shownthered spotin related
species to be a visual signal eliciting begging by the
chicks. (After Smith, 1966:frontispiece.) Bottom: Two
labile color patterns of the octopus (Octopus vulgaris)
used in visual display. In the “fighting display”’ (left)
the animal becomes entirely red, and in the “zebra
crouch” (right) it assumes dark bars on a light back-
ground. (After Packard and Sanders, 1971:784.)
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tensive discussion of the rapidity of color

changesin

a

cichlid fish having elementsofper-

manent coloration, a yellow ground color that

requires several days to attain, coloration thatis

gained or lost in ten seconds, and an overall

blanching that requires but two seconds.

OTHER ASPECTS OF INTRINSIC VISUAL SIGNALS

Structural and surface elementsof visualsig-

nals are usually combined with behavioral ele-

ments of orientation, shape, and movement to

produce unitary signals. The whippoorwill

flashes its usually hidden white tail feathers

(Bruce, 1973), and the orientation of attack and

threat in canidsis correlated with species-specific

body markings (Fox, 1969). Morphologicalele-

ments, such as a rack of antlers or the male car-

dinal’s red plumage,are virtually always visible.

It is not always evident whetherthe coloration is

emphasizing behavior, or a movementis display-

ing a particular color. In somecases the former

situation appearsto hold (e.g., R. G. B. Brownet

al., 1967; Gutherie, 1971a) and in othercases the

latter (Otte, 1972; Kahl, 1966; Dingle and Cald-

well, 1969; Dunham, 1966). Some examples are

shown in Fig. 11.

 

Fig. 11. Examples of the use of color in visual
display. Left: A mantis shrimp (Gonodactylus bredint) in
the “‘meral spread display,” in which the small, dark
meral spots emphasize the posture. (After Dingle and
Caldwell, 1969:120.) Right: Summary schemeofrela-
tion of body markingsto social behaviorin a stylized
canid. Arrows point out color markings correlated
with specific movements, postures, and orientations.
(After Fox, 1969: plate XVII.)
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Theintensity of a signalusually refers to vari-

ous levels or shapes along a single dimension,

such as the angle to which a crestis raised in a

jay (J. L. Brown, 1964). Such signals show “dual-

ity” of patterning (Hockett and Altmann, 1968)

because they have qualitative (e.g., crest raised)

and quantitative (angle to which raised) aspects.

Morris (1957) noted that animals often show mo-

dal points of usage along such a continuum—a

concept hecalls the “typical intensities” of the

signal. Varying two display elements along

different continua creates a whole range of

different visual signals, as in eye-color variation

and dorsal-fin-raising in a damselfish (Rasa,

1969) (Fig. 12).

 

Fig. 12. Example ofintensity of a visual signal.
Thecrest of the Steller’s jay (Cyanocitta stellen) varies
in angle from 90° (left) to 0° (right) along a con-
tinuum. (After J. L. Brown, 1964:296.)

Jenssen (1970) rearranged the sequential and
temporal patterns of head movements and
dewlap extensionsin lizards by means of film
loops and showedthatatypical patterns reduced

the effectiveness of the visual signal in inducing

approach by females. The temporal and sequen-

tial aspects of signaling are therefore also impor-
tant and deserve moreattention.

PERCEPTION AND PHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS

Unlessthe effectiveness of a reputed signalis
investigated, the assertion that someorientation,

posture, movement, structure, or coloration is

actually a signal remains hypothetical. The “‘fleh-
men’”’ posture of many male mammals is con-
cerned with olfactory communication (Estes,

1972), but in the chamois it may actually be a
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visual signal as well (Kramer, 1969). On the
other hand, many behavioral patterns that look
like visual signals (Fig. 13) probably are not(ex-
amples in Bovet, 1972; Parker, 1972; Pilleri and
Knuckey, 1969; Estes, 1969; Barth, 1970).

 

Fig. 13. Examples of action patterns that looklike
visual signals. Left: The ‘“‘wing-raising display” of the
male cockroach (Periplaneta americana) is believed to
provide chemical-release and tactile signals to the
female. (After Barth, 1970:725.) Right: Tail slapping
by two fish providestactile stimuli by meansofdis-
placed water waves. (After Tinbergen, 1951:25.)

G. K. Noble pioneered the use of models to
test which elements of a reputed signal affect
recipients (e.g., Noble, 1934a, 1934b, 1936; No-

ble and Vogt, 1935; Noble et al., 1938), and the
tradition is still laudably active (e.g., Franck and
Hendricks, 1973; Markl, 1972; Hailman, 1967,
1971; Ducker, 1970; Lill, 1968a, 1968b; Peeke,
1969; Stout and Brass, 1969; Crews, 1975; Payne

and Swanson, 1972; D. G. Smith, 1972; Keenley-
side, 1971; Fox, 1971; Potts, 1973: Youdeowei,
1969; Peeke et al., 1969; Peek, 1972; Deiker and

Hoffeld, 1973; Jenssen, 1970; Grantet al., 1970);
see Fig. 14.

The experimental analysis of reputed signals
should lead to hypotheses about the underlying
sensory mechanisms,butthereis little progress
to report (Hailman, 1970). Tinbergen (e.g.,
1951) drew attention to “‘supernormal”’ experi-
mental stimuli—those moreeffective than natu-
rally occurring ones—and other’ workers
continueto find new examples(e.g., Grantetal.,
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Fig. 14. Examples of models used to assess visual

elements of a reputed signal. Top: Four of several
models used to test for general shape and textural
details of visual stimuli from glaucous-winged gulls
(Larus glaucescens). Bottom: Four of several models
used to test for effects of body postures. (After Stout
and Brass, 1969:44—45.)

1970; Payne and Swanson, 1972). Such stimuli
imply organizational principles about percep-
tion, but few studies have pursued the quest to
actual mechanisms. Hazlett (1972) tried to relate
hermit crab displays to the compoundeye, and
Fig. 15 summarizes some of my attempts to un-
cover visual mechanismsof gull chicks respond-
ing to parentalsignals of shape, orientation, and
coloration (Hailman, 1967, 1970, 1971).

Eversincetheclassic studies ofvon Holst and
Saint Paul (1963), attempts have been made to
find brain areas that when stimulated elicit some
signaling behavior. Akerman’s (1965a, 1965b)
results may be the most convincing:heelicited
normally appearing displays throughstimulation
of the preoptic nuclear complex and related
brain areas of the pigeon,the behaviorincluding
bowing, nest demonstration, threat postures,
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Fig. 15. Example relating perception ofsignals to
vision physiology. The newly hatched chick of the
laughing gull (Larus atricilla) begs by pecking at the
red beak ofits parent (a), which is pointed downward
at feeding. The chick’s perceptual ideal (b) is dark red
or blue vertically elongated object on light yellow or
green background,of a certain width, movedhorizon-
tally and acrossits long axis. The receptive field of a
cat’s visual neuron (c) 1s optimally stimulated by dark
bar on light background, and thus would encode
chick’s preference (d) with respect to contrast polarity
(e), width (f), and vertical orientation (g). (Drawing a
after Hailman, 1967: Plate I; c and d after Hailman,
1970:143; remainingparts after Hailman, 1971:330.)

and various pilomotorresponsesofagonistic be-
havior (Fig. 16).

Althoughthereis an active literature on hor-
monal bases of agonistic and reproductive be-
havior in general, there is little study of visual
communication. Orcutt (1971) switched malepi-
geonsfrom primarily bow-cooto the bow display
more prevalently given by females through long-

Fig. 16. Examples of visual displays elicited by
brain stimulation of the pigeon (Columba livia). Top
row: Stimulation of the preoptic areaelicits erection of
head andbody,ruffling of feathers, and movements of

the crop, as well as walking, then walking in circles
with bowing and lowering of fannedtail, and finally
looking around.(After Akerman, 1965a:326.) Second
row: Nodding, chest lowering, and wing vibration of
the ‘“‘nest-demonstration”’ ritual elicited by stimula-
tion of the preoptic area. (After Akerman, 1965a:333.)
Third row: Stimulation of the ventral diencepha-
lis paraventricular gray elicits ruffling of feathers,
depressionoftail, crouching, and wing waving.(After
Akerman, 1965b:341.) Bottom row: Stimulation of the
lateral hypothalamuselicits crouching, head turning,
deep crouching (‘‘cringing’’), tail lowering, and even
flight. (After Akerman, 1965b:344.)

term injections of estrogen. Ducker (1970) in-
jected estradiol into male birds that usually react
to the red coloration of other males. The in-
jected males behaved like females in not re-
sponding to red, but no treatment of females
caused them to respondto red.

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING CONTROL

In the widest sense there has beenlittle study
of the dynamic control of visual communication,
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either of behavior or underlying physiological
mechanisms. Greatest emphasis has been ac-
corded elements of behavior and morphology
that act as individualvisual signals. The diversity
created by various extrinsic signals as well as by
Orientations, shapes, movements, structures,
and colorations of intrinsic signals imparts to
communication by reflected light a large infor-
mational capacity, whichis further increased by
“Intensities” of signals and their sequential and
temporal relations.

Ontogeny of Visual Communication

Ontogenetic determinants of behaviorare of-
ten divided into genetic and experiential influ-
ences, although their interaction provides the
most coherent understanding (e.g., Hailman,
1967). Since thereis no overall understanding of
dynamic control of visual communication,itis
difficult to analyze how ontogenetic factors lead
to developmental end points. This fact probably
accountsforthe relative paucity of studies on the
ontogeny of optical communication.

GENETICS OF VISUAL COMMUNICATION

The fragmentary evidence about the genetics
of specific displays comes primarily from studies
of interspecies hybrids and cross-fostering. Gor-
man (1969) found that displays of a hybrid lizard
filmed in the field resembled one parental spe-
cies in total duration, the other parental species
in numberof head bobs, and bothin aspects of
the tail-flick components. Davies (1970) found in
hybrid doves that bowing displays resembled
one parent or the other, or were intermediate
between the parental species, or showed a range
of variation that exceeded that bounded bythe
two parental types (Fig. 17). Analyses of displays
of hybrid ducks (Sharpe and Johnsgard, 1966;
Kaltenhauser, 1971) produced similar results.
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Fig. 17. Example of display of an interspecies hy-
brid. Left: The bowing of a barbary dove (Streptopelia
roseogrisea-risoria) male. Right: The bowing of turtle
dove (S. turtur). Center: The bow of an interspecies
hybrid, which resembles the barbary dovein lack of
neck plumage fluffing andthe turtle dove in the pos-
ture at the beginningofthe bow. However, the bottom
of the bow goesbelowthe horizontal,as in the barbary
dove, so the hybrid shows elements of both parental
displays. (After Davies, 1970.)

The results suggest that visual displays are
polygenically controlled.

By rearing the young of one genotype with
parents of anotherandthentesting their behav-
ioral choices in adulthood one can see whether
genetic endowment or individual experience
plays the majorrole in recognition ofvisual dis-
plays. Immelmann(1969) found that maleestril-
did finches courted femalesoftheir foster-parent
species in preference to their genetic parents.
Walter (1973) and Immelmann(1969)reared ze-
bra finches with albino and normally pigmented
parents and found that males reared by albinos
chose albino mates. Walter further showedthat
males reared by normally pigmented parents
preferred these, whereas those reared by mixed
pairs showed no choice of mate color. However,
females always preferred pigmented males.It ap-
pears in this case as if the male’s preference is
determined experientially and the female’s ge-
netically.
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EXPERIENCE AND VISUAL COMMUNICATION

The foregoing results on cross-fostering

demonstrate that early experience can affect

mate preferences presumedto be primarily visu-

ally mediated. There is relatively little evidence,

however, concerning experiential effects on the

recognition ofspecific visual signals, on the pro-

duction ofsignals, or how the signals are used in

communicative behavior. We know from several

studies (e.g., Peeke et al., 1969; Clayton and

Hinde, 1968) that repeated presentation ofa vi-

sual signal leads to decremental responsesin the

recipient, so that at least simple kinds of experi-

ence do affect responsesto signals.

It is possible that an animal can respond at

different ages to the same visual signal, butits

perceptionofthat signal changesas a function of

experience. Forinstance,a gull chick will peck at

red areas on the parent’s beak. Perception in

newly hatched chicks is simply coded (Fig. 15),

but as chicks accumulate experience with the

parents and are fed for responding to the stimu-

lus, they develop a more highly structured, Ge-

stalt-like preference (Fig. 18). At all ages chicks

confine responses primarily to the samephysical

object (the parent’s beak), but the ideal signal
changes as a result of experience (Hailman,
1967)—a processI call ‘‘perceptual sharpening.”

Such perceptual sharpening will not be evident
from merefield observation.

The extent to which animals learn to produce
visual signals is virtually unknown. Tayler and
Saayman (1973) showed that a captive dolphin
imitatively produced all kinds of behavioral pat-
terns of another species, including visual dis-
plays. More complicated is the question of
whetherspecific use of signals requires previous
experience. Stephenson (1973) has given exam-
ples from Japanese macaquesin which the same
physical signal is used differently in different
troops. Feekes (1972) reported experientially
dependent development of ground pecking as a
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Fig. 18. Example of ontogenetic change in per-
ception of visual signal. Pecking of laughing gull
chicks (Larus atricilla) toward models of the adult par-
ent showslittle discrimination in newly hatched chicks
(white bars), in which only the parent’s beak is impor-
tant in the signal(see Fig. 15). After a few days’ experi-
encein the nest, the presence and shape ofthe adult’s

head becomesvery important(black bars). (After Hail-
man, 1967:89.)
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visual display in domestic fowl. Apparently a bird
learns that feeding during tension-producing
agonistic encounters lowers the psychological
tension. Ground pecking then becomesincorpo-
rated into the ongoing behaviorin this situation
and thereby comesto actas a visual signal to the
opponent. Furthermore, groundscratching also
becomes incorporated by generalization from
the related pecking behavior.

Many studies show that the social environ-
ment of rearing affects social relations. Most
studies are quite general, but Fox (1971) found
in canids that social experiencefacilitated ingul-
nal presentations toward a visual model of a dog,
and Fox and Clark (1971) separate general
stages of developmentin which action patterns
of display and other behavior become incorpo-
rated into increasingly complex sequences. An-
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thoney (1968) reports that lip smacking in ba-
boons developsfirst from intention movements
of sucking the mother’s pink nipples. Young
then respondto the mother’s ownlip smacking,
which involvesher visually similar pink tongue,
so that the learningis facilitated by perceptual
transfer. Furthermore, the young baboon’s face
has pink areas that help to elicit lip smacking
from the mother. Social bonds built by the ex-
change ofthis signal later generalize to sexual
visual communication, where the female’s pink
sexual skin and the male’s pink penis further aid
in the transfer of responses (see Fig. 19).

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING ONTOGENY

There exists only fragmentary evidence for
both genetic and experiential effects on visual
communication. Genetically determined pro-
pensities guide development by experience,per-
haps by assuring certain initial behavior that
changes through learning processes. Experience
can help determinethe form,use, or recognition
of a visual signal. Probably both the taxonomic
group and learning capacities of an animal, as
well as the social structure and type of environ-
ment, influence the degree to which the develop-
mentof various aspects of visual communication
are experientially dependent.

Function of Visual Communication

The word “function” is used variously in
biology (Hailman, 1975); I use it here as short-

hand for ‘adaptive function” or “selective ad-
vantage.”’ Were a detailed understandingof the
dynamic control of visual communication possi-
ble, then one could ask after the pressures of
natural selection that shapethe total ontogenetic
sequencesleading to such control. Instead,goals
must be limited to exploring the adaptiveness of
two aspects of visual communication: situations
that favor vision over other modalities, and se-

lective pressuresthat act to structure the types of
visual signals.

Some Mechanisms of Communication
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Fig. 19. Examples of similar visual features in-
volved in ontogenetic transfer of communicative re-
sponses. The pink objects associated with elicitation
of lip smacking in the baboon (Papio cynocephalus) in-
cludethe nipple of the female (upperleft), penis of the
black infant male (upper middle), tongue ofthe lip-
smacking adult female (upperright), sexual skin of the
estrous female (lowerleft), and face of the black infant
(lower right). (After Anthoney, 1968:363.)

SELECTION PROMOTING VISUAL

COMMUNICATION

At least three factors promote specific
modalities: the environmentin whichsignaling
takes place, the kind of animals communicating,
and the functional use of the communication.
Communicationvia reflected light obviously re-
quireslight for reflection. An environmentalfac-
tor given less attentionis the transparency ofthe
medium,since the turbidity of water or vegeta-
tion of a habitat may discourage communication
by light. Wootton (1971) notes that visual signals
are less well developed in a species ofstickleback
living in thick vegetation and tea-colored water
than in its congeneric relatives in more transpar-
ent media. Similarly, Catchpole (1973) shows
that the open-habitat sedge warbler has more
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visual displays than the congeneric reed warbler,

which depends instead on vocal displays in its

more vegetated habitat. Busnel (1968) points

out that high ambient noise may discourage

acoustic communication andtherebyfavor vision

or other modalities.
Not all species in groupswith well-developed

vision use extensive visual communication;

amonginsects, particularly, visual communica-

tion is relatively unusual. Perhaps more motile

than sessile animals have developed visual sig-
nals because sessile animals cannoteffectively

modulate ambientlight even if they have good
photoreceptors. Even motile species that possess
good vision may conduct important communica-
tion at night (e.g., orthopteran insects and anu-
ran amphibians)—perhaps to escape predation
and utilize humid conditions—so that their mat-
ing signals and other exchanges are largely
acoustic. Some, diurnal insects do have vis-

ual signals (e.g., Waage, 1973; Otte, 1972), but

others enigmatically lack them. Otte (1972) re-
ports Syrbula grasshoppers have visual signals,
whereasrelated generaliving in the same habitat
lack them. Similarly, Schremmer (1972) notes
that male Bombus confusus bees perform looping
flights before the female, whereas their congen-
ers rely strictly on pheromonalcourtshipsignals.

The visual mode may have certain advantages
over communication by other means. Extrinsic
visual signals, for instance, may have a persis-
tence that is difhcult to match in other modali-
ties; olfactory signals may persist for hours or
days but extrinsic visual signals may persist for
years. The great diversity of visual signal ele-
ments impart a huge informational capacity to
optical communication.Visual signals may bedi-
rected toward specific receivers, whereas many
other signals (pheromones, sounds, electrical

fields) tend to radiate indiscriminately. Visual
signals also have high potentialities for indexical
and representational qualities: thatis, visual sig-
nals can point out a specific spatial locus or can
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mimic in form some physical object. Further-

more, since manyvisual signals are evolved from

intention movementsof nonsignalactivities (see

major section on phylogeny, below) such signals

carry predictive information about the subse-

quent behavior of the sender, information that

may be moredifficult to encodein other modali-

ties.

SELECTION FOR SIGNAL QUALITIES

It seems unlikely that visual signals are arbi-
trarily established in evolution. Natural selection
is constrained to workon the available variation
in a population, so that the physical attributes of
a signal may bepartly constrained bythe phylo-
genetic origins of the signal (see major section
on phylogeny, below). However, many qualities
of a signal maybe directly adaptive to signaling
of certain kinds in certain environments.

The most emphasizedsignalattribute is spe-
cies-specificity. It may be of advantage for each
similar species of a monophyletic assemblage to
have distinctive signals, either to insure mono-
specific flocking and aggregation or to prevent
hybridization or gamete wastage in reproductive
behavior. Tinbergen (1951) emphasized Lo-
renz’s suggestion of species-specificity of specu-
lum patterns in the wings of ducks (Fig. 20) as an
example of the first case, and muchliterature
emphasizes the species-specificity of courtship
displays (e.g., Salmon, 1967; Purdue and Car-

penter, 1972; Kroodsma, 1974); see Fig. 21. I

doubtif selection for species-specificity is as im-
portantas is often believed. Convergenceofsig-
nals among various species is known (e.g.,
Moynihan, 1968; Cody, 1969), and the attributes
of the convergent signals are still to be ex-
plained. Furthermore, manyclosely related spe-
cies have quite similar signals, suggesting that
slight but consistent differencesare sufficient for
species recognition. A newsearch shouldbe in-
stituted for other factors that promote specific
attributes of signals.
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Fig. 20. Example of species-specificity in visual

signals. Wing speculum patterns in some North
American ducks of the genus Anas.

Fig. 21. Example of species-specificity in a visual
display. The courtship claw-waving display of the
fiddler crabs (genus Uca) involves different movement
geometries and temposin the four species pictured
here; from left: U. mordax, U. rapax, U. pugnax and U.
speciosa. Diagrams at bottom show spatial geometry of
the movementwith cross-marks indicating jerks (two
smooth movement patterns in U. speciosa at right).
(After Salmon, 1967:452.)

Some Mechanisms of Communication

Experimentsare necessary to see what aspect
of a visual signalis effective. Crews (1975) found
that movements and dewlap extension of the
male Carolina anole were importantin stimulat-
ing the female, but the color of the dewlap was
not. The color might (for instance) be adaptive
In promoting conspicuousnessof the display in
a particular kind of visual environment. Rand
and Williams (1970) point out considerable re-
dundancy amongthevisualsignals of anole spe-
cies on Hispaniola; each species differs from the
others in many ways. They suggest that some
signal features get the message throughin one
sort of environment, whereas other features are

more effective in other habitats.
The effect of the medium onvisual signaling

in aquatic organisms has not been thoroughly
explored. Luria and Kinney(1970) report that as
turbidity increases, absorption of light becomes
greater at short wavelengths (blue end of the
spectrum). Baylis (1974) interprets the yellow
(long wavelength) signal coloration of a cichlid
fish as adaptive in combatingits turbid medium.

Other aspects of signals appear explicable by
factors havingto do with neither species-specifici-
ty nor the signaling environment. The advantage
of visual signals in having representational quali-
ties 1s illustrated by Fig. 19. Gutherie and Petocz
(1970) have generalized this notion of ‘‘au-

tomimicry,” in which thevisual signal mimics the
appearance of someotherfeature of the animal.
Wickler (1967) suggested that the face of the

mandrill mimicksits genitals, although this sug-
gestion is controversial (Anthoney, 1968; Dun-

bar and Dunbar, 1974). Gutherie and Petocz

(1970) review various structures and color pat-

terns that resemble canine teeth or antlers and
hornsin various mammals, and also note submis-

sive signals of males that mimic postures ofjuve-
niles or estrous females (see Fig. 22). Gutherie

(1971b) interprets rump-patch signals of mam-
mals as a sort of elaborate automimicry of more
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Fig. 22. Examples of automimicry in visual sig-
nals. Five artiodactyls in which ears, facial markings,
or other signals mimic the horns, from left: Sylvicapra
grimmia, Acelaphus buselaphus, Artilocapra americana,
Oreamnos americanus, and Oreotragus orcotragus. (After
Guthrie and Petocz, 1970:587.)

restrictive ano-genital display, which serves to
remotivate the observer from aggression to sex.

Another possibility 1s that the form of the
visual signal is directly related to the function
served by the signal. The most frequently re-
peated example (e.g., Marler, 1968; Wilson,

1972) is that threat displays are selected to make
the threatening animal appearlarger (or perhaps
closer) than it really is. Larger animals do more
readily attack smaller individuals, but this fact

does notbearon thestructure of the signal. Haz-
lett (1970) provides the only direct experimental
evidence: he increased the visual size of a hermit
crab’s shell and found thatthis change increased
the probability of the crab’s winning an encoun-
ter. Enigmatically, the same result obtained

when the shell’s weight (but not its size) was
increased!

No discussion of signal qualities is complete
without Darwin’s (1873) principle of antithesis.
Darwin believed that emotions were expressed
outwardly as someinevitable result of neural ac-
tivity, but did not quite realize that such expres-

sions are often visual signals enhanced by
natural selection for communication. Hediscov-
ered several sets of opposite-appearing expres-
sions and hypothesized that ‘‘opposite
emotions”’ give rise to opposite expressions; he
cited expressions of domestic animals, such as a
dog with “hostile intentions” versus one “‘in a
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humble andaffectionate frame of mind.” Fig. 23
shows an example of two postures that appear
quite different, if not opposite, and it 1s par-
simoniousto think in termsof distinctiveness of
signals rather than oppositeness of postulated
emotions. New examples of antithesis in visual
signals continue to be reported (e.g., Kramer,
1969; Stanley, 1971; Ewer, 1971). Klopman

(1968) reports that the Canada goose signals
“high attack probabilities” with mouth open,
neck coiled, and head aimed at the opponent,
and “low attack probabilities’ with mouth
closed, neck extended horizontally, and head di-
rected away from the opponent.

  
Fig. 23. Example of Darwin’sprinciple of antithe-

sis in visual displays. Left: The fox sparrow (Passerella
ilaca) threatens a conspecific by crouching in a hori-
zontal posture with dorsal feathers flattened andlat-
eral feathers fluffed. Right: A “fearful” bird assumes
a nearly opposite configuration, with vertical posture,
dorsal raising, and lateral compression of feathers.
(Drawn from field notes of the author.)

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING FUNCTION

The selection pressures promoting visual
communication over other types and the pres-
sures that shape attributes of visual signals have
not been studied extensively. Certain environ-
mental variables encouragevisual signaling, only
certain animals are equipped to send and receive
optically, and certain aspects of communication
favor the use of vision. Species-specificity, al-
thoughreal, is probably overworked as an expla-
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nation for signal diversity, yet conditions of the
environment that promote specific kindsofsig-
nals remain largely unexplored. Visual signals
may sometimeshave a direct relation with their
apparent informational content, but this topic
also presents mainly unsolved problems.

Phylogeny of Visual Communication

Natural selection shapes phenotypes of a
population butis constrained bythe starting ma-
terials. It may not be possible to understand the
qualities of a visual signal unless one knowsits
phylogenetic origins.

The postures ofgulls in Fig. 24 illustrate Dar-
win’s antithesis principle discussed above. A
comparison ofFigs. 23 and 24, however, reveals
a curiousaspectof signals not explicable by anti-
thesis: the threat posture of the sparrow is a
head-forward, horizontal stance, whereas the

 
Fig. 24. Example of phyogenetic influence ofvi-

sual displays. The upright threat posture (left) of the
laughing gull (Larus atricilla) is antithetical to the sub-
missive, hunchedposture(right) of the younglava gull
(Larusfuliginosus), so that gulls also illustrate Darwin’s
antithesis principle. However, comparison with Fig.
23 showsthatthe polarity of the antithesis is reversed
in sparrows andgulls, a fact that is explained by con-
sidering phylogenetic origins of the displays. (Drawn
from photographs by the author.)
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threat posture of the gull is an upright, head-
retracted stance. Similarly, the fear or anxiety
postureofthe sparrowis vertical, whereasthat of
the gull is horizontal. Although both sparrow
and gull obey the anuthesis principle, they do so
with opposite polarities, so that further explana-
tion is required. Since the sparrow attacks by
pecking directly at the opponent and the gull
attacks by pecking downon top of the opponent,
it seems reasonable to assume that the threat
postures of these two birds were evolved from
their movements of attack. In other words, the

probable phylogenetic origins of visual signals
help to explain their qualities.

Moynihan (1955) has suggested that the term
“display” be restricted to those signals whose
evolution has been influenced by their function
as signals, even if they serve other functions as
well. The evolutionary process by which non-
communicative behavior becomesa display has
been called “ritualization” (Tinbergen, 1951,

1952). In this section I deal with noncommunica-
tive behavioral patterns from which visual dis-
plays appear to have evolved: that is, with the
phylogenetic origins of visual signals.

ORIGINS IN INTENTION MOVEMENTS

Animals may show incipient or incomplete
performances of a motoract, often just prior to
or just after the actitself. These incomplete acts
are called “intention movements” (Daanje,

1950), without connotation of conscious inten-

tion. They often occur in behavioral situations
that favor their elaboration and standardization
as signals. A bird about to attack an opponent
may openits beak in preparation for biting, and
the movement, posture, and orientation of such

a beak-open act can signal probableattack to an
opponent; see Fig. 23.

There appear to be two majorsourcesofvis-
ual displays among intention movements—ago-
nistic and reproductive activities—although lo-
comotion, feeding, and otheractivities have also
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been reported as origins. Many cases werere-
viewed by previous authors (e.g., Tinbergen,
1951), so I concentrate on illustrating the diver-
sity of origins with recent examples.

‘‘Agonistic”’ behaviorincludesall those activ-
ities associated with situations in which fighting,
fleeing, or appeasement occur. Manyvisual dis-
plays that have an intimidating effect on the op-
ponent (‘‘threat” displays) bear a_ striking
resemblanceto the fighting methodsofthe spe-
cies. Examples of sparrows (Fig. 23) and gulls
(Fig. 24) were given above,andFig. 25 illustrates
other examples (see also Kramer, 1969; Tyler,
1972; Schweinsburg and Sowls, 1972; van La-
wick-Goodall, 1968; Kahl, 1966; Allin and Banks,

1968). Protective responses or flight from the
opponentcanalso lead to visual signals, as in the
neck withdrawal of the Canada goose (Raveling,
1970) or leaning away from the opponentin the
lemming (Allin and Banks, 1968). Eibl-Eibes-
feldt (1970) asserts that ducking, combined with
breaking eye contact, has become a submissive
signal in human communication,its exact form
(nodding, sweeping bows,etc.) being culturally
determined.

 
Fig. 25. Examples of visual displays ritualized

from agonistic behavior. Left: The “lateral display
threat” of the chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra) ritualized
from fighting movements. (After Kramer, 1969:918.)
Right: The “erect gape” display of the Maraboustork
(Leptoptilos crumeniferus) ritualized from escape behav-
ior. (After Kahl, 1966: Plate V.)
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Many examplesof reproductive signals seem
evolutionarily derived from noncommunicative
reproductive activities (Fig. 26). Intention move-
ments of copulation appearas signals in court-
ship of many animals, these having been

reviewed for birds by Andrew (1957). Lordosis-
like postures appear to be used not only as a
signal of readiness by female mammals (e.g., Ty-
ler, 1972), but also as general submissive signals
by both sexes (e.g., van Lawick-Goodall, 1968).
Andpenile erection is an evidentdisplay in many
primates (e.g., van Lawick-Goodall, 1968). In-
tention movements of nest building have
becomevisual signals in the courtship of many
birds (e.g., Kahl, 1966; Kunkel, 1969; Giittinger,
1970; R. E. Phillips, 1972; Baltin, 1969). Giit-
tinger (1970) reports courtship displays of
finches evolved from behavior associated with
parental care of the young, and submissivedis-
plays appear often to be derived from, or else
mimic, the behavior of juvenile animals (e.g.,
Tinbergen, 1959; Giittinger, 1970; Anthoney,
1968).

 

Fig. 26. Examples of visual displays ritualized
from reproductive behavior. Left: The “scraping dis-
play” of the killdeer (Charadrius vociferus) ritualized
from nest building. (After R. E. Phillips, 1972:3.)
Right: Display elementofthe estrildid finch Spermestes
bicolor ritualized from the movementof feeding beg-
ging young. (After Giittinger, 1970:1054.)

A rich source of signals is locomotory inten-
tion movements (Daanje, 1950). Since so many
behavioral situations involve locomotion, this
generalactivity is contextually placed so as to be
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easily ritualized (Fig. 27). Earlier works review
many examples (e.g., Daanje, 1950; Andrew,
1956; Tinbergen, 1951, 1959) and new examples

continue to appear(e.g., Myrberg, 1972; Fishel-
son, 1970; Sale, 1971; Ewer, 1971; Kunkel, 1967;

Kahl, 1966).

 
Fig. 27. Examples of visual displays ritualized

from locomotion. Above: Male bicolor damselfish
(Eupomacentrus partitus) on left leads female by using
swimming pattern with exaggerated tail movements.
(After Myrberg, 1972:216.) Below: Display postures of
the male house sparrow (Passer domesticus) (left) and
European tree sparrow (P. montanus) (right) evolved
from different phases of flight-intention movements.
(After Daanje, 1950: Figs. 18 and 19.)

Foraging, feeding, and associated activities
have also evolved into visualsignals (Fig. 28): for
instance, the pecking and groundscratching of
fowl (Feekes, 1972) and the nursing movements
that are the phylogenetic origins and also the
ontogenetic origins of lip smacking in baboons
(Anthoney, 1968). Smythe (1970) argues that

white flash patterns of some mammals, used as
warning signals to conspecifics, were originally
evolved to entice a predator into betrayingits
hiding place or making a premature charge, so

that antipredator behavior mayalso give rise to
visual signals.

Responsesinvolving orientation of the sense
organsaresituationally placed so as to be avail-
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Fig. 28. Examples of visual displays ritualized

from foraging and antipredatorbehavior. Left: A Bur-
mese red junglefowl (Gallus gallus spadiceus), ancestral
species to domestic fowl, pecks at nonedible particles
as part of agonistic display interactions. (After Feekes,
1972:258.) Right: Tail flashing of the whitetail deer
(Odocotleus virginianus), believed to be a social alarm
signal; Smythe (1970) has proposed that many such
signals may have evolved originally as antipredator
behavior and then later as social signals.

able for evolution into signals themselves (Fig.
29). Looking at an opponentis a visual signal in
primates, carnivores, and probably many other
animals (e.g., van Lawick-Goodall, 1968; Klei-

man and Eisenberg, 1973). The origin need not
be visual itself, though, since the ears-up signal
of ponies is an acoustical orientation that leads
to a visual signal (Tyler, 1972).

Maintenanceactivities—thoseaction patterns
involved with preventive maintenance ofthe in-
terior and exterior of the body, such asstretch-

ing, preening, scratching, grooming, shaking,
yawning, etc.—appear in many communicational

situations, although not always in an obviously
ritualized form (Fig. 29). Sometimes actions of

the entire animal are involved, as in rolling,

whichis elicited by wet fur but is also used as a

signal to inhibit flight in conspecifics (Castell et
al., 1969). Other times only a limb movement1s
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Fig. 29. Examples of displays ritualized from
maintenanceactivities. Left: Squirrel monkey (Saimin
sciureus) rolls on back, displaying genitals with the
same motorpattern as used whenrolling out wet fur.
(After Castell et al., 1969:490.) Right: Andean goose
(Chloéphaga melanoptera) throwsits head back in a dis-
play that closely resembles oiling movements. (After
McKinney, 1965: Plate V.)

involved, as in scratching by chimpanzees (van
Lawick-Goodall, 1968). The visual signal may in
somecasesbehighlyritualized, as in the bowing
and curtseying of waxbills, which evolved from
bill wiping (Kunkel, 1967). McKinney (1965) has
made an unusually complete analysis of comfort
movementsin waterfowl and their usesas unritu-
alized and ritualized visual signals.

ORIGINS IN AUTONOMIC RESPONSES

Autonomic responses—those mediated by
the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous
systems of vertebrates and usually involving
smooth rather than striated muscle—often ac-
company more dramatic actions of animals and
hence are in excellent behavioral situations to
becomeused assignals.

Pilomotor actions—changing of the feather
postures of birds or the fur of mammals—are
parts of manyvisual displays (Fig. 30). Morris
(1956) proposedthat these display components
originate in thermoregulatory responses: sleek-
ing feathers decreases the thickness of the in-
sulating layer, whereas fluffing increasesit. In
extreme cases, Morris (1956) says that feathers

 
Fig. 30. Examples of visual signals evolved from

autonomic responses. Above: Barbary dove (Strepto-
pelia nisoria), showingareas ofbodyin which pilomotor
responses were given in temperature andsocial exper-
iments. (After McFarland and Baher, 1968:172.) Be-
low: Female gelada baboon (Theropithecus gelada),
showing beaded red chest that signals estrus. (After
Dunbar and Dunbar, 1974: Plate VII.)

maybe ruffled so thatthe air pockets are opened
and the insulation madeless effective. McFar-
land and Baher (1968) could not confirm thelast
point experimentally with ring doves, but did
show temperature control of the other feather
postures and also their use in presumptive com-
municative situations.

Tyler (1972) reports yawning (respiratoryre-
sponses) In poniesas a visual signal, as does van
Lawick-Goodall (1968) in chimpanzees. Vasore-
sponses—shunting the blood differentially to
variousparts of the body by controlofrestriction
and dilation of blood vessels—has been known
for a long time to carry visual consequences
(e.g., Cannon, 1915) such as human blushingin
embarrassment,flushing in anger,palingin fear,
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and so on. Longer-term vasoresponsesare in-
volved in sex skin coloration of some primates
(e.g., Dunbar and Dunbar, 1974).

Stanley (1971) notes the importance of eye
closure in hopping mouse behavior, and it 1s
difficult to resist the speculation that the wide-
spread colored eye-rings in birds accentuate the
degree of eye closure. Pupillary responses are
also used as visual signals, both in cats (Kleiman

and Eisenberg, 1973) and in humans (Hess,

1965). Dr. R. Jaeger has pointed out to methat
European women formerly used the drug from
nightshade (Atropa belladonna) to dilate their
pupils to make themselves more attractive to
men.

OTHER ORIGINS OF VISUAL SIGNALS

A few phylogenetic origins of visual signals
are not readily classified. Many animals possess
the ability to match their backgroundcoloration
(e.g., Gibson, 1968), even though the mecha-
nisms for such color change may be quite differ-
ent in different species. Perhaps this
camouflage-related ability is the basis of many
visual signals employing color changes.

There also exists ‘secondary ritualization,”’

in which a signal evolved for communication in
another sensory modality takes on visual proper-
ties and may be further changed to enhance the
visual component. Several authors report visual
signals that have evolved from scent-markingac-
tivities of mammals (Rood, 1972; Estes, 1969;

Schmied, 1973), as noted in Fig. 31. The produc-
tion of sound often involves assuminga specific
posture, which may then becomea visualsignal,

as in the head-tipping display of the chimpanzee
ritualized from “‘soft-bark” calling (van Lawick-

Goodall, 1968).

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING PHYLOGENY

The evolutionary origin of a particular signal

may neverbe identified with the same degreeof
certainty that other conclusionsin ethology can
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Fig. 31. Examples of visual signals secondarily
evolved from signals in other modalities. Left: A wil-
debeest (Connochaetes taurinus) defecates during a so-
cial encounter, one form of scent marking that also
serves aS visual communication. (After Estes,
1969:322.) Right: Chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) as-
sumesparticular facial expression while hooting. (Af-
ter van Lawick-Goodall, 1968: Plate 9.)

be secured. Yet comparative study among spe-
cies and the comparison ofvisual signals with
noncommunicative behavior within a species
offer convincing probabilities of many origins.
Virtually any behavior that occurs in a situation
of interaction between animals may be enhanced
in some wayto increaseits value as a visualsig-
nal.

Future Prospects

Clearly there remains much to be learned
aboutthe control, ontogeny, function, and phy-

logeny of optical communication. Tojudge from
recent studies, the most immediately promising
areas for new results may be motivational and

contextual factors in communication, temporal
and sequential patternsofsignals, ontogenic and
traditional determinants of all aspects, mecha-

nisms of perception, and environmental struc-

turing of signals. We are a very long way from a

theoretical framework that will encompass the

claw wavingofafiddler crab and the bowerofthe

bowerbird under the same roof as the writing,
painting, sculpture, and dance of man.
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Chapter 10

TACTILE COMMUNICATION

Frank A. Geldard

PROLOGUE

Anyone immersed in the literature of con-

temporary communication theory and practice1s
well aware of the difficulty of traversing the
bridge between human intercommunication and
that of the subhuman species. When forms of
behaviorlittle used by either for elaborate inter-
course, such as those employing somesthesis as
a medium, becomethe focus ofattention, per-
plexities abound, for the simple fact is that the
phylogeny of tactile communication, far from
having been rounded into a systematic division
of knowledge, currently represents a substantial

scientific void.
It is not that animals below man do not com-

municate tactually. Especially among the subhu-
man primates there is much in grooming and
preening, and aggressive, copulatory, and suck-
ling behaviorthat, at least by a loose definition

of ‘“‘communication,”’ falls in this category. Al-
though the vast majority of signals by which
lower organisms impart information of impor-
tance to others of their own andrelated species
tend to be auditory, visual, or olfactory, espe-

cially if released at a distance, there are clear

instancesofstroking, nudging, and other contact
behavior short of the thigmotropic that might
reasonably be regarded as communicative in na-
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ture. The difficulty is that records of such obser-
vationsare scattered throughouta vastliterature
andare largely incidental to descriptions ofmore
socially prominent (and, doubtless, significant)
forms of conduct.

In what follows, therefore, the decision has

been to bring together the current facts of hu-
man tactile communication, an area of almost

continuousandintensive investigation for a half-
century or more and onecharacterized by both
persistent observation and ingenious experi-
mentation. Moreover, it is one that bids fair to

circumvent someold limitations of communica-
tion stemming from the handicaps of blindness
and deafness.

Introduction

WHY TACTILE COMMUNICATION?

The vast majority of messages that flow
through the human communityare visual or au-
ditory. They are generally designed to make an
appeal to the eye if they involve manyrelational
comparisons,if their content is complex or unfa-
miliar, if fine spatial discriminations are in-

volved, or if they comprise large masses of
reference data. Communication is bound to be
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visual if pictorial representation is demanded,
for no other sensecanrivalvision in dealing with
complex spatial patterns. Obviously, also, the
medium of communication will typically be vis-
ual where there is auditory impairment or where
custom or usage leadsto the expectation ofvis-
ual signaling.

Contrariwise, brief, simple, or transitory
messages tend to be cast in auditory terms.
Where one wishes to transmit, out of a larger
context, only immediately relevant information
or where rapid conveyanceof the messageis de-
sired, the auditory channel is to be preferred.
Especially where the recipient is preoccupied
and we wish to “break in” on his attentional
stream we do so by wayof the ears. They are
always open, so to speak. Moreover, auditionis

the channel of choice where some flexibility is
required in framing a message;variations of em-
phasis and inflection carry shadings of meaning
that can be entrusted to the eye only at the ex-
pense of time-consumingandinefficient circum-
locution. Auditory messages tend to be
employed where vision is overburdened or
suffers outright impairment. The visual channel
can be degraded through such deleteriousinflu-
ences as enforced mobility of the recipient or a
variety of untoward environmental changes: am-
bient light variability, vibration, g-forces,

hypoxia, or other defects arising from similar
stressful alterations of the surroundings. And,of
course, as with vision, there are situations lead-
ing normally, through the operation of usage or
custom,to the expectation that auditory signals
will be provided (Henneman, 1952).

With such complementariness between the
realms of seeing and hearing, how can there be
a role for the cutaneous senses in the world of
communication? There is, to be sure, the obvi-

ousinstance in which both major sensesare un-
available; the  deaf-blind constitute one

population crying out for tactile aid. We shall
consider some of the approaches to this prob-
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lem, for it is an ancient one and one supporting
an extensiveliterature. But, normally, as modern
life brings on an overload of the ordinary chan-
nels of communication, it is also proper to in-
quire what the remaining sensory systemsof the
body haveto offer by wayofrelief. Let us call the
roll of possibilities.

The cutaneous channels, by physiological
and psychological convention, are four in num-
ber: touch (pressure), pain, and the two tempera-
ture senses, warmth and cold. Additionally, there
are the two chemical senses, smell and taste.
Whatare the chances that any of these might
substitute for hearing or seeing?

We maydispense with the last two rather
quickly. Both gustation and olfaction normally
come into operation through the triggering ac-
tion of chemical stimuli: materials in solution in
the case of taste, volatile substances for smell. In

both instances there is the necessity of getting
the stimuli from the sourceto thesite of stimula-
tion; typically there is a time-consumingtrans-
port problem. Odorants must be admitted to the
nose by sniffing; they must then pass upto the
sensitive epithelial patch high in the nostrils,
chiefly by eddy currents swirling around the tur-
binate bones; and then they must be adsorbed on
tiny fibrils immersed in mucus. All this takes
time. Moreover, olfactory sensations, once

aroused, have a slow subsidence rate. Again,it
takes time for the chemical stimulus to be ex-
pended. The netresult is a ponderous rise and
fall of sensation, even though it seems probable
that, at the site of transduction in the olfactory
epithelium,the interchange ofenergy for a given
smell molecule must be an exceedingly rapid
affair. But each sniff involves millions, even tril-

lions, of molecules, and notall follow the same
time course through transport and adsorption.

The story for taste is much the same. Food
particles and chemical substances, once led to
the tongue and palate, must go into solution.It
is not entirely clear yet whether the solvent is
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always simply water or whether enzymes,already

presentin the lingual tissues, mustinteract with

them.In anycase,there is the transport problem

again—the process whereby dissolved taste

stimuli are broughtintojuxtaposition with sensi-
tive gustatory receptors—and the further ques-

tion of howionsare able to release impulses in
the cranial nerves subserving the tongue andpal-
ate. The whole chain of events is again time con-
suming and persistent. Neither of the chemical
senses is really suitably constituted to relay

promptly the messagesavailable to them.
To return, then, to the skin, what of the ther-

mal senses, warmth and cold? Somewhatsimilar

considerations arise here. To be sure, low and

high skin temperatures produceradically differ-
ent effects, cold ‘flashing out,” warmth “welling

up.” But the two responses have the common
characteristic that, at least as related to the physi-
cal sources prompting them, they come out of
relatively sluggish systems for information trans-
mission. Again, the final word on the nerve-
impulse generation mechanism is not yet in—we
do not know whether impulses reporting on
warmth and cold come from the sameor differ-
ent receptors, whether they are conducted over
identical nerve fibers, or whether their central

processing differs greatly one from the other—
but we do knowthat the organism’s integument
is better designed to protect internal organs
against surges in temperature than to provide
faithful reports on thermal changes in the envi-
ronment. To learn about heat interchanges in
one’s surroundingsit is better to consult a ther-
mometer than to heed the messages coming
from one’s ownskin.

Weare thusleft with the prospect of utilizing
the pressure and pain sensesif cutaneous chan-
nels are to becomeeffective in the transmission
of messages, and sinceit will generally be con-
ceded that pain, in the context of humaninter-

communication, 1S not a ‘consummation

devoutly to be wish’d,” weare, for all practical
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purposes, reduced to the use ofthe tactile sense
in our search for an eye-ear substitute. At the
same time, it should be hastily pointed outthat

the world of tactile sensation is a rich and ver-
satile one. Of the six classes of physical stimuli
that can arouse human senses—photic, acoustic,

mechanical, electrical, chemical, and thermal—

all but the first, light, can act upon the skin to
produce somesthesis. Normally, to be sure,

acoustic stimuli are not generated at powerlev-
els that will affect the skin appreciably, and the
undesirable features of thermal and chemical
stimulation for the purposes under discussion
will be somewhat apparent from what has been
said above about the senses to which these forms
of energy are appropriate. Of the remaining two
classes of stimuli, the mechanical and the elec-

trical, we shall have much to say, for these pro-
vide the really live prospects for cutaneous
communication.

The virtues (and some of the defects) of vi-

sion and audition as communication channels
have beenset forth. Does touch have comparable
qualities to commend it? There are some fea-
tures worthy of mention. To begin with,the skin
is eminently available. Its area is somewhat over
a thousand timesthat of the retina and is freely
supplied with nerve endings, thus providing a
nearly continuously sensitive surface. Moreover,

it is an area thatis relatively trafhic-free. Thereis
also a free orientation of the skin toward poten-
tial sources ofinformation; bodily orientation to-
wardthe source1s necessaryforvision,less so for
audition. Also, the skin is a flexible organ,rarely
retaining a deformation for long. It thus has
something of an advantage with respect to de-
chining sensitivity from continuous stimulation,
sensory adaptation. There are few accidents of
stimulation where the skin 1s concerned;at least,

there are rarely sustained accidental stimuli. On
the contrary, unwanted lights and sounds often
interfere with message reception in vision and
audition. Finally, as with audition, thereis little
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redundancy in cutaneousinformation; visual in-
formation, conversely, is commonly highly re-
dundant. Thus, touch shares with hearing the
advantage that information can be presented
only when needed.

Tactile communication has been spoken ofas
if the only role it mightplay is that of a replace-
ment for a missing visual or auditory system.
Actually, except for the rare instances in which
neitheris available, there is no real expectation
that somesthesis could furnish the richness of
experience normally supplied by either sight or
hearing. Broadly speaking, there are two great
classes of perceptual discriminations made about
things and events in the world; they involve dis-
tinctions of space, on the onehand,andoftime,
on the other. Visionis the great spatial discrimi-
nator; audition excels in the realm of time.

Touch stands midway between the two major
senses in the respect that it is endowed with
some of each character.

Touch is better than vision at temporal dis-
criminations and better than audition at spatial
discriminations, but by the sametokenit is spa-
tially inferior to vision and temporally inferior to
audition. This means, however, that it can pro-

vide an avenuefor the avoidance ofmental bank-
ruptcy for the deaf-blind, and while some
spectacular steps have been taken—witness the
Laura Bridgman—Helen Keller phenomenon—
the vast potentialities of somesthetic substitution
have not yet begun to be realized. As Cassirer
has said:

Vocal language has a very great technical advantage
over tactile language; but the technical defects of the
latter do not destroy its essential use. The free devel-
opmentof symbolic thought and symbolic expression
is not obstructed by the use oftactile signs in the place
of vocal ones. If the child has succeeded in grasping
the meaning of humanlanguage,it does not matter in
which particular material this meaning is accessible to
it. [1944:36]
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Thetruth ofthis assertion is amply evidenced
by the clinical experiencethat at least a few ofthe
deaf-blind can quite successfully employ the
‘T'adoma,or “‘speech feeling,’ method to receive
communications from their teachers. In this
technique the “reader” places his thumbson the
instructor’slips, the index fingersto the sides of
the nose, and the remaining fingers on the
cheeks and upperthroat. With thefaint cues thus
provided the total speech pattern of movement
is remarkably faithfully interpreted (Kirman,
1973:59).

Currently, it is less as a surrogate than as an
ancillary system that tactile communication
should be viewed. Except for a few somewhat
esoteric situations—to attract attention in emer-
gencies, especially where the monotonyof rou-
tine has dulled normal perception; to permit
intercommunication where darkness and en-
forced quiet have supervened; to provide warn-
ings of threatening events outside the visual and
auditoryfields; to preserve secrecy in clandestine
operations—a tactile communication system’s
main prospectfor service is as a cooperative sup-
plement to other sense channels. Perhaps be-
cause we normally attend so little to what is
going onin the skin, anystartling stimulation of
the integument immediately ‘“‘cuts through” and
comesto ourattention. Panic buttons should be
wired to tactile stimuli. For much the samerea-
sons any visual and auditory overloading can
best be relieved by appeal to the skin.

Cutaneous Channels of Communication

CLASSIFICATION OF TACTILE SYSTEMS

Attempts to deliver messages through the
skin appear to have been madefrom very early
times. However, there is no unbroken continuity
of effort dating back to the pyramidsof Egypt or
the Golden AgeofGreece,only isolated and spo-
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radic attempts to deal with blindness and deaf-

ness at various periods of history. Thus, the

Venerable Bede, in late seventh-century Eng-

land, ‘“‘master of all knowledge of his time,”

seems to have been greatly concerned about

deaf-mutism and its attendant communication

problems. George Dalgarno,Scottish protégé of

Charles II, in his ‘““deaf and dumb man’s tutor”’

(1680), developed a whole touch alphabet for

delivery by the fingers to another’s hand. Jean-

Jacques Rousseauincorporated a passage in his

well-known educational treatise, Emile (1762),

on the possibility of cutaneous communication

and suggested that “if our touch were trained to
note [natural vibratory] differences, no doubt in

time we might becomeso sensitive as to hear a
whole tune by means of our fingers ... [and

these tones] might be used as the elements of
speech.” To these scattered ideas there must be

added those ofstring writing, a means of com-
munication in which the “sender” tied a succes-
sion of distinctive knots, coded to the alphabet,

to be felt by the recipient, who passed them
throughhis fingers, and various systemsoffinger
spelling.

In the late eighteenth century Valentin Hatiy
introduced raised letters embossed on paper
(Farrell, 1950). Though extremely difficult, this

system wasthe prototype for manysimilar tang!-
ble alphabets, most of which have gone out of
use. So-called Moon type, an arrangement of
embossed lines somewhat resembling the Ro-
man alphabet, has persisted with somesuccess,

especially among thoselosing their sight late in
life. The system of raised dots, now so wide-
spread in use, was initially developed by Louis
Braille from a previously existing military code
(Bledsoe, 1972). The method of Braille, himself

bereft of sight at an early age, has become the
modern refuge of the blind, at least the more

pertinacious of them. The coding ofthe braille
language is an arbitrary one, developed along
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logical rather than psychological lines, and is

very difficult to master. It exists in several forms,

the variations stemming chiefly from different

practices with respect to the formation of con-

tractions of more elaborate language units.

Withal, braille is by far the most widely used

language for the blind and currently represents

the most successful medium of their education.

It was earlier pointed out that both mechan-

ical and electrical stimuli are capable of provid-

ing the signals from which cutaneous language

symbols and other forms of communication can

be constructed. A possible classification oftactile

systems of communication follows almost imme-

diately upon this distinction. One class, clearly

the largest, would includeall systems employing

mechanical stimuli to move the skin, whether

with single pulses, trains of them, steady vibra-

tion, or elaborately patterned energy fluctua-

tions such as are found in the speech signal. A

secondclass wouldinvolveall direct applications
to the skin ofelectrical currents having temporal
patterns corresponding to the mechanical ones,
whether originating in direct, oscillating, or al-
ternating potentials. Such a classification would
have to make room fora third category, the elec-
tromechanical, for it is possible by taking advan-
tage of the electrical capacitance properties of
tissues to produce mechanical movementsofthe
skin by this means. In such a system the skin
becomesoneplate of a condenser. With the ap-
plication of suitable voltages it is possible to
bring aboutsubstantial mechanicalskin displace-
ment.

Another way to classify tactile communica-
tion systemsis in termsof their major mode of
operation. Thus, somesystems are designed for
direct mediation of spoken speech, whether the
final link with the body is mechanical, electrical,

or electromechanical. Other systems involve pic-
torial displays. Many simply present a systematic
array of discriminable signals that have either
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been codedto language elements or been given
some other symbolic meaning.Still other devices
are arranged for cutaneous monitoringortrack-
ing of a continuouslyvariable set of environmen-
tal events.

Actually, it is unnecessary to choose between
these two modesofclassification. The two di-
mensionsofanalysis practically force on one an
Aristotelian cross-classification (see Table 1.)
The suspicion is strong that, if we knew more
aboutelectromechanicalpossibilities,all the “‘pi-
geonholes” in the table would befilled. As we
shall see, this area, which, for technologicalrea-
sons that will become obvious, has been greatly
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neglected. Keepingthe provisions of ourtable in
mind as an orientation, let us take a closer look
at the several operational problems represented
in it.

DIRECT SPEECH MEDITATION: MECHANICAL

METHODS

The modernperiod of research aimed at di-
rect transmission of speech to the skin began
with the work of David Katz (1930) and his co-
workersin Germany, and of Robert Gault (1926)
and his associatesin the UnitedStates. Both lines
of workinitially made use of electromagnetic re-
ceivers (speaker units) held in contact with the

Table 1

Tactile communication systems and devices.

 

Mechanical Electromechanical Electrical

 

Direct speech mediation

Speaking tube

Electromagnetic receiver

Teletactor

Vocoder

von Bekésy cochlear model
Tadoma(“speech feeling”’)

method

matrix

Pictorial display

Tactile TV

Elektroftalm

Optacon

Embossedlegible print

Coded language

Vibratese

Bodybraille

Optohapt

Polytap

Air-blast symbols

Visotactor

Braille and derivatives

Finger spelling

String writing

Tracking and monitoring

Vibrators andair jets on

handsor forehead

Skin capacitance effects

Electrostatic ‘“‘textured”’

Direct speech mediation

Simple dermalelectrodes

Vocoder

Pictorial display

Tactile TV

Elektroftalm

Optacon

Coded language

Katakana

International Morse

Electrocutaneous vibratese

Tracking and monitoring

Single and multiple active

electrodes on fingers, arms,

legs, or neck
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skin while the amplified output of a microphone
transmitted voice sounds or music to it. Thus,

with fidelity limited only by the generally crude

sound system then available and variable back

action resulting from damping of the contactor
by the skin, moment-to-momentvariations of

frequency and amplitude of the speech signal

were imposed directly on the skin, typically that
of the palm or fingertip. In Gault’s work there
was a precursor, a long, hollow tube held against

the palm. The reinforced acoustic signal was
thus impressed directly on the skin; with the
tube’s help (and with hearing masked)it was pos-
sible to distinguish amongseveral of a group of
simple words.

But the approach for which Gault’s labora-
tory became best known centered on a new in-
strument, the teletactor, which was developed

for the purposeby Bell Telephone Laboratories.
This device consisted of a piezoelectric crystal of
the type subsequently popular in sound systems
(tweeters). It was small in size, little affected by

skin damping, and would vibrate over a consid-
erable range of frequencies. It could be held so
as to affect the fingertip or it could readily be
applied to other bodyareas. In one application
of the teletactor (Gault and Crane, 1928) five of

the instruments, dividing up the speech fre-
quency band, were used simultaneously on the
fingers of one hand;in effect this anticipated the
tactual vocoder (see below).

Manypatient experiments were conducted in
an effort to transmit speech to the fingertip.
Early results were promising. After 14 hours of
well-distributed practice, the subjects learned to

identify with about 75 percent accuracy which
one of ten brief sentences had been spokeninto
the microphone, and with 30 hours oftraining
behind them they could judge about half the
time which one of morethanfifty words, isolated
from context, had been presented. But it was
also found that a change in experimenters or in
the rate of speaking by the same experimenter
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produced a collapse of this apparent ability to

“hear through the skin.” The subjects had pre-

sumably been relying on cues of emphasis and

rhythm, in general the prosodic features of

speech. The attack by way of the teletactor was

eventually dropped, and it must be judged to

have been a major disappointment.

Several lines of investigation have ap-

proachedthe problem of transmitting speech to

the skin by way of variants of the vocoder, an
acoustic analytic device dating from 1936 (Dud-
ley). The prototype of this instrumentin Its tac-
tual application is to be found in Project Felix of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Le-
vine et al., 1949-1951). A developmentfrom it,

a device designed at the Speech Transmission
Laboratory, Stockholm (R6sler, 1957), broke up

speech into ten channels having center frequen-
cies ranging from 210 Hz to 7,700 Hz. The en-
ergy in each channel modulated a 300-Hzcarrier
that was commontoall ten outputs, one for each
finger. The net result of this arrangement was
that patterns of vibration, analyzed with respect

to the relative amplitudes of their components,
could be presented in real timeto different skin
loci. Unfortunately, in a thorough study of per-
formance with this vocoder (Pickett and Pickett,

1963) too few patterns could be discerned to
yield anything but a hope that the device,
through future refinements, might one day per-
mit something approximatingsatisfactory recog-
nition of tactual speech.

Subsequently there have been other attempts
to utilize the vocoder principle. One device
(Guelke and Huyssen, 1959), consisting of an

array of twenty vibrating reeds contacting the
several joints of the fingers at eight locations of
one hand,delivers constantly changing patterns
of vibration that follow those of the speech sig-
nal. The reeds perform a fairly discriminative
frequency analysis that, by this arrangement,
gets transformedto distinctive skin loci. Though
some vowelsoundswereeasily distinguishable in
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early tests, as were characteristic temporal pat-
terns of some diphthongs, great difficulty was
experienced in discriminating among consonan-
tal sounds. Also, as might have been predicted,
there were difficulties in analyzing out separate
loci when two or more werestimulated simulta-
neously.

Anothervariant of the vocoderis an instru-
ment going under the name of Tactus (Krin-
glebotn, 1968). Somewhatlike the early Gault
instrument, it applies the speech signal to five
bone conduction receivers, which contact the
fingers of one hand. These are also energized
simultaneously. Its unique feature is_ that,
through the intermediation of a set of multivi-
brators, which fractionate the inputin different
ways, all the fingers receive the basic signal but
with different portions stressed. No elaborate
claims have been madefor this device beyond
the suggestion that it may help, in teaching the
deaf child to speak, to reinforce the concept of
rhythm and to provide some useful ancillary
cues. Sull other variants of the vocoder are
known; the idea has beena persistent one.Kir-
man, reviewing the vocoderstory (1973:59) was
led to conclude:“The history of tactile vocoders
indicates that simply providing the skin with such
frequency-to-locustranslators as have beentried
does not enable it to comprehend speech.”

It is not necessary to lead each frequency
band to its own position on the skin. Up to some
point of resolution determined byits ‘‘funnel-
ing”’ capacity, it is possible for a stretch of skin
to distinguish among frequencies onthe basis of
the location each will seem to occupy when the
area In question is broadly stimulated. Thisis the
principle, so influential in auditory theory, on
which the Békésy cochlear model operates
(Bekésy, 1955). An approach made by Keidel
and his students at Erlangen, Germany,relies on

the Békésy model. Their application has its
source in the consideration thattactile response
to vibration has much in commonwith that of the
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ear, except for three importantfeatures: (1) The
two senses occupy overlapping, but quite differ-
ent, frequency ranges. For the ear, the range
importantfor speech extendsfrom about 300 Hz
to 3,000 Hz. The skin is most sensitive in the 25
Hz to 400 Hz range. (2) The skin’s sensoryre-
sponse to a stimulusis relatively sluggish, requir-
ing about 1.2 sec to reach a peak, while the ear
does so in less than one-sixth that time (0.18
sec). (3) Differential frequency discrimination is
sharp in the case of the ear, which in its best
performanceyields a Weberfraction ofabout 0.2
percent,the skinatits best does about 5 percent
and, as frequency goes up, becomes 50 percent
or more. Obviously, if spoken speech is to be
apprehendedbythe skin with anyfidelity atall,
it is necessary to transpose frequencies down-
ward into the region of the skin’s optimal re-
sponse. The Erlangen group went aboutitthis
way.

The basic experimentis that of Biber (1961).
Hefirst stored samples of speech—threeclasses
of monosyllabic words having high-, low-, and
middle-range characteristic frequencies, to-
gether with a selection of phonemes—on mag-
netic tape. The tape was then played back at
reduced speed to a Békésy cochlear model on
which the subject’s forearm rested. Three differ-
ent ratios of playback-to-recording speeds were
tried: 1:8 (which should yield frequencies nearly
ideal for the skin), 1:4, and 1:2. Endless tapes
with knownsyllables or words permitted multi-
ple training trials.

The 1:8 speed reduction proved unsatisfac-
tory, mainly because the presentation time ex-
ceeded the subject’s short-term memory; by the
end of a word he would have forgotten how the
word had started! (This perplexing problem has
been encountered in othertactile performances
andis far from solution.) The 1:4 time reduction
was satisfactory, however, and with this amount
of slowing in force Biber continued his training
experiments. Indeed, he found that unknown
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words could be correctly recognized 83 percent
of the time after only 18 hours of training, and
performance becamepractically errorless after
32 hours.

The fault of Biber’s system lies, of course, in

the fact that the time necessary for the transmis-
sion of a given segmentof speech has been mul-
tiplied by four. Since, in any normaloperation of
the senses or the response mechanismstriggered
by them, there is likely to be a good deal of
cooperation involving their acting together in
time, artificial slowing of speech has to be put
downasa serious disadvantage. Accordingly, the
Erlangen laboratory (see Keidel, 1968, 1974) set

about to remedy the defect.
The answer came in an ingeniousapplication

by Finkenzeller (1973) ofstill a different physical
principle. Divers, workingat great depths below
the surface, can sustain normalbreathingonly in
a helium atmosphere.Butit has the disadvantage
that the human voice, because of the high

velocity of sound in helium, becomes so dis-
torted as to be unintelligible. The way outofthis
dilemma has been found, quite recently, to be
simple. Speech sounds are highly redundant;re-
moving parts of them and providing continuity
to the remainder leaves them quite intelligible.
By a suitable computer program itis possible to
extract every fourth wave in a speechsignal, sup-
press the rest, and expand each remaining wave

to fill up the time period originally occupied by
all four. The only problemis that ofjoining the
segments in such a way as to avoid repetitive
clicks, and hence unwanted “periodicity pitch”
from them.This, too, was accomplished by Fink-
enzeller by smoothing the connection between
segmentswithin a 400-microsecondperiod, thus
obviating the click stimulus, which would other-
wise constitute an interfering signal.

The technical difficulties of sound expansion
having been overcome,there remainsthe impor-
tant question of how well the skin is going to be
able to utilize the transposed speech signal. To
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date onehas only the report (Keidel, 1974:31):
‘The preliminary results are very promising, be-
cause (a) 1t now works in real time, (b) tactile

memory is not overloaded, and (c) vibrotactile
information can be combined with that from

other sense modalities... .”’

ELECTRICAL ANALOGS

Untilnow we have been considering only me-
chanical systems that deliver signals, chiefly
those of speech, directly to the skin. There are
electrical analogs, however, some that extend a
considerable distance backin time. Early sugges-
tions along these lines were madeat the turn of
the century by MacKendrick (see Lindner, 1936)
and only a little later by DuPont (1907), who was
impressedbythefact that electrical pulses corre-
spondingto different musical tones from phono-
graph recordsyield some discriminably different
“feels” and could especially transmit musical
rhythmsto the skin. Serious attempts to deliver
speech signals to dermal electrodes have not
been carried out at a frenzied pace, however,
especially following the disappointment occa-
sioned by the more or less complete failure of
the electrocutaneous form of MIT’s Felix (Le-
vine et al., 1949-51). There have been some,

however. Mention should be madeofthe work of
Anderson and Munson(1951) at Bell Telephone
Laboratories, which did muchtoestablish limits
for the avoidance of pain and to specify some
conditions of successful discrimination ofsig-
nals. Significant also are the experiments of
Breiner (1968), in Germany. He devised a four-

teen-element electrocutaneous vocoder, seven

electrodes on each hand, which possessed the
virtue that spatiotemporal patterns, marked by
vivid perceived movement,could be created with
word sounds, thus adding a possibly valuable
element for use in cutaneous communication
systems.

Perhapsthe mostpersistent and thoroughgo-
ing attempt to mediate speech soundselectrocu-
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taneously was that of Lindner (1936). Indeed,
after findingthat direct feeding of speech signals
into dermal electrodes gavelittle in the way of
discrimination, he made a valiant effort to sal-
vage whathe could by devising an interesting,if
primitive, vocoderthat utilized both mechanical

and direct electrical stimuli. The four fingers of
the left hand divided upthetask, the index and
little fingers receiving electrical signals repro-
ducing high and middle frequencies, while the
middle and ring fingers got mechanical stimula-
tion by low frequencies. There were no revolu-
tionary findings. This somewhatanalytic scheme
overestimated the value of the vocoderprinciple,
but it does represent a unique combiningof me-
chanical and electrocutaneous approaches to
tactile communication, perhapsthe only such hy-
brid ever attempted.

The impression should notbeleft that efforts
to communicate electrocutaneously have been
entirely sterile. On the contrary, much has been
learned aboutthe basic psychophysical functions
involved (lower and upperlimits of intensity and
frequency discrimination, etc.), relation to pain

and discomfort, preferred electrode arrange-
ments, and reaction time to such stimuli. Incom-

plete to scanty information has been acquired on
such mattersas thelimits and possibilities of spa-
tial discrimination, generation of movementpat-

terns, masking, and temporal integrations in
electrical stimulation. Much more needs to be
learned about the conditions for the avoidance
of pain in electrocutaneous communication. The
reviews by Breiner (1968), Rollman (1974), and

Sherrick (1975) point up the problems.
Weshall be returningto the topic of electrical

approaches,for there have been some interest-
ing attempts to synthesize coded skin languages
with this mode of stimulation.

PICTORIAL DISPLAYS IN TACTILE

COMMUNICATION

It is not only the auditory environmentthat
may be transmuted to somesthetic sensation; the
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visual world can be represented as well. Therein
lies the possibility of alleviating someofthe bur-
den of blindness. Three lively systems, tactile
television, the Optacon, and the Elektroftalm,

have been devised to this end. Each will be dealt
with briefly.

Tactile TV, a developmentcarried out at the
Smith-Kettlewell Institute of Visual Sciences,
San Francisco, provides an elaborate array of
400 tiny electromagnetic vibrators that presses
against a 10" X 10" area of a subject’s back (Col-
lins, 1970; White et al., 1970). The vibrator ma-
trix reproduces with sufficiently fine grain the
image picked up by a vidicon camera. Thus a
vibrating pattern of a two-dimensional imagein
the camera’s field of view is transferred to the
subject’s back. The subject can manipulate the
vidicon, moving it vertically and horizontally to
bring the image to any part of the matrix or,
indeed,to takeit “‘off screen.” This is important,

because it may well be that the transit of the
imageacross the borderofthe field provides the
salient cues that permit recognition of objects by
way of their cutaneouspatterns. Thatis strongly
implied by the experiments of Craig (1974).

It is too early to evaluate tactile TV. The sys-
tem has undergone several modifications, in-
cluding departure from the mechanical mode of
stimulation; e.g., an electrocutaneous matrix

that contacts the abdomenhas beensubstituted.
Also, special arrangements with respect to elec-
trode design and application have been intro-
duced (Saunders, 1974). Whatever the outcome
for a visual substitution system,it is already ap-
parent that much remains to be learned about
the spatial properties and inherentlimitations of
both mechanical and electrocutaneousdisplays.

The Optacon (optical-to-tactual-conversion),
an instrument developed at the Stanford Re-
search Institute, is also intended as a reading aid

for the blind (Bliss et al., 1970). The device
presents a set of tiny pins, 144 of them in a 24
X 6 array, to a single fingertip. Movementofthe
pins depends on vibration of piezoelectric Bi-
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morphreeds to whichtheyare rigidly attached,
andthese, in turn, are controlled by a bank of 24

phototransistors, each controlling a lineal array
of 6 contactors. As the imageof a printedletter,
Say, passes over the photosensitive surface, cor-
respondingvibratorsare set in motion,with the

result that a vibratory “image” crosses the
fingertip. The moving display, in principle, is
exactly like the message that travels around the
Allied Chemical Building in Times Square, New
York; indeed,this kind ofrepresentation1s famil-

larly known as a “‘New York Times display.”
At least for some purposes, practical reading

rates are possible with the Optacon, but as with
tactile TV,full evaluationis not possible yet. The
device has only relatively recently been made
available commercially, but already scores of
blind people have receivedtraining onit. It has
an inherentlimitation as a readingdevice in that
it can comprehendonly oneletter at a time, but
this is also true of manyless “pictorial” systems
that involve, additionally, the learning of a novel

code. Moreover, written messages are not the
only materials to which the Optacon may be
adapted. Tracking experiments have been con-
ducted withits aid, and there have been atleast
preliminary explorations of the possibility of us-
ing it as an environmental form detector(Bliss et
al., 1970).

The third of this trio, the Elektroftalm, is a

Polish invention (Starkiewicz and Kuliszewski,
1963). It was developed mainly to provide a mo-
bility aid for the blind.Its ‘‘field of view,” some
30° or more wide, is sensed by a camera, the

“film” of which consists of 120 photocells
mounted on top ofthe user’s head. With suitable
amplifying and switching elements in each cir-
cuit, changes in light intensity activate a mosaic
made up of 120 small vibrators contacting the
forehead. As with tactile TV (the Elektroftalm,
first reported in use in 1962,is essentially its
technological ancestor) sufficiently large and
bright objects on a dark background maybe de-
tected. Assuming head-orientation cues to have
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been learned sufficiently well, the tactual ‘‘im-
age’’ can aid in avoiding obstacles and in recog-
nizing somefamiliar objects by their highlights.
But, as its inventors say (Starkiewicz and Kulis-
zewski, 1965:32), “appreciation of a distinct
plastic imageis out of the question.”

All three of the pictorial systems described
above have embodiments involving direct elec-
trical stimulation of the skin. We have seen that
tactile TV has recently taken a turn in thatdirec-
tion with its electrocutaneous abdominalsignal-
ing system.In the course ofits development, the
Optacon in electrocutaneous form was given a
brief trial, which proved generally unsatisfactory
(Melen and Meindl, 1971), and the Elektroftalm
was also converted to direct electrical stimula-
tion of the forehead,but with results that seemed

not to warrant continuation of the project.
It would behelpful if a set of crucial experi-

ments could be devised and carried out to settle
the long-standing question of the degree to
which the human skin simulates the human eye
in its capacity to make spatial distinctions. There
is no difficulty in supplyinga fine-grained mosaic
to the skin, but to what extent is it a waste of

effort? The skin is not innervated in the same
waythat the retina is; the suspicionis strong that
tactual space is not just a vaguereplica ofvisual
space. Presumably, pictorial systems of tactile
communication standor fall on the answer.

CODED CUTANEOUS LANGUAGES:

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

All the message systems we have considered
thus far have involved imposition on the skin of
language symbols developed throughout human
history for either visual or auditory conveyance.
The thought must have occurred that spoken or
graphic stimuli may not be the most congenial
for the skin to mediate. There is another way to
go aboutsolving the general problem of cutane-
ous communication.Instead of requiringthe tac-
tile mechanism to deal with signals unnatural to
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it, one mayask, “‘Whatdiscriminationsare possi-
ble for the skin and its neural attachments?”If a
substantial number of highly distinctive and
manipulable signals can be discovered, it would
then be possible to code them to symbols already
in the receiver’s possession.

There is one obvious existing code that
presents itself as a viable candidate, Interna-
tional Morse. Anyone whohas learned the Morse
codefor use in radio or telegraphy andis there-
fore able to receive it through audible dots and
dashesor,as in shipboard signaling, by flashing
lights, is equally capable of interpreting mes-
sages by way of mechanicaltaps or buzzes on the
skin. Indeed, cutaneous Morse has benefited
from a specialized miniature and portable instru-
ment dubbed Taccon (Dalrymple, 1973), which
facilitates coded communication in manysitua-
tions. Interestingly, there have also been experi-
ments aimed at ascertaining the feasibility of
electrocutaneous Morse (Foulke and Brodbeck,

1968). The results of these were not unexpected.
Subjects well versed in International Morse who
could receive errorlessly at the rate of 20 five-
letter words a minute when getting an audible
signal were highly variable in performance on
the dermalcode,receiving at no better than half
this speed whenfully practiced. The main difh-
culty was in distinguishing the boundaries be-
tween dots and dashes; and adjustments of
intensity, rise time, carrier frequency, etc., did

not improve the situation. Thevery factors that
bring about a deterioration of performance
whenelectrocutaneousstimulationis substituted
for mechanical in the various pictorial systems
already considered appear to be responsible for
a similarly poor outcomehere.

Actually, despite its widespreadusefora vari-
ety of purposes, chiefly because itis highly resis-
tant to noise degradation, International Morseis
really quite inefficient becauseit 1s very wasteful
of time. Having only the two building blocks,
dots and dashes, with which to work, strings of
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these symbols have to be separated bycostly si-
lences if the alphabet, numerals, punctuation
marks, and conventional abbreviations are to be

accommodated. Proficient Morse operators,
those to whom important messages are en-
trusted, seldom exceed the rate of about 25 five-
letter words per minute. Compared with
ordinary reading or speaking rates, even with
speeds achieved by practiced braille readers,
Morseis really a very pedestrian language. Any
scheme demanding fewer blocks of silence
would be an improvement.

An approach to achieving a set of tactile
coded languages was made bythe author,his
students, and colleagues over a span of years at

the University of Virginia and,later, at Princeton

University. Four systems of cutaneous communi-
cation were developed: vibratese, body braille,
the optohapt, and polytap. Each hasits ownset
of principles while sharing the commonproperty
that each depends on coding.

Vibratese
Vibratese was the outgrowthofa broad attack

on the area of cutaneous communication that,

reversing the earlier approach of trying to make
the skin adapt to somepreviously existing com-
munication hardware, asked what basic discrimi-

nationsthe tactile system was capable of making.
In brief, it asked, ““What is the tongue of the

skin?”’ From the outset it was apparent that a
dimensionalanalysis of the skin’s discriminatory
capacities was needed. Once the decision was
madethat sustainedvibration wasthe stimulus of
choice—superior to transient pressures, pokes,
orjabs, which fail to take advantage of the excel-
lent temporal distinctions of which the cutane-
ous system is capable—the dimensions involved,

at least the first-order ones, became obvious.
The discriminable dimensions of vibration,

taken in relation to bodily stimulation,are: inten-

sity (amplitude or energy), duration, frequency,

and locus. There are several higher-order di-
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mensions, such as wave form (simultaneously

operating frequencies), movement(changeoflo-
cus through time), ‘‘attack” (change of ampli-
tude through time), and someothers, but these

are not at the heart of the matter and, for the

most part, only provide shadings of perceptual
patterns that, by extending coding possibilities,
could enrich the vibratese language.

The fundamental experimentsleading to vi-
bratese are those of Spector (1954), who did a
rough casting up of the roles of both intensity
and duration; Howell (1956), who obtained the

first important data on locus; and Goff (1967),
whose measurements of frequency discrimina-
tion revealed whythis vibratory dimension could
not be readily accommodated. It remained for
Howell to engineer a suitable code andto ascer-
tain with what ease it could be learned (1956).

The initial attacks on intensity and duration
werestrictly psychophysical. Applying vibrators
to the chest region—mainly becauseit provided
a relatively trafhc-free expanse of skin (we had
possible vehicular use in mind)—there werefirst
determined the numberof discriminable steps
(“‘just-noticeable differences’’) that could befelt

between a pointsafely above threshold and one
well below the discomfort level. On the average,

fifteen steps could be appreciated. Similarly,
there were charted perceived differences in vi-
bratory duration betweenthe briefest buzz iden-
tified as such and a relatively long-lasting one (2
sec). About twenty-five steps could be discrimi-
nated. But just-noticeable differences are not
codable units;if a particular intensity or duration
were to be presentedin isolation it could not be
identified without error (Miller, 1956). If code
symbols are to be attached to vibratory intensi-
ties and durationsit 1s not safe to go above four
or five steps of each. Actually, not more than
three steps were used in either dimension. More
were not needed because, meanwhile, the deci-
sion had been reached to use five well-spaced

loci on the chest and not to present more than
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one vibratorat a time. Since, where separate di-

mensions of the stimulus are combined,the in-

ternal relations are multiplicative, a total of

forty-five signals (3 X 3 X 5) could be derived

from the three steps of intensity (strong, moder-
ate, weak), the three of duration (long, medium,

short), and the five loci (separated by about 5-6
inches and arranged domino-fashion). ‘Twenty-
six specific combinationsof intensity, duration,

and locus were coded to letters of the alphabet,
attention beingpaid to frequency of usage when
assigning them; another ten were coded to di-
gits; and a few wereset aside for the most com-
monly recurring words in English prose
(Geldard, 1962).

The vibratese language, having available a
relatively large numberofuniquecollocationsof
its three basic dimensions, proved to be far more
efficient than simpler schemes,such asthetele-
graphic code. There are no wasteful silences in
it. But could anyone learn it? The answer came
quickly. Not only could it be mastered in a short
series of training sessions, but two- and three-

letter words could be introduced quite early in
that learning. One subject acquiredvibratese so
rapidly that, within a matter of a few weeks, he

was receiving almost withouterrorat the rate of
38 five-letter words a minute, a speed that nearly
doubles that of proficient Morse reception.
When the experiment was discontinued it was
not because the learning ceiling had been
reached but because, in the precomputerperiod
in which the first work with vibratese was done,

signals could not be transmitted anyfaster!
Muchlater (Geldard and Sherrick, 1970), the

presentation-rate difficulty was overcome by
controlling the vibrators with eight-hole tapes
punchedfor the Tally reader, locus being coded
on five hole positions, intensity on two, and du-

ration as either a one-columnor a three-column
pattern. This arrangement madepossible speeds
hitherto unobtainable. Also, by then, the more

rugged Sherrick vibrators were available to re-
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place the modified relays originally used in the
Spector and Howell experiments, and easy at-
tachmentto the body could beeffected with Vel-
cro tapes (Sherrick, 1965). Accordingly, vibrator
positions were changed from the chest region,
whereall but the weakest signals are readily con-
ducted to the cochlea by wayofthe rib cage,to
the fleshy surfaces of the upper and lower arms
and to the pit of the stomach. The new place-
ment, if anything, made acquisition of the vi-
bratese alphabet easier than before, but it did
not resolve the problem,alluded to previously,
of the almost aphasia-like effect in which individ-
ual letters could be comprehendedwith ease but
“blocking” intervened to prevent retention of
letter order and hence word meaning. Weshall
encounter this phenomenonagain.

Body Braille
Bodybraille—as it cameto be called because

it involved presentation ofsix stimulators widely
spread out on the skin: two on the forearm at the
wrist, two near the elbows, and twoclose to the

shoulders—wasdevised less as a practical com-
munication system thanas an attempt to manipu-
late the variable of body locus in_ basic
experiments (Virginia CutaneousProject: 1948-
1962:47). The confining of stimuli to the hand
and especially the fingertips has become almost
a fetish in tactile communication, with conve-
nience for the experimenteras the chief factor
recommendingit. Since it had been found with
vibratese that not more than seven contactors
could be used andstill preserve absolute identifi-
cation of locus, even on the most expansive tho-
rax, a natural conclusion was that intercontactor

distance should never be allowed to limit dis-
crimination in a tactile communication system.

In body braille uniformly brief, 60 Hz bursts
of vibration weredelivered to the six contactors
on the arms. For the commonestletters (E, 7, A,

O, I, N) only a single vibrator was assigned; for
all others double, triple, or quadruple contactor
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combinations werepresented simultaneously.It
was foundthat as manyas four vibrators could be
energized in a single pattern andstill preserve
perceptual uniqueness, provided only that three
of them not be confined to one arm. Thelatter
arrangement producesinteresting inhibitory in-
teractions in which wrist and shoulder loci com-
bine to suppressthe elbowvibration unlessit, in
turn, is raised in intensity. Then, indeed,ifit is
intensified sufficiently, it can inhibit the other
two! The bodybraille alphabet was mastered in
a few hoursby its constructors (J. F. Hahn and
the author), and, within a weekofdaily sessions,
Germanproverbs were being successfully trans-
mitted and deciphered, albeit a little ponder-
ously.

The Optohapt
A third communication system characterized

by coded signals is that furnished by the op-
tohapt (Geldard, 1966), essentially a tactile
reader that utilizes a large portion of the two
square yards of skin constituting the human in-
tegument. It was originally devised to demon-
strate the fundamental principle that spatial
information, when cut off from its primary sen-
sor, the eye, should be fed to the only other

space receiver the body possesses, the skin. At
the same time,the optohaptrelies on temporal
informationaswell, so thatall signals generated
by it are essentially spatiotemporal.

The reading element consists of a bank of
nine photocells—it is, indeed, the reader unit of

the Battelle optophone—whichtriggers ninevi-
brators distributed over the body (two on each
arm and leg, one on the upper abdomen,care
being taken to avoid corresponding body
points). The language concocted for the op-
tohaptwasarrivedat only after thoroughinvesti-
gation ofall available symbols in the 1BM library
of type faces, for the material to be “‘read’’ was

typed on papercarried bythe platen of a long-
carriage, accounting typewriter. If uniquenessof
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perceptual recognition is taken as the criterion,
which it was, most of the letters of the English
alphabet prove to be poor candidates. Only the
letters, J, J, and V survived the weeding-out pro-
cess, which involved a total of 180 characters and

was conducted by the pair-comparison tech-
nique. The really discriminable signs are made
up of punctuation marks, some mathematical
and business symbols, and a few moreesoteric
forms, some found chiefly on brandingirons!

Several subjects were trained up to a sufh-
ciently high level of performance to demonstrate
the adequacy of this system for general tactile
communication (Geldard and Sherrick, 1968).

Beginning with familiarization with isolatedlet-
ters, then random alphabets at the pedestrian

rate of 70 characters per minute, two-letter, then

three-letter words were presented, until short
sentences, containing only short words, could be

received with ease. Concomitantly, as the “traffic
would stand it,” speed was moved up to 100
characters per minute,and for onesubject, even-
tually, 125. This, of course, is not rapid commu-

nication (a maximum of about 25 words per
minute), but performance left little doubt that
more rapid rates would bepossible if presenta-
tion speed could be increased. This was subse-
quently accomplished by punching into Tally
tape a code havingthe greatest possible resem-
blance to that of the optohapt.

Polytap
Meanwhile, a fourth system, polytap, came

under development, chiefly at the hands of
Douglas Rohn, working in the author’s labora-
tory. It has existed in several forms derived from
the unexpected experimental result that radical
changes could be made in vibrator number and
position without seriously interfering with the
subject’s ability to retain and use the code. The
question aroseas to whetherit might be possible
to transfer optohapt patterns to the fingertips
(for convenience) despite the generally poordis-
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criminatory behavior shownbythefingersin ear-
lier experiments with vibration (Gilson, 1968).

Since the difficulty with prolongedvibratorypat-
terns delivered to the fingertips seemsto reside
in the prodigious amount of stimulus spread
within the bony hand,it wasjudged expedient to
reduce the “buzz” to a “tap” and rely largely on
locus (but somewhat on duration, supplied by
short trains of well-spaced discrete taps) to give
uniquely codable signals. The polytap instru-
ment is thus equipped with twelve Bimorph
benders, six for each hand, onefor each finger,

and one for the thenar eminence of the palm.
This battery of contactors delivers either single
(2-msec) taps or train of three of them.Suitably
coded—the commonerlettersall represented by
single taps—24 letters of the alphabet are ac-
commodated. The two least-frequently encoun-
tered letters are signaled by a whole-hand
“blast,” Z on the right, Q on the left hand. The
code is readily computerized, and was.

Experience with the polytap is very revealing
(Geldard and Sherrick, 1972). Since the desire
wasto ascertain possibilities, not establish popu-
lation normsfor whatwasessentially an untried
system, two subjects were given intensive train-
ing for a period of six months. After alphabet
familiarization they were rapidly brought up to
the handling of familiar four-letter words. When
words,as contrasted with scrambledletters, were

introduced,tactile reading speed doubled quite
abruptly and both subjectsfelt strongly that, with
intensive practice in that direction, speed could
have beentripled. But, though readingrate got
up to 24 four-letter words per minute, chains of
words could not be sustained beyond aboutsix
or seven. Blocking occurred wheneverthere was
a failure to assemble the elements of a wordin
visual imagery. Simple diphthongs could not be
handled as units; even the word ‘‘the’’ had to be
visualized letter by letter and the letters put to-
gether. We saw the samedifficulty in Biber’s ex-
periment.
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It is clear that polytap points up the necessity,
in developing tactile communication systems, of
placing a high priority on central somesthetic
processing capabilities, not just the skin’s capac-
ity to discriminatesignals. Towardthe end ofthe
six-month training period (and with something
of a view to rallying flagging interest!) the poly-
tap subjects were given less monotonous materi-
als to read. The first part of Madame Bovary was
edited to restrict word and sentencelength but,
of course, to retain inherent associative values
and redundancy.Ceiling performance proved to
be at the rate of 28 five-letter words per minute,
but it simply could notbe held at that speed for
long; rate increases from daily practice and fa-
miliarity with context werenullified by failures of
synthesis and consequentblocking.

Air-Jet Stimulator
It is not only contactor impacts and elec-

trocutaneous substitutes for them that may be
coded to form tactile languages. Another ap-
proach1s to supply local pressures with the gen-
tle gradients furnishedby air puffs, as was done
in the air-jet technique developed by Bliss and
his colleagues (Bliss and Crane, 1969). This
method proved to be a precursor to the Opta-
con, many features of the latter having been

worked out with a matrix of 40 air jets (5 X 8).
These, spaced on 1/4" centers (and subse-
quently packed together with only 1/16" spacing
that wouldfit the fingertip) emitted brief puffs of
air under 3-psi pressure. Air flow was inter-
rupted 200 times a second andthus there was
delivered an essentially vibratory stimulus. At
first, full block letters were used in the matrix

display, but subsequently better performance
was realized by simplifying theseto a set of char-
acters more nearly like those of the optohapt.

A novel developmentwiththeair-jet stimula-
tor was the introduction of translatory move-
ment in the display. Two kinds were tried, a
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rotation in small circles of the jet tips and a
‘“moving-belt”” (Times Square) motion across
the display. Both wereeffective in that they im-
proved letter recognition and thus increased
reading rate. Highly motivated blind subjects
were the beneficiaries of the training supplied by
these experiments; one of them is reported to
have achieved a reading speed of forty words a
minute.

Theair-jet display also served as the medium
for the investigation of another importantaspect
of tactile communication (Bliss et al., 1966). This
concerns the amountof information obtained in
brief tactile exposures as contrasted with therel-
atively meager amounts reported in immediate
memory span experiments. The 24 interjoint
‘‘pads”’ of the fingers of the two hands (thumbs
excluded) were stimulated by from 2 to 12 simul-
taneousair puffs having 2.5 msec overall dura-
tions. The observer was set to note certain
specific loci and his time of report was con-
trolled, as in comparable experiments in visual
perception (Estes and Taylor, 1964). While
showing the absolute inferiority of tactile to vi-
sual short-term memory, similar processing op-
erations were judged to be in effect in that
subjects had much more information in their
possession at the time of reporting, providing
time was not delayed more than about 0.8 sec
beyond stimulus termination, than their rela-
tively poor tactile immediate memory spans,
measured conventionally, would seem to indi-

cate. A modeldepicting tactile memory tasks was
constructed.It calls for a sensory register having
a duration of only a few seconds, which, how-

ever, has a storage perhaps 50 percent greater
than the capacity of the short-term memorystore
and which decays exponentially with a time con-
stant of 1.3 sec. Short-term capacity is held to
differ widely in size for different people and to be
limited chiefly by spatial, rather than temporal,
resolution properties.
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The Visotactor
Our inventory of coded tactile mechanical

devices would be incomplete without mention of
the Visotactor (Smith and Mauch, 1968), devel-

oped at Mauch Laboratories, Dayton, Ohio, and
designed as a reading aid for the blind. This
instrumentis not uniquein principle, butit in-
volves an interesting adaptation to the reading
task. The Visotactor consists of a molded, hand-

held device that can belaid on a typed pageand,
guided bya so-called colineator, which insures
that the instrumentwill be kept “‘on line,” trans-
formed by photocells typed or printed letters
into patterns of tactual stimuli delivered through
pins to the fingers; the resulting tactile complex
is a lively one. We have encounteredthe princi-
ple, of course, in both the optohapt and the Op-
tacon. It is the mobility and adaptability of the
Visotactor that makesit different. It will accom-
modate type from 7 to 36 points in size and can
be used by the blind to read unusual materials,
such as envelopes, bank checks, and labels on

jars, bottles, or cans, to mention a few. Other

applications suggest themselves.

CODED CUTANEOUS LANGUAGES: ELECTRO-

CUTANEOUS SYSTEMS

The coded systems based on electrocutane-
ous stimulation, of which there are several,
should not detain us long. By and large, they
have not met with much success. The difficulty
seems always to be the same,the relatively un-
clear signalthatfails in discreteness coupled with
the excessive time required to process it, once
received.

Continuous efforts, over a two-and-one-half

year period, to develop an analog of vibratese
led to such poorresults as to have discouraged
further exploration in that direction (Foulke,
1968). Loci at all ten fingertips, two intensities,

and two durations were keyed to 26letters, sev-
eral punctuation marks, and some commonshort
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word endings. Though subjects attained speeds
of20 words per minute or more,it wasat the cost
of long reaction timesto signals, well over a sec-
ond on the average, and, in most instances, the

necessity of analyzing the compositionofthe sig-
nal into its dimensional constituents. Whether
the perceptual difficulties were inherent in the
use of electrical stimuli or whether the dimen-
sion of locus was overloaded in this system Is not
clear. Such failures of synthesis were not present
in vibratese once the learning process had ad-
vanced to a high enoughlevel.

The same laboratory that attempted elec-
trocutaneous vibratese also tried out a kind of
bodybraille (Alluisi et al., 1965), with three elec-

trodes on each side of the body, and also an

electric braille confined to six fingers (Foulke,
1968). The coding principle of keying only to
locus seemsto have wonoutin this competition,
and there was subsequently developed a novel
system in which the characters to be coded,in-

stead of being drawn from the English alphabet,
were those belonging to the Katakana Syllabary
(Foulke and Sticht, 1966). These language sym-
bols, together with Hiragana, the script form,
total 48 basic characters which, along with two
diacritics that bring the numberto 73, are well
known to the average literate Japanese and are
used in teaching reading and writing to children.
Employingsingle-, double-, and triple-locuspat-
terns with exclusively fingertip electrocutaneous
stimulation, experiments were carried out with
eight Japanese subjects familiar with kana. Early
learning wasrapid, and combinationsofsyllables
forming words were ultimately mastered so that
connected prose could be received successfully.
But, as with so many other attemptsto synthesize
a facile cutaneous language, final word rates
were disappointingly low and error rates were
high; this promising effort has to be judged as
having led to generally unsatisfactory perfor-
mance.
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ELECTROSTATIC POSSIBILITIES

The path through the forest of tactile lan-
guage symbols has been lengthy and somewhat
tortuous. It has, at every turn, offered choice
points between two major approaches, mechan-
ical stimulation of the skin or creation of sensory
signals by direct application ofelectrical stimuli.
There can belittle doubt that, on the whole, the

mechanical techniques haveoffered better solu-
tions than have the electrocutaneousones.

But, as was indicated at the beginningof our
journey, there is a third possibility, that of cre-
ating mechanical motions of some complexity at
the skin surface by appeal to the electrostatic
properties of tissues. Experience hereis not ex-
tensive, but some things are known, and there

has even been a proposal for a working system
that might mediate sophisticated communica-
tion.

Early interest in electrostatic stimulation of
the skin was displayed in Piéron’s Paris labora-
tory by Chocholle (1948). Some of the essential
conditions for successful vibration of the skin
were worked out by him, including the require-

ments that the skin be absolutely dry if the con-
denser property is to emerge. Moore (1968)
showed howthresholds vary from finger to hand
to arm and howelectrode area was an important
variable in such experiments. Recently, there has
been a somewhat moreelaborate application of
the electrostatic principle by Strong and Troxel
(1970), who devised a matrix of closely packed

metal pins, a 10 X 18 array 1.0" wide and 1.8"
long, which may be explored conveniently by the
finger. Each of the 180 pins, the flat distal ends
of which constitute a condenser “‘plate,’’ sepa-
rately completes a circuit by way of finger and
hand to a commonelectrodeat the heel of the
hand. Bipolar square-wave pulses, repeated at
the rate of 200 pps, elicit what 1s described as a
“texture” sensation wheneverthe finger 1s used
as a probe to explore the array of pins. The
“feel” is dependent to some extent on the ampli-
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tude of the pulses and partly onthe pulse repeti-
tion rate. No “‘texture’’ is felt unless the fingeris
moving.

Attempts to assess the possible utility of the
texture patterns have involved,in addition to the
obvious measures of absolute threshold and
decrements in them with increase of electrode
area, the size of the just-discriminable intensity
increment (5-10 percent), and that of the fre-
quency change (40 percent, with 200 pps as a
base), experiments in which the internal spatial
features of the matrix have been varied. It ap-
pears that two points or twolines within the array
can be discerned as two if there are as few as
three intervening ‘“‘dead”’ pins. A point can be
discriminated from lineif only two blanks sepa-
rate them. The measurements were relatively
crude by ordinary psychophysical standards, but
the result that pattern differences of this degree
of discriminability could be foundat all holds out
a hopethat the electrostatic method mayone day
come into its own.

Tracking and Monitoring

Is it possible to track a moving target with the
aid of purely tactile signals? The answeris cer-
tainly positive, but the qualifications that have to
surround it depend on what, precisely, is meant
by “track,” “moving,” and ‘“‘target.”’ Specifica-
tion of one or moreof these usually comes when
the question1s put in the form,“Howdoestactile
tracking compare with visual or auditory track-
ing?”

Anyone with a predilection for a particular
answercould find supportin theliteratureforit.
Cutaneous tracking has been shownto be as
good as, better than, and worse thanvisual track-

ing; it has been demonstrated to be ona parwith,
better than, and worse than auditory tracking.It

all depends on the kindofsituation selected for
test, howstrictly analogousthe tasks are in any
two modalities being compared, and what as-
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pects of the tracking response (time on target,
errors, etc.) are selected as indicators of profi-
ciency. In somesituations, tactual tracking is as
goodas visual but only so long as target speed
is low; let the task demand morerapid following
and vision promptly exerts its superiority (How-
ell, 1960).

In one experiment (Hofmann, 1968) utilizing
a simple task involving steering to avoid going
off an erratic path and in which continuouserror
feedback was deliveredeithervisually (two white
lights—oneto theleft, one to the right), by audi-

tory means (white noise in one ear orthe other),
or tactually (weak electrocutaneouspulse to one
or the otherside of the neck), an overall tracking
efficiency score distinctly favored the auditory
and tactile modesoverthe visual. In anotherex-
periment (Schori, 1970) in which fifteen subjects
tracked byvision, anotherfifteen by hearing, and
a third fifteen by feel, the three tasks being

strictly analogous, there proved to be no reliable
difference among the groupscores. As a practi-
cal matter, one channel was as effective as any
other. However, when a secondary task wasset
up, that of monitoring an extraneous signal that
had to be respondedto even asthe tracking per-
formance was continuing, there was an apprecia-
ble decrementin the primary task being carried
out with tactile cues. Visual and auditory tracking
performances were muchless affected. The tac-
tile channel apparently exacted muchgreaterat-
tentional effort than did the other two.

The role of cutaneous perception in tracking
behavioris best approachedfrom the standpoint
of cooperation rather than substitution. Except
for the predicament in which neither sight nor
hearing1s available to provide the needed cues,
the tactile contribution presumably should be
that of supplement rather than surrogate. As a
matter of fact, few experiments on tracking be-
havior have come even close to replicating the
complexities of real-life situations. There are a
great many modern tasks, both public and pri-
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vate, that put unusual demandson flexibility of
attention, rapidity of reaction, soundness of

judgment, and coordination of muscular re-
sponse.As a case in point, let us considerthe task
of the aircraft pilot. He ‘‘tracks” a great deal,
considering that many of the data dictating an
airplane’s flight are nowadays processed auto-
matically. The most important thing a pilot can
do whenflying an airplaneis to insure that he
will remain current with respect to air traffic con-
ditions in both his near and remote environ-
ments. A survey of the circumstances
surrounding mid-air collisions in military flying
showsthat four out offive of them occur in day-
light and with normal visual ground contact in
force. By andlarge, it is not material failure or
poorvisibility or even the fact that air speeds
have been increased tremendously in recent
years that accounts for collisions, as one might
suspect.

While this is not the place to attempta full-
scale analysis of the pilot’s task, it should be
noted that the visual demandson him are prodi-
gious, literally surroundedasheis with flight and
engineering instruments, many of which haveto
be consulted with somefrequency. If sensory in-
formation other than the visual could relieve
some of the monitoring tasks, allowing more
freedom for search of the air space, it would be

a great boon.Or, quite apart from freeingvision,
if other sensory data providing much the same
informationthat only the eyes are privy to could
be supplied in a supplementary way, just to pro-
vide confirmation and reassurance, there would

undoubtedly be a net gain ontheside of reduc-
tion of observational fatigue and increase of
overall efficiency. Tactile communication could
be of real help in cutting down the complexities
and contributing to reduction ofstress.

Someofthe tactile tracking experiments have
clearly shown how. Durr (1961) demonstrated
that a five-vibrator signaling system, arranged
domino-fashion on the chest (and, later, with an
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increase of accuracy, more widely spread out on
the body), could furnish a suitable bidimensional
display that could give muchthe samedirections
as are now supplied bytheILs (instrument land-
ing system,a visual blind-flying guide). Triggset
al. (1974) have proven the efficacy of both me-
chanical and electrocutaneous displays to yield
basic ‘“‘pitch-and-roll’” data. Hill (1970) has
showntherelative superiority of a ‘“‘ripple”’ type
of display (rapidly successive pressures spread
out overthe skin, analogous to some automobile
turn signals), superiorat least in the promptness
with which the receiver of the message responds
to it. And there are a numberof simplerthings,
e.g., provision of a tactual signal to replace or
amplify a visual one in warningsituations, such
as ‘‘change gas tanks’ and “‘too much pressure
on the brakes”’ in taxiing operations.

It must be obvious that the guidance ofair-
craft does not constitute the sole area of applica-
tion of cutaneous tracking in the service of
vehicular and mechanical tasks. Cutaneoussig-
naling can be employed successfully wherever
amounts, directions, rates, or even formsofrela-

tional information, suchasare revealedbyrefer-
ence to coordinates, are to be transmitted

(Geldard, 1960). This means that the potentiali-
ties of tactile communication have not even
begun to be realized. There is much onthe shelf
to be put to use, but precious few are casting
glances at the shelf.
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Chapter I1

ACOUSTIC COMMUNICATION

René-Guy Busnel

In the total complex of animal behavior the
isolation of a single system of communication 1s
due to an arbitrary choice subject to a specific
technology. Experimental results obtained by
this method must be considered as incomplete,

and they acquire their full value only whenasso-
ciated with results obtained from other means of
information. They form a part of the puzzle of
animalbehavior,thatfield of synthesis which be-
longs to ethology. Animal acoustic communica-
tion should take its place in this framework of
reference without preferential isolation, except

in special cases. It can be considered as an entity
only if its relative and hierarchical position in the
polymorphic and polyvalent animal communica-
tion system is kept in mind.

During the last twenty years the study of
acoustic communication has madea great leap
forward, in part because of technical progress in

recording, signal reproductions, and their

graphic analysis. Thousands of publications and
about fifteen synthetic books (see references)

concerning different zoological groups form the

Reprinted from Animal Communication: Techniques of Study
and Results ofResearch, ThomasA. Sebeok, ed. (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1968).
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present basic documentation and include almost

all orders starting with invertebrates. From the
first publications onward, animal acoustic com-
munication has formeda relatively coherent en-
semble drawing upon varied disciplines such as
anatomy, physiology, neurophysiology, psycho-
physiology, and physical acoustics. The reader
may wishto refer to some of the many exhaustive
studies synthesizing this question and to other
chapters in this book. In this chapter only those
aspects of animal communication which seem to
open newperspectives will be developed.

Hierarchical Position of Acoustic Signaling
In Relation To Other Means of

Communication

The hierarchic value of acoustic signaling
differs, in relation to other means of communica-

tion, for each animal species employingit in vari-
ous behavioral situations.In certain birds, it is of

prime importance, as Briickner (1933) demon-
strated in the hen and Schleidt (1960) in the
turkey. In the latter species, for instance, the
female, surgically deafened, laid and sat on her

eggs normally, but after the young hatched, she
did not seem to be able to differentiate them
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from predators and killed them as she would
predators who approachedthe nest. The acous-
tic signal given by the youngturkeys had a funda-
mental hierarchic value which induced
recognition by the mother and suppressed her
aggressiveness. Lacking this signal, the female
turkey, in spite of visual information, was domi-
nated by her aggressive behavior pattern. Simi-
larly, the mother hen, unable to hear her chick,

but seeing him isolated undera glass bell, aban-
doned him.In innate behavior in these species,

acoustic signals thus have a privileged position.
Lorenz (1950) and his students showed in the
duckling and gosling that imprinting depends on
acoustic and visual signaling.

In the sexual behavior of the insect Ephip-
piger (Busnel and Dumortier, 1954), the female
is wholly oriented by the sexual signal, and goes
toward a loudspeaker emitting signals of the
male even whenshe is near a silent male. The
sexual behavior of the sow 1s controlled by asso-
ciation of kinesthetic, optical, chemical, and

acoustic signals; in the sequence of copulatory

behavior, the experimentally isolated acoustic
signal of the male, in 80 percent ofthe cases,is

alone sufficient to ensure immobilization reflex
behavior (Signoret et al., 1960). A porpoise,
completely blinded with rubber cups, swims
without error through a maze of diverse obsta-
cles utilizing only his echolocation system (Nor-
ris, 1961, studying Tursiops), and he is able,

under these same conditions, to detect metallic

targets as small as 0.2 mm in diameter (Busnelet
al., 1965a and b, studying Phocaena). The sameis
true for the bat (Griffin, 1944; Dijkgraaf, 1946).

In somebat and dolphinspecies acoustic signal-
ing by echolocation is hierarchically equal or su-
perior to visual information. These examples
may be multiplied. However, generalizations
cannot be drawn, because in each species the
situation depends upon sensory factors which
predominate and induce one behavior or an-
other at a given moment.
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Finally, it must not be forgotten that some
acoustic signals may beclosely related to ges-
ticulatory or kinesthetic signals such as in sea
gulls (Tinbergen, 1959). In the case of honey
bees, Wenner (1962, 1964) and Esch (1961,
1962, 1965) showedacoustic signals, as much as
or more than chemicalsignals, to be inextricably

linked to the signals of the dance. In thesecases,
communication is composed of a complexoffac-
tors, and it becomesincreasingly difficult to find
a nonrelative value in a given signal form.

Transmission Channel and

Background Noise

Each animalspecies is surrounded byits own
Umwelt (air, water, or solid) in which the trans-
mission of vibrations follows specific physical
rules. These vibratory phenomena support in-
formation during acoustic communication. The
transmission channel, even when considered as
homogeneous,is notinert, and it plays a role in
signal structureorits perception thatis indepen-
dent of its total effect on the organism under
consideration. In nature, the transmission chan-

nel always contains a background noise level
whichis statistically characteristic of the species’
biomesand biotopesand is, of course, related to
natural events such as rain, wind, and the break-

ing of waves. Moreover, when anacoustic signal
is propagated in nature (which cannotrightly be
considered as a free field), numerous acoustic

wave reflections are produced. These, in their
turn, constitute a special part of background
noise and bring about both a loweringof signal
intelligibility and a diminution in thesignal car-
rying power. Returning signal waves are modi-
fied by obstacle impedance and volumetric form.
This is perceived by certain species which em-
ploy this information for their autodirectivity
(echolocation). Whatever the importance of the
channel backgroundnoise,it can besaid that in
natural surroundingsit almost always occurs and
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that, up to the present time, perception studies
have too often neglected this signal-to-back-
ground-noise relationship from which the lis-
tener’s peripheral analyzers have to extract
whatever properinformationis contained in the
signal.

Another background noise whose impor-
tance has been underestimated is a specifically
biological one which is superimposed onthe nat-
ural background noise and from which message
information must be extractedif the intelligibil-
ity coefficient is to remain acceptable or reach
threshold perception. This biological noise, pro-
duced especially in a crowd or dense social
grouping which is engaged in a moreorless
determined social activity (as in a reproduction
area, a hive, a colony, a pack, or a fraternity),

consists of a certain aggregate noise: the sum of
all the emitted individual signals and the by-
products of motoractivities (wingorflight noise,
noise of legs against the substratum,etc.). This

latter carries no specific information. Such bio-
logical noises are emitted,for instance, in group-
ings of sea birds, bee colonies, porpoise schools,
or seal harems. It covers exactly the samefre-
quency bandasthat of the species’ signal emis-
sion and would thus, theoretically, lead to an

auditory saturation, making it impossible to
transmit far-field any information other than
specific information (such as the general noise
characterizing the species). An animal must
therefore have the capacity of perceiving a signal
and extracting it from a random background
noise. This signal individualizes communication
between members of a species. The physical
characteristics whichallowthis detection are var-
ied, each animal using its own specific sensory
organsto this purpose.In somecases these must
even be able to detect an information-carrying
signal whose intensity is below that of the back-
ground noise. Cherry (1957) has described this
phenomenon in man as the ‘cocktail party
effect.”” So far in animal communication it has
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receivedlittle attention from bioacousticians. Its
origin can berelated to a preferential motivation
whichtriggers an acute selectivity of the nervous
centers, the biophysics of which is still little
known. However, it can be observed in quite a
few higher animal groups, notably gregarious
vertebrates, that members of a permanent or
temporary couple are capable of personal recog-
nition through individualized acoustic emis-
sions, even though the number of such
simultaneoussignals sent producesa high back-
ground noise level [individual recognition ex-
periments with the emperor penguin (Prevost,
1961) and with bats (Mohres and Kulzer, 1956;

Griffin, 1958].
These problems of masking background

noise in the transmitting canal should be more
thoroughly studied. They would surely interest
psychophysiologists as well as neurophysiolo-
gists, for whom this question should prove par-
ticularly interesting since it is not. strictly
auditoryin the usualsense. Thatis to say, it does
not concernjust the eighth pair of nerves. The
decoding of special information,selectively cho-
sen from the background noise by meansof a
guiding motivation, 1s probably analogousto the
mechanism used for specific vision. There it is
the eye which, directed by a particular motiva-
tion, selects from the mass of data constituting
the backgroundnoise such small informative de-
tails as a word on a pageora letter in a word
which alone focus the attention. Possibly this is
also the case in olfaction.

Communication Sound Source

Sound sources either have a mechanical
origin by specialized or nonspecialized emission
organsorresult from vibrations imparted to the
substrata by a part of the animal body acting as
an amplifier. Percussion on the substratum as a
sound source is illustrated by ground-tapping
(usually with the hind feet as done by prairie
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hens, rabbits, mice, Neotema), by woodpecking
(series of shocks producedby the beak of wood-
peckers), etc.

The range of sound emission organs found in
the animal kingdomis quite varied; they are usu-
ally bilateral in invertebrates and very often un-
paired in vertebrates. They mayberestricted to
one sex, or they may present a considerable sex-
ual dimorphism. Theyare found onall different
parts of the body. For example, the following
may be found functioning as sound emission or-
gans in invertebrates: chitinous toothed files
which, by friction, stimulate a vibrating body—
wing, elytra, antenna, thorax, leg, abdomen (Or-
thoptera, Crustaceans); friction or vibration of
nonspecialized organs such as the wings (mos-
quitoes and some moths); semirigid plates on a
resonant cavity stimulated by neuromuscular
contractions (T'ymbal method—Cicada); reed-
like organs which function by aspiration andex-
piration of air (death’s-head hawk moth, Sphinx
atropos). In Myriapoda two species have been
found, Scutigera and Rhysida, which can automate

legs. These species have no special stridulatory
organ; however, when the legs are separated
from the body, they emit sounds. When they are
intact, they are silent. The hypothesis is that the
noise emitted by the leg attracts predators, leav-
ing the animal free to flee (Annandale etal.,
1913; Cloudsley-Thompson, 1961).

In lowervertebrates, there is much polymor-

phism and a great variety of sound sources:
nonspecialized organs may produce friction, as
do vomerineteeth in certain fish; osseous, rattle-

type apparatuses maybe found, made up ofmov-
ing, oscillating parts which knock each other
when agitated, as in rattlesnakes; whistling or
vibrating apparatuses which function by air ex-
pulsion through a more orless differentiated
tube (larynx) ending in an aperture (glottis) with
more orless functional lips. The expelled air is
supplied by the lungs themselves or by being in
contact with an air pocket reserve with or without
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diverticula (vocal sac of some amphibians); and
finally, membranes maybe stretched over reso-
nating pockets (as is the swim bladderoffish).
‘These apparatusesare activated either by exter-
nal percussion (fin beating) or by contraction of
muscles disposed in different ways around the
cavity.

Sounds produced by nonspecialized organs
are also found in higher vertebrates. These in-
clude breast-beating in the gorilla, organ-clap-
ping such as wing-beating of the wood pigeon,
drum-rolling in the hazel grouse and gold-col-
lared manakins, and trembling of remiges (pri-
maries) and rectrices (tail feathers) in the
woodcock and snipe. Owls and storks use their
beaks, and somebats (Méhres and Kulzer, 1956)
and some insectivores, such as tenrecs (Gould,

1965), use their tongues. In manyhigherverte-
brates specialized organs are found, usually
working by propelled or aspirated air in a more
or less differentiated tube equipped with modu-
lating membranesorslit system. These organs
are vocal cords, muscular glottal lips, the larynx
of odontocetes, and the bird larynx and syrinx.
These apparatuses often have additional organs
which form air reservoirs or resonators(clavicu-
lar and cervical air sacs), as foundin the bustard,

ostrich, crane, and morse. In some monkeys

these features are foundin the thyroid cavity, as
is the gibbon’s vocal sac or the hyoid bonereso-
nating chamber of the New World howler mon-
key. Curious peripheral sound organs are also
found suchasthe fifteen-spined sound apparatus
in tenrecs, the Madagascar Hermicentetes, Centetes

(Gould, 1965), and thetail bell of the Bornean

rattle porcupine, Hystrix crassispinis. Anatomists
and morphologists have described the remark-
able richness of the character of these structures
in hundredsofanimal species. However, muchis
still unknown. For example, it is not yet known
what elements generate echolocation clicks in
odontocete Cetaceans and in manybats. Phona-
tion mechanics1s a large field which still needs
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much exploring, and the microphysics of most
phonatory apparatuses remainsto bestudied in
many species.

Whetheran animalthatis provided with ade-
quate sound emission organswill or will notacti-
vate them, depends upon physiological and
psychophysiological factors particularto the spe-
cies and its ecological conditions. Such factors
may be abiotic—temperature [applies mostly to
poecilothermal animals, but also to some verte-

brates as, for instance, to the foot in the

flycatcher bird (Curio, 1959)], humidity, or hght

—or they may be endogenous (hormonalstate,
age, psychological motivation, etc.). When a
sound emission occurs, it follows a code in which

different factors come into play: rhythm, pulse
repetition rate, amplitude variation, intensity,

frequency, etc. The periodicity of biological ac-
tivity (circadian and seasonal rhythms underthe
influence of temperature and light) mayalso in-
fluence sound emission. The animal’s age deter-
mines eventhe natureofthe signals. Insect larva
and nymphs do not generally have the sound
apparatus which the imagohaslater. The signals
of young mammals and birds do not have the
same physical structures as do adult signals (sub-
song).

Other interesting aspects of studying sound
emission apparatuses of animals may be looked
at from a mechanical point of view. It can be
considered that sound, when emitted by an or-
gan having a more or less complex mechanism,
is the product of this mechanism transmitted via
the central nervous system. This system thus
governs the physical structure, sinceit is a result
of the structural dynamics of the apparatus un-
der consideration. In this case, acoustic signals

are the result of the activation of anatomicalele-
ments which are controlled by neuromuscular
structures, in turn directed by neuromotor cen-
ters.

It is even more interesting to find that there
is, In some species, specific programmingofin-
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nate acouStic activity associated with other as-
pects of behavior and under control of the
higher nervousstructures. This is easier to dem-
onstrate in invertebrates, where the acoustic ac-
tivity is genetically fixed (Leroy, 1962) and where
the nervous structures are more circumscribed
and less diffuse than in highervertebrates. It is
not surprising to find cellular grouplocalization
in the brain which selectively commandsthe de-
scending neuromotor channels, activating mus-
cular fibers of the sound-producingorgans. This
coincides with data known about the role of
more orless specialized centersof different lev-
els of the central nervous system which com-
mand, by a given channel, a corresponding
muscular reaction in voluntary or involuntary
acts. The first example of this localization was
experimentally obtained by Hiiber (1952) on the
field cricket. Interestingly enough, it was shown
that the signal emission was regulated, not by
one or more stimulating centers, but by the sup-
pression of action from inhibiting centers. That
1s to Say, as soon as thesecenters were destroyed,

the insect transmitted its signal almost continu-
ously. Depending upon the centers and the
neuromotorcoordination whichthese governed,
corresponding activated muscles put the elytra
into different stereotyped positions. These
movements werein all respects comparable with
those found in thedifferent signaling pattern be-
havior of the species, such as sexual call, court-

ship, and rivalry signals.
Thehigher centers in the cricket controlling

sound emission are localized in the pedunculate
and central bodies. Fighting behavior wasset off
by the caulicles and the corpus callosum. The
center of the pedunculate body was found to
govern the courtship song. The central bodydi-
rected sound apparatus vibrations, coordinated
with the placingofthe elytra in a “‘flat position.”
It is almost certain that the sounds emitted after
these stimulations are not simple noises but a
series of pulses organized into a signal and hav-
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ing all the features of natural and normalsignals.
In amphibians,reflex croak of the “warning”

type has been obtainedin the leopard frog Rana
pipiens by mechanically stimulating the anterior
part of the spinal cord (Aronson and Noble,
1945). Working along the samelines, Schmidt
(1965) has done excellent experimental research
on central respiration mechanismsandtheir re-
lation to acoustic signal transmission in different
Anura, Rana and Hyla. In these speciesall vocal-
izauon control is localized in the trigemino-
isthmic-tegmentum, which activates the phon-
atory motor mechanisms.In fact, the vocal cords
and glottal system which regulate air flow are
excited by the intermediary of the vagus; abdom-
inal muscles making up the air pump system are
controlled by the spinal nerve and the hyoid
depressors by the hypoglossal nerve.

Mating calls can be obtained by nerve-
impulse intensity or electrical stimulation when
taking into account the animal’s hormonalstate,
which may be modified with androgens. Schmidt
also concludes that mechanisms concerned with
phonoresponses, just like the sexual calls, ap-
pearto belocalized in the preoptic zone. Recent
research on birds indicates that stimulation of
different nervous centers sets off signals which
seem in all respects comparable to natural sig-
nals. In the male red-winged blackbird (Agelaius
pheniceus) vocalizations were elicited from an
area beneath the optic tectum including the
torus semicircularis and the underlying gray
matter. The vocalizations evoked by electric
stimulation resembled the calls given at the ap-
proach of a potential predator orcalls given by
birds being caughtin cages and held in the hand
(distress call). Whistle-type calls were evoked
from the hypothalamus (Brown, 1965). Different
types of calls have been evoked by electrical
stimulation of the brain in the cock or hen, but

responsive areas were not delineated anatomi-
cally except in the hypothalamus, where andro-
gen implants wereused (von Holst andSt. Paul,
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1963). In ducks, quacking is governed by the
archistriatum and the tegmental midbrain (Phil-
lips, 1964). The mesencephalon directs the
squawksofthe southern lapwing(Belonopterus chi-
lensis) (Silva et al., 1961) and the alarm call and
“ruckcuh” threat coo of the feral pigeon
(Columba via) (Heinroth and Heinroth, 1949;
Akermann et al., 1960; Rougeul and Assen-
macher, 1961). Anatomically, there are similari-
ties between the central gray matter of mammals
and the torus of other vertebrate classes. In all
cases, the sounds thus produced are innatesig-
nals; furthermore, they are associated with all the
corresponding attitudes or postures attending
these signals as for example, hair-bristling or
feather-ruffling.

In mammals, knowledge acquired by elec-
trical stimulation of the deep layers of the dien-
cephalon in unanesthesized animals showed
diffuse localization of the commandof vocaliza-
tion. These motor zones have never induced
morethan instinctive signals of the distress type,
whetheroncat, monkey, or porpoise. Amongthe
first of manystudies donein this field were those
of Karplus and Kreidl (1909) and Hess (1928).
Those of Hunsperger (1956) on the cat and of
Lilly (1958a, 1958b and 1962) on porpoises can
be more closely examined.

In the diencephalon and mesencephalon of
the cat, Hunsperger described zones which set
off defense or escape behavior accompanied or
not by roaring,cries, and growling, constituting,

however, a phonation rather than a message.
Control of varying behavior connected with this
defense is found in very different parts of the
brain. The distress behavior schemeis localized
in the mesencephalic central gray matter and in
the perifornical region of the hypothalamus.
This zone extendsinto the cortical region, espe-
cially in the periform lobe and the anteroventral
parts of the temporal lobe. Thus,this structural
entity extends from the mesencephalon to the
anterior brain. The primary cat mewing which
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occurs in uneasy situations is governed by the
mesencephalic level underthe substratum and1s
a complementary of the defense reaction. The
secondary mewing which appearsafter stimula-
tion is set off from Papez’ circuit, the hippocam-
pus, and also from canals which connect these

structures to the preoptic region.It 1s probable
that these vocalizations are at least partially re-
lated to distress signals. As yet, the sounds thus
elicited have never been really studied as com-
munication.

According to Lilly, attaining the motor area
in the monkeyresulted in vocalization; however,

as yet no true signal has been recorded,although
distress cries were probably emitted during
stimulation. Behind the parietal cortex in the
dolphin, and above what correspondsto theor-
bital cortex in man,1s the thalamic region at the
caudal nucleus level which controls the distress
signal and other sounds. These latter may be
extremely varied owingto the different vocaliza-
tion systems used by the animal(larynx, lips of
the blowhole, etc.) (Lilly and Miller, 1962).

The higher we go in the animal kingdom,the
more diffuse and heterogeneous become the
motor zones, introducing a notion of degrees of
freedom. The production of complexsignals de-
pends upon numerouscenters which interfere
with each other, and thus no longer permit the
“all or none”’ responsesofinvertebrates or lower
vertebrates. In mammals, zones corresponding
to a specific signal are not found.Instead, gener-
alized phonation zones can be described which
are diversely activated by other centers con-
cerned with different emotional behavior pat-
terns.

The genetic transmission ofanatomical struc-
tures of a species does notgive rise to any partic-
ular problem as far as the phonating organsare
concerned.It is logical to consider the nervous
structures associated with these organs and, by
the same token, the morphology of innatesig-
nals to be genetically controlled. This has been
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demonstrated to be true for a great number of
species, whether invertebrates (Fulton, 1933-

1952; Perdeck, 1958; Leroy, 1963-1966), lower

vertebrates (Blair, 1956-1963) or certain birds

(Thorpe, 1961; Thielcke, 1961-1962; Messmer,

1956; Sauer, 1954). However, if the activation of

all phonation systems follows Mendelian laws, as

does their morphology, and if innate sound
emission follows the same rules, it is noted that

besides the mechanical (and therefore cerebral)

rigidity of the basic frameworkofphysical signal
production, a certain measure of choice eventu-

ally appears. This degree of freedom maybeex-
plained by a preestablished hiatus in the
commandcenter containinglearned information
memorized at certain stages of the individual’s
life.

An autocontrol, ensured by the ear through
a feedback mechanism, must be added to the

description ofcontrolofthe physical characteris-
tics of emitted sounds given above. Certain
birds, for instance, deafened at birth, are no

longer capable ofdeveloping the complete struc-
ture of the species’ specific songs (Huchtker and
Schwartzkopff, 1958; Konishi, 1964). Bred

solitarily in soundproofrooms,they develop that
portion of the complete species repertoire which
is inbred, but none of the learnedpart.

Control of phonation and sound emission by
the ear is also associated with learning mecha-
nisms which occurin certain social conditions
during the animal’s development(imprinting in
youngbirds, for instance) (Lorenz, 1950). This
learning can eventually lead (especially in many
birds) to great variationsin the physical form of
the signal, bringing about local dialects on the
one hand and psittacism or mimetism on the
other. In all instances studied, dialects had the
value of a true signal no matter whattheir physi-
cal characteristics. Imitations, on the other hand,

can probably be considered as a meaningfulsig-
nal for most species except possibly for parasite
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birds, where they simply reflect learning and an
empty phonatoryactivity.

In this learning process, genetic learning
affects the structure of vocalization as well as the
memorization processes. Here maylie one of the
most fundamental differences between man and
animals, as far as vocalization is concerned. In
man the only aspects of vocalization underge-
netic control are those qualities of voice deter-
mined by the structure of the larynx. But
languageas suchis usually learned through audi-
tion-phonation feedback.

The Message

The sound message, more than any other

communication method,lendsitself to compre-
hension and correct analysis by the experi-
menter, assuming of course, the electroacoustic
equipment to be precise. Sonagram frequency
spectra and oscillogram transcriptions have
becomeclassical in these studies, and they give

us a ratherprecise picture of the signal’s diverse
physical parameters. There are hundredsofpub-
lications concerningthis aspect of the acoustic
communication problem.

Certain analyses may be donebyseries of
elementary, orthogonal, translated functions in-

stead of by harmonicanalysis. These elementary
functions are damped sinusoidals, synchronous

with the pitch, and may be analyzed by autocor-
relation. Taking humanvoice analysis as a basis,
it is possible to determine the numberofbits per
second (or bauds) and obtain a partial quantifica-
tion based on different metrologies. Putting
sonagram-type signals on a digital machine is
madepossible by pointanalysis. A transcription
into machine code may then be made,thus ren-

dering the whole in a geometrical form easier to
manipulate than analysis madedirectly from the
sonagram. Theoriginal processes of form recog-
nition are now rather well known, and we must

think about applying them soonto animal acous-
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tic signals. Probably, this field will be first ap-
proached through studies on echolocation sig-
nals of porpoises and bats. These signals are
recorded by oscillographic traces which may be
directly interpreted by computer.

Acoustic frequency bandsvary widely accord-
ing to species and zoological groups. Low-fre-
quency signals are emitted by fish and certain
amphibiansand in flight noises. Very high fre-
quency signals are emitted by manyinsects and
some porpoises. The highest frequency
recorded is 350 kHz for the echolocationclicks
of Steno bredanensis (Norris and Evans, 1966).

For many of the lower species, the signal’s
morphologyis a close physical expression of the
mechanical structure of the emission apparatus.
These signals have thusa sort of obligatory phys-
ical form rigidly determined by the elementary
movementof the organs. Othersignals, on the
contrary, have a flexible physical structure due to
the possibility of varied uses of the same organ
(such as the bird syrinx, higher vertebrate vocal
cords, and the delphinid larynx) and to a direct-
ing brain capable of making choices.

Morethan any other communication method,
such as olfaction or vision, the acoustic signal’s
physical nature lends itself to reemission in
rather satisfactory conditions. The experimenter
can also intervene in the signal’s structure by
means of recording tapes. He maycut, fraction-
ate, inverse, filter, and isolate certain factors.

Thus, the signal’s physical nature makes possi-
ble, and relatively easy, synthetic signal creation
by meansof electronic technology. Tectonics of
the acoustic message may be composedofa sim-
ple, physically indivisible element called a
phonatom (or pulse or note accordingto differ-
ent. authors) which forms a sort of basic mole-

cule. This structure may be repeated a
determined numberof times in a given timepe-
riod. A rhythmic element thus appears. There
maybe relative amplitude variations in some of
these elements. The phonatom itself may be
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composed of a preferential frequency or of
groups of frequencies. The signal may be contin-
uous; however, it always has a defined length.

The simplest (although not simple) structures
are those of invertebrate and lower-vertebrate
signals. Bird signals are much more complex,the
same message having an extremely varied and
heterogeneous physical configuration. More-
over, individual variations appear which have
been broughtto light by systematic studies done
by many authors on certain birds such as the
finch, in which Borror (1961) finds 13 themes

and 187 variations. These individual variations
may be personifications of the message, al-
though it is not yet well known which physical
structure is related to individualization. One ex-
ception may be Laniarus erythrogaster described by
Thorpe (1963). In this species the temporal
parameter between the messages exchanged by
two individuals (i.e., the rhythmic pattern ofsi-
lences) carries the information, and not the

acoustic part of the signalitself.
Taking into account individual variations,

whether minororlarge, physical structure of the
message is organized following a code particular
to the species, and thus, from a purely zoological
pointof view, the structure has a specific charac-
ter. Its physical variants may even characterize
local populations (dialects). However, there may
also be analogousstructures in several species,
thus inducinginterspecific reaction asin the case
of alarm signals in some Corvidae (Busneletal.,

1957; Frings et al., 1958) and sparrows (Marler,

1957; Marler and Tamura, 1964). Finally, certain

animals are able, by memorization and imitation

to copy the physical signal characteristic of other
species. This has been shownto occur in birds
(Armstrong, 1963) which imitate the songs of
other species and eventhe voice ofmen and also
in the porpoise (Lilly, 1962; Batteau, personal

communication).

Graphic analysis of signals have not given
bioacousticians as easily prehensible a result as
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they might have at first hoped. The spectro-
graphic configuration, apart from artifacts which
it sometimes induces, provides a general charac-
terization of the phenomenon; however,in spite
of near perfection in techniqueit is difficult to
relate the image obtained after analysis to the
semantic content of the different parts of the
signal. Imperfect as it may be,it is certain that

the tendency of the future will be to masterall
elements of the signal composition by using
large computers(as is now done)1m a rathersat-

isfactory manner, with word synthesizers which

are being developed following the series of vo-
coders. This technology, applied to human
acoustic communication, is theoretically easy to
conceive and use, as the experimenter directly
controls the phenomenon by himself. The ap-
proachis quite different for animalacoustics, for
there, the animal’s responsesare the only objec-
tive proof of a positive result. This adds an extra
difficulty, but it is almost certain that in the near

future research will be orientated in this direc-
tion.

The notion of syntax, used here in reference
to human language,is acceptable to the biologist
because it can be assimilated to that of gestalt,
which takes into account the temporal form per-
ception obligatorily included in every signal.
The sound signal is a form, modeled after the

space-time relationship, and syntax is related to
recognition of the organizational value of this
structure. This is the notion of“pattern recogni-
tion.” If the signal, as such, has a recognizable
temporalstructure and thus a composite one,its
structure 1s syntactic. This aspect of the problem
has been little studied up to the present. Re-
search has been done on the following species:
insects (Busnel et al., 1956), amphibians (Ca-

pranica, 1964; Paillette, unpublished results),

birds (Thielcke, 1962; Bremond, 1962; Falls,

1962), dogs (Busnel, unpublished results), and
cats. Much new work is now under wayin this
field.
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How can the notion of space configuration be
approached? The answeris relatively simple in
electroacoustics. The natural signal is taken as a
starting point and is expanded, contracted, in-
versed, lengthened, shortened, etc. This type of
transformation has many possibilities, as Bre-
mondin our laboratory has shown,working with
variable-speed tape records, heterodynes (for
frequency transposition), ring modulators, fre-
quency modulators, level modulators, and
filters.

Message Content

An animal sound message contains a mini-
mum of two types of information. Thefirst in-
trinsic part indicates the presence of an
individual of the species, his spatial position,
and, in a numberofspecies (birds and porpoises,
among others), individualization—it is Peter or
Paul. The hierarchical status is also presentif a
gregarious species is concerned. The second
part of the message holds the semantic content
which translates the transmitter’s internal state
in a given behavioralsituation,thatis to say, his

motivation. It may also contain information rela-
tive to the milieu, such aslocalization of an indi-

vidual, an object, a territory, or a predator. A
thorough investigation of this subject has been
done on birds in particular by Marler (1956)
studying Fringilla coeles.

Signals are usually classed in function accord-
ing to the behavior which they elicit in the re-
ceiver. In the animal kingdom signals are
principally related to sexuallife (calling the part-
ner, courtship, andrivalry), family life (contact
and reciprocal parent-young relationship sig-
nals), and social life (hierarchy, group activity,
alarm, predator signaling, alimentary behavior,
territorial behavior, etc.). Vocabularies in the an-

imal kingdom vary widely in their complexity.
In many species the male sexual signal is

different from that of the female. As a matter of
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fact, in many invertebrates and lower verte-
brates, females are often mute. Experimentation
has shownthat sexual signals are recognized by
partners of the sameorof the opposite sex, or by
both. Information indicating the transmitter’s
identity has been indisputably found in many,if
not in all birds and in some mammals. When
both sexes emit sounds,partneror parent recog-
nition is accomplishedbyvery small variationsin
the signal’s physical constitution. As already
noted above, a curious exampleofthis is the bird
Lanarus, which does not use the signal itself as
a meansof individual recognition, but instead
uses the interval of time between calls and re-
plies in a duo (Thorpe, 1963, antiphonal sing-
ing). The transmitter’s social situation may be
equally transmittedin the signal, although domi-
nance in a groupis a rather abstract notion. In
reference to individual recognition, we may say
there is parental, filial, and social information.

In social situations, we find contact, anxiety,

and distress signals and also aggressive motiva-
tion signals such as territorial, rivalry, food,

alarm, attention, and flying-awaysignals. There
are different soundsfor different types of alarm,
graduated according to dominant motivation.
Manybirds and mammals are able to express the
degree of alarm, imminenceofpotential danger,
or excitement by varying the speed orintensity
of the emitted signal (Lorenz’s geese). Some bird
territorial defense signals vary according to the
intruder’s distance away, and bee signals vary
according to sugar concentration.

Interesting studies on sea gulls (Frings and
Frings, 1956) and bees, Apis and Melipone (Wen-
ner, 1962; Esch, 1962), have been made con-

cerning transmitted signal information about
food. The case of the honey-guide bird (Fried-
mann, 1955), holds special interest for its inter-

specificity. It conveys food-source information to
any mammal showing an interest, such as the

ratel or man, both of whom have been shownto

integrate the message andfollow thebird to its
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food emplacement. Signals have also been de-
scribed for bees and birds which give informa-
tion concerning the location of nests or
nest-building materials.

Information concerning predators has been
well described for birds and for some mammals
such as the prairie dog (King, 1955). The signal
may contain data indicating the spatial position
ofa danger, whetherit be on the ground or in the
air. These signals may be physically quite difter-
ent, however, without being specific to a special
danger. They may be understoodby several spe-
cies (Marler, 1956; Busnel and Giban, 1958).

Wenner (1962, 1964) has shown in bees that

acoustic signals can, through combination of
simple signals, transmit several informative
parameters. In somebirds, and in particular in

the robin, Busnel and Bremond (1962) have

found signals transmitting a minimum of two
sets of information. Oneof theserelates to the
transmitter’s situation, the other designates by a

message a particular individual. This important
fact has been proved by WeedenandFalls (1959)
studying the ovenbird (Seiurus aurocapillus) and
by Bremond (1966) studying the robin, the wren

( Troglodytes troglodyte), and the finch (Fringilla coe-
lebs). The schamama (Copsychus malabaricus),
studied by Gwinner and Kneutgen (1962), is par-
ticularly interesting in that it incorporates inits
territorial defense signal an imitation of some of
the motives of the song of the intruder, thus
personalizingthe threat. In the porpoise Tursiops
truncatus Lang and Smith (1965) and Bastian
(1967) also showed that acoustic signals could
transmit complex data. Man excepted,these are
so far the only knowncases in the animal king-
dom of a real combination of signals. This will
pose anew the syntactic problem,as will the ex-
perimentwith ‘“‘crayfish counterpoint” (or can-
crizan). The signal when read backwards shows
the semantic contentsto be related to the order
of sounds perceived either phonetically or
prosodically. This meansthat, in general, succes-
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sive elements have a certain syntactic construc-
tion. In fact, if we consider the physical frame-
work of the message and thusits organization,
the semantic informationis based on a structure
which is sometimessimple, but more often com-
plex. In many lower animals a very simple char-
acteristic of the signal is reactogenic. The value
of the signal’s sharp wavefront has been shown
to set off the attraction reaction in the female
(Busnel and Dumortier, 1954). If a single artifi-

cial transient sound or sharp-wavefront sound,
with a sufficient intensity 1s sent, it takes on the
same value as the species’ natural signal. This
reaction to transients is interspecific.

On the contrary, pulse repetition rate is a
very specific characteristic of a signal and may
even serve in taxonomic determination (Dumor-

tier, 1963a; Haskell, 1961). Variants of this char-

acter have been found in some amphibians
(Busnel and Dumortier, 1955; Capranica, 1964).

The entire signal is not always necessary as a
support of information. In a fish, Bathygobius
soporator, for stance, Tavolga (1965) found that
the length of the signal could be reduced by 50
per cent and its rhythm and frequency modified
in large measure without altering the informa-
tion value, which seemed to remain unchanged

ifjudged from the pointof view of the receiver’s
behavioral response. Thus, information is not

carried by the entire signal, and the richness of
mostacoustic structures should probably be con-
sidered redundant. This redundancy acts as a
protection against background noise and in-
creases the signal’s intelligibility. Redundanceis
an importantnotionin biology,andits value has
not yet been fully understood.

Falls (1962) and Busnel and Bremond
(1962), in their studies on some birds, have
found several reactogenetic signal characters in
which there is a certain syntactic organization.
This organization has notas yet been found to be
a generalrule, and each species must be consid-

ered as a special case and studied separately. The
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structure and semantics of animal signals are,
nevertheless, quite rigidly fixed, and in the com-
munication of most known species today there
are only invariants. Thus, the signal repertoire
seemslimited, and in a way, stereotyped,sincein
the entire animal kingdom (bees, some birds,
and possibly porpoises excepted) semantics is
limited to objective situations evoking an in-
stanteous or immediate-future type of event.
Modifications in rhythm and dynamicsindicate
an evolution in the degree of motivation, but in
most cases do not show a change in semantics.
Howeverthere may be in a message,atleast two,
if not more, semantically significant units such as
distance and designation of an intruder con-
tainedin theterritorial defense signal or the kind
of danger and distance from it contained in the
dangersignal. We do notyet know how torelate
a given unit to a distinct message structure; but

it seems certain that there is no true signal com-
bination, and thus there can be no language,in
the true sense of the word, since signal combina-
tion forms one of the bases of language (by sig-
nal combination is meant the possibility of
associating basic acoustic structures, so as to

form and transmit new information). There are
probably degrees of complexity in the combina-
tory potentiality of an acoustic communication
system which maybesigns of complexity of the
system itself. Animal vocabularies are rather
poor and finite, the richest one having,as far as

we knowtoday,only thirty to fifty different sig-
nals.

Destination

The auditory system, whichisthefirst physio-
logical step in message reception, depends upon
a series offunctionally and anatomically complex
organs. The ear does notpresent a unity of de-
velopment. The external, middle, and innerears

differ as much by their embryological origins as
by their chronological formation, and the three
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elementary germ layers of the first embryonic
stages all play a role.

In vertebrates, the bilateral organs which per-
ceive only excitations of a mechanical origin are
always groupedin the headperiphery, while, on
the other hand, in invertebrates the system is
composed of manyreceptors scattered over the
body. These are mechanoreceptors, many of
which areofthe hair sensilla type. In vertebrates
there is a pressure and time analyzer system
which allows detection of vibrations as well as
perception of spatial position and inertia. The
reception organs, called stato-acoustic, can
reach a great degree ofsensitivity in higher or-
ders. We havein the animal kingdom quite com-
plete morphological data for a large number of
receptor apparatuses, their peripheries, the
nerve channels, and the higher centers of the
diencephalon.

On the other hand,physiological theories of
hearingare neitheras definitive norassatisfying.
The phenomenonof nerve coding, by which in-
formation is transmitted to nervecenters,isstill
not clear. Besides, if hearing is taken as the basic
physiological theme, message integration,as far
as communication is concerned, is still only a
part of behavioral studies. We meanhere to sum-
marize only someofthe manyaspects ofhearing.
The comparison that generally can be made be-
tween the frequency hearing range of the animal
(whetherit be obtained by electrophysiology or
conditioning) and the frequency spectrum ofthe
sound signal it emits showsthat, in most cases,
hearing ability extends much beyond the fre-
quency field belonging to the species’ acoustic
communication. Actually, focusing ourattention
strictly on the frequency field leads to a narrow
conception of auditory characteristics, since the

hearing apparatus is a time gauge much more
than it is a Fourier’s series analyzer and espe-
cially measures the intensity-time relationship
(Pimoniv, 1962).

Anotheressential pointis the notion of feed-
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back between the hearing system and the phona-

tion system. Phonation control by hearing exists

in practically all the animal kingdom starting
from the evolutionary stage when the animalis

capable of choice in the motives of his vocaliza-
tion. There is absolute proof of this in studies

done on some deafened birds (Konishi, 1964;

Mulligan, 1964) and in Kaspar-Hauser-raised
birds. In comparing message reception and spa-
tial localization to emission systems, a second

important point should be noted. “Binaurality”’
of the auditory system is currently found in the

animal kingdom, but phonatory emission sys-
tems are often unpaired. Finally, it is to be re-
membered that message reception through the
auditory canalis possible only in the presence of
a central motivation which permits an objective
selection of a given signal from the background
noise. This is even possible during a partial loss
of consciousness, as during sleep. There are
manyclassical illustrations of this fact: after cop-
ulation many female animals are no longerat-
tracted by~ the male signal which they
nevertheless perceive; a satisfied animal will not

react to a foodcall. |
I believe that lack of understanding of this

problem is one of the main causesforthe intel-
lectual gap which exists between hearing physi-
ologists and behavior specialists. Central
motivation 1s thus one of the main keys to a se-
mantic integration of the message in communi-
cation. The starting point of the system 1s, of
course, audition, but at a sensitivity level con-

trolled by a numberof physiological functions.
Mere observation of animal behavior, although
useful, is not sufficient for a correct interpreta-
tion of the message problem.It 1s necessary to be
able to control the stimulus and thus follow
eventual changesin the reactions, which can be
the only criteria of the semantic value of the mes-
sage. These reactions may be oriented move-
ments, attraction, repulsion, flying, or running
away and phonoresponse—all of which have
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been widely used byscientists experimenting on

many animal species. One of the first experi-
ments of this type which maybecited is that of

Regen (1914) who, fifty years ago, attracted a

female cricket to the telephone call of a male,
and most recently the experiments of Lang and
Smith (1965) and Bastian (1967), who, working

along theselines, studied an eventual passage of
information between two separated porpoises.It

is in using such techniquesthat the semantic and
syntactic value of a messageorits structure may
begin to be studied. This does not mean we
should thus be able to understandall messages,
because in any case the experimenter doesnot
have access to that which we mayterm the inner-
most conscience of the animal. Thus, manyreal

emotional factors are not perceived, since they
are not manifested by coordinated motorreac-
tions. Probably morespecific information will be
obtained in the future from chronic animals
equipped with radio telemetric transmitters.

In some species reaction to a messageIs in-
nate, automatic, and often of the reflex type.

This is true particularly in invertebrates and in
relation to alarm and distress messagesin almost
the entire animal kingdom.Forthis reason, these
messagesare often referred to as stimulus-sign,
releaser, etc. In other kinds of messages, part of

the information is learned. This is notably the
case in individual recognition in somebirds and
mammals. This learning is associated with the
receiver’s general ability to learn the form of
certain acoustic messages which he then inte-
grates into his own communication vocabulary.
The importance of signal-form learning in the
acoustic signals of somespecieswasfirst demon-
strated by Koehler’s German school (Sauer,
Messmer, Thielcke), using the Kaspar Hauser

technique ofraising birds in acoustic isolation,
and by Thorpe in England. According to Marler
(In press), who has analytically reviewed this
question, learning occursat different agesorlife
periods, andis related in a certain way to Lo-
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renz’s imprinting. Learning seemsto be impor-
tant at different levels such as the group,species,
family, couple. Although the signal may belo-
cally modified in its physical characteristics, the
semantic information usually remains un-
changed. There may be an exception to this in
signals newly learned at a certain stage in the
individual’s life which were notpart of his prior
vocabulary. Nicolai (1959) describes such in-
stances in the female bullfinch who learned cer-
tain signals from her first husband which were
different from those she learned in her family
surroundings. Another exampleis the robin’s in-
stantaneous imitation of an invader’s signal.
Thus, the invaded robin embodies its designa-
tion: “I am talking to you, invader of the mo-
ment” (Bremond, 1966).

Codification

The study of animal acoustic communication
may be considered as an outgrowth of semi-
ology. Therefore, Sebeok’s term, ‘‘zoosemiot-
ics” (1965), taken from de Saussure’s (1916)
“semiotics,” seems quite adequate,sinceit is a
study of a system based on signs whatevertheir
origin may be. In most of the animal kingdom,a
particular signal correspondsto a definite situa-
tion or to a given orinnate experience according
to the repertoire of the species. Whenthereis a
variant, it has not been proved whetherit is only
related to the physical aspect of the signal or
whetherit also concerns the semantic content.
From a semiological pointofview,if specific sig-
nals are total, complete messages, any mutilation

destroys the meaning. It seems very probable,
then, that accordingto the species the meaning
or semantic contentis ratherstrictly related to a
series ofphonic productions which would bedis-
tinctive, nonsignificant units. This makes most
animalacoustic interaction truly semiotic, consti-

tuting a real sign communication system.
Language functioning is related to the fact
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that language may be decomposed into discon-
tinuous, differential, or numerable discrete
units. In the animal kingdom,can the total mes-
sage be analyzed in smaller units, oris it itself the
smallest communication unit? The message
seems to lack first articulation units (since the
smallest significant unit in each case is the in-
decomposable total message) and functions by
secondarticulation units (since the least altera-
tion of successive phonic productions changes,
and probably destroys, the messagein manyspe-
cies). Therefore, animal acoustic communication
seemsto be essentially a code composedofsig-
nals having as corollaries fixity of content, mes-
sage invariability in relation to a single situation,
irresolvability in the nature of what is said, and
unilateral transmission. The significance of a
statementis determinedbythesituation in which
the speaker emits the statement, as well as by the
auditor’s behavioral responseto that statement.
Even in animals, relayed communicationsexist,

at least at certain levels of communication such
as those of birds and probably porpoises.

It must be rememberedthatthe richness ofa
communication code is not composed exclu-
sively of acoustic signals, and that is why a large
numberof animals have a more complete, com-
plex code constituting a large number of other
signal forms. It is in combiningtheir usage that
information correspondingto the species’ social
relationships can be transmitted. The more
evolved an animal species, the more complexis
its code of acoustic signals. However, some of

these species—birds, bees, and porpoises—
merit special attention in the light of recent stud-
ies. It is yet too early to judge the importance of
results obtained from experiments on theseani-
mals, but it is possible that, in view of future

experiments, the idea of communication sys-
tems, which1s at present a little too mechanical,

may have to be revised. Even if in the animal
kingdom an ontogenesis and anatomical phy-
logeny of the phonatoryand auditory organs can
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be found, thus increasing our knowledge, the

enormousdifferences concerning acoustic com-
munication systems between species must be
soughtessentially at the level of the functioning
of the brain, which,after all, remains the princi-

pal organ directing the essential psychological
activity of all animals.
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Chapter 12

ECHOLOCATION AND ITS RELEVANCE
TO COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR

Donald R. Griffin

Most bats and marine mammalsorient them-
selves by emitting orientation sounds that are
adapted for the purposeof locating objects at a
distance by hearing their echoes (Grifhin, 1958;
Vincent, 1967; Airapet’yants and Konstantinov,

1970). They maintain normal orientation when
vision is impossible, but become disoriented if
deprived of hearing or if prevented from emit-
ting orientation sounds. As far as we know
echolocation 1s a sort of “solipsistic communica-
tion” between an animal and its environment.
While the source of echoes may be the body of
anotheranimal, only passive physical reradiation
of sound waves is involved rather than active
reply by the second animal. Hence,echolocation
does not properly fall within any reasonable defi-
nition of communication behavior, and its dis-

cussion in the present volumeis justified only by
its indirect relevance to the physiological and
behavioral phenomena that may be important
both in echolocation and in communication.

The echolocation of animals escaped notice
until electronic technology permitted translation
of the orientation soundsof bats from the ultra-
sonic range (20 to 150 kHz) into the frequency

range of human hearing (Griffin and Galambos,
1941). The discovery of echolocation in whales
and porpoises required conversion of underwa-
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ter sounds into sounds conducted through air
(Schevill and Lawrence, 1949, 1956; Kellogg et
al., 1953; Kellogg, 1961; Norris, 1966; Airapet’y-
ants and Konstantinov, 1970). While bats of the

suborder Microchiroptera and marine mammals
of the order Cetacea are the two groupsin which
echolocation is well developed and well studied,
there are isolated cases in cave-dwelling birds
(Griffin, 1958; Novick, 1959; Medway, 1967;

Griffin and Suthers, 1970), and it occurs in a

rudimentaryform in terrestrial shrews (Gould et
al., 1964; Buchler, 1972) and rodents (Rosenz-

weig and Riley, 1955). Even human beings are

capable of a limited form of echolocation, al-
thoughit is not known to be important except to
the blind. For blind men, however,it is of the

utmost importance (Supa, Cotzin, and Dallen-

bach, 1944; Griffin, 1958; Rice, 1967); I shall

return below to further discussion of human
echolocation.

Reliance on echolocation for rapid mobility
underdifficult conditions places severe demands
notonly on the auditory receptorsbut also, more
importantly, on the analyzing capabilities of the
animal’s brain. Manybatsfly in totally dark caves
where irregular rocky obstacles are numerous
and unpredictable. They also fly with equal skill
in forested areas, avoiding branches, leaves,
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twigs, vines, and other small objects of consider-

able complexity. Some cetaceans swim in darkor
highly turbid waters wherevisionis oflittle if any
use. Often there are rocks or other underwater
obstructions to be avoided, and some of the

smaller porpoises live in muddyrivers and lakes
where they must swim close to submerged vege-
tation, fallen trees, and roots. Two examples are

especially impressive in the case ofbats: landing
on somesuitable object and drinking water on
the wing. The first maneuver involves flying
close to the landing place, slowing, then rapidly
turning the body upside down,andfinally reach-
ing for a toehold with the hind claws. Errors of
a few millimeters produceeither an unpleasantly
hard collision or a fall and the need to repeatthe
whole procedure. Bats commonly fly low over
the surface of water and dip the lower jaw or
tonguejust sufficiently to drink. An error ofa few
millimeters would result in either failure to reach
the water or in a splashing submersion. Smooth
floors often elicit this type of drinking behavior
in captive bats, indicating that the specular re-
flection of orientation soundsfrom a horizontal
surface is interpreted as a sign of water available
for drinking.

The echolocation of stationary obstacles for
many years appeared so incredible that no one
even suggested that the same mechanism might
also be used to locate small moving targets. Nev-
ertheless convincing evidence has shown that at
least under some conditions both bats and por-
poises pursue insects and fish, respectively,
largely by echolocation (Griffin, 1953, 1958;
Griffin et al., 1960; Norris et al., 1961). Despite

the sensitivity and acuity of echolocation, some
insects are located by passive hearing of their
flight sounds or sounds resulting from their
movements on the ground or in vegetation
(Kolb, 1961; Airapet’yants and Konstantinov,
1970). The accuracy and precision of echoloca-
tion implies that the auditory nervous system re-
sponds selectively to faint echoes’ from
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significant objects, despite a variety of other
sounds competingfor the animal’s attention. An-
imals thus endowed mightfind the analytical re-
quirements of an advanced communication
system already at their disposal. While scarcely
any solid evidenceis available, it may be of inter-
est to discuss the speculative possibility that both
echolocation and communication share certain
physiological and behavioral mechanisms.

Properties of Orientation Sounds

In all known cases the orientation sounds
used for echolocation are quite brief—each one
lasting only a small fraction of a second,in bats
and cetaceans only one or a few milliseconds
with the exceptions discussed below.It is conve-
nient to refer to these sounds as pulses, since

those of bats are not clicks with either simple or
chaotic wave forms but orderly trains of about
ten to several hundred sound waves. The ultra-
sonic orientation soundsofbats also haverela-
tively faint audible components that can be
heard under favorable conditions once one
knows whatto listen for (Galambos and Griffin,

1942; Dykgraaf, 1943). Bats orient themselvesin
air with acoustic probes traveling at approxi-
mately 34 cm/msec, and porpoises use more rap-
idly traveling sound waves under water with
velocities of about 155 cm/msec. Under some
conditions echoes may return during the latter
part of an emitted orientation sound, but many
echolocating animals avoid this by adjusting the
duration of emitted soundsin relation to the dis-
tance between themselves and the objects that
are of immediate concern. This avoidance of
overlap is almost universal in the best-studied
bats of the family Vespertilionidae (Webster,
1966; Cahlanderet al., 1964).

Two distantly related groups of bats, the
family Rhinolophidae of the Old World and
Pteronotus parnellu of the neotropical family
Mormoopidae, have specialized orientation
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sounds containing relatively long constant-fre-
quencyportionsin addition to frequency sweeps
(Mohres, 1953; Griffin and Novick, 1955; Griffin,

1962). These constant frequencies are used to
detect Doppler shifts due to relative motion of
the bat and the target returning echoes (Schnitz-
ler, 1968, 1970, 1973; Simmons, 1974; Sim-

mons, Howell, and Suga, 1975). On the other

hand the best-studied bats (the families Vesper-
tilionidae, Molossidae, Natalidae, and Noctil-

ionidae, which are all highly specialized for
echolocation) employ a rapid downward sweep.
This is also a very widespread, if not universal,

component in the families Emballonuridae,
Phyllostomatidae, and Desmodontidae (Sim-
mons, Howell, and Suga, 1975).

The problems of accurate measurement of
frequency patterns are complicated by the ten-
dency of bats primarily concerned with large and
motionless objects to use orientation sounds of
relatively low intensity. Those species that are
active predators, pursuing small moving insects
or fish, use very considerably louderorientation
sounds (Griffin and Novick, 1955; Griffin, 1962;

Pye, 1967; Suthers, 1955). The advantage to the

bat of the rapid frequency sweepis notentirely
certain, but perhaps the mostplausible explana-
tion is that it enables a wide range ofwavelengths
to be reflected from small targets. With small
objects approximating the wavelengths of the
orientation sounds,therelative intensities of the

various frequencies may well provide qualitative
information about the nature of the reflecting
object. This echo spectrum may be used to
achieve discrimination between closely similar
objects (Griffin et al., 1965; Griffin, 1967; Brad-

bury, 1970; Simmons, 1973). Another possible

advantageis discussed in the next section.
Cetaceans, when concerned with difficult

problems of orientation with respect to objects
at short distances, also use very short-duration
orientation sounds (Kellogg, 1961; Vincent,

1967; Norris et al., 1961; Norris, 1974). Individ-
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ually, these are clicks of such short duration that
their frequency spectrum is extremely broad. In
the best-known cases both bats and porpoises
shorten the duration oftheir orientation sounds
to less than one millisecond when they are mak-
ing close approaches to important objects such
as morsels of foodor,in the case ofbats, landing

places.
Orientation soundsalso vary widely in other

acoustic properties. The frequencies are gener-
ally high, or at least include wavelengths of a few
millimeters or centimeters. This is presumably
related to the greater magnitude of echoes from
objects that are somewhatlarger than the wave-
lengths of the sounds impinging on them. An-
otherpossible advantageis the rapid attenuation
of high-frequency sound in air (Griffin, 1971;
Evans and Bass, 1972). While restricting the
range at which objects can be echolocated, this

also limits the reverberations and “‘clutter’’ that
would otherwise tend to interfere with the im-
portant echoes from objects at a close range.

Another important property of the orienta-
tion sounds used by both bats and cetaceans 1s
the universal tendency for the rate at which they
are repeated to increase sharply whenever the
animalis faced with a difficult orientation prob-
lem—whetherit be a bat landing on crevice in
the ceiling of a cave, a porpoise picking up a
piece offish floating closein front of the cement
wall of a large tank, or either animal pursuing
elusive moving prey. The pulse repetition rates
rise from a very few isolated orientation sounds
per secondto brief bursts, in which theyare re-
peatedat rates up to 250 per second in bats and
even higher in porpoises. Whentranslated into
audible clicks, this crescendo of orientation

pulses becomes a buzz.
While the orientation soundsofmostbats are

above the frequency range of human hearing
several species use the octave from 10 to 20 kHz
and are audible even under natural conditions.
In the tropics some insectivorous bats use fre-
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quencies that sweep as low as 4 or 5 kHz (Grifhn,
1971). In dark caves two species of cave-dwelling
birds (Steatornis and Collocaha) and the genus

Rousettus among the Megachiroptera (Old World
fruit bats with large eyes, which rely on vision
under mostcircumstances) echolocate quite suc-
cessfully with clearly audible clicks. These clicks
contain frequencies from roughly 3 to 8 kHz
(Griffin, 1958), but despite these relatively low

frequencies Rousettus and somespecies of Collo-
caha can detect cylindrical obstacles with diame-
ters as small as 1 to 3 mm (Griffin, Novick, and

Kornfield, 1958; Griffin and Suthers, 1970; Fen-

ton, 1975). Thus echolocation of small objects is

biologically possible with frequencies audible to
humanears.

Problem of Interference

In manysituations the echo ofan orientation
sound, when it returns to the ears of an

echolocating animal, will consist of sound waves
reflected from different parts of a large object
lying at sufhiciently different distances so that in-
terference between sound waves occurs. Except
for very small objects or perfectly smooth sur-
faces such as calm water, such interference must

occur even in the echoes of orientation sounds
having very short durations. When single fre-
quencies are employed, such destructive and
constructive interference produces echoes that
vary greatly in amplitude with small changes in
the animal’s relative distance from various parts
of an echoing surface. These interference phe-
nomenaare similar in some ways to the familiar
phenomenonofstanding waves whena continu-
ous tone is measuredorlistened to in a closed
room. The principal difference is that interfer-
ence patterns of echoes from different parts of a
large object change rapidly with time. It seems
likely that the variability of such echoes from
short tones of constant frequency would make
echolocation difficult, and this may help explain
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why so manyecholocating animals use FM pulses
as orientation sounds. This problem could theo-
retically be avoided by usingothertypes ofsig-
nals, such as bursts of random noise, but no

animal highly specialized for echolocation has
been found to use noise bursts. Some evidence
suggests, however, that small terrestrial mam-
mals use soundsofrather indefinite frequencyin
a marginal form ofecholocation (Buchler, 1972).

But these sounds are of such low intensity thatit
has been difficult to measure their acoustic prop-
erties accurately enough to throw muchlight on
this question.

It is misleading to think of echolocation as
merely the hearing of isolated echoes. In actual
practice under natural conditions, echolocating
animals must discriminate certain faint echoes
from many other sounds of similar properties
occurring at nearly the sametime. These include
sounds of outside origin and echoes of objects
other than the target of immediate concern.
Consider, for example, the problemsfaced by an
insectivorousbat relying for its food supply en-
tirely upon echoes from insects measuring only
a fraction of the wavelengths of its orientation
sounds. These are encountered at unpredictable
times and places but, very often, close to other

small objects such as leaves or twigs. Any one
orientation pulse returnsto the bat’s ears echoes
from a large numberof objects at different dis-
tances anddirection. Only one part of this com-
plex of echoesis relevant. All other information
must be ignored or used merely for the avoid-
ance of stationary obstacles. Since most of the
unimportant targets are larger thanthecritically
important morsel of food, the interfering echoes

will very often be moreintense than those impor-
tant to the animal. Yet, despite these difficulties,

small insectivorous bats such as Myotis lucifugus
capture insects measuring only a few millimeters
in wingspreadat rates of several per minute dur-
ing their routine feeding behavior—often under
conditions where there is extensive interference
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from echoes of other larger objects (Gould,
1955, 1959; Griffin et al., 1960; Webster, 1963).

The neurophysiological mechanisms em-
ployed by bats in such discriminative auditory
orientation have been studied ratherextensively
in recent years by Grinnell (1963), Grinnell and

Grinnell (1965), Suga (1964, 1965, 1973), Suga

et al. (1975), Harrison (1965), and Henson

(1965, 1970). There are somespecializations for
auditory sensitivity in the ultrasonic frequency
range, apparently shared by other small mam-
mals (Ralls, 1967; Sales and Pye, 1974). Auditory

areas of bat brains are enlarged relative to those
of other mammals, but this hypertrophy is
present only posterior to the diencephalon. The
medullary, midbrain,and,in particular, the col-

licular auditory areas are relatively enormous,
whereas the auditory thalamus and cortex are
only slightly enlarged in comparisonto those of
shrews and rodents.

Grinnell (1963) was the first to study the
neurophysiological basis of discrimination
against interference, and some of his experi-

ments were directed toward explaining the dem-
onstrated resistance of bats to jamming by
broad-band interfering noise (Griffin et al.,
1963). Evoked potentials from the posteriorcol-
liculus in responseto short tone bursts similar to
orientation sounds could be maskedby simulta-
neousnoise from a second high-frequency loud-
speaker. In one typical experiment (Grinnell,
1963), the maskingnoiseraised the threshold for
a detectable evoked potential by 43 dB, provided
the noise arrived from almostthe same direction
as the signal. When the noise-generating loud-
speaker was moved 60°, however, the threshold

fell by about 25 dB. Most ofthis effect was due
to the directional differences in auditory sen-
sitivity, but there was also evidence of neuro-
physiological interaction within the brain

between the nerve impulses from the twoears,
which served under some conditions to improve
further the animal’s ability to detect faint signals
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despite a masking noise. Implications of some
recent neurophysiological experiments by Suga
are discussed in the next section.

Whenflying bats werepressed to the limits of
their abilities to detectfine wires in a severejam-
ming noise, they performedbetter than could be
accounted for by signal detection theory if only
a single communication channel was assumed to
be operating between the wire obstacle and the
bat’s brain. The flight maneuvers of these bats
showed a strong tendency to approach wires
obliquely when the jammingnoise becametruly
difficult, and this doubtless served to separate
the faint echoes from the jammingnoiseby tak-
ing advantage of their differing angles of inci-
dence (Griffin, McCue, and Grinnell, 1963).

Neurophysiologically, the addition of informa-
tion arriving via the second ear expanded the
discriminative capabilities of the bat’s informa-
tion-processing system sufficiently to bring its
performance well within the theoretical bound-
ary conditions of signal-detection theory.

Simmonshasrecently developed a powerful
new method for studying the capabilities of
echolocation in bats. This method employs a
modification of the Lashley jumpingstand into a
‘Simmonsflying stand,”in which a bat1s trained

to fly from a starting platform to one of two other
platforms. Blinded bats reinforced with food
learned to choose the correct platform on the
basis of echolocation. With this method Sim-
mons (1973) has been able to demonstrate an

ability to discriminate targets on the basis of
their size, shape, angular position, and distance.

These experiments and manyof their ramifica-
tions are well reviewed by Simmons, Howell, and

Suga (1975). Distance discrimination proved
most illuminating. Differential distance thresh-
olds prove to be only a few centimeters, consid-

erably less than the lengths of the orientation
soundsas they travel through the air. These re-
sults could be accounted for only by assuming
that the auditory system of the bat made use of
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virtually all the information physically present in
the echoes. Thus these experiments confirmed
and greatly improved upon those of Griffin,
McCue, and Grinnell with flying bats.

Simmonsandhis colleagues have gone on to
experiment with the effects of interfering noise
on distance discrimination, and the results, while

too complex to discuss here, clearly support the
conclusion that the auditory brains of bats ap-
proach very closely the theoretical limits set by
signal-detection theory for an “ideal detector”’
(Simmons, Howell, and Suga, 1975). Another

important conclusion that has resulted from
Simmons’s experiments has been the rigorous
demonstration that bats determine distance by
differences in the time required for an echo to
return. This was established by substituting elec-
tronic delay lines for physical separation be-
tween the bat and its target. The two landing
platformswere in fact equidistant, but when the
echo from one wasdelayed by a small fraction of
a millisecond the battreated it as a moredistant
target.

Human Echolocation and Its Possible

Relationship to Speech

This brief review of what is known aboutthe
capabilities for discriminative echolocation
achievedbyless than one gram ofbat brain sug-
gests that echolocating animals possess powers
of auditory discrimination and information pro-
cessing that are more than adequate for complex
types of communication. But the extent to which
bats actually utilize these capabilities for com-
munication remains for future investigation to
discover. Bats and cetaceanscertainly do com-
municate by sound, as discussed elsewhere in
this book. The communicative sounds of bats
are mostly at frequencies lower than those of
their orientation sounds (Gould, 1971; Brad-

bury, 1972); presumably the better carrying
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poweroflower frequencies makes them superior
for communication.

The search for other applications that might
justify including a chapter on echolocation in
this book hascalled to mind a puzzling aspect of
human echolocation as it 1s practiced by the
blind. A basic challenge is posed by the simple
question: Whyisit that blind men cannotecholo-
cate as well as bats or dolphins? As more and
more has been learned about the echolocating
abilities of 7-gram bats, with brains weighing ap-
proximately 1 gram, the disparity has increased
—to the embarrassing disadvantage of our
1,500-gram brains. Simple arithmetic of wave-
lengths suggests that a factor offive, or at the
most ten, should separate the minimumsizes of

objects discriminated because manis limited to
lowerfrequencies of sound. But wherebatscatch
fruit flies at rates of several per minute, blind
men cannotsafely drive automobiles, let alone

fly airplanes to catch birds—which performance,
of course, would be directly analogous.

This disparity of skill at echolocation can
scarcely be due entirely to the hesitant recogni-
tion that “facial vision” or “‘obstacle sense’’ in
the blind1s largely, if not entirely, echolocation.
Manydirect investigations of human echoloca-
tion have been carried out, along with applied
research attemptingto improvethe usefulness of
echolocation to the blind (Zahl, 1950; Clark,

1963). Human echolocation has been studied
surprisingly little in the thirty years sinceits exis-
tence and importance were conclusively demon-
strated by Supa, Cotzin, and Dallenbach (1944),

despite the obvious human importance of any
improvementsthat might be achieved by under-
standingit better (Griffin, 1958). Rice, Schuster-
man, and Feinstein (1965) measured threshold
diameters of disks that could be detected by
blind human subjects at distances of 61 to 275
cm. Optimal conditions were provided;all tar-
gets were oriented so as to return maximum
echoes, the room was quiet, and no other echo-
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generating surfaces werecloseto thetest targets.
The thresholds approximated a subtended angle
of 4.6°, and size and distance discrimination
were also quite good.

In later experiments, Rice (1971) found that
especially proficient individual subjects could do
considerably better. One blind man could detect
4 and 5 cm disks almostperfectly at 92 cm (sub-
tended angle about 2.3°), and a young woman
who had been blind from infancy could detect
long cylindrical rods downto a diameterofabout
6 mm (Rice, pers. comm.). In these experiments
by Rice andhis colleagues the subjects wereal-
lowed to make any sort of vocal sound they
wished.All did make orientation sounds of some
sort, but some usedclicks, others longer-dura-

tion wide-band hisses, and still others repeated
various words or syllables. Their performance
did not differ significantly, indicating that the
humanauditory system can detect echoes almost
equally well regardless of frequency pattern
within the audible frequency range.

Except for Rice’s careful, well-controlled ex-

periments under optimal conditions, human
echolocation has not beenstudied with apprecia-
ble success. Instead much effort has gone into
the development and testing of guidance de-
vices, small instruments for echolocation by
means of high-frequency soundorlight beams,
which deliver signals to the user that are de-
signed to warn him of approachingobstacles. In
most devices these signals are delivered through
earphones, and oneofthe bestis binaural (Kay,

1966). In some instruments tactile presentation
of the warningsignals has been employed. Most
of these devices work quite well in the labora-
tory, and in field tests under reasonably normal
conditions they seem useful for blind persons.
But I have been waitingin vain for many years to
hear of a device so successful that the blind sub-
jects were reluctantto give it back to the experi-
menter. A truly effective guidance device would
so greatly improvea blind person’slife that I can
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easily imagine him hiding it away to preventits
being taken from him. This would surely lead to
urgentpleas for mass production, black markets,
and so forth. Alas, nothing of the kind has been
reported (Dufton, 1966).

One reason often suggested for the ineffec-
tiveness of these devicesis that the audible warn-
ing signals interfere with the normal use of
ambient soundsthat carry information aboutthe
environment. In theory thetactile presentation
should avoid this difficulty, but here too thecri-
teria of true success suggested above haveyet to
be reported. In this connection it should be
borne in mindthat echoes of sounds emitted by
a blind person are only one class of ambient
sounds that are doubtless useful for spatial ori-
entation; soundsoriginating from other sources
and their echoesfrom variousobjects all contrib-
ute to the audible soundfields through which we
move. In onerecent study newly blinded people
learned to move about on city sidewalks and to
cross streets more rapidly than usual when
trained with tape recordings of the ambient
sounds they were likely to hear (De l’Aune,
Scheel, Needham, and Kevorkian, 1974). Weal-
mostcertainly fail to pay attention to a variety of
auditory information available to us because vi-
sion tells us what we need to know about most of
our immediate surroundings.

It may well be that attempts to transfer re-
sponsibility for echolocation to the artificial
guidance devices have deflected efforts away
from the more tedious, but perhaps ultimately
more rewarding, attempt to learn how a man
could operate like a bat or a dolphin within the
human range of hearing and with airborne
sounds. But whatever deficiencies there may
have been im research efforts on this front, thou-

sandsof intelligent and able-bodied blind peo-
ple have been experimenting empirically along
these lines for centuries. If it were easy some
would have learned how to employ echolocation
as skillfully as echolocating animals do. Yet
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efforts to improve acoustic orientation by the
blind should certainly continue and should in-
clude both ambient sounds and echolocation.

Is there something qualitatively different
about bat brains that allows discrimination of
echoes imperceptible to much larger and more
complex humanbrains? Extensive investigations
by Grinnell and Suga (up to about 1970) failed
to reveal any neurophysiological differences of a
truly basic nature, although in bats and cetaceans
a larger proportion ofthe auditory brain appears
to be devotedto cells that recoversensitivity very
rapidly after the end of a relatively loud sound.
Bullock, Ridgway, and Suga (1971) and Bullock
and Ridgway (1972) demonstrated this type of
difference in marine mammals by comparing
porpoises with sea lions, which have only a very
limited capacity for echolocation, if any. In an-
other type of neurophysiological investigation
Henson (1965) has demonstrated that Hartridge
(1945) was correct when he suggested that the
relatively large middle-ear muscles of bats serve
to reduce auditory sensitivity during the emis-
sion of each pulse of orientation sound. These
musclesalso relax rapidly enoughthat good sen-
sitivity is regained in timeto listen for echoes
arriving after a few milliseconds. Human middle-
ear muscles do not seem to operate with as short
a latency, and probably they do not achieve as
great a reduction insensitivity as Henson reports
for bats (Wever and Lawrence, 1954). Our com-

plete lack of any information aboutactivities of
the intra-aural muscles during human echoloca-
tion inhibits further speculation along these
lines.

Suga and Shimozawa (1974) have recently
demonstrated that in bats, along with the action
of the middle-ear muscles, purely neural mecha-
nisms attenuate the response to echoes in com-
parison to the response that would occurif the
same sound were to arrive independently from
an outside source rather than following a few
milliseconds after the emission of an orientation
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sound. No comparable experiments have yet
been carried out on other mammals,still less on

men. Hence we cannotyet say whetherthis type
of neural attenuation is an importantfactor that
limits human echolocation in comparisonto the
superbly effective analysis of information con-
tained in echoesthatis achieved bythe brains of
bats, but the question clearly calls for further
investigation.

Another approachto this question is stimu-
lated by the subjective reduction in loudness of
echoes of any sounds following closely after a
much louder sound. This phenomenon can be
demonstrated by making a tape recording of a
loud sharp click that lasts only a few mil-
liseconds. If the recording is made in anyordi-
nary indoorsituation, the click will be followed

by a gradually decreasing series of echoes from
the walls, floor, and other objects within a few

feet of the recording microphone. When played
back in normalfashion, these succeeding echoes
will not be noticeable any more than they were
with the originalclick, except for a slight dulling
of its quality. But if the tape is played in reverse,
so that the echoes precedethe sharpclick, their
gradual buildup over several milliseconds is
clearly audible as a hissing sound of growing
loudness leading into the click itself. ‘‘Click”’
becomes “‘shhhick.’”’ Would a procedure as sim-
ple as time-inverted playback rescue the infor-
mation so important to the blind?

It is not altogether clear how this reduction in
subjective loudness of echoes is achieved in the
human brain, or even at what neuroanatomical
level it occurs. But the information ofvital im-
portanceto echolocation is obviously contained
in the same timespan as that during which the
suppression of echoes occurs. Perhaps this echo
suppression is absent, or even reversed, in
echolocating animals, as suggested by the recent
experiments of Suga (1973). If so, this might
explain their superior ability to react to echoes
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following within milliseconds after a loud orien-
tation sound.

‘These compoundedspeculations can be use-
ful only insofar as they stimulate new inquiry,
preferably direct experimentation. But they lead
to an inverse question: Why did human beings
acquire the echo-suppression mechanism in the
first place? Could it be helpful, if not essential,

for the discrimination of speech, especially in-
doors or in situations where multiple echoes
confuse the wave forms of impinging vocalsig-
nals that must be analyzed in order to extract
meaningful information from messages of an-
other member of the same species? Physicists
have sometimes expressed surprise that we can
understand speechat all whenit arrives in such
a jumble of interfering patterns that any direct
oscillographic display makes sensible distinc-
tions appear hopeless.

To be sure, the well-known emphasis of the
auditory analyzing system upon Fourieranalysis,
and its almosttotal disregard of phase informa-
tion, helps explain this discrepancy. Experi-
ments by Batteau (1967, 1968), discussed by
Freedman (1968), have shown that the human

auditory system can respond differentially to
clicks arriving at the external ear from different
directions, and that this factor accounts in part
for our ability to localize the direction ofinstant-
ness of sounds even when only one ear is in-
volved.

In Griffin (1968) I left to others to judge

whether such conjectures could usefully be car-
ried back into the evolutionary history of our
remote ancestors at the stage when human
speech first developedinto a form that we would
recognize as such. While I am not aware that my
suggestion hasyet led to any new experimentsor
newtheoretical insights, I again suggest that the
question remains significant for our under-
standing of human echolocation and perhaps
also for theories about the evolution of human

speech.
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Chapter 13

ELECTRIC COMMUNICATION

Carl D. Hopkins

Communication amonganimals is a complex
and highly refined process by which oneindivid-
ual’s behavior, acting as a stimulus orsignal,
effects a change in the behavior of another. Me-
diated by the environment through which the
stimulus must be transmitted, signals and the
responsestheyelicit have evolved to the mutual
benefit of both participants. But with each of the
diverse energy modalities used for encoding
stimuli, the problems associated with the cre-
ation, transmission, and final detection of com-
munication signals are unique; it is logical to
consider them separately. It is particularly inter-
esting to explore the problemsrelated to those
modalities with which we have no personal expe-
rience because of our ownsensory limitations.
The electrical modality, used by relatively few
aquatic species, is one such case. This chapter
will discuss adaptation and refinements for com-
munication usingelectric signals with the goal of
developing an understanding of howsignaling
and receiving behavior have evolved to serve
different functions and how the twotypesof be-
havior are designed to cope with peculiar prop-
erties of this modality.

While the ability to produce and to receive
electric signals has evolved several times in
different groups of fishes, its adaptive signifi-
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cance varies from species to species (Lissmann,
1958). Those with powerful Electric Organ Dis-
charges (EOD), such as the electric eel, electric
catfish, and Torpedorays, are able to use their
discharges for stunning prey or predators
(Bauer, 1968; Belbenoit and Bauer, 1972).
Those with both electric organs and elec-
troreceptors can use their capabilities in the ac-
tive detection of objects in the environmentas
distortionsin a self-producedelectricfield (Liss-
mann and Machin, 1958). This ability, known as
‘“‘electrolocation,”’ is found even in species with
discharges that are too weak to affect even very
small prey. Some of these species also employ
their capabilities for purposes of communica-
tion. For others, who are sensitive to electric
fields but do not have electric organs themselves,
passive detection ofthe electric fields surround-
ing most organismsin wateris an effective prey-
localization technique (Kalmijn, 1972; Kalmijn
and Adelman,in prep.; Roth, 1972). And several
authors have suggested that an electrical sense
mightalso be useful in detecting the earth’s mag-
netic field during navigation (Kalmijn, 1974;
Rommell and McCleave, 1972).

A single species, in fact, frequently will dem-
onstrate multiple uses for its electrical capabili-
ties. Thus, it is important to keep in mind that
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the electrical emissionsare not “‘specialized”’ for
communication as are human vocal signals
(Hockett, 1960; Hockett and Altmann, 1968) in
that the energy of an electric signal may have a
direct biological effect: either in the detection of
an object in the environmentor in affecting a
prey item or a predator. Communication and
electrolocation are two commonly shared but
different functions. Electrolocation might be
considered a solipsistic form of communication
analogous to echolocation (Griffin, 1968); as

such it differs markedly from exoteric communi-
cation, or communication with other organisms.

Because natural selection has acted on bothsen-
sory and EOD capabilities of the electrical system
for its multiple functions, we may expectto find
some compromises in their shared design.

Electroreception is uncommon among
aquatic organisms, so that communication using
electric signals has the advantage of beingrela-
tively private, as are the visual and auditory chan-
nels whenever signals le outside the usual
spectral range (e.g., Eisner et al., 1969; Silber-
glied and Taylor, 1973). With a private channel,

conspecifics can maintain contact with each
other at a reduced risk of predation or can ex-
change cues regarding sex or species identity
among themselves without revealing their iden-
tity to predators or competitors in cases where a
mimicry complex is involved. Thus,it is impor-
tant to appreciate the degree of privacy of the
electric channel: which species are knownto pos-
sess electroreceptors and which species can pro-
duce electric discharges?

Electric Signal Reception

An electric signal is perceived as current
flows through the specialized low-resistance cu-
taneous sensory organs belongingtothelateral
line system ofcertain fishes. All the known exam-

ples of electroreceptors may be classed as either
ampullary or tuberous, based on their anatomi-

cal structure. In marine environments, elec-
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troreceptionis fairly widespread, but most of the

species possess ampullary electroreceptors. The
Ampullae of Lorenzini, found in nearly all

sharks, skates, and rays, consists of a flask-

shaped ampulla lying deep beneath the surface
of the skin and connected to the exterior by a
long neck or canal that may be as long as one-
third of the fish’s body length. The sensorycells
lying embedded in the wall of the ampulla are
responsive to low-frequency electrical stimuli. A
marine catfish, Plotosus, is known to have simi-

larly constructed ampullae that are presumably
electroreceptive, and some migratory eels, such
as Anguilla rostrata, found in salt water during
part oftheirlife cycle, show behavioral responses

to weak electrical stimuli but are not yet
known to have electroreceptors (Rommell and
McCleave, 1972).

Two principal groups of freshwater fishes
with well-developed electric capabilities are the
gymnotid fish of South America and the mor-
myriform fishes of Africa. The Gymnotoidei,
which are a characoid-related suborder of Cy-
priniformes (Ostariophysi), consist of four fami-
lies of closely related fish estimated at between
sixty and eighty species. The Mormyriformes,
which belong to the suborder Osteoglossomor-
pha, are composed of two families with an esti-
mated two hundred or morespecies. All known
members of both these groupspossess both am-
pullary and tuberous electroreceptors. Ampul-
lary organs are basically the same flask-shaped
structures but with short necksfilled with a jelly-
like substance extendingto the surface; they are
also known to be responsive to low-frequency
electrical stimuli. Tuberousorgans, consisting of
a receptor cavity buried underlayers of loosely
packed epithelial cells with no canal to the out-
side, are responsive primarily to high-frequency
stimuli (greater than 50 Hz). Sharing freshwater
habitats with the mormyrids and the gymnotids
is the very large group ofelectroreceptive catfish
(Siluriformes, Ostariophysi), which are all

thought to possess ampullary, or low-frequency,
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but not tuberous, electroreceptors. An occa-
sional freshwater elasmobranch, such as the

freshwater stingray (Potamotrygon circularis), also
possesses ampullary electroreceptors (Szabo et
al., 1972).

In all likelihood, additional species of elec-
troreceptive fishes will be added to this list as
researchers begin to look at differentfishes’ be-
havioral responses to weak electric fields. Al-
though there is some confusion as_ to
terminology, excellent reviews of the extensive
work on the physiology and anatomy of elec-
troreceptors may be foundin Szabo (1965), Liss-
mann and Mullinger (1968), Bennett (1970,
1971b), Bullock (1973), Scheich and Bullock
(1974), Kalmijn (1974), and Fessard (1974).

Signal Production

The production ofelectric currents is not as
widespread as electroreception. In addition to
the electrogenic gymnotids and mormyridsdis-
cussed above, there is one species of freshwater
electric catfish (Malapteruridae). There are also
several marineelectric fishes, including the elec-
tric rays (Torpedinidae), electric skates (Raji-
dae), and stargazers (Uranoscopidae), as
discussed in the reviews by Bennett (1971a),
Lissmann (1958), Grundfest (1957, 1960), and
Bullock (1973).

Electric currents are generated in specialized
organs that are derived from either muscle or
nerve, as shown from physiological, anatomical,
and pharmacological studies of mature and de-
veloping tissue (see review in Bennett, 1971a).
In muscle-derived organs, which are the most
common, several long columns of multi-
nucleated cells, called electrocytes (Bennett,
197 1a), either run the length ofthe fish (e.g., in
the gymnotids) or are localized in specific re-
gions in the tail, head, skin, or pectoral fins
(Grundfest 1957, 1960).

Fig. | illustrates the modeofaction of a sim-
ple electric organ from the electric eel, Electro-
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phorus electricus (family Electrophoridae, Gym-
notoidei). In this species, placque-shapedcells,
innervated on their posterior faces, lie within
chambers of connective tissue to form a fairly
accurately aligned column. When a nerve dis-
charge excites the posterior face of the placque
it generates a spike, which typically overshoots
the zero potential by +50 mV. This can be dem-
onstrated by recordingthe potential difference
between two microelectrodes, one placed out-
side the posterior face of the cell and another
placed inside (Fig. 1B). But the anterior face of
this cell has a low resistance andis not excitable,
even if stimulated electrically. When the micro-
electrode is advanced throughthe anterior face
into the extracellular space, the discharge poten-
tial generatedacrossthe posterior face shows up
across the entire cell as shownin the oscilloscope
tracingsin Fig. 1C. Becauseofthe basic asymme-
try of these electrocytes, the synchronousdis-
charges from adjacent cells will summate to
producea relatively large voltage. Looking ex-
ternal to the electric eel, the discharge recorded
in the water is simply a head-positive, mono-
phasic spike,lasting several milliseconds, andat-
taining as much asseveral hundredvolts.

The mechanism ofactivity of electrocytes in
other species is usually more complicated. Bi-
phasic dischargesare produced by the gymnotid
Hypopomus artedi (family Rhamphichthyidae), for
example, because both the posterior and an-
terior faces of the electrocytes are electrically
active, firing slightly out ofphase with each other
(Bennett, 1961). Other species exhibit other
mechanismsthat result in a variety of complex
wave forms(see review in Bennett, 197 1a).

All the electric organs known for membersof
the gymnotoid family Apteronotidae appear to
be derived from neural tissue (de Oliveria Cas-
tro, 1955; Waxmanetal., 1972). Apteronotus albi-
frons, for example, hasan electric organ made up
of enlarged loop-shaped spinal neurons, which
are myelinated (Waxmanetal., 1972). The ap-
teronotidsare interesting because they seem to
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Fig. 1. The mechanism of additive discharge in
the electrocytes of the electric eel, Electrophorus elec-

tricus. Left: Schematic diagram of two electrocytes in
the column showing the orientation within the body
and the direction of current flow. Right: Oscilloscope
tracings of potentials recorded differentially between
two electrodes. Positive voltages on the right-hand
electrode go upwards.

A. Whenbothelectrodesare externalto the poste-
rior (innervated) face of the electrocyte, no potential

can be seen,save a slight artifact.

B. When the right-hand electrode is advanced

be exploiting frequenciesat the highest possible

limit for electric signaling—1,800 pulses persec-

ond, as shownforat least one species (Bullock,

1969; Steinbach, 1970). Whereas soundsignal-

ing often occurs at much higher frequencies as

small structures are set into vibration, electric

signaling has an apparent upperfrequency limi-

tation imposedby neural activation and reactiva-

tion times of electric organs. There are no

known examples of species that can de-couple

part of their electric Organs in order to achieve
higher frequencies. This is probably because in

so doing, the current-generating capability,

which is directly related to the numberofsyn-

chronized cells in the electric organ, would be

significantly reduced, thereby severely affecting

signal range.
In spite of a great deal of diversity in the
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through the posterior membrane into the cell, a
-90 mvresting potential can be seen. During the elec-
tric organ discharge (EOD), this potential changes to
show a reversal potential of about +50 mvat the peak
of the spike.

C. Whenthe electrode advances through the an-
terior face (uninnervated), the resting potential disap-
pears but the spike does not. Consequently, during
the Eon thereis an additive potential difference across
each electrocyte. (After Keynes and Martins-Ferreira,
1953.)

structure and physiology of electric organs,all

electric fish are capable of producing their own

signal energy. In this regard, electric communi-

cation is distinguished from other communica-
tion modalities, which depend on available

sources of energy such as sunlight. While this

ability permits signaling at night when no exter-

nal sources of energy are available, it also means

that the evolution of signal amplitudes will be
consistent with the presence of background

noise in the environment.

Signal Transmission

Several peculiar properties of current flow in

water are important to our understandingof the

evolution of electrical communication. Some of

these signal-transmission properties are consid-

ered here.
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CONDUCTION VELOCITY

Electric signals travel so rapidly in waterthat
conduction times may be considered instanta-
neous for most biological systems.In this respect
the electric modality resembles the visual. Small
time delays due to finite conduction times are
biologically meaningful in other communication
modalities. With sound detection, for example,

differences in phaseor timeofarrival at the two
ears provide cues aboutthe location of the sound
source (Steven and Newman, 1934; Marler,

1959; Konishi, 1974). Even monaural localiza-

tion in vertebrates with a pinna depends on non-
instantaneous conduction velocities (Batteau,
1967).

Electric fish probably cannot utilize time de-
lays for signal localization, but they may use
other mechanisms. Although no definitive work
has been doneto test the accuracy of spatial lo-
calization, Knudsen (1974) has been ableto train
gymnotid fish to make a choice between a
sinusoidalelectrical signal coming from a dipole
on either the left or the right as they are free-
swimming in a nylon meshstarting area in the
center of an aquarium. Spatial localization pre-
sumably depends on a comparisonofsignal am-
plitudes at different parts of the body or on
comparisons of amplitudesof different locations
made sequentially while swimming. Signal am-
plitude differences at the skin are knownto play
an importantrole in the active detection of ob-
jects using electrolocation (Hagiwara and
Morita, 1963; Hagiwara, Szabo, and Enger,

1965; Heiligenberg, 1973b, 1975).
The rapid signaling possible in the electric

modality contrasts with that for the chemical mo-
dality—especially in water (Wilson, 1970).

SIGNAL RANGE

The range of electric signal transmission is
limited; estimates vary between several cm and
several meters. Granathet al. (1967, 1968) mea-
sured the strength ofthe electric field at various
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distances from the gymnotid Apteronotus albifrons,
as well as its conditioned-responsethreshold for
perception of an electric field. They then esti-
mated that one electric fish should be able to
sense anotherat approximately 3 m. Using a sim-
ilar approach, Knudsen (pers. comm.) estimated
the threshold for signal detection in another
gymnotid, Eigenmannia, to occur between 25 cm
and 200 cm. The situation is undoubtedly com-
plex. Signal range probably dependsonseveral
factors: the size of the signaler and consequent
amplitude of its EOD (Brown and Coates, 1952);

the size of the receiver and consequent sen-
sitivity of its electroreceptors (Bennett, 1971b);
the angular orientation of the receiver’s body
with respect to the signaler’s, and vice versa; the
conductivity of the water; and the presence of
nonconductors (the bottom, the surface, non-

conducting objects) near the sender and receiver
that might compress or distort the field. Other
factors of importance would include the sen-
sitivity of the receiver’s receptors, the nature of
the signal, the presenceof noise,etc.

Moller and Bauer (1973) demonstrated that
there are significant negative correlations be-
tween the discharge frequencies of two individ-
ual mormyrids (Gnathonemus petersii) when they
are separated by distances smaller than 30 cm.
When movedfurther apart, the Eop frequencies
of the two fish were unrelated. Similar results
were observed using a different technique by
Russell et al. (1974). Gnathonemus produces an
‘‘echo”’ response to a conspecific’s EOD after a
characteristic delay. This response diminishesin
intensity as the distance between the two fish
increases, until at 30 cm it is no longer evident.
The lack of responsiveness in these uncondi-
tioned behavioral tests may not be an accurate
assessment of the maximum distance of commu-
nication; however, these estimates all imply a
short-range system that is consistent with the
severe rate of attenuation of an electric field sur-
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rounding a dipole source. The peak-to-peak
electric potential surrounding an Ligenmannia
falls off according to the inverse squareofdis-
tance (Fig. 2A) when measurements are con-
ducted in a large (3 m diameter, 1 m deep) tank
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Fig. 2. The rangeofelectric signaling is limited by
the severe rate of signal attenuation with distance.
Top: The peak-to-peak potential falls off according to
the inverse square of distance from the null of thefish
for various angles. Squares indicate negative values;
circles, positive values. Bottom: Theelectric field
strength falls off according to the inverse cubeofdis-

tance for various angles. All measurements were made
on an 18.6 cm-long gymnotid, Eigenmannia virescens , in
a 3 m-diameter, | m-deep tankfilled with water at a
conductivity of 2.6 X 10-* mho/m.(Data courtesy of
Erik I. Knudsen, 1975; from Hopkins, 1974a.)
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(Knudsen, 1975), and the electric field falls off

according to the inverse third powerofdistance,
as would be expected for a dipole source (Smyth,
1968). Measurements conducted in a small tank

(1 m diameter, 16 cm deep) show the electric
field falling off according to r ~*instead of r ~3
(Knudsen, pers. comm.). In confined areas the
rate of signal decrement may be reduced by the
formationofelectrical images by the surface and
bottom, and signals may therefore extend fur-
ther horizontally.

DIRECTIONALITY

Electric currents lack the directionality char-
acteristic of visual signals. At the source,an elec-
tric signal is broadcast in all directions in a
typical dipole-shaped field (Hopkins, 1974).
Evenif the signaler bendsits body in one wayor

another, there probably is not a significant nar-
rowing of the beam. Electric signals are also ca-
pable of crooked-line transmission in that they
flow aroundrocksorfallen trees in their path.
Because of this, spatial localization is difficult

and consequently signals involving spatial pat-
terning are probably insignificant, except at ex-
tremely close range. Crooked-line transmission
does allow signaling in dense vegetation, how-
ever; and suspended particulate matter—a com-
mon impediment to visual signaling in tropical
fresh water—doesnotaffect current flow.

FADE-OUT

Anelectric signal fades as soonasit 1s discon-

tinued, thus necessitating that the recipient be
present whenthesignal is emitted. In contrast to

the lingering nature of an odor or visual mark,

this property is something of a disadvantage;
however, in combination with a rapid conduction

velocity, it makes the electric modality ideal for

transmitting information thatis likely to fluctu-

ate rapidly with time. Signals that allow predic-

tions about an animal’s motivation to attack or to
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flee, for example, need to be transmitted rapidly
(Marler and Hamilton, 1966). Fast conduction
and fade-out also permit the use of time-varying
signals (see discussion in Wilson and Bossert,
1963), and, as shown in the next section, the
information content of most electric signals de-
pends on their temporal structure.

BACKGROUND NOISE

The ultimate determinantof the range of a
communication signal is the nature and ampli-
tude of background noise in the channel. The
predominant source of electrical noise, aside
from that from nearbyelectric fish, is the ex-
tremely low frequency (ELF) electromagnetic ra-
diation ofterrestrial origin, which appears to be
caused principally by lightning (Soderberg,
1969; Watt, 1960; Liebermann, 1956a, 1956b).
Because thunderstorms are extremely common
in Africa and South America, whereelectric fish
are found, and because electromagnetic waves
from lightningtravel long distances according to
the inversefirst power of distance (Watt, 1960),
lightning discharges are frequently of sufficient
amplitude to be detected by electric fish (Hop-
kins, 1973). Other inanimate sourcesofelectrical
noise may be magnetic storms, earthquakes, the
movementofwater throughthe earth’s magnetic
field (Kalmijn, 1974; Bullock, 1973). Biological
sources, particularly other electric fish, add to
this noise and create a substantial interference
problem. Field observations show that electric
fish are commonly found in groups, with many
fish spaced only centimeters apart. Not infre-
quently these groups are composed of members
of several species.

Functions of Electric Signals

Although our knowledgeof the functions of
electric signals is limited by comparison with
other modalities, there appears to be a compara-
bly rich repertoire of signals serving as designa-
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tors and prescriptors (Marler, 1961): signals that
dispose the interpreter to make responses ap-
propriate for a particular species, sexual partner,
individual, age class, or motivationalstateofsig-
naler, or to some aspect of the environment.

SPECIES-SPECIFIC SIGNALS

If a signal-evokes a response in members of
only onespecies, then it suggests thatit is spe-
cies-specific and reduces the uncertainty about
the species identity of the signaler. Such re-
sponses mayplay a crucial role in reproductive
isolation or mayaid in forming and maintaining
social groups for protection or foraging. In
searching for species-specific signals, we begin
by demonstrating that the physical properties of
the signal of interest are distinctive and charac-
teristic in a given population. The resting dis-
charges of the gymnotid fishes from Guyana
show certain species-typical patterns, notonlyin
wave form (Fig. 3) but also in frequency. Stein-
bach (1970) found similar differences among
gymnotids in the Rio Negro,Brazil.

The regular and continuouselectrical emis-
sions of Sternopygus macrurus and Eigenmannia vi-
rescens, for example, are clearly distinguishable
from all other sympatric species on this basis.
Both produce “wave’’ or “‘tone”’ discharges in
which the impulse is long comparedto theinter-
val between impulses, and when compared to
other “wave” species, their frequencies are
unique(Fig. 4). Eigenmannia in nonbreedingcon-
dition respond aggressively toward a Plexiglas
fish model with electrodes playing tape record-
ings of their own species’ discharges with head-
butting attacks andelectrical threat displays (see
below), but respondless to recordings of other
sympatric species, as shown in Fig. 5. In addi-
tion, sine waves of the characteristic frequency
are as effective as tape recordings in eliciting
agonistic behavior from Eigenmannia, whereas
frequencies outsidethe species rangeare ineffec-
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Gymnotoid Wave Forms—Moco-moco Creek

   

Wave Discharges Pulse Discharges

Sternopygus ~ fifty Rhamphichthys
macrurus rostratus

0 5 msec

Eigenmannia

VITOSCENS | | | Gymnorhamphichthy

hypostomus
O 5

Sternarchorhamphus }— {itt Hypopygus

macrostomus /epfurus

° ° jj Hypopymus

albitrons

0 5 |— Hypopymus

brevirostris

~/\, _—— | | | | Gymnotus

carapo

Fig. 3. Oscilloscope tracings of the wave forms of
the ten most common gymnotids from Moco-moco
Creek in Guyana. The records were obtained byplac-

tive (Hopkins, 1974b). Similarly, Sternopygus
males give courtship displays in response to
sinusoidal electrical stimuli mimicking the dis-
charge frequency of a female Sternopygus, but
hardly respondatall to stimuli mimicking other
sympatric species (Hopkins, 1972b, 1974c).

But not all wave species have characteristic
frequencies. Those in the family Apteronotidae,
in particular, show a great deal of overlap in
pulse frequency, as shownfor Sternarchorhamphus
macrostomus and Apteronotus albifrons (Fig. 4),
found sympatric in Guyana, frequently in the
same habitat. These two species have discharges
that are similar with respect to frequency, wave

Merete

/ msec
oe

/0 msec

ing one electrode near the head and onenearthetail.
Head positive signals are deflected upwards. (From
Hopkins, 1974a.)

form, and polarity. It is not known by what mech-
anisms species recognition is accomplished in
this case, but it does not appearto involve elec-
trical characteristics of the undisturbed resting
discharges. The resting discharges of many of
the “pulse” species also do not appear to be
species-specific. Gymnotus carapo producesa typi-
cal ‘“‘pulse’”’ discharge in which each impulseis
separated by a relatively long interval. It re-
spondsaggressively to a wide variety ofelectrical
stimuli but showsits lowest threshold for attack
toward 1,000 Hz sinusoidal stimuli—the pre-

dominant componentfrequencyof its own indi-
vidual pulses (Black-Cleworth, 1970). Gymnotus
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Fig. 4. Distribution of discharge frequencies,cor-
rected to 25°C water, of the four species of wave-
discharging gymnotids from Moco-moco Creek,
Guyana. (From Hopkins, 1974c.)

is unspecific in its attacks directed toward other
species of electric fish, showing only a moderate
preference for attacking other Gymnotus or other
pulse species with similar frequencies, e.g.,
Steatogenes elegans, as shown in a series of hetero-
specific aggression experiments. Further re-
search is needed to determineif the characteris-
tic low-frequency or long-duration pulses of
Hypopomus artedi or the characteristic high-fre-
quency pulses of Gymnorhamphichthys hypostomus
effectively elicit species-specific responses.

The shape of the electric field, the use of
multiple frequencies, time relationships between
pulses of both sender andreceiver, frequency
modulations, and other time-varying signals
mightalso serve as species-specific signals. The
first two possibilities are characteristic of the
resting discharge of several species; the others
involve temporal modificationsofthe discharge.
Steatogenes elegans and Gymnorhamphichthys hypost-
omus are knownto possessspecialized accessory
electric organs located on the underside of the
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head in the region surrounding the urogenital
papilla, which fire in synchrony with the main
electric organ in thetail (Bennett, 1971a). These
organsalter the shapeofthe electric field locally,
and at a range of several centimeters they might
serve to identify the signaler (Hopkins, 1974).
Adontosternarchus sachsis unique in South Amer-
ica becauseit produces two frequencies at once
—oneusingits main electric organ inthetail and
the other using its accessory organ in the chin
(Bennett, 1971a). Gnathonemus petersii’s echo re-
sponses to artificial electrical pulses and to
pulses from conspecifics, occurring after a delay
of 12 to 14 msec (Russellet al., 1974) might also
serve as a species-identification signal in a way
analogousto the flash-answer system known for
certain fireflies (Lloyd, 1966). This hypothesis
needs to be tested by comparing the ‘“‘echo”’ re-
sponses of sympatric species. As Bell et al.
(1974) point out, echo responses could be
adapted for preventing coincident pulses with
neighbors.

The use of time-varying signals such as fre-
quency modulations and discharge cessations—
knownto occur in mostspeciesofelectric fish—
is potentially a diverse way of encoding species-
specificity. But it has not been shown conclu-
sively that any species relies on these types of
signals.

We might expect there to be selection pres-
sure for optimization ofcertain characteristics of
electrical pulses used for electrolocating that
might tend to result in convergent evolution on
a single type of resting discharge (e.g., Scheich
and Bullock, 1974). This trend would counter
the intrinsic signal value of species differences in
resting discharges. But when twoelectric fish ap-
proach eachotherin a stream,their electrolocat-
ing pulsesare likely to be the first indicators of
each other’s presence. If these pulses are spe-
cies-specific, rapid and efficient species identifi-
cation would bepossible. Also, any physiological
mechanism, such as stimulus filtering, that en-
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Playback of recorded signals to F/genmannia virescens
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Fig. 5. Results of playback of tape-recordedsig-
nals to captive Eigenmannia virescens. Each barindicates
the median number of responses (per 2 minutes)
recorded during playback for six fish. Responses in-

hances homospecific communication signals at
the expense of extraneous noise produced by
other species would be an obvious advantage;
andif species-specificity and filtering depended
on some property of the resting discharge, the
signal-to-noise ratio of the electrolocating sys-
tem would improveat the same time.

SEXUAL SIGNALS

As an organism comesinto reproductive con-
dition, it may respond to signals emitted by
members of the opposite sex. While Sternopygus
macrurus are reaching sexual maturity, for exam-
ple, the discharge frequencies of males and
females diverge, with males adopting low fre-
quencies (50 to 90 Hz) and females adopting

  

    

R= retreats

A= approaches

T = threats

B= attacks

X= discharge
interruptions
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clude: R=retreats, A=approaches, T=threats, B=at-

tacks, and X=discharge interruptions, directed at a
Plexiglas model carrying the playback electrodes.

E. virescens A. albifrons

higher frequencies (100 to 150 Hz), with little
overlap (Hopkins, 1972b). This frequencydiffer-
ence has communicative significance. As noted
before, males respondto theresting electric dis-
charge of females or to sine waves mimickingthe
female’s frequencies by giving electrical displays
thought to play a role in mate attraction or in
courtship (Fig. 6). They do not respondto sine
waves mimicking other malesor to those mimick-
ing other sympatric species with wave dis-
charges.

In contrast to this example,electrical court-
ship displays consisting of brief interruptions in
the otherwise continuous EOD can be experimen-
tally elicited from a sexually mature male Ezgen-
mannia duringits breeding season by connecting
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Playback Experiments to Sternopygus Males
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Fig. 6. Responses to sinusoidal stimuli by male
Sternopygus macrurus in the field. The vertical scale rep-
resents the mean increase in the numberofresponses
per one-minute stimulus period, minus the one-
minute control period, for twentytrials at each stimu-
lus, and for two males. The horizontal axis compares
sine waves with frequencies (as shown) mimicking a

wires to a tank containing another Ligenmannia. A
male, a female, or sine wavesareall equally effec-

tive in eliciting this response: there are no sex
differences in the EoD frequency of Eigenmannia.
Howevera male’s courtship 1s reduced when he
is presented with a tape recording of another
courting male giving discharge interruptions, as
it is for a sine waveinterrupted artificially (Hop-
kins, 1974b). Whereas Sternopygus usesits resting
discharge to evoke sexualresponses, Eigenmannia
depends on modificationsin its discharge.

INDIVIDUAL SIGNALS

Responses evoked by signals emitted by a
particular individual, a mate, a companion,or a

male Sternopygus, a female Sternopygus, an Eigenmannia
virescens, or an Apteronotus albifrons. Responsesinclude
the numberof rises, or increases in frequency fol-
lowed by decreases back to the resting frequency;fre-
quency maxima,or points at which the Eop frequency
goes through a maximum,andinterruptions,or cessa-
tions in the discharge. (From Hopkins, 1972.)

rival, may play an importantrole in maintaining
cohesive social groupsofelectric fish. Individual
recognition requires signals for which there is
great diversity within the species, in contrast to
species recognition, which requires similarity
among membersof the species and lack ofvaria-
tion within the individuals. Because each individ-
ual fish of a wave-dischargingspecies utilizes an
extremely narrow frequency bandin its normal
resting EOD (as little as 0.5 percent during 10-
minute sampling periods; Bullock, 1969) com-
pared to the range for the species, frequency
could easily encode information aboutindividual
identity, at least over short time spans. Evidence

suggests that a male Sternopygus may be able to
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recognize his mate because of the unique fre-
quency relationship between his mate and him-
self. During fieldwork in Guyana in 1971, two
pairs of Sternopygus were discovered just prior to
spawning, and in both cases the male’s frequency
was exactly one octave below that of the female
(Hopkins, 1974c). When a male and a female
Sternopygus come together for breeding, either
one may changeits frequency to be in an octave
relation with the other, thereby imitating the
partner andfacilitating mate recognition.

Even in the mormyrids, which have extremely
variable frequencies, individual recognition may

be accomplished by an individual’s use ofdiffer-
ent preferred discharge intervals or combina-
tions of intervals. Malcolm (1972) has shown

consistent individual differences in the interval
histogram patterns of several isolated Gna-
thonemus petersu, but it remains to be shown
whether conspecifics respond differentially to
these differences.

AGE-CLASS SIGNALS

In several species of gymnotids, newly
hatchedfish discharge differently from adults. Of
course,in all species there is a good correlation
betweenthesize of a fish and the amplitudeofits
discharge. In Trinidad, young Gymnotus carapo
between 6 and 25 mm in length dischargedat 15
to 35 pulses per sec; they then gradually adopted
the adult frequency of 40 to 60 pulses persec.
Hypopomus brevirostns juveniles in Guyana dis-
charged at higher frequencies (up to 90 per sec)
than did the adults (30 to 40 per sec). Mono-
phasic discharges produced by juvenile Ap-
teronotus albifrons gradually changeinto the adult

biphasic discharge by the timethefish are 50 mm
long, but the frequency remains in the species-
typical range throughout development (Hop-
kins, 1972a). Because there are no data showing
age-specific responsivenessto any of these age-
correlated signals, we cannot besure that they

convey age-specific information to the recipi-
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ents. It 1s possible that they merely represent
developmental changesin the electric organ or
control centers.

MOTIVATIONAL SIGNALS

An interpreter may respondto certain signals
in a waythat1s consistent with the most-probable
following action of the signal emitter. Such sig-
nals appearto allow the receiver to make a pre-
diction about the subsequent behavior of the
signaler once the signal has been emitted, and
they are therefore importantin facilitating social
interactions (Marler, 1961; Hazlett and Bossert,

1965; Nelson, 1964). They are exemplified in the

electrical modality by signals for threat, submis-
sion, and courtship.

Threat

Black-Cleworth analyzed events during
fighting behavior in Gymnotus carapo in semi-
natural aquaria and foundseveral categories of
electric signals that provided clues about the
probability of forthcomingattacks from thesig-
naler. One type, an sip display, consisting of a
Sharp Increase in the EoD frequency followed by
a Decrease backto the resting frequency(Fig. 6
in Black-Cleworth, 1970), usually accompanies

and frequently precedes attacks or biting by
dominantfish. This was also observed by Valone
(1970). Sips rarely accompanyretreats and are
consequently more commonin therepertoire of
dominantfish than of subordinates. Mostlikely,
as a result of repeated temporalassociation be-
tween signal and action, the receiver comes to
predict that an attackis highly likely following an
sip display and responds appropriately. In an
analysis of actions of recipients following sin dis-
plays—consideredto be “‘responses,”’ by defini-
tion—Black-Cleworth showedthat recipients are
unlikely to approach or attack but are likely to
retreat. Furthermore, a resident Gymnotus in an

aquarium isless likely to approach, and spends
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less time near, electrodes playing artificial sip
displays than the same electrodes playing un-
modulated pulses.

Analogousdisplays occur in other species; in
fact, the stp format appears to be in widespread
use by gymnotids and mormyrids with both wave
and pulse discharges. During fighting behavior
in Gymnorhamphichthys hypostomus, for example,
aggressive individuals give frequent sID displays
of varying amplitude and duration. Hypopomus
brevirostris even has an exaggerated burstofhigh-
frequency pulses called a “rasp’”’ discharge, in
which the normal pulse frequency of 50 Hz is
suddenly elevated to several hundred Hz,in ad-
dition to its more typical sips, which function as

aggressive threats (Hopkins, 1974a). While the
wave discharge of Apteronotus albifrons is typically
a very steady tone at about | kHz, an analogous
‘‘chirp” display, a sudden increasein frequency
by as muchas 30 percent, followed by a gradual
return to the resting frequency, also serves as an

aggressive threat (Black-Cleworth 1970; Hop-
kins, unpublished). Similarly, Sternopygus mac-
rurus produces a brief sip when disturbed in its
natural hiding places, a display that possibly
functions as a heterospecific threat. Eigenmannia
virescens occasionally produces brief sips—
termed short rises—during attacks (Hopkins,
1974a).

Among the mormyrids, Mdhres (1957),
Szabo (in Lissmann, 1961), Bauer (1972), and

Bell et al. (1974) found that smooth, rapid in-
creases in frequencyto a high level, sometimes
followed by a cessation of the discharge, com-
monly accompanied attack, head butting, and a
vigorous antiparallel fighting posture with sev-
eral species, including Gnathonemus petersii (Fig.
7). The high-frequency bursts of pulses in Gna-
thonemus often cause a similar reciprocaldis-
charge from a fish of equal aggressive motivation
(Fig. 7A, B), but cause a cessation or reduction
in frequency in a clearly subordinate fish (Bell et
al., 1974). Thus, it appears that this display also
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serves as a threat by indicating thatattack 1s 1m-
minent.

Several species of electric fish produce sIp-
like accelerations in discharge frequency while
attackingprey.Forelectric rays, eels, and catfish,

the long series of high-frequency pulses may ac-
tually stun the prey (Bauer, 1968, 1970; Bel-
benoit and Bauer, 1972), while in other species,

such as the stargazer (Astrocopus) and Gymnotus
carapo, its function is not known (Pickens and
McFarland, 1964). Black-Cleworth has sug-
gested that sips may have evolved in conjunction
with their function in attack or biting prey, hav-
ing evolved for display purposes througha pro-
cess similar to the ritualization of intention
movements (Daanje, 1950). If this is true, sips

would be an example of what Darwin (1872)

called “‘serviceable associated habits.”’ Alterna-
tively, sips could be a correlate of strong arousal
and may have evolved a display function from
this basis. While a sudden increasein frequency
followed by a decrease maybe an arbitrary repre-
sentation of its designatum—whichin thiscaseis
pending attack (see Hockett, 1960; Altmann,
1967)—the convergentevolution of the sip dis-
plays in gymnotids and mormyridsstrongly sup-
ports the contention thatthe form of the display
is not arbitrary but that there are selection pres-
sures on its form that lead to some inevitable
pathway of evolution. As yet, these selection
pressures are not understood.

It is possible that tonic shifts in the Eon fre-
quency could serveas a signalfor threat, particu-
larly in the mormyrids, where the discharge

seems to alternate between a highly variable
pulse frequency and a highly regular frequency
(Moller, 1970). During dominance-determining

antiparallel fights in Gnathonemus petersii, for ex-
ample, the discharge sometimesalternates be-
tween one of several preferred intervals, 9 msec
or 15 msec (Fig. 7), and in several instances,
discharges appearto be deliveredin pairsortrip-
lets that result in discrete peaksin the interpulse
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from two mormyrids, Gnathonemus peters, during
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a. Thefish in the upper diagram gives two attacks
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accompanied by high-frequency (small-interval) dis-
charges. The second attack evokesa brief acceleration
in EODrate in the secondfish.

b. Both fish are involved in antiparallel fighting;
the fish in the lower diagram gives a head butt thatis
accompaniedbya brief slowing and then acceleration.
This fish also shows an interesting alternation be-
tween 9-msec and 16-msecintervals.
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interval histograms (Bell et al., 1974; Harderet

al., 1964; Moller, 1970). Tonic shifts in fre-

quency mayalso be related to dominance behav-
ior in Gymnotus carapo, where Box and Westby
(1970), Westby and Box (1970), and Westby
(1975) found a correlation between the mean

discharge frequencyofan individual and the out-
come of its aggressive encounters. Fishes with
higher mean frequencies tended to be the more
aggressive in their limited sample (Box and
Westby, 1970). Tonic shifts in frequency are di-
rectly related to arousal amongpulsefish, as has
been shownin several studies of diurnal rhyth-
micity of the EOD frequency (Lissmann and
Schwassmann, 1965; Schwassmann, 1971;

Moller, 1970; Black-Cleworth, 1970).

Convergent evolution like that for sip dis-
plays is even more striking in anotherclass of
electrical threat signals consisting of brief inter-
ruptions in the otherwise steady discharge. De-
scribed in Gymnotus (Valone, 1970; Black-

Cleworth, 1970; Box and Westby, 1970), dis-
charge “‘breaks” or cessations lasting 1.5 sec or
less frequently occur simultaneously with attack,
rarely with retreat. They often precede attacks,
but are moretypical of individuals who eventu-
ally lose fights (Black-Cleworth, 1970). A re-
spondent is more likely to retreat from a fish
giving breaks than to approach—aresponsethat
Is consistent with the attack motivation of the
signaler. Discharge breaks are commonin other
pulse-emitting gymnotids such as Hypopomus bee-
ber (Black-Cleworth, 1970), Hypopomus artedi,
Gymnorhamphichthys hypostomus, and Rhamphichthys
rostratus (Hopkins, unpublished) and appear to
serve a similar function.

Discharge interruptions are also an impor-
tant display in the wave species, Eigenmannia v1-
rescens, as shown in Fig. 8. They are frequently
given at the sametimeasattacks, approaches,or
darting-threat movements. Following an inter-
ruption, the recipientis likely to withdrawin re-
treat or else do nothing,butis unlikely to attack
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or to approach (Hopkins, 1974b). The African
counterpart of Eigenmannia, Gymnarchus niloticus,
also usesbrief cessations(breaks)in its discharge

for threats (Fig. 8). They are typically delivered
at territorial boundariesin laboratorysituations,
while attacking, or while giving open-jawed
threats. Breaks cause the interpreterto retreat or
else defendits territorial boundary. And because
the wave form,polarity, and frequency of Eigen-
manna and Gymnarchus are so similar, the con-
vergencein this electrical display used for threat
seems even more remarkable. We are, once

again, remindedofthe possibility thatthis signal,
which allows the receiver to predict motivation,
may notbe arbitrary. Yet, itis not clear that there
is any iconic relationship betweenthe signal and
its designatum;rather it appears to bea case in
which the signal is neither arbitrary nor iconic
(Marler, 1961; Altmann, 1967) but somehow
physically adapted to its function in the animal’s
social behavior. This adaptation is not under-
stood.

Submission
Somesignals evoke responsesthatare consis-

tent with a reduced likelihood of attack or an
increased likelihood of retreat, withdrawal, or

quiet resting on the part of the signaler. These
are submissive signals. Responses appropriate to
this situation might vary, depending on the con-
text. If an indicator of waning of aggressiveness
wereto be given duringa seriousfight, for exam-
ple, the interpreter might renew fighting with
increased vigor. With dominanceclearly estab-
lished, however, a submissive signal mightresult
in a cessation ofattack by the respondent.In this
case, the submissive signal that reduces stimuli
normally eliciting attack would becalled an “ap-
peasementdisplay” (Moynihan, 1955; Tinber-
gen, 1959; Dunham etal., 1968).

Oneof the better-studied submissive signals
is known from Gymnotus carapo. A discharge ar-
rest, or a complete cessation in the Eonfor up to
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Fig. 8. Sound spectrogramsofdischarge interrup-  Eigenmannia virescens . Spectrograms were preparedus-

tionsas threatdisplays in the African species Gymnar-_ ing a Kay Electric 7030A Spectrum Analyzer, band-
chus niloticus and the South American species width = 37.5 Hz.
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three minutes, fills the criterion for a display that
reducesoris the antithesis of an attack-eliciting
stimulus (Darwin, 1872; Tinbergen, 1959).

Black-Cleworth considers any cessation longer
than 1.5 sec to be an “arrest.”’ She found that
arrests were given exclusively by subordinate
fish—thosethat had been defeated in aggressive
encounters—and that they frequently were ac-
companiedbyretreat, but rarely by approach or
attack. In her analysis of responses, arrests were
likely to be followed by approach or by an ab-
sence ofactivity, but rarely by retreat; and biting
attacks constituted a lower percentage of re-
sponses than expected. Becauseof this and be-
cause the normal EOD is_ typically an
attacking-eliciting stimulus in Gymnotus, she con-
cluded thatarrests serve as appeasementsignals.

Other pulse gymnotids such as Hypopomus ar-
tedi, Gymnorhamphichthys hypostomus, and Hypopo-
mus beebeuw produce discharge arrests, but the
function is less well known for these species. Al-
thoughtheyare given by subordinate fish during
agonistic interactions, much like Gymnotus, ar-
rests can be evoked by a widervariety of stimuli,
including various frequencies of sine waves,sin-
gle pulses, or even metal objects nearthefish.
Bennett (1968) has suggested that arrests might
function in hiding; they mightalso provide a pe-
riod of quiet listening to the environment.

A completely analogous discharge arrest oc-
curs in the repertoire of subordinate Gymnarchus
niloticus. As Szabo and Suckling (1964) and
Harder and Uhlmann (1967) noted, Gymnarchus
producescessations lasting for periods up to 20
minutesat a time. Arrests in Gymnarchus, defined
as cessations lasting longer than 1.5 sec, were
given by subordinate individuals during agonis-
tic interactions in which dominance wasclearly
established. Arrests accompaniedretreats from
the dominant, and once given, the dominant’s
attack level appeared to be reduced. Dominants
usually ignored fish with an arrested discharge,
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only resumingtheir attacks when their opponent
turned its discharge on again (Hopkins, unpub-
lished).

Anotherclass of submissive signals are en-
coded as frequency modulations in the resting
EOD. Eigenmannia producesslight increases inits
discharge frequency followed by a decrease back
to the resting frequency (Fig. 9). The frequency
changeIs typically on the order of 1 percent, and
the duration can be as long as 40 sec. This dis-
play is given by subordinate fish—those who
have given the least numberofattacks in a stan-
dard watch and who havelost a competition for
a hiding place during the daytime—and very
rarely by dominants. These “long rises’ are
given at the same timeasretreat from a domi-
nant. Althoughthis display reflects a clear lack of
aggressiveness on the part of the signaler, the
conditions under which it might serve as an ap-
peasement display are unknown (Hopkins,
1974b). Remarkably enough, Gymnarchus also
produces a submissive signal consisting of
modulationsin its EOD frequency. As can be seen
in Fig. 9, these modulations usually consist of a
decreasein the resting discharge followed by an
increase back to the resting discharge. Often
whena subordinate fish gives a dischargearrest,
its discharge resumes and undergoesa long pe-
riod of modulating frequency, as shown in the
examples in Fig. 9. Frequency modulations are
only given by subordinatefish, and they also ap-
pear to reducethe attack levels from the oppo-
nent.

Courtship
At certain timesofthe year, specialized signal

exchanges between males and females appearto
facilitate mating behaviorin several ways: byre-
ducing the distances between the male and the
female, by overcoming aggressive tendencies of
partners, by arousing sexual responsiveness, and
by synchronizing spawning. Our knowledge of
the reproductive behaviorof this groupoffishes
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Fig. 9. Sound spectrogramsof frequency modula- the Kay Electric 7030A Spectrum Analyzer, bandwidth

tions in the discharge of Gymnarchus niloticus and Eigen- = 1.1 Hz.
mannia virescens. Spectrograms were prepared using
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is unfortunately so limited that we cannotbe sure
of all the functions.

Sternopygus macrurus in the Rupununi District

of Guyana comeinto breeding condition during
the monthsofApril and May—one monthbefore
the start of a three-month rainy season. At this
time, when the sex of an adult can be identified

by the frequencyof its regular wave discharges
(see above), large males take up residencein hid-

ing places in the creeks that provide excellent
cover and protection: under undercutbanks,in-
side sunken logs or stumps,or underlarge rocks.
Although they are not known to defend these
hiding places, defense would be nearly impossi-
ble to observe undernatural conditions.It is not
uncommonfor several such males to be hiding
within meters of each other and, in somecases,

for an occasional female or young individual to
be present. These males produce a remarkable
series of modifications in their discharge, con-
sisting of both rises in frequency and interrup-
tions in the discharge whenever a female passes
their hiding place. Examplesof this “‘song”’ from
two males are shownin Fig. 10. There does not
seem to be any strict temporal patterning to
these discharge modifications, and one individ-
ual seemsto be different from the next one in the
patternsofrises and interruptionsthat they pro-
duce. Interruptions generally lasted between 0.3
and 1.7 sec, and rises sometimes reached 85 Hz

abovethe resting frequency. The natural stimu-
lus eliciting this responseis a passing female, but
sinusoidal stimuli with frequencies in the female
range were just as effective. The female’s re-
sponse to thesesignals is uncertain, but because

the modulated signals are only given by males,
only during the breeding season,and only in the
presence of a female, mostlikely the signal nor-
mally elicits approach by the female to the male’s
hiding place so that further courtship activities
can take place. The signals mayalso have a sexu-
ally stimulating effect. To an observer, these sig-
nals serve to identify a male who is in
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reproductive condition whois in possession of

an appropriate hiding place.
Female Sternopygus also produceelectric sig-

nals at a later stage in the sexual behavior, when
the male and female appearto be paired.In two
cases in which an observed male and female were
ready for spawning andin which the male’s and
female’s discharges were one octave apart, the
female produced slight modulationsin herfre-
quency, as shown in Fig. 11. These interesting
signals illustrate a unique aspect of the electric
modality not discussed earlier.

Because of the octave relationship between
the male and the female, the second harmonic of
the male’s discharge adds to the fundamentalof
the female’s to produce a resultant signalthatis
amplitude-modulated at the difference, or
“beat,” frequency of the two signals. The ampli-
tude or depth of modulationis particularly pro-
nounced when the two signals have similar
amplitudes,that is, when the twofish are of simi-

lar size and are near each other. These beat-
frequency amplitude modulationsshow upin the
spectrograms in Fig. 11. When the female
changes her frequency slightly, the beat fre-
quency changestoo, but the changein the beat
frequency is proportionally much larger than the
absolute changein the female’s frequency. Thus,
the two fish act as a “frequency amplifier.”’

Consider: A male discharge frequency of 65
Hz. His second harmonic at 130 adds to his
mate’s discharge at 132 Hz to produce an ampli-
tude-modulated signal with a beat frequency of
2 Hz. Now, when the female increases her fre-

quency by 4 Hz, up to 136 Hz,the beat frequency
changesto a new value of 6 Hz (136-130 = 6 Hz)
—three timesits earlier value. Thus, compara-

tively small changesin a female’s discharge pro-
duce relatively large changes in the beat
frequency. Frequency amplification mightbe ex-
ploited to great advantage by Sternopygus for pur-
poses of intra-pair communication. Scheich
(1974) has demonstrated that cells in the Torus
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Fig. 10. Examples of naturally occurring se-
quences of rises and interruptions recorded in the
field from two different male Sternopygus macrurus.

A. Recording made on May1, 1970, Moco-moco
Creek, Guyana.

Semicircularis of the midbrain ofthe closely re-
lated Eigenmannia are sensitive to low-frequency
beats produced bythe addition oftwo signals of
similar frequency. These cells respond differ-
ently to different wave form envelopes and to
different beat frequencies—thus the neuronal
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B. Recording made on April 28, 1971, Moco-
moco Creek, Guyana. Sonogramswere prepared ona
Kay Electric 7029A Sound Spectrum Analyzer, band-
width = 19 Hz. (From Hopkins, 1974c.)

mechanism for beat-frequency detection may
also exist in Sternopygus.

Eigenmannia virescens also producespecialsig-
nals during their breeding season. Unlike Ster-
nopygus, Eigenmannia wait until the rainy season
begins so that they may migrate into flooded
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Fig. 11. A and B. Two examplesofdischargevari-
ations produced by a female Sternopygus macrurus (f)
held captive with her apparent mate (m). The funda-
mental frequency of the male’s and the female’s dis-
charges are shown as m, andf), respectively. The

swamps and grasslands for breeding. No known
sexual differences in frequency are known for
this species, but sexually mature males respond
to other Eigenmannia by giving many discharge
interruptions—similar to those used for threat
signals—but longer in duration (up to 0.5 sec)
and at a muchhigherdelivery rate—up to 50 per
minute. Females also give discharge interrup-
tions but do so at a reducedrate.

Whena male and a female in breeding condi-
tion are placed together, the male continues to
give long discharge interruptions, and then the
female begins to produce modulationsin herfre-
quency, composed of long series of “rises”’
strung end to end. Thefunctionsofthese signals
are unknown.Nevertheless, the parallel between
aggressive and submissive signals on the one

second harmonics are labeled mg and fo, and so on.
Both wide bandwidth (W; bandwidth = 19 Hz) and
narrow bandwidth spectrograms (N; bandwidth = 2.8
Hz) are shown for each sequence. (From Hopkins,
1974c.)

hand, and male or female sexual signals on the
other,1s interesting and has been noted for many
other species (Hinde, 1970).

Electric signals are not always rigidly stereo-
typed, but rather show considerable variation.
The variations in motivational signals can some-
times be correlated with apparent changes in
tendencies to perform certain actions. Thus, we
can begin to think of a continuum ofsignals and
even a continuum of responses.

The discharge interruptions produced by
Eigenmannia vary in two ways:in repetition rate
and in duration. During fighting behavior, Eigen-
mannia produces interruptions, sometimes sin-
gly, but more often in clusters or bouts. The
median interval between discharge interruptions
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is 1.5 sec, and if this is arbitrarily taken as a
critical interval for defining a bout, we may then
speak ofsingle, double,andtriple interruptions,
and so on. In an analysis of the simultaneous
occurrence of electrical and motor actions dur-
ing fighting between pairs of Eigenmannia, the
probability of attack (butt and chase) increased
as the numberof interruptions in the bout in-
creased. Responses to these graded signals by
the interpreter tended to be consistent with the
increased probability of attack by the signaler
(Hopkins, 1974b).

While discharge interruptions may bean ar-
bitrary signal representingattack,it is clear, as

Marler (1961) pointed out for other, similarly
repeated signals, that there is a direct physical
relationship betweenthesignals andtheir desig-
nata. A signal that is repeated more frequently,
is a “‘stronger”’ signal. The iconic, not arbitrary,
relationship implied hereis clear.

Eigenmannia’s discharge interruptions are
also graded by duration. During the nonbreed-
ing season,the median duration ofinterruptions
produced by both males and females during
fighting was 40 msec. Those produced by males
during the breeding season while in the presence
of a female had a longer median duration of 90
msec with an occasional male’s interruptions
lasting 500 msec. This observation suggests that
as the tendencyto attack or to court changes, so

does the associated signaling.
Black-Cleworth (1970) found that sip dis-

plays were also graded. Small sips (small-fre-
quency excursion and low-peak frequency)
differed from large sips (large-frequency excur-
sion and large-peak frequency) not only in the
probability of being associated with attack but
also in the responsesthat theyelicited. Small sips
were less effective in inhibiting approach than
large SIDs.

Finally, the dichotomy betweendischargear-
rests and discharge breaks in Gymnarchus and in
Gymnotus can only be consideredarbitrary. This
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continuum ofsignals reflects a continuum of un-
derlying tendency to attack or to flee. As the
fish’s apparent attack tendencyincreases,inter-
ruptionstend to be briefer, and as the tendency
decreases, interruptions tend to be longer, thus
making the fish less conspicuous. The nonarbi-
trary element of conspicuousness introduced
into this graded system bythefact that a signal
actually is a period of silence, is probably one
factor in the evolution of this continuum ofdis-
plays.

ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNALS

In a few cases, it could be argued that an

electric communication signal evokes a response
that is consistent with some object or condition
of the environment. It is known, for example,
that Electrophorus electricus dischargesat highfre-
quency and amplitude when capturing prey or
when disturbed. This characteristic burst of dis-
charges causes a markedreaction in otherelec-
tric eels nearby. They approachthe disturbed or
feeding eel. Bullock (1969) investigated the ap-
proach response and foundthat he couldelicitit
with a discharging eel in a net, with electrodes
connected to a disturbedeel in an adjacentpond,

or with electrodes connected to artificial elec-
trical pulses. It is possible that the approachre-
sponse represents an adaptive response to the
presence of food.

Kastoun (1971) explored responses to envi-
ronmental conditions in Malapterurus electricus by
establishing electrical contact through wiresbe-
tween two fish in separate tanks. When onefish
was disturbed by tapping ontheside ofthe tank,
it gave a short burst of 2 to 5 impulses and the
second fish immediately fled to its hiding place.
Whenthefirst fish was fed, its 14 to 562 strong
discharges occurring during feeding caused the
secondfish to swim rapidly about the tank mak-
ing circling motions. Finally, when thefirst fish
was irritated with a small stick, its 21 to 113 im-
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pulses caused the second fish to approach and

attack nearby objects.

NONSOCIAL SIGNALS

While communication involves adaptive re-
sponses to signals, some responses apparently
haveless social importance than others. As two
fish approach each other, their electric signals
may begin to interfere with each other’s elec-
trolocating systems. Heiligenberg (1973a,
1973b, 1974) has shown,in studies of the uncon-

ditioned following of laterally approaching and
receding plastic objects, that the wave species
Eigenmannia is jammedby signals having fre-
quencies similar to its own. Eigenmannia dis-
charging at about 500 Hzfail to respond to the
approaching plastic objects when an external
sine wave, + 10 Hz from the fish’s Eop fre-

quency, is applied to the water. But, in a remark-
able adaptive response to jammingsignals such
as these, discovered by Wantanabe and Takeda

(1963) and explored by Bullock (1969) and Bul-

lock et al. (1972a, 1972b), Eigenmannia shifts its

own frequency either up or down by an amount
sufficient to prevent interference: up to 20 Hz,
depending on the amplitudeof the stimulus. Ap-
teronotus albifrons shifts up in frequency, but not
down.

Pulse fish, hike Hypopygus lepturus, are also
jammedbyextraneouspulsesif they occurat the
same timeasthefish’s EOD (Heiligenberg, 1974).
Remarkably, several species of pulse fish pro-
duce a transient increase in EOD frequency when
external stimuli overlap in time with their own
pulses (MacDonald and Larimer, 1970; Heiligen-
berg, 1974). This response appears to help by
lowering the probability of coincident pulses
that are knownto interfere with electrolocation.

While these electrical responses to the pres-
ence ofjamming signals—conspecific or other-
wise—appearto be adaptedsolely for preventing
electrolocation interference, we cannothelp not-
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ing the similarity between the Jamming Avoid-
ance Response and LongRises in Eigenmannia,
and between phase-sensitive frequency increases
and sips in pulse fish. It seemslikely that these
very basic responses could have playeda role in
the evolution of social signals. When two Eigen-
mannia with similar frequencies approach each
other, for example, a frequency shift that allows
continued approach could act as a signal indicat-
ing that aggregation will be permitted without
conflict.

ELECTRIC COMMUNICATION IN

NONELECTRIC FISH?

Lissmann (1958) suggested that electric or-

gans andelectroreceptors evolved because ofad-
vantages accrued bytheability to electrolocate in
murky water. Wynne-Edwards (1962), on the

other hand, argued that intraspecific communi-
cation could also have been the primaryselective
force. If the latter hypothesis were true, we might
expect to find examples of primitive electrical
communication systems in fish that are nonelec-
tric. There are numerous examples ofelectrical
emissionsby nonelectric fish. Kalmijn (1972) has
madepreliminary measurementsofelectric field
strengths surrounding many marine organisms.
He has recorded pc potentials of up to 500 wV
nearthe gills and mouth openingsofseveral spe-
cies of fish. Low-frequency ac fields attaining
500 pV were also strongest near the gills and
head and tendedto be synchronouswith respira-
tory movements, while high-frequencyAc fields
were correlated with trunk or tail movements.
Kalmijn (1971) also demonstrated that sharks
are capable of homing in onfields like those
produced byflatfish (Pleuronectes platessa) buried
in sand. Other authors (Roth, 1972; Peters and

Buwalda, 1972; Peters and Meek, 1973; Kalmijn

and Adelman,in prep.) have evidencethat simi-
lar phenomenaoccurin fresh water.

But Wynne-Edwards’s hypothesis remains
untested. While there is a limited knowledge
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about a variety of very weak electrical emissions
that appearto be correlated with certain types of
activity in nonelectric African catfish (Lissmann,
1963, and pers. comm.), there are no known
cases of responsiveness to such signals.

Summary

Certain teleosts in both marine and freshwa-
ter environments are capable of producing and
of receiving electric signals, thereby allowing
electric communication—a new modality. Our
most detailed knowledge concerns the gymnotid
fishes of South America and the mormyriform
fishes of Africa, two groupsthat are knownto use
their electrical capabilities for electrolocation as
well. While electric signals are broadcast with
little directionality within what appears to be a
limited range, their rapid conduction velocity
and fade-out make them ideal for encoding mes-
sages that fluctuate rapidly in time. Time-varying
signals contribute the greatest diversity to the
electric modality.

Electric communication serves many func-
tions in the social behavior of these fish, with
designators and prescriptors allowing species,
sex, age-class, and individual recognition; in fa-
cilitating predictions about the motivation of a
companionora rival and aboutcertain aspects of
the environment. Motivational signals knownfor
threat, submission, and courtship appear to be
the most complex, with some evidence for grad-
ing.
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Chapter 14

COMMUNICATION, CRYPSIS, AND

MIMICRY AMONG CEPHALOPODS

Martin H. Moynihan and Arcadio F. Rodaniche

Every individual organism, group, and spe-

cies has its own characteristic distribution in

space and time. Distributions are partly deter-

mined by behavior. Among the most important

behavior patterns of animals are signals that
transmit information (true or false) from one1n-

dividual to one or more others (of the same or

different species). Almost any act can be a signal
while subserving other functions as well, but
there are certain particular patterns that have
become specialized, modified in form or fre-

quency, expressly and only to facilitate the trans-

mission of information. These are usually called

‘‘displays.”’ They are related to, and mayinteract
with, equally and similarly specialized patterns
designed to prevent or confuse communication.
These might be called ‘“‘antidisplays.’’ Some pat-
terns can be displays in somesituations, antidis-
plays in others. In either or both cases, the kinds
of specialization involved are usually called “‘rit-
ualization.”

Cephalopods have manyritualized and un-
ritualized patterns, arranged in adaptive se-
quences andrepertoires.

The living cephalopods can be divided be-
tween two major systematic groups: One com-
prises a few species of Nautilus; the other
includes the coleoids—many species of many
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genera ofthree or four orders—the squids,cutt-
lefishes, Vampyroteuthis, and octopi and_ar-

gonauts. All are marine. Verylittle is known of

the social behavior of Nautilus or of those co-
leoids that are confined to deep waters or open
seas, but there have been fairly extensive studies

of inshore and littoral forms, most notably spe-

cies of Sepia, Octopus, Sepioteuthis, and Loligos. 1.
(references in Moynihan, 1975). These animals
not only share a common remote ancestry but
also show similarities in ways oflife (see Lane,
1957; Packard, 1972; Wells, 1962).

They are large (considering the animal king-
dom as a whole), more or less active, compara-

tively intelligent, with large, complex brains
(Young, 1964, 1971), predaceous upon smaller

organismsand preyed uponbylargerones. ‘They
tend to have rapid rates of development. Most
squids are conspicuously gregarious. Other spe-
cies have social liens of less conspicuous but not
necessarily simpler types. Many are extremely
abundant. All seem to have elaborate “court-
ship” andother sexual or partly sexual reactions.
Someare supposed to reproduce only once in a
lifetime, in “‘big bangs’ (Gadgil and Bossert,
1970). All make special provisionsfor their large
eggs. They may “incubate”’ the eggs and/or lay
them in selected sites and conditions. Theysel-
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dom or never showstrictly parental protection
or training of hatched young, but adults and im-
matures mayassociate with one another accord-
ing to regular rules. Manyspecieslive in rich and
varied environments of great diversity and ap-
preciable instability or unpredictability. Some
have importantinterspecific relations in addition
to or apart from ordinary run-of-the-mill preda-
tor-prey responses. All have superb eyesight,
tactile sense organs, some chemicalsense(s), and
statocysts that could be, but probably are not,
used for hearing.

These are the rather broad constraints within
which their communication systems have had to
operate.

Visual signals are predominant. They include
movements and postures and changesin colors
and color patterns. The great majority of ceph-
alopodsdiffer from the most nearly comparable
vertebrates, the fishes, in having more indepen-
dently moveable appendages—eightor ten arms
and tentacles in addition to fins. Inshore and
littoral species also have several kinds of
chromatophores plus leucophores and _irido-
cytes. These permit partial or complete color
changes of remarkable speed and precision.

The only species that has been studied at
length in both thefield and laboratoryis Sepioteu-
this sepioidea (Boycott, 1965; Moynihan and
Rodaniche, in prep.). It may be typical of many
inshore cephalopodsin someaspects of its com-
munication behavior. Its unritualized signals in-
clude a host of minor movementsand intention
movements of a few orall of the arms,thefins,

and/or the body as a whole. Its ritualized pat-
terns include more exaggerated or stereotyped
movements of the sameparts, e.g., spreading,
curling, raising, or lowering of the arms, and

many color changes—including general lighten-
ing or darkening, flushes of yellow or lavender
pink, and production of more or less broad
transverse bars, longitudinal stripes, spots of
differing sizes, iridescent ocelli, irregular blot-
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ches, and even semigeometric arrangementsofa
variety of tones and hues. Some of the more
spectacular ritualized patterns of this and other
species are shownin the accompanyingillustra-
tions.”

Thereare implications to be drawn from such
behavior:

(1) The total numbersof“basic” or ‘“‘major”’
ritualized patterns in the repertoires of many
cephalopods seemsto be of the same order of
magnitude as in most bony fishes, birds, and
mammals (approximately fifteen to thirty-five by
rough definition). The reasons whykindsofdis-
play cannot proliferate endlessly without corre-
sponding losses are discussed in Moynihan
(1970). It is not surprising that cephalopods con-
form tothe samegeneral rules as other animals.
Someorall of the inshore squids, cuttlefishes,
and octopi are fortunate, however, in that the
refinement of their chromatophores and asso-
ciated organs permits unusualflexibility of com-
binations. A squid in the midst of a group, for
instance, can transmit at least three or four

different “‘messages’’ (in the sense of Smith,
1965), absolutely simultaneously, to completely
different individuals and in different directions
by assumingdifferent color patterns on different
parts of the body. It can also changeanyorall of
the patterns and messages instantaneously
whenever necessary or desirable. This may be
the mostflexible of ritualized visual systems. Per-
haps only the most complex acoustic repertoires
of certain birds and primates (“‘Songs,’’ etc.)
convey so much information sorapidly.

(2) Every species of cephalopod has some
unique characteristics; but a few of the most

elaborate andhighly ritualized patterns (see leg-
endsofthe figures) occurin essentially the same
forms in all the coleoids so far studied in detail,

1. All photographs were taken in the field near the San
Blas Islands along the Caribbean coast of Panama unless
otherwise noted.
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including membersofordersthat divergedin the
Mesozoic Era (probably in the Triassic). These
patterns would seem to have been extremely
conservative during the course of evolution.
Some of them may have been conservative be-
cause they were designed to influence a great
variety of “receivers,” individuals ofmany differ-
ent species and/or different ages, social classes,
and sexesofthe samespecies. Signals adapted to
many kinds of receiver would be expected to
change less frequently or more slowly on the
average than signals adaptedto only one ora few
kind(s) of receiver (Moynihan, 1975).

(3) Anotherdistinctive and very widespread

feature ofthe ritualized systems of inshore ceph-
alopodsis a subtle and problematical phenome-
non, an apparent relation between overt
behavior and the background against whichit1s
performed. All ritualized patternsof all animals
may be considered to be expressionsof“‘drives.”’
The term “‘drive”’ itself is loose, and open to
criticism when used in analytical (physiological)
studies of causation. It is convenient, however,as

descriptive shorthand for preliminary or superfi-
cial accounts, if it is employed in the sense of
Thorpe (1951) as ‘‘the complex of internal and

external states and stimuli (usually or normally)
leading to a given behaviour.” The role of the
external factors usually appears to be largely or
completely indirect, the external situation
merely stimulating or affecting internal factors
that are the immediate “triggers” of the result-
ing performance. In most cases and for many
purposes, it 1s sufficient for an observerto state
that pattern 4 is producedbya certain strength
or range ofinternal motivation B, or a combina-
tion of B with internal motivation C. Whenever
the external situation is such as to stimulate B
and C appropriately, pattern 4 is boundto ap-
pear. Only A appears, not D or E or anythingelse
andirrespective of the minordetails of the exter-
nal situation. This sort of simplified schema may
also be applied to theritualized patterns of ceph-
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alopods, butit does not always ‘‘fit”’ particularly
well. Most cephalopods appear to “‘choose”’
among available patterns more frequently than
do mostother animals. This probably meansthat
they sometimes have to pay more consciousat-
tention to a greater variety of aspects of their
surroundings.

Examples from Sepioteuthis sepioidea may show
what we mean.

Individuals of this species have many alarm
patterns. Two of the most common are bold
Transverse Bars and Longitudinal Streaks(Figs.
]~ 4 and 7). Both are produced whenthe escape
tendency or drive is more or less strong but
impeded by—in conflict with—a counteracting
and incompatible tendency, e.g., attack, hunger
(feeding drive), or a gregariousor sexualattrac-
tion. Rather surprisingly, the internal factors
involved seem to be identical in someperfor-
mances of either type. Some individuals in

 
Fig. 1. An adult Sepioteuthis sepioidea. The animal

showsseveral special color patterns, including Trans-
verse Bars, a Fin Stripe, and a trace of Longitudinal
Streak on the back. It has also assumed a Downward
Pointing posture.
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Fig. 2. A “courting party” of three adult Sepioteu-

this sepioidea. The animal on the upperrightis a female
in Pied coloration. This pattern is ‘‘discouraging.”’ It
is highly ambivalent, produced by both hostile and
sexual tendencies. The female has also assumed a
Downward Pointing posture, which initself is hostile.
The animal in the center is a male. He shows Lon-
gitudinal Streaks on the back. He must be somewhat
alarmed, nervous, and intimidated by the female. The
animal on the lowerleft may be another male. He is
in a semi-Dark color pattern, possibly also slightly
alarmed.

 

Fig. 3. An Octopus vulgans with Longitudinal
Streaks. (After Cowdry, 1911.)
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Bar seem to be no more andnoless likely to
escape than are some individuals (of the same
age and, presumably, sex) in Streak. The crucial
causal difference between the two performances
would appear, at times, to depend entirely on
external circumstances. Bar patterns are as-
sumed most frequently by individuals high up in
open water. Streak patterns are relatively most
commonwhenindividuals are low, near vegeta-
tion or coral or some other “‘broken’”’ type of
bottom. There are also intermediatesituations:
when a groupofsepioidea is approached by some
alarming stimulus in an intermediate habitat,

some individuals may assume Bars and others
Streaks before they all dash away together.

The partial interchangeability of Bar and
Streak may berelated to the fact that both pat-
terns are conspicuous in some circumstances
and cryptic or mimetic in others. They tend to be
equally conspicuous whenever noticed, ie.,
when functioning as conventional displays, in a
wide range of environments. Buttheir chancesof
beingeffectively cryptic or mimetic may be very

 

Fig. 4. Two color patterns of Sepia officinalis. (After
Holmes, 1940.) Left: Longitudinal Streaks with Fin
Stripes. Right: The so-called Dymantic display (a term
applied to patterns that emphasize eyespots—in this
and someothercasesfalse eyespots). The Dymantic of
Sepia is usually or often combined with dark borders
to the fins.

Both Dymantic and Longitudinal Streaks are
amongthe most obviously conservative ofcephalopod
displays. They occurin the repertoires ofsome species
of at least three different orders: Teuthida, Sepiida,
Octopida.
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Fig. 5. The Dymantic of Octopus vulgaris. (After

Wells, 1962.) Here the emphasis is on the real eyes.

The dark borders to the mantle and armsprobably are
functionally equivalent and historically related to the
correspondingfeatures of the fins of Sepia and other
forms. Homologiescan beindirect and devious within
the Cephalopoda.

different in different environments. Theelabora-

tion of mechanisms and strategies to permit

crypsis and mimicry among cephalopods has

been a subject for comment from the time of

Aristotle (more recent accounts of interest 1n-

clude Lane, 1957; L. Tinbergen, 1939; Holmes,

1940; Packard and Sanders, 1971; Cousteau and

Diolé, 1973). This elaboration may reflect the
great vulnerability of cephalopods to predation
(Clarke, 1966; Moynihan, 1973, 1975). It cer-

tainly has had many consequencesfor their dis-
play behavior.

Anotherpattern ofsepioidea, the Dark (Figs. 2,
7, and 8), is remarkable in several ways. It is
sometimes assumed by individuals resting or
sleeping a few meters below the surface of the
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water during the middle of the day. In these cir-

cumstances it may, at least conceivably, have

nothing to do with communication. It could be

simply a means of maximizing heat absorption.

(As far as we know, cephalopods are ectother-

mic. But recent discoveries of endothermic spe-

cies among classes of vertebrates that were

supposed to be “‘cold-blooded’”—Chondrich-

thyes and Osteichthyes as well as Reptilia—may

add a note of caution and indicate that methods

of temperature regulation are varied even in the

sea.) An apparently identical Dark pattern can

also be assumed bydisturbedorfrightened indi-

viduals. It may seldom occur or never have as

high an intensity as the most extreme Bars or

 
Fig. 6. A young adult or subadult Seproteuthis sepi-

oidea. The coloration of this individual is more orless

“ordinary” (unritualized) over most of the body, but
there are traces of a Transverse Bar across the front
part of the back and two well-developed Dymantic
spots on either side toward the rear.
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Fig. 7. Alarm patterns of very young Sepioteuthis

sepioidea. From top to bottom: Armsandtentacles held
in an Upward V position, with someindications of
Transverse Bars; Transverse Bars and Upward Curl-
ing of the arms; Dark coloration with some Bars on the
belly and Upward Pointing; Upward Pointing with an
extremely broad Fin Stripe, perhaps incorporating
some components of Longitudinal Streak; Bars with
Fin Stripe and Upward V.(After photographstaken in
the San Blas.)

This is a small sample of the possible combina-
tions of signals.

Streaks, but its motivation may overlap those of
either one or both of the other two patterns at
somewhatlower levels of alarm or anxiety.

If these suggestions are correct, then Darks
can be producedbydifferent factors at different

Fig. 8. More alarm patterns, as shown by older
Sepioteuthis seproidea (again after photographs in the
field). Left: Full Dark with Downward Curling. Right:
Slight Dark with Upward Curling.

 
Fig. 9. An adult Sepioteuthis sepioidea with a “‘Rear

Light” (a patch of pale color, not luminescent) at the
“tail.” This may be a low-intensity indication of the
Pied pattern.

times. The hypothesis is unattractive (too easy—
explaining too muchortoolittle), but it is plausi-
ble and certainly not logically impossible.

Darks tend to be rather conspicuous. They
are cryptic only in situations that are very special



 
Fig. 10. A mixed schoolof squids, adult and sub-

adult Loligo (‘‘Doryteuthis”) plei and Sepioteuthis sepr-
oidea. Fromleft to right: a ple: with Center Light (pal-
ing) pattern in a Head-downposture;anotherple: with

Center Light;a plei in the “ordinary” coloration of the

species; a sepioidea in “‘ordinary”; a female sepioidea
with a trace of Pied. The Pied and Center Light may
be partly homologous.

indeed. Disturbed squids often release blackish

ink, which mayhangin the wateras a blob, some-

what contorted or ‘‘strung out”’ by the effects of

currents. An individual that has inked usually

shoots away from the scenein somedisruptive or
pale color pattern. Presumably predators often

focus on theink andfail to notice the escape of
their quarry. Insofar as the ink serves as a decoy,

something that looks like an animal or edible

object, it is an image or mimicof the prey. On
one occasion, one of us saw and blocked the

retreat of two young sepioidea in very shallow wa-

ter over pure white sand. They released ink and
then, instead of going disruptive or pale, turned
Dark and arranged their arms in “contorted”’
patterns. In these positionsthey lookedlike their
own blobs of ink. Other predators might have
been confused ordistracted, not knowing which

“blobs”? were real or worth attacking. It would
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Fig. 11. An adult male Sepioteuthis sepioidea in Lat-

eral Silver color pattern. This pattern is sometimes
assumedby courting males‘‘defending”’ their females
against intruders or possible rivals. It is the pale side
of the body that is directed toward opponents. The
performanceis usually effectively repellent.

 
Fig. 12. A Flamboyant display, with Upward V

Curling, by a young Octopus vulgaris. Vs with Upward
Curling or Pointing may be as widespread as Dymantic
and Longitudinal Streak patterns. Comparewith Fig.
7. (After Packard and Sanders, 1969, 1971.)

seem that some squids can mimictheir own(self-
produced) mimics!

There probably are additional patterns of
sepioidea and other cephalopodsthat are inter-
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Fig. 13. A juvenile Octopus chierchiae eating a crab.

This individual was captured on the Pacific coast of
central Panama and maintained in the laboratory of
the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute on Naos
Island. The drawing is based on a photograph taken
in the laboratory.

Manycephalopodsdisplay while attacking andeat-
ing prey. Amongthespecial patterns shown here are
Stripes on the body, Darkening of the forward arms,
and the beginning of a Longitudinal Streak along the
side.

 
Fig. 14. Adult female Octopus oculifer ( from the

Pacific coast of central Panama, photographedin the
laboratory at Naos). This color pattern is an extreme
of conspicuousness, presumably homologouswith the
Zebra Stripes of other species. Theraising of the for-
ward arms may be an intention movement or low-
intensity version of some sort of Upward V Curling.
The performanceas a wholeis certainly hostile, prob-
ably aggressive.

changeable in muchthe same way(s) and perhaps
to the same extent as the Bar, Streak, and Dark.
‘The quality or potential is not, however, charac-
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Fig. 15. A high-intensity dispute between two

adult male Sepioteuthis sepioidea in a courting group.
Both animals have their armsin Spread positions. The
lower individual shows Zebra Stripes. This type of
coloration, with or without Spreads,is still another of
the conservative patterns.

 

Fig. 16. Zebra Stripes of Sepia officinalis. (After
Tinbergen, 1939.)

teristic of all cephalopod displays. Manyare as
largely determined by internal factors andaslit-
tle interchangeable as are mostritualized pat-
terns of vertebrates and arthropods. And, of
course, even vertebrate displays, if not those of
arthropods, show somevariation in this respect.
The primary difference between major system-
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atic groups must be quantitative rather than

qualitative. The peculiarity of cephalopods in

this context can be summarized crudely. Someof
the ritualized patterns of some cephalopods,
perhaps mostofthe littoral and inshorespecies,

seem to be moreoften or directly controlled by

(adapted to) their physical environments than
are most of the correspondingpatterns of other
animals. The performanceofa ritualized pattern
by acephalopod mayentail more calculation, the
weighing of pros and cons,than is usually true of
other animals.

This may be a reason why some or mostco-
leoid cephalopods haverelatively larger brains
per body weight (Packard, 1972) than do the
ecologically equivalentfishes.

The predominanceofvisual displays among
coleoidsis a problem initself. As Tavolga (1968)

and others have pointed out, aquatic environ-
ments are not ideal for visual communication.
Light beams extinguish rapidly with distance in
water and are scattered and obscured by sus-
pended particles and plankton. It is obvious in
the field that visual signals can be used only for
communication over limited areas. The visual
patternsofS. sepioidea, for instance, convey much
informationvery rapidly, and sometimes broadly
(in the sense of going off in different directions),
but they do not transmit very far.

One may ask, therefore, why so many co-
leoids place such reliance on an imperfect chan-
nel, or why they do not make moreuse of other
kinds of communication. There would appear to
be two answers. First, visual signals are ade-

quate. They work, and work well within their
sphere. Second, they may have fewer drawbacks
than the possible alternatives—for animals ofco-
leoid habits and structures.

The deficiencies of visual communication are
often minimized by two features. Many coleoids
are so gregarious and cohesivethat they do not
need more than short- to medium-distance sig-
nals among themselves. Most of them also prefer
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the clearest waters available. The fact that cryptic
or mimetic patterns cannotbeseenat great dis-

tances is not a drawback.
Some of the possible alternatives, olfactory

or other chemical signals, are slow and/or ex-
tremely diffuse. Tactile signals are very short
range. Both kinds of signal may be too clumsyfor
animals as mobile as most coleoids, or be suit-

able for only a few types of social encounters.
Coleoids do, 1n fact, use them for certain interac-

tions, such as copulations, when a degree of

close contact and a pausein otheractivities are
perhapsinevitable.

Nautilus depends ontouch,taste, and smell in

a greater diversity of circumstances. It is also
comparatively sluggish (Cousteau and Dholé,
1973).

The deep-water coleoids may have to use
their chemical and tactile senses more frequently
and extensively than dotheir littoral or surface
relatives. It is suggestive, however, that many of
them have evolved numerousor elaborate light
organs. This would seem to indicate that they
have retained at least part of the visual acuity and
someofthe preferencesthat are characteristic of
the group as a whole.

Acoustic signals would have manytheoretical
advantages—they could be sent over long as well
as short distances and refined to extremepreci-
sion—and it is not immediately evident why
cephalopods do not use them. There may be an
element of evolutionary ‘‘accident.’’ Perhaps ap-
propriate mutations did not occur among ceph-
alopodsat the right times. But there may also
have been functional considerations. Much of
the mobility of cephalopods is dependentonjet
propulsion, a method of locomotion that seems
to work best when the bodyis very flexible. Flexi-
bility 1s made easier when hard parts are re-
duced.(This, in turn, may be a reason why most

of the earlier shelled cephalopods were replaced
by the largely unshelled coleoids.) In the absence
of many hard parts, it may be difficult to evolve
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noise-making organs such as stridulating de-
vices. Most coleoids lack structures like the
“swim bladders” that are importantin the sound
reception of manyfishes.

It 1s also possible that sounds are more likely
than visual signals to attract the attention of po-
tential predators. Some accountsof the acoustic
behavior offishes, e.g., Tavolga (1960), imply
that many of the species that produce sounds
most frequently are particularly well protected.
The more vulnerable cephalopods may not have
been able to take the samerisks.

COMMENT

Two general aspects of the communication
systems of cephalopods are of interest from a
comparative pointofview. (1) These systemsare
highly complex and sophisticated, probably as
advanced as those of any other animals apart
from man and (possibly) subhuman forms such
as chimpanzees. Cephalopodsare invertebrate,
but they are not backward or primitive in their
social behavior. (2) The repertoires of many co-
leoid cephalopodsare distinguished by a maxi-
mum use and developmentofa single channelor
medium of expression. They illustrate the in-
tricacy and efficiency that limited systems can
attain in conditionsthat are both favorable perse
and narrowly boundin scope.
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Chapter 15

COMMUNICATION IN CRUSTACEANS
AND ARACHNIDS

Peter Weygoldt

Crustaceans

The class Crustacea contains a very large

numberof species, which exhibit great diversity.

Small forms, such as Branchiopoda, Ostracoda,

and Copepoda,have simple, perhapsbasic, pat-

terns of behavior. Large forms, as exemplified by
crayfish, crabs, and hermit crabs (Malacostraca),

show complex social behavior and communica-
tion systems. Even truly social crustaceans have

recently been discovered, forming closed soci-
eties, comparable to some of the more primitive

societies of social insects like wasps. A numberof
crustaceans, belonging to different subclasses,

have becomeparasites with reduced but highly
specialized behavior patterns, and someofthese
have developed communicatory mechanismsnot
only affecting behavior but also development.It
is thus difficult to draw a clear-cut picture of
crustacean communication. However, since mosi

studies have involved the Malacostraca, this

chapter will mainly deal with this subclass.

METHODS OF COMMUNICATION

Communication signals may be transmitted
by chemical, mechanical, acoustical, and optical

means, or by combinationsofthese.
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Chemical Communication
The use of chemical signals is probably the

basic method of communication in crustaceans.

Combinedwith tactile stimuli, it may govern the

behavior in sexual recognition and pair forma-
tion in most of the Entomostraca and even in

most Malacostraca. It has been substantiated,

however, only in a few cases.
In barnacles, a chemical has been shown to

induce settling and crowding in cypris larvae.
This substance is contained in theshells of set-
tled barnacles and acts quite specifically, for cy-

prids of Balanus balanoides react to the “‘settling
factor” of conspecific adults to a greater extent
than to that of other species. This factor is a
protein probably similar to the arthropodin in
the cuticle of other arthropods. Cypris larvae
react only to surfaces coated with this substance,
not to solutions ofit (for references, see Frings
and Frings, 1968). The function ofthis substance
is to induce crowding, which maybe necessary in
sedentary animals to ensurecrossfertilization.

Anothersubstance is released by well-nour-
ished barnacles, and this induces the newly

hatched nauplii to becomeactive andto leave the
mantle cavity. It thus ensures that naupliu emerge
when food1s available.
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Chemical stimuli are also responsible for ag-
gregation in terrestrial isopods such as Oniscus,
Porcelho, and Armadillidium. These animals react
to the odor of conspecifics, especially under des-
sicated conditions (Kuenen and Nooteboom,
1963).

Pair formation and mating are in manycrus-
taceans initiated by chemical signals. The sub-
stances by which males recognize receptive or
precopulatory-molt females may be located on
or in the surface of the female’s cuticle or they
may be released. The sense employed by the
male is contact chemoreception in the former,
but distance chemoreception in the latter. The
factors involved have not been identified.

In the first case a male will recognize a recep-
tive or potentially receptive female only after
physical contact with her exoskeleton. This has
been reported for the crabs Callinectis sapidus and
Carcinus maenas and for the shrimps Leander
squilla, Palaemonetes vulgaris, and Pandalus borealis

(for references, see Frings and Frings, 1968),

and proved for the hermit crab Pagurus bernhardus
(Hazlett, 1970) and the wood louse Porcellio
dilatatus (Legrand, 1958). In Pagurus the male
immediately responds by grasping whenhis che-
lipeds or legs have touched a receptive female.
This response is even elicited when the female
has been wrappedin a piece of cloth, preventing
adequate visual stimuli. In the wood louse Por-
cellio the male’s ability to detect a receptive
female is lost when the last segment of the an-
tenna is removed. Contact chemoreception is
also responsible for the recognition of family
members in the social isopod Hemilepistus (see
below).

Distance chemoreception in pair formation
has been reported for the copepod Ladidocera aes-
tiva, some talitrids (Amphipoda), some mysid
shrimps (Clutter 1969), the lobster Homarus

americanus, the snapping shrimp Synalpheus hem-
philh, and the crab Hemigrapsus oregonensis (for
references, see Frings and Frings, 1968). It has
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been proved only by Ryan (1966) for the crab
Portunus sanguilentus. In this crab, a chemicalis
presentin the urine of receptive females. Males
placed in water previously occupied by such a
female exhibit searching and courting behavior.

Sex determination in a few crustaceans is
phenotypic and strongly influenced bythe pres-
ence or absence of conspecific animals. In some
species of the parasitic isopod family Bopyridae
the first larva to arrive atits hostwill develop into
a female. Larvaethat arrive laterwill settle on the
female and transform into males (Reinhard,
1949; Reverberi and Pitotti, 1942). A complex
sex determination has been foundin the tanaid
Heterotanais oerstedi (Biickle-Ramirez, 1965). Fe-
males may transform into males, and larvae kept
together with an adult male or female will de-
velop into females or males, respectively. The
mechanisms involved in sex determination in
these cases are unknownbutit seems most prob-
able that pheromonesplay an essentialrole.

Mechanical Communication
Communication bytactile stimuli is probably

very Important in many crustaceans; during
courting, mating, or fighting, male and female
tap or touch each otherwith their antennae,che-
lipeds, or legs. Mating and agonistic behavior
involving such movements, in most cases com-
bined with chemical or visual signals, have been

described for numerouscrustaceansof different
orders. However,careful analysis of the commu-

nicative value of such movements are scarce.
Usually it is difficult, if not impossible, to sepa-
rate such stimuli from other communicative ac-
tions. Hazlett (1970) studied the responses of
hermit crabs to tactile stimuli. These crabs can
often be observed to move one or both cheliped
mani out and back throughanarc of about 30°.
This ‘‘flicking”’ act is most common whena crab,
which has withdrawninto its gastropodshell, is
graspedby anothercrab.It thus probably repre-
sents a rather unspecific defense movement.
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Hazlett was able to induceflicking in Pagurus

bernhardus by touchingvarious parts of the che-

lipeds or legs with a glass rod. He also showed
that flicking is the response to tactile stimuli
whenthe crab is withdrawninits shell. It is inhib-

ited by visual inputs and cannotbeelicited when
the crab is in the walkingposition with eyes un-
covered. Flicking is further influenced by previ-
ous experience with an opponent. Crabs that
have withdrawn in response to the aggressive
display of another crab of equal size are much
morelikely to execute flicking than animals that
have had an encounter with a muchlarger oppo-
nent. Anotherbehaviorelicited by tactile input1s
the “dislodging shaking.”’ This is the movement
performed by a hermit crab on whoseshell a
conspecific crab is crawling. It causes the offend-
ing crab to crawl off the shaking crab’s shell or
it dislodges the offender. Dislodging shaking can
be elicited by placing a weight on the crab’sshell,
and this weighthas to be largerin larger crabs or
in crabs with larger shells.

Therole of tactile stimuli in the communica-
tion system of fiddler crabs (genus Uca) was
studied by Altevogt (1957), von Hagen (1970c),

and Salmon (1965). Salmon, studying U. pugila-
tor, showed that sexual discrimination depends
on tactile stimuli during the night. A male gently
touched with a grass leaf responds with court-
ship behavior, but moreintense contacttriggers
aggressive display. Males of U. vocator, like those
of other species, respond to dummies prepared
of cardboard, but the response is greatly in-
creased after the model has touched the male.

Communication by tactile stimuli, combined
perhaps with chemical signals, is probably most
important in many nocturnal and cavernicolous
crayfish, isopods, and amphipods, but none of

these have been investigated. The deep-sea gala-
theid Munidopsis polymorpha probably uses an-
other, perhaps more common method of
mechanical communication. When two animals

approach each other they perform waving or
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trembling movements with their chelipeds that
may cause water disturbances detectable over

short distances. It seems that this behavioris a

courtship display (Jakob Parzefall, pers. comm.).

Acoustical Communication
Theuse ofacoustic signals is another method

ofmechanical communication. Many crustaceans

are able to produce sounds. The methods by
which these are emitted varyin different species,
and one species may employtwo orthree differ-
ent methods. For a review see Guinot-Dumortier
and Dumortier (1960).

Hissing or rattling sounds may be produced
by rubbing the second article of the antennae
against the edge of the rostrum in spinylobsters
(Panulirus argas, P. guttatus: Moulton, 1957; Ha-
zlett and Winn, 1962), by friction of the walking
legs against the carapace in several species of
freshwater crabs (Potamon), or by rubbing the

maxillipeds against each otherin the freshwater
crab Pseudothelphusa garmani and im terrestrial
hermit crabs (Birgus, Coenobita). ‘These are

stridulatory sounds. Similar sounds are pro-
duced in other crabs (several Ocypode species,
Sesarma angustipes, S. ricordi) by forcing respira-
tory water through the exhalation opening
beneath the epistome (burbling) (von Hagen,
1968). Spiny lobsters have been observedto re-
spond to the stridulatory sounds of conspecific
cage mates. In the crabs, however, these types of
sounds are not used in intraspecific encounters,
and their function may be to deter predators.

The most conspicuous sounds produced by
crustaceans are those made by the snapping
shrimps Alpheus and Synalpheus. In these
shrimps, one of the chelipeds is enlarged and
bears a huge chela. When widely openeda pair
of smooth disks are held together by the cohe-
sive forces of water. This allows the closer mus-
cle of the claw to generate a large amount of
tension before these forces are overcome. A

rapid closing is thus facilitated (Ritzmann, 1973).
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The claw with its specialized tubercle and de-
pression on opposite parts (Volz, 1938) thereby
produces a loud crack and a jet of water. The
function ofthis is still uncertain, but Hazlett and
Winn (1962) and Nolan and Salmon (1970) have
shownthat snapping plays an importantrole in
agonistic encounters of homosexualindividuals.
Since the snapping frequency is increased at
dawn and duringthe night, oneofits functions
may be to produce agonistic signals when the
visual signal of the opened clawis noteffective.
A similar crack is emitted by the mantis shrimp
Gonodactylus oerstedu. It is produced bystriking
the raptatorial appendage against something
hard.

Whereas in the cases cited above, the com-
municatory role of sound productionisstill un-
certain, recent studies by Altevogt (1966), von
Hagen (1962, 1970), Salmon (1965, 1967,
1971), and others have indicated that acoustic
communication 1s very importantin terrestrial
and semiterrestrial crabs of the families
Ocypodidae and Grapsidae. Indeed,it has been
shown that species of fiddler crabs and ghost
crabsare very sensitive to substrate-borne vibra-
tions, and Ocypode quadrata seems even able to
detect airborne sounds of about 3 kHz (Horch
and Salmon,1969). The sense organs employed
are the vibration receptors in the joints of the
walking legs (Salmon and Horch, 1972, 1973).
These crabs are able to use as sources ofinfor-
mation a multitude of vibrations originating
from conspecifics and perhaps from predators,
too.

Thus, the substrate-borne vibrations pro-
duced by a rapidly fleeing Uca tangeri act as an
alarm signal, inducingothercrabsto retreat into
their burrowsorto stay there if already hidden
(Altevogt, 1966). Another acoustic by-productis
the sound produced by a male wavingits large
cheliped. At the end of each wavingact the claw
is moved downward andapplies a vibration im-
pulse to the substratum. This is perceived by
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hidden crabs and probably recognized by its
rhythm, which,of course,is identical to the wav-
ing rhythm. It induces the crabs to leave their
burrowsandtostart waving also. It may also be
responsible for synchronous waving in fiddler
crabs out of direct sight of each other (Gordon,
1958).

Besides these vibrations, which are epi-
phenomenaofother(e.g., locomotory)activities,
direct production of vibratory signals occurs in
ghost crabs (genus Ocypode), fiddler crabs (genus
Uca), and someother Ocypodidae(e.g., Dotilla),
and in some Grapsidae. Thoughtheseare proba-
bly perceived as substrate-borne vibrations, they
cause airborne soundsdetectable by the human
ear. The methods by which these sounds are
emitted are different. A numberof species drum
on the substratum. “‘Honking” soundsare pro-
ducedby several Uca species(e.g., U. mordax and
U. burgerst) by convulsions ofthe large cheliped.
Striking the walking legs against the ground also
aids the sound production. Otherspecies(e.g.,
U. tanger, U. pugilator) push the base of the en-
larged claw against the substrate or against one
leg (percussion), thus emitting the well-known
“rapping” sounds.U. thayer is able to use both
methods of sound production (von Hagen,
1973b). Drummingbystriking the claws against
the substratum has also been observed in Dotilla
blanfordi and in Ocypode quadrata. Ocypode ceratoph-
thalmus 1s able to producethreedifferent types of
vibrations (Hughes, 1966): rapping sounds by
drumming on the ground, rasping sounds by
stridulation, and hissing sounds by burbling (see
p. 000). Stridulation is achieved by rubbing a
ridge of tubercles on the innerside of one claw
against a tubercle on the second article of the
same appendage. The grapsids Sesarma rectum
and S. curacaoense beat one claw against the
other, which is placed on the ground (von Ha-
gen, 1967).

The best-known cases of acoustic communi-
cation in crustaceansare those of Uca tangeri and
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some other Uca species. In Uca tangent two differ-
ent “‘rapping”’ signals are emitted by the males
(Fig. 1). Short drumrolls, consisting of one to
three pulses and repeated at intervals of about
one second, represent the spontaneousactivity,

correspondingto the low intensity or spontane-
ous waving. Longer drumrolls, consisting of
seven to twelve pulses, are produced by males
sensing the substratum-borne vibrations of an
approaching conspecific animal. Altevogt (1966)
was able to simulate these vibration signals by
drumming with his fingers on the substratum.
This elicited typical behavior providingthe vi-
brations were of the correct intensity and
rhythm. When drummingnear a male’s burrow,
the male answered, then appeared, took up an
aggressive posture, but quickly disappeared at
the sight of the author. When drummingneara
female’s burrow, the female appeared and,as
long as her eyes were concealed, even allowed
pulling on her leg and simulated carapace feed-
ing, both components of the courtship behavior
of this species.

Tropical mud flats and mangrove areas are
usually inhabited by more than one species of
Uca and Ocypode, all of which may produce
sounds. These vibration signals are of special
importancein species that are also active during
the night andin thosethat inhabit the uppermost
intertidal areas, with grassy vegetation reducing
visibility. Salmon and Atsaides (1968) found that
most Uca species, including U. pugilator, produce
only one type of drumroll. The soundsofdiffer-
ent species vary in the numberofpulses, the time
intervals between pulses, and the timeintervals
between consecutive drumrolls (Figs. 1, 2). All of
these probably contribute to species recognition
and may thus serve as isolating mechanisms.
Even the frequencies of the sounds may be
different. The rapping sounds of Uca pugilator
contain maximal energies between 600 and 2,-
400 Hz, whereas those of U. rapax have maximal
energies between 300 and 600 Hz. Whether
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these differences are detectable seems question-
able. Salmon (1971) showed that U. rapax 1s
more sensitive to vibrations between 480 and
1,000 Hz than is U. pugilator.

Visual Communication
Manycrustaceans are able to produce light

(Harvey, 1961). Indeed, the chemical basis of

light production of the ostracod Cyprdina hilgen-
dorfu is one of the best-investigated examples of
bioluminescence (Johnsonet al., 1961; McElroy

and Seeliger, 1962). In these and other species
that emit luminescent clouds, bioluminescence

may have no communicatory function butis used
to blind predators temporarily and to conceal
the animal. The most highly evolved light-emit-
ting organs are found in the Euphausiacea.
These organs resemble eyes in having, besides
the luminescentlayers, lenses, reflecting layers,

and mechanismsanalogousto eyelids to turn off
the light. But even in these, the function ofbiolu-
minescence is unknown. Countershadingis one
of the possibilities suggested (Nicol, 1962;
Clarke, 1963). Reports that shoals or swarms of

euphausidsoften flash simultaneously only sug-
gest that light production is seen by other mem-
bers of the swarm and may,atleast, be used to

synchronize the animals. It mayalso serve to pre-
vent dispersion of the animals andto facilitate
species recognition.

Manycrustaceans with well-developed eyes
use conspicuous postures or movements, often
combined with the display of brightly colored
body parts for communication, and some even
changethe structure of their environmentin the
same context.

Interpretation of body postures or move-
ments as displays with communicatory function
must, however, be made with caution. Species
that are active duringthe nightalso adoptcertain
postures during intraspecific encounters. Heck-
enlively (1970), for example, conducteda statis-
tical study of body postures during agonistic



 
Fig. 1. Oscillograms of rapping soundsofdiffer-

ent Uca species. A. Uca tangeri, short drumrolls, each
consisting of one pulse. B. Uca tangen, long drumrolls.
C. Uca pugilator, response of a maleto tactile stimula-
tion by a female. 1 = before contact, 2 = female
touches male, 3 = “stamping” sounds produced by
walking, and exploratory “‘flicking’”” movements of the
walking legs against the substratum, 4 = rapid series
of sounds produced after female has left the area,
gradually decreasing toward spontaneousrate. D. Uca
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pugilator, response of a male to playbacks of sounds
from another stimulated male. 1 = spontaneousrate,
2 = first sound in playback series. Arrows between 2
and 3 indicate beginning of each sound produced by
the test male. 4 = sounds produced after playback,
with gradual return to spontaneousrate. E, F. Noctur-
nal sounds produced by undisturbed males of Uca
spinicarpa and Uca speciosa, respectively. (From Salmon
and Atsaides, 1968.)
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Fig. 2. Oscillograms of sounds produced by lone
malefiddler crabsat night. A. Uca pugnax. B. Uca virens.

interaction in the crayfish Orconectes virilis and
came to the conclusion that “antennal position
seems to be important in crayfish aggression,
both as an indicatorof the aggressive state of the
individual and asa threat display to the oppo-
nent.’ It is not known, however, whether a

crayfish 1s able to recognize the antennal posi-
tion of its opponent and whatfeatures indicate
Its aggressive state. It was shown by Bovbjerg
(1956) that blinded crayfish also engage in ag-
gressive interactions.

To settle this question, dummiescan be used.

Von Hagen (1962, 1970c), studying Uca tanger
and U. vocator, conducted experiments with
different models, crabs, and pieces of cork or

cardboard ofdifferent forms and colors to study
the features that elicit certain agonistic or court-
ship displays. Similarly, Hazlett (1969c) studied
the communicatoryrole of cheliped presentation
and leg postures in agonistic interactions of her-
mit crabs, using dummies prepared from dried
specimens.

Visual displays have been most extensively
studied in several hermit crabs (Hazlett, 1966a,
1966b, 1968a, 1968c, 1969a, 1969c, 1972a) and
in fiddler crabs and a few other Ocypodidae(Al-
tevogt, 1955, 1957, 1959, 1969; Crane, 1943,

1957, 1958, 1966, 1967; Griffin, 1968; von Ha-
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C. Uca longisignalis. D. Uca mordax. E. Uca rapax. (From
Salmon and Atsaides, 1968.)

gen, 1962, 1970a, 1970b, 1972a, 1972b, 1973a,
1973b, 1973c; Salmon, 1965, 1967; Salmon and

Atsaides, 1968; Warner, 1970; Yamaguchi,

1971).
In hermit crabs, visual displays are employed

in agonistic encounters. Though these may lead
to precopulatory behavior, this is triggered by
contact chemoreception and consists mainly of
tapping and stroking movements with the che-
lipeds or legs and by rocking or rotating the
female’s shell. The agonistic displays involve
raising one or more ambulatory legs and presen-
tation or extension of one or both chelipeds
(Fig. 3).

The well-known conspicuous claw waving of
fiddler crabs can lead to either aggression or
mating, depending on whether a male or a
female approaches the performing male. Here,
sexual recognition depends on visual cues; the
female has two small chelipeds, and in the male
one of them is extremely enlarged and some-
times brightly colored.

Usually there are two, sometimes three,

different forms of claw waving in onespecies,
corresponding to differences in courting inten-
sity. Spontaneousactivity is performed whether
other conspecifics are absent or present. It is
changed into the courting activity at the sight of
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Fig. 3. Leg and cheliped presentations in hermit

crabs. Top: A single ambulatory rise in Clibanarius cu-
bensis. Left: Major cheliped presentation in Pylopagurus

an approachingfemale. In this matingsignal, the
waving movements are performed faster and
seem to be more exaggerated.

The waving movements varyin different spe-
cies and thusthey probably contribute to species
recognition and isolation (Fig. 4). The waving
act may be a smooth,continuous movementorIt
may beinterrupted onceor several times. It may
be performedeither while stationary, in front of
the male’s burrow, or during short, rhythmic
bursts of locomotion. Coloration and color
change contribute to the conspicuousnessofthe
display. Many species are cryptically colored at
the onset of each low-tide activity period, when
the animals are feeding or constructing burrows.
Later, when social activities become morefre-

quent, the large claw and sometimes even the
carapace and other appendages brighten up in
some species.

Theseactivities of different Uca species have
been well described by the authors mentioned,

operculatus. Right: Major cheliped extension in Pagurus
pygmaeus. (After Hazlett and Bossert, 1965.)

and even excellent films on several species are
now available (Altevogt, 1964a, 1964b; Altevogt

and Altevogt, 1968a, 1968b, 1968c, 1968d,

1968e, 1968f; von Hagen, 1972a, 1972b, 1973a,

1973b, 1973c).
Claw wavinghas also been described for sev-

eral other subsocial ocypodid crabs, e.g., Dotilla

blanford: (Altevogt, 1966) and Heloecius cordifrons
and Hemiplax latifrons (Griffin, 1968). Simpler
display patterns, usually cheliped presentation,
occur in other Ocypodidae, Grapsidae, and
among other crab families (Schéne, 1968;

Warner, 1970; Wright, 1968).

Another methodofcourtship display and ter-
ritory demarcation has evolved in Ocypode saratan
(Linsenmair, 1967) and perhapsalso in O. quad-
rata (Horch and Salmon, 1969). Like other

ocypodid crabs, ghost crabs construct burrows.
The sand, however, is not evenly distributed

around the burrow by O. saratan, but used to
build a pyramid. These pyramids attract both
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Fig. 4. Waving display shown byfive species of
fiddler crabs. A. Consecutive stages in the display of
each Uca species. Top: beginningofthe wave, middle:
at the point offarthest lateral extension of the major
chela, bottom:as the claw is flexed toward the body.
B. Vertical position of the tip of the majorchela(asit

is raised and lowered) as a function of time for the
completion of a single wave. Deflections, when
present, indicatea ‘‘jerk.”’ C. Recordingsofa series of
waves producedby individual males of each species.
Each deflection indicates the beginning and end of a
single wave. (From Salmon and Atsaides, 1968.)
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females ready to mate and malessearchingfor a
territory. This was clearly shown by Linsenmair
(1967), who was able, by building a few pyra-
mids, to trigger the development of a new mat-
ing colony (see below).

INFORMATION TRANSFER BY DISPLAYING CRABS

Communication between two animals implies
transfer of information. That communication oc-
curs is often quite obvious because the animal to
which the display is directed responds in a pre-
dictable way. The information content per dis-
play and the amountof information transferred
per display is obviously a function of the number
of possible displays and the numberof possible
responses.It 1s low if both are low. Hazlett and
Bossert (1965, 1966) conductedstatistical inves-

tigations on the communications system in ag-
gressive encounters of hermit crabs. They found
thirteen to fifteen possible behavioral acts, most

of them visual displays. The average amount of
information transferred ranged from 0.35 bits
per display in Clibanarius triclor to 0.52 bits per
display in Pagurus marsh. This latter species
tends to be camouflaged by accumulated debris.

The rate of information transmission ranged
from 0.4 to 4.4 bits per sec in different species.
Dingle (1969), studying the aggressive behavior
of the mantis shrimp Gonodactylus bredini, arrived
at similar values. He observed ten behavioral
acts, visual displays as well as tactile stimuli, and

calculated meanvalues of information transmis-
sion of 0.78 bits per display and 1.82 bits per

interaction. During sixty-minute-observation pe-
riods, information transmission increased dur-

ing the first ten minutes, then slowly decreased
with the establishment of dominance-subordi-
nate relationships. Similar values of 1.00 to 1.57

bits per interaction have also been found in the
spider crab Microphrys bicornutus and in hermit

crabs by character analysis (Hazlett and Esta-

brook, 1974a, 1974b). It was further shown that

the uncertainty about a given act is reduced by

the knowledge of the previous act.
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THE MEANING OF DISPLAY

The meaning of spontaneous claw waving or
sound production of ocypodid crabs has been
discussed. These activities are sometimes per-
formed in the absence of other conspecific ani-
mals. Some authors (Hediger, 1933, Peters,

1955; Vervey, 1930) have concluded that this

behavior has a territorial function. Others (Al-

tevogt, 1966; von Hagen, 1962) believe thatits
functionIs to attract females andthatthis behav-
ior 1s therefore a low-intensity mating signal
roughly comparable to the appetence behavior
of other animals. They reject the term ‘“‘territo-
rial display’ because it would characterize activi-
ties of negative social value. However, in many
animals of different phyla the same display may
serve to mark territory andto attract females,

and a clear-cut distinction and definition of both
activities may be impossible. It may therefore be
more interesting to observe and describethere-
sponsesto the displays by different animals of
the community.

The assumption that the spontaneous claw
waving and sound production in Uca species 1s
primarily a mating signal, indicating the male’s
maturity and physiological state, is correct. The
display is comparable to an advertisement, and

the message may be circumscribed by the para-
phase: ‘Here is a mature male.” Females ready
to mate will be attracted by this signal. The sight
of the female then triggers the higher-intensity
waving, whichis a typical courting activity. This,
in turn, may induce the female to enter the

male’s burrow or to permit the exchange oftac-
tile stimuli that later lead to underground orsur-
face mating. Males in search of a burrow or
territory may also be attracted, and ritualized
fighting may result. Further, crabs previously
hidden may leave their burrowsand,if they are
males, start waving too.

The pyramid of Ocypode saratan is a similar

advertisement. The male’s mating territory con-
sists of a spiral burrow, the pyramid, a path from

the burrow entrance to the pyramid, and a small
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area surrounding these structures. The male
usually waits inside the burrow, and the pyramid
alone 1s sufficient to attract females. The pyra-
mid also attracts males in search of a mating
place. The maleseither try to take overthe terri-
tory by stridulating in front of the burrow en-
trance until the owner appears and ritualized
fighting starts, or they may start building a new
burrow and pyramid nearby. Thus,at the onset
of the breeding seasonthefirst male that has a
mating burrow and pyramid determines where a
mating colony will develop. Each mating terri-
tory 1s occupied for four to eight days, during
which time the male does not feed. Thereafter,

he migrates to a feeding place, which may be a
mile off. After some days of feeding the male
searches for a mating place again. The popula-
tion therefore always contains wandering males,
and these may be attracted by the pyramids,
throughout the breeding season. Clearly, the
pyramid is at the same time a matingsignal to
receptive females, a territory signal to some
males, and a social attractant to other males.

PHYLOGENETIC CONSIDERATIONS

The most conspicuous displays shown by
many crabs are cheliped presentations. During
agonistic encounters, some crabs and other

decapodsstretch their chelipeds toward the op-
ponent. Other species maximally unfold their
chelipeds (Fig. 5). At the end of the encounter
the chelipeds may be folded again, with the claws
pointing medially. It is most likely that unfolding
and folding of the chelipeds wasoriginally a de-
fense movement, not a display. Defense andat-
tack are most effective if executed with
maximally spread chelipeds and the body held
high on extended legs, whether this posture is
seen by the opponentor not(see, for compari-
son, the similar defense postures in scorpions
and whip scorpions, in which visual communica-
tion can be neglected). This behavior is also
effective during defense against predators and
will probably function in species with pooreye-
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sight and in those that are active at night. In a
number of crabs ritualized fighting has devel-
oped from this posture; the crabs push against
each other with maximally spread chelipeds (for
details see Sch6ne, 1961, 1968).

In manycrabs with well-developed eyes this
defense posture or the complete movement, or
one or the otherpartofit, has becomea signal,
a threat display shown in agonistic interactions.
In these, the chelae are not stretched toward the

opponent but held in a posture that ensures
maximal conspicuousness.

A complex courtship behavior is missing in
many aquatic crabs; the male rapes the female,to
whichit has been attracted by contact or distance
chemoreception. In someterrestrial crabs, espe-
cially fiddler crabs, claw waving is performed as
a courtship signal. It is more likely that this
movementhas evolved from the greatly exagger-
ated andritualized threat display, whichisstill
performed in agonistic interactions (Schéne
1968; Wright 1968), than from an exaggerated
locomotion (parade) (Altevogt, 1957). It has
then triggered the development of the extreme
cheliped asymmetry in fiddler crabs.

This type of cheliped presentation has been
called ‘‘lateral merus”’ display by Wright (1968).
Anothertype of display called ‘‘chela forward”
has evolved in several unrelated ocypodid and
grapsid crabs. Here, the merusofthechelipedis
stretched forward and the chelae point down-
ward (Fig. 5). In higher-intensity displays the
chelae may move up and downorevenrotate.In
Enocheir and Pachygrapsus the “‘chela forward’ is
used as a courtship display; in other grapsids and
ocypodidsit is an agonistic display. Wright as-
sumesthatthis type of display has evolved inde-
pendently in different groups,first as a mating
signal that has subsequently changedits function
to an agonistic display. This, however, does not
explain the origin ofthe “‘chela forward” display.
Perhapsthe “chela forward”is a cheliped pre-
sentation, like the “‘lateral merus,’’ which started
from the feeding posture of those terrestrial
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Fig. 5. Cheliped presentationsin crabs. Topleft:

Resting position. Bottom left and top right: Two
different forms of “‘lateral merus”’ display, with chelae

crabs in which the chelae point downward in
front of the body and are slowly movedalter-
nately up and down to the mouth parts.

INDIVIDUAL RECOGNITION AND MONOGAMY

Individual recognition has been reported for
a numberofdecapods:the crayfish Orconectes and
Cambarellus, the cleaning shrimp Stenopus hispidus,
and the hermit crab Pagurus bernhardus. It has
been observedin the harlequin shrimp (Hymeno-
cera picta: for references, see Wickler and Seibt,

1970; Seibt and Wickler, 1972) and in the social

isopods Hemilepistus reaumun (Linsenmair, 1971,

1972) and H. aphghanicus (Schneider, 1971).

Monogamyhasalso beenreported for a num-

ber of decapods(Seibt and Wickler, 1972; Wick-

ler and Seibt, 1970). Some of them live in

sponges or burrows (Alpheus, Synalpheus: Al-
pheidae; Spongicola: Stenopidae), others in

molluscs or tunicates (some Pontoniinae). Pericli-

stretched toward a possible opponent and maximally
unfolded. Bottom right: ““Chela forward”’ display.

menes affinis occurs in pairs on the anthozoan Dis-
cosoma. However,it is not known howlong these
pairings exist and whethertheyarefacilitated by
individual recognition or by the fact that both
animals inhabit the same host or tube and each
mate independently drives away other con-
specifics of its own sex.

In the harlequin shrimp (Hymenocera picta)
monogamyis due to individual recognition. The
pair stays together for months, and if separated
the malewill select his former mate outofseveral
other females. It is believed that chemical cues
are most important in individual recognition.

In the social isopod Hemilepistus reaumun
monogamylasts until the death of one member
of the pair. These isopods inhabit some of the
deserts and semideserts of northern Africa and
Asia. They construct long, deep burrowsin the
hard desert soil. Each burrow is guarded by one
memberofthe pair, and only the other member
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is allowed to enter. It is recognized by contact
chemoreceptionand investigated with the anten-
nae. These isopods form family groups that are
closed societies, consisting of male, female, and

their offspring. The young animals arefirst fed
by food collected by the foraging parent. Later
they forage also but freely enter their parents’
burrow before noonand at night, when tempera-
tures become unfavorable. The young animals
also recognize their parents, but the parents do
not recognize each individual young. Inside the
burrow the offspring establish a family-specific
chemical character that 1s recognizedby the par-
ents; young animals of other parents are de-
voured. The family odor is a mixture of the
individual pheromonesof the family. Under ex-
perimental conditions young animals of other
parents can accept the family character. When
kept togetherwith the offspring ofone particular
pair for some days, during which time the pair
has no accessto the offspring, this pair will later
tolerate the strangers also. However, if some

young animals are removed from their parents
for a period of weeksthey lose the family odor
and are subsequently treated as strangers. The
source of the pheromone1s not known.Theindi-
vidual and family-specific odors are learned, and
the adults are able to learn characters through-
out the breeding period. At the beginningof the
next breeding season (spring), the families dis-
perse and newsocieties are formed. The devel-
opmentofthese behavioral and communications
systems enable this isopod genustolive in arid
areas that cannot be inhabited byanyothercrus-
tacean.

ARACHNIDA

The courtship behavior of spiders has
aroused interest since antiquity. Many spiders
are especially ferocious predators, not hesitating
to devour membersof their own species. Males
attempting to mate, therefore, have to use pre-
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cise signals in order to be accepted as a mate
instead of as a meal. The same problem seemsto
exist in some of the other arachnid orders,

though to a muchlesser extent. Mating has been
observedin at least some membersofall arach-
nid orders except the Palpigradi, the habits of
whichare literally unknown. Agonistic behavior,
sometimes highly ritualized fighting, has been
reported in some of the orders. However, spi-
ders are the only arachnids in which attempts to
analyze the communications systems have been
made.

SCORPIONS

Scorpions perform complex mating dances.
In Euscorpius the male grasps the female’s chelae
and steps back and forth, showsjerking or trem-
bling movements, taps the female’s genital area
with his forelegs, and stings the female in the
articular membrane at the base of her palpal
chela (Angermann, 1957; Weygoldt, 1973a).
Similar behavior patterns have been observed in
other genera (Alexander, 1957, 1958a; Abu-

shama, 1968; Garnier and Stockmann, 1972;

Rosin and Shulov, 1963; Matthiesen, 1968). Fi-

nally, a spermatophore is deposited and the
female is pulled overit. The mating dance seems
to stimulate the female to accept the spermato-
phore. It is not known, however, which of the

special movements of the dance (e.g., the sting
or the tapping of the female gonopore)are es-
sential signals. Nor is it known whetherthereis
a mutual exchangeofsignals. To the observerit
seemsas if in many species the female does not
respond to any of these movementsand,at the
end of the mating dance,is as reluctantas at the
beginning. Mating usually takes hours, and the
amountof information transmitted peraction 1s
probably very low.

Howa female is recognized by a maleis not
known; the observations suggest that contact
chemoreception 1s involved.
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Some scorpions, when cornered, produce
sounds. The methods of sound production vary
in different species (Alexander, 1958b; Rosin
and Shulov, 1961). It is not known whether any
of these species use sound production as a
method of communication.

PSEUDOSCORPIONS

Though not closely related, many pseudo-
scorpions perform mating dances similar to
those of scorpions (Kew, 1912; Vachon, 1938;
Weygoldt, 1969, 1970). But these have evolved
within the order. Members of the more primitive
families have no mating behavior at all. The
males produce spermatophoresin the absence of
females (most families) or after short physical
contact with a female, whether receptive or not
(some Olpndae). Females are most likely at-
tracted to the spermatophores by chemical sex
attractants. The male Serianus carolinensis (Ol-

plidae) surroundsits spermatophoreswith signal
threads, which makeit easier for the female to

find the spermatophore and to approachit from
the correct side. Even in some of these nonmat-
ing species, communication signals between in-
dividuals have been observed. A number of
species are gregarious (Chthoniidae, Garypidae,
Sternophoridae, Cheiridiidae). When one ani-
malis closely approached by another,it mayre-
spondby vibrating or shaking movements of the
pedipalps and rocking movementsof the body.
This behavior often spreads through the whole
group and results in the usual spacing of the
animals. A similar behavior has been observed in
some Chernetidae. In Lasiochernes pilosus chemi-
cal communicationis probably also involved. Ex-
cited animals produce a strong odor, which
seems to stimulate other individuals.

The mating dances of most Cheliferoidea
pose the same problems as those of the scor-
pions. They probably produce special sets of
mechanical stimuli, combined perhaps with
chemical signals. A courting male of Withius sub-
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ruber (Withiidae), for example, rapidly vibrates
his third pair of legs and thus perhapsstimulates
the trichobothria on the female’s palpal chelae.
The Cheliferidae perform mating dances with-
out physical contact of the mates. The males
court by jumping or vibrating movements in
front of the female, thus probably stimulating
her trichobothria, and display their ram’s-horn
organs(Fig. 6). These carry apical glands (Heur-
tault, 1972) which most likely emit airborne
chemical substances. A female thus courted ap-
proaches the male and keeps herpalpal chelae
close to the tips of his ram’s-horn organs.

UROPYGI

Mating dances have also been observed in
whip scorpions (Klingel, 1963; Sturm, 1958,
1973; Weygoldt, 1971, 1973b). The male grasps
the antenniform legs of the female and rubstheir
tips with his chelicerae. The female is also
stroked and tapped with the male’s pedipalps
and antenniform legs. Again, it is not known
which of these actions are essential signals. The
female is finally stimulated and embraces the
male’s opisthosoma (Thelyphonidae) or flagel-
lum (Schizomidae). The spermatophore is
deposited in this position. In Mastigoproctus,

 
Fig. 6. Courting males of the pseudoscorpions

Fysterochelifer meridianus (left) and Hysterochelifer tuber-
culatus (right), displaying their ram’s-horn organs.
(From Weygoldt, 1970.)
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spermatophore formation takes two to three

hours, during which time the female remains

motionless.
Agonistic behavior between males has been

observed in Mastigoproctus. With pedipalps
' widely opened the animals push against each
other, at the same time tapping each other with
the antenniform legs. Soon one animal gives up
and performs rocking movements, thereby
slowly retreating.

AMBLYPYGI

Whipspiders ortailless whip scorpionspos-
sess a complex arrangementoftrichobothria on
their walking legs, which providea fine sense of
distance mechanoreception, and extremely elon-
gated antenniform first legs covered with me-
chanoreceptors and chemoreceptors (Foelix et
al., 1975). During courting, a malesitting close
to a female rapidly vibrates one or both anten-
niform legs (Charinus, Tarantula) or taps the
female in a characteristic rhythm (Heterophrynus =
Admetus) (Klingel, 1963; Weygoldt, 1972a,

1972b, 1972d, 1972f, 1974). Occasionally the

male leaps or steps forward, his raptatorial pedi-
palps extended. Thereceptive female thereupon
retreats but approaches again immediately after-
ward andstretches one antenniform leg toward
the male. Thus, there is probably a mutual ex-
change of signals. After deposition of the sper-
matophorethe male alters the movementsofhis
antenniform legs or performs a regular dance,
and the female approaches and steps over the
spermatophore. However, the exact communica-
tory role of these movements is not known.

Male and sometimes even female whip spi-
ders perform highly ritualized fighting when en-
countering another animal of their own sex and
species (Weygoldt, 1972c, 1972e). In somespe-
cies these are probably used to defend territo-
ries. After some irregular mutual tapping the
combatants moveapart until each animal canjust
reach its opponent with one antenniform leg
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Fig. 7. Ritualized fighting in the whip spider Chan-

nus brasilianus. Above: Prelude, each animal taps its
opponentwith one antenniform leg. Note characteris-
tic posture with one pedipalp folded, the other un-
folded. Below: The animals rush against each other
with widely unfolded pedipalps. (From Weygoldt,
1972c.)

(Fig. 7). Performing slow tapping or stroking
movements, the animals coordinate with each

other. Suddenly they stop and, with pedipalps
widely opened, each steps forward. A short but

vehement pushing-and-pulling struggle follows,
after which the animals separate. Later a charac-
teristic movementof one antenniform leg of the
dominantanimalis sufficient to induceretreat of
the subordinate.
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Somewhipspidersare able to stridulate (Mil-
lot, 1949; Shear, 1970a), but the communicatory
role of sound production is unknown.

ARANEAE

This is the largest order of the arachnids(ex-
cept the mites) and the onewith the highest de-
gree of diversity. Numerous authors have
studied the mating habits ofdifferent spiders (for
a summary and a bibliography, see Platnick,
1971). Spiders have evolved a variety of commu-
nication systemsin different families and species.
Communication is achieved by chemical, me-
chanical, and visual signals.

Chemical Communication
The use of chemical signals is the most primi-

tive means of communication in spiders. It has
probably beenretained in someform in all fami-
lies. In many spiders courtship starts after the
male has accidentally touched a female. This has
been observed in theraphosids, in numerous
haplogyne, and in some entelegyne spiders.
Though conclusive evidence is scarce, it seems
mostlikely that contact chemoreception 1s in-
volved. For example, autotomized female ap-
pendages no longer elicit courtship responses
from males when washed in ether and dried
(Kaston, 1936). The tarsi of the pedipalps and
the first pair of legs carry many chemoreceptive
hairs (Foelix, 1970a, 1970b). Contact chemore-

ception also aids in the finding of a female by a
male. Bristowe and Locket (1926) and manyoth-

ers have noticed that male lycosid spidersstart
courtship behavior whenplaced into a container
previously occupied by mature females. In this
case it 1s some factor of the drag line of the
female thatelicits the male behavior. The factor
1s species-specific. Males of the European species
of Trochosa react only to the drag lines of con-
specific mature females (Engelhardt, 1964). The
substratum over which a female Pardosa lapidicina
has walked doesnottrigger any courtship behav-
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ior if the female was prevented from producing
silk (Dondale and Hegdekar, 1973). The pre-
sumed sex pheromoneis quickly inactivated by
water. This ensuresthat only fresh drag lines are
attractive to males. Thefactor is not a necessary
stimulus in the courtship behaviorof lycosid spi-
ders; it ensures that the sexes meet, but it can be

bypassedbydirect contact of a female by a male.
Similarly, the webs of mature femaleselicit

courtship in conspecific males. In the theridiid
spiders Steatoda bipunctata and Teutana grossa, a
web washedin water and etheris no longerat-
tractive to males (Gwinner-Hanke, 1970). In the

agelenid Tegenana atrica (K.-G. Collatz, pers.
comm.) the factor is soluble in petroleum ben-
zine and can thusbetransferred to another, pre-
viously unattractive web under experimental
conditions. Contact chemoreceptionis also the
most important means of mutual recognition in
social spiders (see below).

An airbornesex attractant is emitted by ma-
ture females of Crytophora cicatrosa (Blanke,
1973b). Its production starts a numberof days
after the female’s final molt, reaches a peak at

about the twentieth day, and thereafter slowly
decreases. It also stops two days after copulation
of the female. Crane (1949b) also found some
evidence for the action of airborne pheromones
in Salticidae.

Mechanical Communication
When a male spider has found the web of a

mature female he starts emitting courtshipsig-
nals. Agelenidae and Amaurobiidae drum on the
web,and the female, if receptive, waits motion-

less or responds by shaking her web. Male orb
weaver spiders (Araneidae, Tetragnathidae) at
first remain at the periphery of the female’s web
andstart plucking certain threads with theirlegs.
In many species the males produce mating
threads connected to the female’s web and pluck
or shake these in a certain rhythm, often com-
bined with vibrating movements. These signals
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cause movements andvibrations of the web that

can be perceived by the female andthat are quite
different from the more irregular struggling
movements of a prey organism entangled in the
web. The females respondby shakingor tapping
on the web. Thereis clearly a mutual exchange

of signals, which finally results in the female ap-
proaching and accepting the copulatory posi-

tion. The male Cyrtophora ctricola, for example,

plucks the mating thread with his third legs, and
the female,if receptive, grasps the mating thread
with her third legs. Thus the male, when ap-
proaching,is guided directly toward the female’s
epigyne (Blanke, 1972). The plucking orvibrat-
ing movementsapplied to the mating threads or
webs are probably species-specific. Males of
other species may be chased away or devoured

by the female. In fact, they seldom enter the web
of anotherspecies because ofdifferent chemical
sex attractants. A very interesting observation,
however, is that of Czajka (1963) on Ero furcata.

The female of this spider-eating spideris capable

of imitating the courtship signals of the male of
Meta segmentata and uses this to approach and
capture the females of this species.

Similar plucking and shaking signals, some-
times combined with stridulatory vibrations,
have been observed in Theridiidae, Linyphiidae,

and Dictynidae. Many linyphiid males, instead of
attaching mating threads, bite away threads or
whole parts of the female’s web (van Helsdingen,
1965). Males of Linyphia triangulans remain in the
female’s web for some days. During this time
they are the dominant memberofthe pair. If a
second male enters the web, threat display and
fighting occurs. Several levels of aggressive be-
havior can be distinguished: approach with ab-
dominaljerking,threat display with forelegs and
chelicerae spread and abdominal whirring, and
three phasesof fighting (Rovner, 1968b).

Tactile stimuli are probably involved in the
mating of all spiders. In many species the male,
after approachingthefemale,taps or strokes her
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body, and in lycosid and salticid spiders the
female respondsby twisting her opisthosoma to
facilitate insertion of the male copulatory organ.
Tactile stimuli are also important in the brood
care ofwolf spiders. Newly hatchedspiderssettle
on their mother’s opisthosoma for a numberof
days. Theyfail to do so if the female abdomen

has been shaved or covered with cloth. Hairy
surfaces elicit attachment behavior, and the

young spiders are morelikely to settle on the
back of a freshly killed spider abdomen ofan-
other species than on their own, shaved mother
(Engelhard, 1964; Rovneretal., 1973).

Acoustical Communication
Manyspiders are able to produce sounds,ei-

ther by drumming on the substratum or by
stridulation. Stridulatory structures have
evolved on different parts of the body (for de-
tails, see Chrysanthus, 1953 and Legendre,

1963). In most cases the function of sound pro-
duction is unknown. Some theraphosids, when
cornered, produce a loud hissing sound resem-
bling that of snakes, and it seemslikely that this
repels possible predators. Legendre, following
Berland (1932), rejects this possibility and as-
sumes that sound production is a by-product of
otheractivities. His arguments, however,are not

convincing.
Clearly, sound production was originally a

by-product of movementsof the palps, legs, or
the opisthosoma. Such movements are _per-
formed by manyspiders during courtship, and
some of these use the vibrations caused by such
movements as communicatory signals. This, in
turn, probably triggered the evolution of special
sound-producing structures and behavior mech-
anisms. Receptors may be the slit sense organs
on the legs. In Cupiennius sale a single large slit
sense organ on thetarsusofthe legs is sensitive
to surface vibrations and even to airborne
sounds (Barth, 1967), and the lyriform organs of

Achaearanea tepidariorum are sensitive to vibra-
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tions of the substratum (Walcott and van der
Kloot, 1959). (For a discussion of sound percep-
tion in spiders see also Chryanthus, 1953; Leg-
endre 1963; Frings and Frings, 1966; Liesenfeld,
1961; Walcott, 1963). The auditory function of
the trichobothria, which are sensitive to minute
air movements (Gérner, 1965; G6rner and An-
drews 1969), is still a matter of speculation.

Acoustical communication has been studied
in the theridiid spiders Steatoda bipunctata and
feutana grossa (Gwinner-Hanke, 1970) and in
some Lycosidae (Buckle, 1972; Harrison, 1969;
Rovner, 1967). It probably occurs in other spe-
cies also. Although there is some evidence to
suggest that the sounds may be perceived di-
rectly in the species mentioned above,it is more
likely that the vibrations of the substratum orthe
webs are usually detected. Both theridiids,
Steatoda and Teutana, possessstridulatory organs
between prosoma and opisthosoma. The
prosomacarries rowsofparallel ridges, and the
opisthosoma has a row of cuticular tubercles
with hairs that can be moved overthe ridges.
Both species stridulate during courtship. In
Steatoda, the female respondsto thestridulation
even whenthe maleis notsitting in the female’s
web. Sound production is a necessary part of
courtship behavior. Stridulation is also used in
agonistic behavior between males. Males that are
made unableto stridulate do notstart courtship.
In Zeutana the communicatoryrole ofsound pro-
duction is more obscure. Females do not seem to
respond to stridulation, and sometimes court-
ship may take place without any sound produc-
tion. Fighting males neverstridulate.
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Sound production in wolf spiders has long
been noticed by many naturalists (Rovner,
1967). Courtship in lycosids involves up-and-
down movementsof the pedipalps and first legs
and rapid vibrations of the opisthosoma. From
these movements different methods of sound
production have evolved. The males of many
species use their palps to drum on the sub-
stratum, usually on dry dead leavesin the natural
habitat. This has been reported for Cupiennius
sale. (Melchers, 1963), Lycosa rabida (Rovner,
1967), L. gulosa (Lahee, 1904; Harrison, 1969),
Schizocosa avida (Buckle, 1972), S. crassipes (Kas-
ton, 1936), and several species of Pardosa (e.g.,
Hallander, 1967; Dumais et al., 1973). Other
species, e.g., Alopecosa aculeata, scrape the surface
of the ground with their pedipalps (Buckle,
1972). Vibrations of the opisthosoma may pro-
duce sounds when the abdomenhits the ground.
This has been observed in Alopecosa pulverulenta
(Bristowe and Locket, 1926), Lycosa gulosa (Har-
rison, 1969), and Hygrolycosa rubrofasciata (O. von
Helversen, unpublished results) (Fig. 8). Males
of this latter species possess an interesting
sound-producing apparatus. The cuticle of the
ventral side of the opisthosomais thickened and
hardened and coveredwith specialized knobbed
hairs. In Pardosa fulvipes, on the other hand, a
stridulatory apparatus is present, consisting of
cuticular ridges on the surface of the book lung
covers andspecialized hairs on the coxae of the
fourth legs (Kronestedt 1973). Whetherthis is
used in courtship behavior is not known.

Oscillograms or sonagramsof the sounds of
Lycosa rabida, L. gulosa, Schizocosa avida, and

 

bo |

 

Oo 25 50 75 msec

Fig. 8. Drumroll produced by a courting male of
the wolf spider Hygrolycosa rubrofasciata. (Courtesy of
O. von Helversen.)
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Alopecosa aculeata have been published by Rovner

(1967), Harrison (1969), and Buckle (1972).

Lycosa rabida is the species that has been studied
most intensively. Sounds are produced during

courtship and agonistic behavior (threat dis-

play). Courtship signals consist of several brief

bursts of pulses followed by a long, continuous

train of pulses with a mean of 29 pulses persec.

Each pulse has a duration of 3 to 6 msec. The

courtship soundends abruptly and is followed by

a period of silence. Females respond to the
courtship sounds by leg-waving display and ap-

proach behavior, even when recorded sounds
are played back through a loud speaker. Lycosa
rabida is active not only under daylight condi-
tions. When a male that has sensed the contact
sex pheromone of a female starts drumming,it
can be found by a receptive female during the
night or in the dense undergrowthof the field.
During threat display short bursts of pulses are
emitted by the males.

Experiments with palpless males indicate
that, under daylight conditions, the acoustic sig-

nals are not essential. Females readily respond
by leg waving and will approach a male perform-

ing only the visual courtship displays.

Visual Communication
The use of visual signals in courtship and

agonistic behavior has been studied in some
lycosid spiders andin Salticidae, including Lys-
somaninae, and in Oxyopidae.

Many wolf spiders are active during the day
and, when sensing the contact pheromoneof a
female or when seeing a femalelike spider, will
perform elaborate courtship movements involv-
ing waving of the first legs and pedipalps. In
Pardosa and Lycosa species, especially, these ap-
pendages are conspicuously colored, often
black. In Lycosa rabida, the courting male as-
sumes a distinct posture with forelegs flexed.
Then the palps, in alternation, are raised and

waved in a circular path (palpal rotation: Kaston,
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1936). After performing a numberofpalpal rota-
tions, one of the forelegs is lifted and extended

in a tapping movement, simultaneously with
opisthosomal vibrations and palpal drumming.

These courtship activities are alternated with pe-
riods of inactivity during which the female re-

spondsby waving her forelegs and approaching.

Rovner (1968a) showedthatpalpal rotations are
not essential signals, for receptive females also
respond to performing palpless males. There 1s
a mutual exchange ofsignals; in response to the
leg waving of the female the frequency of the
male’s courtship activities increase.

Similar visual signals are employed in Par-
dosa. A male of Pardosa amentata stopsatthe sight
of a female and raises one pedipalp. He then
makesa step, simultaneously lowers both palps,
stops again andraises the other palp. The palps,
when lowered,vibrate, andthefirst legs and the

abdomen vibrate at the same time. These are
very distinctive movements, and the male walks
aroundthe female, step by step, approaches and
mounts. In Pardosa amentata the approach behav-
ior of the male is thus part of the courtship se-
quence (Vliym and Dykstra, 1966). Similar
though different displays have been observed in
P. hortensis and P. nignceps. In P. lugubns, how-
ever, the male remains stationary and courts by
raising the palps and the forelegs. Both are low-
ered stepwise; at the same timetheyvibrate and
the opisthosomaalso vibrates. After a numberof
such courtship sequences the male runs toward
the female and mounts. There is often more than
one species of Pardosa in the same environment,
and the females are similar in appearance. The
differences in male courtship behavior therefore
probably contribute to species recognition and
function as pre-mating isolating mechanisms.

Agonistic behavior among male wolf spiders
can often be observed. Threat displays in Lycosa
rabida (Rovner, 1968a) and Schizocosa crassipes

(Aspey, 1974) involve a number of different
movements of stepping, extension, and raising
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of the first pair of legs. It appears that these
spiders have evolved a communication system
similar to that described for somecrabsbut, until
more evidenceis available, this conclusion may
be premature. Under laboratory conditions a
dominance-subordinaterelationship is soon es-
tablished, and the subordinate male assumes a
submission posture when attacked by a domi-
nant male.

Males of the European species of Trochosa
also perform courtship movementsthat include
lifting and extendingoftheir forelegs, vibrations
of the palps, and quick up-and-down movements
of the opisthosoma. However, these species are
usually not active during the day, and copulation
takes place even when the females are blinded.
Engelhardt (1964), therefore, assumes that the

courtship displays in these species do not have a
communicatory function but are a by-productin-
dicating the physiological state of the male or
have the function ofself-stimulation. One might
conclude,then, that the courtship movements of
the Trochosa species are vestigial behavioral pat-
terns inherited from wolf spiders that were more
active during the day. However, the displays are
different in the four species, and it is not known

whether they can be sensed by the female by
means of her trichobothria or other me-
chanoreceptors.

Salticid spidersrely entirely on vision in their
courtship and agonistic behavior. The males of
most species are brightly colored and display the
colored parts of the body in a species-specific
manner(Bristowe, 1929; Drees, 1962; Legendre

and Llinares, 1970; Plett, 1962). Usually differ-

ent courtship andthreat display movements are
shown. Waving movements may be performed
with the pedipalps, the first, or even the third
legs (Figs. 9 and 10). The males may rock or
jumpsidewise in front of the females or perform
other conspicuous movements. Receptive
females usually wait nearly motionless. Crane
(1948, 1949) has published a wonderful synthe-
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sis of salticid behavior, including the generalized
scheme of salticid courtship display (1949b)
shown in Table 1.

THE EVOLUTION OF DISPLAY

Mechanical, acoustical, and visual displays
probably serve for species recognition and mu-
tual stimulation (for discussions on this subject
see Peckham and Peckham, 1889, 1890; Mont-
gomery, 1910; Berland, 1912; Bristowe, 1929;
and Crane 1949b). The display movements have
probably evolved from activities with other func-
tions. It is likely that the plucking or shaking
signals of a male web spiderarose from theori-
entation movements with whicha spiderinvesti-
gates whetherthere is another spider or animal
in the web. Similarly, visual displays mostlikely
evolved from tactile, chemical, and tactochemi-
cal orientation movements and, perhapsalso,
from defense postures. Many spiders, especially
theraphosids, when walking in a strange environ-
ment, perform waving movements withtheir first
legs, and defense posture with thefirst or first
and second legsraised is easily assumed. These
very conspicuouspostures, together with orien-
tation leg waving, do not play a communicatory
role since theryphosidsare notvisually oriented.
However, with the acquisition of better vision
these behavior patterns could have become com-
municatory signals that subsequently become
more conspicuous through exaggeration of the
whole movementorparts ofit.

SOCIAL SPIDERS

Social phenomenaexist in a numberofspi-
ders belonging to different families (Kullmann,
1968, 1969c, 1972; Shear, 1970b). The social
phenomena involve mutual tolerance, interat-
traction (that is, the fact that individuals areat-
tracted and remain close to conspecifics), and

cooperation. Temporary societies are estab-
lished in somespiders in which the offspring of
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Fig. 9. Examplesofdisplay motionsofsalticid spi-

ders. A. Corythaha xanthopa, threat; B, C. same, court-
ship; D. Corythalia chalcea, threat (dotted lines indicate
peak position of legs during courtship); E. Corythalia

a female remain with their motherandare nour-
ished by heruntil they are able to take their own
prey. This has been studied in the agelenid Co-
elotes terrestris (Tretzel, 1961a, 1961b), the therid-

uds Theridion notatum and T. impressum, and in a
number of Eresidae (Kullmann, 1969a, 1969b;

Kullmann et al., 1972). In Coelotes terrestris the
young spiders remain in the female’s web until
they are half grown. They gather around their
mother whenshe hasprey. Theyare attracted by
the movements of prey wrapping and feeding,
and bystrokingherfirst legs they ‘‘beg”’ for food.
A warning signal is used by a female that has
been disturbed. A few hard tapping movements
on the web induce the youngspiders to retreat
into the web funnel.

Julgipedia, threat; F. same, courtship; G. Mago dentiche-
hs, courtship; H. Gertschia noxiosa, courtship; I. Ash-
tabula furcillata, courtship. (From Crane, 1949b.)

In the subsocial Theridiidae and Eresidae
young spiders are nourished by a fluid regur-
gitated from the female’s gut (Kullmann and
Kloft, 1969; Kullmannetal., 1972). No begging
signals have been observed in these species. In
the recognition of the young spiders by their
mother, contact chemoreception is involved.
The characteristic slow movements of the young
spiders usually do notelicit aggressive behavior
in the female, but when a young animal moves
quickly it is touched and investigated with the
forelegs. Conspecific young spiders of other
females are accepted; other spiders are eaten or
chased away. Tolerance and interattraction dis-
appear later; the young spiders finally devour
their dying mother, separate, and become mutu-
ally aggressive.
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Fig. 10. The courting male of the salticid spider

Saites barbipes displaysits brightly colored third pair of
legs. (Courtesy of C. Gack.)

Permanentspidersocieties have evolved in a
number of species of different families (Kull-
mann, 1968, 1972; Shear, 1970b). The best-
investigated species are Agelena  consociata
(Agelenidae: Krafft, 1966, 1969, 1970a, 1970b,
1971, 1972) and some Stegodyphus species
(Eresidae: Kullmann, 1969a, 1970b; Wickler,

1973;JacsonandJoseph, 1973). Unlike insect and

isopod societies, these spider societies are open.
New conspecifics and even spiders of related
species of the same genus are tolerated and
sometimes integrated into the society. Experi-
ments by Krafft (1970b, 1972) and Kullmann and
Zimmermann(1972) indicate that mutual recog-
nition is explained by contact pheromones and
perhaps also by the surface structure of the spi-
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der’s cuticle. Conspecific animals placed on a
vibrator and thus behavinglike prey are touched
and investigated with the forelegs but notbitten.
The source of the pheromonethatinhibits kill-
ing of conspecifics is not known. Even pieces of
cuticle turned upside downarelesslikely to be
bitten than are prey organismsorpieces of elder
marrow. This pheromoneis notonly responsible
for mutual tolerance but probably also for the
interattraction, that is, the tendency ofthe spi-
ders to sit close to each other, especially when
separated from the society and in a strange envi-
ronment. In Agelena consociata a certain hierarchy
has been demonstrated. Some spiders are less
easily attracted to their conspecifics. One such
animalalonecarries a freshly killed prey animal
into the interior of the web. Cooperation is
achieved by more indirectinteractions. The web
is constructed cooperatively, but the perfor-
mance of each spider is determined not by spe-
cial signals of other individuals but by those
parts of the web already present. Similarly, coop-
eration in prey capture is a function ofthesize,
intensity, and duration of the struggling move-
ments of the prey organism. The larger and
morevigorousthe prey the morespiderspartici-
pate in its capture. Whenthepreyis finally killed,
however, only the dominantanimaltransportsit
to the youngspiders.

OTHER ARACHNIDS

Little is known about communication in other
arachnids. Mating preliminaries usually involve
tapping or stroking movementsor othertactile
stimuli. In sopugids the female is raped by the
male, embraced by his pedipalps and pinched
with the chelicerae. If the assault is vigorous
enough the female immediately assumes cer-
tain posture and becomes completely immovable
(Junqua, 1966; Muma, 1966). If not, the maleis

chased away or devoured. Pheromones, though

probably generally present, have been demon-
strated only in a few cases. Malesof the harvest-
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Table 1

Generalized course of display in Salticids.

Male Female

 

Becomes aware of 9, starts display, StageI.

(Minimal releaser: several sight factors;

airborne chemical stimuli also usually in-

volved.)

Approaches, in zigzags, or follows(if fe-

male retreats), continuing or resuming

display. (Minimal releaser and director:

above sight factors, plus type of female

motion or lack of it.) Special signs, such

as vibrating palps and light abdominal

spots probably have directive value.

Speeds up display tempo. (Releasers and

directors: reduced motion of female, plus

chemical stimuli. Self-stimulation is doubt-
less also a factor.)

Enters Stage II. (Releasers: primarily,

proximity of female; also involved, usually,

her lack of motion, low position, and

doubtless reinforced chemical stimuli.)
Copulation follows unless female with-

draws. (Director: sometimes a pale abdom-
inal crossbar.)

Retreats, or watches 6, usually in braced,

high position, often vibrating palps. Rarely

attacks. (Minimal releaser and director:

several sight factors.)

Becomes completely attentive; sometimes

gives weak reciprocal display. (Minimal

releaser: summative effect of display

motions.)

Ceases motion and, usually, crouches low,

legs drawn in.

 

man /schyropsalis helluwigi and someother species
of the same genuspresent cheliceral glands to
the females during courtship, and the secretion
probably stimulates chemoreceptors onthetips
of the female chelicerae (Martens 1969a). In the
tick Argas persicus an assembly pheromone has
been demonstrated by Leahy et al. (1973). An
interesting case of chemical communication has
been observed in the mite Myrmonyssus pha-
elenodectes by Treat (1958, 1969). This mite is a

parasite of the noctuid moth Pseudaletia and de-
stroys one ofits host’s tympanic organs. Thefirst
mite to arrive at its host invades oneofthe tym-
panic organs and marksa trail to this organ by
walking back and forth and depositing a trail
pheromoneonthe host’s thorax. Mites that ar-
rive later follow this trail and invade the same
organ. It is thus ensured that the parasitized
moth is not completely deafened, for hearing, in
these moths, is used to escapebats.
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Chapter 16

COMMUNICATION IN ORTHOPTERA

Daniel Otte

Introduction

The study of orthopteran signaling systems
has become highly interdisciplinary, with re-
search on communication beingcarried out from
a number of points of view and by persons of
varied backgrounds andtraining. Research on
neuromuscular, developmental, and genetic as-
pects of signaling is being carried out in a num-
ber of laboratories around the world, sometimes

concurrently at one place. Systematists continue
to use signaling as a tool in distinguishing be-
tween species, to determine phylogenetic rela-
tionships amongrelated species, and to provide
basic information on the diversity of signaling
systems. Orthoptera are also increasingly being
used to study evolutionary and ecological princi-
ples, circadian rhythms, density dynamics, and
population spacing patterns. Much information
on this group 1s already available in several ex-
cellent reviews (Alexander, 1960a, 1962a, 1967,

1968; Walker, 1957, 1962). The present chapter

reconsiders topics discussed previously, al-
though from a slightly different viewpoint, as
well as others not previously discussed. My own
background in grasshopperand cricket biology
unavoidably has resulted in a more comprehen-
sive treatment of behavior in these groups. The
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review by Barth and Lester (1973) should be
consulted for an introductionto the literature on

blattid behavior.

Communication vs. Sensory Perception

On the basis of fitness changes that result
from transfer of information between two organ-
isms, three types of transmission can be recog-
nized: (1) An act of information transfer that
increases the fitness of the emitter and there-
ceiver alike, causing selection to improve the
mechanismsofemission and reception.(2) Emis-
sion as an incidental effect of other behavior or
structures in whichthefitness of the emitter re-
mains unaltered. Under such conditions no evo-
lution of emission occurs. (3) Emission
incidental to other attributes, but which de-

creases the fitness of the emitter, causing selec-

tion to diminish the amount of information
transmitted. Information emission by prey that
informs predators of the prey’s location is under
negative selection, but the ability to receive in-
formation is underpositive selection. A kind of
chase between the emitters and the exploiting
receivers ensues (Otte, 1975a, 1975b). Some

highly interesting results in the evolution of
cryptic coloration and posturing are possible
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(Robinson, 1969a, 1969b). This chapter focuses

principally on mutualistic interactions between
emitters and receivers, but also considers cases

of intraspecific signal exploitation.

Mechanismsof Signaling: Some Aspects
of Evolution

Orthoptera have exploited most available
modesof signaling potentially open to them. By
most reasonable guesses, olfaction and touch
probably preceded vision and hearing. As ex-
pected, nocturnally active groups tend to rely
more on olfaction and hearing, while diurnal

groups rely more on vision. Among nocturnal
groups, cockroaches dependheavily on olfactory
and tactile signals (Barth, 1965, 1970; Roth and
Barth, 1964). Such a condition maybe represen-
tative of the ancestral Orthopteroid stock. Gryll-
ids and tettigoniids representlineages that have
entered the adaptive zone of acoustics. Certain
nocturnal cricket genera (Apterogryllus, Ap-
teronemobius, Amusurgus, and others) have sec-
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ondarily lost their acoustic ability and may now
rely mainly on olfactory cues (Alexander and
Otte, in prep.). Among diurnal taxa, Acridoidea
have evolved relatively acute vision and rely
greatly on visual signaling, but subgroupsofpri-
marily nocturnal families have undergonesec-
ondary reversions from onesignaling system to
another. Certain diurnal crickets (for example,
Metioche, Homoeoxipha; Fig. 1) have large eyes and
have lost or partially lost acoustic signaling as a
result of adopting a more diurnal habit (Alexan-
der and Otte, in prep.). Implied hereis the idea
that the evolution of one system of signaling
changes the relative importance of another—
there occurs a tradeoff where one system in-
creases in importanceoracuity at the expense of
another. No species appearsto excelin all modes
of signaling.

Fig. 2 1s a partially hypothetical and partially
factual representation of whatthe relative acui-
ties of different groups maybelike. The cluster-
ing of taxa is expected if a tradeoff between
signaling modesis the rule. Orthoptera cannot

 
Fig. 1. Progressive loss of the stridulum (S) as

shown in_ several related Australian crickets
(Trigonidiinae). Thefirst cricket evidently no longer
produces sound even though thestridulum remains

well developed. The stridulum of the second is a mere
vestige of the normal condition in crickets. The third
haslost all traces of a stridulatory file. (After Alexan-
der and Otte, in prep.)
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OLFACTION

   

   HEARING

O Ens/fera

A Acrido/idea

© Blattidae

Fig. 2. Distribution of three major orthopteran
groups on a triangle representing three majorsignal-
ing modes. Each adaptive zone is dominated by one
group.

(or at least do not) simultaneously have high vi-
sual, acoustic, and olfactory acuity. It also shows

that each of the three adaptive zones is domi-
nated by a major group. Diurnal and nocturnal
zones can also be recognized,the latter having
acoustic and olfactory subzones. Anatomicalin-
vestigations into changesin neural networksthat
accompanychangesin signaling would be of ma-
jor interest.

From the standpoint of signaling methods,
the Acridoidea are clearly the most diverse
group. At least eleven methods of acoustic sig-
naling are known in this group alone (Table 1).
Crickets and tettigoniids, the other acoustic
groups, possess only three known mechanisms
of acoustic signaling: tegminal stridulation, in
the vast majority of species; and femoro-abdomi-
nal stridulation (Richards, 1973) and antenno-

frontal stridulation (Menon and Parshad, 1960)

in one or two species each.

Some reasonable guesses can be madeas to
why grasshoppers should be so diverse. First,
when they becamediurnal and long-rangevision
was made possible, the stage was set for two
classes of movements to evolve into visual sig-
nals: tactile signal movements such as jerking
and repelling movements of the hind femora;
and noncommunicative movements already
closely associated with interindividual interac-
tions, such as locomotary and orientation move-
ments. Second, a specialized sound-receiving
system (abdominal tympanum) was apparently
acquired early and evidently only once by grass-
hoppers, perhaps in the context of predator
avoidance; furthermore, it probably preceded
most or all sound-producing mechanisms found

today. Practically all members of large acridid
subfamilies, even somesilent subfamilies (Catan-

topinae), possess a tympanum. This indicates
that the tympanumis ancientandthat it could
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have evolved independently of specialized

sound-producing mechanisms, since it can be

maintained in their absence. Third, while the

tympanum is very similar among widely diver-

gent taxa, sound-producing mechanismsof the

sametaxa are very different, suggesting that they

were not present in a commonancestor and must

have been acquired independently. With a hear-

ing mechanism already in existence, visual sig-

nals could repeatedly becomeacoustic with only

slight modification of movements. The existence

of a variety of sound-producing mechanisms in

grasshoppers, some of them confinedto a single

species, suggests that visual signals and perhaps

also various tactile movements became acoustic
signals independently whenthe parts of the body

involved came to rub against one another, prob-

ably accidentally at first. Subsequent specializa-

tion of these body surfaces into scrapersandfiles
resulted in the mechanismsindicated in Table 1.

Table 1

Mechanisms ofsound production in Acrididae.

A. Rubbing mechanisms

1. FemurIII (F) — Forewing (S)

FemurIII (S) — Forewing(F)

FemurIII (F) — Abdomen(S)
FemurIII (S) — Abdomen(F)

Tibia III (F) — Forewing(S)

Tibia III (S) — Forewing (F)

Tibia III (S) — Abdomen(F)

Forewing — Forewing

Hindwing — HindwingO
N
A
N
P
L
N

B. Striking mechanisms

1. Tibia III — Forewing

2. Tibia III — Substrate

3. Mand"le snapping

4. FemurIII — Forewing

C. Vibrating mechanisms

1. FemurIII (rapid vibration)

2. Hindwingcrepitation (vibration of membrane)

D. Expulsion of air from spiracles

NOTE: denotesthefile; S denotes the scraper. (After

Kevan, 1954; Otte, 1970.)
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The oedipodine Encoptolophus sordidus alone pos-

sesses four mechanisms (A2, Bl, B2, and C2).

Once evolved, why did somecrickets lose

their songs? I suggested above that songs might

have becomesuperfluous when another mode of

communication became more important. For ex-

ample,olfaction mightbe a better system ofsig-
naling in subterranean forms, or vision may

supercede hearing in diurnal forms, and so on.
But Walker (1964) and Cade (1975) suggest that

predation pressure might select against signal-
ing by song. Walker demostratedthatcats orient

on and capture singing crickets using phono-
taxis, and Cade showedthat femalesof the tachi-

nid fly Euphasiopterx ochracea locate male crickets
(Gryllus integer) by their song and depositlarvae.
The larvae burrow through the exoskeleton and
feed internally.

Thereare variousstages evidentin the loss of
calling songs. Cade showedthat in Gryllus integer
some males call while others do not. “For most
of the night, cricket aggregations are composed

of calling as well as noncalling males. Noncalling
males, termedsatellites, walk in the area occu-

pied by calling males and attempt to intercept
and copulate with females attracted by thecall-
ing males.’”’ He made the important discovery
that noncalling males experience fewer parasite
attacks. He also showed that if a calling male
stops singing, one of the noncalling males begins
to sing. In addition to being less susceptible to
parasite attack, noncalling malesarelesslikely to

be attacked by the calling males themselves and
may expendless energy in seeking matesbyal-
lowing calling malesto attract the females (some
of whom fly in to the calling male). Therelative
importance of these three factors (energy con-
servation, prevention of aggression, and avoid-
ance of parasitic attack) in causing males to
remain silent has not been assessed.

The next stage in song loss is evident in a
Florida cricket Gryllus ovisopis, a relative of G.
integer wherethecalling songis lost entirely; but
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males still perform courtship and aggressive
songs. Whythis species haslost its song while a
sympatric relative retains its song is unknown.
Walker and Mangold(in prep.) have attracted E.
ochracea flies to mole cricket (Scapteriscus acletus)
songs, and haveraised adult flies from crickets
infected artificially.

A third stage in songlossis evidentin crickets
that retain the acoustical apparatus, but do not
sing (e.g. in some Metioche) (Alexanderand Otte,
in prep.). And a final stage is evident in some
leaf-inhabiting and some burrowing species
which have lost the sound-producing apparatus
and, in some species, also the hearing organ
(e.g., Apterogryllus, Amusurgus) (Alexander and
Otte, in prep.).

What Walker’s and Cade’s studies suggestis
that the predation costs attached to acoustical
signaling may on occasion outweigh the female-
attracting benefits. Whether predation or mate-
theft ever selects for a genetically determined
and frequency-dependent singing-male vs. si-
lent-male dimorphism is not known,butit is con-
ceivable.

Diversity of Signals

SIGNAL DIVERGENCE AMONG SPECIES

In a number of papers Alexander (1957,
1960a, 1962a), Walker (1957), Bigelow (1964),
and others have emphasized the role of signal
differences in preventing interspecific matings.
Calling songs designate an individual’s mating
type and are,in effect, used by females to assess

the genotype of potential mates. The precise
stages by which signal differences arise remains
problematical. Biologists generally agree that
speciation is initiated through extrinsic separa-
tion of populations, usually geographically but
occasionally seasonally (Alexander, 1968), andis

completed upon evolution of appropriate identi-
fying displays that prevent reproductive interac-
tions between the diverged units. But the
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question of whether signal differences develop
while populations are evolving independently of
one another, as proposed by Mayr (1963), or
whetherthe divergence takes place subsequently
as a result of selection against interspecific in-
teractions (Lack, 1947; Dobzhansky, 1970) re-
quires further exploration.

Clear cases of song divergence in areas of
sympatry have not been forthcomingin acoustic
Orthoptera, a group ideally suited to detecting
examples of it (Alexander and Walker, pers.
comm.; Walker, 1974b). A careful analysis of
Australian Teleogryllus species also failed to re-
veal differences between allopatric and sympa-
tric populations (Hill, Loftus-Hills, and Gartside,
1972).

Walker (1974) discusses several possible in-
stances of sympatric song divergence but finds
the evidence too weak to conclude that diver-
gence has occurred. He advances the following
possible explanationsfor the rarity of this phe-
nomenon:

(1) Sympatric divergence in song character-
istics does notoccureither because songsare not
important, 1.e., they are not undersufficient se-
lection to produce divergence (he considersthis
unlikely) or because calling songs diverge suffi-
ciently in allopatry that ‘“‘when newly speciated
populations become sympatric the songs are
different enough so that no additional diver-
gence occurs.’ He then cites examples of en-
tirely allopatric species which have very similar
songs and other pairs in which the songs are
quite different.

(2) Sympatric divergenceis difficult to detect
because thecritical song characters that diverge
have not been examined,or because not enough

songs have been analyzed to showa statistical
difference between populations.

While the existing song patterns in relation
to geography seem superficially to support the
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Mayr model, 1.e., that most species have already

acquired song differences before they reestablish
contact, Wallace (1970) presents a special case of
the Dobzhansky model that might explain why
few cases of character displacementare evident.
Accordingto this model one species arises from
anotheras a small border population. Following
contact with the parent populationall individuals
of the daughter population quickly come to pos-
sess song differences because they interact
rather directly with members of the parental
population. Subsequently the new species ex-
pands to becomelargely allopatric. Hill et al.
(1972) advanced similar hypothesis.

DIVERSIFICATION OF SIGNALS WITHIN SPECIES

In orthoptera the usual method by which a
signal serving onefunction givesrise to several
new signals, each with a different function, ap-
pears to be somewhat as follows: At an early
stage a signal occurs in one contextonly; later
the signal occurs in two contexts but remains
structurally unchanged. Still later it becomes
structurally distinct in the two functional con-
texts. The process may repeatitself as shown in
Table 2. In crickets the calling song is probably
ultimately derived from the courtship song.
Somespecies have calling and courtship songs

Table 2

Sequence ofdiversification ofsignal types in
crickets, first through multiplication of

function and then through
structural specialization.

  

Courtship Calling Agonistic

Stage 1 song A — —_
Stage 2 song A song A —
Stage 3 song A song B _—
Stage 4 song A song B song B
Stage 5 song A song B song C

 

Source: After Alexander, 1962b.
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that remain structurally similar (stage 2), while
others have signals that are very different (stage
3) (Alexander, 1962a). Alexanderalso postulates

that aggressive songs originated as outgrowths
of the calling song.

Rates of signal evolution andsignal diversifi-
cation seem to depend onsignal function. Grass-
hopper courtship and calling signals have
undergone extensive evolutionary changes, as
though subject to particularly strong selection
for change, while agonistic signals are more con-
servative (Table 3) (Otte, 1970, 1975). The table
showsa netdecrease in the numberofsignals in
some taxa. Because reproductive signals are in-
volved in species identification, unique codesare
required for quick recognition of appropriate
mating types. Cricket calling songs are moresus-
ceptible than courtship signals to change, evi-
dently because selection operates more strongly
on signals that promote early recognition (Alex-
ander, 1967).

Many orthopteran species may possesssev-
eral very different signals in certain contexts,
while other species possess only onesignal. For
example, according to Spooner(1964), the katy-
did Scudderia texensis begins singingin theafter-
noonandstopslate at night. Malessing different
songs at different times of the day. Spooner
shows somefunctional differences between sig-
nal types, but one wonders why somespecies
manageto get along withoutthem.Similar multi-
ple signals are practically nonexistent in the
Gryllidae but relatively common in Tet-
tigoniidae and Acrididae.

Contexts of Signaling

PAIR FORMATION

Male and female Orthoptera form temporary
pairsthat last at best for several copulations. The
precise sequence by which pairing is achieved
varies from group to group, depending on the
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Table 3

Courtship and agonistic signaling patterns in three groups of
related oedipodine grasshoppers.

   

Species Courtship Agonistic

Trimerotropis pallidipennis T— OS T—S
T. maritima T-— OS —S T—S
T. californica (Calif.) T S T-—S
T. californica (Arizona) S T

Encoptolophus subgracilis T— OS T—S
E. costalis (Colorado) T— VS —OS T—S
E. costalis (Texas) T — (TK) — VS — OS T-—S
E. sordidus T— TK — VS — (OS) — VS’ T-—S

 

NOTE: OS= ordinary stridulation, T = femur tipping, S = femur shaking, VS, VS’ =
vibratory stridulation, TK = ticking, (_) = reduced expression. Each pattern is probably
derived from the pattern preceding it. The top pattern is probably the most primitive
since it is represented in manyspecies. In somecasesa single species, over its geographical
range, provides several steps in a sequence.

methodof signaling and on whetherone or both
partners signal during the process. Someof the
principal pair formation sequences known are
shown in Fig. 3. The figure emphasizes acoustic
signaling because much is known aboutit. The
main categories are: a. and b. A male signals and
a female is attracted to him.c. Similar to b., but

the female answers the male just prior to visual
contact; the male then closes the gap. dg.
Females answer signaling males, who then ap-
proach the female (in some phaneropterinekaty-
dids [Spooner, 1968] and in some pamphagid
and pneumorid grasshoppers [Otte, 1970] males
fly about in the field signaling and listening for
female answers). h. Male and female wander

about looking for one another in likely spots;
they encounter one anotherby chance,andfinal

recognition is achieved throughvisualandolfac-
tory cues. Conditions clearly intermediate be-
tween these categories also exist.

COURTSHIP

Courtship behavior differs considerably
among orthopteran families. Gryllids usually

have distinct and elaborate courtshipsignals, es-
pecially in ground-dwelling groups, while tetti-
gonids do not (Alexander and Otte, 1967a;
Spooner, 1968). Congeneric acridids have spe-
cies-specific courtship behavior, sometimeselab-
orately developed (Otte, 1972a), but congeneric

cricket species have quite similar patterns. The
difference betweencrickets and grasshoppersin
this regard maybe dueto thefact that accidental
pairingin gryllids is less common.Sincethey are
nocturnal for the mostpart, an accidentin pair

formation must involve actual contact. In grass-
hoppers accidental pairing is common because
individuals can perceive moving individuals
twenty five feet or more away and maybeat-
tracted to one another; but they are unable to
distinguish between conspecific and heteros-
pecific individuals at that distance. Thus, when
accidents in pairing are common,courtshipsig-
nals would be under stronger selection to
become species-specific.

The considerable variation existing in court-
ship among subfamilies of crickets is described
by Alexander (1962a), Alexander and Otte
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The brokencircle indicates the zoneofpair formation
relative to initial positions.

 
Fig. 4. Primary and secondary defense in an un-

identified katydid collected on Eucalyptus bark in New
South Wales. The raised-wing display reveals red,

(1967a), and Otte (1970). In these papers the
ecological significance of certain patterns is ex-
plored.

AGONISTIC AND AGGRESSIVE CONTEXTS

Most Orthoptera posesssignals that promote
spacing of individuals. Such signals are more
elaborately developed in males than in females
(for reasons outlined by Trivers, 1972). In some
groups aggressive signals are mere elaborations
of calling songs (e.g., gryllids: Alexander, 1962a;
gomphocerine grasshoppers:Otte, 1970;Jacobs,
1953). In others, agonistic and pair-formingsig-

white, blue, and black coloration and was performed
only after the insect was disturbed.

nals may be quite different (e.g., phaneropterine
katydids: Spooner, 1968; oedipodine grasshop-
pers: Otte, 1970). In field crickets (Alexander,
1961), conocephaline katydids (Morris, 1971),
and acridids (Otte and Joern, 1975) agonistic
signals may act as threats that are backed up by
physical attack, but in most Orthopterathesig-
nals have at best a sex-identifying or spacing
function.

In acridids, agonistic signals are evolu-
tionarily more conservative than courtship or
pair-formingsignals, particularly in subfamilies
where courtship and agonistic signals are quite

many Acrididae,
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Fig. 5. a. Defensive posture in the giant weta

(Deinacrida) of New Zealand. Individuals also stridu-
late by rubbing their hind femora against the abdo-
men. (After Richards, 1973.) b. Defensive posture in

different from one another and perhaps where
they are not neurally linked.

DEFENSE

Orthopteran defense is of two kinds (Robin-
son, 1969a): primary defense, in which animals
attempt to prevent attacks from being initiated,
through hiding, cryptic behavior, and cryptic
morphology (Fig. 4); and secondary defense, in
which animals attempt to stop an attack that has
been initiated by direct counteroffensive mea-
sures such as poisonous tissues, toxic sprays or:
liquids, or dangerous weaponssuch as spines or
biting mouthparts. Secondarily, displays such as
aposematic coloration and conspicuousand in-
timidating postures evolve, which warn preda-
tors of impending danger(Fig. 5).
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Neobarrettia, a North American predaceous katydid.
Bites are severe. Malesalso stridulate while posturing.
(After Cohn, 1965.)

Romaleine and pyrgomorphid grasshoppers
are poisonousand discharge poisonousodors or
froth, which deter attacks from predators. These
groups are also characteristically brightly col-
ored and tend to form tight aggregations, espe-
cially in the nymphal stages. In Argentina
nymphs of the romaleine Chromacnis speciosa are
black with small red spots. When a tight cluster
is disturbed the nymphsscatter, but reassemble

within minutes. The members of a cluster are
probably typically siblings, but clusters com-
posedof two verydifferent size classes are com-
mon. This species feeds on the poisonous
solanaceousplant Cestrum kunthi in northern Ar-
gentina. Similar aggregations are known in the
desert romaleine (Taeniopoda eques: Alcock,
1972).
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In the African pyrogomorphid Poekilocerus
bufoni, nymphscan eject poisonoussecretions up
to 60 cm by arching the back and spraying over
their heads (von Euwet al., 1967). In adults the
secretions run downthe side of the body and
overthe spiracles. Air forced outof the spiracles
is mixed with the gland secretion and forms a
pungent-smelling froth. Toxic compounds are
derived from their diet of Asclepiad plants,
which are knownto berich in cardiac glycosides.
These insects have several lines of defense:
bright coloration, which deters predators from

attacking; ejection of a jet or foam of defensive
fluid containing cardenolides and_ histamine;
possession of a penetrating and disagreeable
odorperceived at several meters; and possession
of cardenolidesin their body tissues. Quite pos-
sibly, the second andlast characteristics are func-

tionally linked, and bright coloration evolved
secondarily as a warning device.

The walking stick Anisomorpha buprestoides
ejects a toxic spray toward birds in its vicinity
even before being attacked. Once they have been
sprayed, birds strongly avoid walking sticks
(Eisner and Meinwald, 1966).

SOME GROUP-RELATED ACTIVITIES

Migratory locusts display various activities
mediatedbyvisual, tactile, and olfactory signals
or cues that seem to promote formation and
maintenance of large cohesive migratory
swarms. Contact between developing locust
nymphs promotes aggregation of individuals
and leads to the development of conspicuous
(black and yellow) coloration. Thelatter may fur-
ther enhance aggregation throughvisual attrac-
tion (Ellis, 1963, 1964; Ellis and Hoyle, 1954).
Black coloration is evidently not aposematic, but
may be an energy color, which promotesfaster
development through greater absorbtion of so-
lar energy (Hamilton, 1973). Locust odorants
also have the effect of hastening or slowing de-
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velopment, resulting ultimately in nearly simul-
taneous maturation to the adult stage, an impor-
tant requirement for the formation of mixed
swarms in which mating takes place during or
after migration. Nymphs exposed to the odors of
adults grow more slowly in the presence of
younger animals (Norris, 1954, 1964, 1970).
Odors mayaffect gamete formationas well, caus-
ing changesin chiasmafrequencyandultimately
in the production of a more variable batch of
offspring (Nolte, 1968). Ovipositing females of
Schistocerca gregaria are also strongly attracted to
one another during oviposition and lay their
eggs in a group (Norris, 1970). Similar attraction
of females can be achieved with immature and
even dead animals. These studies indicate thatit
is important for Schistocerca females to lay eggs
where other females lay them; this ensures that
developing nymphs will group with numerous
otherindividuals. Their chances of surviving and
successfully migrating from unsuitable to suit-
able areas may be enhanced when they moveas
a group.Similar groupeffects have been demon-
strated in house crickets (Chauvin, 1958).

Signal Interactions

Signaling individuals can interact in many
ways (Alexander, 1975). Here I will concentrate
on acoustic interactions among males attempt-
ing to maximize their female quota. The main
categories are outlined in Table 4.

RANDOM ACOUSTIC ACTIVITY

The signals of males may be temporally and
spatially relatively independent of one another.
Yet, indirect interactions result when two males
attemptto attract the same female.

UNSYNCHRONIZED CHORUSING

Female-attracting signals of many orthopt-
eran species are temporally and spatially interde-
pendent, resulting in the production ofbursts of
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Table 4

Categories of interaction between male
Orthoptera involving acoustic signals.

 

I. Interaction between singing males

A. Random acoustic activity; songs temporally indepen-

dent; interaction indirect through a common re-

ceiver. (C)

B. Nonrandom acoustic activity

1. Unsynchronized chorusing; animals acoustically

active at the same time andin bursts (Alexander,
1960a; Otte, 1970, 1972a). (C, AP, CP)

2. Synchrony; individual song elements synchro-

nized (Walker, 1969). (IR, C)
Alternation (Shaw, 1968). (IR, C)

4. Spacing (Alexander, 1961; Otte and Joern, 1975;

Morris, 1971; Spooner, 1968). (C)

Y

II. Interaction between singing and nonsinging males

A. Mate theft (Spooner, 1968; Otte, 1972a; Cade,

1975). (C)

B. Aggression andterritoriality (Alexander, 1961; Morris,

1971; Otte and Joern, 1975; Cade, 1975). (C)

NOTE: The categories are not mutually exclusive. Symbols
indicate possible relationships between interacting males.
C = reproductive competition, AP = antipredator or defen-
sive tactic, CP = cooperative, IR = interference reduction.

activity or in aggregationsofmales. Thus,in sev-
eral species of oedipodine grasshoppers with
loud, conspicuous flight displays, a number of
males may becomeactiveall at once, and a hill-

side that has remainedsilent for many minutes
suddenly becomes noisy with the loud buzzing
sounds of dozens of flying males. In August
1973, a wheatfield on the plains of Colorado was

silent for more than thirty minutes after I ar-
rived, then gave forth to flight displays by hun-
dreds of males of the oedipodine grasshopper
Aerochoreutes carlinanus over the entire field. A
few minuteslater all were silent again.

Both crepitating and stridulating species
chorus. In the gomphocerine grasshopper Syr-
bula admirabilis malesin thefield and in the labo-
ratory tend to sing at the same timesothatsilent
periods alternate with bursts of activity (Otte,
1972a). The adaptive significance of such cho-
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ruses 1s poorly understood. Experiments carried
out on S$. admirabilis suggest that such interac-
tionsarethe result of intermale competition. Ex-
periments show that two males singing at the
same time and within hearing range of females
divide the females between them,with the lead-
ing male havinga slight advantage overthe fol-
lowing one. It was also shown that two songs
emanating simultaneously from the same loud-
speaker are not any moreorless effective in at-
tracting females than the song of one male
emitted by another speaker at the opposite end
of the arena. Thus, males may attemptto inter-

fere with other males’ songs by makingit more
difficult for females to orient. The adaptive value
of such simultaneoussinging maylie in the abil-
ity of a male to cause females to remain available
a little longer.

SYNCHRONY

Snowy tree crickets (Oecanthus fulton) syn-
chronize their chirps in such a waythata tree full
of males can be perceived as a single rhythmi-
cally pulsating unit (Walker, 1969). The adaptive
value of synchrony appearsto be that a male by
synchronizing reduces the interference of a
neighbor with his chirp rhythm, the component
of the song mostsignificant to females searching
for males. Whether or not synchronyalso facili-
tates attraction of males from outside the chorus
is problematical. If several males singing in uni-
son increase their quota of females as against
solitary or nonsynchronizing males, they can be
viewed as cooperating with one another.

Synchrony between pairs of males depends
on auditory stimuli, and the lead between males
may change frequently. The mechanism ofestab-
lishing synchrony involves either a temporary
lengtheningor shorteningofboth chirp intervals
and chirp lengthsbythe individual attempting to
synchronize with another male or with a chorus
(Walker, 1969). The occurrence of lengthening
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or shortening depends on the phase relations
betweenhis song and thatof the chorus(Fig. 6).

Alexander (1975) observed synchrony in two

katydid species, but in both speciesit 1s evidently
rare. On the Ohio State University campus he
observed a very dense population of Orchelimum
vulgare synchronizing in the same bed of tiger
lilies day after day. Evidently the species syn-
chronizes only under conditions of high density.
In Neoconocephalus ensiger synchrony 1s also rare.
In this species, males only synchronize at low
temperatures when the chirp rate is greatly
slowed down. Alexander (1960) reasonsthat:

It scarcely seemslikely that these males have been
selected to synchronize when the conditions under
which they can do so effectively are rarely encoun-
tered. Rather, their songs appear to become synchro-
nizable at very low temperaturesas an incidental effect
of their structure at more usual singing temperatures.

What songs are synchronizable? According to
Alexander (1960), for songs to be synchroniz-
able they should contain ‘a precise or highly
uniform chirp or phrase rate within the range of
two to five per second... .”

There may be some interesting causal rela-
tions between synchrony (temporal clustering)
and aggregation of individuals (spatial cluster-
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Fig. 6. Mechanism of synchronization in the
cricket Oecanthus fulton. Black marks denote entire
chirps. The individual attempting to synchronize may
either lengthenor shortenhis chirp andchirpinterval.
Which he does depends on wherehis chirps fall in
relation to the chirps of other males. (After Walker,
1969.)
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ing) which need to be explored. Dense aggrega-
tions of males may be environmentally imposed
(high overall population densities or the forced
aggregation of males on resource patches), or
males may voluntarily form aggregations. Syn-
chrony is only possible when interindividual
spacing 1s greatly reduced, but underthose con-
ditions it is expected to arise only when song
elements are synchronizable and whenthere is
some clear advantage to the participating mem-
bers to retain a conspicuous rhythm.It is even
conceivable that low synchronizability would
sometimes impedethe evolution ofvoluntary ag-
gregation if the temporal rhythm were an impor-
tant componentof the signal. (Readers should
consult Alexander, 1975, for a lenthy discussion

of this and related points.)

ALTERNATION

In Goiania, Brazil, I listened to a species of

tree cricket whosesolitary song was superficially
similar to that of O. fulton. Adjacent males did
not synchronize their chirps, but alternated in-
stead. And, by roughly halving their chirp rate,
they nearly maintained their original chirp
rhythm. Shaw (1968) examined in detail a mech-
anism of chirp alternation in the katydid Ptero-
phylla camellifolia, where males singing alone have
a faster chirp rate than do malesalternating with
one another(Fig. 7). Most interactions consist of

the entrainmentofeach katydidto a slowerchirp
rate because of inhibition by the other individ-
ual, plus intermittent escapes from entrainment.
Alternation can be disruptedif the leader begins
to solo before the termination of the follower’s
chirp.

In some grasshoppers, alternation occurs be-
tween aggressive songs of two males. When the
pulse rate is very rapid (on the order of twenty
or morepersecond), alternation occurs between

successive songs, but when the gaps between
pulses are great, alternation between pulsesis
possible (Otte, 1970).
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SPACING

Signals that promote spacing of individuals
are knownin crickets (Alexander, 1961), cono-
cephaline katydids (Morris, 1971), and Acrididae
(Otte and Joern, 1975). Among gryllids, territo-
rial defense andthe signals that result in spacing
are selected only in certain ecological situations
(Alexander, 1961). The moststrongly territorial
species are those thatlive in burrows or on the
ground. No arboreal species is known to defend
territories, but some spacing may occur. Territo-
rial defense is more prevalent among species
that are sedentary and located in defensible re-
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gions, and it may be morelikely to develop in
predaceousspeciesthatare already equipped for
attacking other insects. Morris (1971) describes
aggressive interactions in conocephalines, where
males do notrestrict themselvesto a givensite,
but attemptto clear their surroundings of other
singing males.

The only territorial acridid known is a gom-
phocerine species, Ligurotettix coquilletti, which
defends bushes of Larrea divaricata (creosote) in
the Sonoran Desert (Otte and Joern, 1975) (Fig.
8). Proximate resources over which males fight
are medium to large bushes. Ultimately such
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Fig. 7. Alternating and soloingin the true katydid
(Pterophylla camellifola). Each double unit denotes one
chirp. (After Shaw, 1968.)
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Fig. 8. Position ofall resident males of the grass-
hopper Ligurotettix coquilletti on a 45 m X 90 m grid in
the Sonoran Desert, on July 31, 1972. Individual
males remain for as long as a month on one bush and

defend it against other males. Black circles, males;
large open symbols, creosote bushes. (After Otte and
Joern, 1975.)
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bushes are probably preferred because it 1s to
these that females are moststrongly attracted.
Malesof Ligurotettix begin singing in the morning

and continueall day and into the night. Males
that enter an occupied bush are sought out and
attacked by the resident male, especially at low
grasshopperdensities, whentheratio ofmales to
suitable bushes is low. By behavingterritorially
a male can, through defensive behavior, prevent
mate theft and thereby increase his quota of
females. Under high densities some abatement
in territorial defense seems to set in, andit 1s

possible to find bushes with several singing
males. (See Otte and Joern, 1975, for a discus-

sion of density-dependent aggressiveness).
Males of Goniatron planum, a close relative of

Ligurotettix, are variably territorial in much the
same way. In west Texas (near Marathon) host
bushes (Florensia cernua) were small and males

readily flew from the bushes when approached.
In this region a single male sings in any one
bush, but bushes frequently contain one to four

silent males as well. We are uncertain ofthe tac-
tics of these silent males, but it is clear they are
in a good position to intercept females attracted
to the bush. By remainingsilent they mightei-
ther reduce the chances of provokingattacks by
the signaling male or they may be attempting to
locate females without themselves having to ex-
pend energy in calling. Singing males failed to
attack silent ones even though they seemed to be
aware of them. The lower aggressiveness may
have been due to the high density of males. In
northern Mexico a sparse population of Gonia-
tron was found in large bushes. Here malesat-
tacked one another when placed into the same
bush, and nosatellites were found.

MATE THEFT

Spooner (1968) describes attempted theft in
several species of phaneropterine katydids.
Males of this group are particularly susceptible
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to being robbed because females answer male

songs during pair formation. Scuddena texensis
males possess two female-stimulating songs,

slow-pulse songs(sps) andfast-pulse songs(fps).
Females respond to the low-intensity fps by ap-
proaching the male without answering, and to
loud fps by stopping. When quite near the male,
females respond to the sps by answering. The
singing male then searches and approaches the
female. When females answer males, other non-

singing males approachandattemptto steal cop-
ulations. However, singing males may have
evolved a mechanism for circumventing theft.
After the female has answered, butis still some

distance from him,the singing male reduces the
intensity of fps, thus causing the female to
become silent and to approach still further,
where he is more likely than the nonsinging
males to find her.

In Syrbula admirahils nonsinging males
becomehighly excitable when they hear a female
answering the song of another male. They rush
about searching for her, occasionally reaching

her before the calling male does. Theft in S. ad-
mirabilis and S. fuscovitta also occurs during
courtship, which in these species is quite pro-
longed (Otte, 1972a). Courting males inadver-
tently attract other males, who assemble about

the courting pair. When the female signals
receptivity, noncourting males make a sudden
rush, attempting to mount the female. Courting
males sing very softly, perhaps to reduce the
chances oftheft to a minimum.Malesalso court
much more vigorously when other males are
about. In S. fuscovittata, wing flipping is usually
absent when a male courts a female alone butis
prevalent when other males are nearby. One can
speculate that increased intensity advertises the
fitness of the performing male andinsures that
the female perceives who the real performeris.

Cade (1975) has shownthat singing cricket
males (Gryllus integer) are frequently surrounded
by silent (satellite) males, who may intercept
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females attracted to the calling males. He feels
that such theft is at least partially accounted for
by the fact that singing males are more proneto
parasite attack (see p.337). Of course the selec-
tive effect of the parasitoids would depend on
how soon they incapacitate a male. One might
even predict that it would be advantageousfor
the first batch of larvae to be deposited on a male
to silence him, thus ensuring the larvae of a
greater share of the resource. Such a mechanism
may operatein a cicada parasitized by the sarco-
phagidfly Colcondamyia auditrix, where the larvae
silence singing males (Soper, Shewell, and Ty-
rell, in Cade, 1975).

Clustering in Space and Time

Dispersion of signaling animals in spacevar-
ies from highly dispersed to strongly clustered.
Likewise, signals themselves may behighly inde-
pendentofone anotherorclustered in time.De-
scribing an animal’s position with respect to
these two axes is of someinterest (Fig. 9). I have
placed no animals near the horizontal axis be-
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Fig. 9. A plot of the dispersion in space of singing
animals and of their activities in time. Clumping im-
posed byextrinsic factors is omitted. Type 1, unsyn-
chronized chorusing; type 2, synchrony. Arrows
indicate changes expected to occur when densities are
reduced.
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cause some degree of mutual attraction should
always be beneficial. An individual whofindsthat
he 1s the only male displaying in an area maytake
this to mean that females are also absent, and
consequently he mayseek the location of other
males. Lowering the density may havethe effect
of moving all species toward the origin. The
models presented below are attempts to account
for clustering in time (models 1, 2, and 3) and in
space (models 4 and5). Recall that clustering in
time is of two kinds: unsynchronized chorusing
and synchrony.

THE INTERFERENCE REDUCTION MODEL

The precise synchronyin tree cricket songs
may serve to reduce songinterference. A male in
effect synchronizes with another becausein this
fashion the other maleinterferes only minimally
with the species-specific rhythm of his own song.
Animals that synchronize for this reason would
not be expected to form spatial aggregations,
but if they are spatially aggregated for other rea-
sons, they may be undergreater pressure to syn-
chronize.

THE INTERFERENCE OR INTERLOPING MODEL

Supposethe following conditions are met:(1)
A lone male in the presence of receptive females
attracts all receptive females capable of hearing
him. (2) Each of two matched males singing inde-
pendently of one another gets half the females
(or has a 50 percent chance of attracting any
given female). (3) Singing during thecall of an-
other male reducesthe effectiveness of that par-
ticular call. (4) A male that occasionally sings

alone, but interferes every time the other male
sings, attracts more females than the other male.

The following strategies by males might then
obtain: (1) It is best to be alone among females

(a tactic successfully employed byterritorial spe-
cies). (2) If other calling males are nearby,it
would be advantageousfor a male to call during
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silent periods, so that the location of his call

remained clearly defined. (3) It would also be

advantageousto call during the call of another

male so as to interfere with that male’s ability to

attract females. Two malesinteracting andutiliz-

ing the sametactics will each attempt to sing

alone and, wheneverpossible, to interfere with

each other’s singing. The inevitable result in a

closely matched pair of males is an overlap of

songs with perhaps some alternation in who

sings first (Fig. 10).

THE ANTIPREDATION MODEL

This model simply says that a predator might
have greater difficulty in locating one individual
when many becomeactive simultaneously thanit
has in locating an isolated individual. If preda-
tion were the primary force causing chorusing,
males would not be expected to aggregate. The
case of Aerochoreutes carlinianus discussed above

fits this model.

THE LEK MODEL

Manyanimals display in groups(leks) rather
than individually (Alexander, 1975). Such leks

are aggregations of males mutually attracted to
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one another(in contrast to passive aggregations
discussed below). Since degrees of aggregation

vary widely, andsince at somelevelall organisms
are aggregated, one mayhavedifficulty deciding

in any particular case whether individuals have
been attracted to one another. The following

model might explain why males sometimes ag-
gregate and sing simultaneously: Supposethat in

an imaginaryfield receptive females search ran-
domly for displaying males. Suppose also that
once they are perceived by females several males
acting together attract morethan their share of
females because of one or moreofthe following
factors: (1) Their area of influence 1s larger and

is also more likely to be encountered sinceit
subtends here a larger angle (Fig. 11). (2) The
surface of attraction is greater. (3) The larger
area of influence is less hkely to be overshad-
owed by smaller area. (4) Iwo animals together

constitute a supernormal stimulus and hence
have a greater probability of attracting mates.
Underthese assumptions, one can construct the

relations shown in Fig. 12. If a group of males
attract more than their share of females, it

becomes advantageous for males to associate
with other males. When numerous malesare at-
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Fig. 10. Interference model of chorusing as may
be employed by grasshoppers (Syrbula). If simulta-
neous singing constitutes interference, then interac-
tions 2 and 3 are unstable, and in time each will tend
to be replaced by theinteraction beneathit. 1. Lone
male receives all females. 2. Males A and B singing

independently occasionally interfere with one another
by chance.3. Male B interferes with the songs ofA and
thereby gains a greater share of females. 4. A and B
are equally matched; each attempts to interfere with
the other. X=loss to A due to interference from B,

Y=loss to B due to interference from A.
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Fig. 11. Lek model of chorusing. Two malesat-

tract more than their share of females by having a
larger area ofinfluence,or a larger surface ofattrac-
tion, or a greater chance of being encountered by

tracted into the group, then the number of
females attracted per male drops back to a low
level, but it continues to be advantageousto ag-
gregate if females refuse to approach lone males.
If different females are restricted to different
parts of the field several clusters of males could
develop.

PASSIVE AGGREGATION MODEL

Males of somespecies are aggregated not be-
cause theyare attracted to one another butbe-
cause some aspect of the environment forces
aggregation. Spooner (1968), for example, finds
that groups of Jnscudderia strigata males may be
aggregated on their food plant, Hypericum fas-
ciculatum. ‘That the aggregationis passive is sug-
gested by the fact that nymphs are also found
aggregated on theseplants. It is clear, however,
that when forced together males behave differ-
ently than whentheyarealone.
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randomly wandering females, or casting a larger
shadow,which reducesthe chancesthata single male
will be found.

Control of Signaling

NEUROMUSCULAR CONTROL OF EMISSION

Neuromuscular aspects of signaling have
been analyzed rather extensively in crickets and
grasshoppers. I can merely outline some of the
findings of several lines of research.

Experimental work indicates that sound-pro-
ducing movementsare the expression ofinterac-
tion between a series of thoracic muscles whose
activities are coordinated centrally in ventral
nerve ganglia. The motor activity is evidently
generated by a small number of neurons that
control the basic rhythm and coordinate the
stridulatory muscles andthatare little influenced
by phasic feedback. In somespecies, the motor
program is extraordinarily complex. Species in
the European genera Gomphocerippus and Myr-
meleotettix and the North American genus Syrbula
utilize five to seven body parts and perform ten
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Fig. 12. If the chances of attracting females are
greater the larger the aggregation of males, there will
be aninitial advantage to aggregating males, but when
all the males are aggregated the advantage is lost.
However, it remains advantageousto aggregateif iso-
lated males attract no females. A return to solitary
displays would be favored under severe predation.

to eighteen recognizably different movement
patterns (Fig. 13). The functional aspects of
complex courtship are discussed elsewhere
(Otte, 1972a, 1975). In G. rufus hind femora,

palpi, and antennae move synchronously, while
the forepart of the bodyis raised andthe head is
movedfrom side to side periodically (Loher and
Huber, 1966; Elsner, 1971). Courtship in G. rufus
is normally released when a female is detected
visually or acoustically. Blinded males may court
after hearing a female’s stridulation, but blind

and deaf males mayalso courtafter tactile stimu-
lation or “in vacuo.”’ Thus different inputs can
trigger the mechanisms that produce the motor
output (Elsner, 1971). Several experimental
techniques, including removal and immobiliza-
tion ofbody parts, making central and peripheral
lesions, and implantation of electrodes, have
yielded what appear to be reasonably compre-
hensive pictures of neural control. It has been
possible to implantas manyassixteen electrodes
into freely moving grasshopperswithout signifi-
cantly affecting their behavior (Elsner, ms.).

In G. rufus coordination between the hind
legs and the head changes in different subse-
quences. The motor systems of the head and
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hind legs are strongly coupled, and each chirpis
accompanied by a burst of head muscle activity

(Elsner, 1971). The motor pattern underlying

courtship behaviorin this species is programmed
mainly in the cns. Peripheral input has a minor
influence on the quality of muscular activity.
During the whole behavioral sequence, supra-
and sub-esophageal ganglia andall three tho-

racic ganglia send coordinated motor commands
to the muscles of the head, antennae,palpi, and
legs. Participating interneurons are distributed
over the cephalic and thoracic part of the CNS
and synapse in all ganglia. These interneurons
may determinenotonly the coursepatterns,1.e.,
the onsetof different subsequences, but also the
timing of chirps. Thefine pattern,1.e., the pulse

pattern within single chirps, is thought to be or-
ganized by local thoracic networks, which are
driven by those interneurons. The hypothesis
that individual commandfibers timethestart of
the different parts of the motor patterns is ap-
pealing because gradual transitions between
subunits cannot be observed.

The overall synchrony between body parts
displayed by Syrbula and Gomphocerippus suggests
how complex courtship patterns might have
evolved. Increased complexity might have been
produced by increasing the influence of single
command fibers or various motor units. It has
been postulated that the process may have oc-
curred as follows: Initially only the hind legs
were employed in signaling, but slight move-
ments of other appendages were produced, per-
haps because nervous commands loosely
coupled with other motor units indirectly
affected other motor patterns as they traveled
from their origin to their destination in the third
thoracic ganglion. Coupling between command
fibers and various motorunits that control palpi,
antennae, and wings could have been underse-
lection to improveif individuals displaying more
movementwere favored by females overindivid-
uals displaying less (Otte, 1972a).
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Fig. 13. A full cycle of courtship in the grasshop-
per Syrbula admrabilis, showing approximate temporal
relations between various movements. Each cycle may

In crickets, brain commands mayinitiate or

trigger song production, but the sequence and
intensity of brain stimuli are variable. Com-
mands affecting calling, aggression, and court-
ship are transmitted via separate fiber systems.
Sound patterns themselves appear to be orga-
nized in the thoracic nervous system, since the
calling song can still be generated when the head
is removed (Otto, 1971). The calling song in
Gryllus campestris, comprising a series of chirps,
could result from the activities of a slow (3—4 Hz)
thoracic oscillator that determinedthechirprate
and a fast (30 Hz) oscillator that determined the

pulse sequence. The structure of the oscillators
is not known, but they appearto belocated in the
pro- and metha-thoracic ganglia. The rhythm of
the slow oscillator coincides in G. campestris with
the respiration cycle and with muscles involved
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be repeated twenty or more times in succession.
Receptive females respond at the end of the sequence,
allowing males to mount. (After Otte, 1972a.)

in flight and walking; hence they are also be-

lieved to be influenced by these oscillators
(Kutsch, 1969). But chirp and pulse rate vary
widely amongcrickets, so the relationship be-
tween chirp andrespiration cycles may befortui-
tous or at least of no great consequence.

NEURAL CONTROL OF RECEPTION

Experiments by Stout and Huber (1972) in-

dicated which components of male cricket chirps
are transmitted to the female’s brain. Recording
from neurons in the cervical connectives (be-

tween subesophageal ganglion and brain)
showedthat several types of units are involved.
Chirp coding units respondto entire chirps and
therefore transmit information on chirp dura-
tion, while pulse coding units respond only to
individual pulses (Fig. 14). In addition there ex-
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Fig. 14. Diagrammatic representation of record-
ings madein the neural connectives of the cervical
region in Gryllus campestris exposed to the conspecific

ist units that are variably responsive to chirps
and fire only during respiratory cycles.

Cricket species with slightly different song
parameters frequently coexist in the same habi-

tat. While two species rarely if ever have the
same song at the same temperature, there may
be someoverlapin songs over a range oftemper-
atures (Walker, 1957). Thus, a female cricket

may find the song of her ownspecies on a cooler
night to be the sameasthat of a related species
on a warmer night. Since female responses are
also temperature-dependent and a female 1s
likely to be at the same temperature as the male
she hears, this does not present a problem.But,

given that the connectives to the brain transmit
various song parameters, how is recognition of
the song that 1s appropriate to a given tempera-
ture achieved? According to the Stout-Huber
model, respiratory cycles, which are tempera-
ture-dependent, could act as timers against

which song parameters are compared. Thus, the
ratio of variable bursts per respiration burst
could be the important cue. The model appears
attractive in the case of G. campestris but suffers
in at least two regards: in manycricket species
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male call (see text for explanation). (After Stout and

Huber, 1972.)

songs are continuoustrills with very fast pulse
rates, and are therefore tenuously coupled to
respiration cycles; and the coupling betweenres-
piration cycles and decision-makingcentral neu-
rons in females seems on intuitive grounds
rather loose: a better mechanism mightobtain if
the receiving template itself were temperature-
dependent.

NEUROENDOCRINE CONTROL OF SIGNAL

EMISSION AND RECEPTION

The principal neuroendocrine elements con-
trolling the onset of sexual activity and recep-
tivity in Orthoptera are the neurosecretorycells
(NSC) of the pars intercerebralis in the forebrain

and certain cells lateral to the pars (Barth and
Lester, 1973). Axons connectthe NSC to the cor-

pora cardiaca (CC), a pair of structures behind

the brain. Attached to the posterior tip of the cc
are the corporaallata (cA), which are also inner-
vated by neurosecretory axons. Therole of these
various structures has been investigated in only
a handful of species and appears variable among
orthopteran taxa (Barth and Lester, 1973). In
Locusta migratoria NSC comprise C and AtTBcell
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types. C cells control sexual behavior directly by
releasing hormonesinto the blood andindirectly
through their effect on the ca, which in turn in-
fluences the intensity of mating activity (Pener,
Girardie, and Joly, 1972). The influence of the
CA on the behavior of Syrbula fuscovittata and
Gomphocerippus rufus appears tighter than in Lo-
custa. Allatectomy shortly after the imaginal
moult prevents females from ever becoming sex-
ually receptive (Loher, 1962, 1966).

Orthopteran neuroendocrine systems influ-
ence communicationin two ways: indirectly, they
influence the maturation of the gonads and
accessory glands, which then causeindividuals to
engage in sexual activity; directly, they control
the nature of behavior and chemical stimuli,
which act as signals. Much variability exists be-
tween the few species examined in detail and
even betweenthe sexes of one species, makingit
difficult to set forth generalizations valid for
large groups. In ovoviviparous cockroaches,
female receptivity is correlated with oocyte
maturation, but the Ca appears to havefarless
influence on female receptivity than it does in
grasshoppers. Allatectomyin theearly stages in
the grasshopper G. rufus results in females that
never become receptive (it does not influence
sexual behavior of males), but in some cockro-
aches allatectomy merely delays the onset of
receptivity (Roth and Barth, 1964). Pheromone
production in roachesis controlled by CA juve-
nile hormone, which stimulates female phero-
mone production.

Sperm of orthopteran males is generally
transferred to femalesin a packet, the spermato-
phore. Insertion of the spermatophoreinto the
genital tract may cause females to become un-
receptive to male signals. In the grasshopperG.
rufus, females become unreceptive to male sig-
nals immediately after mating. Cutting the ner-
vous connection to the duct that receives the
spermatophore causes females to copulate re-
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peatedly, indicating that mechanical stimulation
of the duct inhibits receptivity (Loher and
Huber, 1966). In contrast, in the oedipodine
grasshopper Chimarocephala pacifica thefirst male
to copulate successfully leaves a spermatophore,
but females remain receptive after copulation.
Subsequentmales are prevented from mating by
the previous spermatophore, which acts as a
block to further copulation. Between twenty-
four and four hours before a femaleis to oviposit
She becomes unreceptive, and an hour after
ovipositing she is ready to mate again (Loher and
Chandrashekaran, 1970). Stimuli that inhibit
receptivity in roaches are also apparently me-
chanical in nature. Insertion of the spermato-
phore into the female bursa copulatrix inhibits
further receptivity. Inhibition can also be pro-
ducedartificially by inserting glass beadsinto the
bursae of unmated females (Roth, 1962, 1964).

GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENT OF CRICKET

SONG AND RESPONSE TO SONG

Bentley and Hoy (1970) have examined the
appearance of song and flight motor patterns
during development in the cricket Teleogryllus
commodus. At hatching,chirp-eliciting neural cir-
cuits are not yet functional, but elements of the
motor patterns gradually emerge in an ordered
sequence over the course of the later nymphal
stages. The circuit is completed before the molt
to the adult stage. The last instar nymphs are
able to generate nearly complete motorpatterns
for aggressive and courtship songs and portions
of the calling song, but inhibition from the brain
prevents the patterns from being elicited until
after molting. Song patterns appear to be under
genetic control andto be well isolated from envi-
ronmental influences (Bentley and Hoy, 1972).
In general, when parental song characteristics
differ significantly, the hybrid characters are
aboutintermediate betweenparental types. Each
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song parameteris evidently controlled by several
genes. Also, song parameters maybesex-linked,
since reciprocal hybrid songs (of @ A x 9? B and
o B x 9 A crosses) are quite different (Fig. 15).

Witheach characteristic the song of the hybrid is
moresimilar to the male of the maternal species
than of the paternal species. Since some charac-
teristics are sex-linked and others are not, ge-
netic control of song is also multichromosomal.

“HUHIHIHHIHIHIH

“HRA

oceanicus 9

commodus oe

commodus 9

oceanicus o&

commodus

 

Fig. 15. Songs of Teleogryllus commodus and T.
oceanicus and their hybrids. (After Bentley and Hoy,
1972.)

Hoy and Paul (1973) have also examined the

genetic control of female responsiveness to male
calls. The genetic differences that cause changes
in male songsalso appearto alter female respon-
siveness. Female responses were measuredusing
a tethered female walking along a Y-maze globe
held suspended beneath them. Recordingsofthe
males of the parent species and of hybrid males
were played through speakers to the nght and
left of the suspended females. The behavior of
the females at choice points with respect to the
sound source was measured bytheir turning ten-
dency. Results indicated that female hybrids are
more strongly attracted to the hybrid song than
to the parental songs. Thus, it appears that the
genetic coupling of the male’s song generator
and the female’s sensory template is indeed close
(see Alexander, 1962b).
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Chapter 17

COMMUNICATIONIN THE
LEPIDOPTERA

Robert E. Silberglied

Introduction

The Lepidoptera, or butterflies and moths,’
combine aesthetic appeal with a diversity of
problems of scientific interest that have kept
their study at the forefront of evolutionary and
behavioral biology. The varied tableaus of color
and pattern on their wings providerich material
for the study of variation, polymorphism, and
mimicry. In the nineteenth century they were
widely used to develop, illustrate, and support
the theories of evolution (Wallace, 1890, 1891)

and sexualselection. They have been utilized in
some of the earliest ethological studies (Tinber-
gen et al., 1942), and their pheromonal commu-

nication systems were amongthefirst to be
analyzed in detail. Interest in lepidopteran com-
munication is greater today than ever before,
stimulated in large part by the potential use of
such knowledge in control programs for eco-
nomically important species (Birch et al., 1974,
and references therein).

1. An excellent general treatment of the orderis that of
Common (1970). The division of the Lepidoptera into but-
terflies (Papilionoidea and Hesperioidea) and moths(there-
maining nine-tenths of the order) has no_ higher-level
cladistic basis but is retained as an heuristic concept familiar
to all (see also Bourgogne, 1951).
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As holometabolous insects, lepidopterans
develop in series of distinct morphological
stages. The adults are oviparous, and usually de-
posit their eggs on vegetation. The generally
phytophagous larva, commonly referred to as a
caterpillar, is a soft-bodied insect with a hydro-
static skeleton, a well-hardened head capsule

bearing chewing mouthparts, and usually several
pairs of abdominal ambulatory appendages
called prolegs in addition to the usual three pair
of thoracic legs. Upon completion of feeding,
most larvae construct pupalenclosures, often us-
ing silk produced by labial salivary glands.
Adults are characterized by a covering of scales
over most of the body and wings, and in most

cases an elongate proboscis used for nectar-
feeding. The order shares a common ancestry
with the caddisflies, and most probably arose

and diversified concurrently with the evolution
and diversification of angiosperms in thelate
Mesozoic and early Cenozoic eras (Common,
1975; MacKay, 1969, 1970; Skalski, 1973).

Even though lepidopterans constitute ap-
proximately one-tenth ofall animal species, the

preceding brief description indicates that at a
gross level they exhibit surprisingly little mor-
phological and ecological diversity. Behaviorin-
volving communication is similarly limited.
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Communication between membersofthe differ-
ent developmental stages of a species, domi-
nance hierarchies and their associated behavior,

and social behavior, even in its most rudimentary

forms, are all rare or unknown. Most communi-

cationis limited to contexts of individualsurvival

and reproduction, for which very few general

patterns of communication have been adopted.
For each of these communicative patterns, such
as courtship behavior and mimicry, there exists
an enormouswealth of detail at the specific level.
It is neither possible nor desirable to attempt
here a comprehensive surveyofthis information.
Instead, this review will treat, somewhat superfi-

cially, the breadth of communicative interactions
in which the Lepidopteratake part, with a limited
number of examples chosen to illustrate them.
The readeris referred to more detailed reviews
of each individual topic, and bibliographic refer-
ences have been kept to the minimum commen-
surate with access to the literature.

“Communication”is an elusive concept. The
author has no desire to become miredin a dis-
cussion of the usage of this term, as he sees ad-

vantages to both narrow (Otte, 1974) and broad

(Wilson, 1971, 1975) interpretations, depending
on the emphasis intendedbythe writer. Readers
who wish to pursue this matter will find ample
material in the earlier sections of this book, and

in the following references: Birch, 1974b; Brown

etal., 1970; Burghardt, 1970; Marler, 1961; Mor-

ris, 1946; Otte, 1974; Sebeok, 1965; Whittaker

and Feeny, 1971; and Wilson, 1971, 1975. In this

article, Wilson’s (1975) broad concept is em-

ployed: “. .. communication is an adaptive rela-
tion between the organism that signals and the
one that receives, regardless of the complexity
and length of the communication channel.”’
However, due to space limitations, the author
has arbitrarily excluded certain aspects of com-
munication, such as most host (= prey) detec-
tion, most predator detection, and the use of

simple physical defense or escape mechanisms.
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These are discussed only in those specific in-
stances where it 1s necessary for the under-
standing of more elaborate communication
systems.

The nature of the ‘‘complexity and length of
the communication channel” may beillustrated
by several examples. Communication between
the male and female cecropia silkmoth (/yalo-
phora cecrofia, Saturniidae) does not terminate
with copulation. The sperm or some other sub-
stance produced by the male interacts with the
bursa copulatrix of the female, which responds

by releasing into the hemolymph a hormonethat
changes her oviposition rate (Riddiford and
Ashenhurst, 1973). Male butterflies in several

genera (Parnassius, Acraea, Actinote, Amauns, and

others; see Scott, 1973) deposit a large structure
(the sphragis) in the female copulatory opening.
It is believed that the function of this ‘“‘plug”’ is
to prevent mating by other males,either byits
physical presence or because it inhibits phero-
monerelease by females (Eltringham, 1912; La-

bine, 1964). Gilbert (pers. comm.andcited in

Scott, 1973) has discovered that in at least one

species of heliconiine butterfly the male deposits
on the female a pheromonethat makesher unat-
tractive to other males. Using radioactive tracers,
Gilbert has also demonstrated that in Heliconius
the male’s spermatophore is partially metabol-
ized and contributes nutritionally to the female
and the eggs (pers. comm.). In all of these di-
verse instancesa “‘signal’’ persists and functions
long after the signaling individual has departed.

Any survey of communication must consider
the sensory world of the animals concerned. As
a result of the partial ‘“‘overhaul” of the nervous
system during “complete”? metamorphosis, the
successive developmental stages differ so
markedly from oneanotherin morphology,sen-
sory physiology, and behavior that they must be
considered as distinctly different organisms,
each with its own Umwelt, defined to a first ap-
proximation by the physiology of its sense or-
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gans. For this reason the developmental stages
are treated separately. The one feature thatall
the developmental stages of a species have in
common, however,is the need for adequate de-
fense. Therefore a consideration of defense is
presented first.

Like most other arthropods, butterflies and
moths have numerousanddiverse defense adap-
tations. These include deciduousscales, urticat-

ing larval setae, regurgitation (by larvae),
defecation (including the use of the meconium
by the newly eclosed adult”), and compounds
with noxious or toxic properties sequestered in
the blood or released from specialized defensive
glands (e.g., osmeteria of papilionid larvae)
(Aplin and Rothschild, 1972; Bisset et al., 1960;
Brower et al., 1968; Duffey, 1970; Edmunds,
1974; Ehrlich and Raven, 1965; Eisner, 1970:
Eisner et al., 1971; Eisner and Meinwald, 1965;

Eisneret al., 1970; von Euwetal., 1968; Frazier,
1965; Frazier and Rothschild, 1961; Jonesetal.,

1962; Pesce and Delgrado, 1972; Picarelli and

Valle, 1972; Reichstein et al., 1968; Rotberg,

1972; Rothschild, 1971, 1972, 1973; Rothschild

et al., 1970, 1972, 1973; and references therein).

These features may be communicated to preda-
tors in an unambiguous manner by aposematic
coloration or behavior. Space considerations
prohibit more than the most superficial state-
ment aboutthis subject; the references cited im-
mediately above and below are strongly
recommendedto readers interested in these as-
pects of lepidopteran communication.

The spectacular anddiverse color patterns of
moths and butterflies have long been used as
evidence for the existence and mechanism ofthe
evolutionary process (e.g., Brower, 1963; Creed,

1971: Ford, 1945, 1967, 1971; Kettlewell, 1973;

Poulton, 1890; Rettenmeyer, 1970; Robinson,

1971; Rothschild, 1971, 1972, 1973; Wallace,
1890, 1891; Wickler, 1968; and references

2. e.g., Manduca sexta (Sphingidae) (pers. obs.).
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therein). Aposematic, startling, deflective, and
mimetic patterns are clearly communicative, but
what about crypsis? Camouflage and special pro-
tective resemblance (Robinson, 1969)clearly en-
tail energy expenditureson the part of the insect.
There is a biosynthetic and developmental cost
to make cryptic features, as well as a behavioral
one: the insect must be able to choose an appro-
priate background having little contrast with its
own coloration, and it must posture there in an
inconspicuous manner (Kettlewell, 1973; Sar-

gent, 1973; and references therein). But is the
cryptic individual signaling? Do predatorsper-
ceive the prey but mistake it for somethingelse,
in the same way they discriminate against Bate-
sian mimicsby mistaking them for models known
to be inedible? Oris no ‘‘signal’’ receivedatall,
the predator being entirely unawareofthe exis-
tence of the prey? Both probably occurin nature
(depending to a large extent on the kind of
predator); in either case the prey animal would
survive. One may view crypsis as a form of com-
munication in which the prey animal has been
selected to decrease, rather than increase (as in

aposematism), its signal-to-noise ratio. One
would expect corresponding selection on the
predator for better sensory and discriminatory
abilities. The results of such escalating evolu-
tionary exchangesare seen as the patterns on the
wings and bodies of lepidopterans, and the
forms they take depend on the strategies em-
ployed.

The variousprotective color patternsaretra-
ditionally grouped according to the mannerin
which they are usually presumed to function in
communicative interactions with predators:
crypsis (Robinson, 1969), disruptive coloration,
disappearingor “‘flash colors” (Cott, 1940; Ford,
1967), deflective patterns (Blest, 1957; Poulton,

1890), startling or “novelty” coloration (Blest,

1957; Coppinger, 1970; Hinton, 1974),

aposematism, Batesian and Miillerian mimicry,
etc. Speculation as to the communicative signifi-
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cance of color patterns of particular speciesis a
commonpractice amonglepidopterists, but only
in a limited numberof cases have these hypothe-
ses been tested by experiment. The notable, pio-
neering studies of Kettlewell and others on color
polymorphisms and camouflage, Blest on the
function of “‘eyespot”’ patterns, the Browers and
their colleagues on mimicry, and othersare cited
in Brower (1963), Brower et al. (1971), Ed-
munds, 1974; Ford (1971), Kettlewell (1973),
Rettenmeyer (1970), Robinson, 1969, Roth-
schild (1971, 1972, 1973), Turner (1971a), and
Wickler (1968). Since coloration plays other
roles besides protection from predators, and
since different predators may respond in differ-
ent ways to the same pattern, generalization
from one case to another should be done with
caution and with the knowledgethat it is only an
heuristic exercise until the appropriate experi-
ments have been performed.

The Egg

Lepidopteran eggs do not behave(in the con-
ventionalsense), yet in certain cases they may be
communicative. Adult butterflies of many spe-
cies lay eggs singly, often with considerable spac-
ing and away from other, older eggs. This is
adaptive because older eggs hatch first, and if
food is limited, the second to hatch maybeleft
hungry on leafless twig. Larvae are often canni-
balistic (Alexander, 1961la; Dethier, 1937;
Turner, 1971a)—another disadvantage for the
younger, hence smaller, larva. Some adult
female Heliconius butterflies apparently scan host
plants visually (Passiflora spp.) and do not
Oviposit near other eggs (Alexander, 1961a; Gil-
bert, 1975). To what extent are the often con-
spicuous colors of butterfly eggs, and color
changes prior to hatching, of signal value to
adult butterflies? While we do not know,it is
clear that such signals would be adaptive to the
sender as well, because they might prevent es-
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tablishment of competing larvae on the same
plant. Experimental testing of this possibility ap-
pears to have been donebycertain Passiflora spe-
cies that have stipular ““egg-mimics,”’ which may
inhibit oviposition by female Heliconius—the
only case known to date in which lepidopterans
(and mimetic ones at that) may themselves be
hoisted with the petard of mimicry (Gilbert,
1975)!

In contrast, some lepidopterans,particularly
those with aposematic, aggregated larvae, lay
their eggs in clutches. Ovipositing females of Me-
chanitis isthma (Ithomiinae, Nymphalidae) can
search for and relocate their egg clutches after
being disturbed (Gilbert, 1969). Several females
of Heliconius sara sometimesevenlay their eggs
together in mixed clusters (Turner, 1971a). Al-
though the adaptive strategies of such species
differ from the solitary egg layers, in both cases
the female must be capable of recognizing eggs,
and in both cases the subsequent behaviorof the
female is affected.

The Larva

Mostlarval behavioris related to growth,in-
dividual survival, and preparation for pupation.
For the majority of species communication oc-
curs only in the contexts of protective behavior
and active defense. Sound production, knownin
lepidopterous larvae of several groups (refer-
ences in Frings and Frings, 1970; Haskell, 1961),
is generally believed to be defensive in function,
but since manylarvae respond to airborne sound
(Hogue, 1972; Minnich, 1936), it may possibly
be used for intraspecific communicationas well.
Larvae have poorly developed visualabilities but
they can distinguish vertical from horizontalfig-
ures (Dethier, 1943; Hundertmark, 1937a; de
Lépiney, 1928), possess the physiological basis
for color vision (Ishikawa, 1969), and show color
preferences (G6tz, 1936; Hundertmark, 1937b).
Their gluttonous appetites are subserved by
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well-developed senses of olfaction and taste
(Schoonhoven, 1973, and references therein).

Mostcaterpillars live solitary lives, devoid of
all but occasional interactions with other larvae
and predators. It is among thoselarvae that have
symbiotic relationships with other insects and
amongthosethatlive together at high densities
or in aggregations that we find sophisticated
communication systems.

INTERSPECIFIC COMMUNICATION IN

SOCIAL SYMBIOSES

Some lepidopterous larvae live amongor in
association with social insects: usually ants, and

rarely with bees, wasps, or termites (Ford, 1945;

Hinton, 1951; Wilson, 1971). Their habits in-

clude feeding on nest materials and detritus
(some membersofthe families Tineidae, Pyrali-
dae and Noctuidae) or on host brood (some

Lycaenidae, Tineidae, Cosmopterygidae, Cy-
clotornidae, and Pyralidae), but in most cases

(most Lycaenidae and somePieridae) the larvae
are simply phytophagous and are_ tended,
guarded, and otherwise protected by the hosts.
Someofthe nest inhabitants are treated as invad-
ers and suffer attacks; they survive because of
their protective integument, silken webwork, or
other defensive adaptations. But a few are
closely attended, cleaned, and otherwise cared

for; the host workers may even construct shelters
for the phytophagous species, and some larvae
are carried into the nest, where they may feed on

ant brood or even solicit food from workers.
Such habits are best developed among the
“blues,” “‘hairstreaks,” “coppers,” and ‘“‘metal-

marks’”’ of the butterfly family Lycaenidae (in the
broad sense of Ehrlich, 1958), of which most

species are myrmecophilous(live in association
with ants) in somesense,and a few are obligately

so. The overwhelmingdiversity of these relation-
ships at the species level has been reviewed by
Balduf (1939), Hinton (1951), and Malicky
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(1969). (See also Clark and Dickson, 1971; Far-
quharson, 1921; Lamborn, 1913; Owen, 1971;

Ross, 1966; and Wilson, 1971.)

Certain characteristics of these attended and
““guest”’ larvae serve to distinguish them from
others that would be attacked, killed, and eaten

or discarded. These features appearto be chemi-
cal, tactile, and perhapsvisual. Most such species
have glandularsetae, tubercles, or elaborate, of-

ten eversible glands that producesecretions the
hosts find attractive and upon which they may
feed. Consider, for example, the ‘Large Blue,”
Maculinea (=Lycaena) anion, the larvae of which

undergo a change from ordinary phytophagy to
carnivory at the fourth instar. After the third
molt, the larvae leave the host plant and wander
about. Ants find and stroke them with their an-
tennae. A gland on the seventh abdominalter-
gite of the larva producesa secretion upon which
the ant feeds. After a while the larva suddenly
swells up its thoracic segments, markedly chang-
ing its form and perhapsproviding othersignals.
The ant respondsbypicking up thelarva with its
mandibles and carrying it to the nest, where for

the remainderofits larval life the caterpillar con-
sumes ant larvae (references in Hinton, 1951).

Our knowledge of the complexity of these
kinds of relationship1s limited mostly to descrip-
tions of observations made on a wide range of
species, principally in the Lycaenidae. It is not
clear to whatextent,ifany, the hosts benefit from

the larval secretions, and for the majority of the
larvae that are simply tended by ants on vegeta-
tion but which do not enter the nests, it is not

clear if the larvae benefit by reduced aggression
on the part of the ants (Lenz, 1917), protection

from predators and parasitoids (Thomann,
1901), or both (Edmunds, 1974). The details of

the communication betweenthelarvae andtheir
hosts are largely unknown. While the histology,
ontogeny, and distribution of the glands that
produce these ‘‘appeasement substances” have
been described in considerable detail (Hinton,
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1951; Malicky, 1969), none of the larval secre-

tions have been chemically identified. That each

species of lycaenid has but one or a few host

species and that the larvae are attacked by

“wrong” ants indicate a considerable level of

complexity in the signals and responses. Malicky

(1970a) has shown that even within one host

genus (Formica), some species respond aggres-

sively to the caterpillars in the vicinity of the nest

entrance but not at a distance, others do not

respond aggressively at all, and in one the

‘mood’ of the ants was important but the dis-

tance from the entrance was not. In addition to

the glands, certain other morphological and be-

havioral features of such larvae are evidently ad-

aptationsfor living amongorwith ants (Malicky,

1970b). The behavior of some lycaenid larvae in
soliciting food from ant workers may involve
mimicry ofthe intraspecific food-solicitation sig-
nals of other workers or of larvae (Malicky,

1970b), as has been demonstrated for certain

myrmecophilous beetles (Hdélldobler, 1967,
1970, 1971). Mimicry of pheromones has also
been suggested (Malicky, 1970b), but chemical
evidence is wanting. The adults of nest-inhabit-
ing lepidopterans lack those attributes that in-
hibit aggression by the hosts. However, the
newly eclosed butterfly or moth bears a heavy
coat of scales that readily comeoff in the jaws of
attacking ants, facilitating escape from the nest.

Larvae ofa few lycaenids have the remarkable
habit of soliciting honeydew from various ho-
mopterans (references in Hinton, 1951). Lach-

nocnema bibulus does so byvibrating its elongated
prothoracic legs over the dorsal surface of the
membracid or jassid in a mannersimilar to that
of an antsoliciting with its antennae.’ It also
solicits food from the ants that tend these ho-

3. The sametrick is used by some adult lycaenids: Allotinus
horsfeldi strokes aphids with its prothoracic legs to obtain
honeydew, and Miletus boisduvali uses its proboscis in a simi-
lar manner on both aphids andscale insects (references in
Hinton, 1951).
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mopterans. And larvae of another lycaenid,

Megalopalpus zymna, use a similar tactic as a ruse

to approach more closely membracids and jas-

sids, which they suddenly attack and devour—a

case of tactile aggressive mimicry.

COMMUNICATION AMONG GREGARIOUS LARVAE

Larvae of a large number of lepidopterous

species live in aggregations or at high densities.

This habit is widely distributed amongthe vari-

ous families. Usually all of the larvae in an aggre-
gation have hatched from a single cluster of
eggs.

Such larvae do many things together. They

all begin and cease feeding at about the same

time. When a predator threatens, they may all
respondsimilarly and simultaneously, giving the
impression of concerted defense. Many species
produce highly orderedsilk structures that, su-
perficially at least, appear to involve coordinated
activity employing communication. Unfortu-

nately only a few species have been studied in
detail.

One need not invoke complex communica-
tion systems to explain much of the seemingly
coordinated behaviorof such larvae. Their feed-
ing times are usually regulated by extrinsic and
intrinsic factors such as temperature, light level
and photoperiod, and hunger. It is only to be
expected that individuals of the same species,
age, and usually parentage, would behave some-
what similarly in the same environment. Con-
certed defenses may in manycases simply be a
simultaneous response of manyorall larvae to
somedisturbing stimulus, and not to some alarm

signal sent by the first larva that detects the
predator. Larvae do of course respondtotactile
stimuli of one another’s movements, and this

seems to be the means by which a disturbance
may spread through somelarval aggregations.
Communicative synchronization of feeding and
movement is known to occur in some species
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(Alexander, 1961a; McManus and Smith, 1972:
Symcezak, 1950; Wellington, 1957, 1974). Coor-
dinated responses, especially in defense,are cer-
tainly adaptive (Edmunds, 1974; Ford, 1945:
Hogue, 1972; Poulton, 1898), but experimental
study of this aspect of larval behavior has unfor-
tunately been neglected.

Gregarious larvae in several unrelated
groups have been reported to follow one anoth-
ers paths on feeding excursions. Thistrail-fol-
lowing behavior has been attributed to odor
(Symezak, 1950) and to thesilk laid down by the
larvae (Long, 1955; McManus and Smith, 1972:
Wellington, 1974), but it is not known if the
stimuli involved are chemical, tactile, or both.
Individual larvae lay downsilk lines for many
purposes, including safety lines, secure foot-
holds (e.g., Alexander, 1961a), tying together of
food materials (Bell, 1920; Ford, 1945; Alexan-
der, 1961a), and orientation to lead them back to
resting places. It is hardly remarkable that
groupsoflarvae showsimilar behavior, butit is
of course moreeasily noticed, especially when
their trails build up to form structures visible
from a distance. Variation in the behavioroflar-
vae that use silk trails for orientation has pro-
duced an interesting communication system in
certain tent caterpillars (Lasiocampidae). Some
larvae in each brood are more reluctant than
others to explore newareas, and they follow the
more adventurousindividuals, which lay thefirst
silk trails (Wellington, 1957, 1974). Selection
probably operates strongly at the colony level
against those broodsthat contain an imbalanced
ratio of leaders to followers (Wellington, 1974).
(Adult moths derived from thesecaterpillars also
differ in behavior.)

Silk enclosures, trails, platforms, and other
structures madeby groupsoflarvae are often of
elaborate construction. But so also are similar
structures (molting and resting platforms, hiber-
nacula, cocoons,etc.) built by single individuals.
The behavior involved in making a complex co-
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coon 1s both complicated andrelatively inflexi-
ble, but cocoons are rarely identical since their
formsare affected to some extentby the physical
limitations of the environment (Van der Kloot
and Williams, 1953a, 1953b, 1954: Yokoyama,
1951). For larvae thatlive together, the environ-
mentincludessilken structures already made by
other larvae, and a succession of building activi-
ties by manylarvae on the ever-enlarging con-
struction may result in the

—

spectacular
enclosures of such species as tent caterpillars
(Malacosoma spp., Lasiocampidae) and web-
worms (f/yphantria spp., Arctiidae). This pro-
cess, in which the summationofrelatively simple
behaviorpatternsby individuals results in a com-
plex construction, is similar in principle to the
process of “‘stigmergy” hypothesized by Grassé
(1959) to account for the complexity of nest con-
struction by termites and othersocialinsects (see
also Wilson, 1971), a concept recently general-
ized by Wilson (1975) under the name “‘sematec-
tonic communication.”” Such communication is
characterized by individuals responding to the
inanimate products of their labors, rather than
directly with one another. (In this context it
should be mentioned that an individual that in-
teracts with its own constructions, such as a Ca-
terpillar building a cocoon,is in a similar sense
communicating withitself.) Unlike social insects,
caterpillars are not known to recruit other indi-
viduals to assist in building. But recruitment may
be unnecessaryfor the production of community
enclosures or multiple cocoons if, as is usually
the case amonggregariouslepidopterouslarvae,
their development and behavioris synchronized.
Larvaethat live communally are believed to gain
a measure of protection from predators (Ford,
1945; Hogue, 1972; Tinbergen, 1958), andcom-
munalliving is adaptive in other ways as well
(Rathke and Poole, 1975). The tendencyto build
silken structures together with other larvae has
been demonstrated as heritable (in the case of
double-cocooned and polypupal-cocoonedsilk-
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moths: Yokoyama, 1959). Thus the prerequisites
for the evolution of such behavior (selective

pressure and heritability) are present, but no
elaborate communication system need evolve.
Andinspite ofthe fact that tent caterpillars share
a number of behavioral attributes with certain
social insects—siblings living together, behav-
ioral synchronization, polyethism (some larvae
‘“‘adventurous”’), (silk-) trail-following, the con-

struction of elaborate dwellings by means of
sematectonic communication, and_ probably
strong selection at the colony level—they are in
comparison with social insects merely ‘““commu-
nal”’ (in the sense of Michener, 1969, as modified

by Wilson, 1971).
Intraspecific competition is the context for

interlarval communication of a rather different
kind. Larval density can affect adult develop-
ment, morphology, and physiology (Long, 1959;
Long and Zaher, 1958). In sometortricid larvae
spacing of individuals is achieved through de-
fense of a feedingterritory (Russ, 1969). Recent

studies of Ephestia (=Anagasta) ktihniella (Pyrali-

dae) and somerelated species have revealed that
antagonistic interactions between the competi-
tive and agressive larvae, especially the release of
a mandibular gland pheromone, affect larval
spacing and survivorship (Corbet, 1971; Cotter,
1974; Mudd and Corbet, 1973). The pheromone
therefore has been reported to have an “epideic-
tic’”’ effect, which is enhanced by the chemical’s
role as a host-detection kairomone (Brownetal.,

1970) for parasitoid hymenopterans (Corbet,
1971). In contrast, among silkmoth larvae (Bom-
byx, Bombycidae), aggregation rather than spac-
ing is mediated by pheromones (Okui, 1964).

The Pupa and Pharate Adult

Pupae,like eggs, seem to be relatively inert
and devoid of communicative behavior. This is

not universally true, however.
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Pupae of some species have a numberofac-
tive defensive adaptations (Cole, 1959; Hinton,

1955), certain of which can be regarded as com-
municative. (These adaptations are distin-
guished from passive defenses such as crypsis
and warningcolors of one sort or another, which
may also have communicative functions.) Audi-
ble sounds are produced bystridulation or by
knockingorscraping the bodyagainstthe wall of
the pupal cell (Hinton, 1948, 1955; Downey,

1966; Downey and Allyn, 1973; Hoegh-Guld-
berg, 1972). Similar sounds may also be pro-
duced by the pharate adult, using the
appropriate structures on the overlying pupal
cuticle (Hinton, 1948, 1955; Alexander, 1961b).

The communicative value of these sounds has
not been experimentally investigated; they are
usually presumed to be defensive (Downey and
Allyn, 1973). But as Gilbert (1975) has pointed
out, the potential for intraspecific auditory com-
munication between pupae and adults exists in at
least one species (Heliconius erato), the pupa of
which stridulates (Alexander, 1961b) and the
adult of which can hear (Swihart, 1967a). It
should be pointed out, however, that the lowest
threshold for hearing in Heliconius adults as mea-
sured electrophysiologically by Swihart was
about 60 db (at about 1.2 khz). The intensity of
the pupal sounds has not been measured, butis
probably below thatlevel.

Heliconius pupae also emit species-specific
odors, which have been interpreted as defensive
(Alexander, 1961b) and pheromonal (Gilbert,
1975). Males of the Heliconius erato species group
are attracted by pheromones to female pupae
and await eclosion before attempting copulation
(L. E. Gilbert, pers. comm.). But male H. chari-
tona “invade” the pupal integument with their
genitalia and “rape the female pupa‘ as a routine

4. Actually the pharate adult. Relative to the behavior of
most other Lepidoptera such behavior might be called
“precocious promiscuity.” In this situation the female cannot
exercise male selection.
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mating procedure” (Gilbert, 1975, and pers.
comm.). These observations support the idea
that such pupae (or pharate adults) have phero-
monal (and perhaps sonic) means of indicating
their presence and precise location to adult
males. Sex-attractant pheromonesare generally
not released until after eclosion in most species
(Jacobson, 1972).

Numerousinstances of lycaenid pupae that
are tended, protected, and sometimeseven shel-
tered by ants have been documented and are
reviewed by Hinton (1951, 1955) and Downey
and Allyn (1973). Like the larvae (q.v.) of these
and manyotherlycaenid species, such pupae are
reported to secrete attractive substances; in ad-
dition, many lycaenid pupae produce audible
sounds (Downey, 1966). Unfortunately, none of
these relationships are understood in enough
detail to be able to say more aboutthe natureor
significance of auditory or chemical communica-
tion by these fascinating insects.

The Adult

The behavioral repertoire of adult lepidopt-
erans 1s far more complex than that of the imma-
ture stages. Reproduction and dispersal are
added to defense and (in manycases) feeding as
requisite activities of successful adults. Sex,
flight, (usually) nectar location, and (for ovipos-
iting females) larval host-plantidentification all
require a high degree of sensory capability and
motor coordination. Before surveying adult
communication we mustfirst briefly examine the
physiology of the senses involved.

SENSORY PHYSIOLOGY OF ADULTS

Vision
The visual Umwelt of lepidopterans differs

significantly from our own. The visual spectrum
of some butterflies appears to be the broadestin
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the animal kingdom,extending from the edge of
terrestrial ultraviolet (around 300 nm) through
the red (700 nm); it therefore includes our own
spectral range plus 300 to 400 nmin the ultravio-
let (Crane, 1955; Gilbert, 1975; Mazokhin-
Porshniakov, 1969, and references therein;
Obara, 1970; Petersen et al., 1952; Post and
Goldsmith, 1969; Swihart, 1967b). Color vision
has been demonstrated in both butterflies
(Crane, 1955; Ilse, 1928, 1932a, 1932b, 1937,
1941; Ilse and Vaidya, 1956; Mazokhin-Porsh-
niakov, 1969; Post and Goldsmith, 1969; Swi-
hart, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1967b; C. Swihart, 1971;
Swihart and Swihart, 1970) and moths (Knoll,
1922, 1925, 1927; Mazokhin-Porshniakov, 1964,
1969; Schremmer, 1941).

On the basis of anatomical, physiological,
and behavioral studies, and by analogy with
otherterrestrial arthropodswith well-developed
compoundeyes,lepidopteransare believed to be
most behaviorally responsive to light of short
wavelengths, able to adapt over a wide range of
light intensities, and able to detect (if present)
the plane ofpolarization. Significant morpholog-
ical and physiological differences occur between
species and are especially pronounced between
nocturnal and diurnal forms (Autrum, 1965;
Bernhard, 1966; Burkhardt, 1962, 1964; Deth-
ier, 1963; Eltringham, 1919; Goldsmith, 1961;

Goldsmith and Bernard, 1974; Mazokhin-Porsh-
niakov, 1969; Miller et al., 1968; von Frisch,

1967; Wehner, 1972; Yagi and Koyama, 1963;
and references therein).

Tapetal interference filters of unknown func-
tion (but believed to increasesensitivity to cer-
tain colors) have been reported in the eyes of
some butterflies (Bernard and Miller, 1970;

Bernhard etal., 1970; Miller and Bernard, 1968).

(It has been suggested that somelepidopterans
are sensitive to infrared light but not via the vi-
sual organs; see olfaction.) The role of vision in

adult behavior is discussed under flower visita-
tion and courtship.
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Sound
Manylepidopterans are capable of hearing.

Tympanic organs located on the metathorax or
abdomen in diverse groups of moths are be-
lieved to have evolved independentlyat least ten
times® (Kiriakoff, 1956, 1963; Treat, 1964, and

pers. comm.). Saclike inflated structures located
at the wing bases in some nymphalid butterflies
(Swihart, 1967a) and organsassociated with the

mouthparts in some Sphingidae® (Roeder, 1971,
1972, 1974a; Roeder and Treat, 1970; Roederet

al., 1968, 1970) have also beenidentified as audi-

tory in function. In addition to these organs,
lepidopterans, like other insects, possess dis-
placement-sensitive setae and subgenual and
other scolopophorous organs that might act as
receptors of air- or substrate-borne vibration.
(See also Busnel, 1963; Frings and Frings, 1960.)

The ‘“‘ears” of moths are most sensitive to
ultrasound (Roeder, 1965, 1967a, 1971, 1972,

1974a, 1974b, 1975; Roeder and Treat, 1957;

Sales and Pye, 1974; Schaller and Timm, 1950;

Treat, 1964). It is now well knownthat the adap-
tive significance of the hearing of mothsis that
it enables them to detect echolocatinginsectivor-
ous bats before they themselves are detected.
Mothsthat hear bats perform a wide variety of
defensive behavior, the nature of which depends

on the distance at which the predatoris detected
and the species of moth concerned. Turning,
looping, power diving or dropping to the
ground, and otherevasive tactics are used (Ro-
eder, 1965, 1966, 1967a, 1967b, 1970, 1971; Ro-

eder and Fenton, 1973; Treat, 1964).

Some arctiid and amatid moths, many of

which are unpalatable or otherwise “‘protected”’

5. Geometridae, Pyralidae, Thyatiridae/Drepanidae, Epi-
plemidae/Uraniidae, Axiidae, Cossidae(all abdominal); Noc-
tuidae/Agaristidae, Notodontidae, Amatidae, Arctiidae (all
metathoracic).

6. K. D. Roeder (pers. comm.) has recently determined
that some sphingids respond to sound even after destruction
of the palp-pilifer region, indicating the existence of yet an-
other lepidopteran “‘ear.”’
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(Beebe and Kenedy, 1957; Blest, 1964; Eisner,

1970; Rothschild, 1965, 1973; Rothschild and

Alpin, 1971) employ an additionalstrategy: they

answerthe ultrasonic cries of bats with apose-
matic clicking calls produced by a thoracic “‘mi-
crotymbal” (Blest et al., 1963; Fenton and

Roeder, 1974; Dunning and Roeder, 1965). Bats

confronted with such calls veer away from the
prey (Dunning and Roeder, 1965). Some noisy
palatable species are also avoided andare there-
fore Batesian mimics (Dunning, 1968). Probably
some of the sounds produced by other moths
(references in Frings and Frings, 1960; Haskell,

1961; see also Lloyd, 1974; Rothschild and Has-

kell, 1966) are defensive as well.

Auditory communication between lepidopt-
erans has rarely been documented. Roeder and
Treat (1957) suggested that ultrasonic compo-
nents of wing sounds might be audible to other
moths. Dahm et al. (1971) demonstrated that

auditory signals produced by wingvibration are
an important componentofthe mating system of
the lesser waxmoth (Achroia grisella, Pyralidae).

The males of this species (like the females of
most moths) release a complex mixture of sex-
attractant pheromones. Females are excited by
the chemicals but do not orient to the source
unless vibrations, such as the fluttering of a

male’s wings, are also present.
There are few other reports of even potential

auditory communication between _lepidop-
terans (Bourgogne, 1951). (Reference has al-
ready been madeto the possibility of pupa-adult
communication amongcertain heliconiine but-
terflies.) Perhaps the most widely cited case is
that of the “cracker’’ butterflies of the genus
Hamadryas (=Ageronia Nymphalidae), which pro-
duce (in an as yet undetermined manner) a loud,

rapid series of clicking sounds during flight.
Adult Hamadryas can hear (Swihart, 1967a). The
behavioral significance of these sounds, often
produced during close pursuit of other butter-
flies, is unknown; it has often been suggested
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that they are involved with territoriality (q.v.)
and/or courtship. A few other butterflies make
audible sounds of unknown function during
flight (e.g., some Charaxes) or while stationary (F.
Scott, 1968). One of the most peculiar cases of
sound productionis that of the ‘“‘Death’s Head”
sphinx moth (Acherontia atropos, Sphingidae),
which has been reported to enter the hives of
honeybees to obtain honey; when attacked by
bees it emits a soundsimilar to that of ‘“‘piping”’
by the queen (Bourgogne, 1951; see also Busnel,
1963).

Direct mechanoreception (not involving
sound)1s probably important for communication
during contact between the sexes, but it remains
uninvestigated (however, see Doane and Cardé,
1973).

Olfaction
Sensitivity to airborne chemical stimuli plays

an importantrole in feeding and in the sexual
lives of moths and butterflies. Floral odors are
important orientation cues for flower visiting
(q.v.), and pheromonesare involvedin the court-
ship ofall intensively studied species.

The antennaeare the primary olfactory or-
gans. The frequent sexual dimorphism in these
structures among moths (usually with greater
surface area and receptor number in males) is
generally believed to be related to their use as
“odor filters’ for the detection of (usually
female) sex pheromones. Butterflies rely to a
much greater extent on visual cues and exhibit
little sexual dimorphism of antennal structure
(Payne, 1974; Schneider, 1964).

The sensory physiology of insect olfaction
has recently been reviewed by Kaissling (1971)
and, with respect to pheromones, by Payne
(1974). Sensilla basiconica and sensilla _tri-
chodea, located on the antennae, are the olfac-
tory receptors (see Albert et al., 1974). Those
involved in phermonereception are often highly
specialized and respond only to a narrow range
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of chemical stimuli.’ The response threshold for
individual receptors is as low as a single mole-
cule, and whole-organism behavioral responses
are elicited with as few as 200 molecules (Kaiss]-
ing and Priesner, 1970; Schneider, 1974). Com-
parative studies of response to pheromones and
to various chemically related compounds
(pheromone analogs, or ‘“‘parapheromones,”’
that differ in carbon chain length, location and
orientation of unsaturated bonds, and attached
functional groups) have revealed that even those
that are stereochemically very similar to the
natural pheromones are required in greater
concentrations in orderto elicit the same elec-
trophysiological or behavioral responses, and
that effectiveness decreases with increasing
stereochemical discrepancy (e.g., Gaston etal.,
1972; Payneet al., 1973; Roelofs and Comeau,
1971a; Schneideret al., 1967: and other refer-
ences in Payne, 1974). The mechanism of trans-
duction is not presently understood (Davies,
1971; Payne, 1974; and references therein). The-
ories currently in voguediffer in details but most
suggest a chemical and/or physical interaction
between pheromonemolecules and matchingac-
ceptor (receptor) sites on the receptor cell mem-
brane, which in some manner affects
permeability to inorganic ions andthusinitiates
electrical events.

Early studies of sex pheromones concen-
trated on the pheromoneofeach species,since it
was believed that species-specificity was con-
ferred primarily or exclusively by chemical diver-
sity. It is now clear that chemical specificity
(hence reproductive isolation) is also conferred
in many species by mixtures of two or more com-
pounds. A compoundthatelicits behavioral and/
or electrophysiological responses may, when
combined with others as a mixture, be more or

7. “Specialist” receptors ofthis type are contrasted with
‘generalist’ receptors, sensitive to a broad spectrum ofcom-
pounds. Thelatter are believed to be importantas food odor
detectors.
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less effective (depending on the species and
compounds concerned). Synergistic or inhibi-
tory effects are believed to provide species-
specificity in the communication system with a
limited diversity of compounds (e.g., Comeau,
1971; Klun and Robinson, 1971; Minks etal.,

1973; O’Connell, 1972; Roelofs and Cardé,

1974, and references therein; Roelofs et al.,

1973: Roelofs and Comeau, 1968, 1971a,

1971b). Additional specificity is provided by con-
centration and by relative concentrations of
components in mixtures (Bartell and Shorey,

1969a; Keae et al., 1973a; Klun and Robinson,

1972; Roelofs and Cardé, 1974, and references

therein; Roelofs et al., 1971).

Behavioral responses to pheromonesare also
affected by previous exposure (Bartell and Law-
rence, 1973; Bartell and Roelofs, 1973; Shorey,

1974, and references therein; Traynier, 1970),

light intensity and photoperiod (Bartell and
Shorey, 1969b; Shorey and Gaston, 1965), tem-

perature (Batiste et al., 1973; Cardé and Roelofs,

1973; Collins and Potts, 1932; Klun, 1968;

Shorey, 1966), and other factors (Jacobson,

1972; Shorey, 1974). These features of olfaction,

together with others that surely remain to be
discovered, are interrelated with one another

and with similar factors affecting pheromonere-
lease by the opposite sex. The lack of diversity in
a single variable (chemicalstructure) is compen-
sated by tremendous complexity in the rest of
the communication system.

The behavioral responses of insects to sex
pheromones have been reviewed by Shorey
(1973, 1974). With increasing concentrations of
“attractant” pheromones a “hierarchy of re-
sponses”’ is elicited in males, which consists of
antennal movements, increased activity, flight
and orientation towardsthe source, followed by

cessation offlight, localization of the source,re-

lease (in some species) of male-produced phero-
mones, and copulatory attempts (Bartell and
Shorey, 1969a, 1969b; Daterman, 1972; Tranier,
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1968). In some species additional chemical
stimuli are needed at various points along the
“hierarchy”; if they are not present the behav-
ioral sequence is not completed (Cardé etal.,
1975a). A “hierarchy” of responses has also
been demonstrated among females in the “re-
versed-role”’ chemical communication system of
the greater and lesser waxmoths, the males of
which produce long-range chemical attractants
(Dahm et al., 1971; RGller et al., 1968). Another

‘“‘reversed-role”’ system has been reportedto oc-
cur amongcertain ithomine butterflies (Nym-
phalidae), the males of which produce
pheromonesthat presumably function as intra-
and interspecific attractants mediating aggrega-
tion (L. E. Gilbert, 1969 and pers. comm.,; W.A.

Haber, pers. comm.; butsee also Pliske, 1975b).

Orientation to a pheromonesource duringflight
is probably mediated by anemotaxis combined
with crosswindflights that are believed to enable
the insect to remain within the active space; sev-

eral other mechanismsof orientation have also
been postulated (Farkas and Shorey, 1974, and
references therein; Kennedy and Marsh, 1974).

In contrast, sex pheromones produced by
males generally inhibit locomotion in females.
The most extensively studied male pheromone
system 1s that of the queen butterfly, Danaus gilip-
pus (Danainae, Nymphalidae). The male queen
butterfly overtakes the female in flight and dis-
seminates (with everted and splayed brushlike
“hair-pencils” extruded from his abdomen), a
cuticular dust bearing a pheromonethat induces
her to land and becomequiescent (Broweretal.,
1965). Other danaine butterflies have similar

structures, and in some cases the pheromones

have been chemically identified (Brower and
Jones, 1965; Edgar and Culvenor, 1974; Edgaret

al., 1971, 1973; Meinwald and Meinwald, 1966;
Meinwald et al., 1966, 1969a, 1969b, 1969c,
1971, 1974; Myers, 1972; Myers and Brower,
1969; Pliske and Eisner, 1969; Pliske and Sal-

peter, 1971; Schneider and Seibt, 1969; Seibtet
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al., 1972). Such “‘aphrodisiac’”’ pheromones are
believed to be of wide occurrence in the order
(Birch, 1974c, and references therein). (See be-
low.)

The idea that moths mightorientto infrared
radiation andspecifically to the characteristic ab-
sorption and transmission energies of phero-
monesand otherbiologically relevant molecules
(Callahan, 1965a, 1965b, 1965c, 1966, 1967,
1968, 1969a, 1969b, 1970, 1971; Callahanetal.,
1968; Laithwaite, 1960; Wright, 1963) has not
been supported by evidence gathered from con-
trolled experiments (Griffith and

_

Siisskind,
1970; Hsiao, 1972; Hsiao and Hackwell, 1970;
Hsiao and Siisskind, 1970; Levengood and
Limperis, 1967).

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT: SCALES

AND PHEROMONES

Mothsandbutterflies are invested with a cov-
ering offlattened integumental outgrowth called
scales. Each scale is produced during the pupal
stage by a single epidermalcell, which usually
dies before eclosion. Scales cover the entire
body surface, except for the compound eyes
(which may have a few scales orscalelike setae
scattered between the ommatidia). (The struc-
tural diversity of wing scales is reviewed by Dow-
ney and Allyn, 1975.)

Scales serve many functions, including (1)
aerodynamic: increasinglift during flight (Nach-
tigall, 1965, 1974); (2) sensory: acting as me-

chanoreceptors (trichogen cell derivatives of
sensilla squamiformia: Dethier, 1963; Eltring-
ham, 1933; Wigglesworth, 1972); (3) ther-
moregulatory: acting as insulation (Adams and
Heath, 1964) or as solar-radiation-absorbing
outgrowths (Kettlewell, 1973; Watt, 1968) that
mayalso aid circulation by producing convection
currents in the wing veins through uneven heat
absorption (Bourgogne, 1951); (4) defensive: as
the seat of most cryptic, startling, deflective,
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aposematic, mimetic, or other adaptive colors,
patterns, and structures; as detachable and dis-
pensable integumentary structures (Eisner,
1965; Eisner and Shepherd, 1965, 1966; Eisner
et al., 1964; Hinton, 1951, and references
therein); and (5) reproductive: as the seat of col-
ors and patterns that play significant roles in
courtship, and as a source of or disseminating
organ for sex pheromones (references below).
Thus, in considering the colors of lepidopterans
and the structures of their scales, one must bear
in mind that many, often conflicting, selective
pressures have over the course of evolutionary
time affected these features. The colors and
structures of scales found on the bodies, wings,
and legs of butterflies and mothsthus represent
compromises.

‘The communicativerole of color in courtship
is widely recognized as a majorfactorin the evo-
lution of the diurnal Lepidoptera. But while con-
spicuous coloration is advantageous as a
high-intensity sexual signal, it may be detri-
mental with respect to protection from preda-
tors. It is probably for this reason that the
brilliant courtship colors of male butterflies are
located on the upper surfaces of the wings,
where they are exposed during flight but disap-
pear whenthe insect comesto rest. (An adventi-
tious benefit gained from such colordistribution
is that aerial predators may beleft with a search
imagethat“disappears” whentheinsect lands—
so-called flash coloration). Shifting epigamicsig-
nals out of the sensory range of predators ac-
complishes the same function. The use of
patterns that lie beyond the vertebrate-visible
spectrum is one meansoflimiting sexual signals
to “intended”receivers. Such ultraviolet signals
are widely distributed among the diurnal Lepi-
doptera (Mazokhin-Porshniakov, 1957, 1969;
Nekrutenko, 1964, 1968; Obara, 1970; Scott,
1973b; Silberglied, 1969, 1973; Silberglied and

Taylor, 1973).
Color, produced by both pigmental and
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structural means in wingscales, plays an impor-
tant role in the courtship of diurnal species. Be-
cause of their finely divided morphology at the
ultrastructural level, unpigmented scales are
generally white due to surface scattering.’ Their
ridged,reticulated structure serves as a substrate
for a wide range of pigments, including melanins
in the case of very dark scales (Ford, 1945; Kol-
yer and Reimschuessel, 1970; Mason, 1926; Wig-

glesworth, 1972; Yagi, 1955). In addition, the

integument constituting the scale ridges (Mor-
pho, Eurema, Colias) or base (Urania) may have a

regular laminated structure that acts as an opti-
cal interference filter that reflects either “‘visi-
ble” (to man) or ultraviolet light (Anderson and

Richards, 1942; Eisneret al., 1969; Gentil, 1942;

Ghiradella et al., 1972; Kinder and Siiffert, 1943;

Lippert and Gentil, 1959; Mason, 1927; Silber-

glied, 1969; Siiffert, 1924).

The latter surfaces are called “iridescent”
and occur widely as patterns of scales on the
wings of butterflies and a few moths. The light
reflected from such surfaces is generally of high
intensity and spectral purity. The wavelengths,
intensity, and polarization of the light reflected
depend on the relative geometric positions of
the light source, lamellar array, and observer.
Crane (1954) pointed out that a chromatic

modulation ofthe light reflected from the wing
occurs with every wingbeat. In addition to the
unusualphysical properties of the reflected light,
iridescence may have an advantage over pigment
in that the color dependson the physical proper-
ties of the cuticle, over which the insect already
has considerable control during development.
The animal need not produce unusual pigments
at high metabolic cost to achieve a brilliant color.
Iridescent reflection may also be addedto pig-
ment-based color to produce combinations not
readily achievable by pigment alone, as among

8. Transparentscales occurin a few Castniidae andcertain
other “‘clearwing” forms (Poulton, 1898).
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those butterflies that combineiridescent ultravi-
olet reflection with “‘visible’’ color patternsofall
kinds. But the behavioral significance ofirides-
cent colors in general, and of the modulation of

intensity, color, and polarization in particular,1s
poorly understood at present.

In addition to ‘“‘ordinary”’ scales, trichogen
cells form a diverse array of glandularcells spe-
cialized for sexual functions. These ‘‘andro-
conia,” ‘‘scent-scales,’”’ or “‘scent-hairs” [sic]
occur on males (and on some female Thyndia
spp., Ithomiinae: B. Drummond, pers. comm.)
They may bescattered amongthe wingscales, or
concentratedas special patches,tufts, ‘“‘brands,”’
“hair-pencils,” etc., on eversible or inflatable

sacs or tubes (“‘coremata’’) on various parts of
the legs, wings, or body. Reference has already

been madeto the “‘hair-pencils”’ of male danaine
butterflies; similar male organs and “‘sex scal-
ing’”’ occur in a wide array of butterflies and
moths (Barth, 1960; Birch, 1972, 1974c; Jacob-

son, 1972; McColl, 1969; Percy and Weather-

ston, 1974; Varley, 1962). Observations on the

use of these structures are lacking in the over-
whelming majority of species (Varley, 1962), but
in the few species studied the organs are exposed
or everted during courtship and are considered
to be the disseminating organsfor “aphrodisiac”’
pheromones, which function (where known) by
inhibiting locomotion of the female (Birch,
1974c; Broweret al., 1965; Pliske and Eisner,
1969; Tinbergen, 1968; Tinbergen etal., 1942).

Sex pheromones produced by females are
also products of specialized epidermal cells.
These cells are associated with intersegmental
membranes that are everted (presumably by
blood pressure), and the pheromonesare re-
leased at the timeof“calling.” The morphology
and histology of these glands have been re-
viewed by Percy and Weatherston (1974).

The chemistry of lepidopteran sex phero-
moneshas received considerable attention in re-
cent reviews (Beroza, 1970; Evans and Green,
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1973; Jacobson, 1972, 1974; Roelofs and Cardé,
1974; Roelofs and Comeau, 1971a) and will not
be treated here in detail. The most interesting
feature of these pheromonesis the contrast be-
tween the low chemical diversity of female-pro-
duced sex pheromones and the high chemical
diversity of the pheromones produced by males.
Mostofthe formerare Cj9, Cj4 orslightly longer
straight-chain, unsaturated (monoeneor diene)
alcohols, acetates and aldehydes(identified from
membersofthe families Arctiidae, Bombycidae,
Lymantriidae, Noctuidae, Pyralidae and Tor-
tricidae). Differing only slightly from these are a
hydrocarbon, an epoxide of a hydrocarbon, and
a branchedester, of similar chain length (refer-
ences in Evans and Green, 1973; Roelofs and
Cardé, 1974). In contrast, some of the com-
poundsisolated from male “‘androconia,”’ scent-
organs, etc., include small carboxylic acids,
benzaldehyde, benzyl alcohol, and 2-phenethyl
alcohol, various small terpenoids (all isolated
from Noctuidae: Aplin and Birch, 1970; Birch,
1972, 1974c; Clearwater, 1972; Grant et al.,
1972), citral (geranial and neral: Bergstrém and
Lundgren, 1973), a bicyclic sesquiterpene alco-
hol (tentatively identified from a lycaenid but-
terfly: Lundgren and Bergstrém, 1975), and

large heterocyclic ketones (from danaine butter-
flies:? Edgar and Culvenor, 1974; Edgaretal.,
1974; Meinwald et al., 1966, 1969a, 1969b,
1969c, 1971). The larger molecular weightofthe
sex “attractant” pheromones (usually produced
by females), which operate over long distances
and persist in time, and the high volatility of

9. A terpenoid alcoholidentified from the “‘hair-pencils”’
of the queen butterfly has been shownto affix cuticular dust
particles bearing the ketone pheromoneto the female’s an-
tennae; the alcoholis not active as a pheromoneitself (Pliske
and Eisner, 1969). It is probable that similar compounds
foundin several other danaines perform the same function.
But in the monarch (Danaus plexippus), the males of which
have small “hair-pencils” that lack detectable ketones (Mein-
wald et al., 1969a, 1969b), the function of the terpenoid
compounds remains a mystery (Pliske, 197 1a).
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many “aphrodisiac’’ pheromones(produced by
males), which are used for a momentat close
range, are well in accord with the theoretical
constraints on molecular size in chemical com-
munication systems (Bossert and Wilson, 1963:
Wilson and Bossert, 1963).

ADULT BEHAVIOR

Courtship
With few exceptions courtship follows a sin-

gle basic pattern throughout the order. Males
are generally attracted to females by long-dis-
tance communication, either visual (as in most
butterflies) or chemical(as in most moths). Close
approachandpersistent courting by males is me-
diated in many species by female pheromones.
The male may then perform stereotyped behav-
lor patterns, disseminating aphrodisiacs and/or
presentingvisual, auditory, ortactile signals, the
responseto whichis inhibition of locomotion in
receptive females. Females play an active role in
acquiescing to males, and can usually reject inap-
propriate males (e.g., the wrong species)?® or
those that attempt to mate with them when they
are not receptive. Rejection involves moving or
flying away, or the assumption ofa stereotyped
“rejection posture.” If the female acquiesces (by
ceasing activity; sometimes lowering the abdo-

men and exposingthe genitalia but often having
no outward behavioral manifestation) copula-
tion may occur. Variousaspects of courtship and
related activities have been reviewed by Birch

10. Teneral (freshly eclosed) females are occasionally
raped or mated by the wrongspecies, but once the female’s
integument has hardened she can effectively reject males.
Mostinterspecific matings probably happen duringthe ten-
eral period, as was shown by Taylor (1972) in the oft-cited
but frequently misinterpreted case of hybridization in the
butterfly genus Colias (Pieridae). Copulation with teneral
females is reported to be a normal occurrence in certain
birdwing (Ornithoptera, Papilionidae: Borsch and Schmid,
1973) and heliconiine butterflies (Heliconius, Nymphalidae:
Gilbert, 1975 and pers. comm.).
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(1974), Farkas and Shorey (1974), Jacobson
(1972, 1974), Miller and Clench (1968), Myers

(1972), Roelofs and Cardé (1974), Scott (1973a,

1974), Shields and Emmel (1973), and Shorey

(1973, 1974).
The courtship of butterflies (and some other

diurnal forms) differs from that of most moths,

primarily in its early stages. Male butterflies usu-
ally initiate courtship, but “‘solicitation’”’ by
receptive females has also been reported to oc-
cur (Crane, 1955; Scott, 1973a). Magnus (1963)

distinguished between twostrategies, “‘seeking”’
and ‘“‘waiting,’’** by means of which male butter-
flies locate potential mates. Approachesand sub-
sequent courtship behavior by males are
released by visual stimuli. Color (including ul-
traviolet components), motion, and size of the

female have been shown to be importantcues,
while the details of pattern that enchantlepi-
dopterists seem to playlittle or no role in court-
ship. Males usually distinguish conspecific
females from other males on the basis of either
color, odor, or both, but may be highly indis-

criminate in their initial approaches (Broweret
al., 1967; Crane, 1955; Johnson, 1974; Lederer,

1960; Magnus, 1950, 1958, 1963; Myers and

Brower, 1969; Shapiro, 1972, 1973; Stride,

1956, 1957, 1958a, 1958b; Tinbergen 1968;

Tinbergen et al., 1942). If the individual being
courted turns out to be male, the sequenceis

usually terminated; ‘“‘homocourtship’”’ rarely
goes so far as to end in “copulation.”

Among sexually dimorphic species color
plays an important role (Magnus, 1963; Stride,

1956, 1957, 1958a, 1958b), which must be some-
what diminished in species both sexes of which
are similar or mimetic. As Poulton (1907) first
pointed out, in species of the latter type, visual

11. “Seeking” males actively search the habitat in a stereo-
typedflight pattern, while “‘waiting”’ males simplysit and wait
for femalesto pass by. Scott (1973a, 1974) adopted the terms
“patrolling” and “perching,” respectively, for these same
activities.
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cues alone will not suffice to enable males to
distinguish females, or even males, from mem-

bers of other species in the mimicry complex. In
sex-limited mimicry (where only females resem-
ble other species), males cannotdistinguish con-
specific females on the basis of visual cues
(except ultraviolet; see Remington, 1973), but

females could still use them to discriminate
among courting males. The reliability of visual
cues may also be a problem amongbutterflies
with seasonal forms and polymorphism (Burns,
1966; but see also Pliske, 1972). Brower (1963b)

suggested that scent-dissemination organs and
odors detectable to man, hence pheromonal

means of communication, are more (?) common

among Miillerian mimics (but see Vane-Wright,
1972). It is now apparent that the courtship of
just about all lepidopterans studied involves
pheromonesat somestage. It is not surprising
that Miillerian mimicsare fragrant; that is indeed
one of the meansby which unpalatability is com-
municated to potential predators.

An alternative means by which males of mi-
metic species might differentiate conspecific
females, and females recognize conspecific
males, is by way ofultraviolet reflection patterns
invisible to vertebrate predators. Survey of sev-
eral mimicry complexesin the ultraviolet by Sil-
berglied (1969, 1973, and unpublished) and C.
L. Remington (1973, and pers. comm.), revealed

differences between some species and between
the sexes of some nondimorphicspecies, but in
the absence of behavioral experimentsthesere-
sults are difficult to interpret. However, among
the Pieridae, most species of which show strong
dimorphism ofultraviolet reflection patterns not
evident in visible light (Mazokhin-Porshniakov,
1957, 1969; Nekrutenko, 1964, 1968; Obara,
1970; Scott, 1973b; Silberglied, 1969, 1973; Sil-
berglied and Taylor, 1973), these patterns are
used both as sexual-recognition signals (Obara,
1970; Silberglied, 1973) and as partial isolating

mechanisms(Silberglied, 1973).
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The activities of moths during the early
stages of courtship contrast strongly with those
of butterflies in two ways: female mothsinitiate
courtship and the first cues are generally olfac-
tory rather than visual. Females ‘“‘call”’ by releas-
ing at the appropriate time sex pheromones?!”
that elicit in males a “hierarchy of responses”
(see above) that lead them to the source (Shorey,
1973, 1974). Orientation may be accomplished
by means of anemotaxis and/or chemical cues
(Farkas and Shorey, 1974), but sound (Dahm et
al., 1971) and vision (Shorey and Gaston, 1970)
are sometimes involved, especially for close-
range orientation. Visual cues are certainly not
necessary for some species as they are with but-
terflies; mating in complete darkness has been
reported in Catocala (Noctuidae: Sargent, 1972).
While a few moths are knownto havecolorvi-
sion (q.v.), it is not known whethercolor plays
any role in their courtship behavior. The role of
color in the courtship of day-flying moths, many
of which are bejeweled with iridescence (e.g.,
Uranidae, Amatidae) andstriking color patterns
(e.g., Arctiidae), is an unexplored field.

Once in the immediatevicinity of a female,
subsequent attentive behavior by the male de-
pends in manycases on continued or additional
olfactory cues. Magnus (1958) found that male
Argynnis paphia (Nymphalidae) responding to
moving female models by chasing would soon
lose interest if the scent of a female were lacking.
In the almond moth (Cadra cautella: Pyralidae),
female-produced compoundsdifferent from the
long-range sex-‘‘attractant”’ are required for ex-
citation of the male and a complete courtship
sequence ending in copulation (Brady et al.,
1971b; see also Cardé et al., 1975a). In many
other moth species (e.g., Ephestia kiihniella,
Pyralidae: Traynier, 1968; Porthetna dispar,

12. Gilbert (1969, and pers. comm.) and W. A. Haber
(pers. comm.) suggest that male ithomiine butterflies (Nym-
phalidae) also “‘call’’ females by disseminating an ‘‘assem-
bling” pheromone(but see Pliske, 1975b).
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Lymantridae: Brady et al., 197la) a single
pheromoneserves both to attract and to excite
males. However, close-range stimulant phero-
mones are not required inall species; in Colias
eurytheme (Pieridae) males will court and attempt
to mate with paper models in the absence of
females (O. R. Taylor and R.E. Silberglied, un-
published).

In many butterflies the initial meeting of the
two sexes 1s aerial, and the female must be in-
duced to land before attempts at copulation can
be made. Female mothsgenerally ‘“‘call’”’ from a
stationary position in an exposed place, but may
take flight if disturbed. At this point ‘“‘seduction”’
is in order. Males may release highly volatile,
‘‘aphrodisiac”’ pheromones (either airborne or
on cuticular dustparticles), inhibiting female lo-
comotion. Reference has already been made to
the “‘hair-pencilling’”’ behavior of male danaine
butterflies. Male Eumenis (Satyrinae, Nym-
phalidae) enfold the female’s antennae between
the forewingsin an elaborate ‘“‘bowing”’ display;
there her antennae are exposed to a patch of
‘‘androconial”’ scales (Tinbergen, 1968; Tinber-
gen et al., 1942). Vane-Wright (1972) suggests
that scales transferred from wings to abdominal
scent-brushes of Antirrhea (Satyrinae, Nym-
phalidae) function in a mannersimilar to the
cuticular ‘“‘hair-pencil dust” of danaine butter-
flies. In Eurema daira (Pieridae) the male lowers
one forewing and “buffs” the female’s antennae
with a patch of specialized scales (Silberglied,
1973, and unpublished). Male noctuid mothsex-
pose and splay their “brush-organs’’ immedi-
ately before attempting copulation, but no
contact is ordinarily made with the female’s an-
tennae (Birch, 1970, 1974c; Grant, 1970, 1971);
male pheromones are also required to elicit
receptvity in female phycitid moths (Grant and
Brady, 1975; Grantet al., 1975). Such behavior
patterns are probably general throughout the
order in most cases where special male scent
organs or “‘sex scaling’ is found, but are not
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known to occurin well-studied species (e.g., in
the Bombycidae and Saturnidae), which lack
such organs.

Female moths have excellent control over
their sex lives since they may “‘call’’ whenever
receptive. Receptivity is governed by bothinter-
nal (age, physiological condition, timesincelast
mating) and external (time of day, light level)
factors. If not receptive, they do not “call.”
Female butterflies, on the other hand,constantly

exposedto the view of actively searching males,
are often subject to close-range copulation at-
tempts. In response to persistent males, un-
receptive female butterflies either fly away, flap
their wings, or assume stereotyped rejection
postures. Scott (1973) has collated much ofthis
information and should beconsulted for details.

Aggregations
Somebutterfly species (and more rarely cer-

tain moths) are occasionally or regularly found
in dense aggregations. Individuals ofaposematic
species are believed to benefit from close prox-
imity to one another, the general argumentbe-
ing that they provide a bigger (and perhaps more
memorable) visual stimulus to predators. Aggre-
gations of individuals also occur around food
sources and mud puddles. Heliconius butterflies
roost in groupsat night, as do monarch butter-
flies (Danaus plexippus, Danainae, Nymphalidae)
during migration (see Benson and Emmel, 1973;

Turner, 1975). Bogong moths (Argrotis infusa,
Noctuidae) aggregate by the thousandsat their
aestivation sites (Common, 1954), and dense

clusters of inactive butterflies have also been re-
ported (Muyshondt and Muyshondt, 1974).

Little is known about communication be-
tween individuals in such aggregations. In their
choice of resting site they(i.e., the first to land)

are certainly responding to various stimuli in
their environment, but individuals also recog-
nize others of their kind and orient to them.
‘‘Mudpuddling”’ by butterflies (and occasionally
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moths) is one of the more intriguing cases
(Downes, 1973; Norris, 1936). Thefact that such

aggregations (mud-puddle ‘‘clubs”) consist al-
most entirely of males has led to some interest-
ing hypotheses; Wynne-Edwards (1962), for

example, included them under “group nuptial
displays.” Recently, Arms et al. (1974) demon-

strated that, in addition to visual cues, one proxi-

mate stimulus for mudpuddling by tuger
swallowtail butterflies (Papilo glaucus) is sodium.
Visual recognition is also involved in theattrac-
tion of numerous additional individuals to the
site (Collenette and Talbot, 1928). However,it

remains a mystery why males are so dispropor-
tionately overrepresented at mud puddles,car-
rion, urine, rotting carcasses, fruits, and other

such sources. Another curious aggregation phe-
nomenonnot presently understood occurs only
in those populations of the African butterfly
Acraea encedon (Nymphalidae, Acraeinae) in

whichthere 1s a highly imbalancedsex ratio with
females predominating. Females aggregate and
lay infertile eggs on non-hostplants and on one
another as well (Owen, 1971).

‘The communal roosting and “‘social chasing”’
of heliconiine butterflies is well knownto lepi-
dopterists who have worked in the Neotropics,
and numerousother butterfly species have been
reported to roost gregariously (e.g., Clench,
1970; Crane, 1955; Jones, 1930, 1931; Muy-

shondt and Muyshondt, 1974; Myers, 1930;
Poulton, 193la, 1931b; Poulton et al., 1933;

Young, 1971). Benson (1971) and Turner
(1971la, 1975) speculate that communal roost-
ing, in addition to being protective (“‘it being
usually believed thatit helps a distasteful species
to be gregarious’’; Turner, 1971a), in Heliconius
is part of a combination of behavioral features
holding closely related individuals together in
highly restricted home ranges and having some
connection with “‘altruism’”’ in the Hamiltonian
sense (Hamilton, 1964). Gilbert (1974) com-
bines these ideas with the consideration that the
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communal roosting habit in Heliconius may have
evolved as an integral part of their coevolution
with floral resources (see also below): youngin-
dividuals perhaps learn roostingsites as well as
“trap-lines” by following older, more experi-
enced individuals. Crane (1955) performed ex-
tensive ethological experiments on Heliconius
erato and discovered that while color plays an
important role as a releaser of sexual behavior
and “‘social chasing”’ in these butterflies, it is un-
important in roosting.

Flower-Visitation and Pollination
Butterflies and mothsobtain theirlargely car-

bohydrate diet mostly from the nectaries of flow-
ers, and in so doing often act as pollinators
(Proctor and Yeo, 1973). The long evolutionary
history of this relationship is reflected in the ex-
treme morphological and behavioral adaptations
of the organisms concerned.In the Lepidoptera,
these include well-developed olfactory and vi-
sual senses used for locating flowers, the elon-
gate, tubular proboscis (= haustellum or
“tongue”’ [sic]) for feeding from nectaries deeply
recessed within the flower, and in one instance
an independent method of extra-oral pollen-
feeding (Gilbert, 1972). Corresponding botani-
cal developments include floral odors (Yeo,

1973), brilliantly colored perianths, nectaries

(often concealed within tubular flowers or
‘‘spurred”’ organs, e.g., Emmel, 1971) that pro-
duce secretions rich in carbohydrates (and in
some cases aminoacids: Bakerand Baker, 1973a,
1973b), and flowering phenologies correspond-
ing to the activity periods of the insects con-
cerned. Pollination relationships of great
complexity (e.g., Gilbert, 1975) have evolved,
occasionally to the point of obligate interdepen-
dence of both the plant and the lepidopteran,as
in the oft-cited case of the yucca moths of the
genus Tegeticula (= Pronuba) (McKelvey, 1947;

Powell and Mackie, 1966; Riley, 1892).

Visual cues are the main signals used for
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flower-localization and identification, but in
somespecies floral odor plays an importantrole
as well (Ilse, 1928, 1941; Knoll, 1922, 1925,
1927; Lederer, 1951; Myers and Walter, 1970;
Schremmer, 1941). For example, Schremmer
(1941) found that the noctuid moth Plusia gamma
uses odor cuesto locate flowersforits first meal
after eclosion, but thereafterit is imprinted with
the visual pattern and will useit in addition to
odor as an orientation cue. On the other hand,
manyspecies, including sphingid moths (Knoll,
1922, 1925, 1927) and some butterflies, rely en-
tirely or almost exclusively on floral color and
pattern. Crepuscular and nocturnal as well as
diurnal species have been shown to use color
vision in locating, identifying, and feeding from
flowers. Most species have innate color prefer-
ences, but in some cases these may be modified
by experienceortraining(Ilse, 1928; C. Swihart,
1971).

Detailed features of the flowers, such as the

amountof“dissection” (the ratio of perimeter to
area) of the corolla may be importantidentifying
characteristics (Ilse, 1932a). Contrasting ‘‘guide-
marks” (also knownas “‘honey-guides,”’ “‘nectar-
guides,” “‘Saftmale,’’ and ‘“‘Pollenmale’’; see

Proctor and Yeo, 1973) are used for location of
the flower entrance (Knoll, 1922, 1925, 1927).
Thus lepidopterans use both innate and im-
printed “search images’ (C. Swihart, 1971),
which, together with olfaction and other behav-
ioral adaptations, enable them to engage in a
spectrum offloral-feeding relationships ranging
from fortuitous, entirely facultative, situations to

obligate mutualisms. Gilbert’s (1972, 1975) fine
study of coevolution of Heliconius (Heliconiinae,

Nymphalidae) butterflies with their larval (Pass-
ifloraceae) and adult (certain Cucurbitaceae)

food plants is illustrative of the complexity of
such interrelationships. The great longevity of
these butterflies (Gilbert, 1972; Turner, 1971b),

madepossible by their unpalatability to preda-
tors (Brower et al., 1963; Brower and Brower,
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1964) and mutualism with cucurbit vines as nec-
tar and pollen sources, appears to have evolved
with behavioral sophistication unparalleled else-
where in the Lepidoptera (Gilbert, 1975).

Terntoriality and Antagonistic Behavior
Males of a large numberofbutterflies behave

in a mannerthat has frequently been interpreted
as territorial. Characteristically, a male chases
other butterflies (or falling leaves, insects, birds,
or lepidopterists) persistently until they leave the
immediate area (e.g., Fleming, 1965; Hendricks,

1974; Pyle, 1972; Slansky, 1971). (Such species
are often called ‘‘pugnacious.” This aggressive
behavior has been studied experimentally by
Ross (1963), who found that marked Hamadryas
butterflies (Nymphalidae) rarely remained in the
same place for long periods. (See also Lederer,
1951, 1960; Swihart, 1967a). But recent studies
of several species in this genus by D. Windsor
(pers. comm.) indicate that while males are ag-
gressive but notterritorial at feedingsites, they
will vigorously defend for weeks or even months
perches from which females can be pursued.
Baker (1972) has observed similar behavior in
several other nymphalids (but see Scott, 1974),
and L. E. Gilbert (unpublished,cited in Maynard
Smith, 1976) and R. C. Lederhouse (pers.
comm.) also have strong evidenceforterritorial-
ity in certain swallowtail butterflies (Papilio spp.,
Papilionidae), the males of which defendhilltops
to which females fly when receptive.

More experimental studies of territoriality
are neededto determinethe signals males use to
recognize other males (see Stride, 1957). In
manyspeciesit is not clear if and how aggressive
behavior differs from “inspection” flights which
characterize the earliest stage of courtship in
many butterfly species (Swihart, 1967a). There
are a numberofsituations that are often con-
fused with territorial defense. Owen (1971)
noted that someterritories change “‘from day to
day and even within a few minutes. The term
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‘individual distance’ ... 1s perhaps more appro-
priate than territory.”” (See also Scott, 1974.)
Territoriality should also be distinguished from
long-term residency within a small area, whichis
well known in a numberof butterfly species. If
this area is not defended it should be considered
a homerange(e.g., Ross, 1963; Turner, 197 1a,

1971b). Males of somespeciesactively search for
females, flying (‘‘seeking’’) often within a re-
stricted area. More than one such male may be
competing, not for the physical space but for
females withinit.

Lepidopterans seem at times to be more de-
fensive of their food than of potential mates.
Large butterflies such as Anteos sp. (Pieridae) and
Charaxes spp. (Nymphalidae) often displace one
another at food by shoving with the forewings,
the front edges of which may be thickened and
serrated (Owen, 1971). Heliconius butterflies
sometimesdefend the flowersat which they feed,
but several male H. charitonia may wait on a
female pupa with which one of them will eventu-
ally mate. As on flowers, males do attempt to
prevent one another from landing, but once
alightedlittle antagonistic behavior occurs(L.E.
Gilbert, pers. comm.). Doane and Cardé (1973)
have demonstrated that aggressive competition
also occurs between male gypsy moths(Porthetria
dispar, Lymantriidae) attempting to alight at a
pheromonesource. Two cases of a female but-
terfly coupled simultaneously with two males
have recently been reported (Masters, 1974; Per-
kins, 1974). Intermale communication also oc-
curs in instances where (1) one male rejects
(David and Gardiner, 1961) or inhibits (Stride,
1956) “‘homocourtship” attempts by other
males, (2) the male of a pair signals in a similar
mannerto other males that are attracted to his
mate, possibly preventing ‘‘takeover’’ (Parker,
1970) by the intruders (O. T. Taylor and R. E.
Silberglied, unpublished), and (3) the male
transfers to a female a pheromonethat renders
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her unattractive to other males (L. E. Gilbert,
pers. comm.andcited in Scott, 1973).

Reproductive Isolation

Sexual reproductionis nearly universalin the
Lepidoptera,** and mostintraspecific communi-
cation between adults is sexual in nature. The
highly stereotyped, species-specific courtship
behavior patterns of adult lepidopterans serve
not only to bring the sexes together; they func-
tion as one of the major reproductive isolating
mechanisms betweenclosely related species.

The breakdownofprezygotic isolating mech-
anismsresults in hybridization when postzygotic
isolating mechanisms are weak or absent(e.g.,
Ae, 1965; Cockayne, 1940; Taylor, 1972; Tutt,
1906). Since hybrids can often be readily ob-
tained by hand pairing (Clarke and Sheppard,
1956; Lorkovié, 1954) but are rather exceptional
occurrences in nature, prezygotic isolating
mechanismsare believed to be of greater impor-
tance than genetic incompatibility or sterility as
barriers to hybridization between closely related
species.

Despite the extraordinary diversity of geni-
talic differences between males in most groups of
Lepidoptera, physical or mechanical (‘‘lock and
key’’) isolating mechanisms donot appear to be
of importancein the group (Jordan, 1905; Sen-
giin, 1944).** Even intergeneric matings some-
times occur (e.g., Perkins, 1973). The major
prezygotic isolating mechanisms are temporal
(seasonal and circadian), ecological (e.g., habitat
preferences), and ethological (courtship behav-
ior). Often the effects of several different mecha-

13. Exceptions occur in some Psychidae (Seiler, 1923,
1961), Lymantridae (Goldschmidt, 1917; Vandel, 1931), and
a few other groups. See also Cockayne (1938) and Robinson
(1971).

14. The incredible complexity of male genitalia is more
likely a device that locks the pair together, preventing access
by other males during copulation (Parker, 1970; Richards,
1927).
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nisms, no oneof which provides complete isola-
tion, combineto isolate sympatric populations of
different species (e.g., Petersen and Tenow,
1954).

TEMPORAL AND ECOLOGICAL ISOLATION

Separation in time or space serves in many
cases to isolate populationsthat might otherwise
interbreed. Habitat preferences of adults may
isolate closely related species (Petersen and Te-
now, 1954; Shapiro and Cardé, 1970). Mating
may be restricted to particular sites within the
habitat, such as hilltops (Scott, 1970, 1974;
Shields, 1968) or near food plants (Smith, 1953,
1954). Differencesin altitudinal rangeas in Pieris
(Petersen and Tenow, 1954) and among mem-
bers of the Papilio glaucus group (Brower, 1959),
not fundamentally distinguishable from grosser
aspects of geographic isolation (often with physi-
ological limits on range), may also be effective.
While not obviously communicative in nature,
the behavior that brings conspecific lepidopter-
ans together for mating (or alternatively, re-
stricts them from locations where the probability
of locating conspecifics is low) is a necessary pre-
requisite before individuals can communicate
directly with one another by meansof shorter-
range visual and chemical cues.

Similarly, temporal synchrony of reproduc-
tive behavior within a species is an important
part of the mating system, and is sometimes of
critical importance as an isolating mechanism.
Seasonalisolation has beenrelatively little stud-
ied but is obviously important, especially in uni-
voltine species. In the genus Papilio, closely
related members of the glaucus group are to
some extent seasonally isolated (Brower, 1959).
Seasonal isolation mayalso result from repro-
ductive diapause, which is especially common
during the dry season in thetropics (O. R. Tay-
lor, pers. comm.). Circadian rhythmsofactivity,
pheromonerelease andreceptivity to mating by
females, and similar rhythms ofactivity and re-
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sponse to pheromones by males, are species-

specific and have been shownto be controlled by
photoperiod (George, 1965; Shorey and Gaston,
1965; Soweret al., 1970, 1971; Traynier, 1970)

and temperature (Cardé and Roelofs, 1973;

Cardéet al., 1975b). (Release of these behavior

patterns is probably mediated by hormones;see
Trumanand Riddiford, 1974.) Such periodicity
in reproductive behavior has been knownsince
Fabre (1916); the subject has been surveyed by
Jacobson (1972) and discussed recently by Ro-
elofs and Cardé (1974) and Shorey (1974). Spe-

cies-specific temporal patterning of butterfly
courtship behavioris also known (e.g., Shields,

1968; Shields and Emmel, 1973; Miller and

Clench, 1968), but in most cases does not differ

significantly between closely related species
within the same habitat.

Diel rhythms of reproductive behavior ap-
pearto be the main isolating mechanisms among
sympatric Callosamia (Saturniidae: Ferguson,
1971-1972). Interspecific and in somecases in-
tergeneric cross sensitivity of male antennae to
female sex pheromones is common amongsat-
urniids (Priesner, 1968; Schneider, 1963); diel

activity rhythms may therefore be expected to
play a more important role in such groups than
in those characterized by high pheromonal
diversity. Unfortunately,little is known aboutthe
chemistry of saturniid sex pheromones, so the
chemical basis of their cross sensitivity (e.g., a
single componentof species-specific mixtures?)
remains unknown. It is indeed possible that
chemical complexity yet to be discovered may
provide additional specificity and effect, in part,
reproductive isolation in this family.

One disadvantage to temporal partitioning
among species using the same chemical com-
munication system is that they are subject to
competition for optimal times. Environmental
conditions changeduringthe day and night, and
some times are better than others for communi-

cation. Reproductive activity periods (Watt,
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1968), rhythms of pheromone release (Cardé,

1971; Comeau, 1971; Sanders and Lucuik, 1972;

Sower et al., 1971), and male responsiveness

(Batiste, 1970; Batiste et al., 1973; Cardé and

Roelofs, 1973; Collins and Potts, 1932; Klun,

1968; Shorey, 1966) are all affected by tempera-
ture. Cardé et al. (1974) suggest that the mating
period of the gypsy moth (Porthetnia dispar,
Lymantriidae) has become lengthened in North
America (where it was introduced from Europe
over a century ago) because ofecological release
from competition for calling time. In Europe,
where the gypsy moth coexists with the nun
moth (Lymantria monacha, Lymantriidae), both

use the same pheromonebutare temporally iso-
lated to some extent.

SPECIFICITY IN THE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

The color patterns of diurnal lepidopterans
undoubtedly play an importantrole in reproduc-
tive isolation. Only limited isolation results from
the indiscriminate male responses to the pat-
terns of females, especially amongsimilarly col-
ored sympatric congeners. But it is widely
believed that mate choice (acquiescenceorrejec-
tion) by females is determined in part by male
color pattern. Unfortunately, as Brower (1963)
points out, few experimental attempts have been
made to test this hypothesis. In recent work
with Colias butterflies (Pieridae), R. Silberglied

and O. R. Taylor (data in Silberglied, 1973)
‘“painted”’ male sulfur butterflies many different
colors; they found no breakdownofreproductive
isolation or discrimination by females against
grossly miscolored males, except when the ul-
traviolet patterns were changed. Thus females
may exert a selective force on male coloration,
butthis ‘“‘coloration”’ maybeoutside the range of
vertebrate vision. Coloration (especially irides-
cent colors) may vary in both time and space with
respect to intensity, spectral quality, saturation,
and polarization; future experimental work on
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visual signals should attempt to determine which
of these parameters are most relevant to the
communication system.

Chemical diversity of sex pheromonesis only
oneofseveral possible meansofconferring spec-
ificity within the pheromonal communication
system. Someclosely related mothsusedifferent
geometric isomers(cis or trans) of the same long-
distancesex attractants(e.g., two Bryotropha spe-
cies, Gelechiidae: Roelofs and Comeau, 1969:
two Amathes species, Noctuidae: Roelofs and Co-
meau, 1970). Concentration differences are a
second possibility; for example thealfalfa looper
(Autographa californica, Noctuidae)is attracted to
lower concentrations of cis-7-dodecenyl acetate
than the cabbage looper (7richoplusia ni, Noc-
tuidae) and 1s inhibited by high concentrations
(Kaae et al., 1973). In areas of sympatry, males

of thealfalfa looper might be expected to search
for nonexistent (“‘phantom’’) conspecific females
where the concentration of sex attractant (emit-
ted at a high rate by female cabbageloopers) first
becomesinhibitory. Since interspecific matings
are presumedto be disadvantageousto both par-
ticipants, one would expect strong selection for
more specificity in the two communication sys-
tems. In the case of these noctuid moths, such

specificity appears to be conferred by incomplete
temporalpartitioning (Kaaeetal., 1973) and by
the rejection behavior by females in response to
the “wrong” male scent-organ pheromonesdis-
seminated later in courtship (Shorey et al.,
1965).

Another means of adding specificity to the
communication system involves the use of more
complex pheromonalmixtures. Therelative pro-
portions of two or more compounds(anattract-
ant plus “‘synergists’ or “‘inhibitors”) can be
varied. Such systems effect isolation of several
pairs of tortricid species (Minks et al., 1973;

Roelofs and Comeau, 1971la). Other types of

specificity were reviewed recently by Roelofs
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and Cardé (1974), to which readers are referred
for details.

Reproductive isolation can also be based on
a combination of visual signals in addition to
pheromones. Our two commonest native North
American sulfur butterflies, Colias eruytheme and
Colias philodice (Pieridae), are so isolated (Taylor,
1970, 1972, 1973; Silberglied, 1973; Silberglied
and Taylor, 1973).

THE ORIGIN OF PHEROMONES

Research on lepidopteran pheromones has
largely been limited to chemicalidentification of
active compoundsand behavioraland physiolog-
ical studies on their activity. Considerations of
the sources of pheromones (whether biosynthe-
sized or acquired from extraneous sources) and
the evolutionary origin of pheromonal commu-
nication systemsrequire different kinds ofinfor-
mation and aé_ broader data base, and
consequently have until recently been neglected.

Onelikely possibility for the origin of certain
pheromones and pheromone glands is that of
defense. Several of the compoundsidentified as
lepidopteran sex pheromones(e.g., citral) are
chemically identical with defensive secretions,
andthereislittle reason why, once evolved, such

defensive compounds might not be used in in-
traspecific communication (Birch, 1970b, 1974c;
T. Eisner, pers. comm.; M. Rothschild, pers.

comm.). Birch (1974c) also arguesthat release of
defensive compounds during mating, when the
male and female are indisposed, would be pro-
tective of the pair.

It has long been knownthatcertain male but-
terflies, especially many danainesand ithomiines
(as well as certain moths), are attracted to certain

kinds of vegetation. For example, Owen (1971)
reported danainebutterflies gathering and feed-
ing in large numbers on plant juices of Helio-
tropium (Boraginaceae) that had been damaged
by the feeding activities of grasshoppers (see
also Pliske, 1975b). Collectors in the tropics have
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for years used the technique of hanging helio-
trope to dry in orderto attract large numbersof
butterflies and moths(e.g., Beebe, 1955; Gilbert

and Ehrlich, 1970; Masters, 1968; Morrell, 1960;

Pliske, 1975c). The similarity between this be-
havior and that of male orchid bees has often
been pointed out; since it has been suggested
that the bees use terpenes obtained from orchid
flowers in some sexual context (Dodson etal.,

1969; Vogel, 1963), a similar hypothesis hasfre-

quently been made about male ithomiines and
danaines with whatever-it-is they get from
borages. In a recent confirmation of ideas
such as these (originally postulated by Miriam
Rothschild, cited in Birch, 1970b), Edgar and

Culvenor (1974) have shown that the
hair-pencil-disseminated pheromones of both
Danaus and Euploea (Danainae) are dihydropyr-
rolizines of plant origin. Their findings explain
the deficiency of sex pheromone in male queen
butterflies reared indoors by Pliske (Pliske and
Eisner, 1969); it was due to a lack of contact with

plants from which they might obtain the neces-
sary compounds (see also Edgar et al., 1973,
1974; Pliske, 1975b; Schneider, et al., 1975). The

monarch butterfly (D. plexippus) appears to have
evolved independence from plant-derived pyr-
rolizine pheromones via a different courtship
sequence involving only occasional “‘hair-pen-
cilling” (Pliske, 1975a).

Hendryetal. (1975c and pers. comm.) have
offered some speculations on the origin of sex
pheromones produced by female moths. They
reported that male oak leaf roller moths (Archips
semiferanus, Tortricidae) became sexually active
in the vicinity of oak leaves and “frequently at-
tempted to copulate with host leaves that had
been damaged by larval feeding.’’ Chemical
analysis of oak leaves revealed the presence of
many compoundsthathad beenidentified as ac-
tive components (?) of the complex sex phero-
mone mixture of female moths (Hendryetal.,
1974a, 1974b, 1975a, 1975b). (These com-
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pounds were not detected in female moths
reared on semisynthetic diets lacking oak leaves.)
The compounds were also reported to be
present in the immaturestages.

Hendry et al. (1975c), interpreting these
findings, suggest the possibilities that (1) these
species might be deriving their pheromonesdi-
rectly from plants during their development, and
that (2) the males become “imprinted” in some
sense on the compoundsthey will later employ
in courtship. Since different host plants have var-
ious combinations of such compounds,they sug-
gest further that (3) populations that as larvae
feed on different species might be reproductively
isolated. These suppositions culminate with the
suggestion that “diversification of insect species
may be primarily due to the pheromone com-
plexes available during evolution ofhost plants.”’
(In a mannerperhaps analogous,speciation via
host-plant shifts has been reported in certain
fruit flies [Bush, 1969a, 1969b] in which mating

takes place at the oviposition sites.) It should be
noted, however, that there is little evidence for

most of Hendry’s speculationsat present. Pliske
(1975c) feels that exogenous precursors should
be unnecessary for the long-chain aliphatic com-
pounds produced by female moths, and recent
experiments by W. L. Roelofs, R. T. Carde,et al.

(pers. comm.) shed doubt on someofhis basic
assumptions. For example, the fact that many
apple-feeding tortricid moths have unique
pheromonal systemsis difficult to interpret with
his model.'®

Further studies of pheromone metabolism
will be needed before such hypotheses can be
evaluated, and a long time mayelapsebefore a
broad picture emerges of the origin of phero-
mones in lepidopterous species. Nevertheless,
this remains one of the more exciting areas for

15. But see Hindenlang, D. M., and Wichmann,J. K.,
1977. Reexamination of tetradecenyl acetates in oak leaf
roller sex pheromoneand in plants. Science, 193(4273):86-
89.
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research and should

a

plantorigin for somelepi-
dopterous pheromonesturn outto be of general
occurrenceit would have important implications
for the evolution of plant-insect interactions at
the communitylevel. It would certainly be ironic
if Miiller’s (1883) suggestion, that floral odors
attract lepidopterans because of a similarity to
sexual attractants, were to be reversed with the
implication that the odor of the opposite sex
would excite a moth or butterfly through the
remembrance of food fragrances past.
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Chapter 18

COMMUNICATION IN DIPTERA

Arthur W. Ewing

Introduction

Except for investigationsoffruit flies (genus
Drosophila) and a few economically important
species, ratherlittle research has been done on
behavior in Diptera, and investigation specifi-
cally on aspects of communicationis limited to a
few examples only. There are no social Diptera,
and signals are used almostentirely in a sexual
context. Thus a review of communication in
Diptera entails a discussion of the stimuli in-
volved in courtship and mating. Much ofthein-
formation comesfrom qualitative descriptions of
courtship behavior, and communication involv-
ing several sensory modalities is implicit in many
of these. However,in the absence of experimen-
tation,it is often difficult to identify the relevant
signals and to assess their relative importance.
Thus, for example, while the courtship behavior

of various Drosophila species and in particular D.
melanogaster has been describedin detail starting
with Sturtevant in 1915 and followed by Weid-
mann (1951), Spieth (1952), and Bastock and

Manning (1955), only in 1962 did Shorey show
that courting males produced songs, and it was
in 1967 that the significance of these was demon-
strated (Bennet-Clark and Ewing, 1967). The in-
volvement of a pheromonein courtship wasfirst
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described by Shorey and Bartell in 1970.In spite
of intensive research carried out on the sexual
behavior of D. melanogaster, a complete descrip-
tion of the signals involved in courtshipis still
not forthcoming.

As communication in D. melanogaster is proba-
bly better understood than that of any other
dipteran species, except for those with very sim-
ple courtships, this exampleillustrates the frag-
mentary state of our knowledge. Even in those
species with apparently simple behavior, the lack
of complication may merely reflect our igno-
rance.

In this review I have used a certain amountof
selectivity and have ignored some of the more
anecdotal accounts that aboundin theearlyliter-
ature. While some of these are of considerable
potential interest, they are often difficult to inter-
pret. Richards (1924) has compiled a bibliogra-
phy of much of this work.

Mycetophilidae

There is one well-known example oflight
production in Diptera, which is in the myceto-
philid midge Arachnocampa luminosa from New
Zealand (Hudson, 1926), although complex
bioluminescent behavior, as found in many Co-
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leoptera where species-specific patterns oflight
production are used by both sexes, has not been
described. These midgeslive in caves and other
dampplaces, and their great numbersin,for ex-
ample, the Glow-worm Grotto of Waitomo Cave

constitute a tourist attraction. Larvae, pupae,
and adults possess a light organ in thelast ab-
dominal segment.It is derived from the swollen
distal ends of four malpighian tubules and,like
analogous structuresin other animals, hasa re-
flector. Control of light production appearsto be
neural and is mediatedby disinhibition from the
brain (Gatenby, 1959). The carnivorous larvae

construct mucoussnaresinto which small photo-
tactic insects are attracted. The larvae pupate
suspended on a mucous thread, and female
pupae luminesce particularly strongly when

touchedandalsojust prior to ecdysis. Males are
attracted by the light to female pupae and have
been observed waiting to mate as soon as the
females emerge. Male pupae and adults also pro-
duce light, although not so readily as females,

but the significance ofthis is unknown (Richards,
1960). Other luminescent Mycetophilids have
been described from Australia and Tasmania,

but their behavior has not been studied (Gat-

enby, 1960).

Culicidae, Chironomidae

Oneof the best-known examples of acoustic
communication in insects 1s the flight tone in the
mating of mosquitoes. Most mosquitoes,andin-
deed probably the majority of Diptera, form mat-
ing swarms. Roth (1948) demonstrated that the
stimulus producedby the females of Aedes aegypti
that acted as a sexual attractant for the male in
these swarms was the flight sound. He further
demonstrated that odor was not involved as an
attractant. The mating swarms of mosquitoes
and other Diptera do not appearprimarily to be
the result of any communication between indi-
viduals, but rather are due to species-specific
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preferences for particular swarm markers, which
are often conspicuous objects in the environ-
mentsuch as the edgeofa lake or an isolated tree
(Downes, 1969).

Roth showedthatthe flight tone ofmales and
females differed such that the frequency of the
former was above the response threshold of
males, and, under normal conditions, males were

only attracted to the flight tone of the opposite
sex. The flight tones of both sexes became
higher with age, and those of newly emerged
males were sufficiently low to attract other males.
However, this occurred only in the abnormallab-
oratory situation, and immature males do not

usually fly voluntarily. Further, in immature
females the flight tone is below the threshold of
male hearing, and the timeat which it becomes
audible coincides with the onsetoffemale sexual
receptivity. This synchronization of behavior

and physiological state is found on the receptor
side also. The flight sounds are perceived by
Johnson’s Organ,situated at the base of the an-
tenna, and activated by vibration of the arista,

which in males bears many fibrillae. Thus ampu-
tation or loading of the antennae renders males
unresponsive to the female flight tone. In Ano-
pheles quadrimaculatus, the fibrillae are retracted
on eclosion and are only extended when males
are 15-24 hours old. Males will not attempt to
mate until this has occurred, and it coincides
with rotation of the male genitalia, which is a
prerequisite for successful copulation.

Flight tone rises markedly with temperature.
R6mer and Rosin (1969) have shown in Chirono-

mos plumosus that the males’ response curve fol-
lows the change in flight tone over the
temperature range of 12° to 24°. The range of
frequencies over which males will respond is
quite large, presumably because of the changes
in flight tone and in the males’ response curve
with age and because of the temperature effect
which,in a very precise system, would reduce the
probability of mating. Also, because of the
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breadth of frequency discrimination, the flight
tone is probably not useful as a species-specific
signal, and it seems probable that ecological fac-
tors are important in maintaining sexual isola-
tion.

Not all mosquitoes and midges form mating
swarms; there are a numberof species in which
males do not have plumose antennae, and in
these, female flight tone does not appearto be an
attractant. An example is Culiseta inornata, in
which females produce a sex pheromone and
which mate satisfactorily even if the wings of
females or the antennae of males are removed
(Khewer et al., 1966). Similarly, in sabethine
mosquitoes sex recognition is not auditory, and,
as they are often brightly colored, visual compo-
nents are probably involved (Haddow and Cor-
bet, 1961). In the aberrant Opifex fuscus and
Deinocerties cancer, males locate pupae on the wa-
ter surface and attemptto copulate during emer-
gence. Sex is discriminated only on attempted
copulation. However,even in such an apparently
simple mating system the published account sug-
gests that during the brief “courtship,”’ tactile,
chemical, visual, and auditory stimuli may bein-
volved (Provost and Haeger, 1967).

Empididae

One of the most widely known examples of
visual signals employed in dipteran courtship is
in the Empids. The males of many species
present females with an insect or ‘‘balloon,”
which is constructed from foam orsilk and which
may contain an insect or inanimate object. Most
Empids form mating swarms of one or both
sexes, and those consisting ofmales carrying bal-
loons are very conspicuous. Females approach
males carrying the appropriate object and fly a
few centimeters above; both then rise for a short
distance, the female drops toward the male,and,
as they both dive toward the ground, the male
turns over and presents the female with the
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“gift” and immediately copulates with her. This
description, which isfairly typical for many spe-
cies, refers primarily to Empis barbatoides and E.
poplitea (Alcock, 1973).

It is possible to construct a graded series
from those that mate without the males’ produc-
ing a courtship gift (e.g., Tachydromia spp.),
through species in which the males provide an
unadorned prey(e.g., E. barbatoides, Ramphomya
nigrita), to those that wrapthepreyin silk (Hilara
quadrivittata) or wrap inanimate objects in silk
(e.g., H. maura) or offer the femalesa silk or froth
balloon alone(e.g., H. sartor: Hamm, 1928; Kes-
sel, 1955; Alcock, 1973). Kessel (1955) recog-
nizes eight discrete stages in this evolutionary
processofritualization of the behavior, conclud-
ing with thefinal emancipation of the signal from
its Original function. He suggests that the initial
function of the behavior wasto divert the preda-
ceousintentionsofthe female, but there appears
to be no evidence for this view. It seems proba-
ble, at least in some species, that only the males
hunt, but do not themselves feed on the prey;
while the females’ only protein meal, which is
necessary for maturation of the ovaries, comes
from the prey presented during courtship
(Downes, 1970). Thisritualis similar in principle
to the courtship feeding in somebirds, which not
only acts as an important stimulusin establishing
and maintainingthe pair bondbutalso provides
necessary food for the female (Nisbet, 1973).

Recent descriptions of Empid courtship sug-
gest that only a male carrying prey or prey surro-
gate is an adequate stimulus to the female
although,as all aerial meetings do notresult in
copulation, somefurther degree of sexualselec-
tion must occur (Alcock, 1973). Also unclearis
the basis of species recognition. Alcock reports
that the two species E. poplitea and E. barbatoides
fly in the samearea but do notinteract sexually;
perhaps small differences in flight pattern are
sufficient to discriminate between them. In some
species males may recognize conspecific females
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because the females possess adornments such as

fringed legs or eversible abdominal sacs (H.
flavinceris), the latter suggesting production of a
pheromone(Richards, 1924).

Some species of Empid, such as R. ursinella,

mate on the ground without food transfer, and
Downes (1970) suggests that this is an adapta-

tion forlife in arctic conditions. However, court-

ship of the aberrant Xanthempis trigramma is quite
different. In this species females take up a station

on the substrate and vibrate their wings. This
signal is answered by malesvia a similar vibra-

tion when they approach to within 12-18 inches.

The sexes then alternate wing vibration as the

male approachesthe female. The signals are pre-

sumably acoustic, as this behavior can occur with

flies in visual isolation. This is followed by mu-

tual tarsal contacting, and copulation occurs

whenthe female signals her acceptance by turn-

ing (Hamm, 1933).

Trypetidae (= Tephritidae)

The mating behavior of membersof several

genera within this economically important family

of fruit flies has been described. Olfactory and

acoustic signals are probably important in the
courtship of most species and, as many of these

have patterned wings that may be displayed,vi-

sual stimuli are possibly also involved, although

direct evidence for this is lacking.
The best-studied species is Dacus tryoni, the

Queensland fruit fly, in which the sexually ma-

ture males produce a pheromonefrom sacsex-

truded from the posterior region of the rectum

(Fletcher, 1969). This species also produces

acoustic signals, which have been recorded by

Monro (1953). They consist of 3 kHz tone

bursts, each of approximately 8 cycles and with

a repetition rate of 290 per sec. Monro suggests

that the sound is produced by the edge of the

wing, which is modified in males, being scraped

across an abdominal comb. However, the wave
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form of the soundand thestructure of the comb
are not easily reconciled to this interpretation,
and, as Keiseret al. (1973) state that the sounds

produced byrelated species can still be heard
after wing amputation,this hypothesis clearly re-
quires further investigation.

As the acoustic signalis sufficiently loud to be

heard by the unaided human ear and as the
pheromonecanalso be detected by humans, itis
probable that both stimuli could act as long-dis-
tance attractants for females. Males produce
both stimuli at dusk, at which time the females

are sexually receptive (Fletcher, 1969). Munro

(1953) suggests that sound production is also

involved in causing the males to aggregate.
Otherspecies of Dacus produce pheromones

via rectal glands, but it is not known to what

extent these are species-specific. The possibility

that acoustic signals are involved in sexual isola-

tion has been investigated by Myers (1952), who

states that the sounds producedby D. cacuminatus

are higher in frequency than those of D. tryoni

and that, in a choice situation, females of the

former species selectively approach conspecific
calling males. D. tryon females, however, ap-
proached the nearest male and only rejected D.

cacuminatus males after contact, presumably on

the basis of contact chemoreception. Malesat-
tempt to copulate indiscriminately, and thus, as
in most dipteran groups, it is the female that
exercises choice of mate.

Pheromone production has been described
in other Dacus species by Schultz and Boush

(1971) and Economopouloset al. (1971). The

latter authors, working with D. oleae observed, as

in D. tryoni, that the males produce the phero-

monein a sexual context. They further note that

a weak odor is produced bythe females ofthis

species. However, Haniotakis (1974), using

bioassay techniques, has shown that it is the

females of D. oleae that produce the chemical sex

attractant and not the males (in contrast to the

situation in other Trypetids so far investigated)
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and that the function of the pheromone pro-
duced by males is obscure. Female pheromone
production commences on the third day after
eclosion, when the ovaries are mature, and is
switched off for seven days following mating.

The males of D. oleae also produce acoustic
signals, which have been recorded by Féron and
Andrieu (1962). These consist of an irregular
song with tone bursts of up to four seconds’ du-
ration with a fundamental frequency of 320 Hz.

Another species shown to produce both a
pheromoneand an acoustic signal is the Medi-
terranean fruit fly, Ceratitis capitata, whose males
have a rectal gland everted by haemolymphpres-
sure (Lhoste and Roche, 1960; Féron, 1962). In
this case the pheromoneactsas a primary attract-
ant for the female, andit is only after her ap-
proach that the male vibrates his wings. The sex
pheromoneofC. capitata has beenidentified and
synthesized by Jacobsonet al. (1973) and con-
sists of two fractions, methyl (E)-6-nonenoate
and (E)-6-nonen-l-ol. Bioassays showed that
maximum attractiveness was found only if an
acidic fraction were added.

In all the preceding species the wing vibra-
tions of the males during courtship are probably
primarily concerned with producing acoustic
stimuli, although this requires formal proofin
some of the species. However, Fletcher (1969)
suggests that this may have been derived from
wing movements whoseinitial function was to
disperse a pheromone; this may occur in the
Caribbean fruit fly (Anastrepha suspensa). This
species releases a pheromone from the dis-
tended pleural region of the third, fourth, and
fifth abdominal segments, and “cleaning” move-
mentsofthe legs are interspersed with wing fan-
ning. The leg movements possibly serve to
spread the pheromone on the wings, which is
then dispersed by fanning (Nation, 1972).

There is strong circumstantial evidence that
wing movements in somespecies serve to pro-
vide visual stimuli. Thusin 4. suspensa, following
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the approach of the female, the male may make
wing-waving movementsthat are not the sameas
fanning. Similarly, in Tephritis stigmatica and
Euleiafratrna, during courtship one or both sexes
make characteristic movementsof the wings with
the wings tilted so as to be visually oriented to-
ward the partner.In the formerspeciesthe wings
are initially moved synchronously like wind-
shield wipers, and this is followed by alternate
wing extensionsalongthe longitudinal plane of
the body. At 45° of extension the wingsarevi-
brated, suggesting an auditory component.In £.
fratna the wingsare alternately waved forwards
and backwards, and, when the male is close to
the female, he extends his wings 90° to the sub-
strate and remainsstationary for a period. Fol-
lowing that he runs toward the female, wings
extended and vibrating (Tauber and Toschi,
1965a, 1965b).

In the island fruit fly (Rioxa pornia) also,fol-
lowing attraction of the female to the male by
means of a pheromone, both sexes carry out
movements of the patterned wings. The final
stage in the courtship ofthis species is the pro-
duction by the male of a mound of foam on
which the female feeds while the male attempts
to copulate (Pritchard, 1967). The production of
similar gustatory stimuli has been recorded also
in Eutreta species (Stolzfus and Foot, 1965) and
in Afrocneros mundus (Oldroyd, 1964). It is un-
likely that this can be considered a communica-
tory device; it probably functions to keep the
female stationary while the male mounts.

Finally, visual stimuli may be important in
both courtship and aggression within the genus
Rhagoletis (Prokopy and Bush, 1973; Bush, 1966;
Biggs, 1972). All the species examined havepat-
terned wings, which may be waved during court-
ship by both sexes or by males duringterritorial
fights. However, copulation often occurs in R.
pomonella in the absence of the wing display and
it is not therefore an essential component in
courtship. It is of interest that members of the
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pomonella and cingulata species groups, which
consist mainly of sibling species that are often
sympatric, are very similar morphologically and
sexualisolation is maintainedbystrict host-plant
specificity. By contrast, members of the suavis

species group infest only walnuts and the pat-
terning of the wingsis distinct in the different
species, suggesting that visual stimuli maybe in-
volved in the maintainance of sexual isolation
(Bush, 1969).

A representative pattern of normal courtship
behavior within the Trypetidae might be asfol-
lows. Males take upstation on the host plant, in
particular, on the fruit; the host-plant specificity
in itself is in manycases sufficient to ensure some
degree of sexualisolation. The males produce a
pheromone from abdominal glands, and phero-
mone dispersal may be facilitated by fanning
movements of the wings. Alternatively or con-
currently, a soundsignal is produced, and these
stimuli attract sexually receptive females. The
signals are probably also species-specific and are
thus factors in maintainingisolation. In almost
all species the males will attempt to copulate
without any further courtship andare apparently
often successful. It is clear that contact chemore-
ception mayplaya partat this stage; the males,
which are initially undiscriminating, will mate
only with conspecifics, and the females will reject
foreign males. In addition, further components
of courtship containing visual or acoustic com-
ponents may be interposed betweenthe initial
attraction and attempted copulation. Unfortu-
nately, in the almosttotal absence of quantitative

analyses of courtship behavior,it is impossible to
evaluate the relative importanceof the different
stimuli or to speculate on whatbasis sexualselec-
tion may occur. Keiseret al. (1973) have shown
that the mating success of D. cucurbitae, D. dorsalis

and C. capitata is reduced in the dark and a fur-
ther reduction occursif the flies are also wing-
less. Removal of the wings alone depresses the
success level of the last species only. These
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observations merely suggest that the relative
importance of visual and acoustic stimuli may
be different in the members of the two genera
studied.

Drosophilidae

The courtship behavior of over three hun-
dred species of Drosophilid have been de-
scribed. While these qualitative descriptions,
which are mainly by Spieth (1952, 1966, 1968,
1969), indicate an extraordinarily diverse and in-
teresting repertoire of behavior, detailed studies
are confined to a very few species. Indeedit is in
only one species, D. melanogaster, that a compre-
hensive understanding of the various stimuli in-
volved in courtship is emerging, and I will
therefore concentrate on that species.

Most Drosophila, except for the Hawaiian spe-
cies (Spieth, 1966), probably court and mate on
the food source, where male courtship behavior

is triggered by visual stimuli (Sturtevant, 1915;

Milani, 1950; Spieth, 1974). Males orient to

otherflies or objects of approximately the nght
size. Before starting to court, males of mostspe-
cies tap the other fly with their fore-tarsi, pre-
sumably to receive chemotactile information
concerning sex and conspecificity. This chemical
specificity can take some time to develop after
eclosion, and Manning (1959) has shownthat D.
melanogaster males will court newly emerged
females ofthe sibling species D. simulans, but by
the time females are four days old most males do
not court following tapping. Males with their
fore-tars1 removed, however, court a signifi-

cantly greater number of mature D. simulans
females. Tapping mayalso provide the male with
information on the physiological state of the
female in somespecies. Spieth (1969)states that
D. sulfurigaster males turn awayafter tapping in-
seminated females who have not exhausted their
sperm supply. It is probable that more than one
surface pheromone1s involved in these male re-
sponses.
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Tapping, while seen in a majority of Drosoph-
la species, is not the inevitable precursor of
courtship even in D. melanogaster, and courting
males will switch females without tapping again.
This element must therefore be of minor impor-
tance in effecting sexualisolation, particularly as
several species may be seen at the sametime on
a food source. Tapping mayprovidestimuli for
females as well as males, since unreceptive
females will repel males on being tapped.Itis
possible, however, that the discrimination by the
female is made on someotherbasis and tapping
merely triggers the repelling action. Airborne as
well as contact pheromonesare involved in the
courtship of D. melanogaster and of otherspecies.
One of these is concerned in the ‘minority
effect,” first described by Petit (1958). She
showed that when males of two genotypes were
mixed, females preferentially mated with the
rare genotype, and Ehrman (1969) has shown
that male scents are responsible for the phenom-
enon.

Another pheromonaleffect, similar to that
found in Musca domestica, where male sexual ac-
tivity is increased by a female odor, has been
reported in D. melanogaster by Shorey and Bartell
(1970). As it has also been foundin D. pseudood-
scura (Sloane andSpiess, 1971), it is likely to be
a common phenomenonin the genus.

Subsequent to tapping, the male orients to-
ward the female and attempts to follow her when
she movesoff. Orientation ensures contact with-
outitself having any specific signal value. Visual
stimuli are not importantin the courtship ofD.
melanogaster and are probably unimportantin
most Drosophila species. There are major visual
componentsin the displays of somespecies, such
as D. subobscura (Brown, 1965), D. suzukit (Man-
ning, 1965), the Hawaiian species (Spieth, 1966),
and in some members of the nasuta subgroup,
which havesilvery markings on the headthat are
probably conspicuous to the female. One of
these species, D. pulaua, does not appearto pro-
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duce auditory signals, although the related D.
albomicans and D. kepulauana do. This suggests
that D. pulaua, which will not mate in the dark,
is highly dependent on visual stimuli (Wright,
1974). Mating in a large numberof Drosophila
species is light-dependent(see, e.g., Grossfield,
1966). However, the majority of experiments
merely demonstrate that mating does not occur
in the dark, a condition that may be due to a
numberofdifferent causes. For example, I have
observed that one light-dependent species, D.
aurana (Spieth and Hsu, 1950), is totally inactive
throughoutthe dark period.

Someform ofwing display providing acoustic
stimuli is seen in most Drosophila species. In D.
melanogaster one wing is extended to 90° and vi-
brated horizontally through approximately 30°
(Bennet-Clark and Ewing, 1968). The acoustic
signal produced during vibration is the major
one involved in sexually stimulating females.
The sounds consist of a series of sinusoidal
pulses of 3 ms duration and a pulse repetition
rate of 30 persec at 25°C (Shorey, 1962; Bennet-
Clark and Ewing, 1967). The mating success of
wingless malesis increased by substitutingartifi-
cally produced courtship songs, thus demon-
Strating that the pulse train is the effective
stimulus. Further, we showed that songs with
half and double the normalrepetition rate were
ineffective, suggesting that the songs mayalso be
important as isolating mechanisms (Bennet-
Clark and Ewing, 1969). The species-specific na-
ture of the songs lends weightto this supposition
(Ewing and Bennet-Clark, 1968; Ewing, 1970).
Further, the songs ofsibling or closely related
species tend to bedistinct (Waldron, 1964; Ew-
ing and Bennet-Clark, 1968: Ewing, 1970; Patty
et al., 1973). Thus, for example, the sibling pair
D. persimilis and D. pseudoobscura have songs that
differ with respect to intrapulse frequencyas well
as interval (Ewing, 1969), while within the
melanogaster species group,thefive sibling spe-
cies D. melanogaster, D. simulans, D. erecta, D.
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yakuba, and D.tiessieri produce pulsed songs with
intrapulse intervals (at 25°C) of 34, 48, 42, 96,

and 52 ms, respectively. Also, all the species,

except possibly D. yakuba, produce “‘sine song”’
(see Fig. 1), and D.erecta has an additional pulsed

song that is polycyclic and at a higher frequency
(Ewing, unpublished).

The patterning of the bursts of song is also
important, and intermittent song production1s
significantly more effective than continuous
song. A pattern of two secondsofartifically pro-
duced songfollowed by three secondsofsilence,
which most closely mimics the normalsituation,

almost restores the courtship success of wingless
males to that of normalflies (Bennet-Clark, Ew-

ing, and Manning, unpublished).
Recently a clearer understanding of the

acoustic properties of sound production andre-
ception in small insects has led to more sensitive
recordings of Drosophila courtship songs (Ben-
net-Clark, 1971, 1972). F. von Schilcher (pers.

comm.) has recorded a second componentin the
song of D. melanogaster, which he calls “‘sine
song’; it has also been foundin D. albomicans and

D. kepulauana (Wright, 1974). The significance of
this componentis unclear, and it may be a side
effect of the mechanics of sound production and

a. Osine song
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without any signal value, although this appears
unlikely.

As in mosquitoes, the acoustic signals are

perceived via the antennae. Immobilization of
the arista of the antennae in females renders
them sexually unreceptive (Manning, 1967).

The function of courtship songsis twofold: to
stimulate sexually females that are initially un-
receptive and to provide a specific signal that
aids in species recognition. These two functions
may be served by different components of the
signals and, in those species with two distinct

songs, by the different songs, butthis is difficult
to investigate. That a certain amount of song
stimulation is necessary before females will cop-
ulate and thatthis stimulation is summated over
a period of time have been demonstrated by the
use of simulated songs (Bennet-Clark et al.,
1973). Bennet-Clark and I suggested that one of
the ways in which the courtship songs mightact
would be to inhibit walking by the female and
thus facilitate copulation attempts by the male
(Bennet-Clark and Ewing, 1967), and von

Schilcher (pers. comm.) has demonstrated that
simulated songs do indeed slow down the
females. Mostinterestingly, the simulated songs

also affect males but, in contrast to females, their

co” pulsed song

iar

b. Q wing

|

flicks c. o% pulsed song -> g buzz

kl ate
100 ms

Fig. 1. Acoustic signals produced by Drosophila
melanogaster. a. Male courtship song: sine song fol-
lowed by pulsed song. b. Wingflicks made by unrecep-
tive femalesthat inhibit male courtship. Males courted

by other males produce similar sounds. c. Part of male
courtship song interrupted by a repelling buzz made
by an immature female.
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activity is greatly increased. In D. melanogaster
and D. simulans the maximumeffect occursat the
pulse repetition rate appropriate for that species.
It is not clear if this has any natural significance,
but is could have a social facilitatory effect that
might be adaptive where flies are crowded to-
gether on a food source, or it could act as a
positive feedback on the singing male and in-
crease his sexual excitation.

Finally, prior to attempted copulation, males
of manyspecies including D. melanogaster extend
the proboscis andlick the female’s genitalia.It is
not clear what information is conveyed by this
movement. Certainly unreceptive

_

fertilized
females that extrude their ovipositors provide
inhibiting stimuli for licking males. Howeveritis
probablethatlicking is not merely a test of the
female’s state of receptivity but providespositive
stimuli, presumably chemical and tactile, for
both sexes, as licking is repeated frequently
throughout a courtship (Bastock and Manning,
1955). In manyspecieslicking is prolonged and
is a major part of courtship (Spieth, 1952).

In D. melanogaster licking is often followed by
attempted copulation. The females of this spe-
cies do not have any acceptanceposturethat sig-
nals their readiness to mate. Successful attempts
probably occur only if the female spreads her
genital plates; however,this is unlikely to be per-
ceived by the male. By contrast, females of some
Drosophila species, such as members of the D.
nasuta subgroup, do show an acceptance pos-
ture; they spread their wings to about 45°, de-
press their abdomens, and turn away from the
male displaying in front of them (Spieth, 1969).
However, males do notalways attempt to copu-
late in responseto this behavior, and it is not
clear to what extentit is indeed a signal for the
male.

Mostofthesignals involved in courtship are
provided by males. Female signals are limited to
a possible acceptance posture in some species,
the production of one or more pheromones, and
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finally to the production of a ‘“‘buzz” and a wing
flick. The former sound is caused by a wingvi-
bration and is made mainly by immature, un-
receptive females when courted.Its effect is to
inhibit male courtship,and,asitis very similar in
several different species, it could function as an
interspecific as well as an intraspecific signal
(Ewing and Bennet-Clark, 1968). Males, on be-
ing courted by other males,also flick their wings,
producing anirregular pulse train. The sound
produced by female wingflicks is similar, and
both havethe effect of inhibiting courtship. Fig.
| illustrates the different sounds produced by D.
melanogaster.

The courtships of most Drosophila species
show similarities to the patterns described
above. Oneaberrantand very interesting group
are the Hawaiian species described by Spieth
(1966), which have evolved quite different pat-
terns of courtship behavior. Most species do not
court on the food source. Individual males take
up small territories on vegetation, which they
defend from other males. The flies are cryptic
whenfeeding, and Spieth considers the behavior
of the Hawaiian species to have evolved in re-
sponse to the very intense predation to which
they are subject. Males are often map-winged
and may advertise their presencewithvisual sig-
nals. Sometrail their abdomensalong the sub-
Strate, depositing a pheromone (e.g., D.
grimshawi). Others display a behavior similar to
that described for Anastrepha suspensa (Nation,
1972), where the abdomenis raised, a drop of
fluid is extruded, and the wings are vibrated,
presumably for pheromonedispersal (e.g., D.
pilimana, Antopocerus tanythrix).

The courtship behavior itself is extremely
varied. Males possess epigamic features involv-
ing modifications of mouthparts, antennae, legs,
and wings. Complex auditory,tactile, visual, and
chemical signals are clearly involved in court-
ship; however, as the stimuli involved in court-
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ship have not been investigated experimentally I
shall not deal further with them.

Chloropidae

One of the clearest examples of a species-
specific mechanical signal-response system 1s
seen in the gall-formingflies of the genus Lipara
(Mook and Bruggemann, 1968; Chvala etal.,

1974). Thelarvae of these flies form galls on the
reed Phragmites communis, and only one individual
is found on stem.Males fly from stem to stem
and produce a substrate-transmitted vibration

with a pattern of pulses characteristic of the spe-
cies. If a virgin female is on the reed she will

respond by producinga series of pulses thatin-
duces the male to search the stem. Theflies then

countersignaluntil the male finds the female (see
Fig. 2).

Females respond to males up to 2 meters
away. As the femalesare very static, this pattern

of behavioris an efficient method ofbringing the
sexes together. Males of different species pro-

duce different patterns of pulses, and Chvala et
al. (1974) have shown that females, whosesig-
nals are all similar, respond only to the signals of
conspecific males. Mook and Bruggemanncould

find no stridulatory mechanisms. As the funda-
mental frequency within the pulses 1s low (about

300 Hz), the vibrations are probably caused by

activation of thoracic flight mechanism,as in Dro-

sophila. They are transmitted to the substrate via
the legs and are almostcertainly perceived by the

sub-genual organs.
It is of interest that while Lipara and Drosoph-

ila have similar methods of sound production,
they utilize different methods of transmission

and reception. The reed stem on which Lipara
lives provides an excellent medium for the

propagation of the sounds, butthis is not so for

the food sources on which Drosophila normally

court. The latter therefore utilize airborne

sounds, which are perceived by the antennae.

However, one can still record the sounds pro-
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Fig. 2. Substrate-transmitted vibrations produced

by gall-flies of the genus Lipara. The signals were
recorded usinga crystal gramophonepickup element
in contact with the substrate. a. Signal of male L. /ucens
followed by part of the answeringsignal of a female.
b-e: Signals of males of different species. b. L. lucens,
c. L. similis; d. L. pullitarsis; e. L. rufitarsis. (From Chvala
et al., 1974.)

duced by courting Drosophila whose wings have

been totally removed if they court on the dia-
phragm ofa crystal microphone. The use of sub-

Strate transmitted soundsis a possibility in at
least some membersof this genusalso.

Calliphoridae, Muscidae

The courtship behaviorofflies of these fami-
lies provides a good example of apparent and
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misleading simplicity. In many species mounting
by malesis elicited by extremely generalized vi-
sual stimuli, such as any dark object of approxi-
mately the appropriate size (see, e.g. Vogel,
1957). Even the visual stimuli are not essential,
as mating can occurin the dark.If the attemptis
madeon a conspecific female, copulation orre-
jection occurs within one or two seconds, and
this does not appear to provide much timefor
the exchange of complex signals.

The females of Musca domestica and Lucilia cu-
prina, however, produce pheromones whoseac-
tion is to stimulate sexual behavior in males
(Rogoff et al., 1964; Bartell et al., 1969). Further,
in the formerspecies the sameor another phero-
moneacts as a sex attractant. The pheromone
can be extracted with benzeneandis species-
specific in its action, as extracts from M. autum-
nalis and Stomoxys calcitrans are ineffective
(Rogoff et al., 1964). Recently Tobin and
Stoffolano (1973a, 1973b) have filmed the mat-
ing behavior of M. domestica and M. autumnalis.
They have shown that within the short period
between mounting and copulation the male per-
formsa series of complexactionsthat are proba-
bly concerned with tactile, chemical, and
auditory stimuli and that the two species differed
consistently in details of the behavior.

I have recorded the sounds produced by
males of M. domestica during the brief courtship.
These usually consist of a train of tone bursts of
between 160 and 190 Hz and are produced by
vibration of the partly folded wings. Thefirst of
these is both longer and morevariable than the
succeeding ones, with a mean duration of about
500 ms. Then follow upto six tone bursts of 240
ms, separated by 40 msintervals. These sounds,
while not as regular as many of those produced
by Drosophila species, are patterned in such a way
as to suggest that they have signal value. The
flies also produce other soundsthat may have an
aggressive or warning function (Esch and Wil-
son, 1967).
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Summary

This survey, although not exhaustive of the
literature, demonstrates very diverse modes of
communication within the Diptera, and yet noth-
ing is known aboutthe behavior of perhaps 99.5
percent of described species. This paucity of in-
formation is partly due to technical difficulties
and to the enormity ofthe task. It is worthwhile
both to consider these difficulties and to see,
even with the limited information available, if
any generalizations are possible.

It is immediately obvious that often more
than one channel of communicationis used by a
single species, sometimes simultaneously. This
makes analysis difficult, in comparison with
stimulus-response chains. These are not com-
monin Diptera, but one exampleis the courtship
of Tipula oleracea. In this species the males ap-
proach and grabthe forelegs of the female. The
only relevant parameter that triggers the next
stage of the male’s courtship is the thickness of
the female’s legs. When the female raises her
legs the male mounts; when the female’s leg
movements cease the male ‘‘kisses”’ the female’s
head, moves back, and in response to tactile
stimuli from the tarsal contact of the female’s
abdomen,copulates. Stich (1963), in a series of
simple but elegant experiments using models,
has demonstrated that a specific stimulusis re-
quiredateach step before the sequence can con-
tinue. Unfortunately, most behavior is not
amenable to dissection in this manner.

Manyspecies mate in swarmsor require spe-
cific conditionsnoteasily providedin the labora-
tory. In either case their behavioris difficult to
observe, much less analyze experimentally.
Many Diptera utilize sex pheromones to some
extent, and ofall sensory modalities, the chemo-
sensory ones are probably the mostdifficult to
work on. Withouttheuse ofchemical procedures
to isolate and identify pheromonesit is difficult
to know whetherthe behavioreffect underinves-
tigation is due to a single pheromoneorto a
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medley: whether the pheromonehas a unitary or
multiple mode of action.

The use of pheromones is widespread in
those species that do not form mating swarms,
and even in the swarming species one cannot
automatically discard the possibility that contact
pheromones are being used. The pheromones
can be classified on the basis of function; sex

attractants (e.g., Dacus spp., Lucilia cuprina), sex
stimulants or aphrodisiacs (e.g., Drosophila spp..,
Musca domestica), and repellents. The third class

has been investigated less and possibly includes
two types: those that repel members of other

species and thosethat are produced bysexually
unreceptive individuals, usually fertilized

females. Repelling pheromones are probably
produced by Drosophila species (Spieth, 1969;

Cook, 1975) and by the gnat Hippelates collusor,
whose females produce a sex attractant when

receptive and switch to a repellent when their

ovaries contain mature eggs (Adams and Mulla,

1968).
Acoustic signals are also common, but there

are technical problems in recording and inter-
preting signals produced by small sound

sources. Recording is difficult partly because
acoustic power and distance follow an inverse

sixth-power relationship where the wavelength
of the sound is less than one-third the diameter

of the source (Bennet-Clark, 1971). This is true

of many Diptera, whose soundsource, the wings,

produce sounds of low frequency, in contrast to

the majority of the better-known singinginsects,

such as crickets and cicadas, which produce high-
frequency songs. A further complication is that

both the type of microphone used and the

recording modeof the tape recorder can affect

the form of the signal.
The sounds produced by Diptera can be sub-

divided with regard to function in a mannersimi-

lar to that used to classify pheromones. Sounds

are probably used less as attractants than are

pheromonesbecause of the physical limitations
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mentioned above, but Xanthempis tigramma and
some Dacus species produce soundsinthis cate-
gory. Sexual stimulation due to acoustic signals
is also common, and both male and female Dro-

sophila produce soundsthat repel otherflies.
All the communication that I have described

occurs in a sexual context. As the females, at

least, of many species mate only onceorat long
intervals, it is clearly adaptive for the sexualsig-
nals to be synchronized with the reproductive
cycle. Thus the switching on and off of phero-
mone production at the appropriate time is a
general feature of Diptera and of other insects,

and the sameis probably true of acoustic signals.
The synchronization of ovarian development
and variousaspects of reproductive behavior,in-
cluding pheromoneproduction, has been shown
to be under endocrine control in some insects,

but the situation in Diptera awaits investigation
(Barth, 1970).

The species-isolating function of communi-
cation is clearly seen in Diptera. The selective
pressure acting to producetheseisolating mech-

anisms is demonstrated by the extremely diverse

song patterns recorded from different species of
Drosophila. There are species that produce con-
tinuous songs, which may be of a single fre-

quency, of two alternating frequencies, or

frequency modulated. The majority of species,
however, produce pulsed sounds of different

pulse length, pulse frequency, and repetition

rate, while some use more than onetype of song
(Ewing and Bennet-Clark, 1968; Ewing 1970).

An importantcriterion for signals usedas 1so-

lating mechanismsis that they should be invari-

able within species. This is true of the

pheromonesthat have been investigated and of

acoustic signals. One possible exception is the

scent that mediates the rare genotype advantage

in Drosophila. Hay (1973) suggests that this may

develop as a colony odor, similar to that found

in some social Hymenoptera. However,this odor

functions notas an isolating mechanism butas
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a promoter of genetic heterogeneity within a
species.
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Chapter 19

COMMUNICATION IN SOCIAL
HYMENOPTERA

Bert Hdlldobler

Introduction

The truly social (eusocial) Hymenoptera in-
clude all ant species and the morehighly orga-
nized bees and wasps. Wilson (1971), following
Michener’s definition, characterizes eusocial in-

sects as follows:

These insects can be distinguished as a group by
their commonpossessionofthreetraits: individuals of
the same species cooperate in caring for the young;
there is a reproductive division of labor, with more or
less sterile individuals working on behalf of fecund
individuals; and there is an overlap of at least two
generations in life stages capable of contributing to
colony labor, so that offspring assist parents during
someperiodoftheirlife.

The complex social life within the insect soci-
ety depends on the efficiency of many different
forms of communication, involving a diversity of
visual, mechanical, and chemical cues. The basic

social activities, such as gathering food, caring
for offspring, defense against enemies, establish-
ing dominance orders, searching for new nest
sites, and territorial behavior, are regulated by

the precise transmission of these signals in time
and space.
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Sex Communication

Males and females of social insects, no less

than those ofsolitary insects, must communicate

in orderto find each other. We should therefore
expect the mostbasic patterns ofcommunication
during courtship. Unfortunately, however, we
have almost no information concerning which
signals regulate sexual behaviorin social wasps;
and only recently have some ofthe signals in-
volved during the nuptial flights and mating be-
havior in ants been analyzed.

In the carpenter ants (Camponotus herculeanus)
it has been demonstrated that the nuptial flights
of both sexes are synchronized by a strongly
smelling secretion released from the mandibular
glands of the males. The males release this syn-
chronizing pheromone during the peak of the
swarming activity, at which time the females are
stimulated to take off too (H6lldobler and

Maschwitz, 1965). Falke (1968) found six differ-

ent compounds in the secretions of the male
mandibular glands of Camponotus herculeanus, five

of which he could identify: methyl-6-methyl-sa-

licylate, 3,4-dihydro-8-hydroxy-2-methylisocou-
marin, 2,4-dihydroxy-acetophenone, choleste-

rine, and 7-hydroxy-phthalide. None of these
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compoundsreleased the swarming behavior in
females. Perhaps the synchronization phero-
moneis identical with the sixth, not yet chemi-
cally identified substance. Recently, Brandetal.
(1973) also found methyl-6-methylsalicylate and
3,4-dihydro-8-hydroxy-2-methylisocoumarin in
the mandibular glands of males of C. herculeanus
and C. ligniperda.

The mechanisms by which the males and
females are attracted to one anotherafter they
have left the nest, as well as those controlling
copulatory behavior, have remained unknown
for most ant species. Haskins and Whelden
(1965) described behavioral patterns of ergatoid
Rhytidoponera metallica that suggest that these in-
dividuals attract males by chemical means. The
wingless worker-females wait outside their nest
for males from othernests for mating. Theytypi-
cally exhibit a ‘‘calling behavior,” in which the
abdomenis elevated to a slanting position, the
sting is slightly extruded, and thelast interseg-
mental membranesare dorsally extended (Fig.
1). Presumably the females discharge sex phero-
monesby which theyattract males and stimulate
copulatory behavior (Hélldobler and Haskins,
unpublished). Buschinger (1968) described simi-
lar behavioral patterns ofvirgin Harpagoxenus sub-
laevis, and Kannowski andJohnson (1969) found
circumstantial evidence for the existence of a
female sex pheromonein Formica montana and F.
pergandet.

Recently, we succeeded for the first time in
locating the morphological origin of and in
bioassaying a female sex pheromonein Xenomyr-
mexfloridanus, the first such discovery for the ants
as a whole (Hdlldobler, 1971a). During the nup-
tial flight the males are strongly attracted to the
females. When different glandular substances
weretested, it was foundthat poison glandsecre-
tions ofthe females function as sex pheromones.
The males gather on sticks contaminated with
poison gland secretion and even try to copulate
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Fig. 1. Ergatoid female of Rhytidoponera metallica in
calling posture.

with the stick. If a female was contaminated with
poison gland secretion she was highly attractive
to the males, even before she had left the nest for
the nuptial flight. Buschinger (1972a) demon-
strated that in Harpagoxenus sublaevis the sex
pheromonealso originates from the poison
gland.

Courtship in pharaoh’s ant (Monomorium
pharaonis) is regulated by several signals. First
the males are chemically attracted and stimu-
lated by a pheromonethat originates from the
Dufour’s gland and the bursa pouches of the
females. Males that are sexually stimulated by
the pheromoneattemptto copulate with any ob-
ject of a suitable size (in particular, females, sep-
arated gasters of females, other males, and
dummies out of filter paper: Hélldobler and
Wiist, 1973). For a successful copulation, how-
ever, it is necessary that the female provides ad-
ditional signals, such as touching the male with
her antennae or presenting her gaster to him
(Petersen and Buschinger, 1971; Hélldobler and
Wiist, 1973).

These examples demonstrate that it is not
unusual for myrmicine ant species to produce
sex pheromonesin oneoftheir sting glands. In-
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deed, Buschinger (1971a, 1971b, 1972a, 1972b)

has adduced circumstantial evidence that Doro-
myrmex pacis and Leptothorax kutter: also discharge
a sex pheromonefrom thesting andthatin those
two species at least the signal is not species-
specific.

It is further true that the females of the har-
vesting ant genus Pogonomyrmex produce a sex
pheromone in the poison gland. Again, the
pheromone1s not species-specific. The sexual
isolation of the species is accomplished instead
by particular daily flight rhythms and by highly
localized mating arenas. During the nuptial flight
period the males from manydifferent nests in the
environment assembleat certain places (~50 m
X 80 m in size) andstay there for up to six days.
Every day during a short, specific period the
femalesarrive at these arenas. By discharging the
sex pheromonethey stimulate mating behavior
in the males. After mating they take off again,
and only when they land a second time, often
hundreds of meters from the mating arena, do
they begin excavating soil to found a new colony
(Hélldobler, unpublished).

Mating in bumblebeesis regulated by visual
and chemical cues. Schremmer (1972) reports

that males of Bombus confusus select striking sign-
posts on which they rest and from whichtheyfly
after any object that roughly resembles a female
bumblebee. The mating behavior in other bum-
blebee species, such as Bombus terrestris, B. prato-
rum, and B. lucorum, is still more elaborate.

Individual males of these species establish chem-
ically marked flight routes by depositing spots of
odorous secretions at intervals along the route
(Frank, 1941; Haas, 1946). The height and loca-

tion of these flight paths differ from species to
species (Haas, 1949a, 1949b; Bringer, 1973); in

addition the scents seem to bespecies-specific.
According to Haas (1949a, 1949b, 1952) and

Kullenberg (1956), males as well as females are

attracted by these marking pheromones. When
virgin females venture close enough, males rec-
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ognize them by a specific female pheromone.
This queen odoris also important for inducing
copulatory behavior in the males (Free, 1971).

There is some uncertainty concerning the
anatomical source of the marking pheromones.
Haas (1952) foundthat the secretions originate
from the mandibular glands, and this has been

generally accepted by other investigators (Kul-
lenberg, 1956; Stem, 1963; Bergstrém etal.,

1968). Later, however, Kullenberg et al. (1973)
reported that movie analyses of the markingbe-
havior of the male bumblebees andrefined dis-
secting methods have revealed that the
pheromoneis not produced in the mandibular
glands but rather in the cephalic portion of the
labial glands. If this is correct we probably have
to assume that the major component of the
marking secretions of B. ferrestris, identified by
Bergstrém etal. (1967) as 2,3-dihydrofarnesol,
was not extracted, as reported, from the man-

dibular glands but from the labial glands. Calam
(1969) has identified the main components in
extracts of the heads of males of five other Bom-
bus species and found themall different. Similar
results were obtained by Kullenberg et al.
(1970), who found that the marking pheromones
differ amongthirteen species of Bombus and six
species of Psithyrus. Even within the species B.
lucorum Bergstrom et al. (1973) discovered two

forms in which the malesclearly differ in their
main cephalic volatile compounds. The “dark’’
form contains ethyl dodecanoate whereas the
“blonde” form containsethyl tetradec-cis-9-eno-
ate as their main components.It is likely that
these two varieties are in fact distinct sibling spe-
cies. However, how far these chemical differ-

ences are effective as prezygotic isolating
mechanisms remains to be tested by behavioral
experiments.

In the honeybee Apis mellifera chemical com-
munication plays a major role in regulating re-
productive behavior. During the mating period
drones usually assemble in large numbers in
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‘congregation places.” Every year the samelo-
calities are visited for this purpose (Ruttner and
Ruttner, 1965, 1968, 1972). The specific cues by
which these assemblingareasare detected by the
dronesis still a mystery. No evidence exists that
pheromones are involved, although Gerig
(1972) recently reported that extracts from the
heads of males attract flymg males once they
have arrived at the congregation places. When a
virgin female appears, she is immediately pur-
sued by a “‘swarm” of males. Multiple matingis
commonplace in the honeybees.

The behavioral physiology of chemical com-
munication between queensand droneswasfirst
studied by Gary (1962, 1963). Noting that
drones do not respond to queen pheromones
inside the hive, but do respondto virgin queens
during the matingflights, Gary suspendedvirgin
queens approximately 10-20 m high on helium-
filled balloons and stationary towers. Such ex-
posed queens werehighly attractive to drones,
which approached and even mated with them. A
bioassay was then developed to determine the
chemical cues of the attractiveness of the queens
to drones. It turned out that the attraction
pheromone originates from the mandibular
glands of the queen. The primary active com-
pound wasidentified as 9-oxo-2-decenoic acid,
although the total mixture of the mandibular
gland secretions was moreattractive than pure
9-oxo-2-decenoic acid. These results have been
confirmed by Pain and Ruttner (1963), who uti-
lized Gary’s bioassay with slight modifications.
Butler and Fairey (1964) identified 9-hydroxy-
dec-2-enoic acid as a second attractive com-
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Circumstantial evidence, however, indicates that
there may be additional chemical signals in- .
volved during mating behavior in honeybees.
Morse et al. (1962) extirpated the mandibular
glands from virgin queens,butstill a small group
of these treated queens matedsuccessfully. But-
ler (1971) suggests that at least in close range,
additional pheromones from the abdominalter-
gites or the Koschnevnikov’s glandin thesting
chamber stimulate copulation behavior. It may
well be that the main function of the mandibular
gland pheromonesis a long-distanceattractant,
while in close range additional signals become
important. The sex pheromone of Apis is not
species-specific. Receptor physiological investi-.
gations as well as behavioral observations have
revealed that dronesofApis mellifera are attracted
not only by queensof their own species butalso
by the mandibular gland secretions of Apis cerana
and Apis florea (Butler et al., 1967; Ruttner and
Kaissling, 1968). For further information the
reader is referred to a recent review by Gary
(1974).

Worker-Queen Communication

The division of labor in reproductive and
nonreproductive castes is regulated by a variety
of communicative signals. A honeybeesociety is
constantly informed of the presence of their
queen by chemical cues. Queen pheromones
were found to originate from the queen’s man-
dibular glands and were named by Butler
(1954a) “queen substance.” Its major compo-
nent wasidentified independently by Callow and

pound in the mandibular gland secretions of Johnston (1960) and by Barbier and Lederer
honeybee queens, although Blum etal. (1971b)
foundthat this substance did notrelease attrac-
tion in honeybee drones.

From these results it can be concluded that
the mandibular gland substance of queens
contains the sex pheromone andthat its most
effective component is 9-oxo-2-decenoic acid.

(1960) as 9-oxodec-trans-2-enoic acid. As re-
ported above, this substance functions outside
the hive as the queen’s sex pheromone. Al-
thoughinsidethe hive the males are not respon-
sive to the queen substance, this pheromone
strongly affects the physiology and behavior of
worker bees. More than a dozen other com-
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poundsof the mandibular gland secretions have
been chemically identified, most ofwhich remain
unknown in function.

While stationary or slowly moving, the nest
queen of a honeybee colony is usually sur-
rounded by approximately eight to ten worker
bees, the so-called court. Butler (1973) describes
the forming of a court as follows:

What seems to happen is that some of the
household bees moving around the brood nest—the
only place in an undisturbed colony where queenrear-
ing occurs—happen to meet the queen, or to get
within a few millimeters of her. The bees that do so,
react in one of three ways: They ignore her, or they
appearto beactually repelled by her and moverapidly
away, or they join her “court” and stay with herfor a
period varying from a few secondsto half-an-hour or
even more. Some of the bees that join a queen’s
‘‘court”’ seem strongly stimulated by her and immed-
ately begin examining her body with their antennae
and oftenlick it too. If the queen movesandthey lose
contact with her, they often examinewith their anten-
nae the comb whereshehas been, apparently seeking
some substance with which she contaminated it.
Those that find her again usually examine and,per-
haps, lick her. It seems probable that such bees are

actively seeking queen substances.

In an attempt to analyze the communicative
mechanism that leads to the court formation,

Gary (1961la, 1961b) confined a queenin a cage
with one wall made out of wire gauze. Many
workers gatheredat this wall. Whena similartest
was performed with a queen whose mandibular
gland had been removed, only a few workers
assembled at the cage. In contrast, however,Vel-

thuis (1970a) reported that uncaged queenscon-
tinued to attract workers even if their
mandibular glands had been extirpated. Butler

et al. (1973) conducted an additional series of

experiments and confirmed that the scent of a
mated laying queen as well as that of synthetic
9-oxo-2-decenoic acid cause an accumulation of
workers on the cage, and that fewer workers
gathered on the cage if the queen’s mandibular
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gland had been removed. However, when the
queen remained uncaged so that the workers
could touch her, workers continued to assemble

arounda stationary queen, even when the man-
dibular gland had beenextirpated. Sinceit could
be shown that the heads of those queensstill
contained traces of 9-oxodecenoic acid,it is as-
sumedthat this major component of the queen
substance releases the court formation. Yet it
cannot be completely ruled out that additional
unidentified substances, produced in otherparts
of the queen, such as the abdomen, mayalso be

involved (Velthuis, 1970a). In any case it seems
to be clear that in an undisturbed colony workers
are attracted to their queen only over very short
distances (Butler et al., 1973).

The effect of the queen pheromones can be
tested by removing the queen from the colony.
Shortly afterward the workers move around ex-
citedly while showing increased fanning behav-
ior. If the queen is not replaced within
forty-eight hours, the workers begin construc-
tion of queen cells, in which new queens can be
produced. This sequence suggests that the pres-
ence of a mated laying queeninhibits the rearing
of new queens.And,indeed, Butler and Gibbons

(1958) demonstrated that queen rearing can be
inhibited even in the absence of a queen, merely
by exposing the colony to queen substance ex-
tracted from the mandibular glands of mated,
laying queens. Again there is some circumstan-
tial evidence that additional pheromones,origi-
nating from the queen’s abdomen, may
contribute to this inhibitory process (Velthuis,

1970b).
The queen notonly inhibits the production

of new queensbutalso suppresses the ovary de-
velopment of worker bees. When kept without a
queen some workers undergo ovarian develop-
ment. De Groot and Voogd (1954) and Voogd

(1955) demonstrated that this growth can be
prevented by exposing them to the queen sub-
stance. Queen rearing by workers and the devel-
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opmentoftheir ovaries can be inhibited without
the workers themselves having direct contact
with a queen, provided these individuals have
access to other workers that have recently been
with a queen (Butler, 1954a; Pain, 1961). The

precise mechanismsof transmissionofthe inhib-
itory signals is still very litthe understood. Ac-
cording to recent results of Velthuis (1972) it
seemslikely that a worker in contact with a queen
becomes contaminated with traces of queen sub-
stance and probablytransfers these pheromones
when it contacts other worker bees. It is now
suggested that the inhibitoryeffect is transmitted
via the sensory channel and notvia the alimen-
tary channel, as previously assumed by Butler
(1954a). This assumption is supported by the
fact that some chemoreceptors on the antennae
have been found to respond specifically to 9-
oxo-2-decenoic acid (Beetsma and Schoon-
hoven, 1966; Kaisling and Renner, 1968).

By a variety of experiments it has been dem-
onstrated that free movementof the queen over
the brood combsis necessary to ensure an effec-
tive distribution of the inhibitory substances.
This indicates that the queen herself actively
takes part in distributing her queen substance
and thereby suppressesthefertility ofher daugh-
ters and the rearing of young queens.

Older queens tend to fail to inhibit queen
rearing because their colonies have become too
large or because the mobility of the old queen
and the production of queen substancehave de-
creased. This, in turn, leads either to a superse-

dure of the old queen by a young queenor the
preparation by the colony for reproductive
swarming, during which the old queen leaves
with a group of workers to start a new colony.
During swarming the major componentof the
queen substance, 9-oxo-decenoic acid, again
plays an importantrole: it is the main signal by
which the workers are keptclose to their queen,
and it also releases the clustering behavior
around the queen after she has settled. Accord-
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ing to Butler and Simpson (1967) a second com-
ponent of the queen’s mandibular gland secre-
tions, the less-volatile 9-hydroxydecenoic acid,
may function as an additional signal for tight
clustering.

Wehaveseen that 9-oxodecenoicacid serves |
many purposes:outside the hiveit functions as
a sex pheromone and as a powerful attractant
during swarming behavior; inside the nestit is
the most important signal for the social regula-
tion of reproductive behavior in honeybees.

Honeybeesocieties are strictly monogynous.
Asjust pointed out, the old queen leaves the nest
with a swarm of workers before the young
queens emerge. Since two or more queens do
not tolerate one anotherit seems reasonable that
eclosing and freshly hatched queenssignal their
presence. Indeed, Hansson (1945) found that
young queens continuously exchange “quack-
ing” and “‘piping”’ sounds. Whenheplayed the
recorded sound back, he got a piping answer
from a hatched queen and a quacking answer
from queensthat werestill in their cells but close
to eclosion. It appears plausible that this sound
communication prevents premature emergence
of a young queen before the older queenhasleft
the hive. Hansson’s experiments, however, have
shown that the sound signals alone do not com-
pletely suppress the hatching of a young queen.
Simpson and Cherry] (1969) report that piping
soundsare also produced during swarming be-
havior. It was even possible to initiate swarming
in honeybeesby playing the piping sounds back
to a colony. Of course, after the swarm hasleft
the nest with the older queen, the absence of
these piping sounds would indicate that the way
is free for the eclosion of another queen.

Whereas it is apparent that only the sub-
strate-borne vibrations of the sounds are per-
ceived by the bees, there remains some
confusion about the physical properties of the
sounds. According to Hansson the frequency of
the piping sounds averages 435-493 cycles per
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sec and the quacking sounds about 323 cycles
per sec. Wenner (1962b) apparently was not
aware of Hansson’s work when he published
pretty much the samebiological findings. Con-
trary to Hansson, however, he characterized the

piping sound with 1,300 cycles per sec and the
quacking sound with 2,500 cycles per sec. Wen-
ner also reported that only the piping sound, and
not the quacking sound, released an answerin
the young queens.

Besides these chemical and acoustical signals
involved in communication between thecastes,
there exists at least one form of indirect commu-
nication between the workers and their queen.
Workers are able to determine the sex of their
queen’s offspringbythesize of the cells that they
build. The queen lays unfertilized eggs in large
hexagonalcells, out of which males develop; but
the fertilized eggs, which she lays in small hexa-
gonal cells, develop into workers. Koeniger
(1970a, 1970b) was able to demonstrate experi-

mentally that the queen measures the width of
the cell with her front legs before she lays an egg.
Thus the workers communicate to their queen
via the cell size what kind of egg she shouldlay.

The mechanisms of communication between
the castes has not been analyzedas well for other
species of social Hymenopteraas it has been for
honeybees. Somefindingsindicate that bumble-
bee queens produce a pheromone comparable to
the honeybee’s queen substance (RGseler, 1967,

1970). For more detailed information the reader

is referred to Michener (1974). In ants only cir-
cumstantial evidence of the presence of special
queen pheromoneshas been adduced (Stumper,
1956; Bier, 1958; Lange, 1958; Hdlldobler,

1962; Watkins and Cole, 1966; Brian and Blum,

1969; Brian, 1970).

In somesocial wasps, such as Vespa crabro or
Vespa orientalis, workers tend to form a court

around their queen resembling that of honey-
bees. If the wasp queen is removed, a conspicu-
ous unrest breaks out in the workers, but they
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immediately calm down again after the queen
has been returned.Also, the developmentofthe
workers’ ovaries is inhibited when a queen is
present. All these observations strongly suggest
that the wasp queens produce a queen sub-
stance. Indeed, Ikan et al. (1969) were able to
isolate a substance from head extracts that
showedin bioassays the effects of a queen sub-
stance. They identified it as §-n-hexadecalac-
tone.

In the more primitive social wasps, such as

Polistes, dominanceordersare establishedbycer-
tain overt behavioral patterns instead of by
chemical signals. When the colony is founded by
several females, only one of them becomes the
queen,andthe others become workers. As Pardi
(1940, 1948) and Pardi and Cavalcanti (1951)
first demonstrated, the egg-laying queen domi-
nates the other females through her largersize
and more aggressive behavior, which is mostly
expressed throughritualized aggressive postur-
ing. The dominant individual stands somewhat
higher than the subordinate one, while the latter

crouches and lowers its antennae. Pardi (1948)
found that there is a correlation betweenthe de-
velopmentof the ovaries andthe position in the
dominance order: females with the largest ovar-
les were also the most dominant ones. Similar
dominance orders have been found in related
genera such as Mischocyttarus (Jeanne, 1972)
(Fig. 2). For more information onthe establish-
ment of dominance hierarchies and the evolu-
tion of queen control the readeris referred to

Wilson (1971: 299-305), Evans and Eberhard
(1970), and Spradbery (1973).

Alarm Communication

Whena rapid exchange of information1s cru-
cial for the survival of a society, specialized, be-

haviorally very active signals are needed. The
social insects are rich in such systems.

Like manysolitary insects, social insects also
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 Fig. 2. Domination behavior in Mischocyttarus drew- 4
sent. The dominating wasp (black) is violently mouth-
ing the thorax of the subordinate with her mandibles.
The subordinateis respondingwith an extremely sub-
missive posture: head down against the nest surface,
abdomen raised, and wings spread. (From R. L.
Jeanne, 1972.)

use chemicals to repel predators. In social in-
sects, however, defensive reactions are closely
connected with alarm communication, and quite
often both substances serve both functions. In
many cases the discharge of alarm pheromones
and defensive substances is accompanied by
characteristic body movements and postures
(Fig. 3). The species of Formica spray mixtures of
formic acid and Dufour’s gland secretions, both
serving simultaneously as defensive substances
and alarm pheromones (Maschwitz, 1964). Dur-
ing the emission the ants bendtheir gasters for-
ward beneath their legs. Species of the
myrmicine genus Crematogaster lift their abdo-
mensto a characteristic vertical position or even
forward over the head while releasing the defen-
sive secretion through the sting and alarm
pheromones from the mandibular glands (Blum
et al., 1969). The same defensive behavior has
been observed in Dolichoderinae (Goetsch,
1953), Solenopsis fugax and Monomorium pharaonis
(Hdlldobler, 1973b), and many other myrmicine
species.

  

 

 

Fig. 3. The alarm-defense behavior(black) is con-
trasted with the normalposture (white). Top: Formica
polyctena; middle: Crematogaster ashmeadi; bottom: Apis
mellifera. (From Hdlldobler, 1970b.)

In addition to someearly reports by Goetsch,
Sudd’s (1957b) observations on the pharaoh ant
(Monomonum pharaonis) were amongthefirst on
chemical alarm communication. Workersofthis
species react with escape behavior when a nest
mate is crushed nearby. Wilson (1958) and Bute-
nandt, Linzen, and Lindauer (1959) carried out
the first experimental investigations on alarm
pheromones in ants. Butenandt et al. worked
with the leaf cutter ant Atta sexdens while Wilson
studied the harvester ant Pogonomyrmex badius. In
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both species workers discharge a strong-smell-
ing substance from the mandibular glands (the
morphological location of various pheromone
glands is illustrated in Fig. 4) if they perceive
somekind of threatening stimulus. McGurketal.
(1966) identified this alarm pheromone of P.

badius as 4-methyl-3-heptanone.
Wilson and Bossert (1963) were able to study

precisely the behavioral and_ physiological
parameters of chemical alarm communication.
By directly measuring the effects of the phero-
mone from whole crushed glands they found
that workers respondto the threshold concentra-
tion averaging 10*° molecules/cc by movingto-
ward the odor source. Thetotal capacity of the

  

Fig. 4. Pheromonegland system of the honeybee
Apis mellifera and the dolichoderine ant /ndomyrmex
humilis. A = anal gland, D = Dufour’s gland, H =

hindgut, K = Koschnevnikov’s gland, M= mandibular

gland, Mp = metapleural gland, N = Nassanoff’s
gland, P = poison gland, Pa = Pavan’s gland, TG =
tergal glands (presumably scent glands), W = wax
glands. (Based on Ribbands, 1953; Pavan and Ron-

chetti, 1955; Renner and Baumann, 1964; Wilson,

1971.)
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gland reservoir is about 10*°-10*° molecules. As
a consequence the entire content of the man-
dibular gland substance providesa brief signal.
According to the experimental data acquired by
Wilson and Bossert, the alarm pheromone of
oneant expandsinstill air to its maximum radius
of about 6 cm in 13 sec and fades out in about
35 sec. The lower concentration at the periphery
releases attraction behavior; only the inner space
of higher concentration, which expandstoa ra-
dius of 3 cm andfadesoutin about8 sec, induces

real alarm and aggressive behavior.
These parameters seem very well designed

for an economicalalarm system.If the dangeris
local and only short-lived, the signal fades out
quickly and only a small group of workers in the
immediate vicinity are alerted. If, however, the

dangeris morepersistent, the number of work-
ers discharging the signal increases rapidly and
the signal “‘travels’”’ through the colony.

The alarm communication system of Acan-
thomyops claviger (Fig. 5) is another well-analyzed
example. Regnier and Wilson (1968) found that
undecanefrom the Dufour’s gland and a number
of terpenes produced in the mandibular glands
release alarm responseat concentrations of 10°-
10*? molecules/cc. The quantity of these sub-
stances altogetherin one anttotals about 8 pg.
Behavioral experiments have shown that the
chemical alarm signal generated by all volatile
substancesofa single worker releases a response
in nest mates up to a distance of about 10 cm.
This defensive strategy is well adjusted to the
structure of the large Acanthomyops colonies,
which live widely expanded in subterranean
nests. Also in this species, as in P. badius, the

signal fades out rather quickly unless reinforced
by other alarmingants.

Undecane, one of the alarm substances iden-

tified by Regnier and Wilson in the Dufour’s
gland of Acanthomyops has also been foundin a

numberof other formicine species (Bernardi et

al., 1967; Regnier and Wilson, 1969; Bergstrém
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   CHO
2,6-Dimethyl-5-hepten1-al Undecane

AAKono A\I/N/N/NIN/\
2,6-Dimethyl-5-hepten-1-ol Tridecane

iCHO
ARK A\/\/N/V\/N/\\
Citronellal 2-Tridecanone

\ \ A\IN\I/N/NININ/™
Neral CHO Pentadecane

O

ADAP ,\ \ A\<A\AN/\MV/W—
Geranial 2-Pentadecanone

Fig. 5. Substances found in the mandibular gland
and Dufour’s gland of the ant Acanthomyops claviger.
Undecane and the mandibular gland substances func-
tion both as defensive substances and as alarm sub-
stances. D = Dufour’s gland, M = mandibular gland.
(After Regnier and Wilson, 1968.)

and Léfquist, 1968, 1970, 1972, 1973). This in-
dicates that alarm pheromones are not very
species-specific. Indeed, using extracellular sin-
gle-cell recordings, Dumpert (1972) found that
the cells of the sensilla trichodea curvata on the
antennae of Lasius fuliginosus react to twelve
alarm substances produced by species of three
different ant subfamilies. But Dumpert also
found that somesingle cells of the sensilla tri-
chodea curvata react mostspecifically to undec-
ane, the alarm pheromone of L. fuliginosus.
These results demonstrate thattherelative spec-
ificity of alarm pheromones among different
genera and subfamilies, revealed by behavioral
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experiments (Maschwitz, 1964), is probably
achievedat the level of the central nervoussys-
tem and notat the receptorlevel. It is therefore
premature to speculate about the specificity of
certain alarm pheromone receptors merely on
the basis of behavioral specificity tests (Amoore
et al., 1969; Blum et al., 1971). However, it
should also bestressed that electrophysiological
investigations alone are equally insufficient in
proving the behavioral specificity of certain sig-
nals.

Neverthelessthe efficiency ofan alarm phero-
mone seems to depend on certain structural
characteristics. Blum et al. (1966) tested a series
of forty-nine ketones on /ridomyrmex pruinosus to
find the relationship between chemical structure
and alarm-inducing power. The natural alarm
pheromone is 2-heptanone. By increasing the
numberof carbon atomsfrom threeto thirteen
a very low activity waselicited by thefirst (C3-
C4) and the last (C,,;—-Cj)3) of the 2-alkanone
series. An optimal reaction occurred between
Cg to Co. Other structural variations, such as a
displacement of the carbonyl group, the intro-
duction of a second ketone group,or the pres-
ence of side-chain methyl groups, usually
lowered the response-eliciting efficiency of the
substance. Similar results were obtained by Reg-
nier and Wilson (1968) for Acanthomyops claviger.
They foundthat alkanes falling between Cj) and
Cj3 usually elicited good responses from the
workers and showed excellent properties as
alarm substances. As mentioned above, the main
component of the natural alarm substancesis
undecane, a C),-alkane.

These findings lead to the assumptionthatin
most cases the size of a molecule is more impor-
tant than a specific structure. Bossert and Wilson
(1963) predicted that most alarm substances in
social insects would have between five and ten
carbon atoms and a molecular weight between
100 and 200. They speculated that this would be
the ideal size of a molecule to meetthe special
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requirements for an efficient chemical alarm
communication.In fact, most of the alarm phero-
monesidentified so far fall into these categories.

However, there are a few exceptions to this

rule of a relative structural nonspecificity. Riley,
Silverstein, and Moser (1974a, 1974b) found

that workers of Atta texana and A. cephalotes pro-
duce only the (+) isomer of the alarm phero-

mone 4-methyl-3-heptanone. In behavioraltests
it was apparently demonstrated that workers of
A. texana distinguish the (+) isomerof this ke-
tone from the (—) isomer.

Many alarm pheromones have been chemi-
cally identified (see reviews by Wilson, 1971;

Gabba and Pavan, 1970; Pain, 1973; Blum,

1974). Most of them are ketones, aldehydes,

acids, or hydrocarbons. They are produced in a
variety of exocrine glands (Fig. 6). In summariz-

ing the behavioral results we can say that most
alarm pheromonesin ants are notvery specific.
This is not surprising because there1slittle if any
selective pressure to develop species-specificity
of alarm communication.In fact, in many cases
it seems even advantageousto beable to under-
stand the alarm signals of a neighboring colony
of another species. However, Regnier and Wil-
son (1971) demonstrated that this advantage can

turn to a disadvantage under some circum-
stances. It is well known that certain ant species
conduct “‘slave raids’’ on other ants. The raiders
bring the pupae ofthe raided ant colonies into
their own nest, and when the young workers
eclose to adults, they function in the raiders’ nest

as brood tenders, nest builders, and foragers.

The raider workers continue to conduct mainly

slave raids. Often the raiders are obviously supe-
rior in fighting ability (Fig. 7). Polyergus, for ex-
ample, has specially adapted saber-shaped
mandibles. The slave-raiding species Formica per-
gandei and F. subintegra do not carry such arma-

ment but instead possess remarkably enlarged
Dufour’s glands.

Regnier and Wilson identified decyl acetate,

Apis

Trigona

Vespa

PONERINAE

Neoponera

MYRMICINAE

Myrmica

Crematogaster
inflata

Crematogaster
ashmeadi

DOLICHODERINAE

Tapinoma

FORMICINAE

Formica 
Fig. 6. Alarm pheromoneglandsin bees, wasps,

and ants. A = anal gland, D = Dufour’s gland, M =

mandibular gland, Mp = metapleural gland, P = poi-
son gland, S = sting chamber. (Based on Maschwitz,

1964, 1974; Duffield and Blum, 1973; Blum, 1966a.)

dodecyl acetate, and tetradecyl acetate as princi-

pal components of the glandular substances.
One F. subintegra worker contains therelatively
enormous amount of 700 pg of these sub-

stances. During the slave raids the raider ants

discharge these substances upon encountering
prey workers and apparently stimulate nest

mates to join them in the fighting. In addition
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Fig. 7. A: 1. A workerofthe slave raider ant Polyer-

gus rufescens (left) attacks a slave ant Formica fusca
(right). 2. The slave raider carries a pupa of F. fusca
homeward. 3. A Polyergus worker is fed by a F. fusca
slave ant, which has eclosed from a captured pupa.
4. The saber-shaped mandibles of Polyergus are con-
trasted with the “normal” mandibles of the slave ant
species, Formica fusca. B: 1. Gaster of the slave raider
ant Formica subintegra, showing the enormously devel-
oped Dufour’s gland (D). 2. Gaster of the slave ant
Formica subsericea with normal Dufour’s gland. G =
poison gland, R = hindgut, K = crop, M = midgut.
(From Hélldobler, 1973a; based in part on Regnier
and Wilson, 1971.)

they spray large amountsof the acetates on de-
fending slave ants. It is interesting that these
substances not only alarm and stimulate the
raider species butalso highly excite the slave ant
species. The high concentration of the dis-
charged acetate mixture, however, completely
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“confuses” the slave ants. They becomedisori-
ented, makingit easy for the raiders to penetrate
the slave ants’ nest and remove the pupae. This
grotesque exaggeration of a communicationsig-
nal, resulting in misleadingthesociety, is a fan-
tastic analogy to the human_ propaganda
technique. For this reason Regnier and Wilson
called these substances ‘‘propaganda_phero-
mones.”’

In addition to these pheromones, other
modes of alarm communication have been dis-
covered. Markl (1965, 1967, 1968, 1970) found
that in leaf cutting ants (Atta cephalotes and
Acromyrmex octospinosa) workers stridulate when-
ever they are prevented from movingfreely, for
instance, when they fight with workers of a
neighboring colony or when they are trapped
under sand after a cave-in of their nest. Nest
matesare attracted by these stridulatory sounds
from as far away as 8 cm. Whenthe soundis
emitted by a buried ant, the attracted workers
begin to dig where the soundis loudest, and in
a few seconds the trapped ant is rescued. The
sounds are produced byspecial stridulatory or-
gans. The posterior rim of the postpetiolarter-
gite acts as a scraper, while a field of parallel
ridges at the anterior end ofthefirst tergite of
the gaster functionsasthefile. Markl wasable to
demonstrate that the ants respondonlyto vibra-
tions conducted through the soil. Whereas the
airbornestridulatory sounds extend far into the
ultrasonic with a maximum between 20 and 60
kHz, the intensity spectrum of the soil-con-
ducted vibrations does not contain frequencies
above 6 to 8 kHz, with the intensity maximum
concentrated around 3 kHz. Theants perceive
the vibrations with receptors in the legs. Markl
found that receptors of the forelegs are four to
five timesas sensitive as those of the middle and
hindlegs.It is also interesting to note that small
workers are considerably moresensitive than the
big soldier ants to the substrate-borne vibra-
tions.
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Since many ant species possess stridulatory
organs, it can be expectedthat this kind of com-

munication is more commonthan was previously
assumed (Markl, 1973). But there are other kinds
of vibrational warning and alarm signals in ants
that are only little studied. In Camponotus her-
culeanus, for example, we observed that the sex-

ual castes, especially the males that tend to leave

the nest too early for the nuptial flight, are sum-
moned back into the nest by workers by means
ofrapid oscillatoryjerking movements (H6lldob-
ler, 1965; H6élldobler and Maschwitz, 1965). A

similar “‘warning”’ behavior has been observed in
other species, such as Lasius niger and L. alienus.

In many arboreal ant species (Camponotus,
Polyrhachis, Hypochinea, Dolichoderus) vibrational
jerking movementsofworkers can be readily ob-
served when the nest is disturbed. Markl and
Fuchs (1972) analyzed the signals produced by
some of these movements in Camponotus her-
culeanus and C. ligniperda. They found that the
ants actually rap on the substrate by hitting the
ground alternately with the mandibles and the
gaster. The hits follow in series of two to three,
sometimesupto seven,with intervals ofabout 50

msec. These signals, which propagate in solid
wood, have an intensity spectrum reaching from
100 Hz to 10 kHz and an energy maximumat 4-5
kHz. Circumstantial evidence indicates that one
of the majorbiological functions of the soundsis
to amplify or to modify the effect of other attack-
releasing stimuli and alarm signals.

Finally, in the primitive Australian ponerine
ant Amblyopone australis, we observed a remark-
able vibrational alarm communication behavior

that is apparently entirely transmitted by tactile
contacts between nest mates; in this system sub-

strate-borne vibrations could not be recorded
(Hélldobler et al., unpublished).

In spite of these recent discoveries on me-

chanical alarm communication, it 1s still fair to

say that chemical communication plays the major
role in alarming andalerting behaviorin social
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Hymenoptera. Maschwitz (1964, 1966a) demon-
strated chemical alarm communication in
twenty-three European species of social Hyme-
noptera, nearly all of the sample examined. To
date, no alarm pheromones have been found in
bumblebeesor in wasps of the genus Polistes. As
illustrated in Fig. 6, a variety of glands are in-
volved in the secretion of these chemical alarm
signals.

As in ants, honeybees display a typical behav-
ioral pattern when discharging the alarm phero-
mones, which Maschwitz (1964) called ‘“‘Gift-

sterzeln.”’ The alarmingbee brings its abdomen
into a slanting position, opensits sting chamber,
from whichit releases the pheromone,and dis-

penses it into the air by rapid fanning with its
wings (Fig. 3). The alarming effect can be im-
pressively demonstrated by presenting a control
odor followed by the crushed sting apparatus of
a honeybee workerin front of the hive entrance.
Whereas there is only a weak reaction to the
control odor, the scent of the crushed sting 1m-
mediately attracts workers from nearby, many of
which assume alarm postures. In the next few
minutes more than a hundred workers some-
times rush out of the hive. As Maschwitz (1964)

demonstrated, the pheromone alone does not
release aggression; additional cues characteriz-
ing an emenyare necessary to focus the defen-
sive attack.

Although these experimentsclearly indicate
that the glandular source of the alarm phero-
mones is associated with the sting apparatus, the
precise origin of the pheromonesis not yet
known. The main chemical componentis 1so-
amyl acetate (Bochet al., 1962). The first investi-

gations were carried out with Apis mellifera; since
then Morseet al. (1967) found the same alarm

pheromonein A.florea, A. cerana, and A. dorsata.
Maschwitz (1964) demonstrated that honeybee
workers produce a second alarm pheromone in
their mandibular glands. This substance has
been identified as 2-heptanone (Shearer and
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Boch, 1965). Boch et al. (1970) compared the
efficiency of both alarm pheromonesand found
that 20-70 times more 2-heptanoneis necessary
to elicit an alarm effect comparable to that in-
duced by isopentyl acetate. It is interesting to
note that 2-heptanone also releases alarm re-
sponses in other Apis species, even thoughit is
found only in Apis mellifera (Morseet al., 1967).
This is another example of the general lack of
species-level specificity in alarm pheromones.

It has been known for some time that the
honeybee Apis cerana showsa social defense be-
havior that is accompaniedbya peculiar hissing
sound (Butler, 1954b; Sakagami, 1960). Only re-
cently, however, Koeniger and Fuchs (1972,
1973) analyzed this behavior experimentally.
They found that the short hissing sound (700
Hz) is emitted wheneverthe hive is mechanically
stimulated, for instance, by shaking or knocking
against the hive. The hissing is transmitted from
one beeto the other with a transmission speed
of 25 cm/sec, and it remarkably reduces ageres-
sive behaviorin the bees. UsingAsiatic bears, the
authors were able to demonstrate that the hiss-
ing sound ofa bee colony functionsas an effec-
tive acoustic repellent against large predators,
and it is speculated that the bees might mimic the
defensive hissing sounds of snakes, which are
very commonin thehabitat of Apis cerana.

Multiple Functions of Alarm Signals

Asjust noted, alarm communicationis closely
meshed with defensive behavior. Not only are
the behavioral patterns frequently identical but
often the same substances function as both de-
fensive secretions and alarm messengers. Masch-
witz (1964) was able to show that in Formica
species formic acid is used as a powerful defen-
sive secretion, but its smell also effectively
alarms nest mates, although this is not the case
in Acanthomyops claviger (Regnier and Wilson,
1968). The myrmicine ants Crematogaster pro-
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duce 2-hexenal in their mandibular glands
(Bevanet al., 1961; Blum et al., 1969). This sub-
stance is the major component of the alarm
pheromonebutit also has a remarkable defen-
sive power. As can be seen from Fig. 6, glands
that produce alarm pheromonesareassociated
with mandibles or the sting apparatus, morpho-
logical features that play a majorrole in aggres-
sive and defensive behavior.

There seem to be a few exceptions to this
rule: Sudd (1962) claimsthat the strong odor of
the African stink ant (Paltothyreus tarsatus) origi-
nates from the metapleural gland andthatthis
secretion functions as an alarm pheromone. The
evidence, however, is not convincing, especially
since Casnati et al. (1967) identified dimethyl-
disulfide and dimethyltrisulfide in the mandibu-
lar gland secretions of P. tarsatus. These
secretions apparently serve as defensive sub-
stances and also as chemical alarm signals
(Crewe and Fletcher, 1974). In Crematogaster in-
fiata the metapleural gland is remarkably en-
larged. Maschwitz (1974) found that the workers
use the sticky substance as a defensive secretion
and thatin addition the fluid releases alarm be-
havior. In most of the other ant species, how-
ever, workers produce acidic secretions in the
metapleural glands. For instance, the main com-
ponentofthe secretionsoftheleafcutter ant Atta
sexdens is phenylacetic acid. Since these secre-
tions effectively suppress bacterial growth,it is
believed that their main function is to suppress
microorganisms in the interior of the nest
(Maschwitz et al., 1970; Maschwitz, 1974).

The response behavior to the alarm signal
varies in different groups and castes of the soci-
ety, andit varies in time andspace. For example,
if the signal is discharged close to the nest, it
releases aggressive behavior; but at a greaterdis-
tance from the nest it elicits escape behavior
(Maschwitz, 1964). Furthermore, young workers
usually retreat into the nest when they smell the
alarm signal, while older workers, especially
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those belonging to the soldier castes, move out
and display aggressive behavior. Wilson (1958)
showed that the alarm pheromoneofthe har-
vester ant Pogonomyrmex badius releases a variety
of reactions. At low concentration it merely at-
tracts nest mates, and in high concentrationit
releases aggressive behavior.If the high concen-
tration persists the attracted workersstart to dig
where the concentration is highest. It was dem-
onstrated that this signal elicits rescue behavior
in Pogonomyrmex, for instance, if workers are bur-
ied undersandafter a cave-in oftheir nest.

Circumstantial evidence shows that Cam-
ponotus socius uses low concentrations of formic
acid, its major alarm-defensive secretion, to for-

tify its recruitment signals (Hélldobler, 1971c).

Similarly the poison gland secretion of Pogono-
myrmex is notonly a defensive secretion butalso
a strong attractant. When an enemyIs stungit 1s

simultaneously marked with this attractant; thus
more workers aim their attacks toward it. In
other circumstances, however, the same sub-

stance functions as a very effective recruitment

signal by which nest mates are attracted and
guided to newly discovered food sources (H6ll-
dobler and Wilson, 1971).

In stingless bees (Meliponinae), no less than
in ants, alarm pheromonesoften have a double
function. All alarm pheromones in this group
appearto originate from the mandibular glands

(Blum et al., 1970), and, as will be shown in the

next section, often function also as trail phero-

mones.
Multiple functions of alarm pheromonesare

also known in honeybees. Morse (1972) has

shownthat the alarm pheromone(isopentyl ace-

tate) released near queens in a swarm, Causes a

remarkable decrease of the discharge of the at-

tractive Nassanoff gland pheromone.It has been

speculated that bees use this inhibition as a

mechanism to reject a foreign queen from a

swarm. Simpson (1966) and Butler (1966) report

that the mandibular gland secretion (2-hepta-
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none) of honeybees, which can also serve as an
alarm pheromone,has a strong repellent effect
on foraging bees. Indeed, Nunez (1967) gave
experimental evidence that honeybee foragers
mark exhausted food sources with a repellent
signal. It is mostlikely that this signal is identical
with 2-heptanone.

Recruitment Communication

Although advancedsocial insects must alarm
nest mates when dangerthreatens,it is of equal
importance for them to transmit information
about newly discovered food sources or better
nesting sites. The rapid retrieval of food and the
fast emigration to a better nest require an effec-
tive communication system.

The recruitment techniques employed by
different groups ofant species vary considerably.
The best-studied recruitment behavior is the
chemical trail communication. Carthy (1950,

1951) was oneofthefirst to conduct an experi-
mental study ontrail laying in Lastus fuliginosus.
He foundstrong circumstantial evidencethat in

this species the trail pheromoneoriginates from
the hindgut. This suggestion waslater confirmed
by Hangartner and Bernstein (1964). Wilson

(1959a), working with the fire ant Solenopsis in-
victa (=S. saevissima), provided the first bioassay
methodsto test trail-following behavior even in
the absenceofa trail-laying ant. Helaid artificial
trails of different glandular extracts away from

the nest entrance and worker aggregations. By

comparing the trail-following response of
workerants he wasable to identify the Dufour’s

gland as the sourceof the trail pheromoneofthe

fire ants. This technique was subsequently used

by manyinvestigators, whichled to the discovery

of a numberoftrail pheromoneglandsin differ-

ent taxonomic groupsof ants (Fig. 8).

Wilson’s analyses (1962) also revealed for the

first time the organization of chemical mass com-

munication in fire ants. It was found that the
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PONERINAE

Termitopone

Leptogenys

DORYLINAE

Neivamyrmex

MYRMICINAE

Tetramorium

Solenopsis

Crematogaster

DOLICHODERINAE

Monacis

FORMICINAE

Lasius 
Fig. 8. Trail pheromone glands (black) in several

species of five subfamilies of ants. H = hindgut, P =
poison gland, D = Dufour’s gland, T = tibial gland, Pa
= Pavan’s gland. (Based on Wilson, 1959a; Wilson
and Pavan, 1959; Hangartner and Bernstein, 1964;
Watkins, 1964; Blum and Ross, 1965; Blum, 1966b;
Leuthold, 1968b; Fletcher, 1971.)

number of workers leaving the nest along the
trail is controlled by the amount oftrail sub-
stance discharged by workers already on the
trail. Using the purified trail pheromoneit was
demonstrated that the number of ants drawn
outside the nest is a linear function of the
amount of the substance presented to the col-
ony. This means that under natural conditions
the number of workers being recruited can be
accurately adjusted to the actual needs of re-
cruits at the food source. In other words, the
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better the food source the more workers lay an
odor trail when they return to the nest. This
increases the amount oftrail substance dis-
charged and in turn draws moreants to the food
source. As the food slowly diminishes fewer
workerslay a trail, with the result that the con-
centration of the trail substance, which hasa rel-
atively high evaporation rate, decreases and, in
turn, a smaller numberofworkersare stimulated
to leave the nest. This phenomenonis called
mass communicationbecauseit entails the trans-
mission of information that is meaningful only
with reference to larger groups and cannot be
exchanged between mere pairs ofindividuals.

Subsequently Hangartner (1969a) demon-
strated that even individual ants can contribute
to the flexibility of this mass communication sys-
tem. Individual workers of Solenopsis are appar-
ently able to adjust the amounts of their own
pheromoneemissionsto the specific food needs
of their colony and to the quality of the food
source. By inducing the homingforagers to lay
their trail on a soot-coated glass plate, Hangart-
ner found that the continuity of the sting trail
increases with increasing starvation time of the
colony, increasing quality of the food source,
and decreasing distance between the food and
the nest (Fig. 9).

‘This mass-communication system is certainly
a highly advanced recruitment method.In anat-
tempt to find out from which more-primitive
formsofrecruitment communication this system
may have evolved,it is necessary to analyze and
compare less-sophisticated modes of recruit-
ment communication. The so-called tandem-
running behavioris generally considered to be
one of the most primitive recruitment methods.
Only one nest mateis recruited at a time, and the
follower has to keep close antennal contact with
the leader ant. This behavior has been described
in a phylogenetically scattered array of species
including Camponotus sericeus (Hingston, 1929),
Ponera eduardi (LeMasne, 1952), Cardiocondyla
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Fig. 9. A workerofthe fire ant Solenopsis geminata
running over a sootedglass plate and laying an odor
trail from the extrudedsting. a. If the food sourceis
poor, the workerleaves only the tracks madebyits feet
on theglass plate. b.—d. The better the food source the
moreintenseis the track made by the extrudedsting.
(From Hdlldobler, 1970b, based on Hangartner,

1969c.)

venestula, C. emery: (Wilson, 1959b), Leptothorax

acervorum (Dobrzanski, 1966), and Bothroponera

tesserinoda (Maschwitz et al., 1974b; Hoélldobler

et al., 1973). Until recently, however, nothing
has been learned aboutthe precise nature of the
signals involved.

The analyses of the signals by which tandem
runningis organized in the myrmicine ant Lepio-
thorax acervorum have nowled to the discovery of

a new kind ofsignal in ant communication, for
which we proposed the term “tandem calling”’

(Méglich et al., 1974b). When a successful scout-

ing forager of Leptothorax acervorum returnsto the

colony it first regurgitates food to several nest

mates. Then it turns around andraisesthe gaster
into a slanting position. Simultaneously, the

sting is exposed and a dropletof a lightliquid 1s
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Fig. 10. Behavioral exchange ofsignals leading to
tandem running in Leptothorax acervorum. a. A recruit-
ing worker assumesthecalling position. A nest mate
arrives and touchesthe gasterb. and hindlegs c.ofthe
calling ant with its antennae.d. Thecalling ant lowers
its gaster, and tandem runningstarts. ‘Thesting of the
recruiting ant remains extruded, but is not dragged
over the surface. (From Méglich et al., 1974b.)

extruded (Fig. 10). Nest mates are attracted by

this calling behavior. Whenthefirst ant arrives at
the calling ant, it touches it on the hind legs or

gaster with its antennae, and tandem running

starts. The recruiting ant leads the nest mate to

the newly discovered food source. During tan-
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dem runningtheleaderant lowersits gaster, but
its sting remains extruded.It is not dragged over
the surface, however,as in those ant species that

lay chemicaltrails from their stings. The follower
keeps close antennal contact with the leader,
continuously touching its hind legs and gaster.
Wheneverthis contact is interrupted, for exam-
ple, when the follower accidentally loses the
leader or is removed experimentally, the leader
immediately stops and resumesits calling pos-
ture. It may remain in this posture for several
minutes, continuously discharging the calling
pheromone. Under normal circumstances the
lost follower rather quickly orients back to the
calling leader ant, and tandem running contin-
ues. We have found the same tandem-calling be-
havior in Leptothorax muscorum and L. nylanderi.

The analyses of this interesting recruitment
behavior has revealed two signal modalities by
which tandem runningis organized: (1) If a tan-
dem pair has been separated the leader immedi-
ately stops and assumes the calling posture.
However, whenthe antis carefully touched with
a hair on the hindlegsor the gaster with a fre-
quency ofat least two contacts per second, the
leader continuesrunningto the target area. This
experimentshowsthat the absenceofthetactile
signals normally provided by the follower antis
sufficient to release tandem calling by a leader
ant. (2) The calling pheromoneoriginates from
the poison gland. In our studies workers were
strongly attracted to dummies that had been
contaminated with poison gland secretions but
not to those bearing secretions of the Dufour’s
gland. Further experiments revealed that the
poison gland substance notonly functions as a
calling pheromonebutalso plays an important
role during tandem runningitself by binding the
follower ant to the leader. It was found that the
leader could easily be replaced by a dummycon-
taminated with poison glandsecretions. Gasters
of freshly killed ants from whichthesting withits
glands had been removed could not replace a
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leader ant. However, when they were con-

taminated with secretions of the poison gland,
they functioned effectively as leader dummies.

The discovery of a chemical tandem calling in
Leptothorax throwsconsiderable light on the evo-
lution of chemical recruitment techniques in
myrmicine ants. It now seemsvery plausible that
the highly sophisticated chemical massrecruit-
ment performed by Solenopsis and certain other
myrmicine ants was derived from amorepri-
mitive chemical tandem-calling behavior of the
Leptothorax mode. With the exception of Cremato-
gaster, which producesa trail pheromonein the
tibial glands of the hind legs (Leuthold, 1968b;
Fletcher and Brand, 1968), all other myrmicine

species generate the trail pheromone from one
of the sting glands (Fig.8). It is conceivable that
a chemical calling behavior, during which an
alerting and attracting pheromoneis discharged
throughthesting into the air, was oneofthefirst
steps leading to chemical trail laying and mass
communication in myrmicine ants.

In addition, the tandem-calling behavioris
also relevantto the evolution of sex pheromones
in myrmicine ants. As mentioned above (p. 419)
it has recently been demonstratedthat in several
myrmicine species the pheromones originate
from the sting glands (Hdlldobler, 1971a; Héll-
dobler and Wiist, 1973; Buschinger, 1972a). It is
interesting to note thatin species in which wing-
less ergatoids attract males for mating, for exam-
ple, Harpagoxenus sublaevis (Buschinger, 1971b),
the females display sexual calling behavior ap-
parently identical to the tandem-calling behavior
of Leptothorax. This discovery supports the hy-
pothesis that in at least some myrmicineants sex
attractants and recruitment pheromoneshad the
same evolutionary origin. In fact, in some cases
the same substances mayfunction in specific sit-
uations as sex pheromonesandin othersas re-
cruitmentsignals.

In formicineants thetrail pheromonesorigi-
nate from the hindgut (Blum and Wilson, 1964:
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Hangartner and Bernstein, 1964; Hangartner,

1969a; Hdlldobler, 1971c; Hélldobler et al.,

1974). The analyses of the tandem-runningtech-
nique in the formicine species Camponotus sericeus
has similarly revealed some of the basic behav-
ioral patterns out of which the more sophis-
ticated methods of “group recruitment” and
‘“‘mass recruitment” employed by other formi-
cine species may have evolved (Hélidobleretal.,

1974; Méglich et al., 1974a).

In C. sericeus the first scouting ant to discover
the food sourcetypically fills its crop and returns
to the nest. As the worker heads home,it touches

its abdominal tip to the groundfor shortinter-
vals. Tracer experiments have shownthat the ant
is depositing chemical signposts with material
from her hindgut. Inside the nest she performs
short-termedfast runs, which are interrupted by

food exchange and grooming. After several
regurgitations, the recruiter ant now performs
brief food offerings while facing nest mates head
on. During one recruitment performance such
“rituals” were observed to be repeated three to
sixteen times. Apparently this behavior keeps
nest mates in close contact with the successful
scout ant. Whenthe scoutfinally leaves the nest
to return to the food source, those ants encoun-

tered by the recruiting ant usually try to follow
the leader. But ordinarily only one ant, the one

that keeps closest antennal contact with the
leader, succeedsin following it. Most of the re-

cruited ants, after feeding at the food source,
turn straight back to the nest, where many of

them start to recruit nest mates on their own.
Experiments have shown that the hindguttrail,
laid down by homing foragers, has no recruit-
menteffect at all. Only experienced ants follow
the trail and use it as an orientation cue. Simi-
larly, during tandem running the presence or

absence of the trail pheromoneis insignificant.
The leader ant and the follower are bound by a

continuous exchangeoftactile signals and by a
very persistent surface pheromone.
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We discovered that Camponotus sericeus also
employs the tandem-running technique to re-
cruit nest mates to new nestingsites. Since in this
case a whole colony hasto be recruited, the be-
havioral patterns initiating tandem running can
be expected to be different from those used in
recruitment to food sources. As Fig. 11 depicts,

this is indeed the case. When facing the nest
mate head on,the recruiter grasps it on the man-
dibles and pulls it forward heavily. Shortly after-
wardit loosensits grip, turns completely around,
and presents its gaster to the nest mate. If the
nest mate responds by touching the recruiting
ant’s gaster or hind legs, tandem runningstarts.
This behavioral sequence is very stereotyped
and is regularly employed when nest mates are
invited to follow the signaler to a new nest. We
have therefore called this behavior “invitation
behavior.”

It is interesting to note that some of the ants
that fail to respondto the “invitation signals” are
carried to the target area. The first behavioral
sequencesthat initiate carrying behaviorare al-
mostidentical with that of the invitation behav-
ior. The main differenceis that the recruiting ant
keepsa firm grip when turning around. The nest
mate is thereby slightly lifted, a movementthat
apparently causesit to fold its legs tightly to its
body androll its gaster underneath. In this pos-
ture it is carried to the target area (Fig. 12). For
more details about social carrying behavior and
the division of labor during nest movingsin ants,
see Moglich and Hdlldobler (1974).

The analysesof the signals by whichthetan-
dem-running recruitment technique of Cam-
ponotus sericeus 1s organized have revealed that
mechanical signals and motor patterns play an
important role. Although chemical trails with
hindgut contents are laid, they function only as

orientation cues and do notrelease any recruit-
ment effect. This brings us to the next higher
organizational level of recruitment communica-
tion in formicineants, “group recruitment.”



Fig. 11. Invitation behavior to tandem runningin
Camponotus seriwceus. 1. The recruiter (black) ap-
proaches a nest mate (white) and displays a jerking
behavior for about 2-3 sec. 2. The recruiting ant
grasps the nest mate at the mandibles andpulls it at
a distance of about 2-20 cm. 3. The recruiter loosens
its grip and 4. turns around 180°. 5. The recruiter
presents its gaster to the nest mate. The nest mate
contacts the gaster and hind legs of the leader ant,
then tandem runningstarts. The arrowsindicate the
direction of the movements. (From Hdlldobleretal.,
1974.)

 
Fig. 12. Behavioral sequencesthatinitiate carry-

ing behavior. 1. The recruiter ant (black) approaches
a nest mate (white) and displays ajerking behaviorfor
2-3 sec. 2. The recruiter grasps the nest mate at the
mandibles and pulls it a distance of about 2-20 cm.
3. Whenthe recruiter turnsit holds the nest mate with
a firm grip; the nest mate is thereby slightly lifted.
4. The nest matefolds its legs and antennaetightly to
its body androlls its gaster inward.5. In this posture
it is carried to the target area. The arrowsindicate the
direction of the movements. (From Hdlldobleretal.,
1974.)
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In this case one ant recruits aboutfive to
thirty nest mates at a time, and therecruited ants
follow closely behindthe leaderantto the target
area. This behavior has been observed in
Camponotus campressus (Hingston, 1929), C. bee-
ber (Wilson, 1965), and C. socius (H6lldobler,
1971c). Because of its apparent intermediate
stage between the tandem-running technique
and the chemical mass communication, a de-

tailed experimental analysis of this recruitment
behavior was considered mostdesirable.

Working with Camponotus socius, | found that
scouts set chemical signposts around newly dis-
covered food sourcesandlaya trail with hindgut
contents from the food source to the nest. The
trail pheromone alone, however, does notre-

lease a recruitment effect. Inside the nest the
recruiting ant faces its nest mates head on and
performs a ‘“‘waggle’’ display (Fig. 13). The vi-
brations with head and thorax last 0.5-1.5 sec
with 6-12 strokes/sec. Nest matesare alerted by
this behavior and subsequently follow the re-
cruiting ant to the food source. Thesignificance
of the motordisplay inside the nest was demon-

 
Fig. 13. Schematic illustration of the ‘‘waggle”’

movementofa recruiting ant (black) (Camponotus socius)
upon encountering a nest mate. Arrow indicates the
to-and-fro direction of the movement. (From Hdlldo-
bler, 1971c.)
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strated by closing the gland openingsofrecruit-
ing ants with wax plugs. In this way it was possi-
ble to separate the waggle display from the
chemicalsignals, andthus it could be shown that
only ants stimulated by a recruiting ant would
follow anartificial trail drawn with hindgut con-
tents. For a complete recruitment performance,
however, the presence of a leader ant wasstill

essential. Freshly recruited ants withouta leader
would follow a hindguttrail for only about 100
cm. Essentially similar behavioral patterns are
involved during recruitment to new nestsites.
The main differences are that the motor display
is frequently more a “‘jerking’’ movement, and,
in contrast to recruitment to food sources, males

respond to the signals and hence are recruited.
In Camponotus socius, as in C. sericeus, the jerking
movementappearsto have been derived from an
intention movementthat precedes carrying be-
havior. Indeed, when nest mates do not respond
to this signal, the jerking display initiates carry-
ing behavior (H6lldobler, 1971c).

The next organizational level within the for-
micine ants 1s represented by those species in
which the trail pheromone alone doesnotalso
elicit a recruitment effect, but in which stimu-

lated ants follow thetrail to the food source even
in the absence of the recruiting ant. We found
this to be the case in Formica fusca (Méglich and
Hoélldobler, 1975). In this species successful
scouts lay a hindguttrail from the food source to
the nest. The trail pheromone has no primary
stimulating effect. However, after the scout has

performed a vigorous waggle display inside the
nest, frequently interrupted by food exchanges,
nest mates rush out and follow the trail to the
food source without being guidedbythe recruit-
ing ant. From here it is only a small step to
chemical mass communication, where thetrail

pheromone alone releases a recruitmenteffect
and where the outflow of foragers is controlled
by the amount of pheromonedischarged. This
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case 1s represented among the formicines by
Laswus fuliginosus (Hangartner, 1967).

Cumulative studies have madeclear that mo-
tor displays and mechanical signals play an im-
portant role in recruitment communication in
many ant species (see also Sudd, 1957a; Szlep
andJacobi, 1967; Leuthold, 1968a; Szlep-Fessel,

1970). It appears, however, that during the evo-
lutionary process of ‘‘designing”’ moreefficient
recruitment techniques, these signals became
less important as the chemical recruitment sys-
tem became more sophisticated.

There is another important result of these
studies that provides a clue concerning the
means by which hindgut material became in-
volved in the recruitment process in formicine
ants. Hindgut contents are necessarily fre-
quently discharged by ants. A comparative study
has revealed that in many species, ants do not

defecate randomly but preferably visit specific
locations. Besides certain sites inside the nest,

the peripheral nest borders, garbage dumps, and
trunk trails leading to permanent food sources
or connecting two nest entrances are especially
marked with hindgut material. Thus these dis-
posal areas seem to be ideally suited to serve as
chemical cues in home-range orientation, and,

indeed, this has been documented in a number

of species (Hélldobler, 1971c; Hélldobleretal.,

1974; Hédlldobler, unpublished). These results
suggest that in formicine species the trail-
recruitment communication behavior might
have evolved by a gradual ritualization of the
defecation process. Wecan speculate that in the
first step hindgut material becamean important
cue in home-range orientation and was then
transformed into a morespecific orienting and
stimulating signal used during recruitment be-
havior.

The specificity of trail pheromones in ants
varies considerably. Most of our knowledgeis
based on behavioral investigations since almost
nothing is known about the chemical nature of
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the trail pheromones. It was only recently that
Tumlinsonetal. (1971, 1972) chemically identi-
fied the first such pheromone. Thetrail sub-
stance of the leaf cutting ant Atta texana is
evidently methyl 4-methylpyrrole-2-carboxylate;
this substancehasbeenisolated from the poison
gland secretions and found to release a strong
trail-following behavior in manyattine species.
Moserand Blum (1963) and Blum etal. (1964),
working with poison gland extracts, had already
shownthatthe trail pheromoneof Aéta releases
trail following in many leaf cutting species. A
muchhighertrail-pheromonespecificity was dis-
covered by Hangartner (1967) in Lasius fuligino-
sus. Although L. fuliginosus workers wereable to
‘‘read”’ the trail pheromones of many formicine
species (except for that from L. flavus), its own
trail could be understood by noneofthe other
species tested. Huwyleret al. (1973) identified as
major components in the hindgutcontentsof L.
fuliginosus hexanoic acid, heptanoic acid, oc-
tanoic acid, nonanoic acid, and decanoicacid.All
these acids released trail-following behavior in
L. fuliginosus workers.

Wilson (1962) compared the specificity of
trail pheromonesin fire ants (Solenopsis) that lay
trails with secretions from the Dufour’s gland.
Artificial trails laid with the pheromoneof S.
xyloni released trail-following behaviorin S. in-
victa (=S. saevissima) and S. geminata, but S.
geminata trails had noeffect on the otherspecies.
On the other hand, the secretions of S. invicta

produced no response in S. xyloni.
A similar partial specificity of trail phero-

mones has been reported from other genera,
such as Eciton (Torgerson and Akre, 1970) and
Monomorium (Blum, 1966b). According to
Blum’s investigations the recruitment phero-
moneof the genus Monomorium originates from
the poison gland.His specificity tests were there-
fore carried out with poison gland extracts. How-
ever, Our Own experiments demonstrated that
Monomorium pharaonis discharges its recruitment
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pheromone from the Dufour’s gland (Hélldo-
bler, 1973b; Méglich, unpublished), whereas
poison gland secretions release only a very weak
trail-following response. These contradictive
findings cannot be explained easily. In summa-
rizing all these results we can say that although
trail pheromonesofants are by no meansstrictly
species-specific, they are generally more specific
than alarm pheromones.

Amongdifferent ant species the persistency
of chemical trails varies considerably. In those
species that use less-permanentfood sources(in-
sect prey) the recruitment trails are usually
short-lived, while in other speciesutilizing long-

lasing food sources (especially honeydew
plants) the trail pheromones are more persis-
tent. Hangartner (1967) studied the physical na-
ture of the relatively high persistency of the
chemicaltrails in Lasiusfuliginosus and found that
in this species the persistency ofa trail depends
on the volume of substance discharged and on
the porosity of the surface. In addition an inac-
tivated trail can be reactivated after days by
moisteningit with water. Similar results were ob-
tained for neotropical army ants (Eciton), the

trails of which can persist for about one week
when deposited during the dry season. During
the rainy season the sametrails are much less
persistent (Torgerson and Akre, 1970). In some
species, such as Atta texana, the trail pheromone

contains a short-lived and a long-lived compo-
nent (Moser and Silverstein, 1967).

This leads us to another important function
of chemicaltrails in ants. As discussed above,
some of the formicinetrails composed of hind-
gut material contain relatively long-lasting trail
substances that serve mainly as chemical cues in
home-range orientation. These orientation
trails, or trunk trails, as they are commonly

called, can play a majorrolein regulatingterrito-
rial behavior and in partitioning foraging
grounds. This has recently been demonstrated
for species of the myrmicine harvesting ant
genus Pogonomyrmex.
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Workers of Pogonomyrmex lay chemicaltrails
with poison gland secretions to recruit nest
mates to new rich seedfalls (H6lldobler and Wil-
son, 1970). These recruitment pheromonesare
relatively short-lived. However, laboratory and
field experiments revealed that in addition more
enduring chemical signposts are concurrently
deposited along the recruitmenttrails. Thelatter
substances function as orientation cues, so that
long after the recruitment signal has vanished,
motivated foragerscanstill follow the same track
(Hélldobler, 1971d). Circumstantial evidence in-
dicates that these cues originate at least in part
from the Dufour’s gland. We have evidence of
species-specificity in the mixture of compounds
of the Dufour’s glands of Pogonomyrmex (Regnier
et al., 1973; Hélldobler and Regnier, unpub-
lished). In addition Hangartner et al. (1970)
showed that Pogonomyrmex badius workers are
able to distinguish the odor of their own nest
material from that of other nests. In our most
recent laboratory experiments we found that
even the trunk trails contain colony-specific
chemical cues that enable the ants to choosethe
trails leading to their own nest as opposed to
those leading to a neighboring colony.

In a recent analysis (Hédlldobler, 1974) it was

demonstrated that trunktrails used by Pogono-
myrmex barbatus and P. rugosus during foraging
and homing havetheeffect of avoiding aggres-
sive confrontations between neighboring colo-
nies of the same species. They channel the mass
of foragers of hostile neighboringnestsin diver-
gent directions, after which each ant pursuesits
individual foraging exploration. This system
subtly partitions the foraging grounds and al-
lows a much denser nest-spacing pattern than
does a foraging strategy without trunk trails,
such as that employed by P. mancopa.

It is interesting to note that honeybees and
waspsalso userelatively persistent chemical ori-
entation cues to locate the nest entrance (Butler

et al., 1969, 1970). Apparently these species de-
posit the chemical signposts with footprints. It
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cannot be excluded that ants also employ the
footprint techniquefor setting auxiliary chemical
orientation cues. In fact, I frequently observed
that foragers of Pogonomyrmex rub their legs over
the abdominal tip before they leave the nest; an
even morestriking version of this behavior oc-
curs in the slave-raiding ant Polyergus just before
and during slave raids (Hdlldobler, unpub-
lished). Moreover, Torgerson and Akre (1970)
have shownthat workers of the army ants Eciton
hamatum, whichlay trails with hindgutcontents,

are able to set weak footprint trails after their
gasters have been removed. Finally, Leuthold
(1968b) provided circumstantial evidence that
workers of Crematogaster ashmeadi can deposit
chemical footprints without exhibiting the typi-
cal trail-laying behavior involving the hindlegs.

Chemical strategies during foraging also play
an important role in interspecific competition
amongants. I foundthat the subterranean spe-
cies Solenopsis fugax, commonly called the thief
ant, lays odoroustrails in the tunnels leading
into the brood chambersofneighboringant spe-
cies. The recruitmenttrail pheromoneoriginates
from the Dufour’s gland. More important, how-
ever, is the fact that Solenopsis, when preying on
the foreign brood,discharges a highly effective
and long-lasting repellent substance from the
poison gland. This material prevents brood-
keeping ants from defending their own larvae
against the predators. A very similar chemical
offense is used by pharaoh ants (Monomorium
pharaons). In addition to the recruitment phero-
moneoriginating from the Dufour’s gland,a re-
pellent substance is discharged from the poison
gland that enables the Monomorium to compete
successfully with other ant species at the same
food sources (H6lldobler, 1973b).

Very little is known about recruitment com-
munication in social wasps. Hase’s (1935) obser-
vations on Polybia atra indicate that this species
alerts nest mates when a food source has been
found. Similar observations were made by Lin-
dauer (1961) on Polybia scutellaris, and Naumann
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(1970) got very good observational evidencethat
Protopolybia pumila conducts a sort of “‘departure
dance,” which stimulates nest matesto fly out for
foraging. Although Kalmus (1954) claims that
Paravespula germanica and P. vulgaris do notalert
nest mates to new food sources, Maschwitz etal.

(1974a) provided experimental evidence prov-
ing recruitment communicationin these species.
The main signal seems to be the scent of the
food.

In sum,it appears on thebasis of limited evi-
dence that in at least some wasp species scouts
have the ability to alert nest mates when new
food sources are found, butthese individuals do
not transmit directional information about the
food source.

A similar simple system of communication
about food sources is possessed by bumblebees
(Bombus). In theserelatively primitive forms, so-
cial facilitation seems to occur after a successful
forager has returnedto the colony. Odors from
the food source, clinging to the bodyofthe scout
bee, apparently provide someinformation about
the food source (Free, 1970b).

Workers of somespecies of meliponinebees
(stingless bees) employ a similar primitive re-
cruitment communication. Kerr and Esch (1965)
report that in 7rigona silvestris an increasing num-
ber of bees fly out and search for food when a
foragerreturnsto the nest carrying a characteris-
tic odor with the food. Lindauer and Kerr (1958,
1960) and Esch (1967b) studied the different or-
ganizational levels of recruitment communica-
tion in stingless bees and found a variety of
recruitment techniques of increasing com-
plexity.

In 7rgona droryana, returning foragersalert
nest mates by a buzzing sound anda characteris-
tic zigzag run insidethe hive; however, noinfor-
mation aboutthe direction and distance of the
food source is transmitted. A similar communi-
cation behavior has been found in 7. muelleri, T.
jaty, and T. arawot. The next higher organiza-
tional level is represented by Trigona (Scapto-
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trigona ) postica. Recruiting beesare clearly able to
transmit directional information about the food
source in the following way: When a scout bee
discovers a food source it usually makes several
trips between the food andthe nest. Thenit be-
gins to set chemical signposts at two-meterinter-
vals on its way backto the nest, using a marking

substance that originates from the mandibular
glands. Having laid a chemical trail from the
food source to the nest, the scout conductszig-

zag runs and emits characteristic sounds, which
apparently alert the nest mates and induce them
to follow the scout along thetrail to the food
source. During one such guidingflight a bee can
lead more than fifty recruited nest mates to the
target area. Lindauer and Kerr proved that the
trail pheromone alone is not enoughtoelicit
trail-following behavior in newcomers. A guide
bee is necessary to lead the recruits to the food
source. Only after the newcomers have been led
along the trail, do they follow the trail back and

forth on their own.
There seemsto exist some degree ofspecific-

ity in these chemical orientation trails. Trgona
xanthotnicha follows trails of T. postica, but not
vice versa. Neither 7: postica nor T. spinipes follow
each other’s trails (Kerr et al., 1963). Blum etal.

(1970) identified neral and geranial as major
compounds of the mandibular gland secretions
of Tngona sublerranea and provided circumstan-
tial evidence that these substancesconstitute the
effective trail pheromone. Recently Kerr etal.
(unpublished;cited in Blum, 1974) succeeded in
inducing trail-following behavior in 7. spinipes
along an artificial trail of 2-heptanol, one of the
major compounds in the mandibular gland
secretions ofthis species.It 1s interesting to note
here that a propaganda-pheromone technique
has also been discoveredin stingless bees com-
parable to that used by slave raiding ants (see
p. 429). Stejskal (1962) observedthat the robber

bee Lestrimelitta limao lays chemicaltrails from its
own nestto the host species’ nests with mandibu-
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lar gland secretions. Blum (1966a) identified cit-
ral as the majortrail pheromone,andlater (Blum
et al., 1970) found that when citral is introduced

into colonies of the hosts Trigona or Melipona,

the behavior of these bees is completely dis-
rupted; in particular the victims seem unable to

launch a defense.
In general, meliponine recruits evidently

have to be alerted before they follow a chemical
trail. Lindauerand Kerr (1958) provided thefirst
experimental proof that sounds, emitted by re-
cruiting bees, constitute the important trigger-
ing signal. Lindauer (1961) described the
decisive experimental procedure asfollows:

Wedivided the beehive into two compartments with
a board. Througha sliding doorat the entrance hole
we could direct the marked collector bees into either
one or the other compartment. After a fairly long
feeding interval, we allowed a single scout to come to
a known feeding place and could nowestablish that
when weallowed her to return into compartment A
she would alsoalert her colleagues in compartment B.
In another experiment we combined twocoloniesin
a single box, separated only by a wire screen. Now we
could observe that the hummingofa single collector
bee of colony A would alsoalert novices of colony B.
The result of the experiments was negative, however,
when we paddedthe floor with foam rubber. Thelat-
ter result indicates that the receptor mechanism for
these humming soundsis not really hearing, but the
vibrational sense. It thus seemsto be provedthat the
hummingof the collector bees has an alerting effect.

All species of Trngona studied produce such
alerting sounds. A comparative investigation,
however, revealed that the sounds of Melipona
are more sophisticated. No odortrails are known
in the genus Melipona, but the duration of the

sounds produced by returning foragers varies
directly with the distance to the food source
(Kerr and Esch, 1965; Esch, 1967a). Thus the

sounds not only alert nest mates but may also

convey some information aboutthe distance of
the food source. Indeed, foragers of Melipona

quadnfasciata thatvisited a nearby feedingstation
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could be induced to fly out again to visit the
station when a tape recording of their own
sounds was played back to them (Esch, 1967a).
However,it must be mentioned that this experi-
ment worked only if the feeding station was not
too far away. Furthermore, only experienced
worker bees responded.In addition to thisalert-
ing and distance-indicating signal, recruiting
bees of Melipona guide hive matesin a striking
zigzag flight toward the food source. These guid-
ing flights last only 30-50 meters, after which the
followers usually lose contact with the leader
bee. However, after twenty to thirty repetitions
of such guiding flights, the recruited bees try to
find the target area on their own.In somespe-
cies, for example, Melipona seminigra, the guiding
flights are even shorter, only 10-20 m in length.

Recruitment Communication in Apis

CHEMICAL SIGNALS

The celebrated ‘“‘dance language’’ in honey-
bees is probably the most sophisticated and most
thoroughly studied communication behavior in
the animal kingdom. However, it should not be
overlooked that chemical signals also play an im-
portant role in the recruitment communication
of these insects. The chemical signals interact
with the dance language, and whentheyare de-
scribed separately from it, as will now be done,
the reader should keep in mindthatthe separa-
tion is artificial.

Karl von Frisch, who wasthe first to under-
stand the bees’ dance language, also discovered
that honeybees employa variety of chemical cues
in recruitment communication.Asearly as 1923
he demonstrated that environmental odors, such
as floral scents, play an importantrole during the
recruitmentprocess. It seemsthatfloral scents in
particular are carried on the body surface of
scout bees whentheyreturn to the hive, where,
together with the taste of the nectar offered in
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regurgitation, it informs nest mates about the
nature of the newly discovered food source. Bees
that have already had a successful experience
with a similar food source often becomealerted
by the familiar odor. Ribbands (1954, 1955a,

1955b) showed that some of these individuals
are stimulatedbythe scents aloneto fly out and
search for food.

In addition to the environmental odors,

pheromonesare used duringthe recruitment of
nest mates to certain target areas. As early as
1902 Sladen described ‘‘Sterzel’’-behavior
(chemical calling behavior) in honeybees. In
many circumstances—for example, when bees

attemptto attract lost foragers hometo thehive
or during swarmingto a new nesting site—they
bring their abdomenintoa slanting position and
by everting the Nassanoff’s gland discharge an
attraction pheromone,while simultaneously fan-
ning their wings vigorously, thus accelerating the
distribution of the pheromone (Renner, 1960)
(Fig. 14). In 1923 von Frisch found that also
during foraging worker bees discharge the Nas-
sanoff gland secretionsat feeding dishes contain-
ing highly concentrated sugar water. He found
that more recruits arrive at a feeding station
where scout bees were allowed to discharge the
pheromonethan at control stations wherethe

 
Fig. 14. A honeybee workerofApis mellifera show-

ing a recruitmentcalling posture with the Nassanoff
gland exposed and fanning with the wings.
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scout bees’ scent organs had been sealed off.
Morerecently Free and Williams (1970) pointed
out that the role of the Nassanoff gland secretion
as a recruitment signal is especially important
during recruitment to new water sources. Since
water 1S, In contrast to most of the natural food

sources, all but scentless, it is more important to

mark it so that it will be found. Indeed, bees

commonly discharge the Nassanoff gland secre-
tions after they have thoroughly inspected a new
water source.

The Nassanoff gland opens dorsally between
the last two abdominal tergites. Boch and
Shearer (1962, 1964) identified  geraniol,
nerolic, and geranic acids as major compounds
of the secretions, and their bioassays indicate
that the mixture of these compoundsis theat-
tracting stimulus. In addition, Weaver et al.
(1964) found citral to be a potent component,

even though this substance constitutes only a
minor fraction (Butler and Calam, 1969).

DANCE COMMUNICATION

Von Frisch and his students describeda vari-
ety of different dance forms conducted by honey-
bees in the hive (see von Frisch, 1967a). In the

following brief account I will concentrate on the
two most important dance patterns employed to
alert and recruit nest mates to certain target
areas.

Whena scoutbee of Apis mellifera discovers a
newrich food source, say, about 15 m from the

hive, she flies home,enters the hive, and regurg1-
tates food to several nest mates. After several
trips back to the food sourceshefinally starts to
conductthe “round dance”’ (Fig. 15), which von
Frisch describes as follows:

With swift tripping steps the forager bee runs in a
circle, of such small diameter that for the most part
only a singlecell lies within it. She runs aboutoverthe
six adjacent cells, suddenly reversing direction and
then turning again to heroriginal course, and so on.
Between tworeversals there are often one or two com-
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Fig. 15. The round dance of Apis mellifera. The

recruiting worker (black) dances the figure indicated
by the arrows. Stimulated nest mates follow closely.
(Based on von Frisch, 1967a.)

plete circles, but frequently only three-quartersorhalf
of a circle. The dance may cometo an end after one
or two reversals, but 20 and morereversals may suc-

ceed one another; correspondingly, at times the dance
lasts scarcely a second andatothers often goes on for
minutes. During dancesoflong durationthe centerof
movement may shift gradually over the breadth of
several cells. After the round dance has ended, food
often is distributed again at this or some otherplace
on the comb andthe danceis then resumed;this per-
formance may even be repeatedthrice or (rarely) of-
tener. The dance ends unexpectedly as it began, and
after a short period of cleaning and “refueling” the
bee rusheshastily to the hive entrance and takesoffon
the next foraging flight.

The round dance contains no directional or
distance information about the food source. It
merely alerts and stimulates nest matesto fly out
andsearch for the newly discovered food source.
However, the alerted bees perceive the odor of
the nearby source by antennating the dancer,
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and they also receive taste samples. These cues
enable them to find the particular source. As von
Frisch has shown,the better the food source the

more vigorous, long lasting, and lively are the
dances, and,in turn, the more beesare recruited

to the food source. Although some of these
parameters are difficult to measure, there exists
good observational evidence that they increase
with the quality of the food, for mstance, the

sugar concentration ofthe bait (Lindauer, 1948;
Boch, 1956).

If the distance between feeding place and
hive increases from 25 m to 100 m the round
dance gradually changes into the “waggle
dance”’ (Fig. 16), and at distances greater than

100 m the round danceis finally completely re-

 
Fig. 16. The waggle dance of Apis mellifera. The

recruiting worker (black) dances the figure indicated
by the arrows. Duringthestraight run it waggles vig-
orously with its body. The dancingbeeis closely fol-
lowedbystimulated nest mates. (Based on vonFrisch,
1967a.)
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placed by the waggle dance. Von Frisch (1967a)
describes the waggle danceas follows:

In the typical tail-wagging dance the bee runs
straight ahead for a short distance, returns in a semi-
circle to the starting point, again runs through the
straight stretch, describes a semicircle in the opposite
direction, and so on in regular alternation. The
straight part of the run is given particular emphasis by
a vigorous wagging of the body. This results from
rapid rhythmic sidewise deflections of the whole body
that are greatest at the tip of the abdomenandleast
at the head. The axis aboutwhichthesidewise oscilla-
tion 1s to be envisagedlies close before the bee’s head
and perpendicularto the substrate. The movementto
and fro is repeated 13-15 times in a second.

Like the round dance the waggle dance an-
nouncesthe find of a newprofitable food source,
the kind offood (by odor andtaste samples), and

the productivity of the food (by vigor andliveli-
ness of the dances). But, unlike the round

dances, the waggle dances in addition transmit
information aboutthe distance and the compass
direction of the target area. Alerted bees follow
the dancing beewith close antennal contact, and
thereby receive this information. The straight
run seems to be the most important part of the
waggle dance figure. Not only do the alerted
bees pay closest attention to this part of the
dancebutalso its features are mostclosely corre-
lated with the specific distance and direction of
the target area.

The greater the distance to the food source
the longer the duration of the straight run. The
straight run, however,is characterized not only
by the vigorous wagging of the abdomen. Esch
(1961, 1964) and Wenner (1962a) found that
during the straight run, the dancer also emits a
buzzing sound the duration of which is exactly
the same as that of the straight run. Esch pro-
duced circumstantial evidence that the duration
of the buzzing, which the follower bees perceive
with their antennaeandlegs, is the most impor-
tant distance-indicating cue. Occasionally, for
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example when the sugar concentration is low,
recruiters conduct ‘“‘silent’’ dances. Of 15,000

such dances observed by Esch, none succeeded
in recruiting bees to the food source. The next
question is: How does the dancer estimate the
distance between the hive and the food source?
Strong circumstantial evidence exists that the
bees use the amount of energy consumedon the
flight to the food source as a measure of the
distance. For instance, if a bee hasto fly to the
food against a head wind,thedistance she indi-

cates in the dance is longer than the actual one.
The sameis true if the bee is somehow hindered
by an artificial weight or sometinfoil mounted on
her thorax to increaseair resistance during her
flight to the food. It is important to note that
only one way is measured—only the energyre-
quiredto fly to the food sourceis indicated in the
dance.

As noted, the waggle dance contains not
merely information about the distance of a food
source but also the direction in which there-
cruits havetofly. If the weather 1s very warm and
many bees are assembled outside the hive, one
can frequently observe foragers regurgitating
their crop contents even before they enter the
hive; they also dance on a horizontal surface in
front of the nest entrance underthe opensky. In
those cases the straight run of the dance always
points in the direction of the food source. The
dancing bee maintains the same anglerelative to
the sun as on the flight from the hive to the
feeding place. In a series of ingenious experi-
ments, von Frisch demonstratedthat the bee ori-
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solar angle (azimuth) into the gravitational an-
gle. The dancer changesthe angle ofthe straight
run with respect to the sun to an angle with re-
spect to gravity. If the food sourceis located,say,
40° left of the sun, the dancing beewill orientits
straight run at an angle of 40° to the left of the
vertical. When the bee dances straight up,it is

indicating a food source located on straightline
toward the sun. Similarly, if the scout dances
straight down it meansthe goalis located in the
opposite direction. In this way the scout is able
to indicate any direction in the 360° around the
nest (Fig. 17). However, she cannot signal “up-
ward” or “downward” with reference to space
outside the hive. Thus the hive mates are in-
formed about the azimuthal angle and the dis-
tance but not aboutthe elevation of the goal. A
comparative analysis of successive dances has
shownthatthereis a minorvariation in the dance
components. Therefore recruits following only a
single dance would receive slightly different
messages. However, Esch and Bastian (1970)

found that recruits follow at least six dances be-
fore they fly out to the food source, while Mautz
(1971) found them following 6.9-12.8 dances.
Apparently the recruits integrate the informa-
tion they receive from the different dances, an

operation that accurately directs them to the
goal. Lindauer (1955) discovered that honeybees

employ waggle-dance communication to recruit
nest mates not only to food and water sources
but also to new nestingsites.

Wenner and his associates (see Wenner,

1967; Wenneretal., 1967, 1969; Johnson, 1967;

ents just as well relative to the polarized light of Johnson and Wenner, 1970; Wells and Wenner,
the blue sky. When, however, the sky is com-

pletely clouded or the horizontal platform is
placed in the dark, the dancers are disoriented

and do notindicate a specific direction.
Inside the hive, where it 1s completely dark,

the bees are therefore forced to use another cue

to orient their dances. Now they dance on the
vertical surface of the combs and translate the

1973) claimed newresults that suggest that the
bees do not understand the direction and dis-
tance information contained in the waggle
dance. According to their hypothesis the re-
cruited bees find their way to the food source
entirely by means of other cues, such as odors.
Their criticism of von Frisch’s experiments in
part reflects their incomplete interpretation of
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Fig. 17. Two examplesillustrating the transfer of

the angle between the sun, food source (F), and hive
(H) to the gravitational dimension. Above: The food
source 1s located in the direction of the sun; the
straight waggle run of the dancingfigure on the verti-
cal combpoints straight up. Below: The food source
is located 40° to theleft of the line drawn from the hive
to the sun; therefore, the dancing bee orients its
Straight waggle run in an angle 40° to theleft of the
vertical line on the comb.
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earlier, extensive literature. Although theycriti-
cized von Frisch’s control experiments as being
insufficient to prove direction and distance com-
munication in honeybees, their own experimen-

tations were far more seriously lacking in
controls. For a critical evaluation of this contro-
versy see von Frisch (1967b, 1968), Wilson
(1971), Lindauer (1971), Michener (1974),
Gould (1975), Gould et al. (1970), and Griffin
(see this volume, p. 27). On the positive side, the
skepticism of Wenner and his associates has
stimulated new investigations by other research
groups. New techniques and more-rigorous con-
trol experiments were applied, whichfinally led
to the full confirmation of von Frisch’s results.

The most importantprogress in the study of
the honeybees’ dance communication has very
recently been achieved by Gould (1974, 1975).
He succeededin causinga ‘“‘natural dummy”’ to
dance and wastherebyable to misdirect recruits
into areas other than those where the feeding
station waslocated. For the design of his experi-
ments Gould exploited the following findings:
(1) Von Frisch (1962) had reported that the
honeybeestend to interpreta bright light in the
hive as the sun andwill orient their dancestoit
rather than to gravity. (2) Lindauer and
Schricker (1963) demonstrated that bees with
their ocelli painted over are far less sensitive to
light. On this basis Gould argued:

Whena light of an appropriate brightnessis used,
foragers with painted ocelli will ignore the light and
dance with respect to gravity, while untreated bees
both dance and interpret dances as thoughthe light
werethe sun.If the beesutilize the distance anddirec-
tion information in the dance,it should be possible for
ocelli-painted foragers to recruit bees to specific but
incorrect locations.

Indeed, by this kind of experimentation, Gould
demonstrated that a significant numberofre-
cruits used the false information about distance
and direction transmitted by the dancing bee and
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arrived at the checkpoint but not at the feeding
station.

EVOLUTIONARY ASPECTS OF DANCE

COMMUNICATION

The search by von Frisch and his associates
for more-elementary forms of communication in
other bee species, including stingless bees, has
resulted in the reconstruction of the possible
evolution that led to the highly sophisticated
dance language in the honeybee Apzs mellifera.
Boch (1957) demonstrated that even within the

species A. mellifera there exist considerable varia-
tions in the dance language. Different geograph-
ical races communicate with different “dialects.”
For instance, in 4. mellifera carnica the round
dance changes to the waggle dance when the
goal is about 85 m from the hive, whereas in A.
mellifera nigra and A. mellifera intermissa this occurs
at distances of about 65 m and in A. mellifera
fasciata at only 12 m.

Lindauer (1956) studied dance communica-

tion in other Apis species. Probably the closest
relative to A. mellifera is A. indica. It also nests in
dark crevices, and like A. mellifera it translates the
azimuthal angle into a gravitational angle on a
vertical surface. However, the waggle danceis
performed even whenthe goal1s as close as 2 m
from the nest. The giant honeybee (Apis dorsatia)

nests in the open undera rockor1n tree. Forag-
ers dance onthevertical comb, but they need the
sun orthe blue sky to orient their waggle dance.
The dwarfhoneybee (Apisflorea) also nests in the
open. It communicates by the waggle dance but
only performs on a horizontal platform.If it 1s
forced to dance on a vertical surface, it either

stops dancing or becomes disoriented. Obvi-
ously this species is not able to translate the
azimuthal angle into the gravitational angle.

This brings us back to the stingless bees,dis-
cussed on p. 441-43. In the most advanced spe-
cies, such as Melipona quadrifasciata and M.
merillae, foragers not only showthe direction to
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the goal by a short zigzag guidanceflight butalso
indicate the distance by means of a sound code
(Esch et al., 1965; Esch, 1967a). As in Apis, the

duration of these particular soundsis correlated
with the distance to the food source. From this
organizational level it is not a big step to the
“symbolic guidance behavior’ of Apis. The
honeybee runs in the direction of the food
source and in so doing exhibits flight-intention
movements. These are characterized by buzzing
sounds, which consist of short vibrational epi-

sodes, one of which lasts about 15 msec. About

thirty such episodes occur in a second. During
each episode the flight muscles produce vibra-
tions of 250 cycles/sec. This frequencyis identi-
cal with the wing-beat frequency, although no
wing stroke is actually executed (Esch, 1961).

From these findings it is reasonable to conclude
that the waggle-dance communication behavior
in honeybeesis a highly ritualized guiding flight
to the target area. The simple motor displays,
mechanical signals, and chemical cues of some

stingless bee species presumably represent the
more primitive mechanisms from which the wag-
gle dance seems to have originated. One can
hypothesize that in bees, which must fly long
distances, chemical recruitment is less accurate

and therefore has becomeless significant. This
led to the development of the highly sophis-
ticated, ritualized waggle dance, which not only
stimulates nest mates but also transmits rela-
tively accurate information aboutthe location of
the target area.

Communication during Trophallaxis

Wilson (1971) defines trophallaxis as the “‘ex-

change of alimentary liquids among colony
membersand guestorganismseither mutually or
unilaterally. In stomodeal trophallaxis the mate-
rial originates from the mouth; in proctodeal
trophallaxis it originates from the anus.” Tro-
phallaxis plays a central role in the social orga-
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nization of mostspecies ofsocial insects. It is the
major mechanism by whichfood1s distributed in
the society; but in addition it functions to trans-

fer specific pheromones from oneindividual to
another.

Usually trophallaxis is initiated by specific
communicationstimuli. Montagner (1966, 1967)

studied the signals involved during food ex-
change between adults of the social wasps Vespula
(Paravespula) germanica and V. (P.) vulgaris. He
found thatthesoliciting wasp initiates regurgita-
tion in a prospective donorbya seriesoftactile
signals. When the begging wasp has approached
the nest mate head-on, she lowers her body
slightly, turns her head sideways, and strokes the
mouthparts of the donor with her antennae and
palpae (Fig. 18). This stimulation continues as
long as the food exchange goes on. Whenregur-
gitatlon comesto an end, the donor pushesits
antennae against the mandibles of the beggar,
and the contact is interrupted.

Montagner describes a_ social hierarchy
amongthe adults by which dominantindividuals
apparently receive more food than they give.
The mother queen is on top of the hierarchical
order, virgin queens are dominantovertheirsis-
ters, and within the worker group there appears
to exist a dominancerelationship expressed by
certain subtle behavioral patterns. Forinstance,
a dominantworker doesnotlowerits body when
it solicits food from a subordinate. Occasionally,
it even steps on the donor,stroking intensively
with its antennae against the mouthparts ofthe
subordinate and thereby “‘forcing”’ it to regurgi-
tate its crop contents.

There also exists a reciprocal food exchange
between wasp adults and larvae. Du Buyson
(1903) andJanet(1903) werethefirst to describe
the larval secretions of Polistes and Vespula as
sweet substances. Roubaud (1911) suggested
that larvae induce brood-tending behavior in
adult wasps by offering them these secretions,
and W. M. Wheeler (1918) finally proposed the

 

 
Fig. 18. The initiation of regurgitation between

two workers of the wasp Vespula (Paravespula) ger-
manica. 1.,2. The solicitor on the right approachesthe
donor andplaces thetips of her flexible antennae on
the donor’s lower mouthparts. 3. The donor responds
by closing her antennae onto those ofthesolicitor,
who then begins gently to stroke her antennae up and
down over the lower mouthparts 4-7. If this interac-
tion continues, the donorwill begin to regurgitate,
and the solicitor will be able to feed. (From Wilson,
1971, based on Montagner, 1966.)
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term “‘trophallaxis” for this kind of reciprocal
food exchange.

Usually wasp larvae give away these liquids,
which are secreted from the saliva glands, as
soon as they are stimulated by very unspecific
tactile signals. Maschwitz (1966b) analyzed the
larval salivary secretions of Vespula (Paravespula)
germanica and found itto be an 8.9 percent sugar
solution (trehalose and glucose). Aminoacids,
proteins, and proteolitic enzymes and small
amounts of uric acid and ammonia are also
presentin thelarval saliva secretions. Maschwitz
provided convincing evidence that these larval
secretions are used by workers as an energy
source, especially when they are prevented from
making foragingtrips during bad weather and on
other occasions. Thus the larvae can function as
living storage containers.

According to Montagner’s findings (1963,
1964) Vespula males obtain mostof their food by
milking larvae. Their ‘“‘awkward” begging behav-
ior toward adult workerssolicits but little food:

thus they depend heavily on larval secretions.
Ikan et al. (1968) and Ishay and Ikan (1969),
working with Vespa orientalis, confirmed Masch-
witz’s results and discovered in addition what
Wilson (1971) has called ‘‘a biochemical division
of labor.” Vespa onentahs adults are apparently
unable to digest proteins. Only larvae are capa-
ble of gluconeogenesis and convert proteins,
whichtheyare fed by workers, partly to carbohy-
drates, such as glucose, fructose, and sucrose,

and return them to the adults during trophal-
laxis. This division of labor is not universal, how-

ever, because in other wasp species, such as
Vespula germanica, proteolytic enzymes have been
detected in the midguts of larvae and adults
(Spradbery, 1973).

Trophallaxis is highly variable amongspecies
of bees and is most elaborately developed in the
honeybees Apis. Michener (1974) describes a
typical food exchange between forager and nest-
worker in honeybeesas follows:
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Whena forager with a crop full of nectar arrives in
the nest, she promptly approachesa receiver head-on,
opens her mandibles, and regurgitates a drop of nec-
tar onto the slightly projected base of her proboscis
(upper surface of prementum andstipites), the rest of
which remains folded back under the head. The re-
ceiver then extends her proboscis and,with the tip of
it, takes nectar from the drop. Meanwhile the anten-
nae of both beesare in continual stroking motion, an
activity that probably keeps the two bees properly ori-
ented for the transfer.

Montagner and Pain (1971), with the aid of
high-speed motion picture analysis, recently de-
scribed the movement of the antennae during
the trophallactic act in more detail. Free (1956,

1959) studied the releasing stimuli of trophallac-
tic behavior in honeybees with a series of inge-
nious dummy experiments. He was able to
demonstrate that the head with antennae is
clearly superior to any other part of the body in
releasing the solicitation of food-offering behav-
ior. If the antennae are removed, the dummy
becomesless effective, but the effectiveness can

be restored by insertingartificial antennae made
of wire. In addition, odor seems to play a major
role: heads belonging to nest mates were more
effective as trophallactic releasers than those be-
longing to membersofanothercolony.Free also
found that a begging beereleases regurgitation
in a nest mate by thrusting its proboscis between
the mouthparts of a prospective donor.

The ‘‘eagerness”’ with which hive workers ac-
cept the crop load from a recruiting forager indi-
cates to the forager the food need of the colony
and may in fact determine whetherthe forager
starts to recruit nest matesto the food source by
dancing. A similar communication mechanism is
applied duringthe “air conditioning” process in
a beehive. Even if the outside temperature rises
to more than 70°C, the internal temperature of
the hive remains about 35°C. This is achieved by
an increased evaporation of water.

Wateris carried into the hive and distributed on
cells in tiny droplets. Droplets are deposited particu-
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larly at the entrance of the open brood cells. At the
sametime a large numberofbees can be seen hanging
overthe broodcells and continuously extending their
proboscises back and forth. Each time they do this
they press a drop of water from their mouths and
spread it with the proboscis into a film, which has a
large evaporating surface. Whenthe water evaporates,
the proboscis is retracted again and a new droplet
spread out. (Lindauer, 1971]

This air-conditioning behavior is regulated
by a highly organized division of labor. Only ex-
perienced bees functionas watercollectors; they
give their water loads to the nest workers, which
then spread the water around. However, the wa-
ter collectors’ activity has to be adjusted to the
needsinside the hive, which in turn depends on
the temperature. In other words, there has to be
a sort of thermostatthat turns the cooling system
on or off. Lindauer (1954) discovered that this
consists of a relatively simple “feedback” com-
munication process.

Let us assume that water collecting is still in
progress and the foragersare to be informed whether
or not there is need for more water. To transmit this
information the hive bees make use of the short mo-
ment whenthey have contact with the collectors; this
is during waterdelivery at the entrance hole. As long
as overheating exists, the home-coming foragers are
relieved oftheir burden with great greed,three or four
bees at once mayrush upto

a

collector and suck from
her the extruded water droplet. This stormy begging
informsthe collector bee that there is a pressing need
for more water. Whenthe overheating begins to sub-
side, however, the hive bees show less interest in the
watercollectors. The latter now have to run aroundin
the hive themselves, trying to find somewhere a bee
thatwill relieve them ofatleast part of the waterload.
The delivery in such cases takes much moretime, of
course. This rejecting attitude contains the message
“Water needs fulfilled,” and the watercollectingwill
thus stop, even thoughthecollectors themselves have
notbeen at the brood nests to experience the changed
temperature situation. [Lindauer, 1971]

Lindauercould convincingly demonstrate thatin
honeybees“this delivery timeis in fact an accu-
rate gauge of water demand.”
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In ants the developmentoftrophallactic food
exchangeis highly variable. In most of the spe-
cies of the two more-primitive subfamilies Myr-
meciinae and Ponerinae, trophallaxis is either
completely lacking or only poorly developed.
The rate of trophallactic food exchange can be
measured quantitatively by labeling the food
with radioactive tracers (Gésswald and Kloft,
1956, 1960; Wilson and Eisner, 1957). Many
species of the subfamilies Aneuretinae, Doli-
choderinae, Formicinae, and Myrmicinae show a
relatively high food-exchange rate (Wilson and
Eisner, 1957). In a few other species, however,
trophallaxis apparently has becomeirrelevant
with the developmentofvery specialized feeding
habits. Examples of these specialized groupsin-
clude the harvesting ants and fungus-growing
ants.

The rate of food exchange dependsalso on
several environmental and physiologicalfactors,
such as temperature, humidity, and nutritional
Status, as well as on thesize and social structure
of the group (Kneitz, 1963; Lange, 1967). The
radioactive tracer techniqueallowsthe direction
of social food flow to be determined;it can fur-
ther be used to identify which castes and age
groups are participating. Lange (1967), for in-
stance, discovered that in Formica species the
flow of protein food is directed preferentially
toward young workers and queens, whereascar-
bohydrates are more evenly distributed in the
colony. In mostspecies only female castes regur-
gitate food to other membersofthe society. In
carpenter ants (Camponotus herculeanus and C. lig-
miperda) young malesalso take an active part in
the social food distribution (Hdlldobler, 1966).
In these species the males live in the nest an
unusually long time (more than nine months)
before departing for the nuptial flight. During
the first phase of their adult life especially, they
receive large amounts of food from the workers.
This intake apparently enables them to complete
their spermatogenesis and to build upa rich fat
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body. It seems reasonable that duringthis period
the males do not block the social food flow but
rather participate actively in the social food dis-
tribution.

Foragers usually carry liquid food into the
nestin their crops (foregut) and regurgitate part
of the contentsto individualnest mates (Fig. 19).
Thereis strong circumstantial evidence that dur-
ing trophallaxis secretions from thelabial gland
and postpharyngeal gland are also passed from
one individual to the other. Recent results by
Markin (1970) indicate that in the Argentine ant

Iridomyrmex humilis secretions from the post-
pharyngeal gland are preferentially fed to
queens and small larvae.

Thesocial food flow in an antsociety 1s orga-
nized by a variety of signals. Queen pheromones
and specific cues by which young workers and
brood are identified probably regulate the di-
rected food flow. In addition certain behavioral
patternsandtactile signals play a majorrole dur-
ing trophallactic food exchange. Several at-
tempts have been madeto analyzethese signals
in ants (Kloft, 1959; Wallis, 1961; Hélldobler,

1966; Lenoir, 1972a, 1972b). Recently we ap-

plied high-speed motion picture analyses (200-
450 f/sec), which, together with the facts already

|
Fig. 19. Schematic drawing illustrating the food

flow from the crop (right) of the donor ant to the
soliciting ant (left). K = crop, M = midgut, R = hind-
gut. (From Hdlldobler, 1973c.)
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known, enabled us to synthesize a fairly com-
plete picture of the food exchange behaviorin
Formica (H6lldobler, 1970a, 1973c).

The behavioral patterns of the donor and the
solicitor are exceedingly different. Workers re-
turning to the nest with a heavily filled crop ap-
proach nest mates head-on,with their mandibles
wide open andtheir labia extended. If this re-
sults in a mouth-to-mouth contact and the
labium of the food-offering ant is only slightly
touched, regurgitation occurs instantly. If the
food-carrying ant doesnotfind a nest mate ready
to accept the food, she will regurgitate a food
droplet even withoutany tactile stimulation. Af-
ter she has heldit for a while between her mandi-
bles, she will finally scrape it off on the ground
or a wall of the nest chamber.

According to Wallis (1961), in about 90 per-
cent of the cases the initiative during food-
exchange behavior comes from the soliciting
worker. The solicitor first antennates an ap-
proaching ant, and as soon as both ants stand
head-on, the beggar conducts rapid strokes with
its forelegs while simultaneously continuing to
antennate the other ant’s head (Fig. 20). The
more intense the begging behavior the more
precisely are the strokes of the forelegs aimed
toward the mouthparts of the donor. Motion pic-

tures taken from the underside clearly demon-
strate that in these cases the strokes hit the
labium of the donor.Indeed,thesetactile signals

seem to release regurgitation. The donor opens
the mandibles, extrudesthe labium,and regurgi-
tates crop contents. Frequently, stroking with

the forelegs ceases as soon as the food beginsto
flow. Nevertheless, the beggar continues to

touch the head andto palpate the mouthparts of
the donor with its maxillae. The donor, on the

other hand,keeps its antennae folded backward,

and only whenthe regurgitation comesto an end

does it move them closer to the beggar’s head.
Often the beggar then provides anotherseries of
strokes with its forelegs, which may inducea sec-
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Fig. 20. Three behavioral steps that generally

characterize trophallactic food exchange in the ant
Formica sanguinea. Above: The begging ant (white) an-
tennates a prospective donor ant. Middle: Thesolici-
tor stimulates the labium ofthe donorwithits forelegs
while continuingits antennation. This leads to regur-
gitation of crop contents by the donor. Below:As the
crop of the donor gradually empties, the tendency to
regurgitate crop contents weakens. The donorraises
its forelegs andfinally exhibits its own begging move-
ments. This usually terminates the trophallactic food
exchange. (From Hdlldobler, 1973c.)

ond phaseof regurgitation. But when the donor

finally raises its forelegs and even conducts beg-

ging strokes, the trophallactic contact usually
breaks up. These observations suggest that be-

sides the other stimuli, the tactile stimulation of

the mouthparts releases regurgitation in food-
laden ants. This inference was confirmed experi-
mentally. Ants with a full crop could be induced

to regurgitate crop contentsbyartificially stumu-
lating them at the labium.
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Trophallactic relations exist not only be-

tween adults but also between larvae and adults.

In species of the subfamilies Ponerinae, Myr-

micinae, and Formicinae, especially, larvae stim-

ulated by touch discharge small quantities of

liquid, which are then readily licked up by the

workers (Le Masne, 1953; Maschwitz, 1966b).

Maschwitz found relatively high concentrations

of amino acids but no carbohydrates in the

stomodeal contents of larvae of Tetramorium caes-

pitum. Wiist (1973) demonstrated that the

stomodeal secretions originate from the labial

gland. She found that the labial glands of

Monomorium pharaonis contain amino acids and

proteins, but no carbohydrates. Ant larvae also

dischargea clear liquid from the anal region. Le

Masne (1953) speculates that these substances

originate from the Malpighian tubules and con-

tain waste products. Wiist was able to show that

the proctodeal substances are discharged from

the rectal bladder and that they contain mainly

amino acids. Wiist also provided experimental
evidence that these larval secretions can play an

importantrole in the “‘social food household”’ of
an ant colony. In Leptothorax curvispinosus, these

larval secretions seem to constitute the main
food of the queens (Wilson, 1974).

Brood-Adult Communication

The precedingsection presented a few exam-
ples of behavioral interactions between larvae
and adults in the social Hymenoptera.I will now

discuss some signals that have been found to
regulate communication between brood and
adults.

The fourth- and fifth-instar larvae of hornets

(Vespa crabro and V. orientalis) produce sounds by
extending and contracting their bodies rhythmi-

cally and thereby scraping their mandibles across
the carton wall of the cells. Investigations by
Schaudinischky and Ishay (1968) and Ishay and
Landau (1972) indicate that these sounds may
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function as a “food-begging”’ signal. When the
sounds were recorded and played back through
a vibrator attached to an emptycell, workersori-
ented toward the cell and attemptedto feedit.
According to Ishay and Schwartz (1973), the
sound frequencies produced by worker-, queen-,
and male-larvae differ from one another. The
same authors found species differences in the
larval sounds of V. orientalis and V. crabro. In
studying thermoregulation in the nests of hor-
nets, Ishay and Ruttner (1971) discovered that
female adults tend to warm older pigmented
pupae, even when theyare placed outside the
nest. Ishay (1972) provided evidence that these
pupal wasps emit a pheromonethatnotonly at-
tracts the adults but also evokes warming behav-
ior.

Brooding behavioris also induced by chemi-
cal signals in young queens of the bumblebee
species Bombus vosnesenskii and B. edwardsii by
chemical signals. Heinrich (1974) demonstrated
that in this case the pheromoneapparently does
not originate from the brood but is deposited
onto the brood clumpby the queen. The scent
guides the queen and subsequently the workers
to the site where the broodis located and in-
duces them to provide warming behavior.

Although not much is known about brood-
adult communication in honeybees,thereis cir-
cumstantial evidence that honeybee workers can
smell their larvae. Free (1967) has demonstrated
that the odor of the brood alone causes honey-
bee workers to forage for pollen. Further,it has
been shown that honeybee workers distinguish
not only between worker larvae and male larvae
(Haydak, 1958) but also between worker larvae
and queenlarvae (Woyke, 1971). The cues em-
ployed are still unknown.

Ants lick and tend their brood constantly.
Numerous observations indicate that this inti-
mate relationship between nurses and brood is
based on chemical communication (Watkins and
Cole, 1966; Hédlldobler, 1965, 1967; Schneirla,
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1971; -Wilson, 1971). Glancey et al. (1970)
claimed to have succeeded in extracting larval
pheromonesthat release adoption behavior in
adult ants from larvae of Solenopsis invicta (=S.
saevissima). Walsh and Tschinkel (1974), unable
to duplicate the rather unspecific bioassay, de-
veloped a morespecific assay to test brood-
recognition signals. They produced good
evidence that in S. invicta a nonvolatile contact
brood pheromoneis distributed evenly over the
whole cuticle of larvae, prepupae, and pupae.
Althoughit wasnotpossible to isolate the phero-
mone, the pupae could be deprived of their
attractiveness by extraction. The authors con-
cluded:

There exists substantial evidencefor a brood phero-
mone. Theretrieval of skins and larval body contents
on blotter, the persistence of the signal for such long
periods after death (72 hours) despite disfigurement
of the larval cuticle and the ability of organic solvents
to destroy thesignal withoutvisibly altering the cuticle
are compelling evidence for a pheromone.

I can fully confirm these results by my own
independentinvestigations with Camponotus lig-
niperda (H6lldobler, 1965) and Formica sanguinea
(Hélldobler, unpublished). In these species I
found nonvolatile chemical components, attrac-
tive to adult ants, on the pupa’s skin. I have
circumstantial evidence that these pupal phero-
monesare at least in part contained in the ex-
uvial liquid. During eclosion of the pupa the
pheromonesseem to stimulate nurseants to aid
the youngin the eclosion process.

This result leads us to the formulation of an-
other important problem.Antlarvae, pupae, and
young callow workers can easily be transferred
from one colonyto another, often even from one
species to another (K. Hdlldobler, 1948; Pla-
teaux, 1960; Hdlldobler, 1967). After a certain
age, however, adult workers are no longer ac-
cepted by foreign colonies. If, as is generally as-
sumed, the colony odor is caused by the
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absorption ofa specific mixture of environmen-

tal odorants into the cuticle, it is not clear why

larvae, pupae, and callow workers should not

carry the odor of the colony in which they are

raised andtherefore bejust as subject to aggres-

sion from membersof a foreign colonyas their

older nest mates are. To explain these contradic-

tions we can hypothesizethat in the broodstages

the colony odoris masked by the brood-tending

pheromones, which are not colony-specific. It 1s

also conceivable that these pheromones have a

high position in a hierarchical order of a phero-

monesystem and ‘“‘dominate”’ any other colony-

specific odorous cues (Hdlldobler, 1973a).

This absence of brood discriminationhasac-

tually been exploited by many social parasitic

ants, which conductso-called slave raids, during

which they rob broodofclosely related neigh-

boring species. When these kidnapped pupae

eclose in the slave raiders’ nest, the young work-

ers are “imprinted” with the odor of their cap-

tors’ colony andin the future behavein a hostile

manner toward their real sisters, who have re-

mained behind in their mutual mother’s nest.

The assumption of a high position of the brood

pheromonein a pheromone system would also
imply that the Q/K ratio, 1.e., the ratio of phero-

mone molecules released to the response-

threshold concentration (Bossert and Wilson,

1963), should be very low. A high Q/K would

saturate the nest with the dominantsignal, and

colony odors and other chemical signals would

become almost ineffective. Indeed, the observa-

tions that the brood pheromonesare nonvolatile

and are effective only in very close ranges sup-

port this speculation.

Communication between Ants and

Their Guests

Wehaveseen that the complex life within the

insect society dependson the efficiency of many

different forms of communication.It is therefore
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notable that a large numberof solitary arthro-

pods have acquired the capacity to provide the

correct signals to these social insects. They have

“broken the code” and are thereby able to take

advantage of the benefits of the societies. Ant

colonies contain an especially large number of

these solitary arthropods. The guests, which are

commonly known as myrmecophiles, include

many membersofthe order Coleoptera (beetles)

but also many mites, collembolans, flies, wasps,

and members of other insect groups. Different

species of myrmecophiles occupy different sites

within an ant colony. Somelive alongthetrails

of the ants, some at the garbage dumpsoutside

the nest, others within the outermost nest cham-

bers, while still others are found within the

brood chambers (HO6lldobler, 1971b, 1972,

1973a). In each case the requirements ofinter-

specific communication are different.

Some of the most advanced myrmecophilic

relationships are foundin the staphylinid beetles

Lomechusa strumosa and several species of the
genus Atemeles. L. strumosa lives with the red
slave-making ant (Formica sanguinea) in Europe.

Atemeles pubicollis, also a European species,1s nor-

mally found with the mound-making wood ant
(Formica polyctena) during the summer.Butin the

winter it inhabits the nests of ants of the genus
Myrmica. We know from Wasmann’s observa-

tions, madesixty years ago,that these beetles are
both fed and reared by their host ants. The be-

havioral patterns of the larvae of these beetles
are similar for the various species; in particular

the larvae prey to a certain extent on their host
ants’ larvae. It is therefore astonishing that the
brood-keeping ants not only tolerate these
predators but also feed them as they do their
own brood.

Both chemical and mechanical interspecific

communicationis involved in these unusualrela-
tionships. The beetle larvae show a characteristic

begging behavior toward their host ants. As soon
as they are touchedbyan antthey rear up andtry
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to make contact with the ant’s head.If they suc-
ceed they tap the ant’s labium with their own
mouthparts (Fig. 21). This apparently releases
regurgitation of food by the ant. The antlarvae

 
Fig. 21. Food-begging behavior ofthelarva of the

myrmecophilous beetle Atemeles pubicollis. (From Hll-
dobler, 1967.)

By feeding ants on honey mixedwith radioac-
tive sodium phosphateit is possible to measure
the social exchange of food in a colony. These
experiments show that when myrmecophilous
beetle larvae are present in the brood chamber
they obtain a proportionately greater share of
the food than the host-ant larvae receive. The
presence ofant larvae does not affect the food
flow to the beetle larvae, whereas antlarvae al-
ways receive less food when they compete with
beetle larvae. This finding suggests that the re-
leasing signals presented bythe beetle larvae to
the brood-keeping ants may be moreeffective
than those presented by the ant larvae them-
selves.

The beetle larvae are also frequently and in-
tensely groomed by the brood-keepingants; thus
it seemed probable that chemicalsignals are also
involved in this interspecific relationship. The
transfer of substances from the larvae to the
brood-keeping ants could in fact be demon-
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strated by experiments with radioactive tracers.
These substancesare probably secreted by glan-
dular cells, which occur dorsolaterally in the in-
tegument of each segment. The biological
significance of the secretions was elucidated by
the following experiments: Beetle larvae were
completely covered with shellac to prevent the
liberation of the secretion. They were then
placed outside the nest entrance together with
freshly killed but otherwise untreated control
larvae. The ants quickly carried the control ani-
mals into the brood chamber. The shellac-cov-
ered larvae on the other hand were either
ignored orcarried to the garbage dump.It was
found that for adoption to be successfulatleast
one segmentof the larva had to be shellac-free.
Furthermore, it was possible to show that after
all the secretions were extracted with acetone the
larvae were no longerattractive. However,if the
extracted larvae were contaminated with secre-
tions from normallarvae they once again became
attractive. Even filter paper dummies soaked in
such secretions were carried into the brood
chambers.

In sum, the experiments show that the adop-
tion ofthe beetle larvae andtheir care within the
ant colony depend on chemicalsignals. It may be
that the beetle larvae imitate a pheromonethat
the ant larvae themselvesuse in releasing brood-
keeping behaviorin the adult ants. In obtaining
food from the brood-keepingants, however, the
beetle larvae imitate and even exaggerate the
food-begging behavior of the ant larvae (Hdll-
dobler, 1967).

The question next arises of how the antcol-
ony manages to survive the intense predation
and food parasitism by the beetle larvae. Our
observations have suggested a very simple an-
swer. The beetle larvae are cannibalistic, and this
factor aloneis effective in limiting the numberof
beetle larvae in the brood chambersat any given
time. Lomechusa larvae normally occur singly
throughout the brood chambers, in contrast to
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the ant larvae, which are usually clustered to-

gether.
After a period of growth the beetle larvae

pupate in the summer. At the beginning ofau-

tumn they eclose as adult beetles. The newly

hatched Lomechusa beetles leave the ant nest and

after a short period of migration seek adoption

in anothernest of the same host-antspecies. Afe-

meles beetles, on the other hand, migrate from

the Formica nest, wherethey have beenraised,to

the nests of the ant genus Myrmica. They winter

inside the Myrmica brood chambers and in the

spring return to a Formica nest to breed (Was-

mann, 1910; Hélldobler, 1970a). The fact that

the adult beetle is tolerated and fed in the nests
of ants belonging to two different subfamilies

suggests that it is able to communicateefficiently

in two different “languages.”
The Atemeles face a major problem in finding

their way from one hostspecies to another. For-
mica polyctena nests normally occur in woodland,
while Myrmica nests are found in the grassland
around the woods. Experiments have revealed
that when Alemeles leave the Formica nest they
show high locomotor and flight activity and ori-
entate toward light. This may well explain how
they manageto reachtherelatively open Myrmica
habitat. Once they reach the grassland the bee-
tles must distinguish the Myrmica ants from the
otherspecies present and locate their nests. Lab-
oratory experiments have revealed that they
identify the Myrmica nests by specific odors.
Wind-borne species-specific odors are equally
important in the spring movement back to the
Formica nests.

Having found the hosts, the beetles mustse-
cure their own adoption. The process involves
the five sequential steps depicted in Fig. 22. First
the beetle taps the ant lightly with its antennae
andraises the tip of its abdomen towardthe ant.
The latter structure contains whatI call the ‘‘ap-
peasement glands.” The secretions of these
glands, which are immediately licked up by the
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ant, seem to suppress aggressive behavior. The

ant is attracted next by a secondseries of glands

along the lateral margins of the abdomen. The

beetle now lowers its abdomenin order to per-

mit the ant to approach. The glandular openings

are surroundedbybristles, which are grasped by

the ant and used to carry the beetle into the

brood chamber. By experimentally occluding the

openings of the glands, it could be shownthat
the secretion is essential for successful adoption.

For this reason I have cometo label them ‘‘adop-

tion glands.” Thus the adoption ofthe adult bee-
tle, like that of the larva, depends on chemical

communication. Again it is most probable that
an imitation of a species-specific pheromoneis
involved (Hdélldobler, 1970a).

Before leaving the Formica nest the Alemeles
beetle must obtain enough food to enable it to
survive the migration to the Myrmica nest. This
it obtains by begging from the ants. The begging
behavioris essentially the same toward both For-
mica and Myrmica. The beetle attracts the ant’s
attention by rapidly drummingon the antwithits
antennae. Using its maxillae and forelegs it
touches the mouthparts ofthe ant, thus inducing
regurgitation (Fig. 23). As noted previously, the
ants themselves employ a similar mechanical
stimulation of the mouthparts to obtain food
from one another.It is thus clear that Atemeles 1s
able to obtain food by imitating these simple
tactile food-begging signals.

Finally we can reflect on the significance of
host changing, as seen in the beetle Atemeles.

There are good reasons for believing Atemeles
first evolved myrmecophilic relationships with
Formica. We can hypothesize that the ancestral
Atemeles beetles hatched in Formica nests in the
autumn and then dispersed, returning to other

Formica nests only to overwinter. This pattern is
seen in Lomechusa today (Wasmann, 1915; Hdll-
dobler, 1972). However, in the Formica nest,

brood-keeping ceases during the winter, and
consequently social food flow is reduced. In con-



 
Fig. 22. Behavioral interactions between the bee-

tle Atemeles pubicollis (white) and the ant Myrmica lae-
vinodis (black) during the adoption process. 1.,2. The
beetle antennates and presents its appeasement
glands (apg) to the ant.3. After licking, the ant moves
around andlicks the adoption glands (ag). 4. The
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beetle unrolls its abdomen,and theantpicks the bee-
tle up by the bristles associated with the adoption
glands. 5. The antcarries the beetle into the nest; the
beetle assumes a typical transportation posture.
(From Hélldobler, 1969.)
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Fig. 23. The myrmecophilousbeetle Atemeles pubi-
colis soliciting regurgitation in its host ant Myrmica
laevinodis. Above: The beetle gains the attention of a
worker ant by tappingit with its antennae and fore-
legs. Middle: The beetle then stimulates the labium of
the ant, thereby releasing regurgitation (bottom).
(From Hdlldobler, 1970a.)

trast, the Myrmica colony maintains brood-keep-
ing throughout the winter. Thus in Myrmica
nests, larvae and nutrient from the social food

flow are both available as high-grade food
sources to the myrmecophiles. These observa-
tions coupled with the fact that the beetles are
sexually immature whenthey hatch suggest why
it 1s advantageousfor the beetle to overwinter in
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Myrmica nests. In the Myrmica nest gametogene-

sis proceeds, and whenspring comesthe beetles

are sexually mature. They then return to the For-

mica nest to mate andlay their eggs. At this ime

the Formica are just beginningto raise their own

larvae and the social food flow 1s again optimal.

Thelife cycle and behavior of Atemeles is thus

synchronized with that of its host ants in such a

manner as to take maximum advantage of the
social life of each of the two species.

The North American staphylinid myrmeco-

phile Xenodusa hasa similarlife history. The lar-
vae are found in Formica nests, and the adults

overwinterin the nests of the carpenter ants of
the genus Camponotus (W. M. Wheeler, 1911). It

is undoubtedly significant that Camponotus, like

Myrmica, maintains larvae throughout the win-
ter. It may well be that the host-changing behav-
ior of Xenodusa has the samesignificanceas that
discussed in Alemeles.

All the myrmecophiles described so far pos-
sess the necessary repertoire to enable them to
live in the brood chambers of the ants’ nests.
These chambers constitute the optimal niche in
an ant colony for a social food-flow parasite.
Other myrmecophiles, which lack the ability to
communicate with their hosts to this degree,
tend to occupy other parts of the colony. For
example, staphylinid beetles of the European
genus Dinarda are usually found in more-peri-
pheral chambers of Formica sanguinea, where
food exchange occurs between the foragers and
the nest workers.It is here that Dinarda is able to
participate in the social food flow. They obtain
food in three ways. Occasionally they insert
themselves between two workers exchanging
food andliterally snatch the food droplet from
the donor’s mouth (Fig. 24). They also use a
simple begging behaviorin order to obtain food
from returning food-laden foragers. The beetle
approachesanant andtouchesits labium surrep-
titiously (Fig. 25). This usually causes the ant to
regurgitate a small droplet of food. The ant,
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Fig. 24. The myrmecophilous beetle Dinarda den-
fata insertsitself between two ant workers exchanging
food. (From Hdlldobler, 1973a.)

 

emmy

Fig. 25. The beetle Dinarda dentata approaches a
food-laden ant and touchesits labium surreptitiously.
This usually causesthe ant to regurgitate a small drop-
let of food. (From Hdlldobler, 1973a.)

however, immediately recognizes the beetle as
an alien and commencesto attackit. At the first
sign of hostility the beetle raises its abdomen and
offers the ant the appeasementsecretion, which
is quickly licked up by the ant, and almost imme-
diately the attack ceases. Duringthis brief inter-
val the beetle makesits escape. Other groups of
staphylinid beetles, for example, those of the
genus Pella, live outside the nest on the garbage
dumpsoralongthetrails of the ants. Such myr-
mecophiles have evidently not developed any of
the interspecific communication signals that
would permit them to live inside the nest cham-
bers. They do, however, possess and usethe ab-
dominal appeasement glands when attacked by
the ants.
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Someofthe myrmecophiles prey on ants. For
example, Pella laticollis lives near the trail of
Lasius fuliginosus and hunts ants. When attacked
by the ants,it quickly provides the appeasement
secretions. However, it uses the moment’s pause
to jump on the back of the ant andkill her by
biting between the head andthe thorax (Fig. 26).
The beetle then drags the ant awayfrom thetrail
and devoursit (Hdlldobler et al., unpublished).

Along the trails of Lasius fuliginosus the niti-
dulid beetle Amphotis marginata are also to be
found. Acting as “‘highwaymen”in the ant world,
these beetles successfully stop and obtain food
from ants returning to the nest. Ants that are
heavily laden with food are most easily deceived
by the beetles’ simple begging behavior. Soon
after the beetle begins to feed, however, the ant
realizes it has been tricked andattacks the beetle.
The beetle then is able to defenditself simply by
retracting its appendagesandflatteningitself on
the ground. This mechanism gives the beetle ad-
equate protection (Fig. 27). Laboratory experi-
ments showedthat Amphotis locates the nests and
the trails of Lasiusfuliginosus by recognizing host-
specific odors and the trail pheromones laid
downby the ants (Hdlldobler, 1968; Hélldobler,
unpublished).

Other myrmecophiles also utilize the chemi-
cally markedtrails of their host species to locate

 

Fig. 26. The predatorial beetle Pella laticollis
jumpsonthe back of the ant Lasiusfuliginosus and kills
her by a bite between the head and the thorax.
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Fig. 27. The nitidulid beetle Amphotis marginata

waits in ambushontheforagingtrails of Lasiusfuligino-
sus for food-laden workers. By stimulating the ant’s
mouthparts (top) the beetle causes it to regurgitate
crop contents (middle). The robbed ant frequently
reacts aggressively, but passive defense (bottom) en-
ables the armored beetle to weatherthe attack. (From
Holldobler, 1971b.)
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the host nests or to follow the colony during

migrations. This is especially true for the myr-

mecophiles associated with army ants (Akre and

Rettenmeyer, 1968). Moser (1964) reported that

the myrmecophilic cockroach Attaphila fungicola,

which lives in nests of the leaf cutter ant Atta

texana, followsartificial trails laid down with the

trail pheromoneof the host ants.
In short, the success of the myrmecophiles

dependslargely ontheir ability to communicate

with their hosts. Interspecific communication be-

tween a myrmecophile andits host mightarise in

evolution in two ways. First, we can think of the

ant as a signal transmitter and the potential myr-

mecophile as a signal receiver. By the gradual

evolutionary modification of its receptor system

and behavior, the myrmecophile has succeeded

in discriminating the transmitter’s signals. In this
way the myrmecophiles may have evolved the

ability to recognize the odors of their specific
hosts, the difference between host adults and lar-

vae, and so forth. Second, the myrmecophile can

be regarded as the signal transmitter and the
potential host ant as the signal receiver. Beetle
signals that induce social behavior in the ants
have been favored in natural selection and very
gradually improved. In both cases the ant’s be-
havior serves as the model that the beetle mim-
ics. The evolution of the myrmecophilous

relationship therefore involves adaptive change
in the potential myrmecophile only. By compara-
tive analysesof the interspecific associations and
communication mechanisms of closely related
species it is possible to reconstruct a picture of
the possible evolutionary pathways that led to
the highly specialized social parasitic relation-
ships in ant societies. The predatory behaviorof
Pella laticollis and the more primitive myrmeco-
philic behavior of Dinarda dentata may very well
represent early evolutionary steps that have led
in the end to the highly adapted myrmecophilic
behavior of Atemeles and Lomechusa.
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Chapter 20

COMMUNICATIONIN FISHES

Michael L. Fine, Howard E. Winn, and Bori L. Olla

One cannot separate social behavior and
communication. Cherry (1957) stated that com-
municationis “the establishmentofa social unit
from individuals by use of languageorsigns.” In
more detail Burghardt (1970) traced the various
attempts at definition, spotted many shortcom-
ings, and left us with his own attempt, namely
that communication is the phenomenon of one
organism producing a signal that, when re-
sponded to by another organism, confers some
advantage(or thestatistical probability ofit) to
the signaler or his group. The major factor in
Burghardt’s formulation is the “intent” of the
signaler, where intentis viewed in the context of
the sender’s adaptive behavior based uponprior
phylogenetic and ontogenetic events.

Marler (1961) suggested analyzing communi-
cation as follows: (1) determining whether the
receiver of the signalis able to orient toward the
signaler; (2) establishing the pattern of the re-
sponseto thesignal, e.g., sexual, aggressive, pa-_
rental; (3) identifying various signals as stimulus
situationsthat elicit recurring response patterns;
(4) correlating variations in propertiesofthe sig-
nal and variations in properties of the response;
and (5) identifying the componentsofa signal (if
it can be fragmented) to better understand how
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these units contribute to effective communica-
tion.

Wehave addressed ourselves to the above
topics in this review, which has been dividedinto
visual and chemical communication, both of
which involve modalities with relatively long-
lasting stimuli, and auditory andelectrical com-
munication, which are relatively instantaneous.
Wehave attempted to analyze how information
is coded within each of these modalities and then
to discuss how the modality is used in actual
communication. Redundancyis inherentin this
approach, butit is, we hope, a way of gaining
deeper understandingofthe processes involved.
Redundancy, although slowingrates of informa-
tion transfer, can aid in detecting the signal from
noise.

It is not surprising that the sections dealing
with visual and acoustic communication are the
largest two of this paper. The dearth of informa-
tion on chemical communication probably re-
flects the fact that the species mostlikely to use
this sensory modality in communication have not
been studied much.In thecaseofelectrical com-
munication these systems appear to be highly
specialized andrestricted to a few groups,and at
present they are not thought to be widespread.
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Visual Communication

The importance of vision for moving, feed-

ing, and communicating in the aqueous environ-

ment has resulted in well-developed eyes in

manyfish species (Walls, 1942; Yager, 1968; In-

gle, 1971; Munz, 1971; Tomita, 1971). Color

patterns and shapes mayhave evolved for envi-

ronmental needs such as camouflage or locomo-

tion rather than as signaling devices. For

instance, Barlow (1974) generalized that cichlids
living in clearer waters tended to be blue or
green, while those in moreturbid waters showed

more yellow, orange, or red. Teleosts typically

reflect the vertically oriented light regimeofnat-
ural waters by being dark above andlight below
(countershading). Even brightly colored reef
species are countershaded. At close range con-
spicuous markings renderthesefishes highly vis-

ible; but somecolors, especially yellows, appear
mutedat greater distances. Thus, countershad-

ing maystill be functional in formssuch as but-
terfly fishes (Hamilton and Peterman, 1971).

The cryptism of countershading can beforsaken
for communicative needs; somecichlids display
reverse countercoloring during the mating sea-
son, making them more conspicuousto potential
partners (Albrecht, 1962; Barlow, 1974).

FUNCTION

Sexual Reproduction
Spawningis a majoreventin thelife of a fish.

Many species undergo extensive migrations to
areas favorable to their young (Harden Jones,
1968). Unique visual signals have evolved in
many cases to insure successful mating. School-
ing species (e.g., many freshwater cyprinids) of-
ten swim to the bottom andstake outterritories
for reproduction. The details of spawning be-
havior in the 20,000 species of fish (Cohen,
1970) are largely unknown (Breder and Rosen,
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1966); and the variety of social and sexual behav-

iors can be impressive even within single fami-

lies, i.e., the pomacentrids (Reese, 1964;

Albrecht, 1969; Fishelson, 1970; Swerdloff,

1970; Russell, 1971; Keenleyside, 1972a; Brown

et al., 1973; Robertson, 1973).

Barlow (1970) has divided the functions of

courtship into arousal and appeasement. Ac-

cording to the arousal hypothesis, courtship be-
havior stimulates the reproductive physiology of

the animal to whom the behavioris directed. The

appeasementrole of courtship reduces the prob-
ability of attack by the mate. Both of these func-
tions are minimized in fishes that spawn in the
water column awayfrom the bottom. Such fishes
are nonterritorial and are often in groups that
deny individuals the time andisolation necessary
to develop a complex spawningritual. Pelagic
species are not typically knownto form pairs of
aggregations for extensive periods.In fact, many
pelagic species have mass spawnings in which
eggs and sperm are shed together. The cue for
release of gametes may often be rapid swimming
of the group. Here physical factors must control
oogenesis and the female does not receive pro-
longed stimulation by a male. By nature, pelagic
fishes are difficult to observe and many do not
adapt readily to captivity. Our knowledge of
their behavior is minimal, and generalizations
are suspect because in at least certain instances
transitory pairing and courtship behavior are
known. Perhaps extended courtship is replaced
with the self-stimulation of rapid swimming, and
in somecases the continued attendance of sev-
eral males stimulates the females (tactile). Mag-
nuson and Prescott (1966) have described
courtship behavior of captive Pacific bonito
(Sarda chiliensis). The male appeared unable to
identify the sex of a conspecific except by behav-
ioral characteristics. A female would wobble, and

one or more males would follow. If only one
male was following, there would be a gradual
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transition from wobbling to circle swimming.
The wobbles would become more and morepro-
nounced, until the female continued one phase
of the wobbleintoa circular path instead of turn-
ing back to the next phase of the wobble.
Gametes were released in circular swimming.If
two or more males followed a female, the males
becameinvolvedin lateral threat displays inhib-
iting courtship. Brawn (196la) also demon-
strated pairing with courtship and agonistic
behavior in the cod (Gadus morhua), another
schooling species.

Becauseofinternal fertilization with claspers,
it is necessary for sharks and rays to form pairs.
Information on reproduction in sharks has been
garnered from fisheries studies and indirectevi-
dence, rather than from extensive observation
(Springer, 1967). Sharks often assemble in uni-
sexual groups of about the same size. Spawning
migrations bring these groups together for re-
production. During courtship male sharks may.
not feed, but females do. Courtship may thus
become a hazardous activity for the males of
some of the larger species, for since they are
inhibited from makingstrongattack, the females
they are courting may sometimes respondbykill-
ing them. Amongthelarge carcharhinid sharks,
the female is aroused to mate by rough courtship
of the male, who useshis teeth to slash the skin
on the female’s back.

Ethologists have devoted much moretimeto
the study of freshwater and near-shore marine
fish associated with the bottom than to typical
pelagic species or deepwater forms. Spawning
on the bottom typically involves claiminga terri-
tory, preparing or maintaininga nest, courting,
laying andfertilizing eggs, and some guardingof
the eggs. Cichlids and scattered species in other
families form pair bonds for reproduction and
care of eggs, but in many families the female
either leaves the nest or is driven away from it by
the male, who assumes parental duties. The
amountofthe male’s courtshipis highly variable.
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Three examples, a minnow, a nandid, and a
stickleback, have been chosen to demonstrate
the range in behavior.

Males of the fathead minnow (Pimephales
promelas) are content merely to defendtheir ter-
ritories, and it is the female whoinitiates spawn-
ing (McMillan and Smith, 1974). The male
performs no displays outside of his territorial
object. The female herself is weakly territorial
and probablyattractedbyterritorial objects. The
bright banding ofa male, along with his vigorous
movements within the territory, are also stimuli
attracting the female. The male is aggressive to-
ward the female, butting, charging, and chasing.
A female ready to spawn would try to remain
close to the undersurface of the male’s territorial
object, despite his attacks. When the female suc-
ceeded in positioning herself laterally close to
the male, butting would typically stop and
Spawning vibrations begin.

Badis badis provides an intermediate example
(Barlow, 1962). Here, too, the female normally
seeks out the male, but an unpaired male may
look for a female and stimulate herto follow him
back to his burrow. The male usually attacks the
female when shefirst enters the burrow. The
attack is diminished by two complementaryac-
tions of the female (appeasement). She remains
nearly motionless and leans against the male
with tautly spread median fins. Thefishes start
carouseling and butting before the complicated
act of enfolding, in which the fishes wrap around
each other and the female pulsates. Enfolding
appearsto determine the momentofovulation in
the female (arousal). The early enfoldings serve
to marshal the eggs for subsequent enfoldings.
Eggs fall from the pair as they disengage. While
this complicated act is necessary to stimulate the
female, it is not certain how importantit is to the
male. In general males are assumedto be able to
spawnwith less coordination thanis required for
females. For example, males of the colonially
nesting sunfish (Lepomis megalotis) leave their
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nests for no more than twoor three seconds to

intrude on a neighbor’s nest and try to fertilize
freshly deposited eggs (Keenleyside, 1972b). It
is interesting to contrast the complicated spawn-
ing behavior of Badis with poeceleuds. Liley
(1966) felt that signals at the start of courtship

activities show greater species specificity and are
more divergent than the signals and responses
which occurlater in the sequence.

In the final example the malestickleback, Gas-

terosteus aculeatus, actively courts the female (Tin-
bergen, 1951). The female appears in the
territory of a nesting male and approaches in
reaction to the male’s zigzag dance. The male
leads to the nest, and the female follows. The
male then showsthe nest entrance, the female

enters, the male quivers on the female’s tail re-
gion, and the ritual terminates with spawning
andfertilization. The male stickleback is excep-
tionally aggressive and undergoes an approach-
avoidance conflict as the female approaches his
nest. In a variant of the normal courtship the
male uses a pattern knownas dorsal pricking, a
somewhat jerky pushing of the female with the
dorsal side (Wilz, 1970). This behavior pushes
the female away when she would normally be
following the male to the nest. By inducing the
female to cease following, the pricking display
functionstofacilitate the male’s switch from high
aggression to greater sexual motivation. Accord-
ing to Barlow’s appeasement hypothesis, the
male in this case actually affects a behavior that
serves to appease him.

The primary function ofcourtship behavioris
to bring males and females of the samespecies
together and to avoid wasting gametes. Sunfish
are often known to hybridize, and Keenleyside
(1967) and Steele and Keenleyside (1971) have
experimentally studied species recognition in
Lepomis megalotis and L. gibbosus, the longear and
the pumpkinseed. Longears nest in crowded
colonies where they are constantly contending
with intruders, leaving them little or no time for
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active discrimination between the twospecies. In
an experimental chamber,male longears did not
distinguish between the two species, though
females did. Male pumpkinseedsnest individu-
ally, and consequently they could discriminate
between approaching females before they
reached the nest. Nesting males were shown to
court conspecific females preferentially. Since
both female longears and male pumpkinseeds
chose conspecifics under experimental condi-
tions, Steele and Keenleyside doubted that they
hybridize. Rather, they assumed that hybridiza-
tion occurs between female pumpkinseeds and
male longears.

Territories and Dominance
Two primary functions of territory are to in-

sure reproduction and survival of the young.
Feeding and safety may provide proximal bene-
fits, particularly for species in which the male
assumes parental tasks. For instance, the male
garibaldi (Hypsypops rubicunda) cares for and de-
fendsits nestsite all year in orderto assureit for
himself during the breeding season (Clark,
1970). The male maintainshis territory for many
years, and the red algal nest he cultures requires
two or moreyears to develop. To sustain his time
and effort, he locates his nests in areas with
abundantfood and shelter. Clark assumed that
the male’s requirementfor reproductive success
mustbe important enoughto offset the resulting
disadvantages to females, which are forced to
live in poorer areas and which probably have
higher mortality rates.

Fishes hold territories for varying amounts of
time (Reese, 1973), with a range in the pomacen-

trids of twenty to thirty minutes in Chromis mul-
tilineata (Myrberg et al., 1967) to years in
Hypsypops rubicunda (Clark, 1970). Along with ex-
tremes in duration, there can be tremendous
variation in social structure anduseofterritories
even within a species. Typically, male Chromis
multiineata leave their school or aggregation to
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defend spawning territories for short periods
(Myrberg et al., 1967). Other males were chased
from theterritories, but females were led to the
center if they resisted the males’ initial chase by
“holding ground.” However, occasionally two
membersof the aggregation would actually pair
in the water column and swim rapidly together
onto a small undefendedportion ofthe substrate
to spawn. Another damselfish, Dascyllus aruanus,
formseither pairs or haremsofone male and two
to five females (Fricke and Holzberg, 1974). The
females form

a

linear size-dependent dominance
hierarchy, and spawningtakes place in orderac-
cording to rank. The wrasses (Labridae) often
undergo sex changes (Reinboth, 1972, 1973)
that lead to interesting behavioral situations.
Robertson (1972) studied harems of Labroides
dimidiatus consisting of one territorial male,
three to six mature females, and several imma-
ture individuals. Femalesare territorial and also
have a size-related linear dominancehierarchy.
When the male dies the a-female reverses her
sex and starts showing the male aggressive dis-
play toward the other females within one and a
half to two hours. The behavioral changeover
can be completed within a few days, and sperm
can be released fourteen to eighteen days after
the start of the reversal. Robertson believes that
dominance suppresses sex reversal and thatre-
lease from aggressive signals is the hormonal
trigger.

A fish is dominantin its territory, but it may
find occasions for leaving it. Males of Hypsypops
rubicunda court and pair in aggregations above
their territories where aggressivenessis reduced.
Spawning occurs on the male’s territory (Clark,
1971). Various species ofcichlids leave their ter-
ritories without being vigorously attacked. They
rise to the surface, turn pale, and depresstheir
fins when swimming through neighboringterri-
tories (Baerends and Baerends-van Roon, 1950).

Notall aspects of dominanceinteractions are
innate; experience mayplay a part. Habituation
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is involved in the termination of hostilities be-
tween territorial neighbors of the stickleback
Gasterosteus aculeatus and of the convict cichlid
Cichlasoma nigrofasciatum (van den Assem andvan
der Molen, 1969; Peeke et al., 1971) and most
likely plays a similarrole in all territorial species.
Thestatus of a green sunfish (Lepomis cyanellus) is
determined, at least in part, by its experiences
(McDonald et al., 1968). Similarly sized domi-
nant-subordinate pairs of sunfish were broken
up and manipulated so that dominantfishes were
placed with larger conspecifics and subordinates
with smaller ones. After five days of treatment
the original pairs were reunited,andin fifteen of
the twenty pairs the original dominancestatus,
as indicated by coloration, was reversed.

Whetherfish can recognize individual con-
specifics is a question basicto the studyofhierar-
chies. Although this question has not been
answered thoroughly, there are apparently fish
species whose memberscan recognize individual
conspecifics and other species whose members
lack this ability. Jenkins (1969) found evidence of
nip-right relationships in salmonids, whereas
Myrberg (1972c) found nip-dominance in poma-
centrids. Although Jenkins’s trout did form sta-
bilized relationships among confined fish, the
persistent occurrence of revolts, even in rela-
tively peaceful groups with large size ranges, and
the exceptional cases of rank change and social
mobility suggested to him the presence ofeither
a definite limit to the effectiveness of learning or
an irreducible social instability in groups of
stream resident trout. Another possibility, con-
sistent with his suggestions, might be that indi-
viduals recognize each other imperfectly,if atall,
so that the outcomeofan interaction would de-
pend onthe prior successes (wins and defeats) of
the fishes, coupled with their internal motivation
at the moment. Also, working with damselfish in
the wild, Myrberg (1972c) foundthat smallerfish
challenged and even occasionally chased larger
members of the colony. This again argues
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against the individual recognition one would as-
sume in a nip-right hierarchy. However, Nelson

(1964) seemsto have established the occurrence

of individual recognition in dominance hierar-
chies and pairs for some glandulocaudinefishes.

Recently Fricke (1973) claims to have demon-
strated individual recognition between members

ofbreeding pairs of the anemonefish (Amphiprion
bicinctus) and within groups of Dascyllus aruanus
(Fricke and Holzberg, 1974). Catfish recognize
individuals by chemical means (Bardach and

Todd, 1970).
Fish territories, at least in some pomacen-

trids, appear to vary, dependingonthespecies of
intruding fish (Clark, 1970). Hypsypops rubicunda
attacked bottom-grazingfishes frequently oral-
most every time. Predatoryfishes were generally
tolerated and plankton-eating forms were nearly
ignored altogether. The numberof interspecific
attacks was higher when males were guarding
eggs than at any othertime. Pomacentrusflavicauda
directed only one-fifteenth of its agonistic re-
sponses toward conspecifics (Low 1971); re-
sponses were typically directed toward com-
petitors for algae rather than toward carni-
vores. Myrberg and Thresher (1974) attacked
this problem experimentally by presenting vari-
ousspeciesheldinJarsto a territorial Eupomacen-
trus planifrons to see how close they could place
the captives before eliciting attack. The maxi-
mum distance of attack was different for each
species, even thoughindividuals of varioussizes

were involved. Wrasses (male and female Hal-

choeres garnott) were reacted to in a similar man-
ner, even thoughtheir color patterns are highly
divergent. The authors suggested that forms,
rather than color pattern, allowed species dis-
crimination, assuming of course that vision is
important. They implied that the damselfish re-
acted to male and female wrasses as members of
the samespecies. An alternate explanationis that
the fish discriminated the two sexesas different
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entities but of equal threat potential, in which
case color mightstill be important.

Cleaning Symbiosis
Cleaning has evolvedin tropical and temper-

ate freshwater and marinefishes from manyfam-
ilies. In view of the polyphyletic origins and
diverse situations involved, it is not surprising
that early thoughts about cleaning (Limbaugh,
1961; Feder, 1966) have been questioned (Hob-

son, 1969). Cleaners are generally supposed to
eat parasites, fungi, and necrotic tissue from

their hosts; thus, cleaning is a case of mutualism
with obvious benefits to both species. In an ex-
perimental demonstration Limbaugh (1961) re-
moved all the known cleaning organisms from
two small Bahamian reefs and found that within
days the numberoffishes on the reefs was dras-
tically reduced. Many of the remaining fishes
developed fuzzy white blotches, swellings, ul-

cerated sores, and frayed fins. Since Hypsypops
rubicunda does notallow cleanersto enterits ter-
ritory while it is guarding eggs,it provides a nat-
ural experiment. In southern California Hobson
(1971) found an average of sixty-seven parasitic
copepods (Caligus hubsoni) on egg-guarding
males as opposedto four to eight on males out-
side the reproductive season. However, Young-
bluth (1968) and Losey (1972) removed Labroides
phthirophagus, an obligate cleaning wrasse, from
patch reefs in Hawai and found no dramatic
effect on either the numbers of remainingfishes
or on their health. Losey (1972) noted that La-
broides eat not only ectoparasites but scales and
associated dermal and epidermal tissues or
mucus as well; thus, he suggested, the relation-

ship could be considered parasitic or com-
mensal. Perhaps these examples should not be
thoughtof as conflicting but merely as reflecting
various systems in which cleaningplaysa role.

The process of bringing two species together
for cleaning involves a highly developed form of
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communication. The fact that many different
species allow themselves to be cleaned makes the
process even more interesting. Losey (1971)
listed the interactions involved in cleaningas fol-
lows:

Cleanerfish

(1) Inspect, swimmingcloseto the host and ap-
parently exploring its body surface;
(2) Clean, feeding on matter on the body surface
of the host;
(3) Dance, a dorso-ventral oscillation of the
body.

Hostfish

(1) Pose, the position or orientation ofthe host’s
body andfins and the swimming movementsfre-
quently assumed duringcleaning interactions;
(2) Body jerk, any short quick movementofthe
body or head;

(3) Attack, darting quickly toward the cleaner.

Wewill briefly highlight someof the factors
involved in communication in Labroides phthiro-
phagus, an obligate cleaner (Youngbluth, 1968;
Losey, 1971), and Oxyjulis californica, a facultative
cleaner (Hobson, 1971). Labroides maintains a
cleaningstation, the position of which is learned
by the hostfish. Either to pose or to inspect may
be the initial action in a cleaning sequence. The
wrasse recognizes individual species and_ has
definite preferences. Large jacks and parrotfish
may be pursued by the cleaner as they appear
near his station, while smaller wrasses, butterfly
fish, or damselfish may pose continually and be
ignored by the cleaner. The sefiorita (Oxyjulis
californica) maintains no station and only some
individuals seem to clean. In addition, individu-
als appearto specialize, in that some clean the
damselfish Chromis punctipinnis and others the
topsmelt (Atherinopsaffinis). Since Oxyjulis obtains
much ofits food without cleaning, the average
encounter with a hostfish will not result in clean-
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ing, and the hosts do not bother to pose until a
cleanerinitiates the activity.

Thecichlid Etroplus suratensis has a moreritu-
alized pose display than mostother species (Wy-
man and Ward, 1972). While performing the
head-up display,it rapidly flickers its dark pelvic
fins while simultaneously quivering its entire
body. This display may be necessary becauseit
approachesthe cleaner (Etroplus maculatus) in its
territory; failure to emit the submissive display
results in attack.

Oneof the most important behavioral ques-
tions about cleaning concerns mutual recogni-
tion. Fricke (1966) and Losey (1971) elicited
posing by a presentation of cleaner models.
Loseyclaimedthat hosts show a graded response
to increasingly real models of Labroides phthiro-
phagus, but his results were not complete enough
to explain the relative effectiveness of different
elementsofcoloration and body shape. The con-
spicuouscoloration of many cleaners prompted
Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1955) to hypothesize a guild
mark theory (occurrence of somesimilarities in
color pattern). Recently, Ayling and Grace
(1971) and Potts (1973) have described guild
marks in cleaners. Hobson (1969) felt that evi-
dence supporting a direct relationship between
bright coloration andcleaningis still weak. Fur-
ther, distinctive coloration will render a cleaner
more conspicuous to predators, and Hobson
(1971) doubted that cleaners are immune from
predation during noncleaning situations. Darcy
et al. (1974) experimentally demonstrated that
gobies, whichcleanpiscivores,will not usually be
eaten by them,while a cleaning wrasse that does
not normally service these fishes will be eaten.

Guild coloration or not, experienceis proba-
bly a factor in the recognition of a cleaner by the
many hosts involved. By presenting a moving
model of a cleaner fish for positive reinforce-
ment, Losey and Margules (1974) operantly con-
ditioned a butterfly fish Chaetodon auriga to
occlude a light beam. They believed that the re-
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wardis probablytactile stimulation of the model.

In nature, hosts might learn to recognize a new

cleaner as a source oftactile stimulation.

Schooling
The configurations or qualitative characteris-

tics of schools of different species of fish are

manifested in highly varying degrees ofcohesion

and polarization. Presumably for the initiation

and maintenanceof the school, each individual

would be able to provide the appropriate stimuli
(visual, olfactory, acoustic, etc.) as well as to

perceive and respond to stimuli arising from

conspecifics. Other factors determiningthefor-
mation and the quality of a schoolare the life
stages of the organism as well as its relationship

with other environmental input, such as solar

and lunarcycles. No definition of a schoolwill be

entirely satisfactory because of the varied forms

that mutual attraction takes. However, for the

purposesofthis chapter a working definition of
a school will be “‘an aggregation formed when

one fish reacts to one or moreotherfish bystay-
ing near them” (Keenleyside, 1955), with further

emphasis on the biosocial mutual attraction be-
tween individual fish (Shaw, 1970).

In spite of their movementandsize schools

often act as whole units, frequently exhibiting
what appears to be instantaneous and synchro-

nous reactions to a variety of stimuli. Within a
school, specific stimuli or “messages” might
convey information aboutattraction, changes in
speed, cohesion, direction, presence of food, or

approachofpredators. To understand the mode
of transmission and rapid integration of the in-
formation throughoutan entire groupingoffish,
it is necessary to identify these stimuli and deter-
mine how they are interpreted via the sensory
components.

Vision appears to be one of the more impor-
tant senses utilized by schooling species (for re-
view and discussion see Morrow, 1948; Atz,

1953; Breder, 1959; Shaw, 1970; and Radakov,
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1973). The dominantrole played by vision was

established in a study by Keenleyside (1955) in

which purely visual cues were effective in stimu-

lating theinitial phases of intraspecific approach

and attraction among stickleback, Gasterosteus

aculeatus, roache, Leuciscus rutilis, rudds Scardinius

erythrophthalmus, and the characid Pristella riddlea.

For the characid, a conspicuous black patch on

the dorsalfin was foundto be an importantvisual

signal used in the recognition and attraction of

species mates. The responses of approach and
attraction based solely on visual cues have also

been reported for a sea catfish (Plotosus anguil-

laris: Sato, 1937), the atherinids (Menidia menidia

and M.beryllina: Shaw, 1960), the mullets Mugil

cephalus (Olla and Samet, 1974) and M.chelo, a

roach (Rutilus rutilus), a pomacentrid (Chromis

chromis: Hemmings, 1966), and a jack (Caranx

hippos: Shaw, 1969). When the tuna Euthynnus
affinis were separated by transparent barriers,
and hence could rely only on visual communica-

tion, the long-term maintenance ofattraction

and the schooling tendencypersisted for as long
as nine days (Cahn, 1972). Topp (1970) has im-
plicated a dramatic color change and an asso-
ciated behavior in maintaining the integrity of
schools of rudderfish (Kyphosus elegans).

Besides its function in the attraction re-
sponse, vision appears to be important in the
communication of changes in movementsofthe
school. In studies on tuna (E. affinis: Cahn, 1972)

and jacks (C. hippos: Shaw, 1969), fish separated
by transparent barriers tended to turn simulta-
neously and react mutually to other positional
changes. Hunter (1969) studied the communica-

tion of velocity changes among schooling jack
mackerel (Trachurus symmetricus) by electrically
stimulating onefish and observing the responses
of others in the school. He suggested that the
latency andthevelocity of responses among the
group offish reacting to the stimulus fish de-
pended upon their visual perception of move-
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mentalthoughthe roles of other sensory systems
were not analyzed.

Despite the inaccessibility of many species
that exhibit schooling, experimental work onse-
lected groupshas provided

a

basis for biologists
to assess the value of schooling. Theoretically it
would appearthat the most beneficial and adap-
tive characteristic is the increased or more effi-
cient performanceofcertain activities once the
fish have formed into a schooling group. A re-
cent study onsocialfacilitation in feeding behav-
ior (Olla and Samet, 1974) established that the
initiation of feeding behavior of single mullet
(Mugil cephalus) was greatly facilitated solely by
visual cues arising from a feeding group. Addi-
tional studies (Welty, 1934; Uematsu, 1971)
havealso established the role of the group with
respect to feeding facilitation. Other adaptive
features of the school mayberelated tothefacili-
tation of reproductive behaviors, lowered preda-
tion (Seghers, 1974), improvement in orien-
tation during a migration, and energy conser-
vation resulting from the hydrodynamic advan-
tage of swimming behind other movingfish.

The existence of heterotypic aggregations or
schools, such as Breder (1959), Collette and Tal-
bot (1972), Ehrlich and Ehrlich (1973), and Hob-
son (1974) observed, leads to further questions
about the degree to which communicative pro-
cesses are used in social groupingsoffish. If one
is to rely on Shaw’s (1970) analysis of schooling
in whichthecritical factor is the biosocial mutual
attraction among individuals, then these ob-
served heterotypic groups may represent only
the formation oftemporary associations that may
be highly adaptive in the natural environment,
but in which mutual communication between
species may also be less well developed or ab-
sent. For example, Collette and Talbot (1972)
observed the transient appearance of several
different species within the body of a resident
school of bonnetmouths (Jnermia vittata) and
suggested “that a resident school can itself
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become a habitat for other schooling species.”
Breder (1959) suggested that heterotypic group-
ings of goatfishes and various gerrids may be
viewed as feeding associations in which gerrids
catch food particles missed by goatfishes as the
latter feed along the bottom.

Other adaptivefeatures of these groups may
be that resident schools provide camouflages for
certain species and hence serve as a predator
defense mechanism.Since the formation ofthese
groups maybe basedpossibly on a mutualtoler-
ation between species, rather than on a mutual
attraction, further investigations of the biologi-
cal causal factors are neededto fully understand
the formation and maintenance of these
““schools.”’

Parent- Young Interactions
Except for the cichlids, information on par-

ent-younginteractions comesfrom a diffuse and
incidental literature (Breder and Rosen, 1966),
and even thecichlid literature focuses largely on
behavior of adults (Noakes and Barlow, 1973).
Many of the species that care for their young
have evolved mouth breeding habits (Oppen-
heimer, 1970). Further work is needed on a wide
variety of species from different families.

Parent cichlids appear to recognize their off-
spring by a combination of visual and chemical
cues, although somespecies may accept young of
other broods or even other species (Ktihme,
1963; Myrberg, 1966; Noakes and Barlow, 1973;
Barlow, 1974). :

Parent cichlids of many species shepherd
their young for a while and can alert them to
danger (Noble and Curtis, 1939; Baerends and
Baerends-van Roon, 1950; Kitinzer, 1962). Baer-
ends and Baerends-van Roon’s work onalerting
in Tilapia natatensis will be described. There-
sponseofthe youngis released by disturbance of
the water and not by visual stimuli; but once
aroused, the young direct themselves toward the
female by meansofvisual clues. Slow movement
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of the motherelicited following by the young,

but violent movement accompanied bya color

change to black caused them to scatter and head
for the bottom. As danger became less immi-

nent, the mother would retreat toward the young

and assumea diagonalposition, her longitudinal

axis making an angle of about 10° or 20° below
the horizontal. In this position she moved slowly
backward and the young swarmed toward her
head and into her mouth. The young wereat-
tracted to the trailing edge of the underside of
disc models as they were moved away. Young
would also be attracted to dark spots on a model,
but would then wanderalongthe surface of the
disc looking for the mouth.

SIGNAL VARIATION AND CODING

Color Patterns
Coloration in fishes essentially represents a

balance between those factors which maximize
signal value for communication and those which
function to make an animalless conspicuous, 1.e.,

cryptic coloration for both predators and prey.
The wide array of colors foundin fishes suggests
a use of visual signaling. Some fishes (notably
cyprinids) are known to have good colorvision
(Beauchampand Lovasik, 1973; Daw, 1973), and

perhaps mostteleosts haveit to varying degrees;
but most species have not been checkedfor the
presence of cones. Although much work has
been done onthe possible uses of color in com-
munication, few studies makethe importantdis-
tinction, either in the experimental design or in
the interpretation of data, between color and

brightness. It is always possible in some circum-
stances that varied color merely forms a pattern
of contrasting brightness.

In their classic work on cichlids, Baerends
and Baerends-van Roon (1950) designed experi-
ments that included the consideration of dis-
crimination based on color versus brightness. As
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an attemptto identify the visual componentsthat
were involved in the attraction ofyoung Aeguidens

latifrons and Cichlasoma bimaculatum to adults, ex-
periments were performedusingdiscs of several
different colors as well as grays ofvarying bright-

ness. Both species demonstrated a preference
for colors of shorter wave length with little dis-
crimination of brightness. The authors con-
cluded that color was an important releasing
stimulus for following in these two species. How-
ever, in similar experiments on Tilapia natalensis
attraction of youngfish to the female was based
perhaps on discrimination of brightness rather
than of color.

Responsesto brightness seem also to be in-
volved in the experiments of Picciolo (1964),
whofound that the blue color pattern (contrast-
ing brightness) displayed on the throat and
breast of the male gourami Colisa lalia functions
as a visual stimulusfor sexual discrimination for
both sexes. Model experiments demonstrated
that the color pattern need not be blue but
merely dark in order to attract and release ag-
gressive responses in males.

Whetherfish are responding to brightness or
to color per se, the presence of the color en-
hances the communication of signals by vision.
The examples cited below, although generally
not considering the difference between bright-
ness and color, show the communicative func-

tion of color even if it only enhances contrast.
The shallow inshore marine environmentof

the subtropical and tropical zones contains many
colorful types. Lorenz (1966) hypothesized that
bright, poster-colored fishes were more aggres-
sive toward conspecifics than the more modestly
colored species. More recent studies, however,

demonstrate that drably colored fishes may de-
fend territories and that territories are defended
against other species (Rasa, 1969; Clark, 1970;
Low, 1971; Myrberg and Thresher, 1974;
Tavolga, 1974).

The degree of conspicuousnessof coloration
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in certain species has been shown to be impor-
tant in communication. For example, Haskinset
al. (in Liley, 1966) found that male guppies (Poe-
cilia reticulata) that were conspicuously marked
tended to have greater mating success when in
competition with other males not so brightly
marked. In another study Keenleyside (1971)
foundthat the conspicuous opercula patch,black
eye with light red iris patches, and black pelvic
fins of Lepomis megalotis were the features that
appeared to be most importantin eliciting ag-
gression from nest-guarding males.

An importantaspect of the role that colora-
tion plays in communicationis its location on a
fish. For example, the blue color pattern of the
male Colisa laha must be located on the anterior
ventro-lateral surface in order to function as a
cue for sex discrimination (Picciolo, 1964).
Whenthe color pattern was placed on the center
of the lateral surface of a model,it did not partic-
ularly attract males or females. A model Lepomis
megalotis with the eye and opercular patch placed
nearthetail wasrelatively ineffective in eliciting
aggression although any aggression that was
elicited was directed at the abnormally located
eye and patch (Keenleyside, 1971). In a number
of African mouth breeders of the genus Haplo-
chromis, the males bear yellow or orange spots
that look muchlike eggs (Fig. 1) on the anal fin
(Wickler, 1962). The female lays her eggs in the
male’s pit, but takes them in her mouthbefore he
can fertilize them. The male then spreadshis
anal fin andfertilizes the empty pit. The female
grasps the egg dummiesonhis analfin with her
lips, engulfing the sperm ejected by the male.
Another example of position of color is found in
the blue-throated darters, a subgenus within the
genus Etheostoma. These fish raise their heads
when fighting, exposing their blue throats. In
contrast, other members of the genuslack the
blue throat and fight with their headsin the nor-
mal position (Winn, unpublished).

Fish coloration maybe controlled by both the
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central nervous and the endocrine systems (Bag-
nara and Hadley, 1969; Fujii and Novales, 1969:
Gentle, 1970a, 1970b). Many fishes take on
breeding coloration during the spawningperiod.
Theclassic example is the male stickleback Gas-
terosteus aculeatus, whose eye turns blue and
whose belly becomes red (Tinbergen, 1951).
Fishes may also exhibit transient, fairly rapid
changes in color to communicate information
about other behavior states. In Pomacentrus jen-
kinst. aggressive motivation is indicated by the
darkening of the normally yellow eye to gray
(Rasa, 1969). The amountofred colorin theiris
of Lepomis megalotis is related to dominance rank
order (Hadley, quoted in Keenleyside, 1971).
Nakamura and Magnuson (1965) observed the
transient appearanceofblack spots ventralto the
pectoralfins, faint vertical bars on the flanks, and
a yellowish middorsalstripe in the tuna Euthyn-
nus afinis during feeding. They interpreted this
display as a possible social releaser signaling the
presence of food to other members of the
school. In further work with the related Pacific
bonito (Sarda chilensis), Magnuson and Prescott
(1966) decided thatthis feeding display was ago-
nistic. In the leaf fish (Polycentrus schomburgkii) a
severely dominated maleloses its dark colora-
tion, becoming yellow-white, with the top of the
head brown, a color pattern corresponding
closely to that of a female ready to spawn (Bar-
low, 1967).

Leong (1969) performed a series of experi-
ments on the cichlid Haplochromis burtoni, which
exhibits rapid transient changesin coloration.In
this study Leong was able to show the extreme
specificity of visual signaling as well as indica-
tions of howthesignal is being processed by the
receiving fish. Only two components of the
male’sterritorial coloration were found to affect
attack readiness: the black vertical componentof
the head pattern and the orange patch abovethe
pectoral fin (Fig. 1). The vertical component
alone increased the attack rate by 2.79 bites/
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min. The orange patch alone decreased the at-

tack rate by 1.77 bites/min., while a dummywith
both colorations present increased the attack

rate by 1.08 bites/min., i.e., the sum ofthe effect

of both components if presented separately
(2.79 minus 1.77). Fig. 2 shows someofthe mod-

els and their effects. Leong explained this cumu-
lative effect by the rule of heterogeneous
summation, which is represented by a unimodal
peak. Had there been two peaks, each coinciding
with one of the two stimuli, the fish might have

been respondingto either the vertical bar or the
orange patch rather than a composite.

 
Fig. 1. Different color patterns of the male cichlid

Haplochromis burton: a. Juvenile; b. adult ready. to es-
tablish territory; c. territorial male; d. spawning male;
e. and f. fleeing male. Crosshatch is orange and black
is black. (From Leong, 1969.)

These two patterns were observed by Leong
to appear and disappear within seconds; thus,
they mostlikely reflect the internal state of the
animal. He hypothesized that a combination of
these patterns promotesa balanced level of ag-
gression in established colonies, while an intrud-
ing male displaying only the vertical bar would
rapidly be attacked.
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Information about the role of biolumines-
cence in fish communication is meager and in
most cases purely speculative (McAllister, 1967;
Nicol, 1967; Tett and Kelly, 1973). Photophore

patterns that are often species-specific and in
somecases gender-specific suggest a recognition
function. Further, it appears that the light emit-
ted may beflashed on oroff, increasing the pos-
sibilities of signal complexity and specificity as
well as enhancinga signal.

The same balance that exists in coloration
and shadingin fish exists with bioluminescence,
with a compromise necessary between thoseas-
pects that may be selected for on the basis of
signal function and thosethat act to lessen the
probability of attack from enemies. In this vein
Clarke (1963) suggested that the ventrally
located photophores mayhelp to prevent detec-
tion inasmuchasthe light emitted ventrally will
match incident light, rendering the animalless
conspicuous than if the light were emitted from
the dorsal part of the body.

Weknowof only two cases in which biolu-
minescencehas been observed in actual commu-
nication. Crane (1965) injected a gravid female
Porichthys notatus with adrenaline, causing her to
luminesce and turn pale. He placed the female in
a tank with a nesting male, who courted herfor

about an hour, producinglight intermittently in
five- to ten-second displays, grunting, nudging,
and grabbing herin his jaws. The nocturnalreef
fish Photoblepharon palpabratus has a large bac-
terial organ undereach eye (Morin,et al., 1975),

which producesintense light. Thefish is capable
of covering the organ and flashing its light on
and off. These fish spend the day in caves and
comeout on dark nights when they mayusetheir
lights for attraction, leading to group formation
of three to twenty-five species mates. In addition,
the defense of territory by male-female pairs
from conspecific intruders is correlated with
light emissions. When intruding Photoblepharon
approached, the female swam back and forth
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presentation. Vertical lines represent the variances of
the mean. (From Leong, 1969.)

rapidly. She would then turn off her light, swim
directly toward the intruder, and turn on the
light when she was just next to the otherfish.
‘This wasinvariably effective in driving intruders
away (Morin et al., 1975).

Movements
This section will be devoted to signal move-

ments that are typically considered fixed action
patterns. Barlow (1968) wasdissatisfied with this
term, feeling that it was applied uncritically to
almost any behavior that has a degree of regu-
larity sufficient to permit oneto recognize it. He
offered the term “modal action pattern’’ (MAP),
feeling that it conveyed the essential features of
the phenomenon without implying a degree of
fixity that has seldom beentested.

Baerends and Baerends-van Roon(1950) di-
vided the signal movements of various cichlid
species into thirteen patterns: lateral displays,
tail beating,tail fluttering, frontal display, mouth
fighting, butting, swimmingon the spot andtail
wagging,attitude ofinferiority, jerking and quiv-
ering, inviting, nipping of a substrate, skimming
(pseudolaying and pseudofertilizing), calling the
young, andjolting. Barlow (1974) recognized
these categories and pointed outthat the simi-
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larity between the different species is striking,
although there are somestatistical differences in
the frequency of occurrence and sequencing of
various MAPs and somepatent but small differ-
ences in the Maps usedbythe different species.

Frontal andlateral displays occur in agonistic
encounters of many species. These displays are
often bluffs, ritualized fighting, or the result of
conflicting tendencies. In juvenile Atlantic
salmon (Salmo salar) high attack tendencyresults
in charging, nipping, and chasing, while fleeing
is the result of high escape tendency (Keenley-
side and Yamamoto, 1962). Frontal andlateral
displays occuras a result of conflict between at-
tack and escape with frontal display indicative of
a relatively high level of attack tendencyandlat-
eral display indicative of escape tendency. The
gray reef shark (Carcharhinus menisoirah) dis-
played toward divers with laterally exaggerated
swimming androlling along with spiral looping
Johnson and Nelson, 1973). The display oc-
curred under approach-withdrawalconflict situ-
ations. It was elicited by rapid diver approach
and was most intense when there was maximum
escape-routerestriction. More data are needed
to determine objectively the underlying causes
of the types of postures described above. Myr-
berg (1965) has interpreted somefin-spreading
actions in cichlids as intention movementsrather
than aseitherfright- or attack-motivated behav-
iors.

Many fishes make themselves appear larger
during agonistic displays by erecting fins and
branchiostegals and by spreading the opercula.
In mostcichlids the intensity ofa lateral display
can be gaugedbythe extentoffin erection (Baer-
ends and Baerends-van Roon, 1950), but even
within the family there are exceptions. In the
oscar (Astronotus ocellatus) full erection of the fins
indicates a beatenorfrightenedfish. Rasa (1969)
has separated fright and aggression in Pomacen-
trusgenkinsi onthestatistical occurrence of exter-
nal changes. Gray eyes and lowered dorsalfin are
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present in aggressive fish, while yellow eyes and
raised dorsal fin are typical of frightened fish.
Both of these conditions are componentsofago-
nistic interactions.

As with other aspects of visual communica-

tion, movements can be profoundly influenced

by the environment. McKenzie and Keenleyside
(1970) compared the reproductive behavior of
the stickleback Pungitius pungitius from South
Bay, Canada, with the behavior of the European

form (Morris, 1958). The European form breeds
in quiet, weedy streams, while the South Bay
form breeds along rocky, barren, often turbulent
lakeshores. South Bay males do not dance-jump
when leading the female to the nest but, more
like Gasterosteus males in open areas, swim di-

rectly and quickly to the nest after courtship
jumping. Morris argues that jumping during the
leading phase of courtship in the European form
slows down the male’s return to his nest, allow-

ing the female to maintain visual contact as she
follows him through the dense weeds.

Size

Generally, larger members of a species are
dominant over smaller ones. For example, male
Tilapia mossambica as little as 2 mm longer than
conspecifics won aggressive encounters between
them (Neil, 1964). However, size alone may not

always be the only cue, but rather may act in
concert with othersigns to bring abouta particu-
lar response pattern. Barlow (1970) demon-
strated that visual perception of size was
important in pair formation of the cichlid Etrop-
tus maculatus. Males normally attack fish as large
as or larger than themselves, makingit difficult
for a male to mate with a large female. Females
generally attack fish that are smaller than them-
selves, making it difficult for a female to mate
with a small male. Various chaetodontids (but-
terfly fish) show a great deal of intraspecific ag-
gression toward equal-sized individuals, but
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little toward smaller or larger conspecifics

(Zumpe, 1965). Hurley and Hartline (1974)

showed that schools of Chromis cyanea escaped
from larger geometric models at a greater dis-
tance than from smaller ones.

There have been cases in whichfactors other

than size appear to be involved in dominance-
hierarchical situations. DeBoer and Heuts
(1973) contend that in Hemichromis bimaculatus

stable dominancerelationships need notbe de-
pendent on physical strength relationships be-
tween individuals but are probably determined
by continuousstimulation from the environment

and by mutual perception of each other’s overt
aggression and/orflight behavior. Keenleyside
(1971) found the same level of agonistic re-

sponse to small, medium, and large plywood
models in the male longear sunfish (Lepomis
megalotis). Myrberg and Thresher (1974) found
that Eupomacentrus planifrons has a variableterri-
tory, the size of which depends onthe particular
species of intruder. But within the rangetested,
the size of the intruderdoes notaffect the maxi-
mum distance of attack. Pomacentrus jenkinsi will
attack any moving object, even as large as a hu-
man swimmer, that invadesits territory (Rasa,

1969). As in other species, the possession of a
territory by a small individual allows it to drive
away larger nonresidents.

Shape
There is great diversity in body shapes of

fishes, with the selection pressure for a particular
configuration related to the environment. Fast-
moving pelagic species have streamlined bodies
selected mainly for hydrodynamic consider-
ations, while the shapes of the more sedentary
demersal species are selected for other adaptive
reasons. Although it is clear that body shape
evolved through selective pressures attuned to
basic habitat and niche adaptation, we assume
that shapeis used in species recognition in many
forms. Within a family of fish such as the sur-
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A. thompsoni

WN. brevirosiris

A turetus

 4A. nigrofuscus
Fig. 3. Surgeonfishes, illustrating the diversity in

body shapes. (From Barlow, 1974.)

geonfish (Fig. 3), there may be obvious differ-
ences in shapes between the different species
(Barlow, 1974). However, it has not been dem-
onstrated that fishes generally recognize mem-
bers of their own and different species on the
basis of form. For example, nest-guarding male
longear sunfish (Lepomis megalotis) responded
more aggressively -to circular models than to
models shaped like fishes (Keenleyside, 1971).
Oval and triangular models wereless effective,
and the author suggested that “increasing the
vertical dimension in relation to the horizontal
enhancesthe stimulus value of the model.”’ The
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results indicated, however, that there is a limit
beyond whichthevertical (or depth) feature of a
model no longerserves as an effective stimulus
In aggression.

The shape and size of manyfishes are sexu-
ally dimorphic (Breder and Rosen, 1966). Exper-
imental investigation of those secondary sex
characters has been limited. Extreme attention
to shape has been demonstrated in gouramis
through the use of models (Picciolo, 1964). In
Trichogaster trichopterus and T. leeri the male’s dor-
sal fin is longer than the female’s, and the fin
appears to function as a visual cue for sex dis-
crimination. A female model of T. tnchopterus
that displayed a swollen abdomen had a strong
attraction value for males and was capable of
evoking following behavior from them. The male
sword-tail (Xiphophorus heller) develops a black-
edged, tapering spike as the lowerthird of the
caudal fin. Hemens(1966) investigated the be-
havioral significance of this ‘“sword-tail” and
found that it is an important visual stimulus in
releasing aggression in other males but is not
significant in male-female interactions.

Chemical Communication

Since living organisms produce biochemical
products,it is not surprising that primitive plants
and animals developed a chemosensorycapabil-
ity (Kittredge et al., 1974). The chemical senses
of fishes have recently been reviewed by Kleere-
koper (1969), Bardach and Todd (1970), Hara
(1971), and Bardach and Villars (1974). Thislit-
erature demonstrates the fundamental impor-
tance of the chemical senses for feeding,
orientation, and communication of fishes. In

somespecies the chemicalsenseis a primary mo-
dality mediating the way in which the organism
perceives and reacts to its environment, while in
others it may be auxiliary, acting in conjunction
with other senses or perhaps as a “priming”’
mechanism before vision or other modalities
become operative.
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In the area ofcommunication,studies equiva-

lent to the playback of sounds or the presenta-

tion of visual models have succeeded in

experimentally establishing that purely chemical

cues, derived from skin washings or extracts,

gonadalfluids, or urine, can elicit a variety of

responses, including species recognition, intra-

specific attraction (serving as a factor in school-

ing and aggregating behaviors), fright reactions,

agonism, and various reproductive activities. Al-

though the specific composition of these chemi-

cals is not understood or documentedfor fish,

these substances are, nevertheless, quite preva-

lent throughout the animal kingdom (Marler and

Hamilton, 1966). These chemical stimuli were

first designated as pheromonesby Karlson and

Luscher (1959) and were defined as “‘substances

which are secreted to the outside by an individ-

ual and received by a secondindividual of the

samespecies in whichtheyrelease a specific reac-

tion, for example, a definite behavior or a devel-

opmentalprocess.”
For fish whose behavioris not governed pre-

dominantly by visual cues, such ascatfish of the

genus /ctalurus, chemoreception is an important

sensory modality for social behavior, particularly

in the recognition of other individuals. Todd,

Atema, and Bardach (1967) successfully condi-

tioned blinded yellow bullheads (Jctalurus natals)

to discriminate between the odorsofindividuals.

Test fish with nares cauterized were unable to
discriminate between odors. When water con-
taining only dermal mucus washings of donors

was used as a test substance, normal test fish

were able to distinguish the odors, butto a lesser
degree than when tank waterin which donorfish
were maintained wasused, suggesting that some
factor in the excretory products is the major
source of the chemical stimuli. Richards (1974)

found that a chemical substance in the urine of
blinded brown bullheads (J. nebulosus) is impor-
tant in individual conspecific recognition.In this

study another important chemical factor in-
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volved in the recognition process was found in

extracts of the urophysis, a component in the

caudal neurosecretory system. G6z (1941) dem-

onstrated that Phoxinus phoxinus could chemically

discriminate conspecifics.
In addition to theirrole in individual recogni-

tion, chemical secretions mayalso be utilized in

the discrimination of another fish’s hierarchal

status (Bardach and Todd, 1970). Pairs of yellow

bullheadswere held in tanks and allowedto fight

until one of each pair became dominant. Then

each pair was separated. Whenwater from a tank

in which the dominantfish resided was added to

the tank ofthe fish originally paired with it, the

formerly subordinate individual responded by

avoiding the area where water from the domi-

nant’s tank was introduced. In the converse ex-

periment, a dominantfish swam toward the area

of inflow of water from a subordinate’s tank and

sometimes exhibited aggressive behaviorsat that

point. In anotherseries of experiments, when a
previously dominantfish was returnedto its tank
after having unsuccessful encounters with more

dominant fish, its formerly subordinate tank

mate attacked it as if it were of inferior status.

These results suggested that an alteration (de-

crease) in status may have been chemically com-
municated. In a final series of tests, when

low-ranking bullheads with their nares cauter-
ized were returned to their former tanks, they
were unable to recognize their tank mates and
immediately attacked them. Whereas normally
low-ranking fish occupied particular areas of a
community tank, the cauterized fish swam

throughoutthe tank and attacked dominantfish
in their shelters. These results indicated that,

among bullheads, chemical stimuli appeared to
mediate individual and status discrimination
amongspecies mates as well as to maintain and
enhance normalsocial structuring of a commu-
nity.

For fish in a reproductive state pheromones

mayserveas signals for recognizing appropriate
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mates as well as for identifying intruders in an
established nest site. In the blind goby (7yphio-
gobius californiensis) male-female pairs, living as
commensals in burrowsof the shrimp Callianassa
afinis, appearto retain their statusforlife, prob-
ably ten or fifteen years (MacGinitie, 1939). The
gobies were foundto besensitive to intrusions of
other individuals of the same sex through chemi-
cal cues. After an invasion, a fight between the
stranger andthe resident of the same sex ensued
until one of the antagonists waskilled or driven
from the burrow. The opposite sexed resident
fish becamepassive and accepted thevictor(ei-
ther the formerresidentor a stranger) as a mate.
This suggested that pair formation may be de-
pendent moreon gender-specific rather than on
mate-specific pheromonesin this species. Mac-
Ginitie was also able to determine experimen-
tally that odors of a strangefish introducedinto
the burrow of an established pair wouldelicit
aggressive behavior by the inhabitant corre-
sponding to the sex of the donor.

Pheromones mayalso stimulate nuptial be-
haviors. In the gobiid fish Bathygobius soporator
gravid females produce a chemicalsecretion that
stimulates courtship behavior in males even in
the absence of visual cues (Tavolga, 1956). This
substance was foundto elicit courting move-
ments by males withinfive to ten secondsafterits
introduction, and it continued to stimulate the
male’s response for approximately one hour.
Tavolga tested extracts from various tissues and
determined that the pheromone was produced
in the ovaries and that it was sensed by olfac-
tion.

Male glandulocaudine characids have a cau-
dal gland that may produce a substance which,
whendirected toward the female during ‘“‘dust-
ing,”’ increases the probability that she will pair
(Nelson, 1964a, 1964b). Interestingly, the mem-
bers of the genus Glandulocauda that do not ap-
pear to have an intact gland produce croaking
sounds, which may have taken over much of the
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gland’s function. Courting males of the genus
Hypsoblennius produce a pheromonethatattracts
otherripe, nonparental males (Losey, 1969). Al-
though notfully explained,these results suggest
that possibly on populationlevel the male phero-
mone mayactto facilitate and enhance the sex-
ual receptivity of other males during the
breeding season. In a similar study by Leiner
(1930) 1t was found that mucus secreted by a
male stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus elicited
courtship behavior among other conspecific
males. Visual cues are primarily responsible for
pairing in the blue gourami(T7richogaster trichop-
terus: Cheal and Davis, 1974). Although chemical
cues from a female of this species to some extent
increasesnest buildingin isolated males, thefull
expression of this response is mediated by a
combination ofchemical andvisual stimuli. Simi-
larly, in the angelfish (Pterophyllum scalare) chemi-
cal stimuli from males will increase spawning
rates in females, but this response is increased
further by the effects of visual and chemical cues
(Chien, 1973). Additional examplesofthe role of
chemicalsecretions in reproductive behavior are
reviewed by Bardach and Todd (1970).

Manyspecies of fish shed their gametes into
the water, where fertilization takes place. But
meeting of eggs and spermis nottotally haphaz-
ard. Spermatozoa generally move and may be
attracted to eggs by a chemical message. Unlike
that of most species, the sperm of the Pacific
herring (Clupea pallasii) are almost motionless in
the water (Yanagimachi, 1957). Once in the vi-
cinity of the micropyle of a mature egg, however,
the sperm moveactively and instantly enter the
micropyle. Yanagimachi found that the sperm
attractant quality emanated from the egg mem-
brane around the micropyle area—theinterior of
the egg is ineffective—and suggested that the
essential groups of the sperm-activating factor
either are proteins or are intimately associated
with protein. Suzuki (1961) also implicated a
messenger from the micropyle area for sperm
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attraction in the Japanesebitterling (Acheilogna-

thus lanceolata).

Parental care and recognition of the young

amongseveral species offish also appear to be

mediated by chemical cues. Kiihme (1963) stud-

ied adult jewel fish (Hemichromis bimaculatus)

whose younghad recently hatched. When water

from the tank containing their young wasintro-

ducedinto a parent’s tank, the adult oriented to
that specific inflow locus and displayed fanning

and other parental behavior. This response per-
sisted for three weeks, which is the normal pe-
riod of parental care. By exchanging these fry
with youngeror older offspring, Ktihmewasable

to extend or shorten, respectively, the time pe-
riod of parental care. He also established that
parents could distinguish their young from those

of other parents solely on the basis of chemical
cues. Similar results ofparental discrimination of
and attraction to their own broods have been

established in the dwarf cichlid (Nannacara

anomala: Kunzer, 1964) and the Central Ameri-

can cichlid (Cichlosoma nigrofasciatum: Myrberg,
1966, 1975).

Theutilization of chemical cuesfor the initia-
tion and maintenance of schooling behavior in
fish has been previously studied with varying in-
terpretations of its degree of importance. Keen-
leyside (1955) studied blinded rudd (Scardinius

erythrophthalmus), which perceived and wereat-
tracted to odors of their species mates. Follow-
ing destruction of the olfactory epithelium, the

fish ceased to respondto these stimuli. Keenley-
side suggested that olfactory cues may keep
these schools from scattering at night. The roach
Rutilus rutilus exhibited comparably high levels
of attraction to both visual and chemical stimuli
of species mates (Hemmings, 1966). The author
also hypothesized that mutual attraction and
schooling maintenance may be mediated to a
large degree by chemoreception during noctur-
nal conditions and by vision duringthe day, each
being further integrated with stimuli received
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throughthelateral line system. Kiihme (1964)

found that young jewel fish (Hemichromis

bimaculatus) could orient positively to the odors

of other comparably aged conspecifics. Although

chemical cues appear to serve a function in the

attraction phases of schooling behavior, as Shaw

(1970) pointed out, other stimuli, particularly vis-

ual cues, must necessarily be integrated for the

manifestation of all the finer spatial and posi-
tional adjustments of a school.

There is another group of chemical com-
pounds amongfish that have been found to stim-
ulate alarm reactions or fright responses. The
alarm substance,or Schreckstoff (von Frisch, 1938,

1941), is generally released from clubcells in the
epidermis of an injured fish (Pfeiffer, 1960; see

Kleerekoper, 1969; Bardach and Todd, 1970;

and Hara, 1971 for recent reviews).

Pfeiffer (1963) reported the presence of
alarm substances and reactionsin several species
of North American Cyprinidae and Catas-
tomidae and believed thatonly fish in the order
Ostariophysi possessed these substances. Ver-
heijen (1963) identified nine species of cyprinid
fishes that also exhibited the flight reponse to
intraspecific skin extracts. An alarm substance
has been described for the top smelt (Atherinops
affinis: Skinneret al., 1962), but Rosenblatt and

Losey (1967) discountedit.
Reed (1969), following von Frisch’s methods

for measuring the alarm reaction, found that
Gambusia afinis and Fundulus olivaceus (non-
ostariophysans) and Notropis venustus, N. texanus,
and Hybopsis aestivalis (Cyprinidae) exhibited
fright responses to skin extracts from their own
species. The fright reaction among Fundulus and
Gambusia consisted ofthe fish becoming motion-
less. In some cases Gambusia also darted down-
ward and began digging in the gravel as if
attemptingto hide. The Cyprinidaeofthis study,
in general, became excited and formed tight
schools that moved to the tank bottom. In the
same study Reed also found that the same five
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prey species exhibited a fright response when
exposed to the odors of three North American
and two South American predatory species. The
significance of this finding was that in several
cases the prey and predatorspecies are ecologi-
cally isolated and hence would normally not en-
counter each other in their natural environ-
ments.

The alarm substance has two

_

beneficial
effects for the species involved. Thefright reac-
tion should move fishes away from feeding
predatorsas rapidly as possible. It may also be an
anticannibalism device so that a fish preying on
a youngfish of its own species or a related spe-
cies will be inhibited from further feeding upon
release of the alarm substance.

Acoustic Communication

Unlike higher vertebrates, which typically
share homologoussources of sound production,
fishes early in evolution apparently did not pos-
sess specialized mechanisms to produce sound.
Mechanismsofthis sort appeared aslater devel-
opments, evolving sporadically and indepen-
dently in variousfish taxa.

Fishes produce soundsin twobasic ways: by
stridulation of bony elements or by movementof
the swimbladder (Barber and Mowbray, 1956;
Burkenroad, 1931; Skoglund, 1961; Tavolga,
1962; Gainer and Klancher, 1965; Markl, 1971).
Stridulation can be caused by grinding of the
teeth, moving of the skull, pectoral girdle, or
fins. The swimbladdercanbeset into motion by
the rapid contraction of specialized intrinsic or
extrinsic muscles. In addition the swimbladder
can pick up and amplify vibrations produced by
stridulation of other parts of the body.

Stridulatory soundsare usually of short dura-
tion and spread over a wider frequency range
than swimbladder sounds. The  croaking
gourami (Trichopsis vittatus), for example, pro-
duces sound energy up to 12 kHz (Marshall,
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1966), although it is doubtful that the fish can
hear frequencies this high.

Sounds produced by swimbladder mecha-
nisms generally contain energy in a frequency
range from less than 100 Hz to several kHz with
greatest amplitude in the lower frequencies. In
many species the sound fundamental corre-
spondsdirectly to the rate of muscle contraction
(Packard, 1960; Skoglund, 1961; Winn and
Marshall, 1963; Cohen and Winn, 1967; Markl,
1971).

Fishes also produce sounds incidental to
swimming, known as hydrodynamic sounds
(Moulton, 1960). The significance of these
sounds in communication has not been well es-
tablished but they mayattract animals to sources
of food in someinstances. More extensive re-
views on sound-producing mechanismsareavail-
able in Marshall (1962, 1967), Schneider (1967),
Tavolga (1964, 1971a), Demski et al. (1973), and
Fine (1975).

Sounds are usually named by either their
function or their behavioral context(e.g., court-
ship sound or threat sound) or by how the ob-
server may describe the sound (e.g., ono-
matopoeic description such as knock, thump,
purr, staccato). That these representations of
sound are, of course, subjective and will vary
from observer to observer (Fish and Mowbray,
1970) makesit quite difficult to compare sounds
from the literature where different investigators
have named the same sound differently. Con-
tributing to the problem is the failure of many
investigators to publish the sonagramsoroscil-
logramsofthefish signals or even to describe the
signals completely.

With these limitations in mind, we haveat-
tempted to summarizein Table 1 the sounds and
coincident behavior of various fishes. Thefishes
are listed taxonomically according to Green-
wood et al. (1966). The examples used were of
fishes that modulate their acoustic signals in
some way, or conversely, those that fail to vary
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them in diversesituations. It is quite possible in

manyinstancesthat signals are morevariable or

are graded in a finer mannerthan described in

the original publications. Acoustic variations are

presentedin this table in an attempt to discern

how fishes may code their sounds. Tavolga

(1974) warned that parameters that are blatantly

obvious to humans maybeirrelevant to a fish.

Meaningful parameters may be established ex-

perimentally by playing back whole sounds and

their components while observing responses.

(Playbacks will be reviewedlater in this chapter.)

Hearing in fishes has been extensively re-
viewed (Moulton, 1963; Cahn, 1967; Enger,

1968; Flock, 1971; Lowenstein, 1971; Tavolga,

197la; Erulkar, 1972; Hawkins, 1973; Popper

and Fay, 1973). The problem is complicated by
the dual nature of underwater sound;it is made

of a vector velocity or displacement component
and a scalar pressure component.Fishes receive
sound vibrations throughthelateral line and the
labyrinth. Receptors respond to shearing forces
that move the kinocilium on hair cells (Hilliman

and Lewes, 1971). Lateral line neuromasts are

deformed by near-field sounds and mechanical
movementsin the water, and are therefore tuned

to have higher thresholds than units in theear.
Lateral line organscan act as directional sensors
close to the emitting source (Harris and van Ber-
geijk, 1962). Recent evidence indicates that the
labyrinth may also function in localization of
sound (Schuijf and Siemelink, 1974).

FUNCTION OF SOUND

Fish and Mowbray’s (1970) work on fishes of

the western North Atlantic is indicative of the
large numberoffish species known to produce
sounds. Impressive as this number1s,it is impor-
tant to realize that the behavioral significance of
only a small fraction of these sounds 1s known.
The sounds that observers have been able to
identify as playing a role in specific behavioral
acts are primarily related to either aggression or
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reproduction. In manycases the close relation

between these two categories makes a complete

dichotomydifficult.
Manyspecies, such as the tiger loach (Botia

hymenophysa: Klausewitz, 1958), use sound in de-

fense ofterritory. In the toadfish Opsanus tau the
boatwhistle, which can attract a female to a

male’s nest, mayalso indicate thatthe territory is

occupied by a male, and hence other males are
warned that they are unwelcome in the area

(Gray and Winn, 1961; Winn 1964, 1967, 1972).

Should another male approach the nest, the resi-

dent male will grunt at the intruder. The north-
ern midshipman (Porichthys notatus) has three
agonistic calls: a grunt spaced both regularly and
irregularly and a buzz (Cohen and Winn,1967).
All three signals are elicited underidentical con-
ditions, making the individual message content
for each sound unclear.

Perhaps uniquely, sea anemonefishes (Am-

phiprion spp.) make a soundthatis specific for
fighting and anotherthatis usedasa territorial
threat sound (Schneider, 1964a). In addition

these fishes have a submissive sound emitted by
vanquishedfish after a fight.

The female in a courting pair of the cichlid
Hemichromis bimaculatus emits a “‘br-r-r’’ sound
while aggressively holding groundafter the male
has bitten or rammed heror showsintentions of
doing so (Myrbergetal., 1965). This behavior

deters further attacks by the male, suggesting to
Barlow (1970) that the action of the female in-

ducesfear in the male.
The squirrelfish Holocentrus rufus produces

two calls ofmarkedly different types (Winnetal.,
1964). The grunt, although used whena tern-
tory is invadedby anotherspecies,is used chiefly
against neighboring conspecifics. When thestac-
cato sound 1s made,it acts primarily as a warning
sound elicited when theterritory is invaded by
large fish, including predators, or by almost any

fish that appears suddenly. Grunts appear to be
associated primarily with aggression and experi-
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mentally were shown notto habituate readily,
while the staccato is associated morewith escape
tendencies and did habituate readily.

A schooling, nonterritorial squirrelfish, Myri-
pristis berndti produces both a gruntand

a

stac-
cato sound (Salmon,1967), just as the territorial
species Holocentrus rufus does (Winnetal., 1964);
but in Mynprstis both sounds act as warning
calls. In addition, M. berndti also produces two
calls that could be termed agonistic against spe-
cies members, but they serve the purpose ofin-
creasing distance betweenfish. This call might
function in determining optimal spacing within
the school rather than asterritorial behavior.
Salmon speculates from these observations that
in various species of Myripristis schooling, rather
than occupying a territory, encourages the evo-
lution of a complicated vocabulary. Among
different species of squirrelfish, at least, this con-
Jecture is supported bythe fact that the sounds
emitted by M. berndti and M. violaceus (Salmon,
1967; Horch and Salmon, 1973) are more com-
plicated than that of the territorial Holocentrus
rufus (Winn et al., 1964). The problem may be
more complex because H. rufus forms schools in
certain habitats (Winn,pers. obs.). However, ob-
servations made of other schooling species ap-
pear not to support the idea as a generalization.

Cod (Gadus morhua) and haddock (Melano-
grammus aeglefinus), which are schooling species,
appear to have simple vocabularies (Brawn,
1961b; Hawkins and Chapman, 1966). The cod
apparently uses the same grunt for agonism and
courtship,as well as for the breakup of courtship
(Brawn, 1961b), but possibly further study will
show a moredifferentiated acoustic system.Itis
possible that this sound mayfunctionas analert-
ing or display-enhancing device and be devoid of
a specific message content. In the sea catfish
(Galeichthys felis: Tavolga, 1971b) and the croak-
ing gouratm (7richopsis vittatus: Marshall, 1966)
the agonistic displays and vocalizations may have
a hierarchical function. For example, once
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beaten, a gourami may remain near the domi-
nant conspecific withouteliciting further aggres-
sion.

Most soniferousfishes can be induced to vo-
calize whenthey are held or chased (Burkenroad,
1931; Fish, 1954; Fish and Mowbray, 1970;
Horch and Salmon, 1973). We assumethat the
sounds maybe producedin the wild whena fish
is attacked by a predator and mayact as warning
calls. The squirrelfish Myrnpristis violaceus pro-
duces both a growl and a grunt(the latter were
produced only when the fish were hand-held)
when confronted by threatening situations.
When these sounds were played back, the fish
responded by showing attention to the sound
source (a speaker) and producing growl sounds.
On the basis of their observations, Horch and
Salmon (1973) surmised that these sounds may
be used in natureto alert species mates to dan-
ger.

Since Smith’s work in 1905, sciaenid calls
have been generally assumedto play a courtship
role because the sounds occur only during the
mating season. Dikgraaf (1947) observed a
group of four Corvina nigra, of which two ap-
peared to be a pair. The smaller of the pair,
probably the male, would swim closely behind
and below thesluggish and larger female, with
his head below her abdomen. At odd intervals
and without apparent external motivation, the
male would swim to one ofthe otherfishes and
chaseit aroundthe tank while emitting its knock-
ing sound. This behavior occurred around twi-
light, when the apparently dominant male
searched for the female and beganhis chasing.

Males are often more vocal than females dur-
ing close courtship exchanges. In toadfish, as
well as in many other species, there may be an
endocrine as well as a physical basis for sexual
differences in sound production. For example,
courtship sounds are produced only by male
toadfish Opsanus tau. However, both Demski and
Gerald (1974) in O. beta, and Fine (unpublished)
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in O. tau, haveelicited boatwhistle-like sounds in

female toadfish by brain stimulation; though the
female is not known to produce this sound in
nature (Gray and Winn, 1961). Although the

swim bladder intrinsic-muscle complex grows
faster in the male than in the female, the bladder

complex is equally developed in the two sexes,
implying a hormonal rather than a morphologi-
cal basis for differential sound productionin the
male (Fine, 1975).

Although not common, there are cases in
which females have been observed to produce
courtship calls. Delco (1960) described sounds

by females during the courtship behavior of No-
tropis lutrensis and N. venustus. Stout (1963) was

somewhatskeptical of this work since he found
that sounds were largely, if not entirely, pro-
duced by malesin the closely related species N.
analostanus. Fish (1954), describing mating of a

pair of sea horses Hippocampus hudsonius stated
that “preliminary activity consisted of slow swim-
ming, either together or apart, accompanied by
occasional noisy snapping of the head. Clicks
were often produced alternately by the two
fishes, and during their actual embrace, these

sounds were loud and almost continuous.” Al-
though no soundswere heard during nonaggres-
sive courtship, spawning, or caring for the
offspring, the “br-r-r’’ soundof the female Hemi-
chromis bimaculatus seems to inhibit the male’s
aggression (Myrberget al., 1965). In the croak-
ing gourami (Trichopsis vittatus) both the male
and female croak duringlateral displays, aggres-
sive interactions, and the early stages of court-
ship (Marshall, 1966). During courtship and
spawning the female purrs in a headupposture.
Accordingto Marshall, this display operatesas a
distance-decreasing mechanism in contradistinc-
tion to the hypothesized function of the croaking
sound.It is probable that in both the cichlid and
the gourami courtship sounds have evolved from
a system designed primarily for aggression.

There are few known examplesof males pro-
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ducing courtship sounds during the reproduc-
tive season when no female is within visual dis-
tance. Toadfishes (Opsanus tau: Fish, 1954; Fish

and Mowbray, 1959; Tavolga, 1958c, 1960; Gray

and Winn, 1961; Winn, 1967, 1972; O. beta:

Breder, 1941, 1968; Tavolga, 1958c, 1960; O.

phobetron: Tavolga, 1968b) and Porichthys notatus
(R. Ibara, pers. comm.) produce soundsofthis
type. Such a system of spontaneouscalling is
analogousto bird song and sharessimilar prop-
erties (Winn, 1964, 1972). Schleidt’s (1973) con-

cept of tonic communication should also be
applicable to the toadfish. A background chorus
of boatwhistles could enable females to enter
final spawning readiness, at which timethe call

would becomeattractive and thereby serve as an
orienting stimulus. Similarly, a priming function
was shown by Marshall (1972), who played back
male soundsto femalesof the cichlid 7ilapia mos-
sambica, causing them to lay eggs several days
earlier than control females. There may be other
examples where soundsact in communicating to
distant fish. Although Gerald (1971) observed
sound production associated only with active
courtship behavior in various species of sun-
fishes, playbacks of the male’s courtship grunts
attracted both males and females. The sunfish
call could be evolving for communication over
longer distances or could simply have an inci-
dental (to the emitter) attractive quality. Delco
(1960) found that male and female Notropis lutren-
sis were attracted to a chamber from which
female N. lutrensis sounds were produced. Only
males of N. venustus responded to conspecific
sound in a comparable experiment.

Schwarz (1974a) used informationanalysis, a
fundamental tool for determining if communica-
tion occurs, for thefirst time on fish sounds. She

showed that there were three lines of evidence
that indicated a function for the sounds of Cich-
lasoma centrarchus: sound wasassociated with ag-
gressive behavior; responses to silent behavior
differed significantly from responses to behavior
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accompanied by sound;andfinally, the amount
of information transmitted when animals could
hearas well as see one anotherdiffered from that
transmitted when they could only see one an-
other. A recipient conspecific responds to sound
by ceasing aggressive acts and usually moving
quickly away from the emitter. Aggressive dis-
plays not accompanied by sound emission have
a muchlowerthreat value. Breeding pairs do not
use the sound for courtship, but rather as a
threat. From introduction up to the time of
Spawning, the male produces most of the
sounds, directing them toward the female. From
this point on, the female makes most of the
sounds, but directs them at fishes in adjacent
tanks (Schwarz, 1974a, 1974b, in preparation).

SIGNAL VARIATION AND CODING

Mostfish soundsarebasically percussive, and
the various messages sent between fishes are
elaborations of pulses (Fig. 4). In an attemptto
summarize howfishes codetheir signals, Winn
(1964) categorized them in five basic ways (Fig.
5), which suggested to him that the temporal
patterning of soundswasan importantcarrier of
information. Thefirst and secondwere variable-
time-interval and fixed-time-interval signals, in
which the time between units viewed as one
sound on a spectrogram (grunt, knock, etc.) were
variable or fixed. This schemereferred to whole
soundsrather than to componentsof soundsre-
lated to individual muscle contractions. In the
third and fourth types of signal, the duration of
any signalis lengthened (unit-duration signal) or
the amountof time during which units are pro-
duced is varied (time-length signal). The final
category was harmonic-frequency signals of
longer duration.

There are five basic ways in which signal
producedby fish can be varied: amplitude, du-
ration, repetition rate, numberof pulses within

a signal, and frequency. While in manycases,
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categories such as duration, repetition rate,
number of pulses, and intervals are obviously
related, at other times they can refer to quite
disparate quantities.

Amplitude
By analogy with humans, we might expect

fishes to reserve their louder sounds for higher
emotional states or levels of arousal, and in fact
such modulation does occur. The cod (Gadus
morhua, ) grunts more loudly when using sound
as a determined threat and morefaintly at the
end of an aggressive encounter (Brawn, 1961b).
Fish (1954) observed a sea robin, Prionotus caroli-
nus, that would lie quietly on the bottom cluck-
ing softly while being gently stroked by the
experimenters. However, if this stimulation was
applied too long or too heavily, the fish would
break away in apparent annoyance and emit a
louder burst. The knocking signal of the sciaenid
Corvina nigra becomes more energetic under
higher stimulation (Dikgraaf, 1947).

Amplitude1s also used to differentiate sounds
that have different meanings. The threatening
sound of the sea anemone fish (Amphiprion xan-
thurus) is loud enoughto be audible in air 10 m
from the aquarium. The fighting soundof the
fish is emitted muchcloser to a conspecific than
the threatening soundandis of lowerintensity
(Schneider, 1964a). The courtship purr of the
satinfin shiner (Notropis analostanus) is less in-
tense than its agonistic vocalizations (Winn and
Stout, 1960; Stout, 1963). The threatening
sound in the tiger fish Therapon jarbua is louder
and is elicited by a higherlevel of agonism than
the drumming sound (Schneider, 1964b). The
short grunt is quieter than the long, loud grunt
in the sea catfish (Galeichthysfelis: Tavolga, 1960).
The squirrelfish Myripnstis berndti produces
grunts and staccatos as warningcalls. The stac-
cato, which 1s elicited under a morestressful situ-

ation than the grunt, is also louder (Salmon,

1967). Winn (1972) found that a toadfish boat-
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whistle with an amplitude equivalent to that
emitted bya fish less than one foot away would
cause anothertoadfish to stop calling, suggest-
ing that thecall aids in territorial spacing. This
effect is not obtained with lower amplitudes.

Duration

Fishes vary the duration oftheir acoustic sig-
nals, producing different calls and modulating
the signalwithin

a

call. The short grunt naturally
emitted by Galeichthysfelis is 20 to 40 mseclong,
while the grunt emitted by a proddedfishis over
100 msec;in the catfish Bagre marinus the sobbing
sound maybeoverhalf a second long compared
with the yelp, which varies from 100 to 200 msec
(Tavolga, 1960). The squirrelfish Myripristis
berndt: has one of the mostvaried vocabularies
knownfor a fish, with the signals largely sepa-
rated on the basis of duration (Salmon, 1967).
Both the knock and the growl are agonistic calls
expressed to conspecifics. Given during chasing,
the knock is short, while the growl, produced
only after physical contact, is many secondslong.
This fish also produces grunts and staccatos in
warning situations. While the staccato is consid-
erably longer than the grunt, the individual com-
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ponents of the staccato, made of a series of
sounds, appearto be ofshorter duration than the
grunts.

The tiger fish Therapon jarbua produces two
agonistic calls underdifferent levels of motiva-
tion. The drummingsoundconsists of 10 msec
pulses, produced at irregular rates; and the
threatening sound is madeof a burst of these
pulses, up to 200 per second. The moreintense
a fish’s threat, the longer it produces the sound
(Schneider, 1964b).

The threatening,fighting, and shaking (sub-
missive) soundsof the sea anemonefish (Amphi-
prion xanthurus) separate easily on the basis of
duration, being respectively 25 to 30, 45 to 60,
and 250 to 400 msec long. These signals are
longer than comparable ones produced by A.
polymus (Schneider, 1964a).

Both male and female toadfish Opsanus tau
producea single coarse grunt (Fish, 1954) that
can be continuously gradedinto a rapid series of
grunts called a growl. The grunt, which is pro-
duced in aggressive encounters, may become a
growl when the intensity of the encounter in-
creases (Winn, 1972). The two signals are
differentiated by their duration and rate (Winn,
1972).

Agonistic sounds of several sympatric trig-
gerfishes (Balistidae) vary in duration and puls-
ing (Salmonet al., 1968).

The northern midshipman(Porichthys notatus)
makes a continuous mating call that can vary
from less than ten minutes to an hour (Ibara,
pers. comm.). Thecall is made by a nesting male
to attract a female and is produced without a
direct external stimulus, butit may beelicited
indirectly by the calls from other nearby males.
The duration of the call is probably related to
some aspect of the male’s internalstate.

Delco (1960) described a female courtship
call for the minnows Notropis leutrensis and N.
venustus having durations of 0.84 and 0.047 to
0.07 seconds, respectively. The duration of the
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components of the male satinfin shiner’s (Notro-

pis analostanus) courtship purr varies between 1! 1

and 24 msec, with the purring soundthatis di-

rected at the female during courtship consisting

of a more rapid series of lower intensity knocks

(Winn and Stout, 1960; Stout, 1963).

The courtship grunt produced by the male

damselfish Eupomacentrus partitus is variable in

numberofpulses and duration (Myrberg, 1972a,

1972b), with the variation apparently correlated

with the amountof time the male spends swim-

ming close to the female. Moulton (1958) ob-
served a meeting of a pair of angelfish

Pomacanthus arcuatus in which vocalizations
changed from short grunts to longer moanlike

sounds.
The freshwater drum (Aplodinotus grunniens)

produces a drumming sound during a longses-

sion during the day (Schneider and Hasler,
1960). Early and late in the session it produces
a main soundofthreeto five seconds with one
to several short sounds precedingand following.
During the peak hoursof the session the sound
series reaches a minuteor longerbefore a break,
and the short sounds decrease or disappear.
Dijkgraaf (1947) described a similar phenome-

non in another sciaenid, Corvina nigra. Under
periods of increasing stimulation, the knocking
signal became more frequent and more ener-
getic, and the duration increased. However,the

numberof knocks in a signal varied from five to
seven anddid notincreaseasit did in Aplodinotus.

Sounds mayfunction as an ethologicalisola-
ting mechanism in fish, with duration being
an important componentof the system. Gerald
(1971) has studied the male courtship grunts in
six sympatric species of sunfish (Centrarchidae).
Hewasable to separate the vocalizations on the
basis of call duration and percentage of call
pulsed (Fig. 6). Although he has some evidence
that the soundsare discriminated by conspecific
females, the system is not perfect and hybrids
occasionally occur. Anotherinteresting example
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comes from three closely related Atlantic toad-
fishes, Opsanus tau, O. beta, and O. phobetron (Wal-
ters and Robins, 1961; Fish and Mowbray, 1959).

The toadfish species share similar meristics and
morphometrics and are separated primarily on
size and color pattern. The boatwhistle calls of
the three are distinct (Fig. 7). O. beta produces a
double hoot, with the second sound shorter than

the first, while O. tau and O. phobetron produce a
single boatwhistle. While the call of an O. tau
rarely exceeds half a second, O. phobetron’s call

may last up to a second (Tavolga, 1968b). Al-
thoughthethree species are currently allopatric,
they may have been sympatric in the recent past
and perhapsthe divergenceoftheir calls can be
ascribed to character displacement. Durationis
an important parameter in boatwhistle call rec-
ognition in Opsanus tau (see playback experi-
ments).

Sounds of a nonsexual nature mayalso di-
verge amongrelated forms. Such sounds could
function for intraspecific species recognition,or
they might be a reflection of a changein a fish’s
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Fig. 7. Boatwhistle call of three species of
toadfish. A. Opsanus tau; B. O. beta; C. O. phobetron.
Narrow bandfilter. (B. and C. from tape accompa-
nying Tavolga, 1968b.)

whole acoustic repertoire during speciation. For
instance, the hand-held sounds of Priacanthus
meekt range between 76 and 150 msec, while
those of P. cruentatus go from 300 to 600 msec
(Salmon and Winn, 1966).

Repetition Rate
The temporal patterning of fish sounds, a

combination of duration and repetition rate (on
and off times), is of paramount importance in
their coding. Winn (1964, 1967, 1972) has fo-
cused on the idea embodiedin repetition rate by
dividing soundsinto fixed andvariable interval
types. It is largely variable rates that make the
drumming soundsof various sciaenids species-
specific. Corvina nigra produces eight pulses a
second (Dikgraaf, 1947), Cynoscion  regalis
twenty-four (Tower, 1908), and Aplodinotus grun-

niens eighteen to twenty-seven (Schneider and
Hasler, 1960). This sort of variation is shown by

Fish and Mowbray(1970) in the sonagramsof a
host of sciaenid species.

Individual species often produce different
calls of varying repetition rates. The rapid series
ofknocks of Notropis analostanus is variably paced,
while the purr has a constant but faster repeti-
tion rate (Winn and Stout, 1960; Stout, 1963),
l.e., the fixed interval of Winn (1964, 1972).
Likewise, squirrelfish of the genera Holocentrus
and Mynpristis produce variable-interval grunts
and fast-paced equal-interval staccatos (Winn et
al., 1964; Salmon, 1967). Toadfish grunts vary
from individual pulses to rapidly pulsed growls
(Winn, 1964). In fact, the boatwhistle of the

toadfish probably represents an extreme within
this spectrum, with the sonic muscles undergo-
ing a sustained contraction at their maximalrate,
which is considerably higher than that used in
the grunt and growl. The thump produced dur-
ing a fight between conspecific males in Hemichro-
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mis bimaculatus has a pulse repetition rate of 12

Hz, while the “‘br-r-r”” produced before attack is

pulsed at thirty-five times a second (Myrberget

al., 1965).
Motivational states and their meaning can be

graded by varying the rate of production of a

sound. The courtship grunts of Bathygobius

soporator increase in repetition rate duringactive

courtship (Tavolga, 1958a). Chasmodes bosquianus

produces its courtship grunt every second or

two, but occasionally the male will emit a burst

of three to four soundsin quick succession if a

female approacheshis shelter (Tavolga, 1958b).

Likewise, male toadfish have been observed to

increasetheir rate ofboatwhistling when a gravid

female approached (Gray and Winn,1961; Fish,

1972). Experimental studies on rate are given in

the playback section.
Recent work on the swimbladder’s role in

hearing supports our contention that the tempo-

ral nature of sound, rather than variations in its

frequency content, is important for communica-

tion in fishes. The swimbladder presents an

acoustic discontinuity to underwater sound,

which causesit to resonate. This motion1s rera-

diated and translated to the ears. Unlike an un-

derwater bubble, which has a highly tuned

resonant frequency determined byits size and

depth, the swimbladderis highly damped within

the body of the fish (Alexander, 1966; McCart-

ney and Stubbs, 1970; Demskiet al., 1973; Sand

and Hawkins, 1973; Popper, 1974). Popper
(1974) found that the response of the swimblad-

der of an insonified living goldfish wasflat from
50 to 2,000 Hz, indicating that the bladder did

not selectively favor any particular frequencies.

A strongly tuned bladder would changea fish’s
hearingsensitivity with depth andsize (age) and
therefore be deleterious (Popper, 1971; Sand
and Hawkins, 1973). The dampednature of the

swimbladder makes it responsive to the time-
based nature of a signal. A strongly resonant

structure takes timeto start respondingand con-
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tinues to respond after stimulation has termi-

nated (Popper, 1974). Such a reverberating sys-

tem would be poorly adapted to discriminate

broad-band pulsed sounds.
Popper(1972) studied the auditory threshold

in the goldfish as a function of signal duration

and indicated that there were no differences be-

tween short pulses and continuous tones, and

that thresholds were the same whetherthereis a

long or short off-time between pulses. Popper

concluded that temporal summation does not

occur in goldfish and that the enhanced sen-

sitivity for long sounds found in mammalsis un-

necessary for the short duration of fish sounds.

Number of Pulses or Units
Looking at the numberof pulses or units in

an acoustic display could be identical to focusing

on the duration orrepetition rate (or the on and

off time). But, whereasthe latter two categories

are on an obvious continuum,the former may be

looked at as a binary or incremental function.

For instance, manyfishes make soundsthat con-

tain one or multiple pulses (Table 1). If the

sounds merely grade from uni- to multipulsed
with somesort of proportional behavioral moti-
vation, they do not belongin this category. This

question cannot be answered in mostcases. In
N. analostanus single knocksare usedin theinitial

stages of courtship and in chasing between

males, while two different types of series of
knocks are used for moreintense fighting and
courtship (Winn and Stout, 1960; Stout, 1963).

The courtship purr of the female croaking
gourami(Trichopsis vittatus) is separated from the
male and female agonistic croaking soundby the
numberofpulses, averaging 2.3 pulses per croak
and 4.5 pulses per croak respectively (Marshall,

1966). This type of coding reaches a peak in the
damselfish LEupomacentrus partitus, where five
different calls can be separated in this manner
(Myrberg, 1972a, 1972b). The pop, chirp, long

chirp, and burr have respectively 1, 3, 4-6, and



Table 1

Message and modulation offish vocalization.
pee

Species and Call Function Probable Coding

Gnathonemuspetersit (Rigley and Marshall, 1973)

Click sounds Agonistic during lateral display or chasing of Single clicksor in series of 2~5 clicks with vary-
conspecific, model of conspecific, or a knife ing intervals. Average duration 25 msec.
fish (Gymnotus sp.); also hand-held.

Glandulocauda inequalis (Nelson, 1964b)

Courtship croak By male during hovering Pulse train of varying duration, either grouped

or relatively equally spaced. Frequency and

amplitude variable. Somevariation related to
gulping of air bubbles and depth in the water.

Notropis analostanus (Winn and Stout, 1960; Stout, 1963)

Knock Male chasing male or by male duringinitial 11-60 msec duration
courtship contact with female

Rapid series of knocks Male fighting Series of knocks, irregularly spaced.
Purring sound Male courtship, duringcircling and “‘solo- Morerapid series, lower intensity and frequency

spawning”behavior, occasionally during range.

approachesto the female.

Galeichthys felis (Tavolga, 1960, 1971b)

Type I Possible echolocation 5-10 msec duration; 75-100 Hz rep.rate.
Type II (short grunt) Dominance behavior Soft, 10-40 msec duration; 200 Hzrep.rate.
Type III (long, loud grunt) Prodding Loud, 100-150 msec duration, 150 Hz rep.rate.
Percolator Possible function in the formation of Large chorusof animals producing short grunts
chorus schooling at frequent intervals.

Bagre marinus (Tavolga, 1960)

Sobbing sound Associated with schooling or social behavior 420-550 msec with decrease of fundamental,

in some way, not understood harmonics.
Yelp As above 110-200 msec duration with decrease of funda-

mental, harmonics.

Grunt Prodding ~ 100 msec, not explicitly stated.

Opsanus tau (Fish, 1954; Tavolga, 1958c; Gray and Winn, 1961; Winn, 1964, 1967, 1972)

Grunt Defense of nest by male or by male and Single or multiple series of pulses, fundamental
female when threatened or prodded. ~ 100 Hz.

Boatwhistle Male courtshipcall, attracts females to nest, Sustained contraction with harmonics, dura-

stimulates males to call when weak and tion, and frequency variable. 300 msec dura-

inhibits them if too loud. tion Solomons, Maryland; fundamental

~ 200 Hz.
Opsanus beta (Tavolga, 1958c, 1960, 1968b)

Grunt Similar to tau. Similar to tau.

Boatwhistle Similar to tau. Higher fundamental 260-300 Hz. Durations up

to 600 msec. More complicated call made of

a double hoot preceded by a grunt.

Opsanus phobetron (Fish and Mowbray, 1959); Tavolga, 1968b)

Grunt Probably similar to tau. Longerandhigher frequency than in tau orbeta.

Boatwhistle Similar to tau. Fundamental 260 Hz, long duration upto 1 sec

and precededbyseveral pulses.
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Table 1 (continued)
I

iON

Species and Call Function Probable Coding

Ii

I

Porichthys notatus (Cohen and Winn, 1967; Ibara, pers. comm.)

Irregular grunts Prodded male, also recorded underwater

when stimulus not seen.

Trains of regularly As above.

spaced grunts

Buzz Asabove; separate behavioral meanings for

these three calls have not been found.

Boatwhistle Courtship call produced at night by nesting

male.

Gadus morhua (Brawn, 1961b)

Courtship by male, aggression, breakup

courtship between two males, or male

and nonripe female.

Grunt

Melanogrammusaeglefinus (Hawkins and Chapman, 1966; Hawkins, 1973)

Aggression (both aggressor and victim), when

chased or held by human, during approach

by a large cod, competitive feeding.

Grunts and rasplike

noises

Courtship.

Holocentrus rufus (Winnetal., 1964)

Grunt Intra- or interspecific invasion of territory;

directed chiefly at neighboring conspecifics.

Staccato Warningcall, approach of large predator.

Hand-held grunt Prodding.

Myripristis berndti (Salmon, 1967)

Knock Intraspecific chasing.

Growl Agonistic, after physical contact sometimes

resulting from chasing, usually between

fishes of equal size.

Grunt Warningcall, approach of large predators.

Staccato Warningcall, higher motivation than grunt.

Hand-held grunt Prodding.

Myripristis violaceus (Horch and Salmon, 1973)

Thump Agonistic episodes ofcircling tail beating

and chasing between pairs of conspecifics.

Knock Behaviornot yet separated from above.

Growl Probably a warningcall

Hand-held grunt Prodding

Possible fundamental < 85 Hz, 61-110 msec

pulse duration.

As above,but ina series lastingbetween 41.5 and

120.8 sec. Intervals between grunts averaged

0.75 and 0.96 sec.

1.0-3.3 sec duration. Fundamental either < 85

Hz or variably between 150 and 250 Hz.

105-110 Hz buzz ranging from <10 min to an

hour.

Not specified; low frequency (<50 Hz). Grunt

louder whenused as a determined threat and

fainter at the end of the aggressive period.

Pulses producedsingly in irregular intervals or

in rapid sequences of 2-6 at a rate of 5/sec.

Pulse duration 7.5-100 msec. Rasplike sound

duration to 2.7 sec.

Faster rate up to 100/sec.

Single or in groups, long and variable time

intervals between pulses.

Variable numberof grunts repeated rapidly,

uniform time interval between pulses.

Grunt element longer thanin first two calls,

producedin series of varying intervals and

rates.

Short duration.

Manysecondslong.

Spaced irregularly.

Rapid series of sounds, individuals of which ap-

pear to be shorter and louder than grunts.

Notspecified.

Low-pitched soundsin groups of 3-7, generally

separated by intervals of less than 0.5 sec.

Higher pitched and shorter duration than

grunts. Series of up to 10 in successionatir-

regular intervals (0.3-2.0 sec).

Manyknocklike pulses in rapid succession

Similar to thumps but louder and higher

pitched.
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Table 1 (continued)eee
Species and Call Function Probable Codingeee

Hippocampus hudsonius (Fish, 1953, 1954)

Snaps Courtship and when exploring new situa- Not given.
tions.

Therapon jarbua (Schneider, 1964b)

Trommellaute (drum- Agonistic. 10 msec pulse.
ming sound)

Drohlaute (threatening Agonistic but higher intensity, threatening or Rapid series of drumming sounds up to 200
sound) attacking. pulses/sec. The strongera fish threatens, the

longer the sound.Intensity higher than drum-
ming sound.

Lagodon rhomboides (Caldwell and Caldwell, 1967)

Click and double click Chasing conspecifics during territorial defense. In double click the second click has either a
slightly higher or a slightly lower principal

frequency than thefirst.

Corvina nigra (Dijkgraaf, 1947)

Knocking sound Male leaves female and chases other males 2-7 knocksat a rate of 8/sec. Under more stim-
during courtship. ulation the knocking signal becomes more

energetic and longer.

Aplodinotus grunniens (Schneider and Hasler, 1960)

Growl sound Prodding. 300-500 msec duration.
Drumming sound Unknown. 3-5 sec to a minute or longer, pulse duration

12.4-28.9 msec at a rate between 18 and

27/sec.

Hemichromis bimaculatis (Myberg, Kramer, and Heinecke, 1965)

“Br-r-r” sound Produced just before attacking an intruder; Middle frequency 400 Hz,pulse rep. rate 35/sec.
(female) more soundselicited by conspecifics than

equal-sized fish of another species; max.
production during egg incubation; also pro-
duced during courtship while aggressively
holding groundafter attack by male.

“Br-r-r’” sound Produced in aggressive situations in early Middle frequency 300 Hz,pulse rep. rate 35/sec,
(male) ‘courtship and parental period. duration longer than in female.

Thump(male) Producedin early stages of fighting between 3-5 pulses, pulse rep. rate 12 Hz.
conspecifics during approach,lateral dis-
play, and tailbeating, often preceding the

“br-r-r”? sound.

Cichlasoma centrarchus (Schwarz, 1974)

Low growling Produced agonistically by male and female Frequency 100-1,300 Hz, pulses of uniform
sound within two body lengths of opponent. duration, sound duration from 0.5-4 sec;

duration and pulse rep. rate increase with

more highly aggressive actions.
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Table 1 (continued)
Species and Call Function Probable Coding

Amphiprion xanthurus (Schneider, 1964a)

Drohlaute (threatening In defense of anemonewithtail and jerksound) movements before and between fights.Kampflaute ( fighting In close proximity to opponent duringsound) fight.
Ruttellaute (shaking Submissive, combined with laterally directedsound)

plane.

Amphiprion polymnus (Schneider, 1964a)
Threat sound Anemonedefense.
Fighting sound Duringfight.
Shaking sound Submissive.

Eupomacentrus partitus (Myrberg, 1972a, 1972b)
Chirp Courtship during *‘dip.”’
Long chirp Courtship during “flutter,”Grunt Courtship during “close swim,”Burr Courtship, male movingrapidly to his nest

when female nearby.
Pop Agonistic interactions involving head-on

confrontations.
Pomacanthus arcuatus (Moulton, 1958)
Short grunt Unknown.
Moanlike sound Recognition signal, Possibly ofa pair.

Chasmodes bosquianus (Tavolga, 1958b)
Grunting sound Courtship by male.

Gobius jozo (Kinzer, 1961)

Snore

establishedterritory.
Bathygobius soporator (Tavolga, 1958a)
Grunt Courtship by male.

Trichopsis vittatus (Marshall, 1966)

Croaking sound (male Duringlateral displays of aggressiveinter-and female) actions and early stages of courtship.Purring sound Courtship and spawning, during head-up(female only) posture.

movements of the head in the horizontal

25-30 msec duration; loud, audible 10 m from
aquarium inair.

45-60 msec, lower intensity.

250-400 msec.

12.5-20 msec.

22-30 msec.
90-120 msec.

3 pulses/sequence.
4-6 pulses.
Variable numberof pulses and duration.
8-12 pulses, restricted frequencyrange.

Single pulse.

Short, sharp sound.
Longergrunt.

155 msec average duration; usually produced
at 1-2 sec intervals, occasionally in a burst
of 3-4 sounds.

0.5 sec duration, but repetition variable.

Increase in frequency during active courtship.

19.6 msec average duration, average 4-5 single
or double tone bursts/croak.

22.4 msec average duration, average 2.3
pulses/purr.
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8-12 pulses per sequence, while the grunt has a

variable numberofpulses.

of the black grouper (Mycteroperca bonaci), caused

by opercular movements, consists O

pulses (Tavolga, 1960).

Repetition of entire sounds seemsto be pat-

terned in the clown fish (Amphiprion xanthurus:

Schneider, 1964a). The submissive, shaking

sound is given in groupsofthree to six, and the

fish does not usually emit more than four attack

soundsin onefight. The threatening sound var-

‘es with the situation: long series of ten or more

sounds are emitted before a fight and shorter

series of three to five are emitted after a lull in

fighting,initiating a new phase of battle.

Frequency
The role of frequency in coding fish sounds

is not well understood. Although some sounds

(particularly stridulatory ones) have wide-fre-

quency components, other soundsclearly show

characteristic species differences in frequency

(particularly fundamentals). The frequency spec-

trum is typically a property of the sound-produc-

a function of durati !

te. Sustained Lorcher, 1969). The rate of boatwhistling doesing mechanism andis sometimes

the sonic muscle contraction ra

muscle contractions often produce harmonics,

but in somecases, as Tavolga (1962) has shown,

harmonics may also berelated to the acoustic

properties of the environment. Playbacks to

toadfish demonstrated that they respond posi-

tively to tones of 200-400 Hz without the pres-
and any quency was established in the croaking gouram1

ence of harmonics (Winn, 1972),

harmonics above the second are beyond the

toadfish’s hearing range (Winn, 1972; Fish and

Offutt, 1972). At this time there is no proof of

relevance of harmonics to meaning in a fish sig-

nal.

In a system where cavity size and internal

pressure remain relatively constant, frequency fs

not widely varied. Generally, certain frequencies

or groups of frequencies are favored because of

the physics of the system, but it is not typically

Communication in Selected Groups

known what portion of the acoustic energy fish

Each drumbeat sound focus on within their hearing range. In many

instances the higher frequencies of a sound may

f five sound be abovethefish’s hearing range.

Species-specific frequency differences occur

because of morphometric and physiological

changes in the sound-producing mechanism

during evolution. There are differences in the

fundamental frequency of the boatwhistle calls

of the three species of toadfish that were dis-

cussed at length in the section on duration. In

addition,there are indications ofa possible clinal

variation in the fundamental frequency of Op-

sanus tau boatwhistles up and downthe Atlantic

coast ofNorth America, with frequency increases

in the lower latitudes (Tavolga, 1968b, 1971la;

Fish and Mowbray, 1970). However, the effects

of temperatureandfish size on the fundamental

are unknownforthis species. Schneider (1964b)

has shownthat increasing temperature increases

the contraction rate of the sonic musclesin Ther-

apon jarbua. In frogs, rising temperature gener-

ally causes an increase in the repetition rate and

fundamentalofa call, with a coincident drop in

on (Blair, 1958; Schneider, 1968, 1974;

increase with temperature in Opsanus beta

(Breder, 1968), although the mechanism behind

this correlation is unexplained. |

The effect of animal size on frequencyis an

open question and may depend on the species.

An inverse correlation between size and fre-

(Trichopsis vittatus: Marshall, 1966), was assumed

‘n the cichlids Hemichromis bimaculatus and Cich-

lasoma nigrofasciatum (Myrberg et al., 1965), and

is probably true of many fishes. Myrbergetal.

(1965) also found that the ‘“‘br-r-r’”’ sound of the

female is higher pitched than the same sound of

the larger male.

In species like the toadfish, where sonic mus-

cle contraction rate governsthe fundamentalfre-

quency (Skoglund, 1961), bladder size may not
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be an importantconsideration. In the Japanese fishes’ System is primitive when compared withgurnard (Chelidonichthys kumu) the dominant fre- that of higher vertebrates. The ability to usefre-quency of the “gu” call lies around 300 Hz in quencywill vary from one groupoffishes to thefishes ofthree differentsize groups, even though next, depending on the complexity of the audi-the sound energy ranges somewhat higher in tory system.smaller specimens (Bayoumi, 1970). The funda-

after the playback was turned off Moulton wasof catfish and toadfish vocalizationsin which the also able to suppressthe staccatocall by playingfundamental frequency decreases slightly back 200-600 Hz signals for the approximatethrough the course of a longsustained call. This duration of the call. Recently Fish and Mowbraydecrease undoubtedlyresults from a diminution (1970) questioned Moulton’s species determina-of muscle-contraction rate, perhaps due to tion, suggesting that on the basis of frequencyfatigue, and is probably unrelated to communi- range and pulse form his sounds came mostcation. This changein contraction rate does pro- likely from a sciaenid, probably Cynoscion regalis.vide a theoretical basis offrequency modulation. Anotherearly work using the playback tech-Enger (1963) showed that some auditory nique involved the playing ofa tape loop ofmaleneurons of Cottus scorpius responded to sounds courtship sounds of Bathygobius soporator to malesup to 200 Hz and others up to 300-500 Hz. and females (Tavolga, 1958a). Females re-Within certain limits, frequency could be de- sponded within a minute by increasingtheir ac-tected by the volley principle. Jacobs and tivity, respiration, and contacts betweenTavolga (1968) demonstrated good frequency individuals (nipping, butting, and approaching),discriminationin the goldfish. Given this and the though they did not orientto the sound. Whenfact that in some cases frequencies differ be- a male was confined in a flasktween species, frequency must be important in the females oriented towardsome cases (see playback section), although the flask repeatedly.

during playback,
him, bumping the

Male responses to playback
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were similar, except that they approached and

remained near the soundif in a courtship set,

i.e., isolated or recently exposed to females.

Males in a combatset (exposed to other males)

exhibited no response to the playback. Tavolga

played back electronic pulses to the fish to ex-

plore the significant parameters of thecall. Ani-

mals responded maximally to frequencies

between 100 and 300 Hz, to pulse durations of

75-150 msec,and to variable repetition rates de-

pending on duration. Pulses shorter than 75

msec wereeffective only at high repetition rates.

Intensities higher than normal were also effec-

tive. Within these limits the sound was not spe-

cific and positive responses were elicited to the

courtship sound of the blenny Chasmodes and to

Tavolga saying “‘ugh-ugh.”

Various aspects of the vocalization of the

toadfish Opsanus tau have been investigated.

Winn (1967) found that he could increasea fish’s

rate of boatwhistling by playing back boatwhis-

(thirteen per minute and below) did not increase

calling. In further work, Fish (1972) and Winn

(1972) found that the maximum stimulatory

thresholdcalling rate was one sound every 4.0 to

4.5 seconds. When sounds were played at this

rate, the toadfish and the playback alternated.

Faster playbacks and an experiment with a de-

layed playback of each sound the toadfish pro-

duced did not establish antiphony. Continuous

tones suppressed calling, but whenintermittent

tones were played, toadfish placed their boat-

whistles in the silent period. Winn (1972) played

tonesignals to toadfish to determine whatpart of

the signals were relevant in communication. A

frequency of 180 Hz was stimulating, but a

sound with more energy at 100 Hz than at higher

frequencies was not. Sounds too loud, equiva-

lent to the call of a fish less than one foot away,

caused a reduction in calling. Durations of 75

and 150 msecresulted in a loss of stimulatory

Communication in Selected Groups

value compared to a duration of 300 msec, the

approximate average of natural calls from Solo-

mons, Maryland.It wasclear that amplitude, du-

ration, repetition rate, and frequency are all

important parameters in social facilitation of

boatwhistling by toadfish.

Winn also showed that females were attracted

to boatwhistles coming from cans in front of a

speaker. Ripe females of Porichthys notatus, a

member of the same family, were attracted to

continuous tones of 105-120 Hz. The females

the speaker (Ibara, pers.

females, a juvenile, and nest-guarding males

were not attracted to the sound.

After a latency of thirty seconds to one

minute, courtship sounds(chirps and grunts) of

the bicolor damselfish (Eupomacentrus partitus)

caused the male to take on color patterns of

“white body and black mask” associated with

courtship (Myrberg, 1972b). They also caused

an increase in courtship behavior (tilt, dip,

nudge,and lead) and vocalization. However, the

Gshes did not orient to the hydrophone. The

agonistic pop of the bicolor and a squirrelfish

staccato decreased courtship behavior compared

to controls. Playbacks to bicolors of chirps from

congeners E. planifrons and E. leucostictus were

stimulatory to a lesser degree (Myrberg and

Spires, 1972). In unpublished experiments (E.

Spanier, pers. comm.)it was determinedthatthe

important parameter for species recognition of

Eupomacentrus calls was the off-time or interval

between soundsandnotpulse duration and fre-

quency.
Marshall (1966) performed a series of experl-

ments with the croaking gourami (Trichopsis vi-

tatus). Playback of croaking sounds to males

produced no significant change in the rate of

air-gulping or locomotion, and inconsistent in-

creases in aggressive behavior. In some experl-

ments behavior did change consistently between

playbacks of croaks and background noise, but



lack of ‘correct temporal answering bythe “play- strate that such a sound can have a communica-
back”fish may be important. In several instancesthe dominantfish ofa pair seemed awarethat the Delco (1960) demonstrated a positive ap-sound was coming from the speaker and nothis proachto thecall ofa conspecific female in Notro-°PPonent. Habituation can quickly become a pis lutrensis and N. venustus. Stout (1963, 1966)
problem since there is no association of the played back the fighting and courtsh;sound with either a conspecific or specihic pos- Notropis analostanus. With two males of unequal
tures of the conspecific. Fmally, there is a prob-Loe

dominance to ether, the fightin sound caused
lem with fishes maintaining variable levels of . o8 omngmotivation. Somefish in

ers adjacentto lift nets.
f their grunts and in the capture of LepomisStaccatos to Mynipristis berndti caused immediate was found, with thecallsorientation to the sound source (Salmon, 1967). specifics than heterospecifics. Note that the callsThe fish swam toward the speaker within five to of these two Species appear to be very muchaliketen seconds and ceased sound production. (Fig. 6). A somewhat similar test with J. humilis

There was no response to playbacks of back- and J. macrochirus calls was not significant. How-ground noises or knocks. Myripristis argyromus ever, samples were small, and further work might

attracting more con-
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well establish the distinctiveness of the various

sunfish calls.

Schwarz (1974b) played back the conspecific

low growling sound to one individual of male-

male and male-female pairs of the cichlid Cich-

lasoma centrarchus, which were acoustically but

notvisually isolated from each other.

the growling sound to a male markedly lowered

the numberof highly aggressive encounters he

directed at either his male or female partner,

while playback of control noise orsilence had no

recipient. In another cichlid, Tilapia mossambica,

soundsappearto function as a primingstimulus;

recordings of the male's low-pitched drum

sounds caused females to lay eggs several days

earlier than controls did (Marshall, 1972).

patterns between signals from sen

ceiver, the frequency modulations, and theces-

sations of the discharge.

Playback of parently

cessation of discharge signaling by subordinates

of G. carapo (Black-Cleworth, 1970), Gymnarchus

niloticus (Hopkins, 1974a), and Gnathonemus peter-

sii (Bell et al., 1974) reduced therate of attack by

the dominant. Such a display 1s effective in re-

ducing aggressio

becomes electrically inconspicuous

1974a).

have been shown to play a sig

courtship of this species (Hopkins, 1972). Dur-

ing the breeding season the discharge frequen-
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der and re-

Although electrical signals related to attack

and threat behaviors appear to be species-

specific, a common appeasement display has ap-

evolved in several species. The

n because the subordinate

(Hopkins,

Electrical discharges of Sternopygus macrurus

nificant role in

Electrical Communication
cies of males and femalesare distinctly different.

Various aspects ofelectric organs, receptors,

and electrical communication have been recently

reviewed (Black-Cleworth, 1970; Bennett,

1971a, 1971b; Bullock, 1973; Hopkins, 1974a,

1974b). Six groupsoffishes have independently

evolved a system ofelectric organs and special-

ized receptors (Rajidae, Torpedinidae, Mor-

myriformes, Gymnotoidel, Malapteruridae, and

Uranoscopidae). Otherfishes might be expected

to respond to low electrical currents. Since Hop-

kins treats the subject in chapter 13 of this vol-

ume, only a short discussion follows.

The discharges are species-specific

and Kramer, 1974) and con-

specific agonistic communication. According to

Hopkins (1974a), the coding of electrical com-

‘n variousroleslies in the diversity of

the signals, which can be classified according to

certain parameters such as the shape ofthe elec-

tric field, the wave form of the electrical dis-

charge, the discharge frequency, the timing

munication

charge with a distinct courtship signal.

Kastoun (1971) strung wire leads between

o otherwise separated tanks, each containing

an electric catfish (Malapterurus electricus). He

stimulated one of the fish (stimulus fish) and

monitoredits signal output as well as the behav-

‘or ofthefish in the adjacenttank (response fish).

Knocking on the aquarium glass of one tankre-

sulted in the emission of two to five impulses

(defense or flight volleys) and the escape of the

responsefish to its living tube. By variously ma-

nipulating the stimulus fish, the researcher elic-

fish a search reaction and

d objects. The electrical

number

type of signal, 1.e., impulse

grouping. The response fish

similar experiment with electric eels (Electro-

phorus electricus), prodding or feeding the stimu-

lus fish resulted in emission of impulses that



evolved in only a limited number of sConclusion superiority of li
strated

concept of Jacobs and Popper (1968), who trained the fishto. Tavolga’s  j |estrictive definition, it is
pically communicate for
their lives and about re-

Even using Burghardt’s general
communication, as opposed
(1968a, 1970) more r

as the conditioned stimulus. Fish learned to
obvious that fishes ty avoid light in a medianoffour and a halftraining
only short periods of

days, while it took twenty one days to avoid the
stricted subjects. Soci

sound. The authors felt these results were con-
complex than in higher vertebrates. There are ly vicertainly exceptions, such as schooling behavior,

_

fish. Squirrelfish and gruntslecleaning symbiosis, and defense of a ance much moreeasily than Lagodon, thoughall
ritory, all ofwhich maylast for long periods. Sti » three species are sound producers.ication i 1SI Olfaction is a highly

many species, but examplesofits use in commu-nication are not widespread. The number of ex-Fishes have undergonean extensive adaptive amples should be readilin other vertebrate studies. An electri

that acoustic Sensitivity is particularly importantfor aquatic vertebrates. This assumption isequivocal for most fishes, which cannotlocalize Aivecht56 1962.sounds moredistant than a few meters. Banner
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amphibians andreptiles
especially when reviewinabouttheir ecology, thatis
munication.which theylive and thei

I shall start from thespecies of amphibians and r and reptiles communicate about their ecology,
nication systems that ar or, more precisely, about what they perceivetheir ecology to be. On that basis, I

a model of the relationship of co
systems to ecology. This model js Sketchy and

must be kept in mind,
g the evolution of com-

premise that amphibianseptiles have commu-
€ more readily studied

little known, not only
to study but also be-cause their natural history is so poorly under-stoodthat the subjects and mechanismsoftheircommunication often remain beyond our imme-
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mental random variable. A cue provides infor-

mation about the variation in somevariable, av-

eraged over some scale of space and time.

Communication can then be considered to be

statements by individual animals about these

time series as they affect (potentially or actually)

their fitness, and the perception of these state-

ments by other individuals. In various ways and

overvariousscales of time and space, these state-

ments summarize the ongol

ronment and the ongoing relations

the environment and fitness.

view of the recipient, such statements are

cues that give info

For both sender

municatory statements may su

aspects of the environment an

ship between environment and fitness.

This view of communication 1s both narrower

and broader than the conventional definition

ing state of the envi-

hip between

From the point of
also

rmation about the environ-

ment and the ways in which it may change in the

this information in

d of the relation-
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from the point of view of evolution, that is, that

the subjects (in general) about which animals

communicate concern the features of the envi-

ronment that affect their fitness. And from the

ecology of particular species, one may infer the

specific subjects of communication, namely, the

particular resources that are importantto fitness.

However, every communicatory act does not

have to beinterpreted in thelight of a particular

resource. Ratherit is the whole pattern of the

ecology andlife-history strategy of a species and

the different ways in which a given animal can

perceive a particular communicatory statement

‘ves the ecological interpretation
as a cue that gl

to communication behavior. In particular, I do

in the discussion oflizard communication.

Below, in reviewing the communication

biology of each of the eight orders of amphibians

and reptiles, I shall start with an explanation of

rn of communication of a given species.

f behaviorrelated to communi-

er of the class can be used

in any other member of the class. Specifi-

based on

_

social interaction (Cherry, 1957; toexpla

Marler, 1961); narrowerin the sense that it ap- cally I refer to the collection of behavior and

plies only to those animals whose every activity senses that I call the ‘environmental sampling

methods.” This class consists primarily of the

can be thought of as an attempt to maximize

fitness; broader in the sense that it can

communicatory interpreta

of the lives of animals that are no

cluded under the heading of commu

The advantage of this broader view 1s

role of communication

tory strategy of a species may be mor

investigated.

More important, ita

analyzed;thatis, by including the c

communication in th

can, in some sense, descri

subjects of animal communication C

tion to many aspects

t usually in-

nication. daily and annua

that the

behavior in the life his-

e directly

llows the message to be

ontext of the

e communication itself we

be its meaning. The

anbe studied T

methods of locomotion, and
sensory abilities,

vement throughout the envi-
the pattern of mo

ronment onall sca

of this class for any given species possess a CCT”

class.
For example, the dominantsensory modality

places constraints on the daily activity pattern.

hus,if vision is the dominantsensory modality,
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daily activity is limited to daylight hours. Or, thechoice of a particular method of locomotion,such assaltation in frogs, may prevent the use ofa particular sensory modality, such as odor-trail
following. Conversely, one could argue that thedominantsensory modality is explained by theanimal’s diurnal activity pattern, and thefact thatfrogs do notuse odortrails explains whysalta-tion has evolved.

To repeat, no one memberofthe class in anyway explains another; rather all members are in-terrelated andit is the entire class for each spe-cies that must be explained. Appreciation ofthisfact helps to avoid ad hoc explanationsofvarious
types of communication behavior. However, thedescription of the class of environmental
pling methods helps to explain the communica-tion biology of a species becauseit is this class
that constitutes the link between the environ-
ment and communication.

chemoreceptive organ (Cochran, 1961).
(1970) discusses the lateral line system of some
caecilians, and Wake (1968) has given someevi-

cles in breeding, but essen-
wn about communication in

lack is not surprising in view of
cilians, which are primarily noc-

ivity, if one is to

tially nothing is kno
this group. This
the habits of cae

FROGS AND TOADS: SALIENTIA

The vast majority of studies of communica-tion behavior in amphibians have dealt withfrogs and toads. Despite the fact that many spe-cles are nocturnal or cryptic or both,frogs aregenerally obvious creatures in the environmentbecause oftheir striking vocalizations. With the

Amphibians

ing the descrip-

CAECILIANS: APODA

Caecilians remain the least known of theeight orders of amphibiansandreptiles, and are
of calls in the toads
(1973) has reviewed

tion of new species (e.g., Pace,
the biology of calling in frogs ha
by Bogert (1960).
frog calls thatis

1974). Much of
s been reviewed

Heprovidesa classification of

pects offrogcalls, Straughn (1973) has reviewedthe broad-scale evolution of frog calls, and Mar-tin (1972) has reviewed aspects of the evolution
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Maturanaet al. (1960) found that the visual sys-

tem of the leopard frog (Rana pipiens) responds

to rather specific stimull. Certain units in the

retina respond only to small moving objects

(“bug detectors’’) or only to large moving ob-

jects (“predator detectors”). Thus the frog's

view of the world may be rather limited. It would

be interesting to continuethis kind of study on

someofthe small, highly territorial species, such

as some of the dendrobatids. Here one might

expect that detection of a moving object the

same size as the frog (namely, another frog)

would be important, and that the neurophysi-

ology might have developed accordingly.

In a similar way, hearing in frogs is very spe-

cifically tuned. The classic work of Capranica

the territorial call of the bullfrog

(Rana catesbeiana) showed that the auditory sys-

tem possesses a freque

tuned to the frequency 0

been extended to matingcalls in other species,

and even further to the geographic variation of

calls within a single species. Capranica, Frish-

kopf, and Nevo (1973) found that geographic

variation in the tuningofthe frequency response

of the auditory system ofcricket frogs (Acris crept-

tans) exactly matches the variation in the fre-

quencyofthe matingcall. Recently Lombard and

Straughn (1974) have reported on other species

and have discussed aspects of the tuning of the

ear in detail. Olfaction appears to play somerole

in orienting frogs toward breeding areas. The

possible specificity of the responses has not been

studied directly, although Savage (1961) argues

he attracting factor.

d therefore

uatic. Frogs tend to
pecies as well. Many spe-

to al

are aq
there are many diurnal s

cies aggregate seasonally

are nocturnal, nonterritorial, aggregate

ers. Another pattern is apparent among diurnal,

territorial, nonaggre

the first pattern are the classic frogs, su

common Europeanfrog (fana temporaria) or the

American toad (

type would be represented by the de
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can vary also. Salthe and Mecham (1974) review

the various cases O

aggregation for breeding, d
f the pattern ofmovement and

istinguishing cyclic

Some general patterns o

and environmental sampling methods seem to

s shownbythosefrogsthat
breed-

gate breeders. Examples of

ch as the

Bufo americanus). ‘Vhe second

ndrobatids,

such as Dendrobates pumilio. However, many Spc-

cies, such as the green frog (Rana clamitans),

show elements of both. Male green frogs aggre-

gate to breed but then set up territories along

the edges of the breeding ponds andcall fre-

quently during the day.

Mostspeciesoffrogs are not visually conspic-

uous. However, certain diurnal frogs, such as

Dendrobates auratus and many of its relatives, are

brightly colored. The brilliant coloration is often

associated with extreme toxicity of the skin

secretions (as in the poison-arrow frogs), and

thus the colorationis believed to have an apose-

matic function (Daly and Myers, 1967). How-

ever, an aposematic function for a bright

coloration does not prevent its use in species

perception by other frogs. Here experimental

analyses of the reactions of frogs and further

neurophysiological studies would prove useful.

At present there does not appear to be any evl-

dence that frogs use chemical secretions or

pheromonesto affect species perceptibility, al-

though this must be the case for at least some

species.
It is, of course, the vocalizations of frogs that



the influence of temperature on call rate. Allstudies, especially if the

and whetherthe animali
the purely technical
culties associated

Ss immersedin water. On
side, there are the usual diffi-
with the interpretation of

has been provided by
On the other hand, as
Mecham (1974) in the
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At the closest range actual courtship takes

here the mating call does not seem to

e. Once a female is in the

‘mmediate vicinity of the male, he usually at-

tempts amplexus directly. From the initial ap-

proach through ovulation and fertilization,there

appears to be a series of tactile stimuli that orga-

nize the overall pattern of behavior. For exam-

ple, Rabb and Rabb (1963) have detailed the

courtship, amplexus, and ovipositional behavior

of the pipid Hymenochirus boettgeri. They describe

eleven kinds of behavior other than the calls

used in the process of egg laying and fertilization

in pipids. A complete review ofthis aspect offrog

behavior may be found in Salthe and Mecham

(1974).
Another importantcall rela

the male release call, given by

which other male frogs have attempt

plexus. These cal

sal, in aggregate

play a dominant rol

cies group, found that

call, on the wh

conservative in their evo

calls. They postulate that this conservatism may

other kinds

ilar to that of the male re

release call is apparently use

species that are not receptive to mating.

ambisexual release vibration is used by

sexes. In addition, Bogert (1960)lists the post-

ovipositionalcall of Phyllomedusa guttata reported

ted to courtship1s

male frogs with

ed am-

ls are common,but not univer-

breeders (Salthe and Mecham,

1974). Brown and Littlejohn (1972), in a study of

the malerelease call of the Bufo americanus spe-

while variation between

species did exist in certain components of the

ole the release calls seemed more

lution than the mating men

d by females of some
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by Lutz (1947) as a separate call type associated

with mating.

From the perspective of the evolutionist and

evolutionary ecologist, frog mating calls are of

great interest in ways other than theirrelation to

female orientation and mate recognition. Some

of these can only be sketchedhere. Since mating

calls are important as isolating mechanisms, the

patterns of variation in mating calls within a sin-

gle species are of interest. Geographic variation

ing calls has been described for a number

of species (Blair, 1974). Studies of geographic

be undertaken with care because
variation must

s and
of the effects of temperature on call rate

structure. Sometimes this variation 1S correlated

with variation in other

to the quality of the call, such as body size. The

function of whatever variation in mating calls

that is not duestrictly to other factors is related

to the problems of species identification and

character displacement. Anotheras yet uninves-

tigated possibility is that dialects, together with

female choice, constitute a mechanism for con-

trolling genetic variation within the population.

This problem needsto be investigated both the-

oretically and empirically. Character displace-

{ in mating calls has been reported for

] species (Salthe and Mecham,1974;Blair,

roblemsin inter-

f variation in sev-

severa
1974) although in some cases p

pretation have arisen because 0

The extension of the concept of character

displacement between any two species to consid-

eration of whole communities of frogs leads to

the problem of species packing. This is a very

real problem in some communities, where as

manyas fourteen species of frogs may be calling

at onetime (Bogert, 1960). In suchsituations the

ecies are added to a com-

band-width available to

in order to convey
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ample species-identification information, the in-
dividual species calls must then take on longer
and more complex temporal patterns. Straughn
bases his argument on a well-known theorem of
communications engineering (Shannon, 1949).

There are some subtleties in interpreting this
theorem (Dym and McKean, 1972), but it does

seem that this idea might be developed into a
theory of frog species packing.

The necessity of adapting a call to the acous-
tical interference created by the calls of other
species is only one of many constraints on the
morphologyof the call. Localizability and trans-
missability of calls in particular environments are
questions that have as yet received little atten-
tion. Schigtz (1973) discusses these constraints

and mentions some possible patterns, among
which is the apparent correlation of quiet calls
with a generally quiet habitat in western Africa.

Manyfrogs are now knownto beterritorial,
but the nature of the territoriality varies consid-
erably. Perhaps the moststrictly territorial spe-
cies are some of the dendrobatids, such as

Dendrobates pumilio, studied by Bunnell (1973).

Malesofthis species appear moreor less perma-
nently territorial and breed within their territo-
ries. In addition, males care for the young

tadpoles once they have hatched out. These
males emit a distinct call, which serves to main-

tain the spacing pattern. Thecalling of individ-
ual males can be adjusted to thecalls of other
males by changingtherate and temporal pattern
of the call. Thus, territories are maintained by a
combination of call adjustment and attack and
fighting. In addition,the calls apparently serve to
attract females. So at least for males for periods
of time, this species gives a moreorless typical
picture of a vertebrate territorial system.

However, the frogs that give the territorial
call as listed in Bogert’s (1960) review ofcall
types show rather different pattern. In some
aggregating breeders of the genus Rana, males
at the breedingsites show a form ofterritoriality

929

and have a specific call associated with the adver-
tisementanddefenseofthe territory. Both green
frogs (Rana clamitans) and bullfrogs (Rana cates-
beiana) are good examplesofthis. The call of the
bullfrog and the way in which it provokes the
calling by another male has been the subject of
a classic study by Capranica (1965). That the
calls also elicit aggressive behavior has been
demonstrated by tape-recorder playback experi-
ments (e.g., Wiewandt, 1969; Emlen, 1968). Sev-

eral other cases of frog territoriality have been
recorded and are reviewed in Bunnell (1973) and

Salthe and Mecham (1974). There appears to be
a great variety of calls used by territorial males
with somespecies havinga territorialcall in addi-
tion to a mating call and others not.

More complete studies on the life histories
and vocalizationsofterritorial frogs are needed
to understandthe relationship betweenterritori-
ality and call type diversity. It is important in
such studies that the entire repertoire of call
types be studied, otherwise the interpretation of
a territorial call may be somewhatdifficult.

Perhaps related to territorial calling is the
phenomenonof chorus structure in frog calls.
The existence of duetting and more complex
chorus structures is now known in many frog
families and has recently been reviewed by Wick-
ler and Seibt (1974). Chorusing occurs when the
calling of one individual affects the pattern of
calling in another. Wickler and Seibt list some
nineteen genera in which chorusing of somesort
has been reported. As mentioned above,that
chorusingexists in the territorial calls of Dendro-
bates pumilio (Bunnell, 1973). Wickler and Seibt

(1974) found that in Kassina senegalensis (Rhaco-
phoridae) males form groups of two or more in
which one animal consistently sets the pace by
calling once every two to eight seconds,thuselic-
iting replies from the other members of the
chorus. On the other hand, these workers found

that with Bufo regulars (Bufonidae) two males
would alternate regularly. Duellman (1967) and
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Wickler and Seibt (1974) review other patterns
in other species. Wickler and Seibt concludethat
the biological function of chorusing is unknown.
Brattstrom (1962) indicates that the dominant
(first-calling) male in a chorus of Physalaemus pus-
tulosus enjoyed a comparative mating advantage,
but this point needs more investigation.

When artificially penned together, some
frogs do show feeding hierarchies (Boice and
Witter, 1969; Boice and Williams, 1971), but
whetherhierarchies of this sort occur in nature
is not known.

The last type of call listed in Bogert’s (1960)
classification are “rain calls.’’ These are calls
given by males away from the breeding site and
often either before or after the breeding season.
They have been recognized in somespecies of
Hyla and possibly in other generaas well. There
is no clear characterization of“rain calls,’’ other
than their time and place of occurrence. Bogert
describes them as being ‘‘a chirping sound, a
feeble rendition of sounds resembling the mat-
ing call, or a vigourous but recognizable modifi-
cation of the mating call” (1960:198). Bogert
recognizes and discusses the difficulty of ade-
quately characterizingthesecalls and identifying
them in any particular case. Often they may be
simply described as premature renditions of the
matingcalls. Bogert does not feel that there is a
clear biological function associated with these
calls.

Finally, no account of communication in
frogs would be complete without mentionof the
possibility of social behavior and communication
in tadpoles. Wassersug (1973) presents someev-
idence that tadpoles do respond to each other
when aggregating rather than just responding in
some commonfashion to a physical factor. He
concludes that more investigation is needed to
establish the existence of socially based school-
ing in tadpoles. As yet, nothing concrete is
known about their potential mechanisms for
communication.
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SALAMANDERS: CAUDATA

Most salamanderspossess the normal range
of sensory modalities for a vertebrate. Vision
generally appears well developed, although de-
tails of the functioning of the visual system are
not known,especially with regard to form per-
ception. Some cave-dwelling species have
extremely reduced eyes, e.g., the blind salaman-
ders Typhlomolge and Hadieotriton, and many
aquatic forms have rather small eyes, e.g., hell-
benders (Cryptobranchus). There is evidence that
salamanders use extra-optic photoreception in
orientation (Adler, 1970; Landreth and Fergu-
son, 1967). Twitty (1959) found that blinding
Taricha, a terrestrial newt, had little effect on
their ability to home. This leads one to wonder
whatthe role of vision is in the overall life of
salamanders. Studies on the auditory abilities of
salamanders are rare. Ferhat-Akat (1939)
presents some evidence that salamanders can
hear, but the role ofhearing seemsquite smallin
the lives of most. On the other hand, olfaction
seemsto be very important. In plethodontid sal-
amanders special nasolabial grooves appear to
act as conduits by which samplesofthe substrate
are carried into the nasal cavity (Brown, 1968).
Good behavioral evidence for the importance of
olfaction in homingby the newt Tarichais given
by Grant, Anderson, and Twitty (1968). They
found that anosmic animals were unable to
home.

Salamanders are best described as crawlers.
The major exceptions are some of the perma-
nently aquatic forms, such as the congoeels (Am-
phiuma) and the sirens (Siren). Many other
aquatic forms, such as mudpuppies (Necturus)
and hellbenders (Cryptobranchus), however, crawl
along the bottomsofthe bodiesofwater in which
they live. Crawling tends to keep salamandersin
more or less continuous contact with their sub-
strate, which is generally rather damp.

The vast majority of salamandersare noctur-
nal. The outstanding exceptions are the



(1974). Cedrini and Fasolo (1971) demonstratedby electrophysiological studies that newts (Tritu-rus) could detect odors given off into water byconspecifics.
Most communication in

to be related to mating, although its role in locat-ing potential mates in both aggregate annonaggregate breedingspecies is unknown. Thi

Salamanders appears

ertical migra- volves a seriesslender salamanders
tin and out of Caves,

tion within the soil, e.g.,
(Batrachoseps), Or movemen
e.g., the Shasta salamander

1950). S. J. Arnold (pers. comm.) has reported manders (Ambysthat Pacific giant salamanders (Dicamptodon en-satus) regularly emit a characteristic “bark” w

ed breeders, such as slimy
» usually court in

more slowly and carefully.
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Territoriality is known in some few species of

s, including the plethodontids Hemi- given by a

and Eurycea bislineata (Grant, known of the possible communicatory signifi-

cance of these sounds. In general, the natural

history of these animals in the wild, particularly

their individual interactions, is little known.

salamander
captive tuatara, but nothing appears

dactylium scutatum

1955), several other plethodontids (Saltheand

Mecham, 1974), and apparently the hellbender

Cryptobranchus: Hillis and Bellis, 1971). Aggres-

larged teeth during the breeding season and may

ict inj
ion. A complexradiation in the structure of the

eye has occurred. Thus, the nocturnal geckos

that have evolved from diurnal ancestors have

ialized eyes, which allow

dependenton vision even

ive at low levels of

e mechanisms of communication

used in maintaining territoriality are little

known. There is good reason to believe that developed highly spec

many species possess no form ofbehavior similar them to remain largely

to territoriality. Studies of artificially confined

animals (which often show unexpectedsocial be-

havior in frogs, turtles, and lizards) are few. phisbaenid

Evans and Abramson (1958) report that acom-__ havelost the emphasis 0

lex hierarchy is formed when ‘ndividuals of groupof species of the genus

Notophthalmus (=Triturusviridescens are housed Swenson (1974) found considerable variation in

together. Such studies do notnecessarily reflect the function of the visual system. They studied

anyreal behavior that may occur ‘nthe field, but

_

the flicker-fusion frequency of seven species and

found that the frequency varied from 26 to 42

However, th

they do indicate that further research may be

warranted.
cycles per sec. They were able to correlate the

variation in frequency with the amount of light

Reptiles
normally available in the habitats of the lizards.

Thoselizards that lived in more open, and hence

Brattstrom (1974) has reviewed social syS- more ‘Jluminated, habitats had higher frequen-

nication biology in rep- cies. Thus, even at the generic level, a consider-

tiles. Mertens (1960) and Schmidt and Inger able amountofvariation can occur. Benes (1969)

(1957) give good general accounts ofthe group.

—

gives behavioral evidence that whiptailed lizards

A more technical review of reptile biology may (Cnemidophorus) can discriminate colors, and

be found in Bellairs (1970). The multivolume color vision probably occurs in other species as

series The Biology of the Reptilia will cover behav- well. Extraoptic photoreception may occur in

‘or and ecology in the nearfuture. somelizards by way ofthe par

tems and much commu

ietal eye (Stebbins

and Eakin, 1958), but much remains to be

learned aboutthis system, and it is doubtful that

it is ever used in communication.

Hearingalso appearsto be good in many spe-
TUATARAS: RHYNCHOCEPHALIA

Knowledge of the behavioral biology of this

relict creature was reviewed by Wojtusiak
cies of lizard. Wever, Crowley, and Peterson

(1973). Tuataras (Sphenodon punctatus) are pri-
(1963) have studied the auditory sensitivity of

marily nocturnal, with good vision, are solitary,

and live in burrows. Wojtusiak and Majlert several species, and Campbell (1969) found defi-
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are often thoughtto be predominantly dull andcryptically colored, but such species as

, such as Anolis, have this ability

ature on this question. As anexample, Licht and Gorman (1970) and Gormanand Licht (1974) have found great variation andcomplexity in the reproductive cycles of several

Appearancein lizards
plicated. Complex color
namental

is often extremely com-
patterns andbizarre or-

structures are common. Of course,many forms, especially those that are fossorial,are dull and cryptic. The well-known, brightlycolored lizards are the diurnal iguanids and aga-
peci€s in many other groups 
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show componentsofthe display almost immedi-

ately upon emergence from the egg. However,

ovementpatterns that no detailed studies have been performed on the

the ontogenyof the displays. Such studies will prob-

ably be needed to unravel the source as well as

the function ofthe variation in these display pat-

terns.

are used in communication. They include

“nods,” “bobs,” and “pushups” of iguanids and

agamids. These curious movements have been

studied by herpetologists for many years. C. C.

Carpenterand his students (for reviews see Car- Vocalizations amonglizards occur most fre-

penter, 1967; Brattstrom, 1974: Stamps, 1975) quently among the geckos and are associated

have broughtthe study of these motions into the

_

with their nocturnal habits (Evans, 1936). A well-

realm of quantitative description. They film the knowncaseis that of the barking gecko (Ptenopus

lizards and then use frame-by-frame analysis to garrulus) of the Kalahari Desert, whose din can

graphthe vertical displacementof the head asa_ keeptravelers from sleepingat night. These liz-

function of time. When working with Anolis, the ardslive in ‘ndividual burrows andcall from the

extension of the dewlap1s graphed in parallel as entrances (Haacke, 1969). Another recently

studied case is that of the genus Ptyodactylus in

well. The resulting graphs, called DAP (=display

ttern) graphs, provide a description of Israel (Frankenberg, 1974). Many species of sev-

eral other familiesoflizards are listed in theliter-

1966) and oth- ature as producing vocalizations or sounds of

ers (€.g., Clarke, 1963; Carpenter, Badham, and__ onesort or another, but most of these are very

known and appear tobelittle used.

phylogenyof several groupsoflizards and ofthe Chemical communica

displays themselves. For example, Gorman

(1968) traced the evolution of the roquet species

group of Anolss, using the male display as one

important character. Other studies have exam-

‘ned the role of these display patterns in the or-

ganization of social systems in these lizards (see

below).

These display patterns appear to have an 1m-

A well-knownproblem in lizard biology concerns

the role of the femoral pore secretions found in

such iguanidsas Sceloporus. The femoral pores of

males of many species of iguanids become en-

larged during the breeding season and exude a

waxy substance that apparently gets deposited

on the rocks and other surfaces where the lizards

portant genetic component and are highly are active. Lizards are sometimes seen to tongue

stereotyped. Gorman (1968) showed that the orlick these areas, e.g., the chuckwalla (Sauroma-

| hybrid of Anolis aeneus x lus obesus: Berry, 1974), but no one, to my knowl-

diate between the two pa- edge, has been able to demonstrate a specific

rental types. Although most o
o these secretions. Thesit-

highly stereotyped, recent studies have begunto uation may be even m

documentindividual variation within a species. lh

Jenssen (1971), working with Anolvs nebulosus,

and Stamps and Barlow (1973), with Anolis Parker, 1968).
r the specific pur-

aeneus, have analyzed variation in several compo- Lizards rarely aggregate fo

d have discussed the pose of mating. Thus males and females tend to

origin and function of the variation. According find each othereitherby individualattraction or

to Cooper (1971), hatchling Anolis carolinensis



association in nature does
lizard (Sceloporus olivaceous: Blair, 1960). Labora-tory studies by Pyburn (1955) showed that indi- Crews (1975) showed tviduals of S. olf

:

tive cycles of lizards. Crews (1974) and Crews,Rosenblatt,

Courtship in lizards varies from direct at-tempts at copulation by the male to elaboratedisplay action patterns used only in the contextof courtship. These patterns
resemblanceto the male aggressive patterns, butare usually quite distinguishable. Ferguson
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In addition to the review by Brattstrom _lutionists. Geographic variation in the display

has been most thoroughly analyzed for Uta stans-

(1974), social systems in lizards have recently

been reviewed by Stamps (1975), who gives a buriana, a wide-ranging iguanid of central and

complete survey of the literature and proposes a_ western United States (Ferguson, 1966, 1971,

model ofthe evolution of social systemsin rela- McKinney, 1971a, 1971b). Here a great dealof

tion to phylogeny and sensory modalities. Many variation in the display has been demonstrated

lizard species, especially iguanids and agamids, althoughits biological function 1s unknown. As

are normally territorial, while many others do with frogs, the possibility that the variation func-

not seem to show much social behavior at all. tons together with differential female choice to

d to permit local adaptation,

However, within a single normally territorial control variation an

species a great deal of variation can often be needs investigation. Character displacement in

seen. For example, Stamps

‘torial and hierarchical

play action patterns were associa

the other type of social system. Such variation

betweenterritorial and hierarchical systems ap- closely rel

mmonin iguanids (Kiester and Slatkin, troduced by

trinitatis originally
1974). Hunsaker and Burrage (1969) have ar-

continuum of social system Vincent, while 4. aeneus comes from Grenada.

Despite the fact that the lizards differ somewhat

types from territoriality to hierarchy in iguanids.
in the form of the male territorial

However, evidence such as Stamps’s (1973)

seems to indicate that there are qualitative display, a large hybrid population has developed

where the two species have been artificially

changes in behavior associated with the transi-
brought into contact, although the hybrids are

tion from territoriality to hierarchy. However

tobeacom- completely sterile. Thus, difference in the male

and A. trinitatis. These two species are very

ated, and both have recently been in-

man to the island of Trinidad. 4.

comes from the island ofSt.

this variation does occur, it appears

plicated phenomenon.
display alone may not be sufficient to insure pre-

Colnaghi (1971) found that dominant males mating reproductive isolation.

Therole of species-recognition mechanisms

in an artificial hierarchy of Anolis carolinensis had

greater access to food than subordinates. Kiester

andSlatkin (1974) proposed a modelof iguanid

behaviorin whichall conspecific interactions are

used aspart of a strategy to estimate patterns of analysis O

environmental variability and to structure daily

|

dancy of coding of species identification in the

movementpatterns. Thus, ‘nteractions between dewlaps. They conclude that species indentifica-

‘ndividual lizards may have direct and indirect tion 1s encoded in many ways, that is, redun-

ecological effects as well as being acts of commu- dantly. They conjecture that in habitats of poor

visibility, such asforests, redundancywill have to

‘t the samelevel of species pack-
nication.

lls of frogs, the display be high to permi
habitats. They also conjecture that

action patterns of lizards, especia

ritorial display, see ion, |
f encoding species identification

at limit the number

jating mechanisms. Thus

variation in these displays are of interest to evo- of coexisting species. These are interesting re-

by Rand and Williams (1970). They attempt an

f the information content and redun-



monetrails laid down by armyants (Newwamyrmexnigrescens), on which they prey. The pits ofthe pit
SNAKES: SERPENTES

vipers form a special sense organ used for thedetection of infrared radiation and the tracking
. But there is no indicationthat this modality is used j \catied in communication.Thedaily activity patterns of different speciesof snakes are as Variable as those of lizards.Snakes appeartotolerate a greater rangeofenvi-ronmental temperatures in their activity than dolizards. Annual activi

interest, poorly known. Some
tologists snakes aggregate at “‘dens”’

dentwith this radiation is a considerable varia-tion in sensory abilities.
diversity, abundance, and human
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not as well developed or common as inh

Vocalizations are restricted to hissing,

pear to serve a communicatory func-

duced by snakes, such as

the rattle of the rattlesnake, also appear not to

function in communication (Gans and Mader-

son, 1973).

zards.

The best-known case

the blind snake Leptotyp

Watkins, Gehlbach, and Kroll (1969). These

emonstrated that blind snakes

ehavioral responses to

their cloacal sac secretions. They are attracted to

cretion, which may cue both food sources

s. On the other hand, several
and potential mate

hich are sympatric with blind
genera of snakes, w

snakes (Sonora, Tantilla, Virgina, Diadophis, and

are repelled by the secretion. In addition, army

ants Neivamyrmex nigrescens, On which the blind

snakes prey, as well as other species of ants are

repelled by the secretion. The secretion itselfis

a mucuslike glycoprotein suspendedin free fatty

1971). It is quite likely that
acids (Blum etal.,

these studies representonly the tiniest tip of the

iceberg of chemical communication in snakes.

The meager information available on social

ific interactions and com-

by Evans (1961) and

Brattstrom (1974). One of the few obvious in-

traspecific interactions

bat dance, which usually takes the form of a

ritualistic pushing match between males, al-

some cases. Bo-
though entwining may occur in

gert and Roth (1966) list twenty six species in

four families (Colubridae, Elapidae, Viperidae,

and Crotalidae) for which male combat has been

detailed description

of the combat of male gopher

which  melanoleucus). S

givento this behavior

ing the idea

tempts at h

pretations hav

(1974), who concludes that more information 1s

neededbeforet

and Norris (1950) review the known cases in

which aggressive behavior in sna

be associated wit

is that of most notably in

hlops dulcis, studied by dae). They conc

aggressive behaviorin sna

nance of

that insufficient information1s availa

mine the function or functions of aggressive be-

havior in snakes. Clearly, t

aggressive behavior and movement and spacing

patterns represent an ou

snake biology.

eyes and visual

been found to

(Wever and Vernon, 1956).

chelids possess large inner-ear structures, which

may indicate the importance of hearing. As with

snakes, turtles appear sensitive to

ground-transmitted

Communication in Selected Groups

snakes (Pituophis

everal interpretations have been

by various authors, includ-

that these combats represent at-

omosexual matings. These inter-

e been reviewed by Brattstrom

he problem can be solved. Lowe

kes is known to

h defense of a particular area,

the cobras andtheirallies (Elapi-

lude that oneofthe functions of

kes may be the mainte-

territories. However, they too caution

ble to deter-

he relationships of

tstanding problem in

TURTLES: TESTUDINES

Virtually all turtles possess well-developed

acuity. Hearing in turtles has

be fairly good in some species

Many species of

low-frequency

vibrations. Olfaction also

seems importantin turtles. Eglis (1962) has de-

scribed the motor patterns associated with

sniffing behavior in several species of tortoise.

This behavior may be quite stereotyped and is

associated with the habit of sniffing at many ob-

jects in the environment. Somespecies, such as

mudturtles (Kinosternon) and their relations and

many side-necked turtles (Chelidae and

Pelomedusidae), possess barbels—papillae on

hemore-
the chin or throat—which mayserve a ¢

ceptive function.



, few studies of species recognition for mat-
Maderson(1973). Social IZati
found in groups of aggregated Geochelone travan-corica, a tortoise of India (Campbell and Evans, during the breeding season. Male green turtles
1972), in situations other than courtship. But thebiological function of the sounds remains un-known. Several turtles producedistinctive odors ing wooden decoys placed by fishermen (Carr
and have special glands to do so. The best- ;known examples are the musk turtles or stink-pots (Sternotherus: Carr, 1952). But whether these are not obviously well developed in turtles or
odors are used otherthan in defense is unknown.Mostturtles are diurnal, and many watertur-tles commonly aggregate to bask. Annual cyclesof movementare poorly known exceptin tturtles, such as the green turtle (Chelonia mydas) servations. Yet in a laboratandtheridley (Lepidochelys kempi), which migrate conditions of artificial

these movements are not well k
Courtshi

scribed for

nown.
p behavior in turtles has been de-
several species (Ernst and Barbour,
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(Gopherus berlandieri: Weaver, 1970) and desert the time

tortoise (Gopherus agassizi: Patterson, 1971). In

addition, Patterson (1971) found evidence for

genuine territoriality in the desert tortoise, the moth

which marks out territories with the use of urine

main unknown.

and feces.

Discussion

Twopoints seem to stand out. First, I would

) and Guggisberg (1972), agree with and generalize from Brattstrom’s

(1974:45) remarks that ‘‘there is more to snake

social behavior than has been assumed.” It 1s

years in understanding communication among

these animals. These rather generalized reptiles probably the case that except for certain well-

possess the usual range of vertebrate sensory knownlizards there is more to the social behav-

modalities. They do not seem to have any ability ior and hence communication of amphibians and

reptiles than has been assumed. Even in iguanid

lizards, whose social and communication systems

produce striking vocalizations are probably better known than those of any

(“bellows” and “roars”’), which appear to be other amphibians and reptiles, there are still

used in part as spacing mechanisms (Beach, questions aboutthe existence of social organiza-

1944; Campbell, 1973). Lee (1968) advances the tion in somegenera. For example, Lynn (1965)

ity did not exist in

hypothesis that the noises made by unhatched reported that territoriali

alligators serve a communicatory purpose. In horned lizards (Phrynosoma) and that displays

some preliminary experiments he found that in- were ‘“‘weak”’ by iguanid standards. On the other

hand, Whitford and Whitford (1973) report on

dividual eggs within an artificially composed
actual combat in hornedlizards. If combat1s at

all frequent, it is difficult to imagine that some

different times. He suggests that the noises and

_

sort of organization does not exist among popu-

lations of these lizards. In general, most am-

possibly the movements made by the unhatched
phibians and reptiles have been so poorly

alligators may be the mechanismsby which syn-

chronization is achieved, and that synchronous studied that the extent ofsocial and communica-

hatching helps to avoid predators. This line of tion behavior 1s in Mos

investigation bears following up. Crocodilians of preciated. Leyhausen

both sexes also produce strong distinctive odors that many solitary species

by meansof special musk glands. members encounter each oth

The existence of maternal behavior in alliga- quently have, nonetheless, rather complex social

tors has been the subject of some debate (Neill, organizations. Thus communication between

1971). Kushlan (1973) reports a case ofafemale membersofthese species, no matter how fleet-

American alligator’s retrieving young and sug- ing or subtle, may have significant social and

gests that maternal behavior definitely exists in hence ecological consequences. I would expect

this species. Female alligators are also reported that similar considerations may apply to many

to guard their nests and to uncover the eggs at amphibians and reptiles.



(1973:1201), who con
ducing mechanisms [of reptiles] her

€ precisely, there is no of breeding (Bogert,el of communication be- provide a mechanism for the
breeding cycles. Cu
(1956) have hypothesi
frogs (Hyla regulla)seemsto be a bitill conceived) calls are, in part, responsible. These ideas needto be tested experimentally, and hypotheses oflong-term response to communication needhavior in amphibians and r

Unless communication behavior of amphibi-
part of the supposed recipient, or there may be ans and reptiles is studied inits ecological con-
no obviousrecipient at all. Frogs, geckos, and text, any attempt to comparedisplays between
alligatorsall call, lizards give signature bobs, and l
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given call is a mating call, a variation on the communication behavior in amphibians and rep-

call, or a rain call can tiles. This has been true of studies of both frog

ns. However,
calls and lizard display action patterns.

call in the life history of the frog. Further, as Atz it seems that species recognition is a complex of

phenomena rather than single phenomenon for

(1970) has emphasized, the homologies of be-

ine, and compari- each species. The functions of species recogni-

d mates, select mates, synchronize
havior are difficult to determ1

breeding cycles, estimate patterns of environ-
sons of displays and their ecological contexts

may help us understand the extent of this prob-
mental variability, and structure daily movement

(Kiester and Slatkin, 1974), select habi-
lem. Finally, only if the catalogs of the displays

of any one species are compiled in reference to patterns
r maternal behav-

a complete knowledge of the life history of the tats (Kiester, ms.), and allow fo

species can the catalog be complete. It is only

_

ior.

when complete catalogs are available that such

i d to attack problems such of species recog

han’s (1970) analysis of me by Stanley Rand, that species recognition

as those posed by Moyni
does not work with the same precision at all

the evolution of display repertoires.
times. For instance, an individual may sometimes

her speciesasif it were

y expect that the preci-

ies to species and de-

only be determined by studying the use of the

Connected with the multiplicity of functions

nition is the fact, emphasized to

react to a member of anot

EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATION

Such a study of communicationin an ecologi-

cal context could also revea i- pend on both the ecological context and the

perature variation is strategic use to which the information gained by

undoubtedly the best example of sucheffects. It recognition 1s put. The ecological context in-

is well known that temperature affects both sen- cludes the other species in the environmentthat

sory and species-perceptibility mechanisms. may be confused with conspecifics or whose

Even the frequency of the rattlesnake’s rattle is presence may sometimes impart the same infor-

(Martin and Bagby, mation as a conspecific. The strategic consider-

both the ations may include the degree to which

physiological conspecifics influence such activities as daily

patterns and habitat selection.
distribution of temperatures movement

ce exists to
he environment must Although no unequivocal eviden

n, there 1s evidence show that individual recognition does occur in

that temperature variation affects more general amphibians or reptiles, it is a possibility. Evans

(Krekorian, (1951) reported that subordinantindividuals in

behavior, such as learning ability

Vance, and Richardson, 1968). Itis possible that a hierarchy of Mexican black iguanas (Clenosaura

ristic fashion

other physical factors may affect communication pec
to the approach of the dominant ‘‘tyrant” male.

systems as well. It is possible that they were respondingsimply to

his size rather than to him fer se. However, if

ur, many of the

ies recognition

systems and the

normally encountered in t

be determined. In additio

INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIES RECOGNITION

Thestudy of the mechanismsof species rec-

ognition has been a goal of many
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Birds have been very popular behavioral sub-
jects with naturalists long before ethology be- As birdsinteractthey provide each other withgan. Many birds are bold, busy, engaging information in many ways. Every feature of eachcreatures, so readily observed that they can

__

individual’s appearance,its every action, could inscarcely be ignored. There are skulkers, of principle be informative for anotherindividual.course, and birds that fly softly by night or sit This is not to Say that every such sourceofinfor-apart, alone and uncommunicative. But mation is equally relevant at any given time, orspecies are conspicuous,active, and social that it even thatall the incidental aspects ofappearancewasinevitable that the study of communication and demeanor provide enough information toby ethologists should invest heavily in them. keep interactions from becoming chaotic. ItThis it has done, and the developmentof most » merely meansthat birds bring abundantsourcesof its central concepts owes much to work with of information to their interactions. Amongbird behavior

this chapter. First, it considers the principal
tools, behavioral and otherwise, with which birds
communicate, and the apparent evolutionary
origins of someofthese tools. Second,it reviews
the ways in which ethologists use birds to study
the motivational and interactional mechanisms
underlying the process of communicating. Fi-

been central to ethological studies of communi-
cation is the “display”; displays and simulta-
neous or sequential compounds of displays are
specialized acts that are performed byindividu-
als. There are also behavioralunits with repeata-
ble, formal patterns that can be performed only

intensive study: bird song. A descriptive sum-
mary of the now massiveliterature on bird com-
munication is not attempted, and could not bedonewith a useful amountofdetail in any brief behavioral atall: plumage patterns and colorsaccount.
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DISPLAYS

The conceptof displays, or at least of behav-

ior adaptedto provide recipient individuals with

information that is not otherwise readily appar-

ent was used by Darwin (1872), who saw such

acts as means of making available information

about an individual’s internal emotional state.

The term “display” began to be used more or

less consistently in reference to these units when

Huxley’s (1914) studies of great crested grebes

(Podiceps cristatus) appeared. It was not until rela-

tively recently that it was defined as an act spe-

cially adapted in “physical form or frequency to

subserve social signal functions” (Moynihan,

1956, 1960, in the course of work with gulls and

flocking passerines). Although the term con-

notes visible behavior, Moynihan recognized

that the conceptto whichit appliesis much more

general, and that the behavior can be suited to

reception by any sensory modality.

As a class of animals, birds are knownto have

a remarkable diversity of display behavior. This

enormous diversity can be categorized, when

this is useful, in terms of different sensory

modalities. Visible displays, for imstance,

abound,and the conspicuous and bizarre postur-

ings and movementsofducks,geese, grebes, and

gulls figured importantly in the workofsuch pio-

neer ethologists as Heinroth, Lorenz, Huxley,

and Tinbergen. Displaying birds may wave their

wings, waggle their tails, stretch their necks,

point with or deflect their bills, crouch, cower,

leap, flutter, raise or lower crests or othertracts

of feathers, manipulate token nest material or

food, or do these and other things in complex

combinations. The numberofdistinctive possi-

bilities is limited, but large. The number of pos-

sible audible displays is extremely large,

encompassingclear musical whistles, trills, harsh

rasps, hoots, bell-like vocalizations, and many

other products ofthe respiratory tract, as well as

mechanical snaps, winnowings, and drumming
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sounds produced with wingortail feathers; and

sounds madeby rapping the bill on a resonant

object. Opportunities for tactile displays are less

readily available to birds than to, say, mammals

or social insects, and yet a diversity of special

touching patterns has evolved, ranging from al-

lopreening and various forms of bill-to-bill

touching and even nipping, to bodily pushing

and treading on the partner’s back during

mounting for copulation. Not surprisingly, the

main sensory modality for which evolution has

been muchless productive of displays for birds

than for other animals has been olfaction. Birds

are not knownto have displays involving the re-

lease of chemicals as scents.

The countless displays, like any other prod-

ucts of evolutionary processes, did not arise de

novo. For visible displays, at least, the close ob-

versation of birds has provided very important

clues about the kindsofacts that probably serve

as precursors. Thus Daanje (1950) recognized in

many of the stereotyped postural displays of

birds positions that were parts of other acts; in

particular, of acts with which a bird prepared to

take flight, strike, turn away, etc. For instance,

before taking flight a bird will first draw backits

head and neck, lower its breast toward the

ground,raise its tail, flex its legs, and begin to

extend its carpals (wrists) outward. It may pause

there, ready to spring, or begin to spring by ex-

tending its legs, head, and neck, depressingits

tail, and spreading its wings. Flight doesnotal-

ways follow such preparations, even the second

set, and so Daanje called them ‘“‘intention move-

ments” and showed howpositionsvery similar to

them occurred very commonly in postural dis-

plays. Thatis, the movements performed in pre-

paring to fly are informative and are highly

suited for evolutionary elaboration that en-

hances their effectiveness as signals. Intention

movements appear to be a major evolutionary

source of visible display patterns, not just in

birds but in most other animals as well.
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Otherevolutionary sources of display behav-
ior that have been postulated for birds also ap-
pearto besignificant for other kinds of animals.
Morris (1956), for instance, saw in the ther-
moregulatorylifting or depressing ofbody feath-
ers, which are autonomic responses in tense
situations, the sourcesof displays in which birds
lift their crests, ruffle their flanks, or take on a
sleeked appearance. Grooming and someother
acts that occur during aggressive encounters
with surprising regularity are seemingly irrele-
vant; the internalcausesofthese “displacement”
activities, as they have been termed, remain con-
troversial butthe class is recognized as yet an-
other evolutionary source of displays (Tin-
bergen, 1952, 1959). Bastock, Morris, and
Moynihan(1953) saw in the Grass Pulling ofdis-
puting gulls a display that probably arose from
yet another kind of source, the regular redirec-
tion onto substitute targets of striking and tear-
ing acts in circumstances in which a bird was
highly motivated to attack and yetafraid or for
someother reason inhibited from directing the
attack to its rival.

Ethologists have been less successful in pro-
posing the evolutionary origins of vocal and
other kinds of displays (except for most tactile
acts, which appearto have obviousorigins), but
have made muchuseofresearch on birdsin de-
scribing the ways in which displays cometo di-
verge from their predecessor acts as evolution
proceeds: increased conspicuousness, uncou-
pling anddifferential modification ofcomponent
movements and their motivational thresholds,
increasing the amountofuse of an act beyond
that whichis directly functional, and so forth (see
Hinde and Tinbergen, 1958; Tinbergen, 1959;
Morris, 1966; and W. J- Smith, in press). And,
finally, as comparisonsof the displays of diverse
species of birds have also contributed to our
understanding of the kinds of selection pres-
sures that mold the physical forms of displays,it
canfairly be said that the study of bird communi-
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cation has had a very pervasive influence on
ethological concepts of display evolution.

While the conceptofdisplays as formalunits
has been extremely productive in the study of
communication, it is not without its problems
(these are discussed relatively fully by W. J.
Smith, in press). It can be very difficult, for in-
stance, to demonstrate that an act has been spe-
cialized to facilitate the sharing of information.
In practice, we tend to accept relatively stereo-
typed acts that appearto have nodirect function
as being displays if it seemslikely that they will
be of use in interactions. For vocal displays this
criterion is probablysufficient, butfor visible dis-
plays it is sometimes hard to be sure. For exam-
ple, many birds flash their wings open while
foraging, an act that looks very much like display
behavior but that may be specialized to startle
prey. Other acts—slightly rigid postures, small
amplitude movements of the wings, or slight
sleeking or fluffing of feathers, for instance—are
so little specialized thatit is very difficult to know
whether they should beclassified as displays.
Such problemsare not unexpected and for many
analytic purposes may not be very important.
Greater difficulties are posed bythe fact that no
display is fully constant; many are quite variable
in form and mayevenintergrade with otherdis-
plays. This can make it very difficult, at least by
criteria of form, to define display units. Compa-
rable definitional problems arise when special-
ized acts are used only in combinations: are the
display units the combinationsor the recombina-
ble components?I shall suggest below an ampli-
fication of the traditional display concept that
permits a practical resolution of such difficulties
(see section on Interpretation of Bird Communi-
cation).

FORMALIZED INTERACTIONS

capacities ofsingle individuals. There are behav-
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ioral units that are essentially cooperative, that

can only be performed by the combined actions

of two or more participants. If we reserve the

term ‘‘display”’ for formalized acts of individuals,

we can refer to these cooperative performances

as “formalized interactions.” For instance, when

two gulls (Laridae) greet each other on a male’s

pairing territory, they tend to go througha pre-

dictable behavioral sequence (reviewed by Tin-

bergen, 1959; Moynihan, 1962a). As the female

arrives, the male emits LongCalls in the Oblique

posture, facing toward her. They then align in

parallel with each other, and both utter a vocal

display known as the Mew Call. Remaining in

parallel, they go through a somewhat variable

succession of progressively less agonistic pos-

tural displays (displays less likely to be followed

by attack or escape). Theinteractionis often ter-

minated with mutual Head Flagging, in which

they stand sidebyside,stiffly turning their heads

away from each other. The exact sequence of

displays is subject to omissions and some

changes in order, but the greeting participants

cooperate and each accommodatesbytending to

perform the samedisplay as its partner most of

the time, shifting displays when the other does.

Similar greeting ceremonies,involving fixed mu-

tual orientations and simultaneous performance

of displays, are known in many other kinds of

bird, although few are as complex as the gulls’.

Formalized interactions are not limited to

greetings but may occur in appeasing and reas-

suring, courting, and other encounters, usually

those that are rich in uncertainty. Their main

characteristic is the recurrence of a pattern of

cooperative behavior. Each participant has a de-

finable, preestablished part to play in an interac-

tional pattern of regular, classifiable moves and

responses. Participants may play their parts

somewhat differently from event to event, but

even as each affects the others it is also con-

strained by the formalized pattern to accommo-

date to their acts.

Communication in Selected Groups

OTHER FORMAL SOURCES

Behavioris a transient source of information,

but birds can act to make information more per-

sistently available. They may do so by making

objects that will subsequently have direct func-

tions, for example, the nests that males of savan-

nah-dwelling weaverbirds (e.g., Quelea spp.:

Crook, 1964) and diverse otherspecies build and

show to prospective mates as they attempt to

form pair bonds; or their constructions may

serve a similar communicative function butlack

direct utility, as do the bowers and stages of

bowerbirds (Ptilonorhynchidae: Gilliard, 1956,

1963) and the cleared lek areas of manakins (Pi-

pridae: Chapman, 1938; Sick, 1959, 1967). Birds

are not known to scent-mark sites, a common

practice used by mammals and invertebrates for

leaving a source of information to act in a com-

municator’s absence. Butat least one species, the

Japanese quail (Coturnix coturnix japonica), does

have a special chemical product with which it

marksits droppings. It produces a foam that may

be a visible rather than an olfactory marker

(Schleidt and Shalter, 1972).

The principal specializations of birds that

serve as persisting sources of information are

neither behavior nor behavioral products, how-

ever. They are the colors and patterns of plum-

age, bare skin, epidermal outgrowths, or other

“soft parts” that birds wear as badges or uni-

forms. The plumage of a male bird may be more

distinctive and hence perhaps more important

than his displays in identifying him to unmated

females (Hinde, 1956, 1959). Forinstance,N. G.

Smith (1966) found that four species of arctic

gulls (Larus species) that are very similar in

plumage and displays are differentiated primar-

ily by the colors of their irides, the fleshy rings

aroundtheir eyes, and the extentof the contrast

these make with their white heads. By altering

eye-ring colors Smith demonstrated that both

males and females are prepared to respond to

these characteristics of their partners in the pe-
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riod before egg laying; the badges are ‘“‘pre-
zygotic isolating mechanisms” preservingthein-
tegrity of each species’ gene pool (see Mayr,
1963). That the identifying information pro-
vided by some badgesmayalso be importantfor
interactions other than pair bonding has been
shown by experiments such as those done by
Peek (1972) with red-winged blackbirds (Agelaius
phoeniceus). He removed the bright red epaulets
from seventeen otherwise normal males and
found that although the birds displayed and ap-
peared otherwise normal, they could not main-
tain their territories against other males.

Badgesare not importantsolely because they
persist. Indeed, some badgesare kept hidden or
inconspicuous much ofthe time, then revealed in
conspicuous acts. Various species of tyrannid
flycatchers, such as the kingbirds (genus Tyran-
nus: W. J. Smith, 1966) havea brilliant reddish
or yellowish concealed crown patch that they
rapidly uncover and may even erect when dis-
playing while preparing to attack. Manybirds
have crests or other elongate feathers that are
conspicuousprimarily when erected. Gregarious
species often have patchesofwhite or bright col-
ors on their wings, back, or tails that become
visible as “flash patterns” when the birds take
flight (Moynihan, 1960, 1962b). Canada geese
(Branta canadensis), which have a flash patch at
the baseof thetail, have a white chin patch that
is not concealed but that becomes very notice-
able when the geese perform a Head-Tossing
display before flying (Raveling, 1969).

Displays, their compounds, formalized in-
teractions, constructions, and badges are all
tools evolved by birds to facilitate information
sharing. They provide formal means of con-
tributing information to events. Communica-
tion, however, depends on further sources of
information, sources that are not specialized to
this end but are simply inherent in the structure
of all events and entities. Some of these sources
are public, accessible to all participants. Some
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are private, part of the genetic and experiential
stores ofinformation carried by each participant.
Such sources can be thoughtofas acting contex-
tually to the formal sources, and their role is
considered below in discussing the evolution of
messages.

The Interpretation of Bird Communication

Ethologists have had a number of goals in
interpreting bird communication. A central one
has always been to understand the motivational
causesthat underlie the performance ofdisplays:
the physiological states and their stimulus rela-

lar circumstance by displaying. The objective of
such work is to understand the internal mecha-
nisms that control the behavior of an individual
bird, a goal that is not central to the study of
communication per se. Communication, in the
sense that the term is used in this book, is an
interactional process, a procedure by which in-
formation is shared between or amongindividu-
als. The goal of defining what kinds of
information are madeavailable by what sources
(1.e., by displays, formalized interactions,
badges, etc., and by incidental nonformalized
sources) is more pertinent, as is the study of
responses to this information and the kinds of
function that are generated.

MOTIVATIONAL CAUSATION

The earliest trends in the interpretation of
bird communication were “causal” and func-
tional, and they remain the predominatetrends.
The focus, not inappropriate for a branch ofevo-
lutionary biology arising from comparative
physiology and comparative anatomy, has been
on the mechanismsand adaptivenessofindivid-
ual behavior. Tinbergen described this perspec-
tive succinctly when hestated that the “central”
problem in analyzing the behavior of a com-
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municatorin events involving social cooperation

is “what urges the actor to signal?” (1953:73).

The mechanismsofinternal causation are not

directly accessible through the study of behavior

and have usually been represented by hypothe-

ses about emotional states or motivation. The

various behavioral criteria used to determine

motivational causation include primarily the fol-

lowing (abstracted from accounts by Moynihan,

1955, and Tinbergen, 1959): (1) Ifa display pos-

ture or movement resembles other motor pat-

terns it may share causal states with them. Thus

if it resembles acts usedin striking, it is assumed

that it may be aggressively motivated. (2) If a

display is performed simultaneously or in quick

succession with the behavior of, say, approach-

ing or turning away, it may share motivational

causes with these acts. (3) If a display is per-

formed when the displaying individual is some-

how balanced by circumstances between two

courses of action that are moredirect, the display

may be caused bya conflict of two motivational

states. For example,if a bird that will attack in-

truders in its territory but will flee if attacked

whenit is an intruderin theirs doesneither, but

instead displays whenfacinga rival at their com-

mon territorial border, then those displays are

probably caused by the conflicting motivational

states of aggression andfear.

The concept of motivational “conflict,” seen

in the third situation above, has been one of the

most useful contributions of this research. Most

of the display behavior of birds appears to be

performed when the communicators are in con-

flict states. Observational techniques for reveal-

ing the different absolute andrelative strengths

of conflicting motivations were developed by

Moynihan (e.g., 1955, 1962a) in the course of

work with gull displays. The existence of such

differences in conflict states underlying different

displays was subsequently verified experimen-

tally by Blurton Jones (1968), working with

threat displays of the great tit (Parus major).

Communication in Selected Groups

Behavioral studies have provided better evi-

dence for the existence of motivational conflict

and forintensity differences amongthe conflict-

ing motivations that cause the performance of

different displays than they have for describing

the motivational systems themselves. In practice,

although notalways in theory, there has been a

predominating trend to lump the hypothetical

causesofbird displays into three “‘unitary” moti-

vational systems: aggression, fear, and sexual

motivation (e.g., Tinbergen, 1959). Yet these

gross, functionally oriented categories are each

far from unitary. As Hinde has argued,variables

such as the persistence, directiveness, and tem-

poral clustering of the behavior patterns each

category is said to control do not always change

in concert (summarized in Hinde, 1970). Fur-

ther, there are diverse behavior patterns as-

signed to each causalcategory, and at least in the

case of‘‘sex” these are remarkably heterogene-

ous (Moynihan, 1962a): at one extremeis copu-

lation, at the other a tentative associating

without contact.

Three motivational systemsarein fact inade-

quate to explain the internal causation of bird

displays. How many systems should be recog-

nized is by no meansclear, however, as the ob-

servation of behavior alone does not permit

discrete physiological mechanismstobe identi-

fied (Hinde, 1970). Hinde has suggested that for

some purposesit is appropriate to proceed by

recognizing a class of ‘intervening variables,”

which hecalls ‘“‘tendencies.’’ For instance, obser-

vations suggest that there is a tendency to drink

a certain amount of water (measurable as a de-

pendent variable) after an individual has been

deprived for a certain period (measurable as an

independentvariable). The “tendency” to drink

implies an internal mechanism that somehowre-

lates the other two variables, but it does not pos-

tulate properties of this mechanism—e.g., it does

notrequire it to be unitary. A tendency postu-

lated as a cause of a display would be described
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in terms of the behavior correlated with the use
of that display, beit attack, escape, or mounting,
or someotheractivity not adequately described
by the traditional motivations. For example, ten-
dencies such as “staying,” “flying,”’ “approach-
ing,” and “being gregarious” have all been
describedfor bird displays (see review by Hinde,
1970, and such studies as Moynihan, 1960; An-
drew, 1961a; Stokes, 1962; Delius, 1963: Crook,
1963, 1964: Tinbergen, 1964: Fischer, 1965).

KIND OF INFORMATION MADE AVAILABLE

Correlations such as those used in research
on causal tendencies are also useful as indica-
tions of the kinds of information that a display
can make available about the communicator’s
behavior. The analytic perspective shifts very
markedly, however. The superordinate behav-
ioral unit is no longer an act of an individual
bird, but an interaction based on the behavioral
contributions of participating individuals. The
important mechanismsatthis level ofintegration
are foundless within individuals than amongin-
dividuals in their moves, countermoves, and ac-
commodations.

In mostoftheir encounters, at least in natural
circumstances, birds do not interact chaotically.
The relevanceofa display, a badge, or any com-
parable specialization is in the information it can
contribute to these interactions, information that
makesit easier for each participant to anticipate
the actionsof the others, to be more prepared to
respond in waysthat can further develop orsta-
bilize their interaction.

Analysis of the behavioral information con-
tent ofa display(its “messages” about behavior)

which its use correlates throughoutthis range.
Many displays correlate with different acts in
different events, but unless a display varies con-
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sistently as these activities changeit cannotpro-
vide detailed information about them. For exam-
ple, the vocaldisplay called song in manyspecies
of birds is uttered by an individual that is pre-
pared to attack, greet, attempt to form a pair
bond or copulate, or join anotherindividual in
close association without making contact. The
most that can be learned from such a display is
that the communicatorwill probably seek in-
teraction if an opportunity arises, but Just what
kind ofinteraction a recipient should expect in
any particular event cannot be known from the
utterance of song alone—althoughit may. be
readily predicted from other sourcesofinforma-
tion thatare available in the event.

Analyses of this sort are clearly at variance
with traditional causal analyses, especially if the
latter are phrased in terms ofa smallset of gprion
motivationalvariables. Inasmuchascausalinter-
pretations continue to adhere largely to this tra-
dition, it may be useful to comparetheresults of
the two approachesin somedetail by attempting
a provisional reinterpretation of some gull dis-
plays. Thanks primarily to the very careful work
of Tinbergen andhis students, gull displays are

Of the nine display patterns analyzed in that
review, the most convincing interpretations in-
volve the simpler conflicts of motivational states.
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An interpretation of the behavioral messages en-

coded would be closely comparable: one can ex-

pectattack andescape activities or indecisive acts

while the gull chooses. However, in twoclosely

related posturesthe carpals are notlifted and the

bill angle differs, being horizontal in the Intimi-

dated Upright and upward in the Anxiety Up-

right. Tinbergen’s interpretation that these

posturesare a result of less aggression and more

fear yields only a partial motivational descrip-

tion, which, moreover, does nottell us whatlim-

its to expect of the posturing gull’s behavior.

The existing descriptions imply that gulls adopt

these postures when in a state of conflict be-

tween fear and motivationsfor virtually any be-

havior from foraging (e.g., when intruding on a

shoreline territory) to joining and associating

(e.g., when forming a pair bond) to attack (see

Tinbergen, 1965, and the evidence he presents

from his student Manley, 1960).

This large range ofalternatives to escape 1s

not adequately characterized by the traditional

motivational terms, and what is needed 1s a con-

cept that implies simply that the displays are per-

formed when some unspecifiable motivation

conflicts with fear. The motivation is unspecifia-

ble because it can be very different at different

times, and whatis consistent is simply the con-

flict it engenders. A behavioral message inter-

pretation of these two displays would recognize

that the communicatorwill either escape or se-

lect some activity from a broad set ofalternatives

incompatible with escaping. That its motiva-

tional state varies widely simply meansthat the

behavioral alternatives to escape are not speci-

fied precisely by the display. A lack of precision

is by no means uncommon in behavioral mes-

sages, and in gulls this very broad message

(termed the “general set’”’ of incompatible alter-

natives by W. J. Smith, 1969a) (see Table 1) ap-

pearsto recurin the songlike Oblique-cum-Long

Call display, there indicating acts that are incom-

patible not with escape but with attack.

Communication in Selected Groups

There are several display patternsof gulls for

which the traditional trio of motivational causes

encounters more obviousdifficulties. Prominent

amongthese are Choking and MewCalling. Tin-

bergen interpreted the former as caused by a

very strong conflict between defensive aggres-

sion and some motivation to remain with the nest

site or territorial boundary, but he recognized

that Choking can be performed in_ both

“friendly” and “hostile” circumstances. Neither

the behavioral messages nor the motivational

causes of Chokingare fully evident from existing

descriptions, although the display apparently

does correlate with the tendency of the com-

municator to remainat a special site. In the case

of Mew Calling, however,it is evident that ag-

gression, fear, and sexual motivation are not

consistent causesofthe display. Thefirst two can

be part of the motivational state at times; for

instance, when a male herring gull turns from a

hostile encounter at a territorial boundary and

proceeds to walk in parallel with his mate, both

of them MewCalling. The parallel walking sug-

gests a balanced conflict between approach and

withdrawal, and,at least for the male, part of the

motivation to approach could be aggressive(this

is less obvious for the female). Yet neither attack

nor escape is seen in manysituations in which

one individual approaches its mate or its off-

spring on the nest, e.g., a male bringing nest

material to his mate, or an individual of either

sex comingto relieve its partner from incubation

or to feed the small chicks.

Thereare interesting behavioral correlations

for Mew Calling, however,that involve interact-

ing and also flying, walking, or, rarely, swim-

ming. For instance, in the circumstances just

described, Mew Calls usually just precedealight-

ing in the territory and are then used while walk-

ing toward the mate or chicks. A parent herring

gull returning to a territory whenits chicks have

left the nest and hiddenin the vegetation usually

stands and MewCalls; its chicks then run to it
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Behavioral selection messages widely encoded in the
displays of diverse species of birds.

 

ee

A behavioral selection message is information that indicates what activity, from the whole behavioral
repertoire available to it, a displaying animalis makingor is possibly about to make. A much more
detailed accountof these messages is provided by W. J. Smith (in press).

Locomotion: walking, hopping, flying, swimming, etc., with no specification of particular functional
classes such asflying to escape or to join.

General set: activities that are specified only insofar as they are diverse and usually or always incom-
patible with other behavioral selections that are encoded by a display.

Attack: attemptsto inflict injury.
Escape: attempts to withdraw or avoid (can include “freezing” behavior).
Copulation: attempts to mount and copulate.
Indecisive: vacillating or hesitating between otherselections.
Interaction: attempts to interact, or to avoid interaction, of any of several kinds including attack,
greeting, association, copulation, etc., with no specification of the kind of interaction in any specific
event. (Whetherinteractionis sought or avoidedis indicated by the probability assigned to this selec-
tion as it is encoded by any particular display.)

Association: remainingin the companyof anotherindividual.
Remaining with site: restricting movements to a particular neighborhood.
Seeking: attempts to gain an opportunity to perform someotherselection, such as interaction or
escape.

Receptive: prepared to accept someotherselection such as copulation orgiving care (the latter may
notitself be a widespread behavioral selection message).
Attentive: paying attention to a stimulus; monitoring.
eee

and are fed. It seems characteristic ofall cases in
which herring gulls perform this display that the
communicator is prepared to interact, either
agonistically or not, and thatits locomotory be-
havior is likely to be indecisive—slowing as it
shifts from one form to anotherin alighting, ap-
proaching partway to anotherindividual, stop-
ping short, or deviating from an approach to
walk in parallel. With hidden chicks the parent
stops and Mew Calls when it cannot approach
them further because it does not know where
they are within the territory. Note that the tradi-
tional motives of aggression, fear, and sex are
inadequate causal explanations for this display
not because they never occur, but because they
do not occur consistently and because many
other motives may becausal to it in different

cases. The information that the display makes
available about behavior, however, includes at
least that the communicator is prepared to in-
teract and to locomote, although it will most
likely do so in some indecisive fashion. Such in-
formationis probably useful to recipients of the
display, especially since they will usually have a
reasonable expectationofthe mostlikely kind(s)
of interaction. Such an expectation, however,is
based on sources of information other than the
display.

Bird displays very commonly encodethein-
formation that the communicatorwill behavein-
decisively, alternately starting different incom-
patible activities or pausing, and this undoubt-
edly relates to the finding that a conflict of moti-
vational causes is often characteristic of the
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states of displaying individuals. Other displays,

such as much ofthe singing referred to above,

appearto carry informationless about indecisive

acts than about the behavior of seeking the op-

portunity to be decisive. In many species, singing

customarily occurs whenno otherindividuals are

present (see review by Andrew, 1961b). Singing

individuals of species as phylogenetically diverse

as the chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs: Marler, 1956),

European blackbird (Turdis merula: Snow, 1958),

green-backed sparrow (Arremonops conirostris:

Moynihan, 1963), Carolina chickadee (Parus

carolinensis: S. T. Smith, 1972), and eastern

phoebe (Sayornis phoebe: W. J. Smith, 1969b,

1970) behaveasif seeking other birds: they take

high, conspicuous perches, or in some species

sing in special display flights, or may actively

patrol. Song ceases immediately and some form

of interaction is usually attempted if a suitable

recipient becomes available; for instance, when a

field sparrow (Spizella pusilla) hears a recording

of its species’ song played from

a

territorial bor-

der or beyond, it increasesits singing in reply;

but if the recordingis played within the territory

the owner does not sing—it flies directly toward

the source of the sound (Goldman, 1973). (Birds

do countersingacrossterritorial boundaries that

neither will cross to attack the other, and are

then inaccessible to each other because of the

boundary convention. The countersinging1s ap-

parently a less-intense interaction than they are

seeking, but the boundary thwarts closer ap-

proach.) Still other displays provide information

less about what a communicatorwill attempt to

do or seek opportunity for than aboutthe kinds

of behavior it is prepared to accept. A female

bird whois receptive to copulation, for instance,

will solicit a male by adopting a posture that

facilitates his mounting.

The information made available by a Mew

Call, indicating that a bird will evidence indeci-

sion about locomotory behavior, is widely en-

coded by the displays of diverse other species.

Communication in Selected Groups

Many New World flycatchers (family Tyran-

nidae) have vocalizations that are employed as

they alight, make flight-intention movements,or

slow downorveerin flight in circumstances in

which indecisive flying and perching mayalter-

nate: e.g., approaching an agitated mate or po-

tential mate, including mutual greeting

performances; begging byan offspring following

parents whose tempers have worn thin; veering

off from pursuit or attack of a predator; choosing

between taking

a

station or continuing to patrol

a territory, or between flying to a singing perch

and foraging, or between remaining in

a

territory

and following a foraging mate or a fleeing in-

truderoutofit; staying with the mateorflying to

a borderin responseto thecalls of a neighborin

that region; or leavingthe nest in the absence of

its mate (e.g., W. J. Smith, 1966, 1969a). The

flightless Adelie penguin (Pygoscelis adelae) has

vocal displays with remarkably comparable em-

ployment. One is used by a penguin as it ap-

proachesits territory after a long absence, on

leavingits nest after incubating, when respond-

ing to fights in nearby territories, during stale-

mated aggressive encounters, after unsuc-

cessfully threatening an intruding crowd (e.g.,

a creche of chicks), and in response to slowly

approaching humansor predatory skuas (Ster-

corarius skua: Ainley, 1974). The other display iS

uttered while a penguin is walking betweenits

nest and the beach, standing or walking by the

water’s edge (particularly as individuals begin to

dive from a flock into the water), swimmingat

sea, and apparently when being chased.

The Carolina chickadee utters a fixed se-

quence of three distinct vocal displays as it

alights in various circumstances in which it ap-

pears somewhatindecisive: a High Tee as it ap-

proachesthe perch, a Chick onalighting, and a

Dee immediately afterward.It also has a Lisping

Tee, which is used primarily when in flight or

whenflight is very imminent(S. T. Smith, 1972).

Many other flocking species, from red-legged
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partridges (Goodwin, 1953) to species of Chloro-
Spingus tanagers (Moynihan, 1962c), also have
displays used asflight becomes likely. In Canada
geese, the Head-Tossing display mentioned
above in discussing badges is performed by
members of a family group as they get ready to
fly. If the gander performsthe display the whole
family flies shortly afterward, but if other mem-
bers begin it they may haveto continueit for tens
of minutes before the gander is ready to lead
them in flight—if he gets readyatall (Raveling,
1969).

Such displays provide more information than
just thelikelihood offlight, of course. The Head
Tossing of geese, for instance, is performed by
individuals who would fly if that did not require
them to leave their families, and the Lisping Tee
of chickadeesis often emittedin flights that sever
association with their mates or flocks. Both dis-
plays provide information aboutthe readiness of
the communicators to associate with their com-
panions, although the relative probabilities of
flying away differ for the two species. Displays
providing information aboutthe behaviorofas-
sociating are customarily used only if something
makesthat association difficult, anything from an
incompatible behavioral alternative or the ab-

Note that mates utter when they become sepa-
rated; they usually reestablish association imme-
diately afterward (Moynihan, 1963). Omni-
thologists have described what they often call
“contactcalls” in the repertoires ofmanyspecies
that customarily forage actively and socially, the
calls apparently conveying information aboutas-
sociation behavior and helpingthebirds to main-
tain the coherenceoftheir social groups.

While other messages about behavior are
made available by the displays of some birds,
most species appear to encode primarily the
dozen messageslisted in Table 1. The table may
not containall the messagesthat are widespread
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amongthedisplaysofdiverse species, butit con-
tains all those that appearat present to be wide-
spread, and the eventuallist may not be a great
deal longer. (Thereare indications that the same
list is also widespread amongotherclasses of
vertebrate animals; W. J. Smith, in press). Note
that manyof the messages are only broadly pre-
dictive of a communicator’s behavior. The mes-
sage of interaction, for instance, does not specify
what kind of interaction to expect, that of loco-
motion does not specify the functional class of
the locomotion, and the so-called general set
message merely indicates that some ofthe acts
that may be selected when a communicatordis-

contrast, messages such as attack, escape, and
copulation are much morenarrowly predictive.
It would appearthat the evolution of the displays
of mostbirds has respondedto pressures favor-
ing either messagesthatare serviceable in many
different situations and very dependent on con-
textual sources of informationtoelicit appropri-
alte responses, or messagesthat are less widely
useful butthat are more capable of eliciting pre-
cise responses immediately, with minimal depen-
dence on othersourcesof information. It would
also appearthat only a few messages are either
suitable to be very broadly useful or are needed
in relatively narrowly defined circumstances.

A basic feature of bird communication that
was probably crucial to the evolution of these
limitations on the kinds of message that are
widely used is the limited size of each species’
display repertoire (W. J. Smith, 1969a). By tradi-
tional criteria for the recognition of display
units, no bird appears to have more than about
forty to forty-five displays, and manyhave fewer
(Moynihan, 1970). Further, thesetallies include
both audible and visible displays, and the two
classes usually overlap very considerably in the
kinds of information they make available. With
such small display repertoires, it is evident that
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a species that ties down too many of its displays

with narrowly predictive messageswill be unable

to display atall in a great many circumstances.

Evolution should favor precise messagesin spe-

cial circumstances, but it appears that in most

species this sacrifice of displays for other than

attack, escape, association, and copulation mes-

sages is not adaptive.

Because this argumentturns onthefact that

birds (and other animals) have only limited

repertoires of display behavior, the problems

discussed earlier that are inherent in the tradi-

tional display concept become a matter of con-

cern. That some acts may be only slightly or

partially specialized to be informative may not be

crucial, as these are necessarily poorly distin-

guished from nondisplay acts and thus probably

not as efficient in providing informationas are

morestriking displays; nonetheless, it would be

useful to have an estimate of the magnitude of

this problem. The chief difficulty maylie in the

fact that displays vary in form and even inter-

grade. Yetthe conceptof displays as vehicles for

information suggests a means ofresolving this

issue. When a communicator is found to use

markedly variable or intergrading displays, their

different forms are usually found to vary in cor-

relation either with differing probabilities ofin-

tensities of communicator acts (see below) or

with different kinds of acts (different behavioral

selections). If the specification of a particularset

of behavioral messages is the fundamental task

of a display, then we might accepta shift in the

kinds ofmessage encoded as marking the bound-

ary betweenrelated displays and amplify thetra-

ditional definition of display behavior ac-

cordingly. Usingthis criterion we can determine

the numberof behavioral packagesfor different

sets of information that are available to an indi-

vidual of any species. Present indicationsare that

the numberof displays estimated by this crite-

rion is usually very similar to the numbersesti-

mated by somewhat morearbitrary criteria of

form.
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Displays provide more information about

communicator activities than simply an indica-

tion of the selections that an individual may

make from its behavioral repertoire. Supplemen-

tal information (see Table 2) is made available

for each selection thatgives at least the probabil-

ity of its being performed. Although a display

may occur simultaneously with a behavioral se-

lection it is also likely to precede it or to occur

whenthere is somepossibility that the selection

will follow. And since many, perhaps most, dis-

plays provide information about two or more

incompatible selections it is obvious that only

one can follow, or at least be the first to follow.

For instance, the green-backed sparrow has at

least three vocal and three visible displays that

are performed in agonistic circumstances: some

when attack is more likely than escape, some

whenattack and escape are about equally proba-

ble, and some when escape 1s more likely than

attack; in mostof these circumstances, indecisive

behavior is morelikely than either attack or es-

cape (Moynihan, 1963).

It is easier to compare the probabilities of

different behavioralselections from among these

displays than it is to measure the probability for

any onedisplay, because the use of each display

can changethe circumstancesof the interaction.

After a severe threat, for instance, an opponent

mayflee andin fleeing obviate the need for at-

tack by the communicator. Severe threats may

indicate a high probability of attack if the situa-

tion remains unchanged, but an observer may

rarely see that eventuality in a close interaction.

Other kinds of circumstances may change much

less abruptly, on the average, than do agonistic

encounters; but in principle the problem re-

mains, and even a continuously static situation

may alter a communicator’s readinessto act. The

probability that each behavioral selection en-

coded by a display will be performedis in effect

only at the instant of displaying and cannot,

therefore, be measured accurately; the probabil-

ity information madeavailable by displays is to
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Table 2

Widespread behavioral supplemental and nonbehavioral messages.OI
A behavioral supplemental message provides information about a behavioral selection that is effec-tively adverbial, the “how”of the behavior. Nonbehavioral messages specify “who” and in some cases
“where” the communicatoris. A much moredetailed accountis provided by W.J. Smith (in press).

Behavioral supplemental messages

 

Probability: the likelihood that a given behavioral selection will be made.
Intensity: the forcefulness, rapidity, etc., with which a given selection will be performed; not a uni-
tary category, and will eventually require subdivision.

Relative stability: a measure of the expected persistence of a given behavioral selection.
Direction: the direction a given behavioral selection will take, e.g., toward or away from someother
individual.

Nonbehavioral messages

 

Identifying messages

Population classes: species, subspecific or local populations, individual.
Physiological classes: maturity, breedingstate, sex.
Bondingclasses: pairs, families, troops, and thelike.

Location message

A single category of information that enables the source of a display to be pinpointed.ee

some degree indeterminate for an observer.
Nonetheless, it is of crucial importance to the
displaying birds.

In addition to indicating the probability that
a behavioralselection will be performed, many
displays appear tc provide some information
aboutthe expected intensity of the activity. Thus
some displays providing information about es-

be interrupted. Verylittle study of such correla-
tions has been undertaken, however, and this
message, although it appears to exist indepen-
dently of the probability message and need not
vary in parallel with it, is still largely unknown.

In being repeated in a predictable pattern,
displays can also provide information about the
stability of a communicator’s behavior or behav-

ioral predispositions. As songbirdsutter bouts of
singing each morning and evening twilight, for
instance, they reaffirm their continuing readi-
ness to defend theirterritories. Schleidt( 1973)
has termedthis procedure“tonic” communicat-
ing.

Finally, some displays also provide informa-
tion aboutthe direction to be taken by the com-
municator’s attendingor other behavior. Thatis,
without specifically naming its intended recipi-
ents, the whereabouts of a predator, or other
external entities such as a nest site, a bird can
provide effectively comparable information by
indicating the direction in which it will attack,
from whichit will flee, etc. Much ofthis is done
by employing formally restricted angles of orien-
tation, as in the mutual adoption of a parallel
relationship between two greeting gulls. A male
green-winged teal (Anas carolinensis) indicates
that a female is the object of his attentions by
orienting broadside to her when performing
seven different displays and swimming directly
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away from her when performing an eighth

(McKinney, 1965). When he is distracted by

other males andis trying to avoid them to align

with the female he uses yet anotherdisplay in a

more variable orientation that reflects his di-

vided attention. A female mallard (Anas platyrhyn-

chos) will perform Nod swimmingto a group of

males, but with the Inciting display takes a fixed

bodily orientation with respect to one individual

she has chosen as her mate (WeidmannandDar-

ley, 1971). Both displays appear to indicate that

she is ready to interact, but the latter indicates

that she will take a greatly narrowed direction.

Amongmanyotherpossible examples of the im-

portance of formally restricted orientations and

the directional information they make available

are two cases in the Triumph Ceremonyofthe

gray-lag goose (Anser anser: Fischer, 1965). In the

first phases ofthis display a gander displays and

orients directly toward the gander of another

family and approachesto attack him. Inthe sec-

ond phasehereturnsto his own family using the

same display postures and movements,but care-

fully maintaining an oblique orientation to each

bird; they respond by similar displaying and

adoption of mutually oblique orientations.

If the information provided by displays were

entirely concerned with behavior then most

birds would be awashin sources of information,

relevant and irrelevant, and not know to whichto

attend. In fact, however, ethological studies of

bird communication have demonstrated that a

great deal of the information provided identifies

communicators.
Mostvocal displays identify the species of the

bird that uses them, particularly the louder dis-

plays, which are effective over large distances.

Visible displays may not needto dothisif they

reveal or are seen along with badges that accom-

plish the same task, and there are also some vocal

exceptions. For instance, among species that

flock together, the “alarm calls’ that are uttered

on sighting a predator may converge onto a com-
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mon form,usually one with physical characteris-

tics that make the source of the sounddifficult to

locate by a binaural recipient (Marler, 1955a).

Identifying informationis not wholly lost in such

cases, but it specifies membership in an assem-

blage of interdependentspecies rather than in a

single species.
Within a species someaspects of the form of

displays may vary regionally and soidentify local

populations. Detailed mapping of the precise

geographic distributions of such dialectal differ-

ences has very rarely been done with samples

sufficiently large to show whether variation is

continuous or stepped, however, and muchre-

mains to be learned aboutthe limits of dialectal

regions (Thielcke, 1969). The exact amount of

variation that is truly geographical is also not

known for most existing samples, as little atten-

tion has been paid in mostcases to the behavior

of the birds that were being recorded (see cri-

tique by S. T. Smith, 1972).

Manydisplays have pecularities of form that

are specific not to populations ofindividuals but

to single individuals. (For a detailed review of

the numerous observations and experiments

demonstrating this phenomenoninthe vocal dis-

plays ofbirds see Beer, 1970.) Individual idenu-

fying information permits the formation of

bonds between mates, parents and offspring,

and eventerritorial neighbors. In somespecies,

infants still in the egg learn to identify the

pecularities in the voices of their incubatingpar-

ents (Tschanz, 1968; Norton-Griffiths, 1969;

Beer, 1970).

Displays may makeavailable information that

identifies not only individuals and populations

but also the sex and, sometimes,the age classes

to which communicatorsbelong. Forinstance,in

somebirds songis used by only onesex, usually

the male. Care has to be taken before concluding

this for any species, however,as members of the

opposite sex maysing ontherelatively rare occa-

sions that they take on the role of advertising.
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Andthere are species for which the use of song
identifies the communicator as a female,e.g., the
red phalarope (Phalaropus fulicarius: Tinbergen,
1935).

Finally, in some species displays take forms
indicating that the communicatoris a memberof
a particular group of bondedindividuals. In the
American goldfinch (Spinus tristis), for instance,
one vocalization is adjusted in the course of the
year to identify the individual’s bonds in a pair,
a family, and a small flock, as each of these
successive groups becomes important (Mun-
dinger, 1970). In a Trinidadian hummingbird
known as the little hermit (Phaethornis lon-
guemareus), the males who gatherneareach other
as a distinct group on

a

largerlek all share a
single song form, different from that of other
groupssinging on the samelek (Wiley, 1971). In
many species, members of mated pairs come to
share combinations of vocalizations, which they
use in duetting performances that are distinct
from the performances ofneighboringpairs (dis-
cussed below).

One other category of nonbehavioral infor-
mation is provided by vocal displays: informa-
tion that enables a binaural recipient to locate
the sourceofthe vocalization by comparing tem-
poral changes in the phase and amplitudeofthe
sound reachingits two ears (Marler, 1955a). Ex-
cept in the relatively few cases in which these
clues are reduced by natural selection, the com-
plexity ofbird vocalizations usually appearssufh-
cient to provide this information in abundance.
The complexity of form of a vocalization deter-
minesbothits locatability and how manykinds of
identifying informationit can carry, how much of
the hierarchy of classes can be represented.
Within the limits of form, each display provides
sufficient identifying information to permit it to
be useful in many kinds of circumstances
(Marler, 1959).

Anothercategory of information that has of-
ten been said to be encoded in some bird dis-
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plays is information about the “environment,”
for example, about hawks or habitats. However,
there is still no convincing evidence that refer-
ents external to the communicator are encoded
by formal behaviorin any species except humans
(see W.J. Smith, in press). Environmentalinfor-
mationis often available in events whenbirds are
communicating, but its sources would not ap-
pear to includetheir formalacts.

RESPONSES AND FUNCTIONS

Communication occurs only when informa-
tion is shared between or among individuals.
Whileit is essential to determinethe informative
potential of displays, badges, and other sources,
it is also necessary to determinethe kind ofre-

stood. Further,it is the responsesthat lead to the
adaptive advantagesof sharing information, the
functions of the process, for both the suppliers
and the recipients of the information. As a
branch of evolutionary biology, ethology has
been very interested in adaptive significance, and
hence concernedwith the functions ofcommuni-
cating. Unfortunately, research on functions and
the responses that generate them is not easy.
Whena bird thatis apparently a recipientof, say,
a display does something,it is often very difficult
to know to whatthe bird is responding, since
many sourcesof informationare available to it.
Further, its response may be largely inaccessible
to an observer, for instance, a slight alteration of
the bird’s state of responsiveness to subsequent
stimuli but not an immediate andovert changein
its behavior.

There has been some tendency to oversim-
plify the role of recipientindividuals in events in
which communication occurs. In part this is due
to the ethological theory that displays actas “‘re-
leasers”’ of responses (see Lorenz, 1950: Tinber-
gen, 1959). The theoryis soundly based on the
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observation that animals do treat somestimulias

being especially significant for particular classes

of responses, and on the knowledgethat percep-

tual processes organizestimuli accordingto vari-

ous preestablished criteria of salience. Carried to

extremes, however, this perspective underesti-

mates the dependenceofrecipients on therela-

tionships amongstimuli. Thus, while a particular

badge—forinstance, the red spot on the mandi-

ble of an adult herring gull (Larus argentatus}—

may be very importantin eliciting and directing

pecks by its hungry chicks (Tinbergen and Per-

deck, 1950), as the chicks mature and gain expe-

rience they learn additional characteristics of

their parents’ heads and come to demand much

moredetail of the visual stimuli at which they will

peck (at least in laughing gulls Larus atncilla:

Hailman, 1967, 1969). Thereleaseris not a key

to unlock responses, but a stimulusspecialized to

be particularly noticeable to recipients, and to be

accepted asthat stimulus to which other stimuli

have a contextualrelationship in someparticular

frame of reference (W. J. Smith, in press).

Much experimental work has been done with

birds in testing the responseselicited by badges

and displays. Birds’ appearances have been mod-

ified by removingoraltering badgesby clipping

feathers or painting fleshy areas (see references

to studies by Peek and by N. G. Smith underthe

initial discussion of badges, above) and by dying

feathers. For instance, Marler (1955b) gave

female chaffinches reddish breast feathers

matchingthose of the males, and found that the

altered birds usually became dominant over

other females and under some conditions were

even successful in agonistic encounters with

males. Stuffed birds or portions of mounts have

been usedto elicit aggressive responses(e.g.; by

Lack, 1940, with the European robin, Erithacus

rubecula) or sexual display and mounting (e.g.,

MacDonald, 1968, with the spruce grouse, Ca-

nachites canadensis). Models of birds have been

used to test responsesto particular postures;for
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example, Stout and Brass (1969) sought differ-

ential responses by placing two modelsin differ-

ent postures within territories of breeding

glaucous-winged gulls (Larus glaucescens). How-

ever, all these methodsofproviding specific visi-

ble stimuli share in some degree the problem of

appearing unnatural. A female colored to look

like a male will not alwaysact like one, and a bird

altered to looklike another species maypersist in

trying to mate with membersofits own. More

serious, a stuffed mount or modelis unrespon-

sive. Even if it is built so that its poses can be

changed,it cannot be manipulated to respond as

naturally as its recipients would expect ofa real

bird. Static models elicit responses, but beyond

the initial moves of their recipients the circum-

stances are difficult to interpret.

Yet another procedureis to record and play

back vocal displays. This technique has been

used frequently to test whether birds can dis-

criminate their own song (or sometimesjust an

unstudied and variable sample of their vocal

repertoire) from that of related species (e.g.,

Dilger, 1956; Thielcke, 1962; Lanyon, 1963; Gill

and Lanyon, 1964; Thompson, 1969), or can rec-

ognize the song of their own subspecies (€.g.,

Thénen, 1962) or local dialect (e.g., Lemon,

1967). Tests of this sort have even shown indi-

vidual recognition, as territorial males distin-

guish between the songsof their neighbors and

of more distant males (e.g., Weeden and Falls,

1959: Falls, 1969; S. T. Emlen, 1971; Goldman,

1973). Although the responsivenessoftest indi-

viduals to playback lessens with habituation and

varies with such factors as time of day and phase

of the nesting cycle (Verner and Milligan, 1971),

and the strength of a responsecan bedifficult to

measure (see S. T. Emlen, 1971, 1972), the tech-

nique has revealed a good deal about the identi-

fying information made available by vocal-

izations. Further, because sound recordings

can readily be modified by filtering frequencies,

rearranging sequences, andaltering intervals it
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has been possible to ask what physical compo-
nents of bird songcarry the identifying informa-
tion (e.g., Busnel and Brémond, 1961, 1962:
Brémond, 1968a, 1968b: Falls,

throated sparrow (Zonotrichia albicollis) can even
be reproduced with audio oscillators and then
modified in predetermined ways to study which
characteristics provide species- and which indi-
vidual-identifying information (Falls, 1969).

Playback has also been used to test the re-
sponses of females to song (e.g., Falls, 1969;
Milligan and Verner, 1971: Payne, 1973b), of
parents andtheiroffspring to each other’s vocali-
zations (see review by Beer, 1970), and ofvari-
ous species to their own and eachother’s alarm
calls (e.g., Brown, 1962; Curio, 1971: Thielcke,
1971). Where responses to more than Just the
identifying information are sought, however,the
technique encounters the same problem as does
the use of models—the sound source is unre-
sponsiveto the actionsofits recipients. Further,
it is necessary to accompany the sound with a
model or a mirror(e.g., Stout et al., 1969) to
provide a visible participant, and this involves
adding the information from

a

static posture or
a careful mimic. This is not to argue that play-
back and the use of models and mounts are not
necessary procedures, but that their employ-
mentintroduces information that makes the ex-
perimental circumstances unnatural and hence
difficult to interpret. The further developmentof
techniques for presenting paired stimuli, done
with careful attention to maximizing the natural-
nessofatJeasttheinitial impingementof these
stimuli on the test animal, may contribute a good
deal to our understanding of responses.

If we do not experimentweareleft with the
problem of deciding what responses accrue to
displays and other formal information sources in
natural events in which we lack control over
manyrelevantvariables, and we mayfindit diffi-
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cult to quantify observations. Nonetheless, natu-
ral events do provide very useful clues, and un-
der some circumstances particular encounters
may recur very frequently. Tinbergen (1959) has
described a veryfruitful procedure, which he re-
fers to as seeking “natural experiments.” In one
of the examples he gives, an actis repeated sev-
eral timeswithouteliciting overt responses from
nearby individuals, and then a largely similar act
is performedwith a display and they do respond:
A male black-headed gull (Larus ridibundus) gath-
ering nest material on his territory repeatedly
approached five individuals who were resting
just outside. While he was preoccupied they con-
tinued to rest. Then he stopped, preened near
his nest and again approached them, now in an
Aggressive Upright posture. When he came
within three meters they all adopted Anxiety Up-
rights and walked away. Since an observer sees
the Aggressive Upright primarily or onlyin cir-
cumstances in which the communicator appears
to be threatening, such an instance tends to con-
firm the suspected functions ofintimidation and
territorial defense and the expected response of
withdrawal. Other responsesare also seen when
the recipients are different; e.g., counterthreat
would be one responseofa territorial neighbor.

Slight manipulationsofnaturalsituations can
help an observer obtain repeated samples of a
given kind of event. For instance, in order to
increase the incidence of agonistic encounters
that he could observein a winter flock ofbluetits
(Parus caeruleus), Stokes (1962) provided a rich
food source, and by stringing peanuts and
chunks of coconut on

a

wire, he forced individu-
als to remainat it while eating. He counted the
numberof times communicators used particular
displays in the presence of one other individual
andtallied the subsequent behavior of each par-
ticipantas attack, escape, or staying. Therecipi-
ents behaved appropriately following displays
that correlated with different communicatorac-
tivities; e.g., the probability of the recipient’s
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fleeing after three of the displays was abouttwice

what it was when none of them was used, even

when Stokes analyzed only events in which the

communicator did notactually attack. This sug-

gests that the displays and/or such other sources

of similar information as intention movements

and knownstatus relationships were influencing

recipient behavior.

Natural experiments and slight manipula-

tions of natural circumstanceswill probably con-

tinue to provide the least-distorted insights

about the responses madeto displays and other

formal sources of information. The advantages

of more-controlled experiments will be neces-

sary, however, and techniques needto be devel-

opedthat do notgrossly violate the expectations

of the recipient birds. For instance,ifmodels are

placed in a territory they should mainly be in

postures that a territorial intruder might adopt,

and theseare typically not those correlated with

the highest probabilities of attack. By using more

than one experimental technique in conjunction

with natural observations the contributions of

each procedure can be pooled andtheir disad-

vantages minimized.

Thestudy offunctionsis also based on obser-

vation of natural events and involves consider-

ation of the waysin which the responses made by

the recipients of displays are adaptive for them

and for the individuals who make the informa-

tion available. Some functions are obvious. A

bird that flees into cover when a companion ut-

ters an ‘“‘alarm call” may avoid being caught by

a hawk. Manyotherfunctionsare less obvious. In

the same example,for instance,the call may help

the bird that utters it to escape if the sudden

scattering of its companions confuses the hawk,

but it may not help otherwise. Still, the call may

function for that communicator in various ways;

for example, by protecting the investmentit has

madeinits offspring,if they are in the group, and

by helping to keep alive members of the group
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who in subsequent events may give it warning

when hawks approach.

The functions of a display in any given event

may be quite different for a communicator and

for a recipient,as they are in the above example.

They mayalso differ amongrecipients, and differ

from the samedisplay in different kindsof situa-

tions—particularly when the displays encode

broader behavioral selection messages. Further,

the functions of a single communication event

may have to be stated for more than one time

span. Thus the immediate functions of, say, a

male bird’s song maybe to attract an unmated

female and to repel a neighboring male. In the

longerview,the attraction of a female is a neces-

sary step if the male is to pass on his genesto a

future generation, and the repelling of the

neighbor may help train that individual to re-

main away, thus reducing subsequent competi-

tion for the female. Thus, the functional

assessmentof displays is a complex task.

Manyfunctions have been proposedfor the

displays of birds, although few have been thor-

oughly studied or experimentally tested. Cau-

tioning that much more study is needed,

Thielcke (1970) has reviewed the literature on

bird vocalizations and offered the following de-

scriptive list of functions: territorial defense, at-

traction of a mate, maintenance of a pair bond,

mutual stimulation of mates, synchronization of

pair activities, facilitation of the simultaneous

hatchingof the eggs in a clutch,familial recogni-

tion, group coherence, assembly of roosting

groups, attraction to feeding sites, control of

agonistic encounters, maintenanceofpairrela-

tions and facilitation of the activities in which

mates cooperate, raising of young, and alarming

of young and other conspecific individuals.

Bird Song

Although much research has been done on

display postures and movements, and onthe vo-
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calizations usually referred to as ‘“‘calls” by orni-
thologists, a great deal of attention has centered
on a kind ofdisplay that is complexly developed
and frequently used by many species of birds:
song. Other animalssing, ofcourse,from cicadas
and frogs to humpback whales (Megaptera novae-
angliae: Payne and McVay, 1971) andtiti mon-
keys (Callicebus moloch: Moynihan, 1966), but bird
songs have attracted humanattention for a very
long time,evenifinitially primarily through their
aesthetic appeal. They are interesting for rea-
sons beyond aesthetics, however. Studies have
now revealed that in their organizational com-
plexity andin the waysin which they are learned,
the songs of some birds show very interesting
parallels with human speech behavior, parallels
further extended by the use of song in formally
patterned performancesthat require more than
one participant.

SongIs not a precisely defined behavioralcat-
egory (see Thorpe, 1961; Armstrong, 1963). Al-
though complexity of form is an important
attribute ofmost ofthe songsthat are intensively
studied, many species have comparable perfor-
mancesin whichthe songsare very simple(e.g.,
the chipping sparrow, Spizella passerina: Borror,
1959; Marler and Isaac, 1960; and the chiffchaff,
Phylloscopus collybita: Schubert, 1971). Further,
some species have complex vocalizations that
would not usually be called songs or that com-
prise a series spanningthe distinction between
songs and “‘call notes” (e.g., in the genera Chlo-
rospingus: Moynihan, 1962c; Tyrannus: W. J.
Smith, 1966; and Parus: S. T. Smith, 1972), and
in manyspecies the song vocalizations are partly
or wholly specialized amalgams of call notes
(Howard, 1920; Thorpe, 1961; Immelmann,
1969). The singing performance,in fact,is a bet-
ter indicator than are the formsof the vocaliza-
tions. The most useful working definition of
song seemsto be a vocalization ora set of vocali-
zations that is repeated in moreorless continu-
ous, regular patterns, often in sustained bouts.
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Recent research on bird song has concen-
trated on a numberofissues. Oneis the identify-
ing information songs carry, as is discussed
above. Anotheris the temporal organization of
the complexity, which makes many of them so
distinctive among vocal signals. Because por-
tions of this complexity may betypical only of
local populations, the question has arisen as to
howit is passed from generation to generation,
leadingto very detailed studies of song learning.
Finally, the specialized behavior of duet singing
has broughtconsiderable attention to an inter-
esting set of formalized interactions.

Before reviewingthis research,a cautionis in
order. While the repetitive use of patterned vo-
calizationsis an extremely interesting phenome-
non,it should not be assumed(asit very often is)
that the remainderofthe vocal repertoireis nec-
essarily of less interest. In fact, in most species
the non-song vocalizations are used much more
frequently than the songs, and are much more
likely to be employed during active interactions.
Birds communicate with whole repertoires of
displays, notjust with their most complex vocali-
zations.

COMPLEXITY AND TEMPORAL PATTERNING

The song units of manybird species are com-
plex in that they are made up of more than one
sort of component, arrangedin an orderly fash-
ion (see, e.g., the descriptions of chaffinch song
and its three subsections in Thorpe, 1961). In
some species each male has only one such com-
plex song unit, but in others he characteristically
has two or more, sometimes a great many. The
different song forms or song types in a male’s
repertoiretypically consist of rearrangements of
a limited set of the basic components, and in
several speciesat least some of these rearrange-
ments have been shown to be rule-bound. For
example, in the mistle thrush (Turdus viscivorus:
Isaac and Marler, 1963) most of the components
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are not repeated while other components always
are; in the olive-backed thrush (Hylocichla us-
tulata: Nelson, 1973) each componenttends to
be a variant or an elaboration of the preceding
one; in the rose-breasted grosbeak (Pheucticus

ludovicianus: Lemon and Chatfield, 1973) the

components of songs occur in regular couplet
and triplet combinations; in the yellow-throated

vireo (Vireo flavifrons) approximately nineteen
kinds of components can be divided into three
categories on the basis of gross form, and the
various positions members of these categories
take within different song forms are limited in
several ways (Smith, Pawlukiewicz, and Smith,

ms.). Because an extremely large number of
recorded samples must be obtained, the songsof
none ofthese species have yet been described in
sufficient detail to exhaust the limits of the vari-
ability and permit us to write rules that are char-
acteristic of the entire species population.
Nonetheless, the phenomenon is well estab-
lished. It is interesting that it is comparable to
one of the grammatical levels of human speech:
the basic, distinctive, vocal units (songs and

words or morphemes) are in both cases con-
structed of a limited number of componentsthat
are sequentially arranged according to systems
of rules.

In human speech the grammatical level of

which we are most awareis the organization of

words into phrases, so the question arises
whether the sequences of bird songs are also

patterned and,if so, how complexly. Evidence
for sequential patterning of songsis again avail-

able from diverse species. Ohio song sparrows,
for instance, go throughtheir entire song reper-

toires before they repeat runs of any one kind of

song (Nice, 1943), and membersof the species

from central California, who have larger song

repertoires, usually go through aboutten differ-

ent song formsbefore repeating a run of any one

(Mulligan, 1966). Cardinals (Lemon and Chat-

field, 1971) show a first-order Markovian rela-
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tionship between successive song forms; Le.,

each is largely determined by the one that went
before, if they are not separated by relatively
long pause. In the eastern wood pewee(Contopus
virens: Craig, 1943) the long daily bout of pre-
dawn singing comprises three song formsar-
ranged in a numberof orderly sequences, and
singing during the day employs two of the songs
according to yet other rules (W. J. Smith, 1968,
and in prep.). Members of another tyrannid
genus, the phoebes (Sayornis, three species), em-

ploy either two or three different units—one a
very variable vocalization—in patterned bouts
governed by rules similar to those apparent in
the daytimesinging of the pewee: one song form
occurs primarily singly and terminates runs of
the other unit(s). The runs vary in length in a

nonrandom fashion (W.J. Smith, 1969b, 1970).

The yellow-throated vireo, however, has much

greater freedom:individual males useupto eight
song forms in a number of couplet combina-
tions, most of which have membersthat overlap

with those of one or more other couplets and so
can be used to produce recurrentrunsoftriplets;
a few longer sequences are also found (Smith,
Pawlukiewicz, and Smith, in press.). In popula-
tions of othervireo species, such as V. solitarius in
the Chiricahua Mountains of Arizona, individual

males may have as manyas seventy-five different
song forms (Smith and Smith, in prep.).

Since at least simple combinations and
recombinations of song form are rule-bound in

these species, birds can be said to have singing

grammars that are in part analogous to the
phrase-structure grammars of human speech.In
one very important respect, however, they ap-

pearto fall short. There is no reason to suspect,

on the basis of existing evidence, that the various

song forms of any species are differentiated into
lexical categories such as the nouns and verbs

with which weare familiar in English. (This lack

of categorical distinction greatly limits the possi-

ble informative diversity of singing.) Rather,it
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appears that each song,like each call, encodes
information aboutthe samereferentclasses as in
every other avian vocalization: behavioral selec-
tions and supplemental behavioral classes,
classes of membership that identify the singer,
and the class of “location” information.

The considerable experimental evidence for
the nonbehavioralclasses ofinformation that are
madeavailable by bird songis reviewedbriefly in
the section on responses and functions, above.
Experimental testing of the behavioral message
classes is much moredifficult, however. Further,
since birds very often sing when they are not
interacting,it is difficult to formulate precise and
appropriate descriptions of the behavioral mes-
sages from observations of naturally occurring
events. Nonetheless, a number of studies have
reported correlations between the use ofdiffer-
ent song forms and different activities of the
singer (see Armstrong, 1963, for a review), and
in somecasesin sufficientdetail to suggest how
messages differ among the song forms or their
formal combinations.

Carolina chickadees, for instance, have two
different song forms,either ofwhich can be used
loudly or faintly (S. T. Smith, 1972). The more
commonly used form is sungbyterritorial indi-
viduals seeking any of a considerable range of
kinds of interactions with their mates or neigh-
bors; with use ofits fainter version the singeris
less likely to attack. The other song form corre-
lates almost entirely with the mostactive kinds of
seeking behavior, e.g., patrolling and intruding
into neighboringterritories.

In Africa, males of the parasitic indigobirds
(genus Vidua) have both nonmimetic songs,
which are peculiar to the genus, and mimetic
songs, with which each male mimics a host spe-
cies that is used by indigobirds to raise their
young. The nonmimetic songs correlate with
agonistic behavior in which the singer chases
other males from his singing station, and the
mimetic songs correlate with visits by females,
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becoming especially frequent if a female flies
from a male’s station without having completed
a mating sequence (Payne, 1973a).

Various studies have shown that the two or
more songs of many species of New World war-
blers are used in different circumstances (e.g.,
Ficken and Ficken, 1965, 1966; Morse, 1966,
1967, 1970; Lein, 1972). The most detailed
study is that of Lein (1973) on the chestnut-sided
warbler (Dendroica pensylvanica), which he has
shown to haveatleast five song forms, each of
which can also be shortened or muted. Oneis
used primarily in territorial encounters; two are
used primarily at territorial borders, or at least
away from the center of the territory; and the
remaining twoare used almost exclusively in the
interior. The distance from a singing neighbor
also influencesthe choice of song. As the proba-
bility of a territorial encounter increases or de-
creases while a maleis singing (e.g., by the onset
or cessation of a neighbor’s singing, movement
ofeither male toward a border), he switches song
forms in a very predictable fashion.

The two song forms of the eastern phoebe
(Sayornis phoebe: W. J. Smith, 1969b) maybeal-
ternated, or one mayoccurin runs terminated by
single occurrencesofthe other, so that their pro-
portional representation in singing boutsvaries;
the varying proportions correlate with different
activities of the communicator. At one extreme
the bird is very likely to interact if it gets the
opportunity. At the otherit is morelikely to for-
age or preen,andifit can interactit will usually
Just associate, not attempting to make contact
(e.g., to fight or to copulate). In the daytimesing-
ing of the eastern wood pewee, which also com-
prises differing proportions of two song forms,
runsofdifferent lengths of one of the formscor-
relate with different probabilities of the com-
municator’s flying, apparently providing a
measureofits activity level.

The story for the yellow-throated vireo is
much more complicated. Each male has a num-
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ber of patterns of singing and usesdifferentse-

lections of patterns when patrolling his territo-

rial borders, attempting to confront a neighbor,

foraging awayfrom thenest but notin a bound-

ary region, approachingthe nest, or remaining

on orin thevicinity of the nest. Patterns corre-

lated with thelast activity are the simplest, those
used in patrolling the most complex. Unmated
males patrol and tend to sing complex patterns

that resemble those used by mated males when

the latter are patrolling. Of the eight males stud-
ied, no two sang identical selections of song
formsoridentical patterns (Smith, Pawlukiewicz,

and Smith, in press.). However, they had many

similarities and did not contradict the uses ofone
another’s patterns, and all differed in important

details of their circumstances, such as the pres-
ence or absence of neighboring males, having

mates, the attentiveness of their mates, and their

successes in nesting. Although the analyses in

that study were based on 9,419 songs recorded
during overforty-one hours of observations, the

variation amongthe males and the complexity of
the correlations between behavior and singing

patterns suggest that a much larger sample will

be required to reveal more precisely the mes-

sages of the song forms and combinations and to
clarify the species’ grammaticalrules.

SONG LEARNING

The basic forms of most bird displays de-

velop even in individuals experimentally reared

in isolation. Thus they do not involve learning

based on hearing and seeing other membersof

the species perform. Remarkably, this is true

even for quite complex songs, for example, those

of the song sparrow (Melospiza melodia: Mulligan,

1966). However, there are species in which de-

velopment of the full form of complex songs

does require such learning and also subsequent

learning through practice.
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In these species young birds must usually

hear appropriate songs, which will act as models,
duringa critical period early in theirlives, well
before they start to sing. By experimentally re-

stricting what potential models they can hear,it
has been shownthat what they will accept1s lim-

ited. In chaffinches and white-crowned sparrows
(Zonotrichia leucophrys), for instance, it has to be

the song of their own species or of a species with
a similar song pattern. In nature, of course, they
will almost always have the opportunity to hear
their own species sing during the period in which
they are fledglings and, in fact, will obtain as
models songsthat are typical of their own dialect
group. In the bullfinch (Pyrrhula pyrrhula: Nico-
lai, 1959) and in various grass finches (Estril-

didae: Immelmann, 1969) it is the song of the

male that helped rear them:the fatheror, in ex-
perimental conditions, a foster father of another

species. (In parasitic indigobirds whatis learned
appearsto be the songofthe hostspecies raising
the young; whethertheir species-specific songs
require hearing a model hasnotyet beentested,
but the appropriate model mightnotbe available

to a youngbird; see Payne, 1973b, and above.)

There tends to be a second learning period in
which singing is practiced, and a variable, ram-
bling “‘subsong” is perfected into a full adult

song. This may come monthsafter the auditory

modelis stored. The experience of countersing-
ing during this practice enables members of
somespecies(e.g., the chaffinch) to elaborate on

their learned model. Inventive elaboration has

also been found evenin isolated cardinal males

(Richmondena cardinalis: Dittus and Lemon,

1969), butit is not characteristic of other species

such as the estrildids. The latter have an early

endto thecritical period in which they can learn

by hearing other individuals, and this is corre-

lated with a very early onset of sexual maturity.

There have been manystudies of song learn-

ing in which young birds of various ages have

been acoustically isolated. By controlling their
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exposure to soundsthis research has determined
manyofthe characteristics of the soundsthat the
birds will accept as models. By deafening and
other proceduresthe roles of auditory and pro-
prioceptive feedback have been studied, and by
adopting procedures from psychologythe rein-
forcing properties of song have been investi-
gated. The following reviews provide a detailed
coverage of these experiments:for the chaffinch,
Thorpe (1958, 1961), and Hinde (1969); for the
white-crowned sparrow, Marler (1970); for sev-
eral species of sparrows, Marler (1967); for es-
trildid finches, Immelmann (1969); and for
general coverage Hooker (1968), Konishi and
Nottebohm (1969).

Amongthe mostinteresting thingsto emerge
are a numberofsimilarities betweenthe learning
of song by birds and of speech by humans.
Marler (1970) reviews these, pointing out that
both involve critical periods before sexual
maturity in which youngindividuals select a set
of sounds that they will learn from the many
available to them in naturalcircumstances. They
are predisposedto recognize the appropriate set
and will work at reproducingit without extrinsic
reinforcement, practicing through a stage known
as “‘subsong” or “babbling,” respectively, until
they achieve an adult form that they recognize
through a process that requires auditory feed-
back. (Female birds may producelittle song, but
it has been shown that they do learn it, for tes-
tosterone injections will elicit malelike singing
behavior; presumably their learning serves pri-
marily to help them identify males of their own
population with whom to form pair bonds.)
Marlerhas suggested thatthese parallels are not
unexpected in any system of vocal learning in
which what is learned cannotbeleft to chance
and which requires the developmentandrefine-
mentofskill. Why somespecies learn their songs
and others do not is a more difficult question,
although part of the answer would appearto lie
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in the use of songs by somespecies as means of
identifying local populations.

The rhythm and phrase structure of bird
song are also part of what is copied by many
species (see, e.g., Giittinger, 1973), just as hu-
man neonates copy with their body movements
the rhythmic organization of the human speech
they hear (Condonand Sander, 1974; these pat-
terns of body movementcontinueto be a part of
listening behavior and becomepart of speaking
behavior as the infants mature). In humans the
learning of patterns of organizationin this fash-
ion may facilitate the learning of hierarchical
grammaticalpatterns, butit is too early even to
speculate whether this is necessary in the onto-
genetic developmentofhierarchically patterned
singing by birds.

DUETTING

It is not wholly appropriate to consider the
topic of duetting under bird song as in many
species the performancesare based on non-song
vocalizations, or even on such nonvocal sounds
as drumming(e.g., in the hairy woodpecker, Den-
drocopus villosus: see Kilham, 1960). Nonetheless,
the recent increase of research activity on the
topic has centeredlargely on studies of song du-
ets, especially those of African shrikes of the
genus Lamiarius (beginning with Thorpe, 1963,
and Thorpe and North, 1965). Birds in this
genusalso providea caseof the learningofpair-
specific song patterns, as pairs develop reper-
toires of duets in which some ofthe songs are
peculiar to individuals and each mate knows and
respondstoits partner’s special forms (mostre-
cently reviewed by Thorpe, 1972). Learning,like
song, 1s not essential to the duetting perfor-
mances of many otherkinds of birds, however.
The basis of duetting is simply a formally pat-
terned mutual performance that, by Thorpe’s
definition,is characteristically used by paired in-
dividuals.
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Because duets cannotbe performedbysingle

individuals they are formalized interactions in

the sense described at the beginning of this

chapter, and are distinctive within that category

primarily by being audible (usually vocal) perfor-

mancesbypairs. In principle, visible duets would

be largely comparable, but the term has not been

applied to postures and movements. When

mates duet one leads and the other comes in

either with the same vocalization, creating a

polyphonic performance,or a different vocaliza-

tion, yielding antiphony. Other individuals, off-

spring for instance, may sometimesjoin in. The

duet then becomesa trio, quartet, or “commu-

nal” performance (Thorpe, 1972). In many spe-

cies a mate of either sex will initiate a duet,

although the male does so much moreoften than

the female. In Laniarius and someother genera,

if one mate is missing the other sometimessings

both contributions (the vocalizations do not

overlap and the performanceis no longer a duet,

but it may serve to recall the missingpartner).

Duetting performances have not been distin-

guished byprecise criteria from formalized vocal

interactions used as greetings or as appeasing-

reassuring ceremonies, and probably should not

be, although Thorpe (following Armstrong,

1963) has ruled that patterned countersinging

between neighbors of the same sex is not duet-

ting. Because of the overlap between duetting

and related performances, attempts to catalogue

the taxonomic families of birds in which duetting

occurs remain provisional. The present evi-

dence, however, indicates that many families are

involved. Somespecies that duet can be foundin

virtually every bird fauna throughout the world,

although they may be proportionately more

commonin tropical than in temperate regions.

Duetting species are typically birds that pair for

life andareterritorial for prolonged periods(al-

though males and females may hold adjacentter-

ritories; see Kilham, 1960); often the sexes are

very similar in appearance, and in many,but by
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no meansall, cases the habitats are so densely

vegetated that continuous visual monitoring of

one mate by the other is hindered (Thorpe,

1972).
Thorpe’s (1963) initial interest in duetting

was spurred in considerable part by the precise

timing with which someshrikes (genus Laniarius)

and sylviid warblers (genus Cisticola) answer

their mates, and by the brevity of the interval

between the onsetof the first bird’s call and the

onset of the answering call. He proposed that

these intervals can be used to measurethe audi-

tory reaction time of birds, a physiological

parameter that appears to be briefer than the

corresponding reaction time of humans.It has

subsequently been found, however, that duet-

ting birds are frequently within sight of each

other and use visible cues (Hooker and Hooker,

1969). Thus until a reasonably large sample has

been recordedin whichit is known that the an-

swering bird is unable to see the initiator the

value of this procedure for measuring auditory

reaction time cannotbe fully assessed. In addi-

tion, Payne (1970, 1971, 1973c) has argued that

throughouta duetting sequence of vocalizations

it is possible that each individualis followingits

own,autochthonouscalling rhythm,a rhythm to

whichit can and doesadhereevenifits matefails

to call. He notes, for instance, that when duet

sequences were recorded from a pair of L. bar-

barus over a period of more than an hour, the

interval between

a

call by the first bird and the

answer differed from sequence to sequence,

which would not be expectedif the interval were

set largely by the auditory reaction ume.

Birds do answer their mates’ duetting calls

much of the time, however, and there has been

much speculation over the functions of a vocal

ceremonythat recurs as frequently as this one

does. Thorpe has pointed outthat for those spe-

cies in which mates do duet when out of each

other’s sight in dense vegetation the vocaliza-

tions should help them remain in contact and
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aware of each other’s whereabouts. The same
applies to nocturnal duets of owls (e.g., J. T.
Emlen, 1973) and perhapsto birdsliving in the
dense mists and cloudsof tropical mountaintops
(Thorpe and Hall-Craggs, in Thorpe, 1972). Du-
etting must have other functions, however, as
duetting vocalizations are much more complex
than most “contact” calls, and because duetting
birds are often in each other’s sight: in some
species they are usually perched beside each
other, or within the same bush, or out in the
open.

For species that form large flocks, one func-
tion of duetting with group-specific vocalizations
might be to enable bondedindividuals to remain
togetherin the crowd. This has not beentested,
althoughthis possibility is suggested by the fact
that pairs of such flocking species as orange-
chinned parakeets (Brotogeris jugularis: Power,
1966) duet when agonistically aroused and that
commoncrows(Corvus brachyrhynchos) duet when
in large roosting or foraging flocks (Chamber-
lain and Cornwell, 1971).

Many duetting species that do not inhabit
dense vegetation or join large flocks live in re-
gions in whichthe seasonal changesthat precede
breeding are rapid and unpredictable in onset
(Diamond and Terborgh, 1968), or where sea-
sons are not sharply differentiated (Kunkel,
1966). Changes in their patterns of duetting
mighthelp matesto synchronize their physiolog-
ical states and to change togetherrapidly enough
to meet the demandsof such circumstances. Yet
the duetting continuesall year, and so it must do
more than that.

Duetting is just one of several kinds of mu-
tual, formalized exchanges of display behavior
that are characteristic of animals with persistent
bonds, patterns that range from briefgreetings
to prolonged allopreening or allogrooming.
Whateverelse these exchanges accomplish, they
probably serve the continuously necessary func-
tion ofreaffirmingthe adherenceofbothindivid-
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uals to their bondedrelationships. Subsumed by
this function is the mutual checking of each
other’s states or conditions—ofthe physiological
“status quo,” as Estes (1969) has putit. This may
well be what has too often been described as the
“identifying” function of duetting, as individual
identification in any simple sense undoubtedly
need notbe repeated manytimesa day by formal
behavior patterns between birds who knoweach
otherintimately. Not identification, then, butre-
afirmation maybe the mostwidespread function
of duetting.

In addition to reaffirmingtheirrelationships,
duets can serve more-immediate functions for a
pair. They may enable the birds to coordinate
their activities in such events as nest relief, in
which the birds take turns incubating the eggs.
Duets may often serve as greetings and as ap-
peasing-reassuring performances in other cir-
cumstances, as seems to be the casein diverse
species of tyrannid flycatchers (W. J. Smith,
1971, and research in progress). Further, in
many cases duetting vocalizations must function
in the widersocial sphere beyondthe pair. They
are, for instance, audible to pairs on neighboring
territories. Duetting by onepair can be answered
by the duets of a neighboringpair, with the sub-
sequent developmentofterritorial countersing-
ing. At least in the bell shrike (Laniarius
aethiopicus) the timing of the duets of each pair
degenerates within such encounters, andall the
birds begin to countersing “moreorless at ran-
dom” (Thorpe, 1972). Yet in somespecies coun-
tersinging itself may be patterned in ways that
are comparable to duetting patterns. For in-
stance, neighboring pairs of the slate-colored
bou-bou shrike (Laniarius funebris) tend to imi-
tate each other’s duets in countersinging (Wick-
ler, 1972). Conspecific neighboring males of
cardinals (Lemon, 1968a), pyrrhuloxias (Pyrr-
huloxia sinuata: Lemon and Herzog, 1969), and
black-crested titmice (Parus atricristatus: Lemon,
1968b) will match each other’s selections of song
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forms when countersinging. Pairs of these spe-

cies do not duetin suchterritorial disputes, but

when mated cardinals do duet the female

matches the male’s song forms in replying to

him.
No published studies of duetting include

sufficient observationsof the behavior of the du-

etters to permit analyses of the behavioral mes-

sages of the vocalizations, although some

information about readinessto interact 1s being

made available by the duetting vocalizations.

Species in which individuals have large reper-

toires of duetting vocalizations may be able to

provide different behavioral messages byselect-

ing different vocalizations. Individuals of

Laniarius aethiopicus, for instance, each have sev-

eral flutelike notes as well as a “‘snarling”’ vocall-

zation (Thorpe, 1972). The last seems to be used

in duets by individuals who are “aggressive,” al-

though details aboutthe likelihood ofattack be-

havior have not been published. On the other

hand,it is amply evident that duetting vocaliza-

tions provide nonbehavioral information about

each communicator’s location and aboutseveral

featuresofits identity: its species and sometimes

its individual identity, in somecasesits sex (see

Hooker and Hooker, 1969; Todt, 1970; Thorpe,

1972), and (by being used in duets with particu-

lar other individuals) its bonded relationships.
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Chapter 23

COMMUNICATION IN METATHERIA

John F. Eisenberg and Ilan Golani

Introduction

PHYLOGENY AND ADAPTIVE RADIATION

The infraclass Metatheria represents a
unique mammalian radiation that can serve as a
basis for comparison with the infraclass Euth-
eria, or placental mammals. Classically the
Metatheria are consideredas a single order, the
Marsupialia (Simpson, 1945); however, Ride
(1964) has argued that the metatherian families
mayberealistically grouped in four orders. Such
a grouping reflects the antiquity of the early
adaptive radiationofthis taxon. Active investiga-
tion on the ethology of marsupials has begun
only recently (Marlow, 1961; Grant, 1974; Shar-
man and Calaby, 1964; McManus, 1967, 1970;
Ewer, 1968, 1969; Sorenson, 1970; Kaufman,
1974; Heinsohn, 1966; Russell, 1970, 1973; Sto-
dart, 1966a, 1966b), although anatomical, eco-
logical, and physiological studies have a longer
tradition (see Tyndale-Biscoe, 1973, for an ex-
cellent review). Yet many of the more profound
questions concerning the evolution of mam-
malian behaviorwill be answeredonly by contin-
ued comparisons between those eutherians and
marsupials that have evolved convergent adapta-
tions for similar ecological niches. The marsupI-
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als represent the only “control” groupto test
our hypotheses concerning the evolution ofbe-
havior within the eutherian mammals. The
Metatheria deserve a rigorous treatment and we
hope further efforts will be made to study the
ethology of this group.

It is generally conceded by paleontologists
that the Marsupialia and the Eutheriasplit off as
two independentlines of mammalian evolution
from the now extinct order Pantotheria. The
marsupials as a recognizable group may have
separated from this parental stock over 120 mil-
lion years ago. Although fossil marsupials from
the late Cretaceous are distributed in Europe
and North America,it would appearthat the ma-
jor adaptive radiations of marsupials occurred in
the geographically isolated land masses of Aus-
tralia and South America. Marsupial evolution in
South America involved the development of
some rather large carnivorous forms: the Bor-
hyaenidae, which occupied ecological niches
similar to eutherian carnivores onthe larger con-
tinental land masses. Other South American
forms remained rather small (the Didelphidae
and Caenolestidae), preying upon arthropods
and smaller vertebrates.

In Australia the radiation of marsupials in-
volved the production of herbivorous as wellas
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carnivorous forms. The family Dasyuridae main-

tains a basic carnivore-insectivore adaptation.

Some genera, such as Planigale, are rather small

and resemble the Holarctic shrews. Other gen-

era either are adapted for feeding on small in-

vertebrates (e.g., Sminthopsis) or are adapted as

more general predators (e.g., Dasyurus, Sarco-

philus, and Thylacinus). The Australian ban-

dicoots, family Peramelidae, are generalized

omnivore-insectivores resembling the continen-

tal hedgehogs and armadillos in their feeding

and foragingstrategies.
Two major herbivorous taxa show extensive

adaptive radiations in Australia, including the

grazing, browsing kangaroos (family Mac-

ropodidae) and the arboreal folivores, compris-

ing the gliders, koalas, and _phalangers

(superfamily Phalangeroidea). Thus, in the evo-

lutionary history of the marsupials, adaptive ra-

diation produced mammalian forms

_

that

replicate in their niche occupancy the major

feeding strategies of eutherian mammals, which

evolved on the contiguous land masses.

A MORPHOLOGICAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL

COMPARISON BETWEEN METATHERIA AND

EUTHERIA

These two major taxa of mammals differ in

several fundamental respects. The brain struc-

ture of the Marsupialia shows some important

differences, especially in the lack of a corpuscal-

losum.In additiontherelative brain size in many

marsupials is considerably less than the brain

size of eutherians having comparable body di-

mensions. The reasons for this discrepancy are

difficult to pin down, but Andrew (1962) has

hypothesized that brain size tends to berela-

tively smaller in taxa that have long beenisolated

from the major continental land masses(see also

Jerison, 1973).
The single most profound difference be-

tween the Marsupialia and the Eutheria, how-
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ever, involves structural differences in the repro-

ductive tract (see Tyndale-Biscoe, 1973: 6-8). In

addition to the differences in reproductive tract

morphology, the marsupials have not evolved a

complicated placenta. Most marsupial females

develop a yolk sac placenta with a short func-

tional life, although the bandicoots have evolved

a placental structure similar to the eutherians’.

One could say, as a generalization, that in eu-

therian mammals nutrition of the young within

the reproductive tract of the female by means of

a placenta is more prolonged; hence, the young

of eutherians tend to be born in a somewhat

more advanced condition than the young ofthe

metatheriansare.
Upon being born, the marsupial youngtrans-

ports itself into a teat area, which in most mar-

supial females is enclosed by a fold of skin, the

so-called marsupium.Thisis not universal, how-

ever, since many species of marsupials in the

families Dasyuridae and Didelphidae do not

show a true pouch development. In all cases,

however,the ratheraltricial marsupial youngat-

taches to a teat and undergoesa greatpartofits

early development extra-utero, reaching postpar-

tum developmental stages over a longer period

of time than do the young of comparably sized

eutherians. These extendedpatterns of develop-

ment in marsupials have some bearing upon the

evolution of the signal systems between mother

and young.

A Review of Marsupial Interaction
Patterns

In order to acquaint the readerwith the forms

of interaction shown by marsupials,it is essential

to offer a few selected examples of marsupial

behavior. The maternal neonatal development

cycle will be illustrated with Didelphis marsupials,

and the male-female courtship bouts will be illus-

trated with examples from Didelphis, Phalanger,

and Macropus.
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A GENERALIZED DEVELOPMENTAL CYCLE FOR
DIDELPHIS

In the Virginia opossum (Didelphis marsupialis)
the life history sequence appears to exhibit the
following pattern (Reynolds, 1952). At the time
of parturition the female opossum assumes a
characteristic posture, squatting on the heels
with the head lowered, licking at the poucharea.
She remains with the long axis of her body ina
vertical plane. As the youngare born, they crawl
unaided to her pouch. The female Didelphis does
nothing to assist the movementof the youngto
the pouch otherthan to hold her position rela-
tively constant. Similar postures during parturi-
tion have been noted for macropod marsupials
(Sharman and Calaby, 1964). The tendency on
the part of the female to keep her body axis in a
constant alignmentseemsto be importantin the
initial orientation of the young as they move
against gravity to the pouch, but olfactory and
tactile cues seem to help the neonate locate the
teat area.

During the neonatal andtransitional phases
of development for the young, they are asso-
ciated intimately with the mother, being firmly
attached to the teats during the neonatal phase.
The mother licks the neonates and cleans the
pouch throughoutthis and subsequentphasesof
development. Thus, at the transition period
(Williams and Scott, 1953), when the sense or-
gans becomefunctional, the mother’s bodyis the
primary environment for the young. Although
the female may have a nestinto which sheretires,
the nest does not have a stronginitial valancefor
the young. It is the female’s body to which they
are attached and to which they directall their
activity.

During the so-called socialization period of
development (Williams and Scott, 1953), the
young becomecapable of some locomotion and
begin to move about and interact with the
mother and with their litter mates. The young
may now betransported on the mother’s body.
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They can detach from the teat, crawl on her
body, and return to the pouch unassisted.Asthis
period proceeds, the young may beleft in the
nest while the motherforages independently,al-
though they will still attempt to get into the
pouch wheneverpossible. Eventually the young
become so large that all of the litter cannot
crowdinto the pouch. Theywill, however, con-
tinue to nurse while partly outside the pouch;
and at this time the motherstill serves as the
primaryfocus of social interaction. She not only
comes to nurse them, she mayin fact carry some
of them in her pouch whensheleavesthenest or
permit them to ride onher body.

Duringthe early parts of the socialization pe-
riod, the young may occasionally become de-
tached from the teat. When they are detached
and uncomfortable, the young give a high-
pitched, chirping cry. This cry causes the female
to approachandstand near them untilthey climb
on her body. In Didelphis there are no stereo-
typed retrieving movements by the female to
pick up a youngin the mouth and transportit to
a nest because in a sense the motheris the nest.
Rather, there is a very stereotyped reaction
whereby the mother respondsto the cry of the
young, approaches while clicking, and stands
nearit, thus permitting it to climb on heror into
the pouch. Although Didelphis mothers do not
often touch the youngwith the forepaws, females
of Marmosa, Sminthopsis, Dasyuroides, and many of
Macropodidaetypically draw the young under
them with their forepaws. This movement may
“direct” the young to the pouch area. When the
youngsters are left alone in the nest, they may
interact with one another and becomefamiliar
with smells, textures, and postures. Although the
young mayfollow each other and the motherat
the timeofweaning, no prolonged following ten-
dency appearsto persist, and play is minimal.

The foregoing synopsis of developmentin
Didelphis highlights the stages of development
and the relationship between mother and young.
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The nest phase for Didelphis, which follows the

pouch phase of early development, may not be

expressed in those marsupial species that build

no nest or have no permanentshelter area (e.g.,

Phascolarctos, and the larger macropods). Al-

though true play is seldom observed in the

young opossum, manydasyurid marsupials show

play behavior, including Sarcophilus (Hediger,

1958). Although following the mother may be

shown only weakly by subadult opossums and an

early dispersal of the young is the rule, many

marsupial species show the capacity to form sus-

tained family groupings (e.g., Petaurus breviceps).

The young of many macropods may remain with

the mother through the birth of a subsequent

young. Interaction rates, following tendencies

and allogrooming between mother and young,

have been analyzed by Russell (1973) for Mac-

ropus eugenti and Megaleia rufa.

A REVIEW OF INTERACTIONS AMONG ADULTS

Didelphis marsupialis has been studied by Rey-

nolds (1952) and McManus(1967, 1970). When

moving into a new environment, adults mark by

draggingthe cloacal region on the ground. The

male (and occasionally the female) will also mark

by licking selected points in the living space and

then rubbing his cheek on the same spot. Rub-

bing and licking can alternate for several

minutes.
Uponapproachinga female, the male gener-

ally attempts to mountafter sniffing her cloacal

orifice. During his approaches to the female he

will emit a click sound (see McManus, 1970),

whichis very stereotypedin its temporal pattern-

ing. If the female is unreceptive,shewill threaten

or move away. Threat in the adult consists of

several components, including opening the

mouth wide (gape threat), hissing, growling, and

biting. Similar displays play a role in antipreda-

tor behavior, including the emission of foul-
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smelling secretions from the anal glands and the

so-called ‘death feigning’ reaction (Fancq,

1969). Should the female threaten the male, he

may remain in front of her, but turn his muzzle

away so that his cheek is opposite her face

(McManus, 1967). If the female is receptive and

stands, the male will attempt to mount her. He

may rub his cheeks on the female’s body before

and during the mount. The male grips the fe-

male’s hind legs with his feet while assuming the

mount. While attempting intromission, the pair

falls to one side and completes copulation while

lying on the substrate. The male uses a neck grip

to restrain the female while mounting and inter-

mittently during copulation. While mounted the

male rubs his lower mandible on the neckofthe

female and frequently rubsthesides of his snout

and cheek on her neck. The mount with intro-

mission may last more than twenty minutes.

In the Metatheria the deposition of chemical

traces with potential value in communication of-

ten involves urine and saliva, as well as special-

ized marking postures. In desert-adapted

species, sandbathing may serve as a means of

chemical marking. Sandbathing involves both

rolling over and dragging the ventrum in the

same locus. Sandbathing probably serves the

dual function of dressing the pelage and leaving

chemical traces on the substrate. Such patterns

have been noted for Sminthopsis (Ewer, 1968),

Dasycercus, Dasyuroides, and Antechinomys.

Headturningby the maleorfacing away from

a threatening female have also been described

for Sminthopsis (Ewer, 1968:349). This pattern

will be analyzed in the section for Sarcophilus.

In some marsupial species allogrooming may

be shown during an interaction. Mutual muzzle

licking may terminate an encounter in Sarco-

philus, while in Dasycercus cristicaudata the female

is especially likely to groom the male aroundhis

cheek, while the male is likely to groom the
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female behindtheear, on the cheek,in the vicin-
ity of the muzzle, and in the cloacal region.

In arboreal forms, such as Phalanger gymnotis,
courtship is conducted with extreme delibera-
tion, much of it often taking place on tree
branches. After an encounter, the male mayof-
ten sit to one side and exhibit a gape display,
licking his lips afterward. This animal mayalso
hang upside-down,clinging with the tail and/or
the hind feet above a social partner. During so-
cial encounters both Phalanger and Trichosurus
vulpecula produce shortclicklike sounds. In the
former it is a repetitive puff-puff while in the
latterit is a sharperclick apparently involving the
teeth.

Before mounting, many marsupials show a
typical pattern of male pursuit of a female mov-
ing rapidly ahead. In the macropods the male
may grasp at the female’s tail with his forepaws
while in slow pursuit. This movement may in-
volve almost a patting motion and has been
noted for Bettongia (Stodart, 1966b), Macropus,
and Megaleia (Sharman and Calaby, 1964).

During mounting, the males of many didel-
phid and dasyurid marsupials employ a neck
grip, with the mouth seizing the nape of the
female. Sminthopsis crassicaudata is an apparent
exception (Ewer, 1968). In Perameles nasuta the
male adopts an almost vertical posture during
intromission, which precludes a neck grip (Stod-
art, 1966a), and the larger macropodshave lost
the male neck grip during mating. Most mar-
supial matings are characterized by prolonged
single mounts with continuous intromission.
Ewer records mounts in excess of eleven hours
for Sminthopsis, while the larger macropods show
shorter mountsofless than twenty minutes. Pera-
meles shows extremely brief mounts with intro-
mission, but several intromissions in succession
precede ejaculation. For a discussion of copula-
tory behavior, see Eisenberg (in press).
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The Analysis of Interaction Patterns

INTRODUCTION

Interactions between adults or between
mother and youngoften involve the adoption of
characteristic postures. Stereotyped postures are
often considered “displays” and are thoughtto
be components of a communication system per-
mitting the transfer of information through the
eye of the presumptivereceiver. In the following
section weshall suggest a methodfor describing
the presumed displays of quadrupedal mam-
mals. Weshall use ourstudies of courtship and
copulation in the Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus
harnsu) as an introduction to our method of
analysis (see Golani, in press; Eisenberg, Collins,
and Wemmer, 1975).

Somefamiliarity with the social behavior of
Sarcophilus in the wild is a prerequisite to under-
standing the behavior patterns shownin captive
encounters. The Tasmanian devil apparently
does not form a cohesive social grouping beyond
that of the female andheroffspring. In nature,
adults tend to movealonewith nofixed denning
site unless a female is in the process of rearing
young. Although adults move alone, there is
considerable overlap among the homeranges of
neighbors (Guiler, 1970a, 1970b). In an encoun-
ter between a pair of devils, the male after con-
tacting the female generally attempts to mount
her. The developmentofall courtship interac-
tion between adults is a function of (a) the de-
gree of familiarity the partners have with each
other, and (b) the stage of the female’s estrous
cycle.

INTERACTION VIEWED AS THE PROCESS OF
SUCCESSIVE “JOINT” FORMATION

Motorinteraction sequences may be studied
by describing the consequences of movementas
changes of contact points on the animals’ own
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bodies (Golani, in press). For example, instead

of noting that an animal faces its partner and

shifts its body axis 90° clockwise, we may note
that the animal has in effect shifted its partner

from its front to its left side. The smallest dis-
tance between the two animals can define 1magi-

nary contact points on the two animals’ own

bodies, and in the above example we have de-

scribed the shift of this contact point on one

animal’s own body. A ‘‘contact point” is defined

as such whether or not actual tactile input oc-
curs. The idea implicit in this form of description

is that during interaction both partners manipu-
late each other aroundtheir ownbodies,shifting

each other around various parts of their head,
torso, and pelvis. Any changein the relationship

between the two animalsis described in termsof

its consequences on the animals’ own bodies. A

female may beshifted from one imaginary con-

tact point to anotheron the male’s body through

any combination of (1) the male’s movements

around the female, (2) the male freezing and

waiting for the female to move around,or(3)

both animals moving simultaneously or succes-

sively. In this form of description the motorpat-

terns by which specific contact points are

achieved and maintained become secondary to

the establishment and maintenance of the con-

tact points themselves.
The analysis of Sequence I of Sarcophilus

precopulatory behavior (Fig. 1) can serve as an

example. From the point of view of the shift of

the contact point on the male’s own body,the

sequence starts with the formation of a contact

point on the male’s snout. This contact pointis

maintained so long as the male is approaching

the female (Fig. la, and Fig. 2c’, phase 1). When

the distance between the snouts of the two ani-

mals is diminishedto a few inches, the presump-

tive contact pointshifts to the male’s mouth(Fig.

lb, Fig. 2c, phase 2), and immediately along the
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it is steadily maintained (Fig. lc, d, e, f Fig.

2c, phase 5). From that point, the contact point

shifts along the ventral side of the head to the

male’s snout(Fig. lg; Fig. 2c, phases 6, 7, and

8), whereit is again steadily maintained (Fig. lh;

Fig. 20°, phase 9).

Whenthe same motorinteraction sequence1s
analyzedin termsofthe shift of the contact point
on the female’s own body,it turns outthatall the
contact points are concentrated around her

mouth.Atfirst the contact point 1s steadily main-

tained on the female’s mouth. This steady main-

tenance is achieved by her freezing while the
male is approaching (Fig. la; Fig. 29, phase 1).
Then the contact point shifts to her mouth,
where it is steadily maintained until the end of

the interaction (Fig. lb, c, d, e, f, g, h; Fig. 29,

phases 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7). Resulting from the

series of movements and postures, the female’s

contact point with the male is maintained con-

stant as if there were a joint between her snout

and the male’s head.
Once motor interaction sequences are de-

scribed in these terms,it soon turns out that the

behavior consists of continuousfast shifts of the

contact points on the part of the two interacting

animals from onesteadily maintained position to

another. When two Tasmanian devils encounter

each other, they ‘‘slide’’ along each other’s bod-

ies, shifting each other toward particular posi-

tions on their own bodies where contactis kept

steady for longertime periods, by either freezing

or movingin such a waythat the particular con-

tact points on their own bodies are maintained

constant. Subsequently, contact is released, and

each animal slides again on the other’s body to

new contact points, which are again steadily

maintained until the next shift.
The steadily maintained contact points can

be conceived of as imaginary “‘joints’”’ between

the two interacting animals: as long as such a

rightlateral side of the face (Fig. 2¢, phase 3and_—_ joint is maintained,the two animals seem to form

4), to the posteriorlateral side of the head, where a ‘‘superorganism,” which moves as one unit,
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Fig. 1. Single frame drawings extracted from a

film of one precopulatory motorinteraction sequence ©
for the Tasmanian devil, Sarcophilus harrisit. The male
is on the right. The figures were extracted on an arbi-
trary basis in order to give some notion of the move-
ments performed duringtheinteraction. Thefilm was

subject only to the constraints of the joint.
Whereas the actual contact point is fixed, the
angle between the two animals may vary. The
boundsofeach suchjoint can be rigorously spec-
ified, and once the bounds ofsuch a joint are
reached due to the movements of one or both
animals, the joint either “breaks” and the two
animals shift to a newjoint, or, as often happens,
by exertingfurther “force” on thejoint, one ani-
mal may twist the other animal and makeit roll
on its back. This is analogousto the twisting of
someone's arm, which forces him to bend to his
knees or lie on the ground. Whenthe contact

 

taken at a speed of 24 framesper second. Letters were
placed in the same absolute location on the floor of
the cage to indicate lateral movements. Thejoints and
the trajectories that were established in the sequence
above are summarizedin Fig.2.

 

Fig. 2. Diagramsofthe shift of the contact point
with the partner on the animals’ heads during the
motor-interaction sequence presented in Fig. 1. Ar-
rows that start and end at the same spot indicate
steady maintenanceof contact point (joint).
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point is with the other animal’s head, the head

twists first, then the neck, and only then the

torso. Once the rotation ability of these three

body parts is pushedtoits limit, the animal fur-

ther rotates by rolling on its back as if being

pinched andtwistedbyits snout. The exertion of

force on the joint is not necessarily associated

with actual contact or mechanical force and may

be exerted from a distance. Once such a joint1s

established, the movements of the two animals

becomeconstrained between the contact points

with the ground andthejoint on the partner(see

Figs. 1 and 3). All that the animals can do is

either twist their bodies between these pivot

points or break the joint with either the ground

or the partner. Thus movements and postures

are of secondary importance, in the sense that

they ensue from the particular location of these

interpartner joints and the trajectories between

them. |

It is the joints and the trajectories of move-

ment to the next joint that determine the posi-

tions and the movementsofthe animals’ heads.

The rest of their bodies are carried along with

their heads (except during mounting and copula-

tion). The heads either are articulated to rigid

joints or move along specified trajectories, and

to a great extent they determine body configura-

tion. The reader is referred to another paper

(Golani, in press), where trajectories and joints

are described in terms of the movements that

establish and maintain them. The orderliness,

and simplicity of the patterning in a metatherian

carnivore like the Tasmanian devil suggest its

utility as a reference or baseline for the study of

so-called displays in other marsupials as well as

in eutherians.
It should be borne in mind that a joint can in

principle be maintained through: (1) some me-

chanical connection such as a continuousgrasp,

bite, or sustained contact between two limb seg-

ments of two animals; and/or (2) the steady

maintenance of sensory input, such astactile in-
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put from vibrissae or even visual or olfactory

input.
In the following sections weshall try to re-

view the available literature concerning meta-

therian display by examiningclasses of so-called

signals grouped according to the various sense

organs that may be involved in the process of

communication. Whereverpossible we shall at-

temptto discuss each system in termsof the for-

mation and maintenanceofjoints.

A Classification of Presumptive Signal

Systems Based on Sensory Modalities

INTERACTION FORMS AND TACTILE INPUT

Duringvarious phasesofinteraction between

adults and between adults and young animals,

various parts of the body are sniffed or touched

with the muzzle and/or vibrissae. In addition,

certain key areas of the bodyarelicked. The data

for several species broken into sniffing and

touching (Table 1) and licking (Table 2) are

given for comparison. When maintainedforrela-

tively long time spans, these activities are in-

volved in the formation of joints. It should be

obvious that often tactile and chemical signals

cannotbe separatedin this context.

Whena series of species are compared dur-

ing intraspecific encounters between adult males

and females, sniffing and touchingin thevicinity

of the mouth or muzzle appear to be the most

frequent occurrence, while sniffing in the cloacal

area appears to be the second most frequent

configuration. Thus, head to head jomts are

more frequentin dasyurid marsupials than head

to cloaca joints. Licking or allogrooming appear

to be less frequentin the Marsupialia and, when

they do occur, these actions seem to involve

mainly licking the muzzle or cheek.

In Sarcophilus mutual licking occurs on the

muzzle below and upto the line connecting ge-

nal vibrissae and the mystacial vibrissae (see
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Fig. 3. A mouth to mouthjoint(c) leads to a mu-

tual upright. A (9) mouth to (@) cheek joint (d, e)
results in neck and uppertorso rotation by the male,
which doesnotterminate in a roll onto back, as in Fig.
1 f, g. A (@) mouth to (9) napejoint (h) precedes and

occurs together with mounting (i). This joint is
broken, and the contact shifts to a (?) mouth to (7)
cheek joint when the female rolls on her back j,k, 1).
For further explanations, see Fig. 1.



Table 1

Areas of the body sniffed or touched with the rhinarium during male-female encounters. *
NN

Muzzle

and

mouth Cheek Ear Neck Shoulder Side Cloaca Tail Pouch Urine **

 

Didelphis ++ +

Marmosa ++ +

Antechinomys ++ + + b

Sminthopsis +++ + + + +

Dasyuroides ++ + + + +

Dasycercus + ++

Antechinus + + ++

Dasyurus +++ + +++ + + 4+

Sarcophilus ++ + + + ++

Petaurus + + +

Trichosurus + ++

Phalanger ++ + + + + + ++

Macropus

giganteus + + + + ++

Megaleia rufa + + + + + + ++

NN

*In Tables 1, 2, and 3 (+) means observed; (++) means frequently observed; no sign means not observedto date.

** Refers to sniffing and/or licking urine deposited during the course of an encounter.

Table 2

Areas of body licked or allogroomed during male-female encounters.

  

Cloacal

Muzzle Cheek Nape Ear area

Didelphis ++

Marmosa ++

Antechinomys

Sminthopsis +

Dasyuroides + +

Dasycercus + + + + +

Antechinus + +

Dasyurus +

Sarcophilus ++ + +

Petaurus +

Trichosurus

Phalanger +

Macropus giganteus ?

Megaleia rufa + ?
eS
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Figs. 1 and 2). The partners alternate licking
while lying on their sides. Such a boutofallo-
grooming maylast from thirty to forty seconds
or longer.

Allogrooming between a female andheroff-
spring is very frequent in marsupials. During the
pouch phase of development the young mar-
supial has a high stimulusvalancefor the female.
In addition to licking and cleaning the pouch
area, the female licks and cleans her young. Con-
tact and grooming relationships may persist
beyondthe pouch phaseandinto later develop-
mental phases for the young animal. This phe-
nomenonhas been reviewedin the research on
the larger macropods Macropus eugenii and
Megaleia rufa, by Russell (1973).

Tactile input is, of course, generated during
all of the interaction and mating patterns dis-
played by the various marsupial species. Theas-
sumption of the T position by Sarcophilus pairs
during courtship involves an actual prolonged
mechanical contact between the male’s cheek
and the female’s snout. Similar configurations
are shown duringthe interactions of Sminthopsis
(Ewer, 1968), Antechinus, and Phalanger gymnotis,
to mention a few. A very pronouncedhip-slam-
minginteraction is shown in Vombatus (Wiinsch-
mann, 1970).

INTERACTION FORMS AND THE OLFACTORY

CHANNEL

The importance of olfactory signals in the
coordination of mammalian behavior cannot be
overemphasized and the subject has been re-
cently reviewed (Eisenberg and Kleiman, 1972).
The most extensive investigation of olfactory
communication in the Marsupialia was con-
ducted by Schultze-Westrum (1965, 1969), who
studied the communication system of the sugar
glider (Petaurus breviceps). This particular species
tends to form small, communal groups based on
a mated pair and their descendentoffspring. In
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his investigations Schultze-Westrum pointed out
that marking with glandular secretions can often
be dimorphic; that is, in the male the sternal
gland and frontal glands are active and are
rubbedonthe partner to promotea ‘community
odor.”” On the other hand, the female sugar
glider has glandsassociated with her pouch area
that are important in attracting the newborn
young to the pouch on their journey from the
cloacal orifice. In addition to secretions from
glandular areas, urine, saliva, and feces are im-
portant components of the chemical communi-
cation system. Special glands, such as the
paraproctal gland, maybe involvedin antipreda-
tor behavior and may be equally functional in
both sexes.

Ewer (1968) points out that in Sminthopsis
crassicaudata saliva may be importantin promot-
ing individual recognition as well as sexual iden-
tity and tnat sniffing at the muzzle or corner of
the mouthis a primaryinteraction pattern exhib-
ited by this species and takes precedent over
sniffing at the cloacal opening.

Urine is obviously of primary importance in
certain species, and feces appearto be ofsecond-
ary importance as sources of chemical informa-
tion. Often the fecal material itself is of less
importance than the glandular deposits left on
the feces (Schultze-Westrum, 1965).

Secretions from specialized glandular areas
may be deposited with specialized marking
movements, including dragging the cloacal re-
gion on the substrate, rubbingthe chin or cheek,
rubbing the sterum or ventrum, and, in those
species which practice sandbathing, combining a
ventrum rubwith side rubs to incorporate at one
and the same time a marking movementwith a
pelage dressing movement. Glands onthe fore-
head are known only for Petaurus. The marking
movements involving glandular areas are sum-
marized in Table 3.

Saliva would appearto be of extreme impor-
tance, although the exact information potentially
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available in saliva remains to be experimentally
verified. Nipping or biting at bark or the surface
of twigs is a common occurrence in marsupials
such as Marmosa robinsoni, Sminthopsis crass-
waudata, Dasyurus viverinus, Trichosurus vulpecula,
and Phalanger gymnotis. A social partner coming
upon such “marks” often pauses to sniff. It is
suggested that salivary residues remain at these
points although the possibility that actual
woundsin the plant surface are responsible for
odor production cannot be ruled out. Often,
however, excessive salivation and drooling occur
during encounters with conspecifics, e.g., Didel-
phis, Macropus, and Megaleia. Furthermore,
spreadingofsaliva on the chest and then rubbing
the chest area on the substrateis commonly used
by male Macropus giganteus and Megaleia rufa dur-
ing threatening encounters.

It may be arguedthat the so-called face wash
of the marsupials, which is done by licking the
forepaws and then sweeping simultaneously on
both sides of the face with the forepaws, is not
only a cleaning movement but also a form of
self-marking.In fact, similar “‘washing”’ patterns
in eutherians such as rodents may well subserve
a dual function: impregnatingtheface with saliva
and removingforeign matterin thevicinity of the
eyes and vibrissae.

Duringsocial contacts the partners may sniff
at various parts of each other’s body and/orlick
and nibble at the sameareas. Thisis secondary
evidencefor the transfer of secretions and hence
some form of chemical communication. Table 1
summarizes the data for those species we have
studied. A simple inspection will indicate that
mutual muzzle sniffingorsniffing at the corners
of the mouth are of primary importance in a
great many marsupial species. Special attention
is often given to thevicinity of the ear, the cloaca,
and occasionally the pouch. As pointed out ear-
lier, prolonged examination ofthese areas often
results in the formation ofa joint. In some spe-
cies sniffing the cloacal region appearsto be very
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infrequent. Often, however, urineis actively in-
vestigated. This is especially true for Sarcophilus
harrisu, which appears to spend more time
sniffing urine, and then the muzzle or cheek than
sniffing any otherpart of the body.

The postures assumed duringinteraction of-
ten reflect the presence of glandular areas, but
the correlation is not perfect. Joint formation
betweena pair of Sarcophilus may involve mouth
to mouth or mouth to cheek contact. Odor per-
ception maybeinvolved during the maintenance
of these contact configurations; however, the
presence of an odor-emitting structure does not
necessarily imply joint formation. Cloacal drag-
ging is an important form ofmarking behaviorin
Sarcophilus (Eisenberg et al., 1975), and yet we
have neverobservedjoint formation between the
muzzle andthe cloaca.

Extensive studies with eutherian mammals
have indicated that olfactory signals can carry
information concerning species identity, sexual
identity, reproductive condition, individual iden-
tity, and prevailing motivational tendencies.It is
further knownthat olfactory stimuli can both re-
lease sexual behavior and primesexual behavior.
Odorsare importantin eliciting maternal behav-
ior and maybeindirect indicators of dominance
andstate ofarousal. All of the foregoing aspects
of olfactory communication remain to be experi-
mentally investigated in the Marsupialia, but
they have been reviewed for the eutherians sev-
eral times (Eisenberg and Kleiman, 1972).

INTERACTION FORMS AND THE AUDITORY
CHANNEL

Recently the genesis of sounds by various
marsupial species has been surveyed in Eisen-
berg, Collins, and Wemmer(1975). The func-
tion of several of these vocalizations may be
inferred from their context. We have foundit
useful to classify the sounds produced by mar-
supials into four basic syllable types: (1) Tonal
syllables have energy organized into narrowfre-
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quency bands. (2) A noisy syllable does not ex-

hibit discrete energy bands but has energy

widely distributed. (3) A mixed syllable 1s a

sound that appears as a superimpositionofnoise

ona harmonicseries. (4) The“click”is a syllable

exhibiting little harmonic structure andlasting

less than .02 second.

The intermediate intensity clear or tonalcalls

tend to be involved in courtship and during

mother-infant interactions. Infants that fall out

of the pouch frequently emit a chirpingcall to

which the mother responds by approaching the

infant and allowingit to either climb back into

the marsupium oronto her body. Clear calls of

a loud intensity are frequently involved in a con-

text where an animalis moderately aroused and

is attempting to avoid a stimulus situation.

Hisses, screams, and growls,all noisy sounds,

are widely used by marsupials in threat contexts.

Clicks or clicklike sounds are often produced

during the initial phases of an encounter or by

females in response to displaced young. Clicks

appearto give information aboutthe exact posi-

tion of the sender. They are often shownin the

initial phases of courtship in a wide variety of

marsupial species.
Table 4 portrays the number ofsyllable

formsidentified for a series of marsupials stud-

ied by the authors. Further details considering

the physical properties of the vocalizations and

contexts may be found byreferring to the paper

by Eisenberg, Collins, and Wemmer (1975).

The best-studied marsupial from the stand-

point of vocalizations is the Tasmanian devil

(Sarcophilus harrisii). Clicklike sounds are pro-

duced by Sarcophilus when the jaws are clapped

together during threat; however, a click form of

sound production can be generated by snorting

or huffing. These soundsare often made before

a physical encounter between two partners or

upon separation after an encounter. Sarcophilus

also producesa bark vocalization during nest de-

fense and in other thwarting contexts. The hiss

Communication in Selected Groups

to growl to whine (or whine-growl) and terminal

shriek appear to be a gradedseries andto indi-

cate roughly the state of arousal on the part of

the sender from mildirritation on the one hand

to protest at the other extreme. Fig. 4 portrays

the relative frequency of sound production dur-

ing different configurations assumed during the

social interaction between a male and a female

Sarcophilus. It is a first approximationin the di-

rection of correlating vocalization with motorin-

teraction dynamics.

It should be noted that the graded series of

vocalizations produced by Sarcophilus tends to

parallel in intensity the form of the interaction.

There appears to be a partial correlation be-

tween the amountofsound energy produced per

unit time and the distancebetween two animals’

heads and their angular relationship. For exam-

ple, mutual uprights, which are associated with

baring of teeth and mouth to mouth contact,are

accompanied by the loudest sounds—shrieks or

high-intensity whine-growls. The breaking of

contact is accompanied by the production of

soft, clicklike syllables which could function as

position indicators. The conclusion maybeten-

tatively advanced that certain forms of contact

and maintenanceinvolve the productionofvari-

ous classes of sounds that are not context-

specific but are correlated with shifts in intensity

of mood (see Fig. 5). Other interaction forms

(e.g., mutual muzzle licking) are not accom-

panied by vocalization (see Eisenberg, Collins,

and Wemmer, 1975).

INTERACTION FORMS AND THE VISUAL CHANNEL

Mostofthe species of Marsupialia are noctur-

nal. It would seem logical that visual display in

the conductofintraspecific encounters would be

minimal. A variety of simple patterns may be

showninterspecifically in the form of variousan-

tipredator mechanisms. In most of these cases,

specific movements involved in threat are ac-

companied by vocalizations (hisses or growls).
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Fig. 4. Sound production and contexts for Sarco-

philus.
Toprow,left to right: Clicklike sounds(c) predom-

inate during exploration; during approach growls (g)

increase; during a chase more whining (w) and

screaming(s) are added to growl sequences; during an

upright whines and screams predominate.

Bottom row,left to right: After a mutual separa-

tion, clicklike sounds are prominent either within ten

seconds (crosshatch) or during a two-minute period

(white); in the T posture growls are prominent with

Giventhe precedinglimitations, a widevariety of

nocturnal marsupial species exhibit some form

of upright posture, standing bipedally and often

exposing a white ventrum to an opponent. As-

sumptionofthe bipedal posture mayalso involve

the production of sounds. The gape display,

where the mouth is opened widely exhibiting the

teeth, is commonin didelphine marsupials, the

family Dasyuridae, and the family Peramelidae.

Communication in Selectea Groups

whines; during nest box defense, growls, whines, and

moans (m) are frequent; during face to face contact

whines (w) and screams (s) are predominant.

Data abstracted from taped encounters; each con-

tinuousvocalization countedas one bout. Percentages

calculated from total numberof signals recorded in a

defined context. With the exception of the upright

context which accountedfor only nine bouts ofvocali-

zation, all other contexts ranged from sixty-four to

twenty-seven bouts. Vocalization bouts recorded to-

taled 367.

In some species, such as Dasyuroides byrne, the

tail is ornamented, terminatingin a black brush.

This terminal brush of erectile hairs may be

flashed in front of a social partner and mayalso

coordinate pursuit during courtship chases. As-

lin (1974) has analyzed this display.

Whenthe nocturnal marsupials are observed

underred or dim lighting,it is clear that auditory

and olfactory cues are involved in the coordina-
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Fig. 5. Diagrams of the horizontal aspect of the

shift of the contact point on the animals’ own bodies
during one precopulatory motor-interaction  se-
quence. Arrowsthat start and end at the same spot
indicate steady maintenance ofcontact (joints). Note
thatall joints are located on the head. Full lines de-
scribe an active shift. Broken lines indicate a shift re-
sulting from the partner’s movements. Broken lines
on the female’s head indicate a shift of the contact
pointon the male’s throatresulting from rotation and
rolling on back. Male symbol (&) refers to the move-
ment of the male’s muzzle on the female’s head.
Female symbol (9) refers to the movement of the
female’s muzzle on the male’s head.

tion ofinteraction patterns. Tactile cues through
actual body contact or vibrissae contact appear
to assist in the integration ofmovements. Yet the
presence of highly patterned motor behavior
suggests that visual input plays somerole in the
coordination ofinteraction.It is a mistake, how-
ever, to assumethat, given what appears to be a
display posture, the “‘display” functionsasa vis-
ual signal.

In a paper concerning communicationin the
Insectivore genera Suncus, Blarina, and Cryptotis,
Gould (1969) points out that sound production
figures prominently in the orientation and in-
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teraction sequencesof these small mammals.Al-
though the eye reduction of shrews may be a
specialization and may not reflect a primitive
condition, in manyrespects the shrews’ behavior
patterns are conservative and perhapsreflect the
repertoire of early nocturnal eutherian mammals
(Eisenberg, 1975). Throughout the interaction
of shrews, postures are assumedsimilar to the
postures of eutherian mammals, which possess
highly developed eyes. The suggestion was made
by Gould that these postures are not displays in
themselves; ‘‘there is no apparentsign that these
postures serve any visual function in communi-
cation during aggression or courtship.” No true
exchange of information could take place be-
tween interacting shrewsin the dark unless the
vibrissae touchedor the animals cameinto physi-
cal contact (if one disregards the production of
vocalizations). Yet the animals stand on their
hind legs. They exhibit a turning movement, ori- _
enting the side of the head toward an opponent.
Theylift the head when confronted with an op-
ponent, as if exposing the throat (see Gould,
1969: Fig. 7b, p. 25), and they mayroll on the
back holding the limbs upright while urinating.

The similarity of many turning movements
and postures shownby small nocturnal rodents
or insectivores, whose interaction often takes
place in the dark or undervery dim illumination,
has led us to the conclusion that the evolution of
visual display patterns in many mammals is much
less predominant than the evolution of such ac-
tion patterns in diurnal reptiles and_ birds.
Rather, in many mammals the emphasis has been
to refine aspects of auditory and chemical com-
munication.

Perhapsit is the formation ofjoints between
two interacting nocturnal mammals that deter-
mines in a large measure what the form of the
subsequent movementswill be. Raising the head
and neck while approaching an opponent, or
rotating the head,or rolling on the back mayall
result from attempts to control and keep steady
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some sensory input other than visual, as we dis-

cussed for Sarcophilus in the previous section.

In diurnal species such as the larger macro-

pods display may be more complicated (Vese-

lovsky, 1969; Grant, 1974) and associated with

visual communication in the sense described for

reptiles and birds. For example, during the in-

teraction between two males of the species

Megaleia rufa, the males will assume a quad-

rupedalstrut posture while emitting a low cluck-

cluck-cluck vocalization. Assuming an upright

posture,the malewill thenlick the forearms and

chest, breaking off to scratch the earth with his

forepaws. He may develop an erection and uri-

nate on his ventrum and chest, continuing to

wipe at his chest and lick while salivating pro-

fusely. With an erect penis the male may begin to

advance bipedally upon the opponent.

During approach by a male toward a female

red kangaroo, the female will often crouch al-

most prone on the ground while wiggling her

ears. The exact contribution by these various

movements to the communication system be-

tween two individuals is very difficult to assess.

As can be seen from thebrief description for the

red kangaroo, potential visual components in a

display are intermingled with vocalizations and

chemical signals.

Discussion

THE FORMATION AND MAINTENANCE OF

CONFIGURATIONS IN MARSUPIAL INTERACTION

SEQUENCES

As pointed out in previous sections ofthis

chapter,it is the location ofjoints that shapes a

large componentof marsupial motorinteraction

sequences. Such joints are formedas theresult

of an attemptonthepart of one or both interact-

ing animalsfirst to establish and then to maintain

a specific contact point on the partner’s body.

Figs. 5 and 6 describe the location ofjoints on

Communication in Selected Groups

 

Fig. 6. Diagramsofjoints andtrajectories of con-

tact on a male and a female Sarcophilus during two

precopulatory motor-interaction sequences. Notethat

all trajectories and joints are located below an imagi-

nary line from cheek to muzzle. Shift ofa contact point

to the female’s nape occurs characteristically by mov-

ing behindherear.

Tasmanian devils. It is clear that once the part-

ners establish contact with each other, they tend

to shift each other alongtheir bodiesto the head,

and once head to head contact is established,

both animals attempt to maintain head to head

contact below an imaginary line drawn below the

eye connecting the cheek and the muzzle. The

male can establish muzzle contact with the nape

of the female as long as he moves his muzzle

from a position below hereye to a position be-

hind her ear and then ultimately to her nape.

Only after establishing this muzzle to nape con-

tact, generally through a neck bite, can the male

establish cloaca to cloaca contact and ultimately

intromission (Fig. 3h, 1; Fig. 69).

Mutualupright, rolling on the back, hip-slam-

ming, parallel alignment while lying on the

ground, and other groupings of movements in

Sarcophilus (Figs. 1 and 3) may beinterpreted as

resulting from an attemptonthe part ofthe part-

ners to either establish or maintain specific

joints. The location ofthesejoints andthetrajec-

tories between them is largely determinedbythe
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attempts to control the location of the mouth
and the teeth of the partnerat specific joints on
the individual’s own body.

A brief inspection of Table 5, which presents
a listing of frequent contacts and interaction
forms assumed during adult marsupial encoun-
ters, will indicate that the interaction forms in
the Tasmanian devil involve the assumption of
postures that control the position of the part-
ners’ mouths with respect to the rest of their
bodies. The most frequent form of contact-pro-
moting behavior involves mutual muzzlelicking.
Once more, the position of the mouth, armed
with the large incisor teeth and surrounded by
groupsofvibrissae, is under mutual control. To
an extent the didelphids and dasyurids have de-
veloped mechanisms for controlling the posi-
tions of the partner’s mouth similar to those
described for Sarcophilus. Indeed, turning the
head awayfrom the partner maynot only reduce
the potential intimidating effect of the mouth,
thus acting as a form of cutoff (Chance, 1962),
but it may also presenta tactile receptor area, the
genal vibrissae, to the social partner.

Onecan note from this rather simplified pre-
sentation (Table 5) that the morphology of the
animals determines to a great extent how they
will be constrained in the conduct of an intra-
specific encounter. The family Macropodidae,
with its specialization for browsing andgrazing,
has lost stabbing canine teeth and the mouthis
not used in fighting to any appreciable extent
(LaFollette, 1971; Grant, 1974). Conspicuous
turning of the head during encounters is re-
duced andinstead the interaction patterns are
designed to position the animalfor either deliv-
ering a forwardkickor cuff with the forepaws to
the partneror protectingitself from such activi-
ties by appropriate warding behavior with the
limbs. The upright posture has taken on new
significance in macropodinteractions because
the animals can kick one anotherin this posture.
By the sametoken, they controltheir positions
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relative to one anotherbyclaspingwith thefore-
paws in a mutual upright. In the case of the rat
kangaroo (Bettongia) such kicking maytake place
even when the animals are lying on their sides
clasping one another(Stodart, 1966a). The simi-
larity of both the mutual upright and lying paral-_
lel on the ground to thoseposturesillustrated
for Sarcophilus is noteworthy.

Many marsupials are capable of considerable
manualdexterity. This is especially true for pha-
langerids, dasyurids, and didelphids. It should
not be surprising then that to reach out and
grasp a partnerin orderto restrain it is not only
physically possible but common. Even in the
macropods, clutching at the tail of the female
maybe part of the courtship ritual, as the male
follows an estrous female and prepares to mount
her (Veselovsky, 1969). |

Grippingthe hindlegs of the female by em-
ploying a prehensile grip with the hind footis
common in didelphine marsupials but lost in
those forms that have evolved a hind foot
adapted moreto cursorial runningthan to grasp-
ing. Once moreit is the morphology ofthe ani-
mals that shapes a large componentof their
interaction forms.

COMPARISONS OF THE METATHERIA WITH

THE EUTHERIA

Since the analysis of marsupial interactionse-
quences and communication processesisstill in
its infancy, only a few limited conclusions can be
drawn from a comparison of these two taxa. As
previously stated, however,anyfuture attemptto
make generalizations concerning the evolution
of eutherian behaviorwill have to be based ona
comparison with metatherians—the only avail-
able “control” group. Any future comparisons
will have to take into account the size, mor-
phology, ecology, and behavioralcapacity of the
comparedspecies. Otherwise,fallacious conclu-
sions might be drawn.Forinstance, Ewer (1968)
concludedthat the behavioral repertoire of mar-
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supials appeared to be simplified when com-

pared with that of eutherians. Shefelt that mar-

supials responded very much to stimu

immediately impinging on them and seemedto

be less controlled by centrally programmedpat-

terns of coordination. She based these conclu-

sions, however, on an examination of Sminthopsis,

one of the smallest members of the family

Dasyuridae, and then generalized by comparing

its behavior with eutherians, which werenotonly

larger but also in some respects more morpho-

logically specialized. Had she confined her com-

parisons of Sminthopsis to small eutherians

adapted to a similar ecological niche, she might

have arrived at different conclusions.

Thus, the behavioral repertoire of Sminthop-

sis, based on a close comparison with the Ten-

recidae (Eisenberg and Gould, 1970), seems no

more simplified than thatof this eutherian insec-

tivore family. Indeed, one might suspectthat ex-

tremely small nocturnal mammals, whether they

are eutherian or metatherian, may give every ap-

pearance of being very much underthe immedi-

ate control of current sensory input.

A comparison ofmetatherians and eutherians

is thus very risky, since we are dealing with two

highly complex groups and our observational

methodsare only nowbeingrefined to the point

where we maybein a position to tease apart the

significance of the various differences we ob-

serve. A comparison of motor interaction se-

quences of the Tasmanian devil and a carnivore

of comparable size such as the jackal (Canis

aureus) must be undertaken only after relevant

anatomical differences have been elucidated.

In Sarcophilus the forelimbs are relatively

longer than the hind limbs, unlike Canis (Moel-

ler, 1968). Thus, during rapid locomotion the

forelimbs of Sarcophilus appear to bear the major

thrust, especially during a gallop. The hand of

Sarcophilus shows a certain amountofdexterity.

The Tasmanian devil can both manipulate ob-

jects (Eisenberg and Leyhausen, 1972; Ewer,
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1969) and grasp the body of a partner, which 1s

not the case for Canis. On the other hand, com-

pared with Canis, Sarcophilus has a limited mobil-

ity of the head. The neckis relatively short and

somewhatinflexible. As a result, the animal must

shift direction by moving the whole forepart of

the body, while Canis can shift by moving the

head and neck alone. Also unlike Canis, Sarco-

philus has a very limitedability to flex its torso in

the horizontal plane. Thus, in encounters be-

tween two Tasmanian devils the use of the fore-

paw in grasping at a partner, a limited mobility

of the head andtorso, and certain differences in

the gait—suchasshifting front by shifting weight

backward to the rigid tail and then using the

hindquarters as an axis for the shift of direction

—all significantly alter the form of interaction

when compared with the highly articulated, cur-

sorial Canis.
Anotherfactor that has to be taken into ac-

countin a search for a comparison between mo-

tor interaction sequencesofthe two generais the

difference in social structure. Typically a male

and female wild canine court each other for a

prolonged period of time andin the processes-

tablish a pair relationship. In wild canids such as

thejackal (Canis aureus) the pair relationship per-

sists for several years at least. On the other hand,

Sarcophilus apparently shows no enduring pair

bond, noris there necessarily any evidence that

the male devil provisions the female during her

lactation period.
Thus, in an interaction sequence between

two canines muchtime maybespentin establish-

ing a synchronized relationship—an_ entrain-

ment of motor behavior. In an encounter

between a pair of Sarcophilus the male after con-

tacting the female generally attempts to mount

her. The quality and duration of preliminary in-

teraction between a male and female canid is a

function of the degree of familiarity the partners

have with each other and the stage of sexualcy-

cling for the male and female. In an encounter
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between a male and female Sarcophilus the de-
gree offamiliarity is also significant, but in gen-
eral the male consistently attempts to mount the
female, while she, depending onherestrouscy-
cle, may be making attempts to control the form
of the male’s activity. The female controls the
form of the male’s inputbyrolling on her back,
assuming a mouth to mouth joint through mu-
tual upright, assuming a mouthto cheekjoint, or
running away. Jackal females may assume many
other postures and movements whichare partly
dependentontransitory motor habits that per-
sist for several days and then give way to new
motor habits (Golani, 1973). Yet, both Sarco-
philus and Canis assume mutual upright, crouch-
ing, so-called T postures, head and

_

neck
rotations which might lead to torso rotations
which might eventually lead to rolling on the
back, hip slamming,headlifting while approach-
ing each otherfrontally, and several other pos-
tures and movements that are, as every student
-ofcanine behavior knows, widespread with varia-
tions in many mammalian carnivores (see Eisen-
berg, Collins, and Wemmer, 1975: Golani and
Mendelssohn, 1971).

As pointed out throughoutthis chapter, such
postures and movementscouldbeinterpreted as
means to establish and maintain specific joints
during a motorinteraction sequence. One nota-
ble difference between the two genera is that
vocalizations are prominentin theinitial phases
of a Sarcophilus interaction (see Table 4) but are
limited to growls and low whinesin the interac-
tions of Canis.

Thus, if one considers postures and interac-
tion formsasstatic entities, there appears to be
little difference in the complexity of the reper-
toire of Canis and Sarcophilus. Yet, by focusing on
the fine-grain dynamics of motorinteraction se-
quences of these two genera, we could discern
three major differences in motor behavior.
Whether these features reflect genuine differ-
ences of the levels of neural organization and
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control of the relatively “primitive” marsupial
compared to therelatively advanced eutherian,
or whether they simply reflect the poor visual
capacity of Sarcophilus is still an open question.
These differencesare:

(1) Whereas in Sarcophilus joints are main-
tained through actual mechanical contact, such
as grasping or neck gripping, or through mild
tactile contact; in Canis joints may be maintained
visually from a distance. The only instances in
which Sarcophilus did maintain a joint from a dis-
tance was in a context in which the partner was
stationary.

(2) While maintaining a joint with a station-
ary partner, Sarcophilus fluctuates around the
joint by performing minimal shifts of front and
weight (Golani, in press). Canis may maintain
such joints without fluctuating around them.
Since joints are maintained through a homeo-
static motoractivity, these differences could re-
flect a difference in the level of motor control
shownby a marsupial, on the one hand, and an
eutherian on the other.

(3) In attemptingto perform a hip-slamming
motion, Sarcophilus, if he fails to establish contact
with the female, may continueto rotate around
his center of gravity as manyasfive full circles
while still shifting weight in the direction of the
female. Such a phenomenonhasnever been de-
scribed in the interaction sequences of Canis.
This peculiarity in behavior might reflect a
differencein the level ofmotor control shown by
the two respective genera andaninability on the
part of Sarcophilus to shift immediately to a more
appropriate behavior.

In summary, it seems to us that the more
interesting differences between eutherians and
metatherians should be looked for in the fine
detail of the dynamics of motor behavior rather
than in the simple comparisonofstatic forms of
mutual postures and configurations. We believe
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that once the dynamics ofmarsupial behaviorare

studied in somedetail, their behavior could then

serve as a baseline for inferences concerning the

evolution of mammalian display.
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Chapter 24

INSECTIVORE COMMUNICATION

Walter Poduschka

The seven families of Insectivora recognized

at the present time (Erinaceidae, Soricidae, Tal-

pidae, Tenrecidae, Solenodontidae, Chryso-

chloridae, Potamogalidae) are a zoological order

that remains a highly rewardingfield of investi-

gation not only in communication problems.

Their behavior patterns and the physiology of

the senses of many of them—for example, most

of the African and Asiatic shrews, the southern

and east African golden’ moles, the

Echinosoricini, etc.—have not yet been exam-

ined at all. These research complexes rather

have been neglected in favor of mere taxonomic

or anatomical studies. At present, only the mod-

est beginnings of a comparative insectivorology

are available, presumablysince our knowledge of

manyof the species of Insectivora can be sup-

ported only by fragmentary reports and papers

that are scattered throughouta diffuse literature

on the subject.
Oneofthe reasonsfor the current gap in our

knowledge is that the Insectivora, which are

placed at the root of the mammals’ genealogical

tree, are by no means an homologous group.

Their phylogenetic age leads us to suspect an

especially large numberof long-extinctfamilies

and offshoots, whose fossil remains are more

larger animals, simply becauseoftheir smallsize.

This also explains the differences noticeable

amongpresent-day insectivores. Many interme-

diary forms that might offer an explanation for

and insight into modern species have not been

discovered or are as yet incompletely known.

Single, sharply distinguishing features have

evolved at different times among insectivores,

thoughthey are considered the least specialized

order of mammals.
The overall picture is, therefore, that of a

mosaic: progressively differentiated, archaic, and

conservative characteristics can be stated and

have developed independently at various times

(Thenius and Hofer, 1960). This of course 1s

valid not only for anatomical but also for etho-

logical details. It leads us to propose two objec-

tives: parallel to a phenomenological presen-

tation of the single species we should also under-

take a program of more extensive criticism and

survey. Admittedly this is difficult with Insec-

tivora, which are tiny, often very fast-moving,

and for the most part nocturnal animals. They

live a great deal of their lives under cover and

can only be observed with extreme difficulty.

Our attempts to explain and understandthe ex-

traordinary importance of acoustic communica-

difficult to find and interpret than are those of tion; their capacity for perceiving ultrasonics,
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noticeable within the whole order; the presence
of numerousactively working glands that pro-
duce their own kind ofcommunication;the sense
of smell, illustrated anatomically by an enor-
mously well-developed bulbus olfactorius; and
finally the fact that almostall insectivores are
amazingly well equipped tactilely revealjust how
difficult a study is. In addition, whereas we hu-
manstendto rely heavily on visual signs, these
stimuli are only very poorly developed and ap-
pearto have the least importance in the commu-
nication systems of insectivores.

For this reason any study should be based to
a far greater extent on the second objective
stated above; the ensuing multiplicity of prob-
lems and varying points of view must simply be
accepted as unavoidable. Another factor that
makes our task so difficult is that most insec-
tivores are solitary animals, which meanswe can-
not assume with certainty that interspecific
communication exists except during certain iso-
lated periods in the animal’s lifetime: e.g.,
among mother-young units, anong members of
the samelitter, in courtship behavior, in mating
behavior, and in encounters between con-
specifics. Active intraspecific communication
confines itself to defense against or warding off
of predators; the ability to recognize allomones,
the communication signals ofnon-conspecifics—
especially when they are transmitted by preda-
tors—is known with some insectivores and can
be presumed with others.

Happily we possess sufficient facts about
Erinaceidae and Tenrecidae. The knowledge we
have of solenodonsis relatively encouraging
when one considers the rarity of the material
available for examination; whereas almost no
such examinations have been conducted on
Echinosoricini, Potamogalidae, and Chryso-
chloridae. A few good butin no way exhaustive
works exist on some Talpidae and even on the
semi-aquatic desmans; but the greatest part by
far of the shrews, the family with the largest num-
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ber of species, remains virtually unknown apart
from a few excellent detailed works.

Since the smell epithelium has the same basic
structure in all mammals, it had been assumed
that becauseoftheir relatively small size, insec-
tivores are not able to smell well (Miiller-Velten,
1966). This assumption has been disproved to a
large degree by the discovery, in a few insec-
tivoresatleast, of the vomeronasal organ (Jacob-
son’s organ), which has been recognized as an
actively functioning and extremely precise sen-
sory organ and which apparently correspondsto
or derives from the phylogenetical old water-
tasting organ offishes (Poduschka and Firbas,
1968). The ability to echolocate, which was
provedto exist amonginsectivores in shrews and
tenrecs and suspected in hedgehogs, Echino-
soricini and solenodons, does not have any im-
mediate relevance to communication in itself.
Wecan, however,discussit here sinceit has indi-
rect relevance to the physiological and behav-
ioral phenomenathat may be importantnotonly
in echolocation but also in communication
(Griffin, 1968). Echolocating animals must at any
rate be capable of complex types of communica-
tion.

Because,apart from flying and gliding forms,
the order Insectivora shows a radiation that is
remarkablein its completeness, certain quantita-
tive studies of the brains ofthe insectivores that
have adapted to semi-aquatic life (Limnogale, Neo-
mys, Nectogale elegans, Potamogalidae, Chimmarogale,
and both Desmaninae) can also help us when we
are studying higher forms. The comparison of
results with those from more evolved species
showsthat this type of adaptation leads to the
following modifications: regression of the olfac-
tory centers, enlargementoftheauditory centers
and ofthoseofthetactile trigeminal system, en-
largementofthe centers that are related to mo-
tricity and correlation of motricity, and
enlargement ofneocortical regions, especially of
the centers of association; on the whole, there is
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an increase in brain weight (Bauchot and Ste-
phan, 1968).

The present lack of any comparative insec-
tivorology seemstojustify an attempt at a survey
of the hitherto knownpatterns ofcommunicative
behavior divided into the four communication
mechanisms: chemical, acoustic, visual, tactile. A

survey of communication functions taking place
for territorial, sexual, social, submissive, or ag-

gressive motives would necessitate, in order to

form any kind of firm basis for the arguments,
many more specialized studies, the essence of
which can only be hinted at here. Because of the
phylogenetic age of insectivores, and because
some of their features, as a result of their age,
have remained largely unaffected by time,a thor-

ough investigation of communicative ability in
insectivores and the means of communication

they have at their disposal ought to provide us

with valuable clues in the study of certain higher

orders of mammals. Finally, because of the cen-

tral phylogenetic position occupiedby theinsec-

tivores, this study may evenserve as a basis for

research in primatology.

Hedgehogs

FAMILY: ERINACEIDAE; SUBFAMILY: ERINACEINAE

(SPINY HEDGEHOGS)

5 genera. Europe, Asia, Africa.

All hedgehogsareeither nocturnalor crepus-

cular animals. Except for those forms that are

capable of running very fast (Hemiechinus) they

are seemingly slow-moving, cryptophile, solitary

creatures. Group tendencies are nonexistent, ex-

cept in mothers with litters. Males and females

remain together only during the copulation pe-

riod, about ten to twelve days.

Optical Communication
The effectiveness of this form is questiona-

ble. When hedgehogsare slightly aroused, we
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notice a slow, continuous raising of the spines

that normally lie flat when the animals are undis-

turbed. When aroused more intensely, the

spines are raised with a jerk so suddenthat a
photographtaken with a shutter speed of 1/125
sec can only produce a blurredpicture.It is pos-

sible that the erection of the spines may serve as

a visual warning, analogous to the attempts of

certain animals to make themselves appear as
large as possible to impress adversaries—a very
commonphenomenonin animals.I have the no-
tion, however, that this 1s not the case among

hedgehogs. Rather, the erection of the spinesis

a meansof enabling this attentive and cautious

animal to adopt a defensive state. The mere in-

crease in size of the silhouette never results in

the retreat of another hedgehog; only taking a

fighting position (after first pushing the erected
spines on the head forward over the eyes and

pressing the head against the substratum) and
simultaneously emitting sharp snorts can cause a

retreat. If the erection of the spines can bere-

garded as an optical threat at all, it is only in

combination with acoustic signals.
Solitary females in estrus use the shoe of a

human foster parent as a substitute for a mate
when mounting; this seemsto indicate thatas far

as mating behavior is concerned the appearance

of the partner can be considered an opticalsig-

nal, at least initially. There is, however, never

more than the mere hint of mounting, which

would mean that optical discrimination 1s very

poor and that probably olfactory and/or audi-

tory stimuli from the partner are necessary to

trigger the ritually fixed behavior patterns of

mounting proper. We should probably not con-

sider the opalescent secretion from the eye

glandsas an optical signal; it is far morelikely to

be a chemical communication act which occurs in

hedgehogs in only a rudimentary way; by con-

trast, tenrecs show the complete behavior pat-

tern.
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Threatened hedgehogsshow threats of their
own with a gaping mouth and therebyreveal
their intention of biting, an optical signal that
has been provedto exist in all insectivores stud-
ied so far.

Acoustic Communication
The subfamily spiny hedgehogs (Erinacei-

nae) has a vast repertoire of soundsatits dis-
posal, ranging from quiet snorts to loud screams.
They vary interspecifically, however, within the
subfamily. A comparison reveals a concomitant
series, not only of“dialects” with basic similari-
ties that are comprehensible to all hedgehogs
but also of completely different signals that are
peculiar to and comprehensible to certain gen-
era only, e.g., “‘schnalz” and squeakingnoisesin
Algerian hedgehogs (Aethechinus algirus).

The contact or hunger signal of neonate
hedgehogsis a quiet squeaking with high ultra-
sonic components, very low motorlike “‘tucker-
ing,” and smacking ofthe lips and/or tongue,
the highest frequency components of which
reach 37 kHz. Hungry young hedgehogs about
three or four weeks old, having lost their own
mother, run after strange females, squeaking in
a similar way. Whetherthis is understood as a
stimulus for adoption has not yet been tested
fully.

The commonestacoustic signal in hedgehogs
is a sharp, rapidly repeated snorting. When be-
havior turns aggressive, this normal quiet sound
turns into a vigorousstaccato and, whenthe ani-
mal is aroused further, into piercing cries very
like those of hedgehogsin great pain or in the
throes of death.

All acoustic signals in hedgehogshave strong
ultrasonic components, which showeasily visible
harmonics on the sonagram (Poduschka, 1968,
1969). Frequencies lying within the human hear-
ing range appearto beoflittle interest to hedge-
hogs,as filtering them outand playing them back
to hedgehogshas proved. For technical reasons
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it has not yet been possible to discover exactly
which harmonics present in the ultrasonic sig-
nals are actually relevantfor the animals. Experi-
ments indicate that the optimum hearing range
for the Egyptian eared hedgehog (Hemiechinus
auritus aegypticus) is about 40 kHz (Poduschka,
unpubl.). Ravizza, Heffner, and Masterton
(1969) have proved that this species is able to
detect signals up to 45 kHz, presumably even up
to 60 kHz.

This ability to perceive ultrasonicsis of great
advantage to hedgehogs, as indeeditis to all
insectivores when searching for prey because
they can hear andinterpret the mechanical sig-
nals of insects, which form their main diet. Com-
mon European hedgehogs (Erinaceus europaeus),
eared hedgehogs (Hemiechinus auritus), and long-
eared hedgehogs (Hemiechinus megalotis), are also
capable of roughly locating the source ofultra-
sonics emitted by insects.

Evidence has been foundfor echolocation in
total darkness. An especially vigorous exhalation
of breath occurred when the hedgehogwas con-
fronted closely with solid objects. It is still not
clear whetherthe “rusty hinge creaking” emitted
by young hedgehogs in dense cover, a sound
used by many echolocating animals, which ap-
pearsasa rattle on the sonagram,is also used by
them as a meansofecholocation.

Tactile Communication
Until they are about four weeks old, baby

hedgehogsseek contact with the motheras often
as possible, trying continually to crawl under-
neath her. When they touch her stomach hairs,
which protrude from underthespiny coat of her
sides, the mother reacts by raising her body
slightly to allow the babies to reach herteats or
her body’s protecting warmth.Ifthe baby hedge-
hogsare left alone, they crawl underneath one
another; in the resulting pyramid formation,
which is also common to many more highly
evolved mammals, the most coveted position is
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at the bottom.This crawling underneath appears
to be an intentional tactile stimulus, aimed at

inducing the mother to raise her body; baby

hedgehogsneverreact by lifting the body when
touchedin this way, but, on the other hand, they

do not attemptto avoid their brothers andsisters
when they doit.

In the courtship of Hemiechinus auritus the two
partners nestle up against each other and touch
each other’s body with the side of the head by
stretching it forward. This behavior pattern 1s

largely identical with that of the tenrecs Hemicen-
tetes and Microgale (Eisenberg and Gould, 1970)
and that of Setifer and Echinops (Eisenberg and
Gould, 1970; Poduschka, 1974a), whose numer-

ous active gland areas also have communicative
importance for the whole mating complex, butit

is not like the courtship behavior of the more
closely related common European hedgehog.It

is not clear whether this can be explained by a

mere retrogressive developmentofthese glands

in Hemiechinus, whereby only the tactile actions

have remained. A female long-eared hedgehog

in estrus rests her chin for a short period on the

foot of the human keeper, which she accepts as

a substitute, leading us to assumea tactile func-

tion of the intermandibular wart, from which

sprout somesinushairs. It is unknown whether

there is an increasein the secretion of the glands

at the roots of the intermandibular vibrissae

which could possibly afford somekind of chemi-

cal communication in genuine mating behavior.

Chemical Communication

Whentheself-anointing process was under-

stood, it was discovered that hedgehogs can

‘“flehmen” and that they possess an active

vomeronasal organ, which they use to define

strongly irritant or new and unknownsmells and

tastes, particularly the individual stimuli encoun-

tered in their sexual lives (Poduschka andFirbas,

1968; Poduschka, 1970, 1973). The stimulating

odors that enter the mouth while the hedgehog

is flehming, as well as the tastes acquired by

Communication in Selectea Groups

chewingorlicking, are broughtinto contact with

the spittle, which is increased in volume by chew-
ing until it turns to foam. The odors and tastes
travel via the ductus nasopalatinusto the sensi-
tive epithelium of the vomeronasal organ, where
they are registered and identified. Thus, both

gaseous and solid stimuli induce involvinga liq- —
uid medium. Olfaction in hedgehogsis therefore
not merely a specialized form of chemical detec-
tion; the stimulus molecules do not necessarily
have to reach the nasal cavity and the receptive
epithelium throughtheair. In the vomeronasal
organ the hedgehoghasat its disposal a sensory

organ of considerable communicative impor-
tance, which appears to function far more pre-
cisely than those sensory receptors used to
identify lesser or more-usual smells and taste im-

pressions. The externally visible processofself-
anointing per se is not a form of communication
but simply thelast link in a chain ofactions that

has already reachedits peak andfulfilled its pur-

pose in the registration of the sense impression
andits transfer into the central nervous system,

and that nowservesonly to clean the vomerona-
sal organ and renderit capable of further func-

tion (Fig. 1).

During courtship rutting males often leave
scent marks andsecretions on the substratum.In
doingso, the hind legs are drawn close together

and the spineis arched convexly upward, while

the partially protruding penis exudes a some-

times whitish secretion, as the body 1s rocked

gently to andfro and from sideto side (Podusch-

ka, 1969, 1976). This secretion probably is se-

cerned by the accessory sexual glands, which are

well developed in hedgehogs(Ottow, 1955), and

seems to be diluted in urine. However,there 1s

also the possibility that it may be somesort of

innersecretory steroid diluted in the male urine.

Without doubtthis is a chemical form ofcommu-

nication that has a stimulating effect on the

female. The smell of the secretion is also clearly

discernible to the human nose andis completely

different from the body and urine odors of a
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Fig. 1. Self-anointing of a male subadult Eu-

ropean hedgehog.Note the protruding tongue, which
deposits the spittle on the spiny coat.

male hedgehog that is not in rut. The scent
markings are always deposited behind the
female, who usually allows herself to be driven
aroundbythe malein zigzaglinesorin circles—
the “hedgehog roundabout’’—butalways within
a limited area of scarcely more than 100 square
yards. The roundaboutlasts several hours each
night. The female crosses over the scent mark-
ings of the male again and again and by doing so
comesinto olfactory contact. Since before final
intromission she allows herself to be mounted
several times, from the side and head as well as
in the usual manner, traces of the secretion on
the underside of the male are deposited on the
female’s back. It can be safely assumedthatthis
chemical message acts as the necessary release
mechanism forher actual readiness to mate,i.e.
as a true releaser pheromone. There are even
hints that it may act additionally as a primer
pheromone by modifying the estrous cycle (Po-
duschka, 1976).

Meaningful chemical signals derived from
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feces and urine of females notin estrus or show-
ing mating appetite, as well as from customary
defecation areas, have not been proved to exist
among hedgehogs. They defend their normal
hunting area against intruders, but do notset
limits to their territory with scent markings.Juve-
nile hedgehogs, however, leave scent markings
by occasionally pressingtheir feces against verti-
cal objects at a height of about 2% inches, even
if they have been reared on their own. This is
therefore an innate form of communicative be-
havior, which is not in any way triggered by the
presence of a partner or a competitor. Presum-
ably what occurs here is a combination of the
chemical scents present in the feces and in the
circumanal sebaceousglands, which, on the side
towardtheintestines, almost touch the especially
large protodeal glands.

Individual scents in the nests of hedgehogs
do not repel other hedgehogs. A strange nest
will be occupied at any time, and the sex of the
previous tenant is of no importance.

The ability, so noticeable in tenrecs, to pro-
duce a secretion from special eye glandsis only
weakly developed in hedgehogs and has only
been observed so far in Erinaceus europaeus (Po-
duschka, 1969). On the other hand a rubbing of
the oral angle (with its many glands) on the sub-
stratum by the Persian eared hedgehog (Hemie-
chinus auritus persicus) and the Syrian eared
hedgehog (Hemiechinus auritus syriacus) has been
observed, which can be assumedto betheplac-
ing of individual scent markings outside the mat-
ing season (cf. Quay, 1965).

SUBFAMILY: GALERICINAE; TRIBE:

ECHINOSORICINI (HAIRY HEDGEHOGS)

5 genera. Indonesia, southeastern Asia,
Philippines.

There is hardly anything known about the
behaviorof these animals. We can therefore only
attempt to explain the sporadic observations
made on living Echinosoricini—which are all
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from the largest genus, the moonrat (Echinosorex
gymnura)—by drawinganalogies with the behav-
ior of their nearestrelatives. Echinosorex gymnura
is a strictly nocturnal animal, is not too rare but
is locally spotty (Davis, 1962), and lives an osten-

sibly solitary existence (Lim BooLiat, 1962). We
can therefore only expect to find forms of com-
munication between mother and young and dur-
ing the mating season. Visual threatening
consists of gaping with open mouth and produc-
ing a very low moaning sound (Davis, 1962).

While doing this the animal adopts a crouching
pose. Whetherthis can be called an optical signal
is unknown. Acoustic emissions consist of snarls,

growls, and groans whenthe animal is aroused
or angry. Whetherthis ‘‘groaning”’ is identical
with the well-known “rusty hinge creaking”’ re-

ferred to in connection with the hedgehogsis not
known. Eisenberg (pers. comm.) stated that

when Echinosorex gymnura explores a strange en-

vironment it emits ultrasonic clicks similar to

those of the Haitian solenodon (Solenodon para-
doxus). When searching for moving prey the

moon rat movesits ears individually; this possi-

bly meansthatit is able to locate the source of

sounds through the soundwavesthat reach each

ear independently.
The well-developed sinus hairs on the snout

anda strip of hair on the lowerside of the naked

tail lead us to believe that the animals are very
dependent on tactile stimuli. The moon rat

catches small fish, but it is not known how itis

able to locate them in the water—optically, by

tactile stimulus through the vibrissae, or by

changes in water pressure that reveal the posi-

tion of movingprey.
The moon rat deposits fecal matter within

one specific area, perhaps as a form of chemical

communication. A very pungent odor emanates

from the animal, apparently from the anal glands

(Eisenberg, pers. comm.). It has none of the

musky quality that is associated with the scent of

shrews (Davis, 1962).

Communication in Selected Groups

Nothingatall is known aboutany behavioror
communication patterns among the other four
genera: the lesser gymnure (/Hylomys suillus), the
shrew hedgehog (Neotetracus sinensis), the Hainan
gymnure (Neohylomys hainanensis), and the Min-
danao gymnure (Podogymnura truet).

Moles

FAMILY: TALPIDAE (MOLES)

5 subfamilies, which include 12 genera and 19
species. Europe, Asia, North America.

Observation of the mostly fossorial or semi-
aquatic Talpidae is especially difficult and time-
consuming. Existing reports probably differ so
much becauseit is almost impossible to witness
an entire behavior complex like reproduction be-
havior or ontogeny of the young. In communica-
tion we have to confine ourselves to forming
hypotheses about the possibilities available for
study, such as the moles’ sensory powersortheir
vocal utterances, which have not yet been stud-

ied in detail.
Field observations confirm that the effective

range of the mole’s sensesis very short (Godfrey
and Crowcroft, 1960). On the other hand, the

cutaneous senses are presumably more com-

plexly developed in the moles than in any other
animals, equipping them with an unusualtactile
sense and possibly teletactile potential. In addi-

tion to the “special senses’’—olfaction, taste,

hearing, and vision (Quilliam, 1966)—the mole

also has (for lack of a better term) the cutaneous

sensesatits disposal: touch,heat, cold, pain, and

vibration. Quilliam emphasizes that the mole

must also possess other sensory equipment, the

location andstructure of which remain a matter

of conjecture; certain respiratory problems seem

to indicate the presence of a well-developed

baroreceptor system.
Most moles are nonsocial, mutually intoler-
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ant creatures. The common Eurasian mole
(Talpa europaea) appears to know no exact limits
to its territory. Encounters with other moles in
the partly communally used tunnels occur over
and overagain. In mostcases, if one of the ani-
mals does not immediately retreat, these en-

counters lead to serious fights that often end
fatally. Talpidae apparently become awareofthe
presence of adversaries at the very last moment
and blunderinto them;this does not seem to say
muchfor the presence or developmentofa com-
munication apparatus.

If two molesin captivity are kept together in
a space too confinedorif they both fall into the
same trap, as a rule one of them will be killed.
Thus, a social life with communication can be

expected to exist only between mother and
youngfora brief period, lasting from birth to a
few weeks after weaning, and for the unknown
but undoubtedly short period during which cop-
ulation occurs (Mellanby, 1971). At present we
do not knowifbaby moles emitsignals,or, if they
do, what kind they emit in order to communicate
with the mother. Talpa europaea breeds only
once, in spring or early summer; therest of the

yearit 1s in an asexual state (Matthews, 1935) in
which interspecific communication appearsto be
even less distinct then during the mating season
and rearing of the young.

An exception in puncto sociability is the
American starnose mole (Condylura cristata),
which cannot be considered solitary: it can be
found in small groups (Hamilton, 1931), and we
can therefore assume that it possesses a more
distinct but unfortunately so far undefined com-
munication system. Condylura cristata seemsto be
far better equipped for communication than
most of the other Talpidae since it can see and
hear better than they can. Another exceptionis
the shrew mole (Neurotrichus gibbsi), the least fos-
sorial of the five genera of American moles: it
seems to be quite gregarious and apparently
travels in flexible groups.
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Acoustic Communication
If any sort of acoustic communication does

take place, it presumably does so within the
range of ultrasonics. Although several compo-
nents of the mole’s signals can also be heard by
the humanear, it can be assumedthatthe ultra-

sonic components serve as an_ interspecific
means of communication:those ultrasonic ele-
ments that occurin the shrill squeaking sounds,
the very harsh guttural squeaks, the short snort-
ing sounds, and the noises made by the harsh
grinding of the teeth, as described by Eadie
(1939) in specimens of excited or frightened
hairytail moles (Parascalops breweri). Godfrey and
Crowcroft (1960) stated that their hearing is
acute at close quarters: live earthwormswere ap-
parently detected by the sound of their move-
ments. Just how difficult it is to determine
acoustic communication in moles is shown by
comparing Reed’s discoveries (1944), whichtell
us that the shrew mole (Neurotrichus gibbsi) is for
the most part mute; but it once emitted a faint,

high-pitched, rather musical chattering, audible
at short intervals for more than a minute.This is
corroborated by Dalquest and Orcutt (1942),
who wereneverable to observe a sound madeby
this species but suspected ultrasonic signals,
since they were able to discern a reaction to
noises having a frequency between 8,000 and
30,000 Hz. This is also confirmed bytheresults
obtained by Quilliam (1966), who also noticed
reactions in the commonEurasian mole within
the normalhearing range and in ultrasonic fre-
quencies. Asa result of his anatomicalinvestiga-
tions Quilliam suspects, however, that the
ultrasonics are not registered via the cochlea,
which in molesis the shortest in all ofmammalia.

Chemical Communication

Since the bulbusolfactorius is very strongly
developed in Talpidae (Godet, 1951; Stephan
and Bauchot, 1968b) it can be assumedthat
moles are greatly influenced by chemical-olfac-
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tory stimuli—also having a communicative char-
acter—which1s indicated by the frequent sniffing
of moles with their snouts raised. Godfrey and
Crowcroft (1960), however, suspected a range of
detection by smell of only six to seven cm. The
vomeronasal organ seems of questionable im-
portance to me: Godet (1951) stated that it is
clearly formed in the embryo, but degenerates
later, and afterward it has no further function.

This ought to be tested with modern means and
methods of investigation; fresh studies of the
vomeronasal organ in variousanimals during the
past few years have resulted in a wealth of new
facts and possibilities.

It has been assumed that the various scent
glands play an especially large part in the com-
munication ofTalpidae. The eastern mole (Scalo-
pus aquaticus), the hairytail mole, the Pacific mole
(Scapanus orarius), the Townsend mole (Scapanus
townsend), the California mole (Scapanus latima-
nus), and the starnose mole (Condylura cristata)

have well-developed skin glands, which produce
secretions that leave visible stains on the ani-
mals’ fur. Of course, this cannot be regarded as
an optical signal in an animal with such poor
vision, but it could easily be a kind of olfactory
signal. Eadie (1939, 1947, 1948) writes about

additional glands on the ventral body surface of
the hairytail mole and of a large medial, perineal
gland having both holocrine and merocrine
secretions in the starnose mole.

Optical Communication
Although some moles are capable of using

their eyes, sight does not seem to play a role in
communication. Presumably Talpa europaea 1s
not able to detect static objects (Quilliam, 1966),

while the Mediterranean mole (Talpa caeca) 1s
completely blind and cannotdistinguish moving
objects; the same is true of Neurotrichus, which
shows not the slightest reaction to a sudden
strong light (Dalquest and Orcutt, 1942).

Communication in Selected Groups

Tactile Communication
Touch seems to be very highly developed.

The vibrissae are arranged in rows and get
longer the further they are from the tip of the
proboscis; they are only slightly movable; each
hair has its own innervation. Aroundthe nostrils
are numerous Eimer’s organs for tactile and
chemical use. Godfrey and Crowcroft (1960) as-
sumethat these organs are able to register me-
chanical pressure, temperature, humidity, and
vibrations. The stiff hairs on the ears are also
extremely sensitive, as are the bristles on thetail,

which may betactile but are less actively so than
the vibrissae (Dalquest and Orcutt, 1942). God-
frey and Crowcroft (1960) assumethatit is prob-
ably vibration that gives information about the
general direction of a communication partner.
The vibrissae on the face are so sensitive that
they could probably be used as receptorsforair
pressure (Quilliam, 1966). Whether they also

have a feasible function in a kind of echolocation

processis still unknown,since the necessary ex-

periments have notyet been conducted. To what
extent the tactile hairs on the outer side of the
digging paws of these nearly blind animals, de-
scribed in more detail in Godet (1951), aid com-

munication during an interspecific encounteris
likewise still unknown.

SUBFAMILY: DESMANINAE (DESMANS)

2 genera.

The semi-aquatic Desmaninae occupya spe-
cial position in the family of moles. The modifi-
cation of the sensory organs and the means of
communication conditioned by life in another
medium haveresulted in a specialization that, at

least from a cerebral-anatomical viewpoint, has
been examined im series of papers by Stephan
and Bauchot (1959, 1968a, 1968b).

The genus Desmana moschata (western Russia)

lives an apparently social life, which suggests
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some form of communication. In captivity the
animals can be kept in pairs. Unfortunately I
have not beenableto locate any investigation of
their ability to react to external stimuli of any
kind.

The southwest European genus Galemys
pyrenaicus, which in contrast to Desmana has
neverbeen seen in the wild with membersofthe
Opposite sex, appears to be very aggressive to-
ward conspecifics. Only in recentyears did Rich-
ard and Valette Viallard (1969) succeed in
keeping specimens of the Pyrenean desman of
both sexes togetherin captivity without mishap.
This leads us to suspect the presence in these
animals, too, ofcommunication methodsstill un-
knownto us. Ritualized patterns of behaviorthat
render fights harmless, at least between the
sexes, and at the same time mechanismsthat
makepossible successful courtship mustexist. In
the mother-young unit, too, there must be some
kind of communicationthatwestill know abso-
lutely nothing about.

Acoustic Communication
The only acoustic signal known in Desmana

moschata occurs, when the animalis excited, as a
metallic squeak (Ognev, 1928). Whetherthis is
an active warning signal or a passive signal of
fear is unknown. We know rather more about
Galemyspyrenaicus: Niethammer(1970)states that
it is for the mostpart silent and possesses only
a limited repertoire of sounds—chirping and
cheeping. When frightened or suddenly con-
fronted by a conspecific, it emits a high-pitched,
loud scream, which unfortunately has not yet
been analyzed by an ultrasonic receiver. On the
other hand, it does not react to loud noises
within the human hearing rangelike, for exam-
ple, a loud clapping of the hands, but it does
showa strong reaction to infrasonics and noises
with ultrasonic components (chirping,clicking,
rustling of leaves) and especially wheneverlarge
or small objects—a dropofwater is enough—fall
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into the current of the small, fast-flowing, and
thus relatively loud Pyrenean streamsin whichit
lives (Richard, 1973). This gives evidence ofex-
traordinarily acute hearingorratherdiscriminat-
ing ability to hear noises and signals that occur
within the animal’s micro-habitat. Richard also
suspects the possibility of echolocation, pro-
duced by a “tambourinage” (drummingor loud
paddling) with the forefeet on the surface of the
water, especially in the vicinity of unexpected
obstacles. This action can, of course, also pro-
duce a movementin the water, the reflection of
which helps orientation.

Optical Communication
The only fact known at present is that the

Pyrenean desmanis able to register differences
in light intensity.

Chemical Communication
Stephan and Bauchot (1968a) were able to

discern an enlargement of certain brain struc-
tures in Galemys and Desmana andattribute it to
the adaptation to semi-aquatic life. Unfortu-
nately no one hasyet investigated whether the
ability of the Desmaninaeto recognize the pre-
cise scent and taste ofwater (Richard and Valette
Viallard, 1969) is connected with the activity of
the vomeronasal organ, which is the mammalian
equivalent of that special organ in fish that en-
ables them to smell in water. Possibly we should
look here for chemoreceptorsfor usein water, as
described in the hypothesis of Bauchot, Buiss-
eret, Leroy, and Richard (1973). Asfar as Galemys
is concerned,the quality of the water is a matter
of life and death, and precisely because ofthat
the functioning of such an organis vital to the
preservation of its species. In addition, it could
indicate, as a kind of communication organ, the
presence of conspecifics, prey, or predators.

The anal and subcaudal glands are used as
tools for chemical communication. Feces are
deposited in specific areas, which are inspected
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olfactorily andtactilely with the vibrissae and the
Eimer’s organsof the proboscis. The same thing
occurs after micturation. Whenever Galemys of
different sexes are put together, each one in-
spects the feces of the other with greatinterest.
This seems to indicate the presence ofan inter-
sexual, chemico-olfactory communication pro-
cess. Chemical scent markingsareleft by the sub-
caudal glands, especially by malesin spring, the
time when reproductiontakes place. These sub-
caudal glands are constantly in contact with the
substratum. The smell of the individual scent
markings is hardly detectable by the human
nose. The nest and the immediatearea aroundit
are, however, so strongly impregnated with the
gland secretion of the male thatit is possible to
detect a definite smell of “game.” These gland
secretions leave black, glistening streaks on the
substratum (Richard, 1973).

Tactile Communication
Here, too, we can only draw conclusions from

the development of the sensory tools and the
functions that they presumably have. Those

structuresthat serve the oral sense of touch (ner-

vus trigeminus,sensitive trigeminal centers, and

through them enlargement of the medulla

oblongata) are more strongly developed in the

Desmaninaethan in Talpa. The vibrissae on the
upper lip, which are unusually developed (Ste-

phan and Bauchot, 1968a, 1968b), are inner-

vated through the trigeminal system. The fact

that Galemys possesses a proboscis extravagantly
equipped with vibrissae and Eimer’s organs,

which underlines the importance of the tactile

sense, was pointed out by Argaud (1944).

Shrews

FAMILY: SORICIDAE (SHREWS)

3 subfamilies with 20 genera and more than

265 species. Europe, Asia, Africa, North

America, northern South America.

Communication in Selected Groups

Our knowledge of the behavior and particu-
larly the communication patterns among most
shrews1s very fragmentary,if not nonexistent. It
is therefore only possible to try to grasp the com-
plexity of communication among shrews, using
the results obtained so far. Further work to fill
the gaps in our knowledge would not only con-
tribute to answering many unsolved questions
but also reveal that shrews, as far as communica-

tion patterns are concerned, in no way form an
homologous group, so that considerable inter-
specific variations in communicative ability and
the necessary anatomical requirements for com-
munication have to be reckoned with. It would
also help to explain,or ratherclarify, the numer-
ous contradictions that exist at present. In his
excellent paper on communication in three gen-
era of shrews Gould (1969) makes comparative
observations on the communication complexes
of shrews, using modern research techniques
and technical apparatus for the first time.

The hitherto universally accepted idea that
Soricidae were solitary animals, does not coin-
cide with the facts, either under good conditions,

where adequate food and sufficient space play a
majorrole, or in captivity. So many exceptions
are now knownthat the assumption of a general
aggressiveness among conspecifics cannotbe de-
fended any longer. There are a great many grad-
uated variations here, which are reflected in the
numerous forms and means of communication.
They make an overall survey extremely difficult.

The bicolour white-toothed shrew (Crocidura

leucodon), the lesser white-toothed shrew (Croci-

dura suaveolens), the common European white-
toothed shrew (Crocidura russula), the musk

shrew (Suncus murinus), and the least shrew (Cryp-

totis parva) can even be regardedaspartially so-

cial (semisocial) creatures (Vogel, 1969; Gould,

1969). On the other hand, the genera Soncinae

(red-toothed shrews) and Neomys (European wa-

ter shrew) are, according to Crowcroft (1955),

definitely nonsocial. If several specimens of the

least shrew are well lookedafter in captivity, they
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are compatible (Conaway, 1958), and as manyas
twelve sleep and even eat together (Davis and
Joeris, 1936). According to Crowcroft (1955),
shrews do notgenerally defend a specific terri-
tory but merely the spot where they happen to be
at the time andthe spaceas far as they can see.
This is not very far, and is, in effect, even more
restricted by the fact that they live under dense
cover most of the time.

Optical Communication
In Sorex vulgaris (= Sorex araneus) and Corci-

dura coerulea (= Suncus caeruleus?) vision seems to
be poor. The optic regions ofthe brain are small
and poorly developed (Clark, 1932). The least
shrew (Hamilton, 1944) and the shorttail shrew
(Blarina brevicauda: Rood, 1958) have weak eye-
sight, but Blossom (1932) reports good eyesight
in the masked shrew (Sorex cinereus).

If'a male and a female shorttail shrew are put
together, the hair above the area of the side
glands in the male parts to reveal an apparently
bare patch (Eadie, 1938). Since this species is
noted for its poor vision, this change cannot be
taken as an optical signal but rather as hypertro-
phy of a secerning gland—similar to the appear-
ance of the swollen naked rings around the eyes
in tenrecs, which become especially noticeable
during the increase in secretion in the rutting
period. Theoretically, however,it is possible that
in shrews these patches function as a form of
optical communication intended for the female
in close proximity and supplementany olfactory-
chemical forms.

The common shrew (Sorex araneus) is also
shortsighted, but the action of rearing up ob-
served in this species is an optical threat recog-
nized and understood by the adversary. This is
also true of the action of throwingitself on its
back and displayingthe light-colored ventral sur-
face, which occurs during an aggravation of the
quarrel. Both movements are accompanied by an
increase in the volumeofscreaming. Weare able
to observe here, therefore, an amalgamation of
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different communication systems, because
screaming does not dependentirely on a visual
stimulus: an excited common shrew will also
scream in reply to a scream from another, un-
seen shrew in the immediatevicinity (Crowcroft,
1955). On the other hand, when Gould (1969)
separated specimens of shorttail shrew and
house shrewby placinga sheet of glass between
them, he was not able to observe any signs of
visual recognition. Only when they simulta-
neously placed their noses underthe glass plate
at the samepoint did each producea high-inten-
sity chirp. This also led Gould to the conclusion
that“either shrews[of these species!] do not see
each other underthese circumstances or visual
imput must be coupled with tactile and/orolfac-
tory stimuli before recognition will occur.”

Tactile Communication

Manyshrewsdonotreact to conspecifics un-
til they makevibrissal contact. We knowthattac-
tile communicationis of great importanceto the
common shrew, northern water shrew (Sorex
palustris), European water shrew (Neomysfodiens),
shorttail shrew, masked shrew, smoky shrew
(Sorex fumeus), least shrew, and Crocidura olivieri.

Oneof the few ethological examinations of
African shrews showedthat the African bicolor
white-toothed shrew (Crocidura bicolor) is “very
sensitive to the movementsof insects” (Ansell,
1964). This species is reported to rely more on
touch and hearing than on anyother sense. How-
ever, it has not been studied whetherthis sen-
sitivity to the movements of insects produces
results with the aid of hearingortactile orienta-
tion—possibly the teletactile reception ofair-
pressure waves caused by the wing movements
of the insects.

Acoustic Communication

As might be expected amongthese smallin-
sectivores, the relevant acoustic communication
signals lie partly in the ultrasonic range. Accord-
ing to Gould’s observations one can detect, in
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addition to ultrasonics up to 107 kHz, low-inten-
sity sounds of 500-1,200 Hz. Clicks have a high

localization valence and seem to be used as con-
tact calls. High-intensity chirps and buzzesrepel

an approaching conspecific; aggressive encoun-
ters evoke mixed and graded sounds (Gould,

1969). Buchler (in press) observed, however,

that the soundpressure ofa bat’s signals is 4,000
times greater than that of a vagrant shrew (Sorex
vagrans). The Herero musk shrew (Crocidura
flavescens herero) threatens with “‘a single sharp
metallic squeak” (Marlow, 1954/55). The de-

scription of this acoustic threat signal indicates
the prevalence of ultrasonic elements.

Gould (1969) heard and investigated seven

sound types of different intensity in the musk

shrew, shorttail shrew, and least shrew: chirps,

clicks, twittering, “‘put,’’ buzzes, chirp buzzes,

and putter twitter. These terms, as used by

Gould, are an onomatopoeic approximation of

the actual signals. He also detected the source of

ultrasonic clicks in infant Blarina by pulling open

the lowerjaw, and he wasable to see the forward

movement of the tongue as it was pressed

against the upper palate at the momentof the

click emission. Infant house shrews emit a whis-

tle, which is considered a possible variant of the

twittering mentioned above. Gould elaborated a

clearly arranged synopsis of sound patterns to-

gether with typical contexts in which they might

occur. One of the mostfascinatingresults is that

sometimes completely different signals are emit-

ted, despite the fact that the causes remain the

same. Obviously it is not possible to classify the

various possibilities of acoustic communication

in animals as strictly separate types of sound,

closely linked to predictable stimuli or situations.

Neonate Soricidae possess a repertoire of

soundsthat increasesin variety from day to day.

They are extremely sensitive to sounds with ul-

trasonic components,e.g., humanschirping with

the lips, as soon as the meatus is open (Dryden,

1968). The signals given by young commonEu-
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ropean white-toothed shrews and_ shorttail
shrews (Gould, 1969) stimulate the mother to

start searching for her young. This cheeping,
which can be regarded asa signalfor beinglost,

can cause the father, who has remained with the

litter—a fact that proves that the common Eu-

ropean white-toothed shrew is by no means a
solitary animal—to carry the baby back into the
nest from which it has crawled. Interestingly
enough, this rescue instinct triggered by the
acoustic communication of the baby hasnoeffect
on nonpregnant females but does have an effect
on suckling females; they will carry a baby that
has been deserted, even thoughit is not one of
their own, into the nest and adopt it (Vogel,

1969).
The shorttail shrew possesses a large reper-

toire of acoustic communication: sharp, high-
pitched squeaks whenirritated; shrill, piercing
squeaks when frightened followed by loud bird-

like chatter; and rapid squeaks when contented.

As a responseto a challenge or as a warningit

emits rapid unmusicalclicks, like the chatter of

teeth. When two aggressive males were confined

together, one approached the other and made

this peculiar chattering sound, whereupon the

latter retreated. Males are more aggressive than

females, juveniles less so than adults (Rood,

1958).
As aresult of Blossom’s investigations (1932)

we know that the maskedshrew 1s also capable of

producing different signals that can be used as a

means of communication. However, the situa-

tion that causes them andthe purposethey serve

are not known. While eating or when searching

for food, the masked shrew is reported to utter

a succession of faint twittering notes. They are

very soft and producedso rapidly that they have

a quality somewhere between a purr and a soft

twittering. Very similar signals with similar

causes are known to exist among other insec-

tivores, e.g., the Haitian solenodon and manyof

the tenrecs, and are presumedto be phylogeneti-
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cally very old. Possibly the twitteringis similar to
the echolocating rattle produced by many bats
and is indeed used by shrews for echolocation
purposes too. We knowfrom the excellent work
by Gould, Negus, and Novick (1964) and by
Buchler (in press) that shrews are very adept at
echolocation. Pearson (1944) describes the
sounds made by male shorttail shrews when pur-
suing estrous females as ‘“‘a stream of dry, un-
musicalclicks like a chitter, similar to the sounds
of a twig brushing against a bicycle wheel,”
which could just as easily be equivalent to the
series of impulsive clicks used by bats for
echolocating purposes.

When commonshrewsfight, acoustic signals
play an extraordinarily large and complexrole.
The occupier of a territory raises its muzzle,
opensits jaws, and screams. Squeaking contests
may follow between the adversaries. Staccato
squeaksidentify the male sex. The female’s voice
hasless of a barking quality; the individual beats
are closer togetherandat a higherpitch, forming
a more continuous scream. As a weapon, the
female voice, or rather the mannerofits use,
seems moreeffective than that of the male. To
humanears the male scream is the moreviolent
and aggressive, but that of the female is more
piercing and persistent (Crowcroft 1955, 1957).

If two or more Savi’s pigmy shrews (Suncus
etruscus) are kept together in a container too
small, an acoustically varied communication pat-
tern is released, coupled with strong aggressive
tendencies (Vogel, 1970). This behavior
becomes moreintense in close quarters than
when the animals have sufficient space.

Chemical Communication
Shrews are equipped with scent-producing

glands that vary numerically and potentially ac-
cording to species. Contrary to earlier assump-
tion, olfactory stimuli are definitely not without
a certain significance in suchfast-moving animals
as shrews. At any rate the degree of olfactory
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refinementin shrews apparently varies from spe-
cles to species: it seems to be bad in theleast
shrew, smoky shrew, gray shrew (Notiosorex craw-
fordi), masked shrew, and shorttail shrew, but
quite good in Crocidura olivieri and in the com-
mon shrew. Current information, however, is
self-contradictory or merely descriptive
(Buchler, in press).

There is still a great deal of disagreement
about the function ofthe side glands of shrews.
Marlow (1954/55) oberved that male Herero
musk shrews were frequently seen to rub their
sides againstthe walls of the cage, leaving traces
of the oily secretions from their musk glandsat
various points. As the words ‘musk glands”
show, Marlow believed the characteristic shrew
smell was attributable to the secretion from
these glands. However, we have since learned,
through the work of Dryden and Conaway
(1967)—at least for the musk shrew—that the
side glandsare not responsible forthe character-
istic musk production. Apparently, concentra-
tions ofsweatglandsin the throat and behind the
ears producethis odor. If a male musk shrew is
pursued or otherwise disturbed, he discharges
scent while rubbinghis sides along the cage wall
andhis throat andbelly on the floor. The charac-
teristic musky odor remains on such objects for
several days. This rubbing ofthe belly seems to
be a behavior pattern parallel to that of dis-

glands decrease in size during Captivity: after a
month they becomethinnerthanin wild animals,
making an examinationofthese glands difficult.
Thus a continuousobservation of these animals
with a specific study of these glands in mind,
which is possible only in Captivity, is just not
feasible.

In addition to the side glands, the shorttail
shrew possesses yet another large medial ventral
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gland, oval in shape, 30 mm long and 9 mm wide.

The secretion it produces has a very distinct

odor, yet it has not been provedthatit is able to

ward off enemies, as has sometimes been main-

tained. This gland is more strongly developed in

males during the rutting season than in females.

But if a female becomes pregnant, her ventral

gland decreases in size (Eadie, 1938). The de-

crease in, or complete disappearance of, scent

emanation due to the reduction in size of the

gland shortly before parturition possibly pro-

tects the female from discovery by rutting males

or even by predators. Anothergland, which pre-

sumably has some communicative function too,

was discovered beneath thetail in the common

European white-toothed shrew by Niethammer

(1962). Histologically it is very similarto the side

glands of this species.
A white secretion that issues from the eyelids

in moments of excitement, similar to the wayit

does amongtenrecs, is knownat presentto exist

in the bicolor white-toothed shrew (from a con-

versation with E. von Lehmann, 1973), in the

African forest shrew (Crocidura giffardi = Praesorex

goliath: Vogel, pers. comm.), and in the lesser

shrew (Sorex minutus) (from a conversation with

R. Hutterer, 1974). Whether the secretion also

produces olfactory stimuli is still unknown but

very probable.
Thesignificance of fecal deposits as a means

of chemical communicationis still a subject of

disagreement; some authors consider them to be

communication media, others doubt their 1m-

portance.
Since a better and more exhaustive presenta-

tion of the mating behavior of shrews, which in-

cludes anillustrative explanation of the closely

interwoven tactile, acoustic, and chemical com-

munication patterns, is hardly imaginable, I

should like to take the liberty of quoting Gould

(1969) verbatim:

During initial phases of courtship in both Suncus

and Blarina, the male appearsto play a passive role—
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approachingthe female, rubbingthe substrate,toler-

ating bites from the female without biting her—while

rubbing and exuding odorin new areas and gradually

increasing the receptivity of the female. The female

repels the male with high intensity chirps and buzzes,

the maleis easily repelled by the female’s loud vocali-

zations and bites. Some males emit frequent “put”

while courting. Orientation of the female’s head and

body toward the male was particularly prominent

when the male emitted frequent and loud “put.” The

male respondsto bites and loud chirpsbyclosing his

eyes and ears and exposing his gland-covered neck.

The malerubshis venter over the substrate and simul-

taneously over his body. His glandular odor, immedi-

ately detectable by the observer, is emitted after 2 or

3 minutes (Dryden and Conaway, 1967). The female’s

body is pervaded with the male’s odor through the

following means: rubbingof the substrate by the male

followed by the female walking over the rubbed areas

and toileting herself; occasionalfights; the female rub-

bing her tail against the male’s neck as he positions

himself behind her. Female Suncus reduce biting after

the male fur is covered by glandularsecretions. (Dis-

tortions oflips and tongue-smackingafter biting indi-

cate that glandular secretions have a noxioustaste to

the female.) The male bites the female on the flanks,

rump andtail and as she becomes morereceptive he

follows closely behindher, oriented in a mannersimi-

lar to the caravan formation prevalent during infancy.

Continual advances andincreasesin click rates by the

male (Suncus only) are followed by a receptive chirp or

twitter by the female Suncus anda seriesof clicks by

the female Blarina. Copulation follows.

This report is valuable since it shows not only

similarities but also differences among members

of different genera.

Tenrecs

FAMILY: TENRECIDAE

9 subfamilies with 9 genera comprising 29

species. Madagascar and adjacentislands.

Mosttenrecs do not display any deep-rooted

grouping tendencies. They live a solitary exIs-

tence, well dispersed within their environment.

Single species, especially the lesser hedgehog
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tenrec (Echinopstelfairi), can sometimes be found

in twos andthrees, but it is not certain whether

these are merely the remaining members of

mother-young units. The streaked tenrec (Hemi-

centetes) is the only tenrec genus in whichwefind

colony formation. Hemicentetes, whose equipment

for acoustic communication is the most special-

ized and best developed amongtenrecs, has a

special stridulation organ in the mid-dorsalre-

gion. Since a similar organ has not been devel-
oped elsewhere other than among juvenile

specimensofthe tailless tenrec (Centetes ecauda-
tus), the genus that produces the largest number

of young among recent mammals (up to 32 in
one litter), it is obvious that the acoustic inter-

specific method of communication1s linked with
the more gregarious way oflife led by Hemicen-
tetes and Centetes.

The perineal drag used for leaving chemical
scent markings seems to be prevalentin all spe-
cies of tenrec. The sameis true for gaping with
the mouthas an optical form of communication.
Furthermore, the varied use of ultrasonics in

communication is remarkable, as is the complex
function of the white secretion produced from
specially developed glands situated in the eye-
lids. This has been the subject of closer study in
Setifer, Echinops, Microgale dobsoni, and Microgale
talazaci and is adjudged to be, among other
things, a form of chemical communication (Po-
duschka, 1972b, 1974b).

Optical Communication
Whetherthe erection ofthe prickles, bristles,

or quills, peculiar to all Tenrecinae when
aroused,is an optical signalis not clear. It could
be a sign of defense posture, similar to that
among hedgehogs,especially since a conspecific
only reacts to it whenit is accompaniedby acous-
tic signals. As a result, we can say with some
degree of certainty that it is used as an inter-
specific optical threat only within a whole com-
munication complex containing acoustic,
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possibly optical, and almost certainly chemical

forms. Intraspecifically it can be the equivalentof

a threatening gesture designed throughtheerec-
tion ofthe prickles or bristles to make the animal

appear larger and, therefore, more capable of
successful defense.

When a female greater hedgehog tenrec
(Setifer setosus) is willing to mate shelifts the peri-

neum from the ground while simultaneously
curving her spine concavely downward (lordo-
sis), thereby presenting an unmistakable optical
mating signal, which could possibly be strength-
ened by the emanation of chemical stimuli from

the perineal glands, but which is understoodvisi-
bly by the male (Poduschka, 1972a, 1974a).

The eye-gland secretion, described in more
detail in several specific papers, could in certain
circumstancesact as an antipredator mechanism:
the dazzling white patches that suddenly appear
whenthe animalis excited or afraid, in place of
the tiny and inconspicuouseyes, could possibly
aid a nocturnal or crepuscular creature to scare
off a predatory enemy.

Tactile Communication
As nocturnal or crepuscular animals, Ten-

recidae possess long and numerous vibrissae
(Fig. 2). They appear, however, to be used only
for orientation andnotin tactile communication.
In an encounter other forms of communication
are used. In the marsh tenrec (Limnogale mer-
gulus), the only semi-aquatic form ofTenrecidae,
we find—presumably as a kind ofpractical adap-
tation for life in water—the same numerousvi-
brissae on the snout as among the equally
semi-aquatic Talpidae Galemys pyrenaicus and Des-
mana moschata; these vibrissae increase uni-

formly in length the further they sprout from the
tip of the snout, and they are innervated by un-
usually strong nerve cords. There is no doubtof
their primary use as sensory tools (Bauchot and
Stephan, 1968). Whether they have a communi-

cation value we cannot say, since nothing is
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Fig. 2. Adult male Setifer setosus. The facial vi-

brissae extend far beyond the body width.

known about the ethological details of this spe-
cies, presumably the rarest of tenrecs.

During the courtship behaviorofall the Ten-
recidae studied so far (tailless tenrec, streaked
tenrec, greater hedgehogtenrec, lesser hedge-
hog tenrec, microgale dobsonitenrec, microgale
talazaci tenrec), there occurs a ritual nestling up
to each other with those parts of the body that
have concentrationsofglands. Here the nose-to-
nose, nose and eye area-side, nose—anal/genital
contact is merely the beginningoftheritual, or
rather the most stereotyped form. Followingit,
the male and female tenrec rub their sides
against each otheror crawl over and undereach
other. All this indicates a combination oftactile
communication with stimuli from gland areasin
the partner; in addition there is an individual
olfactory-chemical stimulus caused by the ani-
mal’s own secretions, which could be considered
a feedback system.

The mounting that follows is soon accom-
panied by the male’s scratching the female’s
sides with his hind legs, aimedat stimulatingher,
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which acts as a release mechanism for the pre-
sentation of her perineum. The male avoids a
prematurerelease from the mating “‘tie” (lasting
in Setifer for more than two hours, presumably
becauseofthe strong accessoryerectile tissues in
the penis or by an intravaginal retention of the
vine-shoot-like glans penis: Poduschka, 1974a)
by allowing his hands to rest on the female’s
sides during the wholetie period.If he gets tired
and slides off, he rests his hands on her back.
Wheneverthe female tries to break away from
the tie position, the mere hint ofa grasp from the
male, which is neverso firm that the female can-
not escape, is enough to indicate that the tie
between the genitalia is not yet broken.

During courtship the male lesser hedgehog
tenrec repeatedly bites the spines on the female’s
side. By doing so he seemstostimulate her read-
iness to mate. This pattern is even moreclearly
and efhciently developed among the greater
hedgehog tenrec: every time the female tries to
escape—which is part of her mating ritual—she
is held back by the male’s energetic biting into
the sagittal lower region of her back and drawn
back to him again (Poduschka, 1972, 1974a).
This bite is not identical with the copulation bite,
which, amongSetifer at least, is not meant to keep
the female still so that mating can take place but
is only delivered when intromission has already
taken place, in order to improve the lordosis of
the female. This bite is therefore a tactile signal,
to which the female respondsby trying to evade
the copulation bite. As sheslips away, she raises
the perineum,thus improving presentation and
the tie of the genitalia (Fig. 3).

Acoustic Communication

All tenrecs possess a large and varied reper-
toire of signals, which seemsall the more re-
markable whentested by an ultrasonic receiver.
Throughoutits whole lifetime the streaked ten-
rec (Hemuicentetes) even has a special, mid-dorsal
stridulation organ consisting of several rows of
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Fig. 3. Copulating Setiferes. Note the male’s stimu-

lant scratching with the hind foot and the stimulant
bite on the female’s back.

specially formed quills, which are moved byspe-

cial muscles in such a waythat signals are pro-

duced by the resulting friction. These stridu-

lation sounds show hittle harmonic structure.

They form a broad band from about 2-200 kHz

in adult animals. Young Hemicentetes produce

stridulation sounds of lowerintensity when they

are between eleven and seventeen days old.

Whenthey are about seventeen days old the

intensity of stridulation is very near adult level
(Eisenberg and Gould, 1970). This is a phenom-

enon parallel to that observed in youngSeti/feres,
where the signals of the young becomestronger

and higherin the ultrasonic range the older the
babies get (Poduschka, 1974c); and certainly

very dissimilar to that in young rodents, whose

ultrasonic signals are noticeable just after birth,

but gradually become softer or even disappear

completely after a few days as soon as the meatus

acusticus and the eyes are open, but, on the

other hand,will continue for several more days

if the animals are handled (Noirot, 1968; Noirot

and Pye, 1969; Sales, 1972).

Hemicentetes stridulates almost continuously
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when active and on the move.Stridulation oc-

curs while feeding, during social contact, during

courtship and mounting, during exploration,

when escaping pursuers, or when merely moving

away. Generally speaking, low stridulation oc-

curs when the animalis normally active. When

the animal is aroused intensely, crest erection

occurs (presumably moreas a sign of readiness

for defense than as an active optical signal) to-

gether with an increase in stridulation, which

does not remain at a peak but decreases in waves

after the excitementis over. It is difficult to de-

cide what can be considered communication with

a partner, with young,or with threatening preda-

tors, and what can be considered a reaction to

the stimulus that caused the excitement.

When foraging, young Hemicentetes move

about nineto ten feet away from the mother, who

keeps them close to her by stridulation. Thus,
stridulation serves in the mother-youngunit not

only to identify the female’s whereabouts (Eisen-

berg and Gould, 1970), but also to indicate to

the mother where the young are, since they too

are able to stridulate.
Youngtailless tenrecs also possessa stridula-

tion organ in the mid-dorsalregion.It is not such

a specialized one, however, and it disappears

during individual ontogenesis. It consists of two
rows ofwhite spines, which by meansofa special
dermal musculature vibrate together and pro-

duce sounds. Some of these spines may remain

in the subadult animal and still produce signals

but they are gradually lost and do notget re-
placed (Gould, 1965). Gould wasalso the first to

find out that stridulation among young tailless

tenrecs, a pulsating sound varying in intensity

between 12 and 15 kHz,is associated with high

levels of excitement, and keeps mother and

young together.
It is probable that stridulation wasoriginally

a warningsignal to a predator but later became

an interspecific signal indicating position.

Stridulation in Centetes is different from that
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among Hemicentetes. Here stridulation occurs in
conjunction with crest erection and erection of
the center quills and a simultaneoushiss from a
half-open mouth. Stridulation seems to occur
whenthereis the inclination to attack coupled
with an equally stronginclination to withhold.It
was also foundthatstridulation serves as a warn-
ing signal to other membersofthe group,result-
ing in arousal and attentiveness. It may also
indicate the identity and position of a juvenile
that has beenstartled. It could also help in the
location of the young by the mother and/or the
location of young by other young. The exact
function is unknown (Eisenberg and Gould,
1970).

Echolocation in tenrecs has been proved to
exist among Hemicentetes, Echinops, and Microgale
dobsoni. Contrary to the obvious assumption,
stridulation is not essential for echolocation; the
species studied by Gould (1965) echolocate by
meansofclicks produced with the tongue.

The vocal emissions ofTenrecidaetake place
mostly within the range of ultrasonics—atleast
so far as they are relevant for the animals. When
they were filtered out, it was noticed that sounds
within the human hearing range wereoflittle
interest to the animals.

During mating Echinops females utter snap-
pingsignals with a frequencyofup to 51 kHz and
twittering noises up to 37 kHz. These are used
not only as a defensive signal in responseto the
continual insistence of the male but also as an
aural threat: Sometimes an unwilling female
leaves the nest where she has been urged to mate
by the stimulating scratches and mountingat-
tempts of the male; she turns toward him ener-
getically with gaping mouth, and emits these
same twittering noises. We can assume, there-
fore, that these twittering noises serve a number
ofpurposes. Echinops also possessotherbelliger-
ent sounds, including an unmistakable hiss.
Echinops also reacts to the high-frequencysignals
emitted by its prey, which are thus recognized as
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allomones. Mealwormscrawling over each other
produce a sound with a highest frequency of 42
kHz, which is recognized by Echinops as a signal
from a well-known prey and which results in a
direct search forit.

During mating the greater hedgehog tenrec
produces snapping signals up to 83 kHz and
squeaks whose strongest sound pressureis be-
tween 50 and 60 kHz.

In Gould’s (1965) opinion theclicks are pro-
duced among Echinops, Hemicentetes, and Mi-
crogale by thelips or the tongue; according to my
studies of Setifer and Echinops, however, they
seem to be produced more by the root of the
tongue or the soft palate or in the larynx.

The small, soft-furred Tenrecidae (Oryzoric-
tinae) emit acoustic signals far less frequently.
Whendefending themselves, they are mostlysi-
lent and threaten by gaping with the mouth.
Many emit squeals or a long squealingtrill, a
scream, a wail, or a buzz. When an encounter
with a strange conspecific occurs, they utter a
soft squeaking sound, which in Eisenberg and
Gould’s opinion (1970) is meant to prevent any
aggressive behavior in the possible adversary.

Chemical Communication
Chemical communicationin tenrecsis a sub-

ject that has hardly been studied exhaustively.
Until now only one aspect has been examined in
any detail: the white secretion from thelid glands
that was described so far amongSetifer, Echinops,
and the two Oryzorictinae, Microgale dobsoni and
Microgale talazact. This phenomenoncanwithout
doubt be observed in most, if not all, Ten-
recidae, possibly in various forms or stages of
development; its existence is even more proba-
ble in the light of our knowledgeofat least the
anatomical features necessary for communica-
tion that are presentin several morespecies than
those mentioned above (Cei, 1946). The chemi-
cal examination of this secretion, exuded from
special eyelid glands, which exist in addition to
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the lacrymal glands, is extremely difficult since

only a very small quantity can be obtained, but

somepreliminary results are available.

Eisenberg and Gould (1970) have described

additional gland areas in Hemucentetes, Setifer,

Echinops, and Microgale that emit olfactory

stimuli. Their exact nature as far as communica-

tion is concerned hasstill to be investigated in

detail. The glands in questionarein the axillary,

inguinal, head, ear, and caudal areas. A further

study of the sternal and possible ventral gland

areas is already under way (Poduschka, 1974e,

1974f).
The secretion from the lid glands also has

communicative character in certain circum-

stances, since the exuded secretion gives off a

strong and long-lasting smell. The odor is un-

derstood by conspecifics, which respondby get-

ting very agitated and eventually rubbingoff the

secretion now being exuded from their own eye-

lids and nostrils: quite often they also rub the
area around their own eyes on vertical objects

but never on the substrate. These scent markings
are not to be regardedin the samewayasterrito-
rial markings used in the defense of the area in
which an animallives, since tenrecs, as far as we

know, do not have anyterritorial possessions.

They can serve the purpose ofself-assertion on
the spot where the animal happensto beat the
time, a phenomenon already observed among
many mammals and well documentedby Eisen-

berg and Kleiman (1972) and Kleiman (1966).

Even if a male Echinops in an enclosure that
is strange to him has neither smeared eye-gland
secretion on the wall nor attemptedto placester-
nal markings (see below), has neither defecated

nor micturated, another male putinto the enclo-

sure with him will become very excited by scent

deposits madebythefirst male—a phenomenon
which has not been explained. The second male
will attack as soon as he seesthe first male, but

will not attack a female in the enclosure or one

placed there simultaneously with him. This
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proves the existence of sexually differentiated

scent emanations. Besidesthe eye-gland,sternal,

or ventral secretions, others that could help de-

termine the presence of a male conspecific are

pheromonesin thespittle, the sweat glands, and

other outlets in the skin; the breath; or digestion

gases. It must be emphasized thatit is not just

dominant males that markin this way, a behavior

that Ralls (1971) assumesto be the general norm

in mammals.
As a form of chemical communication the

eye-gland secretion has various purposes and/or
functions:

1. Active: marking behavior, warding off ad-
versaries, suppression of own unease in strange
surroundings, possible stimulation of the female
during courtship through a smell that acts as an
olfactory signal. Whether the eye secretion acts
as a primer pheromoneandinducesovulation by
altering the physiology of the reproduction sys-
tem is still unknown but not unlikely. Induced
ovulation is presumedto exist in tenrecs; fertili-
zation takes place within the ovary (Strauss,

1939, 1942). An optical significance of the white
secretion among conspecifics cannot besaid to
exist, since the female does not look at the male

during the preliminary and actual mating behav-
ior; it 1s just as possible to assumethat the male

is unable to see the female during the actual
mating activity since his eyes might be com-
pletely covered by the white secretion (Fig. 4).

2. Passive: excitement during mating dueto
chemical stimuli from the secretion of the part-
ner, also accompanied bytactile and acoustic

stimuli. Several other stimuli, e.g., strong pun-
gent odorsor the occurrenceofsecretion during
the very last minutes of a tenrec’slife are passive
reactions, which haveno real bearing on commu-
nication.

I have beenable to observe and film a special
kind of communication or marking among the
greater hedgehog tenrec. In strange surround-
ings or when the animal is unsure ofitself be-
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Fig. 4. Echinops during courtship. The male’s eyes

are nearly completely covered by his eye-gland secre-
tions.

cause of the presence of several strange con-
specifics, the upper part of the body is pressed
downflat on the substratum andtheforelegs are
stretched out passively sidewardsso that only the
hind legs push the body forward (Poduschka,
1974e). Tojudge from appearance,it is the ster-
nal glands that are being used here (a behavior
pattern similar to those of some more-evolved
mammals) or possibly the ventral glands, the
presence of which has also been discovered in
Soricidae and suspected in solenodons. This ap-
parent method of markingcanalso take place on
a three-dimensional object, for example, on a
piece ofwoodin the enclosure: The animalslides
over the top so thatits ventral surface is pressed
firmly on the object. If the lower side of the ob-
ject is not lying on the ground(in the case of a
large branch or bough of a tree) the animal
crawls underneathit, and, lying on its back, the
animalpresses its ventral area against the object
to mark it. The suspected secretion must exude
from the glandareasin the breast, possibly from
those in the throat or the ventral region. Th
communicative function of this act is
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not yet clear. Presumablyitis similar to that pro-
duced by the rubbingoff ofthe eye-gland secre-
tion, but I have not been able to detect any
olfactory stimulus. According to Eisenberg and
Gould (1970), the streaked tenrec also leaves
scent signals not only by meansofperineal drag
but also through rubbingthe venter by extend-
ing and flexing the body on the substratum and
by twisting the body whenlyingonits side. All
this has definite potential significance in chemi-
cal communication.

Chemical communication also takes place
among the two Oryzorictinae, Microgale dobsoni
and Microgale talazaci, as it does in Setifer and
Echinops among the Tenrecinae through mark-
ings that exude from the cloacal region. Mark-
ings are made bypressing the perineal area on
the substratum: while moving forward, the
cloaca is repeatedly pressed down on the sub-
stratum. In captivity lactating female Setiferes de-
posit feces and urine in one place in the
enclosure. This action is then copied by the
young, whoalso usethis spot for defecation. The
chemico-olfactory stimuli released by the moth-
er’s excrement can thus be considered a kind of
communication leadingto a closely related imi-
tation (Poduschka, 1974c).

Thesalivating of the lesser hedgehogtenrec,
which Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1965) has interpreted as a
form of marking behavior, should not be consid-
ered as such, butrather as thelast link in a chain
of actionsthat reachesits peak in theregistration
and identification of smells and tastes in the
vomeronasal organ. It is thus an equivalent to
the self-anointing of the hedgehogs, which,like
Echinops and Setifer, possess an actively function-
ing vomeronasal organ.Similar to that of hedge-
hogs,this behavior pattern takes place only when
a strange smell or taste has been detected by the
animal, and therefore it has no relevance to any
active communication process of its own. This
salivation also occurs amongSetiferes, and as far
as communication is concerned,it is only a reac-
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tion to an extraordinarily strong and stimulative

allomone (Poduschka, 1974c).

Otter Shrews

FAMILY: TENRECIDAE; SUBFAMILY:

POTAMOGALIDAE (OTTER SHREWS)

3 genera. West to East Africa.

There is hardly anything known about the
communication behavior of these animals. The
lesser otter shrew (Micropotamogale lamotte:) in
Captivity sometimes emits a high-pitched, sharp,
loud scream at intervals of about 2 sec (Kuhn,

1964). These acoustic signals have unfortunately

never been measured or recorded. Judging from
the results obtained from the study ofother in-
sectivores, especially the closely related tenrecs,
we can assumethat these sounds contain ultra-
sonic components that are importantfor inter-
specific communication.

The eyes are remarkably small and presum-
ably have littke communicative significance. On
the other hand,the vibrissae are very numerous

and extraordinarily well developed. Even in the
newborn wecan clearly see the sinus hair warts
from whichthestrong vibrissae protrude. When
the animalis resting, these vibrissae point back-
ward, but they can be spread out sideways and
forward when the animalis attentive, even when

it 1s just a few days old (Vogel, pers. photos).
Among adults rhythmical movementsof the vi-
brissae backward and forward can be detected
(Kuhn, 1964).

Among the Ruwenzori otter shrew (Meso-
potamogale ruwenzoriu) the use of specific defeca-
tion areas has been reported (Rahm, 1961),

which could possibly have communicative 1m-
portance.

According to Cei (1946) the big otter shrew
(Potamogale velox) possesses special glands in the
lids, which are presumably equivalent to those
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studied in Tenrecidae (Poduschka, 1974b). It is

questionable, when one considers the otter

shrew’s semi-aquatic way of life, whether they

have similar functions. Among Tenrecidaetheir

communicative functions are limited to the ema-
nation of individual- or at least sexually specific
smells and to possible visual signals aimed at
wardingoff inter- and intraspecifics.

Solenodons

FAMILY: SOLENODONTIDAE; GENUS: SOLENODON

2 species. Hispaniola: Haitian Solenodon
(Solenodon paradoxus); Cuba: Cuban Solenodon

(Solenodon cubanus [Atopogale cubana, sensu
Cabrera syn.])

At present weare still not in a position to
distinguish between the behaviorpatterns of the
two species. The Cuban form was considered
extinct several times during this century, but ac-
cording to the latest reports, this is untrue.

Thanks to the work of the late Erna Mohr,

who was lucky enough to be able to keep and
observe more living specimens of solenodons
than anyoneelse (fifteen in all), we know rela-

tively much about the behavior of these ex-
tremely rare animals. Of course, modern
demands for more detailed information extend
beyond the scope of the reports she produced at
the time. They wererestricted for the mostpart
to a phenomenological inventory of behavior
patterns. This inventory has in the meantime
been complementedby a few ethological works,
which I have specified here.

Solenodons are not solitary animals. They
have been found in groupsofup to eight animals
sleeping in the samehole.

Acoustic Communication

Mohr(1936a) has already described the var-

ied repertoire of soundsthat the Haitian soleno-
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don (Solenodon paradoxus) possesses. It consists of
a “mournful sounding tonelike that of kittens
prior to the openingofthe eyes”; gurgles; shrill
screams lasting up to five seconds (?); and a
melodious ‘‘Strophe,” which also lasts a good
five seconds, resembling that of a robin. Itis
often repeated using the samepattern ofnotes.
Mohr assumedat first that this was produced
only by young, unweaned animals butlater re-
vised her opinion (Mohr, 1936b) when she again
heard this Strophe, this time during courtship
and mating of sexually mature Haitian soleno-
dons.

Using modern methodsof detection, Eisen-
berg and Gould (1966) registered some chewing
and digging sounds also. These were emitted
while the animals were walking or running, and
were used in particular by the young animals as
a source of sound oras a signal to approach.
These authorsalso carried outthe first success-
ful ultrasonic tests. My ownstudiesin this field
have so far produced varyingresults, insofar as
I have been able, with the aid of a Holgate Ultra-
sonic Receiver, to detect both clicks with fre-

quencies up to 74.8 kHz and noises produced by
the exhalation ofbreath up to 73 kHz. Of course,
this does not prove that these particular signals
or their highest components have any relevance
for the animals, but it does give someindication:
By producing strange noises of a high frequency,
which cause solenodonsto getvery frightened,it
waspossible to show that this animalis very sen-
sitive to ultrasonic signals between 65 and 75
kHz. The highest componentsofthe emittedsig-
nals do not remain constant.

It is also possible to record similar signals of
up to 40 or 50 kHz,leading us to suspect varied
communicative content. Solenodons are just
as sensitive to shrill human voices and loud
laughter (Mohr, 1936a) as to mechanical noises
with high ultrasonic components (Poduschka,
1974d). Solenodons are able to detect low-
pitched ultrasonics well and move toward them,
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indicating that the ultrasonic signals emitted by
insects or small rodents, for example, have inter-
specific communication value for them. The
highest frequencies recordedin the ‘“tuckering”
(motorlike) ‘“‘schnalz’’ sounds, also mentioned
by Mohr,were 28 to 40 kHz.I believe that these
sounds are produced mechanically in the larynx
or the oralcavity.

The clicks mentioned abovecan be heardes-
pecially when the Haitian solenodon is con-
fronted with a strange conspecific or during the
explorationofstrangeterritory. It is not possible
to say with certainty whether they are used in
echolocation, or as a signal (Eisenberg and
Gould, 1966), or could in strange territory be an
acoustic parallel, aimed at self-assertion, to the
olfactory-chemical behavior pattern of marking
already known. These vocalizations of Haitian
solenodons are similar to the echolocation
pulses of shrews (Gould, Negus, and Novick,
1964).

The Haitian solenodon shows a_ well-
developed appetencefor nooks and crannies and
employs a special kind of breath exhalation when
exploring impenetrable cracks and crevices,
which could very well be used as a form of
echolocation similar to that detected in hedge-
hogs.

Chemical Communication
According to Mohr (1936b), the Haitian

solenodon reveals a pattern of marking during
mating or courtship that includes the use of ven-
tral glands. Unfortunately these glands have not
yet been studied. The solenodonslides on his
ventral area around and alongside the female,
pushing himselfalong with his forefeet and drag-
ging his hind legs behind him. This reminds us
strongly of a special kind of marking behavior
observed in the tenrec Setifer setosus (Poduschka,
1974e, 1974f), but the solenodon does not press

the pectoral area on the substratum; he presses
down the venter.
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The function of the secernent side glands,

which are said to produce odorous substances,

has been subject to interpretations that are par-

tially contradictory. So rarely have a male and a

female been kept togetherin captivity that it has

not yet been possible to prove that these secre-

tions have any communicative value. According

to Mohr (1936b) the side glands only begin to

secrete when the animals are six to eight months

old; in her opinion the secretion indicates sexual

maturity. On the other hand,I have notyet been

able to detect any secretion from these glandsin

a male that was put in with a female after spend-

ing five and a half years as a solitary. It could be

that the secretion from these glands only indi-

cates sexual activity, which was no longer the

case in this particular male—perhaps becauseof

his long period of abstinence or perhaps because

solenodon malesare sexually active only during

the first few years of their lives. The male and

female lived together for almost three anda half

years, yet never mated. This may indicate that
the secretion from theside glandsis of essential

communicative importance, necessary for the re-
lease of a complete pattern ofmating behaviorin
this species.

According to Mohr (1936b) the axillary and

ventral areas of adult Haitian solenodons are
continually moist. Therefore, glands that could
have communicative character must be present.
Ignoring for the momentthe more abundant ma-
terial available to Mohr for observation, I must

report that I have never been able to detect such
an unmistakable secretion in the male and
female solenodons I have studied in the past
three years. Variations must therefore exist
among individuals, conditioned by age or the
environmentin which the animals are kept.

Fecal deposits are made at random while the
animal is on the move.Evenin the wild no spe-
cially reserved defecation areas have been re-

ported. Eisenberg and Gould (1966) noticed
perineal drag immediately after defecation. I
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have been able to observe andfilm this only after

micturation.

Optical Communication
The only optical signal so far observed

amongthese animals, which live together peace-

fully with members of their own species and

whosetiny eyes and nocturnal habits preclude

vision as an important means of communication,

is a threatening gesture with gaping mouth. The

solenodons were very frightened by an elec-

tronic flash. A reduction in theintensity of the

flash and the less fearful reaction from the ani-

malthat resulted could meanthatthestartle re-

action was indeed the result of an optical
stimulus and notofan acoustic one caused by the

noise of the camera shutter. I suspect, however,

a combination of both sensory impressions (Po-
duschka, 1974d).

Tactile Communication
Since the solenodon leads a nocturnallife,

the vibrissae presumably act as tactile organs.
They are found in abundanceonthe head (Fig.
5), where they sprout in especially large numbers

 
Fig. 5. Adult male Solenodon paradoxus. Note the

vibrissae on the head and throat.
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on the sides and on the mandible pointing down-
ward, and arealso foundon theventral surface,
where they stretch from extended embryonic
Milchleiste up into the axillary regions. There are
also carpal vibrissae, like those found in ground
squirrels (Poduschka, 1971). The facial vibrissae
can be moved in the skin by muscular move-

-ments, which are also referred to by Gundlach
(quoted by Barbour, 1944) in the Cubansoleno-
don.

While observing the communalexistence of
the male and female solenodon, I have never
been able to describe with any certainty a partic-
ular behavior pattern as an interspecific act of
tactile communication. The animals are quite
uninhibited in touching each otherwith various
parts of the body, sometimes vigorously some-
times gently, and seem notto be influenced by
the partner while absorbed in their remarkably
energetic, continual activities, except that they
understand the actionsof the partneras an opti-
cal signal inviting them to join in orto imitate.
They do, however, snuggle up to each other, a
behavior pattern common in Tenrecidae and
many Erinaceidae; and sometimesthey push the
nose and cheekarea alongthe partner’s body, an
action that could be considered the beginning of
a tactile communication pattern that changes
into a chemical oneinfluenced by the gland con-
centrationsof the partner.It is, of course, possi-
ble that this is an action combiningboth kinds of
communication, an assumption made even more
feasible by the fact that when solenodons meet
they nudgeeach otherwith the pointofthe nose.
Onepushesits noseinto the ears or the axillary
areas of the other; that is, into parts of the body
that give off strong olfactory stimuli (Eisenberg
and Gould, 1966). I have experiencedthis partic-
ular behavior on my own person bya specimen
that was especially familiar with me. It seems to
me, therefore, to be an integral part of their
ethogram.

Communication in Selected Groups

Golden Moles

FAMILY: CHRYSOCHLORIDAE

9 genera. Southern and eastern Africa.

I have not been ableto locate any papers on
items of the behavior and/or communication of
golden moles. It seems, therefore, that nothing
at all is known aboutthese very interesting ani-
mals, which, becauseoftheir solitary and crypto-
phile way oflife, are very difficult to study.

So far only anatomical or taxonomic studies
have been produced. The bulbus olfactorius is
very large (Stephan and Bauchot, 1960), indicat-
ing the importance of the sense of smell. It is
questionable, however, whether one can expect
to find chemical forms of communication as a
result, since olfactory stimuli soon disappear in
the dry air of the extremely arid habitat of these
animals and cannottherefore be detectedeasily.
Such formsareatleast fairly probable, however,
within the mother-young unit and indeed are
very necessary for these completely blind ani-
mals as an indication of readiness to mate.

Results

In the following attemptat a comparative sur-
vey of the presently known communication sys-
temsofinsectivores, I have listed two subfamilies
under headings oftheir own. I want to empha-
size that I am quite aware of contravening the
normalpractice of systematic zoological obser-
vation in doing so. This survey, however, is con-
cerned with only one section of ethology:
communication, along with the anatomical fea-
tures necessaryforit to take place. It must there-
fore deal separately with these two subfamilies,
since the onediffers so completelyin its behavior
patterns, depending on conditionsin its Umwelt,
and the other’s behavioris virtually unknown.

The first subfamily is the semi-aquatic Des-
maninae. Because of adaptation to another me-
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dium, the Desmaninae brain differs greatly from

that of other Talpidae: modifications include

regression ofthe olfactory centers and enlarge-

mentof the auditory, trigeminal, and motorcen-

ters. There is also enlargement of neocortical

regions, especially of the centers of association.

On the whole, there is an increase in brain

weight andofthe index of encephalization (Bau-

chot and Stephan, 1968). These differences

makeit impracticable to compare the communi-

cative behavior and relevant sensory powers of

the Desmaninae to those of the other Talpidae.

The second subfamily taken outofits normal

systematic context is made upofthe five genera

of Gymnures (Echinosoricini). So little is known

about them that practically nothing can be said

about their ability to communicate. Because of

the dearth of reports on their behavior, we can

merely draw analogies from the study of other

insectivores. Nevertheless, we know more about

Echinosoricini than about Chrysochloridae. The

latter is a zoological family in its own right and

ought therefore to be given a rubric ofits own,

even if it remains unstudied.
Whenstudying the four systems ofcommuni-

cation—chemico-olfactory, visual-optical, acous-
tic-auditory, and tactile—the means by which

they are produced, the mannerin whichthey are

used, and the anatomical features necessary for

their existence, we come across several forms

that have parallel, convergent, or analogous

functions. In mentioning them we find that a

division into completely separate systems is a

limitation that cannot be maintained. The dis-
covery, for example, of an actively functioning

organ that reacts to two completely different

stimuli (the vomeronasal organ in Erinaceidae

and Tenrecidae)or of the hitherto unforeseeable

complex significance in a few insectivore families

of supplementary eye-gland secretions and their
functional importance as a means ofcommunica-

tion indicates that a combination of various sen-

sory functions can often occur even within the
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field of communication. This would corroborate

the well-represented view that, as a rule, whole

complexes of methods are employed in orderto

achieve communication inter- and intraspecifi-

cally. The diversity of these methods and the

numberofpossibilities in combination with oth-

ers cannotbe foreseen. Moreover, we cannot ex-

clude the future discovery of other functioning

organsorabilities in insectivores that have long

since been discarded by higher orders of mam-

mals or are now present only in rudimentary

form and thus extremely difficult to interpret.

In the followingtables are listed someof the

individual abilities or behavioral patterns that

have been found to exist in at least a few genera

of the families concerned. The question then

arises whether signs of these abilities can be

found amongotherfamilies. Since the data avail-

able to us at the momentarestill very incom-

plete, the result is merely an approximate survey

of those communication methods commontoall
insectivores, using the few details that our

present knowledge affords us. Becauseoflack of
space some ofthe details listed in the following
tables have not been described in the preceding
survey, but they are to be found in various other
works on the subject, which in most cases I have

listed here.
All the insectivores studied so far emit and

react to ultrasonic signals. Five of the nine fami-

lies (and/or subfamilies) listed in Table 1 emit

ultrasonic clicks: four have not been examined.

Four use otherultrasonic signals or signals with

strong ultrasonic components; in three of them
the use of ultrasonics is suspected; two have not
been examined. A positive answer to the ques-
tion of reactions within the humanhearing range
can be given with certainty only among
Potamogalidae, Soricidae, and solenodons;

amongthe others these frequencies seem to be
of lesser significance. Echolocation has been ob-
served in Tenrecidae and Soricidae and sus-
pected in Erinaceidae, Desmaninae, and
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Solenodontidae. To sum upwecan say that in-

sectivores are a group of animals that have

adapted an ability to detect and emit ultrasonic

signals and thus possess the necessary anatomi-

cal requirements for echolocation. The question

of receptors for the reflected signals has notyet

been clarified.
Wehave not yet exhausted the whole reper-

toire of signals. Their vocalizations seem—gen-

erally speaking—to fall into three groups: some

combined with inhalation or exhalation through

the nose; others derived from clicks with the

tongue (Gould, 1969); and others probably

originating in the larynx. These three types of

sounds are known at present to exist in Ten-

recidae, solenodons, and hedgehogs. The con-

tinuously emitted sounds, combined with a

changingstate of agitating and locomotiveactiv-

ity, are rather similar in Hemuicentetes (Gould and

Eisenberg, 1966; Eisenberg and Gould, 1970), in

Suncus and Blarina (Gould, 1969), as well as in

Setifer, which emita series of “put” signals. Tenrec
ecaudatus, too, emits a variety of respiratory

sounds that are comparable to “puts” (Eisen-
berg and Gould, 1970). ‘‘Put”’ soundscan also be
heard in Echinops and may havethe samesignifi-
cance as the low sniffing sounds and low chuck-
ling of a hedgehogthatis only slightly agitated.

The broad perspective ofchemical communi-
cation (Table 2) is too large a field to be treated

exhaustively here, since present knowledge has
to confineitself, for the most part, to single as-

pects and single observationsofa relatively small
numberofspecies.

The deposition of feces as a communication
signal is not commontoall families and/or sub-
families. On the other hand, the emission of

chemico-olfactory stimuli from various glands
occurs in all families studied so far. Especially
significant seems to be the eye-gland secretion,
which apart from its other functions also has
communicative character. As far as we now

know,it could be regardedas a fully developed
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behavioral complex; at least the anatomical and

histological requirements for such a complex do

exist. The exact function of the evolutionaryar-

chaic vomeronasal organ hasstill to betested in

most insectivores. The salivating of Echinops,

which Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1965) has described as

marking behavior, is not to be considered as

such, but as thelast link in a chain of actionsthat

reachesits peak in the registration and identifica-

tion of a sensory impression of taste or smell in

the vomeronasal organ. Just as in hedgehogs,it

only takes place after the animal has detected a

strange smell or taste and, therefore, it is in no

way an active communication signal in its own

right. It also occurs among Setifer, where it can be

regarded only as a reaction to an extraordinarily

strong stimulant or completely new allomone

(Poduschka, 1974c).

As predominantly nocturnal or crepuscular

creatures with, for the most part, very poor eye-
sight, insectivores depend a great deal on their
tactile abilities (Table 3), which—apartfrom the
vibrissae that are well developed and numerous
in all families—have led to the development in
Talpidae of especially effective, and apparently
extremely versatile, tactile organs on the probos-
cis (Eimer’s organs). Roughly speaking, we can
say that the importance of tactile communication
is indirectly proportional to the optical ability of
insectivores. Investigations have shownthattac-
tile communication is commontoall insectivores
during courtship. The Tenrecidae occupy a
somewhatspecial position with their unique use
of stimulant scratching. Stimulant bites during
courtship and mating have been observed in
Tenrecidae, Erinaceidae, and Soricidae. The

male Soricid offers the female some of his own
gland areas for her to bite and thus succeeds in
getting her to detect the secretion oratleast in
transferring someof it onto her body.

Visual gestures or changes in appearance
amonginsectivores (Table 4) are to be regarded
for the most part less as active communication
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systems than as passive reactions to the active

stimuli of other systems, since eyesight among

insectivores is generally poor. Gaping with the

mouth seemsto be an action peculiar to all insec-

tivores. In Soricidae, however, we knowthatit1s

accompanied by ultrasonic emissions. Whether

the remarkable eye-gland secretion of the ten-

recs is in fact understood by conspecifics as a

visual signal has not been provedeither way, but

it is certainly of less importance than the chemi-

cal message thus conveyed. Lordosis, as a signal

inviting intromission of the penis, is commonto

all insectivores, but presumably even this action

is accompanied by chemico-olfactory exudation.

Since these animals have such pooreyesight, the

odor is much moreeffective than a visible change

in appearance or body position.
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Chapter 25

COMMUNICATION IN LAGOMORPHS
AND RODENTS

John F. Eisenberg and Devra G. Kleiman

The Lagomorpha

INTRODUCTION

The order Lagomorphais divided into two
families, the Ochotonidae (pikas) and Leporidae
(hares and rabbits). The lagomorphsare charac-
terized by having ever-growing incisors with
enamel on both theposterior and anterior sur-
faces. They differ from the rodents in that there
are two pairs of upperincisors, with the second
pair located directly behindthefirst. It is a small
orderof only nine genera but with an extremely
wide distribution. The Leporidae were found
over the entire world except for Australia and
southern South America, where they have been
introduced by man. The pikas have a more lim-
ited distribution, being confined to montane
areas in eastern Asia and western North Amer-
ica. It is generally conceded by paleontologists
that the lagomorphshave been phylogenetically
distinct from the rodents for a considerable pe-
riod of time, but the two orders share certain
ancient affinities, which led Simpson (1945) to
place both rodents and lagomorphsin the same
cohort—the Glires.

The orderis characterized reproductively by
induced ovulation (Asdell, 1964) and a trend to-
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ward the production of precocial young. Al-
though the young of Ochotona are born sparsely
haired with the eyes closed, as are the young of
the European rabbit (Oryctolagus), the young of
most species of North American rabbits (Sy/-
vilagus) are born well furred but with the eyes
closed. The youngofhares (Lepus) are born with
the eyes open and arefully furred.

Female pikas typically bear their young in
nests within the burrowsbuilt in the rock slides
they inhabit. Young European rabbits are born
in nests generally situated in a rather deep bur-
row and constructed of fur plucked from the
mother’s chest. On the other hand, youngofthe
genus Sy/vilagus are born in nests that are merely
shallow depressions in the ground, although
they are generally lined with fur plucked from
the mother’s chest as well as with a loose cover-
ing of vegetation gathered by the female after
parturition. Lying in a shallow depression which
may be partly covered with grasses, the young of
hares are protected even less than the young of
Syluvilagus.

Characteristically, female hares and rabbits
suckle their youngat longintervals, usually once
a day (Southern, 1948; Denenbergetal., 1969;
Sorensonet al., 1972). The female is thus not in
continuous attendance upon the young, al-
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though, if the young are disturbed and emit a

sharp squeal, the female may return. Moreover,

antipredator behavior may be exhibited if the

nest has been disturbed by a snake, weasel, or

other predator (Marsden and Holler, 1964).

There is no recorded retrieving on the part of

the females of the genera Sylvilagus, Oryctolagus,

and Lepus (Sorensonet al., 1972; Denenberg et

al., 1969). The absence of a retrieval response

maybeattributed in partto the fact that in Lepus

the young are precocial enoughto flee on their

own, whereasin Sylvilagus the whole strategy of

antipredator behavioris based on concealment,

which is reminiscent of the pattern of hiding

young in many species of ungulates. The ab-

sence ofthe retrieval response in Oryctolagus is a

little more difficult to accountfor. Retrieving has
not been tested for in Ochotona.

THE OCHOTONIDAE

The pikas in both the New World and Old
World are foundin alpinehabitats and,in partic-
ular, choose rock slides or tallus slopes. They
differ from other genera of the Lagomorpha in
that they gather a variety of grasses and forbs
during the summer months and lay them on
rocks in piles to dry in the sun. This dried herba-
ceous material is then cachedin rock crevices for
use as fodder during the winter. The natural his-
tory ofpikas has been well documentedby Sever-
aid (1956) in North America and by Kawamichi
(1968, 1970, 1971) and Haga (1960) for the
Asiatic species. Pikas appear to be diurnal and,
although colonial, they are spaced with individu-
als occupying their own homeranges. In the
Japanese pika (Ochotona hyperborea) a pair can oc-
cupy the same homerange through a breeding
season, but the North American pika (Ochotona
princeps) usually shows separate centers ofactiv-
ity for the male and female throughoutthe an-
nual cycle (Kilham, 1958). Males enter a female’s
homerange only to court and mate.In all pikas
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males and females are extremely intolerant of

members of their own sex.

Communication by meansofchemicalsignals

undoubtedly takes place in coloniesofpikas. The

animals typically defecate at one place in their

homerange and this could serve as a source of

chemical information for neighbors or strangers

intruding on the home range; however, we lack

experimental data. Pikas have a conspicuous

gland on the cheek (Harvey and Rosenberg,

1960), apocrine in structure, which shows shifts

in activity through the reproductive cycle. The

animals have been noted to rub the cheeksat
various points within their territories, and

sniffing of the glandularareasis frequent during
male-female interaction prior to mating.

In contradistinction to the Leporidae, the

pikas are rather vocal. So conspicuous are the
vocalizations that most studies of communica-
tion in the Ochotonidae have concentrated on
auditory communication. Somers (1973) defines
two loud calls used in distance communication

by membersofa given family group or neighbors
in a colony. The shortcall is used when theterri-
tory is invaded by a conspecific or when anaerial
or terrestrial predatoris sighted. Repetitive and
quite harmonicin its structure, the call appears
to alert colony members.It is reminiscent of sim-
ilar warning calls given by diurnal montanero-
dents, such as marmots (Marmota) and the

Andean viscacha (Lagidium). In addition to the

short call with its warning function, pikas typi-
cally produce a “‘song,” whichis a series of short
notes varying in duration as the song sequence
progresses. Each song sequence can last for
twentyto thirty-five seconds. In O. princeps it ap-
pears to be given predominantly by males, al-
though the Asiatic species appear to show a
similar song form thatis not so pronouncedinits
dimorphism (Kawamichi, 1968, 1970). Somers

suggests that the song mayhave botha territorial
and a reproductive significance. It is similar to
calls given by males of arboreal and semi-
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arboreal rodents, including Evethizon and Dino-
mys (Eisenberg, 1974). Dialect variations be-
tween separate populations of pikas have been
described for the short calls (Somers, 1973).

THE LEPORIDAE

The rabbits and hares do not produce the
striking song and antipredator vocalizations
found in the Ochotonidae. Mostcalls of rabbits
and hares are used for short-range communica-
tion. Antipredator behaviorin hares and rabbits
often involves visual display, including the con-
spicuous white patches on the underside of the
tail, which have evolved as a form of colony
warning and individual distraction display dur-
ing antipredator behavior. As a result of the less-
conspicuous vocal repertoire in the leporids,
most researchers have confined themselves to
studies of nonvocal communication and,in par-
ticular, olfactory communication (Coujard,
1947; Mykytowycz, 1965, 1966a, 1966b, 1966c,
1967).

The behavior of the European rabbit (Oryc-
tolagus cuniculus) is perhaps the best studied of
all lagomorphs (Southern, 1948; Myers and
Mykytowycz, 1958; Myers and Poole, 1958;
Mykytowycz, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961). In brief,
the European rabbit lives in organized social
units called warrens. Activity centers around a
series of burrowsused for several generations. A
warren generally contains several breeding adult
females who can and do form a dominance order
that restricts the breeding behavior of younger
femalesbyrestricting their access to high-quality
nesting sites. Females construct burrows for
rearing the young and do so unaided by males.

Males form a distinct dominance hierarchy
with a dominantadult male ranging overthe en-
tire warren and havingaccessto several breeding
females. A dominantmale hasactive anal glands
that impart an odor to the hard fecal pellets
deposited in specific dung piles. Such fecal pel-
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lets are to be distinguished from those feces
formed during aninitial passage throughthe gut
which are reingested and then passedin the hard
form. Thesize of a male’s anal glandscorrelates
with his dominancestatus (Mykytowycz, 1966a).
It has been suggested that the dungpiles serve
as indicators of adult male occupancy to any
Strange males wandering into the area.

The inguinal glands of adult male rabbits
mayplay a role in sexual attraction (Mykytowycz,
1966b). Mykytowycz (1966c) has also noted that
Harder’s gland is dimorphic in the European
rabbit, being larger in the male, and, further-
more,that this gland is dependent on androgen
levels. Thus, in castrated males the Harder’s
gland diminishesin size.

Dominantadult male rabbits also possess an
active submandibular gland. Secretions from this
gland are deposited by ‘‘chinning’’ behavior,
where the male rubs the chin on conspicuous
objects in the environment or on does (Heath,
1972). Chinning is frequently exhibited by domi-
nant males within a rabbit warren. It would ap-
pear that marking behavior in the wild rabbit
insuresthat strange males are excluded from the
warren and females are covered with the domi-
nant male’s scent, thus maintaining groupinteg-
rity (Myers and Mykytowycz, 1958; Heath, 1972).

‘The Europeanhare (Lepus europaeus) does not
show the strong dimorphism orseasonal change
in the size of anal glands that the European rab-
bit shows. However, conspicuous dimorphism
and seasonalactivity in Harder’s glandsandin-
guinal glands have been noted (Mykytowycz,
1966a, 1966b, 1966c). Hares typically do not
form warrens, and their activities appear to be
much more individualistic. Adults are generally
well spaced, although temporary associations
can be formed when does comeinto heat (see
Lechleitner, 1958; O’Farrell, 1965).

Studies on North American rabbits have been
carried out by Marsden and Holler (1964). The
two species Sylvilagus floridanus and S. aquaticus
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were studied in confined populations. The

swamp rabbit (S. aquaticus) displayed territorial-

ity, while the cottontail (5. floridanus) did not.

Both species demonstrated structured domi-

nance hierarchies among conspecific males. S.

aquaticus males actively marked theirterritories

with the submandibular gland.

During courtship in rabbits and hares, a com-

plex series of events occur whereby males at-

tempt to approach females cominginto estrus

and a female generally responds by boxing or

lunging at the male. The male may then turn and

dash pastherorleap overher, often urinating on

her. Enurination behavior by males during ap-

proaches has been described for Oryctolagus

(Southern, 1948; Heath, 1972), Syluvilagus (Mars-

den and Holler, 1964), and Lepus (Forcum,1966;

Lechleitner, 1958). Enurination while leaping or
combinedwith flashing of the white underside of
the tail (Southern, 1948) clearly involves visual

as well as chemical communication.It has been

described also for numerous caviomorph ro-
dents (Kleiman, 1971, 1974).

Although auditory communication is not so
pronouncedin leporidsas with pikas, rabbits and
hares produce soundsin a variety of contexts. A
sharp thump with the hind foot produced when
the animalis startled can serve as a warningsig-
nal to colony members in Oryctolagus and Syl-
vilagus. A throaty growling sound may be
produced by males and females when disturbed
in their burrows. Females of the genus Sylvilagus
produce a similar sound whentheyare disturbed
on the nest. A graded series of squeaking sounds
are produced by rabbits during courtship and
copulation. Males will produce a squeak sound
when approaching a female and females may
produce a similar sound when approached by a
male. A modified squeak, labeled the chirp by
MarsdenandHoller (1964), may be produced by
a female while a male is driving her preparatory

to mounting. A high loud squealis given during
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copulation by male rabbits of the genus Oryc-

tolagus (Myers and Poole, 1961). Marsden and

Holler report a similar sound for Sylvilagus which

they believe is produced by the female. A two-

syllable call may be given by a startled cottontail

rabbit who has made a run and then turns to

observe the source of the disturbance. It can

serve to alert colony members. All lagomorphs

apparently produce a distress cry, which is a

high-pitched screaming note generally given by

an animal that has been captured by a predator.

The Rodentia

INTRODUCTION

The rodents form a distinct order of mam-
mals having an ancientlineage. In fact sciurids
are clearly recognized from the fossil records of
the Oligocene. The group is characterized by
having a single pair of rootless, ever-growingin-
cisors in both the upper and lower jaws. The
incisors have enamel only on the anterior sur-
face. Since the posterior surface of the incisors
wears more rapidly than the anterior, a chisel-
like cutting tool results, which provides rodents
with their key adaptation,the ability to gnaw into
hard surfaces and makeeffective use ofa variety
of plant parts for foodstuffs. There are forty-
three living families of rodents, grouped into
fifteen superfamilies, including over 1,680 spe-
cies; it is the most diverse order of living mam-

mals.
Wewill first briefly review rodent communi-

cation mechanisms and then discuss some key
evolutionary trends resulting in convergence in
communication patterns of different species.
The subordinalclassification of rodents into Sci-
uromorpha, Myomorpha,and Hystricomorphais
somewhatartificial and such taxonomic group-
ing has been criticized, but no alternative subor-
dinal classification has been universally accepted
(Wood, 1965; Simpson, 1959). Wewill therefore
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refer mainly to superfamilies when discussing
adaptive trends within this diverse order.

The basis for much of our knowledge of
mammalian physiology, psychology, and psycho-
physics has resulted from intensive studies on a
few selected species of muroid rodents. Behav-
ioral investigations on Rattus norvegicus have
been carried out for seventy years and much of
the work was summarized by Munn (1950). Simi-
lar to investigations on the laboratory rat are
those on the laboratory mouse (Mus musculus). In
recent years the Syrian golden hamster (Meso-
cricetus auratus) and the Central Asian jird (Mer-
tones unguiculatus) have becomepopular rodents
for behavioral studies. The only two genera of
wild muroid rodents for which intensive studies
have given us a reasonable picture of the com-
munication systems are Microtus and Peromyscus.
Recent research on Peromyscus has been summa-
rized in the volumeedited by King (1968).

Comparisonsof rodent behavior repertoires
were summarized by Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1958), Ei-
senberg (1967), and Grant and Mackintosh
(1963). The behavior of hystricomorph rodents
has been reviewed by Kleiman (1974), and the
vocal repertoires of South American _hys-
tricomorphs(= caviomorphs) are the subject of
a review by Eisenberg (1974).

SIGNALS AND COMMUNICATION—A BRIEF

REVIEW

The sensory capacities of Rattus norvegicus
and the role of the brain in sensory integration
were painstakingly studied by Lashley (1950).
Althoughhis studies did not intentionally ana-
lyze communicationbyratsin their normalsocial
environment, Lashley’s theories were pervasive.
Lashley concluded that many complexactivities
of rats did not dependeither on a specific area
of the rat’s sensory cortex or on a specific form
of sensory input. Strongly influenced by Lash-
ley’s conclusion, Beach studied the sexual re-
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sponseofthe malerat and the retrieval response
of the lactating female. After a series of ablation
experiments, Beach and Jaynes (1956) con-
cluded “It appears that the female’s retrieving
behavior,like the sexual behavior of the male rat
or like the maze-learning performance of both
sexes, normally involves multi-sensory con-
trols.”” There is no doubt that several sensory
inputs maybeinvolvedin the integration of be-
havior between twointeracting rodents, butit is
equally evident that certain behavior patterns
may be released by very specific signals during
interactions. The discovery of infant ultrasonic
sounds as releasers of retrieval behavior in ro-
dents (Zippelius and Schleidt, 1956) and a re-
newedinterest in olfaction as a communication
channel have dominated recent research on ro-
dent communication.

Utilizing the golden hamster (Mesocricetus
auratus) as an experimental species, Murphy and
Schneider (1970) demonstrated that male copu-
latory behavior will not be exhibited unless the
male can perceive the odorofthe estrous female.
The vaginal secretions of the estrous female
have now been implicated as the source of the
chemical signal (Murphy, 1973). Thus, the pres-
ence of a stimulus from a single sourceis neces-
sary for the release of sexual behaviorin the male
hamster. Obviously care mustbe exercised in the
application of general theories to both new so-
cial contexts in well-studied species and analysis
of interaction forms in species that are newly
studied. Some formsof social interaction in ro-
dents may indeed depend on a multiplicity of
stimulus inputs, whereas other signal systems
may in fact conform totheclassifical concepts of
releaser and innate release mechanisms(Lorenz,
1950).

Although considerable attention has been
devoted to the analysis of those behavior pat-
terns thought to have communicatory signifi-
cance, the analysis of the reception and
processing of stimulus inputs has proceeded
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more slowly, although the patterning ofsocial

interactions is very dependenton the perception

of conspecific signals.
This differential emphasis is noticeable in the

field of hormone-behavior research. Although

there are numerous reports indicating that

physiological state affects behavior output(e.g.,

see Levine, 1972), the converse area of study has

been almost ignored. The mostdirect proofthat

hormonalstate affects stimulus reception has

been provided by Komisaruket al. (1973) for the

tactile sensory system. They have shownthat the

sensory field of the pudendal nerve (the peri-

neum) is significantly increased in female rats

given estrogen treatment. Thus, there are

changesat the level of the peripheral receptors

due to gonadal hormones. Since the lordosis

postureis stimulated by both the mounting and

the pelvic thrusting of the male, it would appear

that increased sensitivity of the perineum might
facilitate the female’s response during copula-
tory attempts by the male and thus improve the

chances of successful intromission.

Within the olfactory system there is increas-
ing evidence that odor detection depends, to
some degree, on physiological state. For exam-
ple, Sakellaris (1972) has shown a decreased

threshold to the odor of pyridine in adrenalecto-

mized rats when compared with normal rats.
Corticosterone administration raised the thresh-
old to normallevels. Recently Pietras and Moul-
ton (1974) have reported increased performance

in odordetection (using mainly cyclopentanone)

in rat females during natural estrus when com-
pared with other stages of the estrous cycle or
pseudopregnancy. There is every reason to be-
lieve that the sensitivity to conspecific odors
would also be affected.

Using enclosed conspecifics as the odor
source, Carr and Caul (1962) could not detect

any differences in the abilities of normal and
gonadectomized male and female rats to dis-
criminatethe odors of sexually active or inactive
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members of the opposite sex. However, recent

studies have indicated that hormonal state as

well as experience affect odor preferences. For

example, Carret al. (1966) have shownthatsex-

ually active intact male rats prefer the odors of

receptive females to those of nonreceptive

females, while both sexually inactive and cas-

trated male rats show no preference, as mea-

sured by the time spent investigating the

different odors.
These studies clearly suggest that hormones

are affecting the sensory systems, but where such

changesoccur,i.e., at the peripheral receptors or

at other levels in the central nervous system,

should be examined moreclosely.

Visual Input
Numerous studies of rodent behavior have

resulted in the description of characteristic pos-
tures, movements, and configurations, many of

which are common to a wide range of rodent
species (Grant and Mackintosh, 1963; Eibl-

Eibesfeldt, 1958; Eisenberg, 1962, 1963a, 1967;

Kleiman, 1974). (See Fig. 1.) The description of

postures and movements has allowed certain
forms of comparison within or between species
when the postures and movements are quan-
tified under controlled test situations and ex-
pressed as frequencies or ratios. Some
movements or postures are associated with the
genesis of auditory, olfactory, or tactile input;
other postures could serve solely as visual sig-
nals. (See Fig. 2.) Yet proofofstereotyped move-
ments or postures serving as visual signals 1s
lacking. Many of the commonly studied rodent
species are nocturnal or crepuscular. It is sup-
posed that the role of visual communication in
these species (e.g., Rattus, Mus, Peromyscus, Meso-

cricetus) 1s minimal, yet diurnal rodents have a
rich repertoire of postures and movements,
some of which may be true visual displays
(Steiner, 1970; Horwich, 1972; Kleiman, 1971,

1972, 1974).



 
Fig. 1. Contact postures during encounters with

Peromyscus maniculatus. The arrowsindicate important
features and the dotted lines demarcate the white ven-
trum from the brown upperparts. A. Elongate posture
during exploration or prior to contact—note the erect
ears and tense, extendedtail. B. Naso-nasal contact—
note the juxtaposition of the mouths and depression
of ears. C. Naso-anal contact. D. Acceptance ofcontact
by the animal on the right—notethe closed eyes and
flattened ears. E. Submission by the animalontheleft
—comparewith D. (From Eisenberg, 1962.)

Even in nocturnal rodents such as Rattus and

Peromyscus visual acuity may be quite well devel-
oped (Munn, 1950; Lashley, 1932, 1938; Vestal,
1973). Grant, Mackintosh, and Lerwill (1970)
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Fig. 2. Threat in Peromyscus maniculatus. Animal on
the left shows expanded pinna and open mouthas he
emits a threat squeak. The animal ontherightis in an
elongate posture with the ears slightly folded. (From
Eisenberg, 1968.)

offer evidence that the black chest patch in Meso-
cricetus displayed during the assumption of an
upright posture may intimidate a conspecific. In
follow-up experiments, Johnston (1973) has not
been able to determine why or how the chest
patch might function during agonistic encoun-
ters; he has questioned the interpretation of
Grantet al., since postures involving the display
of the patch duringfights are normally shown by
subordinate males. The white venter of many
nocturnal rodents could also serve as a signal
during the assumption of upright postures in a
thwarting context. No doubt many of the mark-
ingsor coat color patterns of various rodentspe-
cies are also the result of predator selection and
thus function either as cryptic patterns or during
antipredator display and as such may be exam-
ples ofinterspecific communication (see Benson,
1933; Kaufman, 1974).

Surely in nocturnal and fossorial rodents or
in rodents with reducedeyes, olfaction and audi-
tion mustbe the primary input channelsfor dis-
tance communication. Tactile and olfactory
input become extremely important during en-
countersat close range, and the interaction pat-
terns may well be considered as the estab-
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lishment and maintenance of “joints” in the

manneroutlined in the chapter by Eisenberg and

Golani in this volume. The establishment of

joints between partners can result in extremely

stereotyped configurations and postures with a

minimum ofvisual input.

Auditory Input and Perception

Thestudy of the genesis of sounds produced

by rodentsis still in its early stages, but an excel-

lent analysis for Cavia was recently completed

(Arvola, 1974). Comparisons of audiogramsfor

selected rodent species is much more advanced.

It is clear that many rodent species show more

than onesensitivity peak when cochlear micro-

phonics are measured (Ralls, 1967; Brown,

1973), suggesting that certain frequencies are

more important for survival than others.

Whether optimum sensitivities are related to

predator detection, prey detection, or the per-

ception of conspecific signals remains to be in-

vestigated.
One consistent pattern that has emerged1s

that many muroid rodents (Peromyscus, Apodemus,

Rattus, Mus) can perceive soundswell above the

range of human hearing (> 18 Khz-<70 Khz;
see Zippelius and Schleidt, 1956; Ralls, 1967;

Price, 1970; Brown, 1973). On the other hand,

many rodent species seem to have sensitivity

ranges not too different from the human range
(e.g., Cavia: Strother, 1967).

In addition, those rodent species with an en-

larged mastoid bulla typically show a peak of
maximum auditory sensitivity for rather low-fre-

quency sounds (Webster, 1962), and the larger

the relative bullar inflation, the greater the sen-

sitivity to selected lower frequencies (Lay, 1972).

Somespecies havingslight bullar inflation retain

a sensitivity peak for frequencies greater than 20
Khz (Brown, 1973), but those species exhibiting

extreme bullar inflation appear to have maxi-
mum sensitivities for frequencies less than 20

Khz. This sensitivity shift is not correlated with
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a particular rodent taxon since it includes the

caviomorph genus Chinchilla (Rothenberg and

Davis, 1967); the muroid subfamily Gerbillinae

(Lay, 1972), and the heteromyid genus Dipodomys

(Strother, 1967; Webster, 1961, 1962).

For those species of rodents that show audi-

tory sensitivity above 25 or 50 Khz, a numberof

important signal forms have been identified

which are inaudible to humansand maybeeither

inaudible to their mammalian predatorsor difh-

cult to localize. The production ofultrasonic sig-

nals in muroid rodents was recently reviewed in

Sewell (1970) and Sales (1972a, 1972b). Produc-

tion of ultrasonic cries by young rodents dis-

placed from the nest and/or handled has
received the mostattention to date (Mus, Rattus:

Noirot, 1966, 1968; Mus, Rattus, Mesocnicetus,

Clethrionomys and Apodemus: Okon, 1970a, 1972;

Peromyscus: Smith, 1972). Yet adult soundsin the

ultrasonic range are receiving increasing atten-

tion (Barfield and Geyer, 1972; Sales, 1972a,
1972b; Whitneyetal., 19773).

A widevariety ofrodent sounds are produced
with frequencies below 20 Khz. These include

sounds produced mechanically by foot stamping,
tooth chattering, or quill rattling. Unvoiced ex-
halations include hissing, while true vocaliza-

tions exhibit astonishing variety and forms of
modulation. The form and function of vocaliza-
tions have been analyzed for Cavia (Arvola,
1974; Coulon, 1973); selected caviomorph ro-

dents (Eisenberg, 1974); the lemming genera Di-
crostonyx and Lemmus (Brooks and Banks, 1973;

Arvola et al., 1962); Sciurus carolinensis (Horwich,

1972); Cynomys (Waring, 1970); Citellus ornatus
(Balph and Balph, 1966); and Dipodomys, Perogna-

thus, and Liomys (Eisenberg, 1963a).
Rodent species from diverse taxa produce

soundsthat are physically similar. These sounds
are often associated with contexts similar
enough to suggest behavioral homologies. For
example, tooth chattering is widespread in the
Rodentia and generally accompanies aggressive
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Fig. 3. Gradation of somesyllable types in Cavia
porcellus. The basic cluck (Type II syllable) can be ut-
tered with a specific temporal patterningto yield the
tut-tut or purr. Longer clucks (Type I syllable) may
transform to short squeaks or loud wheets. Series C
was produced byscratching a male on the neck and
then on the groin. Series B was produced by a two-

arousal and threat behavior. Low-intensity, re-
petitive calls may occur during courtship (Eisen-
berg, 1974). Calls may be produced by the male
following ejaculation. In Rattus these calls are
ultrasonic (Barfield and Geyer, 1972), while in
Octodon, Octodontomys, and Myoprocta, they have
audible components (see Kleiman, 1974; Eisen-
berg, 1974).

Manyrodentspecies produce a gradedseries
of calls which involve, on the one hand, emphasis
on single frequencies to, on the other hand, em-
phasis on a wide range of frequencies that may
approximate noise. Such a series of calls may

Short Squeak Wheet

Secs

week-old juvenile exploring an open area but sepa-
rated from the mother and siblings. Series A is an
inflected squeak series produced by “grooming” the
young around the neck. The ordinates are in 1 kHz
increments; the abscissae are in 0-3 sec increments.
(From Eisenberg, 1974.)

reflect subtle changes in motivation from low-
intensity arousal to extreme arousal with a high
tendency to avoid a conspecific (for a discussion
of Cavia, see Arvola, 1974; for Dicrostonyx, see
Brooks and Banks, 1973). (See Fig. 3.) Graded
series of vocalization formsthat parallel motiva-
tional shifts in thwarting contexts have been de-
scribed by Dunford (1970) for Tamias striatus and
Coulon (1973) for Cavia.

The young of rodents bornaltricially gener-
ally have a stereotyped call given when they are
displaced from the nest. In muroid rodents the
call is generally in part or wholly ultrasonic (Se-
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well, 1970). On the other hand, precocially born

rodents may produce short, audible contact

notes that allow them to remain near or locate

the mother when they are moving together (E1-

senberg, 1974).
Sounds producedas part of a species’ anti-

predatorstrategy often vary greatly in form and

pitch (Marmota: Barash, 1973; Waring, 1966;

Spermophilus: Melchior, 1971; Dasyprocta: Eisen-

berg, 1974; Lagidium: Eisenberg, 1974). These
pitch differences mayreflect different selective

pressures, which have acted to producecalls au-
dible at different distancesin habitats differing in

their efficiency ofsound propagation (Eisenberg,
1974).

Finally, some rodent species appearto pro-
duce calls that are related to the establishment
and maintenance of spacing and/or theattrac-
tion of sexual partners. These calls include the
territorial calls of the North American red squir-
rels (Tamiasciurus: Smith, 1968) and the prairie

dogs (Cynomys: Waring, 1970), and the ‘“‘song”’ of
Dinomys (Eisenberg, 1974).

Chemical Signals
In the early studies of rodentinteraction pat-

terns too little attention waspaid to the role of
olfaction in the coordination of social behavior.
In an exhaustive analysis of filmed encounters of
Mus musculus, Banks (1962) was unable to define

any uniqueSet of postures or movements which
could reliably indicate that a bite with subse-
quentfighting would be delivered. Yet it is now
known that an attack by one male mouse upon
anotheris profoundly influenced by odor (Mack-
intosh and Grant, 1966). Olfactory communica-
tion in mammals has been the subjectof several
recent reviews(Ralls, 1971; Eisenberg and Klei-

man, 1972;Johnson, 1973), and only a brief sum-
mary for rodents will be included in this section.

Chemical signals in rodents are derived from
many sources. Vaginal secretions of Mesocricetus
release sexual behavior in the male (Murphy,
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1973). Specific glandular areas may be found in

most rodentspecies, e.g., flank glands in Meso-

cricetus and Cricetus (Lipkow, 1954; Eibl-Eibes-

feldt, 1953; Dieterlen, 1959), ventral glands in

Meriones and Peromyscus (Thiessen et al., 1968;

Doty and Kart, 1972), and supracaudal glands in

Cavia (Martan, 1962). Urine, also a source of

information, has been extensively studied in

Mus, Peromyscus, and Rattus (see Mackintosh and

Grant, 1966; Doty, 1973; Carret al., 1965; Lydell

and Doty, 1972).
Movementsassociated with the deposition of

chemical traces may be moreorless elaborate,

depending uponthe odorsource. Flank marking

and ventral gland marking are usually visually

conspicuous acts while urine deposition on the
substrate or even on a conspecific (which occurs
while crawling over in Rattus) may go unnoticed

by a human observer. Urine marking on a con-
specific in most caviomorphs, however, 1s asso-

ciated with elaborate postures (Kleiman, 1974).

(See Fig. 4.) An unusual source of odor with

associated marking movements has been de-
scribed by Collins and Eisenberg (1972) in Dino-
mys. Eye gland secretionsdrain from the external
nares onto the rhinarium, which is then rubbed

on various points in the living space.
For many rodents both gland size and mark-

ing frequency are sexually dimorphic, the male
exhibiting a larger gland and higher levels of
marking(e.g., Mesocricetus: Vandenbergh, 1973;
Meriones: Thiessen et al., 1968; Cavia: Martan,

1962).
Chemical signals function in a variety ofways.

Godfrey (1958) demonstrated that male bank
voles (Clethrionomys) could distinguish between
the odor of their own subspecies and that of a
closely related subspecies. The ability to select
the appropriate species for mating maybecriti-
cal in areas of sympatry. Moore (1965) demon-
strated that Peromyscus maniculatus males dis-
criminated between odors of maniculatus females
and other species. Sympatric populations of P.
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eremicus and P. californicus also showed an ability
to discriminate on the basis of odor (Smith,
1965). Recently Doty (1972) has shownthat male
urine alone can serve as an attractant to estrous
females of P. maniculatus and that these females
can discriminate between the odors of male P
maniculatus and P. leucopus, which occurin sym-
patry over a wide range of habitats. (For a full
discussion, see Doty, 1972, 1973.) Thus sexual
isolation in sympatric populations may be me-
diated by olfactory cues.

The sex of an individual can be discriminated
on the basis of odor alone in Mus, Meriones, and
Rattus (Bowers and Alexander, 1967; Dagg and
Windsor, 1971; LeMagnen, 1952). Furthermore,
the relative age of an individual may be assessed
on the basis of odor since immature animals do
not yet exhibit the hormone-dependent changes
in glandular size and marking.

 
Fig. 4. Enurination (Harnspritzen) postures in

some hystricomorph rodents. a. Myoprocta male,
bipedal. b. Octodon male, tripedal. c. Cavia male,
tripedal. d. Dolichotis male, bipedal. e. Cuniculus male,
bipedal. (From Kleiman, 1974.)
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Reproductive behavior is profoundly in-
fluenced by chemical signals. Some chemicals act
almost as “‘releasers” in that normal sexual be-
havior will not proceedifthey are absentorif the
olfactory nerve function is impaired (Doty and
Anisko, 1973; Heimer and Larsson, 1967). Other
chemical substancesact as “‘primers”since their
effects are delayed. Chemicalsignals or phero-
mones that act as primers may in Mus inhibit
pregnancy (Parkes and Bruce, 1962); induce es-
trus (Whitten, 1966); or advance puberty (Van-
denbergh, 1967). The nature of these priming
andreleasing effects has only begunto be inves-
tigated, and considerablevariation with respect
to the nature and degreeofthese effects will no
doubt be shown when the phenomena are com-
pared over a range of species drawn from several
families.

Several recent studies have shown that odors
can indicate the moodofthe animal, e.g., fear in
Mus (Miiller-Velten, 1966).

Tactile Input
Close-range behavior involves touching,

grasping, opposing or locking incisors, allo-
grooming, and a hostofotherinteraction forms.
Olfaction is strongly involved in many forms of
interaction involving tactile stimulation, and ex-
tremely stereotyped configurations can result
during initial encounters between two con-
specifics (see Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1958, for a sum-
mary of his work; Eisenberg, 1962, 1968, for
Peromyscus; Eisenberg, 1963a, 1963b, for the
Heteromyidae; Kleiman, 1971, 1972, for Myo-
procta; Steiner, 1970, 1971, for Spermophilus
colombanus; Stanley, 1971, for Notomys; Horwich,
1972, for Sciurus; Koenig, 1960, for Glis glis,
Ewer, 1971, for Rattus rattus; Wilsson, 1968, for
Castor; Dieterlen, 1959, for Mesocricetus).

‘The extent to whichtactile input can promote
the assumption ofspecific postures has been ex-
perimentally analyzed only within the context of
mating behavior. Because many species of ro-
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dents show a specific mating posture (lordosis)

assumedbythe female, the analysis of the stmuli

necessary to inducelordosis has been the subject

of some study. Females of Rattus and Cavia as-

sume lordosis in response to the mountingofthe

male. The study of the stimuli necessary to in-

duce lordosis in Mesocricetus indicates that olfac-

tory and perhaps visual stimuli from the male

increase the ease with which lordosis is elicited

by tactile stimuli, but ultimately tactile stimuli

are both sufficient and necessarytoelicit lordosis

in the female of Mesocricetus auratus (Murphy,

1974).
The ubiquity of allogroomingin the sexual

and maternal behavior of rodents attests to its

importantrole in promoting exchangeoftactile

stimuli. It is entirely possible that both gustatory

and olfactory stimuli are perceived by the
groomer; however, this complex of possible

stimulus exchanges has not been analyzed to
date.

EVOLUTIONARY TRENDS IN RODENT

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Auditory Communication and Predator Detection in
Nocturnal Desert Rodents

An anatomical peculiarity shared by many
arid-adapted, nocturnal rodents 1s the presence
of an inflated middle ear cavity (Howell, 1932).

Externally this anatomical peculiarity is reflected
in the expansion of the mastoid bulla. Extreme
inflation of the mastoid bulla is occasionally ac-
companiedby an enlargementofthe external ear

(Ognev, 1959), but often in those species having
the largest bullae, the pinnais small (e.g., Dipodo-
mys and Microdipodops). Some species of noctur-
nal desert rodents show little bullar expansion
but extremely hypertrophied pinnae(e.g., Alac-
taga and Euchoreutes). For these speciesit 1s as-
sumed that the large pinnaincreasessensitivity
to low-amplitude sounds by focusing sound en-
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ergy at the meatus. The propagation of sound in

desert air involves considerable energyloss, es-

pecially at frequencies > 10 Khz (Knudsen,

1931, 1935). The resulting signal attenuation

may have necessitated the evolution of anatomi-

cal adaptations to increase sensitivity to low-

amplitude sounds. Pinna enlargement is one

way, bullar inflation another.

The expanded middle ear cavity has been

correlated with structural modifications in the

cochlea; and the most extreme cochlear modifi-

cations are foundin thosespecies exhibiting the

greatest bullar inflation (Pye, 1965; Lay, 1972).

Generally speaking, those species from the most

arid habitat with the least vegetational cover

show the greatest bullar expansion (Petter,

1961). Indeed, a whole range of bullar expan-

sions can be demonstrated within a single genus

such as Meriones (Lay, 1972), and environmental

correlates with respect to aridity and ground

cover can be made.
One outstandingacoustical feature of the ro-

dents possessing an expanded bulla is the en-
hancedsensitivity for low-frequency sounds(less
than 2 Khz). Wisneretal. (1954) and Legouix et

al. (1954) hypothesized that the sensitivity of
hearing was maximized toward values near the
resonant frequencies of the ossicles. Lay (1972)
demonstrated for a series of gerbilline rodents
that a shift in auditory sensitivity for lower fre-
quencies parallels increased bullar expansion.
Webster (1960, 1962) demonstrated for Dipodo-

mys that not only does the inflated tympanic

bulla maintain sensitivity for low-frequency

sounds, but, furthermore such soundsare often

generated by the predators themselves, e.g.,
snake movementor the wingbeats of owls. Web-
ster went on to showthat the ability to avoid the

strike of a snake on the part of Dipodomys was
dependent on intact mastoid bullae (Webster,
1962).

Petter (1961) felt that the inflated mastoid

bullae of desert rodents could enhancetheir sen-
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sitivity for the low-frequency sounds produced
during variousaspects ofintraspecific communi-
cation.In particular he noted the ubiquity offoot
stamping or drummingas a mode of signaling in
desert rodents. He further noted that the largest
tympanic bullae occurred in those species most
strongly adapted to extremely arid habitats and
thus living at very low densities where the Carry-
ing Capacity is understandably low.

Sparse cover, low carrying capacity, and en-
forced foraging for seeds in open areasall inter-
correlate. Webster would argue that predator
selectionis primarily responsible for the inflated
mastoid bullae andthe resultingshift in auditory
sensitivity. Lay (1972) agrees in general with
Webster’s hypothesis. Both workers cite reports
indicating that paradoxically many vocal sounds
of gerbillines and Dipodomys are high pitched.

While it is agreed that predatorselection may
be decisive in the evolution of the expanded mid-
dle ear cavities of nocturnal, arid-adapted ro-
dents, selection may have also acted on the
sound-producing mechanismsofthese species to
producecall forms that must function overa con-
siderable distance and that furthermore empha-
size frequencies to which this auditory apparatus
is maximally sensitive. Close-range sounds dur-
ing fighting, sexual behavior, or distress might
not be undersuch selective constraints, but the
cry of a displaced young could be so modified.
Thus, any similarities in syllable structure or
pitch of the young animal’s calls could be the
result of evolutionary convergence.

In a detailed study of the family Heteromyi-
dae (Eisenberg, 1963b) it was noted that young
kangaroo rats when displaced from the nest do
not emit ultrasonic pulses but instead emit a re-
petitive buzzy sound that emphasizes low fre-
quencies. The threat growl of adult Dipodomys
nitratoides also emphasizes frequencies < 2 Khz.
Recently Owings and Irvine (1974) have repli-
cated these observations with Dipodomys merriami.
In a recent review (Eisenberg, 1975) the compar-
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ison of ‘‘abandonedcries” for a series of young
nocturnal desert rodents suggested that -the
overall pitch may conform to the optimum sen-
sitivity of the adult cochlea. Thus, a gerbilline
such as Tatera indica exhibitinglittle bullar infla-
tion has neonate youngthat givecalls with en-
ergy at 4 to 6 Khz, while Meriones hurrianae with
a larger tympanic bulla has an abandoned cry
pitched from 2 to 3 Khz. At the other extreme
the young of D. nitratoides and D. merriami call
with energy less than 2.5 Khz.

In conclusion, then, it would appearthat the
restrictions of open, arid environmentsfavorse-
lection for enhancedsensitivity to low-frequency
sounds on the part of nocturnal rodents. That
predators have beenthe primaryselective force
is undoubtedly true; however,it would seem rea-
sonable to assumethatcertain classes ofauditory
signals (e.g., cry of the displaced young) have
undergoneselection to exhibit a pitch conform-
ing to the optimalsensitivity of the adult cochlea.

Sandbathing as a Form of Chemical Marking
The development of increased secretory ac-

tivity in the sebaceousglandsassociated with the
hair follicles of arid-adapted rodent speciesis a
widespread phenomenon (Sokolov, 1962). In ad-
dition, many species have evolved specialized
gland fields on the ventrum (Gerbillus and Mer-
tones) or mid-dorsal region (Dipodomys) in addi-
tion to the classical glandular areas of the
anogenital region (see Quay, 1953; Fiedler,
1974). The sebaceousglandsassociated with the
hair follicles act as epidermal lubricants to re-
duce dryingofthe skin. The pelagewill generally
becomequite oily if excess depositions of sebum
are not removed through dust bathing. Obvi-
ously chemical substancesin the sebum aswell as
depositions from other skin glands and even
urine at sandbathingloci could serve in chemical
communication (Eisenberg, 1963a and 1963b).
Rodents from diverse families adapted to arid
habitats show sandbathing behavior, including
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the Gerbillinae (Fiedler, 1974); the Heteromyi-

dae (Eisenberg, 1963a), the Dipodidae (Eisen-

berg, 1967), and several genera of caviomorph

species, including Chinchilla, Octodon, Octodonto-

mys, and Pediolagus (Wilson and Kleiman, 1974).

(See Fig. 5.)
Although the movement patterns in sand-

bathing may vary widely from one genusto an-

other in a species-specific manner (Eisenberg,

1967), all species tend to sandbathe at specific

loci and these same spots are utilized by con-

specifics ranging within the same living space.

The potential for communicating by chemical

signals by means of such sandbathing spots 1s

strongly implicated (Eisenberg, 1967). Such
spots may be used by species living in family

groups (e.g., Pediolagus) as a means by which

group odor can be maintained through succes-
sive use by all colony members(Kleiman, 1974).

Indeed, a class of play movements called

   

Fig. 5. Dipodomys sandbathing. a. Flexion of the
body followed by b. extension in performing the ven-
tral-rubbing component. c. Side rubbing by extending
with the side pressed into the substrate. (From Eisen-
berg, 1963a.)
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“Jocomotor-rotational movements”are released

by conspecific odors. Such odors may be ex-

changedeither while sniffing a partner or while

sniffing a sandbathing spot (Wilson and Klel-

man, 1974); the arid-adapted forms (e.g., Pedi-

olagus and Octodontomys) exhibit locomotor-

rotational movements moreoften in response to

sniffing sandbathing loci.

Differencesin the patterns of rubbing, exten-

sion, and flexion as well as differences in the

specific body areas rubbed in sand are to be

found when

a

series of species are compared

(Eisenberg, 1967). Chemical marking and pelage

dressing appear to have been combined into a

single movement complex in many desert-

adapted species, although pure marking move-

ments may be retained without a necessary

pelage dressing function. Comparative studies

strongly suggest that pelage dressing move-

ments in the form of sandbathing have evolved

independently within severallines ofrodent evo-

lutionary descent and that such patterns should

be considered examples of convergent behav-

ioral evolution.

Visual Signals and Diurnalty
In the evolution of diurnality in the Rodentia,

several types ofmovementpatterns have evolved
that imply visual communication.The tail move-
ments of the diurnal, arboreal sciurids, often ac-

companied by vocalizations, could serve to

accentuate the position of the sender as well as

to communicate varying degrees of arousal to a

potential receiver (Bakken, 1959; Horwich,

1972). In the aggressive acouchi, piloerection of
the rumphair serves a similar function (Fig. 6).

In some diurnal caviomorphs,e.g., the acou-
chi (Myoprocta pratti), tail wagging combined with
body trembling and alternate stepping move-

ments of the forefeet are important components

of courtship which may indicate the approach-
withdrawal tendencies of the courting male

(Kleiman, 1971, 1974). Such tail and body move-



 
Fig. 6. Piloerection in Myoprocta pratt. Erection of

the rumphairis a ritualized aspect of aggressive be-
havior in the acouchi. Note that the apparentsize of
the animal is exaggerated. (From Kleiman, 1972.)

ments are reminiscent of similar movements by
diurnal ungulates, e.g., the Uganda kob (Adenota
kob: Buechnerand Schloeth, 1965) during court-
ship, and some diurnal macropods, e.g., the
whiptail wallaby (Macropus parryi: Kaufmann,
1974), and have probably evolved from intention
locomotor movements (Andrew, 1972). The
stereotypy of such displays in diurnal cavi-
omorphs, macropods, and ungulates is probably
the result of evolutionary convergence resulting
from a similarity in selective pressures within the
three groups. Other convergences in mor-
phology and behavior can be discerned when the
forest-adapted cursorial caviomorphs (Dasy-
procta, Myoprocta, and Cuniculus) are compared
with their ungulate counterparts in the Old
World tropical forests (Dubost, 1968; Eisenberg
and McKay, 1974).

During the course of the evolution of steppe-
adapted cursorial caviomorphs, such as Dolicho-
fis, a striking form of antipredator behaviorhas
evolved, which bears a strong resemblance to
similar patterns shown by the smaller antelope
genera of East Africa. The pattern involves a
peculiar gait, “‘stotting,”’ which serves to display
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the white rump markings prominently. Such a
signal pattern could serve to induce a predatorto
launch a futile attack because the display is al-
ways given whenthesenderis well outside the
normalattack rangeof the predator. At the same
time the signal appearsto alert mates or young
of the predator’s presencein the living space (for
a full discussion, see Smythe, 1971). Similar
movements are also employed duringthe play of
certain caviomorphs(Kleiman, 1974: Wilson and
Kleiman, 1974).

Conspicuous movement patterns are in-
volved in the challenge andterritorial defense of
the colonial prairie dog (Cynomys ludovicianus:
King, 1955; Smith et al., 1973). The territorial
call is given during the course of a complicated
movement sequence whenthecaller ‘throwsits
body upwardsandrisesonits hind legs with nose
pointed straight up and with forefeet thrust out
from the body, and then returns to its normal
quadrupedalposition” (King, 1955). In this clas-
sical description, a vocalization and a stereo-
typed movement sequence are combined in a
single display.

The preceding examples of movementpat-
terns shownby diurnal rodents suggest that in-
formation is transferred via the eye of the
presumptive receiver. Yet the experimentalanal-
ysis of the exact role of such movementpatterns
in the transfer of information has lagged behind
the original descriptions. Auditory signals often
accompany stereotyped movements, which sug-
gests that the presumptive signal can often not
be reduced to a single physical component. For
the nocturnal rodents visual signals probably
play a much reduced role in the information
transfer system.

The Antipredator Calls of Colonial Rodents
One of the more conspicuous examples of

convergent behavioral evolution in the Rodentia
is the developmentof specific vocalizations that
are emitted by colonial rodents either when a
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potential predator is perceived or whenthe sub-

jects are disturbed by a novel stimulus input.

This behavioral phenomenonis typical of ro-

dents that live in rather open habitats where the

predator can bekept in view by the calling ani-

mal; however, similar warning calls or sounds

have been evolved by species in forested habi-

tats. During responses to a mobile predator, the

calls of the latter are often not repetitive but

rather are given before or during a directed

flight from the predator (Eisenberg and McKay,

1974). These forms of antipredatorstrategy are

not confined to rodents but have evolved conver-

gently in ungulates, lagomorphs, primates, and

some small carnivores. The specific form and

pitch of the call apparently involve a complex of
factors includingthesize of the species, the vocal
apparatus, and those physical features of the
habitat that affect sound propagation (Eisen-

berg, 1974).
The evolutionary adaptationsleading to co-

loniality and ultimately to the formation of com-
munal groups defending a group territory in
diurnal rodents have been reviewed by Barash
(1973, 1974) for the genus Marmota. The use of
warning calls as an antipredator strategy has
been described for Marmota olympus, M. caligata,
and M. flaviventns (Barash, 1973; Waring, 1966;

Armitage, 1962). Convergent trends have been
noted for Cynomys (King, 1955; Waring, 1970)
and Spermophilus (Balph and Balph, 1966).
Within the colonial Caviomorpha,similar calls
have been noted for Lagidium (Pearson, 1948),

Spalacopus (Reig, 1970), Ctenomys (Pearson,

1959), and Lagostomus (Hudson, 1872).
Specific distinctiveness exists whencalls are

compared from onespecies to the next, but the
ecological sources of such variations have not
been explored. These kinds of adaptive aspects
in the varying forms of “‘warningcries” in colo-
nial rodents will surely prove to be rewarding
areas of study for future students of rodent com-
munication.
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CONCLUSIONS

It is evident from the preceding discussion

that the rodents display significant diversity in

their communication systems. Thebasis for the

diversity can be foundin the variety of habitats

and niches to which membersofthis order have

become adapted. We did not attemptinitially to

outline the natural history of selected species

since such an approach would have necessitated

another chapterto deal with an order containing

so many species. However, it must be empha-

sized that the analysis of communication can

yield biologically significant results only if a

study is conceived and executed with regard to a
species’ natural history. That this has not always

been done in the past is evidenced bythe fact

that the first complete natural history study of

the Norway rat appeared in 1962 (Calhoun,

1962), and Ewer (1971) has only recently pub-

lished on Rattus rattus. Guinea pig research has
flourishedsince the early part of this century, but
the ecology andsocial behavior of Cavia andre-

lated genera were ignored until Rood published
in 1972. Thereis, as yet, no detailed study of the
natural history of Meriones unguiculatus, although

the gerbil is being used increasingly in research

on communication. Experimental analysis of a
species’ communication system mustproceed in
step with field research dealing with the adaptive

nature of the behavioral repertoire. It is hearten-

ing to note that this unified approach 1s now
under way.
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Chapter 26

ARTIODACTYLA

Fritz R. Walther

Introduction

The order Artiodactyla comprises three

suborders: Nonruminantia, Tylopoda, and

Ruminantia (Haltenorth, 1963). The Nonrumi-

nantia comprise three families: Suidae (five gen-

era and eight species), Tayassuidae (one genus

and twospecies), and Hippopotamidae (two gen-

era and two species). The Tylopoda consist of

only one family: Camelidae (two genera and four

species). The Ruminantia comprisefive families:
Tragulidae (two genera and four species), Cer-
vidae (eleven genera andthirty-two species), the
Giraffidae (two genera and twospecies), the An-

tilocapridae (one genus and one species), and

the Bovidae (forty-two genera and ninety-nine

species). Numbers of subfamilies, genera, and

species vary somewhat with different classifica-

tion systems; the figures given above represent

the minima.
At present, the discussion of communication

in Artiodactyla suffers from certain difficulties.

The Nonruminantia and the Ruminantia have
rather different physical structures and means of
communication. Also, there are considerable

differences within Ruminantia with respect to
size, physical structure, habitat, life habits, and

social organization.
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Furthermore, our present knowledge of be-

havior of Artiodactyla is limited. Some informa-

tion is available on behavior of Hippopotamidae,

Tayassuidae, and a few Suidae species. Virtually

nothing is known aboutbehavior of the Tragull-

dae. In only about seven cervid species has be-

havior been studied intensively enoughto allow

description and discussion of the phenomena

and problems of communication. Good informa-

tion is available on the behavior of Tylopoda,

Giraffidae, and Antilocapridae; however, they

comprise relatively few species. More investiga-

tions of communicative behavior have been car-
ried out on bovid species than on other groups

ofArtiodactyla, but the approximately thirty spe-

cies investigated make upless than one-third of
all bovid species.

Information from studies on behaviorofarti-
odactyl species is usually rather good on visual

displays (postures and gestures), considerably

less so on acoustical and olfactory behavior, and
poor on tactile communication.(This is provided
that one takes the term “communication”seri-

ously and does notconsider any form ofphysical

contact to be a communication.)

Further difficulties arise from the general
problems of expressive behavior and intra-
specific communication. Expression can be phe-



nomenon or an  epiphenomenon  (Eibl-
Eibesfeldt, 1957). As a phenomenonit is a spe-
cial and well-defined display (movement, pos-
ture, or vocalization), like the threatening
presentation of horns toward an Opponent in
many bovid species. In the case of an epi-
phenomenon, a basically nonexpressive behav-
lor is performed in a special manner. For
example,in a stiff-legged walk, the special man-
ner (stiff-legged), not the behaviorpattern per se
(walking), adds an expressive character to the
performance. Such expressive epiphenomena
can, at least occasionally, be attributed to almost
any behavior. A discussion of them could easily
lead to a discussion of behavior in general. For
this reason,it appears advisableto focusthis pre-
sentation on expressive phenomena. On the
other hand, we cannot completely exclude ex-
pressive epiphenomenasince someof them are
important in communication and/or may con-
tribute to a better understanding of comparative
and evolutionary aspects of certain (special and
well-defined) displays.

Furthermore, the realm of expressive behav-
lor is not confined to social communication
(Leyhausen, 1967). In other words, thereis also
expressive behavior without function in intra-
specific communication. For example, ‘“‘fleh-
men” (Fig. 1) is a very common expressive be-

  
Fig. 1. The male Uganda kob (Adenota kob) shows

the lip curl (flehmen)after having smelled the female’s
urine. (After photo by H. Buechner.)
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havior (especially in males) of many artiodactyl
species (Schneider, 1930, 1931, 1934), but, ex-
ceptfor occasional contagion,it has no effect on
conspecifics. An expressive behavior with a clear
function in social communication is addressed
(but not necessarily directed) to a definite con-
specific recipient (occasionally also to an animal
of another species when the latter is treated
more or less as a conspecific partner by the
sender) andit releases a definite response by the
recipient (provided the latter had become aware
of the sender’s action, or does not deliberately
ignoreit). It would follow from these statements
that expressive behavior without function in so-
cial communicationis not addressed to and does
not release a definite response from a partner.
Generally, this is correct; however, there are be-
havior patterns which are important in commu-
nication but which are not addressedto definite
partners butto potential recipients, “to whom it
may concern.” Other displays are clearly ad-
dressed to definite partners, but do not release
marked responsesbythelatter. In certain situa-
tions, of course, no responseIs a response.This
seems to be especially true in mating rituals
where manyartiodactyl females show nospecial
reactions toward certain courtship displays of
the males. Sometimesit maybedifficult to distin-
guish such displays from expressive behavior
having no function in social communication.

Another difficulty arises from contagion.
This meansthat an animalthat is (presumably)
in the right moodfor a given behavior performs
it when this behavioris exhibited by anotherani-
mal close by. This contagion has to be distin-
guished from a response by the same behavior
(for example, a threatened recipient returning
the threat using the samedisplay as the sender).
Mere contagion, however, can hardly be said to
be a response. One animal simply does the same
thing as the other (yawning,eating, lying down,
grooming,urinating), and neither addressesthis
behavior to the other; nor does the behaviorit-
self call for a response. Occasionally, almost any
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behavior can have contagious effects. Thus, as

with expression as an epiphenomenon,a presen-

tation of contagiouseffects would inflate this pa-

per to a general discussion of behavior. On the

other hand, contagion can contribute quite re-

markably to intraspecific communication in cer-

tain cases, as in the coordination of group

activities. Therefore, it cannot be completely ex-

cluded from this discussion.

The statement that there is expression with-

out function in communication can also bere-

versed, as communication does not necessarily

depend on expressive behavior. For example,

tracks, excrement, and other spoorthat indicate

that an animalof a given species, sex, and age Is

or has been present in a given area may have

communicative functions, but they are not ex-

pressive behaviors. Moreover, at least in the

broadest sense, the term ‘‘transmission of com-

munication” could even be extended to cases
where the behavior of the partner is influenced

by merely mechanical means,as in a fight. When

one thinksofthe transitions in fighting behavior

from all-outfights to ritualized fights, to playful

sparring, and to gentle, but slightly aggressive

pushing ofthe partner(tactile communication!),

one mayeasily understandthatit is hard to make

a clear-cut distinction, even when one thinks of

‘‘communication”’ as primarily implying the 1m-

parting of information by signs andsignals. In
effect, this would mean the inclusionof fighting
behavior, copulatory behavior, nursing, cleaning

the young, social grooming,etc., in our discus-

sion. This again would lead to an unwieldyinfla-

tion of this presentation. However, onehasto be
awarethat there are such transitionsand that the
boundary between communicative and noncom-

municative behavior is sometimes vague.
In short, the following presentation will focus

on the elaborate and well-pronounced displays
(expressions as phenomena)thatrelease definite
and clear responses in (conspecific) recipients.
Expressions without a clear function in social
communication, expressive epiphenomena, and
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behavior patterns that have only contagious

effects on conspecifics will be discussed only as

far as it is necessary for a better understanding

of certain general problems of communication.

Also, the discussion of communication without

expressive behavior will be restricted to a mini-

mum.
A last difficulty arises with respect to classifi-

cation of the behavior patterns underdiscussion.

An approach frequently used in the literatureis

the presentation andclassification according to

sense impressions (visual, acoustical, olfactory,

and tactile behavior). This approachis clear and

simple, but is also superficial and unsatisfactory,

somewhatresemblinga “‘classification’’ of plants

by the colors of their flowers. Moreover, this ap-

proach cuts natural and well-integrated units of

communication into pieces (although an occa-
sional separation of behavior patterns that be-

long together can hardly be avoided by any kind

of classification). Another approachis theclassi-

fication of displays according to functional cir-
cles (Funktionskretse: von Uexkiill, 1921). Thus,

one mayspeak aboutaggressive displays, sexual
displays, alarm signals, etc. This approach ap-

pears to agree better with biological situations

than one using the sense impressions; however,

it also has its problems. In the artiodactyles ex-
pressive displays often have one basic meaning
and message, two (or a few more) effects on the

recipient, and multiple social functions. For ex-
ample, threat displays of certain species express
the readiness of the sender to become aggres-
sive. Depending on how equalthe addressee and
the senderare, such threats mayhaveeitherchal-
lenging or intimidating effects on the recipient.
In differing situations the same threat display
may beusedto establish or maintain a territory,
establish or maintain a position in a social hierar-

chy, coordinate groupactivities, reject sexual ap-
proaches (as when used by a female toward
immature males), or prevent strange young from
suckling and soliciting milk. Thus, a classifica-
tion of displays according to functional circles
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can also result in considerable and poorly
founded separations between similar or even
identical behavior patterns. Much the same is
true of a classification based on involved part-
ners (7:0, &:9, 9:9), as was suggested by Carpen-
ter (1942).

Another approach would bea classification
based on phenomenological characteristics of
behavior patterns such as head-up postures,
head-down postures, broadside positions, etc.
This approach is certainly a good one, but diffi-
culties arise from the position of a given behav-
ior pattern within the entire behavioral inventory
of a species. Since behavioral inventories vary
with the species, the meaning and messageof
phenotypically very similar behavior patterns
can be different and even opposite in different
species. For example, in certain bovid species,
the opponents routinely drop to their “knees”
(carpal joints) duringa fight. If an animal drops
to its knees in an agonistic encounter without
establishing horn contact with its opponent, this
action can be an intention movementforfighting
and can thus be a threat. Other bovid species do
not dropto their kneesin fighting; when one of
them exhibits this behavior during an agonistic
encounterit is usually an intention movement
for lying down,i.e., a submissive behavior. Thus,
the meaning and messageof the same behavior
pattern (droppingto the knees) in the samesitu-
ation (agonistic encounter) can be verydifferent
depending on its “bedding” in the species-
specific behavior inventories. (By the way,this is
also the root for misunderstandings in encoun-
ters between animals of different species.) Occa-
sionally, similar problems mayarise with respect
to certain behaviorpatterns even within the same
species. In short, a classification under merely
phenotypical aspects can easily unite behavior
patterns that are different in meaning, origin,
and function, especially when the discussion in-
cludes manydifferent species.

Possibly a classification according to phylo-
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genetic origin of expressive displays would be
helpful. However, our present knowledgeofthis
subject is limited and often still in the stage of
speculation.

The best approach maybetotrya classifica-
tion of displays with communicative functions
according to their meanings and messages by
using someaspects of functionalcircles for the
outlines and, as muchaspossible, incorporating
phenomenological and phylogenetical aspects
(Walther, 1974) and limiting the use of catego-
ries derived from sense impressions. I propose
that communication of artiodactyles be broken
into the following categories: (1) advertising
presence, position, state, and status, (2) excite-
mentactivities, (3) alarm and flight signals, (4)
advertising readiness for social contact and
group cohesiveness, (5) mother-offspring sig-
nals, (6) orientation relative to the partner and
signals of direction,(7) threat displays, (8) space-
claim displays, (9) dominance displays, (10)
courtship displays, (11) submissive and appease-
ment behavior.

A few remarks on organs and parts of the
body that play a role in the expressive behavior
of artiodactyles may complete this introductory
discussion. Artiodactyles are primarily pan-
tomimers.In particular, the position of the neck
relative to the body(stretched forward, erected,
lowered) andthe position of the headrelative to
the neck (head held in one line with the neck,
chin tucked in toward the throat) often have very
definite meanings and can signal a multitude of
information to conspecific partners (Schloeth,
1961). In some species the torso can also show
special postures(e.g., lordosis or kyphosis of the
back).

Twoaspects of the physical structure of ani-
mals of the artiodactyl type are noteworthy with
respect to orientation of the entire animal, or at
least its head, toward the addressee. First, the
eyes of these animals are located much more
laterally on the head than, say, in humans, mon-
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keys, and certain carnivores. For this reason, a

broadside position or a sideward turn of the

head in Artiodactyla does not necessarily result

in the loss or avoidance of eye contact with the

partner. It often is one-eyedfixation ofthe other.

Even whensuch an animalturnsits body or head

so far that it almost faces away from its partner,

this movementis functionally comparable to a

slight sideward inclination of the human head.

Second, these animals present their full

breadth when standing in lateral position to an

addressee, whereas they offer a relatively small

silhouette when standingin frontal orientation.

In humansthesituation is just the opposite.

Linked with the broadside position1s the presen-

tation by somespecies ofstriking color patterns

(such as black or white stripes and bands) and/or

additional structures such as beards and manes

(which sometimes are extended over the entire

back and can be erected).

Movements of the legs comeafter the pos-

tures of the head, the neck, and the torso with

respect to importance in communication. Bend-
ing or stretching the legs can contribute to the
appearanceofbodypostures; and a slow-motion

walk—sometimes combined with an exaggerated

lifting of the forelegs—andvarious forms ofsym-
bolical kicking with the forelegs and stamping
and scratching the ground are used as means of
expression.

Facial expression is not lacking in artiodac-
tyles, but apparently it does not play as great a
role as it does, for example, in primates. Move-
ments of the mouth and the mouth organs are

quite common.For example, wide-open mouths
in hippos and symbolic biting in Suidae and
Tayassuidae (‘“‘squabbling”’: Schweinsburg and
Sowls, 1972) are threats. Tongue flicking occurs

in courting males of quite a numberof species
(especially in the cervids, butalso in certain bov-
ids). Folding the skin of the noseorinflating the
nose region is found in certain species, such as

gazelles (Walther, 1958, 1966a, 1968a). Eye
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movements—including a straight look, a look

from the cornerof the eye, and a pop-eyed look

—dooccurin artiodactyles. However, they have

not been thoroughlyinvestigated, and thus virtu-

ally nothing is known abouttheir effects on re-

cipients.
Ear movements occur rather frequently in

connection with expressive displays in artiodac-

tyles (Freye and Geissler, 1966). Examples of

common ear movementsare: the laying back of

the ears in threat and courtship behavior; the

“ear drop” (similar to the permanentearatti-

tude of Indian cattle) in courting males of Indian

blackbuck (Antilope cervicapra), as well as of the

gnus and hartebeests; the “pointing’’ with one

ear toward the opponentin certain threat and

dominance displays of Antllopinae and Hippo-

traginae species; and holding the ears sideways

during fights in many bovid species. However,it

is uncertain that ear movementsare signals to
conspecifics and release responsesin them since
they usually are combinedwith other, morestrik-
ing posturesor gestures of the head, neck, torso,

or legs. Thus, the probability is great that the
recipients may react primarily to these otherbe-
havior patterns.

The same maybesaid for most tail move-
ments. Striking movements ofthe tail are com-
bined with flight behavior in manyartiodactyl
species. However, they occur either when the

animalis already fleeing or immediately preced-
ing flight. Thus, it is hard to say whether con-
specifics become alarmed by these tail
movementsorbythefirst animal’s running away,
its alarm posture,orits alarm calls. ‘The commu-
nicative role of tail movements 1s even more du-
bious in courtship and threat displays. Here, the
displaying animalis frequently frontally oriented
to the recipient, and the latter cannot see the

sender’s tail.
According to Tembrock (1959, 1963, 1964,

1965), who has done pioneer work in studies of

vocalization in mammals, the acoustical trans-
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mission of informationin Artiodactyla has devel-
oped to different degrees. Species living in dense
vegetation possess more differentiated sound
patterns than those living in open landscapes,
whereoptical informationprevails. In the Suidae
(and possibly other groupsofArtiodactyla) three
trendsin differentiating vocalization seem to be
significant in the development of information
transmission: transmission of short sounds to
long sounds, adding rhythm to the short sounds,
and transformation of the frequency range. Be-
sides a relatively few loud, striking sounds such
as whistling, roaring, and barking, vocalizations
are often very soft in the artiodactyles and can
only be heard at very close range.

Kiley (1972) has emphasized that vocaliza-
tions in horses, pigs, and cattle are generally not
discrete displays conveyingspecific messages but
rather convey information on the general moti-
vationalstate of the animal (Table 1). Certainly,
there is muchtruth in these statements (which in
part refer to certain general problemsof expres-
sive behavior discussed above). However, it
would be too sweeping a generalization to deny
the display character of all vocalizations and
their conveyance of specific messages.

Vocalization can be brought about by the
combinedactivities of the larynx and the mouth
organs. Some sounds appearto be closely re-
lated to belching. Sometimes,special postures of
the neck and/or head appearto be necessary to
producecertain sounds(for example, the rutting
call of red deer). In a numberofartiodactyles
(such as gazelles and someotherbovids), sounds
uttered through the nose are quite common.In
this case, certain cartilaginous structures of the
nose (vibrating organs), skin folds and skin bags
in the noseregion that can be enlarged, and the
openingorclosing of the nostrils produce these
vocalizations. Somenoises can also be madewith
the teeth.

Artiodactyla are considered to be macros-
matic. Besides urine and feces (and possibly
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a) Syllable Frequency

‘m' 50 - 125 cps. l1-m h
‘en’ 125 - 300 cps. m-h m

‘en’ 500 - 800 cps. h m-h   
  

100 -1250 cps.  Inspiration

(Open mouth)    

    b) List of calls

      mm; men ; menh ; (m)enh ; menenh.
    

 

See-saw Type A: menenh - (m) enenh -

  

See -saw Type B: menenh - insp - enenh - insp -

 

MENENH=Insp.-ENENH-Insp.-

Type 'B' See-Saw Call

|
MENENH~(M)ENENH-

See-Saw Call

 

Type ‘At

  

Increase in

level of excitement

A. Syllables of cattle calls and the way they combine to
form the calls (Kiley, 1972). 1 = low, m = medium,h = high.
B. Interrelationships of the calls in cattle (Kiley, 1972). Note
that amplitude, frequency, length, and/or repetition increase
with excitement.
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saliva), secretions (pheromones) of skin glands

are supposed to be important in intraspecific

communication. Skin glands are frequently

foundin artiodactyl species. However, it has to

be emphasized that in the majority of cases, the

importanceofthese glands andtheirsecretion in

intraspecific communicationIs at present postu-

lated on the fact that artiodactyles have such

glands and a keen sense of smell. Except for the

occasional sniffing at glands or secretions, and

addingofurine, feces, or secretion to an already

existing markingsite, convincing observations or

responsesto these scents are very rare. Assump-

tions on repellent effects of secretion marks to

potential territorial competitors should be

treated with particular caution. The studies of

Miiller-Schwarze (1967, 1969, 1971) have re-

cently brought a clearer picture of the social

functions and effects of certain pheromones in

mule deer(i.e., in one species of Artiodactyla).

As far as I can see no statements or only very

limited ones can presently be made on the com-

municative functions of the following glands:

mental, crural, circumcaudal, infracaudal, cir-

cumanal, proctodeal, prevulval, preputial, ingui-

nal, tibial, parungular, interdigital, and occipital.
However,all of them maypossibly play a role in

communication of certain artiodactyl species.
In tactile encounters such as nosing,licking,

or rubbing, the epiphenomenal mode (gentle or
violent, brushingor knocking, with increasing or

decreasing pressure, etc.) appears to be of
greater importance with respect to transmission

of communicationthan are the behavior patterns

themselves, but no studies on this subject are

available at present. For technical reasons dis-
cussed above, it appears inopportuneto include

in the transmission of communication othertac-
tile stimuli, such as horn or antler contact, biting,

shoving, or throwing the body on the partner.
I will now discuss the displays according to

the categories suggested.
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Advertising Presence, Position, State,

and Status

It is a basic presupposition for any communi-

cation that both partners are aware of each

other’s presence and position, and often also

their social status (such as territorial or nonter-

ritorial, high ranking or low ranking in a social

hierarchy) or of their general motivationalstate

(such as alarmed, relaxed, in migratory mood).

Apparently, the mere presence of an animalis

not necessarily sufficient for these purposes, but

additional advertising devices are required.

Thus, the basic message of such advertisement

behavioris, ‘Here is an animalof this given spe-
cies,” often combined with the modification

‘And it is up and doing” and/or “It 1s in this
particular mood, social status, sex, or age.”

Emphasizing presence always means self-
exposure of the animal, either relative to other

conspecifics (social self-exposure) or to the envi-
ronmentor a combinationofthe two.Visualself-
exposure relative to conspecifics is only found in
gregarious or semigregarious artiodactyles,

mainly in adult males. The self-exposing animal
separatesitself from the group mostof the time.
In species that form temporary and/or seasonal
harem groups, such as Grant’s gazelle (Gazella
granti), pronghorn (Antilocapra americana), topi
(Damaliscus lunatus), and impala (Aepyceros melam-

pus), it is commonly the male who,linked with

his ‘“‘shepherd’’ role, keeps himself separated
from the females. This means that he usually
stands, moves, andrests at the periphery of the
group, often ten to thirty meters or more from
the females. Thus, his presence can easily be

recognized by other males. Visual self-exposure
is sometimes combined with courtship or domi-
nance displays. It appears likely that the self-
exposure forms the base for certain dominance

displays (p.690).
In the case of nonterritorial species, such as

red deer (Cervus elaphus), or in species whereter-
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ritorial behavior is combined with harem behav-
ior and maleshavevery largeterritories, such as
Grant’s gazelle, the male remains separated from
the females but moves with them.In species such
as wildebeest (Connochaetes taurinus: Estes, 1969),
Thomson’s gazelle (Gazella thomsoni: Walther,
1964a; Estes, 1967), and Uganda kob (Adenota
kob. Buechner, 1961; Leuthold, 1966), territo-
ries are comparatively small and female herds
visit the territorial males for only a few hours per
day (pseudo-harems). In this case, territorial
males do notparticipate in daily movements of
female herds(or, of course, in those of bachelor
groups), but they remain behindassolitary indi-
viduals. This separation is characteristic of the
territorial status of these males (butit is neither
the only nor an unmistakable indication ofterri-
toriality).

Visual self-exposure relative to the environ-
ment meansthat an animal does not makeuse of
cover (otherwise a very commonstrategyin ani-
mals), but instead stands on the rim of a slope or
on top ofa rock,hill, or termite heap. This stand-
ing freely on elevated groundcan serve several
functions. It may sometimesbe used for better
observation of the surroundingarea. In hotcli-
mates, this position may allow the wind to cool
the legs. On the other hand, this position also
emphasizes the animal’s presence, allowing
some communication—beit repellent to rivals
and competitors orattractive to potential sexual
partners.

Social and environmental exposure can also
be combined. For example, in chamois (Rupica-
pra rupicapra) and in pronghorn the male often
separates himself somewhatfrom a female group
during rutting season, but he standsor rests
above them onthe slope of a mountain orhill.

Acoustical advertising of presence and posi-
tion is sometimes combinedwith visual displays
or advertising, as whenterritorial bulls of brin-
dled wildebeest (Connochaetes taurinus) combine
their groaning-croaking calls (“ugh”) with a
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head-up posture, and black wildebeest (Conno-
chaetes gnou) males combinetheirshrill, blaring
call (“he-it”) with a throwing upward of the
head. In some species, acoustical advertising
may possibly be used becausevisual displays are
not effective enough in the habitat (water, high
grass, thicket, forest) in which these animalslive.
Examples of this kind might be the trumpeting
grunts of hippo (Hippopotamus amphibius), the
roaring rutting call of red deer (Cervus elaphus
hippelaphus), the bugling of elk (Cervus elaphus nel-
son), and the long roaring of bulls in certain
bovines (Schloeth, 1961).

In a few species, such soundsare apparently
uttered primarily by territorial males and may
advertise their territorial status. Possible exam-
ples are the whistling of Uganda kob (Buechner
and Schloeth, 1965), the burring and rhythmi-
cally repeated “‘pferrr’’ (usually five to a stanza)
in Grant’s gazelle, or the loud, strophic panting
in pronghorn.

Perhaps most acoustical signals function as
vocal contacts that work onthe principle of feed-
back. In this case, the advertisement of presence
and position (“I am here!’’) calls for the part-
ner’s answer (“Where are you?’’). In other
words, the advertisement of presence and posi-
tion extends into the realm of advertising the
readiness for social contact.

Olfactory advertisementof presence has two
principal aspects. First, many artiodactyles can
emit scent from skin glands, some of which, the
inguinal glands, for example, are open and pro-
duce secretion more or less constantly. Thus,
this scentis always with the animal. Other glands
secrete only during certain periods of the ani-
mal’s life, as when the belly gland of musk deer
(Moschus moschiferus), ejects a strong-smelling
secretion during rut. Again, other glands are
opened automatically when the animal performs
certain movements; for example,the interdigital
glands are more or less closed while the two
hooves of one foot are close together, but they
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open whenthe hooves are spread,i.e., when the

feet are abruptly forced against the underlying

surface during galloping, jumping, stamping,or

pawing the ground (commonly with oneforeleg

in artiodactyles). They are also spread when the

animal emphatically stretchesa foreleg, as in the

foreleg kick (p.705). Certain glands are some-

times opened in combination with visual and

acoustical displays, as when a roaring red deer

automatically opens its preorbital glands when

opening its mouth andstretching its head and

neck forward and upwardin the typical rutting-

call posture. On the other hand, malesof certain

species such as Thomson’s gazelle and Indian

blackbuck can open their preorbital glands at

will. In this case, the (presumable) emission of

scent can be timedandrestricted to special occa-

sions, primarily agonistic and sexual encounters.

Anotherpossibility of olfactorily emphasiz-

ing presence is self-impregnation with urine

(sometimesalso with sperm). This is used by the
males of some artiodactyl species mainly during

rut. Males of Gray’s waterbuck (Onotragus megace-

ros) and Capra spp. splash urine into the hair

(beard) of the throat region. Odocoileus spp. (Fig.

2a) as well as moose (Alces alces; Geist, 1966b)

and reindeer(Rangifer tarandus; Espmark, 1964),

and possibly all cervids within the Telemetacar-

palia group urinate on their hind feet (besides

‘normal’ urination). The urine runs over the

tarsal glands, and the animal rubsits hind feet

together, apparently mixing the urine scent with

that of the secretion from these glands (Miiller-

Schwarze, 1971). This seems to be especially

commonin dominantindividuals. Thus, another

animal can learn something about the social

status of the bearer when sniffing atits tarsal

glands. The European bison (Bison bonasus) will

wallow in its own urine (Hediger, 1949). During

rutting season, male moose maylie on the spot
where they have previously urinated (Kakies,

1936), and territorial males of blesbok (Damalis-
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Fig. 2. a. Mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) in rub
urination. b-d. Typical sequence of (b) pawing the
ground, (c) urination, and (d) defecation in a male

pronghorn (Antilocapra americana). The hoofscratches
on the ground,the urine, and the feces are all depos-

ited at the same spot.

cus dorcas phillipsi) often rest in the middle of their
dung piles (Walther, 1969a).

The second method for olfactory advertise-
ment of presence and position is by object mark-
ing. In this case, the animal deposits odoriforous
substances on definite spots of the environment.
Since these marks remain for some timeafter the
animal hasleft, their message is not only “I am
here!”’ but also “I was here!’’ Again, the secre-

tion of skin glandsas well as urine and feces are
used by certain artiodactyl species for this pur-
pose. The remains of other activities such as
pawing the ground and rubbing or goring of
ground andvegetation with hornsor antlers may
also serve a similar purpose. Pawing the ground
is often combinedwith urination and/or defeca-



Besides some of the glands already men-
tioned in another context (e.g., interdigital
glands), of the skin glands the subauricular
glands (in pronghorn), dorsal glands (e.g., in
peccary), frontal glands(e.g., in roe deer), post-
cornual glands (e.g., in chamois and mountain
goat), and, aboveall, the preorbital glands (in
many bovid and cervid species) are of special
importance in marking, and deposition of the
secretion often requires special movements and
postures (Fig. 3a). It has to be emphasized, how-
ever, that notall artiodactyles that possess such
glands mark with them. This varies even within
a subfamily or genus. For example, all An-
tilopinae species have preorbital glands, but only
some of them, such as Thomson’s gazelle, goit-
ered gazelle (Gazella subgutturosa), red-fronted
gazelle (Gazella rufifrons), blackbuck, and gerenuk
(Litocranius wallen), mark objects with them,
whereas other Antilopinae species, such as
Grant’s gazelle, Soemmering’s gazelle (Gazella
soemmering), and dorcas gazelle (Gazella dorcas),
do not. In mountain gazelle (Gazella gazella)
there are even variations within the same species
(providedthat the classification system presently
used is correct): Gazella gazella benetti marks,
Gazella gazella gazella does not. In all Antilopinae
that do mark, only the males do so, and the same
is true for a great numberof other bovids and
cervids. However, in klipspringer (Oreotragus
oreotragus) and blesbok the females also mark oc-
casionally.

Territorial animals marktheir territories, but
gland marking does not necessarily imply that
the individualis territorial. For example, many
cervid species mark rather intently with their
preorbital glands. Axis deer (Axis axis) do it in a
very striking fashion (often combined with object
aggression) by rising on their hind feet and
depositing the mark on a branch,as high above
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Fig. 3. Marking with preorbital glands. a. Indian
blackbuck (Antilope cervicapra) marking the top of a
branch. b. Male dibatag (Ammodorcas clarkei) marking
the female.

the groundas possible. However, the majority of
cervid species are notterritorial. A numberof
them have—obviously prematurely—been as-
sumed to beterritorial, but territoriality is a
provenfact at present only in roe deer (Hennig,
1962). Even within the same species, object
markingis notrestricted to territorial individu-
als. For instance,the territorial males of Thom-
son's. gazelle mark their territories with
preorbital gland secretion, but nonterritorial
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males in bachelor groups and mixed migratory

herds show the same—ifless frequent—behavior

(Walther, 1964a). Thus, the mark per se only indi-

cates the presence or past occurrence of a male

but does not necessarily indicate his territorial

status. It is the concentration of marks by the

same individual within a limited area and the

specific marking system, such as a belt of marks

alongtheterritorial boundary, that make mark-

ing indicative of territoriality (Walther, 1964a).

It is tempting to assumethat these secretion

marks would have an intimidating or repellent

effect on potential competitors. Occasionally

one can observe such reactions; however, on the

whole they are rare. In Thomson’s gazelle, non-

territorial males as a matter of course enter well-

markedterritories without paying any attention

to the marks. In territorial marking, the marks

are possibly more importantfor the orientation

of the owneroftheterritory than for other ani-

mals. The most commonly observed reaction by

an animal to another’s secretion markis to sniff

the marked object; sometimes the newcomerwill
markit, too, or mark another oneclose by. Thus,

the first animal leaves an indication of his pres-
ence, and the newcomeradds his own “visiting
card.”’

Almostall that has been said about effects
and functions of secretion marksis also true of
marking with urine and/orfeces. Urination and
defecating are normal physiological processes in
all mammals. Therefore, one can speak about a

special function of excrements only when other
conspecifics clearly react to them, and/or when
an animal deposits urine and feces on definite
places (resulting in dungpilesin the case ofdefe-

cation), and/or when urinating and/or defecat-
ing behavior showsfeatures exceeding the mere
need to excrete digestive waste. For example, the
tylopods of the New World havea certain “‘defe-
cation ritual”’ (Pilters, 1954): an animal will sniff

at a fixed dungpile, stamp and paw it, then add

its own droppingsto it. Sometimesseveral ani-
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mals do so simultaneously. Male hippo and

pigmy hippo (Choeropsis liberiensis) splash their

feces around with swirling movements of their

tails. In some artiodactyles (such as Gazella and

Antilocapra), uration and defecation postures

ofmales are exaggerated (Fig. 2c); scratching the

ground with a foreleg often precedes the pro-

cess, and defecation follows immediately after

urination. Thus, urine, feces, and tracks of

scratching (and possibly, somesecretion ofinter-

digital glands) are deposited at the samespot. In

other genera, such as Oryx, Addax, and Damaliscus,

urination and defecation are separated from one
another. Only defecation is preceded by pawing

the groundand,in adult male oryx and addax,it
is performed in a deeply crouched posture.
Again,in other species and/orin othersituations
only the urine conveys information on state of
the animal. This is especially true for urinating
by females sexually driven by males. By sniffing
or licking the female’s urine, followed by fleh-
men in most of the Tylopoda and Ruminantia,
the males can obviously find out whether the
female is in or close to estrus.

To establish relatively large dung piles, an
animal must be in the samearea for some time.
This is easily achieved in territorial species. In
many, as in vicuna (Lama vicugna), Kirk’s dikdik
(Rhynchotragus kirki), topi (Damaliscus lunatus topr),
and the Gazella species, dung piles are found
either in the approximate centerofthe territory
(apparently close to the owner’s preferred rest-
ing place) or along the boundary (linked with
agonistic encounters). Sometimes several indi-
viduals may use the same dungpile, making it
larger than one animalalone could do. This may
happen with the owners of neighboringterrito-
ries, but may also occur with apparently nonter-
ritorial species such as nilgai (Boselaphus
tragocamelus). Generally, there are several ten-
dencies that may contributeto the establishment
of dung piles in artiodactyles: Animals often
defecate after a long rest. Thus, when a species
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has fixed resting placesin a territory or a home
range, there is often an accumulation of dung
near each. Furthermore, animals often defecate
in excitement. Thus, animals often defecate at
the same spotin an area where agonistic encoun-
ters frequently take place (such as along the
boundariesof a territory) or where a frequently
used trail leaves a relatively safe area to enter
more dangerous terrain. In quite a number of
artiodactyl species there is also a tendency to
place droppings where another conspecific has
previously defecated. Finally, these animals of-
ten show a preferenceto establish dungpiles on
bare ground,such as ontheir trails and even on
humantrails, where they are very visible and ex-
posed. All these points indicate that dungpiles
play a certain role in the social communication of
these animals. However, it seems to be a rather
“anonymous” kind of information, which is not
commonly addressedto definite recipients but to
potential partners, “to whom it may concern”
(except for marking in connection with agonistic
encounters).

Excitement Activities

The term ‘excitement activities” refers to
movements and vocalizations that indicate that
an animalis in a state of agitation. They all occur
in several heterogenoussituations, and some oc-
cur in many such situations—when an animal
watches an enemyat a distance, whenit is forced
to cross unfavorable terrain, whenit is separated
from a familiar group or mate, whenit is in-
volved in an agonistic encounter, or whenit is
expecting foodoris prevented from getting food
in captivity—but do not contribute to the solu-
tion of these situations.

Excitementactivities in the described sense,
are often termed “‘displacementactivities” (Tin-
bergen, 1940). I hesitate to use this term for a
numberof reasons: It does not cover the whole
range underdiscussion; the theoretical concep-
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tion underlying this term implies that the animal
is in an innerconflict that in some cases,at least,
cannot be observed and thus remains an open
question; and finally, when using this term one
has to take the conception of functionalcircles
(or majorinstincts) so literally and stick with it so
tightly that it does not appear to bejustified in
the light of certain facts, such as the multiple
functions of expressive behavior.

Excitementactivities frequently seen in Arti-
odactyla are self-grooming; scratching and shak-
ing (not as a reaction to itching or insects); the
volte (stepping around in a narrowcircle); sta-
tionary verticaljumps; and,in somespecies, also
stamping (with a foreleg). Kiley (1972) lists a
considerable number of vocalizations (grunts,
Squeals, snorts, “‘mm7”’ calls) in various artiodac-
tyl species that generally fall in the category of
excitementactivities. She also uses the term “‘ex-
citement”’ andstates that these vocalizationsre-
flect its level (Table 1). Thus, the excitement
activities that mainly advertise the general moti-
vational state of the animal havea certain impor-
tance for communication insofar as they can be
contagious and can bring a conspecific animal
into the same mood as the sender. In general,
however, they are not addressed to a definite
partner, and even in situations wherethis could
be possible, they do notelicit special and definite
responses (above the level of mere contagion).

Alarm and Flight Signals

Alarm signals can be considered as special
kinds ofexcitementactivities, as they correspond
to very high levels of excitement. This excite-
ment, however,is often not just of a general and
unspecific nature. I think it is necessary to look
at these behavior patterns in an evolutionary
context. Apparently, they are ‘‘on their way’”’
from mereexpressions of high excitementto be-
comingspecial displays; however, none haveyet
completely reached this final state in the arti-
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odactyles. It follows, then, that all these behavior

patterns occurat least occasionally in situations

having nothingto do with alarm, and merely ex-

press a high level of excitement. For example,

this is probably true in the cases of so-called

displacement alarm (Estes, 1969; David, 1973)

when behavior patterns commonly seen in alarm

situations also show up in agonistic encounters

of certain species. The degree of perfection in

this change from unspecific excitementactivities

to specific alarm signals varies within different

species as well as with respect to single behavior

patterns. Thus, these behavior patterns are

probably not alarm signals by nature and origin,

nor do they exclusively convey and release

alarm; however,thelatter is one of their striking

and commonfunctions. In this aspect, it 1s not
out ofplace to use the term “‘alarm signals” (pro-
vided oneis aware ofthe relativity of this termi-
nology).

At least in certain situations, every fast-run-
ning or leaping animal—not necessarily even a
conspecific—mayattract the attention of other
animals and release alarm orflight reactions in
them. This ‘‘running away” can be made more
conspicuous by striking locomotor patterns
(such as stotting), special movements or pos-
tures of thetail, ruffling hairs of the (white) rump

patch, emitting scents from certain skin glands,
and distress cries. The last should be distin-
guished from alarm calls (p.668). Distress cries

are uttered only when an animalis captured or
is very close to being captured. In mostartiodac-
tyl species, distress cries sound like a roaring or
bleating ‘‘aaaaa”’ (a as in hare) or “uuuuu”’ (uv as

in murder). They are long, loud sounds made
with an open mouth, are absolutely situation-

specific, and usually have a strong alarming
effect on other animals. However, release of

alarm in conspecifics is clearly a secondaryeffect
of a distress cry since it is also uttered when a
pursuedor captured animal is completely alone.
Although distress cries are sometimes appar-
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ently caused by pain,they generally appear more

closely related to fear. For instance, some of my

captive dorcas gazelle regularly gave loud and

persistent cries when being captured for veteri-

nary treatmentbut very seldom cried out during

the treatmentitself, although it was often likely

to be painful. Although distress cries may be ut-

tered by adults in mortal fear, they are more

commonly heard from young animals. Distress

cries of the young release a mother’s defense

against a predator, providedit is not too big and
dangerous. In the latter case, the mother may
perform distracting maneuvers, such as crossing

several times at full gallop between her fleeing
youngandthe pursuing predator.In certain spe-
cies mothers often cease their defense when the
youngis killed and is no longer crying (Walther,
1969b).

In mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), metatarsal

scent is discharged in fear-inducing situations
(Miiller-Schwarze, 1971); and in springbuck (An-

tidorcas marsupialis), an emission of scent from the
dorsal glandis likely during stotting (or “pronk-
ing,” as the modified form of stotting of the
springbuck is often termed: Bigalke, 1972).
Otherolfactory alarm signals appearto be possi-
ble in artiodactyles; however, at present, this is

more or less subject to speculation.
Among alarm-releasing locomotor patterns,

the so-called stotting (Fig. 4c) deserves mention.
This special, striking kind of jumping (usually
not used for clearing obstacles), often results in

a chain of leaps, during which the animal
bounces up and down with all four legs rather
stiffly stretched. Stotting is common in An-
tilopinae species but is also found in pronghorn
and in certain cervid species such as fallow deer
(Dama dama) and mule deer. It apparently corre-
spondsto a high—butnot the highest—level of
running and flight excitation. Thus, it occurs
when excitation is rising or falling (Walther,
1964a, 1969b). It is predominantly seen at the
beginningof flight (provided the pursueris not
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Fig. 4. Alarm behavior in Thomson’s gazelle

(Gazella thomson). a. Looking around, relaxed (adult
female). b. Long-neck posture of alertness (adult
male). c.-e. Stotting (adolescent female): c. Normal
stotting gait. d. Paddling with the hind legs in ex-
tremely high stotting. e. Landing from highstotting.

too close) and at the end (when the enemy has
ceased pursuit). It is more frequent in young
animals and in females than in adult males.

Ruffling of rump patchhairs (springbuck also
ruffle the white hair in the pouch of the croup,
whichhasa dorsal glandinside) is combinedwith
flight (and also stotting) or may precedeflight in
most species having a rumppatch. The sameis
true for certain tail movements of some species.
A relatively common movementis the vertical
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erection of the tail, found in various artiodactyl
species such as warthog (Phacochoerus aethiopicus),
mountain gazelle, dibatag (Ammodorcas clarkei),
and white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus).
Duringflight Tragelaphus speciescurl the tail up
so that the tip almost touches the root. An im-
portant aspect of the signal character of suchtail
movements in somespecies (e.g., in Tragelaphus
and Odocoileus) is the exposure of the white un-
derside of the tail when it is erected or curled.

Ofcourse,there are also other tail and body
movements linked with flight. For example,
giraffe (Giraffa camelopardalis) presses its curved
tail laterally to its hindquarters at the beginning
of flight, and certain other species, such as
Thomson’s gazelle, Grant’s gazelle, and Kirk’s
dikdik, often shake their flanks before flight.

However, as stated above—with the excep-
tion of distress cries—all these behavior patterns
can also occur in situations other than flight,
where they do not release alarm in conspecifics
and sometimes do not even attract attention.

When watching a potential danger,all arti-
odactyles tense their muscles and stand as mo-
tionless as a statue (posture ofalertness). They
are oriented frontally toward the dangerous ob-
ject, with ears turned forward. In manyspecies,
the animal stiffly erects its neck to its maximum
height (“long-neck”’ posture, Fig. 4b). It some-
times also stamps with a foreleg and frequently
utters special sounds (alarm calls). In somearti-
odactyl species, alarm calls are produced in the
mouth,as in the loud, doglike barking of many
cervids and of the genus Tragelaphus. Others are
producedin the nose (which,by the wayis also
true for quite a numberof other sounds, espe-
cially in bovids). In the latter case, alarm calls can

also be very loud,like for example, the whistling

of ibex (Capra ibex), chamois, and reedbuck

(Redunca redunca); or they can be of medium vol-
ume,like the snorting of wildebeest and topi; or
they can even berathersoft, like the ‘“‘quaking”’
alarm calls of some gazelle species. Especially in
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Thomson’s gazelle, the alarm call, ‘‘quiff”’ (7 as

in hill), is so soft that a human cannothear it

beyond

a

distance of 30 m. Nosecalls are appar-

ently vibration sounds the timbre of which may

vary considerably with distance.

The significance for communication ofan an-

imal standing in the posture ofalertness, utter-

ing alarm calls, and conspecifics reacting by

becomingalert, is naturally much clearer than

for many other behavior patterns that may also

occur in situations of alarm and flight. On the

other hand,the posture of alertness and,at least

in certain species, the vocalizations underdiscus-

sion may also occur in certain other (exciting)

situations, and even when the animalis alone.

Thus, in most cases, they do not appear to be

addressed to a definite partner.

Advertising Readiness or Need for Social

Contact and Group Cohesiveness

Signals advertising readiness or need for so-
cial contact or group cohesiveness can be consid-

ered as modifications of signals advertising
presence, position, and general mood. In com-
mon with the latter group of signals as well as
with those indicating alarm andflight, they are
usually not addressed to definite partners.

Perhapsthe closest relation between signals
of presence and thosefacilitating social contact
is foundin the visualfield. This is especially true
in openplains areas, where the figure of an ani-
mal(of the size of an ungulate) is often the most

striking sight in its vast and uniform surround-
ings. Here, body markings(such asblack stripes
or bands, white rump patches) and sometimes

tail movements (like the almost perpetualtail
wagging of certain gazelles) may play a role in
making an animal more recognizable to con-
specifics. Like landmarks, the striking figure of
an animalon the openplainattracts the attention
of other animals, which often turn toward it and

approach it (Walther, 1972). In this way, con-
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specifics join to form groupsand,eventually, the

large herdsso typical ofmany artiodactyl species

(bison, wildebeest, springbuck, gazelles, rein-

deer) on open plains.
Because of their annual and

_

circadian

rhythms,all the animals in such herdsare in ap-

proximately the same mood,and manybehavior

patterns can becomecontagious, contributing to

the coordination of activity within the group.

This synchronization of groupactivitiesis of spe-

cial importance during moves and migrations.

Obviously, a moving conspecific easily causes

others to follow. One maythink here of a modifi-

cation ofthe infantile followingreaction.In this

regard,it is certainly importantthat in mostarti-

odactyles, herds march in file, with one animal

behind the other, at least during moves of some

length. This means that the animal behindal-

ways has the preceding animal’s rumpin front of

him. Presumably, rump patches and tail move-

ments play an additional role in releasing this
following reaction. This appears valid even in
somesolitary-living species, where social attrac-

tion is generally restricted to sex partners oroff-

spring. An example is the blue duiker

(Cephalophus monticola), whichflipsits little tail up
and down,almostlike a reflector when moving.
Since the underside ofthe tail 1s white, 1t may act
like an intermittent light in the dim forests in
which theselittle creatureslive.

Soundsusedin vocal contact are also related
to signals advertising an animal’s presence and
position. In some cases, they are moreorless

identical with the latter. An acoustical signal for
social contact easily releases and, in sense,calls

for a partner’s vocal response, which is often
given in the same sound asthat uttered by the
sender. These sounds are frequently repeated,

sometimes in a rhythmical manner. Relatively

soft grunting sounds in pigs (Hainard, 1949;
Snethlage, 1957), cattle (Schloeth, 1961; Kiley,

1972), red deer (Darling, 1937; Burckhardt,

1958a; Kiley, 1972), fallow deer (Gilbert, 1968),
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and axis deer (Schaller, 1967); roaring and
growling in camels; and bleating in Ilamas (Pilt-
ers 1954, 1956) may be mentioned as examples.
In large herds of certain gregarious artiodactyl
species, these vocal contact sounds are not ad-
dressedto definite partners, but are expressions
of particular moods(general motivationalstates)
of an animal. Herd members may generate and
sustain a particular mood throughout the group
by reciprocal uttering and repeating of these
sounds. They may also be importantin species
recognition and cohesiveness of conspecifics.
Perhaps the most impressive example ofthis is
provided by migratory herds of wildebeest,
which are almost constantly vocalizingrelatively
loud croaking calls, so that the herds are en-
veloped in ‘“‘clouds”’ of (familiar) noises.

In somespecies, the membersofa group may
olfactorily impregnate each other. For example,
in peccary (Tayassu tajacu), members of the same
group pair up in reverse-parallel position and
rub their heads on each other’s dorsal glands.
Since it is likely that all members of a group
eventually exchange and mix their individual
scents in this way, such behavior may result in
creating a mutual “group scent.’’ Male gerenuk
and dibatag (Fig. 3b) mark females with their
preorbital glands, and male Gray’s waterbuck
urinate on the longhair of their throats and rub
this wet region on the backs of females. In these
last cases, the communication tends to become
more specifically addressed than the other,
rather “anonymous” actions discussed above.

Signals in Mother-Offspring Relations

The communication between motherandoff-
spring addsfew new aspects to the discussion of
advertising presence and position, readiness or
need for social contact, and alarm signals. The
means used in mother-offspring relations are
only special cases and are often identical with the
signals mentioned above. Thus, a difference is
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not so muchin thesignals per se but in their being
clearly addressed to a definite partner and re-
leasing rather pronounced andspecial responses
of that partner. This is closely linked with the
bond between andthe individual recognition of
mother and young. Althoughthese topics exceed
the realm of a discussion on communication,
they are so important to an understanding of
communication between mother and offspring
that one mustat least describe them briefly.

In all artiodactyl species, the youngfollow the
mother (Fig. 5b), but there are species-specific
differencesin form andintensityofthis following
behavior. Neonate artiodactyles follow moving
objects close to them andlarger than themselves.
Under natural conditions, it is highly probable
(although not absolutely certain) that the object
will be the mother. Later the young show a
Strong preference for following their mothers.
The motherusually has only to move awayto get
her young to follow. If, for some reason, this
does not work, she maycall her young, or walk
back to it and touch it with her nose, orcircle
aroundandpassit ina fast gait from behind. The
last method appears to be mosteffective in re-
leasing the following reaction (Walther, 1969a).

Apparently, the individual bond of a young
artiodactyle to its mother is due to imprinting-
like processes. It is uncertain whether there is
visual imprinting in artiodactyles, but acoustic
and olfactory imprinting to an individual mater-
nal partner is more certain. The young appar-
ently learn to recognize their own mother’s
voice, and, at least in certain situations, they
react to it by approaching (Walther, 1959).
Soundsused by mothersincalling their young—
like that for nursing—donot seem to differ from
vocalizations commonly used in group contact
by such species as blackbuck and dorcasgazelle.
In otherspecies, special maternal calls have been
described: growling and bleating in camel(Pilt-
ers, 1954, 1956), bleating in fallow deer (Tem-
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Fig. 5. a. Head bobbingof a female caribou (Aan-
gifer tarandus) to a neonatecalf. (After W. D. Berry in
Pruitt, 1960.) b. Chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra) fawn
following the mother.

brock, 1968), guttural in cattle

(Schloeth, 1958, 1961).

Visual displays may serve the sameorsimilar

purposesas these maternal calls. For example,in

reindeer, Pruitt (1960) describes how a mother

can lure her neonatecalf by head bobbing(Fig.

5a). Also, I could make my tame blesbok calf

approach me by (silent) bowing movements,

similar to those that adult blesboks frequently

perform with the head and neck (Walther,

1969a). Apparently, in these cases, the effects of

vocal andvisual “‘calling’’ of the young act cumu-

latively when displayed simultaneously oralter-

nately.
The young may also contact its mother vo-

cally, and there is often a ‘‘question-answer’’ vo-

calization between mother and_ offspring.
Sounds madeby the youngare usually higher in

pitch than the calls of the adult animals, but they
may often bethe infantile forms of adult vocal

contact sounds. The motherreacts to thecall of

grunting
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her youngbycalling back and/or by approaching

it. When moving, she may stop and wait forit.

Reactions of mothers to distress calls of their

offspring have already been mentioned.

A blesbok calf I raised (Walther, 1966a,

1969a) was strongly imprinted to me (individu-

ally) in the olfactory realm. One may assumethat

in natural conditions, this is also true with the

mother, and it probably holds true in a number

of other artiodactyl species.

In certain duikers, mothers have been ob-

served marking their young with their preorbital

glands (Fradrich, 1964). This mayfacilitate rec-

ognizing their own offspring and distinguishing

them from strangers. Thelicking of the young by

the mother (i.e., wetting the young with the

mother’s saliva and, thus, possibly impregnating

them with her scent), which is widespreadin cer-

vids and bovids, mayalso have a similarresult (as

a secondary effect—the primaryfunctionsoflick-

ing the young are different). Generally, licking

maycontribute to the establishment and mainte-

nanceof the bond between motherand youngin
many Ruminantia. It may also convey certain

messages. However, little is known as to the
identity of these messages.

Orientation Relative to the Partner and

Direction Signaling

All expressive behaviors indicate momentary
psychosomatic states of the sender. Whether and
how the recipient responds depends,at least to
some extent, on its central-nervous evaluating

mechanisms and psychosomatic state. With re-
spect to communication, an additional problem
arises in addressing the partner. Apparently,
there are three possibilities in artiodactyl com-
munication:

(1) The behavior is not addressed to definite

partners, but only to potential ones. It is left
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almost completely to the potential partners
whetherthey relate the performer’s behaviorto
themselves and whether to respond toit. This
“to-whom-it-may-concern” type of communica-
tion is found in mostofthesignals advertising
presence, position, state, and status; excitement
activities; alarm andflight signals; and in many
signals advertising readiness or need for social
contact and group cohesiveness.

(2) An individual bond is established be-
tween the partners (for example, by imprinting).
Based on this special attachment, each partner
automatically relates the signals to itself and re-
sponds to them. This is true for some signals
advertising readiness or need for social contact
and, aboveall, for signals used in mother-
offspring relationships. (In this latter case, how-
ever, orientation components are sometimes
involved; see below.)

(3) The sender clearly addresses a definite
partner. The ““I-mean-you” componentis largely
brought aboutby a changein the sender’s orien-
tation relative to the addressee (usually) at close
range. Frequently (but by no meansnecessarily),
the sender approaches the recipient before or
after the new orientation is achieved. In certain
cases, the addressee’s position relative to the
senderalso plays a role. Having moved to a new
position, the sender remains in it for a while.
Thus, the previous movementcontributes to ad-
dressing the partner, but apparentlythe sender’s
orientation per se also has a definite meaning and
message.

The three basic orientations of the sender to
the recipient are: frontal, reverse, and lateral. In
each case, the sender mayorient its whole body
toward the recipient. Sometimes, however, the
animal only bringsits head into the correspond-
ing position, in which case, the head obviously
substitutes for and represents the body (pars pro
toto).
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Especially when the senderis moving, orien-
tation of the hindquarters toward the recipient
mayeasily release the following reaction of the
latter, as discussed above.It has to be addedthat
the sameorientation when shown by an inferior
animal in agonistic situationsis suitable either to
releasing the superior combatant’s pursuit or to
diminishingits aggressiveness. There can also be
a sexual componentin it, since it is the usual
orientation of the female toward the male in
mounting and copulation, and females of many
artiodactyl species walk in front of the male in
the course of the matingritual. Generally,in arti-
odactyles, the orientation of the hindquartersto-
ward the partner frequently expresses peaceful
intentions or even inferiority.

Frontal orientation is often indicative of hos-
tile intentions. (The most remarkable exception
to this rather rough and generalruleis, in many
species, the frontal orientation of the motherto-
ward her young whencalling to nurse.) This is
very understandable since most organsused for
fighting (teeth, tusks, horns, antlers, neck, fore-
legs) are located onthe anteriorpart of the body
in the Artiodactyla. Thus, when turning, ap-
proaching, or standing in frontal orientation to-
ward a conspecific, an artiodactyl has directed
practically all its potential weapons toward the
partner.

Expressis verbis or implicitly, the broadside po-
sition has sometimes been consideredas result-
ing from a conflict. between aggression (frontal
orientation) and escape tendencies (hindquar-
ters position) (e.g., Fraser, 1957; Ewer, 1968).
However, at least in Artiodactyla, this is rather
unlikely. There are a few artiodactyl species,
such as mountain goat (Oreamnos americanus:
Geist, 1965), giraffe (Backhaus, 1961), and Bar-
bary sheep (Ammotragus lervia: Haas, 1959), that
fight either regularly or occasionally in parallel
or reverse-parallel position. In these species, the
broadside position is clearly related to aggres-
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sive behavior only. Geist (1966a) has expressed

the opinion that fighting in parallel or reverse-

parallel position is a phylogenetically old

fighting technique in artiodactyles. Under this

assumption,it is also possible to consider broad-

side orientation as a phylogeneticrelic of aggres-

sive intentions in those recent species that no

longer fight in this position.

Aboveall, however, an animalof the physical

constitution of Artiodactyla can block a partner’s

or opponent’s path by assuming the broadside

position in front of him. This blocking of the

path is not a theoretical assumption or postula-

tion, for it can actually be observed in quite a

numberof the species. Apparently in a relatively

few artiodactyles, such as cattle (Schloeth, 1958),

greater kudu (Tragelaphus strepsiceros), and sita-

tunga (Tragelaphus spekei: Walther, 1964b), the

young mayblock its mother’s path so that it may

suckle. More numerous, by far, are the cases

wherea superior animalblocksan inferior’s path

by broadsideposition. This has been observed in

lesser (Tragelaphus imberbis) and greater kudu

(Walther, 1958, 1960a), oryx (Oryx gazella beisa:

Walther, 1958), Grant’s gazelle (Walther, 1972,

1974), Thomson’s gazelle (Walther, 1974),

mountain gazelle, hartebeest (Alcelaphus busela-

phus: Gosling, 1974), tsessebe (Damaliscus lunatus

lunatus: Joubert, 1972), warthog (Frddrich,

1965), and others. By taking this lateral position

in front of a recipient, the performerforces the

other to stop and often also to withdraw orat

least deviate from its original course.

All these orientations can occur together with

special displays. Typically, frontal orientation is

frequently combined with threat and courtship

displays, broadside position with dominance

and, to a lesser extent, with courtship displays,

and hindquarterorientation with behaviorofin-

feriority. This will be discussed in detaillater.

However, it must be emphasizedthat these posi-
tions perse (i.e., without additional displays) can,
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in certain situations, release responses in con-

specifics. Apparently, their majoreffectis to in-

form therecipientof the directionit is expected

to take or not take. Presuppositions,facilitating

such direction signaling, are that the senderis

superior or at least not clearly, inferior to the

recipient, and that the latter is somewhat ready

to ‘‘obey”’ the sender’s intentions. To date, these

problemshave beenstudies in detail for only one

species, Grant’s gazelle. However, there is rea-

son to assumethatthe results obtained are valid

for quite a numberofother artiodactyl species.

In Grant’s gazelle, direction signaling is espe-

cially obvious whena relatively stable group of

females (and their offspring) remainsfor several

months in the (large) territory of a male

(Walther, 1972). In sucha harem group,only the

maleis territorial and only he is aware ofterrito-

rial boundaries, which do not exist for the

females. Thus, the females will transgress the

boundaries without hesitating if the male does

not prevent them from doing so. When females

are at the point of leaving the territory, the

male’s efforts to block their path and to herd

them back arevery striking (Fig. 6).

This situation, however, is an extreme case.

More commonly, the male tries to direct their

course long before they near the boundary, sim-

ply by using his position relative to the females

and placing himself between the harem and the

boundary. He shows no particular display, but

stands, moves, or, most commonly, continues

grazing. He often directs andrelates his position

to only one of the females, the one that has

movedfarthest in a given direction. Herposition

relative to him can also modify the meaning of

his position. The females definitely react to the

male’s behavior (as long as they do not try to

leave him andthe area deliberately). Such per-

manentdirection signaling works so inconspicu-

ously and effectively that it took me a shamefully
long time to becomeawareofit. Although it may
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1: Several females and their offspring approach the
boundary ofa territory (marked by a termite heap),
coming from the center. Theterritorial male stands at
the opposite side of the termite heap, at one side of
the females’ path. b. Frame 32: The male turns and
starts walking to a position in front of the females.
c. Frame 72: The male movesinto broadside position.
The females stop or turn 90°. d. Frame 152: The male
is in full broadside position, blocking the females’
path. e. Frame 164: The females walk back or move
parallel to the boundary. The maleis still in broadside
position. f. Frame 182: Still in broadsideposition, the
male assumesan erect posture and turnshis head in
the direction of the females (head flag). Most of them
have turned and walked backto the centeroftheterri-
tory.
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Fig. 7. Direction signaling by the position of a
(territorial) male Grant’s gazelle (black) relative to
that of a female (white) of his harem—‘“translated”’
into humanlanguage.a. ‘‘Stop! Do not advanceinthis
direction!” b. “Do not turn around!” ¢. “Stop or go
ahead, but do notturn in mydirection!”d. “Continue
in your direction!”e. “Continue in your direction and
speed up!”f. ““Turn around and withdraw!” g. “Go
ahead!”’ h. “Follow me!”

appear to be somewhat childish and an-
thropomorphical, the simplest and perhaps even
the only way to characterize meanings and mes-
sages of these positions is to “translate” them
into words of the human language,as is donein
Fig. 7. This figure, of course, gives only the ma-
jor positions that may occurin suchsituations.
Transitions between these positions (e.g., be-
tween male frontally oriented toward the female
and male in broadside position) are possible.

This example of(‘‘silent’’) herding behavior
in Grant’s gazelle may demonstrate the impor-
tance of mere orientation between partners in
social communication. Such orientationsare also
involvedin all the displays discussed below. In
some of these displays, the role of the orienta-
tion componentis very significant; in othersit
appears to be of minor importance, but it is
never lacking in any that are aimed and ad-
dressed to definite recipients. The reader is
asked to keep this in mindsince I will describe
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these displays without coming back to details of

the previously discussed orientation compo-

nents.

Threat Displays

Threat displays indicate readiness for

fighting (‘I am goingto fight you!”’). This distin-

guishes them from dominance displays (p.690).

However, there are sometransitional cases that

may be termed “threat-dominance displays”’

(Droh-Imponieren in German literature), in which

features of both dominance and threat displays

are combined. One may distinguish between

“symbolic” actions, in which an animaluses the

same behavior patterns as in fighting but does

not touch its opponent, and moreorless ritual-

ized intention movements, where the perfor-

manceis restricted to the very initial movements

of beginning a fighting action. Mostritualized

are those threat displays where intention move-

ments are ‘frozen’ into postures. Since there

are offensive and defensive fighting techniques,

there are correspondingoffensive and defensive

threat displays, beside others that can be used

both ways. In an agonistic encounter, when only

one opponentshowsan offensive threat and the

recipient responds with a defensive threat, the

latter is a sign ofinferiority (Fig. 8).

Whetherthreat, dominance, and space-claim

displays (p.687) challenge or inumidate the re-

cipients depends on whetherthey are equal or

inferior to the senders andalso onthesituation.

For example, during migration even recipients

equal to the senderwill often simply “obey’’ the

latter’s threat without any counterdisplay. In a

very considerable number of encounters the

threat remains one-sided (Fig. 9). This means

that only one of the animals involved shows a

threatdisplay. In a relatively few cases the other

animal may immediately attack the sender or

simply ignoreits threat. Usually, however,a re-

cipient will withdraw, or show submissive behav-
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Fig. 8. Dominant bull (right) of oryx antelope

(Oryx gazella beisa) in broadside position, displays with

(erected) head-up posture, angling the horns and

“pointing”’ the ear toward a subordinate bull (left),

who responds by lowering the head and withdrawing.

Lowerleft: Frontal view of an oryx in (pronounced)

head-low posture. Lower right: Oryx antelope in re-

laxed ‘“‘normal’’ posture (for comparison).

ior, or even flee in a one-sided threat encounter.

Since threat displays occur under the samecon-

ditions that can lead to overt aggression, they

can substitute for and savefightingin suchcases.

Especially in encounters between peers, the sen-

der’s threat releases the addressee’s counterdis-
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Fig. 9. Coordination of group activity by horn

threat and pursuit march in adult male Thomson’s
gazelles. (After 16 mm film at 24 frames/sec.) a. Frame
1: Within a bachelor group (which was changing from
grazing to moving), a male (right) approaches one of
the malesstill grazing (left). b-c. Frames 16 and 24:
The challenger(right) threatens with a high presenta-
tion of horns. Therecipient(left) ceases grazing and

play. Also, in someofthese reciprocalthreaten-
counters, one opponent may eventually give in
and withdraw. However, the probability that re-
ciprocal threat encounters will end in a fight is
high in the artiodactyles. The aggressiveness of
both opponents obviously is heightened by the
reciprocal displays, finally culminating in overt
fighting. Thus, fights are not prevented in such
cases. However, each opponent has become
awareofthe other’s hostile intentionsbythepre-
vious displays, and both are prepared to fight.
Surprise attack, the most dangerous form of ag-
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Starts moving,passingin frontofthe threatening male
at an angle of 90°. d-g. Frames 32, 48, 56, and 72:
Withoutinterrupting the high presentation of horns,
the challenger stands and lets the addressee pass in
front of him. h-k. Frames 80, 88, 96, and 120:Still
threatening continuously, the challenger places him-
self behind the withdrawingrecipient and follows him
in a pursuit march.

gression,is effectively avoided by these recipro-
cal threats.

The statements above, especially the thesis
on the intimidating and challenging effects of
threat displays, may be substantiated by the ex-
ample ofa quantitative analysis on the outcomes
of one-sided and reciprocal threat encounters in
Thomson’s gazelle (Table 2). The data werecol-
lected during a two-year study (1965-66) in
Serengeti National Park. In the table, the term
“horn threats” refers predominantly to medial
and high presentation of the horns and to sym-
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Table 2

Intimidating and challenging effects of threat displays

in agonistic encounters of Thomson’s gazelle.
I

 

Numberof observed cases

Percentage ending

with fight

with other forms of aggression

with withdrawal, flight, or

submission of one of the opponents

in other ways

One-sided Reciprocal

horn threats horn threats

1,680 738

1.5 70.7

4.0 11.3

84.0 13.3

10.5 4.7

 

bolic butting, but it also includes (rarer) cases of

symbolic downward and sideward blows and of

head-low postures. ‘“‘Fight’”” means any form of
horn contact. “Other forms of aggression”
mainly include air-cushion fights and grazing
rituals (see below), but also the rarer cases of

(one-sided or reciprocal) aggressions toward
inanimate objects and the very exceptionalcases
of bodyattacks. ‘““Withdrawal, flight, or submis-

sion of one of the opponents”are listed accord-
ing to the relative frequency in which they occur
after a threat. In one-sided threats, it 1s, of

course, always the (nonthreatening) addressee

who withdrawsor flees or shows submissive be-
havior. “Ending in other ways”’ refers to those
cases in which therecipients did not show any
reaction to the threats and/or the sender(s)

eventually ceased threatening, and in which both >
animals involved continuedwith clearly nonago-
nistic activities such as herding females, running
plays, or relaxed standing.

The one-sided threat encounters ended with
withdrawal, flight, or submissive behaviorof the

addresseein 84.0 percentof the 1,680 observed

cases, clearly demonstrating the intimidating
effect of the threats. On the other hand,the re-

ciprocal threat encounters (both opponentsdis-
playing, usually with the same form ofthreat) led

to fights in 70.7 percent of the 738 observed
cases. (This proportion is even greater in en-

counters between completely equal opponents.)

These statistics clearly demonstrate the chal-

lenging effect of these displays. While the inum-
dating effect of threat displays has been
acknowledged frequently and readily in etholog-
ical literature, the challenging effect has rarely

been pointed outexpressis verbis. However,it defi-
nitely exists, itis by no meansrare, and it should

be distinguished from the intimidating effect
since it does not make sense to speak aboutin-
timidating whenthethreats lead to fighting and
obviously none of the opponents have been in-
timidated.

Threats, as well as fighting, may serve a mul-

titude of social functions in artiodactyles. The
most important, manyofwhich occurin a single

species, are: territorial establishment andratifi-

cation, defense againstterritorial invasion, main-

taining or enlarging individual distance
(especially in grazing), coordination of group ac-
tivities (especially when a group changes from
one activity to another,e.g., from resting to mov-

ing), ““voting’”’ to determine marchingdirection
and order, pushing during movement(1.e., keep-
ing the migration going), establishment and
maintenance of social hierarchies, herding
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(male:female), defense against sexual ap-
proaches (female:male), and soliciting milk
(young:mother) and defense against it (female:
young). Also in the mating rituals, threat and
dominancedisplays of the courting male play an
important role in many species; while in others,
male courtship displays are apparently related to
agonistic behavior. In short, there is hardly any
realm ofthesocial life of artiodactyles in which
aggressive displays are not involved. With little
exaggeration, one maysaythat the entire social
organization and communication ofthese ani-
mals is based on aggression.

Among “symbolic” actions (= full perfor-
mance ofthe aggressive action without touching
the opponent) we mayfirst mention two forms of
so-called redirected aggression (Moynihan,
1955): aggression against an inanimate object
and aggression against an animal other than the
onethat released this aggression (= “‘Radfahrer’-
Reaktion: Grzimek, 1949). Neither type neces-
sarily consists of addressed threat displays. For
example, the object aggression may sometimes
be a play with inanimate objects. Moreover,it
appears that there is a connection between ob-
ject aggression and marking behavior and,thus,
as in all markingactivities, object aggression fre-
quently occurs when no potential addressee is
present. Even when an addresseeis present, the
second animaloften doesnotreactto the perfor-
mer’s action but either ignores it or simply
watchesit. Thus, the effect of object aggression
on a recipient is sometimes dubious. On the
other hand, there are cases in which object ag-
gression is addressed to a definite recipient and
clearly releases reactions in that animal.

Common objects to be attacked are trees,
branches, bushes, rocks, grass, the ground,and,
in captivity, fences and feeders. Object aggres-
sion is often due to rather complex situations.
For example, when

a

territorial male or a ‘‘mas-
ter” of a harem groupsees a potential rival at a
distance, it would be very muchagainsthis “‘in-
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terests”’ to leave his territory or his females in
orderto threaten orattack his rival. But since his
aggressiveness is stimulated by his adversary’s
presence, he remains where he is and begins
fighting an inanimate object close by. In the
same situation, a male may also become aggres-
sive toward a group member,for example, an
immature male, whose presence wastolerated or
ignored before. These actions are usually rather
striking, so that the potentialrival releasing them
can notice them and, subsequently, will also no-
tice the presenceofa potential opponenteven at
a considerable distance. The rival may then stay
away.

Redirected aggression against conspecifics is
presentinall artiodactyl species. Object aggres-
sion, however, has yet to be reported from Hip-
popotamidae, Suidae, and Tayassuidae. There
are only a few reports of object aggression in
captive Camelidae and Giraffidae (Pilters, 1954,
1956; Backhaus, 1961). In these groupsit appar-
ently has no function in social communication.
Cervidae and Bovidae frequently perform object
aggression with their antlers and horns. Object
aggression may possibly be of greater impor-
tance to social communicationin cervids than in
bovids. In somecervid species such as mule deer,
the sound causedbybeatingtrees or busheswith
the antlers mayrelease flight in immatureor sub-
ordinate males during rut (Geist, pers. comm.).
I do not know of any corresponding events in
bovids. In some bovid species, however, object
aggression obviously has become ritualized.
Beating and goring the grass and the ground,
alternately to the right and left, has led to a
rhythmical and persistent ‘“‘weaving”’ (Fig. 10a)
in certain species such as Grant’s gazelle
(Walther, 1965). On the whole, it seemsthat re-
directed aggression represents an intermediate
stage between addressed and unaddressed be-
havior as well as between threat displays and
dynamic visual marking (Hediger, 1954), on the
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Fig. 10. Some‘‘symbolic” threat behaviors. a. Ob-
ject aggression (‘weaving’) in Grant’s gazelle.
b. Dropping down on the carpal joints (“knees”’) in
wildebeest (Connochaetes taurinus). (After photo byR.

D. Estes.) c. Rising on the hindlegsin ibex (Capra tex).

d. Undirected neck winding and snapping of a
female situtunga(7ragelaphus spekei) in responseto the
male’s sexual approach.

one hand, and advertising presence, position,

state, and status, on the other.

The following behavior patterns are clearly
addressed to definite partners in the overwhelm-
ing majority of cases. Chasing occursinits sever-
est form after one of two combatants has been

completely defeated in a fight, but it can hardly

be considered a means of communication. How-
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ever, there is also a kind of “‘symbolic”’ chasing

in certain artiodactyl species. With no previous

fighting, one animal will run after another as if

the latter had previously been defeated. In a

sense, this symbolic chasing anticipates victory.

Typically, it is most frequently used by animals

of a high social status, such as territorial males,

toward hopelessly inferior partners, especially

females or nonterritorial, immature males. In

somespecies the males show nointention ofac-

tually attacking the addressee during these sym-

bolic chases. They may utter certain sounds,

however, such as roaring in impala (Schenkel,

1966) or, in Thomson’s gazelle, a very typical

“chasing call,” a strophic “pshorr-pshorr-

pshorr,”’ uttered throughthe nose, which almost

always causes the inferior addressee to flee as

fast as it can.
Related to the symbolic chaseis the feint at-

tack, in which one animal approaches the other

in a rush. This action is usually combined with

other species-specific intention movements for

attacking (e.g., open mouth, lowered horns or

antlers), but the animal stops just before touch-

ing its opponent(if it has not already fled). Feint

attacks occur at least occasionally in practically

all artiodactyl species.
Whenboth opponents perform feint attacks

and continue with such offensive and corre-

sponding defensive maneuvers as would occurin

a true fight but without touchingeach other, one

may speak aboutan “air-cushion fight,” in which
it appears as if there is an invisible cushion be-
tween the opponents. These air-cushion fights

are very frequentin certain artiodactyles, such as

gazelles and topi. They can occuras intermezzos

between true fighting, but may also substitute

completely for an overt fight. Air-cushion fights
as well as feint attacks and other symbolic actions

can be combinedwith all the sounds commonly
heard duringthefighting of certain species: loud
roaring in hippo; loud growlingin warthog(Fra-

drich, 1967) and peccary (Schweinsburg and
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Sowls, 1972); growling, gargling, and roaringin
tylopods (Pilters, 1954, 1956); and rather soft
growling soundsin certain bovid and cervid spe-
cles.

Biting as a threat behaviorin the Artiodactyla
commonly takes the form of symbolic snapping
(i.e., snapping in the direction of an opponent
without touching it). It is very pronounced in
tylopods, especially in camels(Pilters, 1956). In
hippo (Verheyen, 1954) and peccary (Fradrich,
1967), the opening of the mouth asa threatdis-
play may lead to a yawning-like performance.
Squabbling,tooth clicking, and tooth chattering,
whichin severe threat encountersare intensified
to a staccato snapping of the jaws, have been
described in peccary (Schweinsburg and Sowls,
1972), and similar phenomena have been ob-
served in wild boar (Sus scrofa: Fradrich, 1967).
Symbolic snapping is also quite commonin cer-
tain cervid species, but apparently notin all of
them. I have seen symbolic snapping quite fre-
quently in red deer, axis, and fallow deer, but
never in white-tailed deer. Symbolic (as well as
actual) snapping is found in only someof the
Bovidaespecies. Here,it is apparently negatively
correlated with the presence, development, and
use of horns (Walther, 1960a). Symbolic snap-
ping occurs mainly in bovids with small horns,
such as the Cephalophinae, and in hornless
females of certain species (Fig. 10d), such as
Tragelaphus and Kobus. In sitatunga it was also
observed in young malesaslongas they had very
small horns or no hornsat all. The only bovid
species I know of in which females with large
horns occasionally show symbolic snapping is
the eland antelope (Taurotragus oryx)—interest-
ingly enough,this species is very closely related
to Zragelaphus (a genusin whichthe females have
no horns).

The grinding of teeth brought aboutby exag-
gerated sideward movements ofthe lowerjaw in
several cervid species (Schneider, 1930) is prob-
ably also a ritualized form of biting behavior.

Communication in Selected Groups

Symbolic (and actual) pushing with the
mouthshutis apparently closely related to snap-
ping. In the Suidae (Fig. 1 la), symbolic pushing
is amoreorless pronounced,relatively slow up-
ward movementofthe head in the direction ofan
opponent, usually causing him to withdraw (Fri-
drich, 1967). In the Tylopoda, Cervidae, Girafh-
dae, and a number of Bovidae species, the
movementis a short, butrelatively violent, hori-
zontal push forward with the snout and head in
the direction of an opponent. As with symbolic
snapping, this pushing with mouth shutis espe-
cially frequent in female bovids without horns.In
the genus Tragelaphus it is the most commonde-
fense of the female against an approaching or
driving bull at the beginningofthe matingritual
(Walther, 1958, 1964b). Occasionally, pushing
with the mouth shut(as well as snapping) may be
combined with stretching the whole neck for-
ward in the direction of the opponent. Thisis
possibly the origin of the head-and-neck-
stretched-forward posture, which is a common

  
Fig. 11. a. Symbolic pushing with mouth shut

(right) in wild boar (Sus scrofa). (After Fradrich, 1967.)
b. Threatening with wide-open mouth in hippo (Hip-
popotamus amphibius).
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dominance or courtship display in manyarti-
odactyles (see below).

In connection with mouth and head move-
ments, we may mentionspitting of stomach con-
tents, which is exclusively found in the New
World tylopods(Pilters, 1954, 1956). They spit
only when an adversary is close enough, and
then they aim for the opponent’s head. Having
received the “‘full load’’ in its face, the recipient
may show a grimaceof“loathing”’ (Pilters, 1954,
1956).

Species that practice neck fighting (pressing
downorlifting up of the opponentwith the neck)
may show corresponding symbolic neck move-
ments—forwardstretching alternating with low-
ering and steeply erecting and winding of the
neck (Fig. 10d). They are especially evident in
females of sitatunga (Walther, 1964b) and, to a
lesser extent, in greater kudu (Walther, 1958,
1964b). Postures derived from neck fighting (p.
683), however, are obviously commoner than
symbolic movements. |

In fighting,certain artiodactyl species rise on
their hind feet (Fig. 12a). Then the animaleither
throws its body on its opponent (Suidae and
Tylopoda; also female nilgai: Fradrich, 1967;
Pilters, 1954, 1956; Walther, 1966a), or beats the
Opponentwith its forelegs (especially the Cer-
vidae: Miiller-Using and Schloeth, 1967), or
“dives down”into a horn clash (many Caprinae
species: Fig. 10c) (Walther, 1960b, 1966a; Geist,
1966a). The symbolic form, occurring at a dis-
tance from which the animal cannotreach its
adversary, is a rising on the hind legs or a more
or less pronounced jumpwith the anterior part
of the body (Drohsprung: Walther, 1960a) in the
direction of an adversary (the hind feet remain
on the ground). This behavior is shown bythe
species mentioned aboveandbyothers, includ-
ing Soemmering’s gazelle, Grant’s gazelle,
chamois, and the Tragelaphus species, which have
none of the aforementioned fighting techniques
in their recent behavior inventories.
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Fig. 12. a. An aggressive jump with biting inten-

tions(right) is countered by an extreme nose-up pos-
ture (left) in guanaco (Lama guanicoé). (After Pilters,
1954.) b. Rising on the hind legs and (symbolic) beat-
ing with the forelegs in red deer (Cerbus elaphus).

Especially in cervids, where striking out with
the forelegs (with or withoutrising on the hind
feet) is commonin agonistic encounters, sym-
bolic beating or kicking with the forelegs (Fig.
12b) can be used as a threat. Kicking with the
hind feet is, on the whole, rare in the fights
of the Artiodactyla (it plays a certain role in the
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fights of the tylopods), and the corresponding

symbolic performanceis even rarer.

Some species (especially wildebeest, harte-

beest, topi, nilgai, oryx, addax, and roan and

sable antelope) tend to drop down on the

‘‘knees”’ (carpal joints) of their forelegs during

fighting. This can also occur symbolically when

the animal is still some distance from its rival

(Fig. 10b). In this case,it is often, although not

necessarily, combined with goring the ground

(object fighting), or it may pass into grazing.

In Cervidae and Bovidae (i.e., species in

which at least the males have antlers or horns),

symbolic butting (Fig. 14a), ie., a pronounced

nodding movementof the head in the direction

of the addressee, is widespread. It is morefre-

quent in females and juveniles (animals with no

horns or smaller horns) than in adult males.

Head throwing, i.e., nodding head movements

(like the exaggerated afhirmation ofhumans), ap-
parently is a rhythmically repeated form of the

butt. Head shaking(like that of humansin nega-

tion) can be considered the symbolic form of

twisting the head and horns(Fig. 14b) left and

right (horns interlocked in fighting animals). All

these threat movementsoccurin rather similar

forms in almost all bovid and cervid species;

however, there are considerable differences as to

the frequency of the movement and how pro-
nounced it is. For example, in gazelles head

shakingis rare and head throwing even moreso,

but these movementsare frequentin wildebeest,

hartebeest, and topi.
Other behavior patterns that are used as

fighting techniques but mayalso occasionally oc-

cur as symbolic threat movementsare the down-

ward and sideward blow (Fig. 14c, d). In the

symbolic downward blow,the animal bringsits
head and hornsor antlers down from an upright

position in a violent movement. The forehead

maytouch the ground,and the horns(orantlers)

then point forward (toward the opponent). Oc-
casionally, the head and horns may bekeptat the
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lowest point of this movementfor several sec-

onds (low presentation of horns). In the side-

ward blow, the head and horns are rapidly

moved sidewardfrom either an upright or a low-

ered position. These two movementsoccur with

some frequency only in relatively few species—

for example, downward blows in blackbuck

(Walther, 1959; Schaller, 1967) and sideward

blows in oryx (Oryx gazella). The horn sweepis a

combinationofthe symbolic downwardandside-

ward blow. The whole performance resembles

weaving, but is shorter and more violent. I have

seen horn sweepsfrequently only in adult male

Grant’s gazelle, where they occurred predomi-

nantly in very severe threat encounters between

peers.
The threat displays discussed above are

movements. Other threat displays are postures

in which an animal—in contrast to symbolic ac-

tions—does not show the entire aggressive ac-

tion but just the first intention ofit, although

often in an exaggerated form. Moreover, these
intention movements are “frozen” for several

seconds,in extremecases for one or even several

minutes. Vocalizations are not commonly heard

in connection with these postures, but when

there are any, they are usually rather soft growl-

ing sounds. When animals have skin glandsthat

can be openedat will—the preorbital glands of
(males of) certain bovid and cervid species are

especially important in this regard—they are

widely opened. Apparently, there are few threat

postures in Nonruminantia—one could think of

the opening of the mouthin hippo(Fig. 11b) or

of a nose-up posture with turning of the cheek
toward the opponent in peccary, which

Schweinsburg and Sowls (1972) interpret as an

intention movementfor biting with the side of
the mouth. In Tylopoda and Ruminantia, how-

ever, threat postures are well pronounced,fre-

quently used, and obviously the most important

meansofthreat.
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In the head-low posture (= Kopf-tief-Halten or
Kopf-tief-Drohen: Walther, 1958, 1964b, 1966a),
the neck and head are stretched downward and
forward (Fig. 14h). The nose is close to the
groundin anattitude similar to that of grazing,
and sometimesthe animal may switch to grazing.
Apparently, meaning andorigin vary with the
species, and the head-low postureis of a some-
what ambivalent nature even within the same
species. For example, male guanaco (Lama guan-
icoe) may approacha rival with a head-low pos-
ture (Pilters, 1956), which appearsto be a rather
offensive threat in this species. It has possibly
evolved from biting an adversary’s forelegs (a
commonfighting technique in tylopods) and/or
from a special form ofneckfighting (getting un-
der the opponent’s body). In moose (Geist,
1963) the head-low posture combined withrais-
ing the hair on the neck, withers, and rump and
holding the ears down(inside toward the oppo-
nent), and, sometimes, with a very loud roar,
appearsto be a defensive threat, frequently used
in intra- and interspecific encounters. Also, in
many bovid species, the head-low postureis ap-
parently a defensive threat. The horns, which are
directed backward and upward and moreorless
parallel to the neck, are in an ideal position to
parry an opponent’s butt or downward blow. At
least in some bovids, such as Gazella and Oryx,
the head-low posture mayturn into a submissive
posture (Fig. 141) that is similar or almostidenti-
cal with it. On the whole, here, the head-low
posture often expresses somekind ofinferiority,
especially when used as a response to an offen-
sive threat display of a challenger.

The head-and-neck-stretched-forward pos-
ture (Fig. 15a) is commonin courting artiodacty!
males (p.702), but is much rarer in agonistic
encounters. It occurs sporadically over a range
of some rather different species. It also has
different origins and meanings. For example, in
white-tailed deer, this posture has been termed
the “hard look” (Thomas, Robinson, and Mar-
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burger, 1965). However, the more we learn
about this behavior in white-tailed deer, the
more it appears to be a display ofinferior ani-
mals toward superior opponents. (Geist, pers.
comm.), possibly related to the head-low posture
of other artiodactyl species. Thus, it may not be
such a “‘hard look” as it wasinitially assumed to
be. In species that practice neckfighting, such as
giraffe (Backhaus, 1961) and nilgai (Walther,
1958), the head-and-neck-stretched-forward
posture can be considered an intention move-
mentfor a stroke with the neck(in giraffes) or for
neck fighting since these animals can and do
place the neck over the opponent’s from this
posture and press the rival down (Fig. 20a).
Here,this postureis a display betweenpeers,but
it is also frequently used by superior animals to-
ward inferiors.

Closely related to neckfighting are the head-
and-neck-forward/upwardposture and the nose-
up posture. The latter posture (Fig. 13b) is a
mirror image (upward) of the head-low posture.
In a pronounced nose-up posture, the neck and
head are stretched upwardstiffly, the nose point-
ing skyward(Fig. 12a). In lama,theearslie back,
and both postures showa relation to pushing
with mouth shut (Pilters, 1954, 1956). Pilters
even considers pushing with mouth shut to be
the origin of at least the head-and-neck-for-
ward/upward posture. The major point, how-
ever, seems to be that the  head-and-
neck-upward/forward posture is the perfectini-
tial posture and the swing-out movement (Au-
Sholbewegung) for placing the neck over an
Opponent’s neck or body. This becomes clear
from descriptions and pictures of behavior of
tylopods (Pilters, 1954, 1956) and giraffe (Back-
haus, 1961), and, evidently, is true of okap1
(Okapia johnstoni: Walther, 1962). Thus, in these
animals the head-and-neck-upward/forward
posture is an offensive threat, usually used by a
superior opponent or in encounters between
peers.
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In tylopods and in (hornless) nilgai females

(Walther, 1960a, 1966a), the nose-up posture

was observedasa fighting technique. Hereit 1s

used to parry an aggressor’s jumping attack

(throwing the anterior part of the body on the

opponent) and immediately push it back with the

chest and longside of the neck, in a special kind

of neck fighting. Thus, it is a basically defensive

maneuver, but one that allows the defender to

counterattack immediately. These features also

determine the character of the corresponding

symbolic performance (threat display), which

Pilters (1954, 1956) very adequately interprets as

the expression of strong resistance in Lama.

Muchthe sameis true in okapi (Walther, 1960c,

1962); whereas in giraffe (Backhaus, 1961), the

nose-up posture (also shownin lateral position

to a rival) may possibly be moreoffensive in na-

ture relative to the particular fighting technique

of this species (sideward strokes of the neck and

head against an adversary’s neck, shoulder,

body, or hindquarters: Backhaus, 1961).

Phenotypically, the erect posture (Fig.13a) is

intermediate between head-and-neck-forward/
upward and the nose-up posture. In the erect

posture, the animal stretches its neck straight

upward as in the nose-up posture, but the head

and nose point forward or forward/upward, in

similar or even identical fashion to the head-and-

neck-forward/upward posture. Pilters (1954,

1956) interprets it in llamaas the ‘“‘utmost readi-

ness for defence.”” However, I have frequently

seen it preceding the jumpattack in llama,and,

thus, I consider it more offensive in nature. Of

course, ‘“‘utmost readiness for defence’? can be

said to be the point where defense verges on

offensive action. Being an intermediate stage be-

tween an (offensive) head-and-neck-forward/up-

ward posture and a (defensive) nose-up posture,

it is very possible that the erect posture is used

both offensively and defensively. In addition,

very slight changes in this posture (neck some-

what more forward or backward) may shift its
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Fig. 13. a. Erect posture as intention movement

for rising on the hind legs in guanaco.(After Pilters,

1956.) b. Head-and-neck-forward/upward posture

(right) and turning away(left) in erect posture in llama

(Lama guanicoéglama). (After Pilters, 1956.)

meaning moreto the offensive or the defensive

side, respectively. In Marco Polo sheep (Ovis am-

mon poli: Walther, 1960b), as well as in a number

of cervid species (Miiller-Using and Schloeth,

1967; Geist, 1966b), the erect posture precedes

an (aggressive) rising on the hind feet, and I am

inclined to interpret the erect posture generally

and primarily as an intention movementforris-

ing on the hind legs (Walther, 1960a). This deri-

vation, however, excludes neither a neck-fight

component nor a connection to pushing with

mouth shut nor beating with the forelegs in cer-

tain species, since all these behavior patterns

may occur in combinationwith rising on the hind
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legs. The similarity to the head-and-neck-for-
ward/upwardandthe nose-up posture has occa-
sionally led to mistaking onefor the otheror, in
theearlier literature, to not clearly distinguish-
ing between them.(I readily admit being among
the “‘sinners.””) Despite the doubtlessly closere-
lationship andtransitional stages between these
postures, one should, as far as possible, try to
distinguish them,in the interestofa better analy-
S1S.

In species with hornsor antlers, i.e., all the
Bovidae and Cervidae, presentation of horns
(Hoérnerprdsentieren: Walther, 1958) and antlers
toward an opponentis a frequent and very im-
portant form ofthreat. It can occurin four forms:
low, medial, and high presentation and side-
ward-angling of horns or antlers. In a pro-
nounced low presentation, the horns are held
parallel to and on the ground, with the tips
pointing toward the opponent. As a posture(i.e.,
not as a momentary phase in a movementsuch
as a downward blow or horn sweep), this pro-
nounced form is rare. However, whenit occurs,
it is a very severe threat. In a very common but
less-pronounced form of the low presentation,
the head is not held so low, but is still clearly
below body level, and the chin is tucked in to-
ward the throatso that the horns point forward/
upward. This posture is sometimessimilar to the
head-low posture, and the two maychangeinto
one another. Interestingly enough, in prong-
horn,a posture frequently seen in herding males
correspondsto this less-pronounced, low pre-
sentation of bovids and cervids with respect to
the height at which the head is held. Otherwise,
however,it is a head-low posture,1.e., the chin is
not tucked in toward the throat, apparently be-
cause ofthe position of the hornsrelative to the
skull axis. In pronghorn, the horns “lean” for-
ward more than those of bovids. Thus, the horn
tips point forward when a male pronghorn holds
his head downward/forward, whereas a bovid or
cervid (in which the horns or antlers stick
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straight upwardor, in somespecies, even “tilt”
backward) has to tuck in his chin for the same
effect.

In the medial presentation (Fig. 14e), the
neck is held forward at body level, the chin is
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Fig. 14. Some commonthreatdisplays in Bovidae
and Cervidae, demonstrated by the examples of
Thomson’s gazelle (a-f.) and Grant’s gazelle (g-1.).
a. (Symbolic) butting. When repeated and exagger-
ated,this results in head throwing. b. (Symbolic) head
twisting. When repeated(to the right and theleft) this
results in head shaking. c. (Symbolic) sideward blow.
d. (Symbolic) downward blow. The end phasecorre-
spondsto a low presentation of horns. e. Medial pre-
sentation of horns. f. High presentation of horns.
g. Sideward angling of horns. h. Head-low posture
(subadult male). i. Submissive posture (adolescent
male).
Imagine that the addressee is standing in front of

the threatening animal(in b. and c. the readeris in the
position of the adversary), except in g., where the
recipientis to the side ofthe displaying animal (in the
position of the animalin h.).
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tucked in toward the throat so that the nose

points approximately vertically to the ground,

and the hornsor antlers subsequently point up-

ward or somewhat forward. This kind of presen-

tation is the commonestandis used by almostall

bovid and cervid species.
In the high presentation of horns (Fig. 14f)

the neck is held erect so that the head and horns

are carried distinctly above body level and the

chin is tucked strongly in toward the throat. The

horns, which tower above the head, point up-

ward or upward/forward. The high presentation

of horns or antlers occasionally occurs in many

bovid and cervid species. As a frequent and pro-

nounced display, however, it 1s found in rela-

tively few, the most important of which are the

gazelles (Walther, 1958, 1964a, 1968a), butit 1s

also described in oryx (Walther, 1958) and in

sable (Hippotragus niger: Huth, 1970) and roan

antelope (Hippotragus equinus: Joubert, 1970). In

the Gazella species it is a very commonandrather

serious, offensive threat, used predominantly by

adult and,in particular, territorial males. It is an

open question whetherthe high presentation of

horns is to be considered a pure threat (swing-

out movementfor a downwardblow) or a combi-

nation of a threat (horn presentation) and a

dominancedisplay (erect posture, p.697).

Sideward angling of horns (Fig. 14g) in

broadside position as well as the broadside posi-

tion itself are threat displays in those artiodactyl

species (p.673) that fight from

a

lateral (parallel

or reverse-parallel) position. However, the com-

bination of broadside position and sideward an-

gling of horns also appears in a number of

species that do notdo so,but in whichtherivals

fightin frontal orientation to each other. In these

cases, obviously, a dominancedisplay (broadside

position, p.693) and a threat display (angling of

horns toward an opponent) are combined. Such

a sideward angling of horns or antlers 1s occa-

sionally found in almostall bovid and cervid spe-

cies. However, I have only observed it to be a
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frequent and elaborate display (always combined

with an erect or head-up posture) in a few spe-

cies, including Grant’s gazelle (Walther, 1965),

oryx (Walther, 1958, 1966a), and waterbuck

(Kobus defassa). Joubert (1970) recorded it in

roan antelope, and Estes (1969) in wildebeest. In

medial and high presentation, as well asin side-

ward angling of horns, one ear is often emphati-

cally turned (‘pointing’) in the addressee’s

direction. In presentation of horns, it is usually

directed forward;in sideward angling of hornsit

points sideward toward the opponent.
To the human observer, all these forms of

presentation ofhorns andantlers appearto refer

strongly to the presence and potential use of

these weapons. Observations by Hediger (1946)

of certain cervids and by Geist (1971) of bighorn

sheep (Outs canadensis) supportthe view that this

is also true for a conspecific recipient. In other

species, however, there is evidence to the con-

trary. In a captive, dehorned oryx bull, the pos-

tures of high presentation and sideward angling

of horns had strongly intimidating effects on

conspecifics (Walther, 1958), and I have had oc-

casion to observe precisely the same thing in a

dehorned male dorcas gazelle. Thus, the role of

horns in these displays should be considered

with caution. At least in certain species, the re-

cipients may react more, and perhaps even pri-

marily, to the corresponding postures of the

head and neck andpaylittle attention to the chal-

lenger’s horns in threat encounters.

With the exception of sideward angling of

horns or antlers, the senderis usually frontally

oriented toward an addressee in all the threats

described above. Sometimes the animalwill not

turn its whole body butonlyits head and neck in

the opponent’s direction. The addresseealsoof-

ten stands frontally to the sender. In principle,

however, the addressee’s position does not mat-

ter. In other words,its flank or hindquarters can

also face the sender. Thislast orientation 1s regu-

larly found in pursuit marches, where theinfe-
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rior animal walks away in a “normal” or a sub-
missive attitude while the superior one follows
with a threat or a dominancedisplay. Occasion-
ally, all the threats described above can be com-
bined with broadside displays (p.693). For
example, the sender may block the opponent’s
path in lateral position and may show a high
presentation of horns (without turning its head
and horns in the opponent’s direction). Such
cases must be distinguished from the combina-
tion of threats and inferior behavior patterns,
e.g., when the inferior animal stands frontally
towardits challenger and respondsto the latter’s
threat with a counter display, at the same time
turning its head away from the challenger and
avoiding a clearly directed threat; or when a
withdrawing opponent continues to threaten
forward while the pursuing dominant marches
behind it. We must emphasize that these cases
are mosaiclike combinations of threat displays
with tendencies for withdrawal or turning away.
Thelatter are expressed by the orientation com-
ponent. However,the threat displays themselves
cannot be explainedasa result of an inner con-
flict between aggression and escape tendencies
as certain authors (Tinbergen, 1952; Hinde,
1966, Ewer, 1968) have assumed. They are ex-
pressions of pure aggression (Walther, 1974).

Displays of Space-Claim

Besides threat and dominance displays (p.
690), some additional behavior patterns, which
are certainly not forms of aggression, may show
up in agonistic encounters of artiodactyles. On
the other hand,they do fit meaningfully into an
agonistic situation. They are connected to be-
havior patterns usedin relation to space, the en-
vironment, inanimate objects, or the ground.
Thus, they are notrestricted to hostile encoun-
ters but they may also occur (even primarily) in
other situations. When usedin hostile encoun-
ters, the animal may claim occupancyofa place
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—literally, in the case ofaterritorial animal; sym-
bolically and only very temporarily, in the case of
a nonterritorial animal. Theintimidatingorchal-
lenging effects on recipients are incomparably
less pronounced than in threat and dominance
displays. One can imagine that these behavior
patterns may have a somewhat self-insuring
effect on the performer and mayperhapssignal
to the opponent: “This is my place (you’d better
Stay away).” This view is supported by the ab-
sence of these displays in situations where other
threat and dominancedisplays may be used but
where a space-claim would not agree with the
requirements of the situation (as in courtship,
mother-infantrelationships, coordinating group
activities). Such behavior patterns are predomi-
nantly object aggression, marking with skin
glands, urination and/or defecation, pawing the
ground, and possibly also grazing in agonistic
encounters. .

Object aggressionis so closely related to ag-
gressive behaviorthatit was discussed in connec-
tion with threat displays. However,

_

its
occurrence in nonagonisticsituations,its relative
ineffectiveness as a threat in some species, the
possibility that in a few species the secretion of
certain glands may be deposited in connection
with this behavior,and the possibility thatit may
leave visually recognizable marks on vegetation
or the ground make probable a connection with
marking behavior.

Gland marking is quite commonin connec-
tion with agonistic encounters (when such
glands are present). The way in which certain
species, such as chamois (Hediger, 1949) or
mountain goat (Geist, 1965), deposit the secre-
tion of their postcornual glands (rubbing the ob-
Ject with the forehead or the region between the
horns) makes even an original connection with
object aggression rather likely. However, in
many species that mark with their preorbital
glands, deposition of secretion shows no resem-
blances to aggressive behavior. On the other
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hand,the frequencyof preorbital gland marking

often increases strikingly just before, after, and

sometimes during agonistic encounters. Fur-

thermore, the males of some species, such as

Thomson’s gazelle, goitered gazelle, and black-

buck, open their preorbital glands wide during

fights and threat and dominancedisplays (and

during courtship). Finally, these and other spe-

cies, such as pronghorn, blesbok, and axis deer,

frequently rub their hornsor antlers more orless

intensively on the same object before or after

marking it with their glands. Thus, it does not

appear too farfetched to assume a connection

with agonistic behaviorin these animals aswell.

In the case of territorial males, this marking in

agonistic encounters may serve to maketheposi-

tion of the boundary more recognizable to an

opponentandto the ownerhimself. In a hostile

encounter, this means the ownercan,if neces-

sary, retreat to the marked area, as this is his

territory, into which no opponentwill easily fol-

low. If an animalis notterritorial, it may create

a fixed starting point for the combat by marking

—comparable to the “corner” in a boxingring.

Practically the same aspects are true for uri-

nation and/or defecation in connection with

agonistic encounters. In species in which urine

and/or feces have a role in marking territory,

these behavior patterns occur more frequently in

encountersofterritorial than nonterritorial indi-

viduals. On the other hand, urination and/or

defecation in agonistic encounters is not re-

stricted to territorial individuals or species, and,

since it is not dependentonthe presenceofcer-

tain glands, it is more widespread than gland

marking in Artiodactyla. However,it is not used

as frequently by the sameindividual in the same

encounter, probably because the ‘‘material’’ is

not as easily at hand as glandsecretions.

In some species, pawing the ground with a

foreleg in agonistic encounters showsa relation

to pawingbefore urination and/ordefecation.In

species that do this, pawing is neither obligatory
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(an animal may also urinate and/or defecate

without pawing) nor restricted to hostile en-

counters. However, it is apparently somewhat

more frequent in agonistic situations than in

connection with “normal” urination/defecation.

There is an interesting trend in this behavior,

which may be demonstrated byits occurrence in

Thomson’s gazelle, Grant’s gazelle, and oryx an-

telope. In agonistic encounters of territorial

male Thomson’s gazelle, pawing the groundpre-

cedes urination/defecation. Occasionally, a male

may paw the ground without urination/defeca-

tion following. In all the observed cases, how-

ever, there was strong circumstantial evidence

that the buck had urination/defecation “in

mind”but did not actually perform it because of

the pressureofthe situation. The sameistrue for

Grant’s gazelle. In some relatively rare cases,

however, this explanation is unlikely; for exam-

ple, in a very severefight between adult Grant's

males, one or both combatants may paw the

ground while their horns are interlocked. In

these and a few other cases, pawing the ground

does not seem to belinked to urination/defeca-

tion, but appears to be a display of its own. In

oryx antelope, pawing the ground duringthreat

encounters without defecation following (urina-

tion is not combined with defecation in the oryx)

is even rather frequent. Thus, there is obviously

an increasing separation (or, depending on the

direction in which this trend is consideredto go,

an increasing combination) of pawing the

ground and urination and/or defecation. With

this separation, pawingthe groundis morelikely

to becomea special meansofthreat.

A last behavior possibly belongingto thecat-

egory of space-claimsis grazing in agonistic en-

counters, in which a mechanism similar to or

identical with that of a transitional action (Lind,

1959) seemsto be involved. The head of an un-

gulate is close to the ground in a number of

aggressive behavior patterns such as the head-

low posture, low presentation of horns, down-
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wardblow,and actual fighting. Thus, the headis
generally in a position proper for grazing, and
the animal may then sometimesswitch to graz-
ing, which in certain situations and/or species
appearsto be a behaviorofan inferior animal; in
others there are noindicationsofinferiority. Un-
fortunately, its relation and significance to ago-
nistic interactions has not been realized until
recently, apparently because observers always
assumed that grazing would not belong to an
agonistic interaction and that the encounter was
over when oneor both combatantsstarted graz-
ing. So, at present, although this behavioris cer-
tainly widespreadin artiodactyles, only the very
thorough studies of Estes (1969) on agonistic
grazing in wildebeest, David’s (1973) very simi-
lar results in bontebok (Damaliscus dorcas dorcas),
and my own observations in Thomson’s and
Grant’s gazelle are available for a somewhat de-
tailed discussion.

In Grant’s gazelle, grazing in connection with
agonistic encounters occurs relatively often on
the part of inferior opponents. They frequently
respond by grazing to a superior challenger’s
approach and/orthreat and dominancedisplays
before they withdraw. Occasionally, however, a
superior combatant or both opponents mayalso
graze. When bothrivals graze at the end of an
encounter, they may moveawayfrom each other
while doing so. Thus, the meaning of agonistic
grazing appears to be somewhat ambivalent in
Grant’s gazelle. On the whole, however, one may
Say that it frequently, although not necessarily,
indicates inferiority in this species.

The situation is clearly different in Thom-
son’s gazelle. Here, agonistic grazingis primarily
a behavior ofadult males, especially ofterritorial
males, and both opponents generally perform it
simultaneously. What makes me use the term
“grazing ritual” in the case of this species
(Walther, 1968a) is a very pronounced and pre-
dictable changeofposition betweenrivals (terri-
torial neighbors). Grazing almost uninter-
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ruptedly, they go through

a

frontal position, a
parallel or reverse-parallel position, and a re-
verse position (hindquarters to hindquarters).
These three changes in position are the mini-
mum. Sometimes the opponents maygraze side
by side alongthe entire boundary ofa territory,
or one or both mayturn again toa frontal posi-
tion after having grazedfor a while in parallel or
reverse-parallel position. In short, there can be
manyvariationsandrepetitionsin such a grazing
ritual, and it may last from a few minutes up to
half an hour or longer. In Thomson’s gazelle, a
grazingritual rarely precedesa fight. Incomplete
attempts are frequent during pausesin fights.
Especially when grazing in frontal position, the
rivals can easily change from grazing back to
fighting. The complete, pronouncedritual, how-
ever, is seen only followingorin place ofa fight.

Whengrazingin frontalpositionaftera clash,
male Thomson’sgazelle immediately enlarge the
distance between one another by steppingback-
ward. In this species, as in many artiodactyl spe-
cles, individual distance (Hediger, 1954)
dependsonage, sex, and activity. It reaches its
largest extent in adult males during grazing.
Thus, by simultaneous frontal grazing immedi-
ately after a horn clash, the opponents signal to
one anotherfor a return to the (large) grazing
distance. If necessary, the grazing posture allows
them to begin fighting again immediately. The
parallel or reverse-parallel position probably has
the same origin and basic meaning as other
broadside displays—blocking the path—asit is
rather obvious in grazing along the territorial
boundary. Finally, in the hindquarters-to-hind-
quarters position, agonistic grazing may allow an
exit without “losing face,”’ the battle, or territo-
rial status for both combatants. Thus, agonistic
grazing is closely related to fighting in Thom-
son's gazelle, is most commonly shown by terri-
torial peers(i.e., nothing speaksfor a behavior of
inferiority), and appears to belong to that cate-
gory of expressive behavior that is connected
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with space relations (taking place right on the

boundary or, at least, in the boundary zone of

neighboringterritories).
In wildebeest (Estes, 1969), one territorial

male may approach another and may intrude

into his territory while permanently grazing.

(This was never observed in Grant’s or Thom-

son’s gazelle.) When they approach each other,

the owner of the territory often threatens the

intruder by sideward angling of his horns. The

intruder keeps his present grazing attitude,1.e.,

behaveslike a subordinate male Grant’s gazelle.

On the other hand, the ownerof the territory

mayalso start grazing, and both animals may go

through changesin position similar to those of

territorial ““Tommy’”’ males (except that this oc-

curs inside the territory belonging to one of

them andnotat the territorial boundary). They

may even circle around each otherin grazing,

something gazelle males do not do. Further-

more,in wildebeest, grazing apparently does not

turn as easily and as readily into fighting (or vice

versa) as in Thomson’s gazelle. Thus, agonistic

grazing of wildebeest offers an even more com-

plicated picture than that of the two gazelle spe-

cies; however, it also seemsto berestricted to

territorial males in wildebeest (Estes, 1969) and

in bontebok (David, 1973). Thus, it could have

somethingto do with spacerelations in these two

species as well.
Possibly, the key to a general interpretation

maybeseenin the close relationship of agonistic

grazing to horn fighting, as it was found in

Thomson’s gazelle. Biting and snapping as

threat and fighting behavior are found in a num-

ber of artiodactyl species as discussed above.

One may assume that snapping generally was a

fighting techniqueofthe ancestors of recentarti-

odactyles. It even (still?) occurs in hornless or

antlerless females of certain bovid and cervid

species. Interestingly enough, symbolic snap-

ping (directed toward the ground) was observed

in combination with boxing the opponent with
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the forehead in greater kudu and sitatunga

females (Walther, 1964b). Thus, one could

imagine that in some ofthe recent bovid species
also (which primarily fight with their horns), the
biting could become activated in agonistic en-
counters and(since the head is lowered accord-

ing to the head-low postureor the low or medial

presentation of horns in agonistic encounters)

that it may turn into grazing (= biting the grass).
Atfirst sight, this may appearto be a rather bold

speculation, but it would not only explain the
occurrence of grazing in agonistic encounters

but also make understandable the numerous

species-specific variations of agonistic grazing:It

is likely that such a commonancestral behavior

has become differentiated in a variety of ways in

the single species during phylogentic evolution.

It is also understandable that such a relatively

mild form of aggressiveness can sometimes oc-

cur in a dominant animal, sometimesin an infe-

rior one, depending on thesituation. Of course,

moredata are required to substantiate these as-

sumptions.

Dominance Displays

In contrast to threat displays, dominancedis-

plays (= Jmponieren in Germanliterature; display

threat: Lent, 1965; bravado display: Geist,

1966b; present threat: Geist, 1971) do not indi-

cate immediate readinessto fight. Commonly an

animal demonstrates its height and/or breadth

or showsotherstriking postures or movements,

noneofwhich arerelated to recentfighting tech-

niques of the species. Sometimes, weapons may

also be presented, but notin a position suitable

for fighting. Thus, these displays indicate the

claim of superiority over the addressee (“I am

the boss!’’) without showing fighting intentions.

On the other hand, dominancedisplays have the

same effects—intimidation or challenge—on the

recipientas threat displays, and they occurin the

samesituations. Typically, however, they are in-
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frequent in females and juveniles (animals that
often play a subordinaterole in artiodactyl soci-
eties) and in agonistic situations predominantly
or exclusively found in these age or sex classes
(soliciting milk and defense against it, defense
against sexual approaches, playful encounters).
In encounters between unequal opponents,
these displays are typical of superior, stronger,
older, or higher-ranking (also territorial) ani-
mals, but are rarely used by inferiors, whereas
the latter may quite frequently show (defensive)
threat displays. When the encounter cannot be
settled by dominancedisplays (a situation espe-
cially frequent in reciprocal encounters, as when
both rivals show the samedisplays), the oppo-
nents may change from dominancedisplays to
threat displays and in somecases from these to
fighting. The rivals rarely move immediately
from reciprocal dominancedisplays to fighting,
whereas that direct change is very common in
reciprocal threat displays. Thus, in such cases,

the prolongation of the opening phase before a
fight. When the display remains one-sided, the
(inferior) recipient usually withdraws upon re-
ceipt of a dominance display by the superior
sender.

These statements may be substantiated by
some quantitative records on certain reciprocal
threat and dominance displays in Grant’s ga-
zelle, a species that has threat displays (the fol-
lowing presentation refers predominantly to
medial and high presentation of horns); atleast
two dominance displays (head-sideward inclina-
tion in frontal approach orin parallel walk, and
the head flag in erect posture and in broadside
position—for detailed discussion of these dis-
plays see below); and an intermediate form, a
“threat-dominancedisplay,” in which features of
dominance displays (broadside display and cir-
cling) are combined with a threat component
(sideward angling of horns toward the laterally
standing opponent).
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Table 3 shows which behavior followed im-
mediately after these displays. Cessation of ag-
gression by both opponents (including cases
where both are grazing) is relatively rare after
reciprocal displays. It is rarest after threats
(1.1%). Withdrawal or (the even rarer) submis-
sive behavior of one of the opponentsis rela-
tively infrequent (in reciprocal encounters) after
the head-sideward inclination (10.8%). Here,
however, one has to take into accountthe fact
that the approach with head-sidewardinclination
is especially frequent in the opening phaseofan
agonistic encounterin this species, and,thus, the
encounteris likely to be continuedafterthis dis-
play. With this exception, encounters are most
frequently settled and decided (i.e., one of the
opponents gives in) after the head flags, i.e.,
dominance displays (28.8%), and rarest after
hornthreats (10.1%). Sideward angling ofhorns
as an intermediate behavioris right in the middle
(19.5%). As mentioned above, encounters are
frequently continued with other displays—such
as head flag, sideward anglingor presentation of
horns, horn sweep, and object aggression—after
an approachorparallel walk with head-sideward
inclination (75.4%). The sameis true, although
to a lesser extent, for (reciprocal) head flags
(60.8%) and sideward angling of the horns
(53.7%). It is considerably rarer after horn
threats (11.2%). The most conclusive figures are
provided by the frequencyoffights immediately
following the displays under discussion: In the
two dominance displays none occurred after
head-sideward inclination and fights followed
only 2.6% of the reciprocal head flags. However,
fights followed ‘“‘threat-dominance displays’”’
(sideward angling of horns) in 24.2% of the
cases, but they followed reciprocal pure threat
displays (horn threats) in frontal position in
77.5% ofthe cases. Thesefigures clearly demon-
strate in Grant’s gazelle that threat displays are
significantly closer than dominance displays to
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Table 3

Ending or continuation of (reciprocal) agonistic encounters

after certain threat and dominance displays in Grant’s gazelle.
II

Reciprocal
head-sideward

inclination in

frontal or broad-

side position

Numberof observed cases 65

Percent followed by

other threat or

dominance displays

fight 0.0

10.8

75.4

Reciprocal Reciprocal

head flag sideward angling Reciprocal

in erect posture of horns in presentation

and broadside broadside of horns in

position position frontal position

a

153 149 89

60.8 53.7 11.2

2.6 24.2 77.5

withdrawal, flight, or 28.8 19.5 10.1

submission of one of

the opponents

cessation of aggression 13.8 7.8 2.7 1.1

by both opponents
I

IIIIII

overt fighting, and the same appears to be true

in other Artiodactyla.

It is certainly noteworthy that an animal ex-

posesitself to a possible attack (“‘daring’’) by the

rival much more during dominancedisplays than

during threat displays. In this context, there is a

direct connection between the dominance dis-

plays and advertising and emphasizing presence.

On the other hand, the commonest and most

important dominance displays of artiodactyles

are not without connection to threats and

fighting behavior. Sometimesfeatures of threat

and dominance displays occur in combination

(Droh-Imponieren = threat-dominance displays),

as mentioned above. Moreover, the alternative

“threat or dominance display” does not depend

on the posture or movementper se, but on its

relation to the recent fighting behavior ofa given

species. It follows from this that the same pos-

ture can be a threat display in one species and a

dominancedisplay in another. Forinstance, in

species like mountain goat, which fight from a

broadside position, assuminga lateral position is

an intention movementfor fighting and, thus, a

threat display. However, when a broadside dis-

play appears in the hostile encounters of a spe-

cies like Grant’s gazelle, which fights only from

a frontal position, the broadside position is a

dominancedisplay.
In Artiodactyla, the relationship between

threat and dominancedisplays and the evolution

of the latter are rather obvious. Paleontologists

(e.g., Thenius and Hofer, 1960) generally agree

that the recent artiodactyles have evolved from

forms that had not developed special organs for

fighting. There are somerecentspecies, such as

the Tylopoda, that still lack special armament

and use their legs, teeth, and neck in fighting.

Others, like the Suidae and hippos,have special-

ized already existing organs(the teeth) for use as

weapons.Still others, mainly Cervidae and Bovi-

dae, have developed special organs (antlers and

horns) for intraspecific aggression. However,

these species have also evolved from hornless/

antlerless ancestors (Archeomeryx optatus or re-

lated prehistorical ungulates).
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It is certainly correct to presumethat these
“unarmed”ancestors hadtheirfights and threat
displays, but they could not use hornsorantlers
since they had none.It is not out of place to
assumethattheir fighting techniques and threat
displays were similar, if not identical, to those
shown byrecent “unarmed”artiodactyles (e.g.,
tylopods). With the development of horns and
antlers as special meansofintraspecific aggres-
sion and with the corresponding developmentof
phylogenetically “new” fighting methods and
threat displays, ancestral fighting techniques
have beenreplacedin the bovids and cervids. Of
course, this has varied amongthespecies accord-
ing to differences in advancement (size, mass,
shape, permanent or temporary usefulness as
weapons)of hornsand antlers (Walther, 1960a,
1966a). In some species, apparently, although
the ancestral fighting techniques have more or
less completely disappeared, the corresponding
threat displays have remained. Hence, even
though these ritualized intention movements
originated in fighting techniques, they now have
no connection with the recent fighting behavior
of these species and are now dominance displays
in the defined sense. Becauseoftheir separation
from recentfighting techniques, they are milder
forms of challenge or intimidation comparedto
the “new”forms of threat, which refer directly to
actual fighting behavior. When,ina species, both
“modern”threats and displays derived from an-
cestral aggressive behavior coexist, a more sub-
tle gradation in the forms of challenge and
intimidation becomes possible, whichis certainly
advantageous (allows more shades) to social
communication and makes the “survival” of
these phylogentically old displays understand-
able.

Wewill come back to this hypothesis in the
discussion on courtship displays. At the moment,
it is sufficient that the reader is aware of the
possible relationships between threat and domi-
nance displays, and can understand why certain
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postures or movements are considered threat
displays in somespecies and dominance displays
in others, and why dominancedisplays generally
are more frequently found in the more highly
advanced artiodactyles than in the more primi-
tive forms.

The broadside position was mentionedprevi-
ously as a meansof blocking another’s path and
as an initial position forfightingin lateral(paral-
lel or reverse-parallel) position—two aspects
that are not mutually exclusive. Apparently both
gave rise to the broadside attitude as a domi-
nancedisplay. One can speakofa special broad-
side display only when additional behavioral
features are addedto the basic broadside orien-
tation, making it morestriking to conspecifics
(Fig. 15c). This can be achieved in manydifferent
ways: In warthog, bushbuck (Tragelaphus scriptus),
and nyala (Tragelaphus angasi), the animal ruffles
up the manesonits neck and back. In gaur (Bibos
gaurus), cattle (Bosprimigenius), and greater kudu,
the displaying animal may humpits back by ex-
tendingits hind feet further underits belly than
usual. And/orit may stretch its head and neck
forward(e.g., nilgai) or forward/downward (e.g.,
greater kudu and gaur), or in somespecies (e.g.,
blackbuck, Grant’s gazelle, and lesser kudu) the
broadside position may be combined with an
erect posture or even with a nose-up posture.

An exaggerationofthe broadside position by
a sidewardinclination of the head (see below)
away from the opponentis very frequently seen,
e.g., in nilgai, mountain gazelle, Grant’s gazelle,
red deer, and elk. This movementis often re-
lated to sideward angling the horns, e.g., In wil-
debeest, oryx, and roan antelope.

Whenboth rivals show a broadside display,
they are automatically broughtinto a parallel or
(moreoften) a reverse-parallel position (Fig. 17).
In manyspecies, they then begin to circle, always
keeping their flanks toward each other. As the
encounter becomes more severe, they may
change from circling in reverse-parallel position
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Fig. 15. Some of the dominance(or threat-domi-

nance) displays that are used as fighting techniques or

threat displays in other, behaviorally more primitive,

artiodactyl species. a. Neck stretch of a female caribou

directed frontally toward the addressee, corresponds

to a bite or a (very intensive) push with mouth shut

and possibly to neck fighting. (After Berry, in Pruitt,

1960.) b. Manchurian sika (Cervus nippon dybowskit),

with nose-up posture and grindingofteeth, directed

frontally toward the addressee, correspondsto hook-

ing with (elongated) upper canines and/or to neck

fighting. (After Schneider, 1930.)c. Broadside display

(i.e., the readeris in the position ofthe addressee) of

a greater kudubull ( Tragelaphus strepsiceros), combined

with head-low posture, humped back, and bent hind

legs positioned under the belly. This correspondsto

fighting in lateral position (jostling with the rump or

shoulders, sideward blow with the head and neck) and

possibly also to a swing-out movementto an aggres-

sive jump (throwing the body on the opponent while

simultaneously turning toward the adversary).
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to frontal orientation and may eventually attack

one anotherfrontally (provided they do not be-

long to a speciesthatfights from

a

lateral posi-

tion anyhow). In some species, such as Grant’s

gazelle, circling can also be seen in one-sided

encounters. This means the displaying animal

moves around the (nondisplaying) recipient. Ap-

parently, this ‘‘encircling”’ has a strongly intumi-

dating effect.
SomeSuidaespecies, such as wild boar, fight

in a lateral position (Fradrich, 1965). With re-

spect to a derivation of broadside displays from

ancestral fighting behavior,it is noteworthy that

pressing and jostling with the shoulder or the

whole side of the body against the opponent's

flank plays a large role in these fights. In this

species, however, assuming the broadside posi-

tion is a threat rather than a dominancedisplay.

On the other hand, one could definitely think of

the broadside position as a dominancedisplay in

other Suidae, such as bush pig (Potamochoerus por-

cus) and warthog, which commonly fight in fron-

tal position but which show the broadside

attitude as an expressive behavior in agonistic

encounters (Fridrich, 1965, 1967). The broad-

side position is also presentin at least sometylo-

pods, such as vicuna(Pilters, 1954, 1956), and in

the Giraffidae. However, in these species it is

morea threat than a dominance display because

of its close relationship to the fighting behavior

of these animals, as previously discussed. A few

Bovidaefight in parallel or reverse-parallel posi-

tion (Fig. 17a), but since the majority of bovids

and cervids do not when broadside displays are

found in a considerable number of bovids and

cervids(as listed above), they are dominancedis-

plays in the outlined sense (Fig. 17c).

In the head-sideward inclination (Fig. 16b),

the head is turned sideward at an angle of about

45°, and in the head-sideward turn (Fig. 16a) at

an angle of about 90° orevenslightly more. Ap-

parently, these two behavior patterns have not

been distinguished from each otherin previous
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Fig. 16. Several forms of dominance displays. a.
(Erected) head-up posture (right) and sideward turn
of the head(left) in an encounter between twoterrito-
rial topi bulls (Damaliscus lunatus top). b. Sidewardin-
clination of the head(left) in a dominant male Grant’s
gazelle during a pursuit march behind theinferior
opponent (right) in submissive posture. c.-e.: Se-
quenceofbehaviorpatternsin the head-flag display of
Grant’s gazelle. (The position of the addressee is
marked by X attheright of the picture.) c. The buck
assumes an erect posture in broadside position.
d. Head-sideward inclination as a swing-out move-
ment away from the recipient. e. Head flag (hohes Kopf-
Zuwenden) toward the recipient, after which the an-
imal turnsits head back to theinitial position (c)
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literature. However, it appears that one is con-
siderably more frequentin a given species than
the other; for example, the head-sidewardincli-
nation is frequent and the head-sideward turn
rare in Grant’s gazelle and mountain gazelle,
while the opposite is true in Uganda kob and
impala. This fact and the possibility that there
may be somedifferences in messages and mean-
ings makea distinction desirable, although the
two behavior patterns are closely related and
transitionalcases are possible. Both can be com-
bined with other species-specific dominancedis-
plays, such as the erect posture in mountain
gazelle, Grant’s gazelle, and topi, the head-and-
neck-stretched-forward posture in nilgai (Fig.
17b), and, occasionally, with threat displays such
as the high presentation of horns. Obviously, the
head-sideward inclination has a tendencyto turn
into the sideward angling of horns. This ten-
dency is less pronounced in the head-sideward
turn.

Generally, when an animal makes a turn, the
head precedes the body and the movementor
the posture of the head aloneis often sufficient
for and ofspecial importanceto social communi-
cation. In this respect, the sideward inclination
and sidewardturn ofthe head can be considered
as intention movements for turning to a broad-
side position (when the animal stands withits
body frontally oriented toward its rival before
turning) or as an emphasis or exaggeration of
the latter position (when the animalis already
oriented with its flank toward the addressee). In
combination with the broadside position, the
head is always turned away from the opponent.
As it became clear from many observations of
different species, however, the animal always
keeps its opponentin sight, watching therival
carefully from the cornerofits eye, and immedi-
ately reacts to the slightest movementofits Op-
ponent (one-eyed fixation and lurking watch,
respectively).
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Fig. 17. Some examples of reciprocal broadside

positions in agonistic encounters. a. Fighting moun-

tain goat (Oreamnos americanus). Note the ruffling of the

hair on the back, especially on the withers and the

croup, and the swing-out movementof the lowered

head for a sideward blow against the opponent’s flank.

(After Geist, 1966a.) b. Nilgai bulls (Boselaphus

tragocamelus) circling each other. The neck stretch can

be considered an intention movementfor the neck

fight, which actually occurs in this species. Thus, the

neck stretch in combination with the broadside posi-

tion is probably a threat-dominancedisplayin nilgai.

c. Reciprocal head flag in two (standing) bucks of

Grant’s gazelle. Since neither broadside position and

erect posture, nor the head flag, itself, belong to the

(recent) fighting techniques of Grant’s gazelle, thisis

an example of a pure dominancedisplay.
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As with the broadside position, certain au-

thors seem inclined to consider every form of

sideward turningof the headasindicative of in-

volvement of escape tendencies and thus con-

sider that such displays are brought about by

inner conflict between aggression and flight. Of

course, these head movementscanalso initiate

turning around for withdrawal, and sometimes

this is definitely the case in artiodactyles. How-

ever, this is only one possibility. It is as possible

—and this happens fairly frequently—that the

animal turnsinto a full broadside display from a

head-sideward inclination or a head-sideward

turn in, at first, frontal orientation. One may

even see a very effective swing-out movementfor

a reinforced turn toward the rival in the initial

turn of the head away from him.Furthermore,as

with all dominance displays, both behavior pat-

terns are primarily displayed in encounters be-

tween high-ranking orterritorial peers, and, in

encounters between unequal opponents, aredis-

played by the clearly superior one. Last, but not

least, in certain species, such as Grant’s gazelle

and mountain gazelle, a sideward inclination of

the headis rather persistently shown by the pur-

suer (!) when following a withdrawinginferior.

This truly does not speak in favorof the involve-

mentofescape tendenciesin this display. On the

whole, I am inclined to consider the head-side-

ward inclination as well as the head-sideward

turn abbreviationsof the broadsidedisplay. The

head-sidewardinclination is possibly a somewhat

moreoffensive form and moreclosely related to

threat behaviorin the strict sense than the side-

ward turn of the head.

One commonprinciple in dominance dis-

plays is to make the animal appear as long and

broad as possible. This is verified by broadside

displays and related behavior patterns. Another

widespread principle is to make an animal ap-

pearas tall as possible. This is mainly achieved

by the erect posture (Fig. 16a, c), the nose-up

posture, and the head-and-neck-forward/up-
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ward posture. Because these three are closely
related and their differences were pointed outin
the discussion on threat displays, I will lump
them here andreferto them as “erect displays.”
Erect displays can be combined with broadside
displays or either may occur independently.

Since mostartiodactyl species rise up on their
hind feetin sexual mounting, one could consider
the erect postures to be intention movementsfor
the latter. However, one can also think of a de-
velopmentparallel to that of the broadside dis-
plays, inferring that these erect postures are
phylogenetic relics of ancestral fighting behav-
iors. A point that speaks in favor of a connection
with sexual behavioris the fact that a combatant
sometimes mountsits rival from an erect posture
in an agonistic encounter. On the other hand,
Tragelaphus species show erect postures as domi-
nance displays, but do not mountin erect pos-
tures. The male puts his head and neck on the
female’s back during sexual mounting (Walther,
1958, 1964b). Hence,their erect displays are ob-
viously not closely related to sexual mounting.
Or, in certain highly advanced cervid species,
such as red deer, Manchurian sika (Sitka nippon
dybowski: Schneider, 1930), and barasingha(Cer-
vus duvauceli: Schaller, 1967), an erect posture
with almostvertically raised nose (Fig. 15b) and
gnashing teeth apparently correspondsto theat-
titude adoptedbyrelated primitive species (Mos-
chus, Hydropotes, Muntiac) when threatening or
attacking an opponentwith their prolonged up-
per canines (Antonius, 1939).

Finally, it is possible that sexual mounting—
of the artiodactyl type—itself is related to and
has originated from aggressive Jumping and
throwing the body on the partner. In this con-
nection, it may be mentionedthatall Tylopoda
copulate lying down. Thus,their copulatory pos-
ture has nothing to do with rising on the hind
legs. A male tylopod, however, frequentlyjumps
at and throwshis body on the femaleto force her
to the ground—abehaviorthatis similar to or
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even identical with that shownin fights between
rivals. It is this aggressivejumping atthe female,
not the copulatory posture of tylopods,that cor-
respondsto the mounting behaviorofotherarti-
odactyles. It is possible that tylopods, which
appear to be behaviorally primitive artiodactyles
in more than one regard, may have kept this
general feature of ancestral artiodactyl behavior.
In short, it is impossible at present to decide
conclusively whether the erect dominance dis-
plays of certain artiodactyles have evolved from
sexual mountingorfrom ancestralfighting tech-
niques. However, the odds appearto bein favor
of the latter.

Since a connection between erect displays
and recent fighting techniquesis very likely in
Tylopoda (jumpingat the other, neck fighting),
Giraffidae (pronounced neck fighting in several
forms), and Cervidae (rising on the hind legs and
beatingwith the forelegs), erect postures as true
dominancedisplays occur mainly in certain Bovi-
dae. A possible exception appears in the genus
Ovis, where erect postures are apparently related
to rising onthehindfeetasa fighting technique
(Walther, 1960b), bringing them more on the
side of threat displays. In discussing certain
other bovids, somedifficulties arise from the ma-
jorrole of the neckin erect postures. Ina species
with a relatively long, movable neck,its erection
is an essential componentin these displays and
makes their recognition very easy. In a species
with a relatively short, massive neck, however,it
cannotbe erected to any great extent. It is then
doubtful whether one can speak about an erect
postureand,ifso, whetherit can be directly com-
pared to the displays of long-necked species.

In the wild oxen,for example, the anatomical
structure of the neck largely inhibits the perfor-
manceofpronouncederect displays. Raising the
head in these animals usually results in a nose-
forward posture,andit is doubtful whether it can
be directly compared to erect postures of other
species. Erect postures as clear dominance dis-
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plays, often combined with a moreorless pro-

nouncedlifting of the nose, have been observed

in species such as impala (Schenkel, 1966),

greater kudu, lesser kudu, topi, blackbuck, and

Grant’s gazelle. I do not hesitate to add to this

list the “‘head-up”’ displays of species with less

movable necks, such as wildebeest (Talbot and

Talbot, 1963; Estes, 1969), oryx antelope

(Walther, 1958), and tsessebe (Damaliscus lunatus

lunatus: Joubert, 1972).
In all species underdiscussion,the erect dis-

plays occur in frontal orientation toward an ad-

dressee as well as in combination with the

broadside position. Tsessebe bulls displaying

broadside in erect posture with lifted nose in

front of an opponent sometimes jump up into

the air with their forelegs (Joubert, 1972). This

example is of special interest, since one might

doubt that erect postures are intention move-

mentsforrising to the hind feet, arguing thatthis

view makes no sense whenthe erect posture 1s

displayed in a lateral orientation towardthere-

cipient. Regardless of whetherit is logical in hu-

man terms, however, jumping up with the

forefeet from an erect posture while in broadside

position is a fact.
Some additional behavior patterns can be

considered dominance displays (for example,

the protrudingofa “‘goulla bag” from the mouth

of camels), but I will discuss only one more in

detail—the unique modification of the erect pos-

ture in Grant’s gazelle. Standing in broadside

position withvertically erected neck, the display-

ing animal turns its lifted head and nose side-

ward toward the addressee (hohes Kopf-Zuwenden:

Walther, 1965) and then forward again. Thetail

is often horizontally stretched during this display

and may swing to the right or the left. This head

flag (Figs. 16c-e, 17) is commonly initiated by a

head-sideward inclination or sometimes even a

sideward turn of the head awayfrom therival as

a swing-out movement. The tension of neck

muscles (Estes, 1967) and/or the white throat
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patch may have an additional effect in this dis-

play. However, I think that the term ‘‘neck-

intimidation display,’ suggested by Estes

(1967), conceals the fact that the head turn to-

ward therival is its most important component.

The headflag is always delivered while standing

and maybe repeated several times. Thereleas-

ing situation apparently comes whenthe sender

is at the point of passing the receiver or, vice

versa, when the receiver is passing or has just

passed the sender. The sendercan stand broad-

side in front of or parallel to the recipientor,

most frequently, in reverse-parallel position

(Fig. 16c). In reciprocal encounters, the reverse-

parallel position of the opponents is almost

obligatory. It provides a good chancefor one of

the opponentsto cease displaying after a while

and walk forward in a normal, common way.

Thus, the display providesa “golden bridge” for

an inferior to retreat ‘‘withoutlosing face.” One

mayspeculatethatthis “golden bridge”is a prin-

ciple in all highly ritualized dominancedisplays

(Walther, 1965).
Interestingly enough, a perfect analogy oc-

curs in human behavior when we signal—in a

rather rude and arrogant way—to a (usually infe-

rior) person to go away by a sideward swing of

the head. In Grant’s gazelle, the head flag can be

understoodas a (phylogenetically) “new”orien-

tation (‘pointing’) movement from an erect

posture,adapted andspecialized to a situation in

which therecipientis standing in reverse-parallel

position to the sender. Thus, the senderantici-

pates and demandstherecipient's withdrawalin

the direction opposite to its own. Becauseofthe

highly stereotyped nature of the headflag, ‘*fail-

ures” occasionally occur, i.e., when the sender’s

position relative to the recipient is inadequate

for the orientation of the head flag (comparable

to “failures” in orientation ofthe inciting behav-

ior of female mallards: Lorenz, 1963). Possibly,

such a “failure” gave rise to the nonobligatory

but relatively frequent “undirected” headflag of
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female Grant’s gazelle during the mating ritual
(whensheis standing before the male and facing
in the same direction as he), which apparently
provokes the male’s mounting (Walther, 1965).

In barren ground caribou (Rangifer tarandus
arcticus) a head-and-neck-stretched-forward pos-
ture (Fig. 15a) in agonistic encounters (Pruitt,
1960) could be considered a dominance display
(provided that reindeer do not bite, an action
that I have not seen mentionedin the literature).
It fits the picture that male reindeer show the
sameposturein courtship (since dominancedis-
plays can beused in the courtship of certain spe-
cies). On the other hand, someofthesituations
that are described for this behavior (females’
warding off strange fawns, females’ warding off
other adults from their fawns) are atypical for
dominancedisplays and agree better with threat
behaviors. Possibly, this is a case of a threat be-
havior “on its way” to becoming a dominance
display. Also, in the Ovis species, the head-and-
neck-stretched-forward posture and the kick with
the foreleg can occur in agonistic encounters
(Walther, 1960b; Geist, 1968, 1971). Geist
(1971), who did a very intensive study on these
behaviors, considers them primarily courtship
displays in Ovis. Therefore, they will be dis-
cussed morein detail in this context. It may be
mentioned, however, that certain species rotate
the head aboutits long axis in this posture so
that one cheek almost points toward the ground.
In bighorn sheep, this behavior was termed the
“twist”? by Geist (1971), and he considers it a
horn display (the horns expand laterally in sheep
rams). However, the fact that practically the
same behavior can also be seen in the hornless
females of greater kudu (Walther, 1964b) con-
tradicts this interpretation. Atleast, it cannot be

“twist” (as a phylogenetic relic) is more closely
related to biting behavior since in many mam-
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malian species turning the head aboutits long
axis 1s frequently combined with biting.

Since dominance displays and certain other
agonistic behavior patterns (such as offensive
threats, symbolic chases, pursuit marches, and
mounting) are frequently shown bysuperiorani-
mals, and since similar (even identical in some
species) behavior patterns occurin malesofcer-
tain species in sexual encounters, the question
may be raised whether these behavior patterns
are basically sexual in nature and whethera su-
perior male maytreat an inferiorasif it were an
(estrous) female. In a study on the behavior of
bighorn sheep, Geist (1971) has strongly argued
in favor of this view. In studies on the behavior
of oryx (Walther, 1958), several Tragelaphus
(Walther, 1964b), and several Antilopinae spe-
cies (Walther, 1968a), however, I cameto an al-
most opposite conclusion. I fully agree with
Geist that in a numberof artiodactyl species an
adult male treats inferior conspecifics more or
less alike, regardless of sex (as far as they are of
interest to him—in manyspecies, adult males do
not payattention to the young, and in some spe-
cies they are not interested in females either if
they are notin estrus). Since females are smaller
and lighter and usually have smaller horns (in
somespecies, no hornsatall), they are naturally
inferior partners; thus, the adult males treat
them as inferiors in sexual encounters, Just. as
they treat younger and weaker malesas inferiors
in agonistic encounters. Althoughthe addressee
frequently accepts the inferior role when chal-
lenged by a superior partner, there are cases in
which he (sometimesalso She) does not do so,
but reacts with (defensive) counterdisplays or
even fights back. This behavioris easily under-
stood as a reaction by

a

recipient to a basically
agonistic behavior ofa challenger(i.e., treating
the addressee—also the estrous female in sexual
encounters—as an inferior opponent). Whatis
very difficult to understandis that an addressee
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__male or female—would react by submission or zelle these displays are not normally used by a

defenseto a basically sexual behavior, i.e., being male toward a female, if the animal in frontis a

treated like a female by a superior companion(it female, the male will not threaten her but will

is unlikely that these animals share the “male show “courtship” displays (head-and-neck-

bias’ of certain humans). stretched-forward posture, nose-up; see below).

A “Tommy” male uses these behavior patterns

only very rarely toward anothermale.In this sit-

uation (and in a few others), the courtship dis-

Like “alarm signals,” the term “courtship dis- plays affect females as threats do males.

plays” refers to only one function, but one that It follows that (1) the so-called courtship dis-

is particularly important. These displays are plays can serve functions other than mating (they

used almost exclusively by males and addressed can be especially importantin herding,soliciting

almost exclusively to females. Obviously, there urine, coordinating groupactivities, and solicit-

are great differences within the Artiodactyla. In ing milk); and (2) although courtship displays

the tylopods, for example, the behavior of males can be phenotypically different from (recent)

toward females strongly resembles male behav- threat and dominancedisplaysin certain species,

ior in encounters with other males and may even there are unmistakable connections between

be moreorless identical with it. In species such

_

these courtship displays and agonistic behavior.

as blackbuck, males use the same(or almost the One maysay that the most elaborate courtship

same) dominance displays toward females in displays in artiodactyles are special kinds of

courtship as they use in agonistic encounters dominance displays that probably originated in

with (male) rivals, but they do not use the ancestral fighting behavior. As discussed in the

fighting techniques andthethreats. In still other section on dominance displays, the hypothesis

species, for example, Thomson’s gazelle, the be- states that, especially in the bovids, ancestral

havior inventory of a male encountering other fighting techniqueswerelargely replaced by the

males is (almost) entirely different from that oc- “modern” horn fight during evolution, whereas

curring in encounters with females. I speak expressive displays (intention movements) re-

about “courtship displays” here to distinguish lated to ancestral fighting techniques have re-

them from threat and dominancedisplays, which mained. Such displays owe their aggressive

either occur in encounters between partners of nature to their origin, but they are milder forms

the same sex or are used toward partners ofboth of aggression than threat displays, which refer to

SEXeS. the recent fighting techniques of these species.

Interestingly enough,therearesituationsin Expressive behavior patterns that mildly chal-

which these courtship displays also work like lenge or intimidate the partner—just enough to

threat or dominance displays. For example, diminish somewhatits aggressiveness (intimida-

when Thomson’s gazelle are migrating(in large, tion) or avoidance tendencies (challenge) re-

mixed herds, and usuallyin file), if the animal in leased by the other’s close approach, but not

front of an adult male stops or slows down it is enough to release serious aggression orflight—

often “pushed” from behindby the adult malein are tailor-madefor matingrituals of the artiodac-

an attempt to speedit up and keep the migration

—

tyl type, in which the male has to approach the

going. If the animalin front is another male, the female and establish some kind of dominance

“pusher”will threaten him with high or medial over her. Male dominance is apparently a pre-

presentation of horns. Since in Thomson’s ga- requisite for successful mating in these animals.

Courtship Displays
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If, for somereason(e.g., the male is too young)
the female turns outto be superior, that usually
meansthe end of the matingactivity. In the more
highly-evolved artiodactyl species, male domi-
nance is achieved by the male’s courtship dis-
plays and in somespecies by dominancedisplays
as well; in more primitive artiodactyles, true
threats or fighting may serve the same purpose.

Thereactionsofthe femalesare in full agree-
mentwith the basically aggressive nature of the
male courtship displays. Most commonly, the
females respond by withdrawal; in some species
or in certain situationsalso by flight at a gallop,
submissive behavior, defensive threats, some-
times even fighting, and, in rare cases, offensive
threats or dominance displays. All these are
clearly responses to aggressive displays on part
of the males. It is noteworthy that there are no
genuine female courtship displays or sexual be-
havior patterns in the artiodactyles, except for
some directly related to copulation, suchaslift-
ing thetail, standing for the male’s mount, and
leaning into the male’s mount. Whatartiodactyl
females show during courtship rituals are either
male behavior patterns (e.g., the female’s
mountingthe male, which, bythe way,is not very
frequent in nondomesticated artiodactyles), or
agonistic displays, or behavior ofinferiority as
discussed above.

A few examples maysubstantiate these state-
ments. In the tylopods, the males use the same
displays toward females in courtship as they
show in agonistic encounters with male rivals
(Pilters, 1954, 1956). Also neck fighting, jump-
ing at the female and throwing the body on her
to force her downto the ground,andbiting her
forelegs are moreorless obligatory. Sometimes
a tylopod female may defendherselfby the same
behavior patterns; then, the mating ritual, at
best, differs from a true fight only in intensity. In
wild boar, the male mayput his snout under the
female’s belly andlift her up (Fridrich, 1956), a
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behavior that is also known asa fighting tech-
niquein this species. Driving giraffe males push
the female’s shoulder, flank, and hindquarters
with their “horns” (Backhaus, 1961). Even in
certain bovid species, for example, mountain ga-
zelle, the driving male uses his hornsin a ritual-
ized manner. Chasing the female at a trot or
gallop occasionally occursin the maiorityofarti-
odactyl species. In some, such as roe deer (Ca-
preolus capreolus), it is obligatory, and in others,
such as pronghorn,it is very frequent. More
commonly, the male drives the female ahead at
a walk (Fig. 19), as he would an inferior male
opponentafter a hostile encounter. This mating
march, 1.e., the ritualized withdrawal of the
female from the pursuing male (which can often
turn into her true withdrawalor evenflight, es-
pecially when the female has notyet reached the
peak of the heat), is a basic componentofthe
matingrituals in manyartiodactyl species. Obvi-
ously, the partners synchronize their readiness
for mating in this way.

In oryx, addax, sable and roan antelope, the
mating march has been largely replaced by a
more stationary performance, the mating whirl-
around (Paarungskreisen: Walther, 1958), in
which the male and female step around each
otherin reverse-parallel orientation (Fig. 18b) (a
behaviorthatalso occurs in agonistic encounters
between male opponents in these species, see
Fig. 8)—the female showing a head-low posture
all the time(like an inferior male opponentin an
agonistic encounter). Especially in oxen, the
mating ritual has become even morestationary.
Here, male and female stand in reverse-parallel
position throughout most oftheritual (‘‘guard-
ing”’ =Hiiten: Schloeth, 1961). Generally, broad-
side displays are frequently used in courtship
rituals of Artiodactyla—beit in reverse-parallel
position (e.g., in guarding orin the mating whirl-
around), or with the male blocking the female’s
path by standingin broadsidepositionin frontof
her (observed, for example, in bison, bush pig,
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Fig. 18. Some of the agonistic elements in the
courtship rituals of certain Bovidae. a. Erect posture
of the male (right) and intention movementfor push-

ing with mouth shut of the female (left) in an early

phase of the matingritual of lesser kudu (Tragelaphus
imberbis). b. Mating whirl-around in oryx antelope.
Note the head-up posture of the male and the head-
low posture of the female (compare Fig.8).

and greater kudu) or walking in lateral escort

with the female.
Also, in those species that show special court-

ship displays in the defined sense, there are

hardly any that do not occur as a threat or domi-

nance display in other artiodactyl species. The

difference is that in certain species, these dis-

plays are almost exclusively used by males to-
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Fig. 19. Frequent male courtship displays in Bovi-
dae, demonstrated by the example of Thomson’s ga-
zelle. a. Neck stretch. b. Head-and-neck-forward/
upward posture. c. Nose-up movementwith foreleg
kick.

 
ward females. As is true of dominancedisplays,

this is most pronouncedin the Bovidae.
The head-and-neck-stretched-forward pos-

ture (Fig. 19a, 20c, 21a,b) or—as an abbreviation
of this precise, but very long term—the neck
stretch (=Kopf-Hals-Vorstrecken: Walther, 1964a,

1968a; Uberstrecken: Walther, 1958; low stretch;

Geist, 1971) is one of the commonestattitudes of

courting artiodactyl males. In wild boar andwart-

hog, the male tries to keep his nose in contact

with the female’s genitals. This is accompanied

by rhythmical sounds resemblingthestarting of

an outboard motor (Fradrich, 1967) and by

rhythmical tongue flipping from the slightly
opened mouth.Finally, the male warthog may
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put his chin on the female’s hindquarters
(precopulatory posture: Simpson, 1964). In Cer-
vidae, the males approach the females from be-
hind with the neck-stretch posture and tongue
flicking in order to touch the females’ genitals
(naso-genital testing: Miiller-Using and
Schloeth, 1967; Geist, 1963, 1966b).

In the Bovidae, the neck-stretch is also very

commonin courtship, but with certain species-
specific differences. Probably in all Bovidae spe-
cies, the male may occasionally show such a
posture when touching, licking, or sniffing a
female’s vulva. In oryx, roan, sable antelope, and
Grant’s gazelle, this movement is only used to
reach the female’s genitals. It is neither an oblig-
atory component of the courtship ritual nor a
special display. In sheep and goats, nilgai, har-
tebeest, impala, and mountain goat, the neck-
stretch is definitely a display, frequently
combined with tongue flicking or with various
species-specific additions: in nilgai with vertical
erection ofthe tail; in ibex with flappingthetail
over the back (Fig. 21a); in sheep (“low stretch”:
Geist, 1971) with uttering roaring sounds and
rotating the head aroundits long axis (Fig. 21b);
in Capra and Ovis species and in dorcas gazelle
with foreleg kicks (see below).

In Tragelaphus species, the neck stretch
(‘“‘Uberstrecken”’: Walther, 1958), combined with
very soft sounds (like “imm—imm—imm’’) and
occasional tongueflicking, is an intention move-
mentfor neckfighting (Fig. 20). This is very clear
in greater kudu, where a driving male accompa-
nies the female in lateral escort, or mayfrontally
approach andplace his neck over her neck from
the neck-stretch posture (Walther, 1964b). This
ritualized neck fight during courtshipis less fre-
quent and pronouncedin other Tragelaphus spe-
cies; however, the males frequently rub the sides
of their stretched necks with winding movements
on the females’ hindquarters, and also show a
pronounced neckstretch during thelateral es-
cort. This connects this postureto neckfighting,
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Fig. 20. Ritualization of the neckfight (Halskampf)
as a courtship display. a. Neck fight in an agonistic
encounter between a subadult (left) and an adult
(right) bull of nilgai antelope. b. Neck fight (strongly
diminished in intensity) between male and female
(here, in frontal position) in an early phase of the
mating ritual of greater kudu. c. Neck stretch as an
intention movement for neck fighting ina greater
kudu bull (here, in lateral escort to the female).

and it makes a connectionto naso-genitaltesting
unlikely. The relationship between neck stretch
and neckfighting is not impossible in other bov-
ids, of course, althoughit is not as clear as in
Tragelaphus and Taurotragus (Walther, 1960a,
1966a). In Gazella species, tongueflicking during
the neck stretch is rare. In Thomson’s gazelle
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(Fig. 19a), the neck stretch in combination with

opening the preorbital glands and uttering soft
‘““‘bl—bl—bl”’ sounds frequently transforms into
or alternates with a head-and-neck-forward/up-
ward posture (Walther, 1964a). Of course, this

sequence (Fig. 19) also does not agree with a
derivation of the neck stretch from naso-genital
testing. A somewhat similar change between
lowering the head and bobbingit up 1s described
in mule deer (Geist, 1966b).

Two other male courtship postures found in
a numberofartiodactyl species are the erect pos-
ture (Fig. 18a) and the head-and-neck-forward/
upward posture (Fig. 19b). Both can be tempo-
rarily exaggerated by a nose-up movement in
which the nose points almost vertically upward.
In principle, all three are displays in their own
right, and in certain species, such as okapi
(Walther, 1960c), they are easily distinguishable.
On the other hand,there are transitions that are

sometimesdifficult to distinguish clearly. For ex-
ample, Antilopinae males frequently display dur-
ing walking. The neck then leans somewhat
forward, making the performancerather similar
to a head-and-neck-forward/upward posture,
andit is hard to say whetherit is nowthelatter

posture or a modification of the erect posture.
Perhaps an even more difficult distinction to
makeis the one between the head-and-neck-for-
ward/upwardposture and the nose up; often the

latter appears to be nothing but an exaggerated
form of the former (Fig. 19c).

The erect posture may occasionally be seen
in mating rituals of many artiodactyl species
since, being an intention movementfor rising

onto the hindlegs, it is related to mounting. As

a truly elaborate display (one that not only pre-

cedes mountingbutalsois retained duringlarge
parts of the matingritual) it is not so widespread.

Erect posture, head-and-neck-forward/up-

ward postures, and/or nose-up movements are

typical in courting males of guanaco (combined
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with laying back the ears and grunting:Pilters,
1954, 1956), giraffe (Backhaus, 1961), okapi

(Walther, 1960c), and Antilopinae species

(Walther, 1968a). In erect posture, the males of

chamois utter strange grunting sounds (the
“Bladern”’ in the terminology of German hunt-
ers). The erect posture also appears in certain
cervids, such as red deer; however,here,strictly

speaking, it probably belongs more to herding
than to courtship.

Antilopinae are especially interesting 1n this
respect. For example, in blackbuck, an erect dis-
play—apparently closer to the head-and-neck-
forward/upward posture than to the erect
posture in the strict sense—(with ear dropped
andtail flapped overthe back) is moreorless the
same in courtship and in agonistic encounters
between malerivals. In Grant’s gazelle, the erect
posture occurs in courtship and in agonistic en-
counters; however, there are some differences

(Walther, 1965, 1968a). For example, in court-

ship, the erect posture frequently transforms
into a head-and-neck-forward/upward posture,
and both are displayed almost continuously(1.e.,
easily for quarter of an hour to one hour and
longer); whereas in agonistic encounters, the
erect posture does not transform into a head-
and-neck-forward/upward posture, and it usu-

ally precedes or follows head flagging(1.e., it is
held only for seconds). In Thomson’s gazelle,it
is difficult to speak about an erect posturein the
strict sense; however, the head-and-neck-for-

ward/upward display is very common(it is very
briefly held in this species and is more a move-
mentthan a posture) andis restricted to encoun-
ters with females. Thus, there is no similar
display in the agonistic encounters between
males.

Frequently the nose-up movement is com-
bined with foreleg kicks (see below) in the An-

tilopinae (Fig. 19c). In someother bovid species,
the erect displays are combined with exagger-
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ated walking. The most pronouncedcaseofthis
kind is perhaps the prancing with highlifting of
angled forelegs in topi (Walther, 1968b).

Head-sideward inclinations and/or head-
sideward turns (frequently in combination with
erect postures) of the driving male when stand-
ing behind a female may occasionally occur in
manyartiodactyl species. In some suchas eland,
they are frequently and even regularly seen dur-
ing courtship. I am awareofthe sidewardturn of
the head as a truly striking and pronounced
courtship display only in pronghorn(Fig. 22b),
where males showthis behavior when approach-
ing a female and when following her. Possibly
this behavioris linked to the black patch on the
cheek and/or the presence of a cheek patch
gland in this species.

Another typical male courtship display is
kicking (Fig. 21) with the forelegs (Laufschlag or
Laufeinschlag: Walther, 1958), which is found in
okapi and a large number of Bovidae species
(Walther, 1960c). With respect to a possible
origin of courtship displays in ancestral fighting

Fig. 21. Several forms of the foreleg kick (Laufs-
chlag) and its combination with someotherdisplays.
The postures in combination with the foreleg kick are
typical for these species (except for the mountingin-
tention in oryx, which is not necessarily combined
with the foreleg kick); however, the kick with the fore-
leg can also be performed in “‘normal’’ postureinall
of the species. The positions of the females relative to
the males and the distances between the sex partners
shownin these pictures do not imply species-specific
differences.

a. (Knock-kneed) foreleg kick with neck stretch,
tongue flipping, andtail flapped overthe backin ibex.
The (resting) female responds with symbolic butting
in this case. b. Foreleg kick with neck stretch and
“twist” of the head in Punjab urial (Ovis orientalis cy-
cloceros). The maleis in lateral escort to the female in
this case. c. Foreleg kick (between the female’s hind-
legs) with head-up (erect) posture and mountingin-
tentions (bending the hind legs, characteristic tail wuwi« wdaun/
posture) in oryx antelope.
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techniques in combination with and in correla-
tion to the latter’s replacement by ‘‘modern”’
fighting techniques,it is certainly of interest that
the foreleg kick as a courtship display is not
found in those groups of recent artiodactyles
that often fight with their forelegs, i.e., the
Tylopoda and, aboveall, the Cervidae. In some

cervids, such as fallow deer, white-tailed deer,

and axis deer, kicking with the forelegs occurs
(apparently without function) in the young dur-
ing suckling—notfor soliciting milk when the
youngis following behindits mother (which hap-
pensin certain bovids) but while the fawnis actu-
ally nursing. It is presently unknown whether
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this behavior of young cervids mightbe related
to the foreleg kick in the courtship of certain
bovids, and, if so, how to interpretthis relation-

ship.
Bovidae groups in which the kick with the

foreleg is not foundare the bovines, Tragelaphus
species, TJaurotragus, Boselaphus, Connochaetes,
Aepyceros, and Ammotragus. It is also lacking (or
only infrequent and weakly pronounced) in A/-
celaphus, Rupicapra, and some of the Damaliscus
species. However,it frequently occurs in the ma-
jority of Caprinae, Antilopinae, Neotraginae,
Hippotraginae, Reduncinae, Cephalophinae,
and in Oreamnos and Damaliscus lunatus topi. It 1s
most frequently seen when the maleis standing
or walking behind the female, but it also occurs
occasionally when he1s face to face with her or
is oriented toward her flank. Especially in oryx,
addax, and roan andsable antelope, the males

often perform the kick with the foreleg during
the mating whirl-aroundin reverse-parallel posi-
tion. Sometimes the male touches the female’s
hind legs and, occasionally, even her belly, with

his foreleg. More often the female is not touched
—the male moveshis hind leg between her hind
legs (Laufeinschlag = kick-in-between) in certain
species, or he does notraise his foreleg high
enough,or he performsthe foreleg kick at a dis-
tance from which hecannotpossibly touch her.

Sloppy “knock-kneed”’ performances (Fig.

2la) occasionally happen in any species. In

scimitar-horned oryx (Oryx gazella tao), they are

even the rule; otherwise the foreleg is rather
stiffly stretched in a ‘‘good”kick. The most pro-
nounced performances(raising one foreleg to
approximately 90°) are seen when the male is

standing. However, he also can deliver the kick

with the foreleg while walking, but the leg is then
raised only about 45° (Fig. 19c). In Thomson's
gazelle, the male can kick alternately with the

right and theleft foreleg during walking (“drum-

roll’: Walther, 1964a). In Grant’s gazelle and

blackbuck, the foreleg kick is reduced to a big,
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stiff-legged step (but the full foreleg kick was
recently observedinjuvenile males ofblackbuck:
Benz, 1973). In Soemmering’s gazelle only an
occasional tripping of the courting male resem-
bles the foreleg kick of other Antilopinae spe-
cies.

In all bovid species under discussion, the
foreleg kick can be delivered when the male is
standing or walking in a “‘normal” or an erected
attitude. In the Hippotragus and Kobus species,
this is the rule. In somespecies, such as topi and
oryx antelope(Fig. 21c), it can be combined with
mountingintentions (bendingthe hind legs). In
Caprinae (Fig. 21a, b) and in dorcas gazelle,it is
frequently combined with the neck stretch. In
many Antilopinae species, there is a strong ten-
dency to combineit with a nose-up movement.
In particular, the foreleg kick is used to make the
female continue after she has stopped walking
during the mating march or the mating whirl-
around. Linked to this, it can also be used as a

“last inquiry” before mounting: when the female
doesnot react (by walking ahead) to the foreleg
kick, she is ready to accept and tolerate the
male’s mounting.

As mentionedabove,the kick with the foreleg

is often combinedwith the neckstretch in sheep.
The two behavior patterns are also frequently
used in this combination as well as indepen-
dently between males in sheep (Geist, 1971).

This is the only presently known case in which
behavior patterns primarily or exclusively serv-
ing as courtship displays in most bovid species
play an importantrole in agonistic encounters.
Here, they obviously serve the same function as
dominance displays since they typically are
shown by dominant males in encounters with
inferior ones.

Visual courtship displays appear to be impor-
tant in artiodactyles, but other types of stimuli
play significant roles too. In Suidae, acoustical
displays are perhaps as important or even more
importantthan the visual ones; playing back the
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tape-recorded mating grunts of a male can re-
lease “immobilized” standing of a female in heat
(Signoret and du Mesnil, 1960). The tylopods
are also rather noisy during courtship. In most
Ruminantia, however, either courtship is silent
or thecalls ofthe sex partners are soft and appar-
ently occur only in combinationwith and in addi-
tion to pronounced visual displays. Scents are
probably emitted by glands opened during
courtship (preorbital glands, possibly also
subauricular glands, and interdigital glands in
connection with the foreleg kick), again in addi-
tion to the visual displays. Tactile stimulation of
the femaleby licking and touchingher,especially
her genitals and hindquarters, with the tongue,
mouth,chin,or neck is widespread. For example,
in Suidaeit apparently plays a majorrole; and in
Cervidae,atleast, the licking of the female is very
pronounced.In Bovidae, there is a whole range
—from species where courting males frequently
and intensively touch females (for example,
Tragelaphus with its neck fight and related behav-
lor) to species that hardly touch the female at all
during the mating ritual (for example, Grant’s
and Thomson’s gazelle), except, of course, in
mounting, buteventhis is restricted moreorless
to contactofthe genitals in Antilopinae and Neo-
traginae. In short, the importance oftactile
stimulation during courtship varies widely in ar-
tiodactyl species, whereas visual displays are
found in almostall of them.

In view of the relevance of visual courtship
displays, it is surprising thatthe list of the most
important onesis so short: neck stretch, head-
and-neck-forward/upward posture, erect pos-
ture, nose-up movement, head-sideward turn,
and foreleg kick. Obviously, the species-specific
character of courtship rituals in artiodactyles is
not demonstrated by a multitude ofdifferentdis-
plays but by differences in frequency of single
displays (ranging downto the absenceofcertain
displays in certain species), by differences in the
elaboration, and by combinations within these
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relatively few displays. The degree of specializa-
tion achieved in this simple wayis astonishing.
Of course, the species-specific differences
become more pronounced whenonetakes into
account additional features, such as ear andtail
movements and tongue flicking. However,it is
possible to characterize the courtship behavior
ofmanyspecies simply by using the postures and
movements listed above. For example, in eight
Antilopinae species investigated (Table 4), there
are no two with courtship behavior that is com-
pletely alike, although the basic components are
only neck stretch, erect posture, head-and-neck-
forward/upward posture (and/or nose up), and
foreleg kick. In Table 4, horn threat and side-
ward turn of the head are added for completion,
although the courtship behaviorof a single spe-
cies can be distinguished without them.

Furthermore, as can be seen from Table 4,
two or three (sometimes even four or five) of
these displays usually occur in the courtship of a
single species. This is valid for many butnotall
artiodactyles, for example, courting bontebok
males show only one of them, the neck stretch
(David, 1973).

Besides these male displays that apparently
(mildly) intimidate (or sometimes also chal-
lenge) the female, appeasing behavior plays a
certain role in courtship of someartiodactyl spe-
cies. Appeasementis mainly achievedbylicking
the partner’s head, neck, or shoulders (Fig. 22a),
and the males are atleast as active, if not more
active, in this regard as the females. Licking the
female’s genitals or her croup and touching the
female’s croup with the chin by the male may
contribute to the female’s sexual arousal. The
majority of displaysin courtshipofartiodactyles,
however, are either clearly aggressive behavior
or have possibly/probably originated from such
behavior. In any case, the small proportion of
genuine sexual displays in the matingrituals of
these animals is surprising. On the whole, here,
the relationship of sexual drive to courtship dis-
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Table 4

Distribution of (male) courtship displays in the Antilopinae species investigated

Rams ®t

  

a b c d e f g h

Gazella gazella +1 ) ? ++ ++

Gazella dorcas ? ++ ++ ++ + ?

Gazella thomsoni _ ++ —_ ++ ++ ++ ?

Gazella subgutterosa ++ + + ++

Gazellagranti — ? _ — ++ ++ ++ (+) 2)

Gazella soemmeringi + — 23) _ ? ++

Litocranius walleri - (+)4) = ++ ++ ++ + ?

Antilope cervicapra (+)5) — _ + ++ ?

a = posture or movementsimilar to medial presentation of
horns or butting, b = neck stretch, c = neck stretch + fore-

leg kick, d = foreleg kick in “normal” or moderately erect
posture, e = nose up + foreleg kick (including drumroll and
big step), f = nose-up movement and/or head-and-neck-
forward/upward posture, g = erect posture (in the strict
sense), h = sideward turn of the head, ++ = pronounced
and frequent, + = pronounced and moderately frequent,
(+) = aberrant performanceorsituation, ? = not well pro-
nounced and/or questionable whether a special display or

plays is analogous to that between the French

nation and the Foreign Legion: The legionaries

served and fought for France, but most of them

were not French. Correspondingly, the court-

ship displays occurin the service of sexual drive,

but most of them are not sexual behavior.

Submissive and Appeasement Behavior

Most submissive displays in artiodactyles are

in every way the antithesis of dominance and

offensive threat displays. Sometimes, there are

connections with defensive threats. Submissive

displays indicate the acceptance of an inferior

accidental, blank = not observed, but possibly exceptionally
and/oraccidentally occurring, - = not observed, probably
lacking, 1) = gentle touching of the female with the horns,
2) = head flag (belongs moreto herding than to courtship
in the strict sense, occasionally also during courtship), 3) =
inconspicuoustripping steps, 4) = occasionally when mark-
ing the female with preorbital glands, 5) = threatening and
beating the female with the horns in herding (not during
courtship in the strict sense).

role. In a sense, they anticipate defeat and lack

features that could possibly challenge an oppo-

nent and release its aggression. The effect on a

(superior) recipient may range from a diminu-

tion to complete cessation of aggression. Sub-

missive displays and appeasement behavior

enable an inferior animal to remain with a group

and/orin a familiar terrain despite the presence

of superior and aggressive conspecifics. This 1s

very important for females in the courtship ritu-

als; and for juvenile animals, it may often be

essential to their survival.

According to Frddrich (1967), submissive

gestures are unknownordubious in Suidae and



   

Fig. 22. a. Licking to appease the female (left) by

the courting male (right) in okapi (Okapia johnstont).

b. Head-sideward turn (alternately to the right and the
left) in the courting male pronghorn.

Hippopotamidae. They appear in the other

groupsofartiodactyles; however,theirintensity,

frequency, and importance vary considerably

with the species. The commonest formsthat can

occur singly or in combination are lowering the

head (Fig. 23a), turning 180°, and lying down

(Fig. 23b). Following one after the other, they

may express increasing degrees of submission.

In agonistic encounters, turning 180° (with

the hindquarters toward an opponent)is usually

an intention movementfor withdrawalorflight.

Onecan considerit a special display only when

it is combined with other features of submission

and/or when the animal does not withdraw or
flee but remains in the superior opponent’s vi-

cinity. Since females are oriented with their hind-
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Fig. 23. Submissive behavior. a. Head-foreward-

downward posture in a male dorcas gazelle (Gazella

dorcas) in responseto the threat of a superior oppo-

nent(right). b. Lying down with the head and neck on

the ground and with the hindquarters toward the su-

perior in black wildebeest (Connochaetes gnou).

quarters toward the males in sexual encounters,

one mightalso think that an inferior male might

mimic a female through this behavior in an ago-

nistic encounter. However, the same submissive

behaviorcan also be seen in encounters between

females. It is unlikely for a (subordinate) female

to ‘“‘mimic’’ a female—whichsheis, after all. With

respect to the 180° turn and other submissive

behavior patterns, the opposite is more proba-

ble, i.e., that they are behaviorpatternsofinferi-

ority by origin and nature andthat they mayalso

appearonthe part of a female in sexual encoun-

ters because she is inferior to (adult) males in

most of these species, as discussed above.

Lying downwith the head and neckstretched

forward on the ground,often with the hindquar-

ters toward the opponent, apparently occurs

considerably more frequently in captivity than in

the wild. In free-ranging artiodactyles one may
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see it most frequently when females presumably
notyetin heat are sexually approached bymales.
In somespecies, such as black wildebeest, lying
downin submission is sometimes accompanied
by uttering sounds frequently heard from calves
(Walther, 1966b). This and the resemblance to
the infantile lying-out(lying in seclusion) behav-
lor of certain artiodactyl species makeit tempt-
ing to assume that an animal lying down in
submission may be mimicking a baby and that
this infantile behavior may stop the superior’s
aggression (Burckhardt, 1958b).

However,there are several objectionsto this
hypothesis. It is obvious that most artiodactyles
can distinguish an adult animal from an infant
(by visual appearanceand scent) regardlessofits
posture and position. Thus,it is unlikely an adult
animal can assume a baby’s identity simply by
lying down.It is also doubtful that certain vocali-
zationsin artiodactylesare so typical ofjuveniles
that they definitely identify an animal as an in-
fant. The soundsuttered in connection with sub-
missive behavior are often distress cries. These,
of course, are relatively frequently heard from
Juveniles, but they are neither genuineinfantile
vocalizations norrestricted to juveniles. More-
over, submissive lying down as well as other
forms of submission are by no meansnecessarily
combined with sounds. Onthe contrary, silent
submission is very commonin Artiodactyla. Fi-
nally, submissive lying down is a behavioral re-
sponseto a threat by very superior conspecifics,
who, very frequently, are adult males. In most
artiodactyles, however, adult males have hardly
any contact with the youngandpaylittle atten-
tion to them. Thus, it remains obscure why such
a male should reactto infantile behavior. Finally
submissive lying downis also shownbyspecies,
such as black wildebeest, whose young do notlie
out. In short,it is more probablethat lying down
with the head and neckstretched forward func-
tions as a submissive behavior simply becauseit
is the perfect antithesis to the self-exposure and
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emphasizing of an animal’s presence in domi-
nance andoffensive threat displays, and because
the inferior animal blends into the ground and,
in a sense,leaveslittle forits Opponentto attack.

Lowering the head ranges from perfor-
mances identical to the head-low posture de-
scribed as a defensivethreat to postures in which
the animal stretches its head and neck morefor-
ward-downward(e.g., dorcas and mountain ga-
zelle), or turnsits horns somewhat away from the
challenger (e.g., oryx antelope), and/or holdsits
neck in a rather strikingly curved fashion (e.g.,
guanaco: Pilters, 1956).

The back often appearsslightly humped. As
in the head-low posture, submissive lowering of
the head may sometimes changeinto grazing. It
is often shown during withdrawal and sometimes
during flight. The most pronounced and even
exaggerated performances, however, can be
seen when an animal does not withdraw butre-
mainsclose to its superior partner. In this case,
the lowering of the head can be combinedwith
a 180° turn, butit mayalso be displayed in any
otherorientationrelative to the superior,includ-
ing frontal orientation.

Besides these submissive displays, there is
also appeasingby licking in a numberofarti-
odactyl species. Typically, the inferior animal
grooms the superior one, especially its head,
sometimes also the neck and shoulders, as
Schloeth (1961) has pointed out in an excellent
study on the behavior of Camarguecattle. Of
course, this behavior only occurs whenthe hos-
ulities are not too severe.

Thepossibility, or even probability, ofa rela-
tionship between submissive displays and threat
behavior, as well as the occasional switch by an
inferior animal from a submissive behavior to a
threat display and vice versa, have been men-
tioned several times in the literature (Lorenz,
1935; ‘Tinbergen, 1959). The comparative study
of artiodactyl behavior may possibly provide fur-
ther insight into this mechanism. As mentioned
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above, the head-low posture occurs as a defen-

sive threat display in certain bovids and cervids.

Whenan animal challenged by another’s offen-

sive threat or dominancedisplay (high presenta-

tion of horns, erect posture, etc.) shows a

defensive head-low threat, this means that it

does not (‘‘dare”’) respondto the challenge in an

equivalent way andis not ready to attack its Op-

ponent, but is only ready to defend itself if at-

tacked. Hence, a defensive threat when used in

response to a challenger’s offensive threat or

dominancedisplay, comesvery close to a behav-

ior denotinginferiority (Fig. 8). In the particular

case of the head-low posture, furthermore, the

animal has only to stretch its lowered head and

neck somewhat more forward and/or turn the

horns away from the opponent to assume a more

pronounced submissive attitude. Thus, this

difference is only marginal. It may be mentioned

here that in the behavioral inventory of a species

there are also otherrelationships between threat

and submissive displays, which apparently de-

pendon theposition of certain displays. For ex-

ample, in hartebeest and topi, instead of a

head-low posture, an attitude very similar to me-

dial presentation of horns serves as an expres-

sion of submission; and in fallow. deer,

submission is expressed by fast, repeated snap-

ping movements of the mouth in combination

with lowering the head or lying down.Finally,

there are cases of mosaiclike combinations of

threat and submissive displays—as in humans,

when an inferior individual may withdraw and/

or bow when chargedby a feared superior, but

may curse andclench thefists at the sametime.

For example, in okapi (Walther, 1962), submis-

sive lying down may occasionally be combined

with vertical erecting of the head and neck, which

is a (defensive) threat behavior (related to neck

fighting) in this species.

In conclusion, I wish once more to emphasize

the prevailing role of agonistic displays and of

aggressively tinted behavior patterns in the com-

munication andsocial life of Artiodactyla. If it

were possible to eliminate the intraspecific ag-

gression from the behavioralrepertoires of these

animals, their communication as well as their so-

cial organization would break down.
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Chapter 27

COMMUNICATION IN PERISSODACTYLA

Hans Klingel

The order consists of three families with
fifteen species in six genera: Equidae, one genus,
six spp.; Rhinocerotidae, four genera,five spp.;
Tapiridae, one genus, four spp. The equids are
inhabitants mainly of open grasslands, and they
live socially in large or small groups. The tapirs
are solitary animals that live in dense forests.
The different species of rhinoceroses occur in
habitats ranging from rain forest to grasslands;
they are solitary or live in small groups.

There is evidence that the degree of com-
plexity of communication systems is correlated
with the respective biological requirements,i.e.,
life habits and habitat. However, information
now available is not sufficientto allow finalstate-
ments.

The various modes of communication are
dealt with by families. Tactile communication is
disregarded in this context because of the diffi-
culties in assessing the communicative signifi-
cance of bodily contacts.

Equidae

Two distinct forms of social organization
have evolved in the equids. Plains zebra (Equus
quagga: Klingel, 1967), mountain zebra (E. zebra:
Klingel, 1968, 1969a; Joubert, 1972), and horse
(EZ. przewalsku: Bruemmer, 1967; Feist, 1971; Ty-
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ler, 1972)live in family groups consisting of one
stallion, one or several mares, andtheir young,
and in stallion groups. Both types of group are
nonterritorial; they are characterized by their
stability and coherence based on mutual bonds
between the group members. This requires the
capability of individual recognition of group
members.

Grevy’s zebra (E£. grevyi: Klingel, 1969b,
1974), African wild ass (E. africanus: Klingel, in
prep.), feral donkeys (Moehlman, 1974), and
probably Asiatic wild ass (E. hemionus: Klingel, in
prep.) live singly or in unstable anonymous
groupsofeither one or both sexes. Someof the
stallions are territorial and defendtheir hugeter-
ritories only under certain conditions and only
against their territorial neighbors, but are other-
wise tolerant toward other male conspecifics.
Only mares and foals know and recognize each
other individually, and they are the only mem-
bers of a population that establish mutual bonds
that are maintained for sometime.

SPECIES AND INDIVIDUAL RECOGNITION

In overlap areas, e.g., South West Africa (E.
quagga and E. zebra) and in northern Kenya (E.
quagga and E. grevyi) the membersof the respec-
tive species tend tostay togetherin monospecific
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associations. Although they frequently use the
same waterholes, graze close together and even
flee together, they do not contact individuals of
the other species (Klingel, 1968, 1974). This in-

dicates that species-specific differences are rec-
ognized. No informationis available on how this
is performed; it can, however, be assumedthat

knowledge of their own species’ appearance is
learned by the young through an imprinting
process. Onthe other hand,in captivity it 1s pos-
sible to interbreed all the equine species. So ob-
viously there are genus-specific characteristics
which are recognized and which canact as ade-
quate stimuli in abnormalsituations. Individual
recognition is established between a mare and
her foal duringthe first few days after birth. Ac-
cording to Tyler (1972) the horse marelearnsto
know herfoal, obviously by imprinting, when she
licks it for twenty to thirty minutes after birth.

Thefoals have a following reaction as soon as
they are able to walk. The imprintingofthefoals
on their motherstakes place after one to several

days. It is enhanced by agonistic behavior of the

mare toward all the other conspecifics during the

first few days after birth (£. quagga: Walther,
1962; Klingel and Klingel, 1966a; Klingel,

1969c; E. grevyi: Klingel, 1972, 1974; E. przewal-
shitf, caballus: Tyler, 1972). In the nonterritorial

equids the group members knoweachotherindi-

vidually by sight, voice, and smell (Klingel, 1967,
1968, 1969a, 1972; Tyler, 1972).

OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

The visual expressions of the equids are nu-

merous. They consist of postures; movements of

legs, tail, and head; and facial expressions

effected by opening the mouth and by various

positions and movementsof the ears andlips.

Facial Expressions
The estrous mare, when approached and

contacted bythestallion, showsthe estrousface:

she makes exaggerated chewing movements but
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without closing her mouth altogether; at the

sametimeher incisors are partly bared,the cor-
ners of her mouthare pulled back, and herears

are folded back (Antonius, 1940; Trumler, 1958,

1959a; Klingel, 1972). This expression is regu-
larly observedin all the species with the excep-
tion of the horse, where it occurs only rarely and
only in young mares (Antonius, 1951) (Fig. 1).

A similar expression is the snapping (Zeeb,
1959) of young horses whentheyare threatened
(Tyler, 1972). In snapping, the jaw movements
are faster than in the estrous expression, and the

teeth meet each time. Plains zebra, Grevy’s zebra
foals, and, rarely, adult plains zebra stallions

make similar faces during greeting ceremonies
with adultstallions; the position of the ears, how-

ever, is more variable. The significance of these
three facial expressions is difficult to assess.
They can all be considered submissive expres-
sions, as they are always performed by the
weaker partners. Tyler (1972), however, ob-

served that young horses were frequently at-
tacked and bitten or kicked in spite of having
madethe snapping response. Zeeb (1959) inter-
prets the snappingasritualized grooming move-
ments, and Tyler (1972) observed that

occasionally mutual grooming ensued from the
snapping response(Fig. 2).

 
Fig. 1. Estrous face (donkey). Note position ofears.
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i

Fig. 2. Snapping response: horse foal; plains ze-
bra two-year-old stallion, with adult stallion.

The greeting expression (Antonius, 1940;

Trumler, 1959a; Klingel, 1967, 1968, 1972; Do-
broruka, 1961; Tyler, 1972) can be observed,

when two adult partners, e.g., two stallions or a

stallion and a mare, meet and establish naso-

nasal contacts. The representatives ofall species
that have been investigated extend their heads,
usually have their ears directed forward, and
draw the cornersof their mouthsupin a jerking
movement, except for the horse, wherethis last

movementrarely occurs (Tyler, 1972). Plains ze-
bra often open their mouths and make chewing
movements with bared teeth; mountain zebra
and donkey chew with their lips closed; Grevy’s
zebra and horse do not movetheirjaws (Klingel,
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Fig. 3. Greeting expression (plains zebra). Note

position ofears.

1972). This expression obviously denotes
friendliness (Fig. 3).

The threat expression (Antonius, 1937;

Trumler, 1959a; Klingel, 1967, 1968, 1972; Ty-

ler, 1972; Moehlman, 1974) is similar to the es-

trus expression, but without the chewing
movements. There are several degrees: when
threateninglightly, the ears are onlyslightly laid
back; at higher intensities the ears are straight
back, the head is lowered and swayed from side
to side, and the mouth is partly opened. This
expression occurs regularly before and during
fights and in stallions when driving mares or
other conspecifics. Its communicative signifi-
cance is much more obvious than that of the
previous expressions:it demonstrates the readi-
ness to fight, especially to bite, and conspecifics
accordingly move out of the way, flee, or get
ready to meetthe attack (Fig. 4).

The flehmen expression consists of the ani-
mal’s lifting its head up high, curling back the
upper lip to expose the teeth, and lowering the
lower lip; the jaws remain closed (Schneider,
1930, 1934; Klingel, 1972; Trumler, 1959a;
Zeeb, 1959; Tyler, 1972). It is usually a reaction
to some smell, usually urine, dung, or female
genitalia, and facilitates the entrance of odorants
into the vomeronasal (Jacobson’s) organ (Estes,
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Fig. 4. Threat expression: Grevy’s zebra c’; horse

Q (note position of ears andtail).

1972). In a few instances it could be observed

that flehmen can act as a signal and elicit re-

sponses by conspecifics (Dobroruka, 1961; Klin-

gel, 1974; Moehlman,1974) (Fig. 5).

Other facial expressions with doubtful or no

communicative significance are lip clapping in

plains zebra (Klingel, 1972), yawningin all the
species, and extension of the upperlip in feral

ass males when approaching females (Moehl-

man, 1974).

Leg Movements

Equidskick during fights with both front and

hind legs. Ritualized kicking serves as a visual

threat and is carried out in various degrees.It
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ranges from only slightly lifting one hind foot
from the groundatlowintensity to actually kick-
ing with one or both hindfeetin the direction of
a pursuerat high intensity. Stallions display ritu-
alized kicking with their forelegs during breaks
between fighting bouts (Klingel, 1967).

Tail Postures and Movements
The communicative significance of tail pos-

tures and/or movementshas hardly been investi-
gated. During flight young foals hold their tails
straight up, and this releases flight behavior in
otherfoals (FE. przewalskiif. caballus: Tyler, 1972).
Grevy’s zebrastallions, when driving mares or

otherstallions, raise their tails (Fig. 4a); during

copulation they swing them from sideto side as
do horse stallions (Klingel, 1972; Antonius,

1937).

Body Postures and Movements
During estrus mares ofall the species stand

with their hindlegs apart andtheirtails raised at

an angle of about 45°, especially when being

courted bya stallion. This posture 1s most con-

spicuously displayed by young plains zebra
(Klingel, 1967) and by horse mares(Tyler, 1972)
even when there is no stallion in attendance.

Stallions are attracted by this posture even from

a distance, andin plains zebra this results in the

abduction of the young mare from her maternal

group. It could be proved that the posture and

not the smell is the decisive stimulus: drugged

plains zebras, under the influence of Etorphin,

Acetylpromazine, and Hyoscine displayed the

same posture, and they were courted and even

mountedbystallions (Klingel, 1967; Klingel and

Klingel, 1968). Horsestallions are also attracted

by urinating mares,as their postureis similar to

the estrous posture (Tyler, 1972).
In the territorial equids the territorial stal-

lions are distinguishable from other males by a

numberof behavior patterns, which can also be

considered an advertisement of their status to
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conspecifics: their posture is generally upright;
they keep some distance from groups of con-
specifics in the territory, which makes them very
visible; they drive stallions and mares; they
mount mares withouterection, prior to copula-
tion.

During the last two displays territorial stal-
lions roar. This underlines the possible function
of these two displays as signals, although they
primarily serve to demonstrate the stallions’
dominanceto the driven animals orto test the
receptiveness of the mares,respectively (Klingel,
1972, 1974, and in prep.).

When migrating, adult plains zebra often
move their heads up and down conspicuously.
This gives the impression of exaggerated walk-
ing and could serve as a following stimulus for
group membersor other conspecifics (Klingel,
1972).

 
Fig. 5. Flehmen (horse 2).

ACOUSTICAL COMMUNICATION

Two vocalizations seem to be moreorless
identical and to have the samesignificance in all
species. Both are snorts, but they differ in their
duration. The shortsnort is obviously a warning
sound, emitted when the animals are disturbed.
The long snort is an expression of well-being
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(e.g., when the animals are eating). Its communi-
cative significance is doubtful.

Contact calls serve for maintaining orrees-
tablishing contact between two partners: mare
and foal in all species, group membersin the
nonterritorial species. In the territorial species
the same type ofcall is used by thestallions to
marktheir territories as well as in othersitua-
tions (Klingel, 1972, 1974, in prep.).

In E. quagga, the contactcall consists of one-
to three-syllable barking sounds, whichare pro-
duced during exhalation and which can betran-
scribed by ‘tha, haha, hahaha.”’ The frequencyis
ten to eighteen soundsin five seconds. During
inhalation the animals often produce an “‘i”
sound. Thesecalls are individually different and
are assumed to effect individual recognition
(Klingel, 1967).

In £. zebra the contact call is probably the
long squeal, which is repeated several times
(Blaine, 1922; Antonius, 1930, 1951; Klingel,
1968).

The contactcall of E. przewalskiif caballus is
the whinnyorneigh, whichis individually differ-
ent (Tyler, 1972; Odberg, 1969; Kiley, 1972;
Tembrock, 1965; Waring, 1971) (Fig. 6a).

In £. grevyi the contactcall is an intermittent
roar, emitted when exhaling;it is succeeded by
an “l’’ sound duringinhalation (Antonius, 1951:
Klingel, 1969b, 1972, 1974).

The contactcall of £. africanus is the bray, a
most varied and complex vocalization composed
of thirty frequency bands.It consists of two sylla-
bles andis highly variable in temporal pattern-
ing, frequency bands, intensity, and other
characteristics (E. africanus f asinus: Moehlman,
1974) (Fig. 7).

The call of £. hemionus is described as a
monosyllabic “‘kiang”’ emitted in fast succession:
it is somewhatsimilar to the whinnyofthe horse
and the bray of the ass (Antonius, 1937).

The contact calls of the various species,
which are so different to the humanear, seem to
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Fig. 6. Vocalizations of the horse: a. whinny,

b. nicker emitted prior to feeding; c. nicker emitted by

stallion during sexual behavior; d. nicker emitted by

have sometypical, genus-specific properties that

are recognized and responded to by congener-

ics, who, however, do not react to calls of none-

quine species (Antonius, 1951). Odberg (1969)

changedthe whinnyofhorsesby replaying tapes

50 to 75 percent faster (and therefore higher)

and 50 percent slower (and lower). In all cases

his horsesstill recognized the sound as a whinny

and reacted accordingly. The calls of mules and

hinnies are intermediate between those of the

horse and the ass (Antonius, 1934, 1950).

The remaining vocalizationsofthe equids are

listed by species. Their communicative signifi-

cance is not obviousinall the cases:

E. quagga: (1) dissyllabic “‘i-ha’’ (warning); (2)

high-pitched squeal (pain, distress); (3) long
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mare when concerned for the foal’s well-being. All

these soundsare variable. (Photo courtesy G. H. War-

ing.)

squeaking (pain, distress in foals). (Klingel,

1967.)
E. zebra: (1) short bark, usually repeated once

(warning); (2) two-syllable “i-ho” (warning?); (3)

high-pitched squeal (pain, but also emitted dur-

ing greeting displays and play fights). (Klingel,

1968.) Joubert (1972) describes a total of four

vocalizations, but does not compare them with

previous descriptions.

E. przewalshii: (1) short squeal, emitted by a mare

when approachedbya stallion’and whenfighting

(distress, pain?); (2) nicker, a low-pitched gut-

tural sound (contact call, greeting call, alarm

call: Fig. 6b, c, d), (3) roar, recorded from stal-

lions when meeting a nonreceptive estrous mare;

(4) grunt (sign of content?). (Kiley, 1972; Tyler,

1972; Odberg, 1969; Hafezet al., 1962; Waring,
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Fig. 7. Donkey (%) bray sequence, consisting of
eleven exhalations. Note the large numberoffre-

1971.) Odberg (1969) distinguished three basic
types of vocalization from his sonograms:
whinny, grunt, and squeal with variations and
intermediates.
E. grevyt: (1) grunt (excitement). (Klingel, 1974.)
E. africanus: (1) grunt; (2) growl, atonal vocaliza-
tions of different duration (agonistic context);
(3) whuffle, atonal and of low intensity (ap-
proach, searching). (£. africanusf asinus: Moehl-
man, 1974.)
E. hemionus: (1) squeal (defense). (Antonius,
1937.)

OLFACTORY COMMUNICATION

In equids communication by odors works
only over short distances, when the animals en-
gage in naso-nasal and naso-genital or other
close contacts and when smelling urine and
dung. Olfactory contact with conspecifics serves
to effect individual recognition (in the territorial
species probably only of mare and foal, in the
nonterritorial species also of group members)
and,with stallions, to test the reproductive state
of the mares. The roles of circumanal, circum-
oral, and perineal glands are unknown(Schaffer,

quency bands ofthe exhalations. (Photo courtesy P.
Moehlman.)

1940). Equine dungandurine transmit informa-
tion by scents to conspecifics. This is most pro-
nounced in the reproductive context: the
stallions smell the dung piles and urination
spots, particularly those of estrous mares, and
thereby receive the relevant messages. (They
subsequently display the flehmen, which en-
hancesolfactory perception, defecate or urinate
on the dung,and urinate on the urinationspots.
Thebiological significance ofthis “marking” be-
havior remains obscure; Klingel, 1972.) Horse
stallions and mares seem to recognize the dung
of the group membersby smelling, and usethis
capability when searching for their groups (Ty-
ler, 1972).

In the territorial species, the territorial stal-
hons mark their territories with dung piles,
which are used for years and thereby reach con-
siderable size. They do not serve to advertise the
territories for other conspecifics, but obviously
function as marksfor the orientationoftheterri-
torial animal itself (E. grevyi: Klingel, 1969b,
1974; E. africanus f. asinus: Moehlman, 1974; E.
africanus somaliensis: Klingel, in prep.; E. hemionus:
Klingel, in prep.).
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Rhinocerotidae

The forest species Javan rhinoceros (Rhinoc-
eros sondaicus) and Sumatran rhinoceros (Dider-

moceros sumatrensis) are solitary; the species of the
more open habitats, Indian rhinoceros (Rhinoc-
eros unicornis), black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis),

and to a higher degree, white rhinoceros (Cerato-

therium simum) are often found in small, unstable

groups (Schenkel and Lang, 1969). In C. simum

the adult bulls are territorial, but tolerate one or

more subordinate malesin their territories (Ow-

en-Smith, 1971). In D. bicornis the bulls live in

well-defined, undefended, overlapping home
ranges (Klingel and Klingel, 1966b; Schenkel,
1966; Goddard, 1966; Schenkel and Schenkel-

Hulliger, 1969). A similar system seemsto exist
in R. unicorns (Schenkel and Lang, 1969), but

Ullrich (1964) considers it to be territorial. The

two remainingspeciesare insufficiently known in

this respect (Schenkel and Lang, 1969). Inall the

rhinoceros species the only permanentassocia-

tions are those between a female and her young.

In D. bicornis rather long-lasting associations be-
tween several adults and young have been

recorded in the comparatively resident popula-

tion of the Ngorongoro Crater (Klingel and Klin-

gel, 1966b).

SPECIES AND INDIVIDUAL RECOGNITION

Rhinoceroses have poor eyesight. D. bicornis,

for example, occasionally mistake a motorcarfor

a conspecific. The voices seem to play a certain

role in intraspecific recognition, but as far as 1S

knownthey are notsufficiently varied to be used

for individual recognition (Schenkel and Lang,

1969). In an overlap area of C. simum and D.

bicornis mixed grazing communities and inter-

specific play were observed (Steele, 1960), but

such incidents occur only very rarely. They may

be based on a ‘“‘mistake,”’ i.e., the membersofthe

other species are taken for conspecifics. Dung

piles are used by both species (Player and Feely,

1960).
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OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

Facial expressions, consisting of different
postures of the ears and opening of the mouth
(including flehmen) seem to have no communi-
cative significance, when one considers the lim-
ited visual abilities of rhinoceroses. The same1s
probably true for tail posture (for details see
Schenkel and Lang, 1969; Schloeth, 1956; God-

dard, 1966; Schenkel and Schenkel-Hulliger,

1969). The head-up posture and the fast charge
toward an opponentobviously function as threat
displays (Schenkel and Lang, 1969; Owen-

Smith, 1971) (Fig. 8).

ACOUSTICAL COMMUNICATION

Several vocalizations have been described for
rhinoceroses but no detailed investigations have
yet been published.It is therefore only possible
to compile the various quotations:

C. simum: (1) snorting in intraspecific combats;

(2) grunting of males when courting; (3) trum-

peting of males when beingrejected; (4) long,
rumblingbellow asa threat; (5) squealing when
fleeing and of young when in distress; (6) bass
bellow; (7) shrieks when fighting. (Player and

 
Fig. 8. Ritualized fight in the white rhinoceros,

consisting of fast charges. Note position ofears.
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Feely, 1960; Schenkel and Lang, 1969; Owen-
Smith, 1971.)
D. bicorns: (1) puffing snort when alarmed, also
when charging;(2) low-pitched squeal offemales
during copulation; (3) growling, and (4) grunt-
ing whenfighting; (5) shrill scream (whistle); (6)
crying during courting activities, possibly a con-
tact call of the young (whenthis vocalization is
imitated by the experimenterit can be used to
attract female rhinoceroses). (Ritchie, 1963;
Goddard, 1966; Schenkel and Schenkel-Hul-
liger, 1969; Klingel, pers. obs.)
R. unicornis: (1) bleating of the young; (2) bleat-
ing of the females to attract their young; (3)
snorting as threat; (4) short grunting as a warn-
ing sound whenfleeing; (5) high-pitched squeal-
ing (whistling: Schenkel and Lang, 1969) of
females when being courted; (6) extended grunt-
ing of males when driving males or females; (7)
extended squealing of driven males; (8) purring
as a contactcall. (Ullrich, 1964; Lang, 1961.)
R. sondaicus: (1) harsh blowing sound(snorting?)
when disturbed; (2) grunting whenattacking,
also when wounded; (3) squealing (whistling),
produced when inhaling and exhaling as a con-

D. sumatrensis: (1) snorting when alarmed; (2)
quacking whenfleeing; (3) squeaking when feed-
ing undisturbed; (4) ‘‘low and rather plaintive’”’
noise when wallowing; (5) squealing when
wounded. (Hubback, 1939.)

OLFACTORY COMMUNICATION

Dungand urine are used for communication
in all the species. Preputial scent glands have
been described in C. simum (Cave, 1966), but
their function is unknown. Noparticular scent
glands and no behavior related to such glands
have been described. Cowsin estrusattract bulls
by scent; bulls are capable of following a scent
spoor madebya cow.
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In C. stmum theterritorial bulls mark their
territories by exhibiting specialized techniques
of defecation and urination. Before and after
defecation they perform backwardly directed
kicking movements with the hind legs, whichre-
sult in breaking up and scattering the dung.
Dungis deposited at particular places only, and
thus twenty to thirty dung heapsperterritory are
maintained. Urineis distributed in the form of a
fine spray in three to five spasmodic bursts over
vegetation or the ground, impregnatingtheter-
ritory with the characteristic odor. Cows, nonter-
ritorial bulls, and calves use the permanent dung
piles, but in a nonritualized manner (Owen-
Smith, 1971) (Fig. 9).

 

 
Fig. 9. Ritualized defecation in the white rhinoc-

eros: above, defecation on permanent dungpile; be-
low, spreading the dungwith hindlegs.
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In D. bicornis ritualized defecation and urina-

tion are carried out by both sexes, butritualized

urination is carried out by cows only during es-

trus. This display serves to inform all the passing

membersof the population of the presence and

physiological status of the marking individual

and will accordingly result in spacing orattrac-

tion (Schenkel and Schenkel-Hulliger, 1969).

In R. unicorns, dung is placed on permanent

dungpiles, but only rarelyis it scattered by kick-

ing movements of the defecating animal. Only

dominant bulls urinate in a ritualized manner.

During pre-mating activities both partners re-

peatedly display ritualized urination and thereby

mark the mating area (Schenkel and Lang, 1969).

R. sondaicus defecate in an unritualized man-

ner, i.e., without kicking movements, either on

dungpiles or in wallows. In the latter case the

smell will be attached to the skin of the animal

and from there to the tracks and vegetation.

Urine is squirted onto the vegetation while the

animals are walking. Theyalso urinate when wal-

lowing, thus impregnating themselves with the

scent as well (Schenkel and Schenkel-Hulliger,

1969).
D. sumatrensis defecate into water (wallows) as

well as on land, but normally seem to use perma-

nent dungpiles. However, in denser populations

than now exist dung piles have been observed,

and there may therefore be no qualitative differ-

ence between this species and the others. Bulls

urinate in a ritualized manner, and the same has

been observed in captive cows (Hubback, 1939;

Strickland, 1967; Schenkel and Lang, 1969).

Bulls rub their horns againsttrees, thereby wear-

ing off the bark. This is frequently accompanied

by pawing up the earth and sprinkling the sur-

rounding vegetation with urine (Hubback,

1939).

Tapiridae

Very little is known ofthe life habits in the

wild of this group; and only two species, the low-

land tapir (Tapirus terrestris) and the Malayan
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tapir (T. indicus), have been studied in some de-

tail in captivity (von Richter, 1966; Schneider,

1936). The two remaining species are the Cen-
tral American tapir (7. baird:) and the mountain

tapir (T. pinchaque).
In the tapirs the only stable associationis that

of a female and her young. Even whenseveral
individuals are kept togetherin captivity they do

not seem to pay any attention to each other, ex-

cept when a female is in heat. The social orga-

nization and behaviorof free-ranging tapirs are

still unknown. They can be assumedto beeither

territorial or to space in large, but undefended,

homeranges.

SPECIES AND INDIVIDUAL RECOGNITION

Little informationis available on this subject.

It can be assumed that a female and her young

recognize each other mainly by smell. Hunsaker

and Hahn (1965) considerthe clicking noise as

an aid to species identification (see below).

OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

In all the tapir species the tips or edges of the

ears are conspicuously white and may enhance

the perceptibility of ear positions and move-

ments (von Richter, 1966). Only a few facial ex-

pressions can be distinguished, and they can

only rarely be observed. The threat expressionis

similar to that of the Equidae: the ears are held

back, and the lips are opened so that the teeth

becomevisible (canine in the lower jaw, canini-

form incisorin the upperjaw, both sexes). Some-

times a fight ensues (von Richter, 1966).

Flehmen and yawning do not seem to have a

communicative significance.

ACOUSTICAL COMMUNICATION

In a detailed investigation of vocalization in

T. terrestris four sounds were recorded (Hunsaker

and Hahn, 1965). (The four soundsdescribed by

von Richter, 1966, in 7. terrestris and T. indicus

are obviously the sameones.) (1) Shrill, fluctuat-
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ing squeal as a responseto fear and pain, but also
when fleeing and in appeasement behavior;
present in both sexesandall ages. It could serve
as a warningcall. (2) A sliding squealis utilized
in exploratory activities and is assumedto adver-
tise the presence of the animals. This call is
mainly uttered by the dominantindividuals. It
probably functions as a contact call and can be
used by humanstoattract tapirs in the wild. (3)
A clicking noise observed in young and adult
animals during exploratory behavior and when
two conspecifics approacheach other.In the ma-
jority ofcases two clicks are producedataninter-
val of 0.125 sec. (4) A snort with a duration of
0.25 sec was recorded when the animals were
threatening or charging.

OLFACTORY COMMUNICATION

T. indicus and T. terrestris in captivity were
always found to defecate on the samespot. Defe-
cation is often ritualized, as the animals scrape
the groundwiththeir hindlegs, but usually with-
out touchingtheir dung. Wheneverpossible, the
tapirs defecate when wallowing or bathing (von
Richter, 1966; Krieg, 1948; Kuelhorn, 1955).
Urination takes placein the water, and,in a ritu-
alized manner, on the land. Males Squirt urine
onto certain marking spots; both males and
females do so during pre-matingactivities and in
other situations of excitement. Urine and, to
some extent, dung seem to be used by tapirs to
mark their homeranges and,in females, to in-
form conspecifics of their physiological state.

Naso-genital contacts occur during pre-
copulatory display; they most certainly have a
communicative significance (von Richter, 1966).
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Chapter 28

CANID COMMUNICATION

Michael W. Fox and James A. Cohen

Introduction

Studies on the development of communica-
tion andits role in social organization in canids
have been conducted primarily on captive ani-
mals. Schenkel (1947, 1967) and Zimen (1974)

provide the mostdetailed observations on com-
munication and social organization in the wolf
(Canis lupus), and Fox (1971a) reviews many as-
pects of the ontogeny and phylogeny of commu-
nication in several canid species. These studies
focus principally on visual displays, and with the

exception of Tembrock’s research onthe vocali-
zations in Vulpes vulpes and overview of other
species (Tembrock, 1968), there is a dearth of

literature dealing with vocal, tactile, and olfac-

tory communication in this family. Kleiman

(1966) gives some observationsofscent-marking
behavior in a few captive species, but no system-

atic studies have been reported on this important
aspect of communication. Recent interest in

mammalian pheromonesandin thepossible ap-

plication of antipredator chemicals to protect

livestock from coyotes mayrectify this gap in our

knowledge. Canids do have well-developed scent

glands and vomeronasal, or Jacobson’s, organ,

and it is surprising that to date no studies have
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been conducted on this well-defined andaccessi-
ble organ.

In summary, most work has been done on the

visual modality of communication (1.e., displays)
in the Canidae. An exhaustive survey by the au-
thors offield studies of various species (many of
which are reviewed by various authors in Fox,

1975a) unearthed little new material to add to

our knowledge of the comparative ethology and
communication in canids. It is unfortunate that
few field biologists are trained to perceive and
record significant communication phenomena
and that most controlled studies are on captive

specimens. One exception is L. D. Mech(pers.

comm.), who is now investigating in detail both

vocal and chemical communication in the wolfin
northern Minnesota.

Before considering various modalities of

communication,it should be emphasized thatof-

ten more than one channel of communication

may beutilized at the sametime, e.g., Vocaliza-

tion plus visual display, such as a growl and

threat gape. Also the samesignal(s) may be given

in different contexts (growl as a threat, or as a

warning of danger) and signals of one modality

may be simultaneously combined (superimposi-

tion), such as in the growl/scream and defensive
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gape, or they may be successively combinedas in
growl-whine and approach-withdrawal move-
ments in play soliciting. Important variables to
considerare age, sex, season, prior experience,

and expectations and relations betweeninterac-
tees. Also, the terrain mayinfluence the modality

of communication utilized and the intensity or
amplitude and frequencyof the signal, as well as
the proximity of conspecifics.

SOCIO-ECOLOGY

The Canidae include a wide range of species
that differ in degrees of sociability, which is re-
lated to their socioecology and communication
patterns. Species such as the wolf (Canis lupus),
jungle whistling dog, or dhole (Cuon alpinus),
and Cape hunting dog (Lycaon pictus) are highly
gregarious and hunt in packs. These have been
designated Type II canids and have a complex
repertoire of subtly graded signals, which com-
plement a more complex social organization
than in other canids (Fox, 1975b). Type II canids
have permanent pair bonds but do not usually
form packs, the young dispersing at around ten
months of age, as in the coyote (C. latrans) and
golden jackal (C. aureus). The least gregarious,
the Type I canids, as exemplified by the red fox
(Vulpes vulpes), nm which there is usually only a
temporary pair bond and the young disperse
around five to six months of age, have a more
stereotyped communication repertoire than the
more gregarious types (for further details see
Fox, 1975b), especially of close-proximity visual
displays. With this perspective in mind,thevari-
ous modalities of communication in canids will
now be reviewed and compared.

Visual Communication

Includedin this category are body postures
often combinedwith different tail positions and
movements, and facial expressions, including
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various positions of the ear and orientations of
the eyes. Body markings are also important in
enhancing certain displays.

Various gross body postures associated with
changes in emotional/motivational state are
schematized in Fig. 1. Darwin’s principle of an-
tithesis is exemplified by the stuff, upright threat
posture and the crouched posture of submission.
Changesin the direction of the lean of the body,
distribution of weight in fore and hind legs,ex-
tension orflexion and turning of head and neck
and movements of the tail can be identified as
componentunits ofthese displays. Golani (1973)

has developed a method for analysis of such
movements and for interaction sequences be-
tween subjects.

Forepaw raising may be a submissivesignal,
expressingthe intentiontoroll over(see Fig. 2),
or a defensive warding-off reaction. Pawing di-
rected at a conspecific 1s also associated with play
soliciting.

Back archingasa threat display is well devel-
oped in red and gray foxes(i.e., in vulpine or

(e Play-soliciting
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Fig. 1. Schemaofgross body posturesin the dog
related to changes in motivational state. This schema
illustrates how consecutive changesin social displays
may occur. (From Fox, 1971a.)
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Fig. 2. Agonistic behaviors: A. Standing over by

dominant wolf cub. Note submissive grin in passive
recumbent subordinate. B. Direct stare by dominant
wolf (on left) evokes submissive expression in lower
ranking wolf, which remained immobile and eventu-
ally broke eye contact. C. Aggressive offensive expres-
sion (comparable to #3in Fig. 5) in dominantcoyote

foxlike canids), where the body orientation may
be side-on to the rival. Possibly correlated with
more frontal face-to-face threat orientation in
wolves and dogs (and other more doglike ca-
nids), back arching1s less frequently seen and is
usually of low amplitude. It is more commonin
the coyote.

and defensive gape (comparable to #9in Fig. 5) in
subordinate, coupled with forepaw raising, an incom-
plete or intention movementofrolling over. White
chest and belly enhance this display. D. Homologous
behaviorin adult coyotes, buttail position is horizon-
tal in dominant coyote and vertical in wolf.

It is important to note not only the kind of
signal that is being given but also the orientation
of interactees where a ““T”’ posture may beas-
sumedin threat or courtship and an “‘L”’ posture
in active submission. A subordinate wolf usually
approaches the head of a higher-ranking wolf
side-on, while a coyote threatening anotherwill
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Fig. 3. A. Passivity and inguinal presentation dur-
ing social investigation in coyotes. B. Inguinal presen-
tation by alpha wolf (on left) for genital grooming by
subordinate. C. Inguinal display as a submissive ges-

approachits side and mayplaceits chin orfore-
feet on the other’s shoulders.’

1. Standing-overis an agonistic posture in the coyote (Fox
and Clark, 1971) andis also seen in the golden jackal, wolf,
and domestic dog. It is to be differentiated from clasping,
where oneseizes the other around the waist or chest between
its forelimbs. This frequently occurs in aggressive contexts
but is most often identified in sexual contexts. Reciprocal
clasping or “hugging” is seen during contact-play or play-
fighting and courtship in “‘canine’”’ types, while rearing up
together and pushingwith both forelimbs is commonto both
vulpine (foxlike) and canine (doglike) canids in agonistic in-
teractions.
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ture toward handler in Culpeo (Dusicyon culpeolus) and
in the same animal (D) toward a coyote. Passive sub-
missive lateral recumbency was notseen in this ani-
mal.

A commonaction in greeting 1s to twist the
trunk so that the groin region is presented to a
conspecific, the ‘‘C”’ posture, and in somespe-
cies such as the gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus),
coyote, and culpeo (Dusicyon culpaolus) the hind
leg nearest the partner mayberaised (see Fig. 3).
This is the inguinal response, a derived socio-
infantile display (Fox, 1971b). In the wolf, dog,
and coyote it may be followed by rolling over
into lateral recumbency (passive submission)
and submissive urination. Theinteractee mayre-
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spond by genital investigation, and in the wolf,
by genital grooming (Fox, 1971b).

Otherpossibly derived activities are listed in
‘Table 1, and are to be addedto the repertoire of
visual displays. It is to be noted thatall derived

Table 1

Neonatal- and infantile-derived
activities in adult canids.

 

Neonatal and
infantile patterns

Contactual circling

Chin-resting

Successive pawraising

(nursing)

Side-to-side lateral head

swinging—rooting to nurse

Vertical, upward head move-

ments, “butting,” nose

stabbing—nursing

Unilateral paw raising, to

reach up to teat, to paw

mother’s face

Face-mouth oriented licking

to solicit food from mother

Licking intention prior to

feeding: licking intention

while approachingto lick

face of mother

Passivity during anogenital

stimulation by mother, and

passivity with inguinal con-

tact during such stimulation

Visually guided approach to

inguinal area of mother to

feed

Distress vocalizations (screams

and yelps) whenin pain

Distress vocalizations (whines)

whencold or hungry

(care-soliciting)

Source: From Fox, 197la.

Adult

behavior

Circling, leaning

“‘T”’ posture

Playful approach and play

soliciting? (or merely

exaggerated approach)

Social greeting, active

submission

Social greeting, play

soliciting

Play soliciting, as directed

pawing or pawing

intention

Social greeting, active

submission

Social greeting, active

submission and slowerin

passive submission

Passivity during social in-

vestigation. Submission,

social greeting with

inguinal presentation

(‘“‘C”’ posture), submissive

urination

Inguinal orientation and

contact duringsocial

investigation

Passive submissive and de-

fensive vocalizations

(may “‘cut-off” aggressor)

Care-soliciting vocaliza-

tions, active submission,

social greeting (may

‘“‘remotivate” aggressor)

socio-infantile activities are associated with re-
duction of social distance and maintenance of
proximity in adults.

Changesin body position and movementsof
extremities are enhanced by differences in fur
length and color, e.g., longer hairs on back
(“hackles” in agonistic piloerection); pale hairs
in external auditory meatusandblackorpaletail
tip enhance movements; pale-colored cheeks
mayorientritualized attacks in somespecies; and
the pale ventral body surface along neck, chest,
and abdomen may enhancesignals of submis-
sion, such as looking away androlling over (Fox,
1969).

The more foxlike canids have morefelinelike
displays than other canids. Althoughall canids
wagorflag the tail in greeting, the red fox has
vertical and “‘J’’-shaped positions associated with
intense arousal, threat, and play-chasing very
similar to the cat (Fox, 1974). Also foxes have
not only the play-soliciting bow butalso roll-
ing-over display in play analogousto that of the
domestic cat. Coyotes have a variation of this—
a combined play-bow-divingroll as a play-solic-
iting signal (see Fig. 4A).

Head movementsare associated with forward
bite intention threat signals (see below) and
turning away and breakingeye contact, as in sub-
mission,or in a higher-ranking wolf’s “‘daring”’ a
subordinate to attack (Schenkel, 1967), or simply

ignoring it (Fox, 1971a).
Some body postures may be interpreted as

compromise postures, as in the play-bow where
approach and avoidance may be simultaneously
combined and ‘“‘frozen”’ into a distinct attitude.
Another interpretation of the play-bow is thatit
is a highly ritualized form of stretching, which
communicates a “relaxed”’ state. Such actionsas
yawning, grooming, preening, blinking, and eye
closure in other species may beassociated with
relaxation and may serve secondary social func-
tions in ritualized forms.

Stretching and yawning may be relaxed ac-
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Fig. 4. Play-bow in domestic dog (B), Arctic fox

(C), Culpeo (D), and rolling following play-bow in
coyote (A) and rolling without play-bow in kit fox
(Vulpes macrotis) as a play-soliciting signal (E).

tions preceding greeting and maycontribute in-
dependently to the ontogeny of the play-bow.
This display may be coupled with incomplete
forward and backward leaps or intention move-
ments, 1.e., approach/withdrawal ambivalence.
The metacommunicative “mood” that ‘“‘this 1s
play’? is enhanced by the open-mouthplay face

2. See Bekoff (1972) for discussion of metacommunication
and play in canids and other animals.

(see below) and vocalizations (play panting or
barking in C. familiar).

Stretching and looking away maybesignals
of ambivalence, the former being a displacement
like the ground snifhing or brief grooming of a
cat facing an adversary (Fox, 1974). Licking(i.e.,
repeated extrusion of the tongue) may be di-
rected toward a conspecific in greeting in the
‘“canine”’ species but is a sign of ambivalence if
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the tongue is curled back and touches the nose
or lips.

Certain expressive movementsof canids may
have an habitual quality and give the animal in
question a certain style or character, i.e., the
“hang dog”’ expression of the obsequious pet
dog or the “perpetual puppy” behavior of an
indulged lap dog. This capacity to assumea par-
ticular demeanor in certain contexts or social
situations is a quality of the more social canids
and is best exemplified in the wolf pack, where
the omega or lowest-ranking wolf can beeasily
identified by its carriage and behavior.Interest-
ingly, when there is a changein rank,thereis a
changein the individual’s behavior and character
or body demeanor. Thus in relatively stable
social situation, certain individuals may take on
a characterological set of expressive movements,
a point whichhas considerable diagnosticsignifi-
cance in the somatic analysis and treatment of
psychiatric disorders in man (Lowen, 1970; Fox,
1976).

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS?

Somefacial expressions mayvaryin intensity,
as in threat, where the aggressive pucker or
mouth-closed,lips-forward expression gives way
to a more open-mouth expression with the lips
retracted vertically to display the teeth. This lat-
ter action is absentin “‘vulpine”’ canids. Besides
successive shifts in intensity, facial expressions

associated with different contexts or emotional
States may also occur simultaneously, as in the
superimposition of the submissive grin (horizon-
tal retraction oflips) with an agonistic gape and
snarl (see Fig. 5, 9).

In the vulpines, the facial expressionslack the
subtle gradation ofintensity of the more doglike
canids, being more stereotyped and with a lower
incidence of simultaneously combined expres-
sions. Tables 2 and 3 list the componentsofvari-

3. For details of the ontogeny of facial expressions in ca-
nids, see Fox (1970, 1971a).
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Fig. 5. Successive shifts in intensity (amplitude) of
fear/submission (1, 4, 7) and aggression (1, 2, 3) in
coyote. Greater range of expressionsis afforded by
simultaneous combination or superimposition,e.g., of
3 + 7 in 9, an expression associated with fear-biting
and defensive aggression. (From Fox, 197 1a.)

Table 2

Components of expressions associated with
increase of social distance and aggression.

RAGCWOD

Head high and neck arched + + + + + +

Gape* ++ +4 4 - -
Growl + + + + + +

Bark + + + 4 + +
Agonistic “pucker’”’ (horizontal + + + + + +

contraction oflips)
Agonistic baring of teeth (vertical - - - + + +

contractionoflips)
Snapping of teeth - =~ —~ + + +

Ears erect and forward + + + + + +

Direct stare + + + + + +

Eyes large + + + + + +
Ears flattened and turned back + + + + + +

R = red fox C =coyote

A = Arctic fox W = wolf
G = grey fox D = dog

* Occasional spitting in red fox.
+denotes frequent expression
+denotes infrequent expression
~denotes expression not observed
Source: From Fox, 197la.
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Table 3

Components of expressions associated with
decrease ofsocial distance and submission.

 

RAGCWwWOD

Head lowered and neck extended

horizontally (crouch) + + + + + +

Ears flattened and turned down

to sides + ++t+t+t +

Submissive “grin” (horizontal

retraction oflips) ++ ttt st

“Play face” + + + + + +

Licking (cutoff) -~ -— ~ + + +

Licking (social greeting) t+ + + + + +

Licking (intention) ~~ - + + +

Nibbling - —- + + + +

Jaw wrestling (play) —_ + + + + ¢

Whining and whimpering ~~ + + $- +

Looking away + + + + + +

R = red fox C = coyote

A= Arctic fox W = wolf
G = grey fox D = dog
+denotes frequent expression
+denotes infrequent expression
~denotes expression not observed

Source: From Fox, 1971la.

ous expressions observed in canids together with
their occurrence in different species.

The variety of facial expressions that canids
can display is considerable; at least ten distinct
categories have been identified—almost as many
as described by van Hooff (1967) in primates

(see Table 4).

As in mostdisplays, these expressions serve
to increase, decrease, or maintain a certain dis-

tance from one or more conspecifics (see Figs. 6
and 7). Some mayalso serve as alarm signals in
certain contexts. In general they serve to express
the intentions of the animal. The complete lack
of any overt signal may also have significance.
Fox et al. (1974) use the term “‘passive’’ indiffer-
ence for the lack of any overt reaction by a domi-
nant (alpha) wolf when threatened by the alpha
wolf of another pack in the latter’s territory.

735

Other wolves displayed submission or defensive

aggression.

Vocal Communication

On the basis of spectrographic evidence

(Cohen and Fox, 1976), eight basic sound types
of canids have been identified: whines (includ-

ing shorter ‘‘yips” and yelps, and longer, softer

whimpers), screams, barks, growls, coos, howls,

mews, and grunts. Variation within these sound
categories may occurat both the individualand
the interspecies levels, although the degree of
such variation must be largely dependenton the
structural limitations of the vocal apparatus. The
sounds may vary in duration, frequency, inten-
sity, cyclicity, and context.

Notall these basic sound types are included
in the vocal repertoire of every canid species,
and the same sound may be used by different
species in very different contexts (see Table 5).

Foxes, for example, are the only canids knownto

emit a pure scream while greeting conspecifics,
and domestic dogs will bark in manysituations
(e.g., threat, play soliciting, contact seeking),
while foxes bark only in threat.

The followingbrief descriptions of the eight
major canid sounds will point out some of the
similarities and differences between certain
physical properties of the sounds:

Whines. Whines are commonly heard in
wolves, coyotes, foxes, and domestic dogs. They
are wide-banded,cyclic sounds of short duration
and moderate frequency variations. The clear
horizontal stratification typical of the whine1s
evident in Figure 8A.

Screams. The scream,like the whine, is com-

mon amongcanids. Although it too is a wide-
banded sound, it differs in that its frequency

variations are muchgreater, it may be of longer
duration,it is noncyclic, and it is delivered with

much greater intensity. It also exhibits strong
horizontal stratification (see Fig. 8B).
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Table 5

Canid sound types (not mixedt)

  

Whine** Yowl- Tooth-

Mew Grunt (whimpers) Scream Yip howl Coo Growl Bark Click snap Pant

Greeting F wot! wep F C WD F WD D a F
Play solicit _ — D — — — — — D — WD FD

Submission F — WwcD WwcD — — — — — — — —

Defense — — WwcD CFW — W — WCDF WD F WwcD —

Threat* — — — — — — — WCDF WCDF F WwCD —

Care- or contact- N

seeking NF DW DWC F C — F — D — — —

Distress N N

(Pain) N .- WCDF WCDF — — —~ D D a _
Contact-seeking N

(lonecalls) — — WCD — — WCD F — D — — —

Group vocalization — — wcD — C wcD — wcD wcD — — —

NOTE: D = dog; W = wolf; C = coyote; F = red fox; N = neonates of above species.

*May serve as warning to others.
**Includes “‘yelps” and “‘yips.”’
TSome of above sounds may be “mixed”simultaneously, or successively, e.g., whine-growl, bark-howl.

TT Also “contentment grunts”’ of contact in neonate W,C, and D.

Barks. Barking mayalso be heard in mostca-
nids, although the context may vary greatly. The
bark is a short wide-banded soundwith few fre-
quency variations. It is often cyclic in wolves,
coyotes, and especially dogs, but is noncyclic in
foxes (see Fig. 8C).

Growls. The growls of most canids are wide-
banded, with the lower frequencies often carry-
ing more energy than the higher ones. The
duration and intensity of the growl may vary
greatly with motivation. It is noncyclic and ex-
hibits strong vertical stratification (see Fig. 8D).

Coos. Foxes are the only canids whose vocal
repertoire is knownto includethe “‘coo.”’* This
sound is typically characterized as a short call
with a wide frequency range and short(vertical)
frequency variations of moderate degree. Al-

4. The Asiatic wild dog (Cuon alpinus) emits a whistle call
for contact or assembly, but without spectrographic analysis
we cannot determine if this sound is unique or a higher-
frequency form of the “‘coo.”’

though the sound mayberepeated,it is not of a
cyclic nature and often occurs when the animal
is socially isolated (see Fig. 8E).

Howls. The howl is commonly heard in
wolves, coyotes, and some breeds of domestic

dog. It is not heard in foxes. Lower frequencies
are more prominentthan higher frequencies.It
is characterized as a long-to-extended sound
(1.e., 1.0+ sec) with relatively few frequencyvari-
ations. It may be repeated but is of a noncyclic
nature (see Fig. 8F).

Mews. The mew is heard in neonates of
wolves, dogs, coyotes, and foxes, generally when

the animal is in some waydistressed (i.e., cold,
hungry, etc.). It is a short, wide-banded, cyclic
sound with moderate-to-great frequency varia-
tions. Foxes are the only commoncanids known
to producethis soundin the adult stage (see Fig.
8G).

Grunts. Grunts are often heard in wolves,

coyotes, and dogs. The frequency range may
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Fig. 6. Facial expressions associated with reduc-
tion of social distance in canids: A. Open mouth play
face in wolf during courtship hug by malemute dog
showing more submissive ‘‘grin.’”” Open mouth play
face in red fox and gray fox (B), Arctic foxes (C), F»

vary from narrow to wide. The sound is very
short (usually less than 0.5 sec), cyclic, and with

few frequency variations (see Fig. 8H).
Further description and discussion of these

eight sound types may be found in Tembrock
(1960, 1968), Theberge and Falls (1967), and

Cohen and Fox (1976).

Communication in Selected Groups

 
coyote x beagles (D), and maned wolf (Chrysocyon bra-
chyurus) (E). Greeting grin of domestic dog(F) specifi-
cally directed to human beingsand possibly a mimic
of the humangrin.

In addition to these vocal sound types,all
species communicate to some extent by meansof
more “‘mechanical” sounds such as the guttural
“clicking”’ heard in foxes, or the tooth-snapping
heard in wolves, coyotes, and dogs. Because
these “‘mechanical”’ soundsare of relatively low
volume and do notcarry very far, they are re-
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Fig. 7. Facial expressions associated with increas-
ing social distance in canids: A. Agonistic display of
coyote while wolf is showing active submissive greet-
ing. B. Reciprocal threat gape in Arctic foxes.
C. Threat gape of gray fox. D. Defensive-submissive

served for close-contact situations and are often
heard during agonistic encounters.

The above sound types may be mixed in one
of two ways: either by superimposition of two
vocal soundsor by successive emission of two or
more types (vocal and/or mechanical) (see Fig.
9A-F). A combination of these two processesis
also possible; for example, a mixed sound might
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gape: ofjungle whistling dog (Cuon alpinus). E., F. In-
creasing intensity of threat display of golden jackal.
G. Offensive and defensive (on right) agonistic facial
expressions in wolves.

follow a pure sound. The phenomenonofsound
mixing correlates well with the superimposition
of ‘body language” postures and facial expres-
sions described earlier. A wolf faced with a situa-
tion simultaneouslyeliciting fear and aggression,
for example, may concurrently display facial and
body characteristics expressive of both motiva-
tions (Schenkel, 1947). The accompanying vo-
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Fig. 8. A. Whines of a 1-day-old male chihuahua.
B. Screamsofa 6-day old male chihuahua.C.Barks of
an adult female dingo. D. Growls of an adult male
wolf. E. Coos of 33-day-old female red fox. F. Excerpt

calizationsare likely to include componentsthat
may be heard separately in pure form in fearful
and aggressive contexts, respectively.

Tactile Communication

The ontogeny of tactile communication in-
volving contact-seeking behavior for warmth and
care (grooming,etc.) has not been systematically
studied in canids. Contactual circling (Fox,
1971b) and body leaning have been identified as
a derived socio-infantile action in wolves and
dogs; adult wolves may run together, for exam-
ple, frequently in contact or bumping each other.
The inguinal response, a socio-infantile derived
activity, may evokeorsolicit genital grooming by
a conspecific in the wolf. Wolves of a particular

Communication in Selected Groups

    

  

from howlofan adult female wolf. G. Mewsof5-week-
old male chihuahua. H. Grunts of an 8-day-old male
Irish setter and Doberman pinscher hybrid.

allegiance may engage in this activity (Fox,
1972), or it may occur in the absence of any
identifiable sexual or filial bond. The groomer
may assumetherole of “‘parent”’ (or care giver)
in this ritual, irrespective of rank since the alpha
wolf may solicit genital grooming from a subor-
dinate.

Although wehave not yet quantified thefre-
quencies of bouts of face and body grooming in
captive canids, we have the impression that the
vulpines engage in moresocial grooming, espe-
cially during the breeding season, than do the
canine types.°

5. A red fox caged temporarily with a golden jackal
groomedthelatter’s eyelids until they were raw andhairless.
Whereasin the red fox the groomeestops the groomer when
it has had enough, the opposite 1s true in the jackal, who
remains motionless until the groomerhas finished.
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Fig. 9. Mixed sounds. Successive: A. Bark > growl
of 4-week-old male chihuaha. B. Pure coo and coo >
scream of 33-day-old female red fox. C. Yelp > growl
— bark > growl of 10-day-old male Irish setter and

Forelimb pawing and upward pushing with
the muzzle or nose are friendly gestures that are
visual displays at a distance but at closer proxim-
ity lead to contact. The body region of the con-
specific that is touched may have some
significance. Touching the shoulder region may
be intimidating ora threat gesture andis used by
malesto “‘test” the readinessofthe estrus female
to stand for copulation. The sides of the mouth
and groin region are associated with submissive
and friendly contact in canids (associated with
derived infantile food soliciting [greeting] and
genital grooming).

Touching during social investigation is usu-
ally confined to certain discrete body regions
(see Fig. 10). Some of these regions may berich
in scent or apocrine glands, notably the perioral,
anal, genital, and aural regions, and dorsum of

the tail (supracaudal gland). In somedogs(male-
mute, husky) and some wolves, a submandibular
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Doberman pinscher hybrid. Simultaneous: D. bark/
howls of 1-year-old female wolf. E. Growl/ scream of
Culpeo. F. Growl/scream of 5-month-old female Arc-
tic fox.

gland has been detected, andthis gland, in the
region of the cheek, may evoke cheek-oriented

investigation by conspecifics. Little is known
aboutthe social significance of these glands and
the area is open for further studies.

Chemo-Olfactory Communication

Probably one of the least-understood phe-
nomena in the study of mammalian behavioris
the role of the olfactory sense. Tembrock (1968),
Ewer(1968), Gleason and Reynierse (1969), and
Eisenberg and Kleiman (1972) have reviewed
various aspects of scent marking andolfactory
communication in vertebrates. Intraspecific
odors may give information about individual
identity, sex, tribe or pack, age, and physiologi-
cal status; and in marking behavioroneseesself-
marking, partner-marking, and marking of
territory. To this list of potential information
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Fig.10. A. Several wolves rolling in scent of bea-

ver “‘castors’’ while the gray fox (B) rubs the chin and
chest only and doesnotroll over. Social investigation

transmissions we mightaddthat social status or
rank as well as the emotionalstate of the animal
might be identifiable, for many mammalian spe-
cies deposit various odors when they are
alarmed. Theyare not usually deposited at a spe-
cific marking spot, although the actual composi-
tion of the secretions deposited on a traditional
or specific marking spot may bealtered by such
emotional reactions.

Ewer (1968) proposesthat the animal’s own
smell restricts it to a familiar home range and
scent marking tends to space animals out: a
stranger’s odor may be threatening and theani-
mal’s own odorreassuring. Oneofthe few works
dealing with the subject in Canidae is by Kleiman
(1966), who presents the following basic theories
regarding the action of scent markingin canids:

n foxes includes orientation toward genital-groin re-
gion (C), supracaudaltail gland (D), and perioral re-
gion (E), as well as to the ears and analregions.

(1) Scent marking originated as a device for
familiarizing and reassuring the animal whenit
entered a strange environment.

(2) Secondary, associated functions have
arisen, such as the bringing togetherof the sexes
and the maintenanceofterritory, which are im-
portant to the survival of the species.

(3) There exist species-selective patterns of
responseto visual and odor-bearingobjects;i.e.,
some species may use one marking method to
the exclusion of others. Species also differ in
their marking postures.

(4) Scent marking may serve to inform ani-
mals of the population density of conspecifics
and the numberofrivals, estrus females, etc.

(5) Scent-marking postures in conjunction
with other behavioral and anatomical character-
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istics can be used to establish taxonomic rela-

tionships. Sprague and Anisko (1973) have stud-
ied elimination behavior in laboratory beagles

and present useful observations on variouspat-
terns of elimination, but add little to our under-

standing of the role of marking behavior perse.

The reactions of captive wolvesandred,gray,
and Arctic foxes to propionic acid (a major com-
ponentofanalgland secretion in red fox; Albone
and Fox, 1971), skatole, and urine and feces of

familiar and strange conspecifics, other canid
species, rat, and impala were studiedin ourlabo-

ratory. Findings are summarized in Table 6.

THE WOLF

The response of defecation during the tests
with conspecific feces and urine exclusively (Ta-
ble 6) can beinterpreted in several ways. Defeca-
tion may be a means of intraspecific com-
munication, a scent deposited on the strange

conspecific odor to warn an intruder away from
the den site. Another interpretation has it that
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such behavior is instrumental in the making of

new acquaintances (i.e., leaving a “calling

card’). The action could also simply mask a

“threatening” strange conspecific odor by cover-
ing it with the animal’s own odor; a reassurance

function might then be proposed,as was done by
Ewer (1968). All these interpretations are war-
ranted when the wolf 1s comparedwith the other
canids in which defecation occurred in response
to a widerrange ofstimuli; a social function may
therefore be subserved by fecal marking in the
wolf and to a lesser extent in the less-social ca-
nids such as the red fox (Table 6). In thelatter

species this form of marking is more generalized
and includes the marking of novel objects with
feces.

THE GRAY FOX

The gray foxes were noted for their use of
rubbing almost exclusively as a scent-marking
device (see Table 6). No urination on the test

plate was everobserved,andthesole occurrence

of defecation was in responseto their ownurine,

Table 6

Frequency of occurrence of various responses to different odors in canids.

Own

feces

Own

urine

Strange con-
Species Control*

Wolf 6 — _ —
9° — — —

Arctic fox 6 — — —

9 _ _ _

Gray fox 6 — D —
9 _ _ _

Red fox 6

9 (small) D —
9 _ _

a
r

a
a

v
a

Q

specific urine
Strange con- Rat Impala Propionic
specific feces feces feces acid Skatole

_ R R R _

D U U U U

U U D U —
U U - D —

_ _ R R _
_ _ R R _

RD R R

 

*Clean glass only.
Test materials presented on glass plate in home cage for 15 min.
NOTE:R = rubsorrolls, D = defecates, U = urinates, C = covers or buries, — = no response.
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perhapsjust a reflex response to a novel stimu-
lus, the plate. Rubbing was used extensively in
the tests with strange conspecific odors. In this
species the scent-marking behavior of rubbing
may haveselectively evolved asa specialized pat-
tern. As Kleiman (1966) points out, some canid
species tend to use one marking method to the
exclusion of others. Our contention that the gray
fox rubbing behavior is socially based rather
than being a simple reduction of strangenessis
supported by two observations. Oneis that in
mostinstances, rubbing was followed by mutual
sniffing and licking of the neck, face, and anal
regions. Secondly, there is the absence of behav-
ior such as urination and defecation and burying,
which can be moreeasily interpreted as actions
to hide or mask the odoror as simple responses
to the novelty of the stimulus. Further support of
a specialized social function comes from the ob-
servations that gray foxes, unlike other fox spe-
cies studied, engage in much social grooming
and appearto maintain the pair bondoutside the
breeding season.Behaviorsuch as mutuallicking
and grooming (as occursafter a strange scentis
added by rubbing) is well known among many
species of mammals to have the function of re-
newing and strengthening social bonds.

THE RED FOX

In the test of the red foxes with strange con-
specific feces, the smaller female urinated on the

plate immediately after sniffing the feces of the
larger female, who had defecated ontheplate.It
is Our interpretation thatthis urination is specifi-
cally a scent-marking behavior elicited in re-
sponseto the conspecific’s action of defecating
rather than being just a responseto the odor on
the plate. This is the sole occurrence of urination
in all our tests with the red foxes. The larger
female also defecated on the smear sample of
impalafeces. It is perhapsrelevanthere that Bur-
rows (1968) in his studies of the red fox in En-
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gland foundthat novel objects such asa trap or
a dead dog would be covered with fox feces; this
can only be interpreted as a marking response
evoked by a novel stimulusin an otherwise famil-
lar territory. Arousal that triggers marking may
be a generalized phenomenon in some mam-
malian species. It might be arguedthat as arousal
increases toward the edgeoftheterritory or in
unfamiliar territory or in the presence of novel
objects, the probability of marking with urine,
feces, or some specific glandular secretion is in-
creased.

THE ARCTIC FOX

The Arctic foxes (Alopex lagopus) differed
from the wolves and the gray and red foxes in
their overall use of urination and, to a lesser
extent, defecation as a marking method. Whythe
Arctics should prefer this one pattern and the
reds and grays should notis a matter for further
study.

Defecation was only used as a responsein two
tests, one with impala feces and one with the
artificial scents. Rubbing was not observed in
this species in any of the tests, but in a later
study, rubbing waselicited in Arctic foxes by
gray fox feces. The low frequency of rubbing in
this species might be construed as evidencethat
there is little direct social function in the Arctic’s
rubbing behavior. We haveneverobserved these
foxes engagedin social grooming, and social in-
vestigation is of much lower frequency than in
the wolf and gray fox.

Discussion

The most striking observation that can be
drawn from ourtests with the wolvesis the exclu-
sive occurrence of defecation in response to
strange conspecific odors. This sharply contrasts
the use of urination and rubbing for inter-
specific, prey, and artificial odor tests. We think

that this distinction mayberelated to the highly
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developed sociability of the wolf. Rubbing may

enhance social integration and communication

in the pack. One could hypothesize that there

could be less tendency to add to the body the

scent of a conspecific, foreign to the pack.

In contrast, the distinction in the red and gray

foxes was less clear-cut. Defecation occurred in

response to the foxes’ own odors, the control

plate, conspecific tests, and prey scents, but

there was nopattern or regularity as seen in the

wolf. We tend to ascribe less of a social function

to defecation by the foxes, and interpret the ac-

tions as a responseto a novel stimulus but which

mayalso serve to mask a strange odor.
Kleiman (1966) has defined scent marking in

canids as follows: ““Scent marking has been de-
fined as urination, defecation, or rubbingofcer-

tain areas of the body which is (1) oriented to
specific objects, (2) elicited by familiar conspicu-
ous landmarks and novel objects or odors, and

(3) repeated frequently on the sameobject.”’ Us-
ing the data from our study and the framework

of the above definition, we would define scent

markingin terms of our experimentas (1) urina-
tion, defecation, and/or rubbingofthe bodyori-

ented toward the test plate, (2) response to a

novel, unfamiliar object or scent (note that while
not denying that scent marking1s elicited by fa-
miliar, conspicuous objects, this part of Klei-

man’s definition haslittle bearing on our study).
The frequently repeated responseto familiar ob-
jects was observed duringthetesting situations
in our subjects but had no relation to the test
stimulus. The male gray fox, for example, was
observed to urinate continually on the middle,
back steel part of his cage, resulting in an accu-
mulation of crusted matter, probably a combina-
tion of urine and sawdust.

Kleiman (1966) also observes that

Although dogs and foxes could usefeces as material
for marking, defecation is not used by the members of
most species as a means of depositing odor on a spe-
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cific object or landmark. The fennec fox and Arctic fox
were occasionally observed defecating in response to
novel stimuli: however, the act was never repeated
morethan once. . . . In the case of the Arctic foxes and
fennec fox, feces were considered to be a marking

substance because they were directed onto novel ob-
jects.

We would like to point out that in contrast
with Kleiman’s statement, our wolves and red

and gray foxes did use defecation as a scent-
marking response; in addition, in most cases we

ascribe moresignificance to this action than to a

simple response to a novel stimulus. The re-
sponse of defecation may well have some value
in intraspecific communication,especially in the
wolf. This hypothesis requires further investiga-
tion.

To explain the rubbing androlling of canids
(see Fig. 10), we offer four possible hypotheses:
(1) The animal, wolf or otherwise, rolls in the

novel odor to familiarize itself with it; by rub-
bing, the animal addsthe strange odorto its own
body odorin orderto makeit less strange. This
hypothesis does not accountfor the fact that the
animalis attracted to the odor; also, an underly-

ing motivation to become familiarized with the
novel odor by “‘wearing it” is less tenable than
the second hypothesis. (2) Rolling and rubbing
may have importantsocial consequences. In the
wolves, adding a new scent to the body might
influence within-pack social interactions. D.
Guthrie (pers. comm.) proposes that “wearing”’
an odor(either a strange odor or the animal’s
own urine, as in ungulates) may berelated to

status-identity and self-assertive (‘‘this is me’’)
display. The odor might increase social investi-
gative behavior and attention, and reduce ag-
gression or assertion of dominance bysocially
superior individuals. (3) The animal imparts
someofits own body odor onto the material in
whichit rolls, and, as happens whena conspicu-
ous object (a rock or a tree) is marked, other
individuals will be attracted to the material and
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learn ofthe first animal’s presence. This hypoth-
esis is dubious in that a moreefficient way of
markingin canids is to use urine or feces. (4)
This behavioris simply a responseto a pleasur-
able stimulus: wolves will often roll and rub
against a deer carcass before they eat.

Oneinteresting ontogenetic phenomenonis
the control of urination. During thefirst three
weeksin canidsit is under maternal control, for
the cub does noturinate until it is licked by the
mother, who ingests urine and feces. This must
certainly help in keeping the den clean and dry
while the mother is away. When the neonate’s
bladder becomes extremely distendedit will be
spontaneously evacuated, however. With the
subsequent developmentof voluntary control of
urination and defecation, the young canid begins
to evacuate independently at some distance from
the den, often at a particular spot. Possibly as a
consequence of emancipation andritualization
(Fox, 1971b), urination can be evoked by a con-
specific; usually the latter is older and socially
dominant. Submissive urination by a subordi-
nate is seen during greeting or active submission
(Schenkel, 1967) and is often associated with
passive submission. This has been observed by
the authors while being greeted by domestic
dogs and hand-raised coyotes, golden jackals,
and wolves. An intriguing, possibly partially
emancipated submissive urination is seen in
hand-raised red foxes. While greeting each other
or their handler, they will briefly squat and uri-

nate. This action 1s very brief, lacking the clear
lateral recumbencyor sideways twist with genital
presentation seen in the aforementioned more
social canids, and appears to beless of a social
display than a nonritualized arousal or excite-
ment reaction. The latter interpretation is sup-
ported by the fact that one female red fox not
only urinates but also invariably defecates in a
greeting-play soliciting display to one particular
handler.

After uriating, many canid species will
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scrape® the ground with the feet. The probability
of occurrenceof this behavioris increased by the
presence ofa rival conspecific. Scraping may add
a visual signal to the mark (analogousto tree
clawing in the leopard), or an additional olfac-
tory cue may be deposited on the ground by
interdigital scent glands, which are present in
red foxes (Tembrock, 1968) and possibly in
other canids.’

Summary and Conclusions

Details of visual, auditory, tactile, and chemo-
olfactory communication in various canid spe-
cies are reviewed from an ethological standpoint.
Comparisons betweenspecies add to our under-
standing of socio-ecology, where the behavior
patterns of communication are related to the
type of social organization that has evolved as an
adaptationto a particularnicheorlife style (Fox,
1975b).

Future research could be advantageously di-
rected toward more detailed studies of chemo-
olfactory communication, an area wheretheleast
amount of work has been donein canids and in
mammals in general. Rather than describe differ-
ences in behavior in various contexts (sexual,
maternal, agonistic, etc.) this review focuses on

comparisons betweenspecies of various modali-
ties of communication since the samesignals
may occur in different contexts. In studying ca-
nid communication, it is considered important
for the observer to know the natureofthe rela-
tionships between interactees as well as their
prior experiences, and imperative that the con-
text be clearly defined.

Since many canid species will hybridize,

cross-breeding studies may throw further light

6. Scraping mayalso occur in the absenceof urination in
the dog, wolf, and coyote during agonistic (threat) interac-
tions.

7. Canids may also mark over, that is, they urinate where
a mate or companion has just marked (Fox etal., 1975).
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on the inheritance of certain actions and commu-

nication signals; the role of experience and of

genetic factors in the encoding and decodingof

visual, auditory, and chemical signals await fu-

ture research. At this stage it may be concluded
that while the expression of most signals (dis-

plays and vocalizations) are experience-

independent (i.e.,_ relatively environment-

resistant), their decoding may be more experi-

ence-dependent.
In other words, how a canid communicates

may indeed beinnate, but how it responds and
to whom and when maybesignificantly modified
by early experience. This variable of early expe-

rience must be considered in studying captive
and/or hand-raised animals, and, wheneverpos-

sible, field studies should complementthose of

the laboratory. A wild canid also knows many of

the signals of other species sharing its habitat

and is exposed to a much more complex and
variable environmentin infancy than oneraised
in captivity. In the moresocial species, protocul-

tural influences must be considered, whereindi-

vidual differences reflect differences in rank and
social role, as differences between speciesreflect

social adaptations to different sets of ecological
factors.
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Chapter 29

COMMUNICATIONIN THE FELIDAE

WITH EMPHASIS ON SCENT MARKING

AND CONTACT PATTERNS

Christen Wemmer and Kate Scow

Introduction

It is ironic that students of social behavior

and communication have not shown as muchin-

terest in cats as the general public has. Fewer

than a third ofthe thirty-six living species ofcats

have been studied from an ethological stand-

point. Because of the scarcity of information,

most studies have been of a general nature, and

few have been addressedto particular aspects of

communicative behavior. Critical, detailed inves-

tigation of auditory, visual, and tactile modes of

interaction is to our knowledge greatly under-

represented.At the time ofwritingthere are only

a handful of studies published on olfactory as-

pects of communication (Fiedler, 1957; Palen

and Goddard, 1966; Verberne, 1970). For re-

views of cat behavior the readeris referred to

Leyhausen’s pioneering studies (1956, 1960)

and the more recent works of Schaller (1967,

1972). This paper is not intended assucha re-

view, but reports on certain aspects of communi-

cation involving contact directed to objects or

companions. It is hoped that our statements

concerning the ecological determinants and de-

sign features of felid communication will stim-

ulate more complete analysis than we can now

offer.
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Methods

Ourstudies have taken place at the Chicago

Zoological Park (Brookfield Zoo). Unsystematic

observations have been made during the past

two years on the following species: African lion

(Panthera leo), Indian tiger (P. tigris), leopard (P.

pardus), jaguar (P. onca), snow leopard (P. uncia),

clouded leopard (Neofelis nebulosa), cheetah

(Acinonyx jubatus), puma (Puma concolor), lynx

(Lynx lynx canadensis), sand cat (Felix marganta),

wildcat (F._ silvestris), Pallas’ cat (F. manul),

golden cat (Profelis temmincki), leopard cat

(Prionailurus bengalensis), fishing cat (P. viverinus),

margay (Pardofelis wiedu), Jaguarundi (Her-

petailurus yagouaroundi). A focal animal method of

observation (Altmann, 1974) has been employed

to monitorsocial interaction in twolitters ofPal-

las cat containing four (one male, three female)

and five (one male, four female) young, respec-

tively. Daily observations of varying length (ten

to eighty minutes) were madeon twolitters of

leopard cat (two male, two female, respectively)

and onelitter of sandcats (four male). In these

cases we continuously sampled patterns of con-

tact in all animals.
A briefreview offelid naturalhistory is neces-

sary to understand the ecological setting to



The Felid Habitus

The felid body plan is progressive, but its
uniformity between speciesis striking when com-
pared with most other families of Carnivores.
The small size and forest habitats of most living
cats are probably primitive adaptationsfor utiliz-
ing the relatively diverse small vertebrate fauna
inhabiting such regions (Kleiman and Eisenberg,
1973). The most economical schemefor exploit-
ing such prey is a system ofsolitary land tenure.
The cat occupies a moreorless exclusive hunt-
ing ground and probably encounters other com-
munity members infrequently. The mother
family, the most complex social unit, is but a
brief, usually seasonal association. High-inten-
sity vocalization and locus-specific marking with
scent are the two predominant methodsby which
various species space themselves and avoid con-
frontations (Muckenhirn and Eisenberg, 1973;
Schaller, 1967, 1972). In more open habitats
movement may be regulated by vision
(Leyhausen, 1965a). It is also likely that neigh-
bors recognize one another,andthatthe ‘“‘broth-
erhood” is characterized by a loose social
hierarchy in which theterritory insures even the
lowest-ranking cat of priorities in resources and
space (Leyhausen 1965a).

Since nearly all cats can kill prey as large as
themselves, hostilities between conspecifics are
potentially lethal (Leyhausen, 1960, 1965b;
Schenkel, 1968; Schaller, 1972). This fact has
been instrumental in evolving a more stereo-
typed repertory of distance signals on the one
hand,and

a

highly graded repertory of proximal
signals on the other. Furthermore,thereis a par-
allel between the dependenceon vision and au-
dition in the localization and captureofprey, and
the linkage ofvisual (facial expression) and audi-
tory signals in proximal agonistic interactions.
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Secondly, the feline estrous cycle and in-
duced ovulation place several constraints on
courtship. During proestrus the female becomes
hyperactive and announcesher emergingrecep-
tivity by rubbing andcalling (Rabb, 1959: Mi-
chael, 1961). This attracts a number of males,
and severe rivalry, which is manifested by a
seemingly disproportionate amount of display
relative to combat, gives rise to a dominant ani-
mal (Ewer, 1973). The female’s repulsion ofthe
male diminishes after further repeated intense
and often strikingly dramatic transactions. In-
duced ovulation requires that the female copu-
late repeatedly, often over a period of days
before ova are produced and conception can oc-
cur (Ewer, 1973; Schaller, 1972). Often as the
sexual motivation of the female waxes, that of
the male wanes (Ewer, 1974). Sexual exhaustion
of the first male mayresult in his retirement from
further involvement, and another male may then
step in. The observation that males are more
tolerant of one another than are females may in
part be explainedby the adaptiveness of nonfatal
inter-male competition during these circum-
stances (Leyhausen, 1965a; Berrie, 1973; Pro-
vost et al., 1973). In summary, the usualsolitary
existence of the mature butsexually inactive cat
breaks down whenfemales comeinto estrus and
becomehighlyattractive to males. The proximity
of rival males provokes intensive display and
fighting. Further agonistic behaviordevelops be-
tween the dominant male and female. In these
contexts and in occasionalterritorial disputes
motivationaldifferences between animalsarere-
solved throughintense and highly modulated in-
teractions.

Some General Features of Felid

Communication

In view of the paucity of information for a
variety of species,it is difficult to make general-
izations. However, the available information
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suggests several parallels and contrasts with
other carnivore groups.

There are six calls that are commonto the
repertories of most small cats that have been
studied and these can be groupedinto categories
of discrete and graded call types. Some physical
properties of thesecalls are listed in Table 1. All
of these vocalizations, with the exceptionofspit-
ting, vary in intensity, duration, and emission
rate. Spitting and hissing share features of broad
nontonal energy distribution. Sonographed ex-
amples of the two calls can be arranged on a
continuum from long, moderate intensity hisses
to brief, loud, and explosive sounding spits.
However, most examplesfall at the extremes of
the continuum,and therefore the labeling of two
basic calls seems justified. Whether the variants
are lumpedorsplit, the call(s) cannot be consid-

ered graded because the variation between ex-
tremes does not involve qualitative differences.
Intermediates exhibit quantitative variation
within the same physical parameters.

Graded calls among the small cats display
several characteristics. Call transitions often oc-
cur without an interruption in the air column.
This producesa usually short intermediate seg-
ment of sound that shares certain characteristics
of the precedingand following calls. This kind of
noninterrupted, inter-call gradation has been
described for a number of small carnivores
(Wemmer, in press) and primates, particularly
open-habitat terrestrial forms (Marler, 1965,

1967). The features of this kind of acoustical
gradingareto be distinguished from the tempo-
rally discrete (interrupted) but graded calls of
other mammals (e.g., red colobus monkey:

Marler, 1970).

A second feature of these graded vocaliza-
tions is that gradation often seems to be one-
directional. For example, howling (an harmonic
call) mayarise from growling(a pulsedcall) and
terminate with a scream (a noisy, high-frequency
call) followed by a rapid volley of spitting. Rising
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excitation and soundintensity seem to be com-
mon concurrent features of such sequences.
When growling is resumedit is usually after an
interruption in sound production. Extensive
sonographicanalysis is needed, however, to con-
firm this observation, for each call type may be
considerably modulated in frequency, intensity,

and noise level. As Schaller (1972) noted, the

repertoryofcats is smaller than it seems because
discrete signals are uncommon.

These calls share certain features with the
graded vocalizations ofterrestrial primates dis-
cussed by Marler (1965, 1967). They are ad-
dressed to conspecifics at close range and are
accompanied by highly varying facial expres-
sions. The potential of such visual-vocal signal
systems for communicating fine-grain motiva-
tional changes has been discussed by Marler. In
cats these signals occur mainly during proximal
agonistic interactions, territorial skirmishes, and

preambles to copulation. The sounds may
broadcast and attract neighboringcats, but this
seems to be a secondary or inadvertent side
effect. The discrete, high-intensity calls that
serve to attract or space neighbors seem to be
lacking, or are at most only poorly developed,
among the small cats that have been studied.
Tomsare certainly attracted by the discrete and
repeated miau of the estrous domestic cat, but
this call cannot be compared onrelative grounds
with the roaring and sawingcalls of the great
cats.

This leads us to consider the sensory assort-
ment of the feline signal repertory. Based on
Leyhausen’s (1960) studies of the domestic cat,
Eisenberg (1973) tabulated twenty-five visual
patterns (facial expressions, tail and body pos-
tures), sixteen of which occur in combination.
There were eight vocal patterns and three olfac-
tory patterns, andto this list can be added about
seven contact patterns (body rubbing, clasp,
mount,bite, lick, pat, hind leg pump). A similar
profile emerges from Schaller’s (1972) lion
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study; there are at least seventeen visual pat-
terns, thirteen vocalizations (including graded
series), seven contactpatterns, andfive olfactory
patterns. On the basis of this cursory examina-
tion, vision and audition seem to be the two top-
ranking signal modalities, a pattern that agrees
with the general impression that cats are essen-
tially sight- and sound-oriented animals.

Scent Marking

Urine, feces, and glandular exudates of the
skin are potential carriers of chemical informa-
tion in nearlyall terrestrial mammals.In the Feli-
dae feces seem to lack the widespread
communicative significance that they havein the
canids, but urine is undoubtedly an important
information carrier. The five patterns of object-
oriented contact that can be distinguished vary
in expression between species and possibly be-
tween sexes; interspecific postural differences

and variation in sequencing also exist, but de-
tailed studies on these aspects are lacking.

Urination occurs in a squatting or standing
position. The latter is nearly a universal male
felid trait, but it is also seen in the females of

somespecies (Table 2). It is assumed that retro-
mingenturination against upright objects (Harn-
Spritzen of Leyhausen, 1956; spraying or urine
spraying of Schaller, 1967, 1972) has evolved
specifically as a scent-marking pattern. The urine
is spread overa larger area than if deposited on
the ground;it can be sniffed at head level; and

accordingto the diffusion model of Bossert and
Wilson (1963), a point source of scent above
ground can produce an active space as much as
twice as large as a scent sourceat groundlevel.

Ewer and Wemmer(1974) have also pointed

out that the height of a scent mark can be used
to judge the sex of the owner; however,this in-

formation might be redundantto sex identifiers
in the scent itself. The upheld tail at times
touchespartofthe object to be sprayed, suggest-
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ing thatit assists in orienting the direction of the
spray (Fig. la). More often than this, however,
the terminal part of the tail undergoes a marked
erratic twitching lasting several seconds. The
pattern occurs in snow leopard, lynx, leopard
cat, and domesticcat, but is apparently absentin
the other Pantherinae. While Schaller states that
spraying is purely an olfactory pattern in lions,
the conspicuouscharacter of this movementin
the above-mentioned cats implies it may also
have a visual signal function. Alternately it may
simply be an autonomic manifestation of urine
emission. Schaller (1972) states that in lions one
to twenty jets of urine are emitted during the
assumption of the characteristic stance andthat
it travels three to four meters.

Defecation is similar between sexes and spe-
cies, but its association with other patterns of
behavior differs between species. In many small
felids (particularly the genus Felis) feces are
deposited in areas wherethey can be covered by
repeated scratching motions of a forefoot.
Larger cats (Panthera) make no attemptto cover
feces; defecation does not occur in conspicuous
areas and is not locus-specific, as it is in many

other carnivores. Lindemann (1955) reported
that both the Europeanwildcat and the lynx bury
their feces at specific localities within their terri-
tories, but leave them uncovered on stones and

tree stumps in the spaces between territories
(Niemandslandstreifen). In the lynx these “‘rendez-
vous”’ sites are eagerly sought out during the
mating period by all adult conspecifics (Lin-
demann, 1955).

While anal scent glands occur in most small
cats, the buryingoffeces suggests that anal scent
secretion does not take place during defecation,
as it does in certain rodents. Adamson (in
Schaller, 1967) reported that anal scent was
voided during urine spraying in her female lion
Elsa, and Schaller (1967) observed that tiger
urine deposited by spraying has a strong musky
odor compared with urine deposited in a squat-
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Fig. 1. Scent-marking patterns in a male snow

leopard (Panthera uncia): a. Urine spraying (notice po-

sition oftail). b. Scuffing with the hindfeet. c. Sniffing
of leg prior to head and neck rubbing. d. Head and
neck rubbing. The animal mustrise up onits hind legs
to touch the elevated branch.



Table 1

Some physical properties of vocalizations
common to membersof the genera Felis, Prionailurus, and Lynx.

     

Harmonic Relative Frequency
Vocalization structure Duration intensity modulation

Hiss - Variable but usually brief Moderate _
Spit ~— “Fixed” Moderately loud —
Purr — Variable, but usually long and repeated Soft —
Growl — Variable, but usually long and repeated Moderate +
Miau + Variable Moderately loud +
Scream + Variable Loud +

Table 2

Distribution ofscent-marking patterns in various Felidae.

Urine Scuffing
Species spraying Feces (scraping)

M F

African lion (Panthera leo) + — Scattered haphazardly, not buried +
Tiger (P. tigris) + + Scattered and covered +
Leopard (P. pardus) + — Occasionally deposited on a scrape +

madeby scuffing
Jaguar (P. onca) + _—
Puma (Puma concolor) — — Deposited on scrapes +
Snow leopard (Panthera uncia) + — Scattered, not buried +
Clouded leopard (Neofelis nebulosa) + —
Cheetah (Acinonyx jubatus) + ~ Occasionally deposited on scrapes +
Canada lynx (Lynx lynx) + + Localized and covered and uncovered ?
Bobcat (Lynx rufus) + — Localized deposits ?
Fishing cat (Prionailurus viverinna) | + ? In water ? —
Leopard cat (P. bengalensis) + - Scattered, buried —
Margay (Pardofelis wiedit) + — Not buried +
Golden cat (Profelis temmincki) + ? ? ?
Jaguarundi (F. yagouaroundt:) + — ? +
Pallas cat (F. manul) + _ Feces covered —
Sand cat (F. margarita) + = Feces covered —
Domestic cat (F. catus) + — Covered
Wildcat (F. silvestris) + — Locusspecific —
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ted posture. He attributed this to a granular

white precipitate, but even in captivity where

spraying can be viewedatclose rangeit is not

possible to witness the emission of the anal

scent, andit is possible that the white precipitate

seen wasactually the glycerides excreted in the

urine by the cats.
Scuffing (scraping, treading) with the hind

feet is commonly associated with urination (Fig.

1b). The animal squats on its hindquarters with
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the entire length of its hind feet touching the

eround. Then each foot is alternately thrust

backward while the claws are usually extended.

Upon completion of this scuffing motionthefoot

is almost alwayslifted as it is brought forward.

Occasionally one foot may repeat the scuffing

motion up to six times before the other foot

comesinto action (snow leopard). The emphasis

of the contact along the length of the foot proba-

bly varies between species, as a numberofvaria-

Table 2. (continued)

Head Recumbent head
rubbing Claw raking rubbing Reference

+ + + Fiedler (1957), Schaller (1972)
+ + + Fiedler (1957), Schaller (1967)
+ + + Eisenberg (1970), Fiedler (1957), Muckenhirn and

Eisenberg (1973), Schaller (1972)
+ + Fiedler (1957), Wemmerand Scow(pers. obs.)
+ + + Fiedler (1957), Hornocker (1969), Seidenstickeret al. (1973)
+ + + Hemmer(1968, 1972)
+ + ? Hemmer(1968)
+ + + Eaton (1970)
+ + + WemmerandScow(pers. obs.), Lindemann (1955)
— — ? Provostet al. (1973)
+ + + pers. obs.

+ + + pers. obs.
+ + + M.Peterson (pers. comm.)
+ + pers. obs.
+ + + Ewer(pers. comm.)
+ + + pers. obs.

+ + + Hemmer (1974), Wemmerand Scow(pers. obs.)

+ + + Lindemann (1955)
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tions have been described in the Viverridae
(Wemmer,in press). The tempo of the move-
ment is moderately fast, but varies somewhat
with the size of the species.

It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the variation
within an individualis slight and manifests a typi-
cal intensity in rate of delivery, but not in bout
length. The result of the movementis a charac-
teristic scrape in which loosenedsoil is heapedat
the posterior end. The movement may also
scrape bark loose or scratch the surface of hori-
zontal or diagonal logs (jaguarundi). Urination

 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

DURATION OF BOUT (SEC)

Fig. 2. The relationship between the number of
scuffs composing a scuffing bout and the duration of
the bout in a male snow leopard (Panthera uncia).
Bouts varied from 1 to 47 sec and contained 2 to 60
individual leg movements(scuffs).
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occursfor brief periods duringor nearthe termi-
nation of the scuffing bout or after the move-
menthas stopped. Urination during scuffing may
be associated with a slight deceleration or even
a brief pausein leg motion. The churningeffect
of the feet mixes urine into the soil, and distrib-
utes it along the length of the foot. The fur on
the sidesof the feet of captive snow leopards may
acquire a yellowish tinge from the activity, but
this may result from both unusually high levels of
scuffing and its repeated occurrenceat onesite
in captivity. In the African lion the urine often
wets the hind legs (Schaller, 1972). Thus it may
act as a solvent transferring pedal scent to the
substrate.

Seidenstickeret. al. (1973), who studied the
mountainlion in the Idaho primitive area, found
that nearly all the 86 scrapes examined were
madebyresident adult males, and that the fre-
quency of scraping was highest in the overlap
zone between the home ranges of two radio-
tracked males. From one to six scrapes were
found within a small area at each site; they were
usually placed near but not on animaltrails, and
only 11 of the 86 sites were revisited. Feces or
urine was detected at 17 of the sites, usually on
the soil and needles heaped upby the scraping
action. Whetherscrapes are madewith the fore-
or hind feet is not known. The authors in this
study concluded that scrapes demark the home
ranges of adult males by indicating that the area
is occupied.

Schaffer (1940) described glands in the feet
of the domestic cat, but the extent and type of

glandular developmentin the feet of other spe-
cies 1s not known. Scrapes madeby tigers are
also defecated upon if only in small amounts;
these scrapes are more evident and perhaps
more commonly performed during the mon-
soon, while the feces persist longer than the
scrape during the dry season (Schaller, 1967).

Head rubbingis associated with several pos-
tural variants and is almost always preceded by |
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sniffing (Fig. Ic, d) or licking and biting of the

focal object, and by flehmen. Most commonly

the face is rubbed as the animal standsbeside a

branch orrock at head level. The contact phase

is often one-directional; it occurs as the body

leans toward the object with the cheek or neck

serving as the point of contact. Forward move-

mentofthe bodyis achieved by a combination of

neck extension, walking, and leaning forward.

Upon breaking contact the cat may assume a

different position in relation to the object or may

repeat the movement from the samestarting

point. The head, cheeks, and neck may also be

turned and rotated as the animal standsstill,

sometimes securing the branch with the claws of

a forefoot. A similar style is employedbya sitting

cat. If the branch is elevated the cat will grasp it

with one or both forefeet while standing upright

on the hind legs. Rubbing andsniffing very often

lead shortly to salivation. A clear watery saliva

appearsonthe closedlips and is wiped onto the

object and the cheeks and neck. A vigorous bout

of rubbingvirtually soaks these areas.

The cheeksand neck are also rubbed against

novel or odoriferous substances on the ground.

Herethecat reclines with the object between the

forefeet. After the object is sniffed and licked,

the sides of the head and neck are pressed

against it and extended. The movementoften

alternates with sniffing, or licking and flehmen,

and there is a tendency for the sameside of the

head to be used several times before switching to

the opposite side. For example, the sequence of

actions in an adult male snow leopard in re-

sponse to an unknownscentin the soil was: sniff,

right, right, left, sniff, left, pause (22 sec) sniff,

right, sniff and lick, night, right, left, lick, left,

stand. This recumbent rubbing, which is also

characterized by salivation, may lead to rolling

and writhing on the sides and back. There are

two basic differences between recumbent head

rubbing and the other versions. The former1s

clearly evoked by strong novel odorssuchascar-
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rion, vomit, the feces of strange animals, and

catmint. The latter pattern, which is part of the

daily routine, characteristically occurs against

objects that are also sprayed with urine.

Depending ontheposition of the tree trunk,

claw raking is performedin an uprightor a hori-

zontalposition. Thecatgenerally grips the trunk

with extended forelegs and depressed body, and

the claws are then drawn backward simulta-

neously or alternately in strokes of variable

length and speed. The motion often has

a

jerky

quality that results from the intermittent snag-

ging of the claws and raking. The action serves

to remove loose claw sheaths but also leaves a

visual and possibly an olfactory trace having so-

cial significance to othercats.

The occurrenceof these patterns in different

felid species is presented in Table 2, but there

have been few studies on the temporal organiza-

tion of scent-marking behavior. Urine spraying

occursby itself and in association with otherpat-

terns. Eisenberg (1970) reported that in the Cey-

lon leopard scraping (scuffing) and urine

spraying occurred near the sloping trunks of

trees in which clawing with fore- and hind feet

(scuffing?) and cheek rubbing tookplace. In the

snow leopard, cheek rubbing, scuffing, and

spraying are often associated acts (Fig. 3);

sniffing preceded cheek rubbing, scuffing, and

spraying in a decreasing proportion ofcases,

while urine spraying and cheek rubbingwerethe

most commonand second most commontermi-

nal acts. In Pallas cats clawing and urine spraying

are coupled together, and Schaller (1972) re-

ports that head rubbing mayprecedespraying by

male Serengeti lions, particularly at spraying

sites used by other males.
Table 3 compares someattributes of the six

different scent-marking patterns. Urine spraying

is distinctive in being a one-directional marking

pattern, which byitself does nothing to modify

the sender’s body odor. Clawing involves fore-

limb contact, but it is doubtful that much of the
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Table 3

A comparison between characteristics of scent-marking
and anointing patterns commonto the Felidae.re

Material

deposited
Substrate

Pattern disturbance

Anointing
material

Habitual
site usage

Possible information

potentialeee
Urine spray Urine None None Yes Individual identity, sexual

identity and condition.
Head and neck Saliva, skin None Saliva, glandular Yes Individual identity.
rubbing exudates exudates

Scuffing Urine, feces, Considerable Urine Yes Individual identity, sexual
skin exudates identity and condition.

Clawing Skin exudates Considerable None Yes Individual identity.
Recumbent head Saliva, skin Minimal Carrion, feces, No Individual identity, sexual
and neck rubbing exudates vomit, catmint identity and condition.

Rolling Skin exudates Minimal Carrion, feces, No ?
vomit, catminteee

cat’s personal odoris impartedto the substrate.
Like scuffing, however, the behavior may consid-
erably modify the substrate, andit is likely that
the odors emanating from the lacerated bark and
scraped soil modify and presenta “‘disturbance”
to the olfactory landscape. This substrate modifi-
cation probably creates a detectable secondary
cue that intensifies perceptibility of the signal’s
location.

Cheek rubbing and scuffing, associated with
urination, however, transfer body secretions
(saliva and urine) to other body regions, namely,
the head, cheeks, neck, shoulders, chest, and
hind feet. These parts of the bodyarealso tar-
gets of companion-oriented contact, a problem
to be consideredin the following pages. Recum-
bent rubbing and rolling, on the other hand,
clearly differ from the above patterns in being
directed to decomposing animal matter. They
differ from each otherin the extent to which the
body is covered with the foreign scent, butit is
important to rememberthat these behaviors may
occur in tandem.In anycase, an overriding re-
sult of either act is that the cat’s body odoris

radically changed, and any trace of the animal’s
scentleft at the site must be slight compared with
the intensity of the foreign scent source.

In passing, mention should be madeof moti-
vation and function. The difficulty in under-
standing these aspects of felid scent markingis
that markingis often not characteristically linked
to other motivationally distinctive (aggressive,
sexual, or fearful) behavior. Recumbent head
rubbing androlling is an exception. Todd (in
Palen and Goddard, 1966) studiedthis pattern in
domestic cats as a response to catmint; he
showedthatasa specific responseto this plantits
expressionis controlled by

a

single allele, and he
regarded it as a sexual display.

Palen and Goddard revealed that as a reac-
tion to refined catmint (trans-cis-nepetalactone)
rubbingandrolling were independentofsex and
gonadalstate. The occurrence ofthe pattern in
the estrus female and as a reaction to this chemi-
cal led them to conclude that both conditions
increase skin sensitivity on the head. Thus, the
occurrence of catmint-evoked rubbingandroll-
ing is noncyclical in both sexes, while in the
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CLAW

URINE SPRAY

(8)

>—

Fig. 3. Sequencing of scent-marking patterns in a
male snow leopard (Panthera uncia). The thickness of
the arrowsis proportional to the percentage oftransi-

female spontaneous rubbingandrolling cycles
with the estrous period. If the pattern evolved as

an olfactory signal the male would be expected
to sniff sites where the female has rubbed.

Palen and Goddard did not investigate the
pattern from a zoosemiotic standpoint; however,

Michael (1961) reported that the male watches

tions from one pattern to another. For example the
scuff-to-urine-spray arrow represents 66% ofall tran-
sitions originating with scuff.

the proestrous female during this activity and
attempts to mount her. The female’s orgiastic
postcoital rolling frequently provokes forelimb
sparring with the male. Therefore the display
appearsto be visual rather than olfactory; when
sniffing and licking occur in the sexual context

they are directed to the female’s head and neck,
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and the vulva. Possibly the orientation to the
anterior bodyareasis reinforced by heightened
rubbing during proestrus.

Less 1s known concerningthe otherpatterns.
Leyhausen (1965a) remarked that while territory
markingis often interpreted as having a warning
function in solitary mammals,thereis no indica-
tion thata catis intimidated uponsniffing a com-
panion’s scent mark. The receiver’s responseis
neither overt nor immediate, and probably de-
pendson the identity of the owneranditsrela-
tionship to the receiver. The owner ofa fresh
mark might be aggressively sought by a domi-
nant male receiver, while the mark left by an
estrous female might arouse sexual interest in
the same animal. The assumption herethat re-
mains to betested is that cats can identify indi-
viduals and sexual condition byolfactory traces
in urine and skin secretion. Other hypotheses
also require testing. When head rubbingfollows
urine spraying, is some additional information
incorporatedat thesite? It is possible that differ-
ent sequence-linked patterns simply overlap in
message content andserve as cross-referencing
or redundancy function (Birdwhistell, 1970)?

Companion-Oriented Contact

Contact between animals takes many forms,
and probably notall of them are communicative.
At one extreme there are the fleeting, infre-
quent, and seemingly inadvertent contacts that
result from proximity due to a commonconcern
or activity. An example is the crowding and
bumping of bodies that accompanythe flight of
a family group into a burrow. Senderand re-
ceiver are difficult to delineate, and the points of
contact often vary without a predominating pat-
tern. Most contact, however, is clearly inten-
tional, of variable duration, and specifically
oriented to a part of the companion’s body.It
may be a single brief, one-directional act, butif
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several points of contact exist between two or
more animals, the bodies are usually aligned in
characteristic configurations. The configurations
restrict the range of targets selected for contact
(Wemmerand Fleming, 1974). In the following
pages the distributions of four contact patterns
(rubbing, sniffing, biting, and patting with the
forepaw) to the bodytargetsof siblings are com-
pared amongtheleopardcat, sand cat, and Pal-
las cat.

Body rubbing betweensiblings and between
siblings and adults was infrequently seen in the
leopard cats (N=7) and sand cats (N=14). How-
ever, 187 incidents of rubbing were recorded in
the Pallas cats. In all three species the pattern
resembles the body rubbing of domesticcats.
The initiator presses the side of the head and
neck or the torso against the companion’s body.
The position of the recipient’s body (standing,
sitting, lying) to an extent determines the area
that is rubbed. Several juxtapositions are possi-
ble, but for simplicity we can consider four basic
situations ranked in decreasing order of occur-
rence: body to body (79%), body to head-neck
(8.5%), head-neck to head-neck (6.4%), and
head-neck to body (5.3%). The body-to-body
category is clearly divisible into two groupings.
Kittens pressed their sides againstthe sitting or
standing mother’s breast and lower throat re-
gion on 81 occasions (43%), while the remaining
body-to-body rubbing for the most part oc-
curred between siblings and consisted of one
cat’s rubbingits side against the other’s.

Ofthe remainingthree patterns, sniffing was
exhibited least often (Fig. 4). Thoughit is diffi-
cult to assessthe relative importance of compan-
ion-oriented sniffing in different species,it is our
impression that it is not as prevalent in these
small cats as it is in other carnivores. For exam-
ple, in meerkats observed undersimilar condi-
tions the overall sniffing rate was 7.9/hr (data
from Wemmerand Fleming, 1974). In the leop-
ard cats the rate was 2.3/hr andin the Pallas cats
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Fig. 4. The percentage distribution of sniffing,
biting, and patting to general bodyareasofsiblings in
the leopard cat, sand cat, and Pallas cat. a = head-

2.1/hr (data for sand cats are not in comparable
form).

In all three species the head-neck and tail
rank high amongthe general bodyareas sniffed
(Fig. 4); however, there are differences among

species. In the leopard cats and sand cats the
head-neck was the area most often sniffed, while

this area and the torso received equal attention
in the Pallas cats. The torso was highly sniffed in
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SAND CAT

N=#519

BITE PAT

neck, b = forelimbs (including feet), c = torso, d =
hind limbs (including feet), e = ano-genital region, f
= tail.

the leopardcats andleast sniffed in the sandcats,

but the sample size for the latter species was
small. In all species the ano-genital region was
infrequently checked, which is in marked con-

trast to other species of carnivores, particularly
canids and viverrids (Ewer, 1973; Wemmer, in

press; Wemmer and Fleming, 1974). Michael

(1961) has observed in fact that the ano-genital

region of anestrous domestic cats has a repelling
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effect when sniffed by sexually mature males.
Whenthe histogramsfor these three species are
comparedstatistically a significant positive cor-
relation is found for the leopard cats and Pallas
cats (r, = .940, P < .05, Spearmanrankcorrela-
tion coefficient). Unfortunately, the small num-
ber of sand cat observations are inadequate for
Statistical treatment.

In all three species the head-neck is the most
frequent biting target, with the torso ranking
second andthird in importance (Fig. 4). Pallas
and leopardcats differ from the sand catin that
the tail is the second most commonbitingtarget.
All other areas (limbs and ano-genital region)
receive a relatively small portion of bites com-
pared with these three areas. The rankeddistri-
bution of bitingin the Pallas and leopard cats are
identical, and a correlation of .829 (P = .05) was
found between the sand cats and leopard cats,
and sandcats and Pallas cats. Whenspecific areas
of the torso are considered there is no general
agreementin biting (Fig. 5). Only in the sand cat
did one bodyarea receive more than 27% ofall
bites. In the leopard cat the rump wasthe fa-
vored target, and in the Pallas cat the side and
belly. In all three species chest and haunches
were always low-ranking targets. In comparison
with the general picture no specific target pre-
dominates the torso (Fig. 5). Between species
tests of specific head-neck and bodytargets(Fig.
5) producerelatively high correlations, but only
Pallas cat and sand cat exhibit statistically sig-
nificant correlation at P = .01.

Fig. 4 showsthat patting in the three species
is directed mainly to the forebody, infrequently
to the hind legs and ano-genital region, but more
often to thetail. Ear, cheek, and neck stand out
amongthespecific head-neck targets, while back
and side predominatein the torso (Fig. 5). There
are no significant correlations among head re-
gions of the three species; however, values for
leopardcats and Pallas cats, and leopard cats and
sand cats were significantly correlated (P > .01,

> .05, respectively).
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Discussion

Scent transfer between cat and environment
is mediated through elimination patterns and
body contact with inanimate objects. Not all
parts of the body are used in scent marking
through contact. For example, the head and neck
are employed in twodistinct patterns byall the
species reviewed, while scuffing seemsto be re-
stricted at least to the Pantherinae andcheetah,
but is probably absentin the genus Felis (Table
2). The zone of contact between body and object
has properties similar in some ways to a mechan-
ical joint or an articular facet (I. Golani, pers.
comm.). The relationship between the object
and other, moredistal body parts can vary con-
siderably, but movementatthe joint is morere-
stricted. Contact between animals can be
regarded in a similar way. The body hascertain
focal points for contact, and indeed it can be
visualized as a field of valences; the shape or
“relief” of the field maydiffer for different types
of contact(sniffing, biting, or licking). Thedistri-
bution of valences (or the form oftherelief) is
probably determined on the one handby topo-
graphical features such as the location of sense
organs and glandularareas, and on the other by
characteristics of body movement and orienta-
tion to one another.

Recumbentheadandneck rubbingin thefel-
ids has analogs of varying similarity in certain
membersofall but one family of the Carnivora,
including three species of civet (Viverridae:
Wemmer, in press; Ewer and Wemmer, 1974),
the spotted hyena (Kruuk, 1972), various dogs
(Fox, 1971), the polar bear, and the tayra (a
memberof the Mustelidae, pers. obs.). The spe-
cific use of the head and neck in these patterns
suggests the hypothesis that the additional scent
may enhancetheattractiveness of those regions
for certain types of contact received from com-
panions.In all three cat species the head-neck
region was the predominant sniffing target,
thoughthetail also received considerable atten-
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Fig. 5. The percentage distribution of sniffing,
biting, andpatting to specific regions of the torso (up-
per three lines) and to specific head regions (lower

tion. The head-neck zonealso received most of
the bites, as well as a substantial proportion of
pats from the forelimbs. The data do not make
a compelling defense for the hypothesis. Fur-
thermore, anointing is only occasionally seen
even in captive situations, and rubbing, which
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three lines). a = chest, b = shoulder, c = back, d
side, e = belly, f = haunch, g = rump,h = ear,1
nose, } = cheek, k = throat, 1 = neck.

was frequently observed only in the Pallascats,
involved the head-neck zone but minimally
(about 20%). In other words, support the hy-
pothesis gains from thesniffing data is weakened
by the biting and patting data.

Other species show similar trends whether
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head and neck anointingis in their repertory or
not. The African civet frequently and vigorously
anoints the cheeks and neck with a variety of
substances, includingits food; up to 80% ofall
snaps and bites are directed to this contrastingly
marked region, which 1s also presented to the
biting animal. However, the samearea receives

less than 40% ofall sniffing (Ewer and Wemmer,
1974; Wemmer,in press). In the genet, a viverrid

carnivore in which anointing 1s weakly developed
and neck presentation 1s absent, these areas re-
ceive about 70% of the bites and about 25% of
the snifing (Wemmer,in press). Head and neck
rubbing is absent in the meerkat(a social-living
mongoose), but these areas receive about 40%
and 35% of all bites and sniffs (Wemmer and

Fleming, 1974). In most of the examples the
head is the most commonsniffing target and the
head and neck the prevailing biting target. The
anterior location of the sense organs undoubt-
edly determines the predominanceofthese re-
gions during contact, but skin secretions and
possibly strange scents may provideolfactory in-
formation. This is supported by the observation
that the ear is the most commonlysniffed part of
the head in the Pallas cats and sand cats (Fig. 5).

Schaffer (in Kleiman and Eisenberg, 1973) re-

ports that the auditory meatusin cats is glandu-
lar, but his observations are based on the

domestic cat, and interspecific differences are
likely to exist.

The anal glands of the domestic cat and the
sand cat are voided during traumatic experi-
ences, and the scent has a pungent, unpleasant
odor. Thereis no indication that the glands are
used in scent marking,either alone or in combi-

nation with urine spraying. The anal region is
glandular in many mammals, and in some spe-

cies it is highly attractive to conspecifics (Fox,

1971). There are twosituations 1n whichcats are

attentive to the ano-genital region. Mothers sniff
andlick this region intheir infants and ingestthe

milk feces, and males respondin a similar way to
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the vulva of proestrous and estrous females. On
the whole, however,cats are notparticularly ori-
ented to this part of the body.

Small felids dispatch their prey with a fatal
bite to the nape of the neck; the orientation to
the neck constriction is innate, but the precise
orientation to the nape of the neck and the nec-
essary pressurefor a lethal bite must be learned
through experience with live prey (Leyhausen,
1960, 1965b). The youngcats ofall three species

directed their bites to the neck more often than
to otherparts, a situation that implies that this
innate orientation is also operant in sibling in-
teractions. However, the Pallas cats directed

mostbites to the throat, while the other two spe-

cies oriented more strongly to the nape(Fig. 5).
Differences in neck structure undoubtedly con-
tribute to this behavioral contrast. The Pallas cat
is a relatively short-necked species, and the con-

dition is particularly pronounced in thekittens.
The throat is probably more vulnerable than the
nape, but postural differences duringinteraction
probably also play role.

There are other similarities and contrasts
amongspecies and patterns for which explana-
tions are not apparent. The contact mapping
methodprovidesa refined description fora cate-
gory of behavior that often receiveslittle atten-
tion, but the general picture of contact we have
presentedis the sum ofoccurrences from various
contexts and postural configurations during
early development. Contact is also integrated
with other concurrent communicative activities.

No doubta better understanding oftargetselec-
tion will be gained byrelating mode andtarget
of contact to these variables.
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Chapter 30

COMMUNICATION IN TERRESTRIAL
CARNIVORES: MUSTELIDAE,
PROCYONIDAE, AND URSIDAE

Cheryl H. Pruitt and Gordon M. Burghardt

The order Carnivora is usually divided into
two large superfamilies: the Feloidea, composed
of the catlike species (chap. 29), and the Canoi-
dea, composedofthe doglike species. In contrast
to the recent widespread interest in the social
behavior and communication ofvarious wild and
domestic canids (chap. 28), there has been rela-
tively little study of their relatives in the Canoi-
dea. The focus in this chapter will be on
communication between conspecifics in those
families typified by weasels (Mustelidae), rac-
coons (Procyonidae), and bears (Ursidae). The
three families are taxonomically discrete and
noncontroversial, except for the two panda spe-
cies, which are usually placed as a separate sub-
family (Ailurinae) within the Procyonidae (Ewer,
1973; Morris, 1965). To place the giant panda
(Ailuropoda melanoleuca), with its large size and
general resemblanceto the bears, here is debat-
able. Recently scientists have argued that giant
pandasare aberrant bears (Davis, 1964; Morris
and Morris, 1966; Sung, Chang-kun, and Sarich,
1973). For convenience we will discuss both
panda species with the procyonids,althoughit is
a moot point becausevirtually nothing is known
about their communication.

All three groupsof animals are primarilyter-
restrial with several species also arboreal or bur-
rowing. The three families vary from the
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generally small mustelids through the medium-
sized procyonids to the much larger bears. In
generalall the animals discussed here havewell-
developedvisual, auditory, and olfactory senses.
Vision has not generally been considered as im-
portantin these carnivores as in those mammals
with some convergenthabits, like the primates.
As in most mammals, coloration does not vary
widely between the sexes or age classes, or with
the seasons, except for some mustelids. Neither
does body shape vary, although size may be a
dimorphic characteristic in several species. Be-
cause of this samenessin coloration andsize, we
may missthe potential significanceofvisual cues.

Each family will be discussed separately
within each of the major communication catego-
ries, and in all of these discussions wewill bring
together information by species. Since there are
more mustelids than the other two families com-
bined,discussion of them will be broader than of
the other groups. In numerousinstanceswewill
refer to anecdotal information; it is hoped that
this will help point the way to systematic studies.

Mustelidae

‘The mustelids are primarily small- to medi-
um-sized forest-dwelling animals. Many have
short legs, long bodies, and powerful jaws. They _
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are among the most carnivorous of the car-
nivores. As expert predators with stealthy,
‘slinky’ appearances and clever ways, they earn
emnity from farmers. Their fur, on the other
hand,is prized. Neither human passionaidstheir
survival. Fur industries in countries such as the
United States and the Soviet Unionare nowrais-
ing many mustelids, particularly of the weasel
subfamily (Mustelinae: marten, sable, mink,

etc.), in captivity and much information concern-

ing husbandry and breedingis being obtained.
Field observation of these secretive animals has
been mostly unsuccessful. In addition to the

afore-mentioned weasel group, there are four
other subfamilies including the badgers (Meli-
nae), skunks (Mephitinae), otters (Lutrinae), and

honeybadgers, or ratels (Mellivorinae). Though

the mustelids are foundin all continents except
Australia, they seem more commonin temperate

zones. The aquatic otters will not be covered
here.

Within the mustelids are found numerous ex-

amples of coloration unusual for mammals. Po-

cock (1908) noted that, contrary to the color

patterning of most other mammals, the under-

side of the body in many of the Mustelidae is

darker than the upper, which enhancesits con-

spicuousness. A predatory mammalstrives for

concealmentasit stalks its prey; to do otherwise

spoils the success of the hunt. Pocock also dis-

cussed the atypical coloration of the ratel (Mel-

livora capensis), grison (Grisen vittatus), skunk

(Mephitis mephitis ), and African weasel (Poecilogale

albinucha) and its possible adaptive significance
in these mustelids:

animals which are coloured so as to be conspicuous

in their natural surroundingsare very often protected

from their enemies by distastefulness arising from a

nauseating flavouror odor, . .. which make them dan-

gerous to meddle with. They also as a very general

rule have no need of procryptic coloration to enable

them to capture wary or keen-sensed prey. Their

movements are usually slow and deliberate, and in-
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stead of avoiding they seem rather to court observa-
tion, some indeedattracting attention by the emission
of characteristic sounds. [Pocock, 1908: 945-46]

Pocock countered the notionsthat the color-
ing of these species has no warningsignificance
but rather aids them in the capture of small
ground prey. “Animals which require sharp
hearingeither to escape enemiesor capture prey
usually at all events have large ears; and the fact
that the animals forming the subject matter of
this paper have small external ears is in keeping
with the theory that they have no enemies to
fear’ (1908:951). The theory Pocock proposes1s

an interesting one, lending a novelslant to mus-
telid interspecific behavior. Specifically, Pocock
theorizes that the role of mustelid coloration is
more one of warningthanofaid in prey capture.
It reveals the possibility of highly distinctive
communicative behavior that sets the mustelids

apart from mostother carnivores, especially the

procyonids and ursids, which are not nearly so

vivid in their coloration.
In his discussion of various subspecies of

spotted skunks (Spilogaleputorius) Mead proposes

that behavior and coloration may play another

communicative role. ‘Behavioral differences

mayalso act as isolating mechanismsand indeed

lack of, or reduction in amountof, white on the

tip of the tail of interrupta may play an important

role in ‘species’ recognition, thereby acting as a

barrier to gene flow” (1968:388).
Hall (1974) found that seasonal change to a

white winter coat in several north temperate

weaselsis related to protective coloration. There

is an east-to-west band in North America above

whichall Mustelafrenata molt into white in winter

and below whichall molt brown winter coats.

Theuse ofthe anal glands as warning devices

is quite characteristic of mustelids. Reports of

musky odors can be found for most membersof

the family. A dearth of behavioral data on the

visual, auditory, chemical, and tactile sensitivity

of mustelids creates a problem in any attempt to
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discuss possible communication channels in
these animals; unfortunately, this is true also for

the ursids and procyonids. Training experiments
have shownthat both polecats (Mustela putorius:
Neumannand Schmidt, 1959) and mink (Mustela

vison: Sinclair et al., 1974) have reasonable vi-

sual acuity with a resolvable angle of 16.2 and
15.1 min, respectively. This compares with a
value of 5.5 for the domestic cat and 20 for the
rat (see table in Sinclair et al.). But unlike the
polecat, the mink is somewhat aquatic, often
swimming deep in water to chase and capture
fish. In comparison with the more completely
aquatic Otters, its acuity in water is about double

that in air, suggesting that some mustelids are
intermediate or transition species between ter-
restrial and aquatic environments. Olfaction has
been shownto be instrumentalin the prey selec-
tion and predatory behavior of young polecats
(Apfelbach, 1973). A sensitive period for olfac-
tory stimulation apparently occurs between two
and three monthsofage and determinesthespe-
cies of prey to be soughtas the animal matures.
Asfor tactile cues, some informationis available

on young ermine (Mustela erminea). The litter
keeps huddled togetherby fasteningtheir tails to
each other (“coupling reflex’’) until one month
of age (Ternovskiy, 1974). This may serve to
keep the pups from crawling away when the
motheris absent and also to keep them warm,as
isolated pupsare notable to effectively regulate
their body temperature. A role of this behavior
in the ontogenyofother types of communication
would fit speculative theories such as Dimond’s
(1970).

MOVEMENTS AND EXPRESSIONS

In most mustelid research reports examples
of reproductive, maternal, aggressive, and play
behavior are documented, but the precise move-
ments constituting these behaviors have not
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been delineated with any consistency. While
each species mayact in certain ways, the exact
body movements that signal the intentions are
usually unknown. Wewill report here the types
of social behaviors and their expressive compo-
nents which have been reported for each species.

Polecat (Mustela putorius)
The expressive behaviorofthe polecat is per-

haps the best documented of the mustelids. Fer-
rets (Mustela furo) are the generally albino
domesticated counterpart. Poole’s several stud-
ies (1966, 1967, 1972, 1973, 1974) have con-
tributed substantially, particularly in describing
aggression and aggressive play behavior. Addi-
tional information on this species has been gath-
ered by Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1955) and Lazar and
Beckhorn (1974).

Play. Conspecific play develops in young
polecats after the age of six weeks and the con-
current opening of the eyes (Poole, 1966). Inter-
estingly, the characteristic neck biting, seen
especially in aggressive play and predation, does
not develop out of generalized biting; instead,
both types of biting occur similtaneously at the
age of four weeks. Lazar and Beckhorn (1974)
confirmed Poole’s observations on the emer-
gence and topographyof play in youngpolecats
although they “feel that neck bites differentiate
out of general kit biting” (p. 411). Inhibited bit-
ing, observed in differences in play with humans
and conspecifics, was displayed by these animals.
Initiation of aggressive play involved one or
moreofthree techniques: (1) mounting and neck
biting untilthe partnerreciprocated; (2) dancing
up to and jumping onthe partner; and (3) chas-
ing and biting the partner’s hindquarters. At
high intensities the initiator shook its head asit
kept a neck bite on the partner,orit dragged the
partner throughthe area by the neck. Poole de-
scribed additional factors that inhibited play. If
fear-eliciting stimuli or prey objects were
present, the polecats adopted defensive threat
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postures and hid or chased the prey, respec-
tively.

Agonistic behavior. Aggression appeared to
take different forms, depending on whether or
not it occurred during the breeding season and
which sexes were involved. Poole (1967, 1973)
regarded nonbreedingseason agonistic behavior
as “‘ritual aggression,’ which took place when-
ever two polecats unfamiliar to each other were
placed together. Two particular movements,
“inhibited chin biting’ and “dancing,’’ were
characteristic of ritual aggression. The former
was composed ofmutual gentle pawing and muz-
zle biting. If a polecat ‘‘danced,”’it faced its op-
ponentandleapt off the ground, shakingits head
while snappingits jaws at the partner.

When males fought during the breedingsea-
son, the interaction began with mutual anal
snifing. An attack then commenced without
other threats or warnings (Poole, 1967). During
the average ten- to fifteen-minute fights, “‘sus-
tained biting’ and ‘“‘flank shielding” were ob-
served, the latter whenlosersleft the area. Biting
composed 41 percent of the fighting interac-
tions, andbites delivered to the neck were long-

est in duration (Poole, 1974). Once a fight was
terminated the loser displayed an ‘aggressive
threat”’ (Fig. 1b) to further discourage the win-

ner from continuing the fight. Both animals as-
sumed a prone, outstretched position at the

termination of the encounter. The winner usu-
ally “‘belly-crawled,” moving with the forefeet
propelling him forward (Fig. Ic).

Use of defensive threats and sidewaysattacks
characterized male agonistic interactions; how-
ever, they were never observed in juvenile ag-
gressive play (Poole, 1967). In a defensive threat
(Fig. la) the polecat refused to fight by arching
his back, orienting his head horizontally toward
the opponent, baring his teeth, hissing, and
holdinghis neck vertically. A sideways attack was

directed toward a defensive or frightened pole-
cat during a high-intensity encounter. This
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Fig. 1. Defensive threat (a) and aggressive threat

(b) in the polecat. (c) Prostration in the polecat. The
hind legs are splayed outward andthefeet are directed
laterally. (From Poole, 1967.)

movementserves to “initiate or prolong a fight
with an unwilling partner. This further terrorizes
the opponent who adopts anattitude which has
been called defensive threat...’ (Poole,

1966:30). The sideways attack, which occurred

only after the outcome ofthe fight was decided,

wasalwaysdisplayedby the winner, which proba-
bly remained in a highly aroused aggressive
state. All threats, whether defensive or aggres-
sive, were observed only after the aggressive in-
teraction had begun (Poole, 1967).

Estrous females were not so aggressive as
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males, although their agonistic behavior level
did increase from the non-estrous state. The
usual female-female interaction was character-
ized by ritual aggression and low-intensity fights
in which one of the polecats ignored the part-
ner’s inhibited chin bites (Poole, 1967). If one of
the females was pregnant, the nonpregnant
female clucked and danced aroundthe pregnant
polecat, which reciprocated with a “lunge-hiss.”’
A nonpregnant female displayed an arched back
trot in reaction to the pregnant female’s defense
of an area. This motion consisted of short, quick
steps around the pregnant female, possibly fol-
lowed by the nonpregnant female’s biting of her
own tail.

During aggressive activities by either sex the
angle of the neck was an importantsignaling de-
vice (Poole, 1967). Throughfilm analysis Poole
discovered that the neck was neverattackedif,
from the aggressor’s vantage point, it appeared
convex. When the neck assumed a concave or
linear appearance,an attack waslikely to occur.
Poole further described two displacementactivi-
ties that were linked with aggressive behavior.
Chasing one’s owntail occurred if a polecat’s
attack attempts were rebuffed. A polecat “‘scrab-
bled,” or performed digging movements on the
floor, if it had been in an attack-avoidance con-
flict situation. |

Other behaviors. Aspects of aggressive behav-
ior also were seen in polecat mating attempts
(Poole, 1967). Anal sniffing and neck nuzzling
were included in preliminary mating movements
if the female wasin estrous. If she was unrecep-
tive, she delivered inhibited chin bites and neck-
nips to discourage the male’s mounting
attempts. If those movements failed, she em-
ployed aggressive threats and lunge-hisses.

Finally, Goethe (1940) reported a captive
female’s attempt to “teach” her young to ap-
proach food objects by dragging food into the
nest and then pullingit out of the nest, while still
in full view of the young.

77)

Weasels
While play has been reported for juvenile

captive commonweasels (Mustela nivalis) and the
closely related (if not conspecific, Ewer, 1973)
least weasels (Mustela rixosa), descriptionsofplay
have not been made. East and Lockie (1964)
noted that infant common weasels played to-
getheronly in the nest; after fourteen weeks they
were nolongertolerant ofone another. Hartman
(1964) observed interspecific aggression when a
male commonweasel shook a male ferret (Mus-
tela furo) by its nose. Threat behavior andasso-
ciated vocalizations were observed in young
common weasels when they were nine to ten
weeks old (East and Lockie, 1964). As the wea-
sels matured, the threats were applied in varying
contexts, including aggressive play. The female
weasel initiated mating behavior by leaping
aroundthe male, which then mountedher(Ewer,
1968). The pair then alternated between bouts
of play-fighting and sexual behavior for several
hours. Ambiguous observations were recorded
for the stoat (Mustela erminea). Some female
stoats carried their young by the mane at the
base ofthe neck,while others carried their young
by the middle of the back (Ewer, 1973).

Instances of conspecific tail biting were ob-
served in American mink (Mustela vison) when
sexually excited males tried to bite unreceptive
females at the base oftheir tails (Poole, 1967).
Enders further described movements typical of
courtship in the mink:

Copulation in the mink is often furious. It may be
preceded by a “‘courtship” of varying length which
resembles a rough and tumblefight . . . After a longer
or shorter struggle the male securesa firm hold on the
skin of the neck immediately back of the head.If after
being caught the female is reluctant to breed, she
arches herback. [1952:721]

The ontogenetic development of stages of
defensive behavior has been described by Ter-
novskaya (1974).
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Sable (Martes zibellina)

Individual sable differ in their aggressiveness

toward humans,andin femalesthere1s a correla-

tion of this hereditary componentwith fertlity

(Belyaev and Ternovskaya, 1973). Stages in the

ontogeny of aggressiveness have been described

by Ternovskaya (1974).

Marten (Martes americana)

Nonseriousfighting during the breedingsea-

son was initiated by the female, and the male

responded with inhibited biting (Ewer, 1968).

Ewerspeculated that agonistic behavior sexually

stimulated the male. Teeth baring, chasing, and

growling were the primary components ofcon-

specific aggression, as noted by Herman and

Fuller (1974). Much of the aggression they ob-

served occurred near food.

Tayra (Tayra barbara)

Kaufmann and Kaufmann (1965) noted in-

stances of unsolicited female-male grooming,in

which the pair wassituated head to head as she

licked his ears and scratched his head with her

forepaws. The male did not reciprocate nor did

either tayra ever invite grooming from humans.

Grison (Grison vittatus)

In conspecific play captive grisons shook

their partners by the scruff of the neck (Dalquest

and Roberts, 1951). One grison exhibited simi-

lar behavior with old socks (Kaufmann and Kauf-

mann, 1965). The Kaufmanns also reported,

however, that anotherpair of their captive gri-

sons neverinteracted aggressively. On the other

hand, Dalquest and Roberts described a postur-

ing that occurred during grison fights in which

the submissive animal flattened its entire body

flush to the ground. Whenscoldingtheir grisons

for attacking humans, the Kaufmannsalso ob-

served this submissive posture. Dalquest and

Roberts further noticed that during male-female
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“arguments,” the female arched the posterior
portion of her bodyand raised thetail.

African Weasel (Poecilogale albinucha)

Three types of play were observed in Alexan-

der and Ewer’s (1959) African weasels. The ani-

mals dug and burrowed in tanks of dirt for

periods of up to thirty minutes. Additionally,

they “romped”with one anotherand played with

humans. During the breeding season the male

bit the female at the nape of the neck and then

tried to mounther. At his mounting attempts she

rolled over.
Ansell (1960) observed that the African wea-

sel’s alarm reaction wasto fluff the tail hair.If the

weasel discovered an “‘interesting scent,” the tail

was Carried vertically.

Ratel (Mellivora capensis)

A captive ratel’s behaviorfell into two catego-

ries, a “relaxed”’ state and a ‘‘fury mood”’ (Sikes,

1964). Whenrelaxed,the ratel was affectionate,

playful, and responsive to humanvoices. As the

ratel played with objects,it shook them from side

to side with its jaws. In the fury mood “all recog-

nition seemsto be forgotten,as the state of blind

aggressiveness and ferocity mounts” (1964:32).

Badger (Meles meles)

A captive badger extendedplay invitations to

humansby approaching them with a stiff-legged

walk, ‘“‘barking”’ all the while. He stopped short

in front of a human, shook his head from side to

side, and ran away (Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1950). This

badger also was reported to somersault occa-

sionally.

Skunks
The spotted skunk (Spilogale putorius) gave a

threat-bluff by charging its opponent, throwing

the body forward, and movingthetail off to the

side to allow spraying from the anal sacs (John-

son, 1921; Gander, 1965). The skunk did not
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actually spray in this position; rather, as it
sprayed all four feet were on the ground, the
back was arched, and the tail curved over the

body (Walker, 1930) (Fig. 2).

The striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis) similarly
threatened althoughit did not perform the hand-
stand (Ewer, 1973; Verts, 1967). As in the spot-
ted skunk, the back was arched andthetail was
raised. Additionally, the striped skunk may
shuffle backward and stamp the forefeet on the
ground (Verts, 1967). Ewer (1973) added that on
occasion thestriped skunk rocked back and forth
on the fore and hindlegs.

Ritualized fighting and biting were observed
prior to actual mating in the striped skunk
(Verts, 1967). During mating the male scratched
the female’s genital area with his feet. Verts sug-
gested that this highly unusual behavior may
function to stimulate the female to become more
receptive and to assume a moretypical lordosis
posture.

VOCALIZATIONS

Vocalizations have been determined for

many of the mustelids, but the numberofknown

 
Fig. 2. Handstand threat posture of the spotted

skunk. (From Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1957, after Bourliére.)
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calls for each speciesis relatively limited. Specto-
graphic and fine-grained contextual analyses of
calls have beenall too rare, althoughcall devel-
opmenthas been studied in weasels especially.
Exact descriptionsofvocalizationsare difficult to
draw from the various studies, because of the
relatively subjective namesassigned to the calls
themselves.

Weasels
Hartman (1964) madethe primary contribu-

tion to the knowledgeof weasel vocalizations by
delineating six separate sounds made by com-
mon weasels. He heard a high-pitched squeak,
which wasespecially “long-drawnand plaintive’’
in the female. East and Lockie (1964) noted that
infant weasels squeaked when any movementoc-
curred near them. The frequencyof this squeak-
ing decreased after eighteen to nineteen days of
age. Neonate least weasels (Heidt et al., 1968)
and ermine (Ternovskiy, 1974) also squeak.

Whenthey were twenty-four days old, com-
monweasels respondedto squeaks with an open-
mouthedhiss (East and Lockie, 1964). Hartman
explainedthe hiss as a response madepartly out
of fear and partly as a threat. Huff and Price
(1968) concur. Ternovskiy (1974) did not note
the typical hissing and “clicking” of annoyed er-
mine until fifty days of age. Threatening with
“short sharp sounds” by adults is present in
common weasels (Hartman, 1964) and this may
be homologouswith the clicking of ermine and
the chirping of least weasels (Huff and Price,
1968; Heidt et al., 1968). Huff and Price theo-
rized that the chirp was made whentheleast
weasel was disturbed. Heidt’s group, however,
also noted chirps when juveniles initially ap-
proachedlive mice, whenthey first attempted to
interact with the mice as prey objects, and when
the mother threatened the youngsters, if they
bothered her.

Both sexes of common weasels trilled when
meeting in a friendly fashion. Both male and
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female least weasels also trilled prior to mating
activities and femalestrilled when calling to the
young(Heidtet al., 1968). Huff and Price (1968)
suggested that the one- to two-second duration
trill occurred in friendly and maternal interac-
tions. Goethe (1950) reported another agonistic
sound, an “‘r-r-r’’ vocalization, but he did not

specify the context in which it was heard. When
East and Lockie (1965) bred commonweasels in

capuvity, they noticed that unreceptive females
screamed when approached by the male but,if
they were in estrus, they chattered to the male.
Atfifty-six to sixty days ermine beginto utter the
‘“‘rumbling”’ of adults during sexual games(Ter-
novskiy, 1974).

‘Twittering’? was noted in infant common
weasels (Hartman, 1964) and a perhaps homolo-
gous melodious chattering in young ermine
thirty-three to forty days old, about the time the
eyes first opened (Ternovskiy, 1974).

Progulske (1969) briefly mentioned two vo-

calizations that he heard in a captive black-footed
ferret (Mustela nigripes). It chattered (in bursts of
six or seven chirps) when humansapproachedits
quarters. It also threatened humansby hissing.

If aggressive play is too rough,a polecat may
squeak, cry, or yelp (Poole, 1966, 1972). While

generally there is no vocalization during high-
intensity agonistic encounters (Poole, 1972), the

animal may scream whenseverely frightened
during a fight (Poole, 1966). A clucking sound
was also heard, but never by an “intimidated”
animal (Poole, 1966). Conspecific threats were

accompaniedbyhissing and teeth baring during

aggressive play (Poole, 1966).

Marten

Vocalizations knownto be given by American

martens occurred during the breeding season;

vocalizations at other times have not been re-

ported (Markley and Bassett, 1942; Ewer, 1973)

except by Herman andFuller (1974) in their re-

port of growling during non-breeding season ag-

gression. Female American martensclucked dur-
ing estrus, “‘apparently to attract the male”
(Markley and Bassett, 1942:609). Ewer (1973)
further theorized that the cluck served to signal
a “readiness for social contact” and physiologi-
cally to activate the male to copulate. During
mating the female squealed when the male was
too rough, and both sexes tended to growl or
purr during copulation itself (Markley and Bas-
sett, 1942).

Tayra
Kaufmann and Kaufmann (1965) described

four distinct vocal signals andtheir variations in
captive tayras. A high-pitched “‘yowl”’ (similar to
that of male domestic cats) was heard only dur-
ing preliminary mating movements. Juveniles
produced low-pitched, open-mouthed “‘b-a-a-a”’

distress sounds. As the tayra matured,thefre-
quencyofthe distress call decreased. If alarmed,
the tayra “snorted” and jumped backward, away
from the source of the alarm.Finally, three gra-
dationsof “clicking” responses were heard dur-
ing aggression. Mild aggression evoked clicks
lasting about three seconds, while more intense
encounters produced lower-pitched, slower
clicks. At the highest intensity of aggression, the
tayra emitted a low-pitched, closed-mouth,

teeth-baring snarl. This wasthelast signal pre-
ceding an actualattack.

Grison
A nasal ‘‘anh-anh”’ sound, seemingly a dis-

tress or separation call, was heard in captive ju-
venile grisons when they were separated from
humans (Kaufmann and Kaufmann, 1965). The

samestudy reported a snort of alarm in the gri-

sons similar to that in the tayras. In agonistic
interactions of low intensity, the grison pro-

duced a sound that resembled a “‘low motor’”’
(Kaufmann and Kaufmann, 1965). As the inten-

sity of the encounterincreased,the vocalizations
became slower, higher-pitched, louder, and
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barklike. If the level of aggression further in-
creased, the grison madehigh-pitched barks and
concurrently held the tail in an S-shaped curve.
The grison screamed loudly with the mouth
open and teeth bared if the fight progressed to
its highest intensity. Screaming occurred imme-
diately preceding and duringattack.

African Weasel
Although Ansell (1960), Alexander and Ewer

(1959), and Rowe-Rowe (1969) have noted vo-
calizations in the African weasel, the only call
whichall researchers reported in common was a
characteristic half-scream, half-growl. Ansell
heard this soundin response to the presentation
of a freshly killed bird to the weasel, but Alexan-
der and Ewerspeculatedthatit might be a threat
vocalization, and Rowe-Roweinterpretedit as a
sound ofsurprise or alarm. In their 1959 study
Alexander and Ewer observed that if a female
emitted the scream-growl, an approaching male
left her alone. Rowe-Rowe delineated three
othercalls in this species: a quick, high-pitched
growl; a soft, self-directed grunting as the animal
explored; and a low growlif disturbed. Alexan-
der and Ewer also reported hearing a ‘“rum-
bling” vocalization during male sexual behavior
that may be similar to Rowe-Rowe’s reported
low growlof disturbance.

Ratel

A captive ratel (Sikes, 1964) was reported to
give two vocalizations: a repeated “‘h-r-r-r—-h-r-
r-r’ call when disturbed or when engaging in
running play with humans; anda snarl, heard if
the animal was teased into aggressive play with
its humancaretakers.

Striped Skunk
Verts’s (1967) study of the striped skunk in-

cluded a list of vocalizations he had observed.
Perhaps because the thrust of his study was not
behaviorally oriented, he did not discuss possi-
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ble conspecific connotations of those sounds.
However, he did show that the striped skunk
“churrs,” “growls,” “screeches,” ‘‘twitters,”’
“coos,” and “hisses.’’ He also found that the
young were more vocal than the adults. Addi-
tionally, a pregnant female hissed when dis-
turbed, and she screeched at males that were
placed in an enclosure with her. Wight (1931)
observed matingcalls in the striped skunk. Dur-
ing conspecific agonistic behavior, the striped
skunk was reported to growl and spit (Cuyler,
1924).

PHEROMONES

Mustelids are distinctive among mammalsin
their defensive use of anal scent glandsin inter-
specific situations. Located just within the anus,
the glands are contracted by muscular action,
propelling the contents toward the opponent.
Although the same glandsare readily available
for conspecific communication purposes, they
are rarely put to that use (Ewer, 1973). In addi-
tion to the anal gland, most of the mustelids also
possess abdominal glands, which are dragged
over surfaces or objects within a territory. The
function of the abdominal glandis probably the
marking of areas within a territory or home
range; therefore, we may attach greater impor-
tance for conspecific communication to it. Al-
though the anal gland may be involved in
territorial pursuits, it is more likely that the ab-
dominal gland is dominant in that role. Hall
(1926) could not locate abdominal glands on the
fisher, mink,or striped and spotted skunks. De-
velopmental studies of gland morphology and
secretions are rare. Specific glands and their
communicative usesare discussed separately for
each species.

Weasels

Ewer (1973) reported that when alarmed,
various weasels (stoat, common weasel, and least
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weasel) emitted the contents of their anal glands.

It does not appearthat the abdominal glands are

utilized in alarm or active defense situations;

rather, as the ventral surface is dragged, the sub-

strate 1s marked.

Any defense of an area by females by setting scent

or otherwise cannotbe a signal between adjacentterr1-
tory-holding females, although scent could well act as
a sign to wandering females. I suggest that female
weasels and stoats defend their small territory mainly

against the male ownerofthe territory in which they
live. [Lockie, 1966:157]

After antagonistic encounters among pole-

cats during the breeding season, the victor ex-

plored the area in whichthe fight took place and

marked objects by sliding, rolling, and rubbing

its back on the ground or the object (Poole,

1967). The loser similarly marked and rubbed

the area after the victor had completedits mark-

ing. Lockie (1966) noted that polecats typically

deposited urine and feces at specific spots in

their territories.
Vaginal discharges of female American mink

are claimed to be important to male minkin de-

termining the female’s sexual state. Volatile

amines have been isolated that vary with the

female’s estrous cycle and hence could be the

signal substances used by the male (Sokolov et

al., 1974). Azbukina (1970) found several skin

glands in the American mink:anal, plantar, nape,

gluteal, and caudal. The anal glands are delayed

in their development. This and the temporary

appearance of supplemental apocrine glands

(nape, gluteal, caudal) are related to the licking

and massaging of pups by parents and mutual

parent-pup smelling. Azbukina (1972) also de-

scribed in detail the complex morphologyof the

anal sacs in American mink. They consist of two

types of glands (apocrine and holocrine),a cavity

for storing the musk, and a central excretory

duct.
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Marten

In captivity female American martens uri-

nated on feces, stones, and objects within their

enclosure (Markley and Bassett, 1942; Herman

and Fuller, 1974). Although Seton (1929) was

not dealing with captive animals, he believed that

the urine marking was associated with the anal

glands. Use of the abdominal glands was ob-

served in both male and female captives, particu-

larly as they rubbed their abdomens over

branches (Markley and Bassett, 1942). The exact

size of male and female abdominal glands was

delineated earlier by Hall (1926), who found the

female gland to be 1.0 X 6.4 cm and the male

gland .8 X 4.0 cm. Both abdominal gland and

urine marking increased at the onset of the

breeding season (Ewer, 1973), which coincided

with the increase in marking observed after the

family groups had disbanded (Goethe, 1964;

Herter and Ohm-Kettner, 1954).

Wolverine (Gulo gulo)

When alarmed, the wolverine normally re-

leased a particularly foul-odored anal sac secre-

tion. Typical of most mustelids, this species

marked by rubbing surfaces with the abdominal

gland (Krott, 1959).

Tayra and Grison
The only reports for these species (Dalquest

and Roberts, 1951; Kaufmann and Kaufmann,

1965) indicated that both used the anal gland to

mark objects. This behavior first appearedin the

tayra as it approached maturity (Kaufmann and

Kaufmann, 1965). The yellow-green grison

musk secretion was deposited after the grison

raised its tail and then brushed it against the

object to be marked (Kaufmann and Kaufmann,

1965).

African Weasel
In mustelid fashion the African weasel re-

leased its sweet and pungent muskfrom the anal
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glands (Alexander and Ewer, 1959; Rowe-Rowe,
1969; Ansell, 1960). Ansell argued that since the
odor was not particularly foul, the species-
characteristic coloration served as a warning de-
vice more than the anal secretion did. Before
releasing the musk, the weasel raised the tail to
a vertical position and fluffed the tail fur. The
actual range of the musk spray was from 20 to
100 cm (Alexander and Ewer, 1959). Although
the species never released its musk in a con-
specific interaction, on one occasion a male was
attracted to a female that had just sprayed in an
interspecific situation (Alexander and Ewer,
1959). Urination and defecation habits of the
African weasel showedthatit eliminated in spe-
cific areas of its home environment. Alexander
and Ewerbelievedthatthis habit “‘serves to show
whetherthe sleeping quarters are or are not oc-
cupied”’ (1959:316).

Ratel

The anal secretions of the ratel, copiously
applied to trees and stones, may serve to stimu-
late courtship andto establish the animal’s terri-
tory (Sikes, 1964). African hunters believed that
the breeding of ratels was accomplished onlyif
the pair hunted for and attacked a beehive to-
gether. Sikes elaborates:

Perhaps a mutual-fury reaction is the necessary pri-
mary stimulus required to trigger off the hormone
sequence necessary to the attainment of successful
copulation and embryo implantation. Possibly there
may be otheressential factors to success such as the
need to allow the scentto lie in the cage undisturbed
for a suitable period... . [1964:36]

Badger (Meles meles, Taxidea taxus)
Ewer’s (1968, 1973) descriptions of pocketed

abdominalglands werethe only sourcesofinfor-
mation available. The invertible, pouched gland
presumably playeda role similar to that in other
mustelids, 1.e., territorial marking through“anal
drag’’ movements.
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Skunks
Both the striped andthe spotted skunks’ anal

glands werespecially modified to store the foul,
muskyfluid (Ewer, 1973; Verts, 1967). Blackman
(1911) drew the analogy of a syringe and bulb to
the anal sac mechanism in these species. As the
skunks sprayed, separate streams from each of
two analsacs fused and were directed toward the
opponent (Cuyler, 1924). The tail was held over
the skunk’s back, perhaps to avoid fouling its
own body. As might be expected, the release of
anal fluids waslimited to defensive, interspecific
situations. However, it has been noted that a
spotted skunkin estrus was capableofreleasing
a characteristic nest scent which presumably en-
couraged nursing behavior in the young (Tem-
brock, 1968).

The mostrecent study on the chemical com-
position of the male odorous component of
striped skunk musk is that it contains trans-2-
butene-1-thiol, 3-methyl-1-butanethiol, and
trans-2-butenyl methyl disulfide, but not the
commonly cited 1-butanethiol (Andersen and
Bernstein, 1975).

Procyonidae

The procyonidsare typically small- to medi-
um-sized omnivoresof the forest. Manyarear-
boreal. The main subfamily (not including the
pandas)is found only in the New World, particu-
larly Central and South America. This subfamily
includes such species as the raccoons, coatis, and
kinkajous. They have well-developed forepaws
with separateddigits which allow them to manip-
ulate objects in a superficially primate-like fash-
ion. The pandas, in contrast, are purely
vegetarian forest animals of eastern Asia. Their
forepawsare morebear- or doglike. Davis (1964)
and Sung, Chang-kun, and Sarich (1973) argue
that the giant and lesser pandas are not closely
related.

Whenprocyonids are viewed as a family, only
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a very Sketchy picture of their communication
channels can be drawn. For example, Ewer
(1973) delineated specific auditory ranges and
limits only for the ringtail (Bassaricus astutus: 45
kHz), the ringtail coati (Nasua nasua: 45 kHz),

and the raccoon(Procyon lotor: 35 kHz). The audi-
tory capabilities of the other species have yet to
be determined.

Ferron (1973) noted that the olfactory ap-

paratus of the raccoon was highly developed,

particularly when comparedto the domestic cat
and the mink. Ferron’s results seemed to refute
Cole’s earlier observation that olfaction was not
well developed for locating food items (Cole,

1912); but it does support Stuewer (1943), who
noted that the raccoon was capable of locating
food items buried in two inchesof sand.

The tactile abilities of the procyonids have

been reported only for the raccoon andthecoati
(Welker and Seidenstein, 1959; Welker, John-

son, and Pubols, 1964; Cole, 1912; Zollman and

Winkelmann, 1962; and Ewer, 1973). The paws

and nose of the raccoon have the greatest

amountof somatic tissue representedin the cor-

tex (Welker et al., 1964). The coati (Nasua

narica), not so adeptas the raccoonin the use of

the paws, utilized the snout (and its olfactory

abilities) to a greater degree (Kaufmann, 1962).

The only record of procyonid visual abilities

was foundin the raccoon (Diicker, 1965; Mich-

els, Fisher, and Johnson, 1960; and Cole, 1912).

While Cole believed that the raccoon’s vision

was quite good, he made no mention of color

vision in that species. Using experimental tech-

niques, both Michels et al. and Diicker could find

no evidence that the raccoon did discriminate

colors.

MOVEMENTS AND EXPRESSIONS

Coati (Nasua narica)

Kaufmann (1962), who performed a fairly

complete study of the coati, listed six primary
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visual signals used in its social organization. A
nose-up posture wasprevalent in adult male en-
counters (Fig. 3a). If the head was oriented
downward, the situation was clearly agonistic
(Fig. 3b). Head jerking andinhibited biting were
seen in juveniles as they approached adult
females and solicited grooming from them. Mu-
tual grooming (between adult males and
females) probably maintained the band structure
by providing frequent, socially positive interac-
tions. Tail switching occurred when two coatis
faced each other. The ‘“‘tail-to” position, which
was performed by both sexes as the breeding
season approached, seemed to serve as an ap-
peasement gesture in reducing overt hostility.

Although fights involving physical contact
were rare, they did occur, and the expressive

componentsincluded nose-uppostures, squeals,

charging, and jockeying for position. Gilbert
(1973) described a “‘defiant’”’ posture used in

‘“‘warning-threat-challenge” encounters. The
coati spreads and bowsits forelegs, raises thetail

over the back, lowers and turns the head to one

side, opens the mouth, and exposes teeth. The
lower the head the moreintensethe signal. Ag-

gression with contact, which occurred during the

breeding season, could mean harsh woundsto

the animals. Inhibited fighting between the sexes

also occurred during the mating season. Theani-
mals would direct their paw swats toward the

head, open the mouth, and jockey the head back

and forth. These inhibited fights were usually

terminated mutually by nose-up postures and

squeals. This kind of fighting “seemsto play a

significant part in their relationship” (Kauf-

mann, 1962:133) and ‘helps preserve band

structure by serving as a positive outletfor latent

or developing hostility” (1962:161). That band

structure is strong is supported by the observa-

tion of a joint attack by coatis on a boa constric-

tor when one of their number was attacked

(Janzen, 1970).

Finally, the coati used an upright, bipedal
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posture when exploring visually and olfactorily.
Kaufmann mentioned in passing that this
bipedal investigatory stance was also observed in
raccoons, kinkajous, and olingos.

Raccoon (Procyon lotor)
A primary source of information concerning

expressive behavior in the raccoon is Cole’s
study of captive animals (1912). Aggression,
which first appearedat the age of twelve weeks,
involved the laying back of the ears, a lowered
head, and “humped” hindquarters. The teeth

were bared as the animal growled. When intro-
ducing wild male raccoonsto each other, Barash
(1974) noted initial hissing andtail lashing fol-
lowed by a posture involving flattened ears, an
elevated tail, and raised shoulder hackles. A

dominance-subordination relationship was in-
dicated by ‘the subordinate loweringhis chin,
neck, ventral body surface, and tail to the floor,

and then retreating to a far corner ofthe cage,
giving the dominant animal free access to the
enclosure” (p. 795). If no such relationship de-
veloped, an arched back, retracted lips, bared

teeth, and growling wereadded to the aggressive
display.

Cole described play of long duration in his
captive raccoons (up to seventy-five minutes),
self-play, and conspecific types of play. In each
type of play the raccoon manipulated objects or
the other animal with the forepaws. When play-
ing with each other, animals tended to grasp with
their teeth and to engage in rough-and-tumble
rolling play. Cole further stated that ‘‘these ani-
mals pay almost no attention to one another.
Though one raccoon is retreating from you,
growling and snapping, the others are in nowise
disturbed. Their indifference to each other’s be-
havior could hardly be more marked, and this
fact must be taken accountofin considering the
question of imitation” (1912:308).

While adult raccoons, like many carnivores,

are generally solitary outside of breeding and
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litter rearing activities, a social organization
based on individual recognition nonetheless ex-
ists, as neighboring male raccoons have initial
dominance-subordination relationships not
found in paired raccoons from distant locales
(Barash, 1974).

Red Panda (Ailurus fulgens)
The red panda’s behavior has not been well

documented. Morris and Morris (1966) reported

that during a captive panda-human aggressive
interaction, the panda charged the human in a
bipedalstance,“raised like a bear.”’ As the panda
charged,it hissed.

Giant Panda (Ailuropoda melanoleuca)

Morris and Morris (1966) documented the
movements ofthe giant panda.It used rolling,
head-swaying, diagonal walk and trotted at
higher speeds. Gallops and bipedal walks, how-
ever, have not been observed in this species.
During interspecific agonistic episodes the
pandaswatted at the enemy with a front paw. In
higher-intensity encounters the panda charged,
pulled the opponentto itself with the frontfeet,
and then bit (Morris and Morris, 1966). Only a
preliminary note on playis available (Kleiman
and Collins, 1972).

VOCALIZATIONS

As might be expected, vocalization among
the relatively solitary procyonids is predominant
during infancy and adolescence and again during
breeding seasons. The soundsgivenin thefirst
monthsoflife are probably mostvital in main-
taining mother-infant contact and in signaling
alarm or hungerstates. Additionally, several au-
thors designated certain sounds emitted byin-
fant coatis and raccoons as nonspecific distress
calls (Kaufmann, 1962; Welker and Seiden-
stein, 1959; and Cole, 1912). Specific vocal-
izations in each species were enumeratedasfol-
lows.
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Coati
Kaufmann (1962) listed eight distinct vocali-

zations given by coatis, probably the mostsocial
procyonid. While grunting was heard mostoften
in females with their young, low-intensity grunts
were madeby all membersof a band as they fed
and traveled. In certain situations grunting
served both as an alarm call and as maintenance
for band contact (Kaufmann and Kaufmann,

1963; Smythe, 1970). Very young coatis chit-
tered as they approached females, soliciting
grooming. The chittering continued as they were
groomed. Kaufmann hypothesizedthat the chit-
ter is a generalized distress call. He based his
theory on the return of band members to
trapped and chittering juveniles and on the oc-
currence of this sound during play fights and
mounting by subadults. Additionally, band
members responded by grunting if a coati was
lost and chittered. Juveniles were heard to whine
after being attacked or while hiding in vines.
Squealing occurred duringagonistic encounters,
accompaniedby a nose-up posture unless physi-
cal contact had been made. Duringvery serious
aggression in the absence of physical contact,
growls andsnarls could be heardin adult males.
Barks were linked to alarm orstartle responses.
A chop-chop vocalization was made by adult
males only during the breeding season. Kauf-
mannbelieved this soundwasrelated to a ritual-
ization of biting, inasmuch as the chuckle
occurred in the presence of other males concur-
rently with urine rubbing and assuming a head-
down, “‘appeasement”’ posture. Adult males and
females emitted chuckling calls, particularly
when approaching each other after brief se-
parations. Additionally, Sunquist and Mont-
gomery (1973) observed two coatis mating 20 m

above ground and emitting short high-pitched
vocalizations. In a more anecdotal vein

Gilbert (1973:101-—15) discusses coati vocaliza-

tions.
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Raccoon

Cole (1912) and Welker and Seidenstein
(1959) reported a generalized distress whine by
captive young. In addition Cole noted a growl
while feeding, a whimper if hungry, and barks
and growls during agonistic encounters. Tevis
(1947) reported a “low purr” by the motherto
her young, ostensibly for maintenance of con-

tact; a “soft snore and throaty growl” whenani-
mals recognized each other; and a “‘snort-growl”’
as an invitation to aggression. Gander (1965)
noticed increased vocalization during the breed-
ing season. Juvenile screeches and female and
infant twitters were observed by Stuewer(1943),
and Schneider (1973) claimed that four-week-
old cubs ‘‘cry very loudly, emit twittery noises,
and even growl” (p. 71).

Ringtailed Cat or Cacomistle (Bassaricus astutus)

Grinnell, Dixon, and Linsdale (1937) de-
scribed only two vocalizations for this species, a
“snarl”? made whenit was disturbed anda “‘nor-
mal” foxlike vocalization. Unfortunately the con-
ditions under which the foxlike calls were made

were not given.

Olingo (Bassaricyon gabbi.)
Both sexes ofthis species havea “‘characteris-

tic mating call’? (Poglayen-Neuwall and Poglay-
en-Neuwall, 1965). No other mention of

vocalizations can be found in thesparselitera-
ture.

Kinkajou (Potos flavus)
Grinnell et al. (1937) reported a short whistle

vocalization when young animals were separated
from one another. They also noted that when the
kinkajou becameexcited, the pitch and volume
of vocalizations changed.

Red Panda

B. H. Hodgson (in Morris and Morris, 1966)

made the major contributionto the literature on
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this species in the mid-1800s. He noted that the
red, or lesser, panda hissed and spitted if pro-
voked and displayed a “‘short deep gruntlike that
of a young bear” (p. 14).

Giant Panda
In captivity the panda “‘shrieks”’ if threatened

or surprised by humans or unidentified noises
(Morris and Morris, 1966). During estrus the
female “‘bleats”’ and ‘“‘calls’’ with greater than
normalintensity as she scent marks her enclo-
sure. Chinese zoo officials (Morris and Morris,

1966) reported that the male emits barks during
the breeding season as he runs throughthe en-
closure. This vocalization has not been noticed
by European and American zoo personnel, how-
ever.

PHEROMONES

Communication by chemical means in the
procyonidsusually takes the form of scent mark-
ing. Glandular secretions may serve several com-
plex functions, including the more obvious
marking of a route or territory boundaryas well
as merely makingthe area familiar odoriferously.
Ewer (1968) underscored the value that a scent

may have for the animal doing the marking. In
establishing an area as familiar, the animal may

be enhancingits own degree of confidence while
at that location. As Ewer emphasized, an animal

will less readily leave an area that containsits
scent. In several cases, as a procyonidleft an anal

secretion,it also urinated, doubly insuringthatit

had left a distinct mark.

Olingo
A single report indicated that the olingo

rubbed its anal sacs over tree stumps and
branches. As the olingo crouched over the area
to be marked, rubbing and urination were ac-
complished (Poglayen-Neuwall and Poglayen-
Neuwall, 1965).
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Kinkajou
The kinkajou compensates for a lack of anal

sacs by possessing paired manidular glands and
enlarged skin glands on the chest and abdomen
(Poglayen-Neuwall, 1962). The same report
noted the male’s habit of biting these glands on
the female’s jaw and throat during preliminary
mating procedures. The biting of these areas
presumably further excited the male andhe con-
sequently mounted the female. No mention was
made of the use of the abdominal and chest
glands in this species.

 
Fig. 3. (a) Typical high-intensity nose-up posture

in the coati. (b) Typical high-intensity head-downpos-
ture. (From Kaufmann, 1962.)

Coati
The coati also lacks the typical procyonid

anal sacs. Glandslocated along the dorsal edge
of the anus appearto replace them (Ewer, 1973).
During the breeding season, abdomenandhind-
quarter rubbing in the coati occurred, accom-

panied by urination (Kaufmann, 1962).
Typically, the male engaged in urine rubbing,
performingthis act on trees 5 to 8 cm in diame-
ter or larger. If two adult males meet during the
breeding season,they urine rub and emit squeals
or chop-chop vocalizations as they assume nose-
up aggressive postures. Kaufmann believed that
this ceremony implied an interaction of a high-
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intensity attack drive (noses up), a slightly lower-
intensity escape drive (chop-chop vocalization),
and a sex drive (urine rub). Kaufmann did not
notice any evidence that urine rubbing kept
other males out of an area. He hypothesized that
current urine odors kept male agonistic encoun-
ters low by warning subordinates of a dominant
male’s presence in the area. A second means of
chemical communication notedin the coatis was
the perineal sniff (Kaufmann, 1962). During the
mating season the male was able to determine
which females were in heat by sniffing near the
dorsal glands surrounding the anus.

Giant Panda

In the giant pandaanal glandsare located on
a very large naked anogenital skin area. Captive
female pandas may back up to preferred areas
within their enclosures and rub their anogenital
areas against the object with their backs arched
and their tails raised (Morris and Morris, 1966;
Kleiman and Collins, 1972). Although rubbing
has been noted throughoutthe entire year,it was
especially prevalent during breedingseasons.As
the panda marked the area, she also shook and

tossed her head and exhibited an open-mouthed
grin face (Morris and Morris, 1966).

Ursidae

There are seven species of bears, among
them the largest land carnivores of the world,
ranging from about 30 to 800 kilograms at
maturity. They are heavily built plantigrade ani-
mals and, with the exception of the polar bear,

more vegetarian than carnivorous. While they
have adaptedto climates from arctic to tropical,
they are basically north temperate forms; only
the little-studied spectacled bear of the Andes
mountains gets into the southern hemisphere.
Bears have neverlived below the Sahara desert
in Africa and that, along with their bipedal and
arboreal habits, omnivorous feeding, intelli-
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gence, and strength, hasled to speculation that
the center ofhominid and ape evolution in Africa
was not unrelated to the absence of bears (Kort-
landt, 1972). The ecological convergenceof spe-
cies such as the Mountain gorilla and the eastern
North American black bear, except for social or-
ganization, is quite dramatic.

Our knowledge of methods of communica-
tion in the ursids is rather limited at present.
Anecdotal information (Meyer-Holzapfel, 1947;
Seton, 1929; Couturier, 1953) stressed the audi-
tory and olfactory abilities of the bears but
placed muchless emphasis onvision and expres-
sive movements. Experimental evidence for sen-
sory capabilities has beenrestricted to two major
research efforts. Kuckuk (1937) noted that all
sensory systems of the brownbears(Ursus arctos)
appeared to be well developed. Hefurther elab-
orated on that species’ auditory andvisual abili-
ties. Visual recognition of the experimenter was
performed at a distance of 15 m, and auditory
signals were respondedto at a distance of 150 m.
‘Training of simple circus tasks was accomplished
for these brown bears throughtheuse of hidden
food items (Kuckuk, 1937). Olfactory investiga-
tion appearedto be the majorfactor in locating
the hidden foods.

Bacon (1973), Burghardt (1975), and Bacon
and Burghardt(in press, a, b) further explored
the olfactory and visual aspects of black bear be-
havior, and they concluded that these two per-
ceptual systems are closely coordinated during
foraging, feeding, and rare predatory behaviors.
It appearsthat ursid vision is far more developed
than anecdotal sources would have us believe;

training experiments demonstratedtheability of
captive subjects to discriminate hues and pat-
terns.

Distinct vocalizations have been reported for
the bears (Meyer-Holzapfel, 1957; Garrison,

1937; Stonorov, 1972; Jonkel, 1970; Pruitt,

1974; and Wemmer, Von Ebbers, and Scow,in

press). The range and use ofvocalizations do not
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appearto differ widely from whatis reported for

the mustelids and procyonids.
Expressive body movements appearregularly

during social interactions (Burghardt, 1975;

Henry andHerrero, 1974; Egbert and Stokes, in

press; Egbert and Luque, 1975; Pruitt, 1974; Jor-

dan, in press; and Burghardt and Burghardt,

1972). Unlike the mustelids, during interspecific

aggression the bears do not couple bodily move-

ments with muskyanal secretions. Use of phero-

monesin ursids may belimited to urine marking

and body rubbing (Tschanz etal., 1970).

Although spectacular coloration patterns are

not so numerousin theursidsas in the mustelids

and procyonids, the sloth, sun, and spectacled

bears have prominentlight fur patterning. The
Asiatic black bear, sloth bear, and occasionally

the American black bear have white V’s on their

chests. The protective, social, or warning func-

tion of these lighter patchesofhair can hardly be
surmised at this time.

MOVEMENTS AND EXPRESSIONS

Although the expressive capabilities of the
ursid family have been discussed and disputed
(Krott, 1961; Krott and Krott, 1963; Ewer,

1968), the literature now is reflecting the evi-
dencethat bears do possess stereotyped behav-
ior patterns that convey intraspecific social
messages. In those species investigated, it ap-
pears that bears use body postures,facial expres-
sions, and movementsto signalsocial intentions.

Unlike their manyrelatives, bears have tails that

are too short to be important in communication.
Meyer-Holzapfel noted that “the threatening
motion of baring the teeth is common to the
bear, as to other animals of prey, although it

lacks the ‘crescendo of hissing’ characteristic to
all species of cats” (1957:23, trans.), and further,

that ‘“‘motions and attitudes are more capable of
carrying expression [than the face]” (1957:23,
trans). Behavioral componentsoffear evidenced
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in bears (Meyer-Holzapfel, 1957) included a

“coweringattitude,” an outstretched head,“wild

and restless’’ eyes, the hissing and gnashing of

teeth, and repeated withdrawal movements. For-

tunately, research focusing on the presence and

types of bear expressions has increased in the

past few years, further expanding the very brief

behavioral outlines provided by Meyer-Holzap-

fel and her predecessors.

Brown Bear (Ursus arctos)

In his investigation of grizzly bear (Ursus arc-

tos horribilis) behavior, Hornocker (1962) deter-

mined that adult males bluffed other bears

during aggressive episodes. The bears vocalized
prior to the threatening bluff. Hornockerfurther
noted a distinct dominance hierarchy within the
group of free-roaming grizzlies he observed. Al-
though the attainmentofrank was not described,
Hornocker did delineate the effect of that rank
on conspecifics. Adult males occupying the top
ranks of the hierarchy were more aggressive than
their subordinates. Cautious and defensive
males avoided the dominant and aggressive
males, behaving agonistically only if attacked or
surprised. Females’ ranks were temporary and
relative to the ranks held by the males.

Meyer-Holzapfel (1968) noted that dominant
brown bears became aggressive if they were
forced to defend a tree from otherbears. In their
study of free-roaming Alaskan brown bearsat
McNeil river falls, Egbert and Stokes (in press)
found that episodes of aggression and play were
linked closely to the salmon level. If the salmon
were plentiful, aggression was low andplayin-
creased. Subadults, who did not occupy high
ranks in the group, generally were tolerant of
other bears and reserved aggression for defen-
sive situations. Other supporting evidence for
these patterns of aggression has been reported
(Egbert and Luque, 1975; Stonorov, 1972;
Stonorov and Stokes, 1972).

During interspecific aggression Kuckuk’s
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(1937) captive brown bears lowered their heads
and slanted their snouts and muzzles toward the
human. Kuckuk also utilized plywood models
and stuffed brownbearstoelicit aggression and
exploratory behavior. He found that the stuffed
specimens elicited aggressive behavior with
physical contactin the male (olfactory investiga-
tion and pawswats to the head), but the female
only threatened, assumed a bipedal stance, and
then ran from the dummy. Both bearssniffed the
plywood model and then ignored it. Heran
(1966) described a defensive posture, seen when
a female spotted a male in anothersection of a
new enclosure. That posture combined “tense”
ears with an arched back and bipedal stance. The
head was stretched forward and the forepaws
extended from the body. Heran also observed
play behaviorin the male-female pair afterinitial
exploratory behaviors were forgotten. Finally,
Fibl-Eibesfeldt (1957) reported that captive
brown bears exhibited at least three separate
movementsas they beggedfor food from visitors
(see also Hediger, 1950).

Black Bear (Ursus americanus)
Aspectsofplay, threat, and aggressive behav-

lor have been described variously by several au-
thors, each of whom dealt with different aspects
of play or aggression. Several conclusions can be
drawn.

Play. The most definitive aspect of play be-
havior was the absence of any vocalization as
opposed to the very vocal aggressive behavior
(Burghardt and Burghardt, 1972; Henry and
Herrero, 1974; Pruitt, 1974 and in press). Addi-
tionally, two ear postures, crescent and partially
flattened, were particularly characteristic of play,
whethersolitary, with conspecifics, or with hu-

mans (Henry and Herrero, 1974; Pruitt, 1974).
Locomotor initiatory movementsof social play
included circling, chasing, sideways walks, roll-
ing over (rare), and face-to-face approaches, all
of which wererelated to the initial intensity of
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the consequent play (Pruitt, 1974; Henry and
Herrero, 1974; Leyhausen, 1948).

Agonistic behavior. During aggression black
bears threatened conspecifics by lunging or
charging, stopping short, and swatting the
ground or the other bear (Jonkel and Cowan,
1971; Jordan, in press; Pruitt, 1974). Threats to
humans were quite similar, involving both the
sudden lungeandthe swat to the ground or an
enclosure fence (Jordan,in press). In an experi-
mentally manipulated situation and in isolated
naturally occurring episodes, the animalthreat-
ened from therear (Pruitt, 1974) (Fig. 4). Redi-
rection and displacement of aggression were
also noted in thesesituations (Pruitt, 1974). An
extension of the upperlip was exhibited during
threats and aggressive play (Jonkel and Cowan,
1971; Henry and Herrero, 1974; Burghardt and
Burghardt, 1972; Pruitt, 1974). In agonistic en-
counters the threateningbeartypically assumed
a lowered and outstretched head and neck pos-
ture, coupled with the eyes oriented toward the
opponent (Jonkel and Cowan, 1971; Frame,
1974; Jordan, in press; Pruitt, 1974). A bipedal
stance was observed in captive bears during ag-
gression and aggressive play by Pruitt (1974),
Jordan (in press), and Leyhausen (1948); how-

Fig 4. Threat and accompanyinglip extension in
the black bear. (From Pruitt, 1974.)
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ever, it was not observed by Herrero (unpubl.) in

free-roaming bears (Fig. 5). Urination has re-
portedly occurred in conjunction with intensely
fearful or agonistic encounters (Frame, 1974;
Jordan,in press; Pruitt, 1974; Herrero, unpubl.).

Both Herrero and Pruitt attributed the unique
urination and fleeing pattern to animals placed
in subordinate positions, both conspecifically
and interspecifically. Jordan (in press) further
describeda stiff-legged, sliding walk during indi-
rect threats, although both Pruitt and Bacon
(pers. comm.) observed this behavior pattern to
occur when captive animals were wakingor de-
scendinga tree, even in the absence ofthreaten-
ing stimull.

Mating. Ludlow provided an excellent de-
scription of courtship and mating behaviors in
the black bear, finding that they showed “little

courtship behavior prior to copulation” (1974:
29). The copulation behavior that she reported
was quite similar to that observed in the brown
bear by Meyer-Holzapfel (1957). The predomi-
nant behavior in mating was the male’s neck bit-
ing and mounting after the receptive female
lifted her tail (Ludlow, 1974, and in press).

On the whole, isolated ear, head, and mouth

positions were not viewedas accurate indicators
of impending behavior (Egbert, pers. comm.;

C
‘
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Fig. 5. Bipedal stance and lip extensions during
black bear play. (From Pruitt, 1974.)
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Pruitt, in press). Instead, various combinations

of facial and body expressions served as valid
signals for behavior (Henry and Herrero, 1974;

Pruitt, 1974). For example,if a bear approached
another bear that was displaying flattened or
frontally positionedears, the initiator discontin-
ued its approach (Henry and Herrero). Flattened
ears appearing in the midst of an agonistic en-
counter did not necessarily dissuade an aggres-
sor, however (Pruitt, 1974).

Polar Bear (Thalarctos maritimus)

Expressive systemsin the polar bear have not
been investigated to any great extent. We do
know however,that captive polar bearslie curled
aroundtheir young and hold the youngsters be-
tween their arms, keeping them off the den floor
(Meyer-Holzapfel, 1957). Reports of social and

solitary play in polar bears have been made
(Meyer-Holzapfel, 1957); Vlasak, 1950), but pre-

cise movements involved in that play have not
been determined. Observations of stereotyped
movements in captive polar bears are abundant
(Eipper, 1928; Schloeth, 1954; Holzapfel, 1939),

perhaps because of the popularity of the species
in zoos. The typical stereotyped movements
were figure 8s, pacing, and head swinging.

Malayan Sun Bear (Helarctos malayanus)
In his observations of a captive sow and her

cub, Dathe (1970) observed that the sow main-
tained normal contact and carried the cub in her
mouth for the first seven weeks. At seven weeks,

however, she came into estrus andrejected the
cub completely.

VOCALIZATIONS

Meyer-Holzapfel’s 1957 monograph on the
Ursidae was the earliest attempt to provide a
thorough understanding of bear behavior. Un-
fortunately she often did not delineate the spe-
cies to which a behavior applied, perhaps
assuming that most bears engagedinthatactiv-
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ity. This was also true of her report on bear vo-
calizations. The six vocalizations that Meyer-
Holzapfel (1957) reported were growling, dull
purring, howling, roaring, blowing, and, in cubs,
the emitting of a hummingsoundas they nursed.
Garrison (1937) also did not specify the species
involved when herecordedthe clicking vocaliza-
tion by a sow to tree her cubs and a ‘“‘muffled”
sound to get them down.Instances in which the
species was identified are as follows.

Brown and Gnzzly Bears
Stonorov (1972) and Stonorov and Stokes

(1972) reported the presence of at least three
sounds in Alaskan brownbears during agonistic
encounters. They heard “chomping,” a rapid
opening and closing of the mouth,in high-inten-
sity aggression; “bawling,” thought to act as a
threat to subordinates; and ‘roaring,’ heard

during aggressive threats. Couturier (1954) ob-
served that female brown bears uttered threaten-
ing growls toward malesat the conclusion of the
mating season. Vocalizations were never heard
during episodes of conspecific social playin free-
roaming grizzly bears (Henry and Herrero,

1974).

Black Bear
Black bear cubs characteristically “purr”

(Jonkel and Cowan, 1971), ‘hum’ (Meyer-Hol-
zapfel, 1957), or ‘‘churckle’’ (Bacon, 1973;

Pruitt, 1974) as they nurse from the sow. This
sound also has been heard when captive cubs
attempted to suckle the feet, arms, and hands of

their humancaretakers,or parts of siblings’ bod-
ies (Burghardt and Burghardt, 1972; Leyhausen,

1948; Meyer-Holzapfel, 1957; Pruitt, 1974;

Seitz, 1952; and Vlasak: 1950). A short, open-

mouthed, low moan (Pruitt, 1974), characteristic
of juvenile discomfort or unrest, has been
termed a “bleat’’ (Leyhausen, 1948) and a
‘“‘srunt”’ (Jordan, in press). Huffing (Jordan,in
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press; Jonkel and Cowan, 1971) was a rapid ex-
halation of a single breath of air and may be
closely akin to the anecdotal ‘“‘woof’ described
by trappers and woodsmen(e.g., Seton, 1929).
The huffing andits in-out variation occur during
aggressive threat. A “squall” (Jonkel and Co-
wan, 1971), heard when cubs were frightened,
may besimilar to the long, low, closed-mouth
moan observed by Pruitt (1974). A hoarse, puls-
ing bellow, described by Jordan (in press) and
Leyhausen (1948), occurred during threat. Both
Leyhausen (1948) and Pruitt (1974) described
growls emitted by their captive cubs, but this
sound washeard by each author only once and
only in an agonistic context. During the jaw pop
(Jordan, in press; Pruitt, 1974), the snapping
shut of the lips caused a popping sound. Thejaw
pop was heard near the end of an aggressive
encounter, perhaps as a defensive threat. Just
prior to aggressive physical contact black bears
occasionally gurgled (Herrero, ms.; Pruitt, 1974,
in press). This low rumbling mayserveasa final
warning of serious aggressive intentions.

Polar Bear
Chuffing vocalizations and their meanings in

various contexts were discussed by Wemmer,

Von Ebbers, and Scow (in press). Most fre-
quently the chuff was made by sowsto their very
youngcubs. As the cubs matured, the frequency
of sow chufhing decreased. When a sow and her
cubs wereseparatedat the ageoffifteen months,
all the bears chuffed and roared. A male and two
females chuffed while they were beingreintro-
duced after an eighteen-month separation. Two
thirds of the observed chuffing instances were
associated with transitions between one behav-
1oral sequence and anotherin the female or her
cubs. The cubs reacted to maternal chuffing by
establishing contact with her or by ceasing their
own moaning vocalizations. The chuff call was
rarely given by adults. When observedin adults,
it was likely to occur in a stressful situation.
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In addition to mother-cub chuffing and the

cubs’ moaning, polar bears also blow when

threatened (Wemmer, Von Ebbers, and Scow,

pers. comm.) and growl and huff when captured

in traps (Jonkel, 1970).

Spectacled Bear (Tremarctos ornatus)

Wemmer, Von Ebbers, and Scow (in press)

reported that the spectacled bear emitted a

chuffing vocalization, particularly between

mother and cubs.

Sloth Bears (Melurus ursinus)

An open-mouthed,in-out exhalation termed

chuffing wasalso reportedfor this species (Wem-

mer, Von Ebbers, and Scow,in press).

PHEROMONES

Whether bears use pheromones is highly

speculative, since the size of the typical carnivore

anal sacs is greatly reduced in the ursids (Ewer,

1973) and the presence of neck or shoulder

glands has been disputed (Schumacher and von
Marienfried, 1930; Hediger, 1949).

Brown Bear
Trees on which bears repeatedly rub have

been considered as conspecific information
points (Mills, 1919; Seton, 1929), as a declara-

tion of property ‘‘ownership” (von Uexkiil,

1934), as points of sexual advertisement during
the breeding season (von Jacobi, 1957), and as a

grooming method and pastime (Krott, 1962).
Tschanzet al. (1970) investigated this tree mark-

ing-rubbing behaviorin captive brownbears and
noted six forms of rubbing againsttreesor inani-

mate objects. Tree-rubbing behavior occurred
morefrequently in adult males than females and
peakedjust before the onset of the breeding sea-
son. Subadults assumed defensive, bipedal
stances when they approached within one meter

of a tree rubbed by an adult male. The Tschanz

group manipulated the location and introduc-

tion of new trees into the enclosure and then

noted the bears’ behavioral reactions. They ob-

served that

the attemptofthe bears to carry over the location of
the rubbing places on the trunkofthe old tree to that
of the new can have been induced neither by its ap-
pearancenorbythe scentattached with it. Rather the
spatial relationship to the rest of the characteristics of
the pit must have been the determiningfactor. Ac-
cordingto this, the rubbing places do notonly serve
as a basis for rubbing,butalso as points of orientation
in the inhabited area. [1970:61-62, trans.]

Additionally, the males were particularly at-

tentive to those areas previously rubbed by
females. It was also noted that males sniffed the

urine and feces left by females more frequently

than the eliminations of other males. Tschanz et
al. determined that the primary functionsofrub-
bing were to differentiate areas used by each sex
and to offer general information.

Meyer-Holzapfel (1957) observed anal
sniffing of the female just before copulatory ac-
tivities. Meyer-Holzapfel (1968) later described
rubbing andbiting of trees by brown bears and
noted their particular attraction to strong, resin-
odored objects.

Black Bear
Both free-roaming and captive male black

bears have been observed to sniff the female’s
anal-genital region while she was in estrus (Her-
rero, ms.; Ludlow, 1974). Published reports of

black bear reactions to conspecific urme and
feces traces differed from the report by Tschanz
et al. (1970) on brown bears. Herrero (ms.),

Leyhausen (1948), and Bacon (pers. comm.) re-

ported that free-roamingandcaptive black bears
did not pay special attention to the eliminations
of other bears. However,captive bears did seem

to have minimally overlapping areas for defeca-
tion (Bacon, pers. comm.).
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Tree rubbing has been documentedfor black
bears (Pruitt, 1974), but evidence for the func-
tion of “bear trees” is lacking for this species.
Establishment of tree preferences was observed
in two captive juveniles, but these preferences
were not mutually exclusive (Pruitt, 1974).

Spectacled Bear
T’schanzet al. (1970) noted that captive spec-

tacled bearstore the bark from trees in much the
same manneras did brownbears.

Conclusions

The relatively solitary procyonids, ursids,
and mustelids do notassociate in nuclear family
groups throughoutthe year. Instead, during the
breeding season the malesassociate with solitary
females or bands of females and juveniles. Be-
cause thereis little group hunting, feeding, or
living, extensive and complex social communica-
tion patterns have not evolved in these families
to the same extent that they have in the more
social carnivores. Yet even this conclusion
should not be accepted too quickly. Vocal reper-
toires may, whenwell studied, be found to gen-

erally contain several discrete or graded calls.
The coatis have the most social life style of the
three families (Kaufmann, 1962; Gilbert, 1973).
Tribes of females, subadults, and juveniles

travel, sleep, and forage together. The males are
solitary for muchofthe year butjoin the matriar-
chal groupsfor breedingandstay several months
thereafter. The two cited references contrast the
behavior of this fascinating procyonid in two
differing environments: tropical rain forest and
temperate arid mountains.

Scent marking has been a predominant
meansofsocial signalling in the mustelids and in
several of the procyonids. The scent mark effec-
tively reduces group contact by establishing
homerangesorterritories outside the breeding
season. During estrus, scents may advertise the
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presence of a receptive female. The abdominal
gland and urine-feces marking are the primary
means for marking nests, familiar objects, and
home rangesin conspecific communication. The
extensive use of muskyanalsecretions in defen-
sive warning and alarm situations is the most
distinctive aspect of mustelid communication.
The anal spray, however, serves as a warning
message or even a weapon,asin skunks,thatis
easily interpreted and probably evolved from so-
cial usage. The procyonids have not relied so
heavily upon muskemission duringinterspecific
threat as have the mustelids. Although anal
sprays and musksare not emitted by theursids,

urine and feces are available for use in intra-
specific communication. Additionally, rubbing
behaviors may communicate sexualandterrito-
rial information.

Coloration of a species mayalso function in
mediating warnings or in soliciting attention.
Light on dark color patterns are characteristic of
the mustelids. The skunk’s white stripes or spots,
the African weasel’s stripe, and the grison’s
lighter dorsal surface are all highly visible, par-
ticularly during the evening hours whentheani-
mals are most active. In the procyonids the
lighter areas encircling the raccoon’s eyes and
the distinctive white of the giant panda may
bring attention to expressive areas of these spe-
cies. Light areas of fur accentuate the eyes, muz-
zle, and snout of several of the Ursidae, and
rust-colored patches appearinsidetherelatively
large ears of black bear cubs (Burghardt and
Burghardt, 1972). These coloration patterns
may further accent the facial expressions in in-
traspecific communication for the ursids and
procyonids.

Whenspecies members do interact, the es-
tablished expressive signals are probably inter-
preted in a situational context. For example, the
procyonidsdo notrely on elaborate tail and fa-
cial signals. This is understandable, considering
that many of the family membersare arboreal,
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and any such signals would be often obscured

from view. Data that enumerate methodsof ex-

pressive communication are noticeably lacking

in the mustelids. This is not to suggest that the

family uses visual displays less than its carnivore

relatives, but that, with few exceptions, there 1s

little evidence ofthe active use of such a commu-

nication channel. Bear studies, however, have

given support to the possibility of an active, if

limited, use of expressive communication.Facial

and body movements, as well as vocal signals,

are characteristic of intraspecific communication

in the brown, black, and polar bears. Behavioral

data is extremely limited for all three of these

families, however, and conclusive statements

cannot presently be made.
Quite often the social behaviorofthe mustel-

ids, procyonids, and ursids is compared to the
social behavior of canids andfelids without con-
sidering the vast differences in the ecologies and
life histories of the various carnivore families.

Because we observea greater numberof expres-
sive signals in the canids andfelids, we may con-
clude falsely that the mustelids, procyonids, and
ursids are not capable of performing those ex-
pressive communicativeacts. It must be remem-
bered that the social organization of the
group-living canids and felids probably requires
a more refined communication system. The mus-
telids, procyonids, and ursids, however, haveless

need for extraneous communicative behaviors.
Instead, their need is for a system that imparts

precise meanings to discrete and simplified sig-
nals. Flexibility in social organization is found in
these groups, however, as shown by Schneider’s

(1973) finding that raccoonsat the northern limit

of their range reverse the fall family disbanding
process that occurs in more southern popula-
tions as winter approaches. The author con-
cludes:

It may be that cubs need adult guidance to survive
their first winter under the severe conditions found
this far north in the species’ range. In the south rac-
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coons do not den for the winter and cubs become
independentat different times within their southern
range. This suggests that family behavioris as flexible
and adaptive to changing conditionsas their diet and
habitat requirements. [1973:71]

Similar studies with other membersof these

three families would be mostuseful.
Species differences may also be approached

through comparative studies, and they show that
environmental effects on behavioral organiza-
tion may be morepervasive than previouslyreal-
ized. Herrero (1972) emphasized differences in

degrees of aggressive behaviorin black and griz-
zly bears, which he attributed to ecological and
evolutionary influences. The smaller, more agile
black bear is able to utilize trees as protective
areas, thereby decreasing the necessity for any
overt defense. The grizzly bear, on the other
hand, does not climb trees so easily and may
need to resort to the infliction of injury when
threats are not enoughto defendits young.Inall
likelihood these behavioral traits and communi-
cation signals are, throughselection, transmitted
to succeeding generations (Herrero, ms.). Her-
rero’s theory may be applied to the procyonids
and mustelids as well. Environmental require-
ments vary widely amongthe species within the
procyonid, mustelid, and ursid families. To be

most effective a discussion of carnivore commu-
nication must include an analysis of the species’
environmentand its interaction with that envi-
ronment. The limited accessibility and observa-
bility of many of the species in these three
families has discouraged observations of their
social behaviors and ecologies. Until we have
more behavioral data, our understanding of

these families’ communication patterns will re-
main limited.
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Chapter 31

CETACEANS

David K. Caldwell and Melba C. Caldwell

Cetacean communication is a field that has
received considerable attention in the popular
press but has had comparatively little attention
from experimental researchers. The smaller
odontocete (toothed) cetaceans include, among
others, the dolphins, the porpoises, and some of
the larger dolphinsthat are called “‘whales’’: the
killer whale, false killer whale, and pilot whale.

These species do lend themselves, with varying
degrees of success, to experimental studies be-
cause they are small enoughto be maintained in
captivity, they can be fed in a practical manner,
and they in fact seem to adapt well to captivity.
Onthe otherhand, the mysticete (baleen) whales

are usually too large to keep in captivity, their
preferred foods are impractical to handle, and
with few exceptionsthey are not considered suit-
able for captive studies in general. Behavioral
studies on any wild cetaceanare difficult because
of the problemsinherent in workingat sea, and
particularly in finding ways of studying highly
mobile animals without disturbing their normal
behavior. Therefore, our discussions of cetacean

communication must be based primarily on stud-
ies of the captive, smaller odontocetes and on
the understandably less-structured studies of
wild groups of odontocetes and mysticetes.

It is impossible to discuss communication
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systems without also taking note of the senses
that make the systems work. Wewill touch on the
senses appropriate in each section.

Evans and Bastian (1969), D. K. Caldwell and

M. C. Caldwell (1972a), and, most recently,

Kinne (1975) provided illustrated summaries

and literature compilations on communication in
marine mammals, including cetaceans, pin-

nipeds, and others. This chapteris restricted to
the cetaceans. Wefeel that we can best contrib-
ute to a discussion of the cetaceans by offering
generalizations that indicate the mannerand de-
gree to which cetaceans are believed to commu-
nicate. We will also update recent summaries by
pointing out further advancesin the field.

Weare most familiar with communication in
the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin (see, for exam-
ple, M. C. Caldwell and D. K. Caldwell, 1967,

and D. K. Caldwell and M. C. Caldwell, 1972b,

and 1972c), and our discussions will be based

heavily on personal experiences with this species
and ontheliterature about it. Because this dol-
phin is the easiest to maintain in captivity, it 1s
the species most often studied in the captive en-
vironment. In the areas of sensory and communi-

cative processes, the amount of published
material equals that for all other species com-
bined. There have also been numerous observa-
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tions of this species in the wild. Therefore, we
suggest that the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin
serves as the model of choice for a study of the
communication system of the odontocete ceta-
ceans, although other species obviously differ in
the fine points.

Surprisingly, some of the large mysticete
whales have been studied in the wild even more
than the smaller odontocetes have, probably be-
cause their geographical locales are more pre-
dictable and they move slower. Logically, then,
they are often subjects more practical for wild
study than the fast-moving and often wide-rang-
ing small odontocetes are. Whenit is appropri-
ate and possible, we will make comparisons both

between odontocetes and mysticetes and be-
tween species in either or both groups, but our

main emphasis will remain on the Atlantic bot-
tlenosed dolphin.It is interesting to note that
recent studies on the Indian Ocean bottlenosed
dolphin have given good comparative results
(Tayler and Saayman, 1972; Saayman, Bower,

and Tayler, 1972; Saayman, Tayler, and Bower,

1973).

Acoustic Communication

Although communication in cetaceansis by
no means limited to the acoustic mode,it is the

one most often mentioned, andis probably the
primary sensory system in this group of animals.
In fact (see Wood, 1973, for a good discussion of

the subject), the large, well-developed brain of
cetaceans 1s almost surely related more to the
acoustic system (probably echolocationin partic-
ular) than to the high degree of “‘intelligence”’
often ascribed to these mammals. Also, acoustic

data are gathered on a quantitative basis more
easily than data concerning other sensory and
communication systems. Thus, more is known

about acoustic systems of cetaceans than about
their other sensory systems such as touch and
vision.
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From the outset we want to makeit clear that
we do not believe that dolphins or any other
cetaceans “‘talk.”” They certainly communicate
via several sensory modalities, including sound,

but despite a rather extensive popularliterature
to the contrary, they do nottalk in the sense that
humanstalk (i.e., passing abstract information
and ideas bythe use of a language consisting of
words that have specific meanings). There 1s
good evidence that at least some cetacean
soundsprovide general information to members
of a group, and they probably convey general
states of emotion as well. There is also reason to
believe that individuals recognize otherindividu-
als through the acoustic mode, but there is no

evidence yet to support the concept of a true
language used by dolphins or any otherceta-
cean. As Norris (1974:196—-97) noted, this hu-
man “method of acoustic communication is
almost grotesquely clumsy and difficult”’—prob-
ably arising of necessity out of our use oftools.

Useful reviews of cetaceans known to pro-
duce sounds have been provided by Evans
(1967) and Poulter (1968), and other shorterre-
ports have added a numberofspecies and even
representatives of larger systematic groups to
their lists. Sounds of the mysticetes include
chirps, cries, moans, andclicks, and in addition

to these the minke whale (Balaenoptera acutoro-
strata) may produce a whistle. These all have
been ably reviewed to species recently (Winn
and Perkins, 1976). Cummings (1971) has pre-
pared a useful tape recording of undersea
soundsthat includes many emitted by both mys-
ticetes and odontocetes. Species or representa-
tives of larger groups that still have not been
recorded undoubtedly will be found to produce
some degree of sound as opportunities are
found to make sound recordings.It is unlikely
that any species of cetacean is mute. Whenceta-
ceans have been recorded, they have all been
found to vocalize to somedegree,anditis likely

that at least someof these vocalizations are emit-
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ted in social situations and therefore have some
communicative function. We know,for example,
that the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin is a very
social species, and manyofits sounds are clearly
emitted in a social context—butother soundsare
not.

Cetacean vocal emissions maybe broadly di-
vided into two categories: so-called pure-tone
sounds, which are usually termed whistles or
squeals (see Tavolga, 1968, for examples), and
pulsed sounds. Thelatter in turn maybe divided
generally into (a) the trains of regularclicks emit-
ted in exploratory or environmentalsearch situa-
tions (echolocation; see Norris, 1969, for
examples) and (b) those sounds emitted in an
emotional context (usually termed burst-pulse
sounds that are variously described as barks,
yelps, squeaks, squawks, grunts, moans, and so
on). (See M. C. Caldwell and D. K. Caldwell,
1967, for examples.) As Schevill (1964) pointed
out, all odontocetes probably produce pulsed
sounds and there is good evidence that mys-
ticetes produce only this kind of sound. Whistles
are known to be produced by dolphins and
‘‘whales”’ of the families Delphinidae, Monodon-
tidae, Ziphiidae, and Steniidae(if one recognizes

the family Steniidaeas valid), and possibly by the
minke whale (see above). The Phocoenidae and
Platanistidae are not knownto whistle although,
like the others, they are known to produce
pulsed sounds, which in many cases are complex
and surely must have value for communication.
The Physeteridae certainly produce pulsed
sounds, but whetheror notthey whistle isstill a
matter of some controversy.

There is a considerable literature (see D. K.

Caldwell and M. C. Caldwell, 1972a) in which
attempts have been madeto contrive somesort
of complicated language from dolphin whistle
contours. We have foundinstead that normally
each individual dolphin has its own distinctive
whistle contour, which we have termedits “‘sig-
nature’’ whistle (Caldwell and Caldwell, 1965).

Communication in Selected Groups

Wehave demonstrated the existenceofthis sig-
nature whistle primarily in the Atlantic bot-
tlenosed dolphin (Caldwell, Caldwell, and
Turner, 1970; Caldwell and Caldwell, unpubl.).
There is evidence for it also in the saddleback
dolphin (Caldwell and Caldwell, 1968), in the
Atlantic spotted dolphin (Caldwell, Caldwell,
and Miller, 1973), and to a lesser extent in the
eastern Pacific white-sided dolphin (Caldwell
and Caldwell, 1971), as well as other dolphin
species. Althoughthe rapidity, loudness, and/or
duration of each whistle emission may vary, the
basic contour for most animals remains muchthe
same in a variety of situations in thelife of the
animal (after the whistle has developed; see
Caldwell and Caldwell, in press). It is probably
the variations in the signature whistle of an indi-
vidual that carry a good share of the communica-
tion load, rather than the use of many different
contours by the same individual. The individual
contour, on the other hand,tells the rest of the
community which animalis whistling. This iden-
ufying function may be even more importantso-
cially than a whistle language. We have found
that on occasion a dolphin may emit only a por-
tion ofits signature whistle or may repeatit sev-
eral times without stopping. Also, underwater
sound recordings by hydrophone donotindicate
which of several animals is vocalizing, and these
tapes can indeed sound complex.

Excited dolphins tend to produce shorter
whistles or an almost continuous whistling. The
short ones usually occur when the animal hears
other animals andstops to listen, or whenitis
closely attending to its environment. For in-
stance, delayed playback (0.175 sec) of their own
soundsto killer whales in the wild were found to
inhibit rather than stimulate ongoing vocaliza-
tions (Spong, Bradford, and White, 1971). This
pausing makes goodbiological sense becauseit
is doubtful that dolphins can vocalize and listen
attentively simultaneously. Our own experi-
ments have shown, however,that a dolphin can
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distinguish between individuals’ signature whis-

tles by hearing only a small portion of one. One-

half second is enough to identify one whistling

dolphin to another.
Several investigators have examined the pos-

sibility that dolphins may transfer abstractinfor-

mation by electronic acoustic links or sound

playback systems. Wood (1973:108ff.) reviewed

the published literature in this area and con-

cluded that the experiments did not prove that

dolphins have any language ability but rather

only that dolphins tend to respond to another's

whistle and that they can be conditionedto re-

spond to soundcues that are sometimessubtle.

We know from behavioral observations and

experimental work that a dolphin can determine

with great precision the direction from whichit

hears most pure tones. (Caldwell et al., 1971;

Renaud and Popper,1975). Presumablyit can do

at least as well for pulsed sounds. Thus, in our

experience with whistles in particular and with

pulsed sounds from presumption,wecansay,for

example, that a dolphin whistling with frequent,
loud, short-clipped emissions apparently con-

veys the following information to another dol-
phin: “‘Attention! I am a dolphin with which you
are (or are not) familiar. I am locatedto yourleft,
and I am to some degree excited.” Contrary to
the beliefs of other students of dolphin sounds,
webelieve that distress is indicated in this man-
ner rather than by a special “distress whistle.”
Dolphins that we have recorded underall kinds

of stress (distress), including capture, intensive
medical examinations, and grounding, have pro-
duced no whistles other than excited variants
such as vocal “‘quaver”’ or “‘breaks”’ in the signa-
ture whistle. When we have examineddata pre-
sented by other researchers that is intended to
demonstrate a distress whistle, we have found

evidence only of the signature whistle of an indi-
vidual that happened to be recorded in a very
stressful situation.

It is apparent that the whistle sounds emitted
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by one dolphin havea noticeable effect on others

within hearing range. Inasmuchasthe whistle 1s

more easily quantified than pulsed sounds, the

effect of this type of sound emission has been

studied more closely than the effects of pulsed

sounds. We do believe, however, that both

pulsed and whistle sounds are communicative in

nature and, further, that they have such value

from the day the dolphin is born.
Wedo not knowifa cetaceancalf is born with

the ability to echolocate effectively, but we do

now have hard data for several species that show

that the animalis able to produce what appearto

be goodtrains of echolocation clicks on thefirst

dayofits life. We have foundthatseveral species

of cetaceans are capable of producing whistles

on thefirst day oflife as well, and although the
whistles are subject to modification to the signa-
ture whistle for that individual (Caldwell and

Caldwell, in press), they do appearto be recog-
nized by the motherandofuseto herin identify-
ing and locating hercalf if she should become
separated from it.

After the sound production for a given ani-
mal is established in its own repertoire, there is
still a question of the degree of communication
provided, by the pulsed soundsin particular. We
havealready noted that we believe the whistle 1s
used primarily to identify an individual, assist in
locating it, and provide someindication ofits
emotional state. We do not knowif there 1s some
signature value also in the pulsed sounds pro-
ducedby individuals. Pulsed sounds are so com-
plex that it is hard to say at what mathematical
point some of them becomeuseless for obtain-
ing environmental information(1.e., as echoloca-
tion signals) and must therefore be emotional.
Nor do we yet know the limits of the acoustic
analyzer of the animalin distinguishingthe vari-
ety of pulsed soundsthat are produced. We have
recorded some twenty general kinds of pulsed
sounds made by Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins
that seem to be correlated with general kinds of
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behavior, but only one of these sounds (a so-
called male sexual yelp) has shownanindication
of being behavior specific (Puente and Dews-
bury, 1976), and even then it certainly is not
always emitted at times when an observer would
expectit. Most pulsed sounds seem to intergrade
whenlarge numbersofthem are considered, and
it is difficult to make clear-cut statements about
them. For example, the “‘squawk”’ produced dur-
ing a playchaseis difficult to distinguish from the
squawk made during an aggressive fight chase.
Likewise,it is difficult to say exactly whena play
chase develops into a fight chase. Additional
study might resolve a few of the problems re-
garding the specificity of pulsed sounds as they
relate to behaviors, but we can addlittle to what
we wrote about the matter someyears ago, sum-
marized here. Captive Atlantic bottlenosed dol-
phins can voluntarily shape both whistles and
pulse-type sounds (M. C. Caldwell and D. K.
Caldwell, 1967, 1972). This behavior can be con-
ditionedorit can result from an extendedisola-
tion from other dolphins. We have found no
evidence for it in either undisturbed captive
communities or wild populations.

In recent years considerable field work has
been conducted on wild populations of the
humpback whale (see, for example, Payne and
McVay, 1971; Winn,Perkins, and Poulter, 1971).
Whentheyare in the southern parts of their
range (in Bermuda and the West Indies), these
whales produce long series (lasting many
minutes) of different pulsed sounds that have
come to be known as “songs.” The series of
sounds maybe repeated on a predictable basis
over and over again, and apparently each indi-
vidual has its own song, which resembles the
signature whistle in dolphins. There may be geo-
graphical dialects as well (Winn, pers. comm.,
1973), so that a listener may be able to distin-
guish not only an individual butalso the shallow
WestIndian bank from which that whale comes.
Wehave not been able to demonstrate such geo-
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graphical dialects in dolphins, butthey are possi-
ble.

Echolocation is primarily a sound system
used for environmental exploration (Norris,
1968, 1969) thatis utilized by a wide variety of
cetaceans (Evans, 1973). We have also noted that
it 18 not always clear just when echolocation
grades into pulsed soundsthat arestrictly emo-
tional. However, even when these sounds are
being used for environmental exploration, they
may still have some communicative value to
other members of a cetacean herd. Extensive
echolocation, for example, may indicate to an-
other animal that there is a strange object or
animal in the immediate vicinity, or that food
may be present and is being actively hunted.
Hunts are often accompanied by considerable
echolocation even whenthepreyisvisible.

Thereis still controversy regardingthesite of
vocalization in cetaceans, but a growinglitera-
ture (see, for example, Norris et al., 1972; Hol-
lien et al., 1976) demonstrates that both clicks
(pulses) and whistles are producedin

a

series of
air sacs that lie above the bony cranium in the
soft-tissue region around the blowhole on the
top of the head. Thereis also evidence to suggest
that the sounds maybe directed forward and out
of the head througha “tunnel” formedbylipids
of varying densities that make up thesoft fatty
melon (see, for example, Norris, 1968; Litchfield
and Greenberg, 1974; Litchfield, Karol, and
Greenberg, 1973; Norris and Harvey, 1974;
Litchfield et al., 1975). This feature of the melon
has sometimesbeenreferredto as an ‘“‘acoustical
transducer” and a “‘sonic lens”’ (see, for exam-
ple, Wood, 1961, and Norris, 1968). The top of
the bony cranium mayalso serve as a sound re-
flector, and there seemsto be a very generalized
correlation between the shape ofthis bony sur-
face and the ecological need of the species to
echolocate. For example, the cranium is fre-
quently more cupped in contour when a more
precise echolocation beam would seem to bere-
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quired in a murky-water habitat where vision
would beless useful (Wood, 1964).

In addition to the whistles produced by some
cetaceans and the pulsed sounds produced by
probably all of them, most cetaceans produce a
variety of other sounds that have communicative
value. They can slap their tails, flippers, heads,
or entire bodies vigorously on the surface of the
water. This results in a loud sonic report that can
be heard both in and out of water. The context
appears to be one in which the animal isdis-
turbed or “angered” by someoutside stimulus,
or in the case of some captive animals bya train-
er’s tardiness in bringing the food bucket. Dol-
phins often snap their jaws together with such
force that it makes a noticeable sound, and they

may do this either out of the water or under
water. This behavior, too, appears to indicate

‘‘displeasure.”
Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins in captivity

might squirt or splash water on a trainer and
even strike out at him with theside or tp of the
snout. These actions are often accompanied by
the loud, raucous pulsed sound, made with the

blowhole out of the water, that is sometimes

called a ‘Bronx cheer.”’
In Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins, and proba-

bly other cetaceans as well, excitement mayre-
sult in a loud, explosive exhalation ofair through
the blowhole out of water. Like the slapping of
the water’s surface, this sound is made whenthe

animal is disturbed. Normal exhalation during
regular breathing (blowing) is fairly quiet, and
explosive exhalations appear to be communica-
tive. A loud blow by one animal is frequently
followed by the sametypeofexhalation by other
animals nearby. In captivity blowhole responses
may beelicited from animals in adjacent tanks
whichare neitherin visual contact nor underthe
samestressful stimuli. Dolphins may also emit a
large bubble ofair from the blowhole under wa-
ter without vocalizing. This makes an audible

soundthat behaviorally seemsto suggest inquisi-
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tiveness or, in some cases, surprise. Amundin

(1974) suggested that this release of air by the
harbor porpoise may be displacement behavior.

Like those of land mammals, the digestive

systems of cetaceans frequently rumble. We
record these sounds most often when the ani-
mals havejust been fed,anditis likely that other
cetaceans recognize the rumblesasindicators of
recent feeding and, therefore, the presence of
food.

The very act of swimming may convey a mes-
sage to otherindividuals in a herd,particularlyif
the swimmingis rapid and accompanied by “‘por-
poising”’ movementsat or nearthe surface of the
water. The soundsof rapid swimming mightsig-
nal escape from danger, a chase for food, sexual

activity, or merely play. Less-excited movements
perhapsindicate thatall is well and normal.

Wehave “recorded” many times yet another
factor that surely has communication value to a
group of cetaceans. Whena strange animal or
object enters the environment, an abruptsilence

usually results, just as the forest goes silent when

a hunterfirst enters. Vocalizations cease, breath-

ing can hardly be heard, and swimmingis almost
noiseless. This sudden absence of sound can no
doubt be an alert for danger as meaningful as a
positive signal. Vocalization in the dolphin com-
munity resumes only gradually, usually with
short echolocation bursts (apparently used in an
exploratory manner) or with whistles so brief
that they are only “chirps.”

If we are to prove that soundplays a part in
the communication process in cetaceans, we
must clearly show that the animals are able to
perceive the soundsat the levels at which they
are being produced and to which behavioral re-
sponses (i.e., communication) should therefore
be expected.

The potential methods by which cetaceans
receive sound have been studied rather exten-
sively from an anatomical pointofview (Tavolga,
1965), but only recently has there been much
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experimental work on the subject (Norris, 1968,

1974; McCormick et al., 1970). The results of
these experiments (often corroborated by simple
behavioral observations) now suggest that the
lower jaw of dolphins mayfunction as the pri-
mary acoustic receiver for at least the soundsin
the higher frequencies (50 kHz or more). Mostof
this work has been done by recording responses
to sound stimuli directly from the auditory cen-
ters in the brain (Bullock et al., 1968; Bullock
and Ridgway, 1972). The midbrain hasloci re-
sponsive to echolocation-type click sounds; to-
tally separated, the whistle-sensitive loci are
primarily cortical.

Using behavioral techniques with free-swim-
ming Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins, Johnson
(1967) has shown that these animals are able to
hear effectively frequencies from about 200 Hz
up to about 150 kHz,or in the range wherethey
produce the most sounds. Although mostof the
experimental work has been done with dolphins
of this species, similar studies have used other
odontoceteswith similar (within variable species
limits) general results. Findings indicate that
cetaceansof a given species should be expected
to hear the soundsthatothers of their kind pro-
duce and that many of the sounds might there-
fore be communicative. |

It is important to rememberthat cetaceans
are intensely aware of any sound they can per-
ceive, and they are easily conditioned toit. Be-
cause they perceive and discriminate a wide
range of sound (see, e.g., Herman and Arbeit,

1972), there is a strong probability that they use
sound in the communication of a variety of emo-
tions in addition to relaying such informationas
the presence of food or danger. Again, however,
there is no evidence that with their repertoire of
soundscetaceans of any kind communicate in an
abstract language,nor, as we are even sometimes

asked, by mental telepathy. Norris (1974:197)
introduced an idea worthy of consideration. He
suggested that dolphins may offer considerable
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passive acoustic information to other dolphins.
While an individual may be making no soundsof
its own, another dolphin may be able to scan
acoustically this individual. Thus, by using its
highly refined echolocation system, the scanning
dolphin may extract information from the body
and nasal cavities of other dolphins that reveals
their emotionalstate.

Visual Communication

It has long been suspected from behavioral
observations, especially when they are made in
captivity, where goodvisualacuity is required for
the execution of many conditioned behaviors,
that the Delphinidae have good vision. Only re-
cently have experimental, detailed anatomical
studies supported this theory (see, for example,
Hall et al., 1972; Dawson, Birndorf, and Perez,
1972; Perez, Dawson, and Landau, 1972; Schus-
terman, 1973; Dawson and Perez, 1973; Dral,
1972, 1974). There is now good evidence that
dolphins see well both in and out of water (Her-
man etal., 1975), and studies of their anatomy
further suggest that they may have colorvision as
well as black and white. In ourearly research (D.
K. Caldwell and M. C. Caldwell, 1972a, 1972b)
we referred to “stereoscopic” vision in the
Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin. Dawson, Birn-
dorf, and Perez (1972) have used the more
correct term “binocular” vision for this species
(Fig. 1).

From both behavioral observations and
anatomical data, then, there is good evidence

that, except for the blind Ganges River dolphin,
cetaceans use vision to some degree in commu-
nication. The visual stimuli to which they re-
spond maybe divided into twogeneral groups:
active and passive.

ACTIVE

Weclassify as active those visual stimuli that
are produced under muscular control by one or
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Fig. 1. Juvenile male Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin

(MLF 232). The dark parallel marks on the forehead
(melon) wereinflicted by another juvenile male when
the two werefirst placed together about one and a half
years before this picture was made. At this writing,
somefive years later, the scars remain. Thelight gray
markings on the head and betweentheeye andflipper
are typical pigmentation for this species, but the de-
gree and intensity may vary between individuals and
thus provide cues for visual individual recognition.
Thelight line on the upperjaw atthe tip of the arrow
marks the row of hair pits mentioned in thetext that
possibly have a sensory function. Even from this angle,
the binocular vision in the species is evident. (Photo-
graph courtesy Marineland of Florida.)

more animals and that are in turn reacted to by
one or more other animals in the social group.

Dolphins do not have the mechanicsforfacial
expressions found in many other mammals like
primates, dogs, and cats. Nor do they haveavail-
able to them the variety of moveable body ex-
tremities, such as hands, ears, andtails, utilized

by some mammal groups in communication. V1-
sual signals are nonetheless evident amongceta-
ceans.
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These signals may take the form of open-

mouththreats or body postures, which probably

are most useful in the maintenance ofdominance

hierarchies, although it has been suggested that

some bodyposturesare related to sexual signal-

ing (see below). An Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin

may indicate threat by facing another dolphin
and opening its mouth, thereby exposing its

teeth, or by archingits back slightly and holding
its head downward. Submission for dolphins, as

for many mammals, maytake the form ofa dis-
play that is the opposite of the threat; in this case
the mouthis kept closed and theside of the body
is turned to the threatening dolphin.It is usually

the dominantanimal, most often the largest and

oldest of either sex, that displays such threats in
a dolphin community. We should note, however,
that established dominants can control a group
using only the slightest gesture, to which other
members seem to be very sensitive.

Sexual solicitation, which may be displayed
by an animal ofany age, including infants, often
involves the soliciting dolphin swimming ahead
of the other animal, looking back, and rolling
ontoits side or backto display the genital region.
Tavolga and Essapian (1957:12-13, Fig. 1) have
suggested thata soliciting male may also assume
a particular S-shaped posture. We have not ob-
served this to any great extent, nor did Puente
and Dewsbury (1976) find a correlation between

the posture and copulation. Vision mayalsoaid
in special positioning between individuals in a
group—again, behavior related to social hier-
archies. Andfinally, althoughitis not true vision,

some dolphins (and probably most, if notall,
cetaceans) certainly “‘see’’ by meansoftheirabil-
ity to echolocate, and this too may be used in
spatial positioning,at least in murkywaters.It is
even possible that the configuration of the body,
such as an open or a closed mouth, might be
“seen” in this manner.

Speed and direction of motion are almost
certainly perceived visually. Even a low-intensity
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movementofthe flukes by a lead animal serves
as a perfectly adequate intention movementfor
maintaining synchronous swimming (Caldwell
and Caldwell, 1964).

PASSIVE

Weclassify as passive thosevisual stimuli that
are not under the muscularcontrol of the animal
producing them,although they may well bere-
ceived by anotheranimalto the same degreethat
active signals are.

As noted by Norris (1967), sexual dimor-
phism in relative size occurs in a few cetacean
species, and the developmentof the teeth varies
conspicuously in some (with the teeth of the
male much more developed and prominent). Al-
though they are probably not primarily visual
stimuli, these dimorphisms are surely visually
perceived by othercetaceans. For most cetacean
species, however, the only visible difference in
sexes 1s in the genital region. When a new animal
is introduced to a group, this area receives de-
tailed examination bythe others(see illustration
in D. K. Caldwell and M.C. Caldwell, 1972b:50).
The recipient of the scrutiny passively accepts
examination even thoughit is surroundedbyin-
vestigating animals. Although other sensorysys-
tems may be activated during this procedure
(echolocation, tactile, and possibly even gusta-

tory), visual information probably provides addi-
tional if not primary sensory input.

The young of some cetaceans are marked in
a manner quite different from the adults (com-
pare, for example, young and adult pigmenta-
tion in the Atlantic spotted dolphinas illustrated
by Caldwell and Caldwell, 1966; the adult is

heavily spotted while the young1s not spotted at
all). Such differences certainly help visually dis-
tinguish a young animalfrom an adult, which in
turn induces a different behavioral response. A
juvenile spotted dolphin, for example, may be
just getting its spotted pigmentation even
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thoughitis nearly as large as some well-spotted
adults. Norris (1967) noted that sexual and pat-
tern dimorphisms occur in odontocetes. In our
own experience there appears to be a tendency
for Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin males to de-
velop a very pink belly during certain times of the
year, and this change in coloration maybe re-
lated to breedingactivity (Caldwell, 1960). If this
is true and if Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins have
the capability for color vision (see Perez, Daw-
son, and Landau, 1972), it is likely that other
membersof the school would perceive that the
animalis in breeding condition ratherthan in the
ever-ready sexual behavior pattern typical of
most male dolphins.

Evans and Bastian (1969) also pointed out
that many delphinids haveareas of white or very
light pigmentation whicharevivid andvisible at
great distances under water, andthat these visi-
ble displays may be importantto the social in-
teraction of these dolphins. Although it has
never been tested, we concurwith this hypothe-
sis in general. There must also be some evolu-
tionary basis for some of the bold markings on
cetaceanslike the killer whale and the Dall por-
poise, and it seems quite likely that their mark-
ings are related to visual communication.
Conspecific identification in these animals seems
likely; individual recognitionis potentially possi-
ble when, for example, animals havetheindivid-
ual markings noted in the Dall porpoise by
Norris and Prescott (1961) and in the Atlantic
bottlenosed dolphin by D. K. Caldwell and M.C.
Caldwell (1972b). There are manyotherreports
of unusually marked individuals of both odon-
tocete and mysticete cetaceans, andall of them
must provide visual identification (and commu-
nication) signals to other membersof the herd.

Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins and sperm
whales, for example, are known to have complex
social organizations, and recent field studies
have shownthat many baleen whales do too. We
can therefore presume from even limitedstudies
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that cetaceans also have complexsocial signals,

manyofwhich appearto bevisual. Visual signals

are much moredifficult to study and analyze than

acoustic, and scientists may never recognize

more than a few of the more obvious and pro-

nounced ones. From our own humanexperience

we know that many ofour visual signals are ob-

scure and ambiguous. Oneindividual must know

anotherintimately before subtle nuancesarerec-
ognized,and similar signals from another person

may not mean the samethingatall, especially
whenthecultures of the two humansare differ-

ent. We believe, therefore, that there must be

many more visual signals in cetacean communi-

cation than we recognize. We suggestthat while
vision is probably of less importance than the use
of sound,it is perhaps of more importance than
recent literature suggests.

Tactile Communication

Behavioral observations quickly lead one to
the conclusionthat touch is one of the mostim-
portant meansby which cetaceans communicate.
First observed in captive dolphins of many spe-
cies, touch has also been demonstrated in some

of the larger baleen whales, as shown by under-

water studies in recentyears.
All cetaceans that we have observed in cap-

tivity seek and are receptive to gentle body con-
tact (for photographs see Evans and Bastian,
1969, and D. K. Caldwell and M. C. Caldwell,

1972a, 1972b). Students of wild behavior have

observed and illustrated body contact in both
odontocetes (see, for example, Evans and Bas-

tian, 1969) and mysticetes (see, for example,

Cousteau and Diole, 1972, for illustrations of

this behavior in the humpback whale; and Saay- _
man and Tayler, 1973, for the southern right

whale).

Someofthe body contact is obviously related
to sexualactivity. Copulation is most frequently
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preceded by gentle mouthing and nipping.Par-

ticularly in mature animals the precopulatory

play may become progressively more violent,

with the participants even leaping from the water
and diving forcefully at each other, sometimes

only glancing bodies butat other times ramming
melonsso hard thatit causes loud reverberations

in a tank (D. K. Caldwell and M. C. Caldwell,

1972b:52). One would think that such violence

would fracture their skulls, but instead it seems

to function as a sexual stimulus becauseit almost
always ends in copulation.

Mosttactile stimulation is of a more delicate
nature, involvingaslittle as simply touchingflip-
pers as the animals slowly swim togetherfor long
periods. At the experimental level Pepper and
Beach (1972) found that mild tactile stimulation

from humans served as a reward to a captive
Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin,a finding suggest-
ing that such stimulation by another dolphin
might also be rewarding.

Onthe obverseside of the coin, tactile com-

munication is not always used to promotecloser
interpersonalrelationships. Dolphinsfollow the
normal mammalian pattern in displaying aggres-
sion (see photographsof aggressive behavior by
the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin in D. K. Cald-
well and M. C. Caldwell, 1967, 1972a, 1972b; M.

C. Caldwell and D. K. Caldwell, 1967; Evans and

Bastian, 1969). Fights may occur over objects,

space, proximity to other individuals, food, or
for no apparentreasonatall. Fighting dolphins
slash and bite with the teeth, slash and ram with

the jaws, andstrike with the flukes. The encoun-
ters sometimesresult in injuries with permanent
scarring (Fig. 1). Mothers may punish their
young by holding them down (Fig. 2), biting
them, or even holding them out of water.

Although almost any animal may be pro-
voked into an attack, large males are the most
aggressive. Immature males are the most fre-
quentrecipients of attack. Norris (1967) pointed
out the abundanceofscars in the urogenital area
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Fig. 2. Adult female Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin

punishingherinfant malecalfby holding him down on
the bottom. The calf usually vocalized loudly when
such punishmenttookplace. (Photograph by David K.
Caldwell at Marineland of the Pacific.)

of immature males, an indication of the age-old
struggle by maturing groups for sexual rights.

Sexual aggression by large males has been
discussed as a husbandry problem (Caldwell,
Caldwell, and Townsend, 1968). Homosexuality
in dolphins has also been seen anddiscussed at
some length by several writers. We have a single
example ofhomosexuality used solely in the con-
text of communicating and establishing domi-
nance. Theincident occurred between twolarge
male Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins when they
werefirst put together. Although the encounter
began with the usual open-mouth threats, it

ended with sexual pursuit and two successfulin-
tromissionsby the victor, and a somewhatreluc-

tant submission bytheloser. The entire episode
lasted one hour, terminated, and was not seen

again. The loser, who had been the dominant
animal in the community, never again estab-
lished himself, nor was he seen to try. This
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behavioral pattern of rape as an expression of
aggressive dominance behavioris one of the un-
fortunate consequences of humanpenalinstitu-
tions; whether it occurs in wild dolphins, as it
does in other humancontexts, we cannot say. In
this instance, however, it was a clear example of
tactile aggression.

On the anatomical level, the skin of several
odontocetes had been examined histologically.
Most recently studied by Simpson and Gardner
(1972), dolphin skin appears richly innervated,
particularly in the regions of the jaw, flukes,
vulva, and perineum, which suggests a greater
sensitivity in these areas.

A few rudimentary or vestigial hairs are
present in cetaceans. Located on the upperjaw,
they are variously termed bristles in the mys-
ticetes; bristles, hairs, or even vibrissae in the
Amazon River dolphin; or pits (Fig. 1) in the
Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin (which bearhairs in
the newborn). The terminology dependson the
level of evolutionary regression of the species,
but they mostlikely retain a tactile functionin all
species (see Simpson and Gardner, 1972, and D.
K. Caldwell and M. C. Caldwell, 1972a, forillus-
trations and interpretations).

Chemical Communication

In an earlier summary(D. K. Caldwell and M.
C. Caldwell, 1972a) we included what was then
knownaboutthe olfactory and gustatory senses
in cetaceans. Behaviorally, it appears that dol-
phins maybeable to taste, although there is no
evidence from a behavioral or anatomical point
of view that they can smell. There is some
anatomicalevidence that mysticetes may be able
to do thelatter, although it has not been demon-

strated behaviorally. While there is behavioral
evidence for taste in dolphins (they will eat one
kind of fish and not another, for instance, even

if the fish appearsto be of the sametexture and
is cut into small pieces), the anatomical evidence
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is confusing (Jansen and Jansen, 1969; Morgane
and Jacobs, 1972). In Atlantic bottlenosed dol-
phins we were unable to demonstrate taste
receptors (D. K. Caldwell and M. C. Caldwell,
1972a:479), although Suchowskaja (1972) re-
ported their presence in Tursiops truncatus and
Delphinus delphis. Kruger (1959:177) suggested
that the excellent development of the nucleus
ventralis medialis in the Atlantic bottlenosed
dolphin mightindicate the presence ofthe ability
to taste.

The work of Sokolov and Kuznetsov (1971)

indicates behavioral conditioning by Black Sea
dolphins to chemical stimuli. The levels of suc-
cess achieved by the dolphin on theinitial tests
(74 percent and 78 percent) suggest that they
can discriminate. The behavioral breakdownthat
followed leaves room for doubt. As the writers
pointed out, the test design itself was one that
animals have difficulty solving. Our own experi-
mental dolphin has showndifficulty solving simi-
larly designed problems.

Further experiments in this area would be
desirable. It would seem that cetaceans would be

sorely disadvantaged bythe loss ofall chemore-
ception. The loss of smell was probably a neces-
sary concomitant to the movement of the
blowhole to the top of the head duringthetransi-
tion from land to water. On the other hand, we

can think of no comparable anatomical reason
for evolutionary pressure to have forced these
animals to discard something so basic as the
sense oftaste.

If indeed cetaceans do have chemoreceptors,

they are capable of chemical signaling by waste
products andglandularsecretions. Male Atlantic
bottlenosed dolphins(and other dolphin species
as well, we have observed) do have two small
openings located just anterior to the anus (Fig.
3). These openings lead to glandular tissue via a
large duct. The base of the gland extends into
small tubules that have a single row of secretory
epithelium. Althoughit is possible that the struc-
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Fig. 3. Posterior ventral surface of an adult male

Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin (MLF 214) showing
paired anal pores (P). The pores are posterior to the
male genital slit (GS) andjust anterior to the anus(A).
(Photograph by David K. Caldwell.)

tures are nothing more than undeveloped mam-
mary glands, biochemical or behavioral work on

their secretions might proveuseful.

Sensory Coordination

As behaviorists, we rely heavily on simple
sensory clues that appear to elicit a particular
kind of behavior. On the other hand,as cetolo-
gists, we have learned that cetaceans simply do
not react to seemingly all-or-none signals as
birds andinsects, for example, do. A particular

stimulus, whether it is color, shape, or sound,

does not automatically elicit the initiation of a
behavior such as courtship or feeding. As we
have said before (D. K. Caldwell and M.C. Cald-

well 1972a:485), in cetaceans ‘“‘a single cue may
increase the probability of a behavior’s occur-
ring, but somewhere in the brain all simulta-
neously incoming stimuli are being processed
and balanced oneagainstthe other.It is the sum-
mationofall internal and incomingstimuli, plus
individual experience, that determines the final
behavior....’”’> We have not changed in our
thinking on this point. After our considerable
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studies of dolphins in recent years, we find that
one dolphin mayreact to anotherin a variety of
ways although the same communicatory cues
were presented each time. But perhaps wecan-
not perceive the subtle differences in cues that
the attending dolphin can.
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Chapter 32

COMMUNICATIONIN SIRENIENS, SEA

OTTERS, AND PINNIPEDS

Howard E. Winn and Jack Schneider

Introduction

The three groups of marine mammals dis-
cussed in this chapter are the Sirenia, the Pin-

nipedia, and one mustelid,’ the sea otter

(Enhydra lutris). The Sirenia are coastal marine,

estuarine, and river animals, whereas the sea ot-

ter is coastal. In general, the groups have re-

tained their own characteristic modes of
communication with little convergence. Their
communication is limited and fashioned by the
physical and biological characteristics of the en-
vironment. These families communicate in water
andin air, and the effects of the media on com-

munication must be knownto understand signal
adaptation.

Visual and acoustic communication are im-
portant in both media, depending on the amount
of ambient interference. The greatest noises en-
countered by these marine mammals are surf
noise and particulate turbidity (both biological
and physical), which are found near the land-

water boundary. This interference does not
affect all the families equally since in general
their habitat selection is varied; however, the ota-

rids and the phocids inhabit similar areas. North-
ern species contend with less turbidity and, dur-
ing much of the year, with less biological noise

1. Asecond marineotter (Lon¢rafelina) lives in the coastal
waters of Peru and Chile.
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(1.e., snapping shrimp). Pagophilic species live
with optimalvisual and acoustic conditions dur-
ing much of the year, except during plankton
blooms and the semiannual absence of sunlight.
Except for the extinct family Hydrodamalidae,
the species of Sirenia live in tropical estuaries
and rivers with constant high particulate densi-
ties and rather low noise levels. The Hy-
drodamalidae lived in kelp beds near the
margins of subarctic islands, a habitat where
good vision and hearing could be adaptive. The
sea otter lives in an environmentsimilar to that
reported for Hydrodamalidae, and also along

the coast from the Kuril and Aleutian islands to
southern California (Kenyon, 1969), with similar

environmental demands of good vision and
hearing.

The use of olfaction in water may be ruled
out because of the slow rate of molecular diffu-
sion in the medium plusthe necessity of closing
the nares under water. However, both pinnipeds
and (only briefly) the sea otter haul out on land,
where olfaction could be used, though phy-
logeny and behavioral need wouldalso be deter-
miningfactors. Gustatory andtactile signals de-
pend on contact transmission and could be of
use in either medium.

The general behavior of sea cows and sea
otters in relation to communication will be de-
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scribed separately, followed by a more in-depth
discussion of signaling by pinnipeds. As there
have been few natural experimental studies, the
function of signals and the relative strength of
the communicative channels must be assumed
from correlations of signal and behavior.

Sirenia and Sea Otter

SIRENIA

Sirenia are unaggressive grazers that inhabit
slow-moving, silty, eutrophic, fresh and marine
coastal waters of tropical and subtropical areas
(Bertram, 1964; Moore, 1956). They are nor-
mally dispersed individually or in small groups,
except during mating and cold spells (Moore,
1956). They are totally aquatic, and during nor-
mal activity only the dorsally located nostrils
(during breathing) andthe arch ofthe back break
the surface (Bertram, 1964). Under these condi-
tions, we would expect vision to be less useful
than in other environments. Bertram (1964) and
True (1884) suggested that vision is poor,
though Bertram mentioned that manatees some-
umeslift the head quite high out of the water
near the bank, perhapsto see.

The importance of the acoustic and tactile
senses 1s stressed in general descriptionsofsi-
renien behavior. Gohar (1957) described the
hairs of Dugong dugong as being most numerous
around the mouthparts, the chin, the muzzle,

and the dorsaltail ridge. The bristles around the
mouthparts are oriented proximally and may
serve to direct food into the mouth. He did not
speculate on a function for the trunk hairs. Murie~

(True, 1884) described manatee feeding:‘‘occa-
sionally it would sniff or examine[various vege-
tables] by snout and lips without chewing or
swallowing. ...”’ Descriptions of greeting, play,
and mating include accountsof tactile communi-
cation, presumably involvingthe vibrissae.

Mother-younginteractionsinclude the moth-
er’s supporting the young on her back as she
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rests and, occasionally, as she moves. This be-
havior may be importantas a survival mechanism
and mayalso be importantin socialization,forit
occurs during adult play behavior as well, when
nuzzling and body contact result from an ani-
mal’s rising in the water column,colliding with
and raising a second animal (Moore, 1956).

The most complete descriptions ofpresumed
manatee courtship are described by Moore
(1956) and confirmed by Caldwell and Caldwell
(1972a) as occurring duringsocial aggregations.
These authors reported that courtship is a
stereotyped progression of tactile interaction.

An animal nuzzled the other animal’s side, put its
flipper on the other’s back, then rolled until its venter
was towards the object of its intentions. For once no
avoidance move was madebythe animal being ap-
proached. After a pause the aggressor rolled gently
venter downandlethis flipperslide off into the water.
Paddlingsoftly with his flippers, he explored with his
muzzle along the other manatee’s side until at about
its midlength, during which time his own body had
moved away from the other’s to a right angle so that
the other’s long axis crossed his ownlike the top of a
“T.” The male then rolled over on its own long axis
until venter up (thus revealing his sex) and in this
position carried his nuzzling downthe other’s side to
under its belly and explored with his muzzle along
towards its genital area. [Moore, 1956]

Copulation was not observed. Theuseof the
foreflipper in maintaining bodycontactis similar
to behavior observed in mating pinnipeds.

Moore (1956) termed muzzle-to-muzzle con-
tact between animals as “‘greeting.”” This stereo-
typed behavior is accompanied by the animals’
rising in the water column and maintaining con-
tact with their muzzles above the water surface.
Moorespeculated that if airbornescentis impor-
tant in this ritual, it is extremely interesting to
find this in-air gesture retained in this former
terrestrial animal. He hypothesized thatthis cer-
emony facilitates individual recognition. It
seems analogous to pinniped behavior, and
would seem to be useful to these normally
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nonaggressive inhabitants of cloudy water. Man-
atee breath is said to be sulfurous (Parker, 1922).

Results of behavior studies and acoustic
monitoring of manatees suggest the importance
of acoustic communication and environmental
sensing, although very little is known. Bertram
(1964) stated that tame manatees are attracted
through conditioning by the human whistle
more readily than by other signals; wild man-
atees are alarmed by the humanvoice andstar-
tled by unusual noises (Barrett, 1935). In their
normally quiet, opaque, natural habitat, hearing
would bea selectively advantageous channel of
communication. Knowingthe habits of the man-
atee, we would expectit to communicatevocally.
In a list of the sounds of various mammals, Tem-
brock (1963) stated that Trichechus manatus pro-
duces a 4,304 Hz call. This result is similar to
those of the more comprehensive study by Sche-
vill and Watkins (1965), who foundthat the fun-
damentaltones of 7. manatus vocalizations are at
2.5 to 5 kHz, but maybeas low as 600 Hz. They
describedthecalls as squeaky and rather ragged,
and stated that they lasted 0.15 to 0.5 sec and
were 10-12 db above backgroundat distances of
3 to 4m. Evans and Herald (1970) reported simi-
lar results from their studies of 7. inunguis. The
major differences between the calls of the two
species appearto be the fundamental frequency,
which is 6 to 8 kHz for T. inunguis as compared
to 2.5 to 5 kHz for the Florida species, and the
occurrence of pulses associated with somecalls
produced by the Amazonspecies. These obser-
vations were madein captivity, and no evidence
was given for the function ofthe calls.

Hartman (1969) reported that the underwa-
ter soundsofthe manateeare highly variable and
include chirp-squeaks, squeals, and screams,all
produced in a variety of unrelated circum-
stances. They seem to be associated with emo-
tional states, especially alarm, and are not used
in echolocation. One predictable vocal reaction
is the alarm duet between a motherand hercalf
as shecalls it to her side before fleeing (Hart-
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man, 1969). It should be noted that when star-
tled, the manatee will plunge into the water us-
ing the force of its tail and create great
turbulence and noise, which may have communi-
cative function (True, 1884). Krumholz (1943)
described the behavior of a startled group in
which the male reared out of the water and
headed with two females for deeper water, while
another female and a pupfled in the opposite
direction. Arthur Myrberg (pers. comm.), in a
recent study of sounds madeby a male, a mother,
and a baby, heard sounds from each individual,
and the vocabulary seemed limited. Manatee
sounds are muchlike gull shrieks, and are pro-
duced in social interactions. The baby made
quite a few sounds whenisolated.

SEA OTTER

In Alaska, the mature sea otter is normally
solitary or found in small groups (Kenyon, 1969,
1972). In California, Fisher (1939) observed
groups of sixty to eighty. The otter is rarely
foundonland, except when nursing, pupping, or
resting (Kenyon, 1969; Barabash-Nikiforov,
1947). Sandegren et al. (1973) never observed
the otter on land in California, though Van-
devere (1971) did.

Thesea otter spends the majorityofits life in
the water, swimming, grooming, feeding, and
mating (Kenyon, 1969). The animals may habitu-
ally frequent the sameareas to feed (Limbaugh,
1961; Fisher, 1940). There is evidence that male
sea otters breeding in Alaska do not hold aquatic
or terrestrial territories (Kenyon, 1969), al-
though aquatic territoriality has been observed
in the sea otter in California (Vandevere, 1970),
and Fisher’s (1939) observations imply a domi-
nance hierarchy in the California sea otter. Re-
cently, Calkins and Lent (1975) have observed
territoriality in some Alaskansea otters; its ex-
pression mayberelated to topographic factors.
These authors describe the male patrolling his
territory and chasing intruders, and an occa-
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sional fight. Autogrooming by the defending
male typically followed a chase. The male pa-
trolled on his back, vigorously kicking and
splashing, thus providing a highly audible and
visible display. The absence of rigid aquatic ter-
ritoriality may accountfor the lack of anal scent
glands, which are found in other mustelids (Ken-
yon, 1969).

Smell is important for environmentalsensing
and for intraspecific communication inair, butit
may not be used underwater. In an early evalu-
ation of sea otter senses, Elliot (1887) wrote:

The quick hearing and the acute smell possessed by
the sea otter are not surpassed by any other creatures
knownto sea or land. They will take alarm and leave
from the effects of a small fire as far as 4 or 5 miles to
the windward of them, and the footsteps of a man
must be washed by many an ebb andflood beforeits
traces upon the beachceaseto alarm this animal and
drive it from landing there, should it happen to ap-
proach for that purpose.

Barabash-Nikiforov (1935) observed that the

sea otter bed is located in the shelter of some

spur or projecting rock, and the direction of the
exit tracks seemsto indicate that the animallies

with its head pointing up wind. By Kenyon’s
(1969) account, smell may function in individual

recognition or to indicate estrus. He observed a
precopulatory male searching for the female by
sniffing. During courtship the male will monitor

the air at the water’s surface and will change

direction as much as 130° when arriving down-

wind from a feeding female (Vandevere, 1970).

This is accompanied by anogenital inspection of

animals by mature males (Fisher, 1939; Kenyon,

1969; Vandevere, 1970), which suggests phero-

mone secretion. In this behavior, the male

cruises among the raft of animals, inspecting

each one until his advances evoke a responsethat

leads to mating.
During courtship, the male seemsto propel

the female by pushing with his nose against her

anogenital region (Vandevere, 1970); he possi-
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bly receives an olfactory cue from this action,
and he may be stimulated by vision andtaste.
Kenyon (1969) suggested that sea otters can dis-
tinguish food items by taste, and it would seem
likely that estrus would be accompanied by a
combination of cues including taste, odor, and
vision, aS in other mammals.

Kenyon (1969) and Fisher (1939) reported
that mating behavior includes the male’s posi-
tioning himself on top and biting the female’s
head region; in pinnipeds, this causes the female
to become rigid (Kenyon, 1969) or limp (Van-
devere, 1970), depending on the population of
animals. Intromission follows. Should the male
lose his grip, it must be reestablished for female
acceptance. It would seem probable that this ac-
tion arises ontogenetically from infancy, for the
female carries her pup on landby bitingits head
(Kenyon, 1969).

Sea otter communication is dominated by
hearing, vision, and touch. Tactile communica-

tion involves licking; contact with general body
surface, forepaws, and vibrissa; and copulation.

Licking has been observed in maternal
grooming of the young’s pelage and anogenital
region, where it probably stimulates defecation
and preventssoiling of the fur of the mother and
the young (Sandegrenet al., 1973). This behav-
ior may have an importantfunction in communi-
cation, not only in signaling estrus but also in
maintaining the mother-young bondandin pro-
viding comfort to the distressed young. Licking

the head in a stereotyped mannerseemsto bear
no relation to cleanliness or hunger and appears
to comfort the pupin stressful situation (San-
degren et al., 1973). Body contact and contact
maintained by the forepaws mayalso serve the

same ends (Fisher, 1940; Kenyon, 1969; San-

degren et al., 1973), as pups crying in distress

cease calling when contact with the mother1s

made.
The adults’ ability to find and identify food

dependsontactile identification of food objects
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at the depths where food is found (Kenyon,

1969; Sandegrenet al., 1973). Food 1s also iden-

tified by vibrissa contact; Kenyon (1969) stated

that the vibrissae are abraded off in wild, forag-

ing adults but not in captive animals. In Ken-

yon’s (1969) photograph of a sea otter being

offered food, the vibrissae are extended forward

and are apparently touching the food object, in
a manneridentical to the vibrissa action in feed-
ing seals. The vibrissae are voluntarily con-
trolled, and when extended forwardthey serve as
a sensory aid whenthe otter is walking among
rocks or examining a strange object (Kenyon,

1969). Theuse ofvibrissae in individual recogni-
tion or in sexual-agonistic signaling is postu-
lated.

In some circumstances vision seemsless im-
portantto the sea otter than hearingor olfaction
(Kenyon, 1969), although obviously these ani-
mals have goodvision, which is continually used
in communication. Certain postures convey
alarm and warning. Whenalarmed,the sea otter

will rise halfway out of the water (Scammon,
1874; Kenyon, 1969; Vandevere, 1970; Fisher,

1939). Whether this maneuver merely affords
the animala visual vantageor whetherit contains
message value for other sea otters is not known,
but it 1s an oft-observed and stereotypedaction.

Mating animals have been observed to swim
in coordination, the male following the dives and
surfacing pattern of the female (Kenyon, 1969).
The importance of this behavior in communica-
tion and reproductionis not mentioned, though
its stereotyped character would suggestits use in
communication.

Thoughthe sea otter lacks piloerector mus-
cles (Kenyon, 1969), it displays a defensive pos-
ture similar to that found in cther mammalian
species. According to Kenyon’s (1969) photo-
graph and comment, the threatened animal hun-
ches up, and may hiss and attempt to bite and
pushthe intruderwith its paws. The male’s mat-
ing posture, with feet held high out of the water
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(Fisher, 1939), and his red penis are highly visi-
ble signals.

Vision is important in maintaining the moth-
er-young bond. The mother watches the pup
constantly (Kenyon, 1969), and when the mother

and pupare out of sight of each other, both of
them will cry until they are in contact (Kenyon,
1969; Sandegrenetal., 1973; Fisher, 1939). The

pup cry can be heard by humansat such a dis-
tance that twelve-power binoculars were not
sufficient to locate the pup (Fisher, 1940).

A variety of sounds are madeby sea otters
(Kenyon, 1969; Fisher, 1940; Sandegrenetal.,

1973; Limbaugh, 1961; Vandevere, 1970), in-

cluding the baby cry, the adult scream under

stress, the adult female scream when separated
from her young, the whistle or whine under con-
ditions of frustration or mild distress, the con-

tentment cooing of females during premating
and postmating behavior, aggressive snarls or
growls when trying to escape, hissing, grunts
during feeding, and aggressive or frustration
barks.

In summary,the sea otter depends primarily
on hearing, olfaction, vision, and touch for com-

munication. Because of the lack of experimental
data, we haverelied on field observation ofsocial

behavior, inasmuchasthere is no social behavior

without communication.

Pinnipedia

Pinnipeds divide into three families: Otarii-
dae (sea lions and fur seals), Odobenidae (wal-
rus), and Phocidae (northerntrue seals, antarctic

seals, monk seals, hooded seals, and elephant

seals). All the otarids and the walrus are polygy-
nous. The phocids have a few polygamoussocial
groups(elephant seals and some populations of
grey seals), but most are assumed to be monoga-
mous.

We have used common names for seals as
follows: Steller or northern sea lion (Eumatopias
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jubatus), California sea lion (Zalophus califor-
nianus), southern sea lion (Otaria byronia), Aus-
tralian sea lion (Neophoca cinerea), Hookers sea
lion (Phocarctos hooker), northern fur seal (Callor-
hinus ursinus), South American furseal (Arctoceph-
alus australis), South African fur seal (A. pusillus ),
Kerguelen fur seal (A. tropicalis), Guadalupe fur
seal (A. philippii), Australian fur seal (A. doriferus),
‘Tasmanianfur seal (A. tasmanicus), New Zealand
fur seal (A. forsteri), walrus (Odobenus rosmarus),
bearded seal (Erignathus barbatus), grey seal
(Halichoerus grypus), harbor seal (Phoca vitulina),
ringed seal (P. hispida), Caspian seal (P. caspia),
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conditions in air, the pupil is dilated and the
animals have poor form vision (Schusterman,
1968, 1972; Schusterman andBalliet, 1971). Be-
cause of the general absence of land predators,
vision need not be too acute at night on land.
The predominantly rod-dominated retina and
tapetum lucidum adapt the eye to the lowlight
levels found in the water. In the harp seal, color
vision is present, with the greatest sensitivity in
the green and blue-green region. The placement
of the eyes forward and high on the head sug-
gests an adaptation to looking upward and for-
ward, with considerable binocular ability for

Baikal seal (P. sibirica), harp seal (P. groenland- judging distance. This may aid in locating
icus), ribbonseal (P. fasciata), Weddell seal (Lep-
tonychotes weddelli), crabeater seal (Lobodon
carcinophages), leopard seal (Hydrurga leptonyx),
Ross seal (Ommatophoca rossi), Mediterranean
monk seal (Monachus monachus), West Indian
monkseal (M. tropicalis), Hawaiian monkseal (M.
schauinsland:), hooded seal (Cystophora cristata),
southern elephant seal (Mirounga leonina), and
northern elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostris).

The nomenclature is from King (1964), ex-
cept for uniting the genera Pusa, Pagophilus, and
Histriophoca into the genus Phoca (Burns and Fay,
1970).

PINNIPED RECEPTORS

Vision
The eye of the seal is well developed (Walls,

1963; Lavigne and Ronald, 1972; Jamieson and

Fisher, 1970, 1971; Piggins, 1970; Nagy and
Ronald, 1970; Hobson, 1966; Johnson, 1893;
Landau and Dawson, 1970; King, 1964; Wilson,

1970). The large spherical lens is adapted to
aquatic vision, the refractive index of the cornea
being similar to that of water. On land, under
lighted conditions, pinniped vision is good. The
vertical slitlike pupil adapts the eyeto aerial vi-
sion by reducing astigmatism, sharpeningthefo-
cus, and reducing the light. Under low-light

breathingholesin ice (Kooyman, 1968), in haul-
ing out on rocks, and in capturing prey (Hobson,
1966).

That vision may notbe anessential sense in
some species 1s suggested by statements that
blind grey seals successfully feed and pup. Fur-
thermore,the fact that Weddell seals feed in the
almostlightless winter of the Antarctic suggests
that sound mayhave increased importance.It is
possible that the presenceofa highlevel ofphos-
phorescence allows Weddell seals to communi-
cate and locate prey visually (Kooyman, 1968).
Ponting (in Kooyman, 1968), while watching
Weddell seals during the winter night at
McMurdo Sound, stated, ‘‘a seal emerged, its

beautiful head all blazing with phosphores-
cence.” It seems reasonable that any available
light is utilized by the Weddell seal for orienta-
tion and hunting (Kooyman, 1968), especially in
clear water. Kooyman (1975) has shown that
Weddell seals dive deeper, more frequently, and
longer during the day than at night, again sug-
gesting the importance of vision. Kooyman
(1968) suggested that seals can see as deep as
1,000 m using both phosphorescence and ambi-
ent light. Lythgoe and Dartnell (1970) suggested
that the rhodopsinsof the elephantseal eye are
adapted to the bioluminescence of prey squid
(see also Jamieson and Fisher, 1972). Also,
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Schusterman (1967) characterized the California

sea lion as primarily a visual animal.
A variety of studies have demonstrated good

vision in pinnipeds (Schusterman, 1965, 1967,

1968; Schusterman and Balliet, 1970, 1971;

Schusterman and Feinstein, 1965; Schusterman

and Thomas, 1966). California sea lions, Steller

sea lions, and harbor seals are capable of dis-
criminating a size-difference ratio as small as
1.06:1 under water, an ability similar to that of
several species of monkey. Under dim illumina-
tion the seal’s visual acuity is superior to man’s,
and visual shape and spacing discrimination in
seals is highly efficient. It has been hypothesized
that seals produce clicks when visual cues are
scarce or unavailable, but that they are normally

dependenton the visual sense under water.
Schusterman and Thomas (1966) suggested

that the visual perceptual organization of seals
may be quite different from that of terrestrial
animals because seals perform manytasks while
upside downorontheirsides. A variety of acuity
tests suggest that the eye has excellent resolution
both in air andin waterunderlighted conditions,
but is much better in water under low-light con-
ditions. Some apparentspecies differencesin re-
action to objects (e.g., man) on land may be due
to variable selective attention factors rather than
to visual acuity per se (Schusterman and Thomas,
1966).

Audition
Hearing and sound production both under

water and in air are well developed. Acoustic
signals are varied in both media, but arestill
poorly known underwater.

Audiograms have been madein bothair and
waterfor several species and are summarized in
Fig. 1. A recent in-air audiogram of the Califor-
nia sea lion (Schusterman, 1974) does notdiffer
fundamentally from the audiogram made from
an evoked potential study (Bullock et al., 1971).
Not includedin Fig. 1 is the underwater hearing
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curve of the ringed seal (Terhune and Ronald,
1975). Seals have good hearing underwater and
raised thresholds in air, although the grey seal
seems to be an exception at 2 to 4 kHz. Where
there are lowered thresholds they are variable
from 2 to 4 kHz and 15 to 30 kHz. The lowest
thresholds in the high frequencies are near or
centered at 20 to 35 kHz for the greyseal, near
15 kHz for the harpseal, and between 12 and 40
kHz for the harbor seal. The ear seems best
adapted to hearing in water, with some accom-

modation for in-air hearing. Interestingly
enough, much of the prime energy in manyvo-
calizations is from 0.5 to 4 kHz (in the range of
best aerial hearing), except for the clicklike
sounds discussed below, which have their main

energy in the second low-threshold area of the
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Fig. 1. Underwater (solid lines) and in-air (other
lines) audiogramsofsomeseals: harpseal in air (from
Terhune and Ronald, 1971), under water (from Ter-
hune and Ronald, 1972); harbor seal in air and under
water (from Mdhl, 1968a, 1968b); California sea lion
in air (from Bullocket al., 1971; Gentry, 1966), under
water (from Schustermanet al., 1972); grey seal in air
and underwater (from Ridgway, 1973).
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audiogramsat the higher frequencies. Other de-
tailed comparisons of audiograms may be found
in Schusterman (1974) and Terhune and Ronald
(1975).

One must ask whythere is a second area of
decreased thresholds at high frequencies. Al-
thoughitis not ourintentionto review the prob-
lem of echolocation in seals, a few observations
should be made. Poulter (1963) reported that
seals echolocate using clicks. Others (Evans and
Haugen, 1963; Schusterman, 1974) could not
find any evidence for echolocation. Certainly, on
the basis of limited evidence, seals do not appear
to produce clicks as frequently as do odon-
tocetes. To clarify one problem, we need a defi-
nition of a click. Winn and Perkins (1976)
defined it as a soundofless than 5 msecin dura-
tion, although it may be useful to include some
pulsed soundslasting up to 20 msec. Although
it is not absolutely documented, there seems to

be a break in the durations of pulsed sounds up
to a next class, with durations of 50 to 200 msec.

These longer soundshave frequencies only up to
5 to 7 kHz normally, whereas short “‘clicks’’ have
frequencies up to 30 to over 100 kHz. Therefore,
it is clear that the sounds that Schusterman
(1967) discussed are not the ones expected to be
involved in a refined echolocation system. They
are too long and of too low a frequency (up to
4 kHz).

Clicks as defined here have been described
for the California sea lion, the harp seal, the

hoodedseal, the grey seal, and the harbor seal
(Mohl and Ronald, 1970; Poulter, 1963; Schevill

et al., 1963; Schneider, 1974; Schustermanetal.,
1970; Terhune and Ronald, 1973). Schevill et al.

(1963) pointed out that seal clicks were much
less intense than odontocete clicks, suggesting
that their usefulness at a distance mustbe lim-
ited. Much of the equipment used to record
clicks has been inadequate for resolving amphi-
tudes at various high frequencies; in fact, there

is much distortion (Dierckset al., 1973), and the

great variability in the results of physical analyses
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of the soundsis yet to be adequately explained.
Watkins (1973) discussed this problem in detail.

Seals can localize sounds underwateras well
as or better than can the harborporpoise (Table
1) (Gentry, 1967; Mghl, 1964, 1967, 1968a,
1968b.) Localization is improvedat higher fre-
quencies, but recently Moore (1975) showed that
this is not true for the California sea lion. The
harbor seal could detect an average Weberfrac-
tion of 0.013 for frequencies of 1 to 60 kHz, but
above that, frequency discrimination was lost
(Mghl, 1967, 1968b). The minimum audible an-
gle perception forclick trains was 9° + 4° under
water and 3° + 4° in air for the harborseal (Ter-
hune, 1974).

Touch

The tactile sense is well developed in seals,
largely because of the presence of vibrissae
around the mouth. These vibrissae are highly
developed and have complicated innervations
(Cajal, 1952; Ling, 1966; Scheffer, 1962; Steph-

ens et al., 1971). Poulter (1972) suggested that
vibrissae are an acoustic sensor and that they
respond to low-amplitude high-frequency sig-
nals. However, knowledge of the functions of
vibrissae of terrestrial animals argues againstthis
hypothesis. Dykes (1972) stated that vibrissae
are adapted to discriminate texture and shape of
objects within the immediate proximity of the
animal’s face. Fibers could respond to frequen-
cies up to 500 Hz; a few fibers could respond

above that and once even above | kHz, where the

amplitude had to be increased beyondthe usual
biological reality. At 20 Hz vibrissae are not sen-
sitive enough to respond to the loudest biologi-
cal sound everrecorded, namely that of the blue

whale (Dykes, 1972).

Chemoreception
Little is known aboutthe senses of taste and

smell in seals (King, 1964). Taste buds, although
present, are scarce, and a small olfactory bulb
exists in the brain. Taste, at least, may be utilized
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in the final selection of food and, perhaps, mini-
mally in communication. Final identification of
pups by a mother mayinvolve odors; and north-
ern fur seal, California sea lion, ringed seal
males, and probably other species have strong
odors that could communicate information
about sexual status and even be used in individ-

1s detected by seals on land, and it has been
suggested that a seal can smell the presence of a
trainer not in view (Evans and Bastian, 1969). It
1s presumedthat the nares are closed under Wa-
ter, so that olfaction cannot be used. The in-
volvement of chemical cues in mother-pup
recognition is discussed in a later section.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

Seals generally have short, well-defined
breeding seasonsontraditional grounds and are
dispersed to varying extents at othertimesof the
year. Insofar as social systems are concerned, of
the 32 species of seals, 14 are social (usually
haremlike) breeding otarids (sea lion, fur seals,
and walrus). Walrus, although polygamous, do
not have harems, but nursery herds, separate
from males and nonparturient females, are
formed (Burns, 1970). Mating in the polygynous
otarids occursshortly after parturition. Of the 18
phocidseals, two elephant seal species and some
grey seal populations are also social haremlike
breeders, while most others maintain loose ag-
gregations or are moresolitary and only come
together briefly to mate.

Male Weddell seals maintain an underwater
territory below a breathing hole and presumably
an above-waterterritory near perennialcracksin
the ice in the vicinity ofan aggregation ofterrito-
rial females with pups (Clineetal., 1971; Mans-
field, 1958; Isenmann, 1970). They are
polygynous, with mating taking place in the wa-
ter. Most of the other phocidsare less social and
usually monogamous;they mate underwater but

Communication in Selected Groups

on ice in large aggregations to give birth; the
malesare in the waterin groupsbutstart to come
up on theice three to four days after parturition,
before mating, probably monogamously, in the
water at weaning time (Sergeant, pers. comm.,
and 1963; Terhune, pers. comm.). The bearded
seal pups on ice floes. Hooded seals mate on
land and organize into family units of a large
male, a female, and a pup (King, 1964) and are
much morespatially separated than harp seals.
Leopard seals appear more solitary, as is proba-
bly the case with the Ross seal (King, 1964):
whereas crabeater seals seem partially gregari-
ous, although little is known about pupping.
Whatlittle is known ofHawaiian monkseals indi-
cates that loose aggregations of females with
pupsare found and that sometimesa maleis with
them,thus suggesting some sort ofpairing (Rice,
1964; Wirtz, 1968; Kenyon and Rice, 1959). Har-
bor seals mate monogamously in the water and
are essentially nongregariousin the mating sea-
son. The general social organization andrelated
behavior are summarized in Table 1.

In the polygynousotarids, the fur seals, ex-
ceptfor the African fur seal, exhibit the strongest
herding behavior. The northern furseal is the
most active herder; the remaining fur seals are
not quite as active. The more sexually di-
morphic, larger sea lions and the similar African
fur seal (Rand, 1967) show no, or very weak,
herding behavior(Miller, 1974). In phocids the
highly sexually dimorphic elephantseals weakly
herd females, and the grey seals show almost no
herding behavior. Miller (1974) has related weak
herding behavior with exaggerated sexual di-
morphism (large male size), need for less loco-
motion, and habitat differences. It is easier to
herd on rocky ruggedterrain. Perhapsherdingis
relatively ineffective for reproductive success but
conserves energy when landmarks are abundant.
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The polygynous, harem-formingseals exhibit

numerous adaptive variations in their social or-

ganization. While northern elephant

_

seal

females stay with their pups during a thirty-day

nursing period, fur seal mothers leave their pups

for six-to-seven-day periods of feeding at sea.

Thus, fur seal pups can fast for long periods;

while in the elephant seal the pups must feed

almost every day, but the cows can fast for long

periods. Communication for reunification after

long and distant separation must be more

evolvedin furseals. Steller sea lion females leave

their pups and go tosea for a few hours to a few

days, then return to nurse for two days (average

cycle three days) (Gentry, 1970).

Other social systems exist in addition to the

terrestrial harem organization of the elephant

seals and fur seals. In Weddell seals, different

phases of breeding are consummatedin two me-

dia: the females aggregate and the pups are born

along perennialcracksin fastice, while polygy-

nous males defend breathing holes against sub-

ordinate males and mate in the water.

Less-dominant males and nonreproductive

females are distant from the rookery (Lindsey,

1937). This situation, in addition to freeing

space for parturient females that would normally

be occupied by males, minimizes pup disturb-

ances caused by intermale conflict, so character-

istic of restricted breeding grounds. Further-

more, acoustic and postural displays are

required by Weddell seal males when ap-

proached by other males under water.

In Steller sea lions, on the other hand,first

the males occupyterrestrial, aquatic, and semia-

quatic territories. Then the females arrive and

establish favorite spots in aggregations, particu-

larly in the semiaquatic areas (Gentry, 1970; San-

degren, 1970), so that several females are within

one male’s territory. The males’ territorial

boundaries are well definedbyritualized threats,

fighting, and geographic demarcations (Gentry,

1970). The females tend to move between two or

three favored resting sites rather than randomly
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across the reproductive area, but they do cross

some maleterritories. In addition, herding bulls

sometimestry to prevent cows from leaving ter-

ritories (Orr and Poulter, 1967), but the re-

sponse is weak when compared to that of

strongly herding species. Herdingis directed ex-

clusively toward cows with young pups or €S-

trous cows, and maybeinitiated by the cow. The

females form dominance hierarchies, in which

the more aggressive secure and defend the more

favorable pupping sites, have greater nursing

vigor, and, through activation behavior, aid in

the development of the pup.

Peterson (1965) stated that “fur seal harems

are aggregations of otherwise solitary individu-

als.” In this situation, successful breeding can

result if aggression due to crowding1s reduced.

In the northern furseal, this1s achieved through

strict territoriality, harem maintenance, and ago-

nistic signaling. The timing of social events 1S

briefly: Northern furseal bulls come ashoreearly

in the season andestablish territories near the

water’s edge. As the season progresses, areas

more inland becometerritorialized, and the size

of thoseterritories already established is forcibly

reduced by crowding. The harem bulls usually

maintain positions throughout the season and

repulse nonterritorial bulls. ‘The majority of the

pregnantfemales returnafter the males establish

territories. The females,like the males, normally

return to the same location every year. During

the next eight days, the females pup, comeinto

estrus, and mate. The females then return to the

sea for food, returning to the rookery every

seven to nine days to nurse. The breakup ofthe

breeding assembly is caused by the females’ de-

sertion and by the waningofterritoriality in the

male. Except for this breeding period from May

to August, Northern fur seals are atsea.

In the elephant seals, several factors affect

communication: exaggerated male size, leading

to poor locomotion; increased female gregari-

ousness; increased female aggression during the

breeding season, due to the males’ defense of



graphic cues are lacking, only individual dis-
tances are maintained.In the polygamousforms,
a territory may be as small as 10 X 10 m; whereas
in the ringed seals (Olds, 1950), family units
Space out at least 50 m or more.In phocids, most
females with pups defendtheir territories, as the
males of most species probably do during the
mating season. The male territories are fre-
quently in the water, butit should be emphasized
thatlittle is known, andindividual spacing with-
out reference to an area maybethe rule. A few
species are solitary to a certain extent, although
haul-out areas are reported, and normally they
are spaced out individually (leopard seal: Mar-
low, 1967: Gwynn, 1953; probably Ross seal:
Laws, 1964). Related to this is the fact that males
are larger than the females. Males of many spe-
cies have secondary sexual devices that, in some
cases, may amplify sounds. Theyconsist of nasal
sacs in elephantseals and in hoodedseals, large
neck “shields” in fur seals, and an elongated
nose in grey seals. Pharyngeal pouches occurin
the walrus, and similar, less well developed de-
vices have been suggestedfor ribbon seal, north-
ern sea lion, beardedseal, ringed seal, and har-
bor seal (Schevill etal., 1966). Some males, such
as the harp seal, may be nonterritorial (Sergeant,
pers. comm.).

The development of communication systems
that enhance adaptation of individuals result in
social organizationsin seals thatare criticalfor at
least three functional needs: the maintenance of
close proximity between mother and young dur-
ing the suckling stage and their reunification
after the mother has gone to sea to feed
(particularly for otarids); the maintenanceof the

leave for sea to feed for the remainder of the
year, they are generally more solitary, and com-
plex signaling systemsare not known,although
in someseals pairs or small groups are main-
tained.

Theinteraction of the above communication
needsis intimately tied to pup survival. This is
true for the harem- and social-breeding species,
which include all otarids and a few phocids.
Much of the pup mortality in some speciesis
socially induced (Le Boeuf, 1972). Thus, al-
though communication reduces mortality, it is
not efficient enough to prevent significant mor-
tality. For instance, Le Boeuf (1972) gave four
primecausesof death of northern elephantseal
pups, each of which involves a breakdownin
communication (social disorganization): moth-
er-pup separation without reunion, failure of
some femalesto nurse alien pups, female aggres-
sion toward alien pups, and bulls trampling
young pups. These same problems occur with
other social pinnipeds, e.g., grey seal (Coulson
and Hickling, 1964), monk seal (Wirtz, 1968),
northern fur seal (Anonymous, 1971). Less is
known aboutice-breeding species.

In the polygynous species, the communica-
tive system mustdealwith severalfactors, includ-
ing increased male size and aggression, female
gregariousness, female defense of pups, and ex-
clusion of nonreproductive individuals. Commu-
nication must therefore function to restrict
violence, maintainspatial relationships, and limit
the need for terrestrial locomotion so that the
individual can function efficiently.

COURTSHIP AND MATING SIGNALS

Thestructure of the mating system develops
out of a need for competing males to have access
to females. It is represented by two situations:
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that in which a male has access to many females

(polygyny), and that in which only one male has

access to one female (monogamy). In many spe-

cies mating occurs exclusively in water, in others

only on land, and in some species in both envi-

ronments.
As a consequenceofa structured social orga-

nization, and perhaps because they are accessi-

ble for study, seals breeding in environments

restricted by breathing holes (on ice) or by

topography (on land) are reported to have com-

plex signaling and breeding systems. A variety of

signals, including odor,color, posture,taste, and

sound, are involved in courtship behavior.

Courtship and mating occur in the waterfor

such species as the Weddell seal (Cline et al.,

1971), harbor seal (Venables and Venables,

1957), harp seal (Silvertsen, 1941), and leopard

seal (Marlow, 1967). Although complete behav-

ioral analyses are lacking, we do know that mat-

ing is preceded by various displays. Male

Weddellseals call actively beneath the ice. This

may induce nursing females abovetheice to peer

down the breathing hole (Kaufman, in press),

and the females’ behavior may have communica-

tive function as well.

Courtship is poorly knownin the harborseal

since it occurs offshore between individuals that

are not sexually dimorphic. Courtshipsignals are

apparently produced while the seals are swim-

ming, blowing bubbles, andvocalizing (Venables

and Venables, 1957). In the harp seal and the

Weddell seal, the male coaxes the female into the

water with locomotory and acoustic displays.

Female grey seals may solicit copulation by nuz-

zling the male (James, pers. comm.). Informa-

tion on phocid courtship and

_

copulatory

behavior is lacking because they occur in water,

where few observations have been made.

Malesassessestrusby olfactory investigation.

Territorial male New Zealandfurseals sniff rocks

used by females as wellas the females themselves

(Miller, 1974). Miller stated that assessment of
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the female reproductive state by chemical cues

may be absentin northern fur seals, but it is the

rule in otarids. Scent glands are unknown in

seals. What role the musky odorof male Califor-

nia sea lions and northern furseals plays is un-

known(Peterson and Bartholomew, 1967). Male

ringed seals (Kenyon, 1962) and harp seals ex-

ude strong odors. Perhaps this odor1s used in

territorial marking.

Otarids, excluding the walrus, normally mate

on land (Sandegren, 1970; Gentry, 1970), as do

two socially similar phocids, the elephant seal

and the greyseal, which occasionally also mateat

sea.
Otarid males investigate the anogenital area

of the female before copulation. Their interest

maybeincreasedbythe swollen red vulva, which

sometimesinduces them tolick the region (Bar-

tholomew, 1953; Bartholomew and Hoel, 1953;

Gentry, 1970).

The female otarid often solicits copulation in

a much moreactive and elaborate mannerthan

do female phocids. Most prominentare the exag-

gerated walk of the estrous display in female

northern fur seals (Peterson, 1968) andthesolic-

itous precopulatory display of female Steller sea

lions, which may be essential to induce the male

to mount (Gentry, 1970; Sandegren, 1970). Sig-

naling in the fur seal (Peterson, 1965) during

“estrous” displays consists of nose and head

rubbing and nippingthe bull’s neck and mandi-

ble. The females become less andless aggres-

sive. The vibrissae are usually erect. The male

produces the extended low roar, while the

female sometimes hisses. When notin estrus the

female gives the “‘evasive”’ display typicalofall

nonestrous male-female encounters. It is a com-

bination of avoidance and threat, with the vi-

brissae erect and the neck arched. The bull

attempts to keep the femalein histerritory while

threatening vocally. A female may face the bull

and grip his mandible or the underside ofhis

neck in her teeth. This seemsto limit his nipping
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at her backsince sheis firmly locked to him and
moves with him during attempted lunges. Some-times the female does not establish a firm grip
and simply counters the bull’s lungesat her with
aggressive, open-mouthedthreats of her own.

If the female proves to be sexually unrecep-
tive, the ‘‘whicker’” and the extended low roar
are usedin alternationbythe male.Ifaggressive
threatening and physical blocking are not suffi-
cient to Stop an escaping female, a bull can forc-
ibly bend her over until he can grasp the skin of
her back in his teeth. Then he maylift her bodily
and throw herinto his territory.

Whenready to accept mounting, a female
permits the bull to nuzzle her perineum and rub
his whiskers alongherback, whichis arched up-
ward, while the hind flippers are spread. Some-
times a female seems to be suddenly intolerant
of a bull and breaks into evasive display. A fe-
male’s estrous display always induces a bull to
mount.

Northern elephantseal bulls sometimes mate
immediately after a successful agonistic behav-
ioral interaction (Bartholomew, 1952: James,
1970) and maybe only secondarily stimulated by
the presence of females. James (1970) hypothe-
sized that this is a result of general arousal or,
more probably, the disinhibitory effect of stimu-
lation provided by anintruder on a beach master
habituated to female presence.

Precopulatory displays by the New Zealand
fur seal are muchless frequent than those ofsea
lions (Miller, 1974). Miller states that the tactile
components are much less developed than for
sea lions. Token female resistance and passivity
carry stimulus values to male seals.

Copulatory behavior itself is quite stereo-
typed. Basically the male positions himself be-
hind and ontop of the female, thus controlling
her with his weight and/or foreflippers. The pos-
ture In somespecies changesso that the maleis
on the female’s side (grey seal: Hewer, 1957).
Rubbingofpartners just before and during cop-
ulation occurs moreoften in the thigmotactic sea
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lions and South African fur seal than in other fur
seals (Miller, 1974),

During aquatic mating (Weddell seal: Cline et
al., 1971; harborseal: Venables and Venables,
1957; Bishop, 1967; leopard seal: Marlow,
1967), the male grasps the axillary area of the
female with both flippers. In terrestrial mating of
other species one foreflipper is positioned over
the female dorsal, and the male’s weight is both

more passive. She maybite his neck, possibly
encouraging him to dismountat the end ofmat-
ing.

Terhune (pers. comm.) has seen harp seal
cowswith cuts and scratches on various anterior
parts of the body, some of which werethin lines
one to six inches long running along the shoul-
der anterior to posterior. They could have been
madebythenails of the foreflippers and bybit-
ing the female’s neck if the male had mounted
from behind underwater.

Herding of females by males to maintain
harems is not generally very effective in pin-
nipeds. Sea lions, the South African fur seal, and
the northern elephant seal are less-successful
herders than the smaller fur seals, perhaps be-
cause their large size limits their locomotion. In
all cases, the tendency of the females to Stay in
one place is as importantas efficient herding to
maintaining a harem.Asa result, Miller (1974)
suggested that the most important function of
herding behavior is to communicatecriteria for
normal males in a group of animals where mate
choiceis apparently lacking. In

a

sense,it may be
functional, like courtship activities.

MOTHER-PUP SIGNALS

Just prior to parturition, the females establish
a territory. In otarids, the northern elephant
seal, and the Weddell seal (Kaufman, 1975), the
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females may aggressively clear areas. Though

the duration of nursing varies among the differ-

ent species, there are several advantages to

maternal maintenanceofterritory and establish-

ment of a consistent place for suckling. First,

adoption by violence 1s discouraged in stable

nursing situations (Le Boeuf et al., 1972), al-

though exceptionsto this rule exist (Burnset al.,

1972: Marlow,1972). Second, the female’s terri-

tory provides a defending area in which disturb-

ance of the pup by other females, and of the

mother by males and females, is minimized.

Third, female territoriality lays the groundwork

for precision in geographic reunification of nurs-

ing otarid pairs.

In otarids, the mothers leave the young to go

to sea, presumably to feed, and then return peri-

odically to nurse their pups. Northern fur seals,

for example, leave five to ten days post partum

for periods of seven to ten days and return for

two days of nursing (Peterson, 1965). Pups gen-

erally remain nearthe birth site, and the mother

returns to shore nearthe site; thus, geography

and spatial memoryplay an initial role in reunifi-

cation. Successful reunification also depends on

the developmentof signals—acoustic, visual, ol-

factory, and tactile—for mutual recognition be-

tween the mother and the pup.

Acoustic signaling in some species maystart

when the female directs calls at the anogenital

region just before the birth of the pup. This be-

havior may be the beginning of the establish-

ment of the mother-pupbond.In otarids, mutual

vocalization starts immediately after birth (for

example, the northern fur seal: Peterson, 1965).

Calls made by nursing pairs have been termed

motherattraction and pup attraction (Table 2).

Though both types are reported for most pin-

nipeds, the grey seal and the harborsealuse only

the mother-attraction call. This call is vocalized

by young pups when distressed, when being

abused physically (in elephant seals), or when

apparently hungry. Pup-attractioncalls, emitted

by the mother, seem to contain more specific
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meanings and are used only during reunificauon

or activation (Sandegren, 1970). The northern

elephant seal motherstarts calling as soon as she

comes ashore. This soundis easily heard above

all the other soundsin the colony (Bartholomew

and Collias, 1962). Maternal calls are individu-

ally identifiable, but pup recognition of the call

may take varying amounts of time to learn, from

three days, in the northern sea lion (Sandegren,

1970), to two months,in Hooker’s sea lion (Stirl-

ing, 1972). Rand (1967) noted learning in the

South African fur seal, in which pups initially

respond to pupz-attraction calls of all females,

only later answeringto the call ofa specific cow.

In the northern fur seal, pup-attraction calls

cease when the seals are reunified, whether or

not suckling follows. Several authors (Wilson,

1973a; Fogden, 1971; Evans and Bastian, 1969)

concluded that harborseals, which nurse primar-

ily in the water, attract pups through smacking

the water, circling and nuzzling the pup, or

whole-body contact. The pup does not recognize

the mother, and pupsinitiate suckling by calling

and nuzzling on approach. Terhune (pers.

comm.) stated that in the harp seal only the pups

call. As many vocalizing pupsare rejected as are

accepted after being sniffed—another instance

that suggests that odoris the final cue for identi-

fication.
Olfactory andtactile signals may well be used

in final identification when the phocid mother

approachesthe pup(Fig. 2). With one exception,

there have been no experimental studies on

mother-pup recognition signals. In a series of

preliminary experiments, Kaufman (in press) de-

termined that odor was important in Weddell

seal reunification. In one experiment, the skin of

a dead pup wasattachedto a live pup. Thelive

pup was accepted by the motherof the pup that

had died, from which the skin had been taken.

Kenyon and Rice (1959) related an incident in

which a Hawaiian monk seal mother, separated

from her pup, heard the cry of an isolated,

nearby pup andrapidly crawled to it. She sniffed



Vocalization Use
Description

Northernfur seal (Peterson, 1965)
Male trumpeted Territorial Loud, prolonged call; variable in pitch, rate, and volume; 5-sec burstroar

with rising pitch; rapid repetition when intensity is high; volumevarieswith intensity.
Lowroar(male) Immediate Short, loud, not pulsed; intergrades with trumpeted roar; duration 1 or2 sec.
Whicker (male) Mild threat Resembles clicking; little variability in pitch or volume; constantTepetition rate, but slower toward end of series.
Boundary puffing Territorial Harsh, panting; a sharp exhalation repeated several times in rapid(male) boundary display succession; diminishing volume.
Whine(male) Submission Loud,high-pitched squeal; duration 3-5 sec.
Open mouththreat Threat Hiss.
(female)

New Zealandfurseal (Miller, 1971; Stirling and Warneke, 1971)
Trumpetedroaring
(male full threat call)

Threat; boundary Pulsed, growllike sound, followed by screamlike portion; mean durationdisplay 1.4 sec.

Male low-intensity
threat

Threat Pulsed growllike sound; major energy below 1.7 kHz.

Male moan Notclear; prob- Cowlike moo; duration 2 sec.; major energy <1,000 Hz; side bandsably agonistic present.

Male gutteral Threat; Low-pitched growl followed by single pugg.challenge territorial

Male barking Sexual interest; Repeated high-pitchedcall.
territorial

Jaw clapping Agonistic ““Fwapp.”

Snort Weak Threat Snort.

Submissivecall Submission Modulated high-pitched call; '2~4 kHz; duration ~ 1% sec.(male and female)

Pupattraction To attract (1) High-pitched whine,similar to horse whinny; 1.5 kHz.(female) pup (2) Lower-pitched monotonic moan; 0.15 kHz; pulsed.
Female attraction To attract High-pitched call; first section has low fundamental frequency (as low(by pup) female as 2.5 kHz); secondsection has higher frequency (1.6 kHz); duration to

15 sec; first section always 0.5 sec.
Chung Threat

Open-mouth Threat
threat (female)

Bleat and bawl

(pup)
Female attraction

Chirp Inquiry Downward-swept frequency varying between 30 and 1 kHz, often
repeatedinseries.

Low pulses Threat Less than 200 Hz, duration 0.5-1.0 sec.
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Table 2 (continued)

ns
se

Description
Vocalization U

Hawaiian monkseal (Kenyon and Rice, 1959)

Soundslike “bgg-bgg-bgg-bgg”; originates deep in throat.

Soft bubbling Alarm

sound

Grunting bawl Threat Expelled air forms snort, snort bellow, or “mrraugh”’ sound; similar to

(female)
that made by Eumetopias jubata.

Bleat (pup) Female attraction Similar to adult bellow; soundslike “mwaa-mwaa-mwaa.”

Grunting bawl (pup) Threat Diminutive version of adult grunting bawl; “aaah”or “‘gaah.”

Growl or moan Pup attraction Hoarse, throaty.

(female)

Harborseal (Scheffer and Slipp, 1944; Evans, 1967)

Various sounds Not known Snort, squall, bawl, throaty grunt, doglike bark.

Flipper slapping Alarm; pup Flipper slaps water surface during diving.

attraction

Pup calls Motherattraction; Soundslike “maa”or “kroo-roo-uh”; about 500 Hz.

distress

Bearded seal (Ray, Watkins, and Burns, 1969)

Male song Territorial First section: modulated warble; long, oscillating frequency; may be 1

min in duration. Secondsection: moan; short, unmodulated frequency.

Call starts at about 2,000 cps and endsas low as 200 cps.

Ringedseal (Stirling, 1973)

Bark Direct threat Low-pitched.

Yelp Probably submissive High-pitched, sometimes modulated.

Growls Threat Low-and high-pitched.

Chirp Short, descending frequency.

California sea lion (Peterson and Bartholomew, 1969)

Bark (male) Aggression; Duration .2-.3 msec; 3 barks/sec; fundamental 200 Hz; produced almost

territorial continuously at height of breeding season.

Female threat Threat Bark, squeal, and growl; used with open-mouth threat.

Mother response Response to pup Individually varied; similar to bawling.

attraction

Pup bark Play; mild threat; Higher frequency than adult bark; 3-8 barks in succession, pulsed.

whendisturbed

Pupattraction To attract pup Individually varied; duration 1-2 sec; bawling sound; may be pulsed.

(female)

Walrus(Schevill, Watkins, and Ray, 1966)

Bell Sexual behavior 1.0-1.5 sec; fundamental 400-1,200 Hz.

Rasps andclicks
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Table 2 (continued)
Use and description ofpinniped vocalizations.ren

olbitniped

vocalizations,
Vocalization Use

Description

Northern elephantseal (Bartholomew and Collias, 1962)

Loud, resonant clapping sound with metallic quality, like exhaust noiseof a locomotive; frequency <2,500 cps; extremes recorded of bursts of3-7 pulses at a rate of 15-25/sec with 0.1 sec between bursts, and single
claps spaced at 1-secintervals.

Clap threat Threat

Snort. Threat Snort.

Whimper. Submission Whimper.
Female threat Threat Harsh, deep, belchingroar; frequency <700 Hz; pulse rate changes from

100/sec to 50/sec; duration >3 sec.
Pupattraction

(female)
To attract pup

Female attraction

(by pup)
To attract

female

High-pitched bark; frequency 500-1,000 Hz; duration 0.2 sec; repetition
rate and intervals between barks not constant.

(1) Long, puppylike yelp; duration 0.3-0.5 sec;repeated several times;
ascendsto 1,000 Hz; pulsed 80-90 /sec.
(2) More fluctuations in pitch than type 1; ascends from 100 to
1,000 Hz.

Weddell seal (Kooyman, 1968; Schevill and Watkins, 1965; Watkins and Schevill, 1968)

Series of short-duration pulses; series as long as 42 sec; frequency and
repetition rate start high but drop gradually duringseries.

Chi-chi-chi Threat

Trill Threat; dominance

Eeeyo Threat 3

250 Hz.

Teeth clattering Threat

Descendscontinuously from 6 kHz to 0.5 kHz in 1.5 sec.

Frequency stays constant at 3,500 Hz for 2 sec, then changes to

Jawsopen andclose rapidly; maximum gape 5 cm.See

it several times, left, and continued to search.
Odor recognition may also be important in the
grey seal (Burton et al., 1975). The subject of
mother-pup signals is obviously wide open to
experimentation in various species.

The pinniped nursing period is prolonged,
particularly in the socially breeding otarids.
Steller sea lion may nursefor a year, northern fur
seal for three months, and northern elephant
seal (a phocid) for about a month. The California
sea lion nurses on land for about twenty days and
then continuesfor up to six monthsin the water.
Phocids generally nurse for only three or four
weeks.

Sandegren (1970) and Gentry (1970) de-
scribed interesting female Steller sea lion behav-
ior termed activation, which wasused to induce,
by aversive conditioning, suckling and otherbe-
havior by the pup. The motherlifts and drops
the pup.Its response(activation) is intenseirrita-
tion, shown by fast movements, head shaking,
and bleating, which is transformedinto a long,
loud scream. Soon, merely a movement of the
motherevokes the samereaction. Otheractivat-
ing behavior by the mother included nipping,
slapping,pressing, stroking with foreflipper, and
nose pushing. These actions apparently stimu-
late activity, locomotion, and movement, result-
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ing in nursing and thus encouraging rapid

growth (Sandegren, 1970).

AGONISTIC BEHAVIOR

Thesocial land-breedingseals, including ota-

rids and some phocids, have evolved highly

stereotyped andritualized signal systems. These

signals may help separate the individuals, as in

male territories, or they may act to keep the ani-

mals close to one another, as in harems. In some

species, the fighting and rushing of males across

areas occupied by females and pups cause con-

siderable pup mortality. Thus, the signaling sys-

tems must be efficient enough to reduce

mortality to a level where the population is main-

tained: and successful mating must be ensured.

Althoughlittle is known about the underwater

ritualized behavior ofmany phocids, we do know

that somespecies,at least, perform highly ritual-

ized aquatic displays.

Manyofthethreat andattraction displays in-

clude visual and acoustic elements; at times, the

tactile and olfactory senses are involvedas well.

Acoustic-visual complexes change with motiva-

tion. In ritualized fighting behavior, body pos-

tures and sounds are produced. The vibrissae

 
Fig. 2. Final pup identification by mother grey

seal, presumably by vibrissal contact information and

odor. (Photo by Jack Schneider.)
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are erect, and contact 1s made. Several authors

have notedthat “‘vibrissae contact” in greeting 1s

an agonistic signal (Bonner, 1968; Bonner and

Laws, 1964; Orr and Poulter, 1967).

Miller (1971) systematized the communica-

tion ofthreatby territorial male New Zealand fur

seals (Fig. 3). First, a territorial male perceives

another male approaching at a distance. If his

vocal and visual displays do not causeretreat, the

territorial male then approaches the other

closely. Ifa retreat still does not occur, the terri-

torial male repeats and elaborates upon the sig-

naling. If no submissive behavior or retreat 1S

demonstrated by the alien male, a fight may re-

sult. Although fighting is discouraged, the fact

that threat displays occasionally terminate with a

fight ensures that the moreritualized visual and

acoustic threat signals are reinforced. Descrip-

tions ofthe territorial behavior of many species

of social land-breeding otarids and of a few pho-

cids generally agree with Miller’s system based

on the New Zealand fur seal (northern elephant

seal: Bartholomew, 1952; northern sea lion:

Gentry, 1970; grey seal: Schneider, unpublished

ms.).

In addition to the ubiquitous open-mouth

threat (Fig. 4), males of species that maintain

territories have other intense and elaborate in-

ter-male warning calls, sometimes more than

one per species (Fig. 5). The warbling song of

the bearded seal may be the mostelaborate.Itis

emitted by reproductively active males presum-

ably maintaining below-iceterritories, andis un-

like the “belch roar’ of the northern elephant

seal. Physically, the frequency-modulated bursts

of the bearded seal’s call may be analogous to

the pulsed nature of the belch roar. Theterrito-

rial calls of otarids are of low frequency, pulsed,

and normally associated with an elevated pos-

ture. Since the first threat calls are produced

when the interacting animals are relatively far

apart, coupling with a posture must occur within

visual range, as in the land-breeding otarids, in
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Fig. 3. Communication of threat by territorial
males. (From Miller, 1971.)

the northern elephantseal, and under water by
the Weddell seal (Ray and DeCamp,1969; Kauf-
man, in press). Calling without visual contact
stimulates territorial calling in Weddell seals
(Watkins and Schevill, 1968) and elephantseals
(Bartholomew, 1952). In elephantseals, call am-
plification conveys dominance; thus large reso-
nating proboscises are positively selected
(Bartholomew, 1952). Recent ideas suggest that
the call merely identifies the caller and that the
proboscisis selected for as a visual stimulus (Le
Boeuf and Schusterman, pers. comm.). The
barking of dominant male California sea lions
restricts the movement and barking by other,
smaller males (Schusterman and Dawson, 1968).

Should social relationships of males not be
settled by display, fighting occurs. Fighting, per-
haps becauseofseal anatomy,is directed only at
certain areas. Biting and height (or getting on
top) are fight strategies. During terrestrial com-

bat, biting is directed at the foreflippers, face,
neck, and head, though a retreating animal must
protect its hind flippers andits posterior dorsal
portion from attack. Woundsandscars found on
Weddell seals (Kaufman,in press), harborseals
(Naito, 1973), and leopard seals (Marlow, 1967)
suggest that the generalized points of aggression
are similar in underwater disputes, though the
genital regionis also a target. In fur seals fighting
is ritualized to a point where the animals cease
activity if'a bite holds (Peterson, 1965). Le Boeuf
and Peterson (1969) showed that northern ele-
phantseals actually have a social hierarchy main-
tained by stereotyped threat displays. Copu-
lation is most frequent by males of the highest
status (Le Boeuf, 1974).

Submissive behavior has been described in
some otarids (Peterson, 1965; Miller, 1971) and
in the elephant seal. The southern elephant seal
signals submission by ‘“‘deflating his proboscis
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Fig. 4. Open-mouth threat of a female grey seal

toward a mature bull. (Photo by Jack Schneider.)

and backing away, uttering short high-pitched

cries” (Carricket al., 1962). High-pitched whim-

pers are typical of submissivecalls.

In the northern elephantseal, female aggres-

sive behavior, expressed by brief conflicts and

vocalizations, is evoked by intrusions of females,

alien pups, yearlings, and any male. If a pup 1s

attacked, it cries and the motherchases andat-

tacks. If her pup is pinned down inadvertently by

a male, the female threatens vocally (Bartholo-

mew and Collias, 1962). Much ofthis signaling

serves only to protect the pup. Christenson

(1974) has shownthat pupsurvival is related to

the aggressiveness of the mother: strongsignal-

ing ensures survival, while weakly aggressive

mothers frequently lose their pups. With some

variations, the social otarids exhibit similar be-

havior.
Other types of behavior have various signal

values. A snort may have universal significance in

low-intensity warning. Flipper waving (Schuster-

man, 1968) is a low-intensity visual warning dis-

play that precedes open-mouth threat in grey

seals (Schneider, pers. ob.). Flipper waving also

occursin feral harp seals and in captive harp and

ringed seals (Terhune, pers. comm.).
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Alert behavior is common. Many of the first

signals produced when one animal becomes

aware of anotherserve this function. Underwater

clicks may express a moodofalertness or fear

(Schusterman, 1967).

Acoustic signals of the social breeders fall

into two general groups(northern elephantseal:

Bartholomewand Collias, 1962). Threat sounds

are loud, harsh, and segmented, whereasattrac-

tive calls are less harsh, unsegmented,ofvariable

pitch, and of higher frequency (Fig. 5 and Table

9). Some sounds, such as the male territorial

calls, are related to motivational state. For in-

stance, the snort of the northern elephantseal 1S

the lowest-intensity threat soundlikely to be the

first sound producedin any aggressive situation

(Bartholomew and Collias, 1962). It is produced

in any position and can cause subordinate males

to leave. The clap threat is a signal of incipient

attack. It is of higher intensity and 1s always pro-

duced in a stereotyped posture, with the fore-

quarters elevated to the maximum and the

inflated proboscis extended into the fully

opened mouth.If the intruder does notleave, a

fight ensues, usually only when the dominance

relation of the bulls has not been established.

Subdominantadult males also use these sounds.

Theyareillustrated in Fig. 5, and a summaryof

the sounds and functions is given in Table 2.

Yearlings producea hiss and a roar in aggres-

sive situations. Theroaris similar to one of the

two vocalizations of the female: the belch-roar

threat or the high-pitched attraction call, the

bark used for maintenanceof or finding contact

with the pup. Thebelch-roar threat of the female

causes varying responses, depending on the

status of the individual being threatened: a year-

ling immediately retreats; a subordinate female

may retreat or reply with similar threat calls; or,

if the animals are of equal status, a formalized

postural fighting bout may ensue. Bulls are

seemingly indifferent to female vocal threats.

Bartholomew and Collias (1962) concluded that
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and pulsed, whereasattractive calls are less harsh and
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vocal communication is unusually important in

the social behavior of the northern elephant seal.

They further suggested an ontogeny of the pup

protest to the yearling threat, and finally to ei-

ther the female belch-roar or the mature male

clap threat. Other species of social pinnipeds

have similar call organization and development.

The threat sounds of the southern elephant

seal were found to be quite different from those

trinovich, 1974a).

Tactile and olfactory signals are poorly un-

derstood. We do know that the erect vibrissae

are used in greetings. Bonner (1968) calmed

down an aggressive Kergulenfurseal by stroking

its vibrissae with a longstick. There is much evi-

dence that males have strong odors, and it has

been suggested that pheromones mayact in ter-

ritorial behavior (northern fur seal: Peterson,

1965; ringed seal: Kenyon, 1962; California sea

lion: Peterson and Bartholomew, 1967; New

Zealand fur seal: Miller, 1971).

Visual signals are many. They consist of pos-

tures, low for submissive behavior, high for ag-

gressive behavior. Open mouths in various

threat situations (Fig. 4), with a strikingly col-

ored pink mouth,and the various developments

of proboscis and vocal sacs in some adult males

are all visual signals.

Theexistence ofdialects in male threat vocal-

izations of the northern elephant seal has been

studied in some detail by Le Boeuf and Pe-

trinovich (1974b). Essentially, they have shown

thatthe call pulse rates of animals from an island

that has a few animals is increasing and1s corre-

lated with the immigration of animals from an-

other island where animals have a higher pulse

rate. The pulse rate of calls from individuals

does not vary systematically from year to year.

The pulse rates of animals from a rookery with

few immigrants has remainedrelatively constant

over a four-year period. Although the functional
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significance of pulse rates is unknown,the au-

thors felt that the differences arose as the result

of isolation. The differences may well represent

PLAY

Play may be with objects, self, or other ani-

mals, and has been described for the northern

elephant seal (Schusterman, 1968; Rasa, 1971),

the Steller sea lion (Schusterman, 1968; Faren-

tinos, 1971), the California sea lion (Schuster-

man, 1968; Peterson and Bartholomew, 1967),

the South African fur seal (Rand, 1967), the grey

seal (Hewer, 1957; Wilson, 1973b), the Weddell

seal (Kaufman, in press), and the harbor seal

(Schusterman, 1968; Wilson, 1973a, 1973b).

Patterns ofplay are sex-specific in southern ele-

phantseal and Steller sea lion pups(Rasa, 1971;

Gentry, 1974) and frequently include sham

fighting, pseudo-copulation, herding (in north-

ern fur seal: Peterson, 1965), and swimming. In

the northern fur seal (Bartholomew, 1959), the

most frequent type of pup play changes from

pseudo-copulation, during the reproductive sea-

son, to sham fighting and swimming in autumn.

Bartholomewrelated the frequency of reproduc-

tive play to the visual presence of reproducing

animals. Peterson (1962) found that sham

fighting became more adultlike by fall. Faren-

tinos (1971) made the interesting observation

that normally aggressive nursing female Steller

sea lions, after leaving their pups, gather and

engage in play, which includes mock fighting,

wrestling, and synchronous swimming. It ap-

pears thatplay is important to socialization, and

thus the ontogeny of communicative behavior

(see also Gentry, 1974).

Wilson (1973b), in summarizing play in har-

bor seals, said that similar dyadic play occurs

between mother and pup, small juveniles,

adolescents, and adults, commonly as a prelude

to coitus, and occasionally outside the mating

season. Group anddyadic play occurin the har-
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bor seal, but only dyadic play was found in thegrey seal. Although the motor patterns foundinadult agonistic behavior generally composeplay,this was notthe case in the harbor seal. The greyseal exhibits a species-specific signal to invite
and maintainplay not foundin the commonseal.
Wilson concludes that the differences found in
the commonseal may relate to mating without
competition (monogamous).

INTERSPECIFIC COMMUNICATION

Birds often communicate dangerto andin-
duce fleeing responses by seals. Bartholomew
(1952) describes how gulls first react to a human
by mobbing andcalling; this in turn alerts the
cormorants, which uponthe closer approach of
mantaketo the air; and theirflight causes many
of the elephantseals to take to the water without
even determining what the dangeris. Gentry
(1970) suggested that northern sea lions fled to
the water whenthealarm cry ofthe western gull
was produced, but the response wasnotelicited
by the cries of otherbird species. These relations
have not been studied in any detail. Interspecies
communication of various seals is known to oc-
cur, but will not be covered here.

Sea cows, sea otters, and pinnipeds each have
solved their communicatory needs in different
ways. Sea cows are aquatic, andlittle is known
about their communication; whereas sea otters
relate moreto other otters than to sea cows and
pinnipeds. Seals must go ontoice or land to give
birth and may be diphyletic. The otarids are po-
lygamoussocial breeders and usually mate on
land. Phocids have some polygamousforms, but
are generally monogamousandusually mate un-
der water.

Recent reviews of various aspects of repro-
duction,social organization, and communication
of pinnipeds can be consulted for other refer-
ences and details not covered here (Peterson,

Communication in Selected Groups

1968; Caldwell and Caldwell, 1972a, 1972b;Poulter, 1968; Evans and Bastian, 1969; Schust-erman, 1968; Ronald and Mansfield, 1976). Themore social polygamous Species and thosethatare economically important have been studied
the most. Manyofthe phocidscarry outactivities
in the waterand in very rigorous environments,
wheretheir accessibility to study is limited.

The pinnipeds exhibit a wide variety of re-
productive and social organizations, ranging
from solitary to highly gregarious forms. All
seals must comeuponice and land to give birth,
apparently for thermoregulatory reasons. This
fact determines, in some cases, the kind of com-
munication system that is needed. During the
remainder of the year seals are generally less
gregarious and, in somecases, even solitary.

It is clear that visual, auditory, and to a lesser
extent tactile senses are dominantin seals. Vi-
sion and hearing are adapted for use under wa-
ter, whereseals spend mostoftheir time, but are
adequate on land. This fact correlates with feed-
ing andthe presenceofpredatorsin water. Colo-
nial seals on land appearto have few predators,
but the sensesare still adequatein air. Sealions
appearto rely heavily on vision, although sound
is useful over much greater distances. Circum-
stances exist in which the emphasis mustshift to
the acoustic mode, such as during the antarctic
night or in murky waters. Because blind seals
frequently appear healthy and are able to pup,
we can concludethat the acoustic channelis de-
veloped sufficiently to solve their needs in the
absenceofvision.

Sound andvisual posturing are highly devel-
oped during mating seasons, and both channels
appear useful in maintainingterritories, court-
ship, mating, and mother-young interactions.
Broad underwaterareasof the arctic and proba-
bly the antarctic are completely saturated with
mating calls. These “‘songs”’ are probably func-
tionally similar to bird song or humpback whale
song.
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The visual and acoustic senses of seals in wa-

ter are as well developed as those of primates.

Vision seems more importantin seals than in the

acoustically dominated odontocetes. The place-

ment of the eyes on the side and far back of the

head in porpoises leads one to believe that the

primary usesofvision may be to maintain coordi-

nation of swimming groupsandtoseeto the side

where sound is reduced; whereas the forward

and upward placementof the eyes in seals adapts

them to their particular needs, such as feeding.

It is interesting to note that Schevill and Watkins

(1971) suggested that the Weddell seal’s sounds

are directed downward andforward, thus cover-

ing an area not within the visual cone; but the

projected sounds were not typical echolocation

clicks. Although one thinks of sounds as more

important in the land-breeding species than in

the aquatic mating phocids, Mohletal. (1975)

have tentatively identified sixteen types of

sounds produced by the phocid harpseal.

Our knowledgeofthe chemical sensesofpin-

nipeds is rudimentary at best; but sufficient ob-

servations exist to suggest that olfaction is used

on land in mother-pup recognition, recognition

of musky-smelling males, and recognition ofes-

trous females.

In general, the strategy taken by many pin-

nipeds, especially the otarids and a few phocids,

is to aggregate on barren beachesandto estab-

lish social groups. These frequently involve a

harem organization. Ritualized acoustic and vi-

sual displays have been developed to help main-

tain the groups, to reduce aggression, to reduce

harm to pups, and to ensure continued contact

or reunification of mother and pup.

Somespecies of phocids do not form breed-

ing aggregations; thusthere are brief periods of

underwater courtship that have only been fleet-

ingly observed in a few species. Mother-young

communicationis brief, and little is known about

the relations between mother and young once

pupping areas on ice or land are deserted. In
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some species, such as the Weddell and harp

seals, a profusion of underwater sound signals

have been heard.In fact, courtship may be more

highly evolved in the underwater mating pho-

cids. Some phocids also form female aggrega-

tions or even family units on ice, and mating

more often takes place in water (Table 1).

Territorial signaling is ubiquitous to varying

degrees in the social breeders and for those spe-

cies that have topographic cues under water

(e.g., Weddell seal). Under water, many phocid

males probably shift to individual spacing, again

using acoustic and visual displays. However, the

grey seal bull uses sexual activity rather thanter-

ritorial fighting and boundary displays asa strat-

egy to ensure that he mates with those cows in

his area of influence (Andersonetal., 1975).

In general, topographic (returning to and

staying in a specific area), acoustic, and olfactory

signals ofmother and pupare designedto assure

reunionin those species where the motherleaves

for the sea periodically. Courtship in the polyga-

nous formsis limited, but in some species, such

as the northern fur seal, females have estrous

displays. Courtship in the supposedly monoga-

mous phocids may be more elaborate under wa-

ter, but our information is still imcomplete.

Again,in polygynousspecies male signaling dur-

ing reproduction is designed to protect a space,

fixed or not, to maintain a harem.Female aggres-

sion is primarily designed to maintain spacing

before estrus and to protect pups.

Play is sometimes species-, age-, and sex-

specific and appears to be important to the

proper developmentof adult signaling systems.

It appears that with the development of

polygamy in the otarids and a few phocids, a

positive selection for sexual dimorphism exists.

The large size of males (three to six times as

large as the females in somecases) allows for

fasting while holding territories; but more im-

portant, sexual dimorphism (vocal sacs, teeth,

size) strengthens communication signals. Lim-
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ited terrestrial locomotion probably requiresemphasis on acoustic displays associated partlywith stationary visual displays. The more effec-tive the signals the more females are fertilized;
thus, sexual dimorphism is enhanced

strong positive selective value.
Moreexperimental research is needed on the

roles of sensory inputs in reproductive behavior.
The recent expansion ofstudies on seals should
greatly increase our understanding of communi-
cation in these animals.
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Chapter 33

COMMUNICATIONIN PROSIMIANS

Peter H. Klopfer

Communication?

Do prosimian primates communicate? A cur-

sory glance at the relevantliterature mightwell

raise doubts. ‘Olfactory information may be ex-
39 66

pected to play a more importantrole ...,

~

pat-
93 66

terns of scent deposition are perhaps..., a

gesture which may originally ...’” are common

statements. A more general, if equally cautious,

contention is that

Communication is, in fact, such a problematical

phenomenon that its exact meaning with respect to

animals needs very careful statement. A correct for-

mulation of the terms in which it is to be conceived is

likely to hold implicitly the conceptsthat will automat-

ically rearrange our empirical and theoretical views of

mental evolution. The numerous inconclusive at-

tempts to link human and non-human mentality in a

continuum, which fill many serious books today, are

perhapsall obstructed by the same weakness, the lack

ofadequate ideasof the animalian forms of perception

and action from which our own development has

taken off in its great expansion. A coherent view of

animal mentality, without immediate reference to our

own, might provide a foundation for surer insights

into the fateful evolutionary shift that has taken place

in the hominid stock. [Langer, 1973:108]

Is it really so difficult to formulate the terms?

The simplest procedure is to consider all in-

841

stances of information transfer as communica-

tion (Sebeok, 1968). However, simple though

this is, it eclipses the very distinctions we would

make. “Interactions” include phenomenaas di-

verse as the control of protein synthesis by

chromosomal pna and echo location by bats.It

is more useful and no moredifficult to note finer

differences and to considerthe variousclasses of

interactions separately. Mere perception by one

organ or organism of signals emanating from

anotheris thus best not termed communication.

It is more useful to restrict the term to interac-

tions dependenton a shared code, with the fur-

ther provision that this sharing be of mutual

benefit (note Klopfer and Hatch, 1968). This ex-

cludes prey-predator interactions. When a

predator “communicates” his presence to his

prey, only the latter benefits. We should also

distinguish between a command,“Jump in the

lake,” and a push off the pier. This can be done

on the basis of the energy requiredto achieve the

identical results, for the commandrequires very

much less than the push.
Otherdistinctions could, of course, be made

(see Hinde, 1972), but these seem as useful and

adequate as any. Of course, we do not thereby

distinguish between intentional and noninten-

tional communication. Fortunately, that distinc-



guistic behavior. The implication of this lastpoint—that mechanismscan be ignored when we
consider function—needs to be Stressed. If the
fitness (in the Darwinian sense, 1.e., the propor-
tion of one’s genes carried by future genera-
ions) of an organism is enhanced by an
integration or synchronization ofits behavior
with that of others, synchronizing or integrating
mechanismsarelikely to arise. Where the organ-
isms concerned are consanguinous, i.e., have
some of their genes in common,the selective
pressure for such mechanisms will be even
greater. Thus, while myfitness is partially meas-
ured by the proportion of my offspring in future

tion of my brother’s children in that generation.
(My brother and I hold approximately 50 per-
cent of our genes in common. Hence, his off:
spring will also contribute to myfitness, albeit it
will take four of them to equal only oneofmine.)
This notion of “inclusive fitness” (Hamilton,
1964) provides a basis for altruistic behavior
(since the survival of three of my siblings, even
at the cost of my ownlife, will still increase my
fitness to 3 X 50 percent) and, coincidentally, for
the evolution of codes that are mutually useful
and thusserve social ends.

The design features ofthe resulting commu-
nication systems mayeven include feedback con-
trols that correct signals that are misunderstood,
or adjust for inadequate signal/noise ratios, or
switch signals or even codes as contexts change.
Such controls may produceresults that appear
similar to the cognitively controlled, intentional

tomatons whose behavioris functionally identi-
cal to that of willful men even while underlying
mechanisms differ. If behavior is classified in
terms of its function, the fact of a difference in

Communication in Selected Groups

ontogeny or mechanismis irrelevant. A leaf-eat-ing msect may be cryptically colored and thusequally well protected whether it js born withgreen pigmentor with scales that differentially
refract different wavelengths, or whether it
wraps a green leaf arounditself.

Phylogenetic studies have traditionally leaned
heavily on the identification of homologies,
though some biologists as well as philosophers
consider this a risky technique (Klopfer, 1973;
Langer, 1973). Fortunately, we can sidestep this
issue here, while admitting to its existence, and
focus on the question of whether extant pri-
mates, particularly the prosimian primates, do
communicate, how they do so, and the sorts of
information they can convey. The issue of how
they cameto do so and whattheir relatives made
of their talents we shall ignore.

Indications of Communication

The fact that many prosimian primates (Ta-
ble 1) do show integrated patterns of social be-
havior may be considered a primafacie ground
for suspecting the occurrence of some kind of
communication. The existence of seemingly
stereotyped (species-characteristic) movements,
odor-producing glands, and distinctive sounds
further suggest that these are the vehicles for a
communicative code. A detailed list of the
sounds, gestures, and odor source ofprosimians,
and the context in which they occur,is provided
by Doyle (1974). It is as long and varied as that
for any other primate. Note Table 2. The more
insistent questioner, however, will demand to
know how wecanbecertain that the behavior we
assume to be communicative truly meets the cri-
teria for communication,i.e., that (1) it entails a
code (a stereotyped convention); (2) the ‘“‘mean-



Table 1

Suborder Prosimi.

The following classification of the prosimians is generally accepted, though there are disagree-

hether L. fulvus is a distinct species or a subspecies of

L. macaco. These issues are not important here, but they need to be kept in mindin usingthis table.

Species marked with an asterisk are mentioned in the text.

Family: Lemuridae

Genus: Lemur

catta* ringtailed lemur

variegatus * variegated lemur

macaco (includes fulvus*) brown or black lemur

mongoz mongoz lemur

rubriventer

Hapalemur gentle lemur or hapalemur

griseus

SIMUS

Lepilemur sportive lemuror lepilemur

mustelinus

Family: Cheirogaleinae small nocturnal lemurs

Genus: Chetrogaleus dwarf lemurs

major greater dwarf lemur

medius fattailed dwarf lemur

trichotts hairyeared dwarf lemur

Microcebus mouse lemur

murinus *

coquerelt Coquerel’s mouse lemur

Phaner forked lemur

furcifer

Family: Indriidae

Genus: Indri

indri indri

Avahi woolly lemur, avahi

laniger

Propithecus sifakas

diadema diademedsifaka

verreauxt white sifaka

Family: Daubentoniidae

Daubentonia madagascariensis aye-aye

Family: Lorisidae

Genus: Loris

tardigradus slenderloris

Nycticebus

coucang slow loris

Arctocebus

calabarensis golden potto

Perodicticus

potto potto
Galago (Galago) galagos, bushbabies

senegalensis Senegal or lesser bushbaby

crassicaudatus thicktailed or greater bushbaby

allent Allen’s bushbaby
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lable 1 (continued)eee
Family: Lorisidae (cont.)
Genus: Galago (Euoticus) needleclawed bushbabyelegantulus

inustus
Galago (Galagoides) Demidoff’s or dwarf bushbabydemidovii

Family: Tarsidae
Genus: Tarstus

tarsiers
spectrum spectral tarsier
bancanus Horsfield’s tarsier
syrichta Philippinetarsieree

lippinetarsicr
Table 2

Some common communicative signals of Lemurcatta.Rommiminicative
Accompanying.

Activity vocalization Context or apparentsignificancess

EE

Stare — Mild threat given to unusual objects-or to predators.Eyelids lowered — Response whenstared at or when sleepy.
Lips pursed forward -, meow, howl Occurs with bouts of chewing and yawning, always with

meow.
Open mouth, teeth covered bark Given when mobbingground predators.
Grin -, spat, meow Occurs with play bite, with all spat calls, and in first

syllable of meow.
Flared lip ~, purr, squeal Occurs while markingtail and withtail waving.
Chewing — Occurs while scent marking.
Yawning — Occurs during stink fight.
Ears flattened -, spat Performed with stare, in all aggressive encounters, and

while tail marking ortail waving.
Swagger — Response of superior male towardinferior.
Tail pendulum swing -, clicks Occurs with stare at ground predator.
Touch noses — Greeting.
Nose poke — Occurs when female dislodges juvenile or when preventing

an animal from groominganinfant.
Cuff -, spat Occursin threat, spats, jumpfights.
Nose-genitalia _ Done by males to females in breeding season.
Genital mark _ Done by malesor females at any time.
Rubbrachial gland onaxillary gland _ Done by males before tail or palmar marking.
Palmar mark — Doneby males anytime,in stink fights.
Tail mark -, purr, squeal Done by males, any time after rubbing glands and before

tail waving.
Tail wave -, spat Done by males, any time especially in breeding season and

in stink fights.

Source: After Jolly, 1966.
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ing” is at least specific in particular contexts (the

effects on conspecifics are predictable); (3) the

exchange mutually enhances fitness (i.e., this

must not be a zero-sum game); and (by way of

further distinguishing those instances of com-

munication that appear to involve cognitive or

purposive elements) (4)it entails a feedback con-

trol such that the sender adjusts his signal as he

perceives the recipient1s unable to receive it or

is responding inappropriately.

Other important questions concern the com-

municative patterns that serve particular func-

tions—can one generalize about signals that

enhance reproduction or group movements and

distinguish them,asa class, from those involved

in communicating the presence of predators or

of food? For instance, Marler (1955) has

proposedthatthecalls produced by songbirdsin

responseto aerial predators share characteristics

that hinder localization of the source of the

sound, while calls given during casual feeding

share different features, ones that aid in localiza-

tion. Are there evolutionary trends or patterns

with respect to the degree to which “‘codes”’ are

linked to morphologic structures or perceived

atomistically (the specific “releaser’’ of the

ethologist) rather than holistically (note Nelson,

1973)?
The evidence for communication among

nonhumanprimatesis inferential, though com-

pelling. An excellent example of its character is

to be found in van Hooff’s (1972) account of the

phylogeny of laughter and smiling. ‘The move-

ments or displays in question are seen to be

stereotyped, with slight variations from species

to species; there is a close correlation between

the appearanceofthe display and certain other

behavior patterns(i.e., the context of the act 1s

predictable); there is a further correlation be-

tween the display and the response evoked in

other animals. The specificity of this result and

its dependence on the displayitself are further

supported by the experiments of Miller etal.
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(1964), who demonstrated thata televised facial

expression was sufficient (at least in macaques)

to conveyaffect.

Among the prosimian primates, unfortu-

nately, correlational studies as exemplified by

van Hooff (1972) are as yet unknown.As previ-

ously mentioned, Doyle (1974) haslisted in con-

siderable detail all the acts, movements, sound

production, and scent deposition committed by —

prosimians that might be involved in communi-

cation. He summarizes as well the situations in

which these acts most frequently occur. But, to

date, there have been few rigorous experimental

studies of prosimian communication. One ex-

ception is Harrington’s (1971) analysis of olfac-

tory communication in Lemurfulvus, while others

have noted responses to particular calls (An-

drew, 1964; Jolly, 1966; Doyle, 1974). All the

criteria listed above have not been shownto ap-

ply.

Evidence for Olfactory Communication

The olfactory modality has been assumed to

be of particular importance to prosimians be-

cause of (1) the nocturnal habits of many species

(which presumably reduce the effectiveness of

visually perceived signals in favorofacoustic and

olfactory cues); (2) the abundance of skin glands,

somewith strong-smelling (to us!) secretions;(3)

the presence of a substantial olfactory lobe as

partof the brain; and (4) behavioral responsesto

objects marked or areas traversed by other indi-

viduals. It is the existence of the behavioralre-

sponses that has permitted tests to demonstrate

the existence of a communicative system based

on scents.
The anatomyofthe olfactory organs of the

Prosimii is described by Hill (1953); that of the

specialized skin glands by a variety of authors,

but particularly Montagna and his coworkers

(Montagna, 1962). Deposition of scents by

prosimians is described by Andrew (1964),
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Doyle et al. (1967), Ilse (1955), Jolly (1966), andPetter (1962). A review is provided by Johnson(1973). The often elaborate rituals associatedwith marking behavior inevitably suggest thatthere is somesignificance attached thereto, such
as a role in territorial demarcation (Jolly, 1966),
synchronization of breeding (Doyleetal., 1967),
Spatial orientation (Seitz, 1969), and individual
identification (Clark, in prep.).

Specific tests of the ability of individual Lemur
fulvus to discriminate amongindividuals of the
same and different subspecies and species, and
between sexes, as well as of the territorial func-
tion of scents, were conducted by Harrington
(1971). His subjects were, for the most part, cap-
tive-reared Lemur fulvus. Scents were collected
from the animals by rubbingsterile gauze over
their glands orbyallowing spontaneous marking
of gauze or lucite rods left within the animals’
quarters. Scents were presented to the animal
being tested by successively placing scent-
impregnated gauzesinto its cage for 30 seconds
at a time, until the subject ceased to respond or
its responses(specifically, sniffing or marking of
the gauze) waned. Once this criterion for
habituation had been attained, the test animal

 
Fig. 1. Anal marking by Lemur catta.

 
Fig. 2. Lemurfulvus. (Photo by R. Haeckel.)

gauzes (from a different donor)or, in the case of
the “control” subjects, another series from the
original donor. If discrimination of scents was
occurring, responses would be expected to reap-
pearinthe first instance, but not in the second.
Apparently, individuals, sexes, and taxa can be
identified by scent, though whichscents are most
important (assuming the products of different
glands differ), or whether sexual condition or
season alters the result could not bestated.
Lemur catta respond differently to the secretions
of the antebrachial (forearm) gland of different
males (A. Rosenkoetter, pers. comm.).

Harrington also substituted clean and scent-
marked rods onsections of rod paths on which
the animals traveled within their large enclo-
sures. These substitutions had no apparent
effect on the mannerin which the animals used
their space, raising doubtthatscenttrails are of
particular importance. Of course, in a natural
setting, scent trails may be of consequence. This
is currently underinvestigation by Rosenkoetter
(pers. comm.), whois seeking to correlate mark-
ing sites, territorial boundaries, and paths of
movementof Lemur catta (living free in Madagas-
car!). No data are available as ofthis writing,
however.
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In sum, olfactory signals could be used for

communication, but the evidence in hand sup-

ports no more than this possibility. Perhaps ol-

factory andvisual information must be presented

simultaneously in orderfor the former to be em-

ployed. Marking behavior, as noted before, 1s

associated with conspicuous, often stereotyped,

movements. Perhaps,too, the role of olfaction 1s

evident only in particular contexts or particular

locales. In galagos, A. Clark (pers. comm.) re-

ports that urine markingis performed on con-

spicuous branches, while chest rubbing occurs

against vertical trunks. The context-dependence

of so much behavior should alert us to the impor-

tance of spatial and temporal context (Shettle-

worth, 1972). |

Other considerations also lend credence to

the view that olfaction is relatively important to

the communicative systems ofprosimians. Five

of these have been summarized by Harrington

(1971):

(1) The relatively small home range of

prosimians as opposed to other primates en-

hancesthe effectiveness of olfactory signals. An

L. fulvus, for instance, has a range ofcirca 7 ha,

compared with 18-78 ha for Cercopithecus aethiops

(which, in turn, has a much smaller range than

most other monkeys or apes).

(2) The predominantly nocturnal habit of

prosimians, compared to other primates, also

would favor olfaction in signaling.

(3) The more highly seasonal breeding be-

havior of prosimians would necessitate syn-

chronization of behavior within troops, which

could be assisted by olfactory cues (note Michael

et al., 1971).

(4) Therelatively simple forms of agonistic

behavior shownbyprosimians, whicharelargely

confined to the four weeks of the breeding sea-

son, are less dependent on a complex (multimo-

dal) signaling mechanism.
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(5) Finally, the habit of mutual oral groom-

ing, SO marked in prosimians, whose teeth and

tongue appear to have been especially adapted

therefore, provides a ready mechanism for the

transmission of scents.

If these correlatives of olfactory communica-

tion do stand in a causal relation to one another,

one would expect those ceboidea that most re-

semble lemurs in having a highly developedol-

factory communication system, €¢.g., the

Hapalidae, to resemble lemurs in these other

features, too (Harrington, 1971). This pointhas

yet to be investigated.

Evidence for Acoustic Communication

Several descriptions of the vocalizations of

prosimians are available (noteJolly, 1966), but

systematic studies oftheir role in communication

are far more rare. It was shown that Lemurcatia

could be madeto vocalize in an operant-condi-

tioning paradigm (Wilson, ms.), supporting the

view that acoustic signaling is not altogether

alien to these animals. Though this has been

generally accepted,there is somefurther signif-

cance to Wilson’s study. Studies of vocalization

in experimenter-controlled situations have many

advantagesoverpost hoc analyses of spontaneous

utterance, particularly for the study ofthe behav-

ioral and neural organization of vocalization.

Hence, Wilson’s demonstration that discrimina-

tive vocal conditioningis possible in lemursis of

substantial methodological significance. To

date, however, this approach has yet to be ex-

ploited.
Oneattemptto correlate laboratory andfield

findings, though notutilizing operant methods,

is being made with the mouse lemur, Microcebus

murinus (McGeorge, 1973, and work “in

progress). McGeorge first described the full

range of sounds produced by captive animals

and correlated them with the social situation and
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expected to vary with seasonal (and other)
changes in ambient noise and foliage density.
Hence, if mouse lemur sounds are communica-
tive, entailing both an emitter and a recelver/re-
sponder, then there should be systematic
variations in the frequency and amplitude(i.e.,
carrying capacity) of the soundsthat are related
to the sound-propagation (or, conversely,
sound-absorption) characteristics of the animal’s
environment. Thespecific tests involve measur-
ing the acoustic properties of the environment,
the animal’s vocalizations, and the distances be-
tween (and reactions of) the individual animals.
This work is in progress at this time.

In Lemur variegatus there is a form ofritual-
ized, synchronized “duetting,” which also im-
plies communication, or at least a mutual
responsivenessto calls. In pairs or small troops
of animals (wild or captive), a seemingly sponta-
neous, raucous, and very loudcall erupts a dozen
or so timesin a day. While several voices repeat
a basso cadencefor ten to thirty seconds, a single
voice provides a tenor counterpoint. The timing
and rhythm of the voices appears to be fixed,
though this has yet to be confirmed by audio-
spectographic analysis. Curiously, in one group
of two animals and onegroupofsix,it was gen-
erally (solely?) a particular male who chimed in
with the tenor line. For instance, in the larger
group, of 168 recorded occasions of duets,
‘‘Mars”’ took the solo line 164 times; on there-
mainingfouroccasionsthe solo singer could not
be identified with certainty but might have been
“Mars.” Of the pair, “Mercury” took the tenor
line 99 times out of 100; on the hundredth occa-
sion, the identity of the singer was unconfirmed.
During the song, the members ofthe chorus are
often lying prone on branches, muzzles pointed
upwards, while the solo singer points his down-
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Fig. 3. Lemur variegatus.

ward. No particular function or relation of the
song to other activities is known.

The Need for Holistic Analysis

In most experimental studies of communica-
tion, including those described here, the ““sig-
nals” are treated atomistically: a particular scent
or sound producesa certain response. Occasion-
ally, one findsthatthe signal is compounded of
(wo or more sensory modalities, or has meaning
only in a given context. Thus, it would not be
surprising to discoverthat the scent from a Lemur
catta’s brachial gland has oneeffect when exuded
while the tail is elevated and shaken behindits
head, and another whenthetail is tucked against
the back (Jolly, 1966; the general effect of “con-
text’ on meaninghasbeendealt with extensively
by Smith, 1968). Theissue I wish to raise hereis
more complex.It is the problem ofdevisingre-
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perhaps premature. Yet I would not gainsay the

likelihood ofthis assertion’s being validated, not

the least because ofthe greatplasticity displayed

by primates faced with novel communicative

search strategies for dealing with complex sys-

tems that must be treated holistically.

To begin, it is necessary to document the

claim that the communicative system of prosimi-

ans does indeed require treatment as a whole,

rather than analytically. Apart from prejudices

favoring a Gestalt Weltanschauung, are there em-

pirical groundsfor a holistic approach? The out-

standing successes of analytic and synthetic

approaches in the study of the “language”’ of

birds (e.g., Thorpe, 1961; von Frisch, 1965)

certainly would support a negative response.

However, somestudies ofmammalian communi-

cation lead to a different conclusion,in particular

a study of the precopulatory display of jackals

(Golani, 1973). A jackal’s behavior patterns can

be described as a sequence of configurations,

each composedofa groupofdiscrete and simul-

taneously occurring events (position of ear or

tail, body orientation, etc.). Any particular con-

figuration recurs infrequently, though within

brief periodsoftime there is a higher degree of

regularity. Golani explored the degree to which

the “events” of a particular configuration are

seen as discrete phenomenabythejackals them-

selves. He found the significance of specific

events to lie in their relation to other simulta-

neously occurring events and in their temporal

relations. However, the shifts in the composition

of configurations over longer stretches of time

imply a change in the significance of specific

events. In Golani’s words, ‘“This indicates that it

is necessary to trace the nature of the change

from onesignificance to another, rather than to

look for stable, unchanging

|

significance”

(1973:111).
The sophisticated computer techniques

(Guttman-Lingoes Multidimensional Scalogram

Analysis) employed by Golani have not been ap-

plied to other mammals. The assertion that the

peculiar “‘stable instability” of thejackal commu-

nication system is true ofmammals in general, or

even of another mammal, let alone prosimians, is

tasks (Premack, 1970). _—

Holistic systems are those ‘“‘whose behavior1s

constrained by important nonlinearities,” wrote

Nelson, in a provocative essay on the future of

holistic studies of behavior. ‘““We should try to

understand its components, of course, but if we

are to understand the system we must consider

it as a totality or not at all” (1973:310).

This means that an enormous amountofcare 1s

going to be needed,bothto arrive at the specific hypo-

thetical mode of functioning and to determinejust

how it is to be soughtin the physiology of the neuro-

muscular system. Oneofthe implications,I believe,is

that the “controlled experiment” will be of limited

usefulness in elucidating neural function, andit 1s go-

ing to play a much-reduced role in the behavioral

study of the near future. This need not be entirely a

bad thing. Controlled experimentsarecostly, usually,

in time, money, animals, and effort which mightatthis

stage of our knowledge be applied more productively

in finding outjust whatit is that is worth doing experi-

ments on. I hesitate to use the examples of astronomy

and geophysics, but they may prove to provide better

research paradigmsfor us than physics has. The difh-

culty inherent in subjecting the earth andstars to con-

trolled experiments has perhaps made astronomy a

different sort of science, but not necessarily one lack-

ing in rigor or success.
We may, if we like, subject animals to controlled

experiments, butthereis no law that they must divulge

their secrets to us thereby. My personal opinionis that

the greater priority is on the development of new

modes of behavioral description, based on rigorous

notions (where such are possible) of harmony and

conflict, part and whole, simple and complex, contain-

ment and change....
I expect considerable dissent from some quarters

over these points. It seems not to be generally realized

that the subjects of most controlled behavioral experi-

ments are analog modelsof“real animalsin real situa-

tions” just as a collection of neuromimesis. As a

minimal assumption, the experimenter counts on Na-

ture’s having no intentions of resisting his invasion of

her privacy, and we really have no means of determin-
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Chapter 34

COMMUNICATION IN NEW WORLD

MONKEYS

John R. Oppenheimer

Introduction

Primate communication has been the subject

of a numberof reviews and books. Marler (1965,

1968) has discussed the various principles and

functions of communication in primates, and

Altmann (1967) has described the theoretical

structure of primate communication in terms

parallel to those usedin linguistics in his book on

communication among primates. Altmann

(1968) has also written an extensive review of

social communicationinall primates, which cov-

ers the literature up to 1966. More recently

Ploog and Melnechuk (1969) have written a re-

view that concentrated on visual and vocal com-

munication in squirrel monkeys (Sazmirt),

including their work andthatoftheir colleagues

on brain stimulation. Jolly (1972) has compared

communication systems in a numberofNew and

Old World primate species. Peters and Ploog

(1973) have written a general review of this area,

which covers the literature up to 1972. See also

the chapters in this volume on the Old World

monkeys by Gautier and Gautier and on theapes

by Marler.
The New World species have been lookedat

specifically in three papers. Moynihan (1967)

covered specific behavior patterns in detail and
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introduced a numberof hypotheses on the evo-

lution and function of certain behavior patterns

and displays. Data to test these hypothesesare

only now beginning to appearin the literature.

Snyder (1972) has reviewed briefly the literature

for the marmosets and tamarins, and Epple

(1975) has covered this area in much greater

depth.
In this chapter I will primarily cover the liter-

ature from the mid-1960s to 1974 for the platyr-

rhine species that have been studied in some

detail. In Table 1 are listed the platyrrhine gen-

era and species so the reader can easily deter-

mine which species still need attention. In

Tables 2 through 5 the behavior patterns used by

the New World primates are arranged according

to their most prominent channel of communica-

tion: tactile (information conveyed while in phys-

ical contact), olfactory and visual (information

conveyed up to intermediate distances), and

acoustic (information conveyed even when out

of visual contact). The species on which exten-

sive information wasavailable are includedin the

tables, and other species about which less 1s

knownare mentionedin the appropriate section

in the text. The information presented has been

gleaned from the literature, which varies tremen-

dously in its amount of detail. For instance, a
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statement may be madethat an individual of onespecies makes “threats,” whereas another paperon a different species may go into greatdetail on
each type ofthreat display, its channel, its orien-
tation, and the circumstances thatelicit it, and
may even include information on threshold lev-
els and associated behavior patterns. Thus in
some places I may have unintentionally read
more than whatwasintended andin othercases
I have purposely eliminated a great deal of addi-
tional information, particularly in relation to as-
sociated behavior patterns. Nonetheless, the
reader should be able to obtain a representative
picture of our knowledge on communication in

in correctly transmitting this information. Oth-
ers have pointed out (Lancaster, 1968; Marler,
1965; Ploog and Melnechuk, 1969) that lan-
guage 1s a specialized ability limited to man,
which allows information to be communicated
about the environment, as I am doingin this
chapter. It is separate and different from the
vocal communication system possessed by all
primatespecies, including man, which communi-
cates emotion. Tool use has been suggested to
be a possible reason for the developmentoflan-
guage in man (Lancaster, 1968), but tool making
and use occur in other species (Alcock, 1972;
Eisenberg, 1973), for instance, chimpanzees
(van Lawick-Goodall, 1968). I suspect that lan-
guage evolved in man because division of labor
prevented someindividuals from obtaining per-
sonal knowledgeof the environment, which they
would need at somelater time. My point in mak-
ing this digression is to stress that nonhuman
primates need and obtain the sameinformation
about their environments, but each individual]
gains this information first hand, in many cases
with the help of other troop members or mem-
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bers of its family. Obtaining information aboutthe environment by observational learningis en-
tirely ignored here, even though the same com-
munication channels are used by the receiver.
However, the store of this knowledge and of
knowledge about other individuals and neigh-
boring troops permits a primate, or other ani-
mal, to make appropriate responses to the
subtlest of cues or stimuli, ones that a human
observer might be entirely unaware of. This is
particularly important in Captive studies, where
normalbehavior maybeelicited, for a numberof
reasons, by inappropriate stimuli, and for that
matter abnormalor inappropriate behavior pat-
terns maybeelicited by normalstimuli.

I have included in Table 1 a common name
for each of the species discussed below for the
reader’s convenience: however, in the text I use
primarily the scientific name of the species. The
reason 1s that there are frequently several com-
mon namesfor each species and in some cases
the common name maybe applicable to more
than one species. Readers whoare interested in
a particular species but are only acquainted with
a common nameother than that used here can
consult Napier and Napier (1967:355-70).

Group Size and Social Structure

The size and social structure of monkey
groupsaffect aspects of the communication sys-
tem employed, and in turn the communication
system helps to maintain the optimum groupsize
and structure. Thesize of the group determines
how manyindividuals need to be interacted with,
and the social structure, including dominance
hierarchies, determines how each individualto
be communicatedwith should be addressed. The
communication system helps to attract or re-
pulse individuals, often of specific age or sex, to
and from the group.

The marmosets and tamarinslive in family
groupsincluding the adult pair and their young.
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Twins are usually born each year, and the male

takes part in parental care. The adults dominate

the young of their own sex, and attack and drive

other adults away from the group (Epple, 1967,

1975). In captivity the dominant female mayin-

hibit reproduction in subordinate females, even

though these females have been copulated with.

Though there is strong pair bonding between

the adults, the male and female of neighboring

pairs may copulate with one another. The pair

bond is maintained by aggressive competition

for the attention of the mate (Epple, 1975). Evi-

dently, the young of successive years may stay

with the parents so that family sizes of up to nine

have been reported for Saguinus geoffroyt (Moyni-

han, 1970; Muckenhirn, 1967), six for S. midas

(Thorington, 1968b), and eight for Leontopithecus

rosalia (Coimbra-Filho and Mittermeier, 1973).

These larger families may break up into smaller

subgroups during the day (Muckenhirn, 1967;

Thorington, 1968b), but several families may

come together while feeding in large fruit trees

(Coimbra-Filho and Mittermeier, 1973; Mucken-

hirn, 1967; Thorington, 1968b).

Callimico goeldii females, like the cebid

females, give birth to one infant (Heltne etal.,

1973), and thus may haveslightly smaller family

groups than do the other callitrichids.

Aotus trivirgatus, whichalso lives in a simple,

parental family group, is the only New World

species thatis active at night, or more specifically

just after sunset and before dawn,andsleeps in

tree holes during the day (Moynihan, 1964; Pe-

rachio, 1971). Possibly because this species 1s

most active in the dark or in poor light it has

fewer visual signals than do other platyrrhine

species. In captivity adults of the same sex “fight

savagely” when placed together, andthis aggres-

siveness probably helps to maintain the family

unit by keeping it separate from other families

(Moynihan, 1964).

Callicebus also lives in family groups, includ-

ing the adult pair and oneor two young. Neigh-
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boring families usually meet at specific sites

along boundaries of their one-acreterritories in

the early morning and

and visual displays. Aggressive contact is rare. A

female in estrus maybriefly slip away from her

mate to visit a neighboring male (Mason, 1966,

1968; Moynihan, 1966).

Squirrel monkeys (Saim) live in troops of

up to three hundred individuals in undisturbed

forests, but in the small patches of forest, which

are commontoday,theylive in troopsoften to

thirty-five. The adult males live at the periphery

of the troop, which consists of adult females and

their young (Baldwin, 1968). During the mating

season the males become “fatted” and sexually

active, both physiologically and behaviorally

(DuMond, 1968). The “‘fatted” males travel to-

gether and interact with one another agonisti-

cally. Their social structure is based on a linear

dominance hierarchy, where dominance is most

frequently expressed in penile displays. During

the nonbreeding season the males travel to-

getherless often, butstill give penile displays to

one another. The adult males try to approach

females by making rapid dashesinto the troop,

but they are chased off by the females and/or

young, including infants (Baldwin, 1968). Dur-

ing the day pregnant females may form a sub-

group separate from the main body of females

with young (Thorington, 1968a). Play interac-

tions may berareor absentin sometroops(Bald-

win and Baldwin, 1973b). Allogroomingis rare

(Moynihan, 1967), even between females in the

main bodyofthe troop (DuMond, 1968). Moyni-

han (1967) has suggested that allogrooming1s

rare in this species because penile displays,

rather than grooming,are used in precopulatory

behavior and because the individuals stay close

to one another (see below); however, I suspect

that cohesiveness in the main body of the troop

is brought about by the pressures of the sur-

rounding males,andthatit is this pressure rather
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than a high level of gregariousness (Moynihan,1967) that keeps the troop together.
In the capuchins (Cebus), troop size averagesabouttwenty (Table 1), butvaries depending on

the stage in the population growth cycle (Oppen-heimer, unpublished data). Adult males are part
of the troop structure and receive grooming
from all other members of the troop; females
also groom each otherandtheir young (Oppen-
heimer, 1969b). Adult females determine much

troop splitting and formation (Oppenheimer,
1969a). The adult male or males interact with
their counterparts of other troops duringinter-
troop encounters. Agonistic behavior within a
troop is rare, but may occur as an outgrowth of
play or during the weaning period. Subgroup
formation, which eventually leads to troop divi-
sion, is probably a result of decreased affiliative
interactions, rather than anincreasein agonistic
ones (Oppenheimer, 1968, 1969a, and unpub-
lished data).

Howler monkeys (Alouatta) live in troops of
ten to twenty individuals (Table 1), with twice as
many adult females as adult males (Carpenter,
1965; Chivers, 1969; Neville, 1972a).
the only New World primates that are solely
vegetarian and are adapted to eating leaves.
They rest much ofthe day, probably in order to
digest the vegetable matter, and usually move
only short distances (Richard, 1970). They have,
particularly in the males, an enlarged saclike
hyoid apparatusthat acts as a resonating cham-
ber (Schén, 1971), which allows production of
vocalizations used to achieve intertroop spacing
(Altmann, 1967; Chivers, 1969). In A. villosa the
amount of time devoted to social interactions
within the troop is low, primarily because so
much timeis spent resting (Richard, 1970). More
social interactions, including allogrooming, oc-
cur in the red howler, 4. seniculus (Neville,
1972b).

The spider monkeys (Ateles) live in troops of

Communication in Selected Groups

four, or more individuals during the day; thesubgroupsvary in composition from all male, toadult females and young, and/or a combination
of both (Carpenter, 1935; Klein and Klein, 1971:
Eisenberg and Kuehn,

A. geoffroyi group released on Barro Colorado
Island spent only seven of twenty-six days with
the adult females. This adult male, and some of
the young males born after the release, spent
manydaylight hours traveling as a subgroupwith
a capuchin troop. Sometimesjust before dusk he
would give long calls that might bring the
females to him (Oppenheimer, pers. obs.). The
youngof Afeles stay close to their mothers until

and carried by their mothers duringthis period.
It may bethat both the long association between
motherand young and the tendencyof males to
attack females (Klein and Klein, 1971) influence
the formation of separate subgroups.

Tactile Communication

The importanceoftactile communication in
primates, as well as in other animals, has been
indicated by the intensive research of the Har-
lows and their colleagues on rhesus monkeys
(Harlow, Harlow, and Suomi, 1971). The oppor-
tunity to receive positive feedback through tac-
tile communication with the mother allows the
young to develop normalpatterns of social be-
havior and the requisite physiological responses
that underlie them. The behavioral units of tac-
tile communication are usually characterized in
terms of their visual components, rather than in
relation to the message conveyed. This is proba-
bly because a numberoftactile behavioral units
may occur undersimilar circumstances, and the
difference in message content between them,if
any, 1s not immediately obvious to the observer.
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See, for instance, the paper by Maurus and Prus-

cha (1973), where cluster analysis is used to de-

termine which behavioral units are simular.

The smaller species—the marmosets, tama-

rins, and the night monkey (4Aotus)—probablyall

sleep in tree holes or crotches of trees at night

(Table 2). In such small spaces, probably all

membersofthe family sleep in contact with one

another. Moynihan (1967) has suggested that

this passive contact may fulfill, at least in part,

the social function of allogrooming(see below).

He suggested this because his initial observa-

tions of Aotus and Saguinus geoffroyi indicated that

they did verylittle allogrooming; however, more

recently (Moynihan, 1970) he has observed that

individuals of Saguinus geoffroyi do engage in so-

cial allogrooming. Thus the social function of

passive contact while sleeping 1s now questiona-

ble and would be best studied under laboratory

conditions. Probably all species, large or small,

seek contact with specific membersoftheir fam-

ily or troop while resting or sleeping. Such con-

tact, which is actively allowed, probably does

play a role in developing cohesiveness in the

group.
Huddling is related and may be of shorter

duration than the above behavior, but the rela-

tive positionsof the individuals and the extentor

type of contact have not been adequately de-

scribed in the literature (Table 2).

Hugging or embracing is a much morespe-

cific type of contact, which has different forms

and functions amongthedifferent species. Prob-

ably in all species it is unilaterally performed by

a motherto herinfant; it has been described for

Alouatta villosa as cuddling (Baldwin and Bald-

win, 1973a). Mutual cuddling, or hugging, has

been observed in three species (Table 2). It

serves as a greeting or contact-promoting behav-

ior that tends,at least in Afeles, to reduce agonis-

tic tendencies (Klein and Klein, 1971). It is an

adult behavior pattern in Callimico (Lorenz,

1972) and Ateles (Eisenberg and Kuehn, 1966)
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and an infant behavior pattern in Cebus capucinus

(Oppenheimer, 1968, 1973). In Aleles, and possi-

bly in Cebus, one ofthe individuals sniffs the ster-

nal gland of the other. Thus this behavior

pattern has both tactile and olfactory compo-

nents and will be discussed further in the next

section.
Carryingis primarily a parental behaviorpat-

tern. In the monogamousspecies—the marmo-

sets, tamarins, and the owl and titi monkeys

(Table 1)—the male parent does mostof the car-

rying (Eisenberg and Kuehn, 1966; Epple, 1975;

Heltne et al., 1973; Snyder, 1972), but juveniles

may also eagerly carry young (Kleiman, pers.

comm.). Although this behavior on the part of

the male may have beenselected for because

marmosets and tamarins usually give birth to

twins (Epple, 1975), the behavior also occurs in

Aotus, Callicebus, and Callimico, where the female

usually gives birth to only one infantat a time.It

is morelikely that the monogamoussocial struc-

ture of these species has selected for behavior

patterns that strengthen the cohesiveness ofthe

family unit, i.e., paternal carrying. Capuchin

(Cebus) infants are often carried byjuveniles dur-

ing play, and on rare occasions adult male capu-

chins and adult male spider monkeyswill carry

an infant for short periods (Oppenheimer,pers.

obs.; Eisenberg, 1976). After a howler monkey

(Alouatta) female has been shot, an adult male

will retrieve and carry the infant (Carpenter,

1934). While two individuals are in such intimate

contact, other signals may well occur. Captive

capuchin infants have been reported to squeeze

or knead the skin oftheir carriers when they were

disturbed (Oppenheimer, 1973). This has also

been observed in free-living C. capucinus (Curt

Freese, pers. comm.).

While riding on the back of anotherindivid-

ual, an infant usually curls its tail around the base

of thecarrier’s tail, as in Cebus (Oppenheimer,

1968), or the body, as in Saimiri (Baldwin, 1969),

in orderto secureits position. When givingassis-
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have evolved specialized precopulatory displays
(Moynihan, 1967). It is interesting to note thatsocial allogroomingis more frequentin A. senicu-geoffroy!, one adult mayloopitstail overits part-

ner’s body while they are sitting together; this
additionaltype ofcontact mayhelpto strengthen
the pair bond (Moynihan, 1970). Ritualized tail
twining occurs between paired adults in Aotus
and Callicebus (Moynihan, 1966) and would seem
to functionas a positive tactile communication.

In monogamousspecies, allogroomingis in-
terpreted as being, in part, sexually motivated,
because it occurs primarily between the two
adults, who are of opposite sex, and maybe asso-
ciated with sexual activities between these two
individuals (Table 2). In Aotus allogroomingspe-
cifically occurs just prior to and after copulatory
interactions, when the mates are sitting side by
side in contact; however, in addition to its
proposed function to stimulate sexual motiva-
tion, it still plays its general role of reducing
hostility between the mates (Moynihan, 1964). In
those species wherethere are two or more adult
females in thesocial unit, allogrooming tends to
be primarily a contact-promoting behavior,
which helps to set up and maintain the social
structure of the troop. Adult males mayreceive
a lot of groomingattention from the other troop
members, but most grooming is done by the
adult females and is directed to specific other
adults, or to young,particularly newborn infants
(Oppenheimer, 1969b). Allogrooming in Ateles
appears to be a meansof maintaininga relation-
ship onceit has been established (Eisenberg and
Kuehn, 1966).

In addition to the species mentioned in Table
2, allogroominghas been observedin both spe-
cies of Pithecia and in Cacajao rubicundus; but it
has not been observed in Cebuella pygmaea, where
captive conditions may well inhibit such activity
(Moynihan, 1967). Allogrooming tends to be
rare in Saimiri, whereit is primarily a maternal
activity, and in Alouatta, both of which genera

lus, whichhas a less highly evolved precopula-
tory tongue display, than does A. villosa (Neville,
1972b). It may also be that in Alouattg the vocal
interactions between troops act as an outside
force that contribute to intratroop cohesiveness,
and this in turn lessens the need for social allo-
grooming. Put another way, selection in Alouatta
mayhaveled to a “‘social”’ strategy, where energy
is expendedin repulsing individuals outside the
troop, rather than expended by attracting indi-
viduals within the troop, but both strategies
wouldresult in intratroop cohesiveness. Myper-
sonal observations of A. seniculus in Venezuela
Suggest thatits intratroop vocal interactions are
less frequent than those of 4. villosa on Barro
Colorado Island in Panama, a condition that
could explain the different frequencies of social
allogroomingin the two species. More detailed
discussions of allogrooming can be found in
Moynihan (1967) and Sparks (1967).

Touching another individual with the hand
seems to reassure oneorboth individuals (Table
2). In Callicebus and Cebus it is used to reassure
the partner while both threaten a third party. In
Cebus the hand touch usually includes draping
the arm aroundthe partner’s shoulders and may
shift into chest-to-back contact (Fig. 1; Oppen-
heimer, 1968, 1973). Touching with the hand
may also occur during play, or when an imma-
ture C. albifrons approaches an adult male and
touches the male’s face (Bernstein, 1965). In
Saimin sciureus touching may occur duringplay,
but a heavier hand touch or possibly a grasp,
described as “putting hand on,” occurs when a
male threatens another with a genital display
(Baldwin, 1968). In this case, the handis proba-
bly used to support the displayer as well as to
hold the secondparty in an appropriate position
(see genital present below).

Placing the face against another and moving
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Fig. 1. Cebus capucinus assistance position showing

adult female with chest in contact with adult male’s
back. Usually the dominant, i.e., the male, is on top.

Female making medium-intensity (only lower worn ca-

nines exposed) open-mouth-bared-teeth face threat
toward observer. Male in display posture, frowning

and staring at observer. Male’s face square and fore-
head almost naked with some very short white hairs.
Female’s face vertically oval with long white and dark
hairs on forehead. Photo taken of members of troop
A, (Oppenheimer, 1968, 1969) on Barro Colorado
Island, Panama Canal Zone.

it back and forth, nuzzling, has been reported for

three species (Table 2), but probably is more

widespread.It tendsto be either a maternal or an

adult sexual act.
Licking, touching, and manipulating the

genitalia of the opposite sex (Table 2) usually

follow sniffing, which will be discussed later (Ta-

ble 3). Whereas sniffing has been reported for

most New World species, contact between the

tongue or hand and the genitalia has only been
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reported for the Cebidae and for Callimico, which

is an intermediate form that 1s sometimesplaced

in this family (see Napier and Napier, 1967:371).

If this difference doesexist, it may indicate an

underlying hormonal-pheromonal and/or neu-

rological difference between the two New World

families. In somespeciesonly one sex,either the

male or the female, performs the behavior,

whereasin otherspecies both sexesare reported

to doit. It is characterized as a sexual or contact-

promoting behavior and probably causes an in-

crease in sexual motivation whenthe femaleis in

estrus.
Female mounting and thrusting tends to be

primarily a play or homosexualactivity (Table 2);

however, a Cebus capucinus female has been ob-

served in nature to alternate her mounting and

thrusting with that of a male (Oppenheimer,

1968, 1973).
Adult male mountingandthrusting obviously

occurs in all species, even though observations

are lacking for some. Amongjuveniles it occurs

during play, but amongadultsit is sexually moti-

vated. Bouts of thrusting between males and es-

trous females may last from twenty secondsto

ten minutes (Table 2). Subadult male capuchins

(C. capucinus) have been observed to mount and

thrust upon each other, and on adult female

Ateles geoffroyi in the wild on Barro Colorado Is-

land (Oppenheimer, unpublished data; Richard,

1970). The use ofvisual sexual displays in domi-

nance interactions does occur in some species

(see below, Table 4), and thus may preclude the

use of a tactile sexual behaviorfor this purpose.

Possibly one could view the combined “‘put hand

on” and genital display of a male Saimin threat-

ening another (Baldwin, 1968) as a ritualized,

redirected, intention movement to mount, butit

seems morelikely that this combined display has

evolved for the purposeof transmitting an olfac-

tory signal.
Wrestling, which includes grappling, push-

ing, pulling, and mouthing, occurs primarily
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during play, but also during agonistic encoun-ters, where mouthingturns to biting. The infor-mation obtained during play from performing
these behavioral acts allows an individual to
learn the extent of his or her abilities, whereas
the information received from immediate feed-
back, in terms of the partner's response, places
general, as well as specific, limits to the expres-
sion of these acts and helpsto establish the social
structure of the group (Carpenter, 1934). See
Loizos (1967) for a detailed discussion of play
behavior, and Baldwin and Baldwin (1973b) for
a discussionoftherole ofplayin squirrel mon-
keys. In many species these play activities are
most obvious in the young, particularly the
males, but they disappear as the play gets more
intense (Baldwin, 1969: Carpenter, 1934). Vocal
and visual displays then become the main chan-
nels of low- to medium-intensity communica-
tion, at least among the males, whereastactile
communication in the form ofallogrooming may
become more prominent among the females.
Agonistic wrestling has been observed in a num-
ber of the species, particularly in adults (Table
2); however, in adult spider monkeys (Afeles)
these behavior patternsretain their play aspects
during greeting interactions (Klein, 1971). Push-
ing and pulling in some species have become
semiritualized forms of threat (Table 2).

Tagging, a repeated behaviorthat is interme-
diate between touching andhitting, is reported
to occurin howlers (A/ouatta) during play (Bern-
stein, 1964) and during agonistic encounters
(Neville, 1972b). It has been observed in C
capucinus, particularly when a juvenile is harass-
ing an adult female (Oppenheimer, 1973).

Hitting is a frequently observed agonistic be-
havior pattern amongthe species (Table 2), but
it has also been reported to occur duringplay in
Alouatta seniculus (Neville, 1972b). Kicking, an-
other agonistic act, has only been reported in
two species, and hip thrusting in one (Table 2).

Chest-to-back contact, in contexts other than

Communication in Selected Groups

mounting andcarrying, has
for four species of cebids. It was observedinci-dentally in Ateles when a Captive adult femalesolicited mounting from a male by sitting in his
lap (Eisenberg and Kuehn, 1966). It functions as
an extremethreat to the individual on the bot-
tom in Saimiri sciureus when it follows “put hand
on” during a genital display and hip thrusting
(Baldwin, 1968). In Cebus (Fig. 1) it occurs as an
assistance behavior when oneindividual rein-
forces the threat of another toward a third party
(Bernstein, 1965: Oppenheimer, 1973: Oppen-
heimer and Oppenheimer, 1973). In other spe-
cles assistance behavior may only involve
touching with the hand ortail (Table 2). In
Saimiri sciureus contact involves threat so that as-
sistance takes the form of merely standing side
by side while performing threatening genital dis-
plays toward the third party (Baldwin, 1968).
Noncontact assistance is the mildest form ofas-
sistance in other species, such as C capucinus
(Oppenheimer, unpublished data) and C. ni-
grivittatus (Oppenheimer and Oppenheimer,
1973).

Although biting, the ultimate agonistic act,
has been reported for most species, mouthing,
warning, and shambites have only been reported
for the Cebidae (Table 2). Mostof the mouthing
occurs during play, whereas the warning or sham
bites tend to be mild agonistic forms.

only been reported

Olfactory Communication

Two recentreviews of scent marking in mam-
mals (Eisenberg and Kleiman, 1972; Ralls, 1971)
covered a number of points that are relevant
here. Feces, urine, and secretions from special-
ized skin glandsdo play a role in social communi-
cation. The resulting odors or pheromones are
used to mark an area, to facilitate individual or
group recognition, to indicate the sexualstatus
of females, and to inhibit the sexual develop-
ment of other members of the group; a single
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odor can have one or more functions. Releasing development in the dominant males. For other

of the scent, or scent-marking behavior, can be

brought aboutby the approach of a subordinate

‘ndividual or onethat is not accepted, such as a

stranger; and the scent can function to increase

the confidence ofthe scenter by surrounding the

scenter with an odor familiar to it, as well as to

threaten or make less confident nearby individu-

als by disrupting the odorfield aroundthem (E)-

senberg and Kleiman, 1972). More specifically,

for the platyrrhines the olfactory system can be

used to communicate information such as the

“sex, age, social rank, territory, and more de-

tailed biological facts” (Epple and Lorenz,

1967).
In somecases special movements have been

evolved for distributing the scent (Ralls, 1971),

and it is these visual componentsof the behavior

or the movements of the recipient of the odor

that are most obvious to the human observer and

which are primarily indicated in Table 3. The

absenceofvisual componentsofmarking behav-

ior is not proof that olfactory communication fs

lacking in the species. In my review ofthelitera-

ture only two species appearto lack the special-

ized behavioral components (Table 3), Pithecia

monachus and Cacajao rubicundus (Moynihan,

1967), but the behavior of neither species has

been studied intensively.

Sternal glands and/orthe related gular and

epigastric glandular areas have been found in

almost all the New World species, including P.

monachus and C. rubicundus (Epple and Lorenz,

1967), and use of these glands has been docu-

mented in some. Epple and Lorenz (1967) have

indicated the morphological differences between

the species and have found that the glandular

area of the Callitrichidae (excluding Leontopith-

ecus) and Aotus is situated ‘‘at the articulation of

the sternum andclaviculae,”’ a brush ofhairs just

caudadto it, and caudadofthe brush “a ribbon-

like field of nearly naked glandular skin... .”

The sternal glands seem to reach their fullest

details see Epple and Lorenz (1967). Some spe-

cies also have suprapubic and circumgenital

scent glands (Epple, 1971, 1972a). Epple

(1972a) has reviewed the olfactory behavior in

marmosets and tamarins and her paper should

be consulted.

Although mostof the information to be pre-

sented below will deal with the visual compo-

nents of marking behavior, two studies of the

ability of platyrrhines to discriminate between

odors need to be mentioned. Epple (1971) pre-

sented adult Saguinusfuscicollis of both sexes with

wooden perches that had been marked with

urine and glandular secretions of a separate set

of adults. The nine test animals spent the same

amount of time sniffing the male and female

marked perches, but marked with their own

urine and glandular secretions those perches

having the odor of strange males more fre-

quently than the perches having the odor of

strange females. Thusthey were able to discrimi-

nate between the odorsofthe two sexes.In addi-

tion, the most aggressive animals showed the

most interest in the perches, whereas the less

aggressive tended to avoid marked perches. An-

other study with infant Saimiri sciureus four to

twelve weeks of age showedthat they preferred

surrogate mothers having their own odor on

them to clean surrogate mothers, and were able

to distinguish their own odor from that of an-

other. Thus odors can be important to squirrel

monkeyinfants and mayhelp them to distinguish

their mothers from other individuals (Kaplan

and Russell, 1974).

Release of feces and urineare basically auto-

nomic responseselicited by fear (Eisenberg and

Kleiman, 1972). They have been reported to oc-

cur in four species of cebids. In addition to url-

nating and defecating whenfrightened, Aotus has

been observed to vomit (in captivity) under the

same conditions, but none of these behaviors

were considered a signal (Moynihan, 1964). Re-
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and that their predictability would allow a dis-
tress or presence-of-disturbance signal to be
conveyed.

Ritualized urine washing or rubbing, where
the urine is applied to the palms and rubbed on
the soles, and in Cebus capucinus (Oppenheimer,
1973) to the tip ofthetail, is also reported to
occur only in the Cebidae (Table 3). In Saimiri
sciureus adult males and females urine rub after
doing genital displays during a sexual sequence
(Latta et al., 1967; see also Castell and Maurus,
1967). In Cebus capucinus and C nigrivittatus it is
most frequently the adult males that urine rub,
usually when they have been disturbed by a con-
specific or a human observer, and it seems to
have both self-reassuring and identifier func-
tions (Oppenheimer, 1968, 1973: Oppenheimer
and Oppenheimer, 1973).

A somewhatsimilar behavior of rubbingsub-
stancesinto the fur has also been notedfor free
and captive individuals of C. capucinus (Oppen-
heimer, 1968) and captive C. apella (Nolte,
1958). In captivity a wide range of strong-smell-
ing substances,like vinegar, Onions, and tobacco
or tobacco smoke, can elicit rubbing and are
rubbedintothefur. In the free-ranging C. capuci-
nus such behaviorwasrare, but on two occasions
strong-smelling plants were vigorously rubbed
into the fur on all parts of the body. In one situa-
tion several individuals did it together, and in the
other it was performed by a female that was
alone (except for the observer) at the time (Op-
penheimer, 1968). In terms of the Kleiman hy-
pothesis (Eisenberg and Kleiman, 1972:26)
these individuals rubbed to reestablish their Op-
timum odorfield, or possibly to create a supra-

betweentheirlegs. Moynihan (1970) did not ob-
serve the urine wetting, but did observetaj] coil-
ing prior to and in between mounting and
thrusting by a male (see visual displays below).
This display could be used to help disperse
pheromonesthatindicate that the female is in
estrus and receptive. The urine of estrous fe-
males is reported to be a sex attractant in a num-
ber of species and probablyis for all (Table 3).

Genital displays, includingrelease ofurine or
a glandularsecretion, are reported for members
of both New World families. The marmosets Co-
buella pygmaea, Callithrix jacchus, C. argentata, and
C. geoffroyi, all lift their tails and exposetheanal-
genital area whenthreatening a subordinate who
approachesandsniffs; adults of both sexes per-
form this display (Epple, 1972a). Adult male
Saimiri present their genitalia frontally by lifting
one leg away, and release a small amount of
urine. This may occuras a threat or after licking
a female or after a female has urinated or urine
rubbed (Baldwin and Baldwin, 1972). When
used as a threat the dominant male will ap-
proach,display, and place his hand on the subor-
dinate’s head, which apparently forces the
subordinate to sniff the dominant’s genitalia
(Baldwin, 1968).

Rubbingofthe anal-genital area on the sub-
Strate is primarily a behavior pattern of the mar-
mosets and tamarins, though it has been
observed in the cebids as well (Table 3). Such
rubbing is usually done while in a sitting posi-
tion, which would place the circumgenital and
circumanal glandsin contact with the substrate
or a conspecific (Epple, 1972a). This type of be-
havioris elicited in sexual, dominance, threaten-
ing, and frustrating circumstances. It is rare in
Saimiri (Moynihan, 1967) andis thought to be a
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There are conflicting reports as Oo whether
t of autogrooming or cleaning behavior in

slow i ; certain species chest rub. Epple (1972a) has ob-
Alouatta seniculus (Neville, 1972b) and Callicebus

moloch, though on one occasion an adult Cal-

licebus rubbed while carrying an infant (Moyni-

han, 1967).

Pull rubbing (Moynihan, 1970) or rubbing

the suprapubic glands on a substrate occurs in

Saguinus and Leontopithecus and appears to help

strengthenthe pair bondorto assert dominance.

It may occur along with anal-genital rub and with

chest rubbing (Epple, 1972a).

Chest rubbing or rubbingof the sternal and/

or epigastric gland(s) occurs in many of the

platyrrhines (Table 3). It is usually done by the

dominant male andis interpreted to be a threat

in some species andan assertion of the individu-

al’s identity in others (see the Kleiman hypothe-

sis above). The marmosets and tamarins seem to

rub the gland directly on the substrate; the ceb-

ids may do this, but they usually rub the gland

with a hand orfoot. Callicebus may squeeze the

gland with a hand,as well as rub it (Moynihan,

1966), and Saimiri may touchit with a foot (Bald-

win, 1968). In addition, three cebid species mix

the sternal gland secretions with either urine or

saliva. The fatted males (in sexual condition) of

Saimiri sciureus urine rub andthenlift the wet foot

to the sternal gland. This behavior usually oc-

curred when a male was about to approach a

group of females who werelikely to chase him

away (Baldwin, 1968). Lagothrix (Epple and Lor-

enz, 1967) and Ateles (Klein and Klein, 1971)

both rub their chests with their hands and then

mayraise the hand to the mouthforsaliva,after

which they continue to rub the chest. In some

cases Ateles drools saliva onto the chest or onto

the object being rubbed on. This behavior was

also elicited in Aéeles by mildly or strongly stress-

ful situations or exposureto celery or green on-

ions (Klein and Klein, 1971), which suggests a

similarity to urine rubbing and rubbingofplants

into the fur, as occurs in other species, such as

Cebus capucinus (see above).

served it in Saguinus geoffroyi, but Moynihan

indication of functioning sternal glands that |

observed was whenan infant droppedits head to

the chest of another infant during a hug, and

even this behavior was rare. Similar sniffing oc-

curs frequently in Aleles during embraces (Eisen-

berg and Kuehn, 1966). Moynihan (1967) had

not observed chest rubbing in Aleles geoffroyi, but

others have (Eisenberg and Kuehn, 1966; Klein

and Klein, 1971; pers. obs.).

Alouatta seniculus, which has a gular scent

gland (Epple and Lorenz, 1967), has been ob-

served to rub this gland on the substrate prior to

approachinga conspecific (Neville, 1972b). Cebus

apella, which lacks a gular gland, has been ob-

served to urinate on an object and thento rubits

neck on the object (Dobroruka, 1972).

All these glands, as well as urine and urine-

marked spots, are sniffed by conspecifics. In

some cases after sniffing the conspecific may

mark (Epple, 1971). Sniffs are also directed at

the body in general, at the armpitandat the face

(Table 3). Moynihan (1964) notes that Aotus has

large apocrine and sebaceous glands on either

side of the nose. Since adult Aotus sniff each

other’s faces just prior to copulating, it seems

likely that these glandsalso functionin olfactory

communication.

The genitalia of the platyrrhine species are

quite varied in external morphology. Oneofthe

moststriking, andinitially deceiving, formsis the

long pendulousclitoris of the Aéeles female. Klein

and Klein (1971) have suggested that this elon-

gated clitoris, which tends to retain a small

amountof urine, has been evolved to mark the

environment whereverit touches, and that this in

turn makesit easier for the male to locate the

female. Also, when males make contact with the



In addition to the information conveyed over
the short term by olfactory communication,
there are hints of long-term effects or responses.
Baldwin (1968) suggests that hormonal activity
in submissive male squirrel monkeys (Saimiri)
might be inhibited by pheromones

(Lorenz, 1972). Similarly the presence ofa domi-
nant female marmoset may prevent other
females from producing young, even though
copulation takes place. Once removed from the
presence of the dominant female, these females
may produce young (Epple, 1975). See Eisen-
berg and Kleiman (1972) for the pertinent de-
tails on olfactory inhibition of reproduction in
rodents.

In summary,it appearsthat mostplatyrrhines
haveatleast two, and somehaveas manyasfour,
types of olfactory display. These displays have
sexual, alarm, threat, and_ self-identification
functions. They may also have physiological
effects on the hormonal systemsof other group
members.It is hopedthatthe isolation ofspecific
substances and the elucidation oftheir activity
will occur soon. But evenif it does westill need
more observations and quantitative analyses of
olfactory communication.

Visual Communication

Visual communication can be divided into
three categories: (1) postures, and movements of
part orall of the body; (2) piloerection displays:
and (3) facial expressions (Moynihan, 1967). In
somesituationsall three types can occuras part
of a complex display, such as when directing a
threat display toward a predator or a human.

number of New World species, and Andrew
(1963) and van Hooff (1967) studied the facia]expressions of someplatyrrhinesin their studies
of communication in primates.

GESTURES

All species have “look at” and most likely
“look away” behaviorpatterns, thoughit is un-
ritualized in its general form. Prolonged looking
at or staringis usually interpreted as a threat, but
it should be regarded as an expressionofinterest
that may have a numberofdifferent motivations,
including aggression. These motivationsare ex-
pressed by additional facial expressions, body
gestures, or acoustic signals. Looking away can
indicate alarm ora desire to avoid contact. Aotus
and Callicebus have a specialized form, which in-
volves lowering the head (Moynihan, 1964,
1966). Repeated lookingat or glancing and look-
ing away (at another monkey or a human) in
Cebus capucinus usually induces approach and
assistance by a third, usually more dominant,
individual during an agonistic interaction (Op-
penheimer, 1973); a dominant male will look
away when stared at by a human observer (Op-
penheimer, pers. obs.).

Submissive crouchesor huddles occur during
dominance interactions in Saimiri and prior to
copulation in Alouatia villosa females (Table 4).

Freezing is a related behavior, which occurs
when anindividual is alarmed, or in the case of
Callimico goeldi females, it occurs just prior to
copulation.It is not clear from the descriptions
in the literature whetherfreezing also includesa
lowering of the body. This may vary from species
to species or with the type of motivation.
Crouchingorfreezing as an alarm or submissive
response occurs in species of both New World
families.

‘Lie on back” may be another commonbe-
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havior pattern, butit has only been notedin the

literature for three species. It is an appeasement
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Tongue protrusion or flicking is a commonsex-

ual behaviorthat is performedby both sexes (see

gesture that inhibits attack, or in juvenile Cebus below).

capucinus during play it encourages contact (Op-

penheimer,pers.obs.). This behavior has appar-

ently beenritualized in squirrel monkeysand has

the added componentof side-to-side rolling.

This back rolling occurs during play and is per-

formed by the dominant animal in order to in-

duce others to approach and make contact

(Castell, 1969). Back rolling is also performed by

female howler monkeys after copulation (Car-

penter, 1934), but the subsequent behavior has

not been noted; and it was performed by a cap-

tive female Saguinus geoffroyi after a male failed to

respond to her invitations to copulate (Moyni-

han, 1970:43).

Soliciting allogrooming consists of an indi-

vidual’s positioningitself in front of another and

sitting face to face with eyes averted or lying

prone and presenting the back. Saguinus geoffroyt

solicits by erecting the hair on the nape (Moyni-

han, 1970).

Soliciting for play probably takes many

forms. During sexual play female Saimiri sciureus

entice the male partner by assuming odd pos-

tures, such as looking between the legs or hang-

ing by the feet. The females mayallow the male

to make contact, but then dart away (Lattaetal.,

1967). Play amongjuveniles and subadult white-

faced capuchins (Cebus) 1s solicited by similar

patterns,as well as by lying on the back (Oppen-

heimer, pers. obs.).

Soliciting sexual mounting by the female

takes a wide variety of formsin the different spe-

cies (Table 4), including crouching with thetail

aside, backing into the male, mounting the male

(C. capucinus), curling the tail up between the

legs, and presenting the tongue (see below).

Morethan oneof these patterns may occur in a

single species: a female Alouatia villosa may

tongueflick, present her rump,urinate, and take

a submissive crouch posture (Carpenter, 1934).

Head shaking can occur from side to side,

back and forth, or up and down and may include

shaking of the body, depending on the species

(Table 4). In most cases the individual giving the

display is approaching a dominant individual, e-

ther a conspecific or a human. Saguinus geoffroyi

may in addition head shake at a predator (this

may actually be swaying, see below) or at its

female mate during copulation (Moynihan,

1970). This behavior can be described as ap-

peasement during an ambivalent approach, one

which may include components of escape. In

Cebus capucinus the head shakeis accompanied by

grinning, frowning, and a vocalization called gut-

tural chatter (Oppenheimer, 1973). Andrew

(1963) describes such a display complex, plus

tongue protrusion and eye closure, as being or

having evolved from a protective response to a

noxious odoror taste, and states that these re-

sponses can beelicited when an individual ap-

proaches another who mayattack. In C. capucinus

the dominantindividual ignores the head shaker

and thus allows the approach to continue (Op-

penheimer, 1968).

Tail-rump shake involves side-to-side move-

mentofthetail. It is done by Aotus and Saguinus

geoffroyi only duringsit rubbing, though sit rub-

bing can occurwithout tail movement.In S. geoff-

royi sit rubbing occurs when an individual is

frustrated or engaged in a sexual or dominance

interaction; in Aotus it occurs undersimilarcir-

cumstances (Moynihan, 1964:52, 1970:20). In

the other speciestail-rump shaking occurs with-

out anal-genital rubbing and is associated with

strong excitement, tantrums, and sexual and

agonistic behavior.It is also a signalor part of a

movement by a motherto get an infantoff her

back (Table 4).

Bringing the tail forward under the bodyis

associated with alarm in Callithrix jacchus (Le-
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legs, S
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look, crouch

Captive Bobbing,

at human Mat M

Tail-lash,

threat

M and M,

F A

Arch P.,

threat

Mat F;S,

‘*Pacing”

Sw at

predator

A, A Mild

intertroop threat

A, Play? A

intertroop A
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excited
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thwarted

Threat X X
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or threat
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Table 4

Communication in Selected Groups

(continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Gestures:
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Erect hair ontail
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Facial expressions:
Grin DT DT
Open mouth

Open mouth bared Threat
teeth

Lip smack M, Sex

play
Protrudedlips

Tongue protrusion R; R;
(sin=single; R=repeated) Sex play DT
Eyebrowslowered (L), L, L,
raised (R) threat threat
Eyes closed (P=partial; Submissive
C=complete) ?
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DT ? DT X

At ?
human

M, S

With frown
xX

threat

R, in R;S R; S,
copulation Ap
L, R,at L, X
threat human threat
Yes

C,

Flatten ears DT DT DT? DT Alarm
NOTE: X= Stated not to occur, AT = Aggressive, Ap = Appeasement, DT = Defensive threat, PC = Promote contact, A= Ag-onistic, M = Male, F = Female, D = Dominance, S = Sexual.

(1) Epple, 1975; Moynihan, 1966, 1970; (2) Epple, 1967, 1968; Epple-Hosbacher, 1967; LeRoux, 1967; Moynihan, 1970;(3) Epple, 1967, 1968; (4) Epple, 1967, 1975; Moynihan, 1970; (5) Thorington, 1968b; (6) Andrew, 1963; Epple, 1967,1968; Snyder, 1972; (7) Epple, 1967; Lorenz, 1972; (8) Andrew, 1963; Moynihan, 1964; (9) Mason, 1971; Moynihan, 1966,

Roux, 1967) and Saguinus geoffroyi (Moynihan,
1970). With the tail in this position, the tip may
be coiled (tail tip coiling), a responsethat indi-
cates a higher level of alarm and mayfunction as
‘a warning and/or appeasement.. . display” in
captive S. geoffroyi housed in crowded conditions
(Moynihan, 1970).

Upward tail coiling, where the completetail,
rather than just thetip,is coiled andis held be-
tween the legs, is performed most frequently by
sexually motivated S. geoffroyi females and less
frequently by sexually thwarted males in cap-
tivity. At least in females the behavioris thought
to indicate sexual receptivity (Moynihan, 1970).
Upwardtail coiling plus wetting the tail with

urine has been observed in captive female S.
geoffroy: (Epple, 1967) and Callimico goeldii (Lor-
enz, 1972) during sexualinteractions. Moynihan
(1970:48-52) discusses this behavior pattern in
some detail and gives suggestions as to how it
might have evolved into a sexualsoliciting act.I
have also observed this behavior, without urine
wetting, in captive S. geoffroyi and thoughtit in-
dicated alarm on the part of both male and
female performers during sexual encounters.
Since the lower-level tail tip coiling is done in
response to alarm, and urine release may also
be stimulated by alarm or invasion of one’s in-
dividual distance, further studies would be of in-
terest.
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1967; (10) Baldwin, 1968, 1969; Castell, 1969; Latta et al., 1967; Moynihan, 1967; Winter et al., 1966; (11) Baldwin and

Baldwin, 1972; (12) Oppenheimer, 1973; Oppenheimer and Oppenheimer, 1973; Oppenheimer,pers. obs.; (13) Andrew, 1963;

Bernstein, 1965; (14) Dobroruka, 1972; Nolte, 1958; Weigel, 1974; (15) Altmann, 1959; Baldwin and Baldwin, 1973a, 1976;

Carpenter, 1934; Collias and Southwick, 1952; (16) Neville, 1972b; (17) Carpenter, 1935; Eisenberg and Kuehn, 1966; von

Wagner, 1956; (18) Andrew, 1963; Williams, 1967.

There are two majortypes of genital displays.

In the family Callitrichidae species that display

their genitals (scrotal sac and labia) do so by

lifting their tails and orienting their rump toward

the intended receiver, while keeping hands and

feet in contact with the ground (see Epple, 1967:

Figs. 8 and 9). After thetail is raised pheromones

may bereleased (Epple, 1972a). This display1s

done by both sexes and is thought to be an ag-

gressive threat (Epple, 1967, and 1975). In the

family Cebidae the genital present is done fron-

tally, with the chestraised, legs spread, and penis

or clitoris erect (Castell, 1969; Eisenberg and

Kuehn, 1966; Winter, 1968). In Saimin the geni-

tal display is done at a distance, from 10 cm to

4 m, andthe displayeris erect; it is also done in

contact, with the displayer bendingoverhispart-

ner and seemingto thrust his penis in the part-

ner’s face (Castell, 1969) while pressing the

partner’s head down (Winter, 1968). The distant

or open position is used by young andbyadult

females and appears to indicate frustration or

self-defense. The contact or closed position is

used by males during dominance and courtship

interactions (Ploog, 1967). A captive Aleles male

was observed to perform pelvic thrusts with an

erect penis in front of a female before copulation

(Eisenberg and Kuehn, 1966); however, in the

wild such behavior was not associated with sex-

ual behavior, but rather with resting in a group
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or alone, while being groomed, while playing, orafter homosexual hugging (Klein, 1971). In
Alouatta seniculus both the male and female may
have erections during a sexual interaction (Nev-
lle, 1972b).

The display posture has been observed dur-
ing an agonistic interaction (Table 4) in most
species, and involves orienting toward andlook-
ing at another individual with the back slightly
arched. While in the display posture other ag-
gressive displays may be performed, such as
bouncing or the open-mouth~bared-teeth face.
Thoughthe display postureis usually donewhile
on all fours, Aotus and Callicebus may sometimes
stand up to transmit their threat (Moynihan,
1964, 1966, 1967). S. geoffroyi always stands up
during display posture so that its intimidating
white venteris fully exposed toward the second
party (Moynihan, 1970).

Althoughrelated because of the arched back,
stiff walking usually occurred at different times,
at least in Cebus capucinus; it occurred most often
whenfree-living subadult or adult males came to
the caged capuchins andstrutted across the tops
of their cages or along a limb in a nearbytree.
The display seemed to indicate unchalleneged
dominance (Oppenheimer, 1973). Sucha display
has been observed in captive marmosets, where
it indicates dominance,and in Callithrixjacchus it
may also be performed during sex play (Epple,
1967). A possibly related display, pacing, is done
by Saimin sciureus males in front of a receptive
female prior to copulation (Baldwin, 1968); how-
ever, nO mention is made as to whether the
male’s backis arched, and the stationary display
posture is apparently lacking from the Saimiri
behavioral repertoire (Table 4).

Bouncing and intention movementsto lunge
are performed by Cebus capucinus while in the
display posture (Oppenheimer, 1973), and sway-
ing is performed by marmosets while sitting
(Moynihan, 1970). In all cases these movements
are done toward a humanora predator and may

Communication in Selected Groups

functionas a defensive threat or alarm. Swaying
is a side-to-side motion, though in Callicebus
there mayalso be a vertical component (Moyni-
han, 1966). Young capuchins (Cebus) may make
short forward and backward movements as if
they were going to lunge, whereas in adults the
movement, bouncing, is in the vertical plane
(Oppenheimer, 1974). Such behavior, which
may be accompanied by vocalizations, attracts
the attention of the predator to the performer
and mayalso alert other troop membersto the
presence andlocation of danger and allow them
time to escape. Moynihan (1966) suggests that
swaying may inform the predatorthat it has been

tion as a threat (Table 4). Lunging at can be
considered a preliminary movement to grap-
pling or chasing.

Chasingis a play activity, at least in the young
of some species, but in adults it is primarily ag-
gressive (Table 4). Running away is assumed to
occur in all species, particularly those where
chasing is reported.

Bangingofobjects, as a signal, has only been
reported for three species of cebids (Table 4). It
appears to be a male aggressive behavior. Free-
living Cebus capucinus males on Barro Colorado
Island did this when theyvisited the cages where
capuchins were kept captive; they lifted and
dropped sheet metal on the cage roof and
Jumped up and downonit. This behavior, in
part, would seem to have the same motivation as
branch shaking, which occurs in the trees (Op-
penheimer, unpublished data),

Branch shaking has only been reported for
cebids,and it functionsasa threat display (Table
4). Saimiri sciureus males branch shake at sexually
nonreceptive females (Baldwin, 1968). In Cebus
capucinus branch shakingis generally stimulated
by the presence of a human observer, butless
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frequently it may also be used as a general threat

within the troop; branch breaking, without

branch shaking, was primarily observed to occur

at the start of intertroop encounters (Oppen-

heimer, 1973). Moynihan (1964) has suggested

that branch shaking and breaking may not occur

in Aotus because they are too small; however,

they have approximately the same weight as

Saimiri (Table 1). This display appears to be ab-

sentin all speciesthat live in monogamous pairs.

It may be that in such species the family mem-

bers tend to disperse less and thus displays that

attract a predator’s attention might endanger the

whole group.

PILOERECTION

Piloerection is a commondisplay that accom-

panies other types of threat behavior or may be

triggered by alarm (Table 4). Moynihan (1967,

1970) discusses this behaviorin detail. Piloerec-

tion on thetail is a specialized alarm display that

has been observed in Callithrixjacchus and Sagut-

nus geoffroyi (Moynihan, 1970).

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS

All species do have a “relaxed face” (van

Hooff, 1967), but there is usually little mention

of it in the literature.

Grinningin the Callitrichidae in combination

with flattening of the ears appearsto be a defen-

sive threat (Epple, 1967), and in the Cebidae it

is an appeasement or submissive display that

may be used by the dominantorthe subordinate

animal (Table 4). In Cebus capucinus, infants may

combinethe grin with a frown anda lateral head

shake when approaching a dominant animal,

usually the troop’s adult male (Oppenheimer,

1968, 1973). In C. apella the grin is accompanied

by raising of the eyebrows (Weigel, 1974). The

grin involves pulling back the corners of the

mouth while keeping the jaws shut. There may

be some confusion with low-intensity open-
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Fig. 2. Cebus capucinus subadult male staring at and

making protruded lips face toward adult female ap-

proaching on the ground. Female made no obvious

response. Photo taken at Curt Freese’s study site in

dry forest at Santa Rosa National Park, Costa Rica.

mouth—bared-teeth face. Moynihan (1966) has

described a “‘baring the teeth”’ face in Callicebus,

whichis similar to the Cebus grin, except that the

corners of the mouth are notretracted.

The open-mouth face usually occurs during

play in some cebids (Table 4). The mouth is

open,the corners are partially retracted, but the

teeth are covered bythelips. It is similar to the

“relaxed open-mouth face” that has been de-

scribed by van Hooff (1967) to occur duringplay.

The open-mouth-bared-teeth face occurs in

many of the New World species as a threat dis-

play (Table 4). It has been observed in Aotus by

Andrew (1963), but not by Moynihan (1964). In

Cebus capucinus (Fig. 1) the mouth is open andthe

lips are pulled back so that the canines are ex-

posed (Oppenheimer, 1968, 1973). This fits in

part the ‘‘staring open-mouth face” and “‘staring

bared-teeth scream face’’ of van Hooff (1967).

Weigel (1974) has studied the facial expressions
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of Cebus apella and foundthat they have an open-
mouth-bared-teeth face that is silent, one thatis
accompaniedby a “‘staccato beep,” and a bared-
teeth scream face that maybesimilar to that de-
scribed by van Hooff (1967) mentioned above.

Lip smacking is performed by marmosets,
tamarins, and cebids during sexual or friendly
encounters (Table 4). In Alouatta seniculus it may
be performed with tongue protrusions
female (Neville, 1972b).

Protruded-lips face has been observed in a
numberof species. In combination with a frown
it functions as an aggressive threat in Saguinus
geoffroyi (Epple, 1967). In the Cebidae (Fig. 2) it
is a friendly gesture that promotes contact and
may be used byan adult male when approaching
or being approachedbyan adult female (Oppen-
heimer, 1968, 1973). Van Hooff (1967) has also
observed this face in an Old World species
(Macaca nemistrina) when a male approached a
female in heat.

Tongue protrusionis used most often during
sexual or friendly encounters to promote con-
tact, though in otherspeciesit is reported to be
a defensive threat (Table 4). It may accompany
lip smacking, and the tongue mayeither be ex-
tended and held out as

a

single protrusion or be
rhythmically flicked, i.e., repeated protrusion.It
occurs in marmosets, tamarins, and cebids. In
Alouatta villosa the male and female display re-
peated tongue protrusions toward each other
(Fig. 3), which may eventually lead the femaleto
lick the male on the face or body,and finally end
in copulation (Carpenter, 1934). In Alouatta
seniculus only the female has been observed to
protrude the tongue asa single, not repeated,
movement(Neville, 1972b). In Saguinus geoffroyi
the tongue maybe protruded and held in one
position, or movedup and down,andwith lower
motivation it may be movedin and out. It may be
accompanied by wrinkling of the nose, partial
closure ofthe eyes, and headflicks. It tends to be
primarily a male behavior pattern, used with

by a
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Fig. 3. Howler monkey (Alouatta villosa) adult
male, partially suspended bytail, making rhythmic
tongueprotrusions at female. Photo taken on Barro
Colorado Island.

sniffing in an encounterwith a stranger, and dur-
ing copulation, at which time it may be per-
formedby the female as well (Moynihan, 1970).
The behavior suggests that in some species the
tongue performs some olfactory or taste func-
tion under these circumstances, or at least that
the visual display has beenritualized from tast-
ing behavior.

Raising and lowering of the eyebrows has
been noted in a number of species (Table 4).
Usually the eyebrows are loweredin threat(Fig.
1), but in Cebus apella the eyebrows and forehead
are raised during open-mouth-bared-teeth face,
whichis a threat, and the forehead mayberaised
briefly with the mouth closed as a submissive
gesture (Weigel, 1974). Lowering of the eye-
browsis also done while searching for an object
or as a protective response (Andrew, 1963).

Partial or complete closureofthe eyesis also
part of the protective response (Andrew, 1963),

 



and it may indicate submissiveness whenan indi-

vidual is alarmed by some general danger or a

threat (Table 4). |

Another aspect of the protective response In

most mammals is flattening or pulling back of

the ears or ear tufts (Andrew, 1963), and it 1s

interpreted as being part ofthe defensive threat

display in some of the New World primates (Ta-

PELAGE MARKINGS

A fourth type of visual communication has

been reported for C. capucinus (Oppenheimer,

1969a). It involves pelage markings or differ-

ences on the forehead that indicate the age and

sex of the individual (Fig. 1). These signals may

be similar to dimorphic differences in bodysize

and shape,size of canines, or shape of the geni-

talia, all of which remain the samefor longperi-

ods and change gradually during thelifetime of

the individual, but allow rapid recognition of

status or potential status even between stran-

gers.

Acoustic Communication

Vocal communication plus some nonvocal

soundslike tooth grinding are included in Table

5. Other sounds that accompanyvisualdisplays,

such as branch shaking, are ignored here. Since

each researcher has used his or her ownset of

namesfor vocalizations of the species they stud-

ied, I have arranged the vocalizations according

to the general situation in which they wereelic-

ited. The motivation for calls given in onesitua-

tion by different species may also be different.

Thus, I have used the name of the vocalization

for each species as used in the literature by the

individual investigators. Use of the same name

by different investigators, such as“‘twitter,”’ does

not mean thatthe calls are necessarily the same

in physical structure, nor that they are homolo-

gous, though they may be.I have tried to come

up with a set of generalized circumstancesthat

would fit most calls; however, in doing so some

‘information has been lost and I may have placed

somevocalizations in inappropriate categories (a

question mark has been inserted where entries

were most likely to be wrong). Thus, Table 5

only indicates in whatsituations New World pri-

mates emit vocalizations and whichcalls ofthe

different species may have similar functions.

Sonograms, such as in Fig. 4, have been made

of the vocalizations of a numberof species (An-

drew, 1963; Baldwin and Baldwin, 1976; E1sen-

berg, 1976; Eisenberg and Kuehn, 1966; Epple,

1968; Moynihan, 1964, 1966, 1970; Oppen-

heimer, 1968, 1973; Ploog, 1967; Winter, 1972;

Winter et al., 1966), but the vocalizations of

other species are just now being analyzed orare

yet to be done. Thus, although information 1s

available in part, I will not attemptto discuss the

physicalstructures ofthe calls in a thorough way.

For discussion of the physical structure of pri-

mate calls see Marler (1965); however,it should

be mentionedthatultrasonic calls do occur, par-

ticularly in the marmosets (Epple, 1975).

One needs to be cautious in comparingspe-

cies studied by different investigators. I have in-

cluded in Table 5 twostudies of the vocal system

of Saguinus geoffroyi, one by Epple (1968) and one

by Moynihan (1970). Differences in terminology

and in vocal situations occurred, and Moynihan

has discussed the areas of agreement and dis-

agreement with both Epple and Andrew (1963).

Other differences tend to be subjective, for in-

stance ‘““Muckenhirn (1967) . . . reports that wild

Saguinus 0. geoffroyi are highly vocal while Moyni-

han (1970) points out that they are actually quite

silent’’ (Epple, 1975).

The vocal systemsofthe New World primates

differ in a number of more specific ways. The

simplest is the numberof vocalizations: Aotus tn-

virgatus has 10 (Moynihan, 1964); Ateles geoffroyi

has 16, of which 10 are heard frequently (Eisen-

berg and Kuehn, 1966); Alouatta villosa has 20
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(Altmann, 1959); and Saimin. sciureus has 96 detail(Winter et al., 1966). Possibly with additional
observations morecal] types will be found for
species that now appear to have a low number.
Anotherdifference is that some species have dis-
crete vocal systems, where each callis distinct
and1s elicited by specific stimuli, as in Aotus trivir-
gatus (Moynihan, 1967). In other species the vo-
calizations maybevariable in form,as in Callimico
goeldu (Epple, 1968), or may gradeinto one an-
other by way of frequent vocalizations of inter-
mediate type, as in Callicebus moloch (Moynihan,
1966, 1967). Such differences mayalso occurbe-
tween populations of the samespecies, as in
Saimiri sciureus, where the Gothic race has a more
discrete vocal system than does the Roman (Win-
ter, 1969b). Even within one species one part of
the vocal system may be discrete and another
graded, as in S. sciureus (Winter, 1969a) and C.
capucinus (Oppenheimer, 1968); in C. jacchus the
vocalizationsof the infant are morevariable than
those of the adult, and the infant system seems
to be graded (Epple, 1968, 1975). Also some
species may combinetwovocalizations to make
up a third, as in Cebus and Saimiri (Oppenheimer,
1968, 1973; Winteret al., 1966), or may combine
two or more vocalizations into a sequence,as in
the bark-roar-oodle of A. villosa (Altmann,
1959), the dawn song and gobbling phrases of
C. moloch (Moynihan, 1966), and the long call
ending in a “‘coda”’ of A. fusciceps or the roaring
whoop ofA. geoffroyi (Eisenberg, 1976).

Calling at dawnorat the initiation of a rain
or thunderstorm has been reported for a number
of species (Table 5). In A. geoffroyi the call is
given with the onset of a storm and acts as a
group cohesion call (Eisenberg, 1976). In the
other three species mentioned in Table 5, plus
Saguinus midas (Thorington, 1968b), the calls are
given at dawn,but4. villosa also calls at the initi-
ation of stormsorat airplanes flying overhead.
In all four species the calls act as an intertroop
spacing mechanism. Chivers (1969) has made a
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ed study of the dawn calls of 4. villosa on
Barro Colorado Island, and his data suggestthat
the daily movements of a trooparesetin relation
to the location of neighboringtroopsestablished
at the time of the dawn chorus.

Six species, including the four above that give
a dawn chorus, use their long loud call when
interacting with another troop nearbyorin sight
(Table 5). In this capacity the vocalization also
functions as an intertroop spacing mechanism.
onethat uses considerably less energythan chas-
ing and/orfighting.

Most of the New World species have a vocali-
zation that is used when oneor moreindividuals
are separated from therest of their troop. The
same call may be used when the troop responds
to thecall of the lost individual. As in S. geoffroyt,
some species may use the same vocalization for
a lost call as they use for the intertroop spacing
call (Table 5). These vocalizations are usually
given in bouts of onetosixcalls: S. geoffroyi, one
to three (Epple, 1968); 4. trivirgatus, two to three
(Moynihan, 1964): C. capucinus: on Barro Colo-
rado, oneto five with an average of three (Op-
penheimer, 1968, 1973), and at Santa Rosa
National Park in Costa Rica, an average of two
(Curtis Freese, pers. comm.); C. nigrivittatus, one
to six with an average of 3.2 (Oppenheimer and
Oppenheimer, 1973); 4. villosa, one to five calls
(Baldwin and Baldwin, 1973a); A. geoffroyi, three
times; and A. fusciceps, four to five times per bout
(Eisenberg, 1976). The use of a numberofcalls
per boutas well as repeated bouts probably help
the receiver determinethe location ofthe caller
and possibly the caller’s identity. For instance, a
young capuchin thatcalls just a few trees away
from the troop doesnotelicit any response, nor
do the calls of a nontroop member (Oppen-
heimer, 1968, and unpublished data). Thus, the
long loudcalls of each species have the potential
to serve as both intratroop cohesion calls and
intertroop spacing calls, and in somespecies
they do (Table 5).
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all have arisen from a similar call of a common

ancestor, as they are similarin physicalstructure,

or possibly this similarity was brought about by

convergence. The top row in Fig. 4 showsa sin-

gle “‘arrawh” call (for comparison with the Aleles

call below) and an “arrawh” triplet boutfor C.

capucinus, as well as the calls given by a captive

C. apella in responseto the ‘“‘arrawh.” In the sec-

ond row only the secondcall of an Aéeles triplet

is shown, andthesecalls were given by the male

in orderto call the other troop membersto him.

The Ateles call is twice as long as that of C. capuct-

nus, and it has two narrow-frequency bands in-

stead of the onein the Cebus arrawh; however,it

did soundsimilar to the arrawh. The Alouatta call

was recorded on Barro Colorado Island from a

captive male who wasrespondingto the roars of

a nearby troop. Mostofthe first and third, and

all of the second call of the howler triplet bout

are shown,and they are about the samelength as

those of C. capucinus. Most of the energy 1s in two

frequency bands as in Aleles. The Saguinus con-

tact call was also recorded from a captive individ-

ual. The frequency range is much higherand the

energy is in five frequency bands, rather than

one or two. The higherpitch correlates with the

smaller body size of the species (Tembrock,

1963), but Moynihan (1970) also suggests that in

smaller species, where danger is greatest from

predators, there may have beenselection for the

higher frequencies, which do nottravelas far as

the low ones. The sonogram at the left shows

parts of three calls from a triplet bout, and it can

be seen that the calls are only slightly longer in

duration than those of C. capucinus. The sono-

gram at the bottom right shows a completecall.

The C. apella sonogram shows two completecalls

and parts of two others. They are shorter than in

the other species and show more modulation.

They show a greater resemblance to the C.

capucinus “‘huh’’ call, which is a lower-intensity
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“arrawh.” If this sonogram is representative of

the C. apella lostcalls, it may be that this atypical

call has been selected for because of sympatry

with at least one other species of the genus in

much of the northern part of its geographic

range. Except for the C. apella call, these intra-

troop cohesioncalls and intertroop spacing Calls

are similar in structure to the long-distance con-

tact call of the timber wolf (Canis lupus: Theberge

and Falls, 1967). This suggests that the similarity

of function of these calls, to communicate over

long distances, is responsible for the similarity in

physical structure (Oppenheimer, 1968). For

other factors that may influence the physical

structure of calls see Marler (1965).

A numberof species have a medium-intensity

contact call that is elicited as the other troop

members move outof sight or when the move-

mentofthe caller is blocked by a gap that cannot

easily be jumped. In young C. capucinus the

“huh”call may gradeinto ‘‘arrawh”’ calls if visual

contact is lost and/orassistance is slow in com-

ing (Oppenheimer, 1968, 1973). It looks as

though this mayalso betrue for S. geoffroy: and

A. villosa (Table 5).

Most of the species seem to have a contact

call that is emitted while in visual contact with

other troop members. It probably functions to

maintain contact as well as a minimal spacing

between membersofthe troop. This mayalso be

true of the troop feeding call. This call occurs in

captives at feeding time or when the human who

does the feeding approaches, and in free-rang-

ing capuchins it usually occurs at fruit trees

where several individuals feed at once. Thecall

may also draw nearby troop membersto the food

source (Oppenheimer, 1968, 1973).

A numberof vocalizations are given in re-

sponseto the return of orcalls from a separated

troop member.In part this may have to do with

the particular individual involved, his distance

from the troop,the length of the separation pe-

riod, or the mood of the other troop members.
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Dawn, thunder,rain, Phee
airplane

Another troop

Individual outofvisual
contact
Individual loosingvisual
contact (or unable to
proceed)

Individual in visual

contact

Troop feeding

Response to returning

troop member

Infant moving near

mother

In physical contact

Approach fornurse,

groom,ride, food

Approach dominant

slowly or avoid

Approach subordinate

slowly

Approach peer slowly
Easy play

Rough play

Thwarted approach

Male approaching

estrous female

Receive possible threat

Receive mild threat
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Squeal

Phee

Loud phee,

twitter

Phee

Faint phee,

twitter

Squeal

Birdlike

chirps

Chatter

Loud phee,

twitter

Phee

Faint phee,

twitter

Squeal

Birdlike

chirps

Chatter

Long Resonant
whistle grunt, roar

Long te Long PuPu Repeated, Hoot,
whistle Pu+ high pitch gulp?

Te Whee,

twitter

Short Te Twit or Pe Te, Sneeze,
whine short whine tschog grunt?

gulp?

Te Twitter, Moan
long whistle

Twitter, Twitter Whistle
squeak, infan-

tile rasp
Squeal Whistle Lowtrill,
(rasping moan
screech)

Twitter Lowtrill,

moan

(See text)

Squeak

(M and F)
Te

Rattle Chatter Twitter Whee  Tschog
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oodle, bark
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peep peep caw (infant)

Huh Caw Mik Bah-caw,yelp, Trill awk, Eeeoolk-awk

whimper eeah, squeal

Peep, Cluck Whinny

chirp

Twitter, Huh, Mik, Whinny eeolk

trill yip whine

Moan Isol. peep, Arrawh, Mik Whimper Tee tee

twitter twitter

Tuck Yip Rolling Eh Click?

peep

Purr Chuck, Purr, Purr Gutteral Cluck

churr, purr chirp whinny

Purr, oink Peep, Twitter, Explosive Sob

grumble milk chirp bark, eh

purr

Guttural Click Chirp, Meow- (d) Cluck,

chatter grunt whine squeak
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girren girren

Twitter Chatter

|
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squeak growl
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call ?
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Whistle Scream, yow, Shriek Whistle Whimper, heh  Squeak

squawk
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squeal

Scream Scream

Squeal

Trill Gruff

grunt,

sneeze?

Tsik

Trill, Te,trill

whistle

Whistle
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(1) Andrew, 1963; Epple, 1975; (2) Epple, 1968, 1975; (3) Epple, 1968, 1975; (4) Moynihan, 1970; (5) Epple, 1968, 1975;
Andrew, 1963; (6) Moynihan, 1970; (7) Andrew, 1963; Epple, 1968; (8) Epple, 1968; Lorenz, 1972; (9) Moynihan, 1964;
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Trill Kecker Chatter Kecker Metallic clack,

scream ? heh, yelp

Scream Shriek Chitter, Scream Scream Scream Squeals, Scream

chutter
screams

Trill, Scream Infant wails Scream

whistle

Arr, spit Spit
Growl Growl

Gnashing Err Tooth Tooth Grunt Champing,

grind grind roar

Chuck, Churr Kecker Screech Hiss Harff

moan
? | ?

Chortle Iku Cluck Cough Harff

Yap Chaun Grrah Bark, roar Bark Myonk,

myonk

Chuck, Alarm peep, Alarm Grrah Bark Ika (c) (Bark, Bark

sneeze, yap peep roar)

scream,

grunt?

Alarm peep Alarm Grrah

peep,
chitter

I

(10) Mason, 1966; Moynihan, 1966; (11) Baldwin, 1968; Latta et al., 1967, Winter, 1968, 1972; Winter and Ploog, 1967;

Winter et al., 1966; (12) Baldwin and Baldwin, 1972; (13) Oppenheimer, 1973; Oppenheimer and Oppenheimer, 1973;

(14) Andrew, 1963; Bernstein, 1965; (15) Dobroruka, 1972; Kuhlhorn, 1939; Nolte, 1958; Weigel, 1974; (16) Altmann, 1959;

Baldwin and Baldwin, 1973a, 1976; Carpenter, 1934, 1965; Collias and Southwick, 1952; (17) Neville, 1972b; Oppenheimer,

pers. obs.; (18) Carpenter, 1935; Eisenberg, 1976; Eisenberg and Kuehn, 1966; Klein and Klein, 1971; (19) Andrew, 1963;

Williams, 1967.
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Fig. 4. Sonograms of intratroop cohesion or
“lost” calls and/or intertroop spacingcalls offive New
World species. All recordings made on Barro Colo-

Only in species that have more than one adult
female in the troop are the infants reported to
emit contact calls when moving onorneartheir
mothers (Table 5). If this is a true differenceit
suggests that the call functions to identify the
infant to the mother whenshe maynot be paying
specific attention, as there should also be visual
and olfactory cues. In the monogamousspecies
there would usually be a maximum oftwoinfants
and they would belong to the same mother.

A contactcall given while in physical contact
has only been reported from cebid species.
These calls are frequently of very low volume,
and thus they may have been overlooked in the
Callitrichidae, which areall small species (Table
1). Although one might assumethat all these
calls would befriendly in nature and would tend

rado Island: C. capucinus and A. geoffroy: calls from
free-living individuals, the remainder from Captives.

to prolong contact, this may not be true for S.
sciureus. In this species the infantgives milk purrs
to its mother while nursing, and adults may give
purrs during a genital display, while huddling,or
duringinterruptionsin play. Winteret al. (1966)
have concluded that it indicates an aggressive
motivation. Additional data to support this con-
clusion would be most welcome, but apparently
the social structure of Saimiri troops places a
great deal of emphasis on aggressive interac-
tions.

Infants of most species emit calls when they
approach their mother to nurse or to be
groomed,or when they approach anyindividual
who might give them a ride or some food. These
calls most likely promote contact andelicit the
appropriate response from the individual ap-
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proached. Although again in Saimiri the call 1s

supposed to have a slightly aggressive motiva-

tion (see above).
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and is prevented from doing so by the ap-

proachee. In capuchins this occurs during the

weaning period whenthe infant tries to nurse Or

Subordinates in mostspecies are reported to to ride on its mother. The rejected infant gives

emit calls when approaching a dominant animal.

In C. capucinus thesecalls are given by an infant

or juvenile who1s approaching an adult male.

Thecall is accompanied by head shaking, grins,

and a frown. The male makes no response (Op-

penheimer, 1968, 1973). The ‘‘meow-whine”’ of

A. seniculus is given by a female in estrus when

she approaches an adult male (Neville, 1972b).

These calls identify the caller as being duly sub-

missive and should appease any aggressive ten-

dencies in the dominant animal.

In fewer species the dominant animal emits a

call when approaching a subordinate. Such vo-

calizations are reported for five species (Table

5). The vocalizations used are contact or greet-

ing calls, except for the two species of Saimin,

which havein addition

a

call specifically for this

purpose.It is interesting to note thatthe Saimiri

species seem notto have

a

call given by a subor-

dinate to a dominantanimal(possiblythis is due

to an error on mypartin interpreting thelitera-

ture).

Only two speciesare noted to use a call when

individuals approach a peer (Table 5). This1s

probably becausethe categoryis too general and

such encounters occur underspecific conditions,

such as play and grooming. Nonetheless, it may

be that there is less need for peers to communi-

cate with one anotherin the vocal channel.

Play, particularly easy play, seemsto besilent

in most species. In the three species that are

reported to vocalize during easy play, primarily

contact calls are used. In roughplay the vocaliza-

tions tend to be alarm orfearcalls that mayelicit

assistance from other troop members and/or

terminate the play interaction, at least for the

moment.

Thwarted approaches occur when the ap-

proacher has a strong motivation to approach

contact twitters, distress trills, and tail-rump

waggles (Oppenheimer, 1968, 1973). In C. goeld

when an estrous female rejects a male the male

makes ‘“‘a sharp smacking noise with his teeth (or

tongue) ...” (Lorenz, 1972).

Thoughin all species males must approach

estrous females, vocalizations are reported to oc-

cur during these encountersonly in the Cebidae.

Thesecalls on the part of the male seem to have

an appeasementfunction and should encourage

contact. The “ook ook” call ofA. geoffroyt is given

by males in captivity when approaching an es-

trous female (Eisenberg and Kuehn, 1966), but

Klein and Klein (1971) say that in the wild this

call is part of play behavior.

In all species, individuals respond to threats

with vocalizations, and most species have more

than one type of vocalization. The different vo-

calizations are usually keyed to the intensity of

the threat, though the threshold levels are yet to

be established for somespecies. The response to

the most intense threat is in most species a

scream, screech, or squeal.

It is usually the scream or other vocalization

used to respondto intensethreatthat is used to

elicit assistance from a third party. This call may

be given even thoughthecaller has received only

a mild threat or none at all, as when an adult

female capuchin approaches a human observer

long after visual contact has been made (Oppen-

heimer and Oppenheimer, 1973). Thus there

may be a certain amountof flexibility in the

amountof stimulus neededtoelicit the call. An

individual easily excited may respond with a

scream even thoughthestimulusis of a low level,

and/oran individual may scream in orderto ob-

tain positive feedback from the assisting individ-

ual.
In many species the intraspecific threats,

which maybe primarily visual (also olfactory and
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tactile), are accompanied by vocalizations orother soundslike tooth grinding and gnashing.

General alarm calls are reported for a num-
ber of species. Thesecalls may be the same as a
vocalization given in responseto a mild threat or
a contact call, or they may be specialized calls.

Mobbingcalls are elicited by snakes or other
terrestrial animals andaregivenby several troop
members.In the Callitrichidae the mobbingcalls
are different from the alarm calls (Muckenhirn,
1966), whereas in the Cebidae the mobbing and
alarm calls may be the same (Table 5).

The alarm vocalizationselicited by terrestrial
animals andbirds flying overhead are usually the
same; however, there may be temporal differ-
ences. Forinstance in C. capucinus and C. nignivit-
tatus the “‘grrah” is repeated by an individual
many times whenthestimulusis a terrestrial ani-
mal, but it is given only once to a bird overhead
(Oppenheimer, 1968, 1973; Oppenheimer and
Oppenheimer, 1973). Although the vocal reper-
toires for manyspecies are incomplete,it is inter-
esting to note that the nocturnally active Aotus
and the diurnally active, and large, Alouatta and
Ateles have not been reportedto give alarm calls
to birds overhead. To complete

a

full circle, the
alarm calls of some species (S. geoffroyi, C. moloch,
Saimin, A. villosa) are similar to or the sameas the
vocalizations used by these species as intertroop
spacingcalls, lost calls, or general contact calls.
Epple (1975) and Moynihan (1970) have both
heard thelostcall during intertroop encounters.
Epplestates that the vocalization draws the other
troop membersto the caller and thus serves as a
“call for assistance.”
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Comments

The studies of communication in the New
World primates range from cursory observa-
tions, with consequently little descriptive infor-
mation,to detailed studies of a specific behavior
pattern. Representative of the latter type of
study is the work of Symmes and Newman
(1974), where variants of the isolation peep are
played back to squirrel monkeys (Saimiri) in or-
der to determine what physical partofthe call is
functional.

Between these two extremesare the studies
that present a complete or partial list or narra-
tion of the behavioral patterns of a species. In
many cases when motivations or functions are
attributed to the behavioral patterns, these de-
terminations have beenarrived at on purely sub-
jective grounds. Listing and describing behavior
patterns are certainly basic and necessary steps
toward understanding how the New World pri-
mates communicate, buttheyare only the begin-
ning. What we need to do nowis to determine
quantitatively the relationships between thevari-
ous behavior patterns of a species, as has been
started for Saimin (Winter, 1968), Cebus (Oppen-
heimer and Oppenheimer, 1973), and Ateles (E1-
senberg, 1976). Such an analysis provides a more
objective method for determining motivation
and function. Oncethese studies are completed
the structure of primate communication systems
(or ethograms) can be compared amongrelated
species, as well as amongthe different genera.
Such comparisons will yield a much greater
understanding of communicatory behavior and
of the evolution of such behavior than do com-
parisons of individual behavior units of a num-
ber of species, as have been presented here.
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Chapter 35

GOMMUNICATIONIN OLD WORLD
MONKEYS

J-P. Gautier and A. Gautier

From a theoretical point of view, various au-
thors have emphasized the difficulties in select-
ing the features to be considered as
communicative acts. The selection can bere-
stricted to include only those signals emitted by
an individual that elicit an overt response in a
congener, insuring that the message was re-
ceived. Nevertheless, as Smith (1965) notes, ‘“‘the
response to a signal need notbeovert,” but in-
cludes, according to Cherry, “total change of
State, mental and physical.’”’ The ethologist,
moreover, may broadenhisselection to the point
where everything hassignal value, including the
differential aspect of morphology of the mem-
bers of a social group, which, as Marler (1965)
points out, has a direct influence on the spatial
distribution of individuals within the group.
Thus, signaling displays in any way constituting
active communication are accompaniedbya sort
of communication that could be called passive,
and which, moreover,alone acts uninterruptedly
throughoutthe group. Weshall see in the course
of this survey that a straightforward distinction
betweenthese two types ofcommunicationis not
always possible.

Smith (1965) has shown how a messagein-
cludedin a signal emitted by an individualis, for
the receiver, charged with supplementary infor-
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mation provided bythe context of emission, in-
cluding both the immediate and thehistorical

with extended ontogenetic development and
longlife-span. Thus, understanding communica-
tive exchanges that coordinate the sociallife of
a group of monkeys requires very long-term lon-
gitudinalstudies. Such studies have been carried
out in only a very few species.

Various surveys of communicationin the pri-
mates and a numberof specific studies con-
ductedin thefield and the laboratory have been
completedin the last few years. Altmann (1968)
has compiled an exhaustive bibliography of
them. Thedifficulties encounteredin developing
a comparative synthesis of these works has often
been pointed out: many studies are incomplete,
accentuating visual repertoire in one instance
and vocal exchangesin another. Thesituationis
further complicated by the diversity of research
methods. Certain authors adopt

a

strictly struc-
tural approach,othersa situational pointofview;
some have set up elaborate functional catego-
ries. Though the structural approach describes
the signals objectively, it cannotbyitself satisfy
the biologist. On the other hand,a classification
of the functional type necessitates a schematiza-
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tion, as each type ofsignal occurs in a variety of

contexts. Thus Green (1975) has recently shown

that classifying the calls of theJapanese macaque

according to a functional method provided a

poorer correlation than did one based on the

“emotional” approach, which takes into account

the demeanorandthe degreeofexcitation ofthe

vocalizers.
Wearereally dealing here with different lev-

els of study. The structural point of view allows

for the establishmentof a ‘‘morphological” clas-

sification of signals, which could be completed

only after an ontogenetic study of their evolu-

tion. This first stage is not simple as far as the

discrimination of elementary “units” (see Alt-

mann, 1965) is concerned. The emotional and

situational point of view should show us, with

some elementary patterns, how signals are

differentiated by the variations of the internal

state of the vocalizers and the context of emis-

sion. Although this level of study is particularly

interesting for understanding the nature of the

transmitted messageandthe rules ofa communi-

cative system, it does not imply that one must

drop the functional point of view. Whatever the

nature and specificity of the mechanisms on

which the nature and structure of these signals

depend,it is important to understand how these

signals play a moreorless long-term role in so-

cial regulation.

The nature and frequency of different kinds

of communicative exchanges evidently depend

on the sensory capacities of the species in ques-

tion. In the superfamily Cercopithecoidea, which

encompassesall Old World monkeys, vision is a

particularly well-developed modeof perception.

It is commonly held that it predominates over

the auditory and olfactory senses (Schultz,

1969). These monkeyspossess binocularvision,

‘normal’? color vision, and remarkable visual

acuity (see Devalois and Jacobs, 1971). The ab-

solute spectrum of auditory perception and sen-

sation of monkeysis also close to ours, although
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certain species surpass us In the ultrasonic range

(Stebbins, 1971). Similarly, their phonation or-

gans are amongthe most highly evolved (Kele-

men, 1963) and a number of species possess

extremely developed laryngeal annexes (Starck

and Schneider, 1960; Gautier, 1971). Their tac-

tile sensory capacities are also highly developed,

and Schultz (1969) speaks of the ‘‘admirable

mechanism fortactile discrimination, which has

become best perfected in the higher species of

primates as a vital addition to the usefulness of

their hands.” The olfactory sense, on the con-

trary, has undergone a progressive atrophy

amongthe simians.

Despite the abundanceoffieldwork, the pre-

liminary analysis of all kinds of signals has been

accomplished in only a few species. In the last

few years, however, studies on forest monkeys,

manyofwhich arestill in progress, have become

increasingly important. Thus, in this survey of

communication in Old World monkeys,it will be

possible for us not only to speak of baboons and

macaques, species from which there has been a

tendency to draw generalizationsfor application

to the Cercopithecoidea, but also to dwell on

various forest species, principally African gue-

nons, with which we are particularly familiar.

This studyis divided into three broad catego-

ries that take into account both the differentlev-

els of organization in a monkey population and

the spatial distribution of its members. Thefirst

deals with the signals arising from exchangesbe-

tween groups and tending to individualize

groupswithin the population. The second brings

to light the reactions of the group as a whole in

relation to stimuli that are not conspecific and

are outside the social environment. The third

subsumes signals exchanged in interindividual

relationships within a group. Althoughartificial,

this classification permits one to approacha level

of increasing complexity, paired with an ever-

greater “‘personalization”’ of exchanges.

Weshall try to emphasize the comparative



although on the basis ofanatomical and morpho-
cri of Cercopithecidae

constitutes a particularly homogeneous group
amongthe primates (Schultz, 1970), it neverthe-
less occupies quite disparate habitats, ranging

neglectus: pers. obs.), to complex social organiza-
tions with several hundred individuals, as in the
hamadryas baboon (Papio hamadryas: Kummer,
1968).

If, as Kummer(1971b) notes, the direct cause
of social structures is the behaviorofadult troop
members, one shouldtry to grasp the reciprocal
relations that exist between the nature and fre-
quency of interindividual exchanges within
groupsofa given species and its modeofsocial
organization. In the following pages weshall see
whether the habitat of a species,its patterns of
interaction, and the nature of the signals ex-
changed can be meaningfully correlated.

Signals That Individualize The Social Units
within the Population

Distribution of monkey populations into so-
cial units is the rule among Old World species,
even though the conceptofthe groupas a defi-
nite entity is not always easy to grasp. Theexis-
tence ofrelatively stable groups in a population,
in contrast to a nomadiclife with labile groups,
as in chimpanzees (Goodall, 1965; Sugiyama,
1968a), does not mean that these social units
have no exchanges among themselves: most
studies show, on the contrary, that a fairly impor-
tant part of specific signals occurs in intergroup
relationships. As Rowell (1972) notes, monkeys
of neighboring groups“are intensely interested
in whatever they can see and hear of them; in a
communicative sense, each monkey belongs to

Communication in Selected Groups

the whole local population ofhis species as wellas to his immediate group.”
This spatial distribution presupposes a cer-

tain number of mechanisms by which groupsare
individualized. According to Kummer (1971b),
three imperatives are required: “‘to keep mem-
bers of each group together; to separate the
groups;andto tie each group toa piece of land.”
They cat

range (see intragroup communication). (2)
Wide-range signals, uttered by a few individuals,
gather the members of the group around the
vocalizers. This pattern of signal generally has a
sufficiently wide range to be perceived by neigh-
boring bands;thusit simultaneously assumesthe
intergroup communication function of maintain-
ing distance (Marler, 1968). Increase in distance
can be accomplished either by wide-range sig-
nals, if the groups do not comeinto visual con-
tact, or by proximity exchanges,if the nature of
the relationships tends to draw the groups to-
gether.

Generally speaking, these signals are charac-
teristic of adult males. Their nature depends on
the distance at which the exchange takes place
and on thestructure of the habitat in which the
species is evolving.It is possible to classify mon-
keys into two categories: (1) Species in which
thereis no visual contact between groups,either
because of the size and/or shape of their home
ranges or because of habitat density. In the for-
mer there are few or no exchangesofspecies-
specific signals (patas [Erythrocebus patas]: Hall,
1968b; talapoin [Miopithecus talapoin]: Gautier-
Hion, 1971a); in the latter the exchanges are
essentially of an acoustic nature (as in mostfor-
est guenons). (2) Species for which the wander-
ings of individuals from different groups lead
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actively or passively to a closed proximity; such

encounters, favored by open habitats, permitall Pi,

sorts of exchanges, particularly visual ones. The

existence of species-specific signals depends on

the individualization of groups and their mutual

tolerance, and it becomesdifficult to be precise

about the concept of social unit when the ex-

change and mingling of individuals happens

without any specific manifestation (the case in

the geladas [Theropithecus gelada]: Crook, 1966;

and in the hamadryas: Kummer, 1968). In other

cases, individualization depends on mutual

avoidance (olive and chacma baboons[P. anubis

and ursinus]: DeVore and Hall, 1965) or on an

intergroup hierarchy of dominance(rhesus mon-

key [Macaca mulatta]: Southwicketal., 1965): the

signals exchangedare those of the usual aggres-

sive repertoire.

The olfactory capacities seem little used in

intergroup relations (see below). Olfactory

markings appearto be a form ofvestigial behav-

ior and operate with other kinds ofsignals.

VOCAL SIGNALS

Carpenter (1934) was the first to point out

the vocal mechanisms used for group spacing,

along with the roaring of male howlers (Alouatta

palliata). Subsequently, many authors have em-

phasized the existence of powerful vocalizations

acting in intergroup communication in Old

World monkeys. Such signals exist in langurs

(hanuman langurand ceylon gray langur [Presby-

tis entellus|: Jay, 1965a; Sugiyama et al., 1965;

Ripley, 1967; Yoshiba, 1968; Vogel, 1973; nilgiri

langur [P. johni]: Tanaka, 1965; Poirier, 1968,

1970a, 1970b; lutong [P. cristatus]: Bernstein,

1968), in the African Colobus spp. (black and

white colobus [Co. guereza*]: Ullrich, 1961;

Schenkel and Schenkel-Hulliger, 1967; Marler,

1. To avoid confusion, we will indicate the genus Cercopi-
thecus by C., Cercocebus by Ce., and Colobus by Co.
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1969, 1972; black colobus (Co. satanas}: Sabater

1970; angolan colobus [Co. angolensis]:

Groves, 1973), in the macaques (Japanese

macaque [M. fuscata]: Itami, 1963; lion-tailed

macaque[M.silenus]: Sugiyama, 1968b; crab-eat-

ing monkey [M. fasciculars or M. irus]: Shirek-

Ellefson, in Marler, 1968; Kurland, 1973;

pig-tailed macaque [™. nemestrina]: Chivers,

1973), in the baboons(P.ursinus: Hall, 1968a), in

the patas (Hall, 1965, 1968b), in the mangabeys

(grey-cheeked mangabey [Ce. albigena]: Chal-

mers, 1968; Waser, 1975; agile mangabey [Ce.

galeritus |): Quris, 1973), and finally in a large

number of other species of Cercopithecus (spot-

nosed guenon[C. nictitans], moustached monkey

[C. cephus], crowned guenon[C. pogonias]: Gau-

tier 1969; Struhsaker, 1969; mona monkey[C.

mona], campbell’s monkey [C. campbell], red-

eared guenon [C.erythrotis], Vhoest’s monkey [C.

l’hoesti], lesser spot-nosed guenon [C. petaunsta]:

Struhsaker, 1970; C. campbelli: Bourliére etal.,

1970; red-tailed monkey [C. ascanius], blue mon-

key [C. mitis]: Aldrich-Blake, 1970; Marler, 1973;

de Brazza’s monkey [C. neglectus]: Gautier, 1971).

The most obvious general characteristic of

these calls is their exceptional intensity and

range: the roaring of the guereza can be heard

for more than a mile, and the “Pm1”of the spot-

nosed guenon carries as much as a kilometer.

Despite their diversity, these vocalizationsareall

of a pure, low-pitched structure and seem partic-

ularly adapted for penetrating a woodlandhabi-

Cat.

They are uttered primarily by adult males.

Ontogenetic developmentstudies show that they

do not appear in males before sexual maturity,

betweenfive and seven years of age (C. nictitans,

pogonias, neglectus, petaurista, Ce. albigena, galeritus:

Gautier, 1971, 1973, and pers.obs.). Fig. 1 illus-

trates these facts in several species raised in cap-

tivity.
Depending onthespecies, there can be from

one to four vocalizations of high intensity; in
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intergroup relations, however, only one or two

types are used.

Type 1 Loud Calls

In addition to their intensity, these calls are

notable for their structural originality, im con-

trast to other vocalizations of specific reper-

toires, and fortheir slight variability in structure,

whichis stereotyped and discrete (Marler, 1972),

as muchat thespecies as at the individual level.

Thus the “booms” of a male C. pogonias or the

barks of a C. nictitans maintain great stability in

their fundamental structure, in spite of aging of

the animals, the only change beingan increase in

intensity and a modification of timbre. In some

species, on the other hand,the calls of different

individuals can be distinguished by ear (Cercopi-

thecus spp.: pers.obs.). This interindividual vari-

ability, which supposedly enables congeners to

identify the vocalizers, rests on slight transfor-

mations of fundamental or accessory structures.

Waser (1975) has shown through playback ex-

periments that in the grey-cheeked mangabey

males can distinguish ‘“‘whoop gobbles”’ uttered

by stranger group males from those emitted by

membersoftheir own band. Other monkeys,like

the guereza, have such stereotyped vocalizations

that individual recognition of emitters seems im-

probable (Marler, 1972).
Thediversity of structures at the interspecific

level is great, but schematically four categories

can be recognized: (1) calls of the “boom”type,

given principally by representatives of the su-

perspecies mona (Mm1, Fig. 1 A); (2) “barks” of

various guenons and some macaques (Pm1, Fig.

1 B); (3) “‘whoops,”’ sometimesfollowed by “hic-

cups” (langurs) or by ‘“‘gobbles” (mangabeys;

Fig. 1 D, E); (4) “roaring” of the colobus. The

category of barks is by far the most heteroge-

nous.

Proceeding from these categories one notes:

(1) Calls of similar structure occur simulta-

neously in phylogenetically close species (same
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genus) andrelatively remote species (different

genera), e.g., the booms of the superspecies

mona are observed in de Brazza’s monkeyand to

a lesser degree in C. mitis and C. nictilans (Gau-

tier, 1971, 1973; Marler, 1973) (Mm1, Pm]; Fig.

1 A, B, C); and the bark of C. nictitans is practi-

cally indistinguishable from the “pyow”’ of C. mi-

tis (Gautier, 1969; Aldrich-Blake, 1970; Marler,

1973) and seemsclose to the Dl calls of the

Japanese macaque(Itani, 1963) if one refers to

Itani’s phonetic transcription. Furthermore the

complex call structure of the mangabeys de-

scribed by Chalmers (1968) for Ce. albigena and

by Quris (1973) for Ce. galeritus, and which prob-

ably exists in Ce. torquatus (Struhsaker, 1970),

includes a whoopofpure structure (pitch: 200-

300 Hz) that seems to correspond to the whoop

of the langur, is close in pitch (300-400 Hz: Vo-

gel, 1973, for P. entellus), and is perhaps compa-

rable to that of M. silenus (Sugiyama, 1968b).

Furthermore, the hiccup that follows the whoop

in P. johnii (Poirier, 1970a, 1970b) may be re- |

lated to the gobble of the mangabeys.

(2) Conversely, phylogenetically close spe-

cies can possess very different loudcalls. This is

the case in the two monkeypairs C. nictitans—C.

cephus and C. mitis—C. ascanius, the usual vocaliza-

tions of which are very similar (Gautier, 1969;

Marler, 1973). Generally speaking, species pos-

sess increasingly differentiated loud calls in di-

rect proportion to their degree of sympatry, and

afortior’ whenactuallyliving in polyspecific asso-

ciation (Gautier and Gautier-Hion, 1969; Gau-

tier, 1973). These calls would therefore have an

importantrole in speciation.

In addition, species differentiation 1s brought

about through temporal patterns and emission

sequences. In various species, loud calls are in

effect uttered in series whose temporal organiza-

tion is often elaborate (Marler, 1968). These se-

quences can include from oneto three different

vocalizations, sometimesassociated with nonvo-

cal sounds. Fig. 2 illustrates these sequences in
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three sympatric species,C. nictitans, neglectus, and

pogonias. In the last two, the calls are similar,

species differentiation being based on emission

sequences.
Another frequently emphasized characterlis-

tic is the diurnal periodicity in the emission of

these calls. The rhythm may be monophasic, with

calls being uttered predominantly in the morn-

ing: P. entellus (“morning whoops,” Jay, 1965a),

Ce. albigena (Waser, pers. comm.), Ce. galeritus

(Quris, 1973); or in the evening: C. mona (Struh-

saker, 1970). It can be biphasic, the calls being

more frequently given morning and evening,as

in C. nictitans (Gautier [Belinga region], 1969)

and Co. guereza (Marler, 1972); or polyphasic, as

in C. nictitans and C. pogonias living in a mixed

troop (Gautier-Hion and Gautier [M’passa re-

gion] 1974). Thus the samespecies can, accord-

ing to the region, present different emission

rhythms or noneatall (cf. Struhsaker [Came-

roun], 1970 for C. nictitans), The increase in the

frequency of the emission of loud calls in the

morning and evening showsthat they are princi-

pally uttered close to sleepingsites (Hall, 1968b;

Aldrich-Blake, 1970; Gautier-Hion and Gautier,

1974).
From the work of Stark and Schneider (1960)

and Kelemen (1963) it is knownthat the phona-

tion organsof the primates are among the most

highly developed. Hill and Booth (1957), work-

ing with Colobus spp., and Gautier (1971), study-

ing various African guenons, have offered

evidence suggesting that males of species that

emit strong vocalizations possess either a well-

developed larynx (Colobus spp. except the red

colobus, Co. badius, which does not utter any

loud calls: Marler, 1970), or hypertrophied vocal

annexes (other species).

Itani (1963) has noted a distensionin the sub-

maxillary region in Japanese monkey males dur-

ing the emission of D1 calls. Our observationsin

C. neglectus, pogonias, and nictitans show that vocal

sacs in effect play an active role in the emission
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of some loudcalls. Fig. 3 analyzes the emission

behavior ofboom-typecalls in a C. neglectus male,

in which the inflation of the vocal sac precedes

the emission.If a holeis punchedinthissac, the

call will be of low intensity for the sac acts as a

resonator and amplifier (Gautier, 1971). The

participation of these annexes is less evident in

other species. In most cases, however, the loud

vocalization, preceded bya lowering ofthe head,

is uttered whenthe head is thrownbackviolently

(Fig. 4).
Such complex vocal behavior necessitates a

certain amountof ‘‘concentration” from the vo-

calizer and indicates, on the behaviorallevel, the

relative quietude and weak motility of the ani-

mal. These characteristics differentiate loudcalls

of the first type from those of the second.

Each monkey grouphas oneor several male

emitters, e.g., there are several in Ce. albigena

(Waser, 1975), various langurs, and M. fuscata,

but only one in groups of Colobus or Cercopithecus

spp. There is no doubt that these individuals

have the status of social leaders. Hunkeleretal.

(1972) estimate that in C. campbelh, the emitter of

loud calls must be the exclusive genitor. In fact,

when dominancerelations are established be-

tween two adult males in species wherea single

vocalizer is observed in natura, the loudcalls of

the subordinate male can betotally or partially

inhibited (Gautier, 1971). This throws a new

light on the social structure of harems, which

would only in some cases correspond to one-

male “‘status” group.

The ritual character of loud calls, resulting

from their stereotyped nature and their daily

rhythm of occurrence, is reinforced by the fact

that it is often difficult, especially for the morn-

ing and evening emissions, to find evidence of

any stimuli provoking them (Marler, 1968). For

this reason, numerous authors employ the term

“spontaneous,” an adjective used to describe

other calls ofmammals (e.g., the bell of the deer:

Kiley, 1972).
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For most species, what most often provokes

the emission of type 1 loud calls is the produc-

groups. Nevertheless, the existence of phonore-

sponses varies. They have never been observed

in C. cephus or C. ascanius (Gautier, 1969; Marler,

1973) and are also rare in C. pogonias. These

variations are a result of both population density

and differencesin call function (e.g., absence of

territoriality in C. cephus: Struhsaker, 1969).

Type 1 loud calls are also heard at the time

of close-range intergroup exchanges, in which

they are produced predominently at the end of

an encounter, when calm has been restored.

Thus the roaring of guereza,like the Pm1 of C.

nictitans, appears after interactions between

groups, when the vocalizer has left the area of

conflict (Marler, 1972; Gautier, 1969). Similarly,

the D1 of the Japanese macaque(Itani, 1963) is

uttered by the male only after the other members

of the group have taken cover.

Furthermore, these vocalizations are given

following numerousstimuli that are not specific;

the lists of these stimulations, given by various

authors, are astonishingly similar. Someare so-

cial, such as those producedbyalarmsfrom con-

-geners; while others result from various

happenings—breaking branches, falling trees,

thunderclaps, rifle reports, birds of prey, ap-

proach of humans—prompting Struhsaker

(1970) to state that these calls are evoked by

situations‘‘all ofwhich seem to have in common,

the potential to disrupt the coherence ofthe so-

cial group.”
Here again, these loud calls appear only as

deferred responses to those stimuli that are im-

mediately followed by type 2 loud calls or various

aggressive alarms (see below). Type | calls are

therefore uttered by animals that have returned

to a lower state of excitation.

Experimentsaimedat provokingthese vocal-

izations in captivity have shown thatanydistur-

bance threateningthe integrity of the group will
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release them. This always happensif a female is

removed from the group. Type 2 loud calls are

uttered during her capture, and upon her rein-

troduction, the male leader immediately tries to

copulate with her and emits a long series of type

1 loud calls.
Accordingto the literature, loud calls seem to

fulfill two types of function (see Marler, 1968):

(1) An intragroup function of cohesionandrally-

ing. Not only dosuchcalls permit localization of

the vocalizers but also, by provoking a new out-

break of contactcalls from congeners,they facili-

tate interindividuallocalization, especially after a

disturbance. Furthermore, the calls given in the

morning and eveningclearly have the function of

orienting movement—they are followed by the

group’s either getting under wayor stoppingits

activity (Itani, 1963; Jay, 1965a; Shirek-Ellefson,

in Marler, 1968; Gautier, 1969; Gautier-Hion

and Gautier, 1974). (2) A function of maintain-

ing intergroup distance, assumedprincipally by

the phonoresponses between males of adjacent

groups. Thusin areas of high density, asis the

case for groups of C. nictitans in northeastern

Gabon,it is not rare for the males of three or

four adjacent groups to exchangetheir loudcalls

upon awakening. In this way the groupsare in-

formedofthe position of their neighbors before

beginning any activity. Aldrich-Blake (1970)

notes than in C. mitis the response of a male

varies according to whetherheis at the center of

his home range. In the langurs, on the other

hand,there is an active search for close contacts

between groups, the males going several hun-

dred meters away from their own groupsin or-

der ‘“‘to challenge each other’ vocally and

visually (Ripley, 1967; Poirier, 1970b).

The fact that loud calls depend on hormonal

mechanisms (see above, ontogeny) implies a

moreorless direct correlation with the phenom-

enon of reproduction. Hill and Booth (1957)
thoughtthat the loud calls of the colobus were an

‘assertion of status.” Going backto the ideas of
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Darling, Poirier (1970b) Suggests that inter-
group spacing displays are simultaneously the
social stimuli necessary for success in reproduc-
tion. This seems confirmed by the observations
of Hunkeleret al. (1972, see below) witha group
of monas. The vocal “outbidding”observed in
males of various species in mixed troops (Gau-
tier-Hion and Gautier, 1974) should also be un-
derstood as an assertion of status. With these
males, it is not a question of distancing and spac-
ing, since they live in permanentassociation, but
rather a mutual yet somewhat competitive afhir-
mationoftheiridentity (in terms of species, age,
sex, and status) (see also Marler, 1973).

Thestrict species specificity of the loud call
structures and/or sequences for sympatric spe-
cies andespecially for those living in association,
leads one to think that these vocalizations are
behavior patterns adapted to assure individuali-
zation of social groups and speciesisolation in
reproduction. The loud calls of male monkeys
whoaresocialleaders oftheir groups would thus
play a roleclose to that of the songsofbirds, in
which femalesselect males on the basis of vocali-
zations (Hinde, 1970).

Type 2 Loud Calls
In the well-known calls of the howlers, Alt-

mann (1959) makes a distinction between roar-
ing and male barks. Thefirst is a “proclamation
of an occupied area,” the second a sort of alarm
call uttered during disturbances. These twocate-
gories exist in the Japanese macaque (lItani,
1963) with the D1 calls (see above) and C5 barks,
the latter constituting an aggressive vocalization
in males.

These two examples give the basic features
that characterize the type 2 loudcalls, which are
found in most forest guenons, in some macaques
(M. fuscata, M. mulatta: Altmann, 1962; South-
wick, 1962; Lindburgh, 1971 [‘‘soft bark’’]; and
perhaps M.fascicularis: Kurland, 1973 [ “kra vocal-
izations ’’]; and finally in the patas monkey (Hall,
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1965) and the vervet monkey (Struhsaker,
1967b).

thoseof type 1; they are of comparableintensity
but they do not have such original structures and
are most often related to the aggressive alarm
vocalizations of the given species’ repertoire.
Thisrelationship varies accordingto the species;
in some, the only originality lies in the particu-
larly low voice of the male vocalizers (e.g., M.
Juscata); in others, such as C. neglectus and po-
gonias, the gradationis total. In C pogonias, loud
calls and the usual aggressive alarm calls coexist
in the adult male and can evolve toward each
other (Fig. 5) (pers.obs.).

Because of such partially graded structures,
these calls are less stereotyped and morevari-
able than those ofthefirst type. Marler (1973)
remarks that the “pyow” of C. mitis and the
“hack” ofC. ascanius (type 1) diverge much more
than dothe “ka calls”(type 2) of the two species.
The same thing is found in C. nictitans, cephus,
pogonias, and neglectus (cf. Fig. 1: Mm2, Bm2,
Pm2).

In addition, species distinction is gradually
reduced as the excitementlevel of the vocalizers
rises. In an excited male C. nictitans, for example,
the Pm2 calls uttered in series can give rise to
phrases includinginspirated and expirated units
(similar to the ka calls of C. mitis and ascanuus ),
which also appear in C. neglectus. Thus two spe-
cies (nictitans and neglectus), whose usual reper-
toires are of fundamentally different structures,
can find commonvocal structuresfor type 2 loud
calls when the arousal level of the vocalizer is
raised.

Species distinction can, however, be brought
aboutonthe basis of sequencing. Twocases are
to be considered: (1) Type 2 loud calls occur in
the same sequenceas those of type 1. These-
quence1s then stereotyped,type2 calls following
the others accordingto a rather stable temporal
pattern. This is the case for the spontaneous
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Fig. 5. Aggressive alarmsof C. pogonias and their

developmentinto type 2 loud calls. 1, 2: Quaternary

and ternary low-pitched rhythmic calls of non-adult

individuals. 3, 4: Ternary and binary low-pitched

morning and evening emissions of the forest

guenons. (2) Type 2 loudcalls are emitted alone

in responseto variousstimuli (Cercopithecus spp.,

macaques). The emission patterns becomeless

stable and the variability in calls increases with

the excitation level of the vocalizers.

Type 2 calls, which do not appearto set the

vocal sacs actively into play (Gautier, 1971), are
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rhythmiccalls of an adult male (note the drop in the

fundamental sound from 276 to 149 Hz). 5: Binary

loud call (Mm2) of the adult male, which can develop

into calls 3 and 4.

associated with moreor less rapid movements of

the uttering monkeys, which jump from branch

to branch andcan interrupttheir sequences with

tree shaking. Such behavior indicates a high exci-

tation level.
The emitters are adult males, but the exclu-

siveness of loud calls, which in type | are re-

served for a group’s male social leader, is not as



In the course ofindividual maturation, type 2
loud calls appear in males before those of type 1.
They occurjust at the momentofsexual maturity
even though the individual may not have ac-
quired any particular status in the group that
would confer social maturity on him. The obser-
vations of loud-call inhibition noted between
male competitorsdo notapplyto type 2 vocaliza-
tions.

In stereotyped sequences type 2 calls can
have a certain spontaneouscharacter. In the gue-
nons, however, during intergroup vocalbattles,
one notes thatthe relative percentage of the two
types of loud calls is determined by the distance
between uttering males. Table 1 showsthat in C
nictitans the numberoftype2 calls varies directly
with closeness of adjacent groups (Gautier,
1969). When the two groupsare in proximity
only this type of emission is uttered.

In macaques and guenons,type 2 calls occur
as immediate responsesto the presence of adja-
cent groups and to all non-species-specific
stimuli noted above (predators, rifle reports,
etc.) that indicate potentially predatory situa-
tions. In the mountainousregions of northeast-
ern Gabon,the flight of a crowned-hawk eagle
effectively reveals groups of monkeys, since the
male of each groupreleaseshis loudcalls as the
eagle flies over. On the other hand, the bark of
the male patas is rarely heard and occurs only
during exchanges between groups (Hall, 1968b).

These vocalizations are followed by alarm
calls, aggressive alarms, or by defensive or ag-
gressive calls from group members, according to
the nature and perception of the danger. If it
becomes imminent,all the monkeys mayflee ex-
cept for the one or more males who remain to
face the danger(e.g., Japanese macaque: Itani,
1963; M. fascicularis, Kurland, 1973). In this case,
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male calls play a role in alarm diffusion and con-
gener defense. Gabonese hunters are acquainted
with this behavior and imitate type 2 calls of C.
nictitans, thereby attracting the male and killing
it while its congeners flee.

Between groups, loud calls provoke phono-
responsesassociated with various aggressivedis-
plays—e.g., visual threats, tree shaking, jump
display, aggressive calls—which are then fol-
lowed by spacing of the groups. These aggres-
sive vocal displays thus function effectively in
increasing intergroup distances. Nevertheless,
their functional potentiality varies according to
species and population density and can acteither
at a certain distance, without visual cues (as in
many forest monkeys) or with the reinforcement
of other aggressive displays of various natures
(as in colobus and macaques). These exchanges
are thusless stereotyped and can differ accord-
ing to the reciprocal familiarity of adjacent
groups and their mutualtolerance.

NONVOCAL ACOUSTIC SIGNALS

These signals can occur separately orin asso-
ciation with loud calls. The most importantis
tree shaking or branch shaking.It is widespread
in the following species: Macaca radiata (Nolte,
1955), M. mulatta (Southwick, 1962; Altmann,
1962; Lindburgh, 1971), fuscata (Imanishi,
1957; Itani, 1963), M. nemestrina (Bernstein,
1967), M. irus (Shirek-Ellefson,in Marler, 1968),
stumptail macaque (M. speciosa: Bertrand, 1969),
barbary macaque (M. sylvana: Deag, 1973), M.
fascicularis (Kurland, 1973), mangabeys (Ce. al-
bigena, Ce. torquatus, Ce. galeritus: pers.obs.), colo-
bus (Co. guereza: Marler, 1972), and guenons(C.
nictitans, cephus, pogonias, neglectus: pers.obs.; C.
aethnops: Struhsaker, 1967b; C. campbelli: Bour-
liére and al., 1970). In Lowe’s mona, tree shak-
ing is associated with “jumping around.” Only
this form exists in the langurs (‘jump display,”
P. entellus: Ripley, 1967; Jay, 1965a; P. johnii:
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Table 1

Type 1 and type 2 loud calls exchanged between two male C. nictitans

leaders, according to the distance separating thei two groups.

distance of the initiator d of the respondent d exchanged between dd

Type l Type 2 Type l Type 2 Type 1 Type 2

200m 15 21 43% 57%

400 m 10 i) 85% 17%

Poirier, 1970a, 1970b), and the signals emitted

are simultaneously acoustic and visual.

In C. neglectus, the sequences of type 1 loud

calls necessarily include violent branch shaking

intercalated between booms (Fig. 2). Identical

phenomenaare observed in the langurs, where

thejumpdisplay is intermingled with the whoops

and hiccups of the males.
Association of shaking with type 2 loudcalls

is even more frequent (C. campbelli, nictitans, or

pogonias). Tree shakingis also associated with the

C5 call of the Japanese macaque and with the

‘tho-ho-ho”’ of the rhesus (Itani, 1963; Altmann,

1962: Southwick, 1962). In the absence of strong

calls, it can occur alone, as in the guereza.

The manifestation of such displays in inter-

grouprelationsindicates an aggressive tendency

in the animals giving them and seemsto be,as

Southwick (1962) thought, ‘‘threatening gesture

to membersof adjacent groups.” They reinforce

the action ofothertypes ofinterspacing behavior

through their emphatic manifestations.

VISUAL SIGNALS

The most commonintergroupvisualsignalis

the jump display of the langurs or the jumping

around of the guenons, which has an obvious

acoustic component(Ripley, 1967) and consti-

tutes an intimidation pattern (Poirier, 1970a).

Other rare postures are also observed, such as

 

the tail-erected behavior of male vervets (Struh-

saker, 1967a) or the penile display of the guereza

(Marler, 1972), vervet, and proboscis monkey

(Nasalis larvatus: Wickler, 1967). According to

Wickler, these postures function “‘as optical

markers of the presence of the group orofits

territorial boundaries, largely as a warning to

conspecifics.” In P. johni, Poirier (1970a) also

points out stopping postures in which the male

turns his tail down overhis head.

In somespecies, the conjoint approach of two

conspecific groups provokes vigilance behavior

between the males ofthe different units. This is

the “observational tonus” of P. entellus (Ripley,

1967) sometimesassociated with aggressive dis-

plays (Fig. 6) or the “vigilance behavior” of P.

johnii males (Poirier, 1970a). Simondsnotessim-

ilar behavior in M. radiata, but the mostprecise

description has been offered by Deag (1973) in

the barbary macaque underthe name “monitor-

ing behavior.”

When groups of langurs approach each

other, conflicts arise in which the exchangedsig-

nals are those from the aggressive repertoire.

Ripley (1967) notes that in the langur of Ceylon

(P. senex) the occurrence of agonistic behavioris

almost exclusively limited to these encounters.

In the rhesus of India (Southwick et al., 1965)

and the provisionized Japanese macaques

(Kawanaka, 1973) aggressive behaviors are par-

ticularly numerous and intergroup hierarchies

may be established (Fig. 7). This kind of ex-
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Fig. 6. Seated “‘on the lookout,” apart from his

own group, a male langur (P. entellus) turns toward a
neighboring group,passingby on the ground at 50 m,
and manifests an’ aggressive display. (Polonnaruwa,
Ceylon; photo by C. M. Hladick.)

a

 
Fig. 7. Aggressive exchanges between two groups

ofJapanese macaques. Young adult males and adult
females of group

B

(left) face the male leader of group
A (right). (Takasakiyama; photo by K. Kawanaka,
1973, in Primates. )
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change seemsto be the direct consequence of
overpopulation.

OLFACTORY SIGNALS

The importanceofolfactory signals in terri-
torial markings, well known in the prosimians
and some New World monkeys, seems reduced
in those of the Old World. Only Gartlan and
Brain (1968) have observed sequencesofstereo-
typed markings that appearto act in territorial
spacing in the vervet of Lolui Island. In these
animals, whose territory is well defined, mark-
ings made by adult males and females are ob-
served principally near territorial limits: one
kindis effected by rubbing the cornerof the jaw
and cheek against a prop; another kind, more
intense, is done with the chest. Each rubbingis
followed by long andcareful sniffing.

Curiously, identical markings are observed in
de Brazza’s monkeyin captivity (pers.obs.) (Fig.
8) whenthey are introduced into a new cage, or
when a newbranchis put into a familiar enclo-
sure. Adult males generally mark first and are
followed by the females, who either simply sniff
or sniff and mark the samespot.

 
Fig. 8. Adult male C. neglectus marking a branch

newlyintroducedintoits cage. (Paimpont; photo by A.
R. Devez, CNRS.)
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Therole of these olfactory markingsin inter-
grouprelations im natura remains to be demon-
strated. In captivity a branch marked by a male
of one group andintroduced into an adjacent
group cage does not seem to provoke marking
(observation in progress). These experiments
seem to make conspicuousa “‘confidence-giving
effect” and perhaps a “repelling effect” (see
Mykytowycz, 1972).

CONCLUSION

Various detailed and/or comparative surveys
dealt with the question of modes of intergroup
relations occurring in Old World monkeys
(Southwick, 1962; Ripley, 1967; Marler, 1968;
Washburn and Hamburg, 1968; Gautier, 1969;
Bates, 1970; Kummer, 1971b; Wilson, 1972;
Kawanaka, 1973; Deag, 1973). The differentspe-
cles may possessseveral types of species-specific
signals or noneatall.

The mode of action and the nature of the
habitat influencesignal structure. At close range,
they are multimodal; consequently their struc-
ture 1s variable and graded. On the other hand,
the greater the distance the exchanges must
carry and the more optically dense the habitat
the more the signals tend to be unimodal and
stereotyped. This duality is reinforced by an-
other imperative: species specificity. At close
range animals are in visual contact and there is
no problem of species identification but at
greater distances signals must conveya species-
specific message.

Theritualization of exchangesis particularly
obviousin the forest Cercopithecus, the signals of
which are essentially vocal, are of a stereotyped
nature, and occurin vocalbattles at wide range,

the occurrence frequency of which varies with
population density. In the African and Asian
colobus, vocal exchangesare coupledwith inter-

group contact searching, in which a variety of
nonvocal sounds and visual exchangesare dis-
played.
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Some macaquesliving in at least partially
woodland habitats seem to have retained the
stereotyped vocal signals found in Cercopithecus
(e.g., M. fuscata: Itani, 1963). Others, whose en-
vironmentis more open,offer an extremely rich
variety of exchanges (M. sylvana: Deag, 1973).

In provisionized bands orin thoseliving in
high density in habitats that are not completely
natural (e.g., some Japanese macaques, the
rhesusofIndia), exchangesare of an essentially
aggressive nature and give rise to an obvious
hierarchization between groups.

Lastly, in an open environment, as for the
baboons, either mutual avoidance based on vi-
sual cues (P. anubis and ursinus) or mingling of
groups (P. hamadryas and Th. gelada) seemsto be
the rule, and few or no species-specific signals
are exchanged.

Multimodality of signals, predominanceofvi-
sual patterns, and lack of stereotypingin inter-
group exchangesclearly seem to be correlated
with openness of the milieu. The stereotyped
character of the wide-ranging vocal sounds of
the Cercopithecus living in dense zones, on the
contrary, 1s dictated by the needsofspecies spec-
ificity.

Signals That Assumethe Protection of the
Social Unit as a Whole

This section considers the totality of signals
evoked in the group by any modification of the
nonconspecific environment, beit the manifesta-
tion of an unusual noise, a sudden movementin

the brush,or the approach of some animaleither
innocuousor potentially predatory. A variety of
responses have been catalogued;they are princi-
pally vocal and depend on the intensity, dura-
tion, and suddeness of the perturbation.

One type corresponds to vocalizations
derived, from a structural point of view, from
calls that occur during peaceful group progres-
sion. Fig. 9A, B, C shows this evolution in the
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Fig.9. Graded ‘1/4’’system in Miopithecus talapoin:
progressive transition of cohesion calls (‘‘2”, A) into
alert calls (‘2/4/1”’, C), which evolveeither into calls
associated with dispersion (‘‘1’’, E) or with aggressive
approach (“4”, G). The equilibrium of approach-
flight tendenciesis indicated bycalls of intermediate
structure (“4/1/2’’, F or “1/4/2’’, D). (From Gautier,
1974, in Behaviour. )
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talapoin (Gautier, 1974). In Macacafuscata, Itani
(1963) notes that the A-4 call heard in slightly
disturbed situations is similar to those heard
when the group is on the move, does not pro-
voke a vocal response in congeners butattracts
the attention of adjacent monkeys. In Ce. galer-
tus, call 2 (Quris, 1973) appeared underthe same
conditions as call 1, linked to phases of the
group’s activity, but more precisely following
slight disturbances. Call 2 derives gradually from
call 1 through an elevation ofthe frequency band
used, a concentration of energy in the higher
frequencies, and an increase in intensity (Fig.
10a, b, c, d; from Quris, 1973).

All thesecalls indicate a slight increase in the
attention of the animals, which is translated on
the structural level by a progressive concentra-
tion ofcall energy frequencies. They are ‘alert
calls,” uttered by one or several members or by
the entire group. Anyslight modification of the
environmentwill provoke them:in theforest, a
sudden clouding over the sky or a gust of wind
rustling in the brushis sufficient. As a result they
attract the attention of adjacent monkeys,raising
their arousal level; secondarily they act as a
source of cohesion for the group, in the same
way as the calls linked with progression.

(a) (b) (c)

@
K
h
z

o

tae.

 oS
Fig. 10. Gradual structural evolutions between

calls I(a), 2(d), and 3(f) in Cercocebus galeritus. Transi-
tion calls (b) and (c) show a progressive increase of the
frequency band used. Starting from the intermediate
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The second kind of signal occurring in dis-
turbing or uncertain situations consists of high-
frequency calls, often with a broad frequency
range and a short length, which can beutteredin
rapid and sometimeslongseries. The frequency
of emission, the duration of the sequence, and
the call intensity increase with the duration and
intensity of the stimulus. These vocalizations
may derive from agonistic calls (Rowell, 1972) or
from those associated with progression, through
the intermediate stage of alert calls described
above, as shown onFig. 9 for M. talapoin and in
Fig. 10(a), (d), (f) for Ce. galeritus. They often
evoke identical phonoresponses in congeners
and are thus rapidly propagated throughoutthe
entire group. Theyare very widespread,e.g., the
“shrill barks” of the baboons (Hall and DeVore,
1965) and of M. mulatta (Rowell and Hinde,
1962; Lindburgh, 1971), the “high-pitched
alarm calls” of M. radiata (Sugiyama, 1971), the
“‘snick alarms” of P. cristatus (Bernstein, 1967),
the alarm calls of P. johnii (Poirier, 1970a;

1970b), the ‘“‘chist calls” of Co. badius (Marler,
1970), the “karaou”or “‘chuckles” of Ce. albigena
(Malbrant and Maclatchy, 1949; Chalmers,
1968); the “kakou”’ of Ce. galeritus (Malbrant and
Maclatchy, 1949; Quris, 1973), the “‘high-

. (d) . fe) (f)

  

call (e), a tonal unit is added, which is broadly devel-
oped in call 3. (Paimpont; from Quris, 1973, in La
Terre et la Vie.)
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pitched chittering’” of the patas (Hall, 1968b),

and finally the “chirps” of the Cercopithecus spe-

cies (Aldrich-Blake, 1970; Struhsaker, 1967b,

1969; Gautier, pers.obs.) and the ‘ists’ of the

talapoin (Gautier, 1967, 1974).

These vocalizations are generally uttered by

all membersof the group exceptthe infants, but

principally by the females. In many species the

adult males are never, or only rarely, emitters

(Papio spp., Cercopithecus spp.: C. aethiops, C. nicti-

tans, C. mitis).

Thecalls are produced following any sudden,

relatively intense disturbance, such as a violent

noise, an abrupt movementin the brush, the

sighting of a strange animal or predator, or any
uncertain situation. They consist of rough reac-

tions by individuals and contain no information

about the nature of the stimulus. Thanks to the
phonoresponses, all the congeners, including

those who know nothingofthe originalsituation,
reach a comparable vigilance level. These emis-
sions are generally termed “alarm calls” or “‘so-
cial alarms.”

The most drastic reaction that they evoke is
dispersion or flight, but there may be only an
increase in vigilance followed bya return to pre-
vious activities. If the stimuluspersists without
posing a real threat, the animals maintain their
state of excitementby utteringcalls in series. In
some cases, they converge aroundthe source of
the stimulus, vocalizing without interruption.

The fundamental structure of the calls is then
altered by the rapidity of the rhythm of emission,
or they are partially transformed and may evolve
toward aggressive calls. This harassment, which
is reminiscent of the mobbingof birds, was ob-
served especially in M. talapoin (Gautier-Hion,
1971b), C. ascanius (Marler, 1973), C. cephus

(pers.obs.), and M. fuscata (Green, 1975).

It should be noted that many authorsdiscuss-
ing alarm calls state that certain emissions pro-
voke no reaction whatsoeverin the group(e.g.,
C. mitis: Aldrich-Blake, 1970; M. mulata: Lind-
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burgh, 1971). In captivity, the karaou uttered by

a memberof a Ce. albigena group is generally

followed with upward flight by its congeners;

nevertheless, if the call is uttered by an individ-

ual who is eating or sitting peacefully, no reac-

tion is observed (pers. obs.). Poirier (1970b) also

notes that a group of langurs responds “‘in a

more positive manner”to the alarm calls emitted

by males than to those uttered by females,as if

their reactions were taken moreseriously. Some

authors think that such vocalizations, which do

not necessarily provoke phonoresponses, may

function as cohesion calls (Struhsaker, 1967b;

Marler, 1970; Lindburgh, 1971; Quris, 1973).

In fact, alarm vocalizations that sometimes

appearto be uttered spontaneously often occur

in situations of frustration. Thus a Ce. albigena
female who has beenrejected by a male to whom

she has presented herself may emit a karaou
close to that used as an alarm.Similarly, a young
talapoin whose motherhasrefused it her breast
utters vocalizationsthat in the course of matura-
tion will evolve toward alarm calls (Gautier,

1974). Green (1975) also calls attention to an “A

trill” uttered by an infant M. fuscata whose
mother has refused it contact. The structure of
this trill is close to that of the chirps.

Various species possesscalls characteristics
of certain more specific stimuli. The guenons
like the Japanese macaque,emit a particular vo-
calization uponsighting a flying predator(Itani,
1963; Struhsaker, 1967b; Gautier, 1967, 1974).

In fact, in Miopithecus, as in Cercopithecus, the

stimulus that releases this call can be any object
in flight of which the animalhas a suddenvisual
perception:a deadleaf, a bird, an airplane. Gau-
tier (1974) terms these emissions ‘aggressive
alarms”: they derive from cohesion calls and
possess somestructures in commonwith ageres-
sive sound. (Fig. 9A, F).

Subsequently, the response becomes more
specific. If the bird approachesand1s perceived
as a true predator,the calls evolve toward typical
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social alarms and are followed by dispersion
(Fig. 9E). If, however, the bird alights, one can
observe mobbing behavior,asin the talapoin,in
which the calls resume their double alarm and
aggressionstructure(Fig. 9F, G). In theJapanese
macaque, the C4 calls uttered in response to a
flying predator are also, according to Itani
(1963), aggressive sounds.

In the vervet, Struhsaker (1967b) differenti-
ates several other vocalizations, linked with ei-
ther a minor mammalian predator, a sudden
movementbyit, or the presence of a snake or a
humanbeing. For him,these calls are different,
and they convey specific information about the
origin of the danger.It is possible, however,that
instead of specific reactions, one is dealing with
varied intensity responsesthat dependondiffer-
ences in the excitation levels produced by the
stimuli (see also Bertrand, 1971).

In most species there is, in addition, a third
type ofcall limited either to adult males (some-
times subadults) or to adult males and females,
and which occursin cases of severe disturbance.
In guenons and various macaques, type 2 loud
calls occur in these situations (see above). In the
mangabeys, baboons, and langurs, onealsofinds
loud calls of the bark type, which have many
characteristics similar to those of Cercopithecus al-
thoughthey do notarise in intergrouprelations.
This is the case with the ‘‘two-phase barks”ofthe
Papio spp. (Hall and DeVore, 1965; Rowell,
1966), the “gruff barks” of P. johnii (Poirier,
1970a), the ‘alarm barks’ of P. entellus (Jay,
1965a), the “threat alarm barks” of C. aethiops
(Struhsaker, 1967b), the “kra-ing” of M. fas-
ciculars (Kurland, 1973), the “barking” of M.
syluana (Deag, 1973), and the 3bis call of Ce.
galeritus (Quris, 1973), a call very similar to that
of Ce. albigena (pers. obs.). A disyllabic emission
has also been described in a group ofcaptive
gelada (von Spivack, 1971).

In addition to having similar intensities, all
these vocalizations have structuresclose to those
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of the calls linked with intraspecific aggression,
from which they moreorless directly derive (see
Fig. 5). Even in species in which they do not
occur in intergrouprelationships, their intensity
enables them to attract the attention of adjacent
bands: in P. johnii, the gruff barks provoked by
extragroup dangers sometimes evoke hiccupsin
males ofadjacent groups. Theycanalsobeinter-
rupted by the whoopsofthe males, anotherchar-
acteristic that tendsto relate them to type 2 loud
calls of guenons and macaques.

These vocalizations are uttered either in di-
rect response to a stimulus (real or potential
predator, dog, human, falling tree, etc.) or fol-
lowing andin association with alarm calls from
group members. Thus,in response to the same
disturbance, calls uttered by females and juve-
niles are high-pitched social alarms, whereas
males bark loudly. The barks only can be a re-
sponse to the increasing level of excitation in
members of the troop, which is indicated by
alarm calls. Generally, one or more males con-
tinue to vocalize while approaching the danger,
while the congeners take coverorflee.

While social alarm calls divert the predator’s
attention, male barks focus it and thus have sec-
ondary protective value for other members of
the group. They are often reinforced by other
noise-making activity such as tree shaking,
bouncing, or jumping. The alpha male of the
group generally shows a greaterfacility for re-
sponse. Females can also be vocalizersif the ex-
citation conditions are sufficiently strong
(langurs, Cercopithecus).

Thus, signals manifested by the members of
the group taken as a whole during any sort of
perturbationare essentially individual emotional
responses that secondarily play a role in group
defense. The quality of the calls uttered, their
intensity, their number, and the duration of each
sequence vary accordingto the intensity of the
stimulation. The calls convey no specific mes-
sage but indicate the excitation level, the more
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so as these calls evoke similar emissions in con-

geners. In that way, the degree ofvigilance rap-

idly reaches equilibrium throughout the group,

making possible a coordinated response byall

the members. Thereactivity threshold of the ani-

mals can be modified in manyways: by nonbiotic

factors, like the variations in light intensity for

forest monkeys, or biotic ones, such as the

vocalizers’ sex, age, experience, or status in the

group. This does not meanthatsocial alarmsare

wrongly named,for although they constitutein-

dividual reactions to a given situation in a given

context, they nevertheless contain a social com-

ponent.
Thusin the forest a solitary Cercopithecus does

not respondto the presence of an observer with

alarm vocalizations but rather with silent flight.

Likewise, the guenon group decimated by hunt-

ing in certain regions of Gabon rarely emit alarm

calls in disturbed situations. Furthermore, in de

Brazza’s monkey, which naturally lives in small

groups,the social alarm call does notexist in the

species repertoire. In an alarmingsituation the

monkeys respond witheithersilent flight close to

the ground or freezing behavior in which the

animal lowers its head and curls up against a

branch, concealing its beard and white markings

(Gautier-Hion, 1973). This freezing has also

been described in Procolobus verus (Booth, 1957),

for which the author does not indicate any alarm

calls. It can also occur in C. cephus living in re-

duced groups, although membersliving in larger

bands(as in mixed troops) respond to disturbed

situations with numerousalarm calls. The mani-

festation of such typesof signals seems therefore

to depend on the social environment. As Itani

(1963) hassaid, a solitary monkey is a mute mon-

key; consequently calls are social behavior.

The powerful calls that are more or less ag-

gressive manifestations of adult males appear to

have the double role of alarm transmission and

group defense by focusing the attention of the
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predator. They are reinforced by impressivedis-

plays, which are visual or visual and acoustic

(tree shaking or jumping). Amongthestrictly

visual displays, one finds ‘“‘yawning,” stopping

postures, and penile displays. Thus a male Ce.

albigena may jump violently from branch to

branch, stop while rapidly erecting his tail, start

up again, shake branches, sit down again, exhibit

his penis, and yawn (pers. obs.). A simular se-

quence occurs in M. nemestrina (Bernstein,

1967). Penile display has also been noted in C.

aethiops (Wickler, 1967), Co. guereza (Marler,

1972), and Ce. galeritus (Quris, 1973). Yawning,

often called “tension yawning,” is also a mani-

festation provoked principally by stimulations

exterior to the group, as in the patas (Hall,

1968b)or Ce. albigena (pers. obs.). Stopping pos-

tures, which are reminiscent of presentation pos-

tures, doubtlessly have a role in_ species

recognition. The male of Presbytis johnu strikes

one between his whoop sequences, pulling his

tail over his head, just as the crested mangabey

does when facing an observer. The white-col-

lared mangabey,on the other hand, pointsitstail

vertically, touching only the tip to its back. All

these seem to be moreorless aggressive displays

that indicate the species, sex, and status of the

displaying monkey (Figs. 11, 12, 13), and may

have the samerole in individualization and main-

tenance of group integrity as type 1 loud calls.

Somespecies also exhibit “prevention” be-

havior for potential disturbances which may

serve to transmit a certain state of vigilance. An

erect individual ‘‘standing bipedally” has been

described in baboons (Hall, 1965), the rhesus

(Lindburgh, 1971), the patas (Hall, 1965), the

vervets (Struhsaker, 1967a), and the talapoin

(Gautier-Hion, 1971b). Vigilance behavior also

exists in males of various species(e.g., ““watchful

behavior’ of the male patas: Hall, 1965, 1967),

indicating the particular roles played by males in
group protection.



 Fig. 11. Stopping posture taken facing the ob-
server in Cercocebus galeritus. (Gabon; photo by R. Fig. 13. “Yawning”in responseto the presence of
Quris.) an observerin Cercocebus galeritus. (Gabon; photo by R.

Quris.)

CONCLUSION

The social alarm signals have commonchar-
acteristics in most species: (1) At the structural
level, their species specificity is sometimes so un-
clear that properidentification is often difficult;
for instance, the chirps of C. nictitans, C. cephus,
and C.erythrotis, like those of C. mitis and C. as-
canius, are practically indistinguishable (Gautier,
1969; Struhsaker, 1970; Marler, 1973). This phe-
nomenonis very general. Fig. 14 showsthe as-
tonishing similarity between the alarm call of a
forest bird (Trichophorus calurus) sympatric with
the Cercopithecus spp. of Gabon and that of a C.
cephus. Interspecific and even intergeneric alarm
reactions are consequently highly developed.
This is particularly obvious in mixed troops
(Gautier and Gautier-Hion, 1969), and Booth
(1957) points out that the green colobus, which
does not possess alarm calls, uses those of Cer-

Fig. 12. Penile display, exhibited facing the ob-  2P*#hecus with whichit associates. |
server in Cercocebus galentus. (Gabon; photo by R. (2) From a causal and functional point of
Quris.) view, homogeneity is also apparent. Few calls
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Fig. 14. Spectrographic analyses of the “‘bird-like
alarm calls’’ of Cercopithecus cephus (A), compared with
those of the vocalization of a sympatric bird (Trico-

convey specific messages but they all indicate a

certain excitation level in the vocalizers corre-

lated to the degree of perturbation. Except in the

vervet, a single clear distinction appearsin forest

or semi-woodland monkeys between visually

perceived “‘flying”’ stimuli and auditorily or visu-
ally perceived situations of uncertainty. In addi-

tion, calls close to those used in alarm situations

frequently occur in a frustrated monkey pre-

vented from performing someactivity.
The existence of signals charactersitic of

adult males also seems very widespread and indi-
cates the particular role played by these monkeys

in group protection.All the species for which we

have information show a mixed sonographic

structure for these calls, in which vocalization

features of the aggressive repertoire occur.

Signals that Coordinate the Routine
Activity of the Social Unit and

the Interrelations of Its Members

Signals acting within the groupare those that
regulate daily life—those that involve cohesion
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B sympatric bird

O 1

time in seconds

phorus calurus). The similarity of the two calls is ob-
served both at the structural level and in the emission

rhythm.

and spatial distribution of members, their domi-
nancerelationships, sexual behavior, and raising

of the young,as well as those expressinginterin-
dividual affinities.

Two essential modesof signal action can be
recognized: In one, the exchange doesnot imply
any particular receiver and can take place at me-
dium range (‘one-to-many communication:
Itani, 1963). Such communicationinvolvesprin-
cipally acoustic signals and somevisualdisplays.
In the other, the emitter is oriented toward a

particular receiver. Visual exchanges with subtle
changes in expression and tactile and olfactory

signals then play a more importantrole (“‘one-

to-one”” communication).

VOCAL SIGNALS

Some vocalizations linked with the general

routine of the group act without the support of

visual information. In interindividual close-

range exchanges,on the other hand,the overlap-

ping of vocal, visual, and tactile signals is great.
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Signals Associated with the Routine Activity of
the Social Unit

A group of monkeys is mostoften silent dur-
ing rest. Vocalactivity resumes slightly before
individuals begin to stir and continues during
their movements. Thecalls emitted are often na-
sal, of short range, and uttered without modifica-
tion of facial expression. They do not appearto
be addressed to specific receivers, but neverthe-
less evoke identical vocal responses in adjacent
monkeys. Occurringas individual reactions, they
are diffused throughout the group thanks to
phonoresponses, which permit reciprocal indi-
vidual localization and the general cohesion of
the social unit. This kind of signal has been re-
ported in most species, except the African colo-
bus, which are particularly silent (Booth, 1970,
1972). They are the “grunts” of the baboons
(Hall, 1962; Andrew, 1963b; Hall and DeVore,
1965; Rowell, 1966; Aldrich-Blake et al., 1971),
the drills and mandrills (Struhsaker, 1969; Gart-
lan, 1970), the langurs (Jay, 1965a; Poirier,
1970a; Vogel, 1973), the “deep muffled gruff’
vocalizations of M. mulatta (Altmann, 1962),
“the calling sounds” of M. fuscata (Itani, 1963),
the “basic grunts” and “‘A-calls” of M. speciosa
(Bertrand, 1969), and the ‘“‘grunts”’ of the man-
gabeys (Andrew, 1963b; Chalmers, 1968; Quris,
1973; Deputte, 1973), the guenons (Haddow,
1952; Struhsaker, 1967b, 1970; Aldrich-Blake,
1970; Marler, 1973) and the talapoin (Gautier,
1967, 1974; Gautier-Hion, 1971b; Wolfheim and
Rowell, 1972).

In the forest monkeys, one notesthatthe fre-
quency of call occurrence follows the activity
rhythm ofthe animals, increasing with the poten-
tial risk of losing contact between congeners,
e.g., with decrease in luminosity, increase in
speed of movement or density of the environ-
ment, or state of insecurity after a disturbance
(Itani, 1963; Gautier-Hion, 1970). Other situa-
tions, such as the group’s cominginto the pres-
ence of a fruit tree or the sight of a congener,
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also provokecalls. In most speciesthesecalls are
given principally by adult females and juveniles.
If the vocalizers are male, their vocalizations can
easily be differentiated either through structural
differences or because of their maturational
transformation.

Wehaveseenin the guenons, macaques,lan-
gurs, and colobus that type 1 loud calls uttered
by males precede, especially in the morning,
group movement and punctuate locomotor ac-
tivity, playing a rallying and coordinatingrole. A
similar system seems to exist in some baboons.
Aldrich-Blake et al. (1971) note, for example,
that in P. anubis the ‘‘two-phase wa hoo bark”in
males precedes and coordinates group passage
in difficult situations such as the crossing of a
road (see also Gautier, 1969). Gartlan (1970)
also points out a “mobilizing two-phase grunt”
in the drill, similar to that of mandrill (P. Jouven-
tin, pers. comm.). On the other hand, males can
retain the same basic call as females and juve-
niles, but its structure is profoundly modified.
Fig. 15 shows the evolution ofcalls linked with
cohesion in a male C. pogonias, the growth of
which wasfollowed for seven consecutiveyears.

Originally, the call was composed of a stable
low-pitched unit, followed by a shrill compo-
nent, modulated in frequency (Fig. 15, Cl).
Common in young animals, this call becomes
rare in adult males; during ontogeny, the shrill
componenthas a tendency to disappear, being
replaced by a low-pitched unit of similar dura-
tion (Fig. 15, compare Cl and C4), while the
average pitch of the low structure can go as low
as 170 Hz. Note that the curve depicting the
decrease in pitch (Fig. 15A) is symmetrical to
that showing the increase in weight (Fig. 15B).
Both show a markedvariationat the beginning of
puberty. During the prepuberty period (which
lasts five years) the animal gains 2,250 g (an aver-
age of43 g per month) whereasitscall decreases
by 76 Hz (average of 1.45 Hz per month). On the
other hand, during the puberty phase (about
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two curvesstarting at puberty. C: Spectrographic anal-
yses of cohesioncalls at different ages. Note the disap-
pearance, between ages 6 (3) and 7 (4), of the
high-pitched component, which is progressively re-
placed by a low-pitched component.
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Table 2

Quantitative data for Fig. 15.

 

(1) Prepuberty phase (2) Puberty phase (2) +(1)

  

Duration 52 months 19 months 0.36

Increase in weight 2,250 g 2,200 g 1
(420 g to 2,670 g) (2,670 g to 4,870 g)

Gain per month 43g 112g 2.61

Decrease in pitch 76 Hz 92Hz 1.2
(266 Hz to 190 Hz) (190 Hz to 98 Hz)

Drop per month 1.45 Hz 4.7 Hz 3.24

 

nineteen months), corresponding to descent of
the testicles and the growth of adult canines, the
monkey gains 2,200 g (average of 112 g per
month) and the pitch ofits call drops by 92 Hz
(average of4.7 Hz per month). Therefore during
this period the animal’s weight increases as much
as in the previousfive years andits voicefalls 1.2
times as muchasit did in thosefive years (see
Table 2). Note also that variability in the pitch of
the call is greater when the monkeyis young(cf.
standard deviation: Fig. 15A). In the female, the
weight curve does not have the samevariation at
the beginning of puberty; likewise, the decrease
in the pitch of the call is regular and much
smaller than in the male.

The break in the slope of the male weight
curve of various guenons (C. nictitans, pogonias,
cephus, petaurista, neglectus; Ce. galeritus and al-
bigena: Gautier and Gautier-Hion, in prep.),
which seems absentin a Platyrrhine such as the
squirrel monkey (Rosenblum and Cooper, 1968)
resembles that of humans.It is accompanied by
an abrupt transformationin the voice, related to
the breaking in the voice in man (Gautier, 1974).

These features are important at the commu-
nicationlevel. If, all conditions being equal, each
age and sexclass possesses different structural
characteristics and emission frequencies for the
same fundamental vocal type, one can assume

that an individual wanderingin a dense environ-
ment, periodically receiving cohesion calls,
could immediately recognize the age and sex of
its closest congeners.

In forest guenonscohesioncalls also vary ac-
cording to a more orless graded system as a
function of distance between vocalizer and con-
geners and of the general excitation level. This
system, described for the talapoin (Gautier,

1974) is found in a variety of species (Fig. 16)
and schematically includes four types ofvocaliza-
tion. The first corresponds to the calls uttered
during the usual progression of the group. The
secondis heard particularlyifinterindividualdis-
tance increases or if the excitation level of the
monkeysrises subsequentto a perturbation. The
third is typically given by an infantthat has lost
its mother or a monkeythathas lost contact with
the group. The fourth variation is uttered by an
infant that has reestablished contact with its
mother.

The call gradation of this cohesion-distanc-
ing-isolation system is total in the talapoin and
mona(Fig. 16) but only partial in others such as
C. cephus, in which the numberofintermediate
calls is smaller and the structural diversity
greater. The samekind of system seemspresent
in most forest monkeys. In C. aethiops (Struh-
saker, 1967b) the ‘eh ehcalls,” “progression
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Fig. 16. Comparison of the vocal systems of
“cohesion”in C. cephus (A), C. nictitans (B), C. neglectus
(C), and C. pogonias (D). Each columncontainscalls of
comparable emission context and function.

Column 1: Calls emitted during routine progres-
sion. For A, B, C these calls have only a low-pitched
unit; for D the low- and high-pitched components are
associated (D3;see also Fig. 15C and 42a, b). Column
2: Calls emitted after a slight disturbance, exhibiting
a discontinuoustransition (A4, B4) or a gradual one
(C4, D4) toward calls in Column 3. Column 3: “Isola-
tion” calls, with structures new and purein C. cephus
(A5) or noisy in C. nictitans (B5), whereas they derive
from precedingcalls in C. neglectus (C5) and C. Pogonias
(D5). Note the disappearance of the high-pitched
component. Column4:‘‘Huddlingcalls” oflow inten-
sity, characterized by a vibrating sonority, with struc-
tures derived from calls in Column1 (A2, B2, C2, D2).

grunts,’ and “mostrrr calls” are probably com-
parable.

Throughout this graded system, the condi-
tions under which onevocaltype passes into an-
other, if they generally imply variations in
interindividual distance, are sometimes pro-
voked byvariationsin “psychological” distance,
which depend ontheexcitation level of the ani-
mals. ‘Thus, an increasein habitat density, which
favors loss of contact, is translated by an evolu-
tion ofthe first type ofcall into the second. Simi-
larly, a young monkey huddled in its mother’s
arms might utter an isolation call if its mother
refuses to nurse it. Thus we heardisolation calls
uttered by most of the members ofa mona group
an hourafter nightfall after a crowned eagle had
flown over.

Under such conditions of excitement, mutual
vocal enlistment resulting in a chorus can be
heard in various species. This is the case in ba-
boons (Hall and DeVore, 1965; Rowell, 1966),
mangabeys (Chalmers, 1968; Gautier and De-
putte, 1975), the macaques (Rowell and Hinde,
1962; Itani, 1963), and the talapoin (Gautier,
1974).

Moreorless varied cohesion calls have been
noted in macaques, baboons, and mangabeys. In
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the Japanese macaque, ‘‘A-calling sounds’’ are
all used for group cohesion and control of
progression.Itani (1963) differentiates them ac-
cording to their structure, the animals uttering
them andtheactivity in progress: A2 are charac-
teristic of certain females, A9 are emitted when
the troop is calm or in slow movement, and A10
are used for departing.

Variationsofthe same type mayexist in other
species. Hall and DeVore (1965) mention a great
variety of grunts uttered by baboons during rou-
tine social behavior and a ‘‘doglike bark” emitted
by a monkey temporarily separated from the
group. The sameis true of the mangabeys. Nev-
ertheless, if it seems that all species possesscalls
used for social cohesion, the mangabeysas sa-
vannah monkeysappearfreer from environmen-
tal constraints, and their cohesion vocalizations
have evolved mainly onthebasis ofmorespecial-
ized interindividual exchanges in which vocal
signals are associated with other sensory modali-
ties.

Signals Associated with Peaceful Interindividual
Relations

In A-group sounds of Japanese macaques,
Itani (1963) distinguishes ‘‘calling sounds”’ from
“muttering.” The two have similar structures
but the latter are addressed to a particular con-
gener. This type of signal includesall the vocali-
zations leading to peaceful interindividual close
exchanges. In all species for which they have
been described, these signals derive, from a
structural point of view, from calls linked with
cohesion ofthe group as a whole. Unfortunately
the literature offers few data that could permit
interspecific comparisons.

In the vervet, Struhsaker (1967b) points out
several vocalizations derived from the progres-
sion grunt, which are correlated with close in-
terindividual exchanges. Generally speaking,
“aar-raughcalls” occur when dominant monkeys
and subordinates are at close range: at the ap-
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proach of a dominant male, a subordinate one
gives a “‘woof-woof,” “‘wa,”’ or ‘“‘woof-wa”’ call. A

female approached by a dominant female will
utter a ‘“‘wa-waa”’ call and a juvenile a “‘rraugh”’
call.

In the baboons, Hall and DeVore (1965)

point out the “high-frequency grunting” charac-
teristic of adult males being approached by an
infant. In Ce. albigena and galeritus, adults also
emit a particular grunting, derived from the
progression grunt, when they comeclose to an
infant. Furthermore, the adult male mayutter a

slow-rhythm grunting (Fig. 17) (pers. obs.),
which doesnotexist in the female. In the manga-
beys in general, a great number of variations
based on grunting occur(e.g., in a juvenile when
a male approaches,in females preceding mutual
snifing). In the stumptail macaque, Bertrand
(1969) also notes a numberofvariations in these

typesofcalls: “greeting grunts” directed toward
infants, “‘B calls’? characteristic of females whose
children are out of sight, and “coos” uttered at
the sight of a congenerorafter a separation.

At present the greatest diversity has been
noted in the Japanese macaque, apparently due
to the quality of the studies rather than to any
species-specific peculiarity. Itani (1963) shows
evidence for A5 calls uttered between adult
males, A6 given by a subordinate male toward a

dominantone, and D4 characteristic of receptive

subordinate females. Green (1975), in his very
detailed study of the coo sounds of this same
species, throws new light on the extreme vari-

ability of these vocalizations givenat close range.
He distinguishes seven categories of coos of very
similar sonographic structure. One promotesthe
general progression of the group, and the six
others include close-range and “personalized”

signals. Thus the “double coo” is characteristic
of solitary or ‘‘depressed” monkeys(cf. isolation

calls ofthe Cercopithecus) and especially offemales

who have lost their young, whereas the “dip
early high coo,” the “dip late high coo,” and the

Communication in Selected Groups

‘‘smooth late high coo” are uttered by subordi-
nate individuals in response to dominantones.
These same soundsarealso often given by juve-
niles communicating with their mothers.

In Cercopithecus, infants also give calls with
structures close to those used for cohesion but
less variable than the coo sounds of the ma-

caques. In some species, however, the youngut-
ter shrill calls of a specific structure, which may

be trilled (e.g., in C. nictitans, mitis, cephus, ascani-
us) or not trilled (C. pogonias and neglectus), and
which can be associated with cohesion calls in

either a discrete or a graded manner(e.g., C.
pogonias, Fig. 16).

Their structure is highly variable, especially
in intensity and frequency modulation, giving
them tones that are sometimesplaintive, some-
times interrogatory and ‘peremptory,’ and
sometimes violent, according to the vocalizer’s

excitation level and the context of emission.
Four situations may be distinguished: (1) Calls

are exchanged between aninfant and its mother,
rather spontaneously and in the absence of any
apparent disturbance. The mother respondsto
these mother-young contactcalls with the same
sounds or, more often, with the usual cohesion

calls. (2) The calls become more intense when

the infant solicits closer contact (carrying or
grooming) or suckling. (3) If the mother accepts
contact, the call becomes modulated and plain-
tive, its intensity diminishes, and only a rhythmic
and atonal breathing maybe uttered. (4) If the

mother refuses contact (especially during wean-
ing) the calls become intense, their frequency
modulationattenuates, and finally the quavering

disappears. These sharp whistlings can become
noisy and evolve toward screams(Fig. 18). As in
the young of many species, these vocalizations
are associated with spasmodic head and tail
movements.

The frequency of emission of these calls de-
creases rapidly in the course of ontogeny, espe-
cially in males. The adult female gives them
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again during contact with infants. Similarly,
these vocalizations reappear in juveniles and
subadultsat the birth ofsibling. This regressive
phenomenonoccurs frequently in captivity (see
Gautier-Hion, 1971b; Gautier, 1974).

All these signals can be classified under a
general rubric: lack of, search for,solicitation of,

or maintenanceof contact. Thus, they incontest-

ably play a role in general social cohesion, but
they also have a moreshort-term, immediate sig-

nificance concerning the emotionalstate of the

uttering monkey. In effect, Green (1975) re-

marksthat the low-pitched coos of the macaques
are used in low-level apprehension and agitation
situations in vocalizing animals, whereas the

high-pitched coos are given much more when
the monkey is agitated and probably apprehen-
sive. This same remark,correlating call structure

with the vocalizer’s emotional state, was made by
Kiley (1972) for the ungulates and Gautier

(1974) for the talapoin. Thus, as Green points
out, signal morphologybeinga directreflection
of the uttering monkey’s internalstate, is sufh-
cient to inform the receiver aboutit.

Green showsthat, starting from the same ba-

sic sound this mechanism permits a great variety
of combinations; the precision of the message

received is increased by close-range visual com-
munication and knowledge of the sex, age, and
sexualstate of the vocalizer. Our observations on
the variationsin call structures due to ontogeny
show that vision 1s not always necessary for the

identification of the vocalizer’s age or sex since
the signal morphology alone can be sufficient.

The observer mustbe consciousof this matu-

rational approach to vocalizations, seldom em-
phasized at the present time in studies on Old
World monkeys, before claiming that the calls
given by a juvenile and by an adult male under

the samestimulation are of different natures.It
is often the samecall, structural characteristics of

which have evolved with age.

Communication in Selected Groups

Whetherthecalls are different by nature or

because of maturational modifications, the result

is the sameat the operational level as far as the
identification of the message 1s concerned. How-
ever, distinction is fundamental for under-

standing the evolution of a communication
system. Ontogenetic modifications in_ calls
(which differ according to sex) that allow the

identification of age and sex classes and modifi-
cations caused by the emotional state of the
monkeys are two complementary processes that
permit the achievement of an extremely varied
communication system.

Onthe basis of these remarks, we can con-

clude the following: All species (except perhaps
the African colobus) have developed calls whose
moreor less immediate function 1s maintenance
of cohesion of the social unit. This function is
particularly obvious in forest guenons, where
maintaining contact is a real problem (e.g., for
the cryptic talapoin, which lives in a particular
dense environment in groups of more than a
hundred members). It “‘blurs,’’ however, in mon-

keys in an open habitat, where numerousvisual

exchangesare possible.
In these species, as well as in some forest

monkeyslike the mangabeys (and doubtless the
drills and the mandrills), calls associated with

contact and cohesion have become morediversi-
fied, interindividual exchanges having become
more personalized and sociability having in-
creased.Similarly, the correlation between these

calls and the influence of nonbiotic factors, such
as density of habitat and luminosity, has become
muchless evident. The example of the forest and
arboreal Ce. albigena seems to showthat such a
vocal system depends more on the species’ de-
gree of evolution than on the direct influence of
the environment. Weshall see below that ex-

changesofclose-range calls are often associated
with visual signals like lip-smackingor presenta-
tion, and that they precede or accompanya great
numberoftactile and olfactory exchanges.
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Signals Associated with Agonistic and Sexual
Interindiwidual Relations

An increase in the frequency of interin-
dividual contacts increases the probability of
conflicts in which the slight distance separating
protagonists permits exchangesofall kinds. Al-
though visual signals play a predominantrole in
agonistic relations (Marler, 1965), they are fre-
quently accompaniedby a great numberofvocal
and nonvocal sounds. This multimodality conse-
quently increasesthe structural variability of the
signals exchanged. This, taken with the fact that
protagonist roles can be reversed rapidly, makes
it difficult to separate signals linked with attack
from those correlated with flight. Rowell and
Hinde (1962) werethefirst to show that aggres-
sion-flight signals taken as a whole constitute an
almost perfectly graded system. This statement
probably applies to most,if notall, species. Vo-
cal signals that accompanythreat behaviors are
most generally low-pitched; those linked with
submission and flight are shrill. Vocalizations
emitted by a monkeyconflicting with these two
tendencies have a composite structure, blending

low-pitched and shrill components (Fig. 9, D, F).
One category of sounds accompanying ag-

gressive behavior consists of brief, low-pitched

calls with rolling sonority, which derive from the
various grunts acting in cohesion orfriendly in-
terindividual relations throughout the group.
Such calls are observed in baboons (Hall and
DeVore, 1965), macaques (e.g., WZ. mulatta: Ro-
well and Hinde, 1962; M. fuscata: Itani, 1963; M.
nemestrina: Grimm, 1967; M. speciosa: Bertrand,

1969; M. sylvana: Deag, 1974), langurs (P. entel-
lus: Jay, 1965a; Vogel, 1973; P. johnii: Poirier,
1970a), mangabeys (Quris, 1973, and pers.
obs.), and the patas (‘“‘whoo-wherr growl” of the
male: Hall, 1968b).

In various Cercopithecus spp. with a cohesion
grunt of the vervet type, an obvious gradation
also exists toward the aggressivecalls. In certain
species (e.g., C. cephus and to a small extent C.
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nictitans, pers. obs.), these two signals are very
close and cannotbe distinguished easily without
the postural behaviors that acompany them.C.
neglectus, curiously enough, whichuses no grunt-
type call during progression, has an aggressive
gruntclose to that of C. cephus and nictitans (pers.
obs.) (Fig. 19).

Whenthethreatintensifies, the call structure
becomes diversified. The calls remain low-
pitched but their temporal parameters are modi-
fied, probably in proportion to the movements
associated with the behavior and with physiologi-
cal components such as respiratory rhythm.
Roars and barks can be distinguished,as well as
calls of intermediate structure emitted rhythmi-
cally, the last being the commonest in many spe-
cies. The roars derive from grunts, and Hall and
DeVore (1965) term them “loud two-phase
grunting”in the baboons. Grunts increase in du-
ration and intensity in guenonsalso, and such

roarings are present in most macaques.
The barks are also generally widespread in

the macaques (M. irus: Goustard, 1963; MM.
mulatta; M. fuscata; M. nemestrina; M. speciosa), the

baboons (“two-phase barks’’), the mangabeys,
the langurs (“barking” and “‘coughing’’), the
patas, and the guenons.We haveseenthatdiffer-
ent types ofloud barking can occurin intergroup
relations (cf. type 2 loud calls, Fig. 1) and in
alarm situations. Roars and barks are emitted
more frequently than grunts by adult males.

Sull commonerare the low-pitched rhythmic
calls associated with threat, such as the ‘‘pant
threats” of M. mulatta and M.speciosa, the ‘‘chut-
ters” of M. fuscata, the ‘intention notes” or
‘‘staccato growls” of M. nemestrina, and the dis-
continuousbarking of M. irus. The repetition of
the “huh-huh sounds”in the patas and the ‘‘two-
phase uh-uh”’in the baboonsis another example
of the rhythmic emission form. This is also the
case in the mangabeys,the langurs, the talapoin,
and the guenons (‘‘chutters” of the vervet:
Struhsaker, 1967b). Some nonvocal sounds ac-
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Fig. 19. Spectrographic analyses of threat and

cohesion calls in Cercopithecus nictitans and C. neglectus.
Threat gruntings of the two species (1, 3) and the
cohesion grunting of C. nictitans (2) have close struc-

company threat behavior: tree shaking, canine
grinding (langurs, mangabeys), gnashing
(rhesus), or tongueclicking (Colobus guereza), and

can for the most part occur in intergroup con-
flicts as well as in other situations (see below).

Rhythmiccalls constitute a link between ag-
gression and flight vocalizations. In the latter
there is a distinction between those occurring
preferentially in response to alarm situations,
emitted singly or in chorus (see above), and

those occurring more specifically in interin-
dividual agonistic relations. At the start of ago-
nistic encounters, adult females and immature

subordinatesoften give noisy, moreor less low-
pitched, rhythmic vocalizations. This type ofcall
is emitted by all the Cercopithecus and all the Cer-
cocebus spp. we have studied (C. nictitans, cephus,
pogonias, neglectus, ascanius, mona, and Ce. albigena,

galeritus, and torquatus). In most of them these
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/
c d

c.neglectus
 

FT
cohesion

in secondstime

tures, characterized by a rolled sonority, quite visible
on the amplitude modulation spectra (a, b, c). The
cohesion call of C. neglectus (4,d) does not havethis

characteristic.

vocalizations derive maturationally from the
‘‘gecker”’ of infants and juveniles; like the “yak-
king’’ of the Papio spp. (Hall and DeVore, 1965)
derives from “chirplike clicking sounds.” ‘These
calls are presentin infants of almostall species;
for example, the ‘‘gecker” of M. mulatta and M.
speciosa (Rowell and Hinde, 1962; Bertrand,

1969), the “long cry” of M. nemestrina (Grimm,

1967), or the type 5 call of the talapoin (Gautier,

1974). Their occurrencein agonistic relations in
older animals has been noted as the ‘‘yak”
(‘harsh staccato barking’’: Hall et al., 1965) in

the patas, as the BI call in M. fuscata (Itami,
1963), and in the langurs (‘‘subordinate seg-

mented sound” of P. johni: Poirier, 1970a).
At a more advancedstage of agonistic rela-

tions, these rhythmic vocalizations become

shriller and develop into calls of higher fre-
quency. The rhythmic component may either
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Fig. 20. Spectrographic analyses of a series of

calls exchanged between two young Cercopithecus nicti-
tans females duringa conflict. Calls 1-6: High-pitched
vocalizations of a threatened animal. Calls 1, 2, 3, 5:
high-pitched rhythmic calls; call 4: pure quavered

disappearorpersist, as in the ‘“‘chutter squeal” of
the vervet (Struhsaker, 1967b). The structure of
these vocalizations is either pure (‘‘whistle,”
squeal’) or somewhat rough (‘‘screech,”
“’scream’’) (Fig. 20). It would be useless to enu-
merate the species in which theyare present,as
they have been noted in practically all. Most au-
thors agree that they are manifested preferen-
tially by females and by the young. Furthermore,
it seems difficult to relate their structural diver-
sity as revealed by sonographic analysis to quali-
tatively different functions. It is generally
believed that these vocalizations indicate a high
arousal level and function as defensive signals,
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whistling; call 6: pure, then noisy quavered whistling.
Calls 7 and 7 bis: Low-pitched rhythmic vocalization
of the menacing animal. Call 7: included in the se-
quence;call 7 bis: detailed analysis.

either in interindividual conflicts or in extra-
groupSituations (e.g., the presence of a preda-
tor). They possess, even more so than do
aggressive signals, a great power to evoke reac-
tions in congeners. Depending on the context,
congeners may converge on the emission place
and threaten the protagonists or potential preda-
tors. These phenomenaplay a very important
role in the defense ofinfants. In the young, the
set of defensive vocal reactions constitute re-
sponses to increasingly frustrating situations.
Thus, for the infant talapoin (Gautier, 1974),
these reactions begin with emissions of the
gecker type when mother/young contact is
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Fig. 21. Rhythmic call of low pitch emitted by a

female Cercocebus torquatus during copulation. Thecall
is a succession of inhaled (atonal) and exhaled (tonal)
units associated with cheek movements.

slightly disturbed.If the break in contact is more
substantial, the gecker yields to pure, type 6A
whistlings (associated or not with type 3 lost
calls). If, in the end, the situation becomesseri-

munication (see below). The fact that they indi-

cate a high level of excitation is revealed by their
association with homosexual and heterosexual
mounting behavior and sexual behavior in gen-
eral. They may or may not occur simultaneously
with vocalizations related to aggressivecalls.

In M. radiata (Sugiyama, 1971), a dominant

male soliciting a mountwill “grin” and “tongue
click.”’ This same sound, associated with ‘‘clonic

ous or if the young animal is threatened, the jaw movements,” is given by males soliciting
whistlings are replaced by type 7 screams. Asfar
as species-specific variations are concerned,this
chain of infant vocal reactions is common to
many species of Old World monkeys.

Certain nonvocal sounds express a state of
ambivalence and high excitation. Their limited
range of action and their association with partic-
ular facial expressions cause them to function
also as visual signs. Thusthe “teeth chattering
face” of Macaca speciosa (Bertrand, 1969) may be

silent or accompanied by “teeth clicking
sounds.” This kindofsignal, like the widespread
lip smacking, will be discussed under visual com-

copulation with females (Kaufman and Rosen-
blum, 1966). Males of M. fuscata (Green, 1975)

engage in teeth chattering or lip smacking
(Tokuda, 1961-62) with femalessoliciting “‘con-

sortship.” Their homosexual mounting 1s ac-
companied bylip smacking,teeth chattering, and
vocalizations. In M. sylvana (Deag, 1974), teeth

chattering accompanies mounting and precedes
copulation in a male looking at a female in es-
trus. Teeth gnashingis manifested by M. mulatta
and M. speciosa males during copulation. In the
talapoin (Gautier, 1974), mounting between

males is also accompanied bylip smacking and a
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complex vocalization (type 10) close to that emit-
ted by two partners copulating.

In somespecies, it is the males that vocalize
during copulation. In M. mulatta (Southwick et
al., 1965), the male utters a “high pitched stac-
cato note’; in M. speciosa, a “‘vibrato scream”
(Bertrand, 1969) or a “rhythmic expiration vo-
calization”’ (Chevalier-Skolnikoff, 1974). How-
ever, it 1s more generally the females that
vocalize, whether before copulation, during the
entire duration of thrusting, or at the end of the
mount.

Amongcalls manifested by receptive females,
one mustdistinguish between signals commonly
used in interindividual encounters, the mani-
festation and structure of which indicate above
all the status of the emitting individual(e.g., the
gruntings or “‘soft squealing”’ of female langurs:
Jay, 1965a), and those signals specific to encoun-
ters between the two sexes. Thus in the patas
(Hall, 1965), MM. fuscata (“estrus call’: Tokuda,
1961-62), M. nemestrina or radiata (Kaufman and
Rosenblum, 1966), M. sylvana (Deag, 1974), and
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Ce. galeritus, torquatus, and C. neglectus (pers. obs.),
receptive females may emit particular calls which
are indicative of their receptivity and which po-
tentially play a role in thesolicitation of copula-
tion. The same type of call can occur in the
course of copulation in all the species men-
tioned,as well as in other macaques (e.g., M. irus:

Goustard, 1963) and in baboons (Hall and
DeVore, 1965; Saayman, 1971). In M. radiata
and nemestrina, as in the talapoin, both males and
females can vocalize. Generally speaking, these
calls are strictly linked with respiratory rhythm,
andtheir length andintensity seem to depend on
the females’ state of excitation (Fig. 21).

If vocalizations preceding copulation play a
role in sexual encounter, those appearing during
mounting have a less obvious function. How-
ever, they draw congenerattention to the cou-
pling partners and can provoke harassment from
other males or juveniles. In this sense they can
contribute to the social regulation of reproduc-
tion in certain species.

Amongthe vocal repertoires of various spe-
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cies, vocalizations associated with agonistic be-

havior seem to betheleast specific and the most
graded. This is the case in woodland monkeysas
well as those of open habitat. The relationship of
call structures seemsto depend onthe contextin
which the calls occur: when the exchanges take
place at close range and are continually sus-
tained or relayed by visual signals, the needs of
species specificity are reduced. Thevariability in
calls and the possibility that threat calls may
gradually changeinto those ofsubordination or
flight are also the result of close-range ex-
changes and rapid reversals of the protagonist
roles. Furthermore, elevation of the animal’s ex-

citation level is generally indicated in the call
structure by an increase in frequency (Kiley,
1972; Gautier, 1974; Green, 1975).

Ontogenetic studies show that variousshrill
calls appear in frustration situations amongin-
fants and occurvery early (from the first day of
life in the talapoin and mangabeys,pers. obs.).
On the other hand, low-pitched threat calls are
not uttered until much later (generally at about
one year).

VISUAL SIGNALS

Since humanvision,like that of the monkeys,

is excellent, it 1s not surprising thatvisual signals
have been described many times and are of par-
ticular importancein general works dealing with
communication in monkeys (see Andrew, 1963a,

1963b, 1964; Marler, 1965, 1968; Lancaster,

1968; Vine, 1970; Bertrand, 1971).

Despite the difficulty of comparing different
studies, it 1s obvious that the numerous cata-

logues of visual signals compiled for various spe-
cies reveal an astonishing similarity. Compare,
for example, Altmann (1962) and Hinde and Ro-

well (1962) for M. mulatta, and Struhsaker

(1967a) for C. aethiops. It is quite difficult on this

basis to bring out specific differences. Thus any
primatologist beginning work on a newspecies1s
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almostsureto find the quasi-totality of facial dis-
plays describedin the classic works of Van Hooff
(1962; 1967).

In his synthetic essay, Bernstein (1970a)
Stresses the great fundamental relationship of
visual signals in the Cercopithecoideaandtries,

with justified precautions, to separate signals
that would be“species-specific.”’ Quite often one
discovers that the designation “‘species-specific”’
is the result of anatomical peculiarities modify-
ing or enriching the appearanceofa facial dis-
play, or of the rarity of the signal’s occurrence,
or simply ofthe lack of studies of certain species.

This resemblance, which goes beyondtheor-
der of primates (Bolwig, 1962; Andrew, 1972),
should not be surprising since the anatomical
bases are relatively comparable in different spe-
cies and since a considerable part of mammalian
facial display and posturing appears to have
originated from defense and protection behav-
iors (Andrew, 1963b). At the functional level,

furthermore, this non-species-specificity is easily
explained. In visual communication, by defini-
tion, animals see each other and are closely
spaced. Therefore thereis little or no problem of
species recognition. This implies a second char-
acteristic: at close range, visual signals can be
modulated and extremely refined without the
risk that the received messagewill be incomplete
or poorly interpreted (Marler, 1965; Lancaster,
1968).

Starting from a commonbasis,differentiation
is nevertheless carried out through anatomical
specializations, e.g., presence of a moreorless
long and supple tail; more orless striking col-
orations in facial masking or the ano-
genital regions; presence or absence ofcyclical
intumescence of the sexual skin; differences in

facial hair covering, development of manes,

cranial toupets, or side-whiskers; accentuation of

facial wrinkles. Forest monkeys generally pos-
sess either brillantly colored faces (Cercopithecus,
mandrills), or highly contrasting colors (Co.
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guereza). In Cercopithecus, these colorations are
coupled with well-developed facial hair, which is
reduced only around the eyes and the mouth.
The rigidity and contrast of these ‘“‘clownlike”’
masks do not permit subtle modifications of ex-
pression, but do assure immediate species recog-
nition in closed habitats and doubtlessly play a
role in reproductive isolation, especially in the
numerousspecies living in association (Gautier-
Hion and Gautier, 1974). Among woodland
monkeys there are somenotable exceptions in
coloration: the talapoin, the crested mangabey,
and the olive colobus,all of which live near wa-
ter, are of a rather uniform greenish gray. The
mangabeys, macaques, and baboons have the
least facial hair. Whereas the often sombrefaces
of the mangabeys and colobustendto “‘obscure”’
expressions, the dull and often pale faces of
monkeys from openhabitats permit subtle varia-
tions in expression.

Whateverthesimilarity in basic facial display
and posturing of the Old World monkeys, it is
clear that the visual communication within a
group offorest guenonsis fundamentally differ-
ent from that manifested by a group of baboons.
The difference lies partly in the variability and
subtlety of the signals displayed (looks, facial ex-
pressions, gestures) and partly in the intensity
and frequency of exchanges. Even thoughit may
be possible to describe the subtlety of an almost
imperceptible eyelid movement, no one seemsto
have tried to analyze the elements of the look
(form, surface, and brilliance of the eye, or dila-
tion of the pupil), which Chance (1967) in Vine
(1970) justifiably thinks may constitute ‘the ma-
jor stabilizing influence in primate groups.” Al-
though a priori it may seem easier to measure the
occurrence frequency ofbehavior patterns, some
methodological problemsarise. In order to com-
pare baboon communication with that of de
Brazza’s monkey, should one choose a group in
each species of identical size and composition or
rely on the fact that the onelives in groups of
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several tens of individuals while the otherlives in
social units of from three to six? This choice
presupposes two different procedures as far as
the causality of the modesofsocial organization
is concerned: in the one,it is hypothesized that
the means of communication of a species are
directly responsible for its “sociability”; in the
other, it 1s supposed that life in large groups
develops and reinforces the probability and na-
ture of exchanges.

In the group, a lot of visual signals act at
medium range. This is the case with those that
operate passively and are linked to individual
morphology and anatomy.In the guenons, the
bearing and colorofthetail, like the facial color-
ing, are thusthefirst indices of species recogni-
tion in a woodland habitat. Similarly,all visible
signals associated with age and sex can be com-
municatedat a distance. Thus, the ease of recog-
nizing an adult male varies directly with the
difference in size between thesexes.

The passive aspect of signals linked to spe-
cies-specific and individual conformity is en-
riched by the animals’ status or self-confidence.
Several types of gait have been described. The
confident animal moves in a relaxed manner,
with straight back, legs, and arms(e.g., “‘confi-
dent walk” of the vervet: Struhsaker, 1967a;
“strutting gait” of the langur: Poirier, 1970a),
whereas the subordinate has a hunched back,
slightly bent legs and arms, and a low or curved
tail. Ajumpinggait is characteristic of animalsat
play. Upon stopping, a confidentindividualwill
sit down with outstretched legs; a male will
spreadhis legs and exhibit his penis. An individ-
ual that is often threatened will hunchits back,
hold its head to the side, and gazeall around.

In mostspecies, the one or more dominant
males give particular emphasisto their posturing
behavior. They sit down with ostentation, and
when they stop in a quadrupedalposition their
legs and arms are stretched out. In woodland
monkeysthetail is pulled up over the back in a
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conspicuous manner.If, as in certain species, the
tail is needed for balance, it assumes a signal

value in various specific stopping postures: the
tail of Ce. galenttus touchesits head (Fig. 11); that
of Ce. albigena is brought up vertically, the tip
curved toward the back; and that of C. cephus

forms a backwards question mark. The tail-on-
head stopping posture of Ce. galeritus is so fre-
quent that Quris (pers. comm.) thinks that it
replaces the function of color markings of Cer-
copithecus in species recognition.

In monkeys of open habitats, the tail also

plays a role in social signaling, even in species
with reduced tails, like the stumptail, for which

Bertrand (1969) recognizes several positions.

‘Tail up” is an assertion of dominance, “‘tail
curled up”’ characterizes a high degree of excita-
tion, whereas ‘“‘tail curled down” indicatesa star-

tled animal. Bertrand remarks that the erected
tail is generally manifested by excited and confi-
dent animals, whereas the curved tail (like the

loweredtail in the dog)is characteristic of threat-
ened individuals. However, in baboons(Hall and

DeVore, 1965) and in M. fasciculans (Angst,

1974), the “‘tail erect’? characterizes subordinate

animals. Someattitudes or gaits may have in ad-
dition moredifferentiated roles; e.g., the ““swing-

ing gait’’ of the male hamadryas preceding troop
departure (Kummer, 1968) or the “drunken

gait” of young Cercopithecus and the talapoin,
which serves as an invitation to play (Gautier-
Hion, 1971b).

Visual signals acting at short range between
individuals, bringing them together or separat-
ing them, are quite varied (see Marler, 1968).
Someare neatly classified in one or the other
category, indicating either a friendly or an ago-
nistic tendency; others have more ambivalent

significations. The change from the former to
the latter dependsontheindividuals’ self-confi-
dence and the variations in excitation level in
relation to approach-flight behaviors.

Communication in Selected Groups

Signals Associated with Peaceful Interndividual
Relations

These signals often precede or occur during
tactile and olfactory close-range exchanges
(mounting, smelling, grooming; see below). The
most frequentare lip smackingandteeth chatter-
ing, postures of presentation andofinvitation to
grooming and play, and the facial displays and
gestures preceding sexual encounters. These
signals are frequently combined; lip smacking
and grimacing maybeassociated with presenta-
tion and varioustactile exchanges, and they can
occur together in peaceful, agonistic, or sexual
contexts.

Lip smacking is known in the various ba-
boons,the gelada, the macaques, the African and

Asian colobus, the mangabeys, the patas, the

guenons, and the talapoin and had been de-
scribed by van Hooff (1962, 1967) in most of
these species before it was observed in natural
groups. He describes the different forms thatit
can assume and distinguishes functional lip
smacking, associated in groomingwiththe inges-
tion of skin flakes and originating from suckling
movements (Anthoney, 1968), from “vacuum lip

smacking,’’ in whichthis lip-tongue movementIs
not followed by any ingestion. Lip movement
and tongueprotrusion may vary accordingto the
species, the latter being particularly evident in
the langurs (Jay, 1965a) and the gelada (von Spi-
vak, 1971).

Lip smacking is sometimes associated with
staring and raising of the eyelids and eyebrows,
as in threat. A relationship with threat behavior
is particularly obvious when the behavioris in-
tense, as in Ce. albigena, for example, where the

upperlip may reveal the teeth and the animal
shakes its head vigorously from sideto side.

Lip smacking appears duringor as a prelude
to grooming. Acting as an invitation,it 1s used
especially by individuals whose relations are
“strained.” It also precedes other types of ap-
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proach and maybe used by a dominated animal
as well as by a dominantone.Used bya receptive
female going toward the male,it may be followed
by copulation; it may precede groomingorsit-
ting in proximity and,in agonistic behavior,it is
often associated with presentation in the threat-
ened animal. Dominant males mayalso lip smack
or teeth chatter while approaching subordinate
females who are soliciting copulation (e.g.,
Chacma baboon: Bolwig, 1959; the hamadryas:
von Spivak, 1971; the white collared mangabey:
pers. obs.; and the Japanese macaque: Green,
1975). Similarly, a dominant female approaching
a motherlip smacks before touchingthe infant.
The Barbary macaquealso engagesin lip smack-
ing andteeth chattering before sniffing an infant
andtakingit from its mother (Lahiri and South-
wick, 1966). In the gelada, the female induces a
juvenile to hang from herback by touchingit and
addressing it with lip smacking.

This behavioral pattern seems therefore to
be a positive social signal (see van Hooff, 1962,
1967; Hinde and Rowell, 1962) that may either
appease the aggressive behavior of a dominant
animalor diminishthe flight reaction of a subor-
dinate, thus permitting the fulfillment of subse-
quent behavior. Its meaning is nevertheless
sometimes ambiguous, notably in Cercocebus or
Cercopithecus, in which it is often associated with
threats. This aspect is especially frequentin ago-
nistic exchanges between a pair of animals of
adjacent or poorly established status. The two
individuals address each other with head bob-
bing andlip smacking.In Ce. albigena, intenselip
smacking (“snarl-smacking face” of van Hoof,
1967), associated with threats and head shaking,
appears to indicate a state of uncertainty in the
animal. Hall et al. (1965) also attributes elements
of threat and fear to the “‘gnashingofthe teeth”
of the patas.

In somespecies lip smacking appears only in
social grooming(as in the mandrills: van Hooff,
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1967), but it plays an important social role in
interindividual encounterin baboons, macaques,
and mangabeys, notably between animals who
are poorly acquainted or who have unstable
dominance relations. Although present in Cer-
copithecus (as well as in the patas) during groom-
ing and agonistic manifestations, lip smacking
has rarely been observed asa preliminary to en-
counters between twoindividuals or as a friendly
solicitation.

Most species have several postures ofinvita-
tion to grooming, indicating a desire either to
groom or, moreoften, to be groomed. Individu-
als will present preferentially the chest, the back,
or the genitals. The ritualization of these pos-
tures generally becomes more obviousin direct
proportion to the animals’ lack of mutual famil-
larity and the degree to which dominancerela-
tions are strained. By contrast, this ritualization
does not appear between mother and infant
(Gautier-Hion, 1971b).

Genital presentation, which is often asso-
ciated with lip smacking, occurs in both sexual
and variousothersocial contacts. From the qual-
itative point of view, “normal’’ presentation,
with the animalerect onits paws,is distinguished
from crouched presentation, with the individual
on bent legs and with a curved back (Fig. 22).
The latter is generally found in threatened or
strongly dominated animals. It seems to be the
rule in female patas and hamadryas (Hall, 1965;
Kummerand Kurt, 1965).

‘‘Copulatory” presentation preceding genital
sniffing, mounting, or copulation by the maleis
frequent and obviousin the baboons, macaques,
and mangabeys, and also exists in the Colobus
spp. It is less distinct in the guenons,in whichit
does not receive the emphasis that it gets in the
baboons.In forest monkeys, presentation is of-
ten made with the body arched and thetail
curled on the side (C. neglectus) or in the form of
a question mark (C. cephus, C. ascanius); the ani-
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Fig. 22. “Crouched” presentation in Colobus

badius: a female carrying a newbornpresentsherself to
an adult male (Gombe National Park; photo by T. H.
Clutton-Brok.)

mal looksat its partner with a pout, which may
be accompaniedbya call.

Nonsexual presentation, although indeed
manifested by males, is essentially a female be-

havior (Hall, 1962). It can precede grooming,
passing byorsitting downin the proximity of a
congener, or handling of an infant held by its
mother (Fig. 23). When displayed by a dominant
animal,it indicates friendly intentions and seems
to inhibit the flight reaction of the one being
approached. Mutual presentations between

males can thus be observed. Presentation 1s also
frequent during agonistic behavior in which the

pursued animal stops and exhibits its genitals.

Mostauthors considerit as having a role in the
cessation of aggressive manifestations, in
progress or potential (Carpenter, 1942; Hall,
1962; Altmann, 1962; Poirier, 1970a). Chalmers

(1968) has shown with a band of Ce. albigena in

the wild that interindividual approaches accom-

paniedby presentation significantly reduced the
probability of aggressive behavior.

Fig. 23. A dominant female of a Cercocebus albigena
group presents her genitals to a young infant held by
its mother before entering in contact with the former.
(Paimpont; photo by B. Deputte.)

As Carpenter (1942) noted, presentation is a

‘‘ereeting gesture.” In subordinate monkeysit 1s
a gesture acknowledging the status of a con-
gener, and in dominantanimalsit is a manifesta-
tion of momentary “friendly intentions.” This
seems obvious, the moreso since the presenting
animalis quite vulnerable. Hall (1962) stresses

that this pattern hasa role in status recognition
among males in baboon groups, in which the
dominantindividuals are those to which the most
presentations are addressed. In forest guenons
presentation rarely occurs as an invitation to in-
terindividual encounters, except occasionally

duringplay or as a prelude to mounting in young

males. It is also observed in young males toward
an adult male (C. nictitans, C. cephus, C. pogonias,
pers. obs.) and can be associated with pouting
(which is found in receptive females) and/or

trilled calls (Fig. 24).

The grimace can also precede certain peace-

ful encounters and assume a meaning rather
close to lip smacking, with whichit can be asso-
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Fig. 24. “Arched”’ presentation, associated with

pouting in a young male Cercopithecus pogonias. Note
the position of the left rear paw. (Paimpont.)

ciated in the same sequence. It appears some-
times in threatened animals (see below) and
sometimes in dominantindividuals; thus a male
gelada going toward a female exhibits a grimace
with the upperlip raised, to which he mayaddlip
smacking (von Spivak, 1971) (Fig. 25). Altmann
(1962) points out a similar behavior in rhesus
males.

Variousfacial expressions, which may or may
not be specific variations of the grimace, have
been described. A notable case is the mandrill’s
“‘eight-smile face,’ which is associated, like the
snarl-smacking face of Ce. albigena, with head
shaking. Sometimesconsideredto be a friendly
modeof approach (Bernstein, 1970a), this smile
may be an ambivalent approach-flight manifesta-
tion, similar to the behaviorof Ce. albigena. Note
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Fig. 25. An adult male Theropithecus gelada curls his

upperlip during a peaceful contact. (Photo by H.Spi-
vak.)

also the “high grin face” of Cynopithecus niger
(Bernstein, 1970a), which may correspond to a
species-specific exacerbation of the grimace.

Head waggingis also presentin forest Cercopi-
thecus like C. nictitans or C. cephus and appearsin
ambivalent situations. In C. neglectus it is asso-
ciated with closed-mouth chewing movements.

Lip smacking, presentation, various grim-
aces, and head waggingareall displays indicat-
ing social tendencies in which elementsofthreat
are rare or absent. They are followed by an ab-
sence of partner reaction or by a reduction of
interindividual distance and an increase in the
probability of short-range exchanges. Displayed
at medium orclose range, they are often a pre-
lude to tactile and olfactory exchanges in which
the animals, being mutually vulnerable, need
previous assurancesofthe peaceful intentions of
the partner. Like the majority of close-rangesig-
nals, whether vocal, visual, or tactile, these be-
havioral patterns are increasingly ritualized in
direct proportion to the degree to which partner
relations are unstable or strained. This may be
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one of the reasons why lip smacking and grim-
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scribes a similar facial display with protruding

aces appear to have ambivalent meanings in jaws and swollen cheeks, accompanied by wheez-

which approach-flight tendencies are closely as-

sociated.
It is notable that visual exchanges that indi-

cate the mood of the partner are essentially

present in guenonsintheir original function(lip

smacking and grooming; presentation and copu-

lation), but rarely occur outside of these func-

tional contexts, as though they had not acquired

any ritualized social function in these species.

The infrequency of these signals parallels the

underdevelopment of ‘“‘personalized’’-contact

vocal signals. Rowell (1971) justly thinks thatthis

‘lack of appeasementandpolicing are probably

the fundamental differences between the behav-

ior of guenons and the baboon-mangabey-

macaque genera.’
In various species, sexual encounteris ac-

companied by differentiated visual exchanges.

The grimace may appear during copulation or
mounting between males. It can be associated
with lip smackingor teeth chattering (P. ursinus,
P. anubis: Hall, 1962; Hall and Devore, 1965;

Saayman, 1970; M. mulatta: Southwick et al.,

1965; Lindburgh, 1971; M. fuscata: Itani, 1963;

M. fasciculans: Angst, 1974; M. sinica: C. M. Hla-
dik, pers. comm.; M. talapoin, Ce. albigena, Ce.
galeritus: Gautier-Hion, 1971b and pers. obs.).
These facial displays, which may be associated

with calls (see above), indicate the individual ex-

citation level: the visual signal does not seem

very communicative since the partners do not
usually perceive it (Fig. 26).

The facial displays and gestures that precede

copulation are of a more obviousfunction, seem-

ing to facilitate sexual encounter. Pouting with

protruding lips appears quite frequently in

receptive females. This pouting with or without

calls exists in M. fuscata (Itami, 1963), P. ursinus

(Hall, 1962; Saayman, 1970), Ce. torquatus, Ce.

galeritus, Ce. albigena, C. nictitans, C. cephus, C. po-

gonias (pers. obs.). In the patas, Hall (1965) de-

ing and chortling sounds. An apparently identi-

cal behavior has been observed in C. neglectus

(pers. obs.). Finally, the well-known “‘jaw thrust”

(Kaufmann and Rosenblum, 1966) of M/. nemes-

trina and M.radiata seemsto be an exacerbation

of this same pattern. In M. nemestrina, this display

is frequent, especially in males, and appears in

varied contexts. In this species, as in the bonnet

macaque, the male accompaniesit with a lateral

head shaking reminiscent of a male Ce. albigena

inviting a receptive female to approach.
In Cercopithecus, the receptive female com-

bines this pout with an “‘arched”’ presentation, so

that the face and posterior are simultaneously

directed toward the partner. The same pout,

with or withoutcalls, occurs in most species dur-

ing copulation (Fig. 27).
Finally, there is the play face (“relaxed open

mouth face”’ of van Hooff, 1967), which appears

either as an invitation from a distance or during
the acting out of the behavior. Andrew (1963a)
has commented onits relationship to aggressive

faces. As in the latter, the teeth are uncovered

but there is an obvious difference in the eyes,

whichare often “‘slitted”’ or partially closed (Fig.

28).

Signals Associated with Agonistic Interindividual
Relations

A particularly large number of visual ex-
changes occur in agonistic behaviors, for which

they constitute the essential basis of signaliza-
tion, enriched by a great numberof graded vo-

calizations (see above). The descriptionsof these
offensive or defensive signals have been at-

tempted (see van Hooff, 1962, 1967; Hinde and

Rowell, 1962), but remain unsatisfactory. The

problemis thatit is necessary to classify the sig-

nals into separate patterns, which do not take

accountof their extremevariability or the behav-

ioral dynamics. In this respect, the methods sug-



 
Fig. 26. Grimace during copulation in Macaca

sinica. (Ceylon; photo by C. M. Hladick.)

 
Fig. 27. Pout associated with inhaled-exhaledcall

during copulation in an adult female Cercocebus al-
bigena. (Paimpont; photo by A. R. Devez, CNRS.)

gested by Altmann (1965) should permit great
progress in understanding behavioral sequence
chains.

Manyparts of the body are activated either
simultaneously or separately in signals linked

Fig. 28. “Play face” ina young female Cercopithecus
nictitans. (Paimpont.)

with aggression-flight: eyes, eyelids, eyebrows,
scalp, ears, lips, tail, legs and arms. Because of
this fact, the same open-mouthface, with teeth
exhibited, may have different meanings depend-
ing on whether the animal’s ears are erect or
lying down, whether the animalis leaning for-
ward or apparently recoiling, whetherits posture
is straight or crouched,or whetheritstail points
up or is bent down.

An animal engaged in an agonistic action is
rarely completely confident. Ifit is, there is no
real agonistic exchange but rather a defined and
stable dominance relation in which a simple
glance is sufficient to “repress” a partner. In a
real agonistic exchange, on the contrary, each
animal must at every instant take into account
the slightest behavioral variations of the other.
‘Therefore, no matter what species is under con-
sideration,it appearsthat signals associated with
agegression-flight generally include the most
graded ones ofthe species repertoires, dealing
as much with vocalizations (see above) as with
visual exchanges.

Several general traits can nevertheless be
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shown: The look can be fixed and intense. The

emitting animalstares directly at its partner,its

eyes only slightly widened, with the eyelids

barely raised and the upper lip perhaps pouting

slightly (e.g., M. mulatta: Hinde and Rowell,

1962; and C.nictitans, Fig. 29). This type of look

is characteristic of a threatening monkey.Anani-

mal neverstares at a partner in peaceful group

exchanges, which are madewith simple glances

or vague looks (except lip smacking). On the

other hand, an animal that has beenstared at or

threatened turns away and deliberately looks in

the opposite direction from the partner. This

looking awaycan indicate both submission or an

attempt at nonparticipation. It can be observed

 
Fig. 29. ‘Stare’ associated with a slight pout in a

male sub-adult Cercopithecus nictitans. (Paimpont; photo
by A. R. Devez, CNRS.)
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in a dominant animal in responseto a fearful

glance from a dominated monkey,in which case

it indicates nonaggression.

Between these two types, numerous other

looks are manifested. Altmann (1962) and Ber-

trand (1969) mention the fearful look character-

istic of a potentially threatened animal. In Ce.

albigena a female in estrus assumesthis fearful

look while glancing at the dominant maleif an-

other male follows her with his eyes (pers. obs.).

Bertrand also notes a look of feigned indiffer-

ence when a dominatedindividual pretends not

to see the threat or stare of the male, and a look

of feigned interest when the threatened monkey

intensely busies itself with tail grooming or a

random object. These subtle looks can evidently

be expressed by all monkeys and appear to be

capable of reducing congener aggression.

Thestare is intensified by a numberof grad-

ual facial movements:raising the eyelids, which

is particularly obvious and repeatable in fairly

rapid succession in the macaques, baboons, and

mangabeys; raising the eyebrows, which reveals

the supra-oculary region with perhaps colored

eyelids, often of a striking white (7h. gelada: von

Spivak, 1971; M. fascicularis: Angst, 1974; and

Fig. 30: Ce. torquatus); retraction of the scalp,

which reinforces the disclosure of the eyelids;

and pulling the ears back, which accentuates the

stretching of the face.

All these elements are particularly clear in

monkeys of an open habitat, as well as in the

mangabeys andthetalapoin.In the Cercopithecus

spp., however, movementof the ears is hidden

by the abundanthair surrounding them, and so

are raising of the eyelids and retracting of the

scalp. These actions are perceptible in C. cephus

and C. pogonias and to slight degree in C. nicti-

tans, but are almost nonexistent in de Brazza’s

monkeys. On the other hand, in various manga-

beys and baboons, scalp movements are accen-

tuated by the presence of toupets or side-
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Fig. 30. “Stare,” exhibition of white eyelids,

“open mouth threat face,” associated with grunting,
and hair erection in a young male Macaca fascicularis
during a chase. (Photo by W. Angst, 1974, in Fort-
schnitte der Verhaltensforschung.)

whiskers that can be turned downor flaunted.
Various mouth expressions have been de-

scribed by van Hooff (1962, 1967), who com-
pares their appearancein the different species.
The staring open mouth face, or open mouth
threat face, appears very generally. It is asso-
ciated with the stare; the stretching of the eyel-
ids, scalp, and ears toward the back: and a more
or less open mouth, frequently in an ““O” shape,
is particularly obvious in the macaques, butitis
Just as obviousin a Cercopithecus like C. cephus, for
example. In C. diana (van Hooff, 1967), the patas
(Hall et al., 1965), and C. neglectus (pers. obs.),
the open mouth face appears repeatedly, the
mouth opening widely without the teeth being
exposed. Poirier (1970a) also notes “air biting”
in the langurs, which seems comparable. Sudden
openings and closings of the mouth have also
been pointed out in the gelada (von Spivak,
1971).
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The open mouththreat face appears in most
species as an expression of threat, although
Struhsaker (1967a), who termsit “gaping,” at-
tributes to it a sense of defensive threat, and
Deag (pers. comm.) points out thatit is rarely
followed byattack in the barbary macaque. This
face is frequently associated with a lowering of
the head (baboons, macaques) or ‘head bob”
(P. hamadryas, macaques, langurs, mangabeys,
guenons). In the forest guenons, head bob and
forearm jerking, which are both associated with
the stare, are so rigid and jerky that the animals
look like jacks in the box. Thus the name “ho-
cheur,”’ given in French to C. nictitans, could as
well be applied to C. cephus.

During a threat, animals can jumpin place
(baboons, guenons), slap the ground,strike in
the direction of a partner (baboons, macaques,
langurs, mangabeys, patas, guenons), make sud-
den forward movements (macaques,patas, gue-
nons). These threats are sometimes followed by
real pursuits, with grasping of the scalp andbit-
ing, or false pursuits, where the partneris never
caught (see Kummer, 1957; Kummerand Kurt,
1965; Bertrand, 1969).

Hair erection appears during agonistic be-
haviorin several baboons(notably in hamadryas,
gelada), in M.speciosa, M. fascicularis (Fig. 30), Ce.
galeritus, and C. neglectus. It indicates an ‘“‘emo-
tional”’ activation of the autonomous system and
does not seem to be connected with approach
any more than with flight. In the stumptail, Ber-
trand (1969) considers it to be a “mixture of
aggression and fear.”’

In many species a “‘bared-teeth threat face”
(van Hooff, 1962) associated with the stare pro-
longs the “O”-shaped mouth(Fig. 31). It can be
considered offensive or defensive. In the tala-
poin,it is the usual threat face. When associated
with scalp andearretraction, it is often followed
by attack. It becomes defensive when the scalp
and ears come forward (Gautier-Hion, 1971b).

One or morefacial displays derived from the
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Fig. 31. ‘“Bared teeth threat face”’ in an adult male

Cercopithecus neglectus. (Paimpont: photo by A. R.
Devez, CNRS.)

grimace are generally manifested by threatened

animals. The lips are more orless turned up,

revealing the clenched teeth (macaques, ba-

boons, langurs, mangabeys, guenons, patas).

These grimacesare either silent or associated

with many geckers, screams, and screeches,

which,as we have seen, are common to a number

of different species. The lifting ofthe lip 1s par-

ticularly obviousin the gelada (von Spivak, 1971;

Fedigan, 1972), where thelip can be rolled com-

pletely back. This rolling up is also observed in

a threat. It is not very apparent in guenons, and

especially rare in infants, whose facial displays

associated with geckers or screams are mostly

characterized by enlargement of the eyes and

lifting of the eyelids (Fig. 32).

A threatened animal mayalso respondbydi-

recting a threat face to a third animal. These

redirected threats, particularly well described in

the hamadryas (Kummer and Kurt, 1965) but

also present in manyspecies (e.g., gelada: von

Spivak, 1971; mangabeys: pers. obs.; guenons:

Gautier-Hion, 1971b; Rowell, 1971), seem par-

Fig. 32. Facial display associated with a “scream”
in an infant Cercopithecus nictitans. (Paimpont.)

ticularly frequent in captivity. Under these con-

ditions, chain reactions can involve the entire

group of animals (see Rowell, 1971).
Special mention should be made of yawning,

which so many authors have noted in so many

species: the baboons (Bolwig, 1959; Hall and

DeVore, 1965; Hall, 1968a; Kummer, 1968;

Stoltz et al., 1970), gelada (von Spivak, 1971;

Fedigan, 1972), macaques (Hinde and Rowell,

1962; Simonds, 1965; Kaufman and Rosenblum,

1966; Bertrand, 1969; Angst, 1973, 1974), lan-

gurs (Poirier, 1970a), Cercocebus spp. (Chalmers,

1968; Bernstein, 1970a; Quris, 1973), Cercopi-

thecus spp. (Gautier, 1971 and pers. obs.), tala-

poin (Gautier-Hion, 1971b; Wolfheim and

Rowell, 1972). In Papio anubis and ursinus, as well

as in Ce. albigena (Chalmers, 1968), yawning 1s

considered a threat display. Most authors, how-

ever, observing that yawningis often undirected

and can even be donewith closed eyes, think that

it has no more than very low communicative

value and constitutes rather an individual ex-

pression of an animal, hence its name: ‘‘tension

yawning” (Fig. 33).
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Fig. 33. Nondirected “tension yawning”in a male

Macaca fascicularis. (Photo by W. Angst.)

Studies in progressin the cause and function
of this behavior on two captive groups of Ce.
albigena (Deputte, pers. comm.) show that yawn-
ing is quite generally evoked in males by situa-
tions exterior to group life, coming either from
exchanges between two groups(see also Angst,
1973) or disturbed situations (potential or real
predator). They also show that yawningby males
elicits no response within the group, even
though it may evoke a kind of outbidding be-
tween males of the same group whenassociated
with shaking in ritualized sequences, or more
rarely between males of neighboring groups.
Rather than a threat, so-called tension yawning
appears to be a display that expresses status
among males.

These generalities about visual signals occur-
ring in agonistic contexts show the close rela-
tionship between basic signals in different
species. There are, however, profound differ-
ences in sequence chains. A Cercopithecus making
a threat, stares, opens its mouth in a figure ‘“‘O,”’
violently wags its head, and jumps up and down
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on its hind legs. These different elements are
repeated in turn, intensely and rigidly, without
any gradual blending from oneto the other. Un-
der the same conditions and beginning with the
samebasic elements, a Ce. galeritus will modulate
and refine these various patterns. It does not
sustain thestare, but raisesits eyelids, relaxesits
eyes, threatens with open mouth, then makes a
defensive face, approachesits partner while lip
smacking, and then stops with tail erect before
making a false pursuit.

Schematically, one could say that a Cercopi-
thecus attacks or is attacked; a baboon, macaque,
or mangabey has more subtle individual rela-
tions, which take into account the slightest
changesin partnerattitude, associated with both
threat and appeasement behavior, and they
sometimes exaggerate various reactions to the
extent of a bluff. A female Cercopithecus pursued
by a male flees, lies down, and grimaces and

screams when the male reaches her. A female
mangabey multiplies defensive expressions,
which are mixed with lip smacking and presenta-
tions and combined with excessively violent
screams, the intensity of which appears to bear
little relation to the potential threat. This em-
phasis is absent in guenons, where aggressive
manifestations are rare and of short duration
anyway.

In baboons, macaques, and mangabeys, regu-
lation of intragrouprelations by visual mecha-
nisms is ceaseless and subtle, linked with
frequentlooks that yield continuous information
on the activity of neighbors. In woodland gue-
nons, the lack of facial expressiveness and the
passivity of exchanges causesreactionsto be less
predictable and subtle, and less susceptible to
modulation. These features incontestably indi-
cate a less-developed socialization, correlating
with a lesser degree of exchangeritualization. In
species with more open habitats, many signals
have developedincreasingritualization,liberat-
ing them from their original functional context
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in order to give them anincreasingly social sig-

nificance.

OLFACTORYAND TACTILE SIGNALS

Olfactory communication in Old World mon-

keys has received relatively little attention, in

part because ofthe relative absence of special-
ized skin glands in these species and in part be-

cause olfactory signals do not appear to be an

indispensable means of communication imani-

mals with vision as highly developed as that of
the monkeys. This excellent vision has warped

humanobservation;thusall primatologists deal-
ing with genital presentation posture treat it as

an essentially visual signal because that is what
the observereffectively perceives (see Bertrand,

1971). Nevertheless, Michael and Keverne

(1970) have shown in the rhesus, that although

the sexual skin of a femaleis sufficient to attract
the attention of a male, it is still ineffective in

activating his sexual behavior.
As Moynihan (1967) points out for New

World monkeys, the importance of olfactory

communication is doubtless greater than the

studies would suggest. In these monkeys, as in
those of the Old World, any object or individual

that is new or has returned after an absenceis
first sniffed or touched and then intensively

sniffed by its congeners. Visual recognition of
the new arrival seems to be only a quick means

of orienting exploration, which is subsequently
madeprecise andrefined by olfaction.

Sniffings are directed to various parts of the
body: genitals, abdomen, snout, armpit, or fur.

They occur in relatively stereotyped postures,
which often imply tactile exchanges probably re-

sulting from the olfactory capacities of the indi-

viduals, which do not operate at a distance, as 1s

the case for other mammals. Most observers

have therefore retained only the tactile signal.

Thus Marler (1965), going back to the list of

behavioral features that appear when a stranger
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congener is introduced into a baboon group

(Hall, 1962), emphasizes the wealth of tactile

stimuli provoked by the introduction: genital-

stomach nuzzling, rump nuzzling, back-fur nuz-

zling, and mouth-head kissing are considered

principally contact exchanges.
At present, no experimental proof permits us

to assign a particular role to olfaction in these
activities, but the fact that they are all accom-

plished with the nose and directed preferentially

to specific parts of the body suggests that the

olfactory elementplays somerole. Thus, we will

deal with tactile and olfactory signals simulta-

neously when behavioral patterns appear to 1m-
ply both types of signal.

Olfactory or Olfactory and Tactile Signals
Sniffing of genitals is without doubt the most

widespreadof these signals. It occurs primarily
in sexual encounters, provoked either by female

presentation (Fig. 34) or by the initiative of a

male forcing a female to stand up (M. radiata:
Nadler and Rosenblum, 1973; Cercopithecus spp.:
Booth, 1962; M. talapoin: Scruton and Herbert,

 
Fig. 34. A young male Macaca fascicularis inspects

the genitals of a female in presentation. (Photo by W.
Angst, 1974, in Fortschritte der Verhaltensforschung .)
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1970; Gautier-Hion, 1971b; Ce. albigena: pers.
obs.). It can also occur temporarily as a check on
the sexual state of the female. Thus in M. radiata
(Simonds, 1965) or M.sinica (VJJay, 1965b) during
the course of the day, in a veritable patrol, the

males sniff the genitals of all the females in the
group.

Sniffing is carried out directly or by means of
sniffing a finger that has touched the vaginal
orifice. These sniffings are rather infrequentin
the guenons,but occur very often in mangabeys
and certain macaques (Chalmers, 1973) and are
also present in the baboons (Hall and DeVore,

1965) and gelada (von Spivak, 1971). They are
rare in langurs, and Poirier (1970a) only ob-
served four in P. johnu during 1,250 hours of
observation.

Michael and Keverne (1968) have demon-
strated the existence of a pheromoneofvaginal
origin (‘short-chain aliphatic acids’’: Michael et
al., 1971) that acts on the sexual activity of male
rhesus throughthe olfactory pathway.It is prob-
able that similar mechanismsare presentin other
species andthat the function of genital sniffing is
to collect information about the state of the
females’ cycles.

In several species genital sniffing is mutual
and assumesa stereotyped form. In C. mitis (Ro-
well, 1971), C. nictitans, C. pogonias, C. cephus
(pers. obs.), a male and a female face in opposite
directions and circle while sniffing each other’s
genitals. In the mangabeys, a numberof pos-
tures imply mutual sniffing. Bernstein (1970a)
describes the side-to-side posture in Ce. atys,
where the two congeners mutually sniff their
ano-genital parts, with armsandlegs passed over
the back of the congener. A similar posture is
present in Ce. albigena (Fig. 35,c,f), especially
among females. Reciprocal ano-genital contacts
predominantly between males have also been de-
scribed in M. radiata (Kaufmann and Rosen-
blum, 1966).
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Fig.35. Various sniffing postures in Cercocebus al-

bigena (see text). (Paimpont.)

Further variations of these sniffings exist in
Ce. albigena (pers. obs., Fig. 35,d,e); one individ-
ual maysit astride anotherorlie on it in reversed
posture, putting its genitals on the nose of the
other while it sniffs the congener’s genitals. Fig.
36 shows a female carrying an infant while en-
gaged in such behavior with another female.

Sniffings with or without manipulation of the
ano-genital parts is also very widespread with
respect to newborns,especially duringtheirfirst
months (baboons: DeVore, 1963; Hall and

DeVore, 1965; langurs: Jay, 1963, 1965b; M.
radiata: Rosenblum and Kaufman, 1967; M. speci-

osa: Bertrand, 1969; Cynopithecus niger: Poirier,
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1970b; .VW. talapoin: Gautier-Hion, 1971b; M. syi-

vana: Deag and Crook, 1971; C. aethiops: Struh-

saker, 1967a; Ce. albigena, Ce. torquatus, C. ascanius:

pers. obs.).
In Ce. albigena, M. talapoin, and M.speciosa, the

mother and the other females frequently exam-
ine an infant’s genitals. They lift the juvenile’s
tail and visually, tactilely, and/or olfactorily in-
spect its genitals. The role of olfaction is very
clear when a mother turns her infant upside
down,putting its genitals next to her nose (Fig.
37).

In .W. radiata, these examinations are re-

served to male infants. In C. aethiops, only

females participate in them, whereas in the

stumptail, the mangabeys, and the talapoin,
sniffingsattract the attention ofthe entire group.

Muzzle contact—an individual touching its
nose to the muzzle of a congener—has been de-
scribed in most species(e.g., ““mouth-kissing”’ in
P. ursinus: Hall, 1962; ‘‘mouth to mouth” in P.

anubis: Halland DeVore, 1965; “maul beriechen”’
in Th. gelada: von Spivak, 1971; “sniff at” in M.
mulatta: Altmann, 1962; ‘‘sniffing at face” in M.

radiata: Simonds, 1965; ‘“‘sniffs at” in P. hama-

dryas: Kummer, 1957, 1968; and Co. guereza:

Horwich and Lafrance, 1972; ‘‘muzzle-muzzle’”’

in £. patas: Hall, 1965; and C. aethiops: Struh-

saker, 1967a; “‘museau-museau’”’ in talapoin:

Gautier-Hion, 1971b; ‘‘nose to mouth”’ in Cer-

copithecus albogulanis: Rowell, 1971).

In the baboons, as in the mangabeys, this

behavioris relatively rare and is often associated
with alimentary behavior. In the Cercopithecus
spp., on the other hand, muzzle-muzzle exami-
nation is frequent (Fig. 38), and Struhsaker
(1967a) notes that in the vervet it can be asso-

ciated with grooming,play, and penile displays,
and can precede a sniffing of the perineum or a
heterosexual mounting as well as follow intense

agonistic encounters.
Several other modes of sniffing occur.

Sniffing of the ventral part of the abdomenexists
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Fig. 36. Female Cercocebus albigena carrying an in-

fant and engaged in reciprocal ano-genital sniffings
with anotherfemale. (Paimpont; photo by A.R. Devez,
CNRS.)

 
Fig. 37. Sniffing of a young male infant’s genital

organs by its mother, Cercocebus albigena. (Paimpont;
photo by A. R. Devez, CNRS.)
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Fig. 38. A juvenile male Cercopithecus mnictitans

comesto sniff the muzzle of an adult male. (Paimpont;
photo by A. R. Devez, CNRS.)

in the baboons(‘genital nuzzling” of P. ursinus:

Hall, 1962), the vervet (‘‘face in inguinal re-

gion’’: Struhsaker, 1967a), the gelada (where the

partner examinesthe “abdominal beads”: Bern-

stein, 1970a), and C. nictitans (pers. obs.).

Other sniffing, mouthing, or chewing, in

which a partner’s muzzle “digs” in the fur of a

congener, occureither in the dorsal fur (“back-

fur nuzzling”’ of the chacma baboon:Hall, 1962,

sniffing of the back in Colobus guereza: Horwich

and Lafrance, 1972) or behind the head or on the

side of the neck (M. talapoin: Gautier-Hion,

1971b). Subsequently, they are included in mu-

tual embracing behavior along with mouthing

and chewing ofthe neck skin (cf. Fig. 35a).
Kissing is an equally widespread behavior

that seems to be moretactile than olfactory. In
Miopithecus and Cercopithecus spp., however,kiss-
ing often implies sniffing; in these speciesit ap-

pears to derive from the neck-snifhng behavior
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of a mother toward an infant huddling in her

arms (Gautier-Hion, 1971b).

Kissing can be ventro-dorsal (e.g., baboons:

Hall and DeVore,1965; langurs: Jay, 1965b), but

ventro-ventral kissing is more generally ob-

served with the partners face to face, holding

each other (various macaques, baboons, manga-

beys, Cercopithecus spp., Erythrocebus, Miopithecus).

It is especially frequent between adult males and

can be accompanied by grinning,lip smacking,

tongue-clicking (M. radiata, M. nemestrina, tala-

poin, etc.), or vocalizations (P. johnu, talapoin).

In the gelada (von Spivak, 1971), it 1s accom-

paniedbylifting of the upperlip. In variousspe-
cies, kissing is followed by mouthing, sniffing or

chewingof the neck or sometimes the shoulder

skin, but it never goes as far as real biting (lan-

gurs, macaques,talapoins, baboons).

It must be noted that the guenonspossess a

characteristic odorin the fold of the neck behind

the head. Perhapsit is simply caused by an accu-

mulation of sweat; it seems partially species-

specific. In Ce. albigena, a particularly distinct

odorof flour is released from the armpit, which

is sniffed by females, one lifting her arm at the

approach of another (Fig.35b).
Thus, although Old World monkeysare con-

sidered to makelittle use of olfaction, they have

developed an importantseries of signals con-

cerning regions that release particular odors,

signals that set in playrelatively stereotyped pos-

tures that are common throughout several spe-

cies. It is clear that the distinction between the

tactile and olfactory parts of a signal is more or

less arbitrary for most of the behavior patterns

we have described, and it is quite difficult to

know whichtakesthe leadat the level of message

transmission.
The function of these olfactory and tactile

exchanges is not always obvious. Nevertheless,

most authors consider them to be ritualized

greeting behavior, of which certain ones are

clearly linked to dominance: in M. radiata (Si-
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monds, 1965; Sugiyama, 1971) sniffing of the
muzzle can occur between animals of equalrank,
but is more often performed by a dominantani-
mal on one of lower rank. In C. albogularis (Ro-
well, 1971), in 61 percentofall casesthis snifing
is directed toward superior individuals in the hi-
erarchy and principally toward adult males.It is
the same in C. nictitans, where juvenile males
cometo sniff the muzzle of an adult maleafterit
has emitted loud calls (pers. obs.). Similarly,
Kummer(1968) considers it to be a gesture of
“cautious approach”in P. hamadryas.

This sniffing of the muzzle may have origi-
nally been a way of exploring what a partner was
eating, or more generally whatever it may have
been doing (vocal emissions, for example). Hall
(1962) rightly thinksthatit serves in the acquisi-
tion of alimentary habits in young individuals.
Dependingonthespecies,it has acquired a more
or less importantritualization. It is curious that
in forest guenonsit is the most frequently used
pattern for interindividual encounters, whereas
in the baboons, which have developed numerous
signals for this purpose, the muzzle-muzzle
seems to have maintainedits “‘primitive’” func-
tion.

Examination of the conditions under which
these variousolfactory and tactile exchangesoc-
cur yields complementary information about
their role. These signals are generally activated
by the presence of a newindividual in the group
(newborn orstranger), after any strong distur-
bance andespecially after agonistic behaviors, or
during encounters between adult males during a
particular excitation and especially in the pres-
ence of females in estrus.

Thus, the birth of an infant provokessniffing
from partorall of the group for several weeks or
months. This signal, considered by various au-
thors to be a greeting, seemsoriginally to have
been a way to recognize and integrate a new-
comer. Such signals yield indications aboutits
sex and eventually aboutits personal odors. In-
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dividuals, butprincipally the mother, can with
these sniffings, make an “olfactory identification
card for the infant,” the odor perhaps playing a
role in reinforcing maternalties. In the talapoins
and mangabeysthesesniffings are reactivated by
any disturbance andare frequentafter the child
has beencarried by another female. Horwich and
Lafrance (1972) make the same remark for the
back sniffings of the infant Colodus.

The introduction of a new individualinto the
group provokes a recrudescence oftactile and
olfactory exchanges in the same way; this has
also been clearly shown by Hall (1962) in the
chacma baboon, where the stranger is sniffed;

individuals into a group oftalapoins(pers. obs.).
Furthermore,an individual that has been tempo-
rarily separated from its groupis treated in the
same way, as though visual recognition were in-
sufficient for its reintegration.

In a stable group, sniffing or kissing occurs
during situations of high excitation. Thus male
kissing takes place in the presence of females in
estrus, after conflict, or when males unexpect-
edly run into each other. This behavior reduces
social tension, making a sort of truce between
two congeners. For Kaufman and Rosenblum
(1966), kissing reflects a “temporary state of
dominance equivalence.” In the lutong, kissing
occurs in periods of apparent distress. It some-
times becomesa collective behavior, with all the
group membersprecipitating toward each other,
kissing and giving piercing calls (Bernstein,
1968).

These exchangestherefore constitute ritual-
ized gestures in a stable group. Originally, and
under changing conditions, they probably retain
a function in species and individual recognition
among group members. Odor mayplay a role
here in the creation and reinforcementofsocial
ties.
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The use of odors for individual recognition
and integration of group membersis a universal
trait of insect societies (Wilson, 1968) and is also
well known in a number of mammals (Mykyto-
wycz, 1972). Perhaps primates retain primitive
traits to varying degrees. It remains to be seen

alization ofexchanges accompaniesa decreasein
the role played by olfaction.

The recent experiments of Kaplan and Rus-
sel (1974) with infant squirrel monkeys showthat
olfaction plays an importantrole in the mother-
infant social attachment and seems to be more
active than the visual information furnished bya
surrogate. This seems to be an unexplored ave-
nue in the understanding of primate societies.

Tactile Signals
Tactile exchanges are particularly numerous

in a group of monkeysin active (e.g., grooming,
kissing) or passive situations (“huddling to-
gether”). None of these exchanges should be
underestimated for the understanding ofsocial
regulation because the fact that one individual
accepts contact with a congener whereasanother
refuses it constitutes the key to the social orga-
nization ofa group andthespatial distribution of
its members. Unfortunately, not being able to
understand the messagereceived by an individ-
ualin contact with a congener, we are reduced to
describing the differentiated behavioral patterns
(Marler, 1965). In several tactile exchanges,
these different patterns do not exist: two individ-
uals simply sit downside by side or back to back.
The best measure we haveis to note the fre-
quency and duration ofthese postures.

Marler (1965) distinguishes two broad cate-
gories oftactile stimuli on the basis of the behav-
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identity of the displaying monkey, and their clas-
sification is not simple. Thus the same push with
the hand by an adult 7 speciosa manifested in
orderto take the place of a congener and bring-
ing ona distancing between individuals, is used
by juveniles as an invitation to play, inducing a
reduction in interindividual distance (Bertrand,
1969).

“Negative”’ tactile exchangesinclude all nox-
ious signals that occur in agonistic behaviors.
They range from hair grasping to slapping and
biting andareoften associatedwith visualthreats
or calls. These various elements are commonto
all species, but some of them have developed
stereotyped behavior in which the gesture is
preferentially directed toward a particular area
of the body. Thus the male hamadryas ‘“‘symboli-
cally” bites his females at the base of the neck
duringhis ‘“‘herding”’ behavior (Kummer, 1959),
whereasin aggressive behavior, female andjuve-
nile vervets preferentially bite their partners’
tails (Struhsaker, 1967a). Symbolic biting of the
tail is also commonin Ce. galeritus and Ce. albigena
males. The latter, following olfactory control,
may “‘bite” the sexual skin of a female (Fig. 39).

 
Fig. 39. An adult male Cercocebus albigena ‘‘bites”’

the sexual skin,after sniffing it, of a femalein presen-
tation. (Paimpont; photo by B. Deputte.)
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“Neck-biting” or “chewing” is frequent in

the baboons (Hall and DeVore, 1965), the bon-

net macaque (Simonds, 1965, Sugiyama, 1971),

the vervets (Struhsaker, 1967a), and the tala-

poins (Gautier-Hion, 1971b). It occurs mostly

during kissing in the last three species.

Mounting behavior constitutes complex ex-

changes during whichtactile signals occur, fre-

quently associated with characteristic facial

displays and vocal or nonvocal sounds. Thus, in

various species, male mounting is accompanied

by a “grin face” and the emission of complex

phrases(e.g., P. ursinus: Hall, 1962; M. fuscata:

Itani, 1963; M. talapoin: Gautier-Hion, 1971b;

Gautier, 1974). Male mounting is observed es-

pecially in moments of tension, for example,

in the presence of females in estrus (Hall and

DeVore, 1965; Gautier-Hion, 1971b). Hetero-

sexual mounting is the most frequent type (see

Bernstein, 1970b); mounting between adult

females is rare, but can be observed whenoneor

both females are in heat (e.g., in talapoins and

mangabeys:pers. obs.), and a mother will mount

a female who presents herself (baboons: Hall

and DeVore, 1965).

Mounting frequently occurs before or after

grooming, in play, and during agonistic ex-

changes. It is generally considered an indication

of dominance (see Bernstein, 1970b). In some

species, its frequency is clearly correlated with

group hierarchy, based on aggressive exchanges

(e.g., P. anubis). In others the correlation is less

obvious, and Simonds(1965) remarksthat in M.

radiata, inferior individuals can mount dominant

ones and sometimesthelatter force the former

to do so.
Contacts bringing the handintoplay are nu-

merous (see negative contacts). ‘“Touching”’ is

described in P. johnii as a “‘mildly assertive ges-

ture,” but it also acts as a gesture of reassurance

after a fight. Similarly, in M. radiata, ‘hand

stretching” and “gentle touching”of oneindi-

vidual by another seems to appease the aggres-
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sion of the receiver. According to Rowell (1971),

such appeasement gestures do not exist in ar-

boreal guenonsbutare frequent in baboons and

macaques.

Touching and manipulating the genitals, a

behavior described in numerous baboons and

macaques, is addressed most generally to males

(Papio ursinus: Hall, 1962; Papio anubis: Hall and

DeVore, 1965; M. radiata: Rosenblum and Kauf-

man, 1967; Sugiyama, 1971; M. Mulatta: Alt-

mann, 1962; M. fuscata: Kawai, 1960). This

behavior is also present in the patas (Hall et al.,

1965) and C. aethiops (Struhsaker, 1967a), and we

have observedit in Ce. galeritus and C. nictitans. In

C. nictitans, juvenile males come to touch and

sniff the genitals of an adult male notably after

hearing loudcalls from the latter. Most authors

think that this gesture correspondsto a recogni-

tion of status, as Kawai (1960) hassaid.

Grasping hair, pushing, biting the neck or

tail, and pulling or holding thetail of a partner

are all tactile signals appearing in the course of

play, wherethelist of behavioral patterns involv-

ing contactsis endless. A numberofthesesignals

serve as invitations to play; characteristically,

they are not stereotyped and bearnorelation to

any sort of dominance status. These contact

plays seem to be ofcapital importance for the

normalsocial development ofjuveniles (Harlow

and Harlow, 1965; Mason, 1965). In the same

way, numeroustactile exchanges, either passive

(‘passive support’’) or active (“cradling,”’ “'start-

ing push’’) occur between motherand infant—all

contacts that act to protect and reassure the

youngor coordinate its activities (see, e.g., Bob-

bit et al., 1964). Thus light hand touchingexists

in most species andservesto invite the infant to

hang on its mother.

Social grooming is probably the most impor-

tant kind of tactile exchange among Old World

monkeys, and many authors have discussedits

function and distribution throughoutageclasses

(see review by Sparks, 1967). Motor patternsare
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generally the sameforall species,all parts of the
body being submitted to grooming. Groomingis
broadly distributed through age andsexclasses:
nevertheless, adult females groom more fre-
quently and longer than do males. In the
macaques and baboons, however, adult males
are active in social grooming (notably P. hama-
dryas: Kummer, 1968). In the mangabeys and
guenonsadult males receive most of the groom-
ing but they groom each otherverylittle.

The correlation of groomingwith social rank
has given rise to controversies: the results vary
according to species and observation conditions
(see Bernstein, 1970b). According to Rowell
(1971), groomingis particularly directed to the
top of the hierarchy in the Cercopithecus spp.(like
C. albogularis and aethiops), and to the bottom of
the hierarchy in the macaques and baboons. Tak-
ing into accountspecies-specific variations, one
can say with Sugiyama (1971) that groomingis
generally not a “‘one-way social behavior.”

Grooming ofan infant by a motheris an im-
portantactivity in baboons (DeVore, 1963), lan-
gurs (Jay, 1963), and macaques (Bertrand,
1969). In the Cercopithecus spp., M. talapoin, and
Ce. albigena, on the contrary, grooming of young
infants is rare and notintense during the first
monthsoflife but developsata later time (pers.
obs.). Frequency of grooming amongadult ani-
mals may vary according to female cycles. Mi-
chael and Herbert (1963) have shown that the
quantity of grooming given by rhesus females
reaches a minimumatthe middle oftheir cycle
whereasthat given by males reaches a maximum
at that time. In P. ursinus, Saayman (1971) shows
that it is females in the deflating phase of the
sexual skin (follicular phase of the menstrualcy-
cle) that most frequently groom males. Hall and
DeVore (1965) also note the increase in groom-
ing by males of females in estrus. On the con-
trary, in C. aethiops, Rowell (1971) finds that
groomingis most frequentwith respect to preg-
nant females.
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All the authors recognize within grooming
social activities that go beyond the function of
cleaning.It plays a role in the establishment or
maintenanceofinterindividual contact. Thus an
individual rejected by another has access to the
latter through grooming (M.speciosa: Bertrand,
1969). Rhesus females of inferior status groom
males whentheyarein estrus in order to estab-
lish contact (Lindburgh, 1971). The frequent in-
crease in grooming by males during periods of
female receptivity also seems to facilitate en-
counters, the avoidance response of females be-
ing reduced. Similarly, rhesus females groom
other mothersin orderto be able to touch their
offspring (Rowell, Hinde, and Spencer-Booth,
1964). Groomingalso plays a role in appease-
ment and tension reduction. Poirier (1970b)
notesthat in P. johni, 45 percentofall grooming
sequences occur after agonistic exchanges and
thus help to reduce interindividualtension. Simi-
larly, in a group oftalapoins, a female of high
rank can interrupt an agonistic sequence by
groomingthe dominant male whenthelatteris
threatening another individual of the group
(Gautier-Hion, 1971b). The appeasementrole of
groomingalso appears clearly during the wean-
ing of an infant. A macaqueortalapoin female,
harassed by an infant seeking to be nursed,
groomsit attentively, thus seemingto calm it and
distract its attention.

As Poirier (1970b) notes, the tactile stimuli
produced during groomingseem to be “‘a very
pleasurable experience” for the animals. Never-
theless, Bernstein (1970b) citing Falk (1958) re-
marksthat the act of groomingis just as much a
social reward as that of being groomed. At any
rate, groomingrelationsare the mostlikely to be
reciprocal. Grooming servesto create, express,
and reinforce interindividual socialties through
these positive rewards.

Atypical forms of grooming are observed in
several species. Kummer (1957) describes the
formal groomingwith a fingerin the hamadryas.
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In C. mitis and C. neglectus (Booth, 1962), and C. hamadryas, though, membersof each ‘“‘one-male

nictitans, Ce. albigena and M. talapoin (Gautier-

Hion, 1971b), an unusual form of grooming1s

observed especially in the male; after having

been groomed,hewill “‘pay back” the grooming

by rapidly and sometimes brutally hitting his

partner’s coat without paying any attention to it.

Poirier describes a similar pattern in P. johnii,

and Rowell (1972) speaks of “aggressive”

grooming in the talapoin. No flight reaction is

observedin the partner, and it seemsthat these

various kinds of grooming deserve to be termed

formal: they are clearly devoid of any function in

the cleaning of the coat.

Several more or less active postures are ob-

served in which the animals are in close contact:

sitting together, huddling, andtail twining. The

“chin on nape” posture described by Bertrand

(1969) in various macaques, baboons, and the

gelada, also exists in the hamadryas (Kummer,

1957) and in various Cercopithecus spp. and man-

gabeys (Gautier-Hion, 1971b and Fig. 40). They

are used at night or among subgroups during

their daytimerests; they clearly indicate particu-

lar affinities between individuals. Partners in

these subgroups remain the sameina stable so-

cial unit, even if through maturation of individ-

uals the evolution ofthe society transforms other

types of relations, such as aggression and sex. A

sort of competition mayrise in which individuals

of low ranktry to gain access to these subgroups

(pers. obs.). In C. albogularis, Rowell (1971) ob-

serves that it is mainly dominantindividuals that

tend to sit together (82 percent ofall cases),

whereas others frequently remain alone.

In M.radiata, “huddling”’ is particularly well

developed (Kaufman and Rosenblum, 1966),

and Sugiyama (1971) observes groups of up to

ten individuals. Baboons and certain macaques

like M. nemestrina, however, are not “huddling

species” but have developed formal hand con-

tacts and kissing (Rowell, 1972) instead of gen-

eral and passive body contacts. In

_

the

unit” may huddle against each other during the

course of the day, the different units being

broadly spaced (Kummer, 1968: Fig. 16, p. 34).

 
Fig. 40. Sleeping group in Cercopithecus pogonias;

note the ‘‘chin on nape” and“tail twining”’ postures.

(Paimpont.)

In specieswith longtails, sitting together and

huddling are frequently accompanied by tail

twining (C. campbelli: Bourliere et al., 1970; M.

talapoin, C. nictitans, C. cephus, C. pogonias, C. ne-

glectus, C. petaurista, C. ascanius, Ce. albigena: Gau-

tier-Hion, 1971b and pers. obs.; C. aethiops, C.

neglectus: Chalmers, 1973). Although it probably

plays a role in the equilibration of these arboreal

animals, tail twining in most cases is an active

search for contact (Fig. 40). In infants, tail twin-

ing seems to depend on thecoiling reflexes of

the tail. Even in species in which this behavior

has become rare amongadults(like Ce. albigena),

it is a general behavioral componentof infants

huddled in their mothers’ arms.
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This survey has tried to bring out the great
similarity of basic patterns occurring 1n various
species during close exchanges. Species differen-
tiation should be made afresh on the basis of
frequency of appearance, which seemsto be cor-
related with the increasing social function of ex-
change.

Thus the side-to-side sniffing posture is
present in the Cercopithecus spp., in the manga-
beys, and at least in M. radiata. But while it 1S
rarely observed in guenonsand then only during
sexual encounters,it is a very frequent form of
social approach among female mangabeys.

Muzzle contact, on the other hand, for which
there is little evidence in the baboons and
macaques(whereit is linked with feeding), is the
essential mode of interindividual encounter in
the Cercopithecus spp. If one admitsthat olfaction
plays a role in this behavior, its frequency indi-
cates a primitivetrait, this pattern being frequent
in carnivores especially.

Kissing and social presentation seem espe-
cially to characterize baboons, macaques, and
mangabeys, in which they occur with numerous
other acoustic and visual appeasement signals.
In these species, hierarchization within the
group Is more obviousthan in the guenons, and
signals that serveto assure status, such as mount-
ing, occur frequently.

Discussion

This chapter is a survey of the most usual
signals manifested by Old World monkeys, butit
is obvious that the social regulation of popula-
tions does not dependsolely on these exchanges
of “specialized”. communicative acts. For Alt-
mann (1967) “‘social communication is a process
by which the behaviorofan individual affects the
behaviorofothers.’ This modeofactionis virtu-
ally unlimited and doesnotnecessitate individu-
alized signals. As Bertrand (1971) notes, to a
congenerthe sight of a monkey bringing some-
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thing out of his cheek pouchesis a sign that the
individualis eating. This behavior can induce the
partner to approach andto perform tactile and
olfactory exchanges (e.g., muzzle-muzzle) or
even somekind of dominance behaviorin order
to gain access to the food.

This passive communicationis not limited to
visual signals. An active monkey makesall sorts
of noises characteristic of its activities. In forest
monkeys, vocal responses are evoked by the
noises of movement amongthe branchesin the
same way as by cohesion calls. Similarly, the
noises of urination and defecation upon awaken-
ing are thefirst indications of reciprocallocaliza-
tion of group membersand are followed by vocal
contact calls. Some of these nonvocal sounds
have becomeritualized, e.g., tree Shaking or
Jumping around; on the other hand, somecalls
must ultimately be considered as passive acts of
communication, such as thetrills exchanged
“spontaneously” between infant and mother
without any apparent stimulation and without
modification of subsequent behavior.

The production of certain odors undoubt-
edly also plays a role in passive communication.
This is probably the case with the sexual phero-
mones diffused during the female’s period of
receptivity, whether she is presenting or eating.

There exists therefore a gradual passage
from passive to active communication, corre-
lated with a growingritualization of signals. Both
act simultaneously orin relay, andit is always a
little arbitrary to establish

a

classification sepa-
rating acts that are communicative, or signals,
from thosethat are not.

It 1s just as artificial to treat signals of vocal,
visual, tactile, or olfactory nature separately,
since in most situations these various sensory
modalities occur simultaneously (Marler, 1965),
especially in close exchanges. Thus in kissing,
tactile signals blend with olfactory cues (neck
sniffing), sounds (repeated gruntings), and ap-
peasement faces (grimaceorlip smacking). At
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medium distance, visual and auditory signals

take turns or work together. This is the case in

approach-flight behavior, where sound rein-

forces gesture by focalizing the partner’s atten-

tion, as well as in peaceful exchanges where the

calls precede contacts.

Visual signals occur alone principally in

stereotyped displays like penis exhibition and

stopping postures. At a greater distance or when

the exchange does not require that the congener

be informed of the emitter’s identity, sounds act

alone, especially in alarm situations or ex-

changes regulating the spatial distribution ofthe

population.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIGNALS

Throughout this survey, we have noted the

great similarity amongthe visual, olfactory, and

tactile signals encountered inall species consid-

ered. The more a given species is the object of

long-term observation, the more this relation-

ship 1s confirmed. Thus, after several years of

contact with a captive group of C. nictitans, we

have just observed for the first tme the very

characteristic posture of mutual sniffing in the

inverted position, which is common in the man-

gabeys(see Fig. 36). Ultimately it seems conceiv-

able that no truly uniquefacial display or posture

exists (except perhaps stopping postures): those

that are species-specific result from morpholog]-

cal structures characteristic of a given species

which emphasize the appearanceofthe displays

(see Kummer, 1970); others stem from our own

ignorance dueto the small numberof social ex-

changes manifested by certain species under ob-

servation.
Thus, although Kummer (1970) underlines

the difficulties of using frequency as a taxonomic

criterion, it seems obviousthat the frequency of

occurrence of social patterns is one of the first

observational features differentiating the ba-

boons, macaques, and mangabeys from the gue-
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nons. Thestructural relationships are less obvi-

ous when dealing with vocal signals, for which

the parallels that one can establish from species

to species are complex. Forest guenons, which

includea great variety of species, offer a particu-

larly interesting field of study for this subject,

and Struhsaker (1970) has stressed the impor-

tance of their vocalizations as a phylogenetic in-

dicator. But this problem is complicated,

because on commonphylogenetic bases, sympa-

tric species seem to diverge in proportionto the

needs of species specificity. We have previously

noted that C. neglectus, which is not included in

the mona group, nevertheless has boom-type

loud calls that are not easily distinguished from

those of C. pogonias except on the basis of se-

quential emission. These two species live in

western Africa and have numeroussimilarcalls,

but their ecological niches and their different

ways of life preclude frequent encounters be-

tween them.
Conversely, C. nictitans and C. cephus of west-

ern Africa frequently live in association (80 per-

cent of all cases) and have very similar general

repertoires, but adult males possess completely

different loud calls. The situation is the samefor

C. mitis and C. ascanius in eastern Africa. Further-

more, as we have already noted,the loudcalls of

male C. nictitans and male mitis are extremely

similar, but curiously enough, the latter has a

boom-typecall (Rowell, 1971; Marler, 1973). Yet

C. mitis does not cohabit with boom emitters. On

the contrary, in Gabon, where C. nictitans fre-

quently live with pogonias, boomsarereserved to

the latter. Recent observations have shown, how-

ever, that C. nictitans may occasionally emit them,

particularly in captivity (Gautier, 1973); the call

appearsto beratherlike a relic from the ances-

tral stock.
Thus, starting from a general “pool,”’ close

species seem to be able to retain partorall of the

vocalizations held in common,orif species speci-

ficity necessitatesit, to differentiate certain types
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of calls that then assume highly stereotyped
forms. This is the case of loudcalls among males
of the Cercopithecus spp., which appearto have a
role in reproductiveisolation. For alarm signals,
on the contrary, natural selection has favored the
development of very similar sounds for many
species, the only imperative seeming to be that
the structure of the calls permit rapid maximal
diffusion withoutindicating the position or iden-
tity of the uttering monkey. This characteristic is
even more obvious for calls linked with ap-
proach-flight behavior; infant defensive calls
(geckers, screams, screeches, whistles) seem to
be especially widespread in Old World monkeys.

The multimodality of exchangeis correlated
with an increasing variability of signals. In
unimodal exchanges, signals are maximally
stereotyped, can be perceivedclearly despite the
distance between emitter and receiver, and imply
a species-specific message. At close range, on the
other hand, constant shifts through different
sensory modalities permit subtle variations.
These variations are the result of several phe-
nomena:lack of stereotyped character (with the
samebasic signal, an animal can modulate indi-
vidualvariations, which are probably due to ana-
tomic peculiarities or to tiny alterations in its
excitation level: e.g., trill variations in a juvenile
Cercopithecus, Fig. 18); the presence of gradation
(structural variations permit passage from one
type of signal to another; e.g., graded agegres-
sion-flight system in the talapoin, Fig. 9).

The phenomenonofgradation demonstrated
by Rowell and Hinde (1962) for the acoustic sig-
nals of the rhesus (‘graded sounds”) is also evi-
dent in visual signals (e.g., for approach-flight
signals: see also Vine, 1970). This notion is the
opposite of that of discrete signals, for which
there is no gradual passage from one type to the
other(e.g., type 1 loud calls or penile display). In
vocal repertoires, the gradation may betotal,
with all the elements of the system capable of
gradually developing into one another: this is
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probably the case with the baboons, the red
Colobus, and (except for loud calls) the manga-
beys. The gradation is only partial when thereis
a structural discontinuity between groups of
graded calls in the samerepertoire: this is the
case for certain macaquesandforthe talapoin,in
which several graded systems coexist (an ageres-
sion-flight system, a cohesion system, and a high-
pitched system: Gautier, 1974), Finally, in the
forest Cercopithecus spp., only a few types ofcalls
can develop imperceptibly from one kind to an-
other, notably defensive signals.

The gradation of a communicative system is
therefore a question ofdegree (Marler, 1973). In
orderfor it to be real and functional, the evolu-
tion of onestructure into another must be rapid
and reversible, implying situational and motiva-
tional changes. In the opposite case, the analysis
of certain structures may show that they are
derived from one another, yielding the general
characteristic of what one mightcall the “voice”
of a species, without implying a real functional
signification in communicative acts (Gautier,
1974).

DETERMINISM AND GENESIS OF THE SIGNALS

A numberof authors have emphasized that
communicative acts constitute stable behavioral
elements within a species (see e.g., Bernstein,
1970a). The works of Kummerand Kurt (1965),
for example, have shownthat captive hamadryas
behave very similarly to wild ones. The mani-
festation of someparticular patterns in each of
these environments shows that the nonoccur-
rence of a behavior does not meanthatit is ab-
sent from the species repertoire, but rather that
it depends on environmentalinfluence,social or
nonsocial (cf. the boom of C nictitans).

Genetic determinism of fundamental call
structure seems obvious, although few works
make direct referenceto it. The recent crossing
of two Cercopithecus spp. offers a confirmation.
The mother, C. ascanius, Can emit two calls dur-
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ing peaceful exchanges—one low-pitched and

discontinuous, the other shrill and quavered—

both of which retain their own structures when

associated in one sequence(Fig. 41, 2 and 2 bis).

In C. pogonias (the father), however, the frequent

association of the two calls is made by transi-

tional structures (Fig. 41, 1 and 1 bis), and the

quaver does notexist. At the age of one month,

the young hybrid,raised with both parents, emits

several kinds ofcalls: Trilled, shrill calls identical

to those of its mother (Fig. 41, compare 3 and8)

and others with a less clear quaver; low-pitched

trills in which the structural discontinuity 1s less

apparentthan in the mother’s (Fig. 41, compare

9 and 2 bis to 4 and 4 bis); and calls resulting

from the moreorless total association of the two

preceding types: the call sometimes possesses

just a slight transformation of modulation (Fig.

41, 7); at a subsequentstage, low-pitched and

shrill cries are linked by a transitional structure

similarto that of the father whenit was immature

(Fig. 41, compare 1 and 1 bis with 5 and 5 bis).

Both maternal and paternal influences appear

quite clearly in these signals: passing from a sub-

stantial quavering (mother) to a reduced one(fa-

ther); passing from twodistinct calls (mother) to

a single pattern through the presenceoftransi-

tional structures (father).

In the infant, most signals occur as immediate

reactions to anything that upsets its contact with

its mother, especially with her breast. Thisis par-

ticularly clear for vocalizations. If a talapoin

about ten minutes old is removed from its

mother and denied any possibility of contact, it

gives almost all the basic calls of its species’

repertoire, especially the distancing-cohesion-

isolation system calls, the flight system calls, and

the shrill calls that subsequently develop into

alarm vocalizations (Gautier, 1974). Similarly,

Winteret al. (1973) have shownthat almostall

the vocal signals of the squirrel monkey are

present at birth.

Threat calls, however, generally occur later

than defensive sounds.In theJapanese macaque,
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they have been observed in the twenty-fourth

week (Kawabe, 1965, in Nishimura, 1973) in the

nineteenth week (Takeda, 1965, 1966), and in

the sixth month (Nishimura, 1973); in the tala-

poin at more than one yearof age (pers. obs.),

and in the grey-cheeked mangabey at ten to

twelve months (pers. obs.). It is the same for

alarm calls or aggressive alarms. These tardy

manifestations seem to be dueto the particular

status of the infants. They are protected by their

mothers and turn toward them at the slightest

disturbance, and they only begin to individualize

their reactions as they develop their indepen-

dence. Oneparticularcase in the developmentof

signals concerns male loud calls. Their mani-

festation clearly seems to depend on sex hor-

mones, that of type 1 loud calls being strictly

correlated with the social status of the vocalizer.

In the course of ontogenesis, calls are submit-

ted to three essential modifications:

1. Their frequency of occurrence increases

rapidly duringthefirst monthsoflife (up to six

months in the Japanese macaque: Nishimura,

1973), and subsequently diminishes in the

course of individual maturation. This decrease in

frequency, however, is less obvious in females

(pers. obs.).

9. The thresholds of appearance of differ-

ent types of calls are subject to modifications

(Gautier, 1974); this phenomenonis a corollary

of variations in emission frequency. In juveniles,

very slight alterationsin excitation level provoke

the emission of a call. In adults, the animal must

be submitted to a much more substantial stimu-

lation for the samesignal to be uttered.

3. The structure of the calls is subject to

transformations. Different parameters are in-

volved (intensity, duration, rhythm, noise), but

the most obvious and measurable is drop in

pitch. This last phenomenonis accentuated in

males of the guenons and mangabeys (and no

doubt in some other species) because of the

break in voice at sexual maturity.
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_

with the help of narrow 45 Hzfilters; the other analy-calls (C. ascanius) as an adult. ses were done with broad 300 Hz filters.)Infant vocalizations. 4, 4 bis: Low-pitchedcall, 8:
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These developments are not, however,irre-

versible. An adult monkey, even ifit 1s male, will

revert to juvenile calls under conditions in which

the stimulationsare sufficient to increase its excl-

tation level in an unaccustomed way. Thus,al-

though each age, sex, andstatus class possesses

differentiated vocalizations for a given situation

under normal conditions, it appears that under

disturbed conditions any adult individual can

emit any type ofcall (Gautier, 1974) except those

that are hormonally determined.

The appearance of facial displays and ges-

tures happens more progressively. The first to

occur are generally defense or retreat faces,

which may or may not be associated with calls.

Others observed very early are the play face

(fifteen to thirty days for the mangabeysandtala-

poins, pers. obs.), yawning (about one month in

the same species), as well as a slow form oflip

smacking, which is observed from the very first

daysoflife. Only the play face is manifested at an

early stage in social exchanges. Lip smacking and

presentation are integrated into a social context

later (one monthfor lip smacking and more than

four months for presentation in Ce. albigena:

pers. obs.). The appearance of presentation

seems to be facilitated by genital examinations

by the mother andis actively adapted to social

exchanges by congeners’ influence: a male man-

gabey forces a passing juvenile to present itself

by lifting the young animal’s tail.

Facial displays, gestures, and postures gener-

ally seem to depend moreonlearningfor their

normalintegration into social exchanges than do

acoustic signals. Thus, although vocal displays

suddenly occur in malesat the onsetof maturity

(see Fig. 1), visual displays are presentin rough

form in infants and require a long period of

learning. In Ce. albigena, juveniles engage in

yawning from the age of four weeks and do a

rough joboftree shaking at about two anda half

or three months. But the association of these two

kinds of behavior does not occur until eighteen
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months, and penile display is not added until

about three years. The complete sequence of

tree shaking, stopping posture, penile display,

and yawningis notlinked togetheruntil thejuve-

nile male reaches sexual maturity, at about five

years (pers. obs.). At this point the sub-adult in-

tensely surveys the activities of adult males and

performsits displays by imitating them andusing

the same props.

Winteret al. (1973) find in their ontogenetic

study of the vocalizations of the squirrel monkey

that there is no difference between the mani-

festations of calls produced by animals acousti-

cally isolated from birth and those of normally

raised monkeys. Before affirming that the mani-

festation ofcalls is subject to any sort of learning

in monkeys, however, it must be seen experi-

mentally how well the signals given by isolated

juveniles are adapted to suitable contexts. Em-

pirical observation showsthat calls uttered by

monkeys raised in impoverished social environ-

mentsare not as modulated andvariable as those

of monkeysraised in social groups, and that the

majority of their calls are given without clear

discrimination in all frustrating situations.

Onthe contrary, the experiments of Harlow

and his coworkers(see, e.g., Harlow and Harlow,

1965) have shownthat social learning 1s neces-

sary for the normal and adapted manifestation of

a great many kinds of postural behavior. Simi-

larly, Mason (1960, 1961a, 1961b), after numer-

ous experimentsofsocial deprivation conducted

on the rhesus, notes that ‘“‘the effective develop-

mentof the elementary formsofsocial coordina-

tion and communication is dependent upon

learning.” Conducted accordingto an extremely

rigorous procedure in which monkeys were

placed in the presence of photographsor films of

congeners, the studies of Miller andhis cowork-

ers (see Miller, 1971) have also demonstrated

that socially isolated monkeys do not adequately

respond to the nonverbal expressions of other
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monkeys and that these animals seem to be “‘de-
fective transmitters.”

CAUSALITY: TRANSMITTED MESSAGE

According to general opinion, the signals
emitted by monkeysessentially indicate the emo-
tional state of the displayers; they rarely if ever
convey specific information about the environ-
ment. Thus the calls given by a group of mon-
keys finding a fruit tree are the same as those
uttered during their normalprogression or man-
ifested by an individual upon the arrival of a
congener; only their quantity increases. Simi-
larly, the nature, intensity, and frequency of
emission of alarm calls is modified more by the
intensity of the stimulation than by the nature of
the danger. In a parallel way, displays like shak-
ing, yawning, or penile display appear in situa-
tions of high excitation, whetherthe stimulation
is provided by an encounter between two groups
or by a non-conspecific potential danger.

Visual signals also convey indications about
the emotionalstate of the emitter. Using meth-
ods of interanimal conditioning, Miller and his
coworkers (1967, 1971) have shownthat the be-
havior of a “receiver” monkey is modified by
very subtle alterations in the face of the display-
ing monkey. In general, visual, acoustic, and ol-
factory signals all appear in diverse situations,
and they seem to convey nospecific indication of
the natureofthe stimulus, whetherit is the pres-
ence of a congener, familiar or strange, or an
elementin the exterior environment.

Green (1975) hasclassified ten types of fun-
damentalcalls of the Japanese macaque’s reper-
toire according to “attributes indicating
demeanor and internal State,”’ and has shown
that there is a correlation betweenthe excitation
level of the animals and the structureofthecalls
uttered. For Green, arousalis one of the essen-
tial componentsof internal state that determine
the form ofthe signal. Above all, the messageis
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emotional and predisposes the partner to re-
spond from a given behavioral range, the re-
sponse being modulated according to the
context of emission. Green’s work, which SYS-
tematizes whatother authors had previously sug-
gested or mentioned (e.g., Rowell and Hinde,
1962; Gautier, 1974), clearly shows that a given
type of call does not always occur in a precise
context and therefore cannotoffer any informa-
tion peculiar to the situation.

It does not appear, however, that this work
provides the “consistent framework”wishedfor,
which would permit comparative studies. The
classification of situations according to the de-
meanor and arousal of emitting individuals re-
mains somewhatsubjectiveinsofar as it does not
use physiological techniques that would allow,
for example, the measurementofvariations in
arousal before, during, and after vocal emis-
sions. Furthermore, if excitation level partially
determinesthe nature and structure ofthe emit-
ted signal, one mustbe conscious of the fact that
variations in the arousal do not seem to occur on
a comparable scale for all age classes. The
thresholds for the appearance of various vocali-
zationsare particularly low in a Juvenile, for ex-
ample; thus, the samestimulation that evokes a
scream in aninfantwill provoke only analertcall
in the adult. Group membersare implicitly aware
of this phenomenonsince they take the alarm
calls ofjuveniles ‘‘less seriously” than those of
adults.

Moreover,in responseto a given stimulation,
Juveniles and adult femaleswill emit social alarm
calls, whereas males give barks that can be fol-
lowed byrallying loud calls uttered by just one
individual. We havealso seen that the social en-
vironmentinfluencesthe type of reaction evoked
in an individual by any sort of stimulation: an
isolated animal will react to a disturbing situa-
tion byhiding, but one in a groupwill emit calls.
Fora givensituation, we can conceive on the one
hand thatalterationsof individual internalstates
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will differ according to age, sex, experience,

status, and the environment taken as a whole;

and on the other handthat other, more specific

influences, notably social ones, ultimately deter-

mine the form ofthe vocal response.In fact,it is

difficult to establish correlations betweensignal

type and arousal level without dealing separately

with the individualclasses. In this view, the onto-

genetic transformations of the call structures,

whichgive the perceptual basesfor identification

of the age classes, certainly play a majorrole in

the interpretation of the signals by the congen-

ers.
Mason(1965) has also shownthatin juvenile

chimpanzees the appearance of some types of

social behavior,like play, can be correlated with

arousal levels. Such a concept permits an expla-

nation of changesin activity pattern withoutre-

sorting to independent motivations. Mason

points out, however, that some kinds of behavior

may overlap in their correlation with arousal

level, and that they are differentiated by other

factors, especially the surrounding context.

It is generally admitted that the manifestation

of signals 1s involuntary and uncontrolled, and

Bertrand (1971), quoting Andrew (1964), points

out that monkeys are incapable notonly of emit-

ting sounds voluntarily but also of witholding

them. Yamaguchi and Myers (1972) also con-

clude that there is a lack of voluntary control

over vocalizationsin the rhesus. For Suttonetal.

(1973), who have conditioned rhesus to give vo-

calizations in order to obtain a reward,to select

low-pitched sounds, to increase their duration,

and to reduce the frequency of calls uttered,

emotionis not the only variable capable ofdeter-

mining everything in vocal emissions. On the

contrary, these authors think that their experi-

ments, indicating a learning controlled by the

discrimination of unfamiliar stimuli, offer an ex-

ample of voluntary vocal behavior.

The importantrole played by learning in the

adapted manifestation offacial and postural sig-
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nals can be correlated with a certain control of

their expression. Some observations would lead

one to believe that, and anyone whohasseen a

female monkey trying to touch an infant in the

armsof its motherhas surely been astonished by

the subtlety of the behavior. The female grooms

the mother with great attention, then surrepti-

tiously slips her hand over the mother’s abdo-

men in order to touch the infant’s fur. All the

while she pretends to continue grooming with

one hand, remaining preparedto returnall her

attention to the latter activity if the motherinter-

cepts her gesture. All primatologists have obser-

vations of this kind in their notebooks, but

possessing only a very anthropomorphic vocabu-

lary, they would rather remain silent about them.

Thus, neither the establishment oflists of

species-specific signals, nor their correlation

with simple variations in arousal, nor even at-

tempts to comprehendtheir adaptive functions

permit us at present to take into account the

subtlety of the interindividual exchanges that

regulate the life of monkey groups.

CORRELATIONS WITH HABITAT AND MODE OF

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

It is customary to point out that in open habi-

tats visual exchanges predominate over vocal

(e.g., Andrew, 1963b, 1964; Marler, 1965;

Moynihan, 1967). This is well illustrated by the

differences in the nature of intergroup ex-

changes in woodland and savannah environ-

ments. Correlated with the increasing frequency

of visual exchanges, an increasein their variabil-

ity and gradationis to be expected. Ina closed

habitat, on the contrary, passive visual communi-

cation is replaced by vocal emissions punctuat-

ing group activity, and active exchanges are

more stereotyped and less frequent. Neverthe-

less, the frequency and the subtlety of visual ex-

changes also depend on the degree of evolution

of the species. A good proofofthis is the exam-
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Fig. 42. Spectrographic analyses showing the hand, they are separate (a', b'). Furthermore, in C.difference in variability for the same type of funda-mentalcall in two Cercopithecus. In C. pogonias, the low-and high-pitched structures are associated throughtransitional elements(a, b); in C neglectus, on the other

ple of the forest mangabeys, the complexity of
whosevisual signals approachesthat of the ba-
boons, and whoalso have developed numerous
olfactory andtactile exchanges.

The gradation ofvocal systems has also often
been linked to the openness ofthe environment
(e.g., Marler, 1965: Moynihan, 1964, 1966). It
was thoughtthat discrete signals were necessary
in the forest for the transmission of unambigu-
ous messages (see Altmann, 1967). Studying the
Colobinae, Marler has subsequently offered evi-
dencethatthis correlation is not obvious. Of two
species of Colobus, both of whichlive in wood-
land habitats, one (C. badius: Marler, 1970) pos-
sesses a graded vocal repertoire, the other (C.
guereza: Marler, 1972) various discrete signals. In

pogonias the high-pitched structure possessesa signifi-
cant frequency modulation, which is very reduced in
C. neglectus (compare b and b’).

the same way, although it lives in very dense
forests, the talapoin has an almost fully graded
repertoire (Gautier, 1974), Finally, the arboreal
mangabeys(Ce. albigena) as much asthe semiter-
restrial ones (Ce. galeritus), and the drills and
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Gautier-Hion and Gautier, 1974), can favor the

development of exchanges. Thus Co. badius

forms groups of thirty to fifty individuals,

whereas C. guereza groups seldom go beyond

about ten animals. Similarly, the talapoin lives in

bands that sometimes reach more than a hun-

dred head, whereasthose of the Cercopithecus spp.

are under twenty.

A supplementary exampleis offered by two

forest species, between which we have already

pointed out a relationship in vocal repertoires:

C. neglectus, which lives in groups of three to six

animals, and C. pogonias, in which groups reach

fifteen individuals. In captivity, as in nature, de

Brazza’s monkeyis a discrete, passive animalthat

can remain immobile for hours. On the other

hand, mona groupshave

a

high level of general

activity. Although C. neglectus and C. pogonias

have a common fundamental call structure, the

former emits calls that are not very variable,

while the latter’s are more modulated (Fig. 42).

This example comes close to that of the fox and

the wolf (Kortland, 1965, in Vine, 1970). The

wolf’s repertoire, although basically similar to

the fox’s, is much larger. Kortlandattributesthis

to differences in social organization, the wolf's

methods of hunting in cooperation implying

more highly developed means of signalization.

Thus, variability, gradation, and frequency in

social exchanges characterize species whose so-

cial organization is more complex. These species

include essentially monkeys of open habitat:

macaques and baboons, which have particularly

numerouspeaceful or agonistic short-range ex-

changes. Nevertheless, much more familiarity1s

required with the forest mangabeys, and even

more with the mandrills and drills, before it 1S

possible to judge the subtlety of the messages

conveyed by their communicative acts.
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Chapter 36

SIGNALING BEHAVIOR OF APES WITH
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO

VOCALIZATION

Peter Marler and Richard Tenaza

The Social Group and Its Living Space

To the extent that the social organization of
a species 1s a consequenceofinteraction between
its members, the communication system is a ba-
sic componentin social design. Studies ofanimal
communication should eventually help to ex-
plain howthediversity of animal social systems
is maintained. Conversely, the social system of a
species provides the background against which
one may hopeto interpret the function thatits
communication signals serve. Information that
field studies have provided on the behavior of
the great apes is now sufficient for us to begin
appraising the differences in organization that
they exhibit and speculating abouttheir evolve-
ment.

Thefirst problem is to define the basic social
units, the spatial distribution ofindividuals, their
patterns of contact and separation, and the ways
in which they interact with one another—either
competitively, thus limiting one another’s access
to resources, or cooperatively, thus aiding one
another in reproduction, resource exploitation,
and the avoidanceof threats to life and health.
Defining social groupings and distinguishing
competitive from cooperative social units is less _
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easy in practice than it might first appear. The
difficulties are well illustrated by the great apes.

In one cluster of species, the gibbons and
siamang,the social units are readily discernible.
So far as is known,all species exhibit the same

reproductive groupings. Monogamous pairs
with long-lasting pair bonds live with their off-
spring in tropical rain forest, occupyingterrito-
ries from which adjacent families and mature
offspring are excluded.

Ofthe othertypesof social organization rep-
resentedin the great apes, the gorilla’s pattern is
most like the gibbons’. While there are some
solitary adult males, most animalslive in a social
group.

These gorilla groups are perhapsfive times
larger than those of gibbons, averaging fifteen
members in the nine troops studied by Fossey
(1972), as compared with an average of 3.4 mem-
bers in Kloss’s gibbon (Tenaza, 1975), with one
to three fully mature silverbacked males per
group. The balance is made up ofblackbacked
males, adult females, and their offspring. The
overlap between the extensive home ranges of
gorilla groupsis considerable, but each has ex-
clusive use of a part, apparently as a conse-
quence of an admixture of mutual avoidance and
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aggressive repulsion of neighboring groups
(Schaller, 1963; Fossey, 1972, 1974).

The patterns of social organization in the
chimpanzee and the orang-utan are harder to
discern. Rather than forming durable groupings
that move synchronously as coherentunits, indi-
viduals and smaller groups tend to separate and
coalesce in combinations that vary in composi-
tion from day to day. The periods ofindividual
separation seem to be much longer for the
orang-utan than for the chimpanzee. Although
little is known about social groupings of the
orang-utan, the mostsolitary of the ape species,
studies by Mackinnon (1974, 1975) suggest a pat-
tern of social organization in at least oneofits
populations (in Sumatra) that is common in
many other mammals (Eisenberg, 1966; Fisler,

1969) but is most unusual for higher primates.
The majority of sightings are either of single
animals or of adult females with one or twooff-
spring. Single adult males occupy a large home
range that encompasses the ranges of several
adult females and their offspring. If the inhabi-
tants of this shared living space are regarded as
a group,it is not very different in size and com-
position from groups of the mountain gorilla.
One well-counted group of seventeen animals
included two adult males, two subadult males,

six adult females, two adolescents, two juveniles,

and three infants (Mackinnon, 1974). The home

range of one group overlapsrelatively little with
ranges of adjacent groups. There is evidence of

active exclusion and avoidance by aggression

and vocal signaling. Although all members may
be seen occasionally in close proximity, they

never seem to move aroundas a coherent dura-

ble group,as the gorilla does. Instead the mem-
bers are dispersed mostof the time, having only
transient contacts with one another, except for

relationships of mothers and offspring and con-
sortships between an adult male and an estrous
female. In other orang-utan populations group
members were more dispersed, and the defini-
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tion of a grouping depends ona distinction be-
tween the brief, peaceful encounters occurring

between members as compared with the aggres-
sive encounters with members of other group-
ings. As Mackinnon (1974) summarizes a com-
plex situation,“It would seem thatlinks of famil-
larity and general tolerance exist between ani-
mals that range over the same area.”

Something similar may be true of the more
social chimpanzee. This species was most com-
monly seen by van Lawick-Goodall (1968b,

1971) in groups of two to six animals, but more
recent data suggest even smaller subgroupings.
Wrangham (pers. comm.) found mean group
sizes of 1.1 in one season and 2.0 in another,
sampling thosein which at least one memberwas
an adult male. The subgroupings of chimpan-
zees in the Gombe Stream population are con-
stantly changing in composition, apart from the
durable subgroups that consist of mothers and
their immature offspring. In striking contrast
with the orang-utan and all of the other apes,
peaceful subgroupings of chimpanzeesoften in-
clude more than one adult male at a time, and

more than one adult female.If it is indeed possi-
ble to define a larger group on thebasis of the
predominantly peaceful and cooperativeinterac-
tions of subgroupings when they meet(thereis
in fact a good deal of aggression when reunions
occur), this grouping is probably larger than in
the orang-utan and may amountto as manyas
fifty animals. Early evidence suggested that such
a ““community” at the Gombe National Park has
north and south neighboring “communities”
with which there is both peaceful intermingling,
from which high-ranking adult males may per-
haps exclude themselves (van Lawick-Goodall,
1971), and also a degree of mutual avoidance
(Nishida and Kawanaka, 1972). More recent data

have confirmed that adult male members of the

community defend a territory against adjacent
group males. This territory encompasses many
overlapping adult female homeranges, and con-
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tacts between communities may involve mainly
females with homeranges straddling the bound-
ary (Wrangham, 1975). |

Thus, the apes offer an unusually broad spec-
trum of organizational patterns with durable
heterosexual pairs and dependentyoung,repre-
sented by the gibbonsat one extreme,andat the
other the chimpanzee, with a morelabile social
organization and several adult males living
peaceably together. Having one-male groupings
(1.e., one fully mature male) with several adult
females and their offspring, the orang-utan and
the gorilla fall somewhere between.

In all species the evidence reported suggests
some degree of exclusive use of living space by
resident groups. It is not always easy to discern
whether adjacent communities simply avoid in-
vading parts of one another’s homeranges,per-
haps aided by long-range vocal and nonvocal
sounds, or whetherthere is active aggressive ex-
clusion. At present there is evidence forterrito-
rial behavior in male and female gibbons, and for
male groupterritoriality in the chimpanzee,with
suggestionsofterritoriality in adult male orang-
utans and, perhaps,of a less well defined form of

groupterritoriality in the gorilla.

Communication Systems and Social
Organization

Basic to the complexities of the frequency
and quality of different kinds of social interaction
that may be mediated by communicationsignals
is the elementary question of signaling distance.
The dimensions of the space and the nature of
the terrain over which signaling must occur to
function normally are important in under-
standing the structure of the signal system that
is used. The social systems of the great apes are
diverse enough that we may be preparedfor a
variety of special requirementsfor distance sig-
naling amongspecies. In the gibbons for exam-
ple the requirementsofterritoriality loom large
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in both sexes. Having signals that can be re-
ceived overa distance approximating the normal
spacing of neighboring troops permits the main-
tenance of spacing patterns with a significant
economy of effort, as compared with a signal
system that only permits location andidentifica-
tion of neighboring groups at close range
(Marler, 1968). Vocal signals lend themselves

well to such a function, and they are convenient
for distance signaling in animals that dwell in
denserain forest. Thus, in the gibbon repertoire
we should be prepared for loud vocalizations
that are designed for the maintenanceofinter-
group spacing. Given the small size and rela-
tively coherent nature of the social group in
gibbonsand given a social network thatis pre-
sumably simple, at least with regard to number
of participants, the requirements for complexin-
tragroup signaling maynotbegreat(cf. Chivers
1974). Thus, the dictates of intergroup signaling
might be expected to dominate the gibbon vocal
repertoire.

The emphasis on distance signaling may be
even greater in the orang-utan, where there-
quirements forterritoriality are added to those
of a highly dispersed group organization, though
there will still be demandsfor close-rangesignal-
ing within subgroups and consortships. By con-
trast, coherentsocial groupsofthe gorilla, which
are larger than the gibbons’ and have morepar-
ticipants in the network of social interactions,
should lead to emphasis on close-range signal-
ing, thoughin adult malestherearestill require-
ments for the maintenance of spacing between
groups. The strongest emphasis of all on com-
plex, relatively close-range, within-groupsignal-
ing might be expectedin the labile social system
of the chimpanzee, though here too there are
requirements for long-range communication be-
tween separated group members and between
different social groups.

The apesare well provided with theclassical
sensory modalities for the detection of stimuli
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from sources at a distance from the body. Fol-
lowing sections will review the use of sounds in
ape communication and,inless detail, visual sig-
nals (see reviews in Andrew, 1963; van Hooff,
1962, 1967, 1970, 1971; van Lawick-Goodall,
1968a; Wickler, 1967).

There1s also evidencethat specialized chemi-
cal signals are emitted in social situations. The
most obvious circumstance, well studied in re-

cent years in macaques by Michael andhiscol-
leagues, is found in sexualrelationships between
estrous females and adult males (Michael, 1969).
Sexual pheromones maybe as importantin apes
as in macaques, thoughthey areyetto be stud-
ied. Certainly there is every sign of keen olfac-
tory interest among males when a female is in
estrus. A finger is often touched to the genital
area of the female chimpanzee and then brought
to the nose and sniffed. In chimpanzeestheol-
factory investigation of the female genital area is
most frequentatthe first sign of sexual swelling
and during her detumescence,and is less com-
mon whenthefemale has a large sexual swelling
(van Lawick-Goodall, 1968b). Similar behavior
by captive female gorillas toward infants has
been recorded (Hess, 1973). Apart from genital
secretions, there seems to be no evidence of the

discrete glands specialized to produce chemical
signals that are commonly found in prosimians
and are also present in both platyrrhine and ca-
tarrhine monkeys.

Production and Perception of Sounds

Apes have ample meansfor producinga vari-
ety of well-structured sounds. All of them make
some use of nonvocal sounds, notably the drum-
ming of male chimpanzeeson the ground and on
buttresses oflarge trees, and the chest beating by
the gorilla, augmented in silverbacked and large
blackbacked males by the resonant properties of
inflated air sacs on the chest (Schaller, 1963).
Vocalizations nevertheless provide the main me-
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dium for auditory communication. The basic
structure of the larynx of the great apesis similar
to that of man,andit probably operates on the
same fundamental principles (Negus, 1949).
However,the post-laryngeal tract tends to lack a
pharyngeal region. Together with differences in
the range of tongue movements that are possi-
ble, this lack would restrict the capacity of apes
to produce certain of the sounds of human
speech (Lieberman, 1968; Lieberman, Crelin,

and Klatt; 1972).

Of greater potential biological significanceis
the presencein all of the apes, other than some
gibbons, of laryngeal air sacs, especially marked
in adult males. In the adult male chimpanzee,for
example, small paired air sacs communicate di-
rectly with the laryngeal ventricle. After the
lungs are filled, the sacs can be inflated byclos-
ing the mouth and noseorthe ventricular bands
of the larynx. In the gorilla these sacs are larger
still, even in adult females, and the sacs of the

adult male orang-utan are huge, with a capacity
as great as seven liters (Huber, 1931) and extend
into the armpit as far as the shoulder blades.
Although Negus (1949) attributes a respiratory
function to these sacs, which he thinks would

permit the recirculation of breath without the
inhalation of new air, a function in sound pro-
duction seems morelikely. The sacs are inflated
before and during the production ofcertain loud
vocalizations. Possibly the sacs serve as resona-
tors. Another possibility is that flow of air be-
tween the sacs and the pharynx over the
ventricular ligaments sets them into vibration,
thus providing a secondary sound source. Such
sounds have been recorded (Brandes, in Huber,

1931), but it 1s likely that in the apes they are no
more than by-products of the process of inflation
and deflation of the sacs. Gautier (1971) has ana-

lyzed the role of the laryngeal sacs of Cercopi-
thecus monkeys in sound production, and since
the morphology is similar to that in the great
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apes, we may take his analysis as a provisional
model.

His studies of the “double boom”ofthe adult
male Cercopithecus neglectus show that air expelled
from the sac doesnotexcite the laryngeal cords,
and probably notthe false cordseither. Inflation
of the sac immediately before thefirst vocaliza-
tion is silent, thoughif the sac is punctured, then
a sound is generated at the time wheninflation
would normally begin. Before the second boom
there is an audible sound duringinflation of the
sac. Althoughair is forcefully expelled from the
sac during sound production, the fundamental
frequency of the sound produced is unchanged
from that resulting without sac involvement. By
puncturing and resealing the sac of an adult
male, Gautier demonstrated that it serves as a
resonator and amplifier, selectively emphasizing
the fundamental frequency at the expense of
higher harmonics, which become more evident
when thesac is experimentally opened.

Probablythe laryngeal sacs possessed by apes
serve a similar function of selectively emphasiz-
ing certain frequencies that are producedin the
larynx by the vocal cords in the normal way.
Thus, therelatively narrow rangeof frequencies
characterizing the loud pant-hooting of chim-
panzees, as compared with their other vocaliza-
tions, may beattributable to involvementof the
laryngeal sacs, which are visibly inflated during
this vocalization. To judge by the soundspecto-
grams that Mackinnon (1974) presents of the
long calls of adult male orang-utans, again with
a narrowerrangeoffrequencies than some of the
other vocalizations, the same may apply.

Data on hearing are available only for the
chimpanzee (Stebbins, 1971). On the basis of
what is known aboutthis species, we can assume
provisionally that they hear their vocalizations in
much the same way we do. The auditory thresh-
old curve for the chimpanzee resembles our
own, with the greatest sensitivity between about
1 kHz and 8 kHz, though the range does extend
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into the ultrasonic, to about 30 kHz (see Steb-
bins, 1971, for details). Their Capacity to dis-
criminate between different frequencies is also
muchlike our own,so that ourears are probably
a good basisfor at least a preliminary analysis of
chimpanzee soundsand probably of the sounds
of the other species of great ape as well.

Auditory Signals

NONVOCAL SIGNALS

The apes commonly use nonvocal soundsin
their displays, the most elementary being branch
shaking, breaking, and dropping. The noise of
gibbon brachiation displays is audible for 100 m
or more. The hand maybeused to thump on the
ground or on the bole of a tree. This action has
becomespecialized in the chimpanzeeas stereo-
typed drummingbehavior in which a chimpan-
zee will

leap up at a tree and drum onthetrunkor buttresses
with his feet—usually the two feet pound down one
after the other in quick succession making a double
beat; there 1s then a slight pause before the next dou-
ble beat. From one to three double beats are nor-
mal. ... Frequently, when a number of chimpanzees
travelling together come upon somefavored ‘drum-
mingtree’ alongthetrack(a tree with wide buttresses)
each male in turn drums in this manner. This results
in a whole series of one to three double beats with
irregular intervals between each. [van

_

Lawick-
Goodall, 1968b:273].

The gorilla creates a nonvocal sound with
rather similar structural and temporalpatterning
by a quite different means, namelychest beating,
documentedin detail by Schaller (1963). Chest
beating occurs as one componentin a sequence
that typically includes eight other distinct acts.

The handsare almostinvariably held flat while beat-
ing the chest; that is, with fingers extended and the
palm often slightly cupped. The animal tends to hold
its hand within six inches or less of the chest and the
alternate beats are rapid and direct. The fingers are
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often spread on females and young animals, but those

of adult males tend to touch each other. The sound
produced whena silverbacked or large blackbacked
male beats his chest may be described as a hollow
‘‘pok-pok-pok”” somewhat resembling the noise pro-
duced by rapping an empty gourd with sticks. Under
favorable conditions the sound carries for as much as
a mile. In silverbacked males the prominentair sacs
presumablyact as resonators, for their suddeninfla-
tion on eachside of the throat is sometimesreadily
apparent before the chest beats. Small blackbacked
males, females and youngsters produce a mere slap-
ping sound when beating the chest. [Schaller,
1963:225]

Although as manyas twenty slaps may be given
in gorilla chest beating, the modalvalue is be-
tween three and four, not too different from the

number of chimpanzee drummingbeats that1s
typical (from one to three double beats are nor-
mal; van Lawick-Goodall, 1968b:273). Both are

effective long-distance signals, audiblein the for-
est at considerable distances.

Orang-utans and gibbons spend mostoftheir
time in the forest canopy, where sound attenua-
tion is less than on the ground. They have no

nonvocalsignals equivalent in carrying powerto
drumming and chest beating. However, the
noisy branch breaking by disturbed orang-utans

(Schaller, 1963; Mackinnon, 1974) may be com-

municative. Female Kloss’s gibbons brachiate
among branches of tall trees while singing
(Tenaza, 1976), but the noises of rustling vegeta-

tion thus producedare audible for much shorter
distances than the songs occurring with them.

This form of branch shaking occurs in all gib-
bons, and is probably more a visual than an audi-

tory signal.

VOCALIZATIONS OF THE CHIMPANZEE

Although the vocal behavior of the chimpan-
zee has been studied more thanthat of any other

ape (Reynolds and Reynolds, 1965; van Hoof,
1962, 1967; van Lawick-Goodall, 1968a, 1968b),
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including some sound spectrographic analyses
(van Hooff, 1971; Marler, 1965, 1969), a com-

prehensive acoustical description has yet to be
published. Based on long and intimatestudy,the
verbal descriptions of vocalizations of chimpan-
zees in the Gombe National Park in Tanzania by
van Lawick-Goodall provide the basis for the
present account, augmented with data from a
ten-week study of behavior of the Gombe popu-
lation (Marler, 1969, 1976; Marler and Hobbet,

1975).
The catalog of vocalizations prepared by van

Lawick-Goodall (1968a) included twenty-four

classes of vocal sounds. For purposes of compar-
ison with other ape species the list was reduced
to thirteen. Chimpanzee vocalizations are highly
graded andthelist of twenty-four includes sev-
eral obvious variations on a common theme
(e.g., pant-hoots and pant-shrieks; barks and
shrieks), which were merged into single catego-
ries. Sounds distinguished primarily by context
were merged wherever acoustical analysis failed
to reveal reliable characters for distinguishing
them (e.g., hoo and hoo-whimper and whimper,
scream calls and screaming, panting and copula-
tory panting). Soundsdistinguished by the age
and sex of the vocalizer were also grouped, even
though acoustical differences were detectable
(e.g., screaming and infant screaming). Finally,
two sounds occurred so rarely that their acousti-
cal identity was not established (soft grunt,
groan). Since each of the two soundsis similar to
another category (grunting, rough grunting),

they are not treated separately here. In addition

to these changes some new names have been
coined either where acoustical analysis suggests
a more appropriate term or where sounds had
been defined by their accompanying posture or
facial expression (e.g., bobbing pants: changed

to pant-grunting; cf. also mixed names used by
van Hooff, 1971).

The thirteen remainingbasic vocal categories
are listed in Table 1 together with four nonvocal
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Table 1

A catalog of chimpanzee vocalizations.

 

Vocalization Circumstances

 

1.  Pant-hoot

[pant-shriek and roar]

2. Pant-grunt (bobbingpants)

[ pant-shriek]

Hearing distant group; rejoining group; meat eating; in nest at night;

general arousal.

Subordinate approaching or being approached by dominant.

Playing, especially being tickled.

Being threatened; submission; being close to dominant.

submission; when lost; while attacking dominant;

Begging; infant-parent separation; strange sound or object.

3. Laughter

4. Squeak

5. Scream Fleeing attack;

[infant scream, screaming] copulating female.

6. Whimper

[hoo-whimper, quiet huu]|

7. Bark Vigorousthreat.

(soft bark)

8. Waa Bark

9. Rough Grunt(grunts)

[barks, shrieks, groans]

10. Pant

[copulatory pants]

11. Grunt

[soft grunt]

12. Cough

13. Wraaa

Threat to other, often dominant, at distance.

Approaching and eating preferred food.

Copulating male; grooming; meeting anotheras preludeto kissing,etc.

Feeding; mild general arousal; social excitement.

Mild, confident threat to subordinate chimpanzee, baboon.

Detection of human or other predator, also dead chimpanzee; may be

threat component.

     

  

Lip Smack and

Teeth Clack

Non-

vocal

Drumming

Ground Thumping

Branch Shaking

 

NOTE: ( ) = synonyms with van Lawick-Goodall. [ |
lumped with the call above either because they seem acoustically indistinguishable, because they intergrade without

clear separation, or because they are different renditions of the same basic call by male or female or by particular age
classes. (Condensed and modified from van Lawick-Goodall, 1968b.)

sounds ranging in loudness from lip smacking
and teeth clacking, which are audible only up to
a distance of two or three meters, branch shak-

ing, which is somewhat louder, ground thump-

ing, which we hear at many metersdistance, and

drumming, audible several hundred meters

Allo-grooming.

Aggressive display to chimpanzeeor predator.

Hearing distant group; rejoining group.

Threat to predator.

  
= calls designated separately by van Lawick-Goodall, here

away. The frequency with which each type of
vocalization and one nonvocal sound—lip
smacking—were used in one study (Marler,
1976) by each often classes of individuals identi-

fied by sex and age 1s shown in Table 2 (center
figure in each cell). Also included are the per-
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centage that each makesupofthe total recorded
for that class of vocalization (top figure in each
cell) and the percentage of all vocalizations
recorded for that class of individuals (bottom
figure in eachcell). At the top of each column the
numberin parentheses indicates the numberof
individuals representing each class in the study
population at Gombeat the time. These num-
bers range from one (juvenile male) to nine
(mother with infant), some individuals making a
disproportionally large contribution to the total
numberofvocalizations recorded. To correct for
this ‘Table 3 was prepared by dividing thefre-
quencies with which each vocalization was
recorded by the numberofindividuals in each
class, providing a clearer pictureofdifferencesin
frequency of usage between sex and ageclasses.

The following brief account ofthirteen basic
chimpanzee soundsillustrates the kind of com-
municative sounds that an ape may use. Vocal
sounds are consideredin order of the frequency
of use by the Gombestudy population as a whole
(Marler, 1976).

(1) Pant-hoot is by far the most frequent vo-
calization heard at GombeStream.Everyentry in
Tables 1 and 2 denotes a pant-hooting sequence
lasting from seven to eleven seconds, each with
manyparts. Pant-hootingis oneof three vocali-
zations that are typically voiced on both exhala-
tion and inhalation, the others being laughter
and pant-grunting. Fig. 1 shows a portion of a
typical pant-hooting sequence by an adult
female. Aligned with it are single frames from
synchronized movie film,illustrating the config-
urations of the mouth during pant-hooting. One
can see that the frequency spectrum is broaderin
exhalation sounds than in sounds produced on
inhalation and that this in turn relates to the
degree ofmouth opening. Oneexhalation sound
in Fig. 1 is given with the mouth openedless
widely than usual and the frequency spectrum is
correspondingly narrowed.

Although both sexes and all ages were
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recorded pant-hooting, the vocalization is given
most often by males (males, 453; females, 195).
It is by far the most common soundof an adult
male and constitutes 50 percent of all sounds
that an older male typically made in the Gombe
study (Table 3). In both males and femalesit is
used more frequently with increasing age and
makesup anincreasing proportion of the sounds
uttered as a chimpanzee matures. Thereare con-
sistent differences in the structure of male and
female pant-hooting, readily audible to the
unaided human ear. There are also individual
differences that permit an experienced human
listener to identify a distant pant-hooting indi-
vidual (van Lawick-Goodall, 1968a; Marler and
Hobbet, 1975). Fig. 2 illustrates the kind of
differences by which the pant-hooting of three
adult males can be distinguished.

Pant-hooting is given in manysituations. It
frequently occurs in responseto pant-hooting of
distant individuals, often after the chimpanzee
has listened with obvious close attention. On
many occasionsit seemsto occur spontaneously
as animals are feeding, or during the night, a
feature it shares with other primate calls that
serve a long-distance spacing function (Marler,
1968). It may also accompanyspecial occasions
such as the eating of prey after capture (Teleki,
1973b) or the rejoining of groups after separa-
tion (van Lawick-Goodall, 1968a). It is a loud
soundthat carries far, and its functions, perhaps
multiple, include the long-range announcement
of an individual’s presence and sex, which per-
mits the continued separation of some individu-
als and groups and thereunion ofothers.

(2) Pant-grunt is another vocalization with
sound on both inhalation and exhalation.It is
quieter and faster than pant-hooting, with
breathing cycles averaging about five per sec-
ond, as compared with onepersecond in pant-
hooting. It is a low-pitched sound, with little
energy above 1.5 kHz. As can beseenin Fig.3,
exhalation soundsare lower-pitched thaninhala-
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Fig. 1. Moviestills of an adult female chimpanzee,

Flo, pant-hooting with a synchronized soundrecord-
ing. The sound spectrograms show in wide-band (300
Hz) and narrow-band(40 Hz) displays the structure of
pant-hooting with arrowsindicating the points repre-
sented by each photograph. Thepictures in the upper

tion sounds, the former usually below 500 Hz.
The latter often have breathy overtones. Rare or
absent at younger ages, pant-grunting first
becomes evident in adolescence and its fre-
quency increases with maturity. It was recorded
in roughly equal numbers in males and females
(males, 131; females, 154).

Pant-gruntingis typically given by a subordi-

row illustrate the inhalation phase, and those in the
bottom the exhalation phase, in which the mouth is
usually opened morewidely. The frequencyscale indi-
cates 500 Hz intervals. The time markeris 0.5 sec-
onds.

nate approaching or being approached by a
dominant animal. As proximity is reduced, the
pant-grunting individual may crouch in the bob-
bing movement described by van  Lawick-
Goodall (1968a), or it may loseits nerve andflee,

and the vocalization may grade into pant-
screaming. Though not always successful, it
seems to function as a submissivesignal, at least



   

 

 

  

Fig. 2. Examples of the pant-hooting of three
adult male chimpanzees, with three samples from
each,illustrating the consistency of patterning in one

on occasion facilitating the establishment of
peaceful proximity with the dominantpartner.

(3) Laughter was so named for its resem-

blance to human laughter, though it is by no
meansidentical (Fig. 4). Van Hooff (1971) refers
to it as ah-grunting.It is a highly variable sound
with at least three distinct forms: steady exhaled
laughter (A), pulsed exhaled laughter which has
the quality of a chuckle (B), and wheezing laugh-
ter with phonation on both exhalation andinha-
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animaland the waysin which the pant-hootingofindi-
viduals may differ. The frequency scale indicates kHz.
The time markeris 0.5 seconds in duration.

lation (C). Type A elements may begivensingly
in the early stages of a laughter sequence or in
rhythmical succession, each elementlasting a
quarter of a second orso. As a play bout pro-
ceeds andits vigor increases, type A may grade
into type B, as a single exhalation becomes

broken into series of bursts followed by a pause
for silent inhalation and then another burst of
pulses or chuckles. This in turn may grade into
the C form as tickling andbiting reachtheir high-



Frequency of use of chimpanzee vocalizations. II.

Table 3

 

0M 0 CA J Ql él 62 6A J dl Total

10.6 14.8 6.6 1.7 0.3 28.0 19.1 12.8 3.5 3.2
Pant-hoot [12.1] [17.0] [7.5] [2.0] [0.3] [31.3] [21.9] [14.7] [40] [3.7] 114.5

22.7 34.0 12.6 7.6 4.2 50.6 44.1 24.6 10.8 3.4

29.0 19.0 4.4 14.4 16.6 15.2 1.5
Pant-grunt [13.3] [8.7] [2.0] [0] [0] [6.6] [7.6] [7.0] [0] [0.7] 45.9

24.9 17.1 3.4 10.7 15.3 11.7 0.7

0.5 0.6 14.2 3.2 2.3 3.4 0.8 5.7 69.5
Laughter [0.4] [0] [0.5] [12.5] [2.8] [2.0] [3.0] [0.7] [5.0] [61.3] 88.2

0.7 0.8 47.7 38.9 3.2 6.0 1.2 13. 57.0

9.3 17.9 24.4 7.5 1.2 1.5 5.4 16.4 6.0 10.5
Squeak [6.2] [12.0] [16.3] [5.0] [0.8] [1.0] [3.6] [11.0] [4.0] [7.0] 66.9

11.6 23.6 27.4 19.1 11.1 1.6 7.2 18.4 10.8 6.5

12.0 9.1 17.8 5.4 4.5 4.2 6.5 13.9 16.3 10.3
Scream [6.6] [5.0] [9.8] [3.0] [25] [2.3] [3.6] [7.7] [9.0] [5.7] 55.2

12.4 9.8 16.5 11.4 34, 3.7 7.2 12. 24, 5.3

8.4 2.6 9.2 5.0 1.0 3.2 3.4 8.8 15.9 42.6
Whimper [4.2] [1.3] [46] [2.5] [0.5] [1.6] [1.7] [44] [8.0] [21.4] 50.2

7.9 2.6 7.7 9.5 6.9 2.6 3.4 7.4 21.6 19.9

8.1 9.5 50.0 4.8 1.4 8.1 5.2 4.8 8.1
Bark [1.7] [2.0] [10.5] [1.0] [08] [1.7] [1.1] [1.0] [0] [1.7] 21.0

3.2 3.9 17.6 3.8 4.2 2.7 2.1 1.7 1.6

12.6 6.8 18.4 1.1 5.8 7.9 26.3 10.5 10.5
Waa bark [2.4] [1.3] [3.5] [0.2] [0] [1.1] [1.5] [5.0] [20] [2.0] 19.0

4.5 2.6 5.9 0.8 1.8 3.0 8.4 5.4 1.9

8.3 2.1 3.4 42.1 9.7 15.9 18.7
Rough grunt [1.2] [0.3] [0.5] [0] [0] [61] [1.4] [2.3] [0] [2.7] 145

2.2 0.6 0.8 9.9 2.8 3.8 2.5

22.9 8.3 19.1 11.5 6.4 25.5 6.4
Pant [3.6] [1.3] [0] [0] [0] [3.0] [1.8] [1.0] [4.0] [1.0] 15.7

6.7 2.6 4.9 3.6 1.7 10.8 0.9

6.7 14.4 16.7 14.4 17.8 18.9 11.1
Grunt [0.6] [1.3] [1.5] [0] [0] [1.3] [1.6] [1.7] [1.0] [0] 9.0

1.1 2.6 2.5 2.1 3.2 2.8 2.7

14.3 35.7 37.5 1.8 5.4 5.4
Cough [0.8] [0] [2.0] [0] [0] [2.1] [0.1] [0.3] [0] [0.3] 5.6

1.5 3.4 3.4 0.2 0.5 0.3

10.0 23.3 46.7 10.0 10.0
Wraaa [0.3] [0.7] [0] [0] [0] [1.4] [0.3] [0.3] [0] [0] 3.0

0.6 1.4 2.3 0.6 0.5
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Table 3 (continued)

  

°M 90 9A QJ 91 31 32 3A 3] dl Total

18.6 7.0 11.6 62.8
Lip smack [0] [0] [0.8] [0] [0] [0.3] [0.5] [27] [0] [0] 4.3

1.3 0.5 1.0 4.5
Total 53.4 50.9 59.5 26.2 7.2 61.8 49.7 59.8 37.0 107.5

 

NOTE: Usage by chimpanzees at Gombe National Park of thirteen vocal and one nonvocal soundperindividual memberof
each age, sex, and status class. Of the three numbersin each cell the center one is the product of the numberof vocalizations
of that type divided by the numberof individuals in that class in the study population. The other two are percentages, either
of the total for that type of sound (top) or of the numberof vocalizations by that class of animal (bottom).

est intensity. At this stage phonation on inhala-
tion begins and the laughter assumes a labored
wheezing quality, and it may be accompanied by
efforts to ward off the tickler. When given rhyth-
mically, the rate varies from about two tofive
breath cycles per second. The frequency charac-
teristics vary widely. The maximum emphasized
frequency is higher in young animals than in
adults though a high-frequency, breathy compo-
nent is often presentirrespective of age.

Though recorded from all age classes other
than nulliparous adult females, laughter is much
more common in young animals than in adults.
Males laughed more than females in the Gombe
sample, and male infants may well be more out-
going and proneto engagein the vigorousplay
that generates laughter. However, this sampleis
probably biased by overrepresentation of laugh-
ter by one male infant (Flint) that spent much
timein the study area with three siblings and the
mother. All were prone to spend muchtimein
play and many soundrecordings were made. Not
only did young animals makethe biggest contri-
bution to laughter, but it was also the mostfre-
quentvocalization recorded from infants of both
sexes and from juvenile females, though it made
a lesser contribution to the vocal output ofjuve-
nile males. The context for laughter was always
some variety of play, usually with physical con-
tact in the forms of tickling by the hand and
biting with the teeth. On a significant numberof

occasionsit was recordedin the absence of phys-
ical contact, such as when two animals chased

each other around a bushin play. The closing
scene in the film “Vocalizations of Wild Chim-
panzees’” (Marler and van Lawick-Goodall,
1971) illustrates such a chase in play between
two infant males competing for possession of a
palm flower. There is a close correlation be-
tween play and laughter, and laughter terminates
without transitional forms when play is inter-
rupted.

(4) Sgqueak is a short shrill call, one to two
tenths of a secondin duration, with a fundamen-

tal that is frequency-modulated, peaking in mid-
call at 0.5 to 1 kHz and then falling (Fig. 5).
There is a rich array of four to eight or more
harmonics often with significant energy up to 6
to 8 kHz. Squeaks are usually given in series at
two to five per second, often gradinginto other
sounds in the course of a sequence. Although
Squeaking was recorded from all age and sex
classes, it was more frequentin females than in

males in the main sample (female, 170; male,

94). It is used especially often by adolescentani-
mals of both sexes, and in the Gombe study
madeupa high proportion of the average output
of both (Table 3). There was a general tendency
for frequent use by animals of intermediate age,
which perhapsindicates a correlation with labil-
ity of dominance relations. Among males it is
notably less common in older adults than in any



 
Fig. 3. Pant-grunting by a male and a female chim-

panzee. At the top in both wide- and narrow-band
displays is an example of pant-grunting by an adult
male, Hugo. Below is an example from the adult

female Flo. In each case the rapid alternation of inha-
lation and exhalation phases can be seen. The fre-
quency markers indicate 500 Hz intervals. In both
cases a segmentabout 2 secondsin duration is shown.
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Fig. 4. An example of laughter from an infant the arrow. Both wide- (top) and narrow-banddisplays
male, Flint. The time of the moviestill is indicated by are shown.Scales as in Fig. 1.
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other age class. It is given by animals showing
other signs ofdistress, for example after an ag-
gressive attack or during the approachofa high-
er-ranking animal. Van Lawick-Goodall (1968a)
notes that the touching or embracingof the sub-
ordinate evoked by squeaking mayreduceits dis-
tress.

(5) Scream is a high-pitched, far-carrying
sound that represents 9 percentof the total sam-
ple. There are intergrades with squeaks, from
which it can be distinguished by the longer dura-
tion—morethan a quarter or even half a second
—and the tendency for energy to be concen-
trated in the lower harmonics (Fig. 6). The fun-
damentalis usually between 0.5 kHz and 1 kHz
or above, but it is often weaker than the second
harmonic and even the third. After an upward
inflection at the start the pitch is usually steady
for the major part of the sound, descending at
the end. The tone may befairly pure, or fre-
quency modulated at a rapid rate (e.g., 100 war-
bles per second), or there may bean overlay of
noise of varying density. As a result the tonal
quality of screams can vary widely in the same
individual.

Screams were recorded in the Gombestudy
from all classes of animals, with females con-
tributing rather moreto the total sample than
males (122:94). The overall frequency ofscream-
ing by adult females with young and byadoles-
cent females was especially high. Among males
the overall peak was shown by younger adult
males and adolescent males. Whenthe figures
are converted to frequenciesperclass of individ-
ual, the usage by females is fairly consistent
across age classes, apart from a peakin infants
that is probably an artifact of the small sample.
The distribution among males is more uneven,
with the oldest adults screaming considerably
less than the adolescent andjuvenile males. Like
squeaking, screamingis given byvictimsofsocial
strife associated with dominance relations—
hence the infrequent use by high-ranking adult
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males. It may evoke reassurance behaviorin oth-
ers or, according to van Lawick-Goodall (1968a),
recruitment of help against an aggressor.

(6) Whimper is a soft, low-pitched sound
about one tenth of a second in duration with a
fundamental frequency usually between 200 and
350 Hz(Figs. 7 and 8). Thisis either a pure tone
or a harmonic series, sometimeswith only two or
three overtones, sometimes a dozen or more.
The spectral structure seems to correlate some-
whatwith the pattern of delivery, the purer form
being given singly or spaced at least one or two
seconds apart, the more complex forms being
more often delivered in series at a rate of two to
four per second. It was recorded for both sexes
(female, 66; male, 109). All age classes used it at
a roughly similar level with the exception of a
higher rate in juvenile and infant males, for
whomit also makesup a larger proportion of the
utterances of a typical individual. The circum-
stances of whimperingare varied, and van La-
wick-Goodall (1968a) lists three separate calls
for this category occurringin ratherdifferentsit-
uations.

Onecall is given on hearing a strange sound
or seeing somethingstrange (Fig. 7). Van La-
wick-Goodall described this as the ‘“‘hoo”’ call,
but sound spectrographic analysis reveals no
consistent difference between it and othertypes
of whimpering. However, we confirmedthedis-
tinctive pattern of delivery in this contextofei-
ther single or spaced calls. The other forms of
call are given when an animalbegs for food,
when a frightened infant clings to its mother
(Fig. 8) or searches for a nipple, and when an
individualis being threatenedoris having a tem-
per tantrum, which produces the most rapid se-
quences. Responsesby othersto the call include
donating food, retrieving or suckling the infant,
and offering reassurance gestures; or the call
may be ignored.

(7) Bark is a loud sharpcall that varies con-
siderably in pitch (Fig. 9). The duration ranges
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Fig. 6. Two samples of screaming by the same

adult female chimpanzee, Pooch. Times of the movie
stills are indicated by the arrows. Wide-band displays
are above. Scales as in Fig.1.

from .1 to .25 seconds with a fundamental be-
tween 300 Hz and | kHz. Sofar the description
is very like that of a squeak. Barks differ from
squeaksin their abruptonsetandtheir tendency

to be noisy. This may take the form of a noise
overlay or sudden breaks in pitch with a step
change of .1 kHz to .5 kHz. The modulation of
frequencies in the bark is often steeper than in
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Fig. 7 Examples of whimpering by an adolescent example, taken during begging for food. The infant
female, Fifi, on theleft, and by an infant male, Goblin, was apprehensive of a microphone broughttooclose.
on the right. Wide-band displays are above. Timing of Scales as in Fig.1.
the one moviestill 1s indicated by an arrow intheleft
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Fig. 8. Two samples of whimpering by an adult graphs is not indicated. Wide-band displays above,
male, Faben, given after glimpsinghis reflection ina narrow-band below.Scales as in Fig. 1.
mirror. Precise timing of the single frame photo-
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Fig. 9. Two samples of barking by the adult
female Flo. Timesof the moviestills are indicated by
arrows. Wide-band displays above, narrow-band be-
low. Scales as in Fig. 1.

the squeak. Finally barks differ from squeaks in
that, although there may be a broad array of up
to eight or more harmonics, the main energyis
usually concentrated in the first one or two so
that the call tends to be rather low-pitched. Barks

grade into squeaksat the higher-pitched end and
into grunts at the lower end.

While barks were not recorded for juvenile
males, the numbersfor otherclasses are so small

that this lack is hardly significant. Most notable
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is the high frequency of barking by adolescent
females. In the Gombe study barking makes up
nearly 20 percentof the vocal outputofa typical
adolescent female. Although someofthis excess
results from the indulgence in frequent barking
by a single animal (Gigi), adolescent females do
seem to bark more than otherclasses. Barkingis
associated with annoyance or mild aggressive-
ness toward another individual, though it may
also occur in generalized excitement or while
threatening othersat a distance. The response of
others is not clear although, as van Lawick-
Goodall (1968a) notes for the waa bark, others
may be proneto look towardthe caller and to
bark themselves.

(8) Waa bark. Van Lawick-Goodall (1968a)
does not distinguish between barks and waa
barks, lumping both underthe latter heading.
However,with practice a distinction can be made
both by sound spectrograph and by ear between
the shorter bark and the waa-barks, which are
more drawn out, often lasting half a second or
longer. The mouthtendsto be open morewidely
and conspicuous frequency breaks are consis-
tently present (Fig. 10). There is an overall ten-
dencyfor the pitchto rise and fall audibly during
the course of the sound,but often with a heavy
overlay of noise,usually restricted to the early or
middle section of the call. Given singly orin se-
ries, the call often grades into anothercall such
as a bark or a scream.

The waa bark was recorded in similar num-
bers from males and females (43:41) with no
striking preponderance in any age class other
than a ratherfrequentuse by adolescents ofboth
sexes (Tables 2 and 3). Some complementarity
between the use of barks and waa barks by a
typical individual adolescent male and female
(Table 3) suggests that adolescent males are
prone to use waa barks in situations in which
adolescent females use barks instead. The use of
the waa bark when animals are both aggressive
and apprehensive, as when a subordinatethreat-
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ens a dominant animal at a distance,is perhaps
consistent with frequent use by an age class
whose dominancerelationsare notyet fully crys-
tallized. Van Hooff (1971) also interprets bark-
ing (shrill bark = bark + waa bark) as associated
with balanced aggressive and submissive motiva-
tion.

(9) Rough grunt. A wide array of soundsrang-
ing from squeaksto barks, with a pulsed gruntas
the mosttypical form,is given by animals eating
a favored food. By comparison with other grunt-
like sounds of chimpanzees, the tempo of rough
grunting is distinctively slow: a typical rate of
delivery would be twoto fourcalls per second.
However, in a group, with the attendantsocial
excitement commonly generated, the rate may
be higher andthestructure of the call may also
vary. In adult animals that are relaxed andfeed-
ing, each call consists of up to aboutten glottal
pulses with a wide frequency range, given in
rapid succession, producing a sound something
like a groan (Fig. 11). In younger animals the
higher frequency emphasis and pulserate result
in the “tonal grunt” of van Hooff (1971) and an
intermediate form that is somewhat barklike (the
barking sounds of van Lawick-Goodall, 1968a).
With increased excitement the pulse rate may
increasestill further and the result is a squeak or
a ‘‘shriek”’ (ibid.). When foodis present in a com-
plex social situation, many different forms are
often intermingled. However,in the spaced calls
of a relaxed individual the pulsatile structure of
a call is usually evident; hence the namefor the
category as a whole.

Rough grunting was heard more from males
than from females in the Gombestudy (69:14).
Within each sex it was used more frequently by
adults, and in males the more frequent use of
rough grunting by older adults wasstriking (Ta-
ble 3). This call also made upa significant por-
tion of the vocal outputof a typical older adult
male—almost 10 percent. Theclose association
with preferred food suggests thatit functions as



 
Fig. 10. Three examples of the waa bark given by

the adult female Gigi. Timing of the movie still is
indicated by an arrow. Wide-banddisplays above, nar-
row-band below.Scales as in Fig. I.
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Fig. 11. Two samples of rough grunting given by

an old adult male, David (left), and by an infant male,
Flint (right). Arrows indicate timingofthe stills. Wide-
band displays above, narrow-bandbelow.Scales as in
Fig. 1.
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a food call. The transfer of attention to thecall-
ing animal and the often hurried approach of
others are consistent with the notion that rough
grunting doesin fact convey information about
the presence of food. Thecall is soft, and only
animals close by can hear it. The tendency of
high-ranking adult males to assume control of
limited food sources may explain their frequent
use ofthis call.
(10) Pant. There are several situations in

which animals of either sex, typically adults, give
rapid panting sounds. There is phonation on
both inhalation and exhalation,cycling rapidly at
a rate comparable to that of pant-grunting, at
about five pairs of sounds per second (Fig. 12).
Voicing1s rare, thoughit is occasionally heard on
the expiratory phase. The soundsaresoft, with
most energy concentrated in low frequencies,
though somenoise may be spread across a wide
spectrum.It is given during grooming, upon the
reunion of two animals after separation, and as

a component in peaceful greeting behavior,
when it is often associated with placing the
mouth on the face of another, as van Hooff

(1971) has indicated.It is also given during cop-
ulation by the thrusting male.Its intensity varies
in these contexts, and copulatory panting tends
to be the loudest (van Lawick-Goodall, 1968a).

These areall “peaceful” occasions, and although
its communicative significance is obscure, pant-
ing may indicate a low probability of aggression.
(11) Grunt. A_ soft, brief, low-frequency

sound, given singly or in trains with a variable
rate, occurs in a variety of somewhatill-defined

situations (Fig. 12). The difficulty of identifica-
tion maywell haveled to its underrepresentation
in the Gombe sample, which suggests rarity or
absence in young animals and only occasional
use by older ones. It occurs during feeding be-
havior and during occasions of social excite-
ment, but the contexts for this call are not yet
well defined. It often grades into othercalls as
the situation changes, with transitions into rough
grunting, barking, pant-grunting, and other

Communication in Selected Groups

calls. It is an acoustically simple sound produced
on a single exhalation through a mouththatis
closed or only slightly open.
(12) Cough is similar to grunting but un-

voiced, produced by a rushof air out through a
more open mouth,givingit a breathy tone(Fig.
13). It is usually given only once, in association
with a brief threatening hand gesture to a com-
panion. Adult males and adult and adolescent
females accountfor almostall utterances ofthis
call, which generally accompanies a mild confi-

dent threat toward a subordinate animal.
(13) Wraaa. Mostrarely heard of all chimpan-

zee soundsin ourstudyis this unusualcall, prob-

ably a variant of the waa bark (Fig. 14). It begins
in the same way, but the last tonal section 1s
drawn out into a howlthat maylast a second or
more,tojudge by ear. No completely satisfactory
recordingsofthis call were made,anda full phys-
ical description awaits further study. It was noted
only from adult females and adult and adoles-
cent males, with the older adults responsible for

the majority of utterances.It is given in response
to man and otherpredatorsorto strange animals
(once to a distant buffalo, for example) and

seems to combine elements of threat and alarm.
It has been noted in response to discovery of a
dead companion (Teleki, 1973), again with evi-
dence of ambivalent aggressive and fearful re-
sponses. It probably functions as the only
distance alarm call of the chimpanzee.

VOCALIZATIONS OF THE GORILLA AND

CHIMPANZEE COMPARED

Fossey (1972) has assembled a list for the
mountain gorilla of sixteen vocalizations, in-
dicating where she concursor differs with Schal-
ler’s (1963) classification. A summaryofherfinal
list is presented in Table 4. Brackets around
three groups of calls suggest where categories
might be further lumped, because the calls
‘could be grouped together onthe basesofsimi-
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 Fig. 12. Ah dxample6 Dantin, by an adult male, given with a compressed (middle) and an expanded
Hugo,during copulation (top). Below are examples of frequencyscale (bottom), with wide-band displays on
grunts given by an adult female, Pooch, on theleft, the left and narrow-band on theright. Scales as in
and by an adult male, Worzle, on the right. Each is Fig. 1.
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Fig. 14. Three examples of the wraaa given by an
adult male, Hugo. The arrowindicates the timing of
the movie still. Wide-band displays above, narrow-
band below.Scales as in Fig.1.

larities in their physical structure, a subjective
impression of the sounds, the context in which
they occurred and the responsestheyelicited.”’
However, the sixteen types present a compro-

mise between lumpingand splitting similar to
that used in chimpanzeeclassification, makingit
most useful for comparative purposes. Fossey
divides the vocalizations into seven functional
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Table 4

A catalog ofgorilla vocalizations.

 

Equivalent chimpanzeecall

 

Vocalization Circumstances Type Circumstances

Wraagh Sudden alarmingsituation; loud noise; unexpected contact Waa bark and Wraaa Same

with buffalo, with aggressive elements.

Hoot bark Alerting to mild alarm; group movementinitiation. Bark ? Similar

Hootseries Intergroup encounters with aggressive component. Pant-hoot Similar

Pig grunt Mild aggression in moving group. Grunt and cough General arousal

and aggression

Scream Aggressive disputes within group; copulating female. Scream Same

Belch Feeding; group contentment. Rough grunt Same

Question bark Very mild alarm or curiosity. Bark ? Similar

Cries Infant separated,:in difficulty. Whimper and squeak Same

Roar Strong aggression of silverback 6 to predator or other group. None

Hiccup bark Very mild alarm orcuriosity. Bark ? Similar

Growl Mild aggressionin stationary group. None

Pantseries Mild threat within group. Pant-grunt? Similar

Whine Dangerof injury or abandonment(?). None

Whinny May be anomalous;ailing animal. None

Chuckles Social play, tickling. Laughter Same

Copulatory panting Male, copulating. Pant Same

Source: From Fossey, 1972; with chimpanzee equivalents.

groupings: aggressive calls (3), mild alarm calls
(2), fear and alarm calls (2), distress calls (2),

group coordination vocalizations(3), calls for in-
tergroup communication (1), and finally miscel-
laneouscalls (3). A comparison between Tables

1 and 4 indicatesa similar array of general func-
tions inferred for gorilla and chimpanzee vocali-
zations. Fossey also presents statistics on the
response evoked in other group membersby a
large number of examples of gorilla calls, and
she documents the usage of calls by sex and age
class as well. The latter permits a number of
illuminating comparisons with the chimpanzee.

Table 5 presents a digest of the numbersof
vocalizations recorded by Fossey from four

classes of individuals (Fossey, 1972, Tables 2

and 3, excluding data from unidentified individ-

uals). The data on chimpanzee vocalizations
have beenrearrangedto fit the same categories.
The table also shows the numberofindividuals

in each sex and ageclassin the study population,
permitting calculation of the average numberof
vocalizations uttered by each class member,
given directly (D) and as a percentage (E). A

striking difference is apparent.
Whereasvocal behavior of the chimpanzee1s

evenly distributed throughoutall classes of indi-
viduals, there is a huge preponderance in the
gorilla of vocalizations by adult males, which
contribute more than 90 percent ofall vocal be-
havior recorded. Thisis true both as overall fig-
ures and as data reduced to the output of an
average class member. Fossey’s data also show
that there is a further asymmetry in the vocal
behavior of adult males, silverbacked males mak-

ing a much greater contribution than black-
backed males (1490:73).

Using the physical descriptionsofgorilla calls

presented by Fossey (1972), we have attempted
to compare them with chimpanzeevocalizations.
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Table 5

A comparison of the frequency ofgorilla and chimpanzee vocal behavior
by sex and age classes.

Gorilla*

Add Ad? Juv. Inf.

Numberof individuals

in study population 31 36 20 19

Numberof vocalizations

of known individuals 1,583 77 7 33

Percentage of total

vocal output 93 5 0.5 2

Average vocal output

per class member(B/A) 50.1 2.1 0.35 1.7

Percentage eachclass

member makesoftotal 92 4 0.6 3

*After Fossey, 1972; tables 2 and 3.

Table 4 indicates that all thirteen chimpanzee
calls have plausible acoustical parallels in the
gorilla. The circumstances in which they are
given also seem to besimilar, indicating a sur-
prising degree of correspondence in vocal be-
havior of the two species.

Retabulation of Fossey’s data in a format cor-
respondingto that used for the chimpanzee data
permits further comparisons (Tables 6 and 7).
Having arranged the calls in order of the fre-
quency of use in the general sample, we can see
that the hoot series, which corresponds to the

most frequently used chimpanzee vocalization,
pant-hooting, ranks only third in the gorilla.
However, the circumstances for the two species

were notstrictly comparable. Whereasthe chim-
panzee study population at Gombe National
Park1s fully habituated to human observers, Fos-
sey’s study population wasless well habituated,
especially in the early phases of study. She noted
that while ‘‘alarm calls” (wraaghs) were the most
frequent vocalization, it was probable that if
more data had been collected from the same
groups later, the alarm calls would have been

Chimpanzee

Total Add Ad? Juv. Inf. Total

106 15 12 10 7 44

1,700 831 633 506 343 2,313

36 27 22 15

54.25 55.4 52.7 50.6 49 207.7

27 25 24 24

relatively less frequent and the belch or other
group coordination vocalizations would be the
most frequentfor nearly all age and sex classes
(Fossey, 1972:40).

Working with the same study population as
Fossey, but now better habituated, Harcourt

(pers. comm.) suggests that the rank order of
usage 1s now thefollowing: (1) belch, (2) chuck-

les, (3) pig grunt, (4) hoot bark or hiccup bark
(not distinguished), (5) hoot series, (6) whine

and cries, (7) question barks, (8) screams, (9)
pantseries, (10) copulatory pants (not quantified
in Fossey’s sample), (11) growl, (12) wraagh,

(13) roar, and (14) whinny. Harcourt expressed
less confidence in the relative rankings of 4-14
than in that of the first three, and notes that

chuckles might rank first on a duration measure
though third on an onset measure.

The change in estimated rank of the gorilla
wraagh from | to 12 is as Fossey hadpredicted.
The frequentcalling in the early study was pre-
sumably triggered by the observer. If Harcourt’s
data are confirmed quantitatively, then this

becomesanothercase of close resemblance be-



Table 6

Frequency of use ofgorilla vocalizations.I.

 

Numberofindividuals of given age and sex in population

  

14 17 36 20 19

Call 6 Silverback 6 Blackback 2 Juvenile Infant Total Percentage

92 7 0.7 0.1
Wraagh [503] [39] [4] [1] [0] 547 32

34 42 5 14

93 3 3 0.4
Hoot bark [408] [15] [13] [2] [0] 438 26

27 16 17 29

98 1 0.4 0.4
Hootseries [274] [3] [1] [1] [0] 279 16

18 3 1 14

89 6 5
Pig grunt [108] [7] 6] [0] [0] 121 7

7 8 8

56 8 31 2 4
Scream [58] [9] [33] [2] [4] 106 6

4 10 43 29 12

79 18 4
Belch vocalization [44] [10] [2] [0] [0] 56 3

3 11 3

84 4 12
Question bark [41] [2] [6] [0] [0] 49 3

3 2 8

100
Cries [0] [0] [0] [0] [24] 24 1

73

94 6
Roar [17] [1] [0] [0] [0] 18 1.

1 1

88 12
Hiccup bark [15] [0] [2] [0] [0] 17 1

1 3

87 7 7
Growl [13] (1] 1] [0] [0] 15 0.8

0.9 1 ]

23 69 8

Pant series [3] [0] [9] [1] [0] 13 0.7
0.2 12 14

11 44 44

Whine [1] [4] [0] [0] [4] 9 0.5
0.06 4 12

996
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Table 6 (continued)

 

Numberofindividuals of given age and sex in population

14 17 36

Call S Silverback 6 Blackback ?

71 29

Whinny [5] [2] [0]
0.3 2

Chuckles [0] [0] [0]

Total 1,490 93 77
Percentage 88 5 5

20 19

Juvenile Infant Total Percentage

[0] [0] 7 0.4

100
[0] [1] ] 0.06

3

7 33 1,700

0.4 2

NOTE: Of the three numbersin each cell, the center one is the numberofvocalizations; the top one is the percentage
of that type of vocalization; the bottom oneis the percentage of vocalizations of that class of animals. (From Fossey,
1972: Table 3, excluding data from unidentified individuals.)

tween chimpanzee and gorilla. The estimated
decline in rank of gorilla cries from 8 to 6 in
frequency of use is perhaps another manifesta-
tion of the habituation process, as is the decline

in ranking of screams from 5 to 8. The increased
ranking of chuckles as estimated by Harcourt to
2 from 15 perhapsreflects the otherside of the
habituation coin, namely that certain activities
would have beeninhibited during observation of
nervous animals, notably play behavior. This
presumably becamerelatively more common as
habituation proceeded.

Perhapsthe mostintriguing of these changes
in relative frequency of use ofgorilla calls is the
estimated rank increase of the belch from 6 to 1,

bringing the gorilla data into even more marked
contrast with that for the chimpanzee, where the
equivalent call, “rough grunting,” ranked 9 in
the overall Gombe sample. Thesituations that
Fossey (1972) describes for gorilla belching in-
clude notonly feeding, but also sunning, groom-
ing, and play, with calling of one individual often
evoking belching in several others—a broader

array of contexts than those in which chimpanzee
rough grunting occurs. It seemslikely thatthisis
a significant difference between the two species.

One consequence of the provisioning of the
chimpanzee population during gathering of the
Gombe sample is the presence of satiated ani-
mals, possibly favoring the occurrence of play
(Wrangham,pers. comm.). Gathering of animals
in the provisioning area may have made age-
mates morereadily available for activities such as
play. Furthermore, the presence in the camp
area of the Flo family—an unusually large and
coherent family group—may also have favored
the occurrence of play around the camp. Thus
chimpanzeelaughter, a subject of special study,
is surely overrepresented in the Gombe sample.
It now seemsconceivable that it may actually be
less frequentthan in the gorilla in normally dis-
persed chimpanzee populations.

There was probably an increase in aggressive
activities in the GombeStream study population
as a result of provisioning (Wrangham, 1974),
and it is possible that the high ranking in fre-
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Table 7

Frequency of use of gorilla vocalizations. II.

Numberofindividuals of given age and sex in population

 

14 17 36 20 19

Call 3 Silverback 6 Blackback ? Juvenile Infant Total

93.5 6.0 0.3 0.1
Wraagh [35.9] [2.3] [0.1] [0.05] [0] 38.4

33.8 42.6 4.5 14.3

95.4 3.0 1.3 0.3
Hoot bark [29.1] [0.9] [0.4] [0.1] [0] 30.5

27.4 16.7 18. 28.6

98.5 1.0 0.1 0.3
Hootseries [19.6] [0.2] [0.02] [0.05] [0] 19.9

18.4 3.7 0.9 14.3

92.8 4.8 2.4
Pig grunt [7.7] [0.4] [0.2] [0] [0] 8.3

7.2 7.4 9.0

70.7 8.6 15.5 1.7 3.4
Scream [4.1] [0.5] [0.9] [0.1] [0.2] 5.8

3.9 9.3 40.9 28. 11.4

82.7 16.0 1.3

Belch vocalization [3.1] [0.6] [0.05] [0] [0] 3.75
2.9 11.1 2.3

90.6 3.1 6.3

Question bark [2.9] [0.1] [0.2] [0] [0] 3.2
2.7 1.8 9.0

100.0

Cries [0] [0] [0] [0] [1.3] 1.3
74.

96.0 4.0

Roar [1.2] [0.05] [0] [0] [0] 1.25
1.1 0.9

95.7 4.3

Hiccup bark [1.1] [0] [0.05] [0] [0] 1.15
1.0 2.3

92.8 5.2 2.1

Growl [0.9] [0.05] [0.02] [0] [0] 0.97
0.8 0.9 0.9

36.4 54.5 9.1

Pantseries [0.2] [0] [0.3] [0.05] [0] 0.55
0.2 13.6 14.3

14.9 42.6 42.6

Whine [0.07] [0.2] [0] [0] [0.2] 0.47
0.07 3.7 11.4
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Table 7 (continued)

Numberofindividuals of given age and sex in population

14 17

Call 3 Silverback 6 Blackback

80.0 20.0

Whinny [0.4] [0.1]
0.4 1.9

Chuckles [0] [0]

Total 106.3 5.4

36 20 19

2 Juvenile Infant Total

[0] [0] [0] 0.50

100.0

[0] [0] [0.05] 0.05
2.9 —

2.2 0.35 1.75

NOTE:Data recalculated from Fossey, 1972, by dividing the numberof vocalizations of each type
from identified individuals by the numberof individuals of that class in the study population. Of the
three numbersin each cell, the center one is the numberof vocalizations; the top oneis the percentage
of that type of vocalization; the bottom oneis the percentage of vocalizations of that class of animal.
(Fossey, 1972; tables 2 and 3.)

quencyof use of pant-hooting Is to some extent
attributable to the high level of general arousal
maintained in the camp area.

Although thereis a clear and intriguing con-
trast in the ranking of the chimpanzee rough
grunt and the gorilla belch in frequencyof use,

perhaps the most striking conclusion to be
drawn from the data is again the surprising de-
gree of correspondence betweenthe two species
in the rank order of use of correspondingcalls.

The whimpers and squeaks of the chimpan-
zee probably correspondwith the “‘cries”’ of the
gorilla. Whereas cries are confined to infant
gorillas, the corresponding chimpanzeecalls are
used by all ages and both sexes, even though
infants still whimper more. This may betaken as
a sign of the greater emotionality and expres-
siveness of the chimpanzeeat all ages as com-
pared with the gorilla. However, it may be noted
that screams, which rank fifth in frequency of
general usage for both species, are used bygoril-
las of all ages and bothsexes, mostfrequently by
silverbacked males. There is a contrast in the
chimpanzee in that althoughall classes of indi-

viduals engage in screaming,it is less frequent in
males than females and is notably infrequent in
the older, higher-ranking males. By contrastsil-
verbacked male gorillas scream the most fre-
quently.

Thus, comparisons of temperament in the
two species, which tend to emphasize the phleg-
matic nature of the gorilla, should not overlook

the remarkable vocal range of silverbacked
males. If vocal outputis indeed to be used as an
index of temperament, then silverbacked males
can hardly be viewed as anyless expressive and
emotional than chimpanzees, however phleg-
matic other classes of individuals may appear.
One wonders whethertheir restraint might not
be correlated with the relative exuberance and
assertivenessofthe silverbacked male. Certainly
the fact that silverbacks assume prime responsi-
bility for intergroup spacing correlates with their
high vocal output and with the existence of at
least one vocalization that is unique to adult
males (in addition to the roar, Fossey also men-
tions the whinnyasrestricted to adult males but
notes that this may be an anomalouscall asso-
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ciated with sickness). A territorial organization
places heavy responsibilities on the class of indi-
viduals that must maintain it. More complex
within-group organization in the chimpanzee
perhapshelpsto explain the lack of any vocaliza-
tions that are uniqueto adult males (see below,
p.1027).

VOCALIZATIONS OF THE ORANG-UTAN

Thesociallife of the orang-utan, long consid-
ered the most mysterious of the apes, is becom-
ing known from the research of Harrisson
(1960), Horr (1972), Rodman (1973), Mackin-
non (1974, 1975), and Galdikas-Brindamour
(1975). In a preliminary accountofvocalizations
Mackinnonlists sixteen different types andillus-
trates some of them with sound spectrograms.
While the data permit no detailed comparison
with the chimpanzee and gorilla, some com-
ments can be made.It can be seen from Table8,
which lists the vocalizations and a summary of
the circumstances in which they are given, that

Communication in Selected Groups

vocalization occurs in much the same general
situations as it does in the other two apes. Ac-
cording to Mackinnon, some sounds are given
on exhalation, others on inhalation, the latter
perhapsoccurring more frequently than in other
species. Oneinteresting soundis the kiss squeak,
associated with a sharp intake of air through
pursed trumpet-lips. In one population in Suma-
tra ‘‘animals frequently held the knuckles or back
of the hand to the lips while making this noise
and this had the affect of deepening the tone.”
Mostdistinctive ofall is the ‘long call” of adult,
aggressively dominant males. This call consists
of a long train of low-pitched calls which the
inflated laryngeal pouch imbueswith a rich deep
tone, the series lasting from one to three
minutes. Thereis a bubbly introduction building
up to a climax ofroars, then trailing off into a
series of sighs. The numberof call units varies
from twenty-five to fifty, with differences be-
tween Sumatran and Bornean populations in
length of the units and duration ofthe series.

Table §

A catalog of orang-utan vocalizations.

 

Vocalization Circumstances

 

Kiss squeak (and wrist kiss)

Grumph

Gorkum

Lork

Raspberry

Ahoor

Bark

Complex calls

Chomp

. Play grunts

. Hoots and whimpers

Fear squeak

. Crying and screaming

Frustration screams

. Matingcries

16. Long calls
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N

pe
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h

pe
ek
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N
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©
©

Both sexes, being chased or responding to observer.

As(1).
Moderate intimidation displaycall.

With intense threat, usually adult female.

Both sexes, being chased or observer response.

Threat, usually adult male.
Threat or warning, adult male.

With vigorous intimidation display.

Associated with (1) and (2).

In intense play.

Frightened infant.

Frightened young.

Frightened or pained youngandalso adult females.

Captive juvenile when food withheld.

Copulating female.

Dominant adult male advertisement or disturbance, with

aggressive components.

Source: From Mackinnon, 1974.
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Mackinnonsays that adult males give long
calls irregularly, sometimes several in one day,
sometimes noneoverseveral days. Evidently this
call is given less frequently than chimpanzee
pant-hooting or gorilla pant series. In Sumatra
the calling peaks sharply in the early morning,
and Mackinnon points out an intriguing com-
plementarity with the loud calling of other sym-
patric species, each with species-specific timing.

According to Mackinnon, adult male long
calls are a major vehicle for long-range interac-
tion between orang-utans, sometimes occurring
spontaneously, other times triggered by sudden
noises such asa tree falling, a branch breaking,
or mostoften bythe calling ofother orang-utans.
Behavior accompanyingcalling such ashair erec-
tion, laryngeal pouch inflation, rocking, and
branch shaking—also associated with aggressive
display—suggest a corresponding motivation for
calling. Males mayreact similarly to calling by
rushing andbranchshakingorcalling in return,
thoughat times males seem to becomesilent or
to withdraw from another’s calling. Mackinnon
concludesthat long calls are importantfor spac-
ing out adult males; as a consequencefaceto face
encounters between them arerare.

Although males are highly competitive, the
resource at issue is not clear—food, space, or
females. There are suggestionsthatthe longcall
attracts sexually receptive females (Mackinnon,
1974; Horr, 1972), though females may with-
draw andhide in response to calling and may
sometimesignore it ™ anycase, these observa-
tions suggest that the male longcall functions to
coordinate both intragroup and intergroup in-
teractions. The initiative taken by adult male
orang-utansin this regardis reflected in the ex-
treme sexual dimorphism ofthis species, both in
size and external morphology, and in the vocal
repertoire, the long call being unique to the
adult male. In this respect the orang-utan is
closer to the gorilla than to the chimpanzee or
the gibbons.

1001

VOCALIZATION OF GIBBONS

Despite the contrasts in social organization
between gibbons and other apes, gibbon vocal
repertoires are similar in size to those of the
other apes. The most complete descriptions of
vocalizations by wild gibbonsare for the Kloss’s
gibbon, and white-handed gibbon (Tables 9 and
10), and the siamang (Chivers, in press). Ellef-
son’s list of twelve vocalizations compiled during
sixteen months of detailed observation of four
white-handed gibbonfamilies may be more com-
plete than ourlist of ten Kloss’s gibbon vocaliza-
tions, which is based on a fourteen-weekstudy of
thirteen family groups. Chivers (in press) de-
scribes eight siamang vocalizations after seven-
teen months’study oftwo groups. Boutan (1913)
describes fifteen vocalizations used by a white-
cheeked gibbon that he kept as a pet for more
than five years, and he notes that he heard no
vocalizations by other wild or captive members
of this species that were not used byhis captive
specimen. We can concludefor the presentthat
the vocal repertoires of gibbons include some-
thing in thevicinity of eight to fifteen vocaliza-
tions, possibly with minor differences among
species. The most frequently occurring vocaliza-
tions in the repertoire of Kloss’s gibbonareillus-
trated in Figs. 15, 16, and 17.

All classes ofgibbon vocalizationsare used by
both sexes and, as might be predicted from the
intrasexual nature of gibbonterritorial aggres-
sion, sexual dimorphism occurs only in the
songs.

Similarly, most vocalizations are not confined
to particular age classes, though in the siamang
(Chivers, in press), Kloss’s gibbon, and the
white-handed gibbon one vocalization is given
only by juveniles (Tables 9 and 10). Although
primarily the prerogative of adults, spacingcalls
are used even by young gibbonsstill with their
parent (Chivers, 1972; Ellefson, 1974). How-
ever, such singing by young gibbons might in
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Table 9

A catalog of Kloss’s gibbon vocalizations.

Vocalization Circumstances

1. Hoo Languror intergroup gibbon encounters; meeting a (human) predator.

2. Howl Same.

3. Whup By females before or after a song or both; preceding a scream (below);

occasionally by males before a postdawn boutof singing; occasionally uponinitial

detection of a (human) predator.

4, Sirening Sirening and alarm trills occur only when a (human) predator is encountered.

Sirening normally precedesalarm trills.

5. Alarmtrill Same.

6. Whistles Precede bouts of male predawn singing; uttered by both sexes when an

(one- and two-syllables)

7. Songs

8. Whoo

9. Quivering squeal

10. Whistle-howl

11. Loud, prolonged squeal

 

undisturbed group is traveling leisurely or foraging; occasionally upon first

detection of a (human) predator; by males during intervals between successive

songs of their mates. In the last circumstance whistles usually or always are

one-syllabled but in other circumstances they maybeeither one- or two-syllabled.

Produced by both sexes but with pronounced sexual dimorphism. Song begins

(1) spontaneously, (2) upon hearing another of the same sex singing, or (3) in the

case of females, when meeting a female neighbor upon a shared territorial

boundary.

Produced only by females, normally just prior to beginning a boutof singing, but

occasionally whoo’s occur withoutsinging.

Observed only one occasion, when two males were on the ground fighting.

Presumed duetoits plaintive quality to have been uttered by the submissive male.

Heard once from adult females of two groups while the adult males of the groups

were fighting.

Uttered by juveniles, normally when separated from their mothers but occasion-

ally when carried by mothers.

NOTE: This list is thought to be less complete than that for the white-handed gibbon. All categories are used by both

sexes, other than the whoo,a feature of female singing. (From Tenaza, unpubl.)

some cases be inhibited in the presence of an

adult of the same sex (Tenaza, 1976).

If long-distance vocalizations are to assist in

maintainingof spatial organizations based ones-

tablished social relationships amongindividuals

and groups, as apparently they do, they will be

moreefficientif they identify vocalizing individu-

als to others. Countersinging interactions of

male Kloss’s gibbons occur between males sepa-

rated by distances of 150-500 m (Tenaza, 1976)

and songs of neighboring males predictably

show a high degree of individuality (Fig. 18).

Evidence from field studies shows that gib-

bon songs serve primarily as intergroup rather

than intragroup signals, inducing close neigh-

bors of the same sex to sing (Fig. 19). Further-

more, about half of all singing bouts for both

sexes of Kloss’s gibbons are by individuals en-

gaged in dyadic countersinging with adjacent

neighbors (Tenaza, 1976). White-handed gib-

bons (Carpenter, 1964; Ellefson, 1974) andsia-

mangs (Chivers, in press) behave in a basically

similar fashion, thoughin these species, unlike

H. klossii, bisexual choruses also occur.



Vocalization

1. Hoo

2. Glug-hoo

3. Hoo-sigh

4. Grunt-squeal

5. Squeak-grimace

6. Hoo-0o00

7. Grunt-whine

8. Morningcalls

9. Conflict hoo

10. Screech

11. Bark-hoot

Signaling Behavior of Apes

Table 10
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A catalog of white-handed gibbon vocalizations,

Circumstances

Short distance intragroup separation in dense

vegetation; mild upset due to presence of a

human observeras the gibbonshide.

Initial sight of preferred food. Similar to hoo

but “‘throatier, more mezzo.”

Emitted by an animalseparated from the group

(usually an immature) or by all group members
whendisturbed by an observer.

Emitted by young animals during contact play

(“middle pitch range”’).

“Given by subordinate decreasing distance to-

ward a dominant”(“high-pitched’’).

“Animal about to move aggressively toward a

co-dominant or subordinate animal at food.It

is a threat....”’

Emitted a few seconds prior to the end of a

copulation.

Emitted spontaneously, upon hearing morning

calls of gibbons in other groups, or upon

intergroup meeting upona territorial boundary;

sometimes upon detecting a potential predator

(e.g., a tiger or a human). Given by both sexes
but sexually dimorphic.

Adult males in intergroup encounters upon

shared territorial boundaries. Similar to male

morning calls (songs) but “temporal patterning

and varying intensity of conflict hoo’s is

unique.”’

“an animal in danger of being caught during an

agonistic chase... the loud, shrill end pointof a

squealing continuum. ...”

Detecting a potential predator (human).

Comparable Kloss’s
gibbon vocalization

Hoo

No attempt was made to

define the various hoo’s of

Hoo (?) Kloss’s gibbons.

Hoo (?)

? (play not observed)

? (comparable situation not observed)

How!(?)

? (copulation not observed)

Songs

Howl(?) The howlis softer than the con-

flict hoo but occurs (with hoo’s) when

males meet uponterritorial boundaries.

Quivering squeal (?)

Whup

 

Source: From Ellefson, 1967.

When an individual or a pair of gibbons
breaks silence with its song or duet it usually
stimulates others to begin singing, and a chorus
of temporally overlapping bouts of singing by
two or moreindividuals or pairs of gibbons de-
velops. In Kloss’s gibbon 96-97 percent of song
bouts by both sexes occur in such choruses,

while only the remaining 3-4 percent are pro-
duced by gibbonssinging alone (Tenaza, 1976).

With information presently available from
wild populations of gibbons we can distinguish
three kinds of choruses, all based upon sex of
participants: Choruses consisting entirely of
males singing; choruses consisting entirely of
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females singing; and choruses consisting of du-
ets sung by matedpairs of gibbons. Interspecific
differences in the occurrence and co-occurrence
of these chorus types are summarized in Table
11.

All-female chorusesoccuronly in Kloss’s gib-
bon and are confined to the four hours following
sunrise after the gibbonshaveleft their sleeping

Communication in Selected Groups

trees for the day. Choruses consisting entirely of
males singing occur in the white-handed gib-
bon (Carpenter, 1964; Ellefson, 1974; Chivers,
1972), the Sumatran dark-handed gibbon (W.
Wilson and C. Wilson, pers. comm.), the Bor-
nean gibbon (N. Fittinghoff, P. Rodman,and D.
Lindburg, pers. comm.), and Kloss’s gibbon
(Tenaza, 1976). In all but the white-handed gib-
bon, all-male choruses typically begin before
dawn while the gibbonsstill are in their sleeping
trees. In the white-handed gibbon theytypically
begin later in the morning, after a period of
foraging (Carpenter, 1964; Chivers, 1972; Ellef-
son, 1974), though males occasionally sing from
their sleeping trees just before dawn.

 
Fig. 15. Vocalizations of Kloss’s gibbon. I. Male

songs and whistles. a-c are examples of whistles that
precede male bouts of singing. d-m are songs. Males
normally begin their song bouts with one- or two-
syllable songs (d-f), which gradually, over a period of
abouttwenty-five minutes on the average,are progres-
sively elaborated (g-k) until fully developed songsbe-
gin occurring (l-m). The songs presented here were
selected from the output of several different males.
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Fig. 17. Vocalizations of Kloss’s gibbon. III.
Alarm calls. A. Three consecutive whoo’s by one gib-
bon. B. Three examples of howlsillustrating the vari-
able structureofthiscall. C. A five-syllable example of
sirening, which mayinclude from threeto eightsylla-
bles. D. Two whup’s followed by an alarmtrill by the
same gibbon and a secondalarm trill by anothergib-
bon. E. A similar sequence.
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Fig. 16. Vocalizations of Kloss’s gibbon. II.
Female song and related vocalizations. A. Three con-
secutive whoo’s by the same female. B. Three exam-

SECONDS

ples of whistles by males given during intervals
between female songs. C. A female song without a
trill. D. A typical female song with a prolongedtrill.
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Predawn chorusing by male Kloss’s gibbons
occurred on 90 percent of all observation days
on Siberut Island (Tenaza, 1976), with choruses

beginningas early as five hours before sunrise.
The adaptive advantage ofpredawn chorusing in
Kloss’s gibbon mayberelated to the demonstra-
bly short supply of safe sleepingtreesin Siberut,
and to consequent pressures upon males con-
trolling desirable sleeping trees to warn others
away bysinging in them (Tenaza, 1975; Tenaza
and Tilson, in prep.). Whether this hypothesis
might be extended to other gibbons with pre-
dawn male choruses cannot be determined until
the nature and abundanceoftheir sleepingsites
have been evaluated.

Nonvocal interactions between adult gibbons
of neighboring groupsare, with the exception of
courtship activities, concerned totally with ex-
cluding one another from their respective terri-
tories (Carpenter, 1964; Ellefson, 1974; Tenaza,

1976). Hence it seems safe to assumethat song
serves a similar function. The fact that gibbons
without adjacent neighbors sing less often than
those holding territories contiguous with other
territories (Chivers, 1971; Berkson etal., 1971)
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provides further evidence for the spacing func-
tion of gibbon songs.

The vocal repertoire of adult Kloss’s gibbons
includes twocalls, sirening andalarm trills (Ta-
ble 9 and Fig. 17), that occur only when a preda-
tor 1s detected. These alarm calls are loud
enoughto be heard by a man on the ground 800
m away, whereas members of a Kloss’s gibbon
family rarely are more than 10 m from onean-
other (Tenaza, 1976). It therefore seemslikely
that these calls function to warn gibbonsin adja-
cent territories of the presence and location of
predators, as well as to warn immediate group
members, for which the softer hoo and howl

alarm calls (Tables 9 and 10 and Fig. 17) that are
audible to about 100 m also suffice.

The frequency-modulated syllables of siren-
ing and the rapidly repeated sound elements in
the alarm trill (Figs. 17 and 20) make both of
these calls easy to locate by binaural comparison
of time, phase and intensity cues (cf. Marler,

1955). Hence they accurately reveal the location
of a calling animal to predators as well as to
neighboring gibbons. Evolution of such behav-
ior is understandablein theoryifanimals benefit-

Table 11

Distribution among species of three kinds ofgibbon choruses.

Kinds of chorusespresent (+) or absent (0)

  

Species of gibbon All-male All-female Male-female duets

White-handed + 0 +

Dark-handed + 0 +

Bornean + 0 +

Kloss’s + + 0

Hoolock 0 0 +

Siamang 0 0 +

Pileated ? ? +

White-cheeked ? ? +

Javan ? ? ?
sh

NOTE: Species for which information is incomplete are placed below theline.
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Fig. 18. Individuality in Kloss’s gibbon songs, as
illustrated by five consecutive songs by each ofthree
males occupyingterritories within 500 m of one an-
other on Siberut Island, Indonesia. Variation ob-
served in any particular maleis small in comparisonto
variation between males, allowing each individual to
be recognized by his songs.
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Fig. 19. The spatio-temporal relationships among
gibbonsjoining a chorus. The mapillustrates the ten-
dency for chorusing to spread gradually from neigh-
bor to neighbor. Circles indicate the location of
gibbons engaged in the chorus, while numbersindi-
cate the order in which each begansinging.
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Fig. 20. An alarm trill of a Kloss’s gibbon,illus-
trating the rapidly repeated sound elements, covering
a wide frequency range. These are features making
this loud call easy to locate at distances up to 800 m.
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Fig. 21. This figure and the next indicate species
differences in the form of male-female dueting in
mated gibbonpairs. The four basic types of duet de-
scribed in the text are shown.In each case male contri-
butions to the duet are in outline, and female
contributions are in black. A. Bornean gibbon.
B. White-handed gibbon (dark-handed and pileated
gibbon duets are similar. C. Siamang.
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ing from one another’s alarm calls, i.e., those
occupying adjacentterritories, have a high prob-
ability of being closely related (cf. Andrew, 1963;
Smith, 1965).

There are suggestions that adult gibbonsoc-
cupying adjacent territories might often be re-
lated as parents and offspring or perhaps as
siblings. Aldrich-Blake and Chivers (1973) ob-
served a male siamang establish a home range
contiguous to that of his parents. Tenaza and
Tilson (in prep.) witnessed four instancesofset-
tling by young adult Kloss’s gibbons. In each
case the gibbon (two females, two males) left its
parents at maturity and settled in a territory con-
tiguousto that of its parents. Three of the four
definitely mated in those territories subse-
quently. Thus proximity of close kin can plausi-
bly be invokedasa factorin the evolution ofloud
alarm calls.

Unique among vocalizations of higher pri-
mates are the duets in which paired males and
females of several gibbon species engage. Songs
and duets of captive siamangs (Fig. 21C) have
been analyzed in detail by Lamprecht(1970). In
all species of gibbons for which information is
available, other than Kloss’s gibbon, males and
females sing duets with their mates (Table 11).
Male and female songs overlap during duetting
in the pileated gibbon (Marshall et al., 1972), as
they do in the siamangand hoolock (Figs. 21 and
22). In other gibbons male and female alternate
songs with one another.

In the white-handed gibbon the female may
emit a few short notes but for the most part is
silent while her mate is singing. She signals her
readiness to give a full song by utteringa series
of short, monotonous notes. When she begins
her full song, the male normally stops singing
until she has completed it, whereupon he adds a
short coda (Fig. 21B), then pauses for several
seconds beforestarting to sing again. Occasion-
ally a male does not cease singing when the
female begins her song; in these rare instances
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Fig. 22. Another example ofmale-female dueting,
in the hoolock. Kloss’s gibbon does not duet, and
available tape recordings of the Javan gibbon suggest
that it does not either (J. T. Marshall, pers. comm.).

the female does not complete her song butstops
and makes anotherseries of presong notes be-
fore starting another song (Tenaza, unpubl.).
That the female presong notes serve to signal
her mate is supported by our observationsof a
mated pair of white-handed gibbonsat the San
Francisco Zoo, made from September through
November of 1970. About halfway through the
observation period the male of this pair died.
Although the female continued to sing normal
songs after her mate’s death, she stopped pro-
ducing the presong notes. Similarly, an adult
female pileated gibbon caged with a mangabey
monkey at the San Francisco Zoo did not pre-
cede her songs with series of short notes (Fig.
23E), although matedpileated gibbon femalesin
the wild do produce presong notes (Marshall, et
al., 1972). In Kloss’s gibbon, which does not
duet, mated females do not producelongseries
of short notes before each song but make only
three or four short whups before uttering the
first long syllable of song (Fig. 23F).

Duetting by wild dark-handed gibbons,
recorded in Malaya byD.J. Chivers and in Suma-

  

4 5
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Fig. 23. Species and sex differences in songs of six E. Pileated gibbon.F. Kloss’s gibbon. Twootherspe-
species of gibbon. A. White-handed gibbon. B. Dark-
handed gibbon. C.Javan gibbon. D. Bornean gibbon.

tra by W. Wilson and C. Wilson,is similar to the
duetting of white-handed gibbons described
above. Duetting by Bornean gibbons has been
recorded in eastern Kalimantan by P. Rodman
and N. Fittinghoff. It differs from duetting in
other typical gibbonsin that the male does not
sing between female songs but simply adds a
brief coda to the end of her song (Fig. 23A). In
a continuousten-minute recording madebyJ. T.
Marshall of singing by a wild female Javan gib-
bon, (Fig. 23C), duetting did not occur.

In duetting by siamangs (Fig. 21C) the male
sings stereotyped phrases that overlap particu-
lar, predictable portions of the female song
(Lamprecht, 1970). Thus the sequence of events
in a siamang duetis nearly as predictable asitis
in the typical gibbons described above.

Singing by hoolocks contrasts with that of the
siamang and with that of the typical gibbons in
two respects. First, there is no striking sexual
dimorphism in the structure of sound elements
contributed to a duet. Although in the pair we
tape recordedat the Vancouver Zoo (British Co-

cies are shown in Figs. 21 and 22.

lumbia) the male sounds tended to be lower in
pitch than those of the female, both sexes pro-
duced basically the same sounds. Second, the
course of events in a duetis not readily predict-
able. Thus the hoolock duetselected forillustra-
tion (Fig. 22) is not necessarily typical for the
species or even for the pair that producedit.
Duets of this pair varied in duration, in relative

contributions of male and female, in the ways
basic sounds were combined,andin the order of

singing by male and female. Recordings of wild
hoolocks in Assam by R. Tilson and in Burma by
J. T. Marshall support this general picture.

Captivity seems to have no effect upon the
song structure or the nature of duetting in gib-
bons. Six white-handed gibbon pairs that we
recorded in various zoosall have the samebasic
song and duet patterns, with slight variations
within and amongindividuals and pairs; they do
not differ from those we recorded on the Malay
Peninsula and heard in Thailand. Similarly, sia-

mangpairs we have recorded in zoos and in the
wild are basically alike and their patterns do not
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differ from those described by Lamprecht
(1970).

Several species of gibbons have hybridized in
captivity (see records in The International Zoo Year-
book). Duetting between mates of different spe-
cies and the inheritance of songs by their hybrid
progeny remain unstudied. In 1970 we tape
recorded duets between a white-handed gibbon
male and a Borneangibbonfemale that had been
caged togetherfor nine years and had produced
two viable offspring, a male and a female, at the
Micke Grove Zoo (Lodi, California). Both ind1-

viduals sangtheir sex- and species-typical songs.
The male responded to his mate’s songs in the
mannertypical of his species, although his mate
was of another species. He would stop singing
whenthe female began a song and would add the
typical coda to the end of her songs. After death
of the parents the hybrid offspring were kept
together and began duetting late in 1975. They
behaved like a mated pair. Songs of the hybrid
female are structurally intermediate between
songs of the parental species, demonstrating
clearly the inheritance of these vocal patterns.
Both songstructure and duetting behavior ofthe
male hybrid resemble those of the male white-
handed gibbon.

The pelage of three species of gibbons—the
hoolock, the pileated, and the white-cheeked—is

sexually dimorphic: adult males are black and
adult females are generally yellowish (cf.
Fooden, 1969). Brockelman and his colleagues
(1974) have raised the question of whether color
dimorphism might substitute for song dimor-
phism to facilitate sexual recognition in these
species. Sonagraphic analyses demonstrate a
high degree of sexual dimorphism in pileated
gibbonsongsbutlittle in hoolock songs(Figs. 22
and 23). Adult white-cheeked gibbons show a
degree of sexual song dimorphism comparable
to that in pileated gibbons (Marshall et al.,
1972). Hence amongthe sexually dichromic gib-
bonswefind two species with pronouncedsexual
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dimorphism in songs and one with apparently
slight dimorphism. Thus sexual dimorphism in
color does not replace sexual dimorphism in
song except perhaps in the hoolock. Instead it
may complementsongbyfacilitating instant vi-
sual recognition ofan adult’s sex in the same way
that song allows rapid auditory recognition of
sex in all species but the hoolock. None of the
sexually dichromic gibbon species has yet been
studied more than casually in the field.

Production and Perception of
Visual Signals

The visual system of the great apes is very
similar to our own, with extensive overlap ofthe
visual fields, a mixed foveal retina with colorvi-

sion, and highvisual acuity. The correspondence
between apes and ourselves in visual signaling
equipmentis also notable. Thelack ofa tail1s
compensated by extensive use of the hands in
visual signaling. The facial musculatureis elabo-
rate and is undoubtedly specialized for the pro-
duction ofa variety of facial expressions (Huber,
1931; Andrew, 1963) made morevisible by the

lack of hair on the face. In gibbons conspicuous-
ness of the dark, expressive area of the face is

enhancedby a bandofwhite hairs abovethe face
(H. hoolock), beside it (H. concolor), or surround-

ing it (H7.lar, H. agilis, H. pileatus, and H. muelleri).

Piloerection provides another way of changing
the contour of the trunk and limbs, and slower

physiological changes are conspicuousin thevis-
ible genital swelling of female chimpanzees dur-
ing estrus and in somecases during pregnancy
(van Lawick-Goodall, 1968b, pers. comm.).

There is thus ample morphological equip-
ment for generating a widearray ofvisualas well
as auditory signals, with a somewhat lesser em-
phasis on olfactory signaling. There are parallel
trends on the sensoryside. Thus, we should pre-

pare for the likelihood that vision and audition
will be the most importantsensory modalities for
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social communication, though,as indicated ear-
lier, olfaction is probably importantin sexual be-
havior. Finally, mention should be madeofthe
tactile sense. Although sensory and motorspe-
cializations are hard to detect, there is evidence
that certain parts of the body are well provided
with tactile nerve endings, especially the face,
hands, and genitalia. There is ample evidence
that tactile signals are especially importantin the
kinds of social communication that emphasize
contact with those parts of the body that are
richly innervated (e.g., Simpson, 1973).

VISUAL SIGNALS

Of all parts of the ape body none is more
concerned with the production ofvisual signals
than the face. Somefacial configurations occur
only with particular vocalizations, which they
structure by altering the size and shapeof the
mouth aperture and resonating cavities. What-
ever information these vocalization-boundfacial
modifications might communicate to recipients
about the performer’s motivational state there-
fore appears to depend mainly on their accompa-
nying vocalizations. Here we shall disregard
these expressions and focus on others which,
while they can be accompanied byvocalizations,
apparently are independent enough in someif
not all species of apes to convey information
about what the performeris likely to do next
even whengivensilently. Andrew (1963) consid-
ers most such facial expressions to have been
freed or ‘facilitated’? during their evolution
from a formerassociation with vocalizations.Ig-
noring unfacilitated facial configurations and
lumping together those distinguished only by
minor differences of context, intensity, or ac-

companying vocalizations, the repertoire of
chimpanzeefacial expressions can be reduced to
six (Table 12).

Because chimpanzeefacial expressions have
been intensively studied under nearly ideal ob-
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servation conditions in the field (van Lawick-
Goodall, 1968a, 1968b, 1971) and in a captive
colony (van Hooff, 1971), they provide the best
baseline for comparison with other apes. Thus,
we find that every general category of chimpan-
zee facial expression has been described in at
least two of the other three apes (Table 13). Fur-
thermore, the facial expressions of gibbon,
gorilla, and orang-utan function within the same
range of social circumstances in which compara-
ble chimpanzee expressions occur (Table 12)
(Baldwin and Teleki, 1976; Schaller, 1963; Mac-
kinnon, 1974). Similar facial expressions appar-
ently serve comparable social functions among
the apes.

Ultimately the similarity of facial expressions
amongapes and between apes and monkeys (van
Hooff, 1967; Chevalier-Skolnikoff, 1974) can be
traced to similarities in facial anatomy. The sim-
plest facial musculature amongapesis thatofthe
gibbon,its structural complexity somewherebe-
tween the simpler cercopithecoid monkeys and
the more complex great apes. This primitive
‘‘ground plan”’ of ape facial musculature seen in
the gibbon has increased in complexity along
divergentlines leading to the orang-utan on one
hand and to the chimpanzee,gorilla, and human
on the other (Huber, 1931). Chimpanzeefacial
expressions are shown in relation to their effec-
tor muscles in Fig. 24.

Modifications of orang-utan facial muscula-
ture are most conspicuous in the platysma mus-
cles over the cranium, and in the labio-buccal
musculature. They are related to support and
control of the greatly enlarged laryngeal air sacs,
to support of the male cheek pads (Huber,
1931), and perhaps, as Chevalier-Skolnikoff
(1974) has suggested for the chimpanzee, to
elaboration of the rather prehensile lips for
plucking and manipulating food items.

In the chimpanzee/gorilla/humanline offa-
cial development homologs of gibbon facial
muscles, particularly in the midfacial region,are
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Table 12
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A classification offacial expressions of the chimpanzee.

 

F acial expression Synonyms Circumstances

 

A. Teeth bared byretrac-

tion oflips

1. Grin

(a) With mouth

closed or only

slightly open

(b) With mouth
wide open

B. Teeth mostly or

entirely covered by lips

2. Open-mouth threat
face (mouth open

to varying degrees)

3. Tense-mouth face

(mouth closed,lips
pressed tightly

together)

4. Pout face

5. Play face

6. Lip-smacking face

Grin (van Hooff, 1962; Andrew, 1963); silent
bared-teeth face, horizontal bared-teeth face,

bared-teeth yelp face (van Hooff, 1967, 1971);
silent grin, closed grins (van Lawick-Goodall,
1968a, 1971).

Silent bared-teeth face, open-mouth bared-teeth

face, bared-teeth scream face (van Hooff, 1967,
1971); scream call face, full open grin (van
Lawick-Goodall, 1968a, 1971); threat face,
high grin (Andrew, 1963).

Waa-bark face (van Lawick-Goodall, 1968a);

Waow-bark face, staring open-mouth face (van
Hooff, 1967, 1971).

Tense-mouth face (van Hooff, 1967, 1971);
bulging-lips face (van Hooff, 1971, van Lawick-
Goodall, 1968a); glare, compressed-lips face
(van Lawick-Goodall, 1968a, 1971).

Protruded-lips face, stretched-pout whimper,

silent pout face, pout-moan face (van Hooff,
1967, 1971); whimper face, horizontal pout
(van Lawick-Goodall, 1968a, 1971).

Play face (van Lawick-Goodall, 1968a); relaxed
open-mouth face (van Hooff, 1971).

Lip smacking (van Hooff, 1967, 1971).

During submissive behavior and when an

individual is frightened, e.g., following

attack from a superior.

During nonaggressive physical contact with

other individuals; when threatening superior

or animal of another species of which the

chimpanzeeis afraid.

When threatening subordinate or distant

dominant or animal of another species of

which the chimpanzee is not undulyafraid.

Prior to or during chase or attack upon a

subordinate; prior to copulation.

Upon detecting a strange object or sound;

infant while searching for mother or her

nipple; begging; after being rejected for

grooming; after threat or attack; during

juvenile “‘temper tantrums’’; in othersitua-

tions of “anxiety”or “frustration.”

During playful physical contact with other

individuals.

While grooming anotherindividual.

 

structurally differentiated into increasingly more
and finer subunits proceeding from gibbon to
chimpanzeeto gorilla to human. The advantage
of this increasing complexity might, as Huber
(1931) suggested for humans, berelated to an
increased ability to produce subtle degrees of
expression with nuances of meaning,butthereis
little evidence on the matter.

Lip smackingis presumed to haveoriginated
from jaw, tongue,and lip movements performed

while eating ectoparasites andotherforeign par-
ticles removed from body surfaces during auto-
and allo-grooming (van Hooff, 1967). In the
white-handed gibbon, orang-utan, and chimpan-
zee these movements, which have not been ob-
served in gorillas, still occur in their original
context of ingesting particles removed with the
lips, teeth, and fingers from another’s body dur-
ing allo-grooming (Baldwin and Teleki, 1976;
Carpenter, 1964; van Lawick-Goodall, 1968b;
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Table 13

Probable homologs of chimpanzee facial expressions in other apes.ee
Probable homologsin other apes

Chimpanzee facial expression Gibbon Gorilla Orang-utan
Se

la. Grin with mouth closed or only

—

Grimace
slightly open

1b. Grin with mouth wide open

2. Open-mouth threat face
*3. Tense-mouth face

4. Pout face

5. Play face

6. Lip-smacking face

Mouth-champing
Nonedescribed

Lip-pout

Lowintensity “grin”

(Tenaza, pers. obs.)

Eee

High intensity “grin”

Openingand closing mouth and
protruding tongue while

grooming another gibbon

None described Grimace, fear face

Wide-mouth grin!

Bare-teeth threat face

Tense-mouth face

Pout face

Play face

Lip and mouth move-

ments performed while

eating particles re-

moved from body of

another individual

during allo-grooming.

Fear face and anger face
Annoyance facestaring

Tense-mouth face

Light-distress face
Pleasure face

None described

NOTE: Descriptions and terms for gibbon facial expressions (except lip-smacking) are from Baldwin and Teleki (1976); those
forthe gorilla from Schaller (1963); and those for the orang-utan from Mackinnon (1974).
*Although it has not yet been describedin theliterature, the tense-mouth face with bulging lips appears clearly on the male

Stefi just prior to copulation with the female Kati in a film on sexual behavior of captive gorillas in the Basel Zoo by J.P.
Hess. For the orang-utan tense-mouth face, see B. Galdikas-Brindamour (1975).
TSee Mackinnon, 1975.

Mackinnon, 1974). In the orang-utan they have
been described only in this functional context,
whereas white-handed gibbons (Tenaza, pers.
obs.) and chimpanzees (van Hooff, 1967, 1971;
van Lawick-Goodall, 1968b) often perform lip
smacking during grooming without taking any
foreign particle into the mouth. Noningestivelip
smackingin the chimpanzee “‘does not resemble
the original functional smackingin that the pro-
trusion of the tongueis barely noticeable,” (van
Hooff, 1967:41). In adult white-handed gibbons
full downwardprotrusion of the tongue through
parted lips occurs during non-ingestive lip-
smacking, but the tongue is only slightly pro-
truded when the behavioris ingestive (Tenaza,
pers. obs.).

The Design and Function of Communication
Signals in Apes

SPECIES-SPECIFICITY

Selective pressure for species-specificity in
communicationsignals, such a powerful force in
the evolution of avian vocalizations, has less

effect on the signals of primates, thoughin cer-
tain groups such as the Cercopithecus monkeys
(Marler, 1973) and gibbons (Figs. 21-23), its in-
fluence can be discerned. Although the chimpan-
zee and the gorilla are sympatric in the gross
sense, they seem to live within earshot of one
anotheronly rarely (Gartlan, pers. comm.). They
are presumably separatedbydifferences in habi-
tat selection. It is worth consideringthe possibil-
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ity that there is active repulsion between them.
Comparison ofvocalizations of the two species
has revealed a surprising degree of correspon-

dence that includes some of those signals
thought to be used for maintaining the spacing
of conspecific groups. Chimpanzee pant-hooting

and gorilla hoot series are somewhat similar
acoustically, and one can hardly overlook the
convergenceby gorillas and chimpanzees on two
quite different means of producing far-carrying

drummingsounds,chest beating and tree drum-

ming. Both species also use ground thumps and
branch breaking. Areas where both specieslive
in close proximity should be studiedfor possible
interspecific reactivity.

Orang-utans and gibbons do live in close
contact. While more complete descriptions of
their vocal behavior are needed before we can

speculate about possible evolutionary interac-
tions, Mackinnon(1974) hasan intriguing obser-
vation on the timing of adult male orang-utan
long-calling in Sumatrain relation to that ofloud
calls of the white-handed gibbon, the siamang,

and the leaf monkey (Presbytis aygula) (Fig. 25).
The notion that the nocturnal peak of orang-
utan calling is timed to avoid temporal overlap
with the calling of other species is reinforced by
the absence of such a peak in calling of Bornean
orang-utans. There primate densities are lower,
the siamangis absent, and the only other primate
heard calling regularly was the Bornean gibbon
(Hylobates mueller). Irrespective of any detailed
correspondencein the structure ofvocalizations,
the mere presence of loud calling by one species
may addsignificantly to the backgroundofnoise
against which another must makeitself heard,
hence presumably the adaptive value of avoiding
temporal overlap.

On Siberut Island, Indonesia, both male

Mentawai langurs (Presbytis potenziani) and male
Kloss’s gibbons produce loud predawn spacing
calls. They overlap, with gibbon calling (songs)
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concentratedin the hours 0300-0600 and langur
calling at 0400-0600. However, calling by the
langurs does not occur in prolonged choruses
like the singing of the gibbons butin boutsrang-
ing from eight seconds to eight minutes dura-
tion, during which males from different groups
take turns producingcalls of three to four sec-
onds duration spaced from one to sixty seconds
apart. Even during the hour before dawn, when
langurcalling reaches its peak, these rounds of
calling (includingsilent intervals betweencalls)
occupy on the average only five and a half
minutes, or less than 10 percent of the hour.
Hencetheyinterfere very little with the gibbons’
choruses. Since amongprimateson Siberut only
langurs and gibbonshabitually make loud spac-
ing calls, interspecific competition amongpri-
matesfor the auditory environmentis negligible.

Dawn bird choruses on Siberut are, by con-
trast, continuous and loud, involving manyindi-
viduals of several different species. Tenaza noted
in the field that background noise generated by
the dawn bird chorusnot only reduces the audi-
ble range of gibbon songs but also makesit diff-
cult and often impossible to determineby ear the
location of a singing gibbon.It thereforeis inefh-
cient for gibbons to sing during the bird cho-
ruses, and it seems likely that the temporal

separation of Kloss’s gibbon choruses from bird
choruses (Fig. 26) 1s an evolutionary conse-

quenceofinterspecific competition for the audi-
tory environment.

Species-specificity 1s a matter of special inter-
est in gibbon songs. In a study of the structure
of female songs, we found strong resemblances
in six of the eight species analyzed, with ex-

tremes in the series connected by intermediates
(Fig. 23). Female songs in this group are pre-

_ceded by short, monotonously repeated notes,
and begin with a prolongedsyllable of rising in-
flection. In female white-handed and dark-
handed gibbonsthisfirst syllable is followed by



  

   
     

 

  

  

  

Frontalis

Obicularis oculi
Corrugator supercillii

Zur Zygomaticus
‘Ait Levator labii superioris et alae nasi

SI Levator labii superioris proprius
~S . Quadratus labii superioris

Depressorsepti

Obicularis oris

entalis

Quadratus labii inferioris

Triangularis

Fig. 24. Muscles of facial expression in the chim- shaded.Notethatin the labeled diagram and for those
panzee. Adjacentto each facial expression, the mus- expressionsinvolving the mentalis muscle, a section of
cles responsible for the most characteristic features of superficial musculature of the lowerjaw is cut away to
the expression are darkly shaded and those of occa- expose the mentalis. a. Grin with mouth slightly open.
sional or otherwise minor involvement are lightly Corners of the mouth are retracted by zygomaticus
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similarly prolonged notes, which rise in pitch
near or following the middle of the song, then
fall in pitch at the end. In other species of this
group the prolonged notes initiating female
song becomeprogressively shorter, grading into
a slow trill in the Javan gibbon and into a rapid
trill in the Bornean, pileated, and Kloss’s gib-

bons. The Kloss’s gibbon female trill grades
back into prolonged notes that terminate the
song, but in the others song ends in thetrill.

Despite basic similarity among female songs
in this group of gibbons, each species has a spe-
cies-typical female song structure. The greatest
similarities are between songs of dark-handed
and white-handed gibbon females on the one
hand and between those of Borneanandpileated
gibbon females on the other, but these two song

types are bridged rather nicely by the slowly
trilled song of the female Javan gibbon. The
long, typical song of female Kloss’s gibbons
might seem widely separated from dark- and
white-handed gibbon songs,but the gap is nar-
rowed byits trill-less variant (Fig. 16C), which
resembles them ratherclosely in both song dura-
tion and signal structure.

Among males in these species there is less
interspecific similarity in songs than we find

contraction and brows may beelevated by frontalis
contraction. b. Grin with mouth wideopen. Theentire
quadratus labii superioris group contracts to retract
the upperlip and mouth corners while the platysma
and quadratuslabuinferioris pull the lower lip down
and back. Brows mayberaised by frontalis. c. Open-
mouththreat. Lips are tensed by obicularis oris con-
traction and lower lip is_ raised by mentalis
contraction. Furrowing of the brow by corrugator
supercillii contraction is counteracted somewhat by
simultaneous contraction of frontalis, which acts to
raise the brows. d. Tense-mouth face (bulging lips
form). Lips are tensed by obicularis oris contraction
and the lowerlip is pushed up againstthe upperlip by
mentalis contraction. Corners of the mouth appearto
be further tensed by zygomaticusandtriangularis con-
traction. Eyebrowsare drawn medially downwardinto
a frown by corrugator supercillii contraction. e. Pout
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among females. While the songs of Bornean and
pileated gibbon females are nearly identical,
male songs of these species differ considerably;
the sameis true of the dark-handed and white-
handed gibbons. This perhaps is related to
present and past contact between populations
and selection against hybridizing individuals,
leading to interpopulation divergence in male
songs. Available evidence suggests that male gib-
bon song functions in mate attraction, as well as

in territorial interaction (Aldrich-Blake and
Chivers, 1973; Chivers, 1974; Tenaza, 1976).
White-handed and dark-handed gibbons pres-
ently have contiguously allopatric distributions
in Malaya and Sumatra (Fooden, 1969). Paul Git-

tins recently discovered a zone of sympatry and
three hybrid pairs, two with young, near the
Mudah River in Malaya (D. J. Chivers, pers.
comm.). Although Bornean gibbons are re-
stricted to Borneo and pileated gibbons to
southeastern Thailand and Cambodia (west of
the Mekong River), these areas have been con-

nected by extensive land bridges during the
Pleistocene andalso are connected by the major
faunal migration route proposed by de Terra
(1943). Henceit 1s possible that the similarity in
female songs of the two species reflects close

obicularis oris and mentalis. Slight contraction ofcor-
rugator supercilli and frontalis may wrinkle the brow
and forehead. f. Play face. Relaxed lowering of the
mandible is the most characteristic feature of this ex-
pression, with someretraction of the mouth corners
and depression of the lower lip resulting from con-
traction of the platysma. The outer cornersofthe eyes
may be elevated by zygomaticus contraction, and the
brows maybeelevated and slightly wrinkled by con-
traction ofthe frontalis and corrugator supercillii. (Fa-
cial expressions are adapted from drawings and
photographs in van Lawick-Goodall, 1968a, 1968b,
1971; van Hooff, 1971; Chevalier-Skolnikoff, 1974. In-
terpretations of muscle involvement are based on ex-
amination of photographs and on Andrew, 1963, and
van Hooff, 1967. Facial musculature is adapted from
Chevalier-Skolnikoff, 1974 [after Huber, 1931], and
from Huber, 1931. Muscle terminology follows

face. Lips are tensed and protruded by action of Huber, 1931.)
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Hylobates syndactylus 30%
Sumatra 120 calls

O

30%
Hylobates lar

Sumatra 126 calls

O
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Sumatra 90%
Presbytis aygula 120 calls

 

Pongo pygmaeus

Sumatra 33 calls

 

Pongo pygmaeus

Sumatra 240 calls

 

[2-Onoonnight6-Oam. 8-Oam. 4-Opm. 8-O pm.

Fig. 25. Histogramsofthe relative frequencies of
calling of several primate species with time of day.
(From Mackinnon, 1974.)

phylogenetic relatedness, rather than conver-
gence, and that selection against hybridization
has led to the divergence in male songs. Pileated
and white-handed gibbonsare for the mostpart
allopatric but have a narrow zone of sympatry in
southeastern Thailand (Marshall et al., 1972).

W. Y. Brockelman and J. T. Marshall have dis-
covered interspecific pairs and hybrid individu-
als in this area (Brockelman, pers. comm.).

Whatever the details of their recent evolu-
tionary divergence, the basic similarity of their
songs suggests that the gibbons illustrated in
Fig. 23 are more closely related to one another
than any of them is to the hoolock or to the
siamang. It also supports the conclusion that
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Fig. 26. Temporal separation of Kloss’s gibbon
choruses from dawnbird choruses on Siberut Island
in September 1972. The graph for each chorustypeis
constructed by connecting chorusstarting times be-
low and chorus stopping times above and shading the
area between. The beginningofbird chorusesisset at
the timethefirst diurnal bird was heard singing. Their
terminationis arbitrarily set at one hourafterthestart,
by which time participation normally had waned to
such an extent that the birds no longer seriously
masked gibbon songs.

Kloss’s gibbon should be grouped with these
typical” gibbons (Chasen and Kloss, 1927;
Schultz, 1932) rather than with the siamang,

where originally it had been placed (Miller,
1903). As indicated earlier, the songsofthe sia-
mangandthe hoolock differ considerably from
one another and from theother species consid-
ered here.

AGE CLASS AND SEX-SPECIFICITY

Any specificity in vocal morphologythat re-
lates to sex results in the encoding ofadditional
information of potential communicative value.
Somevocal categories may be completely absent
from one sex or the other. This is true of the
gorilla and the orang-utan, with certain adult
male vocalizations absent in the female reper-
toire. A predominantly male role in territorial

30
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defense perhaps explains this sexual asymmetry
in vocalizations, a suggestion that seemsatleast
plausible when weconsider the sharingofterri-
torial defense by male and female gibbonswith
similar male and female repertoires. However,
the same applies to chimpanzees,in which males
are territorial and females are not.

Sexual differences in vocal behavior mayalso
occurin the frequency of use of similar catego-
ries of vocalization. Quantitative data on chim-
panzee and gorilla calling reveal many such
asymmetries. Moststriking is the overwhelming
domination of gorilla vocalization by adult
males, which applies to all but one of the four-
teen vocalizations usedbyadult gorillas (Fossey,
1972; and Table 7). Thus, only one vocalization
is used moreby adult females (69 percent). Even
here adult males contribute 23 percent to the
total, and the overall numbers are small, this be-

ing one of the least frequently used vocaliza-
tions. There is no record of a gorilla vocalization
unique to adult females.

Although thereare interesting differences in
the details of vocal use between male and female
chimpanzees, perhaps moststrikingis the extent
of sharing of all vocal categories between the
sexes. There is no call type unique to onesex,
and males and females contribute roughly equal
proportionsto the overall frequency of vocal be-
havior.

A difference in adult sexual roles in the chim-
panzee and the gibbons1s implied by consistent
differences in male and female renditions of cer-
tain calls. Although both male and female chim-
panzees engage in pant-hooting, there are
differences striking enough to permit a human
observer to determine the sex of the vocalizer
(Marler and Hobbet, 1975). The sameis true of
gibbon songs (Fig. 23). The contrast has been
interpreted differently in the two genera. Both
male and female gibbons defend their territory
against intruders of their own sex, hencethese-

lection pressure for sexual differences incalling.
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Within the highly dispersed social groupings of
chimpanzees, the sexualdifference in pant-hoot-
ing is presumably as much an issue of communi-
cation within groups as between them.

One way to measurethe extent of sharing of
a vocalization by different sex and ageclassesis
with an indexof diversity derived from informa-
tion theory (Baylis, in press). Based on thefor-
mula indicatedin the legend ofTable 14, H;max
is the value if all contributed equally to a given
vocalization. The extent of departure ofthereal-
ized values of H, from the maximumreflects the
degree of inequality of sex and age class contri-
butions to that call type.

As can be seen from Table 13, the values for
many chimpanzee vocalizations are close to the
maximum and H, isless than half the maximum
for only two of fourteen sounds, laughterandlip
smacking. The situation in the gorilla is very
different, with H, less than half of H,;max in
twelve offifteen sounds, an obviousreflection of
the lower diversity of usage of most gorilla
sounds. The usagediversity of the great majority
of chimpanzee sounds exceeds that of even the
most diversely used gorilla vocalization.

There is ample evidence that the social roles
of primates vary with age, and data on chim-
panzee and gorilla vocalization reveal striking
differencesin this regard. In the gorilla the dom-
ination of vocal behavior by adult males is due
almost entirely to silverbacks, blackbacked males

differing muchless from adult females than sil-
verbacks do in the frequency ofuse ofdifferent
call types. Thus, there are many behavioral
markers signifying the ageclass that silverbacked
males represent. The gorilla data do not permit
further characterization of intrasexual age
classes, but they reveal somecalls unique to in-
fants (2) or used frequently by them (1).

Similarly in the Gombe sample of chimpan-
zee vocalizations, laughter is dominated by in-
fants and juveniles of both sexes, though
especially by males. Other differences in age
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Table 14

Diversity of usage of chimpanzee and gorilla sounds by age andsex classes.

  

Chimpanzee Gorilla
vocalization vocalization Age and sex

type H; type H; classes

(H; max = 2.32) (H; max = 2.32)

Scream 2.22 Whine 1.46 Chimpanzees H;
Waa Bark 2.22 Scream 1.34 31 2.64
Bark 2.20 Pantseries 1.32 32 2.78
Pant 2.13 Belch vocalization 0.73 ? 2.89
Squeak 2.03 Whinny 0.72 Juvenile 3.28
Grunt 1.97 Question bark 0.53 Infant 2.10
Pant-hoot 1.95 Pig grunt 0.44 (H; max = 3.81)
Whimper 1.92 Growl 0.44 Gorillas Hi;
Pant-grunt 1.92 Wraagh 0.37 36 Blackbacked 2.49
Rough grunt 1.77 Hootbark 0.32 3 Silverbacked 2.59
Cough 1.62 Hiccup bark 0.26 9 2.55
Wraaa. 1.45 Roar 0.24 Juvenile 2.24
Lip smack 1.45 Hootseries 0.12 Infant 1.18
Laughter 1.17 Cries 0.00 (H; max = 3.91)

Chuckles 0.00

 

NOTE: ~2;P; logo P; and H; max= logoa, where “a” is the numberof eventcategoriesin P, is the
calculated relative frequency with which either the ith sex/age class uttered that vocalization or the
ith vocalization was uttered by that age/sex class. The ratio of H,/H, max indicates the degree to
which the diversity of usage approaches the maximumpossible. Itemsare listed in order of increas-
ing diversity. (Measured bythe diversity index of Baylis, in press.)

class usage of vocal types can beseenin Figs. 27
and 28. Thus, adolescent females tend to domi-
nate the bark vocalization, older adult males the
wraaa and rough grunting, infant males the
whimpering, and older adult females the pant-
grunting. However,the greater use of a call by a
particular age may beonlystatistical in nature,
and thus unreliable as a markerofthat particular
age class to other individuals. This is true of
distinctions between older and younger adult
male chimpanzees,none of whichis as marked as

the differences between blackbacked andsilver-
backed gorillas. The pattern of vocal usage by
older and younger adult male chimpanzees does
differ, however (Fig. 28), in ways that may again
correlate with more subtle changesin social role

with age. Thus, in the Gombe sample, older
males use the aggressive “cough” more often
than younger ones, as well as the wraaacall,
which has both alarm and aggressive connota-
tions. The same applies to the rough grunting
given at food, which, since older males outrank
youngermales, they tend to control. These pre-
liminary data suggest that quantitative records of
vocal behavior may provide a sensitive and ver-
satile tool for investigating the details of social
role in ape societies.

INDIVIDUAL SPECIFICITY

An observer must be familiar with the vocal
behavior of a particular population of a species
before individuality becomes detectable unless
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PANT HOOT
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LAUGHTER

SQUEAK

SCREAM

WHIMPER

BARK

WAA BARK

ROUGH GRUNT

PANT

GRUNT

COUGH

WRAAA

LIP SMACK

Fig. 27. Histograms of the average output by
membersof different age and sex classes of thirteen
vocalizations and one nonvocal sound,lip smacking,
represented as percentages of the output of an aver-
age memberofthat class. 9 M —a maternalfemale with
infant. 9 O —- an adult female without infant.
9 A — an adolescent female. 9 J — a juvenile female.
9 I - an infant female. % | - older adult males.
o& 2 —- youngeradult males. “ A — an adolescent male.
&J -ajuvenile male. “I - an infant male. Thefigures
derive from Table 3.

individual differences are very prominent, as in
many bird songs. Thusfar individual specificity
has been demonstratedin only two apevocaliza-
tions, the pant-hooting of chimpanzees (Marler
and Hobbet, 1975) and the ‘‘songs’’ of male
Kloss’s gibbon (Tenaza, 1976), though it un-

doubtedly occurs in vocalizations of other spe-
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Fig. 28. Histograms of the frequency of use of

chimpanzee soundsby different age and sex classes
indicated as a percentage of the output of each call
type. The data derive from Table 3.

cies of apes as well (e.g., Chivers, 1974:238). In
both cases the vocalization is uttered by males
and females, with individuality imposed on sex-
specific variations.

In Kloss’s gibbon males in adjacentterrito-
ries countersing in the dark and through dense
foliage over distances of 150-500 m. Females, on
the other hand, meetat territorial boundaries in
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view of one another and engage in vigorous,
mutual, visual displays while countersinging
(Tenaza, 1976). Demands for individuality in
female song might be less than in male song,
though this has yet to be studied.

The pant-hooting of adult female chimpan-
zees differs consistently from that of adult and
adolescent males in the absence of a “climax”
section (Marler and Hobbet, 1975). Also, the av-
erage duration of female pant-hooting §se-
quences studied was greater than that of male
sequences, though the ranges overlap greatly.
The pitch of the first harmonic of female loud
calls—their equivalent to a climax—tends to be
deeper than that of the climax calls of most
males; their duration is shorter; and their shape
tends to be morearched. Thus, there are ample
cues available for a listening chimpanzeeto es-
tablish the sex of distant pant-hooters, even if
individual differences cannot be discerned. An
intriguing relationship has been suggested be-
tween the duration of pant-hooting and agein
males. The sequencesoftwo older males studied
were significantly shorter than those of younger
males. This difference also correlates with domi-
nance rank; higher-ranking animals had shorter

Communication in Selected Groups

pant-hooting sequences. The long sequencesof
the two females studied, lower than males in
rank, conform to this relationship. Morestudyis
needed to establish its generality.

Individuality in the pant-hooting of seven
chimpanzees at Gombe National Park was stud-
ied by calculating the significance of differences
betweenall possible pairs (Marler and Hobbet,
1975). The four measures compared were (a)
duration of pant-hooting sequences, (b) peak
frequency of climax exhalationcalls, (c) duration
of climax exhalation calls and (d) interval be-
tween climax exhalation calls. All pairs differed
significantly (p<.05, two tailed t-test) in at least
one measure, andthey averaged 2.3 significantly
different measures per pair analyzed, out of a
possible maximum of 4.0 (Table 15). On this
basis there are cuesavailable in pant-hooting for
individual recognition, although the likelihood
that some properties of pant-hooting are more
conspicuous than others to listening chimpan-
zees limits the value of a simplestatistical analy-
sis of individual differences.

In both gibbons and chimpanzeesfield ob-
servers have been able to identify individuals by
their calling. Whether species members do the

Table 15

A tally of those measures in which the pant-hooting ofpairs
of individual chimpanzees showed significant differences

(p <.05, two-tailed t-test).

Mike CharlieHumphrey

Mike

Humphrey

Charlie

Faben

Figan

Nova

 

Faben Figan Nova

NOTE: Female “loud” calls are equivalent to the male pant-hooting “climax.” (A) is duration of com-
plete sequences. (B) is peak frequency of climax of loud exhalation calls. (C) is duration of climax or loud
exhalation calls. (D) is interval between climax or loud exhalation calls. (From Marler and Hobbet, 1975.)
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same remains to be demonstrated, though it
seems probable. The patterned sounds of pant-

hooting and singing provide sufficient parame-
ters to maintain individuality in addition to
higher orders of distinctiveness at sexual and
specific levels. Further study may reveal individ-

uality in other simpler vocalizations.

GROUP SPECIFICITY

The abundant demonstrations of group spec-
ificity manifest in bird song as local dialects
(Marler and Mundinger, 1971) have yet to be
paralleled in any of the apes or other primates,
apart from humans. The only suggestion of

something equivalent comes from a demonstra-
tion of troop differences in oneclass of calls of
the Japanese macaque (Green, 1975b). With this

exception the absence of local dialects in ape
vocalizations is consistent with the failure thus

far to demonstrate that individuals learn from
others in vocal development.

REPERTORIAL SPECIFICITY

No student of ape behavior has yet under-
taken an analysis of what we mightlabel reper-

torial specificity—the degrees to which different
items in a repertoire differ distinctively from one
another. The problem is complex since an ob-
server’s selection of measures on which an
acoustical comparison of recorded vocalizations
is based might not coincide with those parame-
ters mostsalient to a conspecific listener. Human
judgments as to which soundfeatures are most
conspicuous, used in studies of Cercopithecus vo-
calizations (Marler, 1973), are probably better
than a random selection, but perceptual studies
with conspecific subjects are urgently needed,as
well as thorough descriptive analyses.

The first question is whether vocalizations
are discretely separate from one another,and,if
so, what the acoustical distance is between them.

Thesituation 1s complicated by the abundanceof
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intermediate forms between the categories of
many apecalls, constituting vocal systems that
are graded rather than discrete (Fossey, 1972;

Marler, 1965, 1969, 1976; van Hooff, 1971).

Methodsfor interpreting such graded vocalsys-
tems remain to be developed (but see Green,

1975a). From a functional viewpoint one might
expect someintraspecific vocal distinctions to be
more critical than others. The difference be-
tween one call designating predators and an-
other designating food might be highly
significant, whereasthe potential confusability of
calls associated with varying levels of intensity
within a single system such as aggressive signal-
ing would be less critical. Presumably discrimi-
nation will be most accurate and rapid between
calls that are discretely different from one an-
other and that have considerable acoustical
space separating them. At present we lack the
data to test this prediction.

DISCRETE AND GRADED SIGNAL SYSTEMS

Variation from onerendition of an item from
an animal’s repertoire to another maytake sev-
eral forms. A call type that is discretely separate
from other types may exhibit within-category
variation. Such variation mightbe accidental and
random,or it might be orderly and even highly
organized. Among chimpanzee vocalizations
laughter is perhaps the mostdiscrete, yet it var-
ies considerably in ways that are likely to have
communicative significance.

Categories may vary so much that different
types become connectable by intermediate
forms. Variation of this type raises a numberof
questions.In thefirst place it renders uncertain
the meaning of the original categories. Even
though field observers confronted with such a
graded vocal system feel reasonably confidentin
discerning categories, their judgments may be
based on frequent usage of modal forms, inter-
mediates often being rarer (Table 16).
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Table 16

Numbers of intermediate chimpanzeecalls classified
by the categories they fall between.

  

Call category A B B/A
(Intermediates) (Typical)

1. Waa bark (most variable) 92 84 0.9
2. Scream 173 216 1.25
3. Bark 54 95 1.76
4, Grunt 25 43 1.79
5. Squeak 146 264 1.81
6. Wraaa 7 18 2.57
7. Whimper 54 175 3.24
8. Pant-grunt 64 285 4.45
9. Pant 13 81 6.23

10. Rough grunt 7 83 11.86
11. Pant-hoot 52 648 12.0
12. Cough 0 33 33
13. Laughter (least variable) 0 271 271

Total 343 (X 2) = 686 2,313 6.7
 SSSFSSSFSSFssFsFFFFsSshshFsesese

NOTE: (A)is two entries for each intermediate call, as compared withthe number
of typical examples of that category recorded (B). The ratio of B to A is one
measure ofthe variability of each category. They arelisted in order of decreasing
variability. (From Marler, in press.)

The functional significance of vocal grading
is still unclear. We can distinguish at least two
ways in which it may emerge duringa descriptive
analysis of vocal behavior. There may be adja-
cent graded forms or separate ones.In the for-

predict a correlation between degrees of vocal
grading, and the tendencyfor them to be uttered
in rapid strings. There are hints that this may be
true of vocalizations of the chimpanzee.

Table 16 classifies 343 chimpanzee calls
mer case an individual produces a string of judged to be intermediates andclassified accord-
continuously changing variants so that calling
changes quickly from type A to type B in

a

series
of small steps rather than a single jump.In such
a series the differences between adjacentpairs
may beslight, and one may wonderwhetherthey
would be perceptible to another animal. But if
they are given in string with briefintervals sep-
arating them,then each providesa frame ofref-
erence for the next, and directions and rates of
change of vocal morphology are thus more read-
ily detectable. It may be that this is how some
gradations come to assume communicative sig-
nificance. If this argumentwerevalid, one might

ing to the two categoriestheyfall between. Thus,
there are two entries for each intermediatecall.
They make up 12 percent of the 2,656 calls ana-
lyzed. The ratio of typical renditions ofa call
type to those judged to be intermediate in form
between it and another category, shown in the
third column ofTable 16, provides a rough mea-
sure of the degree ofvariability of thatcall type.
At one extreme1s the waa bark, for which there
were actually more recordsofintermediates than
of typical forms. At the other extreme are the
coughand laughter, with no intermediatesatall.
Intermediates were recorded for eleven of the
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thirteen vocal categories altogether. Thus, the
great majority of chimpanzee call types grade
into one another through intermediates. Two
seem exempt from such grading, and two have
intermediates only rarely. The four that are ei-
ther discrete or close to it are rough grunting,
pant-hooting, coughing, and laughter.

Thefirst nine calls in Table 16 are especially
proneto gradationswith other categories. While
quantitative data have yet to be analyzed, these
calls are often given in rapid trainsin which there
are changesto and fro betweenseveralcall types.
The transitions are commonly bridgedbya se-
ries of continuously graded intermediates, so
that changes are gradual rather than abrupt.
This mannerofdelivery might prove to be a clue
to the communicative significance of graded
forms in the chimpanzee vocal repertoire.

In addition to grading of “‘adjacent’’ utter-
ances, similar variation also occurs in vocaliza-

tions rendered separately. Thus, an observer
recording vocalizations given singly at different
times may, upon analysis, find them to form a
gradedseries. Given the difficulty in identifying
a single signal on a continuum,onefindsit hard
to imagine how graded soundsgivenin this fash-
ion would be used in communication, unless ad-

ditional cues were provided by the signaling
animal. It may be that when two animals are com-
municating at close range, visual signals pro-
vided simultaneously or just before or after a
graded vocal signal give the additional informa-
tion needed for the accurate forecast of the sig-
naler’s future behavior that a respondent would
require.

VISUAL AND AUDITORY SIGNALING

A relationship has been postulated between
the distance over which a communication signal
normally functions and its place on a continuum
from gradedness to discreteness (Marler, 1973).
The longerthe distance, the morelikely the sig-
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nal is to be discrete. One would thus expect a
relationship between the loudnessofa given cat-
egory of ape sounds and the degreeof variabil-
ity, but reliable measurements of neither have
yet been made. One mightalso be prepared for
the possibility that within a graded complex, mo-
dal forms might be louder than intermediates.

Wehaveinterpretedthe discreteness oflong-
distance signals to be a compromise between in-
formation coding and the problemsof accurate
identification of a signal by another, at a dis-
tance, under noisy conditions. At closer range
accurate identification of intermediate formsis
easier to accomplish. Perhaps even more impor-
tant is the supplementation of a graded sound
signal at close range by visual information, and
we have seen that the apes are provided with a
rich array of facial expressions, gestures, and
postural and morphological signals. Appropriate
coordination between auditory andvisualsignal-
ing should greatly enhance the accuracy with
which subtle gradationsin signal form, and pre-
sumably in corresponding encodedinformation,
might be received and used by another animal.

Such speculations cannot be tested until we
can determine how ananimal such as a chimpan-
zee processesthe stimuli that conspecific vocali-
zations provide. In recent years a contrast has
been demonstrated in our own species between
the continuousprocessing ofnon-speech sounds
and the categorical processing of the sounds of
speech, using series of synthetic speech sounds
in which all parameters are under experimental
control (Studdert-Kennedy, 1975). A similar ap-
proach to analysis of the perceptual processing
of vocal soundsby apesis a necessary prerequi-
site to understanding the communicativesignifi-
cance of the unusual emphasis on graded vocal
sounds amonghigher primates.

SIGNAL REPERTOIRE SIZES

No attempt has been madeto estimate the
sizes of the repertoire of visual signals that apes
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use, but we have estimated the numbersofdis-

tinct vocalizations. In all cases initial classifica-
tions were developed in the field by ear, with
some subsequentrefinementas a result of sound
spectrographic analysis of recordings, especially
in the chimpanzee. Wehavenoted that the esti-
mates of repertoire size, reached by several

different observers, are rather similar for the ape
species studied thus far (cf. Moynihan, 1970).
They range between eight andsixteen. The for-
mer is Chivers’s (in press) estimate of the call
repertoire of the siamang.In Kloss’s gibbon only
ten vocalizations have been described thusfar,

but we estimate thata final total of aboutfifteen
vocal categories is likely. More studies are
needed of orang-utan and siamangvocalizations
before we can be sure that there are no signifi-
cant differences in overall vocal repertoire size
amongtheapes.Also, it may turn out that these
estimates derived from descriptive studies alone
are deceptive. There may be overemphasis on
louder sounds and on modal forms along graded
acoustical continua.

It seems conceivable that there are limits to
the numberof long-distance signals a speciesis
likely to evolve, perhaps because of the need for
a discrete organization with sufficient acoustical
space between categories for unequivocalidenti-
fication underdifficult conditions. The number
of effectively different signals that a graded vocal
repertoire provides for close-range communica-
tion may prove to be much greater. Analyses of
the highly graded vocal repertoire of the Japa-
nese macaque showthatvery small steps along
somevocal continua are associated with different
circumstances of vocalization, so encoding in-
formation about different situations (Green,

1975a). Thus the complete repertoire of sound
signals, each having different behavioral signifi-
cance to a listening Japanese macaque, may be
much larger than an estimate based only on mo-
dal forms would lead us to expect.

Communication in Selected Groups

SYMBOLISM AND SYNTAX

Whatis it that apes are signaling about, and
can we infer that signals serve as signs or sym-
bols? Two obviousexternal referents for vocali-
zations are food and danger. While the
circumstances in which gorilla belching is given
include not only food discovery but also gener-
ally pleasurable and relaxing situations, the
rough grunting of the chimpanzee seems more
closely tied to food alone (Fossey, 1972; van La-
wick-Goodall, 1968a). Thus, in the sense of

Smith (1969) one might consider that rough
grunting incorporates a message aboutthesig-
naler’s discovery of a favored food. Moreover,
subsequent events show that rough grunting
also specifies readiness of the signaler to share
the food, not a necessary concomitantofall food
discovery. One might think of the alarm calls of
chimpanzees (see Table 1, whimper, wraaa) as

encoding information about the presence of
dangerin varying degrees, though in noneofthe
apes is this information as specific as in the
vervet monkey, where different classes of preda-
tors seem to be specified (Struhsaker, 1967; see
p.51, this volume).

To establish that such signals do in fact func-
tion aS signs we must examine a complete com-
municative interaction to determine whether
anotheranimal’s behavioris changed byreceipt
of the signal in an appropriate fashion. Appro-
priateness here may be taken to imply corre-
spondence between signal-evoked changes in
the respondent’s behavior and changesdirectly
evokedbythe referent in question—foodfor ex-
ample. The hurried approach of other chimpan-
zees to arough-gruntingindividual, often calling
similarly as they come, implies a signlike func-
tion for the vocalization.

Such behavioral exchanges can often bein-
terpreted in other ways, however. The first de-

tectable behavioral response to manysignals is a
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rather generalized change in behavior. Whether
it is a movementoriented to the signal source—
approach or withdrawal—orscanningin that di-
rection, or something even less specific such as

a changein vigilance,this initial response will in
turn change the pattern of stimulation that the
respondent experiences. It 1s often very difficult
in practice to separate the role of such stimula-
tion changes from that ofinitial signal reception
in determining the recipient’s eventual behav-
ioral change.

Utterance of a similar call as an early re-
sponse to rough grunting might seem to provide
a basis for inferringthatit is recognized as a food
sign, since chimpanzees do not seem togivethis
call in any other circumstances. However, fur-
ther reflection suggests that the capacity to per-
ceive a signal and respondin kind demonstrates
only an ability to identify the signal type. More
informationis needed to inferthat it functions as
a sign, just as a child must be required to do
more than simply voice a written word to reveal
that its symbolic meaning is understood.

Laboratory experimentation with chimpan-
zees taught to use languagelike systems of com-
munication in human interchanges can over-
come the uncertainties of field observation
(Gardner and Gardner, 1971; Premack, 1971;

Rumbaughetal., 1974; Gill and Rumbaugh,in

press). The results reveal a capacity to use artifi-
cial signals—whether handsigns, plastic word-
tokens or computer keyboard symbols—as both
signs and symbols. The experiments show not
just a triggering of an appropriate behavioral
event but also some demonstration that the un-
derlying conception is understood (Langer,
1942; von Glasersfeld, in press; Premack, 1971).

However, as Premack (1975) has indicated, ‘‘the

whole topic of representational process or sym-
bolization is in a highly unsatisfactory state and
seems likely to remain so until some relevant
operationalcriteria are provided.”’ Research on
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the capacities of chimpanzees to use language-
like systems promises notonly insights into the
use of representational processes by animals, but
also a more objective view than we have hadyet
of the nature and significance of such processes
in our own species.

Preoccupation with animal symbolism should
not lead us to neglect the social value of nonsym-
bolic communication to animals. In a discussion
of communication by such means, Premackgives
the following humananalogy. He asks us to con-
sider two ways in which we might benefit from
his knowledge of present conditions at some
place he has just visited and we have not.

I could return andtell you, “The apples next door
are ripe.”’ Alternatively, I could come back from next
door chipper and smiling. On still another occasionI
could return andtell you, “A tiger is next door.” Al-
ternatively, I could return mute with fright, disclosing

an ashen face and quaking limbs. The same dichotomy
could be arranged on numerous occasions. I could
say, “The peaches next doorare ripe,” or say nothing
and manifest an intermediate amountofpositive affect
since I am only moderately fond of peaches. Likewise,
I might report, “A snake is next door,” or show an
intermediate amount of negative affect since I am less
shaken by snakes than bytigers. [Premack, 1974:1]

With foreknowledge of his fears and appe-
tites we can learn much of value without any
symbolic communication if we know where and
whenthe situation mirrored in his affective sig-
naling behavior was experienced. While the
distinction between affective and symbolic com-
munication may not be a sharp one (Marler,this
volume, p.54), similar arguments help us under-

stand the communicative value of signals with
nonspecific referents (a possible paraphrase of
‘affective signals’) as contrasted with signals
that symbolize a specific class of reference.

Menzel (1971, 1973, 1974) has demonstrated
the efficiency with which captive chimpanzees
can choose which companionto follow to hidden
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food, the companion having been shownthesite
by the experimenter beforehand. Respondents
even developed skill in overtaking the leaderat
the last minute and reachingthe foodfirst. How-
ever, 1t 1s not always clear that the term ‘“‘commu-
nication” is appropriate for such interchanges.
To judge from Menzel’s descriptions, respon-
dents may derive their cues not only from ob-
serving the leader’s signaling behavior but also
by directly perceiving its eager efforts to regain
the hidden fooditself.

The relationship between the two animals
Rock andBell is illuminatingin this regard (Men-
zel, 1974:134-35). Rock was dominantoverBell
and if she led him to food he would attack her
and take it as soon as she uncoveredit. As tests
continued, Bell became more and moredevious
about approaching the food when she was the
experimental “leader” and Rock waspresent. As
Menzel describeslater trials,

Bell accordingly stopped uncovering the food if
Rock was close. She sat on it until Rock left. Rock,
however, soon learned this, and when shesat in one
place for more than a few seconds, he came over
shoved heraside, searched hersitting place, and got
the food. Bell next stopped going all the way. Rock,
however, counteredbysteadily expandingthe area of
his search through the grass near where Bell hadsat.
Eventually Bell sat farther and farther away, waiting
until Rock looked in the opposite direction before she
moved towards the food at all—and Rock in turn
seemed to look awayuntil Bell started to move some-
where. On someoccasions Rockstarted to wanderoff,
only to wheel around suddenly precisely as Bell was
about to uncover the food. Often Rock found even
carefully hidden food thatwasthirty feet or more from
Bell, and he oriented repeatedly at Bell and adjusted
his place of search appropriately if she showed any
signs of moving or orienting in a given direction. If
Rock got very close to the food, Bell invariably gave
the game awaybya “‘nervous’”’ increase in movement.
Howeveron a few trials she actually started off trial
by leading the group in the opposite direction from
food, and then, while Rock was engagedin his search,
she doubled back rapidly and got some food. In other
trials, when we hid an extra piece of food about 10 feet
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away from thelarge pile, Bell led Rock to the single
piece, and while hetookit she raced forthe pile. When
Rockstarted to ignore the single piece of food to keep
his watch on Bell, Bell had temper “‘tantrums.”

Theactionsof Bell to which Rockis respond-
ing seem in nowayspecialized for a communica-
tive function,failing to satisfy what many regard
as a critical criterion (Hockett, 1961). It is as
appropriate to question whether Bell is ‘“‘com-
municating’”’ with Rock as to ask whether a
mouseracing for its burrow ‘‘communicates’’ to
an owlthe appropriate trajectory for a successful
attack upon it. Nevertheless, such interactions
are fascinating for the perspicacity they reveal in
one animal’s ability to predict what anotheris
goingto do, surely a key elementin the evolution
of communication.

SIGNALS AND SPACING

Communicative interchangeoften has reper-
cussions on therelative spacing ofthe partici-
pants. They may come together for a period of
time, engage in someactivity that requires prox-
imity, then separate again afterward. Alterna-
tively, the consequence of communication may
be repulsion, or the maintenanceofspacingthat
might otherwise vary. By its impact on spacing,
social communication has immediate and far-
reaching ecological consequences, becoming in
turn the focus of strongselective influences. Yet
we are still ignorant of the ways in which signal-
ing behaviorcontrols the spatial organization of
ape populations. Approachesthat show promise,
such as Kummer’s analyses of spacing mecha-
nisms in baboons and Waser’s demonstration by
field playback techniquesofthe role of the grey-
cheeked mangabey whoop-gobblein intertroop
spacing, have yet to be systematically applied to
studies of ape behavior (Kummer, 1971; Waser,
1975). However, gibbons have been induced to
approach and withdraw by tape recordedcalls
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played back in the field (Brockelman and
Kobayashi, 1971; Mackinnon and Chivers, in

prep.). The inferences to be drawn from the de-
scriptive studies reviewed here are speculative
and limited in scope.

Although the apesdisplay a broad spectrum
of patterns of social organization, the most strik-
ing conclusion to emerge from this survey of
signaling behavior is the degree of correspon-
dence between species. Their vocal repertoire
sizes are similar. We haveseen that the chimpan-
zee and the gorilla, whose social systems differ
strikingly, share many sound signals so inti-
mately that one can discern homologies between
a significant portion of their repertoires. As
other ethologists have concluded in comparative
studies of communicative behavior, so in the

apes one mustlook to changesin the pattern of
usageofsignals to explain the divergent commu-
nicative organization of species that share com-
monorigins.

Ifwe comparethe patternsof social organiza-
tion in chimpanzee and gorilla in terms that
might relate to their systems of vocal communi-
cation, they seem to have more in common in
patterns of between-groupthan within-groupre-
lationships. There is territoriality in both spe-
cies, and adult males take a prime role in

territorial defense in both the chimpanzee and
the gorilla.. They differ in that the chimpanzee
territory is maintained by a group of males while
in the gorilla the onustendsto fall on onesilver-
backed male. The two species also differ in the
closenessof identification of adult females with
a particular group and its homerangeandterri-
torial commitments. However,in neither species

is there evidence as yet ofa female role in territo-
rial maintenance. Thus while intergroup rela-
tionships in chimpanzee and gorilla do differ in
a numberofsignificant respects they also have
major features in common.

With regard to within-group relationships,
the contrast between the two species is more
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striking. Groups of gorillas are relatively com-
pact and coherent. Individuals may get out of
visual contact with companionsfeeding in dense
vegetation, and vocalizations, especially belch-
ing, are used to maintain contactin this circum-
stance (Harcourt, pers. comm.). The belching

vocalization is a dominant componentin thevo-
cal behavior ofhabituated gorillas. The distances
involved are small, and mechanismsfor reestab-

lishing contact seem relatively direct and uncom-
plicated.

Chimpanzee group membersare often much
more dispersed. Some adult males and females
spend as much as80 to 95 percent oftheir time
alone (Wrangham,pers. comm.). To communi-
cate with other group members, they mustoften
signal vocally over great distances, with compan-
ions outof sight to them. During long periods of
isolation any adult may encounterpredators. In
rejoining group membersall must be ready to
engagein the signal exchanges requiredforrees-
tablishment of relationships with fellow group
membersafter long periodsofvisual if not vocal
separation. These are occasionsof high arousal
and involve a variety ofextended vocal andvisual
signaling.

Thus patterns of chimpanzeeandgorilla so-
cial organization differ most strikingly in the or-
ganization of within-group relationships. The
chimpanzeehasa large, dispersed social group,
containing several adult males, with membersre-

combining from day to day in different sub-
groupings of adult males, females, and young.
They also spend much time alone. Group mem-
bers are often separated by long distances. The
gorilla has smaller, more coherent social groups,

usually with only one fully adult male. Within-
group vocal signaling is over much shorter
ranges. The rate of within-group reunions, and
the level of social arousal associated with them,

is much lowerthan in the chimpanzee. The com-
pactness of the group is such that they confront
such exigencies as predator detection, dissemi-
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nation of alarm, and defense as a group rather
than on an individual basis.

Given these differences in social organization
in the two species, can they be correlated with
any of the differences in vocal behavior? If so,
can a case be madeforthe relationship being a
causal one? Given the compact gorilla social
group,with relatively stable social composition,
it is possible for one sex- and age-class to assume
responsibility for many of the communicative de-
cisions required for the maintenance of within-
group social organization, defense against
predators,as well as the maintenanceofrelations
with other social groups andsolitary individuals.
An argumentsuchas this makes the domination
of gorilla social behavior by silverbacked males
to some extent intelligible. However, although
gorilla group composition and coherence permits
the silverbacked male to assume the main pre-
rogative ofvocal signaling,it is by no meansclear
that this is a required consequence.

A significant and perhaps major proportion
of chimpanzee vocal behavior is occasioned by
renewed contacts between within-group social
sub-units. The highly dispersed, fluid nature of
chimpanzee society must favor competence to
cope with major environmental and social con-
tingencies on an individual basis in all sex and
age groups other than dependentinfants. The
obvious exception here is territorial defense,
which is a solely male responsibility, as in the
gorilla. The major vocalization involvedin terri-
torial exchanges, pant-hooting,also serves other
functions incorporating long-distance vocalsig-
naling, hence its presence in the female reper-
toire as well. Moreover we have noted that the
female form of this vocalization is discriminable
from that of adult males. The other acoustical
signal involved in between-community interac-
tions, drumming,is restricted to adult males.

There is ample evidence that chimpanzee
subgroupingssignal vocally to one another over
distances of hundreds of meters, somethingthat
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probably never occurs within a gorilla group
(Harcourt, pers. comm.). An obvious case is
meat-eating, where loud sustained vocalizations
attract distant group membersto the event (van
Lawick-Goodall, 1968a, 1971; Teleki, 1973b).
Coordination ofmovementsandotherbehaviors
within the community is presumably modulated
by these exchanges, in which all animals other
than infants may participate on occasion, pre-
sumably to the benefit of the groupas well as to
themselves. The remarkable spread of the use of
all vocalizations throughout the chimpanzee
community membershipis perhapsinterpretable
in these terms,in striking contrast to the domi-
nation of gorilla vocal behavior by one sex- and
age-class, the silverbacked males.

Wecanalso speculate aboutthe adaptivesig-
nificance of similarities that exist in the vocaliza-
tions of the chimpanzee andthegorilla. In both,
the onusofterritorial maintenancefalls primar-
ily on mature adult males. In both species, the
vocalizations most commonly enjoyed in inter-
group encounters, pant-series and pant-hooting,
are given most frequently by the age-class re-
sponsible for territorial maintenance, mature
males, even though the asymmetry in usageis
muchless striking in the chimpanzeethan in the
gorilla. The similarity of the non-vocal sounds
used in such encounters, chest-beating and
drumming,can only result from convergence.It
remains to be determined whether such mechan-
ical sounds have a unique advantagein this con-
text, such as better carrying-power than
vocalizations, or whether interactions between
the two species at some stage of their history
might have favored interspecific territoriality,
and thus convergence on similar signals for in-
tergroup spacing.If details of vocal behavior are
shaped by adaptive social function with any de-
gree of precision, and we should rememberthat
this is by no means a proven assumption,then we
mightinfer from the remarkable degree of corre-
spondence in the morphologyofvocalizations of
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the two species that the major environmental
and social contingencies met in within-group be-
havior of the two species are similar in nature,

although differing in the distribution of respon-
sibilities through the group. Some ofthe quanti-
tative differences in ranking of use of equivalent
vocalizations may also be adaptive. The need to
maintain greater group coherencein the gorilla
perhaps explains the more frequent use and
broader array of contexts of gorilla belching,as
compared with the less frequently used and
more restricted chimpanzee rough grunting.
Belching often seems to serve foraging gorillas
as a “keeping in contact”’ signal (Harcourt, pers.
comm.). Chimpanzeeshavenocall that functions
as a general, close-range, contact signal. In spite
of the differencesin their social organizationit is
interesting to note that several equivalent vocal
pairs in the two species rank rather similarly in
frequency of usage.

These then are the kinds of correlations be-
tween social organization and vocal signaling
that throw somelight on the behavioral similari-
ties and differences in the apes. While the data
are still imperfect, we can begin to see more
clearly what additional observations are desir-
able. Data on the intensity and range of recep-
tion of vocalizations with different functions are
needed. Aboveall, new approaches should be
sought to characterize the functions of different
vocalizations, so that more subtle interspecies
comparisonsofthe proportionsofa signal reper-
toire devotedto different kinds of adaptive tasks
may bepossible. For instance we havenotedthat
apart from thegorilla roar, the only other gorilla
call that definitely seemsto lack a counterpart in
the chimpanzeerepertoireis the growl. If an ag-
gressive function can indeed beassigned to this
call, can we infer that there 1s a need for a close-

range within-group aggressive vocalization in
the gorilla which is absent in the chimpanzee, or
metin a different way? Within-group aggression
is often a noisier and more highly aroused in-
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teraction in the chimpanzee,including elaborate

and highly ritualized aggressive displays. Play-
back of recorded vocalizations applied recently
to primatesin the field by Waser (1974, 1975) in

studies of vocal communication in mangabeysis

one approach to such functional questions.
Another issue on which information 1s ur-

gently neededis the distribution ofkin relation-
ships in ape societies. The extent of personal
acquaintanceships is another issue. One could
imagine that the chimpanzee’s social system,
more so than the gorilla’s, requires familiar ac-
quaintanceshipto be spread farther through the
population. Chimpanzee vocal behavior could be
one meansof establishing and maintaining this
larger number of individual acquaintances. At
least one call, which also happensto be the most
frequently used, does bear information about
individual identity. By contrast one might spec-
ulate that in gibbons, the sphere of acquaint-
anceship would be more limited than in the
chimpanzee. However, observations of young
Kloss’s gibbonssettling adjacent to their natal
territories suggest that frequent use of loud vo-
calizations might serve to maintain kinship ties as
well as mediating territorial competition. Thus
relationships between neighboring gibbon
groups may be more complexthan those ofthe
gorilla, with the social network in which an ani-
malis involved with others on an individualbasis
extending beyond the family group into neigh-
boring ones. We have noted in Kloss’s gibbon
the use of alarm calls so loud that they seem
designed to reach farther than the limits of a
typical home range. They effectively link other-
wise competitive social units in a cooperative as-
sociation for avoidance of predators. Knowledge
of how kin are distributed in other ape popula-
tions will have a significant bearing on our
understanding of how this and othersignaling
behavior affects social organization.

The list of important but unanswered ques-
tions about social communication in apes is a
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long one. Although enormousstrides have been
made in our knowledge about the behavior of
apes, we arestill far from achieving any kind of
general theory about how variations in commu-
nicative behavior mediatevariationsin the social
organization. Even ourdescriptions ofsignaling
are incomplete, and weare largely ignorantofits
effects on the behavior of others. The further
analysis of ape communication presents chal-
lenges for which the next generationoffield ob-
servers and experimenters will have to develop
new methodsof study and analysis if the many
difficulties are to be overcome.

The difficulties in understanding communi-
cation in free-living primatesare notonly practi-
cal but logical. It is hard to understand a
communicative system without participating
fully in it oneself. In the process of disentangling
the relationships between social organization
and signaling behavior there is a prospect of
learning more aboutthe general principles un-
derlying animal communication, undoubtedly
more complex andsubtle thanis often supposed.
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Chapter 37

MAN-CHIMPANZEE COMMUNICATION

Roger S. Fouts and Randall L. Rigby

This chapter traces the scientific inquiries
into two-way communication with chimpanzees
from the early attempts to establish vocal com-
munication to ongoingresearch in gestural and
symbolic languages. We shall begin by selec-
tively reviewing the historical speculation con-
cerning the possibility of teaching chimpanzees
to speak. This will be followed by a review of
early experiments in raising chimpanzees in a
human homeenvironment, and by a discussion
of the more recent experiments concerning the
use of gestural languages and symbols in estab-
lishing two-way communication.

The chimpanzee is a nonhumanprimate that
is very similar to, and at the same time very
different from, a human being. From either of
these aspects we can obtain a wealth of informa-
tion on the mental and behavioral capacities of
the chimpanzee and, in addition, comparative
data to assist in the understanding of humanbe-
havior. Since we are interested in two-way com-
munication between man and chimpanzee, we
will emphasize the similarities of the communica-
tion capabilities of the two species. It is obvious
that a physical similarity exists, but it is impor-
tant to stress that there are also some basic
differences. Although man and chimpanzee had
a commonancestor, many thousandsof years of
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separate evolution and adaptation have endowed
each species with unique physical and behavioral
characteristics. However, some remarkable
physiological similarities have been found in
blood protein and type, chromosomalcharacter-
istics, structure, and behavior. The last two were
observed by early researchers in man-animal
communication.

Historical Developments and Speculation
Concerning Communication

The Great Apes
Probably more than any single factor, the

physical similarity between man and thegreat
apes arousedthecuriosity of those interested in
teaching apes to behavein ways similar to man.
The famous Diary of Samuel Pepysreflects this
interest in an entry made in August 1661:

By and by wearecalled to Sir N. Battens to see the
strange creature that CaptainJones hath brought with
him from Guiny;it is a great baboon, but so muchlike
a man in mostthings, that (though they say thereis a
species of them) yet I cannot believe but that it is a
monster got of a man and a she-baboon.I dobelieve
it already understands much English; and I am of the
mind it might be taught to speak or make signs.
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A similar reaction wasrecorded by Julien Of-

fray de La Mettrie (1709-1751), who, in L ‘Homme

machine (1748), pondered the varying capacity of
animals to learn.’ La Mettrie, obviously attracted

to the striking similarities between man and the

apes, proposed teachingsign languageto apes in

a school for the deaf. His idea was to choose an

ape with the most “‘intelligent face” and send

him to school under the teacher Amman (an

early writer of books on the education of the

deaf). La Mettrie failed to distinguish between

monkeys, apes, and orangs(he referred to them

interchangeably), but his basic idea was clearly

two centuries aheadofits time. It is apparentthat

he recognizedthe intellectual capacity of the ape
when he wrote:

Why should the education of monkeys be impossi-
ble? Why might not the monkey,by dint of great pains,
at last imitate after the manner of deaf mutes, the

motionsnecessary for pronunciation? . . .1t would sur-
prise me if speech were absolutely impossible in the
ape.

Another distinction made by La Mettrie,

which waslater to become a cornerstone of con-
troversy concerning language acquisition in
chimpanzees, was that speech and/or communi-

cation with lower primates included the use of
gestures. He was obviously influenced by Am-
man’s works,including Surdus loquens (1692) and
Dissertatio de loquela (1700), which contained
plans for teaching signs, finger spelling, and lip
reading. Training apes to use such communica-
tion methods, or at least gestural communica-
tion, was to La Mettrie a logical proposal, and he
felt that they would be able to masterit easily.
Unfortunately, La Mettrie was unable to follow

up on his idea, and the proposal that apes could
learn to communicate with man lay dormantfor
years.

1. The authors are grateful to Gordon Hewes, University
of Colorado, for bringing to our attention this work of La
Mettrie.
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R. M. Yerkes (1925:53), who devoted his en-

tire life to observing and writing aboutthe great

apes and other nonhuman primates, echoed La

Mettrie’s proposal almost two centurieslater: “If

the imitative tendency of the parrot could be

coupled with the quality of intelligence of the

chimpanzee, the latter undoubtedly could

speak.”” He predicted future scientific trends

when hestated,

I am inclined to conclude from the various evi-
dences that the great apes have plenty to talk about,
but no gift for the use of soundsto representindivid-
ual, as contrasted to racial, feelings or ideas. Perhaps
they can be taughtto use their fingers, somewhat as
does the deafand dumbperson,and helpedto acquire

a simple, nonvocal sign language. [Yerkes, 1925]

THE INFLUENCE OF THE HOME-RAISING

EXPERIMENTS

With the beginning of the twentieth century

and the application ofscientific principlesto psy-
chological developments and discoveries, an in-

novative type of animal-training experiment
developed. Using an evolutionarily close relative
of man, the chimpanzee, the experimentersat-

tempted to duplicate the environment of a hu-
man household, the conditions ofwhich are most

favorable to language acquisition in man. Be-

cause the requirements for human language
were obviously met in sucha setting, 1.e., ade-
quate social atmosphere, sufficient periods in
which to practice babbling, and an appropriate
model for vocal imitation, it was assumed that

the chimpanzee would acquire vocal language.
Lightner Witmer (1909) summarized the ratio-

nale for this type of experiment:

While mytests of Peter give no positive assurance
that he can acquire language, on the other hand they
yield no proof that he cannot. If Peter had a human
face and were brought to me as a backward child and
this child responded to mytests as credibly as Peter
did, I should unhesitatingly say that I could teach him
to speak, to write and to read within a year’s time.
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Peter has not a human form, and whatlimitations his
ape’s brain maydisclose after a persistent effort to
educate him,it is impossible to foretell. His behavior,
however,is sufficiently intelligent to make this educa-
tional experimentwell worth the expenditure of time
and effort.

In general, the rationale for the home-raising
experiments that followed were based on the
above assumptions. If the necessary language-
eliciting environment were provided, perhaps
the puzzle of nonhumanprimate language could
be solved.

As pointed out by Kellogg (1968), keeping
nonhumanprimatesas pets in the homeis cer-
tainly not a novel idea and can be traced back
several centuries. Such practices frequently oc-
cur today, but no instances ofintellectual lan-
guage use by such pets have been reported
(Yerkes, 1925; Kellogg, 1968). A major problem
is that the great majority of those who have non-
human primates in the homeare notfamiliar
with language training andare ill equipped to
observe and record the animals’ reactions. How-
ever, as Kellogg (1968) observes, “It is quite
anotherstory for trained and qualified psychobi-
ologists to observe and measurethe reactions of
a home-raised pongid amid controlled experi-
mental home surroundings.’’ We will describe
several home-raising experiments, all of which
were designed to determine the extent to which
a nonhumanprimatecould acquire a vocal lan-
guage capability.

Peter
The first chimpanzee to be mentioned was

named Peter and was observed by L. Witmer
(1909). Although this study was not a home-rais-
ing experiment, the rationale and desire to un-
dertake such a task with an ape was inspired by
this and similar reports found in the literature
duringthis period.

Peter was a 4- to 6-year-old chimpanzee

Communication in Selected Groups

owned by a man named McArdles, who had
trained him for 24% years. Employed by Keiths
Theatre in Philadelphia as an example of “a
monkey who made a man ofhimself,” the enter-
taining, humanlike chimpanzee aroused the
curosity of Witmer, who made arrangements to
test Peter to determinethe extent ofhis intelli-
gence. The tests were conducted in thefall of
1909 at the Psychological Clinic in Philadelphia.
Most of them involved motor coordination and
simple reasoning tasks—openinga boxto obtain
articles inside, unlocking locks with keys, and
driving nails into a board with a hammer—all of
which Peter was able to do with relative ease. It
was observed that Peter showed only imitative
writing movements and possessed no special
writing ability. He wasable to articulate the word
‘““‘mama,” however;it is noted that he did so with
considerable effort and with apparent unwilling-
ness. The articulation of the sound “‘m”’ wassaid
to be perfect, but the second “‘ma’”’ in ‘“‘“mama”’
sounded morelike “‘ah”’ and wasinaudible more
often than not. Witmernoted that the sound was
a hoarse whisperrather than an articulated word
and that Peter always tried to speak with the in-
spired rather than the expired breath. Peter was
trained to articulate the sound “‘p”in only a few
minutes, leading Witmer to conclude:

This experiment was enough to convince me that
Peter can be taughtto articulate a number of conso-
nantal soundsand probably to voice correctly some of
the vowels.... If a child without language were
brought to me and on thefirst trial had learned to
articulate the sound “p”’ as readily as Peter did, I
should express the opinion that he could be taught
most of the elements of articulate languagewithin six
months’ time.

Witmer also observed that although Peter
was unableto speak, he was nonetheless able to
understand spoken words. Using the analogy of
Helen Keller, who first comprehendedthe use of
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symbols in the place of objects, Witmer
proposedthatin a similar mannerPeter could be
made to comprehend symbols as representing

objects; and with further training to articulate
these symbols, he would be able to communi-

cate. Recognizing that early language training

wouldbecrucial in the event that vocal language
could be taught to the chimpanzee, Witmerpre-
dicted that‘‘within a few years, chimpanzeeswill
be taken early in life and subjected for purposes
of scientific investigation to a course of proce-
dure more closely resembling that which 1s ac-
corded the humanchild.” Clearly a precursor for
things to come, Witmer’s prediction has been
attempted on several occasions.

Jon
Joni (Kohts, 1935) was a male chimpanzee

raised and observed by N. Kohts and her family

from 1% to 4 years of age. The period of obser-

vation was from 1913 to 1916, and the daily

events pertaining to Joni’s behavior were

recorded and later compared with those of

Kohts’s own humanchild, Roody, during the pe-
riod 1925 to 1929. Kohts’s manuscript was pre-

pared in the early 1930s, fifteen years after the
chimpanzee had been observedandtested. The
comparison of the developmental sequences of
the home-raised chimpanzee and of the child

probably reflects the influence of Yerkes. Only a
small part of the report is devoted to language

capacity in the chimpanzee,andthisis in direct
comparison to that of the human child. No spe-

cial attempts were made to train Joni to usear-
ticulate language, the author’s purpose being to

record the language capability emitted in the
home environmentwithoutany special training.
Kohts reported that Joni was able to produceat
least twenty-five sounds elicited by various
stimuli within his environment, but they were

clearly his own natural sounds to express emo-
tions anddesires. Our own observations ofchim-
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panzeesare to a very great extent in agreement
with Kohts’s, in that vocalizations in chimpan-
zees seem to beelicited by the environment.

(Fouts, 1973).

During the period of observation the chim-
panzee never attempted to imitate the human
voice or to express himself by other than his own
characteristic utterances. The lack of vocal lan-
guage communication wasinterpreted by Kohts
to mean that the mental capability of the chim-
panzee was qualitatively different from that of
the human child. This was possibly in reaction to
Yerkes, who had published his book Almost Hu-

man in 1927. Kohts responded bysaying: “‘Not
only is it impossible to say that he is ‘almost
human’; we mustgo even furtherandstate quite
definitely that he is ‘by no means human.’ ”’ This

conclusion was based mostly on language capa-
bility, for Kohts was able to observe many
instances of human-chimpanzee commonality
in play behavior, emotional expressions, con-

ditioned reflexes, and “‘a few’’ intellectual pro-
cesses, including curiosity, recognition, identifi-

cation, and “sounds of an_ undifferentiated

nature.” It was concluded that the morebiologi-

cally importantthe function the greater the capa-
bility of the ape to approach or surpass that of
man. Conversely, the highertheintellectual pro-
cess involved (Kohts considered language the
highest) the more dominant man became over

the apes.
Kohts’s observation that there 1s a qualitative

difference between humans and chimpanzees
stems from her emphasis on vocal language ca-
pability rather than language capability regard-
less of mode. To view intellectual processes
solely from the position ofvocal languageability,
in our opinion,limits the possible avenuesfor
two-way communication with nonhuman pri-
mates. We conclude from reading Kohts’s ac-
count that the study was undertaken with the
expectation of establishing two-way vocal com-
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munication with the chimpanzee within a matter
of months. When this expectation was not met
but waslater achieved with Roody, Kohts’s inter-
pretation was that the chimpanzee was qualita-
tively different from humans in mental
capabilities. A valuable lesson learned here is
that physical similarity does not necessarily mean
total similarity. The chimpanzee may look and
act like man but its mode of communication is
not necessarily the same. Kohts’s conclusion that
a qualitative difference in intelligence exists be-
tween humans and chimpanzees because of
differing communication modes is a common,
prejudicial misyjudgment.

Gua

The experiment involving the infant chim-
panzee Gua evolved as a direct result of the influ-
ence of Witmer (1909), and Yerkes (1925), and
Yerkes and Yerkes (1929), who had expressed
opinionsconcerningthefeasibility of raising an
infant chimpanzee in the home. Gua was 714
months old when she was obtained by W. N.
Kellogg and L. A. Kellogg (1967) from the
Yerkes Experimental Station in Orange Park,
Florida. Gualived in the Kelloggs’ homefor nine
monthsandwasafforded the same surroundings
and treatments as their similarly aged son, Don-
ald. During this time the Kelloggs were able to
distinguish four naturally occurring sounds
made by Gua. All of them seemedeither to be
elicited by the external environmentorto be the
result of the emotionalstate of the chimpanzee.
The sounds—barking, food bark, screech or
scream, and the “‘oo-o00” cry—are similar to
those reported by other observers of chimpan-
zees (Yerkes, 1925; Yerkes and Yerkes, 1929;
Kellogg, 1968). In attempting to teach the two
syllable word “‘pa-pa,” the Kelloggs noted that
Gua showed considerable curiosity in the facial
movements although she nevertried to imitate
the sounds. Upon being encouraged to do so by
manipulation of the lips, Gua made occasional
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lip reactions but did not attempt to produce the
sound. The Kelloggs proposed that if the chim-
panzee ever progressed to actual articulation of
human soundsit would be undertrainingcir-
cumstancessimilar to those experienced by Gua.
At the same time the Kelloggs were attempting
to teach their son to articulate spoken words,
also without success. Although Donald was
clearly making gurgling and babbling noises,
Gua was not able to make such sounds.

Viki
Oneofthe most successful attempts to train

a chimpanzee to speak was conducted at the
Yerkes Laboratories of Primate Biology in
Florida by Keith Hayes and Catherine Hayes
(1952). They obtained a female chimpanzee only
a few daysafter birth and tried to provide a back-
ground of experience resembling that of a hu-
man infant as closely as

_

possible. The
chimpanzee,Viki, lived in the Hayeses’ homefor
six years and learned to produce four words,
recognizable as ‘“‘mama,”’ “papa,” “cup,” and
“up” (Hayes and Hayes, 1952). In agreement
with an earlier report (Witmer, 1909), the
Hayeses found the chimpanzee’s vocal expres-
sion hoarse and seeminglydifficult for the animal
to produce. Viki’s language training, which ex-
tended over several years, consisted of manipu-
lating her mouth and lips and subsequently
rewarding approximationsto desired sounds. As
training progressed, fewer manipulations were
required to obtain the desired syllables. In this
manner Viki was able to produce the words
“mama” and “papa” on demand,although her
difficulty in speaking was apparent. The words
‘cup’ and “up” were morereadily added to her
vocabulary as they closely resemble sounds natu-
rally produced by a chimpanzee.In his review of
home-rearing experiments, Kellogg (1968) indi-
cates that this project represents the acme of
chimpanzee vocal achievement in human
sounds. But it must be noted that even after
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these words were learned they were often inaudi-
ble and used incorrectly to identify objects.

Other Experiments
It is generally recognized thatofall the ani-

mals, the chimpanzee most closely resembles
man in physiology, intelligence, and imitative
ability (Yerkes and Yerkes, 1929). Attempts at
home-raising experimental animals other than
chimpanzeeshave been reported, but none have

produced any notable differences in vocal lan-
guage capability from that of the chimpanzee.
Furness (1916) attemptedto train a young oran-
gutan in a home-type experiment but after ex-
tended training was able to report only limited
success. The orangutan wasable to say “‘papa”’
and “‘cup,”’ but these words were hoarse and
were produced with considerable difficulty.
These findings are consistent with later ones
concerning vocalizations in chimpanzees (Hayes
and Hayes, 1952). For the orangutan to produce
the sound “‘papa,”’ Furness found it necessary to
manipulate the animal’s lips with his fingers.
“Cup” was pronounced with relatively greater
ease, probably becauseit 1s a more naturally oc-
curring sound for such primates, as Hayes and
Hayes (1952) noted.

Toto, a gorilla, was raised in the homeof A.

M. Hoyt (1941) in Havana, Cuba. Notable com-

parisons between Toto and other home-raised
pongids were recorded, but if the gorilla pro-
duced any humanlike sounds they were notre-
ported by Hoyt.

Conclusions about Home-Raising Experiments
The relative lack of success in home-raising

experiments designed to teach vocal speech to
nonhumanprimateshas led a numberof people
to conclude that there exist qualitative differ-
ences between man and apes that constitute a
definition of man. Accordingto this line of rea-
soning, Noam Chomsky (1968) and other lin-
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guists imply that man is unique because he uses
language, which provides a linguistic reservoir
from which he can structure thought. By rear-
ranging the linguistic symbols he can alter his
thought; he can use the symbols in relation to
tense; he can abstract thought; and, ultimately,
by modifying his concepts he can produce novel
combinationsof symbols, which hecanrelate to
other humansbytheuseoflanguage. According
to Chomsky this capability makes man unique,
the only animal capable of creative thinking.

Chomsky’s argument is to a great extent
based on traditional pointofview. His assump-
tion 1s that if an event cannotbe observed it does
not exist. We considerthis to be reasoning based
on ‘“‘negative evidence.” In the present instance
it is erroneous to assume that language per se
does not exist because vocal languageis not ex-
hibited to any great extent by chimpanzees.If all
the researchers had assumedthat language abil-
ity did not exist in chimpanzees, scientific at-
tempts to investigate communication with
nonhumanprimates mightwell have ended with
the home-raising experiments. Instead, the ra-
tionale for such experiments was changed be-
cause it wasfelt that attempts to communicate
vocally were leading nowhere. Kellogg and Kel-
logg (1967) summed up, “Wefeel safe in pre-
dicting ... it is unlikely any anthropoid ape will
ever be taught to say more than a half-dozen
words, if indeed it should accomplish this re-
markable feat.”’

The results of the home-raising experiments
indicated two possibilities. The first was that vo-
cal communication with lower primatesona sig-
nificant level is impossible becauseit is beyond
the capability of animals other than humans. The
Hayes and Hayes (1951) study, which involved
the most highly controlled and systematic at-
tempt to teach vocal communication to a chim-
panzee, has often been cited by those whotake
this position. The negative-evidence rule applies
here: Those who holdthis position see no com-
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munication; therefore the capacity for communi-
cation does not exist.

The second possibility (based on anatomical
evidence recently confirmed by Lieberman,
1968) is that speech as commonly used by hu-
mans1s not a suitable medium of communication
for chimpanzees. Similarly, Gardner and Gard-

ner (1971) have reported that the reason chim-
panzees do not learn to speak is behavioral as
well as anatomical. Somespecific portions of an
animal’s behavioral repertoire are highly, and
perhaps completely, resistant to modification;at-
tempts to teach vocal language to chimpanzees
have apparently failed because vocalizationis re-
sistant to modification (Gardner and Gardner,
1971).

Although attempts at vocal training were
largely unsuccessful, chimpanzees use their
limbs, particularly their hands, in a highly eff-
cient and well-coordinated way (Witmer, 1909;

Kohts, 1935; Hayes and Hayes, 1952; Riesen and

Kinder, 1952). Having noted that a species-
specific characteristic of using hand gestures to
communicateeither greeting or threat had been
observed in both wild (van Lawick-Goodall,
1968) and captive chimpanzees (van Hooff,
1971), Gardner and Gardner(1971) proposed a
method of communication using a form of ges-
tural language. They selected the American Sign
Language (Ameslan), which does nottotally sat-
isfy the linguistic criterion of language capability
(Gardner and Gardner, 1971; Chomsky, 1968),

but nonetheless provided an excellent means of
determining linguistic abilities of chimpanzees.
Ameslan waschosen becauseitis actually used as
a language by a group ofhumanbeings(Gardner
and Gardner, 1971). Widely employed by the
deaf, it is composed of gestures, mainly executed
by the fingers, hands, and arms,andit has spe-
cific movements and places where thesigns be-
gin and end in relation to the signer’s body. The
signs are analogous to words in a spokenlan-
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guage (Stokoe, Casterline, and Croneberg,
1965).

The results obtained by Gardner and Gard-
ner with their chimpanzee, Washoe, indicated
that their choice of language medium wasa good
one. By using the chimpanzee’s naturalability to
use gestures and her imitative and intellectual
capacities, they were successful in teaching
Washoe to use Ameslan. The Gardnersprovided
evidence that a true two-way, nonvocal commu-

nication channel between man and chimpanzee
can beestablished. Recently, using Ameslan,ex-
perimenters have begun to exploretheintellec-
tual capacities of chimpanzees (Mellgren, Fouts,
and Lemmon, 1973; Fouts, Chown, and Goodin,
1973; Fouts, Mellgren, and Lemmon, 1973).
This method of communication has begunto re-
veal conceptual processes in chimpanzees that
were heretofore impossible to determine, and
what has been accomplished showsthat the na-
ture of animalintelligence mayat last be studied
to an extent never before attempted.

Project Washoe

Project Washoe wasthefirst successful at-
tempt to teach a nonhumanprimate in human
language. The project was begunat the Univer-
sity of Nevada in Reno by R. A. Gardner and B.
T. Gardner (1969, 1971) in June 1966 and was
terminated in October 1970, by which time
Washoehad acquired a vocabulary of over 130
signs. Although the numberofsignsis relatively
small, Washoe was able to use her vocabulary

very well. She could readily produce spontane-
ous combinationsofsigns that demonstrated her
syntactic ability, and her combinations were con-

textually correct. She was also able to transfer
her signs and combinations to novel situations
with ease and with a high degreeofreliability.

Washoe, an infant female chimpanzeeesti-
mated to be 8-14 monthsof age in June 1966,
was obtained by the Gardners from a trader in
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the United States. It is assumed that she was

born in the wild and was raised for several

monthsby her natural mother before being cap-

tured. Washoewasraised in the Gardners’ back-

yard, an area of 5,000 square feet. She lived in a

completely self-contained housetrailer (8x24ft),

which providedforhertoilet, kitchen, and sleep-

ing needs. Throughoutthe project her research-

ers used only Ameslan to communicate with

Washoe, and, whenin her presence, they used

only Ameslan to communicate with one another.

McCarthy (1954) has indicated that the bar-

ren social and physical environments once com-

monto institutions for the mentally retarded are

not favorable conditions for the developmentof

language in humans. Gardner and Gardner

(1971) extended this hypothesis to the chimpan-

zee and claimedthat the same could be said for

the raising of chimpanzees in cages. Since one

would expectless linguistic capability from chim-

panzees raised under these conditions, Washoe

was provided with an environmentthat was kept

as interesting as possible. Her teaching program

was madepart ofher environmentand was main-

tained throughoutherdaily routine.

A member of the research team was with

Washoe during all her waking hours. At the

change of shift two researchers overlapped for

an hour. Shewas often afforded additional com-

panionship whenvisitors were present and dur-

ing frequent outings in the nearby community.

She played and climbed trees and playground

equipmentin the Gardners’ backyard. The func-

tion of the researchers on the team was to keep

Washoetotally immersed in Ameslan.Sincetheir

principal job was to be a conversing companion

and a model for Washoe, they used Ameslan in

normal daily routines, games, and generalactivi-

ties. They chatted with her in Ameslan while

cooking meals, cleaning, brushing her teeth,
_ playing with herin her sandbox, and correcting

her lapses in toilet training.
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METHODS OF ACQUISITION

Manual Babbling

A numberof methods of acquiring the signs

were examined. Manual babbling, which1s con-

sidered analogous to vocal babbling in human

infants, was infrequently observed early in the

experiment, but as the project progressed, the

occurrence of babbling increased. The increase

continued until the end of the secondyear, after

which time manual babbling was rarely ob-

served. This decline is attributed to Washoe’s

progress in acquiring a vocabulary during this

period, and it was concludedthat the accelera-

tion of signing may have replaced the babbling,

just as babbling in humansdecreases as vocal

speech develops. Gardner and Gardner (1971)

reported that the only sign attributable to this

method of acquisition was the funny sign, which
is produced by touching the nose with the index

finger.

Shaping

Shaping proceduressimilar to those used in

operant conditioning were used in teaching

Washoenewsigns. She was rewarded whenever

she made an approximationto a sign in order to
encourage her repeating it. Successively closer
approximations were then rewarded,andin this
mannerseveral signs were acquired. For exam-
ple, originally Washoe would bangon doorswith

herfists when she wantedthe doorto be opened.
This natural response was shaped using rewards
for successive approximations to the correct
sign. The sign for open consists ofplacing the two
open palmsagainst the object to be opened and
then moving them up and apart. Washoe quickly

acquired the open sign and soon generalized it
spontaneously from doors to other objects such
as books, briefcases, boxes, and drawers. Al-

though shaping procedure wasused a greatdeal

during the first year to introduce new signs,it
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soon became apparentto the Gardnersthatthis
technique was notasefficient as other methods.

Guidance

The Gardners considered guidance the most
effective method of teaching a new sign to
Washoe. It consists of physically molding the
hands and armsin the appropriate position for
the sign, usually in the presence of an object or
action that represents the sign. An example is
given by Gardner and Gardner (1971):

The sixth sign that Washoe acquired was the sign
tickle. Itis madeby holding one hand openwithfingers
together, palm down,and drawing the extended index
finger of the other handacross the back ofthe first
hand. Weintroduced this sign by holding Washoe’s
handin ours, forming her handswith ours, putting her
handsthrough the required movement,andthentick-
ling her.

Molding
A morerecentinvestigation into the optimal

training method (Fouts, 1972) utilized a design
intended to test three procedures: molding,
which involved physically guiding Washoe’s
hands into the correct position and movement
for the sign; imitation, which consisted of the
experimenter’s making the sign and Washoe’s
being required to imitate his example; and free
style, which was a combination of molding and
imitation. Under the conditions of the experi-
ment it was found that the molding procedure
produced the most rapid acquisition of signs,
followed byfree style (whichis not significantly
different from molding), andlastly by imitation.
Although imitation showed the poorest perfor-
mancein the experiment,it nonetheless resulted
in the acquisition of signs.

Observational Learning
Gardner and Gardner have reported that

during the project Washoe apparently learned to
comprehend Ameslan as practiced by her re-
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searchers although no overt efforts were madeto
teach herthe signs. Since it was the researchers’
practice to converse in Ameslan in Washoe’s
presence, the Gardners called this process of
learning “observational learning.” It is analo-
gousto Fouts’s (1972) use of imitation, although
in the Fouts experiment a deliberate effort was
madeto train the chimpanzee to producea par-
ticular sign. For example, Washoe learned the
sign for sweet (which is produced by touching the
lowerlip or the tongue with the extended index
and secondfingers ofone hand while the remain-
ing fingers are pressedinto the palm) merely by
observing hertrainer. Flower, which Washoeat
first signed incorrectly, was later corrected by
observing how the researchers made the sign.
Gardner and Gardner (1971) indicate that be-
cause Washoewastotally immersed in an envi-
ronment of sign language, she often acquired
signs after several months’ exposure to them
without any concerted effort on the part of the
researchersto teach them toher.It would appear
that she spontaneously acquired the signs.

RECORDING WASHOE’S SIGNS

The various signs given by Washoe were
recorded each day. A major portion of the
recording procedure was concerned with
whether the signs were spontaneous or
prompted. Spontaneoussigns were noted when
Washoe madea correct signing responsein an-
Swer to a question or madeoneentirely on her
own, such as open. Promptedsignswere those for
which a correct response required assistance
from one of the membersof the research team.
Additionally, information concerning the cor-
rectness of the form of the response was
recorded. The criterion for reliability of re-
sponding was whether Washoe could produce
the response spontaneously and correctly on
fifteen consecutive days. In addition to keeping
a signing record, the researchers kept a daily
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diary of the uses Washoe madeofvarioussigns

and combinations and the contexts in which she

used them. Later in the project a daily tape

recording was added to the recording proce-

dures. Oneofthe researchers observed the team

in a training session and verbally recorded the

training procedures and Washoe’sresponses us-

ing a whisper microphone.

The first thirty-six months of the project

yielded notable results in Washoe’sability to ac-

quire signs. By the end of this period she was

using 85 signsreliably. By the timeofthis writing

(June 1974), she was using over 160 signs reli-

ably. A cumbersome recording process is re-

quired in a project such as this; therefore it

should be stressed that the reported size of Wa-

shoe’s vocabulary is limited more by the re-

searchers’ ability to handle the recording and

testing of the vocabulary than by Washoe’s abil-

ity to acquire signs.

Testing Procedures
Because the approachin this project was at

variance with any previousattempts, new ways of

testing had to be designedin order to quantify

the accumulated data accurately. Several meth-

ods weretried before a test was foundthatsatis-
fied the requirements of both the researchers

and the chimpanzee. A double-blind procedure
(a procedure in which the observer evaluating

the behavior of the subject does not know what
treatmentthe subject has received until after the

evaluation is completed) was usedto control for
the possibility that the experimenter might cue

the subject as to the correct answer.
The first test used flash cards. Washoe was

shown pictures on large cards and then ques-
tioned aboutthe cards. This test had some draw-
backs, the main one being that the test was
experimenter-paced and so required an exces-
sive amountofdiscipline. The box test was then
devised. Washoe was to identify three-dimen-

sional objects placed in a box bythe researcher.
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Althoughthis test was a great improvementover

the flash-card technique, it was logistically difh-

cult to conduct. It was replaced bytheslide test,

which wassimilar to the box test except that 35

mm color transparencies were used as exem-

plars. The slide test was efficient and easy to

administer, and it differed from the other two

tests in that it could be paced by Washoe.

The Gardnersreport that in the initial slide

test Washoecorrectly identified 53 items out of

a possible 99. This performance was considera-

bly above the chance level, which was 3 correct

responsesoutofa possible 99. Althoughthe cor-

rect responses were obviously encouraging to

the researchers, Washoe’s errors produced
equally interesting data in that the errorsfit into

meaningful conceptual categories. Conceptual

categories are such things as animals, foods, or

grooming articles. Instances of responding to
conceptual categories occurred when Washoe

signed dog in responseto a picture of a cat, brush
for a picture of a comb,and food for a picture of

meat. Also it was reported that when pictures of
three-dimensional replicas of objects (e.g., toy
cats, toy dogs) were usedin the boxtest, the baby
sign occurred frequently among Washoe’ser-

rors. Whentheslides were of real items, the baby

error did not occur; however,the baby error con-

tinued to occur when a picture of a replica was
used. For example, whena slide of a doll resem-

bling a cat was shown, Washoe madefourerrors
out often trials, and all four were the bady sign.
However, when a photograph of a real cat was
shown,shecorrectly identified and signed seven

out of eight trials, and the single error was not

the baby sign.
One importantcriterion of language use 1s

that words must be used with others to form
phrases, or more appropriately, combinations.
Washoefirst signed the phrase gimme sweet and
come open during the tenth monthofthe project.
At this time she was approximately 18 to 24
months old (Gardner and Gardner, 1971). It is
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interesting to note that similar instances oflan-
guage use appear in humans at approximately
the same age. Fouts (1973) has recently found
that the chimpanzeeis capable of forming com-
binationsat a muchearlier age. The discrepancy
between the new findings and those reported by
Gardner and Gardner (1971) is most likely due
to the comparatively late start in training
Washoeto use Ameslan (8-14 months), whereas
in Fouts’s research the teaching of Ameslan was
begun at a muchearlier age. In a more recent
project by Gardner and Gardner(pers. comm.),
two young chimpanzeesacquiredtheirfirst signs
at age 3 months. Schlesinger and Meadows
(1972) have found a correspondingly early ac-
quisition of signs in humans, in which deafchil-
dren exhibited the use of signs at 5 months of
age. The two-month difference is probably not
due to qualitative differences in intelligence but
to comparatively faster motor-coordination de-
velopment in chimpanzees (Kellogg and Kel-
logg, 1967).

The segmentation of combinations by
Washoe was done in much the same manneras
executed by humansigners. Washoe would keep
her handsraised in the signing space until she
had completed the combination. She wouldter-
minate the combination by making contact with
some object or surface, comparable to the hu-
man signers’ handsin repose.

The contextual relevance in which Washoe
used her signs was foundto be very good. She
would correctly sign intended destinations with
phrasessuchas go in, go out, or in down bed. When
playing with members of the research team she
did not generalize but referred to each one by
name, signing Roger you tickle, you Greg peekaboo
(Gardner and Gardner, 1971). Washoe signed at
a locked door on thirteen separate occasions,
and each time her contextual relevance was ap-
propriate and correct: gimme key, more key, gimme
key more, open key, key open, open more, more open, key
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in, open key please, open gimme key, in open help, help
key in, and open key help hurry (1971:167).

The Gardners analyzed Washoe’s two-sign
combinations according to a method proposed
by Brown (1970) for use with children. It was
foundthatherearlier combinations were compa-
rable to the earliest two-word combinations of
childrenin terms of expressed meaningsandse-
mantic classes. Longer combinations were often
formed by Washoeby addingappeal signs, such
as please and come, to shorter combinations. Be-
tween April 1967 and June 1969, 245 different
combinations of three or more signs were
recorded in the researchers’ diary. About half
were formedbythe addition of an appealsign.
The remaining oneswere introduced by new in-
formation andrelationships among signs, such
as pronounsor proper names.

In analyzing Washoe’s combinations the
Gardners foundevidencethat possibly indicates
that Washoe hadspecific preferences for word
order. The combination you me was preferred in
over 90 percent of the samples taken, with me you
used in the remaining 10 percent. Earlier in-
stances of this combination showed a preference
for you-me-action, but later this changed to a
preference for you-action-me order. The Gard-
ners were reluctant to accept this order as an
indication of syntax in Washoe’s manual lan-
guage. They point out that it may merely be her
imitation of the preferred order of the members
of the research team. From a behavioral view-
point, however, there appearsto belittle differ-
ence between Washoe’s preferences in word
order and languagebehavior in humanchildren
in learning syntax.

Fouts (pers. obs.) has also noted the use of
sign order to express meaningin signing chim-
panzees. One of his chimpanzees, Lucy, has a
definite preference for the sign order tickle Lucy
whenasking someoneto tickle her; and when the
order is reversed to Lucy tickle, she correspond-
ingly tickles her companion.
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Washoe and the Oklahoma Chimpanzees

Project Washoe was terminated in October

1970, when several members of the research

team were receiving their degrees and leaving

the project. Washoewasthen brought to the In-

stitute of Primate Studies in Norman, Oklahoma,

directed by W. B. Lemmon. TheInstitute has

many chimpanzeesin its main colony, and since

Washoe’s arrival, it has been directing research

with chimpanzees reared in private homes

around the area. In both the colony proper and

the private homes,the animals have been taught

to use Ameslan.
Oneof the first experiments using Ameslan

conducted in Oklahoma (Fouts, 1973) was de-

signed to determinetherelative easeor difficulty

of acquiring signs by four young chimpanzees,

two males and two females. An interesting

finding was that just as in humans, chimpanzees

have different rates of acquiring signs. By means

of a molding procedure (Fouts, 1972), a total of

ten signs were taught to the chimpanzeesin daily

thirty-minute training sessions. The acquisition

rate for each sign was comparedonthe basis of

the number of minutes of training necessary to

reach five consecutive unprompted responses.

After the chimpanzees had acquired the ten

signs, they were tested on nine of them (all

nouns), with the sign for more (an adjective) ex-

cluded from thetest. Testing was conducted us-

ing the double-blind box test procedure, similar

to the test described by Gardner and Gardner

(1971).
The results indicated that someof the signs

were consistently easy or difficult for the chim-

panzees to acquire. The mean times for acquir-

ing the signs ranged from 9.75 minutes to 316

minutes. The mean timesto reach criteria for

each chimpanzee across signs were: 54.3, 79.7,

136.4, and 159.1 minutes. These differences may
be partially due to the individual chimpanzees’

behavior in the trainingsessions.
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All the chimpanzees performed above the

chance level during testing. The correct re-

sponses in the double-blind box were: 26.47%,

58.3%, 57.7% and 90.3% correct. The low score

of 26.4% obtained by one of the chimpanzees

may have been a result ofthe difference between

acquisition andtesting. This particular chimpan-

zee seemed to require muchpraise and positive

feedback from the experimenterfor her correct

responses when acquiring the signs. However,in

the double-blind testing situation the observers

who recordedherscores were unable to give her

any positive feedback, and, as a result, her per-

formance would begin to deteriorate noticeably

after the initial trials in the test were completed.

Anotherimportant finding was that Washoe was

not the only chimpanzeethat had the capacity to

use Ameslan.
Mellgren, Fouts, and Lemmon (1973) exam-

ined the conceptual ability of a chimpanzee in

regard to the category of items by studying the

relationship between generic and specific signs

in Ameslan. The subject in this experiment was

Lucy, a seven-year-old chimpanzeethat had been

raised in species-isolation (by humans without

ever seeing another chimpanzee) in a human

home since she was two days of age. She had

been taught Ameslan for two years and had a

vocabulary of seventy-five signs. Our objective in

the experiment was to determine if a new sign

would become generic or specific relative to a

category of items. Lucy had previously learned

five food-related signs: food, fruit, and drink,

which she used in a generic manner; and candy

and banana, whichsheusedspecifically. The sign
we chose to teach her was berry, and the category

of items consisted of twenty-four different fruits

and vegetables, ranging from a quarter of a wa-

termelon and a grapefruit to small berries and
berrylike items such as blueberries, cherry

tomatoes, and radishes. The exemplar for the

berry sign was a cherry.
The twenty-four different fruits and vegeta-
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bles were presented to Lucy ina vocabularydrill,
and her responses were recorded. As each item
was presented she was asked what that? She was
allowed to handle the various foods and eat them
if she wished. The orderofpresentation wasvar-
ied from dayto day. The food-related items were
presented alongwith at least two otheritemsthat
were notin the fruit and vegetable category but
were items for which she had a sign in her
vocabulary. For example, she would be asked to
identify a shoe,a string, and then

a

fruit or vege-
table. Following her responseto the food items
she was questioned aboutsuch things as a book
or a doll. Forthefirst four days of training data
were collected to obtain a systematic baseline of
her respondingto the twenty-four items to de-
termineher usual response to them. Onthefifth
day she was taught the Jerry sign, using the
cherry as the exemplar, and for the second four
days the berry sign remainedentirely specific to
cherries. On the ninth day she was taught the
berry sign again, but this time blueberries were
used as the exemplar. On the ninth and tenth
days she called the blueberries berry, but on the
eleventh and twelfth days she switched back to
what she had previously called them; but
throughoutthese four days she persistedin call-
ing cherries the sign she had originally been
taught for them, Jerry. By her responsesit was
apparentthat she preferred to use the berry sign
In a specific sense.

Lucy’s conceptualizations of fruits and vege-
tables were also examined. She showed a prefer-
ence for labeling the fruit items with the fruit
sign in 85% ofthe trials and for using the food
sign in 15% of the trials. A dichotomyofre-
spondingto the two categories wasindicated be-
cause she preferred to refer to vegetables as food
65% of the time and as fruit 35% of the time.

In a very revealing finding, Lucy created
novel combinations to describe her perception
of the stimulusitem. She preferred to call a wa-
termelon candy drink or drink fruit, whereas the
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experimentersreferred to it with entirely differ-
ent signs, which Lucy did not havein her vocabu-
lary (water and melon). Another, more striking
example occurred with radishes. For the first
three days of the experiment Lucy labeled them
fruitfood or drink. On the fourth day she bit into
a radish, spatit out, andcalledit cry hurtfood She
continued to use cry and hurt to describe the
radish for the next eight days. Sixty-five percent
of the smell signs were used to describe the four
citrus fruits by labeling them smellfruit, probably
referring to the odor released when onebites
into the skin ofcitrus fruits. The spontaneous
generation of novel combinations not only dem-
onstrated Lucy’s ability to form new combina-
tions but also indicated her ability to use her
existing vocabulary of signs to map various con-
cepts she had aboutthe categories of the fruits
and vegetables she was presented with.

A good understanding of vocal English ap-
pears to exist in a numberof the home-reared
chimpanzees near the Institute. Some of them
were exposed to vocal language before being
taught Ameslan. To determinetherelationship
between their English vocabularies and their
Ameslan vocabularies, a study was undertaken
by Fouts, Chown, and Goodwin (1973) using
Ally, a young male chimpanzee that was being
home-reared. A pretraining test was adminis-
tered to determine his understanding of ten vo-
cal English words. He was given such vocal
commandsas “Give methe spoon,”‘‘Pick up the
spoon,” “Find the spoon.” Ally had to obey the
command by choosingthe correct item from a
group containing several other objects. Only af-
ter correctly obeying the commandfive consecu-
tive times was he considered to have an
understanding of the vocal English word. Train-
ing was begunbydividingthe ten signs into two
lists of five signs each. One experimenterat-
tempted to teach Ally a sign using only the vocal
English word as the exemplar. Following this a
second experimenter, who did not know which
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words had been taught or if any had been ac-

quired, would test Ally on all five, using the ob-

jects correspondingto the vocal English words.

For the secondlist of five words the experiment-
ers exchangedroles. Ally was able to transfer the

sign he was taught to use for the vocal English

word to the object representing that word. This

findingis very similar to the acquisition ofa sec-

ond language in humans. A second possible im-

plication is that the learning occurred via

cross-modal means.
Theinitial research in gestural language abil-

ity in chimpanzees indicates that chimpanzees

can produce novel combinationsofsignsin their

existing vocabularies. Humanshavethis capacity

also but in addition they are able to understand

novel combinations produced by someoneelse.

A recently completed experiment (Chown,

Fouts, and Goodin, 1974) seemsto indicate that

chimpanzeesare able to understand novel com-

binations whenthey are used as a command.In

the first phase of the experimentAlly was taught

to pick out oneoffive objects in a box and place

it in one of three places. For example, a com-

mand might be Put baby in purse. When Ally was

sufficiently adeptat this, the second phase of the

experiment began. New itemsthat had not been

used in training wereplacedin the box and anew

place to put the object was added. A screen be-

tween the experimenter and Ally prevented the

experimenter from giving helping cues. With

five items to choose from andthree places to put

them, chance would produce one correct re-

sponse in fifteen trials. But Ally’s performance

was far above the chancelevel. During onetest

session he responded correctly to 22 of 36 com-
mands.

CHIMPANZEE-TO-CHIMPANZEE COMMUNICATION

USING AMESLAN

Because a majorcriterion of languageis that

it be used by members of the same species, we
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have beeninterestedin intraspecific communica-

tion using Ameslan in chimpanzees. Fouts,

Mellgren, and Lemmon (1973) explored various

conditions under which such communication

might be observed. The experimental subjects

were Booee and Bruno, two young male chim-

panzees whohadalready acquired a vocabulary

of 36 signs each. The experimentersintended to

keep the chimpanzees’ vocabularies small so that

they could examine the animals’ acquisition of

 
Fig. 1. Bruno signing hai.

 
Fig. 2. Bruno signing Jook.
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Fig. 3. Bruno demonstrateshis ability to sign drink

with either hand.

new signs when Washoewasintroducedinto the
signing dyad, but their vocabulary has already
increasedto over 40 signs. Activities such as tick-
ling, play, mutual comforting, and mutual shar-
ing are most conducive to communication in
Ameslan between the chimpanzees. Booee and
Bruno, however, seem to prefer their own natu-
ral communication over Ameslan, perhaps be-
cause of their relatively greater exposure to
other chimpanzees. Washoeand Ally are quite
different, and prefer to use Ameslan when com-

Fig. 4. Booee signing baby.

municating with humans or other chimpanzees.
When Booeeand Brunoreacha presetcriterion
of reliability in chimpanzee-to-chimpanzee com-
munication, Washoewill be introduced into the
dyad. In April 1974 Ally was introduced to
Bruno, and a good deal of communication from
Ally to Bruno has been observed and recorded,
mostly signs referring to food orplay.

Manny, a young chimpanzeein the colony,
has acquired from Washoe the come hug sign,
which is used correctly when the chimpanzees
greet one anotheror are engaged in mutual com-
forting. Kiko, a three-year-old chimpanzee ac-
quired the food and drink signs from Booee and
‘Brunoand displayed them correctly, but he was
stricken with pneumonia and died. Another ma-
ture chimpanzee, housed in close proximity to
Washoe,has often shown thefood, drink, andfruit
signs, but when offered a drink or a pieceoffruit
he hasfailed to showthe signs again. Apparently
he has failed to make the important connecting
link between the sign and the object it repre-
sents.

Onething that makes research with chimpan-
zees So interestingis their ability to use Ameslan
in situations other than experiments andat times
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whenit is not expected. Both Lucy and Washoe

have spontaneously invented signs for objects

that were not in their vocabulary. Washoein-

vented a sign for 416 by making the outline of a

bib on herchest (Gardner and Gardner, 1971),

and Lucy invented a sign for leash by making a

hook with her index finger on her neck. Washoe

was observed making a new combination, gimme

rock berry. When the experimenter approachedto

question her about the seemingly incorrect sign,

he found that Washoe waspointing to a box of

brazil nuts on the other side of the room. On

another occasion Washoereferred to a rhesus

monkey (with whom she had earlier had a fight)

as a dirty monkey. Until this time she had used the

sign dirty to referto feces or soiled items, usually

as a noun.She nowusesit regularly as an adjec-

tive to describe people who refuse her requests.

Sarah and Communication via Plastic

Objects

Premack (1970, 1971a, 1971b) and Premack

and Premack (1972) were the first to devise an

artificial system for two-way communication be-

tween two species by using variously colored and

shaped pieces of plastic to represent words.

Sarah, the subject used in their research, is a

wild-born female chimpanzee estimatedto besix

years of age when the project was begun. Since

the Premacks’ artificial language is visual and

written they decided to use the chimpanzee be-

causeofthe similarities betweenits visual system
and man’s.

Pieces of plastic that vary in size, shape, tex-

ture, and colorare used to represent words. The

plastic pieces are backed with metal and can be
arrangedin lines on a magnetized board.In this
manner,the pieces can be displaced in space but
not in time on the board, thus avoiding the ne-

cessity of relying on memory (which is an inte-
gral part of human languages, gestural or vocal).

The use of pieces of plastic allows the human
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experimenter to determine whichpiecesofplas-

tic will be available to the subject at any time.

Also, the design of the experimentcontrols for

the individual difficulty of any problem,but at

the expenseofthe spontaneity of usage typically

found in human language. It should also be

pointed out that when an experimentIs so over-

controlled,it limits the possible findings to those

preconceived by the human experimenterrather

than explores the full mental capacities of the

subject.
The Premacks’ approach emphasizes the

functional aspects of language by breaking into

behavioral constituents and providing environ-

mental contingencies for each constituent they

selected for training Sarah. They briefly summa-

rize their work as follows: ‘“We have been teach-

ing Sarah to read and write with various shaped

and colored pieces of plastic, each representing

a word; Sarah has a vocabulary of about 130

termsthat she uses with a reliability of between

75 and 80 percent” (Premack and Premack,

1972:92).
The Premacks appear to work from the

premise that the relational and logical functions

of language are derived from operant proce-

dures, and therefore they use training proce-

dures based on operant methodology. The

procedure is of the same type as that used by
psychologists to train pigeons or rats to peck

keys or press bars. They reduce the constituents

to very simple steps and then usestandard oper-

ant techniquesto train the subjects. For exam-
ple, training maybestarted by placing somefruit

on a board and allowing Sarah to eat it. Next,

Sarah is required to place a pieceofplastic repre-
senting the same fruit on a magnetized board
before being allowed to eat the fruit.

As training continues in this manner, new
pieces of plastic are added simultaneously with
new aspects ofthe situation,e.g., a different kind
of fruit or a new person. For example, a new

piece of plastic may be added when Sarah'sre-
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ward is changed from bananasto apples; or she
may be requiredto placea piece ofplastic repre-
senting the new trainer’s name(e.g., Mary or
Jim) on the board. In the next step a piece of
plastic representing the word give is introduced,
and Sarahis required to place it in between the
trainer’s nameand the nameofthefruit. Finally,
a piece of plastic representing Sarah’s nameis
introduced,andit has to be placed at the end of
the sequence. Sarah appears to havelittle diffi-
culty making these conditional discriminations.
She may also be induced to respond to a se-
quence like “Sarah give apple Mary”by offering
her a piece of chocolateifshe gives up herapple.
By using a morepreferred item (chocolate) they
are able to induce Sarah to placethe pieces rep-
resenting “Mary give apple Jim.”

Premack and Premack report that Sarah is
able to use and understand the negativearticle,
the interrogative ‘“‘wh” (who, what, why), the
concept of name, dimensionalclasses, preposi-
tions, hierarchically organized sentences, and
the conditional.

Sarah has managedto learn a code, a simple lan-
guagethat nevertheless included someof the charac-
teristic features of natural language. Each step of the
training program was madeas simpleas possible. The
objective was to reduce complex notionsto a series of
simple and highly learnable steps ... compared with
a two-year-old child Sarah holds her ownin language
ability. [Premack and Premack, 1972:99]

Lana and the Computer

Rumbaugh,Gill, and von Glasersfeld (1973)
devised a computer-controlled training situation
that objectively examined someof the language
capacities in a chimpanzee. They used Lana, a
22-year-old female chimpanzee,as their subject.
After six months of training Lana was able to
read projected word characters, complete an in-
complete sentence based onits meaning and se-
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rial order, and reject an incomplete sentence
that was grammatically incorrect.

Rumbaughetal. are using a ppp-8 computer
with two consoles containing twenty-five keys
each. Oneach keyis a lexigram in “Yerkish,” an
artificial language developed by the experiment-
ers. The symbols are white geometric figures,
created from ninestimulus elements, used singly
or in combination. The keys, on which the sym-
bols are displayed, have colored backgrounds
madeupofthree colors used singly or in combi-
nation. Whenthekeyis available for use by Lana
it is softly backlit. When Lanapressesa key, it
becomesbrightly lit. When

a

keyis not available
for use, it has no backlighting. When Lana de-
pressesa key, a facsimile ofthe lexigram appears
in serial order on one of seven projectors above
the console. The computer also dispenses ap-
propriate incentives to Lana whenshe depresses
the keys in the correct serial order in accordance
with the grammar of Yerkish. She may ask for
such thingsas food, liquids, music, movies, toys,
to have a window opened,to have a trainer come
in, and so on, when they are available (that is,
when the appropriate keys are softly backlit).
Thereis also a console available only to the hu-
man experimentersso that the computer can me-
diate conversations between the experimenters
and Lana.

Lana’s training was begunbyrequiring herto
press a single key in order to receive an incen-
tive. Next, she was required to begin each re-
quest with a please and endit with a period. The
depression ofthe period key instructed the com-
puter to evaluate the phrase for correctness of
serial order.If it was correct a tone sounded and
Lana wouldreceive what she had asked for;if not
the computer would erase the projector display
and reset the keys on the console. Later, Lana
was required to depress holophrases (e.g., ma-
chine gives M & M)in between

a

please and a
period. Followingthis, she was taught to depress
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each key represented in the original holophrase

(e.g., Please/Machine/give/M F M/period). ‘Vhen

the keys were randomized on the console and

she had to select and press them in the correct

serial order.
Onevery interesting finding was that Lana

soon learned to attend to the lexigrams on the

projectors without training. She would erase

sentences in which she had madean error, by

pressing the period key, rather than finish them.

Onthebasis of Lana’s spontaneously learning to

attend to the projected lexigrams and their or-

der, Rumbaughet al. were able to examine her

ability to read sentence beginnings, to discrimi-
nate between valid and invalid beginnings, and
to complete sentences. In their first experiment

Lanawas presented with one valid sentence be-
ginning (Please machine give) and six invalid be-
ginnings. She could either erase them or
complete them. If she completed them she had
to choose from correct lexigrams(e.g., juice, M &
M, or piece of banana) and incorrect lexigrams
(make, machine, music, Tim, movie, Lana). Music and

movies were incorrect since the computer was
programmed to accept these with make rather
than with give. Lana’s performance on the vari-
ousaspects ofthis test ranged from 88% correct

| (please Xgive, an invalid beginning) to 100% cor-
rect (please machine give, the valid beginning). The
second experiment was the same except that
make was substituted for give in the sentences
with the valid beginning. Lana’s performance
was 86% or morecorrectin this experiment. The
third experimentused only valid beginningswith
varying numbers of words in them: e.g.: (1)
please, (2) please machine, (3) please machinegive, (4)
please machine give piece, (5) please machine give piece
of, and so on. Lana ranged from 70% to 100%
correct on the various beginnings.

Rumbaughetal. concluded that Lana accu-
rately read and perceived the serial order in
Yerkish and was able to discriminate between
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valid and invalid beginnings of incomplete sen-

tences in order to receive an incentive.

Comparison of the Methods

Usingartificial languages or Ameslan avoids

the problem of vocal communication. In one

project using an artificial language (Rumbaugh

et al., 1973) the human element has been re-

moved by using a computeras an intermediary,

and because a computeris used the experiment-

ers are able to keep an exact record of the

chimpanzees’ communication. However, this

refinementis also expensive in that the chimpan-
zee is forced into strict and rigid paradigm that
allows only that behavior to appearthat will fit
into the experimentalsituation. For example, the

computeris not programmedto accept novel or
innovative uses of the language. Although this
method has managedto find and confirm conclu-

sively such behavior as responsiveness to word
order(syntax), in exploring the mental capacities
of the chimpanzee, the artificial language ap-
proachesare limited to examining only behavior
conceived of by the experimenters, and notre-
sponses created by the chimpanzees.

It is our contention that when conductingin1-
tial experimental research, such as we are doing
with chimpanzee language acquisition,the situa-
tion must be structured only to the extent that
control of the experiment remains in the hands
of the experimenter. This point was made by
Kohler (1921):

Lack of ambiguity in the experimental setup in the
sense of an either-or has, to be sure, unfavorable as

well as favorable consequences. The decisive explana-
tions for the understanding of apes frequently arise
from quite unforeseen kinds of behavior, for example,
use of tools by the animals in ways very different from
human beings. If we arrangeall conditions in such a
waythat, so far as possible, the ape can only show the
kinds of behavior in which weare interested in ad-
vance, or else nothing essential at all, then it will
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become less likely that the animal does the unex-
pected and thus teaches the observer something.

Wefeel the gestural language approach more
closely fits the idea expressed by Kohler. Using
this method we can simultaneously conduct
highly controlled experiments and allow the
chimpanzeeto show, spontaneously, manyofits
capabilities. This is possible because the chimpan-
zee, not the experimenter, has the control of its language
use. The chimpanzee can from withinitself make
statements or do whatit wishes without havingto
rely on an arbitrary symbolto doso.It is not
bound to a computer program orbythe limits of
the experimenter in making vocabulary avail-
able.

For example, in the study done with Lucy on
the twenty-four different fruit and vegetables
(Mellgren et al., 1973), had we limited her possi-
ble responsesto thefive food-related signsin her
vocabulary, we would not have discovered her
conceptualizations of the items. Nor would
Washoebeable to insult people by calling them
dirty if she had not been allowed to change a
noun into an adjective. Similarly, Washoe would
not be able to refer to brazil nuts as rock berry.

Each approachhasits advantages,andit is up
to the scientists to decide whetherthey wish to
examine only those things they are capable of
conceiving of, or if they are willing to accept
some help from the chimpanzee in examining
the animal’s mental capacities.

Conclusions

The language skills of the chimpanzee are
similar to those displayed by humans, although
many definitions of language have attempted to
exclude the chimpanzee from the realm of lan-
guage as used by humans. Anoften-quoted, pop-
ular paper, Bronowski and Bellugi (1970) lists
five characteristics of language: delay between
stimulus and utterance, separation ofaffect from

content, prolongation of reference, internaliza-
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tion, and reconstitution. Bronowski and Bellugi
contended that Washoe probably metthe first
four, but failed to demonstrate the last. They
define the structure activity of reconstitution as
consisting “‘of two linked procedures—namely, a
procedureofanalysis, by which messagesare not
treated as inviolate wholes but are broken down
into smaller parts, and a procedure of synthesis
by which the parts are rearranged to form other
messages” (1970:670).

Bronowski and Bellugi conclude: ‘‘What the
example of Washoeshowsin a profoundwayis
that it is the process of total reconstitution which
is the evolutionary hallmark of the human mind,
and for which so far we have no evidence in the
mind of the nonhumanprimate, even whenheis
given the vocabulary ready made’ (1970:673).
We disagree with their contention of “‘no evi-
dence.’’ Most certainly the empirical evidence
presented earlier in this chapter demonstrates
that chimpanzeeshavethe capacity for reconsti-
tution, particularly Lucy’s reference to a radish
as cry hurtfood and Washoe’s calling a brazil nut
rock berry. We contendthat these gestural utter-
ances more than meetthe mostrestricting defini-
tions of reconstitution and represent a
remarkable intellectual and linguistic accom-
plishment, given the limited vocabulary we have
allowed the chimpanzeesto learn. And if Bro-
nowski and Bellugi’s contention that reconstitu-
tion is the “evolutionary hallmark of the human
mind”’ is correct, then we must assumethat the
capacity for languagewasin the repertoire of the
species before the great apessplit off from homi-
noid evolution. Anotheralternative may be that
the basis of language is not unique to language
per se, but may actually be the basis of other be-

havior of which languageis just one product.
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Chapter 38

ZOOSEMIOTIC COMPONENTS OF
HUMAN COMMUNICATION

Thomas A. Sebeok

Note: O. F. Kugelmasshas written a brilliant paper
aboutcertain tribes in Borneothat do not have a word
for “no” in their language and consequently turn
downrequests by noddingtheir headsandsaying,“T’ll
get back to you.” This corroborates his earlier theo-
ries that the urgeto beliked at anycostis not socially
adaptive but genetic, much the sameastheability to
sit through operetta.
—WoodyAllen, “By Destiny Denied,” The New Yorker,
February 23, 1976. By permission.

1. “Zoosemiotics”: Notes on Its History,
Sense, and Scope

The term zoosemiotics was launched in 1963
and initially proposed as a name ‘“‘for the disci-
pline, within whichthescienceofsigns intersects
with ethology, devoted to the scientific study of
signalling behaviorin and across animal species”’
(Sebeok, 1972:61). It obviously satisfied a felt
need, for—despite someinitial resistance, as to

This chapter incorporates observations delivered in Milan
at the concluding Plenary Session, on June 6, 1974, of the
First Congress of the International Association for Semiotic
Studies, in the course of an invited presentation on the state
ofthe art of “Nonverbal Communication.” Responsesto the
ensuing discussion from the floor by Geoffrey Broadbent,
David Efron, Tomas Maldonado, Christian Metz, and Leo
Pap have all been blended into the text. The argument, of
course, has been greatly expanded,broughtup to date, and
refocused to fit the overall purposes of this book.
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any neologism, especially one with overtones of
academicjargon—itrapidly diffused in twocriss-
crossing directions: multidisciplinary and mul-
tilingual. It has since been adoptedbyscholarsin
a variety of fields, notably biology; and it has
penetrated many of the languages of Europe,
East and West, and beyond,including Hebrew
and Japanese. Outside ofscientific writings, the
word has croppedup in well-known newspapers,
like Le Monde, and magazines, like Il Mondo. It
was featured in at least one novel by a famous
English author,as well as in a balloon emanating
from the muzzle of that most distinguished of
beagles, Snoopy. Discharging a professional ob-
ligation to lexicography, I endeavored until re-
cently to keep track of these migrations, and, on
occasion, published at least highlights from the
progressive record (Sebeok, 1972: chap. 9;
1976a:57, 86ff.).

What was originally intended by this term
and whatit seems to have cometo mean to many
others is quite anotherstory, andstill a bit per-
plexing. In most instances zoosemiotics has been
used, roughly, as a one-word equivalentfor “‘the
study of animal communication,” particularly in
explicit or at least implicit contrast with ‘the
study ofhuman communication.” This restricted
usage is, however, far from what the original
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definition actually implied. In 1970, in a typology
of semiotic systems in general, it was clearly
specified that “Human semiotic systems are of
two kinds: anthroposemiotic, that is, species-
specific systems of man; and zoosemiotic,thatis,
those componentsub-systems ofhuman commu-
nication that are found elsewhere in the animal
kingdom as well’? (Sebeok, 1972:163). Because
of a colossal accretion in semiotic theory and
praxis in recent years, accompanied by a well-
nigh unmanageable proliferation of literature in
animal communication studies, a conceptual
cleansing is called for. Is zoosemiotics a useful
term? What doesit cover? How doesall this fit
into the vaster framework of general semiotics?
Someof the difficulties of terminology and clas-
sification, which confront everyone who enters

the field of study covered in the preceding chap-
ters, have worried the most thoughtful of its

practitioners and observers, but the only thing
that is absolutely clear is that we are far from
having reached consensus in this area (Hinde,
1972:86-98, 395).

The subject matter of semiotics is, quite sim-
ply, messages—any messages whatsoever. Since
every messageis composedofsigns according to
some ordered selection, semiotics has been vari-
ously identified as the doctrine (Locke, Peirce),

or the science (Saussure), or the theory (Morris,
Carnap, Eco) of signs. Correspondingly, the
study designated semiotics comprises the set of
general principles that underlie the structure of
all signs, constituting a code, which was defined

by Cherry (1966:305) as “‘an agreed transforma-
tion, or set of unambiguousrules, whereby mes-

Sages are converted from one representation to
another.’’ Further, semiotics aims to uncoverthe

ways in which such principles are or may be man-
ifested in diverse messages, and to identify the
specifics of particular sign systems, with compar-
ative (including cross-taxonomic) as well as typo-
logical, synchronic (both structural and
functional) as well as diachronic (both phylogen-
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etic and ontogenetic; cf. section 7, below) ends
in view. Semiotics is concerned, successively,
with the generation and encoding of messages,
their propagation in any sensorially appropriate
form of physical energy, their decoding andin-
terpretation. The methods employed by some
investigators are more empirical, those by others
more analytical. Some prefer to study communi-
cation, others signification (Prieto, 1975, for in-
stance, makes muchofthis distinction). Plainly,
however, these tendencies are complementary,
each implying the other. (Naturalists, as one
would expect, by their inclination and training
have leaned toward an empirical approachto an-
imal communication, but solid foundations for
an analytical approach to animalsignification
have also been laid in the classic literature of
ethology, notably in von Uexkiill’s marvelous
1940 monograph, “Bedeutungslehre”’ [cf. Se-
beok, 1977a, forthcoming].)

If the subject matter of semiotics encom-
passes any messages whatsoever, the subject
matter of linguistics is confined to verbal mes-
sages only. The fundamental competence under-
lying verbal messagesis generally assumed to be
(1) species-specific, and (2) species-consistent.
Species-specificity of the linguistic propensity
meansthat the formal principles we deem sufh-
cient to characterize natural languages (spoken
or not) differ radically from those found sufh-
cient to characterize any knownsystem of animal
communication, including especially man’s so-
called nonverbal communication systems. This
does not necessarily imply, however, that the

neural substrates and/or psychological pro-
cesses involved need be substantially dissimilar
—theseare surely secondaryandtertiary lamina-
tions that are each ofa distinct order (cf. Ding-
wall, 1975). Moreover, this conception of
species-specificity does not exclude the possibil-
ity of quite sophisticated, though always only
partial, code sharing, and hence communication,

between man and animal (Hediger, 1967, 1974
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generally; Fouts and Rigby, in respect to the
man-chimpanzeedyad, chap.37, this book). Nor
is species-consistency necessarily universal, for
severely handicapped children may lack the ca-
pacity to master language in more than rudimen-
tary fashion (Malson, 1964; Curtiss etal., 1975).

The situation of the verbal codein a semiotic
frame has been considered by almost everybody
whohaswritten on the subject since Locke (1975
[1690]:721). Late in the seventeenth century, he
asserted that articulate sounds are the signs
‘“‘which Men have found the most convenient,
and therefore generally make use of... .’’ Lin-
guists—building upon Locke withoutattribution
—generally flatter themselves by at least acqui-
escingin dicta like Bloomfield’s that ‘‘Linguistics
is the chief contributor to semiotic,” or persist-
ing in Weinreich’s sentiment that verbal mes-
Sages constitute “the semiotic phenomenonpar
excellence” (Sebeok, 1976a:11-12)—no doubt a
conscious rephrasing of Sapir’s (1931) ‘‘lan-
guage 1s the communicative process par excel-
lence in every known society”—just recently
reechoed by Greimas (1976:9) in his remark that
‘la linguistique. . . est la plus élaborée des sémi-
Otiques....”’

It was apparently Saussure who promoted
linguistics to the status ofa pilot science, or “‘le
patron général de toute sémiologie” (Sebeok,
1976a:12), a programmatic statement which,
when pursuedblindly, can lead into manya cul-
de-sac (cf. Marcus, in Sebeok, 1974:2871ff.: see
also Polhemus, in Benthall and Polhemus,
1975:20ff.). I have referred to the principle that
is usually invoked in this connection as one of
“intersemiotic transmutability,” which may have
been first, or was, at any rate, most insistently
enunciated by Hjelmslev (1953:70): “in practice,
a languageis a semiotic into whichall other semi-
otics may be translated—both all other lan-
guages, and all other conceivable semiotic
structures.” Elsewhere, I have questioned
whether this ex cathedra declaration has actual
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Support or remains, as I think, althoughstill
much cherished by linguists, hardly more than
unsubstantiated dogma.In particular, I tried to
show that animal soundsare often incapable of
being paraphrased: “‘one gropesin vainfora set
of linguistic signs to substitute instead of the
significative unit employed by the speechless
creature both to refer to his scarcely understood
species-specific code and to the contextof deliv-
ery, or Umwelt, through which the messagefrag-
ment1s aligned within the observed sequence of
signs emitted” (Sebeok, 1976b). Even the trans-
mutation of certain categories of human nonver-
bal messagesinto linguistic expressionis,at best,
likely to introduce gross falsification, or, like
most music, altogether defy comprehensible ver-
bal definition. Sapir (1931) put his finger on a
“more special class of communicative symbol-
ism,” such as the use ofrailroad lights, bugle
calls in the army, or smoke signals, in which ‘‘one
cannot make a word-to-word translation, as it
were, back to speech but can only paraphrasein
speech the intent of the communication.”

Semiotic systemsthat are species-specific in
man are, then, for convenience, categorized as
anthroposemiotic (Sebeok, 1972:163ff., 1976a:3).
Language clearly belongs here, not only inits
global spoken form butalso as a visible meansof
communication used by a small minority popula-
tion amonga minority of mankindwithpartial or
total hearing impairment and by those asso-
ciated with such persons (Stokoe, 1972: esp.
chap. 1). Here are counted also a wide array of
speech surrogates (Sebeok and Umiker-Sebeok,
1976), mute communication systems preserved
in certain monasteries (Barakat, 1975), aborigi-
nal sign languages used amongnative peoples of
the Americas and Australia (Sebeok and Umiker-
Sebeok, 1977b), complex (viz., non-isomorphic)
transductionsinto parasitic or restricted forma-
tions,like script or other optical displays of the
chain of speech signs (the Morsecode, or any of
the several acoustic alphabets designed to aid
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the blind, or sound spectrograms), optionally

imposed upon chronologically prior acoustic

patterns (Kavanagh and Mattingly, 1972), and
moreorless context-free artificial constructs de-

veloped for various scientific or technical pur-

poses (see, e.g., the respective articles by

Golopentia-Eretescu, Gross, and Freudenthal in

Sebeok, 1974).

Over and abovesuchtransfers (Sapir, 1931),

transforms, derivatives, and substitutes, there

are those macrostructures that are based, in the

final analysis, on a natural language, the “‘pri-

mary system” on whichculture 1s superimposed,

‘regarded as a hierarchy of semiotic systemscor-

related in pairs, realized through correlation

with the system of natural language’”’ (Sebeok,

1975:76-77, 1976a:23n38). Particularly, this is
implied by the concept of “secondary modeling

systems,’ propagated chiefly by the Moscow-

Tartu School of semioticians (Eimermacher,

1974: Sebeok, 1975:57-83; Ivanov, 1976; Win-

ner and Winner, 1976). All secondary modeling

systemsare, therefore, anthroposemiotic by defi-

nition.
In a third category that might be reckoned

anthroposemioticaresets of signs affirmed to be

uniquely used by man independently of anylin-

guistic infrastructure (although, of course, un-

avoidably intertwined with verbal effects), but

one mustexercise great caution with respect to

this division. In 1968, I blithely declared that

musicis ‘‘a species-specific, but not species-con-

sistent form of behavior’ (Sebeok, 1972:164-

65). There is ample cause for wondernowif the

first part of this allegation is true, and in what

way? Therelation between humanand avian mu-

sic was thoughtfully reviewed by Joan Hall-

Craggs (Hinde, 1969: chap. 16), with special

regard to the nature of the esthetic content of

bird song. She concludedthat “the form of mu-

sic remains the privilege of birds and men”

(ibid.:380), but suggested that the resemblances
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between the two varieties of semiosis can best be

understood in terms of analogous functionalre-

quirements, such as the needto signalto distant

listeners. The philosopher Hartshorne (the

same,incidentally, who had served as the senior

editor of C. S. Peirce’s selected papers) has since

reexamined the material in even more detail
(1973: chap. 3). He characterized bird song as

“the best of the subhuman music of nature’”’
(ibid.:39) and declared, “considering the enor-

mous gap between the anatomies andlives of
man andbird,it remains astonishing how much

musicalintelligibility the utterances of the latter
have for the former”’ (ibid.:46).

Investigations in this area have even crystal-
lized into a_ subdiscipline called ‘‘ornitho-
musicology” by Széke (1963), who maintains

that since birds evolved elaborate musical utter-

ances before we appeared onthescene,it is rea-

sonable to suppose that the development of

primitive music was actually stimulated by hear-

ing and mimickingbird vocalizations(cf. remarks

by Hewes,Livingstone, and Lomax in Wescott,

1974). Somespecies of Mysticetes, notably Me-

gaptera novaeangliae, also ‘‘produce a series of

beautiful and varied sounds,” likewise called

songs, the function of whichisstill a matter for

muchspeculation butis usually assumedto serve

communicative ends, possibly over great dis-

tances (Payne and McVay, 1971:597); these pro-

longed vocalizations are frequently compared to

bird songs, the chief difference being that the

latter normally last only a few seconds, whereas

those of the humpback whales have a cycling

time of up to thirty minutes, their patterns being

repeated by individuals with considerable ac-

curacy. Whatever the ultimate merits may be of

such cross-taxa comparisons and contrasts be-

tween distantly related species occupying only

vaguely similar ecological niches (as considered,

e.g., in terms of quite abstract geometric pat-

terns by Nelson, 1973:299-300, 324ff.), the fac-
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ile grouping of music among anthroposemiotic

systems appears, in retrospect, to have been pre-

mature.

The samecan besaid, mutatis mutandis, about

other nonverbal art forms, for instance, abstract

picture-making, a behavior that has been in-

duced in apes (Morris, 1962; Bourne, 1971:

chap. 9), and even in capuchin monkeys, with

some success. According to the ethologist An-

drew Whiten, the taste exhibited by apes—their

choice of color, brightness, composition—"‘pro-

vides a unique background against which we may

try to understand the origins and fundamental

natureofvisual art in ourspecies . . .” (in Broth-

well, 1976:40). Nicholas Humphrey’s experi-

ments show that apes prefer blues and greens

over yellows and reds, leading to speculations

that they favor the safety of green trees as Op-

posed to the perils of exposure against red or

yellow earth. Whiten “explains” their liking for

bright light by assumingthatit helps them per-

ceive potential danger and surmises that their

predilection for regular pattern might have

something to do with an aptitude for handling

intricate spatial relationships required to move

safely throughforests (ibid.:32ff.). Apes do seem

to enjoy what they are doing, but forms of life

that are not our direct phylogenetic ancestors,

like the bowerbirds, also exhibit significant

traces of a visual esthetic sense (von Frisch,

1974:244ff., Waddington in Brothwell, 1976:8;

Griffin, 1976:76ff.); thus male black woodpeck-

ers chisel out nests that no less a scientist than

von Frisch has depicted as architectural “works

of art” (1974:189). Other birds build elaborate

nests that they continue to improve upon with

practice, in the sense of imparting a heavier

semiotic charge: their constructions become,at

least in our eyes,tidier and moreelegant, but not

recognizably more useful by strictly biological

criteria.
Because I now considerit increasingly doubt-
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ful that any sign system that is not manifestly

language-related belongs with man’s repertoire

of anthroposemiotic devices,I provisionally con-

clude, as an heuristic tactic, thatall other systems

used by manare to be construed as zoosemiotic

until demonstrated to be otherwise. This view

representsa radical shift in my position over the

last ten years, one thatstill preserves the estab-

lished dichotomy but enlarges the biological

base as against the cultural superstructure, en-

couraging the search for true antecedents

(homologies), not just the sharing of traits. It

also counsels caution abouta saltatory “disconti-

nuity theory” in the terms argued for by Eric H.

Lenneberg(in Sebeok, 1968: chap. 21) and sup-

ported to a degree by some notable ethologists

(e.g., Klopfer in Hahn and Simmel, 1976:7-21).

The strategic anthroposemiotics/zoosemiotics

dichotomywill stand justas longasthe riddle of

the origin of language remains unsolved (Hinde,

1972:75ff., 94ff; Wescott, 1974; Lieberman,

1975, and chap.1, this book). Recent concerted

efforts at experimentation with various Great

Apes notwithstanding (Fouts, forthcoming), no

breakthrough is in sight; indeed, Thorpe (in

Hinde, 1972:174) fears that the solution is likely

to elude us forever. It may well be the case, as

Julian Huxley (1966:258) once remarked, and as

I would very muchlike to believe, that language

“can properly be regarded asritualized (adap-

tively formalized) behaviour,” but, unfortu-

nately, he did not go onto spell outjust how one

could apply the essentially comparative methods

of ethology to a phenomenonthat stubbornly

remains a singularity in our known universe.In

brief, what zoosemiotics has hitherto failed to

provide is a comparative perspective for lan-

guage (Hinde in Benthall and Polhemus,

1975:107-40), particularly with appropriately

correlated operational procedures. The impor-

tance of a comparative semiotics (called for in

Sebeok, 1976a: chap. 3, 1977a) cannot be over-
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estimated, so it is encouraging to knowthat atleast a few animal behaviorists of the first rankare not only commencingto share this long-feltconviction but have actually concludedthat‘‘the
road now seems open” to realize its goals
(Griffin, 1976:95-106).

The relation between the mutually opposite
categories in man is hierarchical, and can there-
fore productively be viewed in terms of a notion
standard in linguistics, markedness. An-
throposemiotic Systems are always marked, in
contradistinction to the zoosemiotic systemsthat
comprehend them. This means that a specific
anthroposemiotic sign implies the presence of a
certain property X, whereas a generic zoosemi-
otic sign implies nothing about the presence of
X (it may, but need not, indicate the absence of
X). The marked sign is always the negative of the
unmarkedsign: “‘statement of X”vs. “nostate-
ment of X.”” Some major controversial issues of
long standing can beclarified in this light, such
as the much-debated question whethera particu-
lar facial expression signifies the same emotion
for all peoples or whetherits meaning depends
on the culture of the expressor and the ‘‘expres-
see.” Ekman’s carefully wrought theory postu-
lates “culture differences in facial expressions as
well as universals” (1972:279). The pancultural
expressionsare plainly zoosemiotic—theyreflect
biological bias in human behavior; hence, in the
technical sense of the term, they are unmarked.
The consequencesofsocial learning, which var-
ies both from culture to culture and according to
smaller groupings within a culture, include the
acquisition of markedness for every possible
transition state in terms of the gain orloss of
whatever the feature under consideration.

“The relationships between verbal and non-
verbal communication are rather tenuous,”
Hinde (1974:146) ruefully conceded in hislatest
excellent survey of human zoosemiotic tech-
niques. Oddly, however,he has overlooked a piv-
otal article by Gregory Bateson (in Sebeok, 1968:
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chap. 22), which cogently andforcefully set forththe reasons whythis mustbe so. Thereis a popu-
lar belief, Bateson said, “that in the evolution ofman, language replaced the cruder systems of
the other animals,” but he believed this to be
totally wrong, because,if “verbal language were
in any sense an evolutionary replacement of
communication by means of kinesics and para-
language, we would expectthe old... systems to
have undergone conspicuous decay.” Such is
manifestly not the case: rather, ‘‘the kinesics of
men have becomericher and more complex, and
paralanguage has blossomed side by side with
the evolution of verbal language ...
which] have been elaborated into complex forms
of art, music, ballet, poetry, and thelike, and,
even in everyday life, the intricacies of human
kinesic communication,facial expression and vo-
cal intonation far exceed anything that any other
animal is known to produce.”In brief, the two
kinds of sign systems, though they are often in
performance subtly interwoven, serve ends
largely different from one another; indeed,
zoosemiotic devices perform functions that an-
throposemiotic devices are unsuited for, and vice
versa. An exquisite illustration of the “reconcil-
lation of the human necessity of speaking with
the spiritual need for silence ... within a single
behavioral frame in which both components,
otherwise contradictory, were indispensable’”’
(Bauman, 1974:159-60) is related from thelife

2. Inner/Outer

Another coined term (Sebeok, 1974:213,
1976a:3), albeit proposed no morethan halfseri-
ously, was endosemiotics, “which studies cyber-
netic systems within the body....” Clearly,
man’s semiotic systems are characterized by a
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definite bipolarity between the molecular codeat

the lower end ofthe scale and the verbal codeat

the upper. Amid these two uniquely powerful

mechanisms (Marcus, 1974; Sebeok, 1972:62,

1977a) there exists a whole array of others, rang-

ing from those located in the interior of organ-

isms (von Uexkiill’s Jnnenwelt) to those linking

them to the external“‘physical world” (his Um-

welt), which of course includes biologically and/

or sociologically “interesting” other organisms,

like preys and predators. Semiotic networksare

thus established between individuals belonging

to the sameas well as to different species. Jacob,

who has mostsuccinctly stated that the “genetic

codeis like a language,” goes further: if they are

to specialize, he points out, ‘“‘cells must... com-

municate with each other,” and, at the macro-

scopic level, ‘“‘evolution depends on setting up

new systems of communication, just as much

within the organism as between the organism

and its surroundings” (Jacob, 1974:306, 308,

312). After the new integrations have occurred,

such that the coordination of elements has pro-

eressed from molecular interaction to the ex-

change of verbal messages, a still more novel

hierarchy of integrons is set up: “From family

organization to modernstate, from ethnic group

to coalition of nations” (ibid.:320), a variety of

elevated (‘“‘secondary’’) codes come into play—

cultural, moral, social, political, economic, mili-

tary, religious, ideological, etc. The genetic con-

ception of integron—called ‘shred out’ in

general systemstheory, in reference to evolution

‘from slow,inefficient, chemical transmission by

diffusion at the cell level up to increasingly rapid

and cost-effective symbolic linguistic transmis-

sions over complicated networks at the higher

levels of living systems’’ (Miller, 1976:227)—is

equivalent to the semiotic notion of “radius of
communication,” the progressive widening of

which mirrors the history of civilization (Sapir,
1931) as much asit marks stages in the matura-

tion of every individual.
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There is no absolute boundary where

zoosemiotics abruptly turns into anthroposemi-

otics. Least of all is this a correlate of “the ap-

pearance of a new property: the ability to do

without objects and interposea kindoffilter be-

tween the organism and its environment: the

ability to symbolize,” whichJacob (1974:319) as-

cribes to mammals in general. So does Wash-

burn (1973:181), who refers to ‘‘the mammalian

brain as a symbolic machine.” In fact, the

groundwork for the mosaic of changes that en-

able organismsto utilize symbols was prefigured

much earlier, as Tomkins (1975) convincingly

delineated, and was sketchily reviewed in the

framework of Peirce’s doctrine of signs in Se-

beok (1977a). On the invertebrateside, insects,

such as the balloonflies, have evolved a symbol-

izing capacity in oneoftheir species, Hilara sartor

(ibid.; for symbolic communication in bees, cf.

Griffin 1976:19-25). Also, John Z. Young has

recently shown that the octopus deals with the

world in a mannerthat can only be described as

“symbolic.” In a lecture given at the American

Museum of Natural History in 1976, he said:

‘‘The essence of learningis the attaching of sym-

bolic value to signs from the outside world. Im-

ages on the retina are not eatable or dangerous.

Whatthe eye ofa higher animalprovides1s a tool

by which, aided by a memory, the animal can

learn the symbolic significance of events.’ Ceph-

alopodbrains may notbe able to elaborate com-
plex programs—i.e., strings of signs, or what

Youngcalls “‘“mnemons’’—suchas guide ourfu-

ture feelings, thoughts, and actions, but they can

symbolize at least simple operations crucial for
their survival, such as appropriate increase or

decrease in distance between them and environ-

mental stimulus sources (“Withdraw” or “‘Ap-
proach”: Schneirla, 1965). The use of symbols

on the part of the alloprimatesis, of course, a
current commonplace, but it has been apparent
to unbiased scientists at least since Wolfe’s

(1936) experiments with a group of young chim-



panzeesnearly a half century ago (Wolfe was an
excessively timid reader of Charles Morris; ibid.:
70). As Katz (1937:237) then noted in a needless
display of the double negative, “It appears that
chimpanzeesare not completely incapableofus-
Ing non-linguistic symbols.”’ A recent remark of
Levi-Strauss sums the matter up far more co-
gently: “Les animaux sontprivés de langage, au
sens que nous |’entendons chez l’homme, mais
ils communiquenttout de méme au moyen...
d’un systéme symbolique” (Malson, 1973:20).

The genetic code and the metabolic code—
which intimately couples the endocrine and ner-
vous systems (Tomkins, 1975:763)—are obvi-
ously at once endosemiotic and zoosemiotic, but
other intracorporeal sign processes, notably the
phenomenonof“inner speech” (Egger, 1904;
Vygotsky, 1962; Volosinov, 1973), may be at
least partially anthroposemiotic. Thus memory
experiments have convincingly shownthat think-
ing has tworichly interconnected componentsin
man: one verbal, the other nonverbal, each with
characteristic properties. The imaginaleffects in
this dual coding system are zoosemiotic. Neuro-
logical studies display in extreme form a func-
tional separation between the verbal and
nonverbal spatial systems (Bower, 1970:509).
Further, at least two scholars have independently
pointed to the evolutionary intermediacy of
man’s dreaming, focusing their arguments
chiefly on one particular kind of semiotic entity,
the icon (Bateson, in Sebeok, 1968:623; Thom
1975a:72-73; cf. Sebeok, 1976a). Moreover,
tests conducted on patients with commissurecto-
mies (in the so-called Bogen [1969] series) have
also yielded rather conspicuous clues that the
right half of the brain may be primarily responsi-
ble for imaging processes in dreaming. If con-
firmed by current sleep research experiments,
these results will be highly interesting in view of
the association of the right hemisphere with the
normal imaging mechanismsimplicated with the
handling ofvisual-spatial tasks criterial of (non-
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vocal) nonverbal communication (cf. Ornstein,
1972:64-65, 235n17; see also section 6, below).

The field of transducer physiology studies
the conversion of ‘“‘outer’’ signs to their initial
“inner”input and considerstherelative or abso-
lute contrasts between the pathwaysof informa-
tion outside the body and the pathways deep
inside it. Although one can but concur with
Shands (1976:303ff.) that it is essential to grap-
ple with “the human problem ofthe greatest
moment... of so relating the outer to the inner
that the minimal information derivable from in-
ner sources comesto be a reliable index of the
external situation,’ and that this bifurcation
must eventually be dealt with in semiotic terms,
this science, powerfully foreseen by Leibniz,is as
yet barely developed. Its modern theoretical
foundations werelaid in Bentley’s spellbinding
paper (1941) on the humanskin as philosophy’s
last line of defense, the argumentofwhich rested
on the semiotic of Peirce (ibid.:18). Beck, look-
ing toward “a truly human sociobiology”
(1976:157), reviewed recent work with specific
regard to nonverbal communication in man.

It is, in fact, hard to ascertain where “inner’”’
ends and “outer” begins. The humanskinitself
is a rich arena of momentous semiotic events
throughoutthelife of each individual, not only
within our species (Moles, 1964; Kauffman,
1971; Montagu, 1971) but, more fascinatingly
and almost wholly out of awareness,alsoin intri-
cate communicative interaction with the teeming
faunaland floral inhabitantsof that veritable mi-
croscopic dermal ecosystem (Marples, 1965).
Beyond the skin toward the outside, as Hediger
(e.g., 1968:83) has incontrovertibly been dem-
onstrating since 1941, every individual, accord-
ing to its species, moves in the interior of an
invisible but nonetheless sharply defined insulat-
ing space circumscribed by that animal’s “‘indi-
vidual distance”’ (the minimum remove within
which it may approach another) andits “social
distance”’ (the maximum separation between the
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membersofany group). These concepts are cru-

cial in the managementof animals in zoos and

circuses, and in their handling in laboratory ex-

periments, under conditions of domestication,

or as pets. In a test in which the density of chil-

dren was modified in a playroom,a similar pro-

cess was observedin operation (Hutt and Vaizey,

1966). Evidence bearing on the structuring of

space and timein animals, or having to do with

territoriality, overcrowding, and other sorts of

distance regulation, were later extrapolated to

man’s perception of space and cultural modifica-

tions of this basic biological structuration. The

branch of anthroposemiotics that studies such

behavior is sometimes called proxemics (Hall,

1959; Watson in Sebeok, 1974:311-44). Its sub-

ject matterfalls between bodily contact (the most
intimate involvement of the ego with the alter)

and patterns of physical appearance such asfa-
cial postures and bodily position, eye move-

ments, and the nonverbal aspects of vocal acts.
All of these comeintoplay, in the main, beyond

the Hediger ‘“‘bubble,” a variably shaped sphere

of personal space that admits no trespass by

strangers and is defended when penetrated with-
out permission (Fig. 1).

The distinction between anthroposemiotic
and zoosemiotic events is thus notat all demar-

cated at the integumentary threshold. Both pro-
cesses have important extensions past the skin,

in either direction. These “boundary” communi-

cative phenomena, to which Peirce drew ourat-
tention repeatedly (when discussing  Sec-
ondness) as the shock of reaction between ego
and non-ego, may prove particularly interesting
for future semiotic and related researches.

3. Vocal/Nonvocal

Sound emission and sound reception are so
mucha part of humanlife that it comes as some-
thing of a surprise to realize how uncommonthis

prominenceof the role of sound 1s in the wider
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Fig. 1. Psychiatrist Augustus F. Kinzel has

differentiated violent from nonviolent human subjects
in terms of their communicative radius: on the aver-
age, the formerstopped him ata distanceofthreefeet,
the latter at only half that distance. The two areas of
insulating space differed, as well, in shape, from nearly
cylindrical in nonviolent subjects to those bulging to
the rear in violent ones—an avenueofapproachinter-
preted as particularly menacing. Reprinted by permis-
sion from TIME, The Weekly Newsmagazine;
Copyright TimeInc.

schemeof biological existence. In point offact,
according to Huxley and Koch (1964 [1938]:26-
27), “the great majority of animals are both deaf
and dumb.” Of the dozen orso phyla, “‘only two
contain creatures that can hear or produce func-
tional sound,”’ namely, the Arthropods and the

Chordates. Their respective situations are, how-
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ever, quite different: while practically no mem-
bers of the lower classes of Chordates are Capa-
ble of sound production, the “highest
three-and-a-half classes of the vertebrates are

.

. .
unique in having all their members capable of
sound-production, as well (save for the snakes)
as of hearing.” The methods of sound produc-
ion, of course, vary enormously from group to
group. Not only does our own methodappearto
be unusual, but Huxley and Koch (ibid.:32) con-
firm that it evolved only once in the stream of
life. The vocal mechanism that works by means
of a current of air passing over the cords and
setting them into vibration seemsto be confined
to ourselves and, with distinctions, to our nearest
relatives—the other mammals, the birds (since
they possess a syrinx), the reptiles, and the am-
phibians (although some fish use wind instru-
ments as well, they do so without the reed
constituted by our vocal cords). So far as we
know,no true vocal performancesare found out-
side the land vertebrates or their marine descen-
dants. Among many, notably ourselves,
unarticulated vocalizations are used for status
displays or to convey information aboutage, sex
(Guthrie, 1976:33), and a host of specific charac-
teristics about the state of the emitter-in-context
(Lotz, 1956:212); usually, they are employed in
the manner of icons (Sebeok, 1976c).

Humans communicate via many channels,
only oneofwhich1s acoustic. Acoustic communi-
cation in man maybe somatic (e.g., humming) or
artifactual (e.g., drumming: Sebeok and Umiker-
Sebeok, 1976). Acoustic somatic communication
may be vocal(e.g., shouting for a waiter) or non-
vocal (snapping one’s fingers to summon him).
Finally, acoustic somatic vocal communication
may be verbal (speech) or nonverbal (Pike,
1943:32-41, 149-51, remainsbyfar the best sur-

vey of such mechanisms), with the latter being
either linked to or independent of speech (Ar-
gyle, 1975: chap. 18). On the other hand, by no
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meansall verbal systems are manifested in the
acoustic medium:Classical Chinese occurs only
in written form; the American Sign Language
(ASL) 1s encoded and decoded visually; and the
modein which man communeswith himself, his
thinking—which,as Peirce taught, “always pro-
ceeds in the form of a dialogue ... between
different phases of the ego...” (Sebeok,
1976a:28n45), and which constitutes one of
man’s unique uses of language (Bronowski in
Sebeok, 1974:2539-40)—requires audible ar-
ticulation but facultatively.

These observations, which underline obvious
distinctions, are necessary because much con-
ceptual confusion is engendered by the termi-
nological disarray that bedevils the field of
human zoosemiotics (Sebeok, 1976a:156-64).
For example, at least two major books (Hall,
1959; Critchley, 1975) bear the title Silent Lan-
guage. The attentive reader soon discovers that
neither work deals with language, except in a
misleadingly metaphoric sense, or even,strictly,
with silence: thus Critchley declares in his very
first paragraph,‘Gesture may sometimesbe au-
dible thoughstill unvoiced.”

The foregoing is summarily depicted in
Fig. 2, which substantially develops a single node
from a tabular representation introduced in an
earlier classification of zoosemiotic devicestoil-

Silent

sins{ Artifactual
Sounded Voiceless

Somatic+ *Verbal
Vocal al Speech-linked

Nonverbal {

Speech-disjoined

Fig. 2. An asterisk indicates the category assumed
to be purely anthroposemiotic; the status of speech-
linked phenomena,such assinging(i.e., a tune plus
lyrics), is best reckoned as hybrid, or transitional, if
not downrightfuzzy (cf. Crystal, 1969:179-94). Terms
to the right are progressively marked. Note thatless
than one percent of the information conveyed by
speechis used for linguistic purposesas such (cf. Lotz,
1956:212).
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lustrate the human production of signs accord-

ing to the different communicative techniques

involved (Sebeok, 1976a:30, Table 4; also in

Eco, 1976:175, Table 34), but which also consti-

tutes a considerable amplification of a clarifying

figure with similar intent by Argyle (1975:346,

Fig. 18.1).
The superficially similar classification by

Wescott (1969:152), possibly the most tireless

nomenclatorin this field, is both incomplete and

at least partially mistaken. He distinguishes, in

the acoustic channel, among three communica-

tive systems, which helabels, respectively, /an-

guage, phasis, and strepitus. “Language and phasis

are both vocal,” he continues inaccurately (cf.

Dingwall, 1975:32), the former being §ar-

ticulated, the latter consisting “‘solely of grunts

and other vocalizations insusceptible to combi-

nation.” Strepitus is then said to differ from both

“in being nonvocal,” e.g., hand clapping or foot

stamping. Incidentally, there have been many

efforts to design a system that describesall hu-

man movementin termsof the place and type of

articulation of the segments of an idealized lay

figure, that is, to devise a notation for muscular

movement. The model, as construed in a volume

of three-dimensional space so that the behav-

ioral sequences can then be delineated as a syn-

tagmatic concatenation of volumes, was en-

visaged by Bouissac (1973) and, in a measure,

actually attempted by Schutz (1976; cf. Kelley,

1971, which, oddly enough,is notcited).

The taxonomic fragmentsketched in Fig. 2

could be enriched in various intersecting ways.

For instance, one may inquire to what degree the

signs emitted by the source are ‘“‘wanted,”’ 1.e.,

constitute its message for the destination, or

have become increasingly “unwanted” (1.e.,

noisy) in the course of transmission. Or, one may

focus on whetherthe emission and/orthe recep-

tion of a given string is conscious or out of

awareness(a distinction to be pursuedfurther in

section 5, below).
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4. Verbal/Nonverbal

The subject matter of linguistics, as we all

“know,” is communication consisting of verbal

messages and the undergirding verbal code en-

abling them. By contrast, the concept of nonver-

bal communicationis one of the mostill defined

in all of semiotics. No wonderthe notionis often

negatively formulated: as early as 1888, Klein-

paul (1972) paradoxically designatedthe topic of

his classic manual as Sprache ohne Worte, or

“wordless language.’ This concept recurs over

and overin recent booktitles, particularly since

the appearance of the comprehensive, handsome

treatise by Ruesch and Kees (1956), in the shape

of “nonverbal”or ‘‘non-verbal.’”’ Sample listings,

merely from this decade, include Bosmajian

(1971), Davis (1971), Eisenberg and Smith

(1971), Harrison (1974), Hinde (1972), Knapp

(1972), Kramesetal. (1974), Mehrabian (1972),

Pliner et al. (1975), Poyatos (1976), Scherer

(1970), and Weitz (1974). Countless mono-

graphs, special journal issues, and briefarticles

insist on viewing nonverbal communication as

“communication minus language’; many of

them arelisted in Part 8 of the Eschbach-Rader

bibliography of semiotics (1976:75-87), whichis

itself headed ‘‘Non-verbal communication” in

the restricted sense. Such works tend to deepen

the gulf segregating the “nonverbal” from the

verbal; to paraphrase an amusing observation of

Voegelin and Harris (1947:588), one mightinfer

from someof them “that housesare built in sul-

len silence.”
Twofurther interconnected problems imme-

diately arise. On the one hand, the contents of

these works so labeled encompassan astounding

congeries of topics. On the other hand, the par-

tial synonyms that have been devised to cope

with this massive confusion haveall proved un-

satisfactory for one reason or another, as has
already been adumbrated in Sebeok (1976a:158-

62). Such competing though only partially over-
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lapping terms and expressions include bodily
communication, body language or bodytalk, co-
enetics, gesticulation, gesture, gSigns, kinesics,
kinesiology, motorsigns, pantomime, proxem-
ics, silent language,tacesics, etc., and, of course,
zoosemiotics with extensionsthereof. This is not

aboutthenature ofthetraffic itself? What do we
know about the commodity purveyed, beyond
the presumedbarring of what belongsstrictly to
linguistics?

Mehrabian’s definition of what pertains to
nonverbal behavior and whatits functionsareis
fairly typical in thatit starts out with an equivoca-
tion. He distinguishes (1972:chap. 1) between
two senses, one narrow “and more accurate,”
the other broader but, while traditional, al-
legedly “a misnomer.” The former embraces
“facial expressions, hand and arm gestures, pos-
tures and positions, and various movements of
the body or the legs and feet.” The latter is
equivalent to what has frequently been included
underthe subcategoryof“‘paralinguistic orvocal
phenomena”(also in Argyle, 1975:chap. 18). No
mention is made of the obvious:that all animals
communicate nonverbally, and that, in point of
fact, other books, with identical titles, are de-
voted to just this, to the exclusion ofvirtually the
entire human domain (e.g., Krameset al., 1974;
Pliner et al., 1975; and Hinde, 1972, which is
evenly balanced between the behavior of man
and thatof the creatures devoid of language). As
to the concept of ‘“‘paralanguage” (Crystal in
McCormack and Wurm, 1976:13-27; Laver,
1976:347-54)—which ought, more accurately,to
be termed “paraphonation,” but which the inno-
cent inquirer may reasonably assume to bear
some relation to language—it further confounds
the already frustrating jigsaw puzzle. Parapho-
netic features may easily be homologized with
aspects of animal communication, such as the
conveyance of information aboutsex, age, and
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individual identity, much as song is assumed to
do in manybirds. However,in preparation for a
state-of-the-art paperon the topic, David Crystal
wrote a numberofcolleagues asking them what
they understood to fall under this heading; he
then reportedhis findings:“animal vocalization
(or some aspect of it), memoryrestrictions on
language, recallability for language, utterance
length, literary analysis, environmental restric-
tions on languageuse ... glossolalia, and emo-
tional expression in general language
disturbance—ineffect, a fair proportion ofsoci-
olinguistics and psycholinguistics” (in Sebeok,
1974:269),.

It is indeed very difficult, in practice, always
to assign unambiguously what segmentofa vocal
encounter (conversation, state of talk) between
people concernslinguists and what segment con-
cerns “nonverbal” interactional analysts:
“please rememberthatthe integral role of ges-
ture in speech is quite as important for our
understandingofan utterance as the one or two
significant movementsorindications which actu-
ally replace an uttered word,” Malinowski
(1965[1935]:26) warned more than forty years
ago. The borderline becomes moreblurred the
closer the focus of analysis gets. Some of the
awesome entanglements of verbal responses
with otherkindsofacts werefirst heroically wres-
tled with by Malinowski, but hefailed to achieve
the integration he had preached because he
lacked oneindispensable analytic tool, an under-
standing of Kiriwinian verbal structure. Goffman
dealt with them concretely in his masterful work-
ing paper (1975) on minimaldialogic units. They
amply justify the research strategy increasingly
being applied to the organization of conversa-
tions by workers like Duncan (1975), Poyatos
(1976: see Fig. 4, p.66), and others under such
labels as speaker synchrony, interactional syn-
chrony, interactional equilibrium, and convey-
ance of indexical information (Laver, 1976:354—
58).
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In Fig. 3, the two oppositions Vocal/Nonvo-

cal and Verbal/Nonverbal, as they are realized in

a few of the aforementioned phenomena, are

condensed into a sample distinctive feature

chart. This matrix is merely meantto beillus-

trative: many other oppositions, as well as many

other kindsof sign systems, could be adducedat

will. (The assigned values are adopted from stan-

dard linguistic usage: + meansthatthe feature1s

present, — that it is not, + that both are co-pres-

ent, and 0 that the distinction is inapplicable.)

But the conceptual chaos doesnotendthere,

because ‘‘nonverbal” of course subsumesa con-

siderably vaster radius than the sphereof bodily

communication as such. (Incidentally, one may

well ask, the so-called organs of speech also be-

ing parts of the human body,whyaretheseveral

manifestations of man’s linguistic endowment,

notably speech itself, generally not compre-

hended under this or similar rubrics?) Surely,

music (Nattiez, 1975), the culinary arts (Barthes,      
   
    

  

VOCAL

|

VERBAL

oe
poaianguage [+
Song (tune with or

without lyrics)

Fig. 3. The “‘fig’’ (thumb thrust between middle

andringfingersoffist) is an invitation to sexualinter-

course in somecultures (Bauml and Baum, 1975:72),

a gesture randomlyselected for this chart as an exam-

ple of a soundless movement ofthe sort Efron (1972
[1941]:96), one supposes, might havecalled an intrin-

sically coded kinetograph. Whistle is “Verbal O”be-

cause it could represent merely a tune or be used as
a speech surrogate (Sebeok and Umiker-Sebeok,

1976).
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1967:27-28), a circus act (Bouissac, 1976), gar-

dening (Malinowski, 1965[1935]), a floral ar-

rangement (Cortambert, 1833), the application

of perfumes (Sebeok, 1972:100-101), the choice

and combination of garments (Bogatyrev, 1971;

Guthrie, 1976:chap. 18) are only some random

means among man’s multiform optionsfor com-

municating nonverbally. Accordingly, it would

hardly be an exaggerationto claim that the range

of the ‘‘nonverbal,” thus conceived, becomesco-

incidental with the entire range of culture exclu-

sive of languageyet further encompassing much

that belongsto ethology. But this way of looking

at “nonverbal” seems to me aboutas helpful as

the Kugelmass theories reported by WoodyAI-

len in the epigraph to this chapter.

5. Witting/Unwitting

People are capable of encoding messagesel-

ther deliberately or unwittingly, and to decode

messageseither with the knowledgethat they are

so engaged or without conscious awareness of

what they are about. In a dyadic interaction be-

tween organisms, therefore, four possibilities ex-

ist in respect to this distinction.

Thefirst possibility is that neither the emitter

nor the receiver is able to identify the message,

let alone restate it verbally. The pupil response

furnishes a nice illustration of this: “While it is

evident that men are attracted to women with

large pupils their responses are generally at a

nonverballevel. It seems that what is appealing

about large pupils in a womanis that they imply

a strong and sexually toned interest in the man

she is with, as well as making her look

younger. ... The enlarged pupils,in effect, act as

a ‘signal’ transmitted to the other person. Sev-

eral observations madeby others have indicated

that this is what really can occurin the interper-

sonal relationship between a man and a woman,

and apparently without conscious awareness”’

(Hess, 1975:95).



Instance, a woman can deliberately dilate her
pupils with oneofseveral pharmaceuticals to en-
hance her appearance: such, indeed, was the cus-
tom in Central Europe in the interwar period
(the drug used wasa crystalline alkaloid derived
from belladonna, which means “beautiful
woman’). At the other end of the transmission
chain, as Hediger (1976) has noted,the bestcir-
cus animaltrainers “haben schonlangst erkannt,
dass die Pupillenbewegungen z.B. ihrer Tiger
wichtige Schliisse auf deren Stummung
zulassen....”’

Signs that are normally unwitting, like the
pupil response in man and animals, are regarded
by most specialists (e.g., Peirce, Btihler, Jakob-
son, and American clinical semioticians gener-
ally) as constituting a subcategory ofindicesthat,
since Hippocrates, has comprehended symp-
toms and syndromes (Sebeok, 1976a:124-28,
181-82). These are of prime concern noless to
semiotics than to medicine (Sebeok, 1977a). In-
stead of dwelling on these wide implications
here,let us briefly reconsider the story of Clever
Hans(Pfungst, 1965). One is compelled to con-
cur with Katz (1937:5) that at the turn of the
century this case was (and is now morethanever:
Hediger, 1976) “a problem offirst-rate impor-
tance, not merely of interest to special sciences,
like zoology and psychology, but having some
bearing on the deepest philosophical ques-
tions... .”’ Let us add thatit is also of interest to
the integrated science of communication, semi-
otics mostparticularly (cf. Rosenthal, in Pfungst,
1965[1911):xxxiii, xxxix n11). This eponymous
horse gave its nameto oneoftheclassic errors
in the history of psychologyafter it was finally
realized “howfatally the unintentional effect on
the animal of the observer can influencethe re-
sults” (Katz, 1937:7), and paradigmatically illus-
trated “the poweroftheself-fulfilling prophecy.
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ting signal to Hansthat the time had comefor
him to stop his tapping. The signal cued Hansto
stop, and the questioner’s expectation became
the reason for Hans’being, once again, correct”’
(Rosenthal, 1966:138).

It must be emphasized that one is concerned
here with what Stumpf(in his original [1907]
Preface to Pfungst, 1965) described as minimale
unabsichtliche Bewegungen, or unintentional mini-
mal movementsofthe horse’s questioner, which
occasioned this colossal case of self-deception.
Maday soon refocused the whole phenomenon
in its properly explicit frame, designating the
proposition as a Zeichenhypothese (1914:12) and
enumerating the proofs therefor (ibid: 13-18).
He also described the unwillhiirliche Zeichen, or
unwitting signs, in abundant detail (see esp.
ibid.:chap. 6 and pp.247-59), dispelling what-
ever lingering doubts may have existed. To be
sure, Pfungst tells of other clever animals, and
there have been records of manysince, not just
“talking” equines but learned canines, reading
pigs, andat least one “‘goat of knowledge.” The
most fascinating ‘talking’? horse was Berto,
which wasblind yet gave excellent results when
the attendant “thought that the questions had
been written onits skin or uttered aloud” (Katz,
1937:17-18). All of them were assiduously
coached performers intentionally cued by their
trainers, who wereentertainingly exposed by the
prominent Americanillusionist and historian of
conjuration, Christopher (1970:chap.3; see also
Maday, 1914:chap.15). In sum, the Clever Hans
phenomenonlies at the very heart of zoosemiot-
ics; the investigators were misled because they
soughtin the pupil, the horse—orthegreat spot-
ted woodpecker (Griffin, 1976:25-26), or the
porpoise (Sebeok, 1972:59ff.), or the chimpan-
zee—for what they should have lookedfor in the
teacher, man: covert and unwitting message
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transmissions from man to man (Rosenthal,

1966:chap. 9) as well as from man to animal

(ibid:chap. 10).

Muchofthe mystique that enveloped the Del-

phinidae in the 1960s is traceable to the Clever

Hans delusion (Sebeok, 1972:59-60; Wood,

1973:chap. 1; Caldwell and Caldwell, chap. 33,

this book). In the late 1970s, a more lively issue,

which has hardly been faced up to yet (but see

the inconclusive discussion by D. Premack,

1971:820-21; and cf. Brown, 1973:50-51), is the

pervasive, insidious penetration of Clever Hans

into all the attempts so far designed to erase the

seemingly ineradicable linguistic barrier be-

tween man and the Great Apes. (Eccles,

1974:106, doubts “if these clever learned re-

sponses can be regardedas a language even re-

motely resembling human language.”) The

possibly insoluble dilemma that experimenters

in this area must confront is that man can

scarcely be eliminated from any conceivable vari-

ant of the requisite training procedures, because,

to put it quite starkly, every such animalis criti-

cally dependent for emotional sustenance upon

its trainer—whetherinformedornaive(A.J. Pre-

mack, 1976:101ff.), even when the system used1s

computer-enhanced (Rumbaughand Gill, 1976).

Deprived of social contact with a humanpartner,

the home-or laboratory-raised ape perishes,but,

whengiven the human contact, the experimen-

ter’s expectancy effects must be fully reckoned

with (Timaeus, 1973).

Of Clever Hans, James R. Angell noted in

1911: “No more remarkable tale of credulity

founded on unconscious deceit was ever told,

and wereit offered asfiction, it would take high

rank as a work of imagination” (Pfungst, 1965).

The lesson Hans tapped outas his legacy for

science has not, however, been mastered even

today. All efforts, without exception, that aimed

to shape linguistic apes, whether the research

design was quasinaturalistic or followed an es-

sentially Skinnerian paradigm, not only offered
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“rich opportunities for drawing the wrong con-

clusions,” in Brown’s (1973:34) characteristi-

cally tactful parlance, but had their focus

misplaced to begin with. The really interesting

issue has to do with the nature of the communi-

cative coupling between subject and object,

hencethatis precisely a semiotic problem;it was

formulated by Rosenthal(in Pfungst 1965:xxxiii)

in the following two sentences (and was ex-

pandedby this immenselyinsightful investigator

in manyofhis other publications, where he drew

on social psychological knowledge at large for

fruitful hypotheses): “If we knew precisely by

what means we unintentionally communicate

our expectancies to our animal and human sub-

jects, we could institute more effective controls

againstthe effect of our expectancies. More gen-

erally, if we knew more about the modalities by

which we subtly and unintentionally influence

one another, we would then have learned a great

deal that is new about humansocial behavior.”

The samepoint is made in Hediger’s (1976:45-

46) wide-ranging review of Clever Hansandits

consequences, with even moreexplicit reference

to zoosemiotics. The relevant question, he cor-

rectly emphasizes,is not how to eliminate human

signs from the dyad, but how to—at long last—

program a thoroughinvestigationofall channels

through which suchsigns actually are and might

be transmitted, and thus to determine what re-

ally is happening in man-animal and man—man

interaction: “Das ist eine Frage der Semiotik,”’

Hedigerinsists, and, of course, this has become

increasingly clear over the last decade; but the

nitty-gritty of the search will also demand an ex-

ceptionally broad spectrum of cooperatingdisci-

plines.

6. Left/Right

There has beena greatdealofagitationlately

in the field of brain research about the ques-

tion of lateralization of at least two modes of
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mentation in man (Dimond, 1972; Ornstein,
1972:chap. 3). The yeast that fuels this ferment
derives from studies termed, as long ago as the
1870s (Sebeok, 1976a:57-58), asemasia, i.e., the
Impairment of nonverbal communicative func-
tions (Zangwill, 1975:95-106), and, more imme-
diately, from recent split brain experiments
(Krashen, 1976:157-91). Some implications of
this endeavor—essentially in its infancy—with
the aim of moving toward a “true synthesis of
biology and culture in the operation of human
minds,”’ were recently reviewed by Paredes and
Hepburn (1976), giving rise to impassioned de-
bate in ensuingissues of Current Anthropology and
elsewhere. In general, however, the emerging
picture seemsto indicate thattheleft side of the
brain processes verbal tasks better, while the
rightside deals moreskillfully with visual-spatial
tasks; this is underscored by a demonstration
that the two hemispheresare not ontogenetically
equal until the end of the first decade oflife
(Dennis and Whitaker, 1976). Another, broader
way in which scientists, such as A. R. Luria
(e.g., in Sebeok, 1974:2561-94: cf. Ornstein,
1972:67), prefer to describe the division of labor
is to speak of two opposed but complementary
ways of thinking, such that the left brain is more
likely to deal with tasks seriatim (“logically’’),
while the right brain manages problems as a
whole, perceiving their simultaneous relation-
ships (‘‘holistically’’).

This line of research hasledto the following
provisional conclusion,succinctly stated (though
immediately, and properly so, hedgedin with all
sorts of qualifications) by Bogen (1969): “the left
hemisphereis better than the rightfor language
and for what has sometimesbeencalled ‘verbal
activity’ or ‘linguistic thought’; in contrast we
could say that the right hemisphere excels in
‘non-language’ or ‘non-verbal’ function.” In the
current secondary literature, especially on the
part of anthropologists and membersofthearti-
ficial intelligentsia, one finds that this duality of
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information handlingis labeled more starkly as
‘verbal to nonverbal’’ (Tunnell, 1973:27), and
such uncompromisingassertions as “‘the appre-
ciation of gestures . . . is the province of the right
hemisphere” (Weizenbaum, 1976:220). Psycho-
logical tests tend to support the view that the
right hemisphere appears somewhat moreskill-
ful than the left “in nonverbal reasoning and
spatial abilities” (Bower, 1970:509), although
both hemispheres are indubitably equipped for
language representation in some ways and to
some extent, the cerebral dominance seemingly
involving, in Kinsbourne’s dramatistic phrase,
“active competition” between the two, such that
“the left hemisphere is genetically destined to
win” (1975:114).

“Dominance”refers to the processing ofin-
formation by one hemisphere andits ability to
control responding. This variable is likely to be
independentof“capacity,” or the performance
of some task when required by the contextual
contingencies of a hemisphere. Now, according
to Levy (1973:158), the left hemisphere “simply
does not botherto handle information which can
be handled bythe right,” an observation that is
in good conformity with the semiotic modeles-
poused here,especially in respect to the hierar-
chical notion of ‘‘markedness” mentioned above
(section 1). The pithy formulation of Eccles
(1974:92) expresses this best ofall by asseverat-
ing that the minor hemisphere resembles a very
superior animalbrain, which is to say thatit pro-
vides the primarylocus for the coding processes
we term zoosemiotic butlacks the ability to re-
port mental functionsutilizing the verbal (or an-
throposemiotic) code,at any rate, vocally (.e., it
is mute). Evolutionary continuities in semiosis
from animals to manas well as sudden disconti-
nuities are thus both accounted for, but in
grossly different locations in the brain. Thecor-
pus callosum serves as the principal channel of
intercommunication between the two hemi-
spheres, insuring exact synchrony (unless, of
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Study of the latter—which also embody the
rules of when and howto use the languagein
accordance with personal needs and_ social
norms—ona scale comparable with the former
has barely begun, notwithstanding the pioneer-
ing instigation of this sort of research launched
by Darwin in a famed segment of the diary he
started in 1840 (1877). Surprisingly enough,
there exists no definitive treatise of this hardly
negligible area comprehending a configuration
of attributes in any individual, which Chance
calls “‘primary-grouprelations,” a type of com-
municationthatis concernedwith associations of
an addresser with addressees, a process that
Chancefurther characterizes as the wholly “‘non-
verbal”’ infrastructure of social cohesion and
control (1975:100). There are only a few author-
itative survey articles aboutthestate of this art,
even the best of which are now getting a bit
dated,such as Brannigan and Humphries (1972)
or N. G. BlurtonJones (in Hinde, 1972:271-96).
These should be supplemented by special stud-
ies, e.g., of facial expressions in infants andchil-
dren (Charlesworth and Kreutzer, 1973),
including tongue showing (Smith et al.,
1974:222-27), and the like. The paucity ofreally
robust achievements in this domain of nonverbal
infant competences—concerning the sights,
sounds, smells, and overall body management
appropriate to the survival of the baby in all cul-
tures—is the moststartling fact about it. One’s
sense of wondermentremainsfar from fulfilled,
although the tempo of research has become
muchlivelier oflate.

If relatively little is known about the forma-
tion of sign systemsin the course ofahuman life,
the destructive effects of injury or disease remain
hardly understood at all. What Steinthal, in
1881, dubbed Asemie, and Jackson, following
Hamilton’s independent coinage of 1878, then
propagated underthe accurate label of asemasia,
comprehending “the loss of  gesticulating
power,’ or ofpantomime(Critchley, 1975: chap.
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3; Sebeok, 1976a:57—58), are, alas, too fre-
quently experiencedby patients and observed by
attending physicians. An example of the extent
to which pantomimic movement may be unat-
tainable by victims of severe brain damage was
recordedby Luria (1972:45) from his celebrated
patient Zasetsky, who was wounded in war: “I
waslying in bed and needed the nurse. How was
I to get her to come over? All of a sudden I
rememberedyou can beckon to someoneand so
I tried to beckon to the nurse—that is move my
left hand lightly back and forth. But she walked
right on by andpaid noattention to my gestur-
ing. I realized then that I’d completely forgotten
how to beckon to someone.It appearedI’d even
forgotten how to gesture with my handsso that
someone could understand what I meant.” At
one time, Jackson hazarded a tripartite clinical
classification of the aphasias, andthethirdofhis
categories was the most global, namely,the loss
oflanguage when pantomimeandgesture aswell
as speech are annihilated, a tragic condition so
devastating as to be tantamountto social extinc-
tion.

The communicational problems that beset
the aging andthe agedtypically fall between the
two stools of social gerontology and psychosemi-
otics; in consequence, they have been largely
misinterpreted or altogether neglected. Philip B.
Stafford (pers. comm.), for example, has studied
closely one dominantsign of senescence in our
culture, “repetitiousness,’’ and showed that,
contrary to the usual assumption that this te-
dious habitis simply a symptom ofphysiological
deterioration in old folks, it is rather a semiotic
manifestation of an adaptive strategy useful to
the elderly in capturing an audience. Nor must
onetake it for granted that senescence is accom-
panied by a mere decrease in semiotic potency:
on the contrary, a restocked ambry of nonverbal
skills is often required and acquired in course of
the aging processto cope withthe usually, often
dramatically, altered social environment. Just
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how this is accomplished has hardly been studied

so far, but I am convinced that the semiotics of

old age is one of the most promising research

areas for the immediate future and thatit will

have great import for both applied gerontology

and clinical geriatrics.

Since the application of the principle ofritu-

alization to language was not proving feasible

(section 1, above), Koehler (1956:85ff.) pro-

posed “‘to seek for roots, initia, precursors” to

language and thoughthe foundeleven, but then

wisely concluded that “No animal has gotall

those initia of our language together, they are

distributed among very different species, this

one having one capacity, that species another.

Wealonepossessall of them...” (ibid.:87). Lin-

guists like Hockett (with Altmann, in Sebeok

1968: chap. 5) and,to a lesser extent, Lyons(in

Hinde, 1972: chap. 3) later tried similarly to dis-

assemble the verbal codeinto a quasi-logicalros-

ter of components of varying numbers and to

examine each function separately from a com-

parative standpoint, a mechanistic and desperate

procedurethat turned outto be a largely empty

exercise, partly for the reason foreseen by Koeh-

ler, partly for others such as are given by Hewes

(in Wescott, 1969:4ff.). Unless and until one or

more semiotic systemsutilizing coding methods

comparable with that of language are discov-

ered, this sort of quest seemsfutile to me. More-

over, it appears increasingly unlikely that a

terrestrial language-like animal communication

system will ever be located undernatural condi-

tions. The sole alternative lies, then, in the con-

tinued scanning—a long, arduous, and costly

endeavor, the outcome of which is uncertain—

for communicating intelligences on other plan-

ets (Arbib, 1974).

Zoosemiotic systems in man, on the other

hand, are eminently amenable to comparative

study (Pitcairn and Eibl-Eibesfeldt, in Hahn and

Simmel, 1976: chap. 5) and will, no doubt, con-

tinue to produce worthwhile findings. An exam-
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ple that shows just how fascinating this line of

inquiry can be is Ferguson’s (1976:138) sugges-

tive research proposal that certain verbal rou-

tines, such as greetings and thanks, are “related

phyletically to the bowings and touchings and

well-described display phenomenaofother spe-

cies.” The most fertile ground for the applica-

tion of the methodsofritualization is surely in

the domain of interpersonalrituals for which po-

liteness formulas furnish one attractive target.
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Animals for which some behavioral information 1s

given in the text are listed in taxonomic order.

Common names have been supplied where possible.

SUBKINGDOM PROTOZOA (UNICELLULATES)

PHYLUM PROTOZOA,147, 165

Class Flagellata (Mastigophora):

ORDER DINOFLAGELLATA (DINOFLAGELLATES),

172
Class Sarcodina:

ORDER MYCETOZOIDA (SLIME MOLDS):

Group Acrasiales or Acrasina (Cellular Slime Molds),

33-42, 142
Dictyostelium discoideum, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41,

142, 145
D. lacteum, 41

D. minutum, 41

D. mucoroides, 41

D. purpureum, 41
D. rosarium, 41

Polysphondylium pallidum, 41
P. violaceum, 41

Class Schizomycetes (Bacteria), 46, 165

Class Ciliata:

Rhabdostyla vernalis, 147

SUBKINGDOM EUMETAZOA (METAZOA),
41, 42

PHYLUM CNIDARIA (COELENTERATA):

Class Anthozoa (Sea Anemones,Corals), 314

ORDER ACTINARIA (SEA ANEMONES):

Discosoma, 314

PHYLUM CTENOPHORA(COMB-JELLIES), 165

PHYLUM ASCHELMINTHES (ROUNDWORMS), 147,

148

TIAK

PHYLUM ROTIFERA (ROTATORIA) (ROTIFERS),

147, 148

PHYLUM NEMATHELMINTHES:

Class Nematoda (Threadworms), 147, 148

Nematospiroides dubius, 149

PHYLUM MOLLUSCA (MOLLUSCS), 174, 314

Class Gastropoda (Univalves), 113, 165

ORDER ARCHAEOGASTROPODA(PRIMITIVE

UNIVALVES):
Family Patellidae (Limpets), 142
ORDER CAENOGASTROPODA (MODERN

UNIVALVES):
Family Calyptraeidae:
Crepidula (Slipper Snail), 144, 145
Family Buccinidae (Whelks):

Urosalpinx cinerea, Whelk, 102

ORDER NUDIBRANCHIA (NAKED SEA SLUGS), 165

ORDER BASOMMATOPHORA:
Family Physidae (Bladder Snails):

Physa acuta, 145
Class Bivalvia (Lamellibranchia) (Bivalves), 165

Class Cephalopoda (Squids and Octopuses), 168, 184,

188, 190, 293-302
ORDER TETRABRANCHIA (NAUTILUSES):

Family Nautilidae (Chambered Nautiluses):

Nautilus, 293, 301

ORDER DIBRANCHIA:
Suborder Sepiodei (=Sepiida), 296

Family Sepiidae (True Cuttlefishes), 293, 294
Sepia, 179, 293, 297

S. officinalis, Common Cuttlefish, 296, 300

Family Sepiolidaen:
Heteroteuthis dispar, Bob-tailed Squid, 176

Suborder Teuthoidei (=Teuthida), 296

Family Loliginidae (Squids), 165, 169, 174, 180, 293,

294, 297, 298, 299, 815
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PHYLUM MOLLUSCA(cont.)
Class Cephalopoda (cont.)
Loligo, 293

L. (=“Doryteuthis”’) ple, North American Common
Squid, 299

Seproteuthis, 293
S. sepioidea, ‘Cuttlefish Squid,” 294, 295, 296, 297,

298, 299, 300, 301
ORDER VAMPYROMORPHA:
Family Vampyromorphidae:
Vampyroteuthis, 293
ORDER OCTOBRACHIA (OCTOPIDA), 296
Family Octopodidae (Octopuses), 190, 293, 294, 1061
Octopus, 293

O. of. oculifer, 300
O. chierchiae, 300
O. vulgans, Common Octopus, 188, 190, 296, 297,
299

Family Argonautidae, 293
Tremoctopus, 172

PHYLUM ANNELIDA (SEGMENTED WORMS):
Class Polychaeta:
ORDER ERRANTIA (FREE-LIVING POLYCHAETES),

165
Family Aphroditidae (Sea Caterpillars)
Polynoe, 174, 176, 182
Family Syllidae, 171, 172
Odontosyllis enolpa, Bermuda Fireworm, 171, 172
Class Clitellata:
ORDER OLIGOCHAETA,165
Family Lumbricidae:
Lumbnicus terrestris, Common Earthworm, 146

PHYLUM ARTHROPODA,121, 147, 148, 300, 303,
455, 1063

SUBPHYLUM TRILOBITA (TRILOBITES[Fossil
Sp.]), 164

SUBPHYLUM CHELICERATA:
Class Arachnida (Arachnids), 303, 315-25
ORDER SCORPIONIDA (SCORPIONS), 315, 316
Family Chactidae:
Euscorpius, 315
ORDER PALPIGRADI, 315
ORDER PSEUDOSCORPIONIDA (CHELONETHIDA),

316
Family Chthoniidae, 316
Family Olpiidae, 316
Sertanus carolinensis, 316
Family Garypidae, 316
Family Sternophoiidae, 316
Family Chernetidae, 316
Lastochernes pilosus, 316
Family Cheliferidae, 316

Hysterochelifer meridianus, 316
H1. tuberculatus, 316
Family Withiidae, 316
Withius subruber, 316
ORDER UROPYGI, 316
Family Thelyphonidae (Whip Scorpions), 316
Mastigoproctus, 316, 317
ORDER SCHIZOMIDA:
Family Schizomidae, 316
ORDER ACARINA (ACARI) (TICKS AND MITES),

147, 148, 318, 455
Family Argasidae (Soft Ticks):
Argas persicus, 325
Myrmonyssus phaelenodectes, 325
ORDER PHALANGIDA (HARVESTMEN OR
DADDY-LONG-LEGS), 324, 325

Family Ischyrosalididae:
Ischyropsalis hellwigi, 325
ORDER AMBLYPYGI (TAILLESS WHIP SCORPIONS),

317, 318
Family Tarantulidae:
Tarantula, 317
Admetus (=Heterophrynus), 317
Family Charontidae:
Chaninus, 317

C. brasihanus, 317
ORDER ARANEAE(TRUE SPIDERS), 147, 318-25
Family Agelenidae (Funnel-web Spiders), 318
Agelena consociata, 324
Tegenana atrica, 318
Coelotes terrestris, 323
Family Theridiidae (Domed-web Weavers), 319, 323
Achaearanea tepidariorum, 319, 320
Steatoda, 320

S. bipunctata, 318, 320
Teutana, 320

ZT. grossa, 318, 320
Family Argiopidae:
Meta segmenta, 319
Family Linyphiidae (Sheet-web Spiders), 319
Linyphia triangularis, 319
Family Araneidae (Orb Weavers), 318
Family Lycosidae (Wolf Spiders), 176, 180, 318, 319,

320, 321
Lycosa, 321

L. gulosa, 320
L. rabida, Wolf Spider, 181, 320, 321

Pardosa, 320, 321
P. amentata, 321
P. fulvipes, 320
P. hortensis, 321
P. lapidicina, 318
P. lugubris, 321
P. nigniceps, 321

Schizocosa avida, 320
S. crassipes, 320, 321, 322
Alopecosa aculeata, 321
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Trochosa, 318, 322

Family Salticidae (Jumping Spiders), 318, 319, 321, 322,

325
Ashtabula furcillata, 323
Corythalia chalcea, 323
C. fulgipedia, 323
C. xanthopa, 323

Mago dentichehs, 323
Gertschia noxia, 323

Family Eresidae (Eresides), 323

Stegodyphus, 324
Family Dictynidae, 319

Family Amaurobiidae, 318

Others:
Cryptophora cicatrosa, 318

C. citricola, 319

Cupiennius salei, 319, 320

Ero furcata, 319
Class Crustacea, 100, 168, 172, 184, 236, 303-15

Division Entomostraca, 303

Subclass Branchiopoda, 303

Subclass Ostracoda, 165, 303

ORDER PODOCOPA:
Family Cyprididae:

- Cypridina hilgendorfi, 307
Subclass Copepoda, 147, 165, 175, 303

Labidocera aestiva, 304
Caligus hubsoni, 477
Subclass Cirripedia (Barnacles), 142, 303

Balanus balanoides, Rock Barnacle, 303

Subclass Malacostraca (Higher Crustaceans), 303

ORDER MYSIDACEA,304

ORDER TANAIDACEA (=ANISPODA):

Family Paratanaidae:

Heterotanais oerstedi, 304

ORDER ISOPODA,304, 305
Family Oniscidae (Land Isopods):

Oniscus (Sow Bugs), 304

Hemilepistus, 304

H. aphghanicus, 314

H. reaumuri, 314, 315

Family Porcellionidae:

Porcellio, 304

P. dilatatus, 304

Family Armadillididae:
Armadillidium, 304

Family Bopyridae (Parasitic Isopods), 304

ORDER AMPHIPODA,147, 165, 304, 305

Family Talitridae (Sand Fleas), 304

ORDER EUPHAUSIACEA:
Family Euphausiidae, 180
ORDER DECAPODA,314
SUBORDER NATANTIA (SHRIMPS & PRAWNS), 165

Family Pandalidae:
Pandalus (=Paleomon) borealis, Northern Shrimp, 304

Family Alpheidae (Snapping Shrimps), 305, 306, 314,

809

Alpheus, 305, 314

Synalpheus, 305, 314
S. hemphilh, 304

Family Palaemonidae:

Periclimens affins, 314

Leander squilla, 304
Palaemonetes vulgaris, Prawn, 304

Family Stenopodidae (Cleaning Shrimps), 314

Stenopus hispidus, 314
Spongicola, 314
Others:
Callianassa affinis, 153, 488

Hymenocera picta, Harlequin Shrimp, 314

SUBORDER REPTANTIA,122, 148, 156

Family Palinuridae, 305

Palinurus argas, 305

P. guttatus, 305
Family Homaridae (Lobsters):

Homarus americanus, American Lobster, 304

Family Astacidae (Crayfishes), 303, 305, 309

Orconectes, 314

O. virilis, Crayfish, 307, 309

Cambarellus, 314
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Family Paguridae (Marine Hermit Crabs), 192, 199, 303,

304, 305, 309, 310, 312

Clhibanarius tricolor, 312

C. vittatus, 104, 310

Pagurus, 304
P. bernhardus, 149, 304, 305, 314

P. longicarpus, Small Hermit Crab, 110, 112

P. marshi, 312

P. pygmaeus, 310
Pylopagurus operculatus, 310
Family Coenobitidae (Land Hermit Crabs), 309, 312

Coenobita, 305
Birgus, 305

Family Galatheidae:
Munidopsis polymorpha, 305
Family Majiidae (Spider Crabs):

Microphrys bicornutus, 105, 106, 312

Family Portunidae (Swimming Crabs):

Carcinus maenus, Shore Crab, 304

Portunus sanguilentus, 304

Callinectes sapidus, Blue Crab, 304

Family Potamonidae (Freshwater Crabs):

Pseudothelphusa garmani, 305
Potamon, 305
Family Ocypodidae (Ghost & Fiddler Crabs), 305, 306,

307, 309, 312, 313
Ocypode ceratophthalmus, Ghost Crab, 306

O. quadrata, 306, 310, 312
O. saratan, 310, 312, 313

Uca (Fiddler Crabs), 55, 106, 110, 122, 124, 132, 198,

204, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311, 313

U. burgersi, 306
U’. mordax, 198, 306, 309

U’. pugilator, 305, 306, 307, 308
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PHYLUM ARTHROPODA(cont.)
Class Crustacea (cont.)

U'ca pugnax, 104, 198, 309
CU. pugnax virens, 104, 309
UL’. rapax, 111, 198, 307
U. rapax longisignalis, 104, 309
LU’. speciosa, 110, 111, 198, 308
UC’ speciosa spinicarpa, 308
CU’. tangent, 306, 307, 308
Ul’. thayeri, 306
C’. vocator, 305, 309

Heloecius cordifrons, 310
Hemiplex latifrons, Sentinel Crab, 310
Dotilla, 306

D. blanfordi, 306, 310
Family Grapsidae (Rock Crabs), 306, 313
Enocher, 313
Sesarma, 305

S. angustipes, 305
S. curacaoense, 306
S. rectum, 306
S. ricordi, 305

Hemigrapsus oregonensis, 304
Pachygrapsus, 313
Class Diplopoda (Millipedes), 149, 236
ORDER CHILOGNATHA:
Rhysida, 236
Class Chilopoda (Centipedes), 165, 236
ORDER SCOLOPENDROMORPHA(TRUE
CENTIPEDES):

Family Scutigeridae:
Scutigera, 236
Class Insecta, 45, 46, 47, 113, 121, 140, 141, 147, 148,

149, 150, 151, 164, 175, 184, 197, 237, 240, 241,
455, 546, 622, 805, 842, 1061

ORDER COLLEMBOLA(SPRINGTAILS), 164, 165,
455

ORDER ODONATA:
Family Aeschnidae (Dragonflies):
Aeschna cyanea, 109
ORDER ORTHOPTERA,197, 236, 334-56
SUBORDER CURSORIA:
Family Blattidae (Cockroaches), 149, 150, 334, 335, 336,

354
Periplaneta americana, American Cockroach, 192
Attaphila fungicola, 461
SUBORDER GRESSORIA:
Family Phasmidae (Walking Sticks):
Anisomorpha buprestoides, Larger Striped WalkingStick,

343
SUBORDER ENSIFERA,336
Family Tettigoniidae (Bush Crickets), 335, 336, 339,

340, 341, 345, 346, 347
Conocephalus, 341, 346
Orchelimum vulgare, 345
Neoconocephalus ensiger, 345

Neobarrettia, 342
Ephippiger, 234
Pterophylla camellifolia, Northern True Katydid, 345, 346
Inscuddena strigata, Striped Katydid, 350
Scudderia texensis, Texas Bush Katydid, 339, 347
Family Gryllotalpidae (Mole Crickets):
Scapleriscus acletus, Mole Cricket, 338
Family Gryllidae (Crickets), 61, 62, 83, 84, 245, 334,

335, 336, 337, 339, 340, 341, 346, 352, 353, 414
Apleronemobius, 334
Apterogryllus, 334, 338
Gryllus, 76, 348

G. campestris, Field Cricket, 237, 238, 352, 353
G. integer, 337, 347, 348
G. ovisopis, Florida Cricket, 337

Acheta, 76
A. domesticus, House Cricket, 343

Teleogryllus, 338
I. commodus, 354, 355
T. gryllus, 62
T. oceanicus, 335

Ocanthus (Tree Crickets), 348
O. fulton, Snowy Tree Cricket, 344, 345, 348

Amusurgus, 334, 338
Subfamily Trigonidiinae (Australian Crickets), 334
Metioche, 334, 338
Homoeoxipha, 334
SUBORDER ACRIDOIDEA,334, 336, 339, 340, 341
Family Pyrgomorphidae, 342
Poekulocerus bufonius, 343
Family Acrididae (Diurnal Crickets), 337, 339, 341, 342,

346, 384
Subfamily Catantopinae, 336, 337
Taentopoda eques, Desert Romaleine, 342
Chromacnis speciosa, 342
Schistocerca, 343

S. americana (=S. gregaria Forskal), Desert Locust, 343
Subfamily Oedipodinae (Banded-winged Grasshoppers),

337, 344
Locusta, 343, 353

L. migratoria, 353
L. migratoria migratoriodes, African Migratory Locust,

145
Aerochoreutes, 348

A. carlinianus, 344, 349
Chimarocephala pacifica, 354
Encoptolophus costalis, 340
E. sordidus, 337, 340
E. subgracilis, 340
Trimerotropis californica, 340
T. maritima, 340
T. pallidipennis, 340
Gomphocenppus, 350, 351

G. rufus, 351, 354
Myrmeleotettix, 350
Ligurotettix, 347, 348

“L. coquilletti, 346, 347
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Goniatron, 347

G. planum, 347

Syrbula, 197, 349, 350, 351

S. admirabilis, 344, 347, 351

S. fuscovittata, 347, 354

ORDER ISOPTERA (TERMITES), 142, 144, 148, 366,

368
ORDER HEMIPTERA (TRUE BUGS):

Family Miridae (Plant Bugs), 148

Dysdercus intermedius, 146

ORDER HOMOPTERA:

Family Cicadidae (Cicadas), 236, 348, 414, 562

Family Membranacidae (Treehoppers), 367

Family Cicadellidae (Jassidae) (Leafhoppers), 367

Family Aphididae (Aphids or Plantlice), 146

ORDER TRICHOPTERA (CADDISFLIES), 362

ORDER LEPIDOPTERA (BUTTERFLIES AND

MOTHS), 46, 116, 140, 141, 150, 151, 152, 171, 180,

182, 362-86

Family Tineidae (True Millers), 366

Family Psychidae (Bagworm Moths), 382

Family Gelechiidae, 384
Bryotropha, 384
Family Tortricidae (Leaf Rollers), 369, 376, 384, 385

Archips semiferanus, Oak Leaf Roller, 385

Family Uraniidae, 378

Urania, 375

Family Pyralidae (Snout Moths), 366, 369, 371, 376, 378

Achroia grisella, Lesser Waxmoth, 371, 373

Cadra cautella, Almond Moth, 378

Gallena mellonella, Greater Waxmoth, 373

Ephestia (=Anagasta) kuhniella, Mediterranean Flourmoth,

145, 369, 378

Family Arctiidae (Tiger Moths), 368, 371, 376, 378

Hyphantria (Webworms), 368

Family Noctuidae (Owlet Moths), 366, 376, 378, 384

Catacola (Underwing Moths), 378

Autographa californica, Alfalfa Looper, 152, 384

Trichoplusia m, Cabbage Looper, 151, 152

Plusia gamma, Silver-Y Moth, 384

Agrotis infusa, Bogong Moth, 379

Amathes, 384

Pseudaletia, 325

Family Lymantriidae (Gypsy Moths), 376, 378, 381, 382,

383
Porthetria dispar, Gypsy Moth, 378, 381, 382, 383

Lymantria monacha, Nun Moth, 383

Family Bombycidae (Silkworm Moths), 368, 369, 376,

379

Bombyx (Silkworm or Silkmoth), 50, 51, 52, 369

Family Lasiocampidae (Tent Caterpillars), 368, 369

Malacosoma, 367

Family Saturniidae (Giant Silkworm Moths), 363, 379,

383
Callosamia (Promethea), 383

Hyalophora cecropia, Cecropia Silkmoth, 363

Family Sphingidae (Sphinx or Hawkmoths), 364, 371,

372

Manduca sexta, 364

Sphinx (=Acherontia) atropos, Death’s-head Hawkmoth,

372
Family Lycaenidae (Blues), 366, 367, 370, 376

Maculinea (=Lycaena) arion, Large Blue, 366

Lachnocnema bibulus, 367

Megalopalpus zymna, 367
Allotinus horsfieldi, 367
Miletus boisduvali, 367
Family Pieridae (Whites, Sulfurs, Orange-Tips), 366,

376, 377, 378, 381, 383, 384

Colias, 375, 376, 383

C. eurytheme, Alfalfa Butterfly, 378, 384

C. philodice, 384
Eurema, 375

E. daira, 378

Anteos, 381
Family Papilionidae (True Swallowtails), 376, 381

Papilio, 381, 382
P. glaucus, Eastern Tiger Swallowtail Butterfly, 379,

382, 383
Parnassius (Apollos), 363

Ornithoptera, 376
Family Cosmopterygidae, 366

Family Cyclotornidae, 366

Family Amatidae, 371, 378
Family Castniidae, 375
Family Nymphalidae (Brush-footed Butterflies), 371,

373, 378, 379, 380
Subfamily Acraeinae, 379
Acraea, 363

A. encedon, 379
Actinote, 363
Subfamily Satyrinae, 378
Antirrhea, 378
Eumenis, 378

E. semele, Grayling Butterfly, 109

Subfamily Nymphalinae:
Argynnis paphia, Silver-washed Fritillary Butterfly, 118,

119, 378
Ageronia (=Hamadryas), 371, 372, 381

Subfamily Ithomiinae, 373, 375, 384, 385

Mechanitis ismenius, 365
Thyridia, 375
Subfamily Heliconiinae, 363, 379, 380

Heliconius, 363, 365, 369, 376, 380, 381
H. charitonia, Zebra Butterfly, 369, 370, 381

H.erato, 369, 380
H. sara, 365

Subfamily Danainae, 373, 374, 376, 378, 379, 384, 385

Amauris, 363
Danaus, 385

D. gilippus, Queen Butterfly, 373
D. plexippus, Monarch Butterfly, 46, 376, 379, 385

Euploea, 385
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PHYLUM ARTHROPODA (cont.)
Class Insecta (cont.)
Subfamily Charaxinae:
Charaxes, 372, 38]
ORDER DIPTERA (MOSQUITOES,FLIES, GNATS,
AND MIDGES), 149, 403-15, 455

Family Tipulidae (CraneFlies):
Tipula oleracea, 413
Family Culicidae (Mosquitoes):
Anopheles quadrimaculatus, Common Malaria Mosquito,

404
Aedes, 149

A. aegypti, Yellow Fever Mosquito, 404
Opifex fuscus, 405
Cultseta inornata, 405
Deinocentes cancer, Crab-hole Mosquito, 148, 405
Family Chironomidae (Non-biting Midges):
Chironomus (=Tendipes) plumosus, Midge, 404
Family Mycetophilidae (=Bolitophila) (Fungus Gnats),

164, 171, 404
Arachnocampa luminosa, New Zealand Glowworm, 403
Family Empididae (Dance Flies), 405, 406
Hilara (Balloon Flies):

H. flavinceros, 405, 406
Hi. maura, 405
Hi. quadnvittata, 405
H. sartor, 405, 1061

Empis barbatoides, 405
E. poplitea, 405
Rhamphomya nigrita, 405
R. ursinella, 405
Tachydromia, 405
Xanthempis trigramma, 406, 414
Family Trypetidae (~Tephritidae) (Large Fruit Flies),

100, 149, 150, 406-408
Tephritis stigmatica, 407
Ceratitis capitata, Mediterranean Fruit Fly, 407, 408
Dascus, 406, 414

D. cacuminatus, 406
D. cucurbitae, 408
D. dorsalis, Oriental Fruit Fly, 408
D. oleae, Olive Fruit Fly, 406, 407
D. tryont, Queensland Fruit Fly, 406

Anastrepha suspensa, Caribbean Fruit Fly, 407, 411
Rhagoletis, 407

R. cingulata, Cherry Fruit Fly, 408
R. pomonella, Apple Maggot, 145, 407, 408
R. suavis, 408

Euleia fratria, 407
Eutreta, 407
Afrocneros mundus, 407
Rioxa pornia, Island Fruit Fly, 407
Family Drosophilidae (Small Fruit Flies or Pomace Flies),

408-12
Antopocerus tanythrix, 411
Drosophila (Vinegar Flies), 83, 93, 403, 408, 409, 410,

411, 412, 413, 414

Melanogaster Group (Sturtevant): D. auraria, 409: D.
erecta, 409, 410: D. melanogaster, 115, 149, 157, 403,
408, 409, 410, 411: D. simulans, 115, 408, 409, 410,
411; D. sulfurigaster, 408; D. suzuki, 409, 410: D.
tiessiert, 409, 410: D. yakuba, 409, 410

Obscura Group: D. persimilis, 409; D. pseudobscura, 409
Immigrans Group: D. grimshawi, 411; D. pilimana, 411,

Nasuta Subgroup, 409, 411: D. albomicans, 409, 410:
D. kepulauana, 409; D. pulaua, 409, 410

Family Chloropidae (Chloropid Flies), 412
Hippelates collusor, Eye Gnat, 414
Lipara, 412

L. lucens, 412
L. pullitarsis, 412
L. rufitarsis, 412
L. sumits, 412

Family Muscidae (House Flies and Stable Flies), 412-13
Musca autumnalis, Face Fly, 413
M. domestica, House Fly, 409, 413, 414
Stomoxys calcitrans, Stable Fly, 413
Family Calliphoridae (Blowflies), 412-13
Lucila cuprina, Sheep Blowfly, 149, 157, 413, 414
Family Tachinidae (Tachinid Flies):
Euphaswopterx ochracea, 337, 338
Others:
Colcondamyia auditrix, 348
ORDER COLEOPTERA(BEETLES), 143, 144, 165,

403-404, 455
Family Carabidae (GroundBeetles):
Pterostichus lucublandus, 145
Family Staphylinidae (Rove Beetles), 173, 367, 455
Dinarda, 459, 461

D. dentata, 460
Pella, 460

P. laticolhs, 460, 461
Atemeles, 455, 457, 459, 461

A. publicollis, 47, 455, 456, 458, 459
Lomechusa, 456, 457, 461

L. strumosa, 47, 455, 456
Xenodusa, 459
Family Phengodidae, 168
Zarhipsis, 168
Phengodes, 174

P. plumosa, Plumose Glowworm, 180
Family Lampyridae (Fireflies), 47, 48, 50, 164, 172, 174,

175, 176, 177, 179, 180, 181, 182, 271
Phosphaenus hemipterus, 166
Pyropyga, 166
Photinus, 166, 173, 348

ardens, 179
aquilonius, 179
concisus, 179
consanguineus, 179

. cooki, 166
P. greem, 179
P. ignitus, 179
P. indicus, 166
P. macdermotti, 179

~~
D
T
D
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P. obscurellus, 179

P. pyralis, 179
Pyractomena, 173
Robopus, 173

Photuris, 170, 173, 174, 181, 182

P. congener, 180

P. pennsylvanica, 179
P. versicolor, 47, 48

Phausis, 174

P. reticulata, Reticulate Firefly, 180

Pterotyx, 170, 171, 173, 174, 348

Luciola, 170, 179

L. huonensis, 179

L. obsoleta, Diamondback Luciola, 170, 171, 179

L. peculians, 179

Family Nitidulidae (Sap-feeding Beetles), 460

Amphotis, 460

A, marginata, 460, 461

Family Coccinellidae (Lady Beetles), 142

Family Tenebrionidae (Darkling Beetles):

Blaps sulcata, 146

Tribolium (Flour Beetles), 145

Family Scarabaeidae (Scarabs), 173

Family Scolytidae (Bark Beetles and Ambrosia or Timber

Beetles), 144, 156, 157

ORDER HYMENOPTERA,48, 139, 140, 141, 142, 145,

154, 156, 369, 418-61

Family Formicidae (Ants), 141, 142, 143, 153, 154, 156,

366, 428, 451, 454, 455

The Myremecioid Complex, 419

Subfamily Myrmicinae, 428, 433, 451, 453

Myrmica, 428, 455, 457, 459

M. laevinodis, 458, 459

Leptothorax, 435
L. acervorum, 434, 435

L. curvispinosus, 453

L. kutteri, 420

L. museorum, 435

L. nylandent, 435

Monomorium, 439, 441

M.pharaonis, Pharaoh Ant, 419, 425, 439, 440, 441,

453

Solenopsis (Fire Ants), 52, 432, 433, 435, 439, 441

S. fugax, Thief Ant, 425, 439

S. geminata, 434, 439

S. invicta (=S. saevissima), Imported Fire Ant, 143,

432, 454

S. xyloni, Southern Fire Ant, 439

Cardiocondyla emeryt, 434
C. venestula, 433, 434

Tetramorium, 433

T. caespitum, PavementAnt, 453

Pogonomyrmex badius, Florida Harvester Ant, 425, 426,

432, 440, 451

P. barbatus, Red (Texas) Harvester, 440

P. maricopa, 440
P. rugosus, 440
Xenomyrmex floridanus, 419

Crematogastor, 425, 431, 433, 435, 451

GC. ashmeadi, 425, 428, 441

C. inflata, 428, 431

Acromyrmex octospinosus, 429

Atta (Leaf-cutter Ants), 439

A. cephalotes, 428, 429

A. sexdens, 425, 426, 431

A. texana, Texas Leaf-cutter Ant, 155, 428, 439, 440,

461

Harpagoxenus. sublaevis, 419, 435

Subfamily Ponerinae, 498, 433, 451, 453

Amblyopone australis, 430

Termitopone, 433

Rhytidoponera metallica, 419

Ponera eduardi, 433

Bothroponera tesserinoda, 434

Neoponera, 428

Eciton (Army Ants), 143, 439, 440, 461

E. burchelli, 441

E. hamatum, 441

Neivamyrmex nigrescens, 533, 534

Leptogenys, 433
Subfamily Dolichoderinae, 425, 428, 433, 451

Dolichoderus, 430

Hypoclinea, 430
Tapinoma, 428
Iridomyrmex humilis, Argentine Ant, 426, 452

I. pruinosus, 427
Dorymyrmex pacis, 420

Monachis, 433

Subfamily Formicinae, 426, 427, 428, 433, 435, 436, 453

Formica, 367, 425, 428, 431, 442, 451, 452, 453, 457,

459

F. fusca, Silky Ant, 153, 429, 438

F. montana, 419

F. pergandei, 419, 428, 429

F. polyctena, 425, 455, 457

F. sanguinea, Blood-red Ant, 143, 453, 454, 455, 459

F. subintegra, 428, 429
F. subsericea, 429

Lasius, 433

L. alienus, Cornfield Ant, 430

L. flavus, 439

L. fulginosus, European Jet Ant, 427, 432, 439, 440,

460, 461

L. niger, Garden Ant, 430

Polyergus, 428, 429, 441, 442

Acanthomyops, 426
A. claviger, 426, 427, 431

Camponotus (Carpenter Ants), 430, 459

C. beebei, 438

C. campressus, 438
C. herculeanus, 148, 418, 419, 430, 451, 452

C. ligniperda; 419, 430, 451, 452, 454

C. sericeus, 433, 436, 437, 438

C. socius, 432, 438

Polyrhachis, 430
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PHYLUM ARTHROPODA (cont.)
Class Insecta (cont.)
Family Vespidae (Wasps), 142, 156, 303, 366, 418, 424

428, 440, 441, 449, 450, 455
Protopolybia pumila, 441
Polybia atra, 441
P. scutellaris, 441
Polistes (Paper Wasps), 142, 424, 430, 449
Mischocyttaurus, 424

M. drewi, 425
Vespa, 428

V. crabo, Giant or European Hornet, 424, 453, 454
V’. orientalis, 424, 450, 453, 454

Vespula, 449, 450
V. (Paravespula) germanica (=Paravespula germanica),

441, 449, 450
V’. vulgaris, 441, 449

Family Apidae (Bees), 47, 142, 242, 243, 244, 246, 366,
385, 1061

Bombus (Bumblebees), 148, 420, 424, 430, 441
B. confusus, 197, 420
B. edwardsui, 454
B. lucorum, 420
B. pratorum, 420
B. terrestris, 420
B. vosnesensku, 454

Psithyrus, 420

Subfamily Apinae, 432, 440
Tribe Meliponini (Meliponinae) (Stingless Bees), 432,

441, 442, 448
Lestrimelitta hmao, Robber Bee, 143, 442
Melipona, 143, 242, 442, 443

M. quadnifusciata, 442, 443, 448
M. seminigra, 443

Trigona, 143, 428, 442
T. aranjoi, 441
T. droryana, 441

T. jaty, 441
T. mueller, 441

[. postica (=Scaptotrigona), 143, 441, 442
T. silvestris, 441
T. spinipes, 442
T. subterranea, 442
T. xanthotricha, 442

Tribe Apini (True Honeybees), 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 48,
49, 143, 147, 148, 153, 154, 155, 156, 234, 235, 372,
421, 422, 423, 424, 428, 430, 431, 443-48, 450, 451

Apis cerana, 421, 430, 431
A. dorsata, Giant Honeybee, 430, 448
A. florea, Dwarf Honeybee, 421, 430, 448
A. indica, 448

A. mellifera, Domestic Honeybee, 420, 421, 425, 426,
430, 431, 443, 444, 445, 448

A. m. carnica, 448
A. m. fasciata, 448
A. m. intermissa, 448

A. m. nigra, 448
Others:
Adrena flavipes, Solitary Bee, 148

PHYLUM ECHINODERMATA:
Class Echinoidea:
Dradema antillarum, Sea Urchin, 146
Class Ophiuroidea (Brittle-Stars), 165

PHYLUM HEMICHORDATA:
Class Enteropneusta:
Balanoglossus, 165

PHYLUM CHORDATA,147, 148, 1063, 1064

SUBPHYLUM UROCHORDATA (TUNICATA), 165,
314

SUBPHYLUM VERTEBRATA,153, 236, 237, 239,
240, 242, 244, 297, 300, 1064

Superclass Pisces (Fishes), 121, 127, 138, 139, 142,
146, 147, 148, 165, 167, 168, 169, 172, 175, 176,
180, 182, 184, 192, 236, 240, 263, 264, 294, 301,
302, 472-509, 601, 609, 1064

Class Chondrichthyes (Cartilaginous Fishes), 297
ORDER SELACHII (SHARKS), 174, 264, 266, 474
Family Carcharhinidae (Grey Sharks), 474
Negaprion brevirostris, Atlantic Lemon Shark, 509
Spinax niger, Dogfish Shark, 179, 182
Carcharhinus menisorrah, Gray Reef Shark, 509
ORDER RAJIFORMES (RAYS AND SKATES), 264, 474
Family Rajidae, 265, 508
Family Torpedinidae (Electric Rays), 263, 265, 266, 267,

269, 271, 272, 275, 508
Family Potamotrygonidae (Stingrays):
Potamotrygon circularis, Stingray, 265
Class Osteichthyes (Teleosts), 190, 191, 297, 473, 481
ORDER ANGUILLIFORMES(EELS), 264
Family Anguillidae (Freshwater Eels):
Anguilla rostrata, American Eel, 264
ORDER CLUPEIFORMES (HERRING):
Family Clupeidae (Herring):
Clupea pallasu, Pacific Herring, 488
ORDER MORMYRIFORMES
(=OSTEOGLOSSOMORPHA), 264, 265, 266, 267,
269, 271, 272, 274, 275, 286, 508

Family Mormyridae (Mormyrids), 274
Gnathonemus, 267, 275

G. peters, 267, 271, 274, 275, 276, 277, 500, 508
Family Gymnarchidae (Gymnarchids), 26, 51, 265
Gymnarchus, 272, 279, 284

G. carapo, 508
G. niloticus, 277, 278, 279, 280, 508

ORDER SALMONIFORMES (SALMON):
Family Salmonidae (Salmon), 476, 783
Salmo gairdneni, Trout, 476
S. salar, Atlantic Salmon, 484
S. trutta, Trout, 476
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ORDER CYPRINIFORMES (=OSTARIOPHYSI)

(CARP), 264, 265, 473, 489

Family Characidae (Characins):

Subfamily Glandulocaudinae (Glandulocaudine Fishes),

477

Glandulocauda, 488

G. inequalis, 500

Subfamily Cheirodontinae:

Pristella riddlei, Pristella, 479

Subfamily Tetragonopterinae (Tetras), 168

Subfamily Serrasalminae:

Serrasalmus natteren, Piranha, 188

SUBORDER GYMNOTOIDEI (ELECTRIC EELS), 264,

965, 266, 267, 269, 271, 272, 274, 275, 286, 508

Family Electrophoridae (Electric Eels), 263, 265, 275

Electrophorus electricus, Electric Eel, 265, 266, 284, 508,

509
Family Gymnotidae (Gymnotid Eels), 265

Gymnotus, 271, 274, 277, 279, 284

G. carapo, Gymnotid Eel, 270, 274, 275, 277, 279

Family Rhamphichthyidae (Rhamphichthyid Eels), 265

Sternopygus, 58, 269, 270, 273, 274, 281, 282, 283

S. macrurus, 271, 272, 273, 275, 281, 282, 283, 508

Eigenmannia, 58, 267, 268, 269, 270, 272, 273, 277, 279,

980, 282, 283, 284, 285

E. virescens, 268, 269, 271, 272, 273, 275, 277, 278,

282

Hypopomus artedi, 265, 271, 277, 279

H. beebei, 277, 279

H. brevirostris, 274, 275

H.lepturus, 285

Steatogenes elegans, 271

Family Apternotidae, 265, 266, 270
Apternotus albifrons, 265, 266, 967, 270, 271, 273, 274,

275, 285

Sternarchorhampus macrostomus, 270, 271

Rhamphichthys rostratus, 277
Gymnorhamphichthys hypostomus, 271, 275, 277, 279

Adontosternarchus sachsu, 271

Family Cyprinidae (Carp), 481, 489, 490

Rutilus rutilus, European Roach, 479, 489

Scardinius erythrophthalmus, Rudd, 479, 489

Leuciscus rutilus, Roach, 479

Phoxinus phoxinus, Minnow, 146, 487

Pimephales promelas, Fathead Minnow, 474

Notropis analostanus, Satinfin Shiner, 493, 494, 495, 496,

497, 498, 499, 500, 507

N. leutrensts, 493, 496, 507

N. texanus, 489, 490

N. venustus, 489, 490, 493, 496, 507

Hybopsis aestivalis, Chub, 489, 490

Acheilognathus lanceolata, Japanese Bitterling, 488, 489

Carassius auratus, Goldfish, 499, 505

Family Catastomidae (Suckers), 489
Family Cobitidae (Loaches):

Botia (Hymenophysa) hymenophysa, Tiger Loach, 491

ORDER SILURIFORMES (CATFISHES), 265, 477

Family Ictaluridae (North American Freshwater

Catfishes):

Ictalurus, 487
L natalis, Yellow Bullhead, 153, 487

L. nebulosus, Brown Bullhead, 487

Family Bagridae (Bagrid Catfishes):

Bagre (Gafftopsail Catfishes), 505

B. marinus, Sea Catfish, 496, 500

Family Ariidae (Sea Catfishes):

Galeichthys, 505
G. (Hexanematichthys) felis, Sea Cat, 492, 494, 496, 500

Family Malapteruridae (Electric Catfishes), 263, 264,

265, 266, 267, 269, 271, 272, 275, 508

Malapterurus electricus, Electric Catfish, 284, 285, 508

Family Plotosidae (Plotosid Sea Catfishes), 286, 479

Plotosus, 264
P. anguillaris, 479

ORDER PERCOPSIFORMES (TROUT-PERCHES):

Family Leiognathidae:

Leiognathus equulus, Pony Fish, 174, 175, 182

ORDER BATRACHOIDIFORMES (TOADFISHES):

Family Batrachoididae (Toadfishes), 494, 496, 498, 499,

504, 505, 507, 509
Opsanus beta, 492, 493, 497, 498, 500, 504

O. phobetron, 493, 497, 498, 500

O. tau, Oyster Toadfish, 491, 492, 493, 495, 496, 497,

498, 500, 504, 506
Porichthys notatus, Northern Midshipman, 483, 491, 493,

496, 501, 506
ORDER LOPHIIFORMES (ANGLERFISHES), 171, 173,

180
ORDER GADIFORMES(CODFISHES):

Family Gadidae (Codfishes):

Gadus morhua, Atlantic Cod, 474, 492, 494, 501

Melanogrammus aeglefinus, Haddock, 492, 500

ORDER ATHERINIFORMES(SILVERSIDES), 479

Family Cyprinodontidae (Killifishes):

Fundulus, 489
F. olivaceus, 489, 490

Family Poeciliidae (Livebearers), 475

Poecilia reticulata, Guppy, 482
Xiphophorus hellen, Swordtail, 115, 189, 486

Gambusia (Gambusias), 489

G. affinis, 489, 490
Family Atherinidae (Silversides):

Menidia beryllina, Freshwater Silverside, 479

M. menidia, 479
Atherinopsis afinis, Topsmelt, 478, 489
ORDER ZEIFORMES:
Family Anomalopidae (Lanterneye Fishes):

Photoblepharon, 483, 484
P. palpebratus, Lanterneye Fish, 483

Family Holocentridae (Squirrelfishes and Soldierfishes):

Holocentrus, 498
H. rufus, 491, 492, 495, 500, 507

Myripristis, 492, 498
M. argyromus, 507
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Class Osteichthyes (cont.)

Myripnstis berndti, 492, 494, 496, 500, 507
M. violaceus, 492, 500, 507

ORDER GASTEROSTEIFORMES:
Family Gasterosteidae (Sticklebacks), 196
Gasterosteus, 485

G. aculeatus, Three-spined Stickleback, 475, 476, 479,
482, 488

Pungitius pungitius, Non-spined Stickleback, 485
Family Syngnathidae (Pipefishes and Seahorses):
Hippocampus hudsonius, Seahorse, 493, 502
ORDER SCORPAENIFORMES (SCORPIONFISHES),

116
Family Triglidae (Sea Robins):
Prinotus carolinus, North American Sea Robin, 494, 505
P. evolans, 505
Family Cottidae (Sculpins and Bullheads):
Cottus scorpius, 505
ORDER PERCIFORMES (PERCHLIKE FISHES):
Family Theraponidae (Tigerfishes):
Therapon jarbua, Crescent Perch, 494, 496, 502, 504
Family Centrarchidae (Sunfishes), 475, 493, 497, 507,

508
Lepomis, 497

L. cyanellus, Green Sunfish, 476, 497
L. gibbosus, Pumpkinseed, 475
L. humilis, Orange-spotted Sunfish, 507
L. macrochirus, 497, 507, 508
L. megalotis, Large-eared Sunfish (Longears), 482, 485,

486, 507, 508
L. microlophus, Red-eared Sunfish, 497

Family Priacanthidae (Bigeyes):
Pracanthus cruentatus, Aveoweo, 498
P. meeki, 498
Family Percidae:
Etheostoma (Darters), 482
Family Carangidae (Jacks), 478, 479
Caranx hippos, 479
Trachurus symmetricus, Jack Mackerel, 479, 480
Family Sparidae (Porgies and Seabreams):
Lagodon, 509

L. rhomboides, Pinfish, 502, 505, 509
Family Gerridae (Mojarras), 480
Family Sciaenidae (Drums):
Corvina nigra, Sea Raven, 492, 494, 497, 498, 502
Cynoscion regalis, 498, 505
Aplodinotus, 497

A. grunniens, Freshwater Drum, 497, 498, 502
Family Mullidae (Goatfishes or Surmullets), 480
Family Kyphosidae (Sea Chubs or Rudderfishes):
Kyphosus elegans, 479
Family Chaetodontidae (Butterfly Fishes), 473, 478, 485
Chaetodon auriga, 478
Family Nandidae (Leaf Fishes):
Polycentrus schomburgkii, Guiana Leaf Fish, 482

Badis, 474
B. badis, Badis, 108, 109, 117, 474

Family Cichlidae (Cichlids), 110, 122, 186, 191, 198
473, 474, 476, 480, 481, 484, 493

Tilapia mossambica, MozambiqueTilapia, 485, 493, 508
T. natalensis, 480, 481
Haplochromis, 482

Hf. burtoni, 482, 483, 502
Hemichromis bimaculatus, Jewel Fish, 485, 489, 491, 493,

498, 499, 504
Cichlasoma centrarchus, 493, 494, 502, 508
C. nigrofasciatum, Zebra or Convict Cichlid, 476, 489, 504
Pterophyllum scalare, Angel Fish, 488
Astronotus ocellatus, Oscar, 484
Nannacara anomala, Dwarf Cichlid, 489
Aequidens latifrons, Blue Cichlid, 481
Etroplus maculatus, Orange Chromide, 110, 124, 478, 485
E. suratensis, Green Chromide, 478
Family Pomacentridae, 473, 476, 478, 479
Pomacanthus arcuatus, Angelfish, 497, 503
Pomacentrus flavicauda, 477
P. jenkinsi, 482, 484, 485
Hypsypops rubicunda, Garibaldi, 475, 476, 477
Amphiprion (AnemoneFish), 491

A. bicinctus, 477
A. polymnus, 496, 503
A. xanthurus, Clown Fish, 494, 496, 503, 504

Dascyllus, 191
D. aruanus, Black-and-White Damselfish, 476, 477
D. marginatus, 108

Chromis chromis, 479
C. cyanea, 485
C. multilineata, 475, 476
C. punctipinnis, 478
Eupomacentrus, 506

E. leucostictus, Beau Gregory, 506
E. partitus, Bicolor Damselfish, 202, 497, 499, 503,

504, 505, 506
E. planifrons, 477, 485, 506

SUBORDER MUGILOIDEI (MULLETS), 479
Family Mugilidae (Mullets), 479
Mugil cephalus, Striped Mullet, 479, 480
M. chelo, Thick-lipped Grey Mullet, 479
SUBORDER LABROIDEI (WRASSES):
Family Labridae (Wrasses), 476, 477, 478
Halichoeres garnoti, 477
Labroides, 477, 478

L. phthirophagus, 477, 478
L. dimidiatus, Cleaner Fish, 476

Oxyjulis, 478
O. californicus, Sefiorita, 478

Family Scaridae (Parrotfishes), 478
SUBORDER TRACHINOIDEI (WEEVERS):
Family Uranoscopidae (Stargazers), 265, 508
Astrocopus, 275
SUBORDER BLENNIOIDEI (BLENNIES):
Family Blenniidae (Blennies):

,
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Chasmodes, 506

C. bosquianus, 499, 503

Hypsoblennius, 488
SUBORDER GOBIOIDEI (GOBIES):

Family Gobiidae (Gobies), 478

Gobius joz0, 503
Typhlogobius californiensis, Blind Goby, 153, 488

Bathygobwus soporator, Frillfin Goby, 149, 243, 488, 499,

503, 505, 506

SUBORDER SCOMBROIDEI (MACKERELS):

Family Scombridae (Mackerels):

Euthynnus affinis, Tuna, 479, 482

Sarda chiliensis, Pacific Bonito, 473, 474, 482

SUBORDER ACANTHUROIDEI (SURGEONFISHES):

Family Acanthuridae (Surgeonfishes), 123, 485, 486

SUBORDER ANABANTOIDEI (LABYRINTHFISHES):

Family Belontidae:
Betta splendens, Siamese Fighting Fish, 87, 88

Subfamily Trichogasterinae (Gouramis), 486

Trichogaster leeri, Mosaic or Pearl Gourami, 486

T. trichopterus, Blue Gourami, 486, 488

Colisa lata, Dwarf Gourami, 481, 482

Trichopsis vittatus, Croaking Gourami, 490, 492, 493, 499,

503, 504, 506

ORDER TETRAODONTIFORMES (PUFFERS):

Family Balistidae (Triggerfishes), 496
Others:

Chelidonichthys kumu, Japanese gurnard, 505

Inermia vittata, Bonnetmouth, 480

Micropogon undulatus, 495
Class Amphibia (Amphibians), 121, 147, 184, 236, 238,

940, 241, 243, 519-28, 536, 537, 538, 1064

ORDER CAECILIA (CAECILIANS), 519

Family Caeciliidae (Caecilians) (=~Apoda), 521

ORDER CAUDATA (URODELES), 526-28

Family Cryptobranchidae (Giant Salamanders and
Hellbenders):

Cryptobranchus (Hellbenders), 526, 528

Family Sirenidae (MudSirens):

Siren, 526

Family Proteidae (Olms or Proteids):
Necturus (Mudpuppies), 526
Family Salamandridae (True Salamanders):

Triturus, 527
T. vulgaris, Smooth Newt, 109

Notothalamus, 527

N. (=Triturus) virudescens, Red Eft, 528

Taricha (Western American Salamanders), 526, 527

Family Amphiumidae (Amphiumids or Congo Eels):
Amphiuma, Congo Eel, 526
Family Ambystomidae (Ambystomids):
Dicamptodon ensatus, Pacific Giant Salamander, 527

Ambystoma (Tiger and Spotted Salamanders), 527
A. maculatum, Spotted Salamander, 527

Family Plethodontidae (Plethodont Lungless
Salamanders), 528

Eurycea bishineata, Two-lined Salamander, 528

Typhlomolge, 526

Hadieotriton, Blind Salamander, 526

Hemidactylium scutatum, Four-toed Salamander, 528

Plethodon jordani, Slimy Salamander, 527

Ensatina, 527
Aneides lugubris, Arboreal Salamander, 527, 528

Hydromantes shastae, Shasta Salamander, 527

Batrachoseps (Slender Salamanders), 527
ORDER ANURA OR SALIENTIA (ANURANS),8, 119,

174, 197, 238, 521-26, 527, 528, 562
Family Pipidae (Pipids):
Pipa pipa, Surinam Toad, 522
Hymenochirus boettgert, 524

Family Ranidae (True Frogs), 83, 504, 521, 522, 532,

537, 538
Subfamily Dendrobatinae (Dendrobatids), 522

Dendrobates auratus, 522
D. pumilio, 522, 525
Subfamily Raninae (True Frogs):
Rana, 238, 525

R. catesbeiana, Bullfrog, 7, 8, 58, 59, 522, 525
R. clamitans, Green Frog, 522, 525
R. pipiens, Leopard Frog, 238, 522

Family Rhacophoridae (Rhacophorids):
Kassina senegalensis, Senegal Kassina, 525
Family Bufonidae (True Toads):
Bufo, 521

B. americanus, American Toad, 522, 524
B. bufo, European Toad, 523
B. regularis, Panther Toad, 525

Family Hylidae (Tree Frogs):
Hyla, 238, 526

H. regilla, Pacific Treefrog, 537
Phyllomedusa guttata, 524
Physalaemus pustulosus, 523, 526

Acris crepitans, Northern Cricket Frog, 522
Class Reptilia (Reptiles), 121, 184, 297, 519, 528, 538,

591, 592, 1064
ORDER RHYNCHOCEPHALIA,528
Family Sphenodontidae:
Sphenodon punctatus, Tuatara, 528
ORDER SQUAMATA (SCALY REPTILES):
SUBORDER SAURIA(LIZARDS), 106, 107, 124, 189,

194, 528-33, 534, 537
Family Gekkonidae (Geckos), 528, 529, 530, 537

Phyllodactylus, 529
Ptenopus garrulus, Barking Gecko, 530
Pytodactylus, 530
Family Iguanidae (Iguanids), 102, 519, 529, 530, 532,

536
Sceloporus (Spiny Lizards), 125, 530

S. graciosus, Sagebrush Lizard, 532
S. olivaceous, Rusty Lizard, 531
S. poinsetti, 531
S. torquatus, 531
S. undulatus, Southern Fence Lizard, 532
S. virgatus, Striped Plateau Lizard, 531
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Class Reptilia (cont.)
Uta (Side-blotched Lizards), 104, 115, 124, 125

C’. stansburiana, Side-blotched Lizard, or Ground Uta,
531, 532

Phrynosoma (Horned Lizard), 536
Crotaphytus collaris, Collared Lizard, 531
Ctenosaura pectinata, Mexican Black Iguana, 538
Sauromalus, 529

S. obesus obesus, Chuckwalla, 125, 530
Anolis (Anoles), 115, 120, 125, 198, 528, 529, 530, 532,

533
{. aeneus, 103, 110, 111, 112, 530, 532

auratus, 531

. carolinensis, Carolina Anole, 198, 530, 531, 532, 537
cybotes, 529
trinitatis, 532
trinitatis x aeneus, 530

nebulosus, 104, 530, 531
. tropidogaster, 531

Family Teiidae (Whiptailed Lizards):
Cnemidophorus, 528
Family Agamidae (Agamid Lizards), 529, 530, 532
Family Chamaeleontidae (Chameleons), 529
Family Scincidae (Skinks), 528, 529
Tnibolonotus, 530
Lamprolepis smaragdinum, 529
Oelofsea laevis, 529
SUBORDER SERPENTES (SNAKES), 142, 147, 431,

519, 533, 534, 1064
Family Leptotyphlopidae (Slender Blind Snakes):
Leptotyphlops, 533

L. dulcis, Texas Blind Snake, 533, 534
Family Colubridae (Colubrid Snakes), 74, 75, 534
Natnix (Water Snakes), 87
Storeria, 74, 87

S. dekayi, Common Brown Snake, 142
Thamnophis (Garter Snakes), 74, 87
Lampropeltis (King Snakes), 533, 534

Sonora, 534
Tantilla, 534

Leptodeira (Cat-eyed Snakes), 533
Thelotornis (African Bird Snakes), 533
Pituophis melanoleucus, Gopher Snake, 534
Family Elapidae (Cobras), 533, 534
Family Viperidae (Vipers), 534
Family Crotalidae (Pit Vipers), 534
Crotalus (Rattlesnakes), 236, 533, 534, 538
Others:
Diadophis, 534
Virgima, 534

ORDER CHELONIA (TURTLES), 116, 528, 534-36
Family Kinosternidae (Musk Turtles or Stinkpots), 535
Sternotherus (Musk Turtles), 535
Kinosternon (Mud Turtles), 534
Family Emydidae (Emydid Turtles):

B
R
R
R

Terrepene carolina, Eastern Box Turtle, 535
I. ornata, Ornate Box Turtle, 535
Pseudemys (Painted Turtles), 535
Family Testudinidae (True Tortoises):
Geochelone, 149, 535

G. carbonaria, 535
G. denticulata, Yellow-footed Tortoise, 535
G. elegans, Star Tortoise, 535
G. elephantopus, Giant Galapagos Tortoise, 535
G. travancorica, 535

Gopherus, 535
G. agassizi, Desert Tortoise, 536
G. berlandien, Gopher or Texas Tortoise, 535, 536

Family Cheloniidae (Marine Turtles):
Chelonia mydas, Green Turtle, 535
Lepidochelys kemgni, Ridley, 535
ORDER PLEURODIRA (SIDE-NECKED TURTLES):
Family Chelidae, 534
Family Pelomedusidae, 534
ORDER CROCODILIA (CROCODILES AND
ALLIGATORS), 536

Family Alligatoridae (Alligators), 537
Alligator mississipiensis, American Alligator, 536
Class Aves (Birds), 26, 53, 54, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 83,

84, 85, 100, 122, 124, 125, 127, 164, 176, 184, 189,
200, 201, 203, 204, 233, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239,
240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, 294, 343, 545-70,
591, 592, 805, 834, 849, 900, 908, 1012, 1013, 1016,
1019, 1021, 1058, 1064, 1066

ORDER STRUTHIONIFORMES:
Family Struthionidae (Ostriches), 236
ORDER PODICIPEDIFORMES:
Family Podicipedidae (Grebes), 546
Podiceps cristatus, Great Crested Grebe, 546
ORDER SPENISCIFORMES (PENGUINS), 116
Family Speniscidae:
Aptenodytes forsten, Emperor Penguin, 235
Pygoscelis adeliae, Adelie Penguin, 122, 123, 554
ORDER PELECANIFORMES (TOTIPALMATE
SWIMMERS):

Family Phalacrocoracidae (Cormorants), 834
Phalacrocorax harrisi (=Nannopterum harrisi), Flightless

Galapagos Cormorant, 104
Family Sulidae (Boobies and Gannets):
Morus bassanus, Northern Gannet, 105
ORDER CICONIIFORMES:
Family Ciconiidae (Storks), 236
Leptoptilos crumeniferus, Marabou, 201
ORDER ANSERIFORMES (LAMELLATE-BILLED
SWIMMERS):

Family Anatidae (Swans, Géese, Ducks), 74, 546
Subfamily Anserinae (Geese), 116, 234, 555
Anser anser, Greylag, 107, 108, 109, 242, 558
Branta canadensis, Canada Goose, 199, 201, 549, 555
Subfamily Anatinae (Dabbling Ducks), 55, 77, 85, 87, 92,

101, 116, 120, 194, 197, 201, 234, 238
Anas, 198
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A. acuta acuta, Pintail, 194

A. crecca carolinensis, Green-winged Teal, 190, 557, 558

A. crecca crecca, Common Teal, 190

A. platyrhynchos, Mallard, 80, 558, 698
A. platyrhynchos x acuta acuta, 194

Chloephaga melanoptera, Andean Goose, 203

Aix sponsa, Wood Duck, 80
Bucephala clangula, Common Goldeneye, 103, 104, 190

B. islandica, Barrow’s Goldeneye, 140

ORDER GALLIFORMES (GALLINACEOUSBIRDS),

124
Family Phasianidae:
Canachites canadensis, North American Spruce Grouse,

560
Centrocercus urophasianus, Sage Grouse, 55, 102, 105, 106,

122
Tympanuchus cupido, Greater Prairie Chicken, 235, 236

Tetrastes bonasia, Hazel Grouse, 236

Alectoris rufa, Red-legged Partridge, 554, 555
Coturnix coturnix japonica, Japanese Quail, 548

Subfamily Meleagridinae (Turkeys), 233, 234

Meleagris gallopavo, Turkey, 105, 1061

Subfamily Pavoninae (Peafowl), 102, 103

Subfamily Phasianinae (Pheasants):

Gallus gallus, Red Jungle Fowl, 79

Domestic Cock (Domestic form of Gallus gallus), 62, 77,

78, 80, 84, 87, 103, 106, 107, 109, 195, 233, 234, 238

G. gallus spadiceus, Burmese Red Jungle Fowl, 202
ORDER GRUIFORMES(CRANES):

Family Gruidae (Cranes), 236

Family Otididae (Bustards), 236

ORDER CHARADRIIFORMES (WADERS AND

GULL-LIKE BIRDS), 124

Family Phalaropodidae (Phalaropes):
Phalaropus fulicarius, Red Phalarope, 559

Family Scolopacidae (Snipe-like Birds):
Scolopax (Woodcocks), 236

Gallinago (CommonSnipe), 236
Family Charadriidae (Plovers):
Belonopterus chilensis, Lapwing, 238
Charadrius vociferus, Killdeer, 201

SUBORDER LARI (GULLS AND THEIR RELATIVES),

546, 547
Family Stercorariidae (Skuas):
Stercorarius skua, Great Skua, 554

Family Laridae (Gulls), 234, 242, 546, 547, 548, 550,

551, 552, 553, 557, 834

Larus (Gulls), 89, 200, 201, 548, 549

L. argentatus, Herring Gull, 560

L. atricilla, Laughing Gull, 114, 119, 120, 193, 195,
200, 201, 560

L. fuliginosus, Dusky or Lava Gull, 200, 201
L. glaucescens, Glaucous-winged Gull, 192, 560

L. glaucoides kumlient, Kumlien’s Gull, 190

L. ridibundus, Black-headed Gull, 100, 560

ORDER COLUMBIFORMES(PIGEONS):

Family Columbidae (Pigeons), 29, 87, 116, 192, 193

Columba livia, Rock Dove, 193, 238

C. palumbus, Wood Pigeon, 236
Streptopelia (Turtle Doves), 77, 108

S. risoria, Ring Dove, 62, 88, 203

S. roseogrisea, African Collared Dove or Barbary Dove,

103, 106, 194
S. roseogrisea x turtur, 194

S. turtur, Turtle Dove, 194

ORDER PSITTACI (PARROTS):
Family Psittacidae (Parrots), 77, 114, 1035

Brotogeris jugularis, Orange-chinned Parakeet, 569

ORDER STRIGIFORMES (OWLS), 236, 569

Family Tytonidae (Barn Owls), 52

ORDER CAPRIMULGIFORMES (GOATSUCKERS):

Family Steatornithidae (Oilbirds):

Steatornis, 255
Family Caprimulgidae (Nightjars):

Caprimulgus vociferus, Whip-poor-will, 191

ORDER TROCHILIFORMES (HUMMINGBIRDS), 47

Family Trochilidae (Hummingbirds), 108
Phaethornis longuemareus, Little Hermit, 559

Family Indicatoridae (Honey Guides):
Indicator, 242, 243

Family Picidae (Woodpeckers), 236, 1059
Colaptes auratus, Yellow-shafted Flicker or Common

Flicker, 190
Dendrocopus major, Greater Spotted Woodpecker, 1068

D. villosus, Hairy Woodpecker, 567
ORDER PASSERIFORMES(PASSERINE BIRDS), 100,

123, 124, 546
Family Furnariidae (Ovenbirds):
Seiurus aurocopillus, Ovenbird, 243
Family Tyrannidae (Tyrants or New World Flycatchers),

237, 549, 554, 569
Sayornis, 564

S. phoebe, Eastern Phoebe, 554, 565
Tyrannus, 549, 563
Cantopus virens, Eastern Wood Peewee, 564

Family Pipridae (Manakins), 548
Pipra erythrocephala, Golden-bearded Manakin, 236
SUBORDER OSCINES (SONGBIRDS), 49, 52, 55, 57,

58, 62, 77, 85, 86, 87, 89, 123, 557, 845
Family Lanidae (Shrikes):
Laniarius, 242, 567, 568

L. aethiopicus, Bell Shrike, 569, 570
L. barbarus, 568
L. erythrogaster, 241
L. funebris, Slate-colored Bou-bou Shrike, 569

Family Troglodytidae (Wrens):
Troglodytes troglodytes, Winter Wren, 243
Family Mimidae (Mockingbirds and Thrashers), 85
Family Muscicapidae (Flycatcher-like Birds):
Cisticola (Sylviid or Old World Warblers), 568

Acrocephalus schoenebaenus, Sedge Warbler, 196, 197

A. scirpaceus, Reed Warbler, 197
Sylvia communis, White Throat, 77
Phylloscopus collybita, Chiffchaff, 563
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Class Aves (cont.)
Erithacus rubecula, Robin, 243, 246, 560
Copsychus malabanicus, Schamama, 243
Turdus merula, Blackbird, 554
Z. migratorus, American Robin, 77
7. visctvorus, Mistle Thrush, 563, 564
Hylocchla ustulata, Olive-backed Thrush, 564
Family Paridae (True Tits):
Parus, 563

P. atricnstatus, Blackcrested Titmouse, 569, 570
P. caeruleus, Blue Tit, 561, 562
P. carolinensis, Carolina Chickadee, 554, 555, 565
P. major, Great Tit, 550

Family Emberizidae (Buntings and Related Birds):
Subfamily Emberizinae (Buntings), 200, 201, 241, 567
Zonotnchia (Crowned “‘Sparrows’’), 200

Z. albicolis, White-Throated Sparrow, 561
Z. ithaca (=Passerella ilaca), Fox Sparrow, 199
Z. leucophrys, White-crowned Sparrow,49, 62, 63, 64,

77, 89, 92, 566, 567
Junco oreganus, Oregon Junco, 62, 63
J. phaeonotus, Arizona Junco, 77
Melospiza (Song Sparrows), 564

M. melodia, Song Sparrow, 62, 63, 77, 92, 566
Arremonops conirostris, Green-backed Sparrow, 554, 555,

556
Spizella passerina, Chipping Sparrow, 563
S. pusilla, Field Sparrow, 554
Subfamily Cardinalinae (Cardinals), 564, 569, 570
Cardinalis (=Richmondena) cardinalis, Red Cardinal, 189,

191, 566
Pyrrhuloxia sinuata, Pyrrhuloxia, 569, 570
Pheucticus ludovicianus, Rose-breasted Grosbeak, 186, 564
P. melanocephalus, Black-headed Grosbeak, 77
Subfamily Thraupinae (Tanagers):
Chlorospingus, 555, 563
Family Parulidae (Wood Warblers), 565
Dendroica pennsylvanica, Chestnut-sided Warbler, 565
Wilsonia citrina, Hooded Warbler, 190
Geothlypsis trichas, Yellowthroat, 190
Family Vireonidae (Vireos):
Vireo flavifrons, Yellow-throated Vireo, 564, 565, 566
I solitarius, Solitary Vireo, 564
Family Icteridae (Icterids):
Icterus (American Orioles), 190

I. galbula, Baltimore Oriole, 190
I. parisorum, Scott’s Oriole, 190
I. spurius, Russet Orchard Oriole, 190

Agelaius phoeniceus, Red-winged Blackbird, 238, 549
Sturnella magna, Eastern Meadowlark, 77
Family Fringillidae (Finches):
Subfamily Fringillidae (Chaffinches), 106, 107, 122
Fringilla coelebs, Chaffinch, 77, 84, 92, 242, 243, 554,

560, 566, 567
Subfamily Carduelinae (Other Finches):
Carduelis tristis (=Spinus tristis), American Goldfinch, 559

Pyrrhula pyrrhula, Bullfinch, 246, 566
Family Ploceidae (Weavers and Weaver Finches):
Passer domesticus, House Sparrow, 202
P. montanus, European Tree Sparrow, 202
Vidua (Whydahsor Indigobirds), 565, 566
Quelea, 548
Family Estrildidae (Weaver Finches), 194, 566, 567
Spermestes bicolor, White Manakin, 201
Taenopygia guttata castanotis, Zebra Finch, 77, 194
Estrilda (Waxbills), 203
Family Sturnidae (Starlings), 189, 190
Family Paradisaeidae (Birds of Paradise and Bowerbirds):
Subfamily Pulonorhynchinae (Bowerbirds), 185, 204,

548, 1059
Sericulus chrysocephalus, Regent Bowerbird, 186
Family Corvidae (Crow-like Birds), 241
Cyanocitta stelleri, Steller’s Jay, 191
Corvus brachyrhunchos, Common Crow, 569
Others:
Collocaha (Cave Swiftlets), 26, 252, 255
Trichophorus calurus, 911, 912
Class Mammalia (Mammals), 127, 139, 147, 148, 154,

155, 156, 184, 186, 191, 198, 199, 201, 203, 204,
237, 238, 239, 242, 243, 245, 255, 256, 294, 546,
548, 575, 585, 591, 596, 600, 601, 603, 604, 619,
643, 659, 699, 741, 742, 744, 751, 752, 759, 764,
794, 799, 801, 803, 812, 849, 862, 863, 877, 897,
928, 945, 966, 1061, 1064

ORDER PANTOTHERIA (EXTINCT), 575
ORDER BORHYAENIDAE (EXTINCT), 575
ORDER CAENOLESTIDAE (EXTINCT), 575
Subclass Metatheria (Marsupials), 575-98
ORDER MARSUPIALIA (MARSUPIALS), 575-98
Family Didelphidae (Opossums), 575, 576, 579, 593,

594, 595
Marmosa, 577, 584, 586, 594, 595

M. robinsoni, South American Mouse Opossum,587,
589, 594, 595

Didelphis (Common Opossums), 576, 577, 578, 584, 586,
587
D. marsupials, Virginia Opossum, 576, 577, 578, 589,

594, 595
Family Dasyuridae (Dasyures), 576, 590, 593, 594, 595,

596
Antechinus, 584, 586, 594, 595

A. flavipes, Yellow-footed Marsupial Mouse, 594, 595
Planigale (Flat-skulled Marsupial Mice), 576
Dasyuroides, 577, 578, 579, 582, 584, 586

D. byrnei, Crested-tailed Marsupial Rat, 589, 590
Dasycercus, 578, 584, 586

D. cristicaudata, Crested-tailed Marsupial Mouse, 578,
579

Smithopsis (Narrow-footed Marsupial Mice), 576, 577,
578, 579, 584, 585, 586, 596
S. crassicaudata, Fat-tailed Smithopsis, 579, 585, 587,

588, 589, 594, 595
Antechinomys (Jerboa Marsupials), 578, 584, 585, 586
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Dasyurus, 576, 584, 586

D. viverinus, 587

Sarcophilus, 576, 578, 579, 580, 582, 584, 585, 586, 587,

588, 590, 592, 593, 596, 597

S. harrisii, Tasmanian Devil, 579, 580, 581, 582, 585,

587, 589, 594, 595, 596

Thylacinus, 576

Family Peramelidae (Australian Bandicoots), 576, 590,

594, 595

Perameles, 579, 586

P. nasuta, Long-nosed Bandicoot, 579, 594, 595

Superfamily Phalangeroidea, 576
Family Phalangeridae (Phalangers), 593, 594, 595

Trichosurus, 584, 586

T. vulpecula, Brush-tailed Phalanger, 579, 587, 589,

594, 595

Phalanger, 576, 579, 584

P. gymnotis, Cuscuses, 579, 585, 586, 587, 594, 595

Petaurus (Gliders), 584, 585, 586

P. breviceps, Suger Glider, 578, 585, 589

P. breviceps papuanua, Gliding Phalanger, 139

Phascolarctos (Koalas), 578

Family Vombatidae (Wombats), 594, 595
Vombatus, 585, 594, 595

V. ursinus, Common Wombat, 594, 595

Family Macropodidae (Kangaroos), 576, 577, 578, 579,

593, 594, 595, 647

Bettongia, 579, 586, 593

B. lesueur, Lesueur’s Rat Kangaroo, 594, 595

Setonyx, 594, 595

S. brachyurus, Quokka, 594, 595
Macropus (Kangaroos), 576, 579, 587, 592

M. eugenit, Tamar or Scrub Wallaby, 578, 585

M. (Macropus) giganteus, Great Grey Kangaroo, 584,

586, 587

M. parryi, Whiptail Wallaby, 578, 585
Megaleia, 579, 587

M. rufa, Red Kangaroo, 578, 584, 585, 586, 587, 589,

592, 594, 595

Subclass Eutheria (Higher Mammals), 575, 576, 587,
591, 593, 596, 597

ORDER INSECTIVORA,236, 591, 600-31

Superfamily Tenrecoidea (Tenrecs), 236

Family Solenodontidae (Solenodons), 600, 601, 620,
621-24, 626, 627, 628, 629, 630

Solenodon, 621

S. cubanus (=Atopogale cubana), Cuban Solenodon, 621

S. paradoxus, Haitian Solenodon, 606, 612, 621-22,

623
Family Tenrecidae (Tenrecs), 596, 600, 601, 602, 605,

611, 612, 613, 614-24, 625, 626, 627, 628, 629,

630

Subfamily Tenrecinae, 620
Centetes, 615, 617

C. ecaudatus (=Tenrec ecaudatus), Tailless Tenrec, 236,

615, 616, 617, 627

Hemicentetes, 236, 604, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 627

H. semispinosus, Streaked Tenrec, 615, 616, 618,

619-20, 622
Setifer, 604, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 627

S. setosus, Greater Hedgehog Tenrec, 615, 616, 618,

619-20, 622
Echinops, 604, 615, 618, 619, 620, 627

E. telfain, Lesser Hedgehog Tenrec, 614, 615, 616,

620
Subfamily Oryzorictinae (Rice Tenrecs), 618, 620

Microgale (Shrew-like Tenrecs), 604, 618, 619

M. dobsoni, 615, 616, 618, 620
M. talazaci, 615, 616, 618, 620

Limnogale, 601
L. mergulus, Marsh Tenrec, 615-16

Subfamily Potamogalidae (Otter Shrews), 600, 601, 621,

625, 626, 628, 629, 630
Potamogale velox, Giant African Otter Shrew, 621

Mesopotamogale ruwenzorii, Ruwenzori Otter Shrew, 621

Micropotamogale lamottei, Dwarf African Otter Shrew or

Lesser Otter Shrew, 621
Family Chrysochloridae (Golden Moles), 600, 601, 624,

626, 628, 629, 630
Family Erinaceidae (Hedgehogs), 600, 601, 602, 603,

605, 606, 624, 625, 626, 627, 628, 629, 630
Subfamily Erinaceinae (Spiny Hedgehogs, Eurasian and

African Hedgehogs), 602-605, 606, 626
Erinaceus europaeus, Common European Hedgehog,603,

604, 605
Aethechinus algirus, Algerian Hedgehog, 603
Hemiechinus, 602, 604

H. auritus, Eared Hedgehog, 603, 604

H. auritus aegypticus, Egyptian Long-eared Hedgehog,
603

H. auritus persicus, Persian Long-eared Hedgehog, 605
H. auritus syriacus, Syrian Long-eared Hedgehog, 603,

604
H. megalotis, Long-eared Hedgehog, 603, 604

Subfamily Galericinae, Tribe Echinosoricini (Hairy
Hedgehogs), 600, 601, 605, 606, 625, 626, 627, 628,
629, 630

Echinosorex gymnurus, Moon Rat, 606
Hylomys suillus, Lesser Gymnure, 606
Neohylomys hainanensis, Hainian Gymnure, 606
Podogymnurus true, Mindanao Gymnure, 606

Neotetracus sinensis, Shrew Hedgehog, 606
Family Soricidae (Shrews), 256, 576, 591, 600, 601, 606,

610-14, 620, 622, 625, 626, 627, 628, 629, 630
Sorex araneus (=Sorex vulgaris), CommonShrew, 611, 613

S. cinereus, Masked Shrew, 611, 612, 613
S. fumeus, Smoky Shrew, 611, 613
S. minutus, Lesser Shrew, 614
S. palustris, Northern Water Shrew, 611
S. vagrans, 612
Soricinae, 610
Neomys (Water Shrews), 601, 610

N. fodiens, European Water Shrew, 611
Blarina, 591, 612,-614, 627
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Blarina brevicauda, Shoettail Shrew, 61 1, 612, 613-14
Cryptotis, 591

C. parva, Least Shrew, 610, 611, 612, 613
Notiosorex crawfordi, Gray Desert Shrew, 613
Crocidura bicolor, African Bicolor White-toothed Shrew,

611
C. coerulea (=Suncus caeruleus>?), 611
C. flavescens herero, Herero Musk Shrew, 612, 613
C. leucodon, Bicolor White-toothed Shrew, 610, 614
C. olivien, 611, 613
C. russula, Common European White-toothed Shrew,

610, 612, 614
C. suaveolens, Lesser White-toothed Shrew, 610
Praesorex goliath (=Crocidura giffardi), African Forest

Shrew, 614
Suncus, 591, 611, 612, 614, 627

S. etruscus, Savi’s Pygmy Shrew, 613
S. murinus, Musk Shrew, 610, 612

Chimmarogale (Asiatic Water Shrews), 601
Nectogale elegans, Szechuan Water Shrew, 601
Family Talpidae (Moles), 600, 601, 606-10, 615, 625,

626, 627, 628, 629, 630
Subfamily Desmaninae (Desmans), 601, 608, 609, 610,

624-25, 628, 629, 630
Desmana, 609

D. moschata, Russian Desman, 608, 609, 615
Galemys, 609, 610

G. pyrenaicus, Pyrenean Desman,609, 615
Talpa, 610

T. europaea, Common Eurasian Mole, 607, 608
Neurotnchus, 608

N. gibbsi, Shrew Mole, 607
Parascalops brewen, Hairytail Mole, 607, 608
Scapanus latimanus, California Mole, 608
S. orarius, Pacific Mole, 608
S. townsendi, Townsend’s Mole, 608
Scalopus aquaticus, Eastern Mole, 608
Condylura cristata, Star-nosed Mole, 607, 608
ORDER CHIROPTERA (BATS), 26, 47, 172, 180, 182,

234, 235, 236, 240, 252-59, 371, 612, 613, 841
Family Pteropidae (Fruit Bats):
Rousettus (Rousette Bats), 255
SUBORDER MICROCHIROPTERA (INSECTIVOROUS

BATS), 252, 254, 255, 256
Family Emballonuridae, 254
Family Noctilionidae (Bulldog Bats), 254
Family Rhinolophoidea (HorseshoeBats), 253
Family Phyllostomidae (Leaf-nosed Bats), 254
Subfamily Chilonycterinae (~Mormoopidae) (Mustache

Bats), 253

Pteronotus parnellu, 253, 254
Family Desmodontidae (Vampire Bats), 253, 254
Desmodus rotundus, Vampire Bat, 254
Family Natalidae (Funnel-eared Bats), 254
Family Vespertilionidae (Vespertilionid Bats), 254

Myotis lucifugus, 255, 256
Family Molossidae (‘‘Free-tailed” Bats), 254
ORDER PRIMATES,3, 5, 7, 8, 16, 20, 21, 22, 49, 56,

57, 100, 107, 114, 116, 122, 124, 127, 201, 202, 204,
211, 294, 648, 659, 735, 736, 751, 767, 801, 834,
845, 849, 851, 852, 856, 886, 890, 892, 897, 928,
929, 945, 966, 974, 1007, 1010, 1012, 1013, 1017,
1021, 1029, 1061, 1062

SUBORDER PROSIMII, 841-50, 904, 968
Family Tupaiidae (Tree Shrews), 252
Tupaia belangeni, 139, 147
Family Lemuridae (Lemurs), 843, 847
Lemur, 843

L. catta, Ringtailed Lemur, 154, 843, 844, 846, 847,
848

L. fulvus, Brown Lemur, 845, 846, 847
L. macaco, Black Lemur, 843
L. mongoz, Mongoz Lemur, 843
L. rubriventer, 843
L. vanegatus, Variegated Lemur, 843, 848

Hapalemur (Gentle Lemurs or Hapalemurs), 843
Hi. griseus, 843
H1. simus, 843

Lepilemur (Sportive Lemurs or Lepilemurs), 843
L. mustelinus, 843

Family Cheirogaleinae (Small Nocturnal Lemurs), 843
Cheirogaleus (Dwarf Lemurs), 843

C. major, Greater Dwarf Lemur, 843
C. medius, Fattailed Dwarf Lemur, 843
C. trichotis, Hairyeared Dwarf Lemur, 843

Microcebus (Mouse Lemurs), 843
M. coquereli, Coquerel’s Mouse Lemur, 843
M. murinus, Lesser Mouse Lemur, 843, 847, 848

Phaner (Forked Lemurs), 843
P. furcifer, 843

Family Indriidae, 843
Indn, 843

I. indn, Indri, 843

Avahi (Woolly Lemurs or Avahis), 843
A. laniger, 843

Propithecus (Sifakas), 843
P. diadema, DiademedSifaka, 843
P. verreauxi, White Sifaka, 843

Family Daubentoniidae, 843
Daubentonia madagascariensis, Aye-aye, 843
Family Lorisidae, 843
Loris, 843

L. tardigradus, Slender Loris, 843
Nycticebus, 843

N. coucang, Slow Loris, 843
Arctocebus, 843

A. calabarensis, Golden Potto, 843
Perodicticus, 843

P. potto, Potto, 843
Galago (Galago) (Galagos and Bushbabies), 843, 847

G. (Galago) alleni, Allen’s Bushbaby, 843
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G. (Galago) crassicaudatus, Thicktailed or Greater

Bushbaby, 843
G. (Galago) senegalensis, Senegal or Lesser Bushbaby,

843
Galago (Euoticus) (Needleclawed Bushbabies), 844

G. (Euoticus) elegantulus, 844

G. (Euoticus) inustus, 844

Galago (Galagoides) (Demidoff's or Dwarf Bushbabies),

844
G. (Galagoides) demidovi, 844

Family Tarsidae, 844

Tarsius (Tarsiers), 844

T. bancanus, Horsfield’s Tarsier, 844

T. spectrum, Spectral Tarsier, 844
T. syrichta, Philippine Tarsier, 844

SUBORDER SIMIAE (MONKEYS) 56, 57, 58, 61, 76,

90, 236, 238, 239, 658, 659, 815, 847, 852, 890, 891,

928, 930, 932, 936, 940, 952, 954-56, 1035

INFRAORDER PLATYRRHINA (NEW WORLD

MONKEYS), 19, 851-86, 904, 915, 940, 968

Superfamily Ceboidea (New World Monkeys), 847

Family Cebidae (Capuchin-like Monkeys), 853, 854, 861,

862, 863, 866, 867, 873, 874, 875, 876, 885, 886

Aotus (Night Monkeys), 854, 857, 860, 863, 867, 868,
869, 874, 875, 886
A. trivirgatus, Night or Owl Monkey, 853, 854, 858,

864, 870, 872, 877, 878, 880, 882

Callicebus (Titi Monkeys), 853, 854, 857, 860, 867, 868,

874, 875
C. moloch, Dusky Titi, 562, 854, 859, 864, 867, 871,

873, 878, 881, 883, 886

Pithecia (Sakis), 855, 860

P. monachus, Monk Saki, 855, 863, 865

Chiropotes (Bearded Sakis), 855

Cacajao (Uakaris), 855

C. rubicundus, Red Uakari, 855, 860, 863, 865

Saimiri (Squirrel Monkeys), 851, 853, 855, 856, 857,

860, 861, 862, 866, 867, 868, 869, 873, 874, 875,

878, 884, 885, 886, 914, 945

S. sciureus, Common Squirrel Monkey, 6, 76, 203, 855,
859, 860

S. oerstedii, Red-backed Squirrel Monkey, 855, 859,

865, 871, 873, 881, 883
Cebus (Capuchins), 855, 856, 857, 860, 862, 869, 874,

875, 878, 879, 885, 886, 1059
C. albifrons, White-fronted Capuchin, 855, 860, 861,

865, 871, 873, 881, 883
C. apella, Brown or Tufted Capuchin, 855, 859, 865,

866, 867, 871, 873, 875, 876, 879, 881, 883

C. capucinus, White-faced Capuchin, 855, 857, 859,
861, 862, 865, 866, 867, 868, 869, 871, 873, 874,

875, 877, 878, 879, 881, 883, 884, 885, 886
C. nigrivittatus, Weeper Capuchin, 855, 862, 865, 866,

871, 873, 878, 881, 883, 886
Alouatta (Howler Monkeys), 22, 236, 855, 856, 857, 860,

862, 869, 886, 900
A. palhata, 126, 893

A. seniculus, Red Howler, 855, 856, 859, 860, 862,

865, 867, 871, 873, 874, 876, 881, 885

A. villosa (palliata), Guatemalan or Mantled Howler

Monkey, 855, 856, 857, 859, 860, 865, 868, 869,

871, 873, 876, 877, 878, 879, 881, 886

Ateles (Spider Monkeys), 855, 856, 857, 860, 862, 867,

873, 874, 879, 886
A. belzebuth, Long-haired Spider Monkey, 855

A. fusciceps, Brown-headed Spider Monkey, 855, 865,

878, 881, 883
A. geoffroyi, Central American Black-handed Spider

Monkey, 855, 856, 859, 861, 865, 867, 871, 873,
877, 878, 881, 883, 884, 885

Brachyteles, 855
B. arachnoides, Woolly Spider Monkey, 855

Lagothrix (Woolly Monkeys), 855, 867
L. lagothricha, Brown Woolly Monkey, 855, 859, 865,

871, 873, 881, 883
Family Callithrichidae (=Hapalidae) (Marmosets and

Tamarins), 847, 851, 852, 853, 854, 857, 863, 866,
867, 873, 875, 876, 884, 886

Cebuella, 854
C. pygmaea, Pygmy Marmoset, 854, 858, 860, 864,

866, 870, 872, 880, 882
Callithrix (=Callicebus) (Marmosets), 854, 874, 877

C. argentata, Silvery Marmoset, 854, 864, 866, 870,
872, 880, 882

C. geoffroyi, Geoffroy’s Marmoset, 854, 858, 866

C. jacchus, Common Marmoset, 854, 858, 864, 866,

869, 870, 872, 874, 875, 878, 880, 882
Leonopithecus (Maned Tamarin), 854, 863, 867

L. rosalia, Golden Lion Tamarin, 853, 854, 858, 864,
870, 872, 880, 882

Saguinus (Tamarins), 854, 867, 879

S. (Oedipomidas) geoffroyi, Rufous-naped Tamarin, 854,

857, 858, 860, 864, 866, 867, 869, 870, 872, 873,
874, 875, 876, 877, 878, 879, 880, 882, 886

S. fuscicollis, Brown-headed Tamarin, 854, 858, 863,
864, 880, 882

S. midas, Golden-handed Tamarin, 853, 854, 870, 872,

878

S. oedipus, Cotton-top Tamarin, 854, 864
S. tamarin, Black Tamarin, 854, 870, 872

Callimico, 854, 857, 861

C. goeldii, Goeldi’s Marmoset, 853, 854, 858, 864, 866,
868, 870, 872, 873, 878, 880, 882, 885

INFRAORDER CATARRHINA (OLD WORLD SIMIAN
PRIMATES), 890-958, 968

Superfamily Cercopithecoidea (Old World Monkeys), 19,
851, 890, 928-58, 1010

Family Cercopithecidae (Cercopithecids), 892
Macaca, 891, 893, 895, 901, 902, 905, 909, 917, 922,

923, 927, 929, 930, 931, 934, 936, 937, 938, 939,
941, 943, 946, 947, 948, 949, 950, 951, 958, 968
M. fuscata, Japanese Macaque, 56, 57, 195, 891, 893,

895, 897, 899, 900, 902, 903, 904, 905, 907, 908,
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909, 913, 917, 918, 923, 924, 926, 927, 931, 934,
946, 952, 955, 1021, 1024

M. trus or fasciculans, Crab-eating Macaque, 893, 900,
902, 909, 923, 927, 930, 934, 936, 937, 939, 940

M. mulatta, 8, 56, 83, 126, 127, 856, 893, 900, 902,
903, 904, 905, 907, 908, 910, 913, 923, 924, 926,
927, 928, 933, 934, 936, 940, 941, 942, 946, 947,
951, 954, 956

VM. nemestrina, Pig-tailed Macaque, 876, 893, 902, 910,
923, 924, 927, 934, 943, 948

M. radiata, Bonnet Macaque, 902, 903, 907, 926, 927,
934, 940, 941, 942, 943, 944, 946, 948, 949

WM. silenus, Lion-tailed Macaque, 893, 895
M. sinica, Toque Monkey, 934, 935, 941
M. speciosa, Stumptail Macaque, 902, 913, 918, 923,

924, 926, 927, 930, 937, 941, 942, 945, 947
M. sylvana, Barbary Macaque, 902, 903, 909, 923,

926, 927, 931, 937, 942
Cynopithecus niger, Celebes Crested Macaque, 933, 941
Papio (Baboons), 49, 89, 196, 202, 891, 905, 907, 908,

909, 910, 913, 917, 918, 923, 924, 929, 930, 931,
932, 934, 936, 937, 938, 939, 940, 941, 942, 943,
944, 946, 947, 948, 949, 950, 951, 957, 958, 1026,
1034
P. anubis, Olive or Anubis Baboon, 893, 905, 913,

934, 938, 946
P. cynocephalus, Yellow Baboon, 196
P. hamadryas, Hamadryas Baboon, 892, 893, 905, 930,

931, 937, 938, 942, 944, 945, 947, 948, 951
P. ursinus, Chacma Baboon, 893, 905, 931, 934, 938,

942, 943, 944, 946, 947
Mandnillus (Mandrills), 198, 928, 931

M. leucophaeus, Drill, 913, 922, 957, 958
M. sphinx, Mandrill, 913, 922, 933, 957, 958

Theropithecus gelada, Gelada Baboon, 893, 905, 930, 931,
933, 936, 937, 938, 941, 942, 943, 948

Cercocebus (Mangabeys), 50, 893, 895, 902, 909, 913,
917, 918, 922, 923, 924, 928, 929, 930, 931, 934,
936, 937, 938, 939, 941, 942, 943, 944, 946, 497,
948, 949, 950, 951, 952, 954, 957, 958, 1007, 1029
C. albigena, Grey-cheeked Mangabey, 893, 894, 895,

897, 902, 907, 908, 909, 910, 915, 918, 922, 924,
927, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 936, 938, 939, 941,
942, 943, 945, 947, 948, 953, 954, 1026

C. albigena albigena, 894, 957
C. atys, Sooty Mangabey, 941
C. galentus, Agile Mangabey, 893, 894, 895, 902, 907,

909, 911, 915, 918, 919, 924, 927, 930, 934, 937,
939, 945, 946

C. galeritus agilis, 894, 897, 957
C. torquatus, White-collared Mangabey, 895, 902, 910,

924, 926, 927, 931, 936, 942
Cercopithecus (Guenons), 891, 893, 894, 895, 897, 901,

902, 903, 905, 908, 909, 910, 911, 912, 913, 915,
918, 923, 924, 928, 929, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934,

936, 937, 938, 939, 940, 941, 942, 943, 944, 947,
948, 949, 950, 951, 952, 957, 958, 968, 969, 1012,
1021
C. aethiops, Vervet Monkey, 51, 54, 55, 847, 900, 902,

903, 904, 908, 909, 910, 912, 915, 916, 917, 918,
923, 925, 928, 929, 942, 943, 945, 946, 947, 948,
1024

C. ascanius, Red-tailed Monkey, 893, 895, 899, 900,
908, 918, 924, 931, 932, 942, 948, 950, 951, 952,
953

C. ascanius whitesidei, 953
C. ascanius whiteside: x pongonias grayi, 951, 952, 953
C. albogulans, Syke’s Monkey or White-throated
Guenon, 942, 944, 947, 948

C. campbell, Campbell’s Guenon, 893, 897, 902, 903,
948

C. campbelli lowei, Lowe’s Guenon, 902
C. cephus, Moustached Monkey, 893, 895, 899, 902,

908, 910, 911, 912, 915, 917, 918, 920, 921, 923,
924, 930, 931, 932, 933, 934, 936, 937, 941, 948,
950

C. diana, Diana Monkey, 937
C. erythrotes, Red-eared Guenon, 893, 911
C. Uhoesti, L’Hoest’s Monkey, 893
C. mitis, Blue Monkey, 56, 893, 895, 899, 900, 908,

918, 941, 948, 950
C. mona, Mona Monkey, 893, 895, 897, 900, 917, 924,

950, 958
C. neglectus, DeBrazza’s Monkey, 892, 893, 894, 895,

896, 897, 898, 900, 902, 903, 904, 910, 915, 917,
918, 923, 924, 929, 931, 932, 933, 934, 937, 938,
948, 950, 957, 958, 969

C. nictitans, Greater White-nosed Guenon, 893,
894, 895, 896, 897, 898, 899, 900, 902, 903, 908,
911, 915, 917, 918, 923, 924, 925, 932, 933, 934,
935, 936, 937, 938, 941, 943, 944, 946, 948, 950,
951

C. petaurista, Lesser White-nosed Guenon, 893, 915,
948

C. pogonias, Crowned Guenon, 893, 894, 895, 896,
897, 899, 900, 901, 902, 903, 913-915, 917, 918,
924, 932, 933, 934, 941, 948, 950, 953, 957, 958

C. pogonias grayi, 894, 896, 901, 936, 952, 953
Moopithecus, 908, 943

M.talapoin, Talapoin Monkey, 56, 57, 892, 906, 907,
908, 909, 913, 917, 922

Erythrocebus, 943

E. patas, Red Guenon or Patas Monkey, 892, 893,
900, 902, 907, 908, 910, 923, 930, 931, 934, 937,
938, 942, 946

Family Colobinae (Leaf Monkeys), 957
Presbytis (Langurs), 895, 899, 902, 903, 908, 909, 913,

923, 924, 929, 930, 937, 938, 941, 943, 1002, 1013
P. aygula, Sunda Island Leaf Monkey, 1013, 1016
P. cristatus, Lutong, or Silvered Leaf Monkey, 893, 907
P. entellus, Common or Hanuman Langur, 893, 895,

897, 902, 903, 904, 909, 923
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P. johnii, Nilgiri Langur, 893, 895, 902, 903, 907, 909,

910, 923, 924, 941, 943, 946, 947, 948

P. potenziam, Mentawi Leaf Monkey, 1013

P. senex, 903

Nasalis larvatus, Proboscis Monkey, 903

Colobus (Colobus Monkeys), 893, 895, 897, 899, 902,

913, 917,

C. angolensis, Angolan Colobus, 893
C. badius, Red Colobus, 56, 751, 897, 907, 932, 951,

957, 958
C. guereza, Abyssinian Black-and-white Colobus or

Guereza, 56, 893, 897, 902, 903, 905, 924, 928,

929, 931, 942, 943, 944

C. satanas, Black Colobus, 893

C. verus (=Procolobus verus), Olive Colobus, 910, 911,

929
Superfamily Hominoidea (Apes and Men), 965-1030,

1034
Family Hylopatidae (Gibbons), 236, 965, 967, 968, 969,

970, 1001-1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1017, 1020,

1026, 1027, 1029

Symphalangus (Siamangs), 965
S. (=Hylobaies) syndactylus, Siamang, 1001, 1002, 1005,

1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1013, 1016, 1024

Hylobates (Gibbons):

H. agilis, Dark-handed Gibbon, 1004, 1005, 1006,

1007, 1008, 1013, 1014, 1015

H. concolor, White-cheeked Gibbon, 1005, 1009

H. hoolock, Hoolock Gibbon, 1005, 1007, 1008, 1009,

1016

H. klossii, Kloss’s Gibbon, 965, 970, 1001,1002, 1003,

1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1013, 1015, 1016,

1019, 1020, 1024, 1029, 1059, 1069

H. lar, White-handed Gibbon, 1001, 1002, 1003,

1004, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1011, 1012,

1013, 1014, 1015, 1016
H. moloch, Javan or Grey Gibbon, 1005, 1007, 1008,

1015
H. mueller, Bornean Gibbon, 1004, 1005, 1006, 1008,

1009
H. muelleri x lar, 1009

H.pileatus, Pileated Gibbon, 1005, 1006, 1007, 1008,

1009, 1015, 1016

Family Pongidae (Great Apes), 4, 19, 77, 847, 851, 965,
967, 968, 969, 1010

Pongo pygmaeus, Orang-utan, 966, 967, 968, 969, 970,
1000, 1001, 1018, 1024, 1034, 1039

Gorilla, 3, 20, 236, 965, 966, 967, 968, 1010, 1011,
1012, 1013, 1016, 1017, 1018, 1024, 1027, 1028,
1029, 1039
G. gorilla beringet, Mountain Gorilla, 966, 969, 970,

990, 993-1000, 1001
Pan troglodytes, 3, 5, 8, 12, 19, 20, 21, 26, 29, 30, 31, 56,

57, 59, 64, 65, 66, 81, 89, 114, 188, 203, 204, 302,
852, 892, 956, 966, 967, 968, 969, 970-95, 997, 999,

1000, 1001, 1009, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1014,

1017, 1018, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022, 1023, 1024,
1025, 1027, 1028, 1034-52, 1057, 1061, 1062, 1068

Family Homididae, 3
Ramapithecus, 4
Australopithecus, 4, 19

A. africanus, 3, 16, 22

Homo, 8, 27, 57
H. sapiens neanderthalensis, Neanderthal Man, 6, 9, 10,

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19
H. sapiens sapiens, Modern Man, 3-23, 26, 28, 29, 30,

31, 50, 51, 54, 55, 63, 64, 65, 81, 87, 106, 107,
114, 120, 127, 170, 187, 188, 189, 203, 204,
211-30, 239, 240, 241, 252, 254, 257, 258, 259,
260, 264, 302, 494, 519, 554, 559, 564, 567, 603,
658, 659, 682, 698, 699, 711, 734, 738, 782, 795,
803, 815, 841, 842, 852, 891, 915, 968, 976, 1009,
1010, 1011, 1021, 1023, 1025, 1034-52, 1055-73

ORDER LAGOMORPHA (LAGOMORPHS), 634-37,
648

Family Ochotonidae (Pikas), 634, 635, 636, 637
Ochotona, 634, 635

O. hyperborea, Japanese Pika, 635
O. princeps, North American Pika, 635

Family Leporidae (Hares and Rabbits), 119, 139, 147,

153, 236, 634, 635, 636
Lepus (Hares or ‘‘Jack Rabbits’’), 634, 635, 637

L. europaeus, European Hare, 636
Sylvilagus (Cottontail Rabbits), 634, 635, 637

S. aquaticus, Swamp Rabbit, 636, 637
S. floridanus, Eastern Cottontail Rabbit, 636, 637

Oryctolagus (European or Old World Rabbits), 634, 635,

637
O. cuniculus, Old World Rabbit, 139, 636

ORDER RODENTIA (RODENTS), 49, 117, 252, 256
591, 622, 634, 635, 636, 637-49, 752

SUBORDER SCIUROMORPHA(SCIURID OR
SQUIRREL-LIKE RODENTS), 637

Family Sciuridae (Tree Squirrels or Typical Squirrels),
647

Marmota (Marmots or Woodchucks), 635, 642, 648

M. caligata, Hoary Marmot, 648
M. flaviventris, Yellow-bellied Marmot, 648
M. olympus, 648

Cynomys (Prairie Dogs), 641, 642, 648
C. ludovicianus, Black-tailed Prairie Dog, 243, 648

Citellus ornatus, 641

Tamias (Tamias) striatus, Eastern Chipmunk, 642
Atlantoxerus getulus, North African Ground Squirrel, 644
Spermophilus, 642, 648

S. colombianus, 644
S. richardsonu, Richardson’s Ground Squirrel, 187

S. undulatus, Arctic Ground Squirrel, 108
Tamiasciurus, North American Red Squirrels, 642
Sciurus (Red Squirrels), 186, 644

S. carolinensis, Gray Squirrel, 641

Family Heteromyidae (Heteromyid Rodents or Kangaroo
Mice), 644, 645, 646
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PHYLUM CHORDATA(cont.)
Class Mammalia (cont.)
Perognathus (Pocket Mice), 641
Microdipodops (Pygmy Kangaroo Mice), 644
Dipodomys (Kangaroo Rats), 641, 644, 645, 646

D. merriami, Merriam Kangaroo Rat, 645, 646
D. nitratoides, 645, 646

Liomys (Spiny Pocket Mice), 641
Family Castoridae (Beavers):
Castor, 644

C. fiber canadensis, Canadian Beaver, 139
SUBORDER MYOMORPHA (MYOMORPHSOR
MOUSE-LIKE RODENTS), 50, 110, 111, 146, 147,
148, 150, 153, 236, 637

Family Cricetidae (Cricetid Rodents):
Peromyscus, 638, 639, 640, 641, 643, 644

P. (Haplomylomys) californicus, 643
P. (Haplomylomys) eremicus, 643
P. (Peromyscus) leucopus, White-footed Mouse, 643
P. (Peromyscus) maniculatus, Deer Mouse, 640, 643

Neotoma (WoodRats), 236
Cricetus (Hamster), 643
Mesocnicetus, 639, 640, 641, 643, 644

M. auratus, Golden Hamster (Syrian Stock), 638, 644
Tribe Lemmini (Lemmings), 201
Dicrostonyx, 641, 642
Lemmus (True Lemmings, Brown Lemmings), 641
Clethrionomys (Red-backed Voles), 641, 643
Muicrotus (Voles), 638
Subfamily Gerbillinae (Gerbils), 641, 645, 646
Gerbillus (Gerbils), 646
Merwones (Jirds), 643, 645, 646

M. hurrianae, 646
M. unguculatus, Central Asian Clawed Jird, 638, 649

Tatera indica, Indian Gerbil, 646
Family Muridae (Murid Rodents):
Notomys (Australian Hopping Mice), 204, 644
Rattus (Rats), 29, 84, 86, 87, 89, 123, 148, 639, 640,

641, 642, 643, 644, 743, 769
R. norvegicus, Brown or Norway Rat, 638, 639, 649
R. rattus, Black or House Rat, 644, 649

Mus, 639, 641, 643, 644, 773
M. musculus, House Mouse, 49, 638, 642

Apodemus (Wood andField Mice), 641
Family Gliridae (True Dormice):
Gls glis, Fat Dormouse, 644
Family Dipodidae (Jervoas), 646
Alactaga (Five-toed Jerboas), 644, 645
Euchoreutes, 644, 645

SUBORDER HYSTRICOMORPHA (PORCUPINES),
637

Family Hystricidae (Old World Porcupines):
Hystnix crassipinus, Bornean Rattle Porcupine, 236

SUBORDER CAVIOMORPHA(CAVIES), 638, 641, 643,
646, 647, 648

Family Octodontidae (Octodont Rodents):
Octodon (South American Bush Rats), 642, 643, 646, 647

Octodontomys, 642, 646, 647
Spalacopus, 648
Family Ctenomyidae (Tuco-tucos):
Ctenomys (Tuco-tucos), 648
Family Chinchillidae:
Lagostomus (Viscachas), 648
Lagidium (Mountain Chinchillas), 635, 642, 648
Chinchilla, 641, 646, 647
Family Caviidae:
Cavia (Guinea Pigs), 153, 641, 642, 643, 644, 649

C. a. porcellus, Guinea Pig, 642
Galea musteloides, 187
Dolichotis, 643, 647
Pediolagus, 646, 647
Family Dasyproctidae (Agoutis):
Cuniculus, 643, 647
Dasyprocta, 642, 647
Myoprocta (Acouchys), 642, 643, 644, 647

M. pratt, 647
Family Dinomyidae (Pacarans):
Dinomys (Pacaranas), 636, 642, 643
Family Erethiozontidae (New World Porcupines):
Erethizon (North American Porcupines), 636
ORDER CETACEA (WHALES), 52, 252, 253, 254, 257,

259, 794-806
SUBORDER MYSTICOCETI (BALEEN WHALES), 794

795, 802, 803, 804, 1058
Family Balaenidae (Right Whales):
Eubalaena australis, Southern Right Whale, 803
Family Balaenopteridae (Finback Whales):
Megaptera novaeangliae, Humpback Whale, 52, 562, 798,

803, 834, 1058
Balaenoptera acutorostrata, Minke Whale, 795, 804
SUBORDER ODONTOCETI (TOOTHED WHALES),

114, 236, 794, 795, 796, 798, 799, 800, 801, 802,
803, 805, 806, 816, 834

Family Physeteridae (Sperm Whales), 796
Physeter catedon, Sperm Whale, 802
Family Ziphiidae (Beaked Whales), 796
Family Platanistidae (Gangetic Dolphins), 796
Platanista gangetica, Ganges River Dolphin, 800
Family Iniidae (Amazonian Dolphins):
Inia geoffrensis, Amazon River Dolphin, 804
Family Monodontidae (White Whales and Narwhals),

796
Superfamily Delphinoidea (Dolphins), 195
Family Phocaenidae (Porpoises), 234, 235, 238, 240,

241, 242, 244, 245, 246, 253, 254, 794, 796
Phocaena, 234

P. phocoena, Harbor or Common Porpoise, 816, 834,
1068

Phocaenoides dalli, Dall’s Harbor Porpoise, 802
Family Stenidae (Long-snouted Dolphins), 796
Steno bredanensis, Rough-toothed Dolphin, 240
Family Delphinidae (Dolphins), 195, 239, 258, 794, 795,

796, 797, 800, 802, 1069
Stenella plagiodon, 796, 802

>
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Delphinus delphinus bairdi, Saddleback Dolphin, 796

Delphinus delphis, Common Dolphin, 805
Tursiops, 234

T. aduncus, Indian Ocean Bottle-nosed Dolphin, 795

T. truncatus, Atlantic Bottlenosed Dolphin, 243, 794,

795, 796, 797, 798, 799, 800, 801, 802, 803, 804,

805

Subfamily Orcininae (Pilot and Killer Whales), 794, 796

Globicephala (Pilot Whales or Blackfish), 794

Pseudorca crassidens, False Killer Whale, 794

Orcinus orca, Common Killer Whale, 794, 802

ORDER CARNIVORA (CARNIVORES), 202, 596, 597,

648, 659, 750, 751, 752, 760, 761, 762, 767-89

Family Mustelidae (Mustelids), 762, 767-77, 783, 788,

789, 812
Subfamily Mustelinae (Weasels or Mustelins), 768

Mustela (Weasels), 767, 773, 775

M. (Lutreola) vision, American Mink, 768, 769, 771,

775, 776, 778

M. (Mustela) erminea, Stoat or Ermine, 769, 771, 773,

774, 775, 776

M. (Mustela) frenata, Long-tailed Weasel, 768
M. (Mustela) nivalis, Common Weasel, 771, 773, 774,

775, 776
M. (Mustela) rixosa, American Least Weasel, 771, 773,

774, 775, 776

M. (Putorius) furo, Ferret, 90, 769, 771

M. (Putorius) nigripes, Black-footed Ferret, 774

M. (Putorius) putorius, European Polecat, 91, 769-71,

774, 776

Martes americana, American Marten, 768, 772, 774, 776

M. pennant, Fisher, 775

M.zibellina, Sable, 769, 772

Eira (=Tayra) barbara, Tayra, 762, 772, 774, 775, 776

Grison vittatus, Common Grison, 768, 772, 774, 776, 778

Poecilogale albinucha, African Striped Weasel, 768, 772,

775, 776, 777, 778

Gulo gulo, Wolverine, 776
Subfamily Mellivorinae (Honey Badgers), 768
Mellivora capensis, Honey Badgeror Ratel, 768, 772, 775,

777
Subfamily Melinae (Badgers), 768
Meles meles,. European Badger, 772, 777

Taxidea taxus, American Badger, 777
Subfamily Mephitinae (Skunks), 768, 788

Mephitis mephitis, Striped Skunk, 768, 773, 775, 777
Spilogale putorius, Spotted Skunk, 768, 772, 773, 775, 777
Subfamily Lutrinae (Otters), 252, 768, 769, 809

Lontra (=Lutra) felina, 809

Enhydra lutris, Sea Otter, 809, 810, 811-13, 834

Family Procyanidae (Procyonids), 767, 768, 769, 777-82,
783, 788, 789

Bassaricus astutus, North American Ring-tailed Cat or
Cocomistle, 778, 780

Bassaricyon gabbu, Olingo, 779, 780, 781
Procyon, 767, 777, 779

P. lotor, North American Raccoon, 778, 779, 780, 788,

789
Nasua (Coatimundis), 777, 779

N. narica, White-nosed Coati, 778-79, 780, 781, 782,

788
N. nasua, Ring-tailed or Red Coati, 778

Potos, 777, 779

P. flavus, Kinkajou, 780, 781

Subfamily Ailurinae (Pandas), 767, 777

Ailurus fulgens, Lesser or Red Panda, 777, 779, 780, 781
Ailuropoda melanoleuca, Giant Panda, 767, 777, 779, 781,

782, 788
Family Ursidae (Bears), 431, 767, 768, 769, 782-88, 789

Ursus (Brown and Black Bears), 767

U. (Ursus) arctos, Brown Bear, 782, 783, 784, 785,

786, 787, 789
U. (Ursus) arctos horribilis, Grizzly Bear, 783, 786, 789

U. (Euarctos) americanus, American Black Bear, 783,

784, 785, 786, 787, 788, 789

Thalarctos maritinius, Polar Bear, 762, 782, 785, 786, 787,

789
Selenarctos thibetanus, Asiatic Black Bear, 783

Melursus ursinus, Sloth Bear, 783, 787

Helarctos malayanus, Malayan Sun Bear, 783, 785
Tremarctos ornatus, Spectacled Bear, 782, 783, 787, 788

Family Viverridae (Viverrids), 756, 761, 762

Viverra (Civets), 762

V. (Civettictis) civetta, African Civet, 764

Genetta tigrina, Large-spotted Genet, 764
Suricata suricata, Suricate or Meerkat, 90, 760, 764

Family Hyaenidae (Hyenas):
Crocuta crocuta, Spotted Hyena, 762
Superfamily Canoidea, 767
Family Canidae (Canids), 5, 79, 90, 122, 141, 191, 195,

728-47, 761, 762, 789, 801, 930, 1068

Canis (Wolves and Jackals), 596, 597, 730, 731, 732,

733, 740
C. aureus, Golden Jackal, 107, 186, 596, 597, 729, 731,

739, 740, 746, 849

C. latrans, Coyote, 729, 730, 731, 732, 733, 734, 735,

736, 737, 738, 739, 746

C. latrans x Beagle, 738

C. lupus, Wolf, 160, 728, 729, 730, 731, 732, 734,

735, 736, 737, 738, 739, 740, 741, 743, 744, 745,
746, 879

C. lupus familiaris, Domestic Dog, 76, 80, 241, 731,

733, 734, 735, 736, 737, 738, 741, 742, 746;
Beagle, 743; Chihuahua, 740, 741; Doberman

Pinscher, 740, 741; Husky, 741; Irish Setter, 740,

741; Lap Dog, 734; Malemute, 741

Alopex lagopus, Arctic Fox, 733, 734, 735, 738, 739, 741,
743, 744, 745

Vulpes (True Foxes), 730, 731, 732, 734, 735, 736, 737,
740, 742
V. macrotis, Kit Fox, 733
V. vulpes, Red Fox, 728, 729, 732, 734, 735, 737, 738,
“740, 741, 743, 744, 745, 746
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Class Mammalia (cont.)
Fennecus zerda, Fennec Fox, 745
Lycaon pictus, Cape Hunting Dog, 729
Cuon alpinus, Dhole or Asiatic Wild Dog, 729, 737, 739
Urocyon cinereoargenteus, Grey Fox, 729, 731, 734, 735,

738, 739, 743, 744, 745
Dusicyon culpeolus, Culpeo, 731, 733, 741
Chrysocyon brachyurus, Maned Wolf, 738
Superfamily Feloidea, 767
Family Felidae (Felids), 118, 119, 204, 749-64, 783, 789

801
Generic Group Felini (Small Felids):
Felis, 752, 754, 762

F. catus, Domestic cat, 76, 238, 239, 241, 337, 732,
751, 752, 754, 756, 757, 758-60, 761, 762, 764,
769, 778: Siamese Cat, 83

F. manul, Pallas Cat, 749, 754, 757, 760, 761, 762-64
F. margarita, Sand Cat, 749, 754, 760, 761, 762-64
F, silvestris, European Wildcat, 749, 752, 754

Lynx, 754
L. lynx canadensis, Canada Lynx, 749, 752, 754
L. rufus, Bobcat, 754

Caracal caracal (=Felis caracal), Caracal, 189
Profelis temmincki, Temminck’s Golden Cat, 749, 754
Pronailurus, 754

P. bengalensis, Leopard Cat, 749, 752, 754, 760, 761,
762-64

P. viverinna, Fishing Cat, 749, 754
Pardofelis wiedu, Margay, 749, 754
Herpailurus yagouaroundi (=Felis yagouaroundi), Jaguarundi,

749, 754, 756
Puma concolor, Puma, 749, 754
Neofelis nebulosa, Clouded Leopard, 749, 754
Generic Group Pantherini (Big Felids), 752, 762
Panthera, 752

P. leo, Lion, 116, 749, 751, 752, 754, 756, 757
P. onca, Jaguar, 749, 754
P. pardus, Leopard, 746, 749, 754, 757
P. tigns, Indian Tiger, 749, 752, 754, 755, 756, 1068
P. uncia, Snow Leopard, 749, 752, 753, 754, 755, 756,

757, 759
Acinonyx jubatus, Cheetah, 749, 754, 762
SUBORDER PINNIPEDIA (PINNIPEDS), 252, 794, 809,

813-36
Superfamily Otarioidea (Sea Lions and Walruses), 90
Family Otardae (Eared Seals), 809, 813-17, 820, 822,

823, 825, 829, 830, 832, 834, 835
Eumatopias jubatus, Stellar or Northern Sea Lion, 814,

815, 817, 819, 821, 823, 827, 828, 829, 830, 833, 834
Zalophus cahfornianus, California Sea Lion, 76, 814, 815,

816, 817, 819, 823, 827, 829, 830, 833
Otaria byrona, Southern Sea Lion, 814, 817, 819
Neophoca cinerea, Australian Sea Lion, 814, 819
Phocarctos hooken, Hooker’s Sea Lion, 814, 825
Arctocephalus, 817, 820, 821, 822, 823, 824, 825, 830

A. australis, South American Fur Seal, 814, 817
A. doriferus, Australian Fur Seal, 814

,

A. forster, New Zealand Fur Seal, 814, 817, 819, 823,
824, 826, 829, 830, 833

A. philipp, Guadalupe Fur Seal, 814
A. pusillus, South African Fur Seal, 814, 817, 819, 820

821, 824, 825, 833
A. tasmanicus, Tasmanian Fur Seal, 814
A. tropicalis, Kerguelen Fur Seal, 814, 833

Callorhinus, 825, 830 ©
C. ursinus, Northern Fur Seal, 817, 819, 820-22, 823,

824, 825, 826, 828, 833
Mirounga, 815, 820, 821, 822, 823, 825, 830, 832, 833,

834
M. angustirostris, Northern Elephant Seal, 89, 814, 817

821, 822, 823, 824, 825, 828, 829, 830, 831, 832,
833

M. leonina, Southern Elephant Seal, 814, 817, 832,
833

Cystophora cristata, Hooded Seal, 814, 816, 818, 820, 822
Pusa, 814

Erignathus barbatus, Bearded Seal, 814, 818, 820, 822,
827, 830

Pagophilus (Harp Seals), 814, 818, 825, 828, 832, 834
Histnophoca (Ribbon Seals), 814
Halichoerus, 820

H. grypus, Grey Seal, 814, 815, 816, 817, 821, 822,
823, 824, 825, 829, 830, 832, 833, 835

Phoca caspica (=Pusa caspica), Caspian Seal, 814, 818
P. fasciata, Ribbon Seal, 814, 818, 822
P. groenlandicus, Harp Seal, 814, 815, 816, 820, 822,

823, 824
P. hispida (=Pusa hispida), Ringed Seal, 814, 815, 817,

818, 820, 822, 823, 827, 832, 833
P. sibinca, Baikal Seal, 814, 818
P. vitulina, Harbor Seal, 814, 815, 816, 820, 822, 823,

824, 825, 827, 830, 833
ORDER SIRENIA (SIRENIANS), 809, 810-11, 834
Family Hydrodamalidae (Extinct species), 809
Family Trichechidae (Manatees), 810-11
Trichechus inunguis, Brazilian Manatee, 811
7. manatus, Northern Manatee, 811
Family Dugongidae (Dugongs):
Dugong dugong, Dugong, 810
ORDER PERISSODACTYLA (ODD-TOED
UNGULATES), 635, 647, 648, 688-89, 715-24, 745

Family Equidae (Equines), 202, 203, 660, 715-21, 724
Equus africanus (=E. asinus), African Wild Ass, 715, 717,

719, 720, 721
E. africanus f. asinus, 715, 718, 721
E. africanus somatensis, 721
E. grevyi, Grevy’s Zebra, 715, 716, 717, 718, 721
E. hemionus, Asiatic Wild Ass, 715, 719, 721
E. przewalsku, Przewalski’s Wild Horse, 715, 716, 717,

718, 719, 720, 721
E. przewalsku f. caballus, Domestic Horse, 716, 717, 719,

1068, 1069
E. quagga (burchelli), Plains Zebra, 715, 716, 717, 718,

719, 720

,

’
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E. zebra, Mountain Zebra, 189, 715, 716, 719, 720

Family Rhinocerotidae (Rhinoceroses), 715, 722-24

Rhinoceros sondiacus, Javan Rhinoceros, 722, 723, 724

R. unicornis, Great Indian Rhinoceros, 722, 723, 724

Didermocerus sumatrensis, Asiatic Two-horned Rhinoceros,

722, 723, 724

Diceros bicornis, African Black Rhinoceros, 155, 722, 723,

724

Ceratotherium simum, Square-lipped or White Rhinoceros,

722, 723
Family Tapiridae (Tapirs), 715, 724, 725
Tapirus bairdi, Central American Tapir, 724

T. indicus, Malayan Tapir, 724, 725

T. pinchaque, Mountain Tapir, 724
T. terrestris, Lowland Tapir, 724, 725

ORDER ARTIODACTYLA (EVEN-TOED

UNGULATES), 635, 647, 648, 655-711, 745

SUBORDER NONRUMINANTIA (NONRUMINANTS),

655, 682
Family Suidae (Old World Pigs), 234, 655, 659, 660,

669, 678, 680, 681, 692, 694, 706, 707, 708, 709

Potamochoerus porcus, Bush Pig, 694, 701

Sus (Wild Boars), 149, 150

S. scrofa, Wild Boar, 680, 694, 701, 702

S. scrofa domestica, Domestic Pig, 1068

Phacechoerus, 189

P. aethiopicus, Warthog, 668, 673, 679, 693, 694, 702,

703
Family Tayassuidae (Peccaries), 655, 659, 664, 678
Tayassu tajacu (=Dicotyles tajucu), Collared Peccary, 187,

670, 679, 680, 682
Family Hippopotamidae (Hippopotamuses), 655, 659,

678, 708, 709
Choeropsis libenensis, Pigmy Hippopotamus, 665
Hippopotamus amphibius, Hippopotamus, 662, 665, 679,

680, 682, 692

SUBORDER TYLOPODA (TYLOPODES), 655, 665,

680, 681, 682, 683, 684, 692, 693, 694, 697, 700,
701, 705, 707

Family Camelidae (Camels), 655, 670, 678, 680
Camelus (Camels), 670, 698
Lama (Llamas), 670, 684

L. guanicoé, Guanaco, 681, 683, 704, 710
L. guanicoé glama, 684
L. vicuna, Vicuna, 665, 694

SUBORDER RUMINANTIA (RUMINANTS), 655, 665,
671, 682, 707

Archeomeryx optatus (Prehistoric ungulate species), 692,
693

Family Tragulidae (Chevrotains), 655.
Family Cervidae (Deer), 655, 659, 664, 667, 668, 678,

680, 681, 682, 684, 685, 686, 692, 693, 697, 703,
704, 705, 706, 707, 897

Moschus, 697
M. moschiferus, Musk Deer, 662

Hydropotes, 697
Muntiac, 697

Dama dama, Fallow Deer, 667, 669, 670, 680, 705, 711

Axis axis, Axis Deer, 664, 669, 680, 686, 705

Cervus (Cervus) elaphus, Central European Red Deer, 660,
661, 662, 663, 669, 680, 681, 693, 697, 704

C. (Cervus) elaphus hippelaphus, 662
C. (Cervus) elaphus nelsoni, Rocky Mountain Elk, 662, 693

C. (=Sika) nippon dybowsku, Manchurian Sika, 694, 697
C. (Rucervus) duvauceli, Barasingha, 697

Capreolus capreolus, Roe Deer, 664, 701
Odocoileus, 663, 668

O. (Odocoileus) hemionus, Mule Deer, 661, 663, 667,

678, 704
O. (Odocoileus) hemionus columbianus, Black-tailed Deer,

147
O. (Odocoileus) virginianus, White-tailed Deer, 202, 668,

680, 683, 705
Alces (Moose), 683

A. alces, Moose, 663

Rangifer (Reindeer), 669, 671, 699

R. tarandus, Reindeer, 663, 671

R. tarandus arcticus, Caribou, 699

Family Giraffidae (Giraffes), 655, 678, 680, 694, 697

Okapia johnstoni, Okapi, 683, 684, 704, 709, 711

Giraffa camelopardalis, Giraffe, 668, 672, 673, 683, 684,

701, 704
Family Antilocapridae (Pronghorn), 655, 662, 665, 667
Antilocapra americana, Pronghorn, 199, 661, 663, 664,

685, 686, 688, 701, 705, 709
- Family Bovidae (Horned Ungulates), 189, 647, 655, 656,

658, 659, 660, 662, 664, 668, 678, 680, 682, 683,
685, 686, 690, 692, 693, 694, 697, 700, 701, 702,

703, 704, 705, 706, 707

Subfamily Cephalophinae (Duikers), 671, 680, 706
Sylvicapra grimmia, Grey Duiker, 199
Cephalophus monticola, Blue Duiker, 669
Subfamily Neotraginae (Dwarf Antelopes), 706, 707
Rhynchotragus kirki, Kirk’s Dik-dik, 665, 668

Oreotragus oreotragus, Klipspringer, 199, 664
Subfamily Tragelaphinae:
Tragelaphus (Spiral-horned Antelopes), 668, 680, 681,

697, 699, 703, 706, 707
T. angasi, Nyala, 693

T. imberbis, Lesser Kudu, 673, 693, 698, 702
T. scriptus, Bushbuck, 693

T. spekei, Sitatunga, 673, 679, 680, 681, 690

T. strepsiceros, Greater Kudu, 673, 681, 690, 693, 694,

698, 699, 701, 702, 703
Taurotragus, 703, 706

T. oryx, Eland Antelope, 680, 705

Boselaphus, 706
B. tragocamelus, Nilgai, 665, 681, 682, 683, 684, 693,

695, 696, 703
Subfamily Bovinae (Oxen), 697, 701
Bos (Bibos) gaurus, Gaur, 693

B. (Bos) primigenius, Cattle, 660, 669, 670, 673, 793
CamargueCattle, 710
Indian Cattle, 659
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PHYLUM CHORDATA(cont.)
Class Mammalia (cont.)
Bison, 669, 701

B. bonasus, European Bison, 663
Subfamily Alcelaphinae (Hartebeests), 659
Alcelaphus, 706

A. buselaphus, Hartebeest, 199, 673, 682, 703, 711
Damaliscus (Sassabies), 665, 706

D. dorcas dorcas, Bontebok, 689, 690, 707
D. dorcas phillipsi, Blesbok, 663, 664, 671, 688
D. lunatus, 661
D. lunatus lunatus, Tsessebe, 673, 698
D. lunatus topi, Topi, 665, 668, 679, 682, 695, 698,

705, 706, 711
Connochaetes (Gnus), 659, 669, 670, 706

C. gnou, Black Wildebeest, 662, 709, 710
.C. taurinus, Brindled Wildebeest or Wildebeest, 187,

662, 668, 679, 682, 686, 689, 690, 693, 698
Subfamily Hippotraginae, 659, 706
Hippotragus, 706

H. equinus, Roan Antelope, 682, 686, 693, 701, 703,
706

H. niger, Sable Antelope, 682, 686, 701, 703, 706
Oryx, 665, 683, 686

O. gazella, Oryx, 682, 688, 693, 698, 699, 701, 702,
703, 705, 706, 710

O. gazella besa, East African Oryx, 673, 675, 682, 686
O. gazella tao, Scimitar-horned Oryx, 706

Addax, 665, 682, 701
A. nasomaculatus, Addax Antelope, 706

Subfamily Reduncinae (Reedbucks and Waterbucks), 706
Kobus, 680, 706

K. defassa, Waterbuck, 686
Adenota kob, Uganda Kob, 647, 656, 662, 695
Onotragus megaceros, Gray’s Waterbuck, 663, 670
Redunca redunca, Reedbuck, 668
Subfamily Antilopinae, 659, 664, 667, 699, 704, 706,

707, 708
Gazella, 659, 660, 665, 668, 669, 679, 682, 683, 686,

703
G. (Gazella) benetti, 664

G. (Gazella) dorcas, Dorcas Gazelle, 664, 667, 670,
686, 703, 706, 708, 709, 710

G. (Gazella) gazella, Mountain Gazelle, 664, 668, 673,
693, 695, 701, 708, 710

G. (Gazella) rufifrons, Red-fronted Gazelle, 664
G. (Gazella) thomsoni, Thomson’s Gazelle, 188, 662,

663, 664, 665, 668, 669, 673, 676, 677, 685, 688,
689, 690, 702, 704, 706, 707, 708

G. (Nanger) grant, Grant’s Gazelle, 661, 662, 664,
668, 673, 674, 678, 679, 681, 682, 685, 686, 688,
689, 690, 691, 692, 693, 694, 695, 696, 698, 699,
700, 703, 704, 706, 707, 708

G. (Nanger) soemmering, Soemmering’s Gazelle, 664,
681, 708

G. (Trachelochele) subgutturosa, Goitered Gazelle, 664,
688, 708

Antilope, 189
A. cervicapra, Indian Blackbuck, 186, 659, 663, 664,

670, 682, 688, 693, 698, 700, 704, 706, 708
Litocranius wallen, Gerenuk, 664, 670, 708
Ammodorcas clarke, Divatag, 664, 668, 670
Antidorcas, 669

A. marsupialis, Springbuck, 667, 668
Aepyceros, 706

A. melampus, Impala, 661, 679, 695, 698, 703, 743,
745

Subfamily Caprinae, 681, 703, 706, 1068
Rupicapra, 706

R. rupicapra, Chamois, 191, 192, 201, 662, 664, 668,
671, 681, 687, 704

Oreamnos, 706
O. americanus, Rocky Mountain Goat, 199, 664, 672,

673, 687, 692, 696, 703
Capra, 663, 703
Ammotragus, 706

Ammotragus lervia, Barbary Sheep, 672, 673
Ovis (Sheep), 697, 699, 703, 706

O. ammon poli, Marco Polo Sheep, 684
O. canadensis, Bighorn Sheep, 686, 699
O. canadensis dall, Dall Sheep, 189
O. onentalis cycloceros, Punjab Urial, 705


